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COll1 1SEL:

f\.1) lord, the next witness should be Mr And
have taken the rest of the day but I h •
r~wdKamya,who should
p .
. .
.
,
ave receive a message that the
rm!e Mm1ster is entering his new offices at Kitante and this is the Site
Engmeer of the place, he has t~ be there to se~ that everything is
properly done. He cannot promise when to come he ma
•
b h · .
,
y come any
t 1me,
ut t at 1sthe message he sent me.

CHAIR?\,1AN:

It is qui~e vague•. _Maybe, in the meantime, we should adjourn, we
cannot sit here wa1tmg. We shall adjourn and hope that by_
• ·t
· t ?
we give 1
3 0 mmues

COUNSEL:

Well, an hour, I suppose.

CHAIRMAN:

That is very long.

COUNSEL:

Because he says he has to be there, if they have to ask this he has to
.
'
give an answer and so forth; this is his problem.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, let us give it to 12 o'clock.

COUNSEL:

Very well, My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

So, we shall adjourn briefly and resume here at 12 noon today.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are back
from the long break which we have been having while waiting for Mr.
Kamya who was possibly the next witness, but I understand, he has not
yet arrived. So, Leading Counsel, what do you suggest we do?

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I think, most likely, Mr. Kamya will not be able to make it
today; in the circumstances I apply that you adjourn the hearing until as
we deem it fit, My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

We shall, perhaps, put it on record, we are going to adjourn the hearing
here in Kampala until on a date to be notified. That is until sine die, the
sun goes. The reason is because, next week on Wednesday the 24th of
September this year, the Commission will travel to Mbarara and
commence hearing evidence there the following day, may be for about
two weeks altogether. Then we hope to come back thereafter and
resume hearing evidence in Kampala.
So for that reason the
Commission is adjourned sine die.

COUNSEL:

Okay, My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Fellow Commissioners, Learned Counsel, the Chief Magistrate,
Mbarara, and any other government officials who are here and membe~
of the public, we will start today, the 25th of September 1987, m
Mbarara where this Commission of Inquiry into Violations of Human
Rights is holding its Session for the first time. By making brie~ re_marks
for the benefit of members of the public, this is the Comm1ss1on of
Inquiry into Violations of Human Rights abo~t which you may ha~e
heard from public announcements through Radio and from other pubhc
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I

notices which ha\'C been sent before.
1 will start first of all by introducing to you members of this
· •
To my left, is Mr. John Nagenda.
Mr. John
is a
Comm1ss1on.
.
. Nagenda
h •
1
man of many attr1·butes among others, he 1s a Journa 1st; e 1s. also a
farmer in Namutamba in Mubende; he is also_a well known. cncketer;
recently, he was the Captain of the Uganda Cncket Team which_toured
overseas. (Interjection) - Yes, it has been brought to m_y~ttent1onthat
we do not seem to have an interpreter. Could we have !his mterpreted in
Runyankole? You make a summary of wha! I have ~aid so far. Now to
my immediate right, is Mrs. Joan Kakwenz~rewho 1s a daughte_rof this
District and Rukungiri. She is a Lecturer m _Department of H1sto~ in
Makerere University. Next to, her, is D~. Khiddu Maku~uya :"ho 1s an
Associate Professor in Faculty of Law m Makerere University. Now
there are two other members of the Commission who are not here yet,
but we hope that they will join us in the ~ext few d_ays. these ar~:- Dr.
Jack Luyombya who is a member of Nat1on~l Resistance Council and
Mr. John Kawanga, a Practising Advocate m Kampala and Masaka.
Those are the membership of this Commission. then we have the Senior
officials; we have Mr. Cheborion Barishaki, who is the Assistant Legal
Counsel. Mr. Barishaki, could you stand up please so that they see you
and Mr. Richard Nuwamanya who is also a son of this district.
We have been commanded with task to inquire into the causes and
circumstances surrounding all aspects of violation of human rights,
breaches of the law and excessive abuse of power committed against
persons in Uganda by the regimes in government; their servants, agents
or agencies, between the period, 9th of October, 1962 to 25th January,
1986. We are also required to re-investigate into possible ways of
preventing the recurrence of such violation of human rights and abuses
of power. Some of the examples of the violations we are commanded to
enquire into are:- causes and circumstances surrounding the mass
murders and all acts or omissions resulting into arbitrary deprivation of
human life committed in various parts of Uganda. The causes and
circumstances surrounding the numerous arbitrary arrests consequent
detections without trial; arbitrary· imprisonment and abuses of the
powers in detention and restrictions; the denial of any person of a fair
and public trial before an independent and impartial court established by
law; the subjection of any person to torture, cruel inhuman and
degrading treatment; the manner in which the law and enforcement
agency and state security agencies executed their functions. To the
extent to which the practices and procedures employed in the execution
of such functi?ns may have violated human rights of any person. The
causes and circumstances surrounding the massive displacement of
persons and expulsion of people including Uganda citizens from
Uganda and; consequent disappearance or presumed death of some of
t~em. The sub~ection of any person to discriminatory treatment by
virtue of race, ~•be, place of origin, political opinion, creed or sex. By
any ~erson actmg und~r any written law or in the performance of the
functions of any public office or public authority. To deny to any
perso~ 0 ~ any other fundamental freedoms and rights prescribed in the
constitution. The protect" b
. .
ion Y act or comm1ss10n of any person that
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have perpetuated any of the foresaid things from the due process oflaw.
"{;ese tenns of reference are contained in Legal Notice No. 5 of J986.
. ur ~let~od of work is that we are required to carry out this
~nvest~gat1onthroughout Uganda. We do this by, first of all, the team of
'?vestigators going to receiving information of such violations of human
nghts. they take statements from such witnesses or persons who wish to
come and ~ive :vidence before the Commission. Anybody is free and,
everybody m this country in Uganda, should feel free to come and tell
the Commission the experience they or their relatives or friends have
had in the period relating to this Inquiry. Experience relating to violation
of human rights in the example of incidences which are numerated in
the Legal Notice. We have appealed and we are continuing to appeal to
everybody including you who have come here and everybody in
Mbarara and Bushenyi Districts to feel free and come and give evidence
before this Commission. Nobody should fear by thinking that if he or
she gives evidence before the Commission, he or she will be victimised
by anybody; nothing of the sort will happen. Now after receiving
evidence from members of the public, we shall then write a report and
make our report to the Government.
Now I come next to our visit to Mbarara. We are going to start the
hearing of evidence today. And we have planned to be here for the next
two weeks. We shall be sitting in this Catholic Social Centre Hall. The
hearing is public, the doors are open and anybody is free to come and
hear what is happening. It is not closed or nobody should say that some
people will be excluded. We shall be sitting every morning and
afternoon from Mondays to Fridays. We shall also be sitting on
Saturdays up to about three or four p.m. I think, briefly, to save the
time, what we have to do, that is all I have to say for the time being.
However, I will invite other members of the Commission also to say
something, particularly, Mrs. Kakwenzire who speaks the vernacular
here; I ask her to feel free or well, to speak to you freely in vernacular to
explain, perhaps, things which are may be difficult to explain in English.
KAKWENZIRE:

Speaks in vernacular. (Interjection). I accept my Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:

Madam Kakwenzire, Commissioner, I think there is no need for what
you are saying to be translated in English. I think what I have said in
English perhaps is enough for those who understand English. So you go
ahead in vernacular.

KAKWENZIRE:

May be I better at this juncture say that I am a Rwandese married to a
Munyankole. I prefer actually to speak in English. Mr. Chairman. As
the Chairman told you, this is an opportunity for the people to come
forward and talk about what happened to them. This country has passed
through a very difficult history; it has experienced a ve~ di!licult
situation. And I think everybody is happy that for the first time m our
history we have been given a chance to talk ~bo_utour probl~ms.
Basically, every human being needs to enjoy ce~am nghts. Essentially,
every human being needs food, shelter,_edu~at~o~ and freedo~ to say
what she or he wants to say without bemg v1chm1sed. For quite some
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time thi has not been possible. And you know us much as 1 know that
this hns been so because the people have la~kcd sense of direction; that
the people have had O distorted leadership. So, now we can say,
everything is perfect but at least we hav~ a_chance to talk to ourselves
and to talk to the Government and say, this 1s what th~ people think, the
people think, this went wrong and the people _w~nt this to go right. So
this is the people's chance, not only to say, this 1s what happened to me
but also to say, this is what should happen. So yo_uare supposed to give
amage:z.ito the Commission so that we can also g'.ve the same magezi to
the Government. Thank you very much, Mr. Chamnan.
MR. NAGENDA:

I do not have to repeat what the Chairman and my fellow Commissioner
have just said, only to say that, the last 25 years our country has gone
through great suffering which must be cleaned up. Amongst any family
in our nation, there has not been one that has not suffered in one way or
another through very bad Government. Our country cries for justice and
our people cry for justice; so if there is any way in which this
Commission and, speaking for myself personally, if l can be of any use
at all in bringing about this justice, then I think, I would have done my
duty. It is absence - it is very shameful that a lot of the people who
caused this suffering are walking in our streets You should help us to
see that the justice is done in this connection. And the very fact that the
things that we have done are being recorded for posterity it is in itself a
big step. Even those people who knew what had happened in general,
will be very shocked to hear the kind of things we have been hearing in
the last year or so, because they do not seem to be things which
appertain to human beings. The President and his Government have
said that not a single person in this nation is above the law. So whoever
has caused this suffering, please come forward and say so. For myself1
am extremely pleased to see that some church leadersare here- 1 am
sorry - instead of saying "church" I should have said "somereligious
leaders." But I want for my own information, to knowwhetherthereare
any government officials at this opening. I see; the Chief Magistrate.
Somebody from the SDA; from the DA's office? I think that is a bid
omission. Any people from the RCs? This is very encouraging. I am
sure there will be an explanation why the DA is not represented. Thank
you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

I think now that the introductory remarkshave been made, we should
commence the real business. Learned Counsel,let us have the business
of the day.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Lady and GentlemenCommissioners,the case we
shall begin with in this session in Mbararawill relate to the rampant
unla~l
arrests, detections, torturesand looting of propertythat to
many 1s common knowledge. Our witnesses will run consecutively,
s~rting from the ones we have heard in Kampalaand other places; these
will also apply to the numbering of our exhibits. Today, therefore, it
follows that our next witness will be No. 167; and this is Haji Ahmad
Luzze Salongo.
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\VITNESS N0.167:
AFFIRl\fED

H
AJI AHMAD LUZZE SALONGO _

COUNSEL:

Could you state your names please?

LUZZE:

I am Haji Ahmad Luzze Salongo.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

LUZZE:

58 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

LUZZE:

Kabwohe, Gombolola Kagango, Saza Shema.

COUNSEL:

Is this in Bushenyi District?

LUZZE:

Yes, it is.

COUNSEL:

What do you do, Haji?

LUZZE:

Since as far back as 1950, I have been a driver.

COUNSEL:

In June, 1984, were you in Shema?

LUZZE:

Yes, I was.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the date 30th of June, 1984?

LUZZE:

Yes, I remember it.

COUNSEL:

This was an Idd Zihiya date. Is that true?

LUZZE:

Yes, I do remember.

COUNSEL:

As a Moslem, did you attend prayers?

LUZZE:

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

Did anything spectacular happen on that date?

LUZZE:

Yes, there was.

COUNSEL:

What happened?

LUZZE:

On that very day 30th of June, 1984, it was an Idd day at around 9.20
a.m., we had gone for prayers; when we were still waiting for our
Mwalimu.
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Where hnd you gone for prayers, l laji'l

Ll'ZZE:
C UN 'EL:

At the mosque, KnbWllhe.
And whom were ) ou with; uny person whom you can or remember

particularly'?
LUZZE:

Well. we had so many people, but I could still recall some few.

COUNSEL:

I sec. Was the Yusuf Mugerwa with you?

LUZZE:

Yes, he was.

COUNSEL:

1 see. So what happened'?

LUZZE:

COUNSEL:
LUZZE:
COUNSEL:

So when we were still waiting for our Mwalimu - as the Mwalimu was
approaching in the compoun~, one of the mc~bers who were ~roundby
the name of Haji Abbas Bahnda; at that particular moment, it is when
that Haji Abasi Barinda authorised ~omebody wh~ was not supposed to
lead the service that day, to do the JOb. By that ~1m~I was working as
the Chairman of the mosque and, I had the obligation to ask him. 1
wanted to know why he had particularly chosen that person to lead the
prayers that day whereas the rightful Mwalimu had actually come.

co
LU

Who was this person Abasi chose to lead the prayers?
He was Mohamad Kyerane.
And who was supposed to lead the prayers according to you as a
chairman?

LUZZE:

We had our usual Mwalimu who was supposed to lead the prayers
called Sowedi Mugerwa and he still leads.
C

COUNSEL:

Yes; so what followed when Abasi did this?

LUZZE:

So we actually wanted to know from him what had prompted him to put
this person to lead the prayers; and where he had actually got the
authority. So he actually replied that he had done that in his capacityas
a Member of Parliament.
So we waited - when we all of us got
mobilised and we actually refused what he had imposed on us andwe
made it clear to him that we had our constitution from the Uganda
Moslem Supreme Council explaining to us the person who was
supposed to be leading us. When we were still there, he went to his car
an~ pulled out a gun. Fortunately, he actually never used his gun, so be
said, he told us that he had gone to the Police.

COUNSEL:
LUZZE:

Was it a big gun or a small gun?
It was a small gun.

COUNSEL:

Are you saying, it was a pistol?
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.

l ll.ll':

~,

C U "'EL:

Yes, continue.

LUZZE:

COUNSEL:

•1

es, it was.

So he went to the Pol"
d
prayers until he had ac1te ~n • he left the directive that nobody lead the
and when he came bac:~ y ~ctumed. It took not more than 30 minutes;
with the police offi
an dthe~ewere no prayers actually. He came
.
icer arme with a gu • h h
.
.
police man he found so
f h d
n, w en e arrived with the
And he gave directive~~ othus at· actually entered part of the mosque.
arrest - sayin
. e po iceman he had come with, that you
.
M
g
that
the
policeman
should arrest me Luzze and thi·s
Sowe d I ugenva w
.
•
to board Balinda's. veh:1:.ent outside the mosque and we were directed
Whh~twas the real registration number, if you can remember of thi·s
,

~~~

LUZZE:

Well, I had written it somewhere but I cannot actually remember it as of
now.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

What type of car; what colour?

LUZZE:

It was yellow in colour.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Pick-up, saloon? What?

LUZZE:

It was a pick-up.

COUNSEL:

Could it have been registration No. UWQ 583?

LUZZE:

Yes, I remember, me recording the same number.

COUNSEL:

When the policeman with Mr. Balinda came to the mosque and you
were pointed that one and that one - I suppose they had come to arrest
you; did the policeman show you an arrest warrant?

LUZZE:

I do not remember seeing it, but he was only ordered that, you arrest
them.

COUNSEL:

I see. So were you arrested?

LUZZE:

Well, my friend boarded the vehicle, but me, I rejected asking that - I
did not know where Mr. Balinda was taking me

COUNSEL:

So what followed?

LUZZE:

When I refused, it is when he pulled out a pistol from his coat; he
pointed it at me, but then eventually, shot in the air.

COUNSEL:
LUZZE:

How many rounds did he shoot in the air?
It was only once.
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U .'.:'El:
LULZE:

MR.

AGEl DA:

nd hl~" did

ou feel "hen he sh~)tin th~ nir?

Well l felt bad· l thought he hnd nctunll) intended to fini h n,y life b
•
•
d".dh
lh
•Ut
then the people ,, ho "ere nroun ms1ste . '. nt s ould .board the
,chicle. So e, cntunlly when I co-opcmted, l d1mbed the vehicle and he
took us at his pince in Knb\\ ohc.

CHAI

LUZ'.lE:

Well, to the Police Station?

LUZZE:

We \\ent to the Police first.

COUNSEL:

111en,where?

LUZZE:

Well, \\C stn)ed there for some time until when he came back; he took
us to the Gombolola Headquarters. Kagnngo. When he reached th
Gombolo!a Headqu:irtcrs. he told the Gombolola Chief that he had do;
thts on the instructions of one of the intelligence officers called Bagurn
in that those "ere the people they were looking for possibly we~
helping guerri~las which was headed by Yoweri Museveni giving them
mone) and the rest of it.

COUNS

LUZZE

COUNSEL:

Who was the Gombolola Chief to whose office you were taken?

LUZZE:

There \\as an Acting
Kanshumbushe.

COUNSEL:

Did he in any way assist you?

LUZZE:

Well. there was no assistance actually. but Mr. Balinda directedthat
these people should remain here until Mr. Baguma had arrived.

MR. -NAGENDA:

Sorry - excuse me, did you mention on the name of somebody who said
that they should be kept there? I did not hear you properly. 1 meanyou
yourself the interpreter. Did you say who said that they should be kept
there?

INTERPRETER:

Yes, by the name Baguma.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, until Mr. Baguma came - but I thought you mentioned the nameof
somebody who said "you keep them here" just then.

INTERPRETER:

Yes, Balinda.

MR. NAGENDA:

I thought you said another man. Okay.

LUZZE:

We languished in prison for some time and our wives were not allowed
to bring us food.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

Gombolola

Chief

KAK

by the name of Mr.

LU
C

For some time~ for how long?
remember?

Please be more specific.

You ask him. My Lord, can you repeat? He has not heard.
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do

you
LU

HAIRMAN:

You interpreted him to have said that "they languished in prison for
so~e time": they were not allowed visits. For how tong were you in
prison?

LUZZE:

Well, we were arrested on 30th June, and then we were later released on
8th July, the followin~ ~onth.

COL'NSEL:

So you were in custody for 8 days?

LUZZE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many were you in these cells at the Gombolola?

LUZZE:

We were the only ones.

KAKWENZIRE:

The charges brought against the witness were that he was collecting
money for guerrillas. Had you at any given time collected money for
guerrillas?

LUZZE:

We were not actually involved in the collection of money by that time.

COUNSEL:

So after the 8 days or; meanwhile when you were there during the 8
days, you said, your wives were not allowed to give you food. How
were you therefore able to survive?

LUZZE:

We depended on the mutual co-operation between us and askaris who
were on duty and they eventually assisted us to obtain food for survival.

COUNSEL:

Apart from refusing you food, were you mistreated in any other way?

LUZZE:

We were not actually mistreated, it is only that we were denied food and
we were kept in cells without going out.

COUNSEL:

I see. How were you released? Did they just tell you to walk away or
somebody assisted you to get released?

LUZZE:

When we were arrested our friends tried hard and they reached the
District Khadi's office in Mbarara and the District Khadi worked hard
eventually for our release from the prison.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, Sorry to interrupt you. We are wondering whether people at the
back are hearing what the witness is saying. We have thought so.
Could you speak louder so that people at the back can also hear what
you are saying?

LUZZE:

So afterwards the District Khadi worked hard for our release from the
pnson.

COUNSEL:
LUZZE:

Yes, who was this District Khadi who worked hard for your release?
Sheikh Kaduyu.
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Did , ou spccificall) know v,ho took your money and a watch?
According to the Police instruction, when we reached at_the Police
Station nt Kahwohe, we were searched and all we had with us were
taken away from us by the Police there on duty.

KAKWENZIRE:

Why were you carrying so much money in your pocket?

LUZZE:

I just had it because I was not expecting any problem; after all it wasldd
day and nobody was left at home, so I decided to carry all my money
with me.

KAKWENZIRE:

That money was bulky, did you ha,ve it in your pocket or in a brief case?

LUZZE:

I had my small hand-bag with me where I had actually placedthat
money.

COUNSEL:

Had you or did you come to know who the O.C. of Kabwohe Policewas
at that time?

LUZZE:

I do not actually remember.

COUNSEL:

~uring this period when you were detained, did your family suffer any
disadvantage because of your detention?

LUZZE:

Wei.I, during my absence, there used to come people threateningmy
family and family members that time had come for them also, if thtY
were not careful, they would end up in Katikamu.
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llZZE:

M~ wife told me after I had left prison.

KA.K\VENZIRE:

Did she tell you who these people were?

LL'ZZE:

She could actually not tell because normally these people used to come
during the night threatening and eventually she was forced to abandon
the home and went to some other place.

COUNSEL:

Apart from the money and the watch, did you lose any other property?

LUZZE:

I did not actually lose much, only that due to the negligence and poor
maintenance, I lost my two Friesian cows.

COUNSEL:

Let me take you back to this gentleman, Abbas Balinda. You
mentioned that he was an M.P ., I suppose that is a Member of
Parliament; and for his name, I suppose he is also a moslem. Now why
was there a conflict between Balinda and Mohamad whom he wanted to
lead the prayers and you and Sowedi Mugerwa?

LUZZE:

It so happened during those days that somebody who was not a UPC or
supporting UPC would not be allowed to head anything.

COUNSEL:

I see. You mean Sowedi Mugerwa was not a UPC?

LUZZE:

He was not.

COUNSEL:

And you yourself were not in UPC?

LUZZE:

I was not and I will never be.

COUNSEL:

Was Abbas Balinda a UPC Member of Parliament?

LUZZE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What about of Mohamad whom he wanted to lead the prayers?

LUZZE:

Mohamad was a UPC member; and even in his statement which he
gave he said, he had come as a UPC Youth Chairman.

CHAIRMAN:

you and Mugerwa you were not UPC, what were you?

LUZZE:

Since long ago we have been DP members.

COUNSEL:

Where is this Abbas Balinda today?

LUZZE:

were a,, a,, how dtd you come to know this?

About last Saturday of last week he had been at home.

COUNSEL:

Which place is that?

LUZZE:

Kabwohe.
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MR. NAGENDA:

Haji Salongo, you have ~old us. that M~. Balind~ pulled out the gun,
pointed it at you and shot m the air. Is this correct.

LUZZE:

Yes, it is correct.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did this come as a surprise to you or was he in the habit of goinground,
pulling out his gun at people?
·

LUZZE:

CHAIRMAN:
LUZZE:

I think it was his habit because I had heard it in Kajara a similar incident
also happened. And during that time in Kajara, two people actually died
by then.
Did you witness this or you are speaking of what you heard?
I was not there, I am just saying what I heard.

CHAIRMAN:
Yes. You see, this is what we call "hear-say" and this is a very serious
~llegatio~. Do you know who told you this, the source of your
mfo~ation; can they come and give evidence?
Because you are
speakmg adversely about somebody.
LUZZE:
lbdo not grant about the obtaining of those people; but what happened.
ecause that mc1dent h
d .
.
.
k d h
appene m a different are~ so what we did, we
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t Be p~ople from the neighbouring area and we went there for
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obtained.
No: thnt i:. very serious allegation and people were killed. You have a
dut~• nnd rcsponi.ibilit~· to let this Commission know who can come and
testify; ,,.lw saw the incident.

LlJZZE:
CHAIRMAN:

That can be difficult for me: hccnusc it happened long time ago: and
actually tracing those people might he difficult for me.
So; you leave the tracing to our investigators: we have got a team of
investigators, give them names and where they can he found, those who
witnessed thnt incident which you have just told us.

LUZZE:

Since it has actually taken a long time, I really find it difficult for me to
trace these people wherever they may be. So I feel it becomes difficult
for me.

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps we should put it in another way; would you say that his story of
two people dying in 1968, would you say that this story is a story that is
well known in your area; a lot of people talk about it?

LUZZE:

Yes, it is.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are there other incidents which you know which happened, brought
about by this M.P., Mr. Balinda?

LUZZE:

May be at Kemishego.

COUNSEL:

Kemishego which or whom the witness has just mentioned; we have
already opened the file and the circumstances of that incident are being
investigated.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, let me get back to my point; to your knowledge, do you know
anything else which was started - do you know some problems that were
started using a gun or otherwise by Mr. Abbas Balinda?

LUZZE:

Here at our area?

MR. NAGENDA:

Y cs or any other part which you know about yourself.

LUZZE:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, do you know of any other troubles that were caused? Thereason
I ask this, it is because it is not usual for M.P.s to go round with guns,
you know, arresting people. At least I hope it is not usual. Now are
there any other incidents which were caused by this particular Member
of Parliament?

l,UZZE:

As for other incidents, I do not know of any incidents but it is as my
conviction that probably as a Member of Parliament. he had that gun
and may be he was supposed to be with it.
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MR. NAGFNDA:

Since that occasion, have you had any more problems in your particular
mosque with the kind of division you are telling us about which were
political divisions - UPC versus DP for example?

LUZZE:

Well, after that incident, the District Kadhi of Ankole came, held a
meeting with us and he clarified that the rightful Mwalimu who was
supposed to lead the mosque was actually rightful and then he continued
leading the mosque till then.

MR. NAGENDA:

So that was the end of your problems in this particular way?

LUZZE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Haji Salongo, I would like to know - did you or either you or other
colleague Mr. Mugerwa with whom you were detained or both of you,
did you take any legal action against any individual either Abbas
Balinda or against the government for the detention in which you were
held? Did you claim any compensation?

LUZZE:

Well the two of us who were involved in that incident never actually
took any legal action. What the District Kadhi only assured us was that
we leave everything for him as he was going to handle the matter and
ever since, we have not heard any reply.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you know or do you now know that you could have taken legal
action for damages, for wrongful arrest and for confinement?

LUZZE:

Well, by that time we were not able to take any legal action because we
were actually threatened; and for example, when I went back to the
Police Station to enquire about my watch and the money, the Police
Officer who was in-charge threatened me by saying that, if I had been
arrested for few days, and now I am coming back, I could still be
arrested. So it was actually difficult for us. It is only that after the
taking of power by this government, a similar - there was a similar
committee, to say, of inquiry which came into our area and we tabled
this very information to them.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. My question I divide it into two. What I am saying is that, well
you may have been scared at that time, but do you know now that you
have a right should the same thing happen that you have a legal right to
take to court either the government or the government agent who does
that kind of thing to you?

LUZZE:

As I have informed you, we had given this information to a similar
committee of inquiry which visited our place some time and if this
Commission can allow us, we are able to take a legal action.

CHAIRMAN:

No; this Commission does not confer right on anybody; your right is a
birth right; it is guaranteed by the constitution, nobody has to allow you
or the give you authority to do so. If your right is violated - thiS,
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LUZZE:

CHAIRMAN:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

LUZZE:·

I have understood and this is the period may be that we were waiting for
and we can from now take a legal action.
Yes, okay.
Haji Salongo, I would like you to help me to clarify certain procedures
about running a mosque. If the worshippers at a mosque disagree on
who the Mwalimu should be, where do they go to have this difference
settled?
If we get such differences, there is an immediate mwalimu in-charge of
the county around who handles the matter; and there after it can be
channelled to the District Khadi who eventually takes the necessary
action.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes; this procedure was not followed in this case; why not? If Mr.
Balinda was complaining, he should have gone through this procedure.
Should'nt he?

LUZZE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were you surprised that the police was called on to solve the purely
religious dispute?

LUZZE:

We were also surprised.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

When did you first know Mr. Abbas Balinda?

LUZZE:

He is born from that area and I have known hilh since he was still
young.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How far is your home from Mr. Abbas Balinda's home?

LUZZE:

It is less than a half mile.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. You are on the same village?

LUZZE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Have you ever done business with Mr. Abbas Balinda?

(End of Evidence missing)
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YUSUF MUGER\VA - AFFIRMED

affirmed

.

.MUGER\VA- STATES"! am a .Mechanicin Kabv,ohe T~ading Centre. On 30.6.1984 we were
at Jdi Zue prayers at the mosque m Kabwohe. I was one of the leaders
at the mosque, as Secretary. Then Abbas arrived with Makumbi and
another. Makumb1 was UPC Chairman and another was a UPC youth

Leader. The preacher was to be the Mwalimu of the mosque Sulait
l-.Iugerwa. I de\eloped fears when these people came. Abbas -Balinda
said that UPC which was in power was responsible for all leaders in this
country. There was a commotion Balinda went and brought Policemen.
They did not enter the mosque. Haji Salongo and I were or-0eredby the
Police to enter the vehicle. We did. BaJinda said that DP supporters
who had come to worship there should go away. He fired a gun once in
the air. He said that he was doing this on orders from the Government.
We were then taken to Kabwohe Police Post - for a few hours and then
transferred to the Gombolola Headquarters where we were detained in a
cell from Saturday to Saturday of the next week; when we were
released.
I was accused of sympathising with guerrillas of Museveni and Haji
Salongo was accused of being DP supporter. For a long time, I have
been a DP supporter. Never a UPC supporter. I was also a sympathiser
and supporter of UPM - the new party and its leaders. My own son had
gone to the bush. In the 1980's there was ill-treatment by UPC of their
religious followers. Whole problem arose from leadership of religious
groups. There was a split in the moslem followers. There are those who
support the Uganda Moslem Supreme Council and those who follow
spidique. The latter group are now building their own mosque.
Elections in the constituency was rigged. Whenever President Obote
came to Bushenyi, myself, Salongo and three others were always told to
report to Kabwohe Police Station. I never attended the Bushenyi
celebrations marking his return. I did not attend, because I thought I
was in danger if I attended. We had wanted to take legal action, after
which we were advised by the District Khadi to leave the matters to
him, because as they were worshippers he would, actually, take the
matter ahead and then report to them. But then thereafter they have not
heard anything. 11
CHAIRMAN:

Did you want to take action because you felt that your arrest and
detention was illegal?

MUGERWA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Now, did you follow up the matter with the District Khadi; he persisted
to ask you what the results were. When he said you should leave
matters in his hands.
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MUGB~\\iA:

Even up .to now ~ would, actually, like to take legal action but if it was
not the ~nterruption of District Khadi, I would actually have wanted
legal action.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, th~ point _I am asking this question is that when such things
hap~en, if tha! tt~e or now or in future, citizens should stand up and
persist on their nghts and take appropriate action. You should seek
remedies which are provided by the laws. Well, that is a way of advice
which ~lso brings me to the election about which you said something;
you said that election, as far as you knew, you had evidence that the
election was rigged because you caught some people with, perhaps what
I understand to be ballot papers?

MUGERWA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Was any petition filed to contest the result of the election m that
constituency - I mean filed in court?

MUGERWA:

There was actually no petition and because when Mr. Muwanga
announced on the Radio that everybody should wait; from his last
announcement everybody was silenced, actually, so there was no
petition in that area as well.

CHAIRMAN:

But there were petitions filed in other constituencies where results were
disputed.

MUGERWA:

Probably those were other constituencies but not m my particular
constituency.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, I am telling you that in other constituencies, not yours because in
yours, you have told us that there was no petition filed; this is just
information I gave. Again it is a lesson for the future that when
elections take place and you are involved as you were in this case, I
think you must have been a counting agent for your candidate, when
you are not satisfied with results you should seek redress which is
provided for by law. Well, Mr. Mugerwa that would seem to be all from
us and we would like to thank you for having given us the evidence you
have given before this Commission; it will assist to know what
happened in your area. Thank you very much, you may go now.
Counsel, may be, we should have break now, time being a quarter to
one o'clock; we shall break for lunch now and resume here at 2.30 p.m.
this afternoon.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are now
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ready to resume the Session of the afternoon from the lunch break.
Leamcd Counsel, let us have the next witness please.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen Commissioners. the next witness is number
169 -Mr. Bagambc.

WITNESS NO.169: l\ilR. GIDEON BAGAMBE - SWORN IN

COUNSEL:

Could you state your names please?

BAGAMBE:

Gideon Bagambe.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

BAGAMBE:

30 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

BAGAMBE:

I reside in Rucumu, Mabale, Kigarama, Shema County in Bushenyi
District.

COUNSEL:
BAGAMBE:

Since when have you been residing in Shema?
Those all 30 years , I have been residing in Shema.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

BAGAMBE:

I am a cultivator.

COUNSEL:

In 1985, were you in Shema?

BAGAMBE:

It is true in that year I was in Shema.

COUNSEL:

I will take you specifically to the 2nd of May, 1985; were you m
Shema?

BAGAMBE:

Yes I was.

COUNSEL:

Did anything occur on that day that you may still recall?

BAGAMBE:

Yes I do.

COUNSEL:

What happened?

BAGAMBE:

I was arrested.

COUNSEL:

Arrested by who?

BAGAMBE:

Mr. Tibesigwa and Mr. Mujungu.

COUNSEL:

Who is this Tibesigwa, what was he doing by then?
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COUNSEL:
BAGAMBE:

COUNSEL:
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Sub-Parish~

Rucumu Sub-Parish; it was Rucumu Sub-Parish where I am residing.
What of Mr. Mujungu?

Mujungu "as second in command to the Parish Chief.
\Vhy did the) arrest you?

BAGA!\1BE:

They arrested me on the pretext that I was a guerrilla.

COUNSEL:

At what place?

BAGM1BE:

AtRucumu.

COL~SEL:

Were you actually a guerrilla?

BAGMIBE:

I had never been one and I have never actually been a soldier.

Counsel:

Do you know why they suspected you that you were a guerrilla?

BAGAMBE:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Now, after arresting you, where did they take you and what followed?

BAGAMBE:

I was beaten and I even have a scar on the head; I was even tied in what
is commonly now known as three-piece; from there I cannot even help
myself say by carrying something heavy. Then after I was taken to
Kigarama Gombolola prison.

COUNSEL:

Who took you?

BAGAMBE:

Mr. Mujungu and Mr. Tibesigwa together with a company of others as
they had come to arrest me.

COUNSEL:

Do you know these others?

BAGAMBE:

I can very well recall one of them ~ho was working as their askari by
the name of Abdu Ssemmambo.

COUNSEL:

Any other?

BAGAMBE:

I cannot recall others because by that time I could not see properly after
being beaten so much like that.

COUNSEL:

you said they beat you; what did they us to beat you? Did they slap
you: did they use a stick, or what?
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BAGAMBE:

What I cnn recall properly was that they were using a S!ick and another
big chu~k of firewood, because the scar on my head was actually a
stick.

COUNSEL:

Could we see that scar?

BAGAMBE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Show the Commissioners and move nearer to them.

BAGAMBE:

You can see the chest and even the mark below near the thigh.

COUNSEL:

Who exactly inflicted that scar on the head?

BAGAMBE:

I cannot really recall exactly who could have inflicted that scar on my
head, because in the first place I was hit by the ankles on my legs and I
fell down; but from my conviction, I would think it was Mr. Mujungu
who appeared to be swift moving in that group.

COUNSEL:

Now, after thi~'arrest and beatings, what followed?

BAGAMBE:

Then after when I reached the Gombolola Headquarters, the Gombolola
Chief sympathised with me seeing the condition I was in and he gave
me an askari who escorted me to the nearby health centre, Kabwohe,
where I was stitched on the scar I had obtained, and thereafterI was
returned back to the prison.

COUNSEL:

What is the name of this Gombolola Chief who sympathised with you?

BAGAMBE:

Mr. Matazi.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue please.

BAGAMBE:

COUNSEL:

When I was in prison I was, actually, badly off nearly to point of death.
While there, people had actually convinced the Gombolola Chief that I
was one of the guerrillas operating from the bush. Then after, my
mother tried to bring me food and the askari who was on duty was
informed that I had been an askari also one time, and. therefore, it was
fitting that I would be hand cuffed all the time. Thereafter, one askari
sympathised with me after three days, and he opened for me to have
some food. After eating that food there was on that same place a
meeting convened by the District Commissioner to meet the elders of
that area. So, on that very day I experienced terrible beatings because
even then I had not gone. back to the health centre for treatment.
Who was the District Commissioner who convened the meeting?

BAGAMBE:

I do not know his name, but he came from Bushenyi.

COUNSEL:

He was the D.C. of Bushenyi?

BAGAMBE:

Yes.
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COl 'SFL:

\Vas he the one who ordered you should be beaten more?

B GAMBE:

No.

COU 'SEL:

Who initiated this secqnd beating?

BAGAMBE:

It was the Chairman of our constituency calJed Mr. Rwetabura.

COUNSEL:

So, after being beaten for the second time, what followed?

BAGAMBE:

So _hewent on praising the Sub-Parish who had arrested me saying that
he is the one, actually, who knew his duties because the Parish Chief did
not kno_wwhat was ha?pening in his area, and he had, actually, roasted
a gu~rrilla. So, he said that he was going to promote him. After the
~eetmg when the D.C. had left, that man Rwetabura put me on a
bicycle together with his askari taking me to an unknown place saying
that he was the only one who knew where he was taking me.

COUNSEL:

Excuse me; did this man, Rwetabura, know you personally?

BAGAMBE:

He actualJy knew me because his home faces our house in the trading
centre, and he came to know me very much during the campaigns when
I was campaigning for one, Kabwegyere, who was contesting with Chris
Rwakasisi in that constituency.

COUNSEL:

Now where did he take you?

BAGAMBE:

So, when we continued we reached Kabwohe Trading Centre and I
proceeded to the health centre because my condition was actually bad,
then after getting some treatment we came back with him and proceeded
to his place in Kabwohe.

COUNSEL:

Yes, finish.

BAGAMBE:

When we reached Kabwohe, where we posed a little bit, thinking that I
was going to be taken either to the UPC office, and thereafter I was led
to Saza Headquarters of Shema, Kibingo. When we reached the Saza
Headquarters, they told their askaris to open cells, I was locked and they
ordered them not to open for me until Mr. Rwetabura had actually come
and given an order. There was no other allegation apart from the letter
which was written by the Parish Chief. After being locked up in the
cells, Rwetabura left for his home. There was a Sergeant on duty, by
then, who sympathised with me after three days without seeing
Rwetabura who said he would be back within three days to give his
statement. He did not appear to the Saza Headquarters until after two
weeks, and during the process the askari was always looking for him,
and whenever he would sight him, Rwetabura would go into hiding.
While there, there was a prison wardress who actually sympathised with
me, kept giving me some food, but during the time still I was feeling a
lot of pain all over my body. And during that same time there was a
meeting of the farmers, and thereafter the officer in charge of Bushenyi
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. fro nt o f h"1m. The ,o•c • who "as contmumg with his
safan promi~....a
m
.
"""
to pick the prisoner as he wns going back to B~1sheny~and then he said
that the complainant would find the swne pnsoner m Bushenyi. So,
for me _ 1
" ·hen th e O .c • came • the)' had a Land Rover. they. opened
.
thought I was being taken to Luzira but we arnved m_Bushenyi at
around 11.00 p.m. at night. \Vhi1eon our way to Busheny1 he asked me
whether I knew anybody in Bushenyi and added that nonn~lly people
who go to Police or to prisons they should have money w!th them; 1
assured him that I did not know anybody from Busheny1. So, we
arr.ivedin the prison. when the O.C. had left the prison askaris who were
there also started torturing me. They were telling me that I actually
kne,v _ or I was a son of Museveni. and I knew where he was, and that
was then confirmed by the letter which had been written by a Parish
Chief. The following morning the O.C. came and asked me if I would

put arrangements to get money from home so that I can be assisted to go
back. So. I assured him that I had nobody to send, and even then I had
nobody I knew in Bushenyi.
COUNSEL:
BAGAMBE:

How much money were they asking you for?
He told me Shs. 100,000; so after I had assured him all that, I requested
him to stand bail for me so that I could go home and try to raise that
money. So, I told him that there was one man who was serving in the
Police, and I requested him that I could send that one because he knew
my place, and may be could get some money for me and bring it. So,
after the seventh day, this boy I knew went and when he reached my
village he found that people had mobilised themselves and told my
village mates that nobody should follow me at all. Reaching my mother
who was also in fear, he managed to get only Shs. 30,000/= which the
poor mother had organised for me. So, the boy came with Shs. 30,000/=
and we handed that money to Mr. Kabuganda and he started jubilating,
and then after two weeks he came back to me and said that you had said
the money would be coming, now where is it?

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, what is the name of this boy whom you mother handed the
money to?

BAGAMBE:

Mwesigye.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

BAGAMBE:

So, I clarified to Mr. Kabuganda that my mother was actually old and
incapable of raising this amount of money he wanted, only that I
requested Mr. Kabuganda to give me an escort so that we could go in
the village, with hope of selling some of my property, so that I could
raise the remaining money required. Mr. Kabuganda agreed to this, he
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was armed w'th
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hen we rca 'h ·d h
< gun and we proceeded to my
the neighbours I I cdc omc I could not easily raise the money from
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to sell m I ·r
h
s J11 ings; and because th.'
y 1e~1crw ere I obtained 50,000/=
thousand, so the nei ih
,s mo~ey did not amount to the hundred
could total up tl1
g hours advised me to sell even my bull so that I
c amount which ,
• d .
my bull and in th
d
was require • So, I proceeded to sell
we then proceed edcnb we managed to raise 70,000/-7 and on the Sunday
•
• s
•
him
with a cert .c . ack to Bushe
• ny1.
, o, w hen we arrived
we found
he moved
am intelligence officer together with a Sergeant and then
out of the hou
fi d
•
had b
h
sc, oun me outside and asked me whether I
roug t what he called his things.
COUNSEL:

Did you know this intelligence officer?

BAGAMBE:

I did not know.

COUNSEL:

Continue.

BAGAMBE:

S~, when we were outside J gave him the money, he accepted and he
said that I would go back, but on a certain 23rd I would come back with
another Shs. 30,000/= to finalise the matter, where I would be given a
letter and which would not even bother me to report to court. So, even
that letter I have it with me. So, after receiving the money he gave me
this letter as we were standing outside, he to1d me not to 1ook behind,
run straight until 23rd July, when I would bring the remaining money to
finalise the issue. So, as I tried to observe this letter on my way home, I
found ten thousand within which indicated that it was not cash. At that
very moment that did not bother me much, I only continued on my way
home expecting to be back on 23rd. So, when the date of 23rd - on the
day of 23rd I had not raised the money; so, the neighbours advised me
not to go back to Bushenyi as I would actually face problems. So, still
on the advice of neighbours, I had my he-goat which they advised me to
sell so that the proceeds would probably save my life as I was still
supposed to go back to Bushenyi. So, as I was preparing on that very
day of 27th to take that money to Bushenyi, because we had a fundraising occasion in my area, I heard over the Radio that Lutwa had taken
over the government. So I took back my he-goat juBilating saying that of course, I wou Id not got back to Bushenyi although J had left my
things which up to now I have not yet seen. I left there a pair of shoes, a
torch plus one coat, plus my identity card. That is all I suffered and I
got actually permanent injuries on my body which cannot atlo\\' me to
do some heavy work.

COUNSEL:

you said who handed you the lease bond?

BAGAMBE:

Mr. Kabuganda.

COUNSEL:

Of Bushenyi Police Station?

BAGAMBE:

Yes.
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COUNSEL:

,... .
vish to tender in that hond as exhibit number 65
My Lord chamnun, 1 , •
.
. G
b 1 l
• ,
w many days did you stay m om o o a cells?
Mr. Bagam b c, fior I10

BAGAMBE:

I first spent
transferred.

COUNSEL:

Now, since you had been beaten, seriously, were you given any medical
treatment?

BAGAMBE:

1 got some treatment when they stitched the _injury I obtained on the
head, plus when I went back when I was bemg escorted to Kibongo

t] 1cre One

week• and in the second week it was when I was

Saza prison.

COUNSEL:

Were you allowed to wash your wounds and, may be, have a bath when
you had been beaten?

BAGAMBE:

While at the Saza Headquarters, the prison wardress I had told you
about tried to clean me using a brush but with no ointment, and which
resulted in some of my hair going away.

COUNSEL:

I see; now, what of in the Police cells? For how long did you stay in the
Police?

BAGAMBE:

While in Police I spent there two weeks, and I went for treatment once,I
was given aspirin; but when I insisted that my wound was till paining
and not cared for, they threatened me saying that I was a prisoner,
therefore, I could not give them orders.

COUNSEL:

Were you being fed well in the Police?

BAGAMBE:

While in the Police we had some reasonable care, because that very man
who escorted me at home, actually, looked after me properly while I
was in the Police.

COUNSEL:

Did you ever take any legal action against the people who arrested you,
say, Mr. Mujungu and Tibesigwa?

BAGAMBE:

I have not properly understood; is it afterwards or during that time?

COUNSEL:

During that time or afterwards.

BAGAMBE:

After the take over the chiefs were reinstated and I went to one of the
chiefs and accused Mr. Tibesigwa, and narrated how most of my
property was taken. But the chiefs replied that it was not possible to
obtain the property, and even then the chiefs in that period were also
performing their duty.

COUNSEL:

Do you know where this Mr. Tibesigwa is now?

BAGAMBE:

He is at home.

COUNSEL:

I see; what of Mr. Mujungu?
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BAOAMBE:

lie is also at home.

COU 'SEL:

What of Mr. Kabuganda?
I

BAGAMBE:

I do not know anything connected with Kabuganda, because since then 1
have never gone back to Bushenyi. So, I am not sure whether he is still
in Bushenyi or not.

COUNSEL:

It seems that, from how you said, the villagers were advising you to sell
your cows and goats to save your life. It seems you were in very good
relationship with your neighbours; is that true?

BAGAMBE:

That is true because even the bull I sold, I did not get ready market, so
there were some three neighbours who availed me some ready money to
sell the bull later on. So that confirms the fact that I was, actually, a
good neighbour.

COUNSEL:

Now, on the day of your arrest by Mr. Mujungu and Tibesigwa, did your
neighbours or friends do anything on that specific date?

BAGAMBE:

The neighbours actually beckoned Mr. Mujungu and Tibesigwa that
what they were doing was not actually good, because, in fact, even the
neighbours had also suffered similarly as they used to be picked up
every now and then.

COUNSEL:

That is all My Lord from this witness.

MR.NAGENDA

When you were arrested by Tibesigwa and Mujungu, did they tell you
why they were arresting you?

BAGAMBE:

They only said that time had come for me because I was associating
with Mr. Kabwegyire, and they asked me where I, actually, casted my
vote.

MR. NAGENDA:

But did you have good relations, because associating - why were you
associating with Mr. Kabwegyire such a terrible thing'?

BAGAMBE:

Well, we were involved in the campaigns and for the party which I had,
actually, joined voluntarily myself.

MR. NAGENDA:

When the government changed and Lutwa's government came in,
obviously you thought that you are now alright, because you did not
carry on selling your goods.
Why did you think that Lutwa's
government meant that you should now be free?

BAGAMBE:

My only relief was that because the government which was in power
had been taken over, and therefore, the security age~ts who were
involved in my arrest would have no any other power agam to arrest me.

MR.NAGENDA:

Was this in fact, what happened? Did these two gentlemen go out of
power as' soon as Obote had fallen?
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B G ~1BE

MuJungu contmued ,,orkmg, and onl) Tibc ig\\n actual!) ceased his
duties on thnt , Cl) dn) of 2 7th

fR.

Dad Mr. 1uJungu no t 35k .,, ou for U1c mane) "hen ) ou met him again
later. did )'OU meet him later?

AGE:U

B!-\GA. IBE
1R.

GENDA.

BAGAMBE:
1R. AGENDA:

BAGAMBE:

OIT)!

,• mean, ••UJUn
., • gu ,, ho stayed in po,, ers did. he
? not ask you for the
mane) afiernards \\hen )OU met, if)OU met him
He did not n k me for money.

Apart from ) ourself, did tl1ese t\\ o people arrest other people and take
mone) from them'?
There \\ere several people arrested in similar manner and property or
some money taken. and e, en another witness is also outside who has
come with me. who \\ as also affected.

MR. TAGE IDA:

\Vhat is the present relationship between the vil1agers and these two
people?

BAGA1'1BE:

Jn natural fact with relations: we preserved our original relations andwe
did not want to create any differences. So we have been co-operating in
most aspects of the day-to-day way of life.

MR. NAGENDA:

With no enmity between you?

BAGAMBE:

No. there is not.

MR. NAGENDA:

Very Commendable. Thank you.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Mr. Bagarnbe. can you tell me how old Mr. Tebisigwa is?

BAGAMBE:

I do not. actually. know the exact age but he has given chi1dren.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, but how old is his oldest child, for examp1e?

BAGAMBE:

He should be around in 40's.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

That is Tebesigwa himself?

BAGAMBE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And Mr. Mujungu?

BAGAMBE:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

Mujungu should be around 50's.
You mentioned an askari called Ahdu Ssemmambo; where is he now'
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DR 1 \KUBllY

l k i-::at hotllc.

\:

In Rucumu?

13/\G MBE:

No, he is nnt in Nvakanoni.

DR. MAKVBUY A:

What is he doing?

BAGAMBE:

He is juS t there doing his casual duties.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay, you also mentioned some chap called Rwetabura and you said

that he
•
. was a const·1tuenc) Chairman
Bushenyi East; 'what was this
constituency Chairman?

BAGAMBE

He was a Chairman of the UPC, Bushenyi East Constituency.

DR. l\1AKUBUYA:

I see. Where is he now?

BAGAMBE:

He is in Kabwohe, but his second name I do not know it.

DR. 11AKUBUY A:

And you say this Tibesigwa and Mujungu are back in the village?

BAGAMBE:

They are at home.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Are you happy with them?

BAGAMBE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Then why have you come?

BAGAMBE:

Well, me I just wanted to follow the procedures of the law; because if I
was capable or able of doing it alone, I would have done it in the
village, to ask him why he had actually arrested me. Me I wanted to
follow the procedures and -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, but since the change of government, for example, have you
demanded some explanation from Tibesigwa, from Mujungu why they
arrested you?

BAGAMBE:

Well, my first step after the change of government, I approached the
chiefs of our area and when I explained to them they told me that,
during their time, they were actually doing it because they were
expected to do it. So, what I did was to wait and, may be, thereafter
come to a Commission like this one which would probably direct me
properly.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you know that it was wrong for these people to arrest you, to beat
you up without doing any wrong, you know that you have been
punished for nothing. Do you want anything to be done about these
people~ Mr. Tibesigwa and Mr. Mujungu?

BAGAMBE:

J would pray that these people return my property, especially, and then
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Well, Mr. Bagarnbe. the evidence ha been c:ear enou~h that it has not
\\ e. \\Ould
hke
pro, o k ed mnn) q Uestions~ from the panel.
.
C
. . to thankY"""·
vu
for the c, idcncc which ) ou ha, c gn en to this omm1ss1on. You ~
free and you may go home now. Counsel: could \\e have the next
witness'?

COUNSEL:

The next witness. my Lord is Mr. E. Bnmugyc.

CHAIRMAN:

It is difficult to hear the Legal Counsel on his microphone; can you do
something about it?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chaim18n, gentlemen and Lady Commissioner, I am infonncd again
that T\1r.Bamugye is not around. but we have got a different witness,
Mr. S. Mukasa, may take his place.

WITNESS NO.170: MR. SWAIBU MUKASA-AFFIRMED

COUNSEL:

Could you state your names please?

MUKASA:

My names are Swaibu Mukasa.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

MUKASA:

I am 40 years of age.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

MUKASA:

I am a teacher.

COUNSEL:

In which school?

MUKASA:

Nyarubare Primary School.

COUNSEL:

Did you have training before you became a primaryteacher?

MUKASA:

I attended Kibuli T.T.C.

COUNSEL:

Was this after your P.7 or Senior 4?

MUKASA:

After primary seven level.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

MUKASA:

I reside in Kyengando, Katoma, Kigara, Mashema in Bushenyi District
and that school is right opposite where I reside.
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"'OU, ::'EL:

MUK SA:

COUNSEL:
1UKASA:

In 1984 where ,, ere) ou: \\ ere vou in Bushem i?
-

-

llmt time I \\8S

in Shema teaching at Kyengando Primary School.

On the 26th of May. 1984. ,.,here were you?
I was also at home.
Did you go anywhere on that date?

.MUKASA:

Which year?

COL'NSEL:

In 1984 Okay put it that it was 1985 because you seem to remember
1985; on the 26th of May, 1985.

MUKASA:

That da), I remember I was in Prison here in Mbarara in Military Police

Prison.
COUNSEL:

I see; how had you got to prison?

MUKASA:

It came about as a result of the rampant arrest which were common in
those days: whenever the President wanted to come to Bushenyi because on that very day I was arrested and taken to Kagango. So, after
the President had left. they came and released me saying that I had no
case -

CHAIRMAN:

I am sorry to intervene; could you tell us how you were arrested. in what
circumstances; you just told us 'I was arrested' where, how?

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, Mr. Mukasa, may be let us go step by step; you seem to
have led the Commissioners into a pool of confusion, they are not
following you and you are a teacher. Let us start from the 26th of May,
1984; do you remember one Mr. Bakatagura: did you see him on that
day - 1984?

MUKASA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who was he with?

MUKASA:

I do not remember the people he had on that very day.

COUNSEL:

Okay, I will put it this way again; ~d you leave y~ur home on thatday,
possibly to go shopping or do anything any-where.

MUKASA:
COUNSEL:

That day I had come to Mbarara to visit my brother who was sick.
Now on that date you said you came to Mbarara to ~isit_your broth:;
who ~as sick; did anything happen to you. may be. while m Mbarara
on your way home?

MUKASA:

• when I was arrested •
When I _wasgoing bac k. •it is
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J "ns nrrcstc d bY th e Police ' they found me in a bus travelling.

COUNSl·l:

MUKASA:

:

Yes. continue from there.
So, tItey Ie(1l me otit of the bus• and told me to follow
. them
.
. So, 1
procee d c d t o a s'k tltc Policeman whether he had authority in form of a
warrant of arrest to arrest me.

COUNSEL:

Was he one Policeman or there were more?

MlJKASA:

Jt was at Kahwohe -

COUNSEL:

What time was it?

MUKASA:

It was around 5.30 p.m.

COUNSEL:

You said policemen or policeman, how many were they who came to
you?

MUKASA:

l was able to recognise the O.C. who was in uniform.

COUNSEL:

When the O.C. came to you what did he tell you specifically?

MUKASA:

So, after I was held out the O.C. asked me whether I was Mukasa?I
said that I was then he told me that I had been ringing to Nairobi: So I
replied to him that I did not actually know even the telephone in that
area. So as people gathered I insisted that I will not be arrested without
the warrant of arrest. So that was the 26th and on the 27th still in the
same area, Mr. Rwakasisi and his body guards came and insisted that
they would actually arrest me.

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, before you come to that, on the 26th when you were
travelling, you said they came to you and they told you that you ring
Nairobi what did they speak to you after that? What did they do on that
very day of 26th, did they leave you to go away?

MUKASA:

They left me around but then towards I O p.m. at night they took me to
pnson. So I was kept in prison up to 29th when I was taken out by the
police.

COUNSEL:

Which prison was this?

MUKASA:

This was Kagambo Prison.

COUNSEL:

MUKASA:

You stayed there up to 29th. When in prison, what did they tell you
your case was, did they charge you or do anything?
So I was informed that my only case of my being arrested was that I was
organising some people in Nairobi to come and assassinate them on that
day. Then actually where he had put my property I had. He had already
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tran forred m) fonn
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_
er sc oo 1 and taken to NsonJe. So having J'8IIChed
OnJc Primary School I continued with my normal duties teachingand
on thc 12th April, 1985 unfortunately it happened that the Chairmanof
the chool was murdered.
What was the name of the Chainnan?
Eridadi Muhairwe.
COl.i

EL·

Did you know who murdered him?

MUKASA:

I did not know.

COUNSEL:

So continue.

MUKA...,A:

~e came and buried him and on the 14th April 1985, since the date of
his death they had been arresting people who were suspected to have
murdered the Chainnan. So they continued arresting people. On the
24th April, 1985, Sonny was also arrested.

COUNSEL:

When you say Chairman, Chairman of what?

ML'KASA:

He was actually the Chairman of the Centre and the schools of Primary
Schools altogether which make up the Centre. Normally six they
choose the leading school.

COUNSEL:

Is that P.T.A. arrangement or what?

MUKASA:

This Chairman actually is responsible for the day running of the schools
in a particular area. Normally if there are schools in an area they choose
a particular school and the Headmaster of that school becomes the
Chairman so as to ease the work of the administration up to the District
level.

COUNSEL:

Okay, continue with what you saw on die 24th.

MUKASA:

On the 24th May, 1985, at around 10.00 p.m. these people came iR •
vehicle.

COUNSEL:

When you say these people, which people?

MUKASA:

This was a group of five
President's office.

COUNSEL:

Before you go on, can I ascertain whether you aretalkingaboutAprilor
24th of May?

MUKASA:

,oopte who said they were nominatedby the

f April 1985. So when I went out, first I thought it was • small
,
.
ecliatelytwe people. these people wa-e
group because I saw _,mm
es. 1 'leplied to themthatI was
armed and s1al'ted_-~~y
.::.d
oorma11y
we sleep a bit lateI
Mukasa, because it was
......._._. 1filblbe to take me 10 the
where
1D
hide.
So
they
1111uahad
. no h" h .._, hid loft ill halfa kil01u•t.
velucle w 1c _,,
24th

o

'°

l
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SI
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At \\hnt time was this?

MLJK ...,\..

It wns around I 0.00 p.m. at night.

C'OUN"'EL:

You said these people were from which place?

MUKASA:

The rest of the five I could_ not actually tell, I did ~ot know then,....

\\ hen r reached near the veh rcJe. I managed to recognise the driver.
COUNSEL:

\Vho was he?

MUKASA:

That driver used to call himself Edward Baguma.

COUNSEL:

Did you know where he was working?

MUKASA:

COUNSEL:

MVKASA:

COUNSEL:

MlJKASA:
COUNSEL:

MVKASA:

COUNSEL:

MVKASA:

From what we used to hear this Baguma was attached to President
• at Kamukuz1.
.
Office that was operating
1
So what folJowed?
So as I reached near the vehicle I asked them why they had cometo
arrest at night and they replied that, that was not my concern. So, I
entered the vehicle we drove up to the road about four kilometres
from
home. So we reached the place called Kanyinyanyigye and then""
continued and reached another one called Kaaru and when we reached
that place they asked me whether I knew the Chairman of the Ceatre
Masheruka. I replied that I did not know him. So we returned backand
we reached the Kanyinyanyigye where we met the Securicor andthat
Securicor assured them that they could go to the school that thereWIii
no problem.
What language were they speaking to you?
They were speaking in Runyankole.
So where did you go to?
We continued and proceeded to the school. So when we reachedthe
place the Headmaster came out.
Mention the name.
They asked him whether he was the Chairmanof that Centre. He
replied that he was and that his names were Steven Byamugisba.So I
was kept there. They continued to his residence and from there. Chi)'
arrested him also. So thereafter we were aJI loadedin the vehicle •
we proceeded towards Kawore where we reached at arowid 2.00 a.m.
So they reached the Police Station and enquin,dwhether we could be
placed there. The policeman replied that their cell was very small it
could accommodate their big number as we were. So we reacW•
nearby hotel in Kawekedi Centre where actually they wen, residing_.

open~d. one. of the rooms they told us that they told the ukarla,die
Admm1Stra1ton••klris, who Wero•IICOrlingua thatwe wouldlloep In
that room for a night. So we tried to look for some food togetherwitb
them and we were not sure whether they actually wanted to give us food
because when we reached the hotel they told u1 that the food WQ '1Vflt.
Then we went back to the room we were supposed to stay in. So the
next morning we were taken and handed over to KatwePolice Station
and the people who arrested us Proceeded. So on the 25th up to 27th we
stayed at the Police Station and while there the Policemen were alwayt
enquiring, wondering why the complainants were not coming to say
why they had arrested us otherwise those people who arrested III opt
checking remotely to see whether we were still in the cells. So while
there, on the 27th, somebody came from MbararawhomI did not
recognise and startedaskingfor my identities. I identified m,-elf. So
after surrendering them 9 he orderedme to board
a certain vehicle.
COUNSEL:

Did you board that vehicle?

MUKASA:

Yes I did.

COUNSEL:

Where did it lead to?

MUKASA:

It led to Bushenyi Police Station.

COUNSEL:

At Bushenyi Police Station what happenedto you?

MUKASA:

They handed me over the Police. At Bushenyi after signingthe book.
they left.

COUNSEL:

What did they say you had done to the Police of Bushenyi?

MUKASA:

They simply
answered that the pnsoner
-~ had brought was suppoaed
•
•
th..,
to stay there untiI they came to take me away.

COUNSEL:

Did you stay there?

MUKASA:

So I stayed there on the 27th and .on the 21th they came. So the ame
vehicle which took meto Bushenyi came.

CHAIRMAN:

MUKASA:

•

Excuse me, we are not.=11~
speak more clearly and
P

=

very well. lnterpeter you should
I know )IOUmust be tirednow

iddatified Mmselfthat he hadCOllleti
So when he came
the vehicle which hadbroupt me. I
ordered me to go
Id teed toflly ......
thinking that the vehicle wou

~

WIii

COUNSEL:

Where did it IIICIIDf

MUKASA:

marmDI
•
1 at Kawuwe. In the followins
So we came back an!::.ttnued a Mt._

stoppecl
at Kawohe
COUNSEL:

wohe, did youknow?
Why did you stop at Kab

1tlK \SA·

th were doing but they entered the UPC office and
I do not know'' hut cy .
Mr Wnkntagura and thereafter "·

1he Chumnnn
1
converscu._. " 'th
proceeded to Mbnrnra.

•

"YC

COU SEL.

Where were you tnk en 1·n Mbnrara?

MUKASA:

I was put in Military Police.

COUNSEL:

Did they make any statcmen tin their diary or something?

MUKASA:

They did not actua II.Y m ake any statements. ith was
d b noththeir practice
.
,
••• 11ed m
• the book the person they a roug t and signed ·
they only 1111t1a

COUNSEL:

f◄
ove on you said they were using the same vehicle
~ay be be ore rou m ote th; registration number of the vehicle?
did you recognise or n

MUKASA:

The registration was UXG 668 ·

COUNSEL:

What make was it?

MUKASA:

It could have been a Toyota.

COUNSEL:

A saloon or a pick-up?

MUKASA:

Saloon.

COUNSEL:

I see. So, at the Military Police at Mbarara, what happened to you?

MUKASA:

While there, I realised that we were many in the barracks and every
morning one of the officers - military officers - would come andaskus
why we were there. And one particular morning I was also askedwhyI
was there?

COUNSEL:

And what would be your reply?

MUKASA:

I simply replied that I was arrested and that is why I am here.

COUNSEL:

For how many days or for how long did you stay in Mbarara Military
Barracks?

MUKASA:

I spent there about one month and three days.

COUNSEL:

That is roughly 33 days?

MUKASA:

Around those days.

COUNSEL:

MUKASA:

Could you describe the typical day while you were in the Mbarata
Military Barracks?
While there as it was a practice in that barracks, they used to ask -11
and everyone why we were there; and on a particular day they brought
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l'oursc f
n, tuna. So they J d
"' o questioning us in tl
1~ two vehicles and during the
groups; and on thnt day ~h
le mornings, they used to divide us in
qucs;ions they were di\:idc~r: were p~ople who answered quickly some
nd put into a vehicle which was heading
for Kampala.
s01ncbod

coUN

EL:

1UKASA:

\Vere yon among these people?
That day I was not in that group.

COU.1SEL:

I see. How did y

MUKASA:

I came to know Kavuma because whe h
connections with th Ch. f f
n e was arrested, he had
realised a chang . e . ,c o Staff; and after he had been arrested, we
e 111pnson.

COUNSEL:

What change did you realise?

.MUKASA:

This Kavuma used to know the son of the Chief of Staff and when this
son was at one time in Mbarara he came to know th;t Kavuma was
arrested. So Kavuma gave him messages and this boy took them to
Kampala.

COUNSEL:

He took who, did he take you?

MUKASA:

He took the message which Kavuma had given him taking it to the
Chief of Staff. So that message - we requested the boy to send the
message and he actually sent it. So when we were there, we were told
that there were visitors coming to see us. I had got used to some of
these fellows, so I recognised the vehicle entering which belonged to the
Administrative Officer. So several vehicles entered some of them had
some soldiers who were also prisoners and they said that even the
Brigade Commander had also come. So I had also informed my sister
of the problems or circumstances leading to my arrest; and when
actually these people came, the main aim was directed at Kavuma.
When they came they asked for Kavuma and he came out and presented
himself. We paraded ourselves before them, it was ..a group of about 50;
then they started asking one by one how each of us had come or had
ended up in that prison.

COUNSEL:

What did you answer them yourself?

MUKASA:

only that I
I rep l 1'ed them that I did not know why I was arrested; it is
• h ·11

COUNSEL:

ou come to know this Kavuma?

informed them of the people who had actually arrested m~ m t e v1 age
by the names of Kamu and Edward Baguma. _Then they directed that no
other group should be ferried to Kampala agam.
So what happened to you on that day?
. d

MUKASA:

Captain by the name of Peter Nitesoti and he actually
one
. ed me· and I also replied that we had visited his
told me that he recognis
,
Th h 1
"th his brother who was my classmate.
en e a so
place togct her w1

I recognise
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Th
l , n t .:-tu.ill) 1-..n" lh n me. but ,, h.1t used h. happc_n, 1191d
..
pi: , through th .., • int llig n~
) ~ "h • "tuaH) " utd demand,SI
~'h.::-.
5 0.00 n ~ , 1. .. I ntdn'l ~tu II. n " the name,
'

U. "'EL:

I gc,r this m ne) thrc u~h :-elling s",me f m~ ' ttle nls, a:sisted me in uddin~ ll' this anh.)Unt.

"''' andm falher

COL. \EL:

I see. 1~ lord Ch.1im1,m. cntlemen and Lad~ C\ mmi kmcr,thatIS
all trom this" itness.

MR.

\Vhat wa the name of the Chief of ""taff) lU talkedabout'.

AGE DA:

MUKASA:

It "as

MR.

You also told us the story of how some people came mainl. because of
Kavuma \\ ho kne\\ his on. I do not kno whether thi t I) led to any
of the people being released'? I wa intere ted in the tory which
just fizzed out.

AGE DA:

mith.

MUKASA:

That one actually brought some relea e hccau the ferrying f the
people to Kampala did not continue. o w , re kept there while..
inquiries were going ahead on each one of u .

MR. NAGENDA:

But none of you who was released a a re ult of thi

MUKASA:

MR. NAGENDA:

i it

Thereafter, there was a naked e pelling orci and ome people
taken to Kampala; then we remained here five of u .
I do not understand the significan
of "to Kampala"relief that you were no longer taken to Kampala.
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1 dt, nut understand th • •r
lcnst nftcr this ~•isit ~ c ~tgn'. tc,nncc of Kampala: hccausc you said. at
\\Th , \\as this rer t~plop c \\ere no longer taken in groups to Kampala.
•
tc • w 1Y was It n good thing?

1UKA A:

It \\as actually ref' f b
IC
ccausc . when they used to ferry these people to
Kamp ....la, tl1cy wou
Id fo
h'
K
rry, say, about 50 people in a vehicle but in
r~ahc md~_ ampa_la,you \\Ould find about I O or so having reached; the
o crs tsnppcanng on route.

MR NAGENDA:

How did you know this'/

MUKASA:

\Ve used to learn th· • r.
I
•
1s ,rom t 1e re 1atives of these people because
whenever ~hey would come. say, at Mbarara, they would enquire, then
after learning that their people were transferred to Kampala, they would
proceed to K~mpala. look everywhere and could not get tl,em. So they
were wondering where these people had disappeared. And been up to
now there are people I know who were taken to Kampala and have
never appeared again.

MR NAGENDA:

But now you say that, after the visit of these people who came on behalf
or because of Kavuma, I think you have just said just now that most
people were taken to Kampala and only about five of you remained. Is
that so? So it did not really bring you much relief; it just seemed to take
more than they had taken before.

MUKASA:

In fact it brought some little bit of it because thereafter, the arrests
actually decreased; and whenever they attempted to arrest somebody.
they could proceed to investigate properly.
Actually the arrests
decreased at the rate we used to know or we used to witness while in
pnson.

MR. NAGENDA:

What happened to Kavuma as a result of all this?

MUKASA:

Thereafter he was released although his property was'taken.

MR. NAGENDA:

you did not explain or describe your conditions in the military prison:
were you well looked after; were you fed; did _youhave bath, did you go
to hospital, were you allowed to see your relatives?

MUKASA:

We were not well looked after properly because whenever anybody
see somebody, he would come with money not below five
came to
.
. •
fi
d
d
if you didn't have a relative to v1s1t you or a ay an
d
So
h
t ousan •
.
·1
be
bring some money for you, you would stay hke that untl may
some
other person comes otherwise you would stay hungry.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did you have water facilities?

MUKASA:

·ncreased they thought. we would actually run, we
Well as the num ber'
• '
h O
d
,
th
thought
we
would
run
away
and
t
e
.
.
use
to
could not go out, ey
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outside; ns we were being guarded, he w
ome and tell us to g0
O\ild
corder some o f us Io take bath.
MR.

AGENDA:

MUKASA:

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ha\'e medical focilitics'l
We did not have pr oper medical facilities. because
I O CI remember on•
•
hoil ' and I had to convince ht 1c h . .. and sorne ..__
rtnin day I 113( 1 a
0 ..aqce
•
d
eventually J was
taken to t e osp1tal. But We 1,._ _.
eople
askarrs
an
.
·1·
.
'111111
P
' ac t u,ally prnper medical 1ac1 1t1es.
not ha\'c
Were you tortured, hcatcn up as happened to so many other Placesof
confinement?

were actually beatenasto

MUKASA:

We were actually tortured; and so":1~people
point us to lose shape - your recognition.

OR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes; what happened to you?

MUKASA:

I was beaten.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you know by whom 7

MUKASA:

They used to come at night, so it was actually difficult to l"CCOgnise
them.

MR. NAGENDA:

What did they say they were beating you; had you committed some
crimes?

MUKASA:

I used to ask those people whom I found there and they said that,the
practice was, if they would beat you, it will encourage you to lookfor
money and bring it to them; otherwise if you stayed there without being
beaten, you still keep there as if actually you had no problem.

MR. NAGENDA:

MUKASA:

MR. NAGENDA:

MUKASA:

MR. NAGENDA:

So the first time you were arrested on a bus. Was this just a random
arrest; was it something that just happened because you happenedto be
on this bus or were they looking specifically for you?
In the first place it was probably a random arrest because this used to
happen, as the President was coming, they would round up sevaral'
people.
But was that not the time when also the O.C. said to you that you had
been phoning Nairobi?
That was the same day; because that very day I was coming from
Mbarara; and the next day, the President was scheduled to cometo
Bushenyi.
So were you picked up because you had been phoning, I meanthe O.C.
had names of people who had been phoning Nairobi, therefore,you
were supposed to be in contact with, say, guerrillas or were youpic:Wd
up because the President was coming to Bushenyi?
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A.GE 'DA:

MR. 'AGE 'DA:

1UKASA:

\\'hene, er the

to make
Y made these
a cause as to
&rrcsts,they would
somebody, a laym
why You have been ICtually try to ltDPl'OVile
them they used to an, to know why you ha llffelted. And tt WU for
put a cause
ve been • ......_..
as to why you have
-•-.
But for
But vef) many pe
beenarrested.
I
"orked at the sch ot e were not arrested. I tak •
oo as you did. Whydid th _e rt; even peoplewho
!n the first instance I had i
ey sangteyou out twice?
m the other regime th
nformed you that they had
no\\ not bee
• en after they arrested
-ar-1es1-1ec1..a
my father
n seen. So they kept on foll . my brother who wasup to
.
OW'lng
our familyas much.
Why did you think they followed
your family?
In the first place, when they arrested
home, but when I came I
my father I was not --9uludly . .
, was told thathe
r-or sympath1smg with the DP.
wasarrestedbttause of being

MR. AGE ~DA:

J see. you, yourself were a DP member?

MUKASA:

Me I do not have a party as such.

MR. 'AGENDA:

your name is Swaibuwhich suggeststo me that
·g1itbe
Are you a moslem?
you mi
a mos1em.

:MUKASA:

Yes.

~1R.NAGENDA:

Do you think any of the harassments which came in your way might
have had a religious bent?

~1UKASA:

I should think so.

MR. NAGENDA:

You think so. Which part of the moslcm religion do you belong? Do
you belong to the majority or to this small groupthat we are told about
whose name I have forgotten?

COUNSEL:

SPIDAQ.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, SPIDAQ - which one do you belong - AMU or SPIDAQ?

MUKASA:

Taking the fact that our place, actually we are a small number of
moslems, so these groupinp do not exist; they only exist at die lnel °!

the mosque where there are many moslans. So in our place.,.,,..nyit
did not exist.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do you belong to the MoslemSupnmcCoullcl1?

MUKASA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

I also noticed that your name is Muhn, • do not knowwhetherdos
means that originally youcame ftom BupDcla or not.
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fi)rc-fothcrs - our forc-l'athcrs actually nri .

1l }v\S \:

MR NAGF1 DA:

MUKASA:

r11 nccordnncc to our (

ginated

from Buganda.
there have been some problems follo,v·,
Yes We Irn,e I1eard tllat
ngthe
••
.
. , lleged that some Baganda Moslcms had carr,· d
70's "hen 11 , .. as a
e out
~ .
gas·nstother people. Have you heard of this one'>.
certain
atroc1•t·~
1cs a
As I have already informed you th~t our area we are very few moslerns•
and "hat used to happen from outside. we wcr~ not very much informed
about the same. So I ca~~10ttell whether this group you are talking

about committed the atroc1t1es.
MR. NAGENDA:

MUKASA:

Okay, let me say, you did not or if you did, put that aside. Did you see
during the time of your harassment, first your father, then your broth
who I am sorry to hear that he disappea_red for good, and_then yoursel7,
that vou might actually have been punished for something which w
bigg;r than you yourself personally, i.e., to the kind of thing we a:
talking about?
I believe and accept that the problems I incurred were actually beyond

my weight.
MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. In the whole time that you were first in one prison and then in
another, and in the end that you bought your way out, did anybody
mention to you why you might have been taken into prison?

MUKASA:

I came to learn later on that my arrest could have originated from the
death of that Chairman and after the arrest of 24 people. I was the 25th.
Eventually I asked them, why such a group would all actively be
involved in the murder of the Chairman?

MR. NAGENDA:

What was the answer?

MU.KASA:

They only said that, since they were not the residents on that area, it was
difficult for them also to tell; so they said, they were going to ask or to
enquire from the UPC office to see the circumstances surrounding the
death of that Chairman. So when they reached the office and when the
Chairman came, he came with a letter with the allegation that I was
thought to be keeping about 10 guns. So when that Captain Peter crune
who was in-charge of the Brigade, he saw the letter and then he asked
the Chairman that, the letter which he wrote indicated that, I. Mukasa.
had I O guns. So we both gave statements and it appeared that Peter that
they were also tired because of the people who were being arrested and
brought to them without proper charges.
While there, the D.C. of
Bushenyi also arrived. That Peter also asked the D.C. why people were
being arrested in the area without being properly charged, and if he
actually had the knowledge about all that was happening. The D.C. also
replied that, as the army officer had also stayed in Bushenyi or worked
in that area, he should have known problems of Bushenyi people. So
that is when they asked the Chairman, that if they knew that - by tthhal
.
e
tune the charge was that he had the guns~ why was he not taken to
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i

1R. 'AGr

'DA:

1UKASA:

J~ st one or l\\ o small questions - one last question. Did you know
Ka~,uma, the man "ho was arrested and was brought to the military
pohce?
I knew him: because my first teaching practice I did it in Mbarara; and
nonnally "hen "e used to go for prayers, we would go together. Even
when he was arrested. I had known him.

l\1R. NAGENDA:

Am I right in thinking that he \.\as also a moslem?

~1UKASA:

Yes. he was .

.MR. NAGENDA:

\Vas he originally from Buganda?

MCKASA:

I should think so.

~1R. NAGENDA:

Finally, since this new government came into power, have the rivalries
between the different groups, you know. political. religious, have these
subsided; have they lessened than they used to be or not?

I\1UKASA:

I would imagine that these differences have not disappeared completely:
especially, in Bushenyi. Let us take, for example, these committees. the
RC's in the village; you would find that, they are dominated by certain
religious sects; and whenever a complaint comes up, it normally tends to
lie on the religion you belong to. So I still believe that in Bushenyi it
will take time.

MR. NAGENDA:

What are the religious bodies which have the most representatives in
your view or to your knowledge?

MUKASA:

Take for example my village, I note that the protestants are dominating
the area; say, when we are carrying out the elections of certain matters
people of, say, my religion or other sects have tended to remain with
their shares because they are not assured of their \oice coming out even
if they participate. So it has been that the dominating group has kept on
whether the matter is right or not; and most of us have not had the
chance still to air our views.

MR. NAGENDA:

But still - my question was, which is this dominating group'?

MUKASA:

They are protestants.
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CHAIRMA

•

Oka). thank ) ou , er) much
'1r Mukasa. I thmk it is because ) ou are a teacher, you do not an~
que5tions bnefl). ) ou tend to talk - take too long to answer questions~
do not knO\\- \\ hcther it is because ) ou are a teacher. But ) ou an
my fev. questions briefl). . ow y~u said ~ou sta?•ed in the mil~
pohce barrack-; for 33 da}s: 1s that right? Did you m that period gltary
kno,\ the names or an) of the soldiers or officers who were tortu~ to
,ou or doing all these asking for money and so on? 33 days is a ."ng
; 1me: did you get to kno, .. the names of some of the soldiers?
ong

MUKASA:

Anywa) the people "ho used to help us or to pass through - whom
•
We
used to pass through. ,,e d1.d not have time
to k·now them actua}]
because we had a fear. If you tried to identify him or to know him y;
used to fear that may be the repercussions would be fatal.
' We

CHAIRJ\1AN;

No, no: you do not seem to have understood my question. What I 3111
asking you is - did you get to know the names of anybody who were
mistreating you. you know. did you get to know any officers who were
either a ring-leader or chief being it more than others who appeared to
be commanding the others to do it?

MUKASA:

It was actually difficult because most of these things used to be carried
out at night. Even though we had prisoners, askari prisoners who were
also arrested with us, whenever we used to ask them if they knew these
people also; they would also not - they \Vere not wil1ing to tell us whom
they were.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you yourself keep asking - insist on asking whoever might have
appeared to be in-charge or the commanding officer why they were
keeping you in detention? Did you try?

MUKASA:

In final analysis we used to fear because, say, the people \\e foundthere
whenever we would ask them, they would say, some had stayed for two
years; some for one; so we also developed fear that if we ask since we
were new-comers may be it would actually lead us to our miseries.

CHAIRMAN:

You also said that you were told that many people who were taken to
Kampala did not reach; and that you learnt this from relatives of such
people. Can you give us some examples? You told us of your brother;
but do you have any other examples of people who were takenand
disappeared and; secondly, the relatives of such people who gave you
this information?

MUKASA:

I know one who is called David Livingstone Kiyingi who comes front
Lyantonde and he actually owned a Petrol Station.
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CHAIRMAN:

MUKASA:

111

\ C's;• )hody else, mor(' cxamph.\ because you said, they were many.
I do not parti1.:ularly recall any other. but I remember a group of 24; after
the) took O\ er the government, thusc who had been taken to Kampala
managed ~ocome back: only that those people who actually disappeared
were commg from Lyantondc side.

I sec. \Vhat about the relatives who gave you this information? Give us
sornc examples.
I can recall one John Rwakanuma: because even when we travelled and
he found me at Lyantonde one time, we discussed about this matter; and
we also met the son of Kiyingi; so John Rwakanuma actually confirmed

that Kiyingi also had actually disappeared.
CHAIRMAN:
1\fUKASA:

Anybody else; any other relatives?
Apart from my own relatives who knew Kiyingi and who told me also
later on that since he was arrested, he had never appeared again, I do not
know any other.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. I am asking you this so that we hear from the first hand source. If
we get to know these people, we hear it from them rather than hearing
from you what they told you.

MUKASA:

I actually know of his son because he is the one who used to come.

CHAIRMAN:

WelJ, you are not answering my question. How did your own brother
disappear?

MUKASA:

By then my younger brother was working in Fort-Portal as Town Clerk,
so he was arrested; and we were told that - after having arrested my
father, we feared that, if somebody went there to see him, he would also
be arrested. We sent there our sister because she knew where the
brother was residing; when she reached there, there were some other
army boys from our area - they came and told us that my brother had
been killed. When my sister reached the brother's place, my brother had
a wife and three children; so she came back and told us that the brother
had been killed. We spent 6 months before we collected his property;
and thereafter we proceeded to collect the property.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Where did you find the body?

MUKASA:

Since then it has been difficult for us and we have never seen the bod~,
because we heard the rumour that the body was in the barracks, but 1t
was difficult for us to approach the barracks.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. What did you say - his name was? What was the name of your
late brother?

MUKASA:

He was called Adam Mulindwa.
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think ,vith the circumstances that arc now .
~1 l ord Chninnan, 1
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b
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.
• t
ccount that it is 5 .45 p.m., we etter act· "
on and also tnkrn_g ,~ o ~-11be with us in the morning.
Journ
and mny be the witness ,,.,

CHA I.RivfAN:

f tl e rain we cannot hear each other~ so the inqui .
I think because o 1 ,. w~ shall resume tomorrow at 9.00 a.m
ry is
adjourned to tomorro\\,
•
•

CHAIRMAN:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

. . ers, Learned Counsel, Ladies
Felio,,. comm1ss1on
.
. and Gentlemen. We
arc sorry t Irnt we are starting so late for this session . of today• Saturday
for bemg
the ,.,6tI1 of Sep tember 1987. The reason
.
• • so late is that
1
- day, soon after completing the session, e ectnc1ty
power Wentoff
vester
.
~
• ,ve ,vere fortunate that the Assistant Secretary, 1.1vir
6
and
t h.1s mornmg
Nuwamanya worked hard e~ough and wa~ abl~ to secure a _generato;
which had taken time to mstal and which _is now enabling us to
commence the session of today. Now Mr. Swa1bu ~uk~a, you did not
complete your evidence yesterday. You are_ contmumg with it this
morning. You are still under the same oath which yo~ took yesterday. 1
think when we adjourned yesterday, you were answering questions from
members of this Commission. I would like you to - if you recall what 1
told you yesterday, if you could ~ to answer the ~uestions which you
are asked. Leave the questions which are not reqmred. Do not go into
more stories. We also have time to save; we do not have unlimited time.
Mr. Mukasa, I regret that your family has suffered throughout these
years but we need some details about your brother Adam Mulindwa
who disappeared. One, what was the approximate date of his
disappearance?

MUKASA:

This was 23rd, in the month of December, 1981.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How old was he?

MUKASA:

He was about 29 years.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

To your knowledge, who arrested him?

MUKASA:

When I was inquiring, I was told - he was Chairman of the Constituency
and got arrested when he was resigning.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You also mentioned that you bought your way out of military custody. I
think this is an important thing on which we need some details. How
did you know you could buy your way out?

MUKASA:

We used to seek advice from people who had done a similar thing or
who had faced a similar incident. They are the people who advised us
the way to secure ourselves out of the prison.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were these people prisoners also?
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DR. MAKUBUY A:

Do you re~ember the physical occasion or the place where you were
locked up m Mbarara?

MUKASA:

Yes, I do.

DR. l'v1AKUBUYA:

Where is it?

MUKASA:

Mbarara military police. Through the present police station opposite the
present Mbarara hospital.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I see! Finally, why have you come before this Commission?

MUKASA:

I was summoned by the Commission of Inquiry to appear before them.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, Mr. Mukasa, we would like to thank you for the evidence you
have given before the Commission. I think that is all the questions we
have for you to clarify the evidence which you gave yesterday. You are
free to go home now if you wish.

EVIDENCE OF SWAIBU MUKASA IS APPEARING
AGAIN ON PAGE 4093

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, the next witness is JOHN BAHEMUKA.

WITNESS NO.171: MR. JOHN BAHEMUKA-SWORN IN

COUNSEL:

You are John Bahemuka?

BAHEMUKA:

Yes, I am.
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SEI:

BAHEMUKA:
COUNSEL:
BAHEMUKA:
CHAIRMAN:

42 )Cnrs?

Yes.
What do you do?
I am n Church Teacher.

\\'here do you reside?
J reside near that same -

Sorry to ask you. \Vhich denomination is this Kakintu centre?

BAHEMUKA:

It is Catholic Mission.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could you speak just a little bit away from the microphone.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Not so close. Even him.

COUNSEL:

In 1972, were you a teacher in the centre?

BAHEMUKA:

Yes, I was.

COUNSEL:

Do you recall the date of April, 1972?

BAHEMUKA:

Yes, I do.

COUNSEL:

Why do you recall that date?

BAHEMUKA:

Because I was arrested.

COUNSEL:

I see! By who?

BAHEMUKA:

I was arrested by Mr. Karindiriza, Chairman of UPC in the area.

COUNSEL:

What is his other name?

BAHEMUKA:

Eria.

COUNSEL:

Was he alone?

BAHEMUKA:

He was in the company of the Parish Chief.

COUNSEL:

Were they only two people? He says he was in the company of who?

BAHEMUKA:

Parish Chief.

COUNSEL:

What was the name of the Parish Chief?

BAHEMUKA:

Rwakifari was the Parish Chief.

.
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Pnrish Chief ot which place?
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He \\as in charge of the area called Kyangundu.

sn:

B HFMUKA:
COl ,..._
EL:

\Vere they only two?

He was together with the Sub-Parish Chief called Arafairi Banyenzaki.
You say you were arrested by these people. Did they come with any
other person apart from these?

BAHEMUKA:

There were other two policemen who were also out.

COUNSEL:

Did you know from which police station these policemen came?

BAHEMUKA:

They were coming from Kabwohe.

COUNSEL:

Were they policemen of Kabwohe police post?

BAHEMUKA:

I only recognised one of them who was actually working on thatpolice
post. But then the other one, I do not know where he was coming from.

COUNSEL:

So, when they came, at what time did they come and what did they do to
you when they reached the Church? Explain.

BAHEMUKA:

They found me at the church preaching and they ordered me to raise up
my hands.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, to interrupt, I am not sure of this date we are talking about Is
it 1972?

COUNSEL:

My Lord, we are talking of 1972.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Okay.

BAHEMUKA:

Continued. And then I asked them why ~ey were actually arresting me.
They kept quiet. J did not know what crime and then I asked~':e
they were still insisting to arrest me. So eventua~~ the~ ~un There at
took me to the nearby Gombolola H~q~rs
~ere ~:;~mbolola
the Gombolola Headquarters of KyanJenJe. .
called Yowan
•
found -another prisoner
1
Headquarters prison,
Kamushana.

COUNSEL:

yes, continue.

BAHEMUK.A:

fte the broughtanotherprisonerby
They locked the cells, the? ~~rea ~eny afterwards
they opened for
the name of Zaverino T•~•J~~- from outside. After beatinghimKamushana and started beatmg tm

COUNSEL:

Who beat him?

'!~
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Was this on the same date?

8 HI'MUKA:

I11is was the same day.

COUN EL:

As a result of ) our beating, did you suffer any injury that has got a
permanent feature on ) our body?

BAHEMUKA:

I actually suffered injuries and even if I can undress myself, some of
these injuries

ca11

be identified.

May be the Commissioners
them please?

BAHEMUKA:

It is on the buttocks.

COUNSEL:

Okay. fine. Now for how long did you stay in the cells?

BAHEMUKA:

I stayed in the cells for two weeks.

COUNSEL:

During these two ,, eeks. how many were you in the cell? I am saying
how many were you in the cell? ¥/ere you two only or three?

BAHEMUKA:

\Ve ,,ere three.

COUNSEL:

I see. \Vere you getting food?

BAHEMUKA:

We used to get food irregularly.

MR. NAGENDA:

Excuse me before you go on, did I hear wrongly because we must have
evel)1hing translated. Did I hear the witness mention 1982? I thought I
heard him mention 1982 just now.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman. Gentlemen Commissioners, the witness madea
statement in which he mentioned a date of 4th April. 1972. Now in this
statement also he mentioned UPC and in 1972, there was no UJ>C
activity in this country. So, 1 v.as going to show him this statement and
see whether he was writing what he said. 1 was coming to it My Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes. so there is this confusion if he mentions another date which he
mentions which was not translated.

CHAIRMAN:

Let us proceed. We shall seek clarification later.
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Hendquartcrs of Kibigo.
o ices at Kabwohe, we continued to Saz,a
\Vas it three of)

ou w 1io went to the UJ>c

o f'l'::,tees'?

BAHEMllKA:

COUNSEL:

\Ve were still three of us S
h
• • ' 0 w en we rcacl d K'b•
1 tgo we were again
beaten and ordered to g) t • h
.
le
l ou 111 t e ram.
It appears you were beaten several times and
. .
have mentioned D'd
.
you suffered tnJury as you
1 .
•
) ou get any medical treatment'?

BAHEMUKA:

Thrd~ughout th e days I stayed in the prison, we were not allowed to get
me 1cal treatment.

COUNSEL:

Were you able to wash your wounds?

BAHEMUKA:

We used to wash ourselves the wounds with a little water we would get
from our relatives.

COUNSEL:

So your relatives were able to visit you?

BAHEMUKA:

Well, they used to come and visit us but then I remember one incident
when my wife had come. They also locked her up.

COUNSEL:

What is the name of your wife?

BAHEMUKA:

She is called Maria Consolanta Keitagi.

COUNSEL:

In which place was she locked up?

BAHEMUKA:

This was Kagango.

COUNSEL:

Now, for how long did you stay in this place where you were taken to,
secondly?

BAHEMUKA:

Altogether, I spent 14 days in prison.

COUNSEL:

you say you were being
Kabwohe UPC office?

BAHEMUKA:

It is true.

COUNSEL:

.
ou to the UPC office?
Why were they takmg y

BAHEMUKA:

They were not a bi e to tell us.

COUNSEL:

But what wou

transferred between the prison cells and

Id you do there?
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COL SFI:
BAHEMUKA:
COUNSEL:

fhcy usc.d to bent us nil the way.
Who \\ould bent

)OU

in this place?

,. ris who used to work in UPC office of Kabwohe•
These \\ ere tI1c asr.n

Who \\8S the Chainnan of tJ1is office at Kabwohe?

BAHEMUKA:

The Chairman of the office was Mr. Kagarura.

COUNSEL:

Did he participate in beating you?

BAHEMUKA:

He never actually participated.

COUNSEL:

1 see. Now I will ask you the more serious question which I had left.
Why \\ ere you arrested?

BAHEMUKA:

I do not know why I was arrested.

COUNSEL:

Now in the course of these people beating you. did they not tell why
they were beating you?

BAHEMUKA:

They used not to tell us.

COUNSEL:

Did you learn through any other way why you were arrested and
beaten?

BAHEMUKA:

(Inaudible)

DR.1\.1AKUBUYA:

Fourth April 1972, there were no political parties. They had been
officially banned. This matter must be clarified. Are you talking about
1972 or something else? It must be clarified. There were no parties in
1972. Idi Amin had banned them by Decree. What date are you talking
about?

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, we have a statement here which was signed by the
witness. May be I will give it to him to have a look. Now, can you look
at the statement and look at the first sentence? Could you please lookat
the dates which are underlined? What dates are they?

BAHEMUK.A:

It is 4th April 1972.

COUNSEL:

Look under that page, do you find your signature below it?

COUNSEL:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

We are talking of something you mentioned yourself.
Mr. Bahemuka, when did views you are talking about occur? DidthlY
occur in 1972 or in 1982? I am asking you the time when these events
occurred. When were you arrested, when were you beaten up and 50 011
•
Was it in the year 1972 or in the year 1982?
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COL :EL:

For ho,, long did this go on?

BAHEMt:KA:

For two "eeks _ 14 days.

COU .~EL:

At the end of 14 days, what happened?

BAHE 1UKA:

o thereafter, the Father who was in charge of our Parish wanted
a~ally to. know why I had been arrested and he visited Kabwohe UPC
o ices trymg to work out for my release but they promised him that
th:y wou!d re_leaseme although eventually they did not, and we were
still kept m prison.

COUNSEL:

What was the name of this Father?

BAHEMUKA:

He was called Father Irenoyi.

COUNSEL:

So you stayed in prison up to when?

BAHEMUKA:

(Inaudible).

COUNSEL:

Now, I am asking you up to when? Was it up to April 1982 as this
medical chit says?

BAHEMUKA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So how did you get out yet I see you said you stayed there up to this
time?

BAHEMUKA:

I was asked for money so that I could be released.

COUNSEL:

Who asked for the money?

BAHEMUKA:
COUNSEL:

BAHEMUKA:
COUNSEL:

This was the intelligence man who was in the office.
Did you give him the money?
I gave him the money and then I was released.
How much money?
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Did ) nu ~ttcnd medical treatment
rclc sc s1m.c 'ou "ere hcnten had I
l

I \\ cnt there
0

dtd the) gi'«~)

ou a medicnl chit"

1 do not hin c a mcJicnl fonn. I "cnt to Mushanga Parish Dispensary
the first time I \\ent out of prison.

COL \. EL·

And 81 tu ..hanga Di pcnsal).
report regard in!!) our health?

BAHET\RKA·

I ,,a gi, en the letter.

COl'

Of ,en ice?

~EL:

did they give ) ou any medical chit or

BAHE 1UKA:

Yes. I ,, as gi, en the letter.

COL • EL:

Let us ha, e it. \Vho treated ) ou? \Vas it a doctor or a nurse?

BAHEMUKA:

It was a nurse.

COUNSEL:

after )our

1y Lord Chairman. that is a medical chit which sho,, s the treatment the

witness got. without notifying - but treatment in dispensaries in the
villages sometimes are done and they keep files. I could tender it as
exhibit Number 66. It is of April. 9th 1982.
CHAifil.1A

Now. Counsel. what will be the number of this exhibit?

COUNSEL:

It,, ill be

DR. MAKUBUYA:

COUNSEL:

1

umber 66. l\1y Lord.

It is not dated 9th April. 9th April was around the date \\hen he \\ent
there. He seems to ha\'e gone at the end of 29th December 1983. He
seems to ha, e gone beyond December. 1984. He seems to have gone
around 17th of
Actually that date when the witness attended medical treatment is
relevant: more relevant because that \\3S the date \\hen he ,,as able to
go for treatment. l\tr. Bahemuka. did this cost any money or ,,as it free?

BAHEMUKA:

The first time I paid 100/=.

COUNSEL:

In all. how much did it cost )OU to treat )Ourself?

BAHEMUK.A:
COUNSEL:

BAHEMUKA:

AJI in all, it costed me 5,000/=.

Do you have the receipts for these e ·penditures?
Sometimes l ,,ould go to the shop. I just paid and l \\as not given8
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GENOA:

\\ hich fingers \\ere these?
TI1is \\ as on the t\, o fingers of my left hand.

Can I take it that the nails have grown agam.
. ?

BAHE. 1UKA:

Yes please.

MR.NAGE DA:

\Vas this because of th c biows or d"d
I they actually pull out your nails?

BAHEMUKA:

These \\ ere as a resu It of the beatings.

1R. NAGENDA:

Can_you please remind us who were the people who beat you in the
tradmg centre?

BAHEMUKA:

These v.ere the two policemen who had come armed.

MR.NAGE~D:\:

Yes. what is the name of the trading centre by the way?

BAHEMUKA:

It ,,as Kakindu Trading Centre.

MR. NAGE ~oA:

Now. I just want to go back to how long you spent in detention. You
told us that you were there for two weeks. Is it so?

BAHEMUKA:

Yes. it is true.

MR. 1AGENDA:

Okay, does that mean that while your were still in detention, you went to
Rushanga Parish Dispensary for treatment?

BAHEMUKA:

It is true because it was when the Father in charge of the Parish came
and requested them to have me taken for treatment because I was badly
off.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay the only reason I ask is because the chit which you showed us
from 'Mushanga Dispensary is for the 9th and if you had stayed for
.
h • d"
sary your date should be wrong. re
weeks before seemg t 15 ispen
• .
d th 18th of April?
you therefore saying that you left detention aroun
e
•

:o

BAHEMUKA:

It is possible.

MR. AGENDA:

.
tion of why you were arrested. I
I would like to go back ~o !h1\~~e~at it was because you were not a
think at some stage you mt1ma
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ho was not a sympathiser of UPC arrested?

BAHEMlKA:

Some of them were actually harassed.

MR

Was

'AG END I\:

BAHEMUKA:

~1R. AGENDA:

there any particular reason - were you n political activist?

l \\as not a political activist. As I told you, my work was very much in
the church.

Did )OU have a quarrel w 1th your UPC area Chairman before he arrested
}OU?

BAHEMUKA:

There was not.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do these divisions still exist in your area; the divisions we used to have
there was UPC and DP and other parties. Do they still exist?
•

BAHEMUKA:

Because of the peace ushered in by this present government, relations
are actually good.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can I take it that people like Mr. Kalindiriza and Rwakifariand so on
and the policemen who arrested you that they are all still in your area?

BAHEMUKA:

They are still there.

MR. NAGENDA:

And your relations are cordial?

BAHEMUKA:

MRNAGENDA:
BAHEMUKA:

MR. NAGENDA:
BAHEMUKA:

MR. NAGENDA:

BAHEMUKA:

MR. NAGENDA:

WeJI actually tYir. Rwakifari and Kalindiriza have migrated to another
area.
They are not in your area any more?
They are within but the distance between me and their place is a bit far.
But when you meet, do you greet each other as friends?
Yes, we do greet each other.
So you are not anxious for them to be brought to any kind of trial for
what they did to you? Is that so?
I would be interested to have them brought before the court of lawto
explain why they actually harassed me.
And so the Chairman will give you advice on how you go aboutthis
one.
What about this gentleman who took your 4,000/= Mr.
Ndabatambi? Has he repaid it?
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oR. 1 KUBm A:

Okay, thank you very much
Mr. Bahemuka may I know .in whatS b-rna-.. ..

BAHE 1UKA:

It

DR. 1AKUBUY A:

What was it called then?

BAHEMUKA:

It was raised from Kigarama Su"'"-----..uunty.

DR.MAKUBUY A:

From Kigarama?

BAHE 1UKA:

Yes, in what District is it?

.
IS

U

called Kyanjenji Sub-c

-ny

IS

.

Kakindu
Centre?

ounty. It is one of the newSub-couati..

.
BAHE fUKA:

It is Bushenyi.

DR. 1AKUBUYA:

What is the work of Kakindu Centre? What
doesit do?

BAHEMUKA:

It is a Catholic Church with schools.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And as a teacher, where do you work? Do you workin theCbun:h
orin
the schools?

BAHEMUKA:

In the Church.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

As a preacher?

BAHEMUKA:

As a catechist.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

As a catechist? Very good Sir. You mentioned
thatat Ka...,,
askaris took away 28,000/= from you. Is it so?

BAHEMU.KA:

Yes, it is true.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you get this money when they releasedyou?

BAHEMUKA:

I never got it

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you ask for it?

BAHEMUKA:

I did not ask for it.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

1 want

BAHEMUKA:

_. ...

youto rem•~:::;:,-

you are going 10 •II
It was 1912.

die

•w

cmCJ1111L
Youtook•....
ei•i
m 1912?

DR

1AKUBUYA"

Were

)OU

beaten up w 1Ien you were in this detention?

BAHE.MURA.

Yes, I was beaten up.

DR. ~1AKUBUY A:

Thank you.

BAHEMUKA:

from you. Did You
Mr Bahemuka, I have only a few things .to 1find
. h out
f h
ever• seck IegaI a dvice about what to do m ig
b t •o w at - as a result of
,ou·
the
detention
and
the
eatmg and so on?
to
d
)
what happene
• .
Yes. 1asked for legal advice.

CHAJRMAN:

When wns that?

BAHEMUKA:

This was in 1983.

CHAIRMAN:

What advice were you given and by who?

BAHEMUKA:

Well, we simply heard over the radio that people were now free to come
out and air their views concerning the problems they had incurred over
the past regimes.

CHAIRMAN:

I am sorry, you do not seem to have understood my question. WhatI
mean was, you said you sought advice in 1983. What I meant is, did
you see a lawyer or somebody to advise you ~hat to do legally about
what happened to you in April I 982; the detention and the beating?

CHAIRMAN:

BAHEMUKA:

I did not actually seek legal advice.

CHAIRMAN:

How far is this place from Mbarara?

BAHEMUKA:

It is about 30 miles.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you know that you could have come to Mbarara where there are
lawyers and ask them what you could do?

BAHEMUKA:

Actually, I would have done it but when I was released they told me to
keep at home. So I had no chance to move away.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, I am advising you that, that is what you should have done andthat
in future, if any similar incident happens to you, you should seek
redress, whether against government or against individuals who meted
this treatment to you.

BAHEMUKA:

CHAIRMAN:

I was afraid because during that regime even the chiefs, magistrates
w~re all supporting the regime. Still I had fears of receiving proper
justice.
Why did they fear? But the others did not. I am telling you, I am1
judge in the High Court and there are many people who sued ~
government and got compensation. Well, I think part of the problem 15
that people are ignorant and because of ignorance, they let their rights
go by default. May be fear is also part of the reason but actually if you
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before this CommissioN :~l~n~ to !thank_you for having come as a witness
or t ie evidence you have given.
111e next ·witnes is Mr. Ditariho.
Could )Ouju t spell it please?
1t is B-1-T-A-R-1-H-O.
(Mr. Cheborion):

The next "'itness is Mr. Bitariho.

\\'JTNESS NO.172: MR. PAULO BITARIHO- SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Could you state your names please?

BIT.ARIHO:

Paulo Bitariho.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

BITARIHO:

50 years.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

BITARIHO:

I used to work in the Post Office then I retired and I am at home.

COUNSEL:

What was your last position in the Post Office before you retired?

BITARIHO:

I was an Assistant Senior Telecommunications Controller.

COUNSEL:

When did you leave?

BITARIHO:

In 1978.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

BJTARIHO:

I reside at Rwecumu, Mabaare, Kigarama sub-county, Bushenyi
District.

COUNSEL:

Currently what are you doing?

BJTARlKHO:

Currently. I am at home cultivating though I cannot do much because of
the beatings I received.

COUNSEL:

What do you cultivate.

BITARJHO:

•
bananas - I have a banana plantation and I have some few
I cultivate
cows as well.
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BITARIJ-1O:

1 ,,as in rn banona plantnt ion.

COUNSEL.

Doing what?

BITARlllO:

1 ,,as digging in my banana plantation.

COUNSEL:

Did you do this succcssfully'l

BITARIHO:

Aflcr a moment, 1 saw n policeman armed i_n a c~)mpany of a certain
man calkd John Knbandizc. John Kaband1zc pointed at me and the
policeman put the gun at my hack asking me whether I was the
Chairman of D.P. in the area.

COUNSEL:

What did you reply?

BITARIHO:

I said, I was.

COUNSEL:

Who was this John Kabandize, what was he doing?

BITARIHO:

He was a UPCYouth Leader in that area.

COUNSEL:

What followed when you replied that you were DP Chainnan.

BITARIHO:

He ordered me to sit down and raise up my hands; then he started
checking in my pockets. They took my Shs. l 0,000. which I had
immediately obtained from the sales of my matooke.

COUNSEL:

Who took it away, was it John Kabandize or the policeman?

BITARIHO:

The policeman. They requested me to go home saying that they were
going to search my place because it was alleged that I was keepingguns
and that they had obtained money from me as an exhibit because I was
collecting money to help people who were in the bush.

COUNSEL:

Did you know these people in the bush?

BITARIHO:

I did not know them.

COUNSEL:

Did they mention which people were in the bush?

BITARIHO:

They used to call them Museveni's people.

COUNSEL:

So, what followed?
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Jn ,, hat language did they talk to your mother?
BITARIHO:

All of them \\ere speaking Runyankole.

COUNSEL:

So, ,, hat followed after this?

BJTARIHO:

spread th ro_ughthe village, I was tied and escorted, we wentto
h
place to pick another man called Kahangire Deogratius We
reac e a nearby road, we found about six Land Rovers - they had also
~rrested one Kwesigaho whom I was working with as Youth Organiser
m my party.
~~

:~;~t.
l

1

COl'NSFL:

\\'hat job was Kahangire Deogratius doing?

BITARIHO:

He was a D.P. Chairman of Kigarama Sub-county.

COUNSEL:

So, when you found the six Land Rovers, what followed?

BITARIHO:

I found some youth who had been mobilized by the UPC office in the

Land Rovers and they started beating me.
COUNSEL:

Did you know these UPC Youths?

BITARIHO:

They were so many, I could not actually recall them, but I recall one in
particular by the name of David Kahindi from Kabwohe who is the
brother of the former Administrative Secretary of Bushenyi.

COUNSEL:

So, what happened?

BITARIHO:

We boarded the Land Rover to look for one Deogratius Kahangire,but
during the process, as it took a long time, he had also heard us
screaming, he had actually run away and escaped.

COUNSEL:

You did not see him run away, did you?

BITARJHO:

COUNSEL:

BITARJHO:

I did not see him, but when they entered the house, they found his wife,
they beat her and she told them that he had actually left.
Were all these Land Rovers moving in a convoy?
Yes, they were in a convoy.
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COUNSEL:
BlTARIHO:

Whom was he with?
Kahindi told the gathering that the village wil_lsettle down since the two
of us have been arrested and ordered the Chairman to put us under tight
rope because it would actually kill us.

COUNSEL:

Did the Chairman do this?

BITARlHO:

Yes, he did.

COL'NSEL:

How did he do this?

BITARIHO:

He ordered the Askaris who escorted us to handcuff us all the time.

COUNSEL:

You mean these Special Force and Policemen had handcuffs or they
used other methods to -

BITARIHO:

The handcuffs were brought by the policemen who had come from
Bushenyi.

COUNSEL:

So, what followed?

BITARIHO:

So, we went to Kagore, we found the lorry and they continued beating
us; one of the Askaris hurt mx knee.

COUNSEL:

Did you suffer any injuries apart from the knee?

BITARIHO:

In addition, I lost some of my teeth and I do not hear properly because
of the beatings on my head. Even before I retired, I had been operated
in the abdomen in 1979 and the beatings added to my agony.

COUNSEL:

Did you replace your teeth?

BITARIHO:

I have never replaced them.

COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

Does it now mean you have a gap?
Yes, I do.

COUNSEL:
Could we see it? Thank you, the Commissioners have seen it. You said
you found a lorry, you went up to where after this?
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COUNSEL:

Whom were you trying t\'!liinquirefrom?

BITARIHO:
The person we found at the counter and who regiltercd us.

COUNSEL:

After kicking you, what followed?

BITARJHO:
Thereafter, he opened the cells, we entered andwe met about80
le
who had also been arrested on similar charges.
poop

COUNSEL:
Before ~ou entered the cells, did the police make any entries in their
desk dairy regarding your being taken there?

BITARIHO:

They entered in the diary and they also retainedmy watch which I

bought from Japan.
COUNSEL:

Did you have the opportunityto readwhatthey hadwritten?

BITARIHO:

I did not have the opportunity becauseI had much pain.

COUNSEL:

So, in the cells you said you met about 80 people, did you know any of
these people?

BITARIHO:

Most of them I have forgotten because it is a long tim~ but I am
remember one calledRuhindafromK.itagata,

COUNSEL:

Did you talk to Ruhinda?

BITARIHO:

I talked to him.

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you why he had been detained?

BITARIHO:

He told me that EdwardRurangarangahad orderedthe youth in his -to arrest them.

COUNSEL:

For how long did you stay in this cell?

BITARIHO:

I spent four days.

COUNSEL:

How big wasthe cell?

MR.NAGENDA:

He said much more th~ ~ • e J

h 'ust spent1herefourclays• CID we

please have that translation

COUNSEL:

How long did you stayin the cells.

BITARIHO:

four days.
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CHAIRMAN:

District Commissioner
So t I1c ncx,1 ,norning , a certain Assistant
.
,
Kabakvara came to the Police Station ~nd requested the Policemen to
take n;c for treatment which he promised to undertake and still they

BITARJHO:

refused.

Kabakyara related to you?

COUNSEL:

Was

BITARIHO:

He is a friend of my son.

COUNSEL:

So, you said you stayed in the cells for four days and you were 80
people, how big was this cell?

BITARIHO:
COUNSEL:

It was relatively small because you could not even sit; all night you keep
on standing.
Was it as big as the platform where the Commissioners are sitting?

BITARIHO:

It is bigger.

COUNSEL:

Was it half way?

BITARIHO:

It was almost half way of this platform.

COUNSEL:

BITARIHO:

My Lord, could that be an estimate of about 3 metres by 6 metres. So,
during the four days in this small room, were you able to have food?
I was not able in particular to eat at all because my stomach was really
painful and whenever I would stand a mixture of water and blood was
coming out from the body.

COUNSEL:

Through your mouth?

BITARIHO:

Through the anus.

COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:
COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

So, you were not able to eat because you were sick?
Yes.

Was water provided both bathing and for drinking?
Nothing was provided.
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B)TARIHO:

I was not able.

COl

After four days, what happened?

EL:

BITARll-1O:

After
four days ' Mr. Kabakyara tried vc
t
o. my father to come so that he s
hry hard to send a message home
pnson - to get out of the p /es ow they would help me out of
0
Shs.200,000.
ice Slation. They had asked for

COUNSEL:

What is the name of your father.?

BITARIHO:

My father is Fabiano Rwamatobo.

COUNSEL:

What was he doing at that time?

BITARIHO:

He is a cultivator.

COUNSEL:

Was he able to raise the money?

BITARJHO:

In the first place, he was not able to raise the whole lot, I provided Shs.
I 00,000/= then they; when he went back, he sold my bicycle together
with my four cows.

CHAIRMAN:

What was this Shs. 200,000/= for - why was your father to pay money?

BITARIHO:

This was to enable me go out of the prison for treatment and then come
back again.

COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

You mean you needed the money yourself for medical treatment?
Me particularly I did not need the money for treatment, but they needed
the money themselves in order to release me to go for treatment.
To bribe them so that they could allow him to go for treatment?

CHAIRMAN:

BITARIHO:
COUNSEL:

BITARIHO:
COUNSEL:

Yes.
.
"I
Who in particular needed t hts money.
I cannot recall the name.

so,whatfollowedthen?
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Did they give you a copy of this form?

BITARJHO:

J was never given a copy.

COUNSEL:

Were you eventually released?

BITARIHO:

1 was released temporarily and told that I should not go beyond the next
Friday before coming back.

COUNSEL:

What did you do when you were released?

BITARIHO:

When J reached Ishaka, before I could make up my mind to go to the
hospital, I met some policemen who had found me in the prison I started
narrating tlie story to them. Then one of them, sympathising with me, I
hope, asked Shs. 50,000/- to help me to accompany me to Kabwobe in
a bus so that we pass a road block which was at Kabwohe.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say he was sympathising with you?

BITARIHO:

Because at that very moment, I imagined the situation I was in, was
actually bad.

COUNSEL:

Did you give him the money?

BITARIHO:

I did not have the whole amount, but I could provide Shs. 10,000/= and
then we started the journey. Reaching Kabwohe, we found again the
same group of Bakatagura, Kahindi and the Youth as I had mentioned.
Realising that I was with an escort, the policemen, shouted why I had
not been taken to Luzira. When we reached ltendero Trading Centre,
the policeman moved out of the bus, I also moved out, then I proceeded
to a place - I reached a farm of one called Mr. Mere where I spent two
days organising to have my property taken from my home. After
spending two days in the bush the third day the person I sent home because my home was being guarded for about seven days -managed to
pick some property which he brought to me in the bush.

COUNSEL:

How did you know that your home was being guarded when you were
in prison?

BITARIHO:

I had some people who used to tell me and who used to find me in my
hiding place.

COUNSEL:

What followed when you got the property?

BITARIHO:

When I received the property, the people who had come with the11l
managed to make some first aid, they had some wool, tied my head, the
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COUNSEL:

You mean you were assisting him during the campaigns?

BITARIHO:

Yes, I was assisting him during the campaigns.

COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

What was Cypriano Bangirana?
.
He is still a Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Agnculture.

COUNSEL:

Was he related to you?

BITARIHO:

He is just a friend.

COUNSEL:

•
With all these beatmgs
you had had and your stomach ailing. did you
get treatment in Kampala?

BITARIHO:

COUNSEL:
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COUNSEL:

That is all, My Lord
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BITAR IHO:

They were able to eat because they brought food for them.

MR. NAGENDA:

From outside?

BITARIHO:

The policemen used to bring food from the hotels.

MR. NAGENDA:

They had to pay for their food, in other words?

BITARIHO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Shs. 200,000/= you were looking for, Shs. l 00,000/= was found by
your father, which was not acceptable to these people, so he then sold
your bicycle and four cows, surely these were too many things to be
sold for Shs. I 00,000; am I right?

BITARIHO:

Yes, they were too many.

MR NAGENDA:

So, were you able to get some balance when all these things were sold?

BITARIHO:

I did not get any balance.

MR. NAGENDA:

To whom was this money actually handed - Shs. 200,000/=?

BITARIHO:

We handed the money to the Head of the C.I.D. Section.

MR. NAGENDA:

But to whom? Surely, if you are going to hand over so much money,
you must know the name of the person to whom you paid it.

BITARIHO:

MR. NAGENDA:
BITARIHO:
MR. NAGENDA:

Sure, at that time my life was more important than anything else I could
think of, so it was difficult for me to inquire about names and the rest of
it.
Have you ever seen the person to whom the money was handed?

I have never seen him.
Have you ever thought of charging the people concerned in this matter,
people like Mr. Rurangaranga and I have forgotten the names of the
others - but anyway these people, have you ever thought of charging
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BITAR1HO:

Yes, it is quite different.

MR. 'AGENDA:

Have you thought of h •
Government?
c argmg these people under this present

BITARIHO:

When we were about to start
h d th
, we a
e government announcing that
we s~ould hold ?n~ bit until the government itself initiates. Moreover,
say m Bushenya stall the majority of the people on the RCs are the
people we were opposing. So, it is still difficult for us to pass through
the RCs.

MR.·NAG ENDA:

You mean the elected officials of RC I RC II and RC III?

BITARIHO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why is this, is it because the majority of the people of that area are
protestants?

BITARIHO:

In our area, we actually think so much in religion and their being the
majority, they have a chance for offices.

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps I should ask you, what is your religion?

BITARIHO:

I am a Catholic.

MR. NAGENDA:

So, I take it that by the majority, you are talking about the protestants?

BITARIHO:

They are the majority.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could I also be right in thinking that these are staunch ex-UPC people?

BITARIHO:

Yes, they are.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you expect to get justice from them, considering the past?

BITARIHO:

I do not think so.

MR. NAGENDA:

What is the answer to this dilemma?

BITARIHO:

1 hope the present gove

MR. NAGENDA:

. k that one of the easiest ways of getting fair play in
But don't you t hm

mment is in a position to sort out such a mess.
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But. as I understand, the learne~ Judge will talk_to you _onth~s subject,
but am I right in thinking that 1f you are not given sa~sfact1on by the
RCs, you have the right to appeal to the D.A. of the area.
It appears when you have no re~ommend~tion from the. RC -III, the
District Administrator may not easily entertain your complaint.
No, but this is totally untrue. I mean, if you _do not think you are getting
satisfaction from the RCs everybody has a right to appeal to the D.A. It
is your right. Now, have you seen Kahindi and Bakatagura again since
your bad days?

BITARIHO:

I have seen only Bakatagura, but I have not seen Kahindi.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where is Kahindi?

BITARIHO:

I do not actually know where he is.

MR. NAGENDA:

What about Bakatagura, where does he live?

BITARIHO:

Bakatagura lives near our place in Mbarara, Kigarama Sub-county.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, because anything else, we are bound to send him incriminating
evidence which has come up against himself so that he can explain
himself. So, his whereabouts are of importance to us. Can I ask you
whether you think there has been any improvement in your area,
religiously speaking if you like, religious functions since the
introduction of the next government?

BITARIHO:

There has not been any marked improvement because everybody is still
under fear.

MR. NAGENDA:

Lastly, there are two Kahindi; is it his son or his brother?

BITARJHO:

This is his brother whom I have remembered
Kabwohe, he can be got.

MR. NAGENDA:

That is a brother of Sam Kahindi and this is a person who actually beat
you up, do you remember that?

BITARIHO:

Yes, he is the person who beat me.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, I trust you will give his whereabouts
investigate matters.
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BITARIHO:

Yes, it was.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

What did you understand by this?

BITARIJ-{O:

I thought I was being taken to be killed.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Then you met the Chairman of UPC Bushenyi East, Mr. Yowasi
Bakatagura in the company of Sam Kahindi and Sam Kahindi said that
the village will settle down because of your arrest and Mr. Kwesigabo's
arrest. There was some order to put you under tight security because
you were killers. What did you understand by that?

BITARIHO:

Well, that would have originated from my strong position in the party
where I was, I was able to organise a good resistance, in which case,
they would not be able to have support of mine.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

You had to raise Shs. 200,000 !)0 in order to get released to go to the
hospital, do you know whether any other people were required to raise
such money to get out of detention?

BITARIHO:

When I left there, Kwesiga and others, then when I met him again in
Kampala he informed me that he himself had also paid ~00,000/= before
he could be released.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

When did you return to Bushenyi?

BlTARIHO:

I returned to Bushenyi on the 19th December, I 984.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

you stayed away for about three years?

BITARll 1O:

I stayed away for more than three years.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

l low did it become possible for you to return?

BITARIIJO:

,
.
'th Chris Rwakasisi and informed him that
father Puff conferred w_•.
• lly the Catholics then eventually
in h1dmg especia
h
several people were
. to instruct his youths to allow t ose
Rwakasisi agreed that he was gomg
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people who were coming to settle once agnin.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

\Vho is this Father PufT?

BlTARllJO:

He wns a Parish Priest based at Mushnnga.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
BITARIHO:

How did you know that this had been done - the instructio h
given?
n ad been
We heard this from lbanda where I was through Father Harp
always in contact with people in Mushanga.
Y WhoWas

DR. i1AKUBUY A:

Did he just mention Chris Rwakasisi?

BITARIHO:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
BITARIHO:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

BITARIHO:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
BITARJHO:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You just mentioned some youths - his youths, who were these?
They were so many, they included people like the Kahind·
Bakataguras and many others.
IS,
Yes, b~t you called them "his", were they acting for him and in what
enterpnse?
Surely, during that time they seemed to be working like his enterprise.
You mean your arrest, your harassment and things like that?
Whenever they made these arrests, they would always allege thatthey
had been sent by Rwakasisi.
You were a D.P. Chairman for Bushenyi East Constituency?

BITARIHO:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What was your role as a D.P. Chairman?

BJTARIHO:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

BITARIHO:

I was co-ordinating the activities of the party in the area.
Then you got into this problem, did the party help you in your
problems?

I think it really helped me because party members like Professor
Kabwegyere used to solicit some help from friends in fonn of money
and the money would always reach me.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now of course you are a retired Telecommunications man and ~
have' been a party leader at least at local level etc., do you believeit 15
possible to end violation of human rights in Uganda?

BITARIHO:

It is possible.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What is the basis of your hope?
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ts, first_ nf all a criminal aspcc.t - the people against whom you have
cnmplamts c()uld he pnist•cutt·d for having assaulted you - I think it will
h~ i\ssau~t. that \\ 111he the main offence which tlu.·y could he charged
and_poss,b~y unlawful confinement. But since you were confined at the
Police Station. this might hl· difficult. For criminal action, it is the State
"hich institutes such action, although you can do private prosecution
and that for a lay man it is rather difficult. But with legal advice, you
could institute either private prosecution or prosecution through the
Police and the State. The other legal remedy is by institution of legal
suit either against these individuals or the government or both. The
problem you may run up against this latter is the question of time,
because your action may be time barred becausethe requires that people
should pursue their rights quickly so you do not sleep on their rights. If
you are wronged, you should make up and pursue your rights against the
wrong doers quickly. We arc not a Commission to give legal advice.
there are a lot of lawyers in Mbarara to whom you can go and seek legal
opinion. By the way, soon after your release. you could have instituted
legal proceedings even at that time; because a lot of other people did. I
will end by thanking you for having come to give evidence which you
have before this Commission. Thank you. Legal Counsel, let us have
another witness. It is getting late in the day, but perhaps let us have one
more witness.
r

COUNSEL:

Very well, My Lord. The next witness is Zaverio Mukagati.

CHAIRMAN:

We have decided to have a break, we have been informed that there arc
onl two more witnesses today, so I think it is better let us have a break
andytI1en come b·ack • My time is now about a quarter to two ( I .45 p.m.),
let us come back. We shall resume at 3.00 p.m.

COUNSEL:

Very well, My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Let us adjourn now.

CHAIRMAN:

. .
.
.
d Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ready
Comm1ssIoncrs. I.came
had
•
tl1e
l1caring
from
lunch
we
have
•
to resume

COUNSEL:

My Lor d Clmm

. nar1 our next witness is Zavcrio Mukagati.
•
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COllNSFL:

Could you state your names please'?

MUKAGATI:

Zavcrio Mukagati.

M1

0

rv

How old are you?

MUKAGATI:

I am 60 years.

(

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

1

MUKAGATI:

I am a cultivator.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

MUKAGATI:

I reside in Rwekimi, Kabaale, Kigarama.

COUNSEL:

Is this Bushenyi District?

MUKAGATI:

Yes, in Bushenyi District.

COUNSEL:

Now, in 1982, were you residing at this place?

MUKAGATI:

Yes, I was residing in this place.

COUNSEL:

On the 7th July, 1982, were you at Kigarama?

MUKAGATI:

Yes, I was.

COUNSEL:

Why do you recall that you were in Kigarama on that date?

MUKAGATI:

That is where I have been and I have never moved out.

COUNSEL:

Did anything of significance occur or happen may be to you or any
other person on that date?

MUKAGATI:

I do not really recall anything happening.

COUNSEL:

Did you lose anybody in your area?

MUKAGATI:

Yes, we lost somebody and actually he was my grandson.

COUNSEL:

Did you attend the burial?

MUKAGATI:
COUNSEL:

Yes, I attended the burial.
Did you reach the place successfully without disturbance on the way or
what happened?
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The next morning I wok
living and up and proceeded to the place where my
died. I found them dio • Juhst went to confirm whether he had actually
;cStng t c grave.
grandson \\as

Yes. what followed did vou b
h'
'
J
ury 1m successfully?

MUKAGATI:

When we were in the
f . .
of that area announcedptrhoctelss
o d1ggmgthe grave, the UPC Chairman
a was under arrest.

COUNSEL:

What was that area called?

MUKAGATI:

That place is called Jakandoni, it is actually where the Chairman resides.

COUNSEL:

A nd what was the name of this UPC Chairman?

MUKAGATI:

His name was James.

COUNSEL:

So, when he came to you and told you were arrested, what did you
reply?

MUKAGATI:

I asked him what I had done because I was not involved in party politics
and the rest of it and why I was arrested. Then after he handed me to his
askaris. On that very day, at that particular time a lorry was coming to
my place to collect matooke, then when I asked the Chairman who had
arrested me again to allow me to go home and cut some of my matooke,
for sale, he refused.

COUNSEL:

What did they do to you when they refused to allow you?

MUKAGATI:

Then he asked me whether I knew what I had previously talked about
concerning. I was actually going to answer for what I had talked about

COUNSEL:

Had you talked about the UPC Government?

MUKAGATI:

Anyway, when we were on the beer party, we picked up an argument
concerning the government in power and eventuaHy we could not agree
on certain issues.

MR. NAGENDA:

MUK.AGATI:

Oka even if that was a summary of what he said that they. had an
:~ent at the party - a political argument - but we heard him even
arg .
f M seveni but you did not translate. Could you
mention the name o
u
'
translate as he speaks?
. . ted from the fact that on our village, there
The argument actually ongma d t ay the allegation was that during
is a Muhima man and they use o sund sometimes he would spend a
• ed to come aro
,
that time Musevem us
. d f that Muhima so they thought I was
night there and then I wa_sa fne; I ~ w what actually was taking place
connected with the Muh1ma an
ne\ ti ·end of the son of that Muhima
I
s a persona n
in his home. Because wa
was actively engaged with them p1us
so they thought actually I
l who were in the bush. Rumours
. money to help these peop e
collecting
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hnJ been passed around that I wns going 10 he arrested and all along We
hnd been collecting mnncy un~ _so when I w~~ arrcs~cd I was taken to
i..
1o 1a I Jcadquartcrs • I hey gave me escorts to take
the G,onh,o
. rne to thc
Gombolola Chief with a slatcme~1t that I should explain_ what Was
happening between me and a M_uh~maman. So, as l wa~ still pleading
to bury my grandson first, they 111s1stcdth~t I was not gomg to bury my
demanded. money from rne
gran d son and So We Continued • The askans
.
because they told me that the case which I was gomg to answer was
actually big.

COUNSEL:

What was the name of this askari?

MUKAGATI:

His name was Bishanga, but unfortunately

he migrated from· our area

and went to Kyazanga.

COUNSEL:

Is this Bishanga the youth?

MUKAGATl:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you give him the money?

MUKAGATI:

Yes, I gave him the money.

CHAIRMAN:

If you could just hold on. If you tell such a long story, the interpreter
cannot or wi1l lose tract; just answer the question, be brief. Listen to the
question properly and answer it, so that briefly he can translate.

MUKAGATI:

At that time I did not have the money.

COUNSEL:

So, what did you do, what did he do with you?

MUKAGATI:

He told me to go home and look for the money.

COUNSEL:

Did you go home and look for the money?

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Counsel, we have not got the amount of money which was
demanded by this man; I heard him talk of Mutwalo or something.

MUKAGATI:

Shs. 600,000/=.
remaining part.

COUNSEL:

Before we go on, how were you to get this Shs.300,000/= within such a
short time, did you have it in the house?

MUKAGATI:

I had got it from the proceeds or sales of my matooke.

COUNSEL:

After taking Shs. 300,000/= to him, what did he do next?

MUKAGATI:

ActualJy I sent this shs. 300,000/= so I remained at home.

MR. NAGENDA:

Excuse me, Legal Counsel, let us get it chronologically. He gave him
Shs. 300,000/=, he was allowed to go and bury his grandson.

So, he proceeded and asked me to provide the
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MR

\Vlhnttlhappcncdafter he buried his grandson, was he allowedto go bac"9
18 rnppcned to him?
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COl

. EL:

A ~cord'mg to h',m. he was let to go home to look for 300 000/= which he
failed to get and
, you remamed
•
. . rema·med at home. W hat followed when
home after fat 1mg to get Shs. 300,000/=?

MUKAGATI:

After sometime, he came back to my home, he found me and pulled me
out to go and explain why I had not provided the remainingShs.
300,000/=.

COUNSEL:

After how many days did he come?

MUKAGATI:

on Friday, on Saturday, I was at home then the Askaricame on Sunday.

COUNSEL:

You said he came and got you by the hand in your house, what did he
tell you when he reached your house?

MUKAGATI:

So, he locked me in his house and started beating with a wire.

COUNSEL:

Was he alone or was he with other people?

MUKAGATI:

He had his grandmother also present.

COUNSEL:

Were you not able to resist against this Mushanga who had demanded
so much money from you and beating you?

MUK.AGATI:

Actually, he was strong because he was still a youth; he was stronger
than me.

COUNSEL:

After he had beaten you with this wire, what followed?

MUKAGATI:

After he had beaten me, I did not have the money, he led me to the
Gombolola headquarters.

COUNSEL:

Which Gombolola Headquarters.?

MUKAGATI:

Kiga(811la.

COUNSEL:

What followed when you reached Kigarama?

MUKAGATI:

There was nobody at the Gombolola Headquarters, but he instructed the
askaris whom we found there to lock me up because I was involved in
collecting money to support people who were being led by Museveni in
the bush.

COUNSEL:
MUKAGATI:

So, were you locked up?
1 was locked up, and I was also bleeding on one of my legs.
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C0U 'SEL:

MUKAGATI:
COUNSEL:

. ,, here you were locked up, did you find other pris

In th e p la~e
there?

oncra

1 not find any other prisoner.
I d'd
•
For how Jong did you stay m
t h.is ce11?
•

.MUKAGATI:

I spent there one day .

COUNSEL:

Did the Gombolola Chief come to see you?

MUKAGATI:

and he told me that the newsh
The GOmbolola Chief came to see me
•
• co11ectmg
• money for
ad
reached him as well that I was mvoIved m
Museveni.

COUNSEL:

Did he promise to release you?

MUKAGATI:

He never promised to release me because he was waiting for people
who had arrested me, because the document these people who arrested
me had brought was still with him.

COUNSEL:

What was the name of this Gombolola Chief?

MUKAGATI:

He was called Matate.

COUNSEL:

So, the next day, how were you released?

MUKAGATI:

The next day, Nyamugurusi came; the statement they had made alleged
that I was anti-government. So, they told me that I should wait, they
were going to Mr. Bakatagura who was the Chairman of the
Constituency to look into my matter.

COUNSEL:

Did they do this?

MUKAGATI:

They went the second day. When Bakatagura came, he also said that he
had heard the information concerning me and asked the Gombolola
Chief, that is the Chairman, of my area, what the sentence they would
pass for me.

COUNSEL:

Were you present when they asked?

MUKAGATI:

I was present.

COUNSEL:

So, what did they say your sentence was going to be?

MUKAGATI:

So, actually they said they wanted me to bring the other Shs. 300,000/=
to make Shs. 600,000/= as they had said originally.

COUNSEL:

What did Mr. Bakatagura reply to this?

MUKAGATI:

He also replied that I should give them the money because he had also
heard the reports.
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COUNSEL:

Was it Shs. 300,00Q/c.'?

MUKAGATI:

Yes, it was.

coUNSEL:

And did you get it yourself?

MUKAGATI:

I got the money myself and handed it over to the Gombolola Chief.

COUNSEL:

And what did the Gombolola Chief do about your arrest after giving him
Shs. 300,000/...::?

MUKAGATI:

Actually the Gombolola Chief appeared to have been in link with them
because he told me that I should go home and get treatment.
•

COUNSEL:

Did you go home and get treatment?

MUKAGATI:

I got the treatment, I bought the medicine from the private clinic.

COUNSEL:

It now implies that you stayed in the cells for two days, is that true?

MUKAGATI:

Three days.

COUNSEL:

And during these three days, were they beating you as they had beaten
you when they arrested you?

MUKAGATI:

They were actually beating me.

COUNSEL:

How were you lucky to get this other Shs. 300,000/= because you have
explained how you got the first Shs. 300,000/=?

MUKAGATI:

COUNSEL:

MUKAGATJ:

Actually it was collected mostly from friends - friends and relatives.
After your release and treatment, did you do anything ma~ be to report
this Gombolola Chief, UPC Chairman and others to the Police?
When I was arranging to go to report and I had reached the main road,I
was again arrested.

COUNSEL:
MlJKAGATI:

Was this in the same year or was it in the same months?
It was in the same year.
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MR NAGENOA:

I low docs that come abnnt? I k had not paid Shs. I 0,000/ ?

MUI-...AGATI:

I had not p~id Shs. 10.000/

MR. NAGFNDA:

For what?

MUKAGATl:

Towards the building of Mascruka Secondary School.

COUNSEL:

Now, who arrested you?

MUKAGAT1:

Paul Katagura and Yosiya Ruyita.

COUNSEL:

Who was this Mr. Ruyita?

MUKAGATI:

lie was the Chairman of UPC Kigarama.

COUNSEL:

I sec. In what Constituency?

MUKAGATI:

It was a branch • Gombolola Chairman.
Chairman of UPC.

COUNSEL:

After your arrest, what did 1hey do to you?

MUKAGATI:

I argued with them that I didn't have any student in Maseruka~therefore,
I didn't have money to pay them. They ordered me to board a land
rover.

COUNSEL:

Yes, and where did they take you?

MUKAGATI:

They took me to Kabwohe District Office.

COUNSEL:

What happened at Kabwohc'?

MUKAGATI:

They took me there and they locked me up.

COUNSEL:

I sec. For how many days'?
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COL' SEL:

And \\ere

MUKAGATI:

It ,, as ftreleased on bond and taken to the D•p •'s. o ffitee agam
. and
1
t _erca er. I "ent home to go and look for the ten thousand shillings
lShs. 10.000/=).

COL l"EL:
~ l ".AGATI:

Did you pay the ten thousand shillings (Shs. 10,000/=)?
I got the Shs. 10,000/=.

COUNSEL:

Did anything more happen to you after that?

MCKAGATI:

Nothing.

COU· "SEL:

You said that your second arrest was because you had failed to pay Shs.
l0,000,'= for Maseruka Secondary School and one of the reasons you
gave was that you didn't have a child at Maseruka Secondary School.
Was it only people who had children at Maseruka Secondary School
who were supposed to pay Shs. l0,000/=?

MUKAGATI:

It applied to everybody even though you didn't have a child there,
everybody was asked to pay that amount of money.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did I hear you mention the name of a party - OP?

MCKAGATI:

I did so.

MR. ~AGENDA:

He did?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Because I think that is very important.

MR. MUKAGATI:

COUNSEL:
MUKAGATI:
COUNSEL:

)Ou

really released?

.
b
that school belonged to the Protestants
According to me ecause
.
. , S
.
d
also had our school for Cathohc Commumt).
o
Commumty an we . g money whereas we also had our own school.
actually we were paym
where we ought to have paid that money.
Now were t here so m

e Catholics at MaserukaSecondary School?

They were not there because they were not allowed.
Now your arrest because o
illegal?
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f the Shs. 10.000/=. did you think that it was

ML1 t-:.AG fl:

COU SEL:

CHAIRMAN:

Acc\)rding to me I thought it w~s illcgol because at the same till\e w
"ere im olvcd in the construct ton of our own Secondary School e
11,J\
.lb" ina. That is where m\- children were study mg now.
at
Now did you do anything because - you said • you had been arrest
illcgall)? Did you go to court? What did you do? Did you try to ;:
redress from com1?

The Generator finalJy parked up and ~o the recording machines Were
switched off. The notes were recorded m long hand.

WITNESS NO. 170 - SWAIBU MUKASA CONTINUES
FROM PAGE 4058
I did not seek legal redress for the arrests and mistreatment I got in the
hands of these people. The father of the son of my friend is Museveni's
uncle. I am not a Muhima myself. There is a big difference between
the Bahima and the Bairu. The two don't interact. They are not
friendly. This is true up to now. The time I have been speaking of the
Bahima were hated by the Bairu. Most of the people in UPC were
Bairu. The Bahima were in UPM. The difference between Catholics
and Protestants still exists today. The RC's are dominated by Protestants
in RC I, where majority of residents are Protestants, the officials are
Protestants.
In our area Catholics go to Catholic Schools and
Protestants go to Protestant Schools. Moslems also go to Moslem
Schools. 7th Day Adventists go to their schools. But now Catholic
Schools are also attended by Protestants as well and vis versa. It is a
good thing for people to mix in Schools. James Nyamugwisa was
Mwiru. Askari Mushanga was Mwiru. Bakatagura was Mwiru. I have
been a D.P. sympathiser and I think that I was being penalised for this as
I was being friendly to a Muhima. 28.9.1987 - 9.23 a.m. Present:
Chairman, Commissioners Nagenda, Makubuya, Kawanga and
Kakwenzire.
•
CHAIRMAN:

Electric power has not yet been restored. Nor is a generator available
because there is no money to hire one locally. And so evidence of the
next witness has to be taken in long hand -for the Secretary who could
have taken it in short hand is also sick.

WITNESS N0.174:
AFFIRMED

MR.

MOHAMED

SEBADA -

(SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE BY LONG-HAND)
I live in Itendero, Bushenyi District. I trade in matooke. I was born
there in 1945. Father also lived there before he was killed. He was
Abudalla Orikigamba. He was killed in 1979. My mother migrated to
Kyazanga immediately after my father was killed. He was killed on
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I stayed in prison betw
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and sere ene d us and said
eenthat
if h
•
e Tanzanian soldiers
charges against us
t e complainants did
came
detain
we would be released I
not come to make
~es there, but eventuall the • was released. I left the other
detention we were fed Th
y.
y were also released Wh"l •
b k'l
·
ose with co
•
1e m
e 1 led. I was not tortured so
fws used to send for their cows to
arrest~d them used to come ~nd ~=a~th~smwere_
beaten. Those who had
the pnson. These days I n 1
• Bmdeeba was in-charge of
O onger see him 10
· fi
•
m ormed me at the Blue Room th
town. Kaliku Sentende
many others also killed at K. .: at my father had been killed amongst
brother Dr. Twaha Kabu 1z1~ o~ 26.6.1979. After the news with my
travelled in a range rove~e, . az1mu, Buhanda of Post Office, we
Banturaki a police officer ga:;v:s" a to t:r, Kabuye by his employers.
in Mbarara at about 5 00
po iceman to escort us. We arrived
·
p.m.
We reported to th D' •
ommissioner
Kabogoza
Musoke
We
t Id h'
h
e
istnct
C
tr
I t It d
•
o
im t at we wanted to
ave o en ero where our father and others Had been killed He t ld
us that he had heard of the events which had occurred at lte~dero ~ut
advised us to proceed there next day as it was getting late.
We called on Abudalla Katende here in town and found 6 bodies of
people who had been removed from River Rwizi. Katende had also lost
his mother. I did not recognise them. The bodies included women and
children: 2 women with babies on their back. While still there, we got
information that my uncle Abubakar Katongole had also hen killed and
body buried at Kyeera near Nyamitanga. We proceeded via Kyeera
where I found my mother Safu Namatovu an uncle Mohamed Ganafa.
my aunt Fatuma Nakakande, my sister Mrs. Nakito Katongole. They
had run there from Bushenyi. Kyeera was where Abubakar Katongole
was buried at the home of Abbas Katongole. We proceeded to ltendero
Trading Centre - 20 miles before Bushenyi. We stopped at Dr. Kabuye's
home and proceeded to Rwabitima where my father and mother had a
home. We found the house burning with all the property which was
there. Houses of other moslems in the neighbourhood were also burning
d some had already been burnt. Our neighbour called Rwechichuju an
k d h'm who had burnt our houses. He said that he did not know.
we as e 1
• c.
h. h
His house was 500 to 600 yards away. He was coming 1rom 1s ome.
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house
not burnt and he was protestant. The body of my f:
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e were to d 1twas dange
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En route we stopped at Kooga to see my wife and 3 children• I ~iound•
them at home and I proceeded on to Mbarara. I left them there
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Mbarara. we found arrangements being made to take the bodi~ n
Mbarara and others to Nyamitanga for burial. They were ten bo~i:~
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We returned here at Ntungamo and slept there at Katende's place. H
was a businessman. With both men, my brother went on to search O e
father's body in Rwizi River. They found bodies of others but not ur
father's. The bodies were taken to Mbarara Hospital. The bodies .:~
injuries while others had died by drowning. Mastura Namaketo my
sister, was one of those killed but her body was not recovered. 1
collected my family from Kooga and reported on duty at Kamukuzi and
I was paid my salary for 5 months from January up to May 1979. When
I was returning from Kamukuzi I met a pick up in which was Kakungu.
I was arrested and taken to Kamukuzi. When I was in detention there I
heard that body of my father had been recovered. I do not know how
many bodies had been recovered.
I did not go back to my home area. Moslems there sold their bibanja
and left - others just left. They migrated to Kyazanga in Masak.a
District. About 100 families were so affected. Most of them had
originally come from there. These people were chased away by UPC
sympathizers. The moslems were DP sympathizers. Immediately after
the war the Chiefs had no powers. The villagers assumed powers. The
Chiefs could not help. Saza chief of Sheema called Ford tried to
intervene to help but the villagers and their committees over powered
him. The moslems were fined by these committees to pay cows. The
cows, 7, were roasted at Rwamutima Church and eaten. Beer was also
provided by the person who paid a cow as fine e.g. somebody was
accused for converting Kato into moslem. When released, I went to
Kampala. In 1982, I returned and settled in Kyazanga. In 1983 I
returned. But my elder brother the doctor has not yet returned. He is
settled in Kampala. My brother sold off the shop at ltendero. After the
1985 coup Haji Kisolo's home was invaded and his property taken and
houses burnt. He ran away. They were the same people who killed his
son in 1979 who again did this in 1985. During the Banyarwanda
incident in 1982/83, he was sent away, but returned after he had brought
a letter from the D.C. Kisoro and was allowed to settle. This constant
harassment of moslems to me happens because moslems are Baganda
who came from Buganda long ago. When the Baganda ceased to be
Chiefs, the belief by the Banyankole was that they should go back to
Buganda. Its also my view that people in Mbarara associated moslems
with State Research during Amin's time. Amos Baryamujura and many
other people disappeared in Mbarara. The majority who disappeared
were non- moslems. I know of only one moslem, who disappeared. He
was a driver in the Hospital in Mbarara. Some moslems were in State
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IJUJU is still our neighbour. W
my as it approached this to
told me who burnt our houses E e get on well together He has wn.
eh d
• ven N
k 1
•
never
ase away - except three. Seru. a
yan o e moslems were affected by Machote both of who
U nge told me that my father was k"ll d
G
m are sti II • th
I e
overnment addressed meetings in t;
e area. In 1979 Ministers of
happened. People who were
e area and condemned what had
and brought to Mbarara B tsbuspected to be responsible were arrested
th
• u ecause courts
•
ey were released. During Ob t ' .
were not functioning well
• h
o e s ttme we fi d th
m1g t harass us again In M
., . '
eare
at these people
.
·
useven 1s time
Pol~ce ~ushenyi, who said that time had , we reported the matter to
Pohce m Bushenyi didn't w t t h 1 elapsed._ It appeared that the
an o e p us Durmg th b • 1 f
people, Policemen came and were asked t. fi II
e una o our
they appeared not to want to help. After ~an:aryow~9p8th6
e mattterk,bhut
matte t th M · ·
,
, we oo t e
. r o e mister of Internal Affairs and to the Inspector General of
Police, who referred us to Impala House. We went there and saw an
officer. We also went to Special Branch, where an officer recorded our
st~tements. He told us to go back to Impala House, where the officers
said they would come to our area and record statements.
There has been no revenge against the people suspected to have been
responsible for what happened to moslems in our area. I still greet the
suspected killers of my father. The villagers did•nbt allow those killed
in their houses for a month. Then we obtained assistance from high
officials of Moslem Supreme Council. they came and with a few
moslems in the area, buried the bodes. I was in Kampala and did not
attend the burial.
The Moslem Supreme Council also -sent some
blankets to the District Khadi here. I don't know of any other assistance
e.g. food et.c. To prevent re-occurrence of massacres, people should be
politically educated to behave.

WITNESS

N0.175:

COMMANDER FRANK GUMA -

SWORN IN

(SUMMARYOF EVIDENCEBY LONG-HAND)
.
with General Headquarters. I have been a
Aged 34 years wo~kmg 1981 before that I was a member of Fronasa
member of NRA since
•
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I belonged to group called Front for National Salvation. 1
jo~:~· in I 979. I was a member of lJNLA. In 1979 my place of
operation was General Headquartc:5. Before that I was at Kamukuz.i,
Mbararn. Then I moved to Republic House under the office of Chief of
Operations and Training - Captain Hinda. On 19.6.1979 I arrived from
Arua. I came to Mbarara on 20.6.1979. On 21.6.1979 I knew about the
massacres of moslems at Kiziba. I was dumb. Then a boy aged 6 years
F

came and told me that they had been cut with pangas and thrown into
the river. 1 was with late Commander Sam Magala. The Commander
then was Shef Ali. I decided to contact the Tanzanian Commander and
we rushed to Kiziba. When we got at the bank of R. Rwizi we saw
blood. J walked for a distance of about 100 yards and found a women
carrying a child. They were cut around the neck. About 275· persons
were herded together and taken to the river. I carried out an assessment.
After about 30 minutes moslems emerged from hiding. I organised a
canoes crew which looked for bodies. There were 48 bodies. As I was
coming back I met a group of young boys armed with speares and
pangas. They attacked us because of siding with moslems. We had to
circumvent the route because of threats of being killed. When I came
back to Mbarara I found a group of boys calling themselves Bushenyi
Vindictive Army. The next day myself, Magala and Tanzanian
Commander decided to arrest all young men who were non-moslems. I
learnt that the whole thing was started by a rally addressed by Major
Rurangaranga who said they had felled the big tree, it is up to the
populace to remove the branches. I was despatched to Kampala to
arrest Major Rurangaranga who was in Kampala. I reported to Col.
Oling (shot at Makerere). Major Rurangaranga escaped to Tanzania
after alleging that moslems had bought us i.e. why we were siding with
moslems. Matters became difficult because people like John Nganwa
had deserted Fronasa and crossed to UPC. They could not pursue Major
Rurangaranga because he was a Minister - Rwakasisi was also a
Minister -people were divided because they alleged that some young
ambitious people were trying to prevent Obote from coming. We were
the minority at the same time our front was threatened by banning.
I did not open a Police file versus Major Rurangaranga because at that
time he was working on the car of Haji Tibesigwa - (2 miles Masaka
Road) which was grabbed on allegations that he was a State Research.
It was taken and sold to the so called Mbarara boys. In fact his house
was bombed. I could not pursue the matter because it had become
political. There was no way of handling the matter as to met out justice.
The Tanzanians were misled by UPC functionaries that what they were
doing was right. They bribed them with coffee, 8 cars, and in May,
1979, when I went to Mwanza, I found 50 cars mostly Honda accords
plus civics. Generally, there was hostility against moslems i.e. when the
term Twalire emerged i.e. they were saying moslems had eaten and their
time had gone. It was now their tum. John Nganwa was at the Bus Park
with Myers. They had killed somebody at Bogota and robbed a car.
They later alleged that Kassim Nsamba had said certain things against
the Government. He was arrested and put in Luzira. Eventually he was
cleared but upon release he was murdered together with his family.
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Apart_ from killings, there were other factors of life like education
breaking down. For example when students strike there would be a
whole battalion brought. There must be a random sampling of ideas and
there must be a free and fair elections not according to African
Standards. There must be a major moral rehabilitation through mass
mobilisation by churches by using opinion leaders who would mobilise
people about what is bad and what is good. I am not saying that
elections should be postponed. I mean we should not accept people
who bring salt on the day of elections. This can be stopped by us taking
your salt, using the roads you have graded and taking your sugar and not
vote for you. OAU is a trade union of African leaders. Zaire has 2
bases for supplying South Africa, Morocco has bases for America to
intervene if there is a change before the year 2000. Kenya trains troops
from South Africa. The OAU is therefore a)ip service. Take the case
of Kibanda boys.
These are boys witti masters but do not have
employment.
Therefore they have been condemned to death.
Consequently they have to fight the system which orders them back to
the land which is not there.
. d. .
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rumoured tit.it !\lr. Musc,c111• tool-.:. part Ill
I mgs 111K"
1z11,n,
I he lllattc
hns been discu~scd hut 11l1thi11ghas hccn done )l'I.
I le has heenr
discussing" ith ranzm1i11 fri~nds that what happened should not hnpPen
ngnin. John Ngnrmn hnd 1-.ilkd snmcbndy and hi.' recovered the <'ar
Datsun 1500 fmm him. rhcrc \\llS also n 504 taken from Muycnga and
it ,,as being driven by R\\nknsisi's da~1gl~tcr. 1 he force which was here
\\ns basicnll) Fronnsa. When these 1rn:1denccs happened, later on the
parties cmnc nnd in order tn win votes they al_lcgcd that Muscvcni was
here nnd he killed the nwslcms.
Much earlier the same people had
accused us of siding" ith mnslcms when we had intervened.

Major Rurnngarnngn hnd sdf styled himself: D.C. and D.A. and also as
fihcratL)r. I k addressed the rally in that capacity.
Hon. Katcgaya was
the D.C. So there \\as a strngglc as to who should control Mbarara
"hen l\ tzce Obotc is co111ing back. Major Rurangaranga went out
through Kern a then to Tanzania where he beat up kids and was
declared person not wanted. I le went to Zambia; then later came back

when there was a meeting in Dar-es-Salaam. Major Rurangaranga had
suffered in the hands of moslcms who had reported that he was helping
the Tanzania guerrillas and he was shot in the leg. The phenomenon of
expelling other tribes e.g. Rwandcsc is lack of national identity. The
Kingdoms, Kyabazinga were all small nationalities.
They had
allegiance to those identities. After independence nothing was done to
forge a national identity. We make mistakes which derive from
historical facts i.e. now the army is Banyankole and Baganda. How
does a person gather information from Arua and Gulu? He can't
because he will look suspicious. In other countries for one to join
security system he has to be vetted for over 10 years without his
knowledge. But today the moment I am somebody then my brother is
given a gun and he becomes an Intelligence Officer.
There must be a general consensus but not a matter of convenience.
There must be consensus on issues of national of interest. If he fails
then I will have to invite outsiders to come and solve my problems.
They would worsen the problem. The problem is that there is no avenue
for a person aggrieved to air his views without fear of persecution. This
can be solved if the general awareness of the populace is raised i.e. if
the members of the elite is raised e.g. my grandmother thinks that why
does my sister go to marry foreigners in the East as if there were no men
in Ankole. To her Ankolc is Uganda and Buganda is Uganda. Outside
is foreigners. This is unfo11unate after 20 years of independence. It is
because of poor leaders.
There just be deprivilegisation of education, because those who haveit
use it against those who don't have it. This is my background:-

I.
2.

Bukanga Primary School;
Mbarara Junior School;
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TO.I 76: DAUDA SERUJUMBE - AFFIRMED

ged 72 ) ear:. reside at Kiziba Busheny· o· .
ince birth. I am a Ugandan. I ;ma M t kast,nct. I have been there
1e
...
unyan o e because I was bo •
An"'o 1e. 1 am a culti\!ator and cattle keeper. 1 was .mvolved in polif
mm
I ,,as a member of the. D.P. In 1979 I was at K"121'ba v1.11age. I knowics.
of
t h e \\ ar bet\\ een. Am m and Tanzanians • I di"dnot part1c1pate
••
becauseJ
,,as not a soldier. During
the
war
I
used
to
stay
t
h
.
a ome; I never
move d : 1 never passed mfom1ation to the other si·de I h d
·c. d
h'ld
.
.
•
a a wtae an
c I ren. She \\as killed m the atrocities in Kiziba. She was called
ASIA T. We had three children namely Noor Serujumbe Bash·
Ssemakula and Mariam abatanzi. My clan is Abagahe. My fath;;
came from Buganda. He was called Ali Tibajanga.
Asiat ,, as murdered in 1979, immediately after the war in May, the
villagers organised a meeting and invited us as moslems. It took place
at Kiziba Primary School. The organisers were:- Bushungu Kigambo,
Machope. Eriasafu Rweizire, Korunaku, La7.aroMaitha. They were not
chiefs. They told us the moslems had to pay fine and I was to produce a
cow and 2 jerry cans of malwa, because we were moslems and
supported Amin. I did not protest because it also applied to my friends.
I produced 2 jerry cans of local brew. We were more than 60. They
summoned men and women. I remember the names of those fined Haji Hamad Katende, Haji Musa Sserunjogi, Haji Dauda Sserunjogi,
Hassani Hamthan, Haluna Mulyazawo, Abubakari Rukeitoha, Raijab~
and Yosia Maisho, (because his sister was married to a moslem), Bahtr
Ssemakula.
I asked them whether they had court authority to receive those fin~s.
They said if we do not give the cows, we shall find ourselves m
problems. They gave us 14 days to avail the fines. They ex~ted me
to buy it bring it and probably drink it. When the 14 days expired they
came up with pangas. They mobilised a lot of people who c:t:
o:
banana plantation. Some of the houses w~re:;:
i:1;;; ;em tous
eat.
collect fire wood, slaughtered the cow ;;' t e in particular I resisted.
We used to take the fines ourselves.
u m
th site because I
1 d th cow but I never went to e
They came and co 1 ecte
e
. th fine They got the beer also
was prepared to die instead of paym~ e
•
because I instructed my man to carry it also.
the massacre. We had
h
p came out to start
•
k'
people coming whtle ma mg
In June, t 979, anot er grou
our lunch and we saw some
finished
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al.irms. It \\ as r,11 26.b. l 979. Asiat asked what the cause of the 1
.
aa~
,,as • i\h-c.lumb
bo,., \\Clll out and ()11• com111ghack he told us hvJ 111ak'tn
.,
signs thnt pCllpk ,,ere actually commg. Machope, my neighbour, earn&
"ith his group and l)rdercd me to come 0ut. I rc-,istcd but Machope _e
"hethcr I like or not 1 will have to come out. My wife followed me
111) dumb son. I saw that the house was surrounded. I knew all of the n
as li!->tedabo\'c plus others. They told me they had received instructiorn
from Ministr") of Defence that all moslcms must be taken to Kinon~
The Minister of Defence ,vas Yoweri M_uscveni. lt was said ~Machopc "ho thcn:after turned round and hit me from behind, then f d
r
d •
.
1e
111) hands at my back.
I ,care his spear \\ h1ch was on the grou d
.
n.
Then they cut ITI) banana plantation and set my house on fire. My wit
also resisted. They started beating her and that is why she died. The:
they took me to Bunyagongn plus tn) ,, ifc. 1 hey took us to the house
of Haji Abdallah Scguliriganga. There were about 100 moslems. His
grandson is Sebalira. \\'hen we arrived we ,vere all tied, myself. wife
and child, and led us to a place 4 miles av.·a). On the \\ay some of us
di, erted for short calls and escaped. Scguliriganga was the first to be
t..illcd at the rj, er Bv, izi
\Vhcn \\e reached the river we were
surrounded b) the mob \\ hich brought us. Then when I \\as leading by
3 steps tm, ards the ri, er Machope hit me with a stick on the legs.
Seguliriganga was being badly beaten. The "ife of Seguliriganga was
also taken. Seguliriganga collided into me and both fell into the river.
Machope then hit Scgulinganga on the neck and he died instantly. The
,vater took me awa). I \\as not hit again. Then I heard Aisha Kasule
screaming that Machope \\as t..illing her.

:~:d

M) cattle \\ent into a dip and the water took me and I came out at
N)abugamba in f\1barara District at night. It was about I mile. I was
able to S\\ im. M) hands had been untied at R,\ izi itself. I did not find
Yoweri I\.1use\eni at R\\ izi. From Nyabugamba I walked during the
night. I was alone because I thought everybody had been killed. At
about 6 a.m. I met late R\,aha Kaliku and told him that all at Kiziba had
been killed. I told him to report to Haji Abdallah Katende so that he
reports to the D. C. Kabogoza-Musoke.
He had a car. I proceeded to
Saza Chief called Ford to report. \\'hile at the Saza Headquarters. Isa,,
the D.C. and a certain Commanding Officer arri\ ing. I informed him
according!).
Thereafter the D.C. proceeded to Kiziba and Machope and
Rweizire ,,.,ere arrested and brought up to the police. Others v.ent into
hiding.
After about 4 - 5 da) s the gO\ ernment sent 6 I\.1inisters. Minister of
Defence, r-.1use\ en i. Profrssor
Kah" eg\ ere. the others \\ ere not
Banyankole.
They found them at Kag;·ngo - Bushenyi.
Museveni
asked the cause of the massacre. The D.C. of Mbarara had jurisdiction
over Bushenyi sub-district.
fhe person in charge of the Sub-District
\\ as Ruranuarall!.?.a. I k did not attend the meeting.
I stood up and
explained t~cing ....him (T\1r. f\1usc\eni) sa)ing these people who carried
out the massacres had said the) had recet\ ed instruction from him. I
remember Nkoba. Rushungu s'L) Kigambo. Rugenyi. late Tibabijuna
Kabwehc(hc killed himself on 23.9.87 by drinking poison). There wa~
also Kamugisha and Mata) o his cider brother of Kamugisha. Ndeezi.
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Kajungu Abdu he nhand) 'd
.
other kilkrs "hom 1 d I. n1.; Islam utter the killings. There were many
o not remember their names.
Thc.s1.'people ncYcr raised u tl .
their names rh,
,•
P ictr ha nds 1 '"as the one who mentioned
other sun 1~:ors ,:~r:':c t~;e~t~~ and brought to Mbarara police. The
month. Thev tle ,
lcctmg. They stayed there for o whole
'l:f
opened up nn) •
••
N b
statement pr~babl b
' • mqumcs. o ody came to us for a
The, made u . ' ~fi ecausc whnt they had done was the correct thing.
during Obote': s~, ·er. took our banana plantation and house, because
M h
• rcgune Machope was made a Muluka Chief of Kiziba.
ac
o_pe
arrested
b:r sons Noor SerunJambe and Ssemakula on
a (legattons that the)· we
· ·
.
re ass1st111g
guerrillas and they spent 2 years and
a month on remand at B I . • 1
us 1cny1. engaged an Advocate to help me in
t hat case. Thereafter tl1 l\·1 •
d· ·
•
h
c ag1strate 1sm1ssedthe charge because they
ad spe~t 2 years without trial and they were set free. This was
Busheny1 Court TI M •
•
.
• 1e ag,strate 1s called Kaganga (nicknamed). I am
suffering because I had no kibanja, no houses. My kibanja was not
taken but my friends' were. My house was burnt. A good number of
moslems abandoned the area. About 30 migrated to Kyazanga to seek
refuge as they were not wanted. They did not go to other parts of
_Ankole because there was no place to get land and also because they
were fed up not because they had relatives there.

Over 50 people died at Rwizi river. I returned to Kiziba because as I
was getting old I did not want to suffer. I was in my house there was
nobody to receive me. One of the houses had been spared. I had a boy
who went to the bush in 1979 who kept comforting me. He has come
back from the bush. He is at Kampala called Sam Karnuntu, a
Commander in the Army. I am one of the people who signed the
memorandum and sent it to the Commission. That is my signature,
exhibited No. 67. When the government enacts laws those who break it
must be brought to book. I cannot say so and so should be punished
because there are laws governing this country. These killers are at
Kiziba in their homes. I do not talk to them. Machope left the job and
we put there another one. 20-9-1987 at 9.00 a.m.

(ANSWERS TO COMMISSIONER NAGENDA)
I have never gone to Mecca. I am not a Haji. I had not been
summoned.
[ have understood your question. According to me I
believe if you are going to revenge on somebody then you -must have
suffered. According to me I do not know of any moslem in my area
antagonising the others in my area. During that time every body was
expected to support Amin because he was in power. I was. ~ ?easant
actively engaged in my activities at home. I am not a pohtic1an so I
cannot comment on Amin's regime. The way others were treated was
the way I was treated. As Ugandans we are expected t~ pay grad~~ted
tax and after paying it we go back to our homes after all 1t ,vas a m1htary
government and if I approved of it may be it would not have been
removed.
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As an individual it would not have helped if I like it but it would have

carried more meaning if all Ugandans like it. My houses were semipermancnt. Others were thatched with corrugated iron sheets, other
with grass and papyrus When my wife was beaten because she had
refused to go out of the house. She did not die that very day; she died
much later. She died in I 981 after treatment in several hospitals. My
son died on the 26.6.79. that was not the dumb boy. That one was not
seen and actually not buried.

(ANS\VERS TO DR. KHIDDU-MAKUBUYA)
Exhibit No. 67 read out. These atrocities were masterminded by
Rurangaranga and his henchmen. To elaborate: There was an incident
when Rurangaranga addressed a rally saying they had cut the tree and it
was up to the local people to remove the branches. I did not understand
the implications then because it was a proverb in Runyankole. This
meeting took place at Kibingo Headquarters in April, 1979, when Amin
was overthrown. At the house of Seguliriganga there were about 100
moslems. We did not fight because for them they had planned properly
but for us we were not prepared. We were taken unaware. Exhibit 67
contains names of 77 people who were forced to sell their bibanja at a
give away prices. I know some people who bought the land. I.
Murangira 2. Batondora 3. Kasheija 4. Bushangeki. There were others
who came from far who bought and later on sold the bibanja again.
This kibanja belonged to Hussein Millo who died in Mulago on 24.4.79.
His land was grabbed by .... . Another was Bakonel. They are all at
Kiziba.
The Muslim Supreme Council did not help because it was not a
government to deal with such a problem. What brings this in the
country, to put back the rule of law in the country because when there
are laws in the country they are to protect people. Rurangaranga was
A.D.C. Bushenyi when he made the violent speech. After he had said
that the confusion started. As a wise senior citizen of this country for
the citizens we abide by what government tells us. I advise that if there
is law and somebody breaks it he should be taken to court and charged.
When the law is clearly explained to the masses then they will fear to
break it. Concerning the religions, everybody is free to enjoy what
religion he wants but sometimes, government tramps things on religions
but otherwise everybody is free to enjoy what religion he wants. I am a
Ugandan and believer in Moslem but there is no religion which teaches
people to kill another. There are people who join religions but what
they do does not reflect the belief in that religion. There were Korika
from Kiziba; others went to Kyazanga who were around when
Rurangaranga addressed the rally. They were many and I knew all of
them. There was Begumisa who had died. Those who accompanied
Rurangaranga
included Ford, a teacher at Ibanda. another is
Kanyameishwa the Gombolola Chief of Kagango now at his home at
Kibingo. Another one is Makalu who was Chairman of UNLF. He had
more powers than the County Chief. There were many others from
other areas but I hope these are enough. These people I have mentioned
were engaged in the planning.
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. . . ey Ill\ lted those people who were to be fined namely
usa erunJOJt. Dauda Serujange. Ahamad Katende. Those ~re all I
can remember. Dauda Serujange, was one of those invited to attend.

I ~ttended_t~e meetings which were for fining the moslems because they
\\ere Amm s followers. 1 \\as one of them. Dauda Serujange and
Ahamad Katende paid their fines - cows and local beer. The cows were
?rought in b} the people who were fined. It was one meeting which
1m~osed the fines. A person fines was given a certain number of days in
wluch to pay the fine, failing which he was warned to be dealt with
accordingly. The fines were to be taken to the Muluka Headquarters
whose Chief was Rwahutaki. I was at home having lunch when a group
of many people came - including: Machope, Muchunga-Kigambo,
Rwizire. They ordered me, my family, sister, mother. They had dogs,
spears, pangas and ropes. They said that they wanted all of us. They
tied our hands with ropes. I asked where they were taking us. They
replied that the Minister of Defence Yoweri Museveni required us.
Then they took us at the home of the late Seguliriganga where we found
many others. They assembled us there. Time was in the evening. We
were men, women, old men and children. Then we were taken to River
Rwizi.
When we reached near the river, we were untied and
surrounded. We were taken there by the p~ople I have mentioned plus
many others.
At Rwizi they started with my mother Hasana Samia Nalubega. She
was cut by Kamugisha. Followed 6y members of my family. Zura my
sister was cut by Thomas Mayanja. Maliamu Nabukalu my sister was
cut by Rweizire. Afisa Nabatanzi carrying her child was cut by
Mugenyi. Abubakar Katongole was speared by Byamugisha. These
people were cut and thrown into the river. I was simply pushed _inand I
fell in the river. I was not cut. The water took me away for a mile and I
got out. Some were thrown in without being cut, but others were cut
and thrown in. I went into hiding with relatives at Kabwohe - with my
aunt. I arrived there about 4.00 p.m., having spent the previous night in
the bush. I met Dauda Serujange and I told him. He was also a
survivor. He left to take a report to the Saza Chief Ford. I had no
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strength to "nlk. Later a meetmg was addressed by amongst others
Yowcn Muscvcni at Kagango Gmnb~lola Headquarters; other officials
from Kampala also attended the meeting. Names of people were given
by Dauda Serujange. They were arr~sted on orders by the then Minister
of Defence now President Musevem. They were br_oughtto Kamukuz.i.
Thereafter they were released and went hack to their homes where they
are staying up to now. Some of them were Machope, Rweizire,
Muchunga-Kigambo, Mugenyi Rehoboam. I saw these people at the
kilJing. Another Abdu Kac~a.nga of neighbour~ng Parish ~.i~unda. He
had by then changed his reltg1on. Tom MayanJa who part1c1patedwas
not arrested. He killed my sister Sula Namakula.
Some of the bodies were removed from the river and taken to
Nyamitanga Mosque for burial. Others remained in the water. Those
who participated in the killing discouraged some bodies from being
removed. About 30 bodies were buried at the Mosque. I was not
present when the bodies were removed at the river. The body of Samia
Nalubega my mother was recovered and buried in the Mosque. So were
Sula Namakula, Afisa Nabatanzi and her child, Maliam Nabukalu. I
know Mbabwa. Some bodies were buried there. Those were the first to
be killed at the beginning of the war between April and May. Some
were killed in their homes. I don't know how many they were. They
were in the same Muluka, but at a distance from Kiziba. They had
already been killed by 26.6.79. Those who can tell you more about this
is Kimunyu Mwine. Those people were also moslems. She was one of
the survivors.
I lived with my aunt in Kabwohe until September, 1979. I stayed long
with my aunt for sympathy, because I had lost so many people. After
September I went back to my home and started to settle down until now.
I did not find anything at my home. My property had been taken. The
house was still intact, but blanket, mattresses I did not find in. The
neighbours were back - few had arrived and others arrived later. Some
houses had been burnt. Four homes had houses burnt. Those of Daucla
Serujange, Bashir Ssemakula, Abudallah Katende's were burnt and
burnt by Tanzanians, the liberators. But there were others I cannot
remember now. That of Abbasi Mugori was also burned. Shambas of
Dauda Serujange, Ahamad Katende, Haji Musa Serunjoji, were cut
down. Owners of the homes burnt and whose relatives were killed used
to report to Police Headquarters, but neither the Police nor the Chiefs
did anything.
The Moslems were mistreated because Idi Amin was a moslem and that
moslems who had supported him should also face suffering. In our area
we did not have people in Amin's army and security agents. The
moslems killed were peasants. I don't know whether the people who
participated in the killings had suffered or lost relatives at the hands of
Am in's security agents. The moslems were prosecuted just because they
and Amin were moslems. I would like this Commission to bring both
parties together to court. Those who suffered and those who perpetrated
the sufferings. I have a fear that if the perpetrators are not taken to court
the same may happen again. I believe that if such people are brought to
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ey are m between. Abudallah Katende was the richest. Most
moSlems were peasants. They do not own vehicles· nor do nonmoslems.
'
Amin never came to Kiziba. He used to come to rallies at the Saza
Headquarters to address rallies to explain government policies. I have
never shaken hands with him. l used to see him in meeting at
Gombolola Headquarters, Saza Headquarters. At one time he went to
Kagango Headquarters. There is a Mosque in Kiziba. It was there in
1979. I don't know whether Kiziba moslems ever sent a message or
delegation to Amin. I heard of State Research. I did not see anybody
from Kiziba who joined Amin's army or the police. There are moslems
in other areas of Shema. I did not know of any citizen in Kiziba who
had been hurt by moslems. I don't know how for Rurangaranga came
from Kiziba. I don't know the reason Kiziba people responded the way
they did to his proverb. At the meeting at which people were fin~ I
was not fined, but my people were fined. People were killed whether or
not they had been fined. I was able to see the killing at the river,
because the victims were picked one at a time, because I survived; and
so was able to see what was happening. Some of those who took part in
the killing were not arrested beca~se they fled the area when they should
have been arrested e.g. Kachanga and Mayanja. My house which
survived was semi-permanent. The corrugated iron sheets were not
removed. I don't hate christians. As an individual I am not in favour of
revenge and that government should be able to handle such matters.

I understood what Mr. Museveni sail to mean that those who did the
killing did so on their own. I do not know where he comes from. I do
not know whether he had a farm or any other interest in the area. Before
the meeting he addressed; I had not seen him before. Before the rally, I
did not know Mr. Rurangaranga, but I know that he comes from
Bushenyi District. In the 1979 war I supported the side which would
wm.

WITNESS N0.178: BASHIR SSEMAKULA - AFFIRMED
Affirmed - Moslem.
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Bu hen) 1 Cultivator: \\as horn and !1::,·c lived th~rc ever smcc. During
the "ar or I 979 which n:nwvcd Am 111s ~ovcrnmcnt, Bu_chunga came to
nn home. They tnld me that next mornrng I wa: requrrc<lto report at
Ki?iha Priman Sclwol. I had rears that ,.,hole nrght, hccause that time
Kiziba ,, as 11:)t a good place, because prior to that Buchunga had
threatened me that J was Amin's man and that I should go with Amin·
because I had had a bitter quarrel with him and almost fought hi~

because he said that I '"as Amin's man because I was a moslem. 1
wanted to fight him because he called me Amin's man who should go
'"ith him.
Prior to the liberation war there was no problem between people of
different religions in the area. The incident I have referred to happened
after Amin had been removed. Before that there were many converts
from Christians to moslem e.g. Tom Mayanja my neighbour who
became Bashir and Rufigi. Mayanja was working in Kilembe and
staying with Arabs in Kascse. rt appears that in Amin's time, Arabs
secured privileges and so Mayanja was attracted by those privileges. He
converted to Islam because of privileges. Rufigi had lived in the village,
and appeared poor - no money. His neighbour Haji Hussein Millo from
Itendero, Rufigi got a job with him as a herdsman. Seeing the life Millo
was living Rufigi converted. I le was a rich man with a lot of money.
There were others who converted purely for religion. A man called
Kato a christian also converted to Islam. During the conversion, there
was no force.
When there was the war between forces from Tanzania and government
troops - at the beginning of the war we were all co-operative, living
happily in the village visiting each other. When the war had reached
here, meetings, were held about insecurity caused by enemies and
Amin's men who had remained behind. I realised that Kampala had
been taken over. When a meeting was held in Kiziba people were
jubilant, because Amin had been removed; and was expressed in fonn
of cutting shambas of those whom were thought to be Amin's people,
the moslems. The moslems did not participate in the jubilations. There
were no demonstrations. Government troops did not reach our area, but
in ltendero and on the main road, they stole people's food as they were
fleeing to Zaire.
My shamba was cut and my house was burnt. Christians attacked
moslems by burning their houses and cutting shambas and imposing
fines on them. It was said because they were moslems and Amin's
people I gave a bull and two jerrycans of local beer. The fines were
just for harassing us. We paid the fine to buy our lives. ln my case the
fine was imposed by Korunaku. l lc \\as the Chairman. I behaved
stubbornly in the meeting. That is when Buchunga who had called me
from my place told me that even if I did not want. I had to pay the fine
of a bull and beer. I le said that matters originated from one Makaru
who had connections with Mr. Musevcni. I used to see him prominently
as the man in charge of what was taking place. Previously I knew him
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I went to Kabwohe After
short
and "as in bed at about 3 ·00 a.m. there came 2 boys
•
k
kwhile
d
who
noc c on my bedroom window. One of them was Wasswa and the
other Swaleh. They told me that every moslem in the village had been
rounded up and taken to be killed. They were the only survivors. It was
towards the end of June. They stayed there. Early in the morning I
~·oke up the women; I was then staying at Haji Katende's lodge. I
mformed them of the story I had received from the two boys. Then
Dauda Serujange came, dripping wet. He explained to us what had
happened. This was very early in the morning before sun-set that other
people had died and others survived. I advised him to approach the
authorities. He told me to go to Mbarara and inform Haji Katende that
his mother had also been killed. I came to Mbarara; and found that
pre\ ious day Abudallah Katende had been arrested, was not out. l found
him at mile one at Mugabe's lake. When I told him, he told me to get
assistance from soldiers to enable us reach R\.\izi River. We went to
their office in Kamukuzi and found a soldier from our area Eridadi
Kapa, and another man Kyankaaga.
Abudallah told them but the soldier Kapa started beating the Haji
because Kyankaaga was sa) ing that what he· \\aS saying \\ ere lies.
Kyankaaga was also from our area: and l kne\\ him. I had last seen him
two days before in our village. Another soldier\\ ho was in charge told
the Haji to go to the ri,er himself and learn for himself \\ hat had
happened and then come and report to the soldiers. The Haji and 1 came
to Kishugu and got into a ,·chick. \\'hen \\e reached R\\ izi. \\e found
some people across the ri, er. but when they sa\\ us. the) ran a\\a). We
crossed the rin~r at that point and \\C found the bod) of Afisa Nabatanzi
to lCthcr "ith that nf a child she had on her bad., also dead. I did not
c,7unine the bodil.!s. but \\hen the bt)dies \\ere being renw\cd fnm1 the
water. I sa\\ \\\)rds 1)11 them. \\'c 11.)ttlld bl)d~ of Samia Nalubega tied
together" ith that of r\buha"ari "-.all)ngt)le. At th_atpl1i1~t l "as\\ i~I~the
local people and :\budallah returned to_K.amu"lll~ to mtorm t'he military
· · • • 11·· ·,•tllrl1l'd It) the rl\ er \\Ith I O st,ld1crs. \\ 1th S,\ a,bu lga.
autllt)rl 1H.:S. '- 1"'
· )r t·\ .1111 .1.1.,•1 ·1lst1 came "ith them. \\'hen the, arri, ed. the,
a sun 1, < . r-. , "'', e' , •
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found that I had rccm crcd three bodi~s. llrnt is '" her~ the soldier.
disagreed "ith K) anknaga. ,, ho then d,~appe~~cd. I co1~tmuedto IOQk
for more bodies and found bod) of Altma Ktnana. which also had
1
child tied on her bnck.
Abudallah drove back to tvtbr~rarato_obtain_a higgcr vehicle to carry the

hodies. He returned to the river "1th a pick-up. So ':e put nine ( )
9
bodies on the pick-up and took them _to Mbarara Hospital. As it Was
getting late, "e "ent to sleep for the 111~ht.I ':as the one who removed
t11e bodies from the water and the soldiers assisted us to put the bodies
on the , chicle.
Next morning, we returned to the river with the pick-up. We were given
three soldiers. \Ve recovered eight more bodies. At that time Dr
Kabuye in the company of Sebadda and soldiers came from Kampal~
and found us at the river. I Ie said that he had not yet introduced the
soldiers he had come with to the D.C. The doctor's father had been
killed with the ones at Rwizi. When Kabuye left, we also left to go and
rest. Next morning as we ,vere going back, soldiers found us in Kisanga
where we were staying and took those I have mentioned; Kabuye,
Katende, and Sebadda to Kamukuzi, leaving me behind and the soldiers
who had come with Kabuye to Kampala to guard the government car
they had come with. Kabuye and Serujange were released to go.
Katende and Sebadda were taken to Kyamuguranyi Prison. Dr. Kabuye
and Serujange told us that soldiers threatened those who might want to
go to Rwizi to remove more bodies. On all these three occasions we
took the bodies recovered to the hospital. But the threats continued and
soldiers came and beat us at Kizungu - not to stir the people up. So we
stopped there and took the bodies recovered to Nyamitanga at the
Mosque. We buried 25 bodies altogether. They were:-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
I 0.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Afisa Nabatanzi
Twaha Byalimana
Abubakali Katongole
Samia Nalubega
Madia Namanyanja
Najuma Nakija
Nuria Ntwababazi
Hadija Nanteza
Naira Nabunya
Halima Nakinana alias Mutyaba
Kahima Nabatanzi
Abbas Mugisha - child
Luba Namakula
Hajat Taisa Nalongo
Abudallah Seguliriganga
Abdu Ishanga Bashaija
Kasule Aisa
Umaru Nsambu
Nazir Nsambu
Hussein Serunjogji
ldirisa Serujange
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23.
24.
)....
).

l ausa
· Rak:vil.),tguma
Z atnabu
N·i•
. .
..
' "-<IYtnda
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Naka,-·
1
.
.J I ncaa
.\m1nah Nantende
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went chasing me and ;re ?reater in number. Theose ':hose bodies had
river. I ran to Rw
wa1bu Iga. We had remo ~old1ersat Kamukuzi
what I saw in that wam para and Swaibu went t/eK the bodies from the
ar.
yazanga. So that is
I stayed I½ years in R
no
M k.
warn para and retur d
w. y tbanja was still there unoc n~ to Kiziba where I live up to
All the soldiers whom we
.
cup1ed, and I started life fi h
T
.
were given to e
a res .
anzan1ans. So was the officer in eh scort us to the river were all
returned, I never had proble
U
arge of the Barracks. When I
1983 I was arrested and take;st. B p thon~w I haven't had problems In
•
o us eny1 Poli
t •
•
t o prison.
I was kept ther .c 6
ce s at1on and then taken
•
d.
e 1or months It
II
mten mg to fight Obote a h
. •
was a eged that I was
. .
s e was commg to B h
.
was d 1sm1ssed by the Magist t
TI
us eny1. But the case
. h
ra e.
1ere was no
•
w h 1c caused this conflict bet
any particular reason
live well. We even marriedween mosll~m_sand .christians. We used to
across re 1g1ous Imes Th
• .
f
people who were killed appear to h
b
•
e maJonty o
who survived some
. ave een men and women. Those
Kiziba
I
II went ~o settle m Kyazanga and others remained in
•
reca one time when we attended a rally by Ma· or
Rurangaranga at Kibbingo. He told us the problems he had b~en
t~rough, why he was lame. The problem had been caused by Amin and
his people. He said that as a person from Shema who had run into
problems. So people whom he left behind after the rally decided to take
revenge. He was injured when soldiers took him by night to kill him.
When they reached river Rwizi, near Nyamitanga, the soldier shot
people he had been taken with. He fell down amongst the bodies.
Soldiers stepped on his leg, injuring his leg, but soldiers left him for
death. Next day, he hid in the· house of a moslem and escaped to
Tanzania when the moslem had gone out. But soldiers later went to the
moslem's home, he had actually left. That the moslem at whose home
he had hidden had actually gone to fetch soldiers. I did not hear
moslems say during the 1979 war that if the liberators lost the war all
non-moslems would be killed. I do not know whether it had been
mentioned elsewhere. I was a Primary teacher. People took it that
moslems were Amin's people. Not all moslems got things from Amin.
There was a big dish, so whoever got to it first reaped some benefits.
Mr. Museveni whom Makaru told us about was then Minister of
Defence. I did not believe what Makaru said because Mr. Museveni
later came and addressed a rally and ordered for the arrest of those who
had killed the others.
Mr. Kyankaaga is presently Headmaster of Ryakasinga Secondary
School in Shuku Sub-County, Sberna County - 12 miles from Kabwohe
to Kitagata.
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J "a. surprised ln the h~hn,~iour of so_ldic~s "her~ they hnrnsscd us froll\
c llcctmp, nn) more bod1c.s 1rom the river. Rclatrvcs took ~way 2 of the
bodies to bur) else" here 11()1at tlu.• f\ tc,squc but near N •nn11tanga. Nd
•
N <h'r n11.1
•
.
cz,
rcmnitH.:d nt the ri, er c I1,tSlllg
usagnz1, a surnvnr, with th
intention of finishing him off. Between J<>80- I 9_85 I ~lclongcd to D_pc
politicnl p.1rt •. I think my am:st ,,as conncctcd with this, hccnuse Wh •
• •
I use( i to acco!npany I11m
• - ~ was a goOd
en
Kub\\ eg) ere ",is cnmpntgnmg.
singer. \Ve don't huvc u mn~lcm womnn married to :' catholic. not any to
a protestant. , o such mnrru1gcs arc not comnwn. 1.c. moslems women
tnruT) ing to christ inns. To prevent of,, hnt huppcncd to us in 1979, had
people should he punished. Ruinngarnnga's home was nhout 12 miles
from Kiziba. f\tr. Muscvcni said on an occasion at u rally he held after
Rurangnranga'.s rail) that the latter did not actively participate in th
• l
.
e
liberation war, but that he only ass,stc< soldiers at the rear. When Mr.
museveni came, he disagreed and said that Rurangaranga did not fight.
So I don't know" hcther there was a rivalry between them. 6.00 p.m.

Inquiry adjourned to continue tomorrow at 9.00 a.m. (A.H.O. ODER, J.)
Chairman, 29.~87 at 6.00 p.m.
30.9.1987 - 9.35 a.m.

Present: Chairman, Commissioners Nagcnda, Makubuya, Kawangaand
Kakwenzire.
Legal Counsel f\1r. Ssckandi
Assistant Legal Counsel Mr. C. Barishaki
Assistant Legal Mr. Jogo Tahu
Assistant Secretary Mr. R. Nuwamanya
Assistant Secretary Mr. Okctcho-Owori.

WITNESS N0.179: JALIYA NKWENJENJE - AFFIRMED
60 years old.
I live in Kiziba, Kagango.
Married to Hansen
Semwogerere. In 1979 I was already married to him. I have four
children with him. In 1979 I was in Kiziba.
That year when I was at home at lunch time I saw many people come. I
saw Ruboha, Kamugisha, Mugenyi, Machope, Ndeize, and many others I
did not know. They were hostile. They had spears, pangas with which
we were threatened. They took us - Asia Keishiki - my co-wife, Nasiri
Semwogerere my son, Haumechi Nakahinda; Zamir Kagame, Madia
Ntende, Zaalina Namakula, Maliamu Nabatanzi. On the way I asked
them where they were taking us. They replied that they were taking us to
ldi Amin, who was the leader of the Country. Then we reached home of
Seguliriganga and they started tying the men. They tied all of us and led
us to river Rwizi and first took away 20 people, killed them, and came
back and took another lot of 20. On the 3rd time I was taken with my
two children and others. The children were Nasiri and Amadia. They
first killed the boy Nasiri who was 12 years. Then the girlcalledme and
I saw her killed. The boy was killed by Machope by cutting on the neck.
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•
• • "as a sh II .
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..
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••Ya. faus1 Kc , . ·
•
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in the burial of th.e bo,d·,•:s" 1crc ,ve v.erc collected to go and participate
cs rec0vcrcd w
and his brother who is 110\\ de d I d'd
e were co 11
e~ted by Abudallah
Burial took place in Mbara~ .at ~ . no~ see the bodies of my children.
Kabwohe.
At a meet'
}amita~ga. We then returned to
1le Id bY the
mg
requested to return t O K •121
•b
Th
. Chiefs at Kabwohe, we were
• r. d
a.
e chiefs were Gombolola and Saza
eh 1e1s
an other people from Mbarara.
w.

Ill
"'

We returned to Kiziba. Those who had money went away to other
places. There were others who had not yet returned to their bibanja. Our
house was still intact but all the property had been taken. It was semipe~anent
house -with corrugated iron sheets roof. Our goats and
chicken had also been taken, as was coffee, beans we had left in the
house. There were no neighbours to ask, because those were the people
who were killing us. Those who wanted to save our property were told
that they should not do so. There was nobody in the village. Even
christians had left the village. The whole village was in turmoil. After
the killing some people were arrested. Except old men and women all
non-moslems participated in the killings e.g. Erisa Mugisha and his wife.
They are still in the village. Their children were too young to kill. Erisa
is older than me, but the wife is younger. They were not too old to kill.

I advise that Machope and others who did this should be brought to court.
This is what the government should do. For us we came here for you, the
Commission to help us. So you are the ones to tell us what to do.

WITNESS NO.180: YUSUFU MUBIRU - AFFIRMED
I am a Munyankole. My home is in Kyazanga in
39 years ~f ~ge.
d there in 1980. Before that I was in Mbarwa.
1
Masaka District.
move
here I was born. My parents died
Shema - in Gombolola Kagango, w
k'II d
They were ldi
• 1979 when they were , e .
during the war m
Ab d llah Kycgome my uncle, ldaya Kakande.
Tamukedde,_ my fath~r,
u ;wo of my brothers were also killed in the
My mother is here with m~~fa Mabuye. Hamusuri Mutebi. They were
incident. Tl~ey were Mus
I 0th. On that day at I0.00 a.m. we ~vere at
killed in April on or about the " I
" (alarm)
The two villages,
I
making em uuru
•
. b
home.
Pcop e came
collected.
Kashegu, Kyarubare, Kyamp1m a
Ngoma and Mbarara, ,,
I
f Ngoma also came. My uncle
made the "enduuru " ( a 1arm ) • 1hen t 10se o
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r
~·nmc from "here he wns thatching his house. I hose three and lllan
l)thcrs came snying, now the leaders of the mosl~ms arc gone. We 11
~
,ww going to cut the brunches. I understand this to mean that as th
leader of the moslcms had gone: the rcma_ining moslcms would be kille:.
The lender of moslcms was Amm. That time I was unemployed at horn
My father was on the compound when the crowd came. They cut h. e.

with a panga; my uncle lamented how my father was killed, because:
died instantly. They chased my uncle, Kyarubale, one of the chasers had
a spear. He speared my uncle before reaching the coffee shamba. Then 1
ran upwards. They found my brothe~s in the house Nasiri was hanged.
Mustafa Bwirc was taken away and his body has never been found. The
group which took him was led by Ndyaba. My mother was peelin
banana in the sharnba, and she ran away when the crowd found her. Ira~
to my uncle Rajah Nsubuga. I told him what had happened. He and 1
came slowly to our home. Found the mob had gone - my mother
returned. Dead body of my father was in the compound and small child
who was injured in the house - the child was about 4 or 5 years old. He
is Nur Mutebi. Here is the child. (Who says he is 13 years old and shows
the Commission scars on both of his arms -they look scars from cut
wounds).
We took the body of my father into the house. So also the body of my
uncle. The body of my brother was still hanging from a rope inside the
house. We took it down. When we were preparing to bury all three the
crowd returned to finish us. We ran to Itendero Trading Centre. My
mother also ran, carrying the boywho was my brother. At Itendero, we
explained to the soldiers to assist us to go and bury the bodies we had left
behind. But they simply ignored us. The soldiers were Wakombozi and
Tanzanians. We spoke to them in Runyankole because there were some
Banyankole amongst them. The teacher called Rwebita of the group
which was chasing us had said that those people killed were not going to
be buried. On failing to get assistance, I also escaped after two weeks
which I spent in ltendero. I ran to Masiolo, Kitagwenda, Kibale County.
I left the three bodies unburied. In ltendero we stayed in a shop with
other people who had also ran away from the war. I went to my maternal
uncle at Sitabwenda where I stayed for 8 months. After 4 days in
ltendero, we sent the boy to Mbarara for treatment and there after he
travelled to Mbarara. Then there came some officials from Kampala, and
I heard that the bodies had been buried by those who had remained
behind. I was not present at the burial.
From Kitagwenda, I went to Kyazanga where I secured a place to settle.
I returned and collected my mother and the remaining children and
settled them there in Kalyamenvu, Gombolola Malongo. In 1983, I went
back to look at my home at Mbarwa. The whole home was abandoned. I
sold away the kibanja at a give away price. I removed the materials and
took them to my new home and built a new house. All other property
which we had left in the house had been taken. I am a cultivator - as I
was in 1979. My father was also a cultivator, who had a coffee shamba.
He was illiterate and not a politician. He was 63 years. I don't know
why we were attacked. I was married at the time to Saidat Kyomugisha.
She was also at home when we were attacked. She had no child at the
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\VITNESS N0.181: KASIFA BANY AG\VINE - AFFIRMED

Of Mb~va village, Gombolola Kagango, 38 years old. Not married. I
am a widow. My husband was Abudallah Kyegombe. He died in 1979
at Mbarwa at his home. He was murdered. I was present. It was in the
afternoon. It was in April. Mubiru (witness No. 177) is my son. His
father was my brother-in-law. My husband and Mubiru's father who was
my brother-in-law died the same day.
We saw people coming armed with pangas. I saw Kyarubale, Buturuna,
Ndyaba, Wakasheija, their mother Kyamoima who was making
"enduuru" (alarm). Karubale first came to us as if he was greeting us and
when he reached a certain hill, then we saw many people coming. I ran
away and hid in a nearby plantation. The people had stones, spears,
pangas. I hid there with children, leaving my husband behind. They had
already arrested him and were going to kill him - they ,vere the people I
mentioned earlier. They were all christians. They said that your leader
Amin has been removed. I heard this said as I was going to hide. Amin
was leader of everybody, but it was said that we had been proud because
Amin was a moslem.

J emerged slowly and found my husband still alive but kicking about
before he died. He was alone. They came and chased us. He had been
speared in the abdomen. The intestines were out. He was als_ocut ?n the
head and brains came out. I ran away to my home area Kab,ra, with the
c h ,'Jd ren. J s ta Yed there three months. The children were
•c. sick. they
ft ,vere
·
·1d
·ne
and
mv
co-wife's
children.
The
co-,v1,e
had
le
.
Mme
12 c11
I
re11.m1
J
••..
were 8. So I returned to ltendero and hired a room. Kabira 1s m another
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• 110 1o 1n K"l>irn
( Jl)lll
"
• I he, illn11c
,:-. I ,,cnl to'"'~ l\lutara.
nn~lwe p~rn.:ccdcdto bury those
1hose people \\ho came fr(llll Kn1~1pnla
"ho lrnd been J...illcd. ThL' htHl1cs "c 1011,~d111 the house were of
K)egombc Abudallah, ldi, l\fnnsur. .' he bodrcs were decompose~and
g.ithcrcd the hones. Alkr thc_lnmn! I sta)~d ~t ltcndero organiseda
fc,, iron sheetsnnd built n house 111wl11chI still live up to now. One of
the 12 cluldrcn died and the 11 arc still living. The girls four of them got
mamcd, and J nm responsible for the boys.
\\C

At the time of the killing, other moslems had run away, and we had
stayed behind becauseour home was a hit for off the road. Our village
0 , crlooked Ki.1iha, where there were also moslems. Moslems there were
also killed. When the confusion erupted at Kiziba, I returned to Kabira
"ith the children. I don't know why my husband and his brother were
killed. Those who attacked us \\ere from Ngoma ½ a mile away from
our village l\tbarwa. I did not know of any quarrels between them and
us. We lived our normal lives peacefully. My husband did not drink beer
and so did not mi-\:.with the christians. There was nothing to join us with
christians; nor any problem between us.
I would like people who mistreated us to be punished by arresting them.
They left me suffering with children, my home burnt, property taken
away, my blanket buried. I went to Ntungamo in 1980 from Itenderoand
now live on a kibanja which we found unoccupied. I do not have any
non-moslem friends -but I have them as neighbours. There are s~me
christians who did not take part in killing the moslems e.g. Paulo
Rwandenzya, Eli Nshekanabo. Some women took part in killing the
moslems e.g. the woman Kyampima who was making the "enduuru",
also carried a panga. I don't think it is possible for moslems and nonmoslems to live together - because they wouldn't have killed moslems.I
do not know of any moslems who killed non-moslems.

WITNESS N0.182:
AFFIRMED

HAJJ

ABUDALLAH

KATENDE -

Of Kyazanga, Masaka District. I am a cultivator - mixed fanning.
grow matooke, maize, beans and have cattle.

I

I have resided in Kyazanga since 1979. I used to live in Shana,
Kabwohe, Kagango Gombolola and had a shop in Mbarara town and
shops in Kabwohe and a farm and real home in Kiziba. In 1979there
was a war. So I got all the goods in my shop in Mbarara and took them
to Kabwohe. The war also approached the area. So I loaded all my
property on a vehicle and took them to Kiziba. I had three vehicles, an
Opel, 4 tonner, Datsun Pick-up of I½ tons and a Datsun l 60J Sports.
I decided to remove my property form Mbarara shop in March whenthe
war had reached Isingiro, about IS miles away. When I realised there
was war and everybody was running away I also decided to remove my
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things. Everyone was runnin .
.
from Kabwohe in same
g, hmcludmgsoldiers. I removedmy goods
mont when Id·
became businessman in 1967
in .
so ters reached Kabwohe. I
Ibanda. T started with a h
B1shcsheGombolo/a, Bwera village
s op and acqutre
• d _pro
d uce dealers licence. 'I
came to Mbarara in 1973
1
Board Premises So •· ~ lwas sub-lettmg Sekitoleko's Custodian
.
•
n eJ111:ctwas a t
I
business in 1972 It w
h
enant. n Kabwohe I opened
•
as a w olesale sh
1r
Mbarara business was the same b t .
op se mg clothes, sugar etc.
which I built in 1968. In the ~ 9~~~ger. I had residence in Mbarara
Mbarara. I was regarded
.h
s I had prosperous business in
.
as a nc man I used to._ rt' •
.
..
activities. I gave money to Churches •
t'a 1c1pate•~ rehg1ous
Shs. 80,000/= for the Church H
a?d Mosques. At one time I gave
Kabwohe Primary School in the ;;.:e tThn
Mbaftrara. Ikw~ educated ~n
Mbarara as a Spanner boy· learned to• d • erea der wor ed m a garage m
b I d•
'
nve an was employed as driver
y n. ians an_dAnkole Kingdom Government. Left in 1967 and started
shop m 1967 m Ibanda.
In I ~79 I also mo~ed my family to Kiziba. Towards end of March, I saw
soldiers approaching Bushenyi. I hid in my coffee shamba. When they
reached my home, they asked for me, but I wasn't around. They said
~ey had heard ~at the home was that of a Commanding Officer. Many
villagers were with them. I was informed of this by my two wives Hajati
Katende and Ida Katende who were at home when the sGldierscame. It
was a bungalow, 24' x 34ft, semi-permanent; it was well built. Behind it
where 9 rooms as boys' quarters. It also had electricity. The soldiers and
villagers removed all my property and put it on my Opel. They asked my
people to move away after which the house was bombed down. I ran to
old man Kalfani's house. I stayed there day time and returned at night.
My people were still around. The soldiers had left and had taken my
Opel vehicle with them. At night many people came and I escaped
through the window and moved away with 60 heads of cattle - Ankole
cows. Together with Mzee Serujange. We went to Bwizibwera in
Kashari. He escorted me. He was uncle and neighbour of mine. We
went to Steven Daki's place and stayed there. While there, I got
information that Rurangaranga was going to hold a rally at Kigarama in
Shema.
CHAIRMAN:

3.20 p.m. - 30.9.1987 At this stage electricity came back and the
proceedings were recorded verbatim on tape. A.H.O. ODER, J.;
CHAIRMAN, C.I.V.H.R.

CHAIRMAN:

For the last days, records of these proceedi~gs have not been recorded on
tape because there was no electricity. Now electricity appears to have
come back -we do not know for how long, because even today it has
been off and on intermittently. So we have been recording, taking notes
of the evidence by long hand. We hope that the nonnal recording o? tape
_ verbatim recording - will now continue. This had happened m the
middle of the evidence of Witness Number 182 - Abudallah Katend~,
today the 30th of September, 1987. So part of this evi~ence of thlS
witness had already been taken down in the fonn of ~otes m long hand.
Presently, he is being examined-in-chief by the Leadmg Counsel at 3.20
p.m so let us proceed.
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COl

EL:

,O\\ cou Id .,"ou assist us? May be. do ) ou remember
the date Whcn You
.
heard this news that Major Rumngaranga was going to hold a meeting?

KATENDE:

I don't remember the date.

COUNSEL:

Do )OU remember the month?

KATE DE:

It wns in May.

COUNSEL:

• ?
Now\\ hat ,, as ) our reaction to th •1s•mfiormat1on.

KATE DE:

Many people used to collect at Daki's place, some from Mharara to come
and get food.

COUNSEL:

Yes. how did you react to this information that this Rurangaranga was
going to hold a meeting? Did you prepare yourself to attend that
meeting?

KATENDE:

I requested my host that - Daki - to lend me his bicycle which I rode and
went to attend the meeting because it was always being mentioned
around that I was needed and the people were threatening that I was
being kept by him. ,, hereas I ,, as needed at my place.

COl)NSEL:

Now. did you attend the meeting?

KATENDE:

I attended the meeting.

COUNSEL:

Did you go alone from Daki's home?

KATENDE:

I went alone.

COUNSIL:

Did Rurangaranga come? Did he address the meeting?

KATENDE:

He came to the meeting and I personally introduced myself to him.

COUNSEL:

Why did you introduce yourself to him?

KATENDE:

I introduced myself to him because I was told that I was being lookedfor
and, at the same time. I knew him personally.

COUNSEL:

How did you know him personally?
personally?

KATENDE:

Rurangaranga himself is from Sheema. I am also from Sheemaandwe
had earlier on driven taxis - operated taxis - together.

COUNSEL:

You mean Rurangaranga was a taxi-driver or owned a taxi?

KATENDE:

He owned a minibus. He owned a Nissan. I also owned a DaihatsU
and1
operated on Ibanda; and he also operated from Kitagata;and at the
junction at Mile 4. he used to give me people who were travellingto
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How did you come to knowhim

Jbanda; and I also used to . h.
•mtcnd'mg to travel to Mb
give 1m people - passengers - who were
arara.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you greeted him d'd
1
'

KATENDE:
COUNSEL:

.
you inform him about your problems?

When he saw me, he was very glad.
I am asking you, did you tell him what had happened to you?

KATENDE:

When I told him h
Id
.
• c:1or me. ' e was g a and he replied to me that there was nobody
Iook mg

COUNSEL:

Did he offer to give you assistance?

KATENDE:

He told me to go back to my home as there was nobody looking for me.

COUNSEL:

Now, did Rurangaranga address the gathering?

KATENDE:

We kept discussing quietly and he told me to go back to my home· and
there was nobody looking for me.
'

COUNSEL:

I am asking you. Did he address the gathering?

KATENDE:

He did not address the gathering. He did not tell the ,gatheringbecause I
told him.

COUNSEL:

Oh, I see. You only told him privately your problems and you rode
away.

KATENDE:

When he told me, I went back to Kabwohe where I found my people
gathered because they had moved from my home.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but what I want to know - you had been told that Rurangaranga was
going to address a meeting. Did you leave him before he addressed the
meeting; or he didn't address the meeting? Or you don't know.

KATENDE:

After telling me that I should go home, I went immediately and left the
meeting.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened after seeing Rurangaranga?

KATENDE:

When I
came a
together
together

COUNSEL:

Yes!

KATENDE:

Then we went to Kiziba because I had constructed for it i_nsuch a way it
couJd not be seen, there was no gate leading to where it was. Then I
went with him. We collected the vehicle.

arrived at home, I had spent three days at Kabwohe, then there
certain Asafu Rwamukwenje. He came with another soldier
at Kyankaaga. They told me that_I w3:5required in Mbarara. All
they informed me that I was required m Mbarara.
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COUNSEL:

Yes!

KA'f'ffil,.'DE:

On our "ny, then he told me that if it was possible I would not rctuni.

COUNSEL:

Who told you?

CHAIRMAN:

Who was telling you all this?

KATENDE:

Asafu.

CHAIRMAN:

We now have a recording machine. So you can carry on. We areDot
writing down everything.

KATENDE:

I knew all of them.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you also know the soldier?

.KATENDE:

No. Asafu was dressed in military uniform; Kyankaaga was dressedin
civilian clothes,but they had guns - about four (4) guns with them.

COUNSEL:

You mean to say that even Kyankaaga had?

KATENDE:

He also had. So, when we set off, Asafu drove my vehicle and I was
there with him - with Kyankaaga. Kyankaaga told me - when I asked
them why it was not possible for me to come back, he askedme if I bad
money with me.

COUNSEL:

Yeah, but did you ask them why you shouldn't come backandwhy you
should be with money?

KATENDE:

When they infonned me that I was not coming back, then they replied
that they didn't know because already many people had died. Then I told
them that I had the money. Then they took me back home. I got sixty
thousand; I gave them fifty thous~d. So, when we reached Kamukm.i,
they gave instructions that I was not to be beaten, that nothing shouldbe
done to me. When I reached Kamukuzi, I sent a message to Mr.Katamba
in his place - Mr. Katamba-Luijo's place.

COUNSEL:

Who was Katamba-Luijo?

KATENDE:

He was Executive Secretary. Now there were my sisters - one of them
Mary; then they brought me food with a blanket in the evening and•
coat.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATENDE:

I spent there five days. Before that, I also sent a message to ow
Chainnan in Sheema - Mr .Makaru - who refused to come andhelpmo;
because he said that, if he came and said that there was no casewithme,
then I would be released.
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COU SEL:
K TE DE·

No, may be. tell us this Makaru - C .
ha1nnanof what?
When t he Tanzanian soldiers c
.
County Chief of his duties
amc into Sheema, they relieved the
County in UNLF.
an installed Makaru as the Chainnan of the

d.

COUNSEL:
KATENDE:

Who was the Saza Chief that \\as
. suspended?
(inaudible)

COUNSEL:

Who? Called who?

KATENDE:

I d~ not k~ow his other name, although he is now in Rwanda I used to
sen my wives as they came to see me.
•

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATENDE

Then I sent _a message in Ruharo Church of Uganda; I reported to my
R~verend friends. Then they also tried to plead for me when I was in
Pnson at Kamukuzi and later on I was released on the 10th ofMay, 1979.
:nen they gave me a letter which I have that I should be reporting once
ma month.

CHAIRMAN:

How many days did you stay in detention?

KATENDE:

I spent there five days in detention. I had to report once in every month
at Kamukuzi. I do not know because -

COUNSEL:

Did you continue to report to those people once every month?

KATENDE:

Thereafter, I never went back to Sheema. I came to my other home in
Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

So, how many times did you report there?

KATENDE:

Twice or three times.

COUNSEL:

And eventually, were you set free, not to report again?

KATENDE:

When I was still reporting and on a certain date at around 30th on a day I
cannot remember properly of May, I was still reporting on a day of 25th
of June, 1979, in the morning there came a man - a boy called Swayibu
together with my brother, they reported to me that the people had been
killed and were finished - people of Sheema.

CHAIRMAN:

You didn't mean all the people of Sheema, did you?

KATENDE:

All the people in Kiziba.
moslems -had been killed.

COUNSEL:

Yes.
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The boy told me that all our people - the

KAIBNDE:
CHAIRMAN:
KATENDE:

CHAIRMAN:

KATENDE:
COUNSEL:
KATENDE:

k .
reported to them that it was not Possible f,
1
When I left Knmu uz1, vithout any exhibit.
or
them to move to that area ,

You reported to who?
. as not possible for them to go to the place with
Knmuk~z~. Thatd,t dwbody. That brother of mine had a volkswagen ~ut
any exh1b1t
•
• ne
. or a 'bea because he was one o f the survivors
- Swayib
went with Sway• uown in the Rwizi and th en he went to Rwizi himself
u•
those w ho were thr f the vehicle, I notice
• d many peop le. I asked•L- •
As he
d outtoOtell them that these peop Ie who were •mvolved in ..~
. move
h"d
the
soldiers
to I around·
e. .
so that they could be arreste d • Those who wkt 11mg were
•had
• no soldiers. Th ey went to t h e water; the two....
~
of
I
Way
around ran a
•
us then refused leaving.
Who is the third one - the third person?
The third person was Twaha - the one who died.
Yes, continue.
After retrieving those bodies, we came back to Kamukuzi; I told them I
had recovered the bodies. They gave me one Tanzanian soldier. Then I
went to Daki's place here in town. He had arrived. He gave me a
Peugeot pick-up. I went and loaded the bodies. Then I took the bodiesat
my home because it was getting late and among those bodies I included
my mother's.

COUNSEL:
KATENDE:

Who was your mother?
Ayisa Nalongo.

In the morning, I went with the bodies to the D.C -

KabogozaCOUNSEL:

Kabogoza-Musoke?

KATENDE:

Kabogoza-Musoke.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATENDE:

He followed me to Kamukuzi. At Kamukuzi he referred me to theright
people. I diverted to Ruharo with the bodies. I showed them - the bodies
- I showed the Reverend friends of mine the bodies which I had. I came
to the hospital. I left them in the mortuary and went back to look for
others.

COUNSEL:

Who were the Reverends?

K.ATENDE:

I remember one called Kyamugambi. I went back to Rwizi. Thebodies
were deposited at the hospital mortuary. Then I got other friends of mine
and we went to Rwizi to look for more bodies. Then we again retrieved
more rotten bodies - 14; and also left the bodies. I also stayed with the
bodies at home. The next morning I took the bodies to Kamukuzi. I was
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KATE 'DE:

gi, n n soldier that t"
body was cut ·1·1•me. There is another h'ld
fo r\\ ,at dcd to K•
,en \"\e hrought it r, c • we came across and th
ampala, I had the letters oor tre~tment and later he w~
'h'
• r medical forms.
l is bov., was• >tran'l•
1')·

•

Yes,. he \\as • TI,en we hired a b

bod 1es. A ft.er the
oat Then we w
them for burial i~st-mortem of the bodies thee~~ anq looked for more
those which had b 1en I ':as organizing to go thn ey allow~d us to take
K , .
een retrieved b h
e next morning to collect
) ankaaga, together with anothe~ : ~/oat, then I sited one Katenda and
~rrested me again on 30th June Ko ;r whom I do not know and they
n_come Tax Department here i.n Jan aaga and Katenda. He works in
K1zungu together with Sserwadd ~arara. They found me at home in
I remember the other soldier wh:
ey took me to Kyamugomni Prison.
When I reached Kamukuzi I t m they had was called Eridaadi Kapa
• 5 ayed there one night.
•
CHAIRMAN.

Kamukuzi?

KATENDE

Kyamugomi. I stayed there one ni ht Th
•
and Kyankaaga and Eridaadi Th! •
e next ~ommg Katenda came
had done bad by re
•
h.
~ started beating me severely that I
movmg t e bodies becaus I h d
everybody in town· that th Ch .
e
a stared the town .
•
e
amnan of the Cou ty h d d'
d •
instructions _ that I b b
.
n
a irecte - given
e eaten or be killed.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Chairman they were referring - Makaru?

KATENDE:

Yowaasi Makaru.

CHAIRMAN:

Y owaasi who?

KATENDE:

Yowaasi Makaru. Beat me severely up to the point of death and left me
lying in the prison cell. When there at night, those two mentioned came
back again. They told the O.C of the prison that they wanted so and so.
Then they got me and informed me that they had been instructed to kill
me. I pleaded for mercy and thereafter they asked Shs.200,000. from me.
The reason for that amount of money they would 01ganize for my escape
from the prison; take me to Kenya border where i would eventually cross
into Kenya. So I sent for money from home and I told them that the
following morning I would give it to them. At home, my wife managed
to raise Shs.140,000. I gave them the money and I told the_m- they told
me that they would not actually release me until I had completed the
payments and I was also going to be beaten again. So, before the money
had arrived on the 11th of July, there was a certain soldier called
Makosa. Then he came in the cells inquiring from each one of us the
charges and why we had been arrested. During that time, I had gone to
hospital for treatment because I was feeling a lot of pain. As he was
coming out of the prison. I met him at the entrance; I was coming from
the hospital. Because I had met some peop_le I ha_d in prison ~ho had
been released by him. I continued to explam to him that there was no
proper charge against me. That day he made a letter and he set me free.
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KA "I"El\1DE:

co

TSEL:

KATENDE:

COUNSEL:

'h Lord. at this jun ture. l " uld like to tender in c, i~
exhibits ,, hich ) u h , c. namel • the first document v.ili<:bthr._
menti ncd b) Special Force from KrunukUZt: then the mcdic.t f°"ltl-.,.
respect of Birnri: and the Release Order from iakosa. Dated l lth ~
19 9 Yes. fter this. what did you d ?
•

When I ror·hed Kizungu. I found m) friends there who ad,. iscd me the 1
should not ctunll) sleep in the place because anytimc these people
come demanding the money. So I "ent and stayed in Bibarwc. "':
around 4.00 n.m he put me on bic)cle nnd "e went up to LJantonde.

Yes.
About 30 miles. It wns ;till ,er; c.arly in the morning. So·l got a vehicle.
Then I went in Lu~haznand d\\elt in the village.

You me.'.ln) ou had an ncquaintnncethere or relati, es?

KATENDE:

I had a relative there or my aunt.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATE\'DE:

I had spent there about four da) s and Kyeyune came. He told me that
they were looking for me seriously: that even up to now they ~
looking for me; and if they would land on me they would kill me. I
stayed in the village in hiding. \Vhile there. my wife came aftera paiod
of about two \\'eeks. And that Rwakasisi \\·anted to meet me that I feared
to tell him I was around there. So I told my wife to go and tell him that I
had no money and I had no any clothes to put on; otherwise, I wouldbe
commg.

COUNSEL:

\Veil. please. who was this Rwakasisi? Did you know Rwakasisi?

KATENDE:

I knew him. We studied together. \\·e grew together.

COUNSEL:

Now we want to find out. Please. who is Chris Rwakasisi?

KATENDE:

He was in the Government - in the UNLF Government. I do not know
what job he did there. I used to see him in military unifonn. 1ben he
sent me money and clothes. Then I arrived at his home and he was there.
He welcomed me. Then he asked me the whole story and I narrated
everything to him. Then he told me that I should settle down. Therewas
nothing wrong to happen to me and I should not sell my property.Then
he gave me money for essentials and I went back to where I was. While
there my in-law came back that the search for me had continued andthat
my property people had planned to grab all my property and he advised
me to collect the rest of the members of my family so that l stay with
them where I was. Then I requested him to bring them to me. l sent•
message to Rwakasisi and he gave my wife Shs.40,000. out of which I
purchased a small piece of land where I started settling. While in
Kyazanga, I saw a man called Eridaadi Mulangira. He was running at •
full speed and suddenly he applied brakes and stopped. I did not knoW
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'' ho had stopped
feared. So, later he ~en he came by rev
I didn't have any fi rne. I also came .,_
__crse. Th~
called m l
•
ear of hirn
u.::causethe
e.
m our area was bad; that
arrestingrne. He toldrewere rnanypeople.
were planning to co
they had known wh
me that the situation
me
and
g
t
ere
was
tm to Kampala• Th
e me out. And h
. sett tng and they
of this. So they· wo:~ I told him that my pco ~ advisedme to comewith
Then he told me to fi d ~~t worried eventual!~e ~Ille were not aware
n 1mat a certain point. •
he left me money.
After some time 1
He took
,. went to the place - at the .
those peo;~ :h:s~e~ k~pt ~iding at his pla::~; 1~ f:und him_th~.
was to sell my pro
ookmg for me; that the advice he : mc_m_rtoring
even the Ch .
~rty and completely migrate fro
as givangme
airman did not like me .
m Sheema because
- I had no way of selling them ~n the area. ~ut I_told him that it was
n~body to sell them for me. Thena~se I ~as an hiding and there was
wives who would go with him and e ad~1sedme to send one of my
p~operty; after which he would loo~e him around; show him all the
himself would buy 8
or one to buy the same· or be
•
ecause my h
•
Kabwohe; well constructed 10
.
ouses were actually beautiful at
permanent form• 1 ted •
a good place - in town and h
Id
. • oca DYthecentre - in
e
not hke them E
tuall
th ere are no houses better than cou
. 10
. Kah
• ven even
y•
he told me how the wife had to~•:~
w~he Town. So every time
he was read to b
im everythmg. Then he told me that
.Y
uy them. So I told him that for example if it was the
usua 1 practice - usual procedure - if somebody wanted to sell the land in
She~ma, he would ~o to th_eGombolola and be issued the Gombolola
receipts. So I told him that 1twas - it looked rather - impossible without
my presence. Then later he said that they would finalise all the
procedures. He would take me to one of the advocates. He would make
agreement so that he presented the agreement to be honoured. So, all in
all, he told me that he was going to pay me Shs. 2 million. Surely I had a
lot of land - a big land - accommodating all those animals; plus houses at
Kabwohe. And then after I came to agree because I had no any other
alternative. He gave me part of the money amounting to Shs.800,000.
Uganda Shillings. So, after that payment, we agreed to - next day- when
he would pay me the remaining money. So, when the time came -when
the date came - I went to his place to demand the remaining money. Then
he told me that he had no money readily. &1'eplied to me that instead
he was willing to give me his house in Makindye in Kampala. He gave
me the house and valued it at Shs.800,000. There remained Shs.400,000.
I had made all the agreement that I sold him the houses. Then after he
was paying me in bits of Shs.50,000.; Shs.20,000.; Shs:80,000.; andthe
way he liked until the total amount was completed.
he

h

•

I

•

1

c.

COUNSEL:

Yeah. Now you are completely settled in Kyu.anga?

KATENDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Okay, there are a number of points I want to clarify. Why did you decide
to run to Stephen Daiei?

KATENDE:

Stephen Daiei was my closest friend and I take him as a father. We are
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sincere friends.

COUNSEL:

KATENOE:

cm

ndc that brotherhood for that matter.

. . d you have any business or other transaction You
Apart frorn t I11s, 0
used
to do together?
loyee and he had a shop here. His wife also h...1
He was a bank e mp
•
before
he came to Mbarara we were friends
a long~
t· a
shop here. . Even
d
c
dd'tion whenever we woul go 1or purchases_ shop 1.tune
ago· even 111 a I
d f, 1,·
•c,
ems
d
used
to
purchase
shop
goo
s
or
1s
w11e
s
shop
or s 10pgoo s .
• •act
each other in 1967 m Rwanda because he was 1 '
we came to know
a so
from that same area.
,

In

"'

I

I

COUNSEL:
KATENDE:

Yeah. You said that when you run there, there were so many other
people also who had come to the same place. How come?
What I meant was that many people were finding me there.

COUNSEL:

Why were people coming to you - Stephen Daki was an influential
person? Was he a politician?

KATENDE:

He worked in the bank. So he came to know a lot of people. They
would go there to collect food. So people used to come there.

COUNSEL:

Did you consider yourself a very prominent person in Kagango Subcounty?

KATENDE:

I never used to stay in Kagango. I used to leave the place for example on
Mondays and go back on Saturdays.

COUNSEL:

Yes. But were you a leading personality in the area?

KATENDE:

I was an agent for clothes.

COUNSEL:

Were you a moslem leader in this area?

KATENDE:

Since I was born, I have never been a moslem leader.

COUNSEL:

Well, you might not have been declared. I am not saying, may be, you~
were a Sheikh, Khadi. But did people take you as their leader in this area
- Kiziba - and the neighbouring villages?

KATENDE:

When we were in Kiziba we were almost of the same clan.

COUNSEL:

Were you the most prominent moslem in the area?

KATENDE:

There were other prominent moslems - Sheikh - but as for me I was
richer than them anyway.

COUNSEL:

Now, were the Sheiks taking you as their most prominent follower?

KATENDE:

Well.

j
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\fENDE:
COUNSEL:

KATENDE:

What I am ask•
out what \\~s i~~~/u· I .nm not rnakingany lea
.
make conclusions? position at that materi:i ti~~ ~mJust trying to find
ecause we have to
Well.
May be, before he gives me th
:as a Mi_n~sterin Obotc Two a:d a;::er, let ~e tell him. Rurangaranga
as a Mm1ster in Obote T
h
as staying in Kampala Rwak ••
s
wo e was sta • .
•
as1s1
":as a peaker of National Assembl
ymg m Kampala. Mr. Butagira
dtd you consider them in Mb
y. He was staying in Kampala But
arara
and
Bushenyt• as prominent people?
•
.
During that time or th t'
Mb
e tme of their rul I
.
arara. So I don't know th
bi'
.. e, was not m Bushenyi or
e pu tc opm1onabout them.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Now I understand you were . th
not the people take you as
. gomg ere over the week-ends. Did
a prominent person? Say well I do not know.

KATENDE:

That I do not know Ma b h
.
was rich.
•
y e t ey conSidered me prominent because I

COUNSEL:

Now, do you know why you were harassed during this Liberation War?

KATENDE:

I took it that, may be, they h~assed me because I had a lot of property
and they were also at the pomt of alleging that I was the Commanding
Officer.

COUNSEL:

Now were you associated with the Commanders of the Simba Battalion
here?

KATENDE:

I didn't have friends among them.

COUNSEL:

Did you have friends in State Research? There must have been some
State Research people here.

KATENDE:

In Sheema I didn't know of any and here in Mbarara I didn't know of any.

COUNSEL:

Were there State Research people in Mbarara? You say you don't know.

KATENDE:

I didn't know whether so and so was a State Research man or not.

COUNSEL:

Now in Mbarara were Moslems mostly that by Government ofldi Amin?

KATENDE:

There was no way moslems were favoured for example, if you say you
were arrested engaged in a black market business, they would arrest you
even if you were a moslem or a christian.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now, may be, for you, you said you were harasse~, your prope~
was damaged because you were a rich man. Can you assist us to explain
the massacre of people from Kiziba - all moslems?
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KATENDE:

I would consider that, may be, they were just interested in
.
•
gett1n
property from them because say on t he meetings they find it irnpo
g

them which meeting I didn't attend; they imposed fines of .....
~~ 0 n
'
''"110S
bicycles and the like.
or
COUNSEL:

Now you said you were going to attend prayers on Friday. What w
. h was ragmg
. on m
. the area?
as the
attitude of moslem~ toward s the war wh1c

KATENDE:

Some people used to say that the war was for the moslems. And
tuning Radio Tanzania, we used to hear that the war was not for :n
moslems. That is why I did not want to run out of my country, althou;
some friends of mine had run to Zaire and Rwanda and other countri
because I used to hear Radio Tanzania that the war was not for th:
moslems.

COUNSEL:

Do you think that this exodus or running away of moslems to Zaire and
other places - was it known by the christians or non-moslems?

KATENDE:

I did not ran out of my country although some friends of mine ran to
Zaire, Rwanda and other countries because I used to hear on Radio
Tanzania that the war was not for the Moslems.

COUNSEL:

Do you think this exodus for running away of Moslems to Zaire, other
places, was it known by the christians or non-moslems?

KATENDE:

Me I take it that it was through panic because when they used to hear that
they were going to be killed, then they had to run way and indeed of
course when this panic turned out to be the truth, because most of us who
remained behind were robbed of property, others were killed and
harassed.

COUNSEL:

So you mean while the war was moving towards this side, christians or
non-moslems were threatening moslems intending to kill them?

K.ATENDE:

I used to hear that people were going to be killed but whenever I
approached certain people, they seemed not to have any knowledge.

COUNSEL:

Do you know the reason why moslems were pin-pointed about this war?

KATENDE:

Either they would say that they would see us as they come.

COUNSEL:

Is it true that actually christians were associating moslems with Amin?

KATENDE:

It was the opinion of the people to say that whoever was in power at that
time since he was a moslem, then the government is for moslems, if 1
christian, then the government would be of christians. As of today, they
are saying that the present government belongs to Banyankole and as
they go round talking they way they like.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now would you like to assist us to know where this Asafu
Rwamukwengye, Kyankaaga, and Eriabu Kapa, can be found? Do you
know where they are?
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K.ATENDE:

Semu Bariyo ' Nyans10
• Rubonente y
.
, onasam Mulema.

COUNSEL:

What would you like - do you have any
•
you have mentioned?
suggestion about these people

KATENDE:

Me personally, I cannot give m • d
you, you are the people to
y JU ~ement, but as I have explained to
people.
re-orgamse for what -to be done to these

COUNSEL:

Now, wha~ do you say about your imprisonment at Kamukuzi and
Kyamugom?

K.ATENDE:

They arrested me, they imprisoned me, I do not have anythingto say in a
way.

COUNSEL:

Do you require any redress about this?

KATENDE:

I would think it depends upon the Commission to see any appropriate
action because you are the people who are well versed with laws as they
guide the common man.

COUNSEL:

Are you happy of having left Kiziba to Kyazanga?

KATENDE:

Me, I am simply like a stone because wherever you throw it, it can.settle
because when I went to that place,-ef course I lost many ~pie m my
family who numbered - including my mother and my children and
relatives - up to nine.

COUNSEL:

Are these some of the people killed at River Rwizi?

KATENDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you only managed to see e

th body of your mother? How aboutthe

eight?
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KATENDE:
COUNSEL:

I managed \o see others also but others we did not recover them.
Which others did you see and which others did you not see?

KATENDE:

I would certainly t~ke time to remember properly but I can rememberIll
mother and one c~tld who belonged to my brother and another child wh!
belonged to my sister.

COUNSEL:

That is all My Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

We have already people who have come to this Commission that we fi d
the story of Kiziba and the surrounding a very horrible one. And :
hope that we shall be instrumental in any way or let us say, bringine
some justice to this sad story. However, to get a balanced picture wg
have to ask you some questions. And by the nature of this case' th:
quest,ons might seem as if we are being critical of moslems in some way
but that is not the case. Now let me start with just a point of clarification.
You said that they took your Opel vehicle. What happened to the other
two vehicles which you had?

KATENDE:

One of them I came with it to Kamukuzi. That was the Datsun SS which
I came in, when we reached here in Mbarara, it was given to a certain
soldier who was a certain O/C of the Military Police at Mbarara.

MR. NAGENDA:

You never got it back?

KATENDE:

I raised 40,000/= with my sister and then the girl took the money to the
soldier. Then the vehicle was recovered and taken to Mr. KatambaLu.iio's place. The Pick-up when we reached home, I removed the tyres,
so they had no way of driving it although they removed certain spares
from it. When I was released in the first place, I put back the tyres and
we did some minor repairs. Several people were killed, then I stayed with
it in Mbarara. Thereafter while in Kyazanga, that vehicle was brought to
me.

MR. NAGENDA:

I gain the impression that you thought that the two million shillings paid
to you by Mr.Mulangira for your property was not enough. Is it so?

KATENDE:

l take it that it was not enough because even presently vehicle could
purchase about ten million.
alone without land.

MR. NAGENDA:

For example, I am mentioning the house

-Have you tried to buy your property back around the price which you
paid for it?

KATENDE:

Since he bought, I have never spoken to him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Presumably your own house in Makindye has also gone up in value?

KATENDE:

As of now it could have been high in value.
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.MR.NAGE~D.\

Yes, actually, I was going to come to that becau
.
changed your business status fi
.
se you have agam
people who think that the B rom cu 1t1vator to farmer. There are some
Indians behaved in Ug d ag~nda moslems who came here behaved like
b .
an a. or example, they were very successful in
usmess, they all kept to themselves and nobody else and that therefore
they brought about on themselves a lot of resentment. What do you say'
about that?

KATENDE:

I would say t~at I am half caste because my mother is a Munyankole, my
grandmother 1s a Munyankole. my grandfather came a long time ago and
my father was born here in Kabwohe. He was coming from Butambala.
So to me it appeared that I am a half caste. I cannot make any remarks.
Some of my maternal uncles like me, others do not like me. So I cannot
really make any difference.

MR. NAGENDA:

Nevertheless, an Indian might marry an American or a Ugandan and still
have these characteristics and you know what I mean about the way
Indians behave. Okay, if you do Jmt CQDs!der
Baganda moslems the right
arm, let me just talk about mmte111s. Let me just say moslems; do you
think they can be fairly accused of having behaved as Indians used to
behave in Uganda?

KATENDE:

The moslems cannot behave themselves like Indians because this is their
country and they cannot move elsewhere like the Indians did.

MR.NAGENDA:

yes, but you have moved from Kagango to Kyazanga.

KATENDE:

·
tern even you members of this Commission cart
It 1s
not me as a mos
•
e
to
Mubende
Nevertheless, I moved to Kyazanga
move say firo m her
•
•
I
because of the war and I did not go to Kyazanga because it was a mos em
area.

MR.NAGENDA:

.
to ascertain establish, find out, is why this
Really what I am trying d h t
r pe.ople had done the subservients
'bi d d as done an w a eve
,
ed
tern e ee w .
•ust trying to find out why it happen •
have never been killed but we are J
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KATENDE:

I would think that may be this was initiated by people who USed t .
. l crush the moslcms
O Sit i
(Moshi)- they •used to tell us that th ey wou?
"indeed when they arrived here and all these thmgs happened. The ~
not bother to apprehend the wrong-doers.
Y dtd

MR. NAGENDA:

\\'hat sort of Chief were you talking about? Has he got any name?

KATENDE:

From Moshi?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

KATENDE:

MR. NAGENDA:

They came as Ministers. You all know them. So when they earn
Kagango and told people to stop kil!ing, inde~ they s~opped. So ~e~
believe that may be they were workmg on the mstructtons. BecaUSe
• M'misters
•
·
at
Kagango, six
came • Kba wegyere, so those mentioned,
when
they came t? Kag~go and h~l? a rally they told people to stop the
killings and rmmedtately the k1llmgs actually ended. So surely,we took
it that may be if somebody tell you that you do this and you arc in the
process, doing it, and later on he tells you to stop and you stop then of
course it is taken that he has given you instructions. Now when they
were in Kagango at a rally, I was in prison. When I came, somebodytold
me that Serujumbe said that the Minister of Defence had given
instructions for people to - (Inaudible). So I take it that that arrangement
originated from Moshi. For example, at the meeting, when those names
were mentioned of the· people who were involved in the atrocities, for
example Mr.Museveni asked to be shown the people and later he ordered.
for the arrest and after a few days they were seen again back releasedand
some of them were congratulated in a way that they were given jobs. For
example, a man like Makaru, was given buses because he was actuallya
poor man. Machope was appointed a Muluka Chief. So, we believed
that the whole arrangement was planned from Moshi.
It is a very serious allegation. So we must have a look into it. You do
not have evidence with you that this was so. You are using what I call
circumstantial evidence. Let me answer that because I am the person
asking. Unless we have questions, we cannot get any answers, we cannot
build up a picture and it will surely be extremely dishonourable and
unworthy if an answer comes that anybody might find unpalatable for us
not to try to find out why a statement has been made. I shall insist also
on Jking my question. Let me put this question quite bluntly. When
you talked to your friends quite apart from yourself - friends of yours
who had been to this massacre, were they also of the same opinion that
you hold when you talk that this thing had started at Moshi in their view?

KATENDE:

I never discussed it with my friends but when the war was on, they used
to say that they would come and kill the moslems although Radio
Tanzania disagreed with this but when they came, the moslems were
killed including my mother.

MR. NAGENDA:

But who said they would come and kill the moslems?

KATENDE:

Some people.
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shop m 1967 m Ibanda.
In 1979
my family to Kiziba. Towards end ofM arch, I saw
. I also moved
h.
so Id1ers approac mg Bushenyi. I hid in my coffee shamba. When they
reached my home, they asked for me, but I wasn't around. They said
~ey had heard t~at the home was that of a Commanding Officer. Many
villagers were with them. I was informed of this by my two wives Hajati
Katende and Ida Katende who were at home when the soldiers came. It
was a bungalow, 24' x 34ft, semi-permanent; it was well built. Behind it
where 9 rooms as boys' quarters. It also had electricity. The soldiers and
villagers removed all my property and put it on my Opel. They askedmy
people to move away after which the house was bombed down. I ran to
old man Kalfani's house. I stayed there day time and returned at night.
My people were still around. The soldiers had left and had taken my
Opel vehicle with them. At night many people came and I escaped
through the window and moved away with 60 heads of cattle - Anlcole
cows. Together with Mzee Serujange. We went to Bwizibwera in
Kashari. He escorted me. He was uncle and neighbour of mine. We
went to Steven Daki's place and stayed there. While there, I got
information that Rurangaranga was going to hold a rally at Kigarama in
Shema.
CHAIRMAN:

3.20 p.m. - 30.9.1987 At this stage electricity came back and the
proceedings were recorded verbatim on tape. A.H.O. ODER, J.;
CHAIRMAN, C.LV.H.R.

CHAIRMAN:

For the last days, records of these proceedings have not been recorded on
tape because there was no electricity. Now electricity appears to have
come back -we do not know for how long, because even today it has
been off and on intermittently. So we have been recording, taking notes
of the evidence by long hand. We hope that the normal recording o? tape
- verbatim recording - will now continue. This had happened m the
middle of the evidence of Witness Number 182 - Abudallah Katend~,
today the 30th of September, 1987. So part of this evi~ence of this
witness had already been taken down in the form of notes m long hand
2
Presently, he is being examined-in-chief by the Leading Counsel at 3-

0

p.m so let us proceed.
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COUNSFL:

KATENDE:
COL'NSFL:

KATENDE:
COL'1'1.JSEL:

Now c()uld you assist us? May be, do you remember the date
heard this news that rvta_jorRurangaranga was going to hold a rn:eht~n
You
1ng?
I don't remember the date.
Do you remember the month?
It was in May.

Now \Vhatwas your reaction to this information?

KATENDE:

Many people used to collect at Daki's place, some from Mbararat0
COtnc
and get food.

COUNSEL:

Yes, how did you react to this information that this Rurangaranga
going to hold a meeting? Did you prepare yourself to attend :
meeting?

KATENDE:

I requested my host that - Daki - to lend me his bicycle which I rodeand
went to attend the meeting because it was always being mentioned
around that I was needed and the people were threatening that I was
being kept by him, whereas I was needed at my place.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you attend the meeting?

KATENDE:

I attended the meeting.

COUNSEL:

Did you go alone from Daki's home?

KATENDE:

I went alone.

COUNSIL:

Did Rurangaranga come? Did he address the meeting?

KATENDE:

He came to the meeting and I personally introduced myself to him.

COUNSEL:

Why did you introduce yourself to him?

KATENDE:

I introduced myself to him because I was told that I was being lookedfor
and, at the same time, I knew him personally.

COUNSEL:

How did you know him personally?
personally?

KATENDE:

Rurangaranga himself is from Sheema. I am also from Sheema and we
had earlier on driven taxis - operated taxis - together.

COUNSEL:

You mean Rurangaranga was a taxi-driver or owned a taxi?

KATENDE:

He owned a minibus. He owned a Nissan. I also owned a Daihatsu and1
operated on Ibanda; and he also operated from Kitagata; and at the
junction at Mile 4, he used to give me people who were travelling to
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How did you come to knowhim

~hand~: and I also used to give him people - passengers - who were
mtendmg to travel to Mbarara.
COUN"'EL:

Now, when you greeted him, did you inform him about your problems?

KATENDE:

\\'hen he saw me, he was very glad.

COUNSEL:

I am asking you, did you tell him what had happened to you?

KATENDE:

When I told him, he was glad and he replied to me that there was nobody
looking for me.

COUNSEL:

Did he offer to give you assistance?

KATENDE:

He told me to go back to my home as there was nobody looking for me.

COUNSEL:

Now, did Rurangaranga address the gathering?

KATENDE:

We kept discussing quietly and he told me to go back to my home; and
there was nobody looking for me.

COUNSEL:

I am asking you. Did he address the gathering?

.KATENDE:

He did not address the gathering. He did not tell the -gatheringbecause I
told him.

COUNSEL:

Oh, I see. You only told him privately your problems and you rode
away.

KATENDE:

When he told me, I went back to Kabwohe where I found my people
gathered because they had moved from my home.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but what I want to know - you had been told that Rurangaranga was
going to address a meeting. Did you leave him before he addressed the
meeting; or he didn't address the meeting? Or you don't know.

KATENDE:

After telling me that I should go home, I went immediately and left the
meeting.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened after seeing Rurangaranga?

KATENDE:

When I arrived at home, I had spent -three days at K~bwohe, then th~re
• A fu Rwamukwenje He came with another soldier
came a certam
sa
•
'red. Mb
All
together at Kyankaaga. They told me that_I w~ requ1 m
arara.
together they informed me that I was required m Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

KATENDE:

K. "b because I had constructed for it in such a way it
Then we went to 1z1 a
te leading to where it was. Then I
could not be seen, there was no ga.
We collected the vehicle.
went w1'th h'm
1 •
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El

\ cs•
On our \\.1). then he told me thnt if it v,as possible I would not return.

CO

' EL:

CHAI

iAN:

\\'ho told you?

\Vho was teiling ) ou all this?

KATENDE:

Asafu.

CHAI1Ut1AN:

We now hnve 3 recording machine. So you can carry on. We arenot
\Vriting d0\\11 evel)1hing.

KATENDE:

I knew all of them.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you also J....--now
the soldier?

KAIENDE:

No. Asafu was dressed in military uniform; Kyankaaga was dressed
in
civilian clothesAmt they had guns - about four (4) guns with them.

COUNSEL:

You mean to sa) that even Kyankaaga had?

KATE1'.TIE:

He also had. So, \\'hen we set off, Asafu drove my vehicle and I was
there with him - with Kyankaaga. Kyankaaga told me - when I asked
them why it was not possible for me to come back, he askedme if I had
money with me.

COUNSEL:

Yeah, but did you ask them why you shouldn't come back and why you
should be with money?

KATENDE:

When they informed me that I was not coming back, then they replied
that they didn't know because already many people had died. Then I told
them that I had the money. Then they took me back home. I got sixty
thousand; I gave them fifty thous~d. So, when we reached Kamukuzi,
they gave instructions that I was not to be beaten, that nothing should be
done to me. When I reached Kamukuzi, I sent a message to Mr.Katamba
in his place - Mr. Katamba-Luijo's place.

COUNSEL:

Who was Katamba-Luijo?

KATENDE:

He was Executive Secretary. Now there were my sisters - one of them
Mary; then they brought me food with a blanket in the evening and •
coat.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATENDE:

I spent there five days. Before that, I also sent a messageto our
Chairman in Sheema - Mr.Makaru - who refused to come and help me;
because he said that, if he came and said that there was no case with me,
then I would be released.
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COl

-.EL:

KATENDE:

No, ma, be, tell us this Makaru - Chairman of what?
When the Tanz~ian soldiers came into Sheema, they relieved the
County Chief of his duties and installed Makaru as the Chairman of the
County in lJNLF.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Saza Chief that was suspended?

KATENDE:

(inaudible)

COL"NSEL:

Who? Called who?

KATENDE:

I do not know his other name, although he is now in Rwanda. I used to
send my wives as they came to see me.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

.KATENDE:

Then I sent a message in Ruharo Church of Uganda; I reported to my
Reverend friends. Then they also tried to plead for me when I was in
Prison at Kam ukuzi and later on I was released on the 10th of May, 1979.
Then they gave me a letter which I have that I should be reporting once
in a month.

CHAIRMAN:

How many days did you stay in detention?

KATENDE:

I spent there five days in detention. I had to report once in every month
at Kamukuzi. I do not know because -

COUNSEL:

Did you continue to report to those people once every month?

KATENDE:

Thereafter, I never went back to Sheema. I came to my other home in
Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

So, how many times did you report there?

KATENDE:

Twice or three times.

COUNSEL:

And eventually, were you set free, not to report agam.

KATENDE:

When I was still reporting and on a certain date at around 30th on a day I
cannot remember properly of May, I was still reporting on_a day of 2tth
f June 1979 in the morning there came a man - a boy called Swayt u
~ogethe; with' my brother, they reported to me that the people had been
killed and were finished - people of Sheema.

CHAIRMAN:

you didn't mean all the people of Sheema. did you?

KATENDE:

All the people in Kiziba.
moslems -had been killed.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

,.
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The boy told me that all our people - the
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around ran away. I.
us then refused leaving.
CHAIRMAN:

• the third one - the third person?
Who 1s

KATENDE:

The third person was Twaha - the one who died.

COUNSEL:

yes, continue.

KATENDE:

• • those bo d•1es we came back to Kamukuzi; I told them I
After retnevmgth
•
Th gave me one Tanzanian soldier. Then I
had recovered e bodies. . ey
He had arrived. He gave me a
Dak''
lace here m town.
.
went to • I s p
t d I aded the bodies. Then I took the bodies at
Peugeot
~en
my
homepick-up.
becauseI 1t
wasangett~ng late and among those bodies I included
my mother's.

COUNSEL:

Who was your mother?

KATENDE:

Ayisa Nalongo. In the morning, I went with the bodies to the D.C Kabogoza-

COUNSEL:

Kabogoza-Musoke?

KATENDE:

Kabogoza-Musoke.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATENDE:

COUNSEL:

He followed me to Kamukuzi. At Kamukuzi he referred me to the right
people. I diverted to Ruharo with the bodies. I showed them - the bodies
- I showed the Reverend friends of mine the bodies which I had. I came
to the hospital. I left them in the mortuary and went back to look for
others.
Who were the Reverends?

KATENDE:
I remember one called Kyamugambi. I went back to Rwizi. The bodies
were
nd deposited at the hospital mortuary. Then I got other friends of mine
a we went to Rwizi to look for more bodies. Then we again retrieved
;::re rotten bodies - 14; and also left the bodies. I also stayed with the
•es at home. The next morning I took the bodies to Kamukuzi. I WIS
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gh en n s1,Jdk-r that tinil'
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.
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COlh F'EL:
KATE, DE:

This boy

\\as

Birari?•

Yes: he was. Tht.!n we hired a boat. Then we went and looked for more
~od1es. Atlc_rthe i;ost-mortcm of the bodies then they allowed us to take
t 1em for ~unal \\ hen l \Vasorgani7ing to go the next morning to collect

th

ose ~vh~chhad been r~trievcd by the boat, then I sited one Katenda and
K;ankaaga, tog~ther \,\,Ith another soldier whom I do not know and they
arre st ed me agam on 30th June. Kyankaaga and Katenda. He works in
I~come Tax Department here in Mbarara. They found me at home in
Kizungu together ·with Sserwadda. They took me to Kyamugomni Prison.
I remember the other sol~ier whom they had was called Eridaadi Kapa.
When I reached Kamukuz1, I stayed there one night.
CHAIRMAN:

Kamukuzi?

KATENDE:

Kyamugomi. I stayed there one night. The next morning Katenda came
and Kyankaaga and Eridaadi. They started beating me severely that I
had done bad by removing the bodies because I had stared the town everybody in town; that the Chairman of the County had directed - given
instructions - that I be beaten or be killed.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Chairman they were referring - Makaru?

KATENDE:

Yowaasi Makaru.

CHAIRMAN:

Yowaasi who?

KATENDE:

Yowaasi Makaru. Beat me severely up to the point of death and left me
lying in the prison cell. When there at night, those two mentioned came
back again. They told the O.C of the prison that they wanted so and so.
Then they got me and informed me that they had been instructed to kill
me. I pleaded for mercy and thereafter they asked Shs.200,000. from me.
The reason for that amount of money they would organize for my escape
from the prison; take me to Kenya border where i would eventually cross
into Kenya. So I sent for money from home and I told them that the
following morning I would give it to them. At home, my wife managed
to raise Shs.140,000. I gave them the money and I told the_m- they told
me that they would not actually release me until I had completed the
payments and I was also going to be beaten again. So, before the money
had arrived on the 11th of July, there was a certain soldier called
Makosa. Then he came in the cells inquiring from each one of us the
charges and why we had been arrested. During that time, I had gone to
hospital for treatment because I was feeling a lot of pain. As_he was
coming out of the prison, I met him at the entrance; I_was_commg from
the hospital. Because I had met some people I had m pnson who had
been released by him, I continued to explain to him that there was no
proper charge against me. That day he made a letter and he set me free.
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COUNSEL:

KATENDE:

My Lord. at this juncture, I would like to tender in evidence th
exhibits which you have. namely; the ~rst document which ,;::
mentioned by Special Force from Kamukuz,~ then the medical form in
respect of Birari; and the Re!ease Order from Makosa. Dated 11th July,
1979. Yes, after this, what did you do?

When I reached Kizungu, I found my friends there ~ho advised me that
1
should not actually sleep in the place because anyt1methese people rn
come demanding the money. So I went and stayed in Biharwe.
around 4.00 a.m he put me on a bicycle and we went up to Lyantonde.

k

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATENDE:

About 30 miles. It was still very early in the morning. Ser I got a vehicle
Then l went in Lushaza and dwelt in the village.
•

COUNSEL:

You mean you had an acquaintance there or relatives?

KATENDE:

I had a relative there or my aunt.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KATENDE:

I had spent there about four days and Kyeyune came. He told me that
they were looking for me seriously; that even up to now they were_
looking for me; and if they would land on me they would kill me. I
stayed in the village in hiding. While there, my wife came after a period
of about two weeks. And that Rwakasisi wanted to meet me that I feared
to tell him I was around there. So I told my wife to go and tell him that I
had no money and I had no any clothes to put on; otherwise, I wouldbe
commg.

COUNSEL:

Well, please, who was this Rwakasisi? Did you know Rwakasisi?

KATENDE:

I knew him. We studied together. We grew together.

COUNSEL:

Now we want to find out. Please, who is Chris Rwakasisi?

KATENDE:

He was in the Government - in the UNLF Government. I do not know
what job he did there. I used to see him in military uniform. Thenbe
sent me money and clothes. Then I arrived at his home and he was there.
He welcomed me. Then he asked me the whole story and I narrated
everything to him. Then he told me that I should settle down. There was
nothing wrong to happen to me and I should not sell my property. Then
he gave me money for essentials and I went back to where I was. While
there my in-law came back that the search for me had continued and that
my property people had planned to grab all my property and he advised
me to collect the rest of the members of my family so that I stay with
them where I was. Then I requested him to bring them to me. I sent a
message to Rwakasisi and he gave my wife Shs.40,000. out of which I
purchased a small piece of land where I started settling. While in
Kyazanga, I saw a man called Eridaadi Mulangira. He was running at a
full speed and suddenly he applied brakes and stopped. I did not know
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were planning to
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me to come with
ey would get w .
r-vP e at home were ot
Then he told me
to find h'1 orried eventually. Then he I ft n aware
m at a certain point.
e me money.
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After some time, I went to the place .
He took me at his. l kept h"d•
~t the point - and found him there
those people who were looki~ •;g at his place while he was monitorin~
was to sell my property and ~o:r ~e; that ~e advice he was givingme
even the Chairman did not l'k
P_etely migrate from Sheemabecause
I had
I e me m the area. But I I
no way of selling them beca
to d him that it was
nobody to sell them for me Th use I was in hiding and there was
•
• and
en he advised
wives
who would go with him
.
me to send one of my
property; after which he would I ~e him around; show him all the
00
himself would buy Beca
or one to buy the same; or he
Kabwohe; well con~cted i:se my houses were actually beautiful at
ood 1
permanent form· located in-th
tre .
a g
p ace - in town and he could not lik , th
e cen - m
there are no houses better than . .
e em. Even eventually,
he told me how the wife had to~~~ m Kabrythw~he
Town. So every time
he was read t b
•m eve
mg. Then he told me that
. y o uy them. So I told him that for example if it was the
usual practice - usual procedure - if somebody wanted to sell the land in
She~ma, he would go to the Gombo/o/a and be issued the Gombolo/a
receipts. So I told him that it was - it looked rather - impossible without
my presence. Then later he said that they would finalise all the
procedures. He would take me to one of the advocates. He would make
agreement so that he presented the agreement to be honoured. So, all in
all, he told me that he was going to pay me Shs. 2 million. Surely I had a
lot of land - a big land - accommodating all those animals; plus houses at
Kabwohe. And then after I came to agree because I had no any other
alternative. He gave me part of the money amounting to Shs.800,000.
Uganda Shillings. So, after that payment, we agreed to - next day - when
he would pay me the remaining money. So, when the time came -when
the date came - I went to his place to demand the remaining money. Then
he told me that he had no money readily. &replied to me that instead
he was willing to give me his house in Makindye in Kampala. He gave
me the house and valued it at Shs.800,000. There remained Shs.400,000.
I had made all the agreement that I sold him the houses. Then after he
was paying me in bits of Shs.50,000.; Shs.20,000.; Shs:80,000.; andthe
way he liked until the total amount was completed.

COUNSEL:

Yeah. Now you are completely settled in Kyazanga?

KATENDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

f • ts I want to clarify. Why did you decide
Okay there are a num ber o pom
to ~ to Stephen Daki?

KATENDE:

Stephen Daki was my closest
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rr·iend and I take him as a father.

We are

j

We mode that brotherhood for that matter
sincere c..
1rtcnc 1s.
·

COUNSEL:

KATENDE:

.

Apart fn)m
ro~~~ili~

th • . do you have any business or other transactio
is,
n Youu

cc

~

employee and he had a shop here. His wife a so h...i
He was a b ank
1

Even before he came to Mbarara we were friends a 1 ""' a
1 1
s 1op 1crc.1·naddition whenever we would go for purchases shongtitne
ago; even
d s: h'
- op ite
I
Ills
or shop goOds -I used
- to purchase
. s 1op goo
. s ,or 1swife's shop• In f:ac
to know each other m 1967 m Rwanda because he
t,
~~e
-~
from that same area.

COUNSEL:

there were so man
Y eah • you said that when you run there,
I
H
y other
people also who had come to the same p ace. ow come?

KATENDE:

What I meant was that many people were finding me there.

COUNSEL:

Why were people coming to you - Stephen Daki was an influential
person? Was he a politician?

KATENDE:

He worked in the bank. So he came to know a lot of people. They
would go there to collect food. So people used to come there.

COUNSEL:

Did you consider yourself a very prominent person in KagangoSubcounty?

KATENDE:

I never used to stay in Kagango. I used to leave the place for exampleon
Mondays and go back on Saturdays.

COUNSEL:

Yes. But were you a leading personality in the area?

KATENDE:

I was an agent for clothes.

COUNSEL:

Were you a moslem leader in this area?

KATENDE:

Since I was born, I have never been a moslem leader.

COUNSEL:

Well, you might not have been declared. I am not saying, may be, youwere a Sheikh, Khadi. But did people take you as their leader in this area
- Kiziba - and the neighbouring villages?

KATENDE:

When we were in Kiziba we were almost of the same clan.

COUNSEL:

Were you the most prominent moslem in the area?

KATENDE:

There were other prominent mos Iems - Sheikh - but as for me I was
richer than them anyway.

COUNSEL:

Now, were the Sheiks taking you as their most prominent follower?

KATENDE:

Well.
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COUNSEL:

KATENDE:
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COUNSEL:

Okay. Now I understand you were .
not the people take you as a prom;~
therewer theweet•• Did
-•a
Pll'IOD?Say well I do not bow.

KATENDE:

That I do not know. May be they COllliclered
•
was rich.
me PfOIDmeat
becaa•I

COUNSEL:

Now, do you know why you were harassedduringthis LiberationWr/

KATENDE:

I took it that, may be, they h8l'Uleclmf!lbecauseI bad a Jotof prapwty
and they were also at the point of alleging that I wu theC'Anmnlfna
Officer.

COUNSEL:

Now were you associatod with the Commanders of the SimbeBlaalian

here?
KATENDE:

I didn't have friends amongthem.

COUNSEL:

Did you have friends in State Reeean:h?
Thn mlllt have beea ....
State Research people here.

KATENDE:

In Sheema I didn't know of any andhen in.Mbarua I didn't knowof my.

COUNSEL:

Were there State Research people in Mbarara7 You say you doa'tbDw.

KATENDE:

I didn't know whether so and ao wu a State lleaean:ll
mmor•

COUNSEL:

Now in Mbararawere Moalema
~ 1hltby Oovernm•

KATENDE:

There wu no way motlem1were favoUNCI
'91'.,.-ample, If )1111
were arrested enppd in a black mlfklt bul..-, they wouldIIIWlt JOU
even if you were a moalt1111
or a~-

COUNSEL:

Okay, now,may Ulliil' or )'OU.,-- rich
Canyou llllll • • ephfM
111111
wu damaaedbecame you were•
•

.._ ft

Vftll
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ofldl41 lnf
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themusacreof peoplefromXiliba· allaaOW11•

K TENDE:

COUNSEL:

KATENDE:

COUNSEL:

KATENDE:

COUNSEL:

"d thnt may be, they were just interested •
,
.
h
•n g-.i
I wo uld cons, her because
say on the meetings t ey find it irn . -•\•ng
property f~om t c; g didn't attend; they imposed fines of Po~ Oil
them, which me~ m 1
ract,oaor
bicycles and the like.
'd
were going to attend prayers on Friday, What
Now you sat you
h. h
.
wasfL_
.
f.
s towards the war w 1c was ragmg on in the 11...... ~
1
attitude o mos em
-'-Go?
d to say that the war was for the moslems A
Some peopIe use
h h
• nd on
. Ra d"to T anzania, we used to hear t at t ef war was not fior the
tuning
Th t is why I did not want to run out o my country alth
moslemfi
~- d aofmine had run to Zaire and Rwanda and other'cou~gh
some nen s
. h h
n...,ea
because I used to hear Radio Tanzama t at t e war was not for the
moslems.

Do you think that this exodus or running
h . . away of moslems to Zaireand
other places _ was it known by the c nstlans or non-mos 1ems?
1 did not ran out of my country although some friends of mine ranto
Zaire, Rwanda and other countries because I used to hear on Radio
Tanzania that the war was not for the Moslems.
Do you think this exodus for running away of Moslems to Zaire,other
places, was it known by the christians or non-moslems?

KATENDE:

Me I take it that it was through panic because when they used to hearthat
they were going to be killed, then they had to run way and indeed of
course when this panic turned out to be the truth, because most of us who
remained behind were robbed of property, others were killed and
harassed.

COUNSEL:

So you mean while the war was moving towards this side, christiansor
non-moslems were threatening moslems intending to kill them?

KATENDE:

I used to hear that people were going to be killed but wheneverI
approached certain people, they seemed not to have any knowledge.

COUNSEL:

Do you know the reason why moslems were pin-pointed about this war?

KATENDE:

Either they would say that they would see us as they come.

COUNSEL:

Is it true that actually christians were associating moslems with Amin?

KATENDE:

It was the opinion of the people to say that whoever was in power atthat
time since he was a moslem, then the government is for moslems, if 1
christian, then the government would be of christians. As of today, they
are saying that the present government belongs to Banyankole and IS
they go round talking they way they like.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now would you like to assist us to know where this Asafu
Rwamukwengye, Kyankaaga, and Eriabu Kapa, can be found? Do you
know where they are?
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KATEl:DE:

h
ut t e destruct'
f
ton o your house by the soldiers?
According to me, I do not tak .
actually destroved my h
e it that the soldiers are the ones who
T
.
~
ouse because the
Id"
anz.amans although they were 1 d b ,
.
so iers were actually
e ) certain people.

COUNSEL:

\Vho led them?
Semu Bariyo, Nyansio Rubonente, Yonasani Mulema.

COL~SEL:

\\.'baht,,,ould Y?U like - do you have any suggestion about these people
you ave mentioned?
f\.fe personally. I cannot give my judgement, but as I have explained to
you, you are the people to re-organise for what ..to be done to these

people.

COL"NSEL:

Now, what do you say about your imprisonment at Kamukuziand
Kyamugoni?

KATEJ\'DE:

They arrested me, they imprisoned me, I do not have anything to say in a
way.

COCNSEL:

Do you require any redress about this?

KATENDE:

I would think it depends upon the Commission to see any appropriate
action because you are the people who are well versedwith laws as they
guide the common man.

COL'NSEL:

Are you happy of having left Kiziba to Kyazanga?

KATENDE:

Me, I am simply like a stone because wherever you throw it, it can_
settle
because when I went to that place,--8fcourse I lost many ~le
m my
family who numbered - including my mother and my children and
relatives - up to nine.

COUNSEL:

Are these some of the people killed at River Rwizi?

KATENDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you only managed to see
eight?
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KATENDE:
COUNSEL:
KATENDE:

COUNSEL:
MR. NAGENDA:

also but others we did not recover thern
•
•

.d
see and which others did you not see?
Which others di you
. 1 t ke time to remember properly but I can rernernber
I would certain yh~ld who belonged to my brother and another child tny

mother and one c I
belonged to my sister.

Who

That is all My Lord.
eople who have come to this Commission that we fi
We have a IreadY P
.
h •
111d
'ziba and the surroundmg a very orr1ble one. And
the story of Kl
.
We
hope that we shall be instrumental m any way or 1et us say! bringing
. t· to this sad story. However, to get a balanced picture
some JUSice
h
, We
k you some questions. And by t e nature of this caseth
have to as
.
.• 1 f
.
1ems m some ..., e
.
i'ght
seem
as
if
we
are
bemg
cnttca
o
mos
quesqons m
.h .
.
"ay
but that is not the case. Now Jet me sta~ wit JUSta pomt of clarification.
you said that they took your Opel vehicle. What happened to the other
two vehicles which you had?

KATENDE:

One of them I came with it to Kamukuzi. That was the Datsun SS which
I came in when we reached here in Mbarara, it was given to a certain
soldier who was a certain O/C of the Military Police at Mbarara.

MR. NAGENDA:

You never got it back?

KATENDE:

I raised 40,000/= with my sister and then the girl took the money to the
soldier. Then the vehicle was recovered and taken to Mr. KatarnbaLu.ijo's place. The Pick-up when we reached home, I removed the tyres,
so they had no way of driving it although they removed certain spares
from it. When I was released in the first place, I put back the tyres and
we did some minor repairs. Several people were killed, then I stayed with
it in Mbarara. Thereafter while in Kyazanga, that vehicle was brought to
me.

MR. NAGENDA:

I gain the impression that you thought that the two million shillings paid
to you by Mr.Mulangira for your property was not enough. Is it so?

KATENDE:

I take

it that it was not enough because even presently vehicle could
purchase about ten million. For example, I am mentioning the house
alone without land.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you tried to buy your property back around the price which you
paid for it?

KATENDE:

Since he bought, I have never spoken to him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Presumably your own house in Makindye has also gone up in value?

KATENDE:

As of now it could have been high in value.
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ou iavc run away earlier.
1 hcsc days?
·111~scdays I abandoned the business.
1 am a fanner, I own a tractor and
act, vc tY cngngccJ III
• farming.

Y~s, •:ctually, I ~as going to come to that hccause you have a in
changed your _businessstatus from cultivator to farmer. 'fllere are !:me
pco_rlc who think _thatthe Baganda moslcms who came here behavedlike
Indians hchaved m Uganda For example they we
fi I ·
•
•
,
re very successu m
business, they all kept to themselves and nobody else and that therefore,
they brought about on themselves a lot of resentment. What do you say
about that?

I
KATENDE:

I would say that I am half caste becausemy mother is a Munyankole, my
grandmother is a Munyankole, my grandfather came a long time ago and
my father was born here in Kabwohe. He was coming from Butambala.
So to me it appeared that I am a half caste. I cannot make any remarks.
Some of my maternal uncles like me, others do not like me. So I cannot
really make any difference.

MR.NAGf:.NDA

Nevertheless, an Indian might marry an American or a Ugandan and still
have these characteristics and you know what I mean about the way
Indians behave. Oktiy, if you do notCQD&iderBaganda moslems the right
arm, let me just talk about 1Trtffle111s. Let me just say mosl~ms; do you
think they can be fairly accused of having behaved as Indians used to
behave in Uganda'?

KATENDE:

The moslems cannot behave themselves like Indians_beca~sethis is their
country and they cannot move elsewhere like the Indians did.

MR.NAGENDA:

yes, but you have moved from Kagango to Kyazanga.

KATl~NDE:

It is not me as a mos Icm, cverd1youNme~'-eless I moved to Kyazanga
f
h • to Muben e
everu,
'

bcrs of this Commission can

move say rom ere
.
•
K azanga becauseit was a moslem
because of the war and I did not go to y
area.

MR. NACsLNDA:

• estabi·ish' find out • is why this
•
t O ascertain
Really what I am trying
•
'
had done the subservients
d0 ne and whatever peop1e
•
ed
d
terrible dee was.
re ·ust trying to find out why it happen ·
have never been killed but we a J
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KATENDE:

MR. NAGENDA:

KA'fENDE:
MR. NAGENDA:

KATENDE:

would think that mny be this was initiated by people who llled .
1
(Moshi)they· used to tell us that they woul~ crush the moa~ lit 11..
indeed when they arrived here and all these thmgs haPJ>ened. Oltl1
111d
not bother to apprehend the wrong-doers.
1'beydid
Wh

at sort of Chief were you talking about? Has he got any name?

From Moshi?

Yes.
They came as Ministers. You all know them. So whenthey
Kagango and told people to stop kil!ing, indeed they stopped,:"9 to
believe that may be they were workmg on the instructions. ~ I
Kagango, six Ministers came - Kabwegyere, so those mentioned, •
they came to Kagango and held a rally they told people to --.
killings and immediately the killings actually ended. So surely
lbe
it that may be if somebody tell you that you do this andyou~.':
process, doing it, and later on he tells you to stop and you stop ..:. of
course it is taken that he has given you instructions. Now whenthey
were in Kagango at a rally, I was in prison. When I came, somebodytold
me tha~ Serujumbe said that ~he Minister o~ Defence had aivlll
instructions for people to - (Inaud1ble). So I take 1tthat that amo.,.._
originated from Moshi., For example, at the meeting, when thote 11111111
were mentioned of the people who were involved in the atrocities,far
example Mr.Museveni asked to be shown the people and later he ordend.
for the arrest and after a few days they were seen again back releued111d
some of them were congratulated in a way that they were givenjobs. For
example, a man Iike Makaru, was given buses becausehe wu actually1
poor man. Machope was appointed a Muluka Chief. So, we believld
that the whole arrangement was planned from Moshi.

S:,

MR. NAGENDA:

It is a very serious allegation. So we must have a look into it. Youdo
not have evidence with you that this was so. You are usin&what I call
circumstantial evidence. Let me answer that because l am the plllOII
asking. Unless we have questions, we cannot get any answers,we CllllllC
build up a picture and it will surely be extremely dishonourlble...
unworthy if an answer comes that anybody might find unpalatablefor•
not to try to find out why a statement has been made. I shall inlilt allO
on asking my question. Let me put this question quite blundy. Whll
you talked to your friends quite apart from yourself - friendl of youn
who had been to this massacre, were they al10 of the wne opinion dll&
you hold when you talk that this thing had started at Mothi in their v-,

KATENDE:

I never discussed it with my friends but when the war was on.1IIIY...
to say that they would come and kill the mo1lem1 althoulh aadlo
Tanzania disagreed with thi1 but when they came, the motllml _.
killed including my mother.

MR. NAOENDA:

But who said they would come and kill the motlemt?

KATENDE:

Some people.
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Did 1hc) say thi to you?

K rn or
1R 1 GE DA:

Me including other people in town.
And were these people from Moshi?

KATENDE:

Those who had contacts with Moshi.

1R. ,AGENDA:

They told you they had contacts in Moshi?

KATENDE:

They never told me so b t •
. .
h
.
u m my op1111onand regarding what exactly
appc_ned, it appeared to me that they had connections with people in
Mos~,. And those officials or people who came from Moshi and
acquJred authority and high offices, they never apprehended actually
these wrong-doers. Instead they in appreciation, gave them jobs and
allocated them other benefits.

MR.KAWANGA:

I wi_Ujust ask you one question. You talk about the Moshi people
commg and moslems being killed. Now, we can understand your feeling
about the moslems of Kiziba being killed. But surely there were
moslems all over Uganda but the kind of killing which took place at
Kiziba, shocked even us. And that is why we want to find out why this
kind of killing took place at Kiziba and not in other places. This is what
bothers us. We want you to give us an answer as somebody prominent in
that place.

K.ATENDE:

I want you to understand me. Moslems were not killed at Kiziba (only).
Moslems in those areas mentioned also suffered in the same manner
almost they lost houses as we did.

MR.KAWANGA:

Yes, he is out of proportion. We do not want you to talk ignorantly. I
come from Masaka myself. So I know what I am talking. When you talk
about Masaka, I understand. I was in Kampala at that time. I know but
what happened in Kiziba did not happen anywhere and Kiziba is a small
place in a village!

KATENDE:

I think the Kiziba affair would have been prob.ably instigated by the
Chairman of the county.

MR. KAWANGA:

• M r ....... . What is his name?
I see. That 1s

KATENDE:

Mr. Makaru.

MR.KAWANGA:

How did he instigate it?

KATENDE:

MR. KA WANGA:

him at the Saza headquarters, the Saza
Whenever people used to go to 'd h had no authority. So whenever
Chief himself wa~ there and he s:~nev:r he would visit the places, he
they would go with them, orfiw
goats and cows and then after
•
fi
d the mes were
would impose mes an
.
f the sham bas would follow.
leaving the place, then the destruction o
Do I understand Mr. Makaru to be the Chairman of UNLF in that area?
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Id take it that he was connected with J>Copl •
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KATENDE:

MR, NAGENDA:

e ,n

Moshi?
Why?

. held being nominated automatically, he becam
Because out o f rncet mg
ea

KATENDE:

chainnan.

CHAIRMAN:

. t •t out here that the witness is giving his opinion forthe
We have to pom. expressing
J
• •
opinion
about th'1s and about that. This
last - we.11hdrnissible
e is
if it affects anybody adverse Iy. Counsel, whatdo
actua11y ma
.
you say about this?

COUNSEL:

Well, my Lord Chairman, I have alre~dy stated that whatever conclusion
d make it should be from evidence personally and knowledgeof
e
s
ou
,
• • fr
h'
I
h
hthe witness; instead
of trying to fish out an opmton om 1m.

cHAfRMAN:
COUNSEL:
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,

Well opinion so far relates to what has happened.
And personally he should be competent to give an opinion. Now what
we are getting from this witness in my view, are mere opinions
unsupportable by evidence.

MR. NAGENDA:

KATENDE:

MR. NAGENDA:

This is not going to be an opinion of anybody else. The witness said
Makaru was given buses. Who gave Makaru buses?
I do not know who was allocating the vehicles. I do not know people
who allocate buses but I take it that may be, he had connection andeven
then recently when President Museveni was in Bushenyi, he was talking
to him as spokesman of the rest of the people and he was actuaUywith
him. So, I take it that they are known to each other. They were together.
Personally, I am of the opinion that one of our job is to understand what
people are thinking and whereas we might not accept it as evidence, it is
very important that they should come out so that they can be cleared up.
If people keep these things within them, it can only cause some kindof
mental and spiritual cancer. So this is why I have asked this question
which might or might not be admitted as evidence later and I am sure it is
part of _myjob. That is what l am doing. But now let me move on to
something that came out in evidence. We were told that mos\ems bad
said t?at if liberation failed, they would kill the others. Do you kn<>W
anythmg about this?
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Moslcms
,,ould not k'II
•
• t I1ose who
A mm
took over, moslcms did
. were not moslems because when
•
•
not kill those who were not moslems.

MR. AGENDA:
KATENDE:

Are you being serious?
I take it on the view that llo ordin
down plantations a d b
ary moslem went and - for example, cut
in any case if th n urnt houses of people who were not moslems and
killed by ~oid· ere were people who were killed, may be they were
1ers.

MR. NAGENDA:

So you never heard a
I
. .
.
.
mos em say that 1fliberation failed they would tum
On the ir
non-moslem fi • d5 ? S
'
this story?
nen
orry, answer my questions. Did you hear

.KATENDE:

I did not hear the story.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see. Now when th1·s
f l'b
•
.
su ort? '.
war O I erat1on was gomg on, which side did you
PP
Did you support the forces under Amin or supported liberators?

KATENDE:

I was not supporting any side.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were you glad when the liberators won?

KATENDE:

I was not happy because I was in prison.

MR. NAGENDA:

Surely you can be happy and unhappy in prison.

KATENDE:

I believe or take it that even if it is you yourself, you cannot be happy
when you are still in prison unless the government that comes in has set
you free. For example, I do not think Rwakasisi is also happy. Unless
there is a government which has set him free.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see! You are comparing yourself with Rwakasisi, are you?

KATENDE:

I gave you that as an exampl€?.'To add on, say Rwanyarare, I would take
it that he is happy but when' he, was still in prison, I do not think he was
happy at all.

MR.NAGENDA:

Let me ask you one more question; thank you very much for being so
patient. Do you regret the going of Amin's government?

KATENDE:

Because they killed my mother and I lost some of my property, so I was
not happy.

MR. NAGENDA:

Do ou mean to say that because the people who ~ook _over from Amin
kill[d your family? You were not happy about Amm gomg? Is that what
you are saying?

KATENDE:
MR. NAGENDA:

I do not get you.
Do you regret the fall of Amin's government?
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. "ho took over from Amin killed my moth
I regret it 1,ccausc t I,oc;l:
er '1nd
wok Ill) pn1pc11)
.
Cl 1 nclusion. is that bccauc;e of the ve
II I can :-a~ 111
• I
ry sad
OJ...a~
• 3
,
. cncd in your area wh1c 1 \\C all regret very d
1
occurrence ill,ll rnppl , \\t.' are here. in my view it ,viii be a mistaekeply,
• 1nc rc·1snn \\ 1
'
e to
t Iiat 15 t.:
•• •
t ,~ith some <."'fitspeople. Thank you.
equate a go, c1nrnen

.fi _ t"on You complained and probably quite correctly that th
Some clan ,ea 1 •
d
.
e
~
, "ll ·d these people 111 Iten ero \\ere not apprehended· th
cople "ho "' 1;::
•
•
h
, ey
P
.
• ed It has come as evidence t at the then Minist
were not impnso11 •
.
.
er of
.
t . 11
,, ordered the arrest and they \\ere tmpnsoned. Now
Defence ac ua ,
You
.
.
released after a few months. I need some clarificat·
said they "ere
10n
here.

·when the r-.1inistcr came. these were arrested and thereafter they were
KATENDE
KAk \\'ENZIRE:

released.
It is ,ery important because the time factor is very important. four days
or three months. I want to kno,.., whether you know. Do you knowhow
man)- days )OU spent in jail? I just wanted to know whether you know
how many days you spent there for c~arification: ~f you say you do not
know, you sa) you do not know but 1f you say 1t 1s two days, then you
say so. Then you do not know how many days you spent there.

KATENDE:

When I was released, I did not sta) in this area. So I do not knowhow
many days.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now the old man \\ ho actually brought evidence here, that the person
who arrested these people had actually told him that he received
information from Minister of Defence had an occasion to keep it, to seek
clarification at that meeting. Now what you told him - because you said
you heard what he said. Did he tell you that the Minister had asked
people to raise their hands? Did he tell you that?

KATENDE:

The old man was asked who had instructed -

MR. KA \\'ANGA:

No, perhaps at this juncture, this answer is not terribly important because
the witness came and testified. \\'e do not want what he says he was
told. Serujumbe was here, he gave the evidence. So we should not ask
him to tell us what he told him.

KAK\\'ENZIRE:

But then it should be actually pointed out that there was - (Inaudible).

COt}NSEL:

My Lord Chairman. there are details. somebody is reporting what has
been in a meeting. He cannot report every detail that has been in that
~eeting. But that particular detail was gi~'en by my witness. If he is
st mply reporting a meeting took place and it was realised that after a few
da) s or months. these people \\ere released. I mean this is his complaint
that without further in, estigation, these people ,, ere released and he does
not u~de~stand '' hen he has e, idence: he \\ ould have given against them.
That 1s his complaint.
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:rl:

Coun cl, I am sa ing thi bee
hm~. Go emments were cha~uie I recol_l~tthe events of thatparticular
of time, duration of incident ~&~ it is very important to take ._
be man~ persons were arrested - sse than!" weremov~naIO fast thatmay
out the time factor and to me thoseod:hatis why I am msisting on Bettina
help the Commission to establish facJ~ three months andthreedays can
I think Chainnan on th'
•
is aspect of how Ion th. •
may be even the evidence which h
. g asprisoner spent in prison,
be enough. He was • t
. e received from the ol~ man may not
person is the person :; gues~mg may be. But I think the ~petent
were taken. May be o was m charge of the prison where these people
him for how long di;~::y ha~e to ~ake furthe~investigationsandask
source of evidence on this .:.:~
pnson. That is the most appro~ate

KATE !DE:

In addition when the
change M~ . t
~ governments were changing Ministers did not
sev
• im_sers remamed and they were coming from our area. So OQ
eral occasions we would approach them and infonn them about the
same problems. I wanted to ask you.

KAKWE ZIRE:

Let him ask.

KATE DE:

1 want to remind the members of the Commission that although the
government changed, these Ministers knew what had happened and still
know.

COUNSEL:

To _thoroughly investigate this matter, and that is why they want your
assistance.

KAKWENZIRE:

Because we also want to find out who was doing what at a particular time
and I think as government changed the Ministers were also being
switched from one responsibility to another.

MR. KA WANGA:

Excuse me. One small question I want to ask.

KATENDE:

I want to inform you that the Minister of Defence remained in his
responsibility until the elections of 1980.

MR. KAWANGA:

I want to ask one qucsiion to Hajji Katendc. 8'iji Katendc, most of the
things yoo want to tell 11$ we know ud tblt is why we arohere. But
there are ~rtain things we do not know, which we want you to tell 111,
so
that we can reacha fin,J conplusion. Now.l want to ask 08'-~
about Rurangaranga.

KATENDE:

MR.KA WANGA:

The things mq '1eYPJI did not .knpw ordo n« know.. ~
,-.from MOlhi, •JtatdlO)' disussed tb~, ia,v- ,,e do aotknow.

Wo,_ eapal,leof finclhlJout. Donot WO.IV'fhltI W1P1t
te>
.tJu,
is IOfflethinS very simple. You said you wentto lllllUgll'IDIII. he ~
you yoa-8 IP IJo&,kJq
you,-bc,ip,. ~
prob1mi1. Did you rNet talk to Ruianprlllp about
..

~--=
~:

)'l'U

KATENDE:

gt)t?

..
1 old them that J had run into hiding. When i Catne
After the pnson. tl t 11•101 as a Minister but because he had come ti to
ranga me
.
.
rorn
sec Ruronga
•. t hitn He never followed up these issues and h .
1
Moshi. I did exp atnho pp~inted the Miluka Chiefs.
e is
among the people w o a

oing to ask whether you had also talked to
perhapS g
b
h
Okay, I. was
.
h things. Did he know a out t ese problems?

MR. KA\\ANGA:

Rwakas1s1 about t ese

KATENDE:

Yes.

K.ATENDE:

And again he was not able to assist?
. .
I told him, and he said that he had hno . authhontyhm that present
but then his Constituency t at 1s w ere t ose people had
govemment •
· fh d I
come from and it is where the Muluka Ch1e a a so come from.

MR..KAWANGA:

Thank you.

MR. KAWANGA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Ha.iii Katende, I am sorry I am going to detai~ you for sometime but
there are some things that I want you to clarify. Let me begin my
remarks by saying that it is not a crime to be a moslern. It is not a crime
to have moderately made it like you seem to have done. The
Constitution of the Republic of Uganda guarantees freedom of worship.
People in Uganda are free to belong to any religion. After that there is a
comprehensive Bill of Right, Chapter III of the Constitution. The Rights
provided in that Bill are guaranteed to everybody in Uganda regardless of
religion. It is a serious matter to herd people from a village and you take
them to a river and you begin killing them like goats. And this
Commission was set up among other things to investigate those things
and one of the things we have to look into is the protection by any act or
omission of any person that perpetrated any of those things.

INTERPRETER:

Could you repeat it please?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, we have one of the terms of reference is to inquire into whether
there was any protection by act or omission of any person that
perpetrated violation of human rights. So if nothing has been done
before, something will have to be done after this Inquiry. It is afterthat
background that I would like you to assist us in clarifying a few things.
Where is Stanley Ssekitoleko? You have remained in touch?

KATENDE:

Since 1979 we have never met although we were together before the
incident.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

When you were arrested and taken to Kamukuzi, you sent a message to
Mr. Katamba-Luijo who was the Executive Secretary, did he help you?

KATENDE:

DR.MAKUBUYA:

I sent a message to Mary or Joy who was at Mr.Katamba-Lu,iio's place.
It has nothing to do with Mr.Katamba-Lu,iio?
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DR.MAKUBUYA:

\Vith n letter'?

KATENDE:

No

DR. MAKUBUYA:

With word of mouth?

KATENDE:

So he forwardL•dme w'tl
1

hendqunrtcrs of

DR.Mt\KlJBUYA:

KATENDE:

DR MAKUBUYA:
MR.NAGENDA:
DR.MAKUBUYA;

•

°

en

tl ,

.1

I

I
te

) .
I

.<. who

·

of mouth
the soldiers wereworu
by then.
1

forw111dcd me to

le

to

Kamukuzi were

the

Yes. W~.received ~vide1_1cc
cnrlicr here that when you first reported to
K~mukuzi,
the soldiers did not believe you and you were beaten up. ls
this
so?
The soldiers simply said that they would not give me assistance unless
they had seen the exhibits of the dead body.
ram referring to something else which is on record already.
There was the first day when he said that .....
It is not him who said. There is evidence here, I can name the witness if
the Commission docs not think it is in their record, I can look it up but
one witness came here and said that when you first reported there you
were beaten up. Not you, but another witness. Before you got the
bodies.

KATENDE:

Because we went three of us, my late brother and another one was
Swaibu. This Swaibu came .....

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Witness No. I 75, Mr. Bashir Ssemakula. He said "That in fact we went
to the army office at Kamukuzi and met a soldier from Kiziba, Eridad
Kapa plus another man called Kyankaaga. Ha,iji Abdul_lahtold the_~
about what happened but Eridaad Kapa began beatmg up Ha111
Abdallah". Was this so, was it not?

CHAIRMAN:

In support of the Commissioner's record, it is quite c~rrect that this
't
'd that "we went to their office at Kamukuz1 and found a
w1 ness sa1
II d Eridad Kapa and another man called
soldier from our area ea e
d be f g the
k
Abdullah told them but the soldier Kapa sta~e
a m_ "
K
yan
aaga.
,
•
1g that what he was saymg were lies .
Hajji because Kyankaaga was s,1y11
J

KATENDE:

.
n It meant that I had Swaibu and Twaha.
Before I came here J was swodr •
t the Commission to ask me about
we were three of us. I woul rcques
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I

d about myself and not somebody else's statement
what I I1avc talke '
•
DR. MAKUBUYA:

also need to cross check our own record; that is why
Yes. We •
h
We are
e cannot find out the truth un 1ess we test t e things which h
here, w
h
h
•
ave
been told to us. Because.actually event e ot er witness was sworn.

K. \TENDE:

Even if he was swom all that time he was not in Mbarara, he was am
those people who had gone to be killed.
ong

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you see one Dr. Kabuye in 1979?

KATENDE:

I saw him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where did you see him?

KATENDE:

I saw him in Kizungu. He came with a Veterinary Department vebicl
after receiving information that his father had been killed. He arrived.e
Kizungu, we had gone for burial and he went and collected the bodie:
the bodies the)/ collected were buried later on.
'

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you participate in the burial of bodies that you recovered in River
Rwizi?

KATENDE:

I participated.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where were they buried?

KATENDE:

We buried at Nyamitanga and even gave a speech thanking those people
who had assisted us.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Apparently, you received a message from Chris Rwak.asisi when you
were in Kyazanga, when you first went to Kyazang~ then he sent you
clothes and money and you went to meet him; where did you meet him?

KATENDE:

I met him in his house at Kololo.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

His hqti~ in Kololo in Kampala.
besides going to Kyazanga?

KATENDE:

Since I was born?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes.

KATENDE:

Yes, I have done.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where outside Ankole and Kyazang~ other parts of Uganda?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And outside Uganda, where apart from Mecca?

KATENDE:

I went to Tanzania in 1946, studied there religious studies, at Katoro
Primary School in Bukoba District.
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Have you travelled outside Ankole

D1

C

DR 1 ~l 1BU'\ A:
K

n:

rnE:

there in 1970
there in 1974.
and I went back in 1981.
I

DR. MAKUBUY A:
KATENDE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:
1'.AfENDE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

KATENDE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:
KATENDE:
DR. MAKUBUY A:

KATENDE:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

KATENDE:

lltcn Kenya'?
Went

Then in Rwanda I went

Did you ever meet Idi Amin?
Me personallv l had
II"
-'•
never met Id' A •
ra ies and when we had g
fi
i mm but I used to see him on the
one or prayers in some places.
Did you ever join in sendin
g a message of any kind to ldi Amm.
. ?
I had never sent any messa e ev .
or any papers.
g
en if you cross check with Radio Uganda
Now, there is something wh· h .
• .
me. y ou say you have made
contnbut1ons
to church
. 1c interested
.
Reverend friends at RuhproJetctsihncludingChurch House, that you have
aro o w om you
t
.
Why should you give Shs 80 000
h
sen a message to assist you.
we were m
• a fund raising
• ,cere· to t e church?
Bishop had officiall . . d mony near the court here because the
• •
y mv1te me to attend th fu ti
d I
part1c1pate in the selling of certain items.
e nc on an a so
Which Bishop was this?
The present Bishop_ Bishop Betungura.
Okay. ~ou see we are also supposed to find out to inquire into whether
t?ese ~hmgs could be prevented. Can we prevent violations of human
rights m the future? What should we do as a country?

I do not know.
No, no. You should know. Who knows, you should address yourself to
it and make a contribution. At least I know that you are complaining,
these citizens of Uganda were killed and their cases have not been fully
investigated, the perpetrators of these violations have not been dealt with
according to law and so on, that is a legitimate complaint. But in the
future how are we to prevent these things?

If I had opportunity to participate in the making of the new Constitution
as they are going to do, we woulcf hate and re~ove the ~le of the gun
and actually practice or resort to proper elections, electmg our le~ders
freely and fairly. I believe this would lead us to some good leadership.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

There was no gun used at the Rwizi River I can assure you, there were
pangas and spears.

KATENDE:

I agree with you but they were behind the gun.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

.
es Now you know this is important.
They had th~ gu~ behmddthemh~:ce .to participate in the making of the
you are saymg if you ha a c
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,, 11 this is , our chance I can a sure you. I w 111give
Const1tut10~.le
- ,;t me gi~c )OU an example. You say we do not :flt
an e;n~pdo not "'ant it in fact. I want people to set up their
gun roe, th
h free and fair elections and so on but the 'Nigf!ri._
roug
·11
--~
go,emment
. .
f 1979 actually says that the army w1 not take over •'--.
Const1tut1on o
h • h 197
' ..lill It
will be illegal for the army to take over - t at is t e
9 Constitutionor
i eria. In 19g3 the amiy itself took over. they are the ones Whohid
g th at Const'tuti·on
actually. Four years• later they actually tookover
made
1
and they 0 , erthrew the Const!tution which they had made for the
.

.

<:'!

countrv
.. J. How can we prevent this gun rule?
KATENDE:

People _ all of us if we are together we are :he people who actually
support--orinitiate the rule of the gun. Supposing some~y takesover
power _ supposing somebody takes over government with his soldiers
then people in the bureaucracy and othe~ de~artme~ts refuse working.....
He takes over the government though with his soldiers then people in the
bureaucracy and other departments refuse working. even traders refuse
opening the shops. do you think you v,ould work alone? Supposing we
refuse say to work on our shambas, to produce cotton, coffee, beans,do
you think you can work alone?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

\Veil, we wilJ think about it.

CHAIRMAN:

I think the witness has a point there because very often when these coups
take place you get people in the street dancing and showing support.
This encourages the coup makers.

MR. NAGENDA:

I have just got one particular thing I want to clear up following on the
earlier conflicts bern'een two bits of evidence. You said that Bashir
Ssemakula was not at Kamukuzi when you went that morning, when you
said that you were beaten up but you were not beaten up, but then you
told us that later on the two of you went off with you driving a pick-up,
you went off to Rwizi River and started looking for bodies. Is this trueor
not?

KATENDE:

Who was not there?

MR. NAGENDA:

Bashir Ssemakula.

KATENDE:

I went to Rwizi the first time in a Volkswagen, the second time I went
back with a pick-up belonging to Daki and I went driving.

MRNAGENDA:

Was Bashir Ssemakula with you on that occasion?

KATENDE:

He was with me.

CHAIRMAN:

Hajji Katende, you will excuse me that we have kept you for so long. Do
not think that this Commission bears any hostility to you in particular. I
notice that at a point you seem to have lost your temper. We are only
here to make inquiries and find out exactly what happened so that we can
advise the Government according to the mandate which has been given
us. Just as you are interested in that justice should be done where it has
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ATE DE:
CH JRl\1AN:

\Veil. we shall adjourn t

.
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in the
•
he inquiry to resu
last h morning hoping that electricity w·~e tomorrow at 9.00 a.m sharp
our. 1.10.198', - 9.55 a.m
I stay on as it has done in the
pRESfu°'TT:

Chainnan Com • .
•
m1ss1oners:Dr L
l\frs Kakwenzire Lead' C • uyombya, Mr. Nagenda Dr Makubuya,
c ounsels: Mr.logo' Tabumg
ounsel· E K s
. ' •
and M CB •.••
~ekand1and Assistant Legal
r. • anshak1.

COUNSEL:

Next witness is Francis Rusasi H.
.
. .
exercise which took plac . 'h. is evidence is m connection with an
e m t is and neighb • o· .
peop Ie known as Banyarw d
M
ou~mg 1stncts affecting
evidence, about displacem::t a.to any o~~r witnesses will also give
number of facts of this Inquiry_' rture, k1llmgs, loss of property - a

CHAIRMAN:

No electricity, so we have to record evidence in long hand.

WITNESS N0.183: FRANCIS RUSASI - SWORN IN
(Beginning of Evidence by Long Hand)

Born 1942 - sworn on the Bible. I live in Kichwamba, Nyakayajo,
Rwampara, Mbarara District. I was born in 1942 in Kichwamba. My
parents were Paulo Susabatenda and Mangadalena Katamba. My father
died in 1983 and was about 83 years and mother is about 60 years. My
father told us he was born in Bufumbira in Kigezi, and that he came from
there while he was still young. My mother also came from Bufumbira.
My father never took me to his place of origin nor showed me where he
came from. I have never visited the parents of my mother. Nor have
they ever visited us or our parents.

I went to a Church School in Rwentamu in Mwizi, Rwampara. The
school had not yet been taken over by the Government and was the only
school. I started school in 1957. It was a Catholic Church School and I
was baptised a Catholic. On my baptism certificate my tribe is not
• d'1cat e d • I was baptised in 1958, when I was at the. school.
m
b
d ,I
understand Runyarwanda, because my father used to speak 1t, ut I on t
speak it. In 1982 it was thought I was a_Munyarwanda and I was chased
• I have never been outside Ankole nor settled anywhere
away. 0 th erw1se
. B dd M ak
else
I used to go to Buganda for employment tthn ud u, asd ~
. • . . K'b'
I worked there for about 5 mon s an returne •
D1stnct, m I mge.
•
I
•d h •
.
'fi • Ferediana Nymanzambaza.
marne
er m
am marned. My fiw1e ~:fumbira in Kigezi. I had 10 children; 3 died, 7
1959. She comes rom. I K bandize born 1960 in Kichwamba; Zaverio
are left. They are Dame a
'
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Kich\\
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J
, Da)' bccausc we were told that people who
, Jndepcnocncc • ,
.
Were
Ugand as
•bte to vote. We first voted m 1960 for a p .
.
~ old were 1cg•
.
.
rune
I 8 )ear.
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11 •nister
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n 11
•
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111 •
Fereden o a
'
.
.
. .
us
n "iro,_
d p tero rernamed tn the Council m Karnukuzi as
in Parliament an e
our
representative.
Kie 1,,m

,., there was another election for independence.
I did not
1~ ~ 96
. .. b ~ e had gone out to Kenya to look for employment -1
parucipate e~aus I
.
n
.
K"11noroto Tea Estate. I went .m July
Kencho.
. • I 962• hand returned in July,
On rnv return. I settled in my k1ba11Jam Kie warnba. I had left
1963
my f~ily in.Kichwarnba. I kn~w leaders ~ho have been in this country
.
who was toppled in
1962 . Ben Kiwanuka; Milton Obote m 1962,
smce
.
1971 by Amin. Then war in I 979 when Amm was toppled. In 19S0
Obote came again _ we were told to vote and th~reafte~ he became the
m our area were
.
Ieader. I Participated in 1980 elections. The candidates
Mwe.besa, and another one I don't remember hts name. There was a third
one. Mwebesa was D.P. He was our candidate. In the morning we were
told Mwebesa had won as our candidate. After about 4 days it was
announced that the UPC party had won power. After elections we settled
peacefully until problem in 1982. That was when the Banyarwanda were
told that they should go back and leave this country. That we were
refugees. Banyarwanda I understand them too as people who came from
Rwanda as refugees. I did not know any refugees because I heard that
they were taken to Rukinga and Kyaka camps in Isingiro County.

When I heard of this, I was not worried because I knew I was a Ugandan.
Thereafter, the Muluka Chief came to our school Kichwamba. He was
Kashaka. They sent for me in my home. I went and he told me that I
was one of the people listed down to be chased, because I was called a
Munyarwanda. There were many other people I had lived with in
Kichwamba. The Chief said that he knew it as aMuluka Chief. He had
been a Muluka Chief for 2 years. Before that he was settled in his area. I
did not know what he was before. Our previous Muluka Chief was
Daniel Mbogo, who had been elected D.P. Muluka Chief. When UPC
came to power, Kashaka was appointed Muluka Chief. The day after, the
management committee of Kichwamba Primary School had elected me
as their Treasurer and I had Shs.10,000/= given to the school by
Kamukuzi District Administration.
The Chief then demanded that
money back as Chief of the area and person in authority. This was at the
School in the presence of the Headmaster, on the occasion I was called
to. Headmaster was Kosima Nteziyalemye.
The Headmaster assured
them that they would get the money - I would not go away with the
money. Then other people I found there were not refugees. They were
settl~d and had bibanja for a long time. They had participated in the
elections held before. I knew this because that was part of the whole
Parish.
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~ 3 darson the way, at Kitwe. We
~rder betweenUganda and R
Kitwe, went to Mirama Hill on die
Hill. I met a policeman who :-OIi tbe Uganda side. At Minma
he w-:5 working in Minuna Hill
ofmy propaty. He is Bummet him he was in a pull-0¥• coats. lpOke to us 1n Swahili. Whenwe
Amongst things on my b.
He pulled out a gun and cocked it.
1
then pushed us around wi7:°~ were a panp - which he pulled out. He
my pockets and found Shs 5 ::I_fellon_theground. He searched
Ban~'UWanda

~ng
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to Rwanda we should not ~
e said that if we were running away
in Rukiga and Swahili. 1 tol: h~-:~ney
to Rwanda. He IBid th9'
pushed me down stepped
ham • n t have any more money. He
Wh
.
'
on c est. He cut me on my left little mapr
en my_wife ~w the blood she pulled out Shs.30,000 which she
and gav~ it to ham. Part of the finger fell off {witness shows a 1h
of
~e left httle finger]. This is the piece ofmy finger [witness also
piece of !he finger], (as exhibit No.71). It had a piece •f paper and ;
wrapped rt. Our !-ther used to tell us that if we lose part of our bodywe
should preserve 1t because if the piece rots the part of the body would
also rot.

bad

.:S

We crossed to Rwanda There was no hospital in the area so I did not get
~edica! treatmen~ From our home wo walkedwith ID8IIY tN=OP•in
smgle hne, followmg one route, which other people also followed but on
different days. Those with cattle and goats went with them, but some
animals were taken away by youths and roasted. From my home I tooka
short cut and later on followed the road. Katwe is in Ruhama County.
After, Buz.arealso took away my radio, we crossed
into Rwanda and we
were told that we were not welcome there. We campe.dat a Police Camp
on Rwanda side at Nyabweshombeia and stayed there for 2 days. It was
the Chiefs &om Rwanda who told us we were not welcomo. So we
returned being chased away and we crossed back into Uganda side. We
were told we were 4000. We fOJ'IU4,olJ)lllitteeswi1hQaairmaa, ~
told us of our members.We didn't have tnfl but erectedgrass buts.

CHAIRMAN:

1 am sorry to interrupt the evidonoaon dNI witness. This is __.
electricity which disappeared since yesterday hu come 1-k aad
reeMfing of~
.....,_ on_. bal jlllt comanw•• W•.-e
in the middle of tho Wi-llbor J80 FrancisRumi, wlMn tbe
Commissioners are asking him quomOP&. The witnea _ha already
completed his evidence in examination-in-chi• by the I.Aldana
~
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Mr.Knt:k:r:wn of people ,, ho ~:;n~hira which is part of UIIDcla
had a is nts are originated from ere born and had lived all your~
Yourdp~ren
Kichwarnbawhere _ylouCwl
·ef for only two years when in 1
move t
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h
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live
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. .
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you• ,,ere asked to• ,cblv as
confortably and anuca ., rt" cs was introduced mto your areaand
Banynnkole until pa~~' ?o • •nongst the people. Now, I had asked Yl1II
Seemed to cause a dw1s1onkarbutyou are not quite sure of his age. ll•
f M Kasha ·a
•
about the age O r.
Id an for example grey-haired man? W•a.
• t was he an o m '
?
as an est1mae
I
boy according to you
about your age? Was 1e a
of Bnn) n'

DR Ll ,oMHY
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o •,;

•

We are about of tl'le same age.
Did he know ab out t he origin of your parents?
He did not know the origin.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did he suspect you to be of Banyarwanda origin; becauseyou lived in •
area where Bafumbira had concentrated?

RUSASI:

He was doing according to the names of certain people as you havebeai
a name of Rusasi.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So what about the name Rusasi, is it -

RUSASI:

For him he thought that my name Rusasi was of Banyarwanda origin•
that is when I asked him also that why was his father called ~»hmill.
was it also from Rwanda origin?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So Kashaka's father was called Rubanda?

RUSASI:

Yes, he was called Rubanda and he still lives.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You also said that the previous Chief, Mr. Mugongo had been oW•
Chief on DP ticket and therefore when the UPC came to power
replaced Mugongo with Kashaka who was a UPC. Now, my queatioa.
were Chiefs elected on party ticket in your area, Muluka Chiefs?

W

RUSASI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

During that time whichever party was in power would elect their
that way. The chiefs were also members of the party which wasin
that time.
Then you were asked to leave with some other people andyOll .,.hi
what forced you to leave was the fear of the gun becauseKesbaka
told you that he would use a gun if you did not leave.
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DR l l rO 1BYA:

RL ..ASI:

DR. LUY01\.1BYA:
RUSASI:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

RUSASI:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

RUSASI:

DR. LUYOMBY
A:
RUSASI:

\Vhcn h1..•
told us tl1·1t I
• • te W·ts g •
1
\\ c Utd learned earlier on tl~at Io1ng to shoot us, of course we feared and
le actually had the
'
gun.
Hnd the guns hcc,n u , d .
sc in your area?
They had used the guns and th h
sho"" cd them to us.
ey ad even brought the guns actually and

In which way \Vere these

.
guns being used that frightened you?

The last bunch which followed us th
the guns were used to get tl
' o~e people who were running away,
le cows which they had from them.
But these were people who followed ou
where you stayed?
Y later in the refugee camps
These were the people h
.
w o came following us actually and found us in
N aama here.
But I_am asking, before you yourself left Kichwamba, had guns been
used m your area so that you could be afraid of guns?
They had started using the guns because he had his brother and at one
time they mentioned that if they had not threatened people by shooting in
the air, people would not actually start leaving the area.

Now between the time you moved from Nyabweshombeize in Rwanda
back to Mirama Hill in the Uganda side, how did you get food?
These days actually we did not get food as such we only used to take
water.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

How long from the time you moved to Mirama Hill to the time when the
people working with refugees came to your rescue?

RVSASI:

It took about one month but before that during that time a Father of
Bwera used to help us give us some little food,'but because there were so
many of us many others could not get.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

How were you getting over that month; or you were still taking water?

RUSASI:

When the Father of Bwera came to us he also talked to the_people who
• hb
• that area telling them that we were also hke them and
werebne1g h:::~nlrom our homes and we had families. and he requested
had een c
.
way Thereafter. we used to go to these people
them to help us many
•
.
d
and work and then thereafter we would be given foo •

DR. LUYOMBYA:

rare visited Mirama Hill Camp and told
Did I get you right that Rw~~yae but go to Rukinga Valley?
you that you should not stay er

RUSASI:

.
t that time they did not want a camp to be
That is how he said because a
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1
Aflcr the dcnth uf l lvitc ( j,_l~thCtl' ~vns nnoth• man.who replacect
nnd he one 111nc l't1tt1C nncl v1s1tcd us .md had actually intended to d~
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l R. LUY )MBYA:
HAIRMAN:

RU A I:

Now. nhtmt this p,,lkcmnn.

How did he do it?

were supporting
1hllt
idea nrnund that nrc:• :rnd tl~crc~w?s ~ngu~usi_who was also emphuizina
Oc ausc even that time there were policemen who

thnt in thnt comp tram mg of guerrillas wns gomg on.

DR. LUYOMBYA:
RUSASI:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

RUSASI:

DR. LUYOMBYA:
RUSASI:

Besides talking was there nny physical harassment of anybodyin that
camp?

n 1at time we would daily he hcatcn or killed but we were helpedby the
O.C of Mirama llill Polil'C.
Now. let us go to this Policeman, Buzare, who while you were runnlna
away from your village towards Rwanda border, you told us thatthis
policeman Buzarc cut off part of your left little fingerand you have
shown us the remaining stump and you have produced the piecehecut
off to us as exhibit. Well this was pathetic, how did you come to know
that his name was Buzarc?
I actually came to know him because even the radio he took from me1
used to find it in his place because it was nearer where we had camped. 1
used to find it on my way as I went to look for food around.
Have you seen him since you let that camp?
That time he was at Mirama Hill but then after he was transferred
1114
since then I have never known where he went to.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Rusasi, one thing which puzzles me is about these parties;you NIIII
to indicate to us that there was friction between the DP and the UPCbut
again you told us that the people who were displaced and eventually
camped at Mirama Hill were a mixed bag of DP's, UPC's, and UPM'I
they were all there?

RUSASI:

We were all mixed up and we never identified it there was serioullllll
again by the parties.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now, since you were people from all parties, were displaced andforoe4
out of their plots, do you still have the conviction that it could have bell
a political issue?

RUSASI:

When you went to examine the matter properly, you would ftncldlll
those who belonged to a party which was hated were the m~ority
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tlt?se ~' ho belonged to their pnrty, the party which was favoured were the
nunont}.

l R l l)

Rl

1BYA:

A I:

\Vh) did 11}c UPC who were in power chase away fellow UPCs although
the) \\Crc 111the minority?
Th~t is ,,hy ,,e arc also askmg ourselves what really was involved in the
~,enod.

DR. LllYOMBYA:

Do you think there could have been some other motives other than
political?

RUSASI:

I still do not understand why it was so after all even those were
sympathizers of their party were also chased.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Okay, may be I may not get much from you along those lines. I am glad
that you have come back to your plot and you are trying to rehabilitate it.
How were you received by those who remained when you returned?

RUSASI:

Now, when we arrived they seemed to welcome us, they gave us food
because earlier the Chief of the area had given our bibanja away but
when they heard that we were coming back those people who had taken
our land also surrendered them and we were actually welcomed.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

How are you living with those?

RUSASI:

The bibanja were given to these people after we had actually gone.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Now, those people who surrendered your plot are they living amongst
you now?
The area we are in there is nobody who had taken our land or who had
been given.

RUSASI:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Is Kashaka still around in your area?

RUSASI:

He is still there in Bugasi our area is his home area.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

How do you look at him yourself now?

RUSASI:

He is at his home and I am also at mine, I do not have any particular
interest in him.

DR. LUYOMBY A:
CHAIRMAN:

I think that is a right attitude you have taken. Thank you.

:=~=
;~

I think we need a break now, even the witnelss wan;;ei!~:1~1

t be tired now than ourse ves.
do because h emus
.
1 45 pm but let us try to
lunch and resume here at 2.30 p.m. 1t is now •
•
come back at 2.30 p.m.

.
.ssioners and Legal Counsels present.
2.57 p.m.
Chairman, Co~m•
k d up and so recording of evidence
Inquiry resumes. Electricity as [ac_de e have to be taken in long hand.
verbatim not possible. So note o ev1 enc
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.H.O. Oder. J.Chairmun.

l\1' father died m I 983 in th~ Camp. l was able to bury him. 1
• d t here was a list. never
er.
the- list Mr. Kashnlrn talked_ about. l b c 1tcve
-w
1 d'd
I
time to ,.1rgun1scrnovcm~nt other than towards R
not
ha v,.t.:: erwuoh
e.
Wanda
was pulled by crowd to Rwanda. fhe ) ouths I referred to were
• I
who said were working with the UPC party. tvlirama Hill Camp Youths
enclosed. It was crowded with huts Charles Mwesigwa was in~~ not
as Chaimrnn. He was one of the people chased. He was chosenar:e
people who were asJ.-.edto do so. \\ ater supply was from a river betw Y
Uganda and Rwanda.
Marriages also took place in the cam . een
. h
ps, We
attended weddings. There we~e many deat I1s m t ~ camp - from malari
measles and diarrhoea.
Children and adults dted. Religious 1 ad a,

• a cemetery. Offi1c1a
• Is took us away ineb ers
bought a piece of land for
for registration and back to ~1,rama Hill. In July, 1987, we returnedUSes
,.•b Grl.Ja
• m
• K.1chwarn ba from my fath to
Kichwamba on foot. I got m) ,a
He had got )and from Ankole Kin~dom Government. O_nlyway to add:,
our Jdbanja is when somebody migrates and sells off h1s. There is not
Jot of land .-in Kichwamba.
There is only one policeman fro a
Kichwamba but there are some more as soldiers in the army. D~
Rwanyarare addressed us at the camp. He spoke English and had a
translator. Kagurusi ne, er came, but only soldiers came.
I lost
corrugated iron sheets, 15 goats, my ~i~ycle, _when I had sent somebody
back with it to fetch some of the remammg thmgs.

WITNESS N0.184: VICENT KATEGAYA- SWORN IN
KATEGAYA:

35 years. I was born in Kichwamba. Kaisa Joseph was my father.
Magadalena Bahikana is my mother. My grand father was born in
Bufumbira. He lived in Bufumbira but he died in Kichwamba. When I
was born he was at Kichwamba. That was the father of my father.
Father of my mother died a long time ago and her brother brought herup.
He also died when he was living in Bugamba, on border of NdaijaSubcounty and Bugamba.
•
I am a cultivator since youth. I have no other work. I attended school in
Kichwamba in 1971 to 1973. I am married and have 3 children; Leonard
Nantambi, Posiano Mutambirwa, Besigye. Their mother is Yudita
K-0mwangye. I married her in 1979 in Kichwamba. She is also from
same village. Her parents were Francis Nzabalinda and Josephine. They
are Bafumbira. That is where they came from. Bufumbira is in Kabale
District. I am a Mufumbira, because that is where my father and
grandfather came from. l have never been there. I consider myselfa
Uga~dan citizen, because I was born in Uganda. I voted in the 1980
elections. Butagira was elected in my Constituency in 1980 elections.
My party in the elections was DP. I know Francis Rusasi, (Witness
No.180). We are neighbours in Kichwamba. He was here this morning.
He found me outside just now. I was one of the Bafumbira expelled in
Oc!ober, 1982. Soldiers, Chiefs and youths ordered us to go. Muluka
Chief was Eridadi Kashaka. First day he told us that we should Starl
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llloving.
Next day he came with soldiers and said he would shoot 111.
1
1_l
_atwe were Banyarwanda. He came with 2 soldien and 2 youtha •
1:..nyaKamagara and Marini, were the youths.
We got our property and started going, because everybody wu 1oin1 to
Rwanda: There were' rdad blocks and there wu no tranlpOl't to
Bufumb1ra.I moved with many people. Rusasi was one of ua. We Nt
off together. Our families were with us. When we reachedthe border
which was clo~cd, I came back for my parents. We startedtogetherbut
as we had animals, we split and left some animals and my parents
behind. .Wit~ my fathers, we had 11 goats, 17 cows and 4 sheep. We
also earned light property with us. We set off on 1S.10.1982. We took3
days to reach the border. We reached the border at Kajezi. We stayed
t~ere for a ti~e. Then the Customs Officer gave us where to camp. We
did not cross into Rwanda, because we found the border closed. Soldien
on the Rwanda side stopped us crossing into Rwanda. When we reached
the street, we met a tall man with a gun. He told us to stop. He asked for
money from Rusasi and searched his pocket and found Shs.S,000. He
then ordered us to sit down all of us and held a panga. He then cut
Rusasi's little finger with the panga. I don't know where he got the gun
from because we were all lying down and got frightened. Rusui's wife
pulled out Shs.30,000. and gave it to the soldier. Rusasi also had a
"National Radio". We went to the Customs until his wound healed. The
soldier took the radio. I got to know his name as B~.
The incident
took place one mile from the Customs Post. We got to know his name
when his friends called his name. He lived at Customs. We did not
report the incident to the Police because we considered ourselves
refugees and we were suffering. After putting up tents and settling, the
United Nations gave us posho. We also got food from nearby villages.
We were about 3000. That is where we made our camps. Government
looked after us. There were dispensary for sick ones. It was a small
dispensary in a uniport. There was no transport. Many people died at the
camps, both women and children. Pregnant women had no medicalcare.
Life was reasonably good for those who survived. Children went to
school there - we built shelter for classrooms.
Mr. Rwanyarare came some time and said that they were arranging
for us
to go home, and that those who were refugees would be assisted. We
stayed in the camps for 3 years. We returned in September,198S when
there was change of government. Our friends who were acrou the
border in Rwanda were told to come back and so we cameback wi1h
them. I returned to Kichwamba; my house had been burned. I don't
know who burned it. The shamba had been turned into a grazingan,a.
We found a Chairman who had replaced the Muluka Chief. He
welcomed us. I don't know whether Rwanda is my country. We did not
like the way the Mululca Chief treated us. Our ~~ wu burned
~
property lost. We did not appeal to higher authorities
~uae our lave,
were in danger. On the way I was not robbed u Rusuawas. Butaome
othen were robbed by the same policem~. My cattle were ~ taken~
they later died at Kajezi of disease - which wu -~e .• Mll'IIII& Hill.
We crossed the river into Rwanda andstopped a male 11111de.
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1 h rd tit t ,me pt'llplc \\Cl"C m K1hlndo m Rv,nndn- they hnct
~t , IL:dthere and rctumcd in cptcmber. 1985 n..
crosSt,ct
1 nose \ti'-tn t l, R, ndl •
•
did not ha, c co,, or goat were allowed to c
•t0
" nt first
,' ~ llnd
ross 1
-.
\\
c
nrri,
cd
l;.itcr
"1th
cuttle
and
were
stopped
from
nto
, .
enter·
R,, nd..
•ng
R,,a ndn . I did lll)t plead agam t the \.fuluka Chiefs orders to lcav
be.cause 1 \\us not gi, _en a chanc~. Befor~ the e~pulsion, we liv c.
peacefull) "ith our neighbours.
, ome neighbours even S) mp th" ~
'"ith u and s lme escorted U'-. fhc) did not plead ,,ith theMu/u~ Ch•~
•
•
d"1c d after w hICf
to spare u because tune
\\uS
running. 1'}1c" cO\\S
• d Th
e ~
settled for about a )ear - alrcad) emaciate •
c )Ouths ,,ho came 'Yi°
tth
the Afu/uka Chief \\ere not armed. They only had sticks. Only th

soldiers "ere armed. At 1irama Hill we used
com1ng
~2
_ to meet the \'OUths
•
to look for food. \\'c used to walk out ot the camps to look for food _
posho '"asn't enough. \Ve could have_ left. but we had nowhere to
0
\Ve \\ere not required to pay tax m ~he camps.
At Kichwar:~
Bafumbira and Ban) ankole \\ere equally rich. l kne,v of one Mufumbira
who \\as richer than Ban) ankole. l remember names of other official
the Customs Post: Amoti. Tom Omara. Funa. Kasonko, Joseph, Pa:l:~
No policeman ro~bed.
CHAI~1AN:

5.00 p.m - Inquiry adjourned to resume tomorrow at 9.00 a.m. A.H.Q.
Oder. J. Chairman. 1.10.1987 - 5.00 p.m. 2.10.1987 - 9.20 a.m

PRESENT:

Chairman. Commissioner Dr. Luyombya, Dr.Makubuya, Mr.Kawanga,
Mrs.Kakwenzire.
l\.1r.°"agenda, Legal Counsel, Mr. Ssekandi and
Assistant Legal Counsel. t\fr. Jogo Tabu.

COUNSEL:

We are still on the issue of Banyarwanda.
Betungura. Bishop of East Ankole Diocese.

WITNESS N0.185:
SWORN IN

I will now call Bishop

RT. REV. AMOS BETUNGURA -

Bishop of East Ankole Diocese, Church of Uganda, sworn on Bible. I
am 61 years old and reside in Ruharo. I became Bishop here in
December, 1970. I was born in this District in Ndaija Sub-county,
Mbarara District. I trained as Primary Teacher at Bishop Tucker T.T.C
Mukono in 1946 - 1948. Then I taught in schools in Ankole for 7 years.
Then I went back to Bishop Tucker Theological College for 2 years.
Then taught there for 1 year. I headed Bible School for 4 years. ThenI
went to England in 1962 June for further theological college at the
London School of Divinity, where I studied up to 1964.
CHAIRMAN:

This is the Commission of Inquiry at the Session of the 2nd of October,
1987 which was commenced about fifteen minutes ago when there was
no electricity to record on tape. The witness we have, witness No.182,
who has already commenced evidence is the Rt. Rev. Amos Betungur&,
Bishop of East Ankole Diocese of the Church of Uganda. He has already
told us briefly his background, his education up to when he went to U.K
in 1962 in June for further studies at the London Theological College
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can pwcccd from there please.

·
·
J tlunk that 1s wi1ere we are so far.

t~fter l returned from Fngland l ,,as made the Principal of Bishop Tucker
1
heological College, Mukono for 6 years. It was at the end of 1969 that
I was elected as the Bishop of Fast Ankole. So in 1971 as a Bishop here
when _Amir~took over the Government and I started experiencing the
su_ffe:mgot m~ christians. Many leading christians with members of this
5t
Di rict were killed and others were taken and got disappeared and we
have not seen them since. So in 1971 1972, 1973 - in 1972 the exilees
who_ had beer~ in Tanzania tried to come back and fight the Amin's
s~ldi~rs here 111 Mbarara but. of course, they failed and the failing of
,~m~i~g the war was another calamity for Mbarara because we had to be
victtm1sed with allegations that we are planning to overthrow Amin
espe~ially we in Mbarara District. So many of our leading government
offic1als, Saza Chiefs. traders and any person who was prominent had to
be killed.
My Lord Bishop when you are talking about these incidents it would
assist us if you would give us names which you can remember, people
who disappeared, people who died, people who were imprisoned and so
forth or people who were caused to run away, a few because may be
there may be many.

BETUNGURA:

A few, I still remember Mr.Tibayungwa, who was a Secretary General,
Mr. Bataringaya with his wife .......

COUNSEL:

Secretary General of what?

BETIJNGURA:

Secretary General of Ankole. Mr.Bataringaya he was a Member of
Parliament in the first Obote's Government and then Mr.Bananuka,
Mr.Baryamujura, those were in Mbarara. Then when I mention the Saza
Chiefs there are many like Mr.Laaki among the Saza Chiefs,
Mr.Mutembeya, Mr.Ntundubeire, Mr.Rubashoka and many others. I
cannot name them. I am not a good person on remembering everything.
We went on suffering and others disappearing to the time of 1979;
because, Mbarara has been suffering for I think if any other District has
suffered, this Mbarara has been a battlefield for three successive wars.
We had 1972 and now we come to 1978 and 1979 when the Tanzanians
and the Uganda exilees came to fight and this town was the battlefield in
most places where Uganda has ever taken place because here the most
dangerous weapons, the missile which was sent from Tanzania to destroy
Mbarara, this Saba Saba, this thing which has never been used in
Kampala or anywhere.
It was used only from the boundary hitting
Mbarara and even going further away about 20 or 40 miles from here. It
was one of those long ranges and when it sounded, if you went to our
houses you could find cracks which were made because of that sound.
So during that time also we lost many people here. Then after that war. of
course there was an interim government between before the elections but
there ;ere two or three people in Bushenyi who planned to bring Obote
back to Uganda and l was in f\-1barara. He came and he addressed people
in this area here in the town. l was invited to come and lead prayers for
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1
one who did not support the UPC until this ast overthrow.
e

.MR.NAGENDA:

Which year was that?

BETUNGURA:

leader although 1
That, S i·r, should be 1980. Well, as a religious
h" 1·k A .
was

DR. MAKUBUYA:
BETUNGURA:

r think they feared to do somet mg I e mm had done t
unpoPula I
.
d f
.
o our
Archbishop so that is why I survived an o course w_iththe diplomatic
sort of way you can play. Here you could receive the Presid
officially, I used to receive him_in the <?hurch but people used to kn:~
that probably suspect that I did not h~e that Gove~~~t because 1
remember one time when we were opening our new building, there was
an invitation to invite one of the heads of the state, either the Vi
President or the President ~imself but the one. who came, the Vi:
President Muwanga, did not hke to have supper with us, he disappointed
us. Probably it was suspected that we would put some poison in the food
but that was a suspicion I think but we were too disappointed. I do not
want to go into sort of Lu~ambo ~ut I think I must stop it there and go
ahead and mention some thmgs which happened after that.
When was that?
That was in 1981 I think. I told you that I am not good at remembering
things but I think it was in 1981. The building was built by our friends
from Holland, it is a big building, it is a Community Centre and the
people from Holland came to witness the opening and here people
wanted that those people from overseas should find a leader in the
country to witness the opening, that is what happened but I wanted to go
ahead and say that in 1982 that there were arrests of other prominent
people in Mbarara like the late Kabazaire; the late George Kananura, the
two sons of Mr. Rutehenda; the names have just gone from my mind two sons of Mr. Edward Rutehenda; Mr.Rwashote - you can say the late.
The late Mbiringi -those I can remember. The first they arrested the late
Kabazaire I was stilJ here in Mbarara. I went around to rescue him. First
I went to the Tanzanian officials who were still around and they denied
they knew about it. I went to the Police they said they did not know
about it; and I went to UPC offices, they seemed to know but did not
either want or did not tell me but I met a Police Detective, a Special
Branch person in the town by the name of Mr. Murungi and asked him.
He said he knew, he was in Prison at Kyamugolani and I said that would
you come into the car and we go to Kyamugolani to take him out. He
came with me, we went to the prison but he said that as far as he was
concerned he had no right to take out a prisoner after that prisoner had
already been inside. So I said that now where should I go. He said that
let us go to the District Commissioner. That time it was Mr. Ndikola and
we went there. He promised that he was going to get him out either that
day or the next day. That is what happened and he was released. Then1
left with my wife to Nairobi. While we were there, we did not kn~W
what was happening again. Arriving back we found not only Ka~
but those I have mentioned at least were arrested, had been arrested
an
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~mcm lCr ~lit it "as 1..•1thl·t Il>8 l or I984. We wrote that letter nnd
l~nor~ Bm~tng\\ trt' \\,ls tnn <.lid 1..•vc11to stand. we mnde him sit nn<lwe
P; n:tt,:d...th,lt "hik Ob~1ll' grt·t>ts him then he hands the letter to him.
\\ ht:n <._a~mnDun111gw1re hamkd the letter to President Obotc then Mr.
Rwnkasisi took it from Mr. Obotc's hands and later on 1 asked the

PreSidet~t. IH.' said thut it was probably in the office because Mr.
RwakaSis1 took it and l think he had never rend it. So thut really made us
rather :mgry and m.moyed. So we had no way of finding those people and
they d1sappenrcd for ever up to now. So I went in the duty of trying to
~o~fort t~1corphans and the widows. And that is one Chapter. Another
mc1dcnt 1s almost near the same time. in 1982 and that is the expulsion of
Banyarwanda. I think it happened almost nt the same time when those
were arrested I think because when we were coming back from Nairobi
in 1982, I do not remember the month ......

COUNSEL:

May be My Lord Bishop these people you have mentioned that they were
arrested and they have never been seen. you named the names we do not
know. Were they Ugandans, were they Europeans, were they
Banyarwanda. what kind of people were they?

BETUNGURA:

They were all Banyankole with the exception of Mbiringi but although he
was a Muganda who came a long time ago, and ~siding in Ankole. he
was taken as a Munyankole. he was not a visitor from Buganda. he had
his building here and his parents were born here. He was the only .one
you may call a Muganda but the rest wc~e Banyar~kolc. When we arnv~d
at Biharwe. nine miles from here, my wife nnd l m our car.~we s~w a ba~
exodus of people carrying things on t~1cirheads. ~ome of them wath thear
cows and just travelling across the river and gm~g away. We stopped
and they said that they were being chased from their homes.

COUNSEL:
BETUNGURA:

CHAIRMAN:

This was sometime in October I982, do you remember?
l-..,
I tried to look for my Diary but I could not find it
It could be O ctOller.
. . ..
l
. II
I ·n we were living in Nn1rob1. I here must be a date when
espcc1a y w 1c
.
went to Nairohi in my diary.

. ronc1 w,1s
, . tl11s
·~ BislwJ-,?
Whidt road were you following when
On which
•
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c
or two but .....
"·f , Lord Bishop. that was before you went to Nairobi when

COUNSEL:

BETUNGURA:

CHAIRMAN:

BETUNGURA:

Excuse me, n )
there were some problems?

. . t tlrnt should he noted. There were some problems of cattle
.
• ·d
That 1s rig 11 ,
.
teali·,
g
in
excessive
way
because
at one met ent although 1
1
rust Img or s
•
•
do not remember the name of that_per.son at Ngarama, I found a person
who had about 150 heads of cattle in his kraal and all of them were taken
one night only young ones were left crying.

Was this a Munyankole or an alleged Munyarwanda?
He was a Munyankole. And also we had our Church heads of cattle at
Kihanda which also were taken in the same way and also cows of one of
our Archdeacon at Kabindo in Isingiro which were taken in the same way
and the allegation was that they were being taken by Banyarwanda.
Because when you go to that side bordering Tanzania you cannot know
that you are within Tanzania because there is no trench or an iron curtain
like in Germany you just find yourself in Tanzania Tanzania so those
who are living in the Tanzania land they were collaborating with those
living on this side and stealing cows using guns which they had acquired
or bought from the Tanzanian soldiers who had come. I came back and
reported this to the District Commissioner if security forces could guard
that boundary so that cows are not taken or people could be arrested.
That is before I went to Nairobi and I think it was mentioned on Radio
Uganda that I mentioned it that security was needed there. So when I
came back and I heard that people were leaving I thought that might have
been the cause. So immediately I went to the D.C and asked what the
cause was.

COUNSEL:

May be My Lord Bishop before you went to Nairobi, is it true there were
some killings that happened or murders that happened during the
operation in that area?

BETIJNGURA:

Yes, there was an incident but I do not know whether it happened before
or after I came from Nairobi.

COUNSEL:

Did you participate in the burial of one of the relatives of the M.Psof this
area?
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could see that they were very angry

COU1'J5EL:

M) Lord Bishop we arc • t
d .
.
it sparked off the . • I _111ercste m this burial because it would appear
.
.
cxpu s1on. If you could remember some details what
was said, agamst who, I think it will assist this Commission.
'

BETUNGURA:

Well, it was mentioned that .....

tvfR.KA WAN GA:

BETUNGURA:

We!l, this could be highlighted but we do not even know who was
buned. The names of the people and what not.
The name was Wazarwa. Another person was buried near Ibanda· I did
not go,_I d~ not remember that person also. Wazarwa had a smati shop
near !<-tyanJaand he was, I do not know what they used to call them at
that time, sort of a secretary ...

CHAIRMAN:

What sort of secretary?

BETUNGURA:

The M.P's each one had a sort of secretary who helped him, a youth
winger or something like that - so he was a secretary or a youth winger of
Dr. Rubaihayo, he was Dr. Rubaihayo's supporter or a helper - I did not
go into detail of their government. So when I came back from ....

COUNSEL:

Well, My Lord Bishop, we are interested in what happened at that funeral
of that person who was killed in the operation in Isingiro.

BETUNGURA:

I was told that that one and another one, and anotper one who did not die
had gone to chase those who were stealing the cows and some - I do not
know what happened because when you are not on the scene, you hear
this and that, you cannot know what is the truth. I was told that when
some of those who used to steal the cows knew that the~e people were
coming here to keep security there, [ was told that someone went and
called another police person from Kyotera and that police came and shot
at the vehicle which Wazarwa and others were in and that is how
Wazarwa and another one got killed and another one escaped. That is
the kind of information which one does not understand whether it was
angry
t ru t h or not. That is what we received but at the burial there were
• •
h
words from Dr. Rubahihayo, Kagurusi and they were ment1onmg t at
this is done by Banyarwanda who are stealing our cows. There was a
sort of angry atmosphere.

f'OUNSEL:

Did they suggest solution to the problem? Did they suggest a solution to
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and~
went back to our pinec. Now, the cxnc,us stnrtcd 111 great move and thee
colJectcd in three places, one group went to Kasozwn near L Y
Nakivalc. one group went to Nshongyc7i and another nt the Mirama H~~
Perhaps, My Lord Bishop, before you proceed to these places h .
seen this exodus on your way from Nairobi, what did you do? ' aving

BETUNGURA.

I tried to appeal to those who were here and Mr. Rwakasisi was called in
and Mr • John Nganwa was around.
When I made my vocal here, I do not
.
.
know who called the mcetmg but 1t was stated that you Bishop you
needed at Kamukuzi and I went there, I found Rwakasisi in the room ared
• was Rwakasisi ~d
~
not Mr. Nganwa, Mr. John N ganwa was outs1"de, 1t
1
think with another person I cannot remember. Then they started askin
me questions why I was pleading for this. I said that as a religiou!
person we do not want to see persons suffering and whatever _ 1 knew
there were some people who were stealing cows but not all the
Banyarwanda. That is what annoyed me. It was true that a few were
stealing cows because even some of them were killed, these young
rustlers, but I said not all should have been punished. It was a failure of
the government not to safeguard the boarder and arrest them but not to
victimise every Munyarwanda. After that, even they were angry with
me, I left the room and I went back to my office. Then I started
appealing for food, clothing and other things.
I appealed to our
headquarters at Namirembe and in Namirembe they appealed to The
World Council of Churches in Geneva to send money and even money
was sent and we bought food, food was bought from Buganda, some
other food was bought here and we started taking food to those places
and clothing, blankets, salt, soap and medicine. Medicine came after
some few months because when l went there I found that people had no
drugs and I appealed for medicine. We received medicine and, of course,
we had started our church clinic so the medical assistants who were
working with us took the drugs to all those places and we started helping
them and Bishop Festo Kivengere also helped us because being a man
who went around he could also get some food and other things and so we
started helping the Banyarwanda at the boarder but even that made me
unpopular to some other people who did not like that they return. I tried
again to get some back to their homes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Bishop, can you clarify your statement that this attempt to help these
people in camps made you unpopular. In which way did it make you
unpopular?

BETUNGURA:

I do not know whether it was at a group or a party but I heard it froma
few people telling me. I did not hear a direct person telling me like that
but I met persons saying that you know people are angry with ro~
because you are doing this but there is no direct person who really said it
but you could find a boy here, a woman there telling that what you are
doing is not making you popular. That is what I gathered, not really
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parishes
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c1rcu.ar. an that 1s Mw,zi . aft er the top of that hill
• where there is a
.
telev1s1on
mast · The)' refuse d or probably they did
• not get the letter, they
took the land of a_~~u~yarwanda. They built there a church and they did
not tell me. then tt 1sJUSt when the Banyarwanda were allowed to come
back, he came and found in his land there was a house and he went in the
house ~d sle~t. Then the pastor attempted to bring the case, to bring a
complamt saymg that a person has come from the Rwandese he is now
in our church and I asked him why he had come there and' I was told
because this pastor was not the one who was there, this was a new
clergyman, he said that I am told that this land was his and the christians
built a church there and now this Munyarwanda is staying in that church.
I asked the clergyman that have you come with him? He said no. I told
him that go and tell him that, that is his house because they refused my
circular letter and he must put in that particular house and that is his and
be went back and told the christians and later I think, I did not go to find
out but later they settled it by either building for him another house or
what but the matter was settled. My ruling was that he should stay in that
house and make it his house because I was angry with them. I later heard

allegations from many comers during this government that the Church of
Uganda in Ankole took over cotTUgated iron sheets and land of
Banyarwanda. I say that is totally wrong. l remember some people
coming to my office and one of them is here, I told him that is wrong,

that you go and find out, all my churches nothing like that has happened.
Only schools, although these schools were Church of Uganda schools
they have their own management. There was a time when Or. Luyimbazi
Zaake was the Minister of Education he took away the management of
such schools from the church leaders and now even at the moment the
primary schOOls management chainnen are not elected by the church.
You find that a man has so many wives which the church does not accept
is the management chairman of that school. We have been complaining
for many years now but this time we must win it. So they could decide
without me, they could decide without even the pastor that thesemabaati
we can accept them. Although they are on the church land. the
management is not ours. So that is what should have happened and it
happened really. I know that many iron sheets were given by UPC
leaders to the schools and some of the schools used them but not a
church building which I am governing a hundred per cent.

COUNSEL:

Do you want to continue?
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BETIJNGURA:

KAKWENZIRE:

BETUNGURA:

COUNSEL:

BETUNGURA:

,, ho were expelled
Most of t hcsc Ban)'arw·inda
' '
h pwere
. . refugees and 1
d • 1961 to be in Kabalc when I was t e rmc1pal of our Bible
happenetl
'" 1118ppcned to be the. one
who received them from Rwanda.
College 1ere.
.
We spent nights and nights rece1vmg them, they were expelled from
Rwanda and even my college had to send away students to ~ake it a
residence for the refugees in 1961. I looked. after them, my wife and1
and the people at Kabale until they were given ~and at Nakivale and
Oruchinga. So those were the refugees, afte~ staymg for a lo?g time at
Oruchinga and Nakivale some of them got fnends a~d were given some
land. They left the camps and got pieces of land m Ankole and they
settled there.
Of course, because of friends and during Amin's
government there were some people who were sy~pathising with them
very much, they used their power and they were given land everywhere
in Ankole. Those are refugees. The second group for which most of us
were ......
When you say they were given land, were they buying them or they were
given land by the authority?
Some of them were buying it not in a way of going to the Government
and asking for a leasehold but buying a piece of land. Of course, when
you buy a piece of land in Ankole it is your land especially when you put
enclosure on it, it is your land and if there is a dispute, that is when the
case comes and decided out as to whose land and so on. we say that it is
their land as far as we are concerned but if it was a surveyor or a
Commissioner of Lands he would say not it was not their land but as far
as we laymen are concerned we say it is their land and only I wantedto
mention one thing that among this group there were even Banyarwanda,
the second group who had come long time ago, the grandfather was born
in Ankole, the father is in Ankole and now the child is in Ankole.
You mean Banyarwanda who have been here for a long time before even
1961?
Yes, like Mr. Kareeba who had been even a member of our Government
official for a long time: Mr. Bwerere I was together with him in Primary
School, since we were baby children. now to tell him that you should go,
you are a Munyanvanda, that really annoyed us. I tried to plead for such
ones, I managed to get two back. One had come back but was threatened
and he was forced to go back to Lyantonde but it was really a nasty
exercise especially for us leaders. religious leaders.
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~ ese young groups who
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. :s the .::.roup,, htch was steal mg cows and taking
o anzama. selling them and coming back, taking others and so on
and ,some of them .\\ ere killed. we could find them because the
Ban)ank?le _have their spears and sometimes they killed some and vou
find he IS hke that. For me I would not blame the whole farnil~-of
Banyarwanda that the) were behaving badly.
•

C0L~SEL:

Did they participate in government. m politics. m administration m
security forces. in intelligence forces?

BETUNGURA:

Yes. during Amin's time they were employed and we had one here who
was called Mr. Simba or Captain. I do not remember his title. he was one
of those and he was a Munyarwanda refugee and Mr. Mateke is still even
with this government because he was born here in Rubare. he is a
Munyarwanda but he was a good man. a very excellent man. and he is
still even with this government. He was in Amin's regime. and during
Obote's regime. I think he was sort of thrown away but he is a good
citizen of Uganda.

COUNSEL:

What was the reaction of people here to say these refugees getting
involved in intelligence system of government. Were they happy?

BETUNGURA:

No, I could hear that people were not happy they rather_wanted: if they
wanted detectives they could have used Ugandans, that ,s what was the
talk around that Am in •••••
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11.~o n.m Plm er ,H~nt off and St) mechanical recording stopped.
re t of cvidcn e is in llmg hund. \Ve have a Mufumbira working he~e
111
the Post Office nnd his brother. But the) were not affected 1
heard nbout it that Baf111nl:irawere ever chased away. If it ha~pen':t:'
might hove been n locnl dispute. About the cattle theft in Isingiro • It
Pn.stor told me that the rustlers first wrote a letter in Runya_rw'Illy
warning people not to come out at night when their cattle was :da
taken. The killing 1 rcfo~rcd to wa~ what s~arked off the exodus. .;;::

expulsion also affected Bishop Shalita. President Obote rang here to sa
that that should not be allowed. Later. Vice President called m .Y
111
Kampala and I told him ,., hat I have first told you now. He also or/
that Bishop Shalita should be returned to his home and protected·e~
Rwaknsisi said no The D.C was not involved in that angry speech ;t thut
burial but he was bcmg tossed here and there. I think Rwakas·~
h
1s1
supported the expulsion. so d .d
I young man Jo n Nganwa. There was
radio announcement but l\lP's and their supporters must have donen~
because it spread so quickly. Bushenyi and Rakai were not affected.
The expulsion covered many areas in lbanda, Kashari, Rwampara and
Isingiro areas. Some indi, iduals were spared - not affected. So the
expulsion was selective. Those who were said to be supporters were
spared and left in peace. Banyarwanda being involved in atrocitiesin
Amin's time, I know only one incident. Byagagaire applied for land
which partly belonged to Munyarwanda. The Munyarwanda then
colluded with Captain Simba of whom I have already mentioned. It was
arranged-that he should be killed. He was way-laid and shot at, but he
survived. Others were just gossips. It was difficult for me to get
information about Banyanvanda being involved in State Research. So I
don't have personal knowledge about that. Government took interest in
only the form of registration. I did not see government providing food
for the displaced. Only our Church and Catholic Church provided reliefs.
Cardinal Nsubuga and Archbishop Wani came and visited the camps. I
know of one Munyarwanda who got out of the camp and got a job as a
driver in Kampala. I easily receive reports of violation of human rights
and I tell the government authorities both locally and nationally.
Nationally the Bishops meet the President direct on such matters; e.g we
wrote a strong letter to Am in when he was in power and that is why he
killed the Archbishop.
Proposals for Future; Incidents of violations should be reported and
attended to immediately -otherwise they multiply and cause revenge e._g
land disputes in the future wi11cause serious problems. If a person18
judged to quite somebody's land and he does not quit it may invo~e
retaliation and revenge. Tribalism in Ankole - division between Bairu
and Bahima - was cooling. but religion and parties made m~tters wo:
e.g, DP Catholic. UPC Protestants. UPM Bahima. I was bemg accc~
by both sides. My wife is a Muhima and my brother's wif~ a Muh~a.
But the parties have been the source of divisions and conflicts. Bak•P
who have settled in Ankole have lived peacefully. Banyankole coopeta~
.
. . part·
If one as
with them. But the only problem 1s from poht1ca 1
tes.
then
standing for one party and another person for another party,
1
problems anse. Moslems m Mbarara 1stnct h ave 1·1ved peacefully. n

.

.
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Counsel, this is the next

WITNESS
MUTASHWERA
CO

EL:

.
WJtness. This should be Witness No.186.

OI
_. :~RN

ALFRED

BIRONGO

Would you state your names please?

MlJTASH\VERA:

Alfred Birongo Mutashwcra.

CO

SEL:

How old are you?

MUTASHWERA:

I am 79 years old.

CO

Where do you live?

SEL:

~R.

MUTASHWERA:

I live at Muharo Ward, P.O Box 520, Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

MUTASHWERA:

Jam a farmer.

COUNSEL:

Now, where were you born?

MUTASHWERA:

J was born at Mwekongoro Village. in Kabura County, Rakai District.
My father was Rwobutonder and mother was LabekaKyambogorushaya.
My father was a Mutongoro, Mugahe Clan. They lived in Kyankwanzi
in Mubende District. I am not a Muganda, but I am a Muhororo. But I
am a Munyankole by birth, born in Buganda. My great-grandfathers
were in Ankole-about six generations were in Ankole. There were
shortage of water, so we moved to Buganda to water our cattle and when
rain came, we went back to Kinoni, Nyabushozi, in Ankole. I attended
Primary School in Mbarara High School, then Buddo, then Makerere
College. I left Makerere in 1934. I joined Uganda Police as SubInspector of Police. I left after three years in 1938. I then becamea
Gombo/ola Chief in 1938 in Kagango in Sheema; for 3 years there, then
in 1942 I was transferred to Ntungamo Gombolola. In 1946 I was
County Chief lgara County. 1948 I was Administrative Secretary
Ankole. 19S2 I went back to County Chief of Igara County. 1S.6.1954 I
was made First Chief Judge of Ankole Kingdom. 1965 Native
Government Courts were integrated and I was made • 2nd Grade
Magi1trate in Ankole. Those were Uganda Courts. 1974 I retired and
became a farmer. I retired because juatice wu no lon1er there. The
Chief Justice had been taken, kicked and klllod. Tri~ in ~olo
are
Baganda, Banyarwanda, Balwki and Banyankolo, Bakap. I dont know
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the difference hct\\ccn Ualumbira and Banyarwanda.

There are Bahororo, now called Banyarwanda who were c
colonial boundaries. They are in Kajara and Rwampara Th ut off by
•
ey us d
go to Rwanda and come back. fhe Oahororo are not from R e to
They were born here. In I 960's refugees came from Rwanda Wanda.
others came in search of jobs or land. They settled and inte:d t~en
Some who intermarry become Banyankole.
In 1920 , arrted.
Banyarwanda came in search of jobs those who came as refug s many
.
ees sorn
left camps and settled outside. Others reached Makerere, retu d e
bought land. Those who intermarried it took time before th:e llnd
integrate as Banyankole. One quarter of the population in An? ;outd
Banyarwanda from Rwanda, 3 Counties mainly occupi~ e are
Banyarwanda; Ruhama, Rwampara and Isingiro Counties Th h by
•
. .
•
ey ave
been allowed to occupy land without anybody mmdmg. Land belon
to Omugabe and not to anybody. A Munyarwanda from camp ged
approach a Chief to allo~ him buy land from a Munyankole, or 0:ild
vacant land or first get job and then buy land. Banyarwanda's J·obs PY
.
Were
cattle grazers, and cultivators who would work for rich people. Th
majority of them are cultivators. The Banyarwanda have been of b~
behaviour. They started stealing cattle when politicians came in. It was
a few years ago when they started stealing cattle. This was time of Obote
2. I didn't know of any specific case, but there was general belief that
they stole cattle. This behaviour was resented by the local people.

In 1982, there was an operation to expel Banyarwanda. I was one of
those people listed as Banyarwanda. In Rubale Gombolola, Kashan
County, as I was going to my farm, I met many of them leaving. They
said that they were expel led by UPC youths. When I returned a friend
told me that his son who worked in President's Lodge had told him that
my name was on the list. I was worried. I went to my Chainnan of my
area - of District Council. He was Lazaro Makato. I told him what I
heard. He advised me that he had no power but told me to go and see
Mr. Mukongo who was in charge of the UPC in Mbarara. I only found
his Secretary who told me to go and see the ADC Bigainempira who was
in charge of the operation. I saw him and he said that he had nothing to
do because the operation was a directive from higher authority. Once
you are accused by your neighbours for being a Munyarwanda you have
to go. He put my name down to meet the Minister.
A week later two Ministers were sent there to investigate the problems.
The others were Bishop Shalita, Mr. H. Baara and Mr. Enock K.areb~
who were to see the Minister. Ministers; Rwakasisi and Kanyomozi
came. We met them. Rwakasisi told us that once we had been accused as
being Banyarwanda we had to go. His definition were those not born
here or born of parents or grand parents from Rwanda. He sat"d thathe
had been sent by the President to find out the confusion they had heard
• of the d'1rectiv
• e the
about. They did not know about it. But I told him
ADC had told me abort. He barked at me and said, "Do you mean we are
telling lies on that? The President sent us on this chartered plane for
nothing?"
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Th
e~ I went outside Th
me in I told h
ey called in the s· h
nohod)' had yeti; of the threat l had h •~ op, talked to him and called
happened to me arassed me, l should ::it. 1?e_D.C then said that as
Banyankole wh • I was never harassed ~nttl it was done. Nothing
He lost his catt~ wer~ chased away, e.g Hen y anybody. I know of
ChiefMutog
d which were driven to K kry :aara, my father-in-law.
were driven t: ~ kyoukthsburnt his house 1~:d ~.Stadium. Gombolola
a ye a Stadium.
'
is pr~perty. The cattle

col '1\JSEL:

Who was doing this?

MUTASHWERA.

The Gombolola Chief Muto o
.
Shopkeeper, was chased.
g ' Chamnan and Youths. Then Birere a

COUNSEL:

Why do you think Baara wasn't a Munyarwanda?

MUT
ASHWERA:

Baara's uncle was one of the s II •
.
signed the Agreement d Mma Kmgs m Buhweju County where he
His father was fr
B ahn _a unyarwanda could not sign Agreements.
om u weJu.

COUNSEL:

Why do you think Birere was not?

MUTASHWERA:

His uncle was born in Bugongulu Swamp in Mubende, he died when he
was 110 years. He was born in 1887 near Kigezi District.

COUNSEL:

What about Shalita?

MUTASHWERA:

He was a pure Munyarwanda, he came here in 1908. He was baptised in
1912. His father went back with Missionaries to Rwanda. He was
brought here; went to Buddo, then Makerere. He built Kigezi High
School, became a Clergy and went to Rwanda. After that he becamea
Bishop here. His mother died here. He moved to Kajara, then to Kasbari,
10 miles from my place. He was called from Rwanda and becamethe 1st
Bishop of Ankole. He went to Lamberth Conference on three occasions
on Ugandan Passport.

MR. NAGENDA:

He went there as Bishop on a Ugandan Passport?

MUTASHWERA:

COUNSEL:
MUTASHWERA:

Yes. He said he was a Munyarwanda of Uganda citizen.
Why do you think you were listed?
Because I was not a supporter of UPC. My friends. were taken and killed
like George Kananura, Karuhanga, Emmanuel Mwme.

COUNSEL:

When were they killed?

MUTASHWERA:

In 1982.

COUNSEL:

Who killed them?

MUTASHWERA:

Mirungi who arrested them on orders of

It was Police Detective
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Rwnkasisi.
COUNSEL:

Do you know \\ hy they were arrested'?

MUTASHWERA:

They were UPM supporters.

COUNSEL:

What were you politically?

MUTASHWERA:

That is a secret.

COUNSEL:

1 respect that secret. What do you think there was, a general operation?

MUTASIIWERA:

They were thieves, they wanted to take ~e property. Some _otherreason
was that they did not belong to the tnbe. To be a Tutsi or to be 1
Muhima you would be victimised. Banyankole cultivators are knownas
Bairu.

COL'NSEL:

What do you think sparked this operation?

MUTASHWERA:

Youths went to steal cattle from Isingiro County, looted a lorry load of
beans/maize. People there went and brought a military detach from
Masaka. They killed 2 UPC youths with guns. It was a Munyarwanda
who did it. So they planned to kill the Munyarwanda.

COUNSEL:

Who planned?

MUTASHWERA:

They were Kagurusi, Nganwa, Rwakasisi and others.

COUNSEL:

Bishop said two Ministers attended the burial, what did they say?

MUTASHWERA:

They said they were going to retaliate on the Banyarwanda.

COUNSEL:

These leaders Kagurusi, Rubaihayo, Rwakasisi, Butagira?

MUTASHWERA:

When Butagira tried to stop it they accused him of marrying a
Munyarwanda.

COUNSEL:

Do you think it is bad to expel aliens from Uganda?

MUTASHWERA:
COUNSEL:

Why are you complaining?

MUTASHWERA:

Because it was omnibus expulsion. They should havetakenthemback
in settlements and screened those who were refugees or aliens then expel.

COUNSEL:

Assuming all were refugees, was the exercise humanly done?

MUTASHWERA:

No, even if they were refugees they should have been given time.

COUNSEL:

If given time would they take property?
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Cl UNSEL:

Would you Sa) there was suffering?

MUTASHWERA:

Not onl}' suffering but even death.

COUNSEL:

Do you have instances?

MUTASHWERA:

Yes. A woman in Kashari was burnt to death.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MUTASHWERA:

One of the teacher called Zaruhera was beaten to death by youths one
Kassa_ijaand others.

COUNSEL:

Any other incident?

MUTASHWERA:

In Kajara also same thing.

COUNSEL:

Were they given governement support?

MUTASHWERA:

Which government?

COUNSEL:

I hope we had a government.

MUTASHWERA:

There was no government.

COUNSEL:

If there was no government, why did they not resist?

MUTASHWERA:

They didn't, they were killed by UPC Ministers, youth did it and the
President didn't control anything. He ,was there for nothing.

COUNSEL:

How many do you think wer~ expelled?

MUTASHWERA:

About 20,000. I did not go out to see others.

COUNSEL:

You seem to condemn the operation.
reoccurrence of this incident?

MUTASHWERA:

Solutions to all these problems:
I.
2.
3.

How should we prevent the

Pray to God to help our Country.
Appoint Commtssion of honest and trusted people to appoint
Chiefs.
People in authority and this Commission should be themselves;
brave enough to tel I the truth.

I knew of the incident when Moslems were killed in Kiziba and thrown
in the river. It was a terrible thing to do. I was told that Rurangaranga
had said that he had cut tree and the people should cut the rest. Kagango
is occupied mainly by Moslems. Buganda Prime Minister, Sir Apollo
Kaggwa sent Moslems to teach those who had come here during
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religious wars. So they settled in Kagango. In Amin's time M0
1
were powerfJil and ruled the others badly, so the 1979 killing ;~1ll:
revenge.
Religious difference plays a big part in instability in this part of U
Ankole. The cause is greed to get wealth; nepotism.
There !anda,
. •
e no
1
d
b
political parties; because they are ase on re 1g1ous and tribes. 1 like
olitical parties if people are mature and know what they are d •
P
.
Th. .
oang
There has never been a tribe called Ba fium b ira.
1s 1s recent for politics:
Bufumbira was part of Rwanda_ and the people there are Banyarwanda
who did not mix with the Bak1ga. The Head of Bafumbira was onl
recently talked about. The Ba~a~da who se~led in Kiziba were J>Copl~
who had run away from rel 1g1ous wars m Buganda. Difference
subsequently grew between them and indigenous people who becam:
more educated, etc. During Amin's time the Moslem, particularly the
Miluka Chiefs, mistreated the non-moslems. The wholeGombolola was
ruled by Moslems. So the 1979 killing may have been a retaliation
against mistreatment of non-Moslems by Moslems.
CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, it is now 4.00
o'clock this afternoon the 2nd of October, 1987. I am sorry that we have
had to start so late this afternoon. This is because we have been waiting
for the generator to be installed so that we can have a correct record of
our evidence. We are now in a position to proceed. Counsel, would you
call the next witness please?

WITNESS N0.187: MRS. EDNANCE MUTAHI - SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

You are Ednance Mutahi?

MUTAI-Il:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Wife of Reverend Mutahi?

MUTAI-Il:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Of Rwamanya Village, Gombolola Shuuku, Sheema County?

MUTAID:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been married to the Reverend?

MUTAID:

Since September, 1948.

COUNSEL:

Do you know one Nathan Zirorela?

MUTAID:

Yes, I know him.

COUNSEL:

How do you know him?
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ll

e was nlso n teacher and l was teaching

\\'here did you teach with him?

fUTAHI:

In Lyakasinga. Shuuku. Shec111a.
Now, where is this Nathan Zirorela?

flJTAHI:

He disappeared

• \\e 1rn,e ne,er seen him.

COUNSEL:
\\'hat do you mean he disappeared:

~flJTAffi:

COL~SEL:
1flJTA1-Il:

Is he not at his home?

He is not at his home.
Where ,vas his home?
His home was in Keiho, Ntare.

COUNSEL:

In which Gombolola?

tflJT A1-Il:

In Ndaija.

COUNSEL:

Which Sub-County?

MUTAHI:

Rwampara.

COUNSEL:

How far was his home from yours?

MUTAHI:

It was about 14 miles.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say he is not at home, how did you find out that he is not
at home?

MUTAHI:

I always meet his relatives and they are also asking where he
disappeared.

COUNSEL:

When you say relatives, did he have a wife? Is the wife one of those?

MUTAHI:

I was particularly asked by his sister.

COUNSEL:

Who is his sister?

MUTAHI:

I do not know the name.

COUNSEL:

Have you satisfied yourself that he is not at his home or somewhere else?

MUTAHI:

I am satisfied he is not anywhere.

COUNSEL~

This Zirorela, what tribe was he?

MUTAHI:

He was a Munyarwanda.
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\Vhen you say he was a Munyarwanda, exactly what do you rnean?

~ruTAID:

There were people who existed as Banyarwand~ Banyankole,

COUNSEL:

You mean he came from Rwanda?

MUTA.ID:

Yes, he came from Rwanda.

COUNSEL:

When did he come from Rwanda?

MUTAHI:

I do not know. He appeared to have been born from this end.
appeared to have been born in Uganda.

COUNSEL:

He appeared or he was born in Uganda?

MUTAID:

I saw him when he was young.

COUNSEL:

When did you first see him?

MUTAID:

This was in 1946 when we were at Kinoni, at a school in Kinoni.

COUNSEL:

You mean you were in the same school with him?

MUTA.HI:

He was-"tttudying from that school and I was also studying&omlblt
school although I was older than he was.

COUNSEL:

How old were you then?

MUTA.HI:

I was 16 years.

COUNSEL:

How old was he?

MUTAI-m

He was about nine or ten years.

COUNSEL:

Did you know his parents?

MUT.Alil:

I did not know his parents.

COUNSEL:

Since you did not know his parents, how did you know be was •
Munyarwanda?

MUT.Alil:

e......_

He used to speak Runyarwanda and he told us
Munyarwanda.

thathe was 1ct111Hya

COUNSEL:

Now, when did you last and where did you last see Nathan?

MUT.Alil:

This was in October, 1982.

COUNSEL:

Where and under what circumstance?

MUT.Alil:

I met him at my home.
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COUNSEL:

\Vas he your visitor?

He came running nway.
In what circumstances was he running?
\\'hen I was at home, my children told me that somebody was
approaching. he was a visitor only to realise that he was full of blood and
his clothes were soaked in blood. So I asked him where he had passed
and what had happened to him. He told me that he had met problems in
Nyeihanga, that people who had beaten him or almost killed him were
still following him. Then I called one boy called Kapere, we took him to
the plantation - banana plantation and we started cleaning him the blood
which he had. We washed him, gave him milk and as we were still
around, those people who were following him also arrived. They asked
me where the person was, they had pangas, sticks and putting on trousers
only. So there they noticed blood and they said that they had seen what
they wanted and they said if he had entered the house they were going to
destroy it. I also feared because my husband was away and then I
showed them their person. They got him ......

Before we go to that stage, did you know those people who were
following Nathan?

MUTAHI:

I knew some people and others I did not know their names but I can
recognise them by their faces.

COUNSEL:

Could you tell us the names of those you knew?

MUTAHI:

Kalisa and Kwesiga, Bigirwa. Those are the people I knew their names.

COUNSEL:

Were these people of Rwamanya Village or different villages?

MUTAHI:

They were going from Nyeihanga.

COUNSEL:

Are they still in Nyeihanga?

MUTAHI:

They disappeared. Except Kai isa was the one who was arrested.

COUNSEL:

When was he arrested?

MUTAHI:

I do not remember the date but I know that he was arrested.

COUNSEL:

A long time ago.

COUNSEL:

This year?

MUTAIIl:

This year.

COUNSEL:

You too k th e m to
II
d h• ?
alarm? Is it Nathan or these people who fo owe im

their person and then raised an alarm. Who raised the
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MUT HI:

COUNSEL:

Nathnn raised an nlann and he shouted that they should kill him fr

therebecause that was his home. Then he took away his coat, thr .0111
·
• firom.me an d t h rew I·t bac k to him.
•
me and then
they got 1t
They ew
fedatto
.
legs and arms, and they tied him on a stick which they passed thro~ghhts
ropes between the arms and the legs and then took him. Since th tbe
have never seen him again.
en I
Did you try to find out why they were chasing him? Had he committed

an offence?

.

-

MUTAHI:

When they were taking him away Kalisa told me that Nathan
Chainnan of Banyarwanda and he was one of the people who had ki;:
Kanyankole's brother. I simply took it quiet.

COUNSEL:

Who was Kanyankole?

MUTAIIl:

Kanyankole also lives near Nyeihanga.

COUNSEL:

And who was his brother?

MUTAIIl:

I do not know his name.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge had Kanyankole lost a brother and had he been
murdered?

MUTAIIl:

Yes .

COUNSEL:

How did he die? Natural death or murder?

MUTAIIl:

He died among the fighting of the conflicts that were among the
Banyarwanda in Kabutare.

COUNSEL:

When was this fighting?

MUTAlfl:

This was when they were chasing away the Banyarwanda in October.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge were the Banyarwanda chased away from your area?

MUTAlll:

Yes, they were chased.

COUNSEL:

Did you know why they were expelled?

MUTAlll:

I did not know.

COUNSEL:

Did you participate in the expulsion of Banyarwanda?

MUTAHI:

No.

COUNSEL:

Do you know who expelled the Banyarwanda?
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I

no

~ the Ban_>rnanda being chased av.'ay.

~'hen ·,:ou
) eh ase. w h t d o ) ou mean bv chase
J
.
.
1

\\ many people including chiefs. Milulca Chiefs the youths who
ru:tuall) came in a monbund and started chasing the Banyarwanda.

\\'he~ )ou say -aw. what did you see, what did they do to carry out this
e ·erc1se?

ruTAHJ:

It \\.'aS on~ da) v.hen ,,e had some Banyarwanda living near our home,
one mommg we saw houses being set on fire. several house, and when
we enquired we were told that the Banyarwanda had been chased.

COUNSEL:

About how many Banyarwanda were expelled from your village?

MUTAHI:

This was where my husband was the Priest in an area called Rwikiniroin
Ruhama, that is where my husband was. At that time I had visited a
place and I witnessed several houses being burnt.

COUNSEL:

Can you estimate the number of those expelled from this village?

MUTAID:

They were so many I cannot recall the number.

COUNSEL:

Apart from setting houses on fire, what happenecl to the rest of their
property?

MUTAHI:

They were pulling down some houses and some iron sheets and some
went away with their cows.

COL"NSEL:

What was your reaction to this operation?

MUTAHI:

It was bad impression.

COUNSEL:

Well, these were Banyarwanda, they were in Ankole and they were told
to go away. What was wrong with that?

MUTAHI:

We had lived with them for long and we were actually the same, you
could not tell whether this was a Munyarwanda or a Munyankol~. So we
were together actually. Some had intennarried and produced children.

COUNSEL:

d their property taken. What was
Okay, they were expelle d anyway an .
.red wh·t .
wrong with taking their property -which they had acqu1
I e m
Ankole?

MUTAHI:
COUNSEL:
MU1AHI:

They would have left them to go with their property.
Had they come with their property?
worked and acquired property, we were not born with
Because somebody
t ally they worked for that property.
the property also. Because ac u
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W 11 that was not the first expulsion. In 1972 Asians were expelled
CO

~EL:

MUTAHl:
COUNSEL:

rr:m' say Mbarara, were you not happy?
d.
they were allowed to sell their property and why the
1
Well, for thde n tans t given time to sell their property as well.
Banyarwan a were no
t about the expulsion of Asians, was it a good
How do you commen
thing?
It was good because they were retarding our economy.

MUTAHI:
Is it because there were of a different colour, because some of the Asians
COUNSEL:

were born in Uganda, in Mbarara?
The Indians were from far but the Banyarwanda are actually blacks and

MUTAfll:

COUNSEL:
MUTAfll:

our neighbours.
Are you advocating for say Uganda only to have black people?
They would be the rightful people to live in the country.

COUNSEL:

Okay, thank you very much My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Can you infonn the witness that we may ask her some questions andwe
would like her to answer them also?

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you hear of many deaths apart from this gentleman amongst
Banyarwanda while they were being chased away?

MUTAIIl:

I only knew of that but they were saying that many others had died.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did some of these Banyarwanda people come back afterwards?

MUTAIIl:

They came back.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did they all get their properties back?

MUTAIIl:

Some were returned their properties but others have not yet received
theirs.

MR.NAGENDA:

Since the Banyarwanda came back did they have more suspicion
between themselves and yourselves?

MUTAlil:

We appear to be living amicably.

MR.NAGENDA:

In your area, did ~any Banyankole become rich, or, at any rate, better off
as a result of lootmg Banyarwanda's property?

MUTAHI:

I have not seen them.

MR.NAGENDA:

Were
kill B there kmany
l deaths of Banyan ko le around this time - Banyarwanda
anyan o e - as they were being driven away?
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1tn~ HI:

ffi.

AGENDA:

Jn that area \\'here we were, nobody died.
Now, we heard of this very sad affair and we also hear
:~~~em_~ople - who were ki~led in Kiziba, which also sh~~!J':~:;
brutal.i . o you y~urse!f think that the Banyankole have a special
ty m them which kills people who are not like themselves?

MUTAHI:

I do not know it.

.MR.NAGENDA:

How _co_methat these people were treated in this way? How do you
explam 1t?

MUTAHI:

Kiziba incident, I don't know about it. It is quite a distance from our
place. So I don't know.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay to talk about the expulsion of the Banyarwanda in your area, how
did this come to happen?

MUTAHI:

Even that I don't know the exact cause.

MR. NAGENDA:

Your husband is a clergyman?

MUTAHI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Has he and people like him and the bishops come out and told very
sternly that people who did these things were evil people?

MUTAHI:

He himself preached it one time in church; people should not have been
doing what they actually did.

MR. NAGENDA:

For example, did he - and people like himself - refuse communion to the
people who had carried out these evil deeds?

MUTAID:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

You yourself seems a very nice lady an(you tried to hide your friend
who was taken away and presumably kil]ed - tied up like a chicken.
Have you resumed any kind of friendly relations with these murders who
took him away?

MUTAI-Il:

Before the Banyarwanda returned, we used to greet each other. He spoke
to them. But they appeared to fear us, because they knew we also knew
what they had done.

MR.NAGENDA:

What about since the Banyarwanda came back?

MUTAI-Il:

When the Banyarwanda returned, those people disappeared.

MRNAGENDA:

The what?

MUTAI-Il:

Disappeared.
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MR 1'-AGFNPA.
MUTAHI:
MR NAGENDA:

iroTAHI:

Oh. they ran away?

r

)' es. Even now they are not -

But do you know where they are, perhaps?
I cannot know.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

KAKWENZIRE:

·
s to suggest. that there was some kind of• clash
prior to
.
.
The witness seem
the killing of this Nathan Zirorela. Had Banyarwanda tned to resist
being sent away?

MUTAIIl:
KAKWENZIRE:

They had refused to leave their bibanja. So, when those people came,
they started fighting them.
May be, the witness tried to find out more about that fight, but was
Nathan involved in.that fighting in which this one who died - what is his
name - in which Kanyankole's brother died? Had there been a fighting
which you heard of in which also Nathan was part and parcel?

MUTAIIl:

I did not hear anything. I only heard that they invaded the Banyarwanda
and started killing them. Even that man died at his home when he was
invaded.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now she has also told us that the operation would include children and
youths. How many? Could she estimate, for instance, the people who
were pursuing Nathan? How many people would be involved in this
operation and would be armed?

MUTAfll:

I did not count them but somebody whom I heard said that they were
eight.

KAKWENZIRE:

What I am trying to establish, did the local people seem to be involved
also -the neighbours? Did they come up or it was just a small band of
armed thugs?

MUTAfll:

They were a small number - about the number I have mentioned.

KAK.WENZIRE:

Did you see any soldier or soldiers in uniform?

MUTAfll:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you see any guns?

MUTAin:

They had pangas and sticks.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Mrs. Mutahi, I take note of the fa t th
the wife of a priest has h
c f at y~u are the wife of a priest; and
access to sources of infor er ;ay ~ know,~g the parishioners if she has
ma ion m th e parish. So I would like to know
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something more about this M N
..
hnve a kibanja in the area? r. athan Z1rorera who is missing. Did he

MUTAI-11:

The Kibany·a w as •Ill Kc1ho
. .m the Nd •• S
alJa uh-county.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay. \\'as he married?

MUTAHI:

He had a wife and children.

OR MAKUBUY A:

Did he have cattle?

MUTAHI:

I do not know whether he had.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Goats?

MUTAIIl:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Bicycle?

MUTAIIl:

He had a bicycle. I used to see him coming with a bicycle.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you see him like a leader of these people?

MUTAIIl:

He was - he looked - just like a teacher.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I see. What jobs did the Banyarwanda do in the area?

MUTAIIl:

They were herdsmen. They were cultivators like any other people in the
area.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Would you say that a typical Munyarwanda was more hard workingthan
a Munyankole?
No, he wasn't.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Are you aware - were the Banyankole more hard working than the
Banyarwanda?

MUTAHI:

Yes, they were.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were you surprised to see chiefs chasing away people who had been in
the area for a long time?

MUTAHI:

It surprised me a lot.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Why?

MUTAHI:

Because I didn't know why they were being chased away. We had lived
with them for a long time. We were working with them.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Jn the case of the Asians you said it was okay to expel them becausethe
natives were getting the economy back into their hands. Would you say
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MUTAHl:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
MUTAHI:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

.
. , •tting the economy back into their hands by
thnt the nnuves were. o1so gc
c,.:pellingthe Unnynrwandn?
•t v s properly in keeping if they were claiming their
I would soy th 8 t 1 \ a. td have given them time
•
to scII t hcir• property,
I
economy; but t icy wou
after which they would leave peacefully.
Finally, is Mr. Kanyankolc still in the area?
Yes.
Thank you very much, Mrs Mutahi.
Mrs. Mutahi, was Kanyankole amongst those who went chasing the

DR. LUYOMBYA:

MUTAID:
DR. LUYOMBYA:
MUTAI-Il:
DR. LUYOMBY A:
MUTAI-Il:

Banyarwanda?
He was also involved and even beating them during the process.
Was he amongst those who were chasing Nathan?
I didn't see him.
Did you see him chasing other Banyarwanda and beating them up?
He was among the people who were fighting and he was even beaten and
taken to hospital.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

I see. Now you said that Nathan was married and he had children. What
befell his wife and children?

MUTAHI:

I don't know.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Are they still there?

MUTAHI:

I think, they are there.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You think or you know they are there?

MUTAHI:

The wife first went to her father but later on, I think, she returned.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was the wife a Munyankole or a Munyarwanda?

MUTAHI:

She was a Munyankole.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

~owlwhen ~alisa and the group were taking Nathan away and he raised
t e a arm, dtd the local people gather up or come to his rescue?

MUTAHI:

~ey all feared. Nobody turned up.
frightened -the number was frightening.

CHAIRMAN:

Mrs.Mutahi,I do not have
•
quiteclear. However, I wo~:J,~~c:~~~a~i
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Because they actually

were

yy:~·fioThr
hec~idence hasbee
dfin

avmg come an or

the evidence J'-'ou I1nvc ,· .
now. Counsel, could w g1\cn to this Commiss·
c have the next wit
ion. you may go home
ness, please?

WITNESS N0.188·
SWORN IN
• REV. ERYEZA

KARUNGANWA _

coUNSEL:

Would you state your names.?

J(ARUNGANWA:

Eryeza Karunganwa.

coUNSEL:

How old are you?

J(ARUNGANW
A:

66 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you Jive?

l(ARUNGANWA:

Ndaiia,
Rwampara , Mb arara 0 .1stnct.
.
:.1

COUNSEL:

Are you a Ugandan?

KARUNGANWA:

I am a Ugandan.

COUNSEL:

Why?

KARUNGANWA:

Because I was born in Uganda.

COUNSEL:

What is your tribe?

KARUNGANWA:

I am Omusikatwa.

COUNSEL:

What is the local area where you live - where Omusikatwa are found?

KARUNGANW
A:

They were born and originated near Lake Nyandeto in Kazoora County.
They emigrated to Kagunga Sub-county, Iringa, Rukungiri.

COUNSEL:

Is the Banyakatura - is it - a clan within the Banyankole? Are you a
Munyankole yourself?

KARUNGANW A:

Yes. It is true even some of my uncles arestill living and some of my
fathers.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you know one Nathan Zirorela?

KARUNGANWA:

Yes. I knew him.

COUNSEL:

How did you know him?

KARUNGANWA:

COUNSEL:

I knew him when he was living in the home of Beatricehis sister.
Did you know his father - his parents?
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KARU GANWA:

• parents becnusc when I realized he was living with his
I didn't know Ius
sister.
We have been told Nathan was a Munyarwanda. ls that true?

COUNSEL:

K.ARUNGAN\\'A:

.
hool education and when he became a teacher. I knew
Yes, after h1s sc
his home.
Do you know where Nathan is now?

COUNSEL:

KARUNGANWA:

I last saw him when they came for him and starte? beating him. Then I
later came to know that evening that he had been k1llea.

COUNSEL:

Now would you tell us on the last occasion you saw Nathan - and the
circumstances and what happened to him?

KARUNGANWA:

J was waiting for a vehicle at that point from Rushenyi. It was Ruchinga
Bus and I entered. That bus stopped and we entered. Nathan Zirorela
was in a hotel, taking tea. That was during the Banyarwanda confusion.
Zirorela having a horn~ at a company near Bugarnba which had been
previously invaded. Some people I heard in the bus who entered the
same hotel where Zirorela was taking tea. Therefore, we waited. Then
the conductor came. I also said I was going to the hotel. Immediately
some people came and held Zirorela and they started beating him. I
entered the bus thereafter. Zirorela found me in the bus. I was seated in
the conductor's seat. When he entered, I shook his hand and I greeted
him. Still when greeting him a certain fellow came. They pulled him
from the bus and he fell under the bus. During that time there was still
confusion regarding the expulsion of Banyarwanda. All of us were
actually confused as wet I. When he was being pulled there was one
Birungiro. He came with a piece of wood from a nearby resting place.
Birungiro then started beating him and he started hitting him with a stick
because many people arrived. He was coming from Itojo Hospital to see
his brother who had been beaten and another one had also been killed.

COUNSEL:

Please speak up.

KARUNGANWA:

There was a man with a big stick and he pulled it and beat Zirorela. He
was _pulle~down and stood up again and then beat him again and when
beatmg him ~n the head blood started passing out. He ran to a hotel
where a certam _Gombolola Chief was; and, before reaching the hotel, he
was beaten agam and blood started passing through his nose. Then the
hotel owner_also ~anted to intervene. Then they pulled the door and they
started beatmg Z1rorela outside beating him outside the hotel Thereafter
:hen he appeared to have been exhausted, then they ord~red him to
ake up and go h~me. Then the bus started off and then we roceeded
to Mbarara. That is what I know about Zirorela's life.
p

COUNSEL:

Did you try to find out why he was being beaten?

KARUNGANWA:

When I came in the even •mg, I learnt that he had asked them why they
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had decided to invade the cam of B
what I heard of them.
p
anyarwanda and that is a hearsay of
COUNSEL:

Now, were there many Banyarwanda in your area who were expelled?

KARUNGANWA:

There were many and very many lost their property.

COUNSEL:

Are there the so-called Banyarwanda who were expelled but actuall
they were not Banyarwanda to your knowledge?
y

KARUNGANWA:

Even me I was included and I was supposed to be ~hased.

COUNSEL:

Why? Did you find out?

K.ARUNGANW
A:

My lease of a land dispute - I had land. They had wanted to take that
land from me.

COUNSEL:

With whom did you have a land dispute?

KARUNGANWA:

It was a group of people in that Muluka in Ndaija.

COUNSEL:

How could you have a dispute with a group of people?

KARUNGANWA:

That was between residents. Although they knew the land had been
leased but they had taken it via confusion when people were fleeing so
they had woken up.

COUNSEL:

You mean you had a large truck of land, with which people were
unhappy?

KARUNGANWA:

I had bought it and-

COUNSEL:

How large was it?

KARUNGANWA:

26.6 hectares.

COUNSEL:

Is this a grazing land?

KARUNGANW
A:

Yes, it was for grazing.

COUNSEL:

Did you pennit other people to graze in your land?

KARUNGANWA:

It was fenced.

COUNSEL:

So people were unhappy about this?

KARUNGANWA:
COUNSEL:

KARUNGANWA:

Tuey came and cut the barbed wire. They started cultivating.
So in your case it was a land dispute? Do you think therewere many
other people wh~ were expelled because of land problems?
Because others were chased because they were Banyarwanda.They
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were actually Bnnynrwanda.
COUNSEL:

KARUNGANWA:

· ·.
tl ere some people who were expelled because of
No my question 1s, arc 1
land - because they had big pieces of land?
No, I do not know.
Now, how was this exercise done - was it by soldiers, was it army or

COUNSEL:

KARUNGANWA:

what?
The youths were involved, so were the chiefs.

I don't understand this term "youth" you mean people who are below 21
COUNSEL:

KARUNGANWA:

COUNSEL:

or 18?
Otherwise they were old boys - others old. The time of expulsion was
during the previous government.
Now how was the exercise done, was it by presenting letters to the
person concerned, ordering him to go away or they were forcibly pulled
out of their houses or bibanja?

KARUNGANWA:

They were mobilizing people living in the villages, armed with pangas
and they started moving putting houses ablaze.

COUNSEL:

Now do you know who sparked off this decision to expel the
Banyarwanda?

KARUNGANWA:

Matters originated from Mbarara to chase away the Banyarwanda in that
area where they had predominantly settled at a place called - Keiho,
which had been put as a new site and during the elections they were in
the majority. The problem originated from there.

COUNSEL:

What has got to do with the elections, please?

KARUNGANWA:

The elections of 1980 when the UPC Government came into power?

COUNSEL:

Yes. What happened?

KARUNGANWA:

Well-

COUNSEL:

What has the elections got to do with this area?

KARUNGANWA:

A good number were catholics in that parish.

COUNSEL:

So you mean in the previous elections, they had not voted for UPC?

KARUNGANW
A:

No.

COUNSEL:

So, would you say, the expulsion f h R
•
mainly political th
~ o t e wandese m your local area was
power?
• ey were eared not to be supporting the party in
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K.ARUNGAN\\'
A:

I think so, although I didn't know exactly as an individual the root cause.

COUNSEL:

Do you think, this exercise was properly carried out?

J(ARUNGANW
A:

Humanl y, t·t was
• bad to chase people in such a way.

COUNSEL:

When you say, "in such a way", what exactly do you inean?

K.ARUNGANW
A:

A long time ago, when I was born, I found my fathers uncles grandfath ers together with the Banyarwanda. They were inte'r-marrying. So
our fore-fathers used to fear that those who would have problems say in
Ankole with Omugabe, they would run to Rwanda similarly those who
had problems in Rwanda they would also run here for safety or help. So
surely all the people who used to live Ankole would go and help each
other.

COUNSEL:

Were you happy with the Banyarwanda in Ankole?

KARUNGANWA:

We were, because the grandfathers, the uncles had been living there of
late.

COUNSEL:

So that you had a lot of cattle. Is that true and they were on a large
scale?

KARUNGANWA:

As my fathers also had cows even the Bahima could steal cows and even
the women used to steal matoke; but that would not necessitate to came
people to be sent away Iike that.

COUNSEL:

These Banyarwanda most of them who were expelled, are they back?

KARUNGANWJ

Those I know are back.

COUNSEL:

Are you sure this exercise which was mounted in 1982 cannot be
repeated in future?

KARUNGANWA:

There were people sleeping there but who came back will have to return will have to go back. So they are safely amon~ ate people.

COUNSEL:

K.ARUNGANWA:

COUNSEL:
K.ARUNGANWA:

Okay. You have expressed your disapprov_al of the operation and
certainly you wouldn't like it to occur agam-~o ~'!"· Now what
measures do you think should be taken to prevent atbemg repeated?
My advice would be to get together - those who were chasing and those
who were chased, get together - and forget what happened.
So are you suggesting that we only need the good faith of the people?
Id th" k ·t would require combined effort of government with the
I ~o~
l md ~ because I believe that the differences were brought by
rehg1ous .~ e
le who came from outside, who divided us on the
the colonaal~•~ts- d'7;:rent religions - we have. Because I would compare
basis of re 1g1on-
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•mother one buys a white cloth; the
I would imagine that we are all
other one buys -any co1our 1le 1 •
human beings although we put on different colours.
l I Clotll
.1t as I·r somebody buys
. • a ') \IC . ikes, '

My Lord, I think, for the time being that is all.
COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN

MR. NAGENDA:

Reverend, members of this Commission will also ask you some
questions. I request you to answer them.
ay that your answer would be to bring the people
S
Reverend·, whlendYou
·0 thi·s exercise - victims and the others - toget her and
1
who are mvo ve
.
•
put this thing behind us in a spirit of forgiveness, are you suggestmg that
· · l who tormented and assaulted Banyarwanda should get off
these cnmma s
without being punished?

KARUNGANWA:

Punishments are not the same.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry!

KARUNGANWA:

-MR. NAGENDA:

Punishments are not the same. If they are proved to have committed
those things with intention, then they should be punished accordingly.
So, when you are serving in any place, when you serve well, you are
rewarded accordingly; if you serve badly, of course, you are rewarded
accordingly. Since punishments are not the same, it would depend upon
the gravity of each offence.
Okay, finally from me. Do, in your opinion, people listen to church
leaders any more?

K.ARUNGANW
A:

It is that both Government and religious leaders are finding it difficult to
convince the people because people do whatever they like.

MR. NAGENDA:

But do you think that you are a sort of senior citizen, you have been in
the church for a long time, do you still talk to people in your area your
yourself -do you think they would listen t~ you and learn from you?

KARUNGANWA:

People in their own way some want to learn; others are just saying that
these are old practices and this imagination cannot cope with the
teachings.

MR.NAGENDA:

Right. Have you yourself, Reverend, spoken to your parishioners and
other people - whether they are going to listen or not, that is their own
problem; but have you spoken to them - very seriously and told them that
these acts which were committed against their fellow citizens - the
Bany~anda - were extremely wrong? Have you done it on every
occasmn you have been able to -every opportunity?

KARUNGANW
A:

Some of the people around these people can bear witness with me that I
am. popularly ~nown as the co-ordinator of most of these religions or
behev~rs. I ~ed to speak to the individual people. They can actually
bear witness with that actually I tried to show them the truth.
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1R.

E DA:

l hope th ctr
"· cars opened.

l R. LUYOMBYA:

Reverend. vou
told US- t I1at }'Ol •
•
sent away. Ho,, did vou csca I ',\~re put on the list of the people to be
·
• pe t 11s expulsion?

KARUNG\N\\'A:

I cannot J.ust exact
. 1y explain what ha

no proper ground to se11d
'
ppened. All I know is that they had
me a\'.ay e •
t h
they were J.ealous of ·t
xcep t at they had done it, may be
\\ 1at l had· b
•
~orks hard and he has some thin ' ccaus~, no~ally, when somebody
Jealous. Otherwise tl1e I d gs or acquire thmgs, people normally are
) ia
no prope r ground because they had even
alleged to say that s'
t·
ome 1mcs l used t
•
He stayed there. But I don't tl . k M o re~e1veMuseveni in my house.
im
usevem knows me even.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

One of the reasons you advanc d th
the list was land d.
c
at may have led to your being put on
land h th
tspute and you were told that you had acquired that
w en ey were asleep; but they had woken up. Do you think some
of these so-called B~nyarwanda could have fallen into the same c~tegory
whdenth ey had acquired land or plots, while other were asleep· but they
h a now woken up?
•

KARUNGANWA:

That I don't know.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

To your conviction, you are a Munyankole and not a Munyarwanda?

KARUNGANWA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Do you know of any of the people who were sent away that were really
Banyankole and not Banyarwanda?

KARUNGANWA:

In my area there was nothing of that nature; but just here in other places

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You say that those you know that were sent away from your area were
Banyarwanda. How do you know that they were Banyarwanda?

KARUNGANWA:

say like Kashari and Mbarara that people - the Banyankole - were said to
be those who were related to Banyarwanda.

I had lived with them. They were BanY.$Wanda. The language they
talked and they themselves talked to us; others had come from
Bufumbira because I had taught there for a long time for six years. So I
actually knew them.

DR. LUYOMBY A:
KARUNGANWA:
DR. LUYOMBY A:
KARUNGANWA:

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You mentioned Bafumbira. Are Bafumbira Ugandans or Banyarwanda?
They are Ugandans.
So do you know of any Bafumbira who were expelled?

I do not know• I kno

w some who were sent although they wrote letters

from Bufumbira.
.
· was carried out by youths. They moved with
said
this
exercise
Y ou
s Do YlHI know any of these youth s.?
I
pangas and burnt ,ouse •
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KAR UN GAN\\' A:

L..
le li'ke Nsiga another one called Bufungiro and there
I remem~r peop
•
was another group which was m Muyanga.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

A good number who were involved said we~_Roman Catholics. Do you
know any victims who belonged to other rehg1ons?

KARUNGANWA:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

Even Protestant Banyarwanda were chased.
Do I get you correct - I heard something like that, after the return of some
of those people who were chased, there may still threats that they may be
chased again. Was that correct?

KARUNGANWA:

When you went in the D.C's office, there were people who were still
claiming their property, and which had not been given. Even one
Munywarwanda who had kept some of his cattle at mine - his cows at
mine - when he was later threatened he had to leave the area; some of
them were eaten. But he is also claiming his cows which he has not yet
received.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Is that still a threat to them that they may still go back?

KARUNGANWA:

Because they are telling them that, if they insist on claiming their
property, time will come again when they will be chased again.

DR. l::iUYOMBYA:

For those who acquired some of that property are threatening so that the
property is not collected from them.

KARUNGANWA:

Possibly.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN:

Reverend, there are certain things which we haven't got on record. Fint
?fall, I presume you are a clergy in the Church of Uganda - a Clergyman
m the Church of Uganda. Is that right?

KARUNGANWA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN·

For how long? When were you ordained?

KARUNGANWA:

1963.

CHAIRMAN:

Where have you worked since?

KARUNGANWA:

After
Theological
College ' I ~or ked 10
• Kmyasano,
•
Makobore
H'
as a Chaplain of
igh School. After six years, I went to Bujaga for three years.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

KAR.UNGANW
A:

In
the Archdeaconry O f Rwampara District, Rwam ara/Mbarara • •
I becam
e the Archdeacon after 1977 - towards the end
p of 1977, I retired.
D1stnct.
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You also aid
r
right?
car icr that ~ ou taught in Bufumbira ~o .
11 r six years. ls that
It was two not six. 1
HAl~1A

KARUNGANWA:
CHAIJU\fAN:

Now, in this area where thes
from Bufumbira called? Wh ~ p~ople were expelled, what were people
•
at were they called?
They were all called Banyarwanda.

I see. They were lumped to th
.
Rw d ? Wh
ge er with those who had come over from
an a

KARUNGAN\VA:
CHAIRMAN:

was working_

at are they called?

They were all called Banyarwanda.
They were lumped together with those who had come over from
Rwanda?

K.ARUNGANWA:

They were all put together.

CHAIRMAN:

But can you tell the difference between a Munyarwanda from Bufumbira
and another one from Rwanda? Either in language or appearance?

K.ARUNGANWA:

Except the appearance, you can tell from the accent and -even some of
them I knew their names, how they sounded and later on they came and
mentioned themselves.

MR.NAGENDA:

But you said they look alike?

KARUNGANW A:

Yes, they look alike.

CHAIRMAN:

They look alike. I think you said that those from Bufumbira were also
expelled but when they went and brought letters from Bufumbira they
were spared, is that right? Is that what you say?

KARUNGANW A:

yes, some were not al lowed but some were allowed.

CHAIRMAN:

Would you be able to explain how many were spared after bringing
letters from Bufumbira?

KARUNGANWA:

I did not bother because we were actually in a period of confusion, I only
recall one or two or three.

CHAIRMAN:

Now who wrote such letters?

KARUNGANWA:

m where they were born and even others
ed to get Ietters firo
h th
Now, they us .
K b I went to Kabale and later on w en cy
who were commg from a a e,
ey were coming from Kabale.
came bac k -th

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, thank you.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Well should people be expe
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Iled or should people be punished for not

supporting a political party?

KARUNG~NWA:
DR. MAKUBUY
A:

K,ARUNGANWA:

t those who were selfish were the ones
They should not be expel led excep
who grabbed property.
.
d Banyarwanda ease pleasure over lands in
11
Did the expulsion of a ege
your area?
.
· ce of land and neighbouring with those who
Those who had a 1rtt1e p•~ d to those lands which were now vacant or
were expelled, then exten e
empty.
Have they had to give this up when the owners came back?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

KARUNGANWA:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

KARUNGANWA:

cHAIRMAN:

Yes.
Do Banyarwanda support such work?
No, they used to be (Interruption) Sorry, Reverend, we can hardly hear you.

We cannot hear you now,

speak louder please.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

So, whether did Banyarwanda support such work?

KARUNGANWA:

Even now they are involved.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do you remember any Banyarwanda who had been chiefs?

KARUNGANWA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How did they conduct themselves as Chiefs?

KARUNGANWA:

Like any other chiefs.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Please endeavour to translate this. Is a person socially disadvantaged by
being a Munyarwanda?

KARUNGANW
A:

Yes, I do not understand you.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You do no~ und~rstand me? Yes, do you suffer social disabilities? Are
there certam t_hmgsthat you cannot do? Are there certain levels you
cannot reach simply because you are a Munyarwanda?

KARUNGANWA:

This period or the past period?

DR.MAKlJBUY
A:

1982, and around there.

KARUNGANWA:

They were not discriminated· tl
.
would be treated
' ley used to interact like any other people
except those who h8 d bee •
who came in the
n m camps and in settlements
1960s, t1lose were the people who were treated by
isolation.
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I R. i KUBUYA:

Did the church m your arc·i t k
sheets. kibanja, and so on? • a e property of the expelled people, iron

KARU GAN\VA:

There are som<: property which w
.
leaders and· then due t tl
as given or brought by the political
accepted those propertie;
le weakness of some church leaders they

flR ~t .\Kl'BUY A:

K,ARUNGANWA:

\\'hat would a strong church leader have done in those circumstances?
~e \:o~ld actually faithfully demonstrate. As a Church it would not
d1scrimmate and therefore would not actually receive such properties.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Do you know where the expelled people went?

KARUNGANW
A:

A part remained at the border Kakitumba, then a part crossed to Rwanda.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Thank you, that is all.

CHAIRMAN:

Reverend, thank you for having been patient with us and for the evidence
you have given.

KARUNGANWA:

Thank you. Good bye.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, you may go home.
Counsel, is there time for another witness?

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I understand it is against Government regulations to work after
this time.

CHAIRMAN:

To work after six p.m?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

• ioners are keen to adjourn now as it is about ten
I ~uess thattth~ Cos::•:sshall adjourn the Inquiry until 9.00a.m tomorrow
mmutes pas six.
morning.

CHAIRMAN:

. .
d Counsels, ladies and gentlemen, we are
Fellow Comm1ss1oners, L~arnef t day Saturday 3rd October, 1987 here
ready now to start the session o o '
'
in Mbarara.

WITNESS N0.189: MR.JOHN KARUHANGA - SWORN IN

COUNSEL:

uhanga, 42 years, of Muyogo Village?
You are Jo hn K ar

KARUHANGA:

Muyogo Village.

COUNSEL:

In which County ? Sub-county?
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LOUNSEL:

Count •'7
Ruhantn County'?

KARUHANGA:
COUNSEL:

KARUHANG.A:

What do you do?
I amn cultivator.

COUNSEL:

, . what had you been before you became a

. ,

When you sny now

,in:,

)OU

cultivator?
Previously l was a soldier in this Country.

KARUHANGA:
When did you cease to be a soldier and when did you join the army?
COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:
COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:
COUNSEL:
KARUHANGA:

!joined the anny in 1959 and left it in 1975.
Why did you leave the army in 1975?
In 1975?
Yes, why did you leave the army?
My contract was finished so I asked for retirement.

COUNSEL:

Now, where were you born, Mr. Karuhanga?

KARUHANGA:

I was born in Kirama, Yunga Sub-county, Rwashamaire County.

COUNSEL:

Who were your parents?

KARUHANGA:

Zakayo Rwabagabu.

Cl-l'.AIRMAN:

Sorry, the second name I did not get it.

KARUHANGA:

Rwabagabu and Joyce Nyiragore.

COUNSEL:

This sounds a Kinyarwanda name, are you a Munyarwanda?

KARUHANGA:

I am not.

COUNSEL:

Were your parents Banyarwanda?

KARUHANGA:

They were not.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say so?

KARUHANGA:

Because I know ve
where they came frory we 11th at th ey are not Banyarwanda and I know
m.
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coUNSEL:

Where did they come from?

~ARUHANGA:

They came from K •
aJara County R b
' u arc Sub-county,Kashen i p .
In records which
Y Br1Sh.
d.
you wer~ providi th
..
anny, td you consider ybu;self a M ng e Ministry of Defence or the
unyankoleor what?
My records read that I am M
recorded.
a unyankole and that is what is actually

coUNSEL:
I(ARUHANGA:

ea

coUNSEL:

I understand the Banyankol h
e ave got clans, do you have a clan?

l(ARUHANGA:

I am a Omusharnbo and Kahaya is
. our ancestor.

COUNSEL:

I am right to regard you as a Muhororo.

KARUHANGA:

Yes, you are right.

COUNSEL:

But is it true that the Bahororo are related to Banyarwanda?

KARUHANGA:

They are not.

COUNSEL:

Now, would you like to tell us what happened to you.in 1982?

KARUHANGA:

I can explain.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened?

KARUHANGA:

It was on the tenth of October, 1982, at around 2.00 p.m when I was at
home, I saw somebody coming to me and he told me that he had left
behind people who were burning people's houses they were together with
soldiers. He told me that for me they wanted to capture me alive and
probably kill me.

COUNSEL:

Who was this person who told you this?

KARUHANGA:

This was Benansio Majuni.

COUNSEL:

Was Benansio a friend of yours?

KARUHANGA:

He was our neighbour in the area, we.Jived in.

COUNSEL:

was he a Muhororo Iike you?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

yes, now what happened?

KARUHANGA:

.
w a lot of people approaching my home
After about five minute~ I s~
·forms Parish Chief and Sub-parish
which included the soldiers m uni
•
Chief and other villagers.
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Did you know these people by names?
COUNSEL:

The Parish Chief was Katono, Kan~nura, his brother, who was the youth.

KARUHANGA:

The Sub-parish Chief was called lsmgoma.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Sorry, Kanunura is Katono's brother?

COUNSEL:

Yes, go on.

KARUHANGA:

They saw me standing in front of my house, these were.~e three houses.
One was thatched with iron sheets, another one was with papyrus then
another one was kitchen.

COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

Yes?
Then they came with guns for the soldiers and then everybody
surrounded my home with an intention of putting us on gun point. The
way they appeared was that if I wanted to run, they would put me on gun
point but they surrounded my home.
Yes, where were members of your family, I hope you have a family?
I have a wife and children and the previous night of 9th even my wife
had given birth.

CHAIRMAN:

At home?

KARUHANGA:

Yes, at home.

COUNSEL:

Who was your wife or who is your wife?

KARUHANGA:

She is called Norah Bafuluka.

COUNSEL:

Did you have other children?

KARUHANGA:

We have them, they are young.

MR. NAGENDA:

Younger than the one you had produced the night before?

KARUHANGA:

They are older than the one born that night.

COUNSEL:

How many years are they?

KARUHANGA:

They are ten.

COUNSEL:

Ten children?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

\Vere the 'at home?
~ARUBA GA:

k .\RUHANGA:

Yes, I had them at home but the Id,
and my father to tell them that in: :i~ lhhadd~ent him to my father-in-law
c a given birth.
So, all your memb
f'f:
ers o amity C}l(Ccpt
th·
.
•s one you were at home?
One was in the kraal and tl
ic rest were with me at home.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now what happened?

KARUHANGA:

So, as I saw them approaching fearfull
my banana plantation.
Y, I also went to a paddock near

COUNSEL:

You mean running away?

I(ARUHANGA:

I went and hid myself.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened?

KARUHANGA:

I went to the nearby swamp.

COUNSEL:

What happened?

KARUHANGA:

After looking for me, they could not get me; then they went back to the
house and got one child who was in the kraal; then they gave him a
match-box.

COUNSEL:

Now, Interpreter, tell him he should say what he knows only. So, while
you were hiding, what happened, what you know, what happened to you?

KARUHANGA:

When I was hiding I overlooked to my home and then I saw them
handing a match-box to my child.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

How far is this farm from your home area?

KARUHANGA:

It is say from here up to the place where they are constructing a bank
down here.

COUNSEL:

yes, I think what you see you can tell us, is that yo~ saw your house on
fire and later your child told you what happened, as that what you are
trying to say?

KARUHANGA:

That when they gave the match-box to the kid, later I saw houses burning
and they told the kid that you are not the one who has burnt the houses
but it is your father.
th
handing a match-box to the
em

DR.LUYOMBYA:

I think tell him that he could not see
child where he was hiding.

l<ARUHANGA:

h •I 1dI was seeing, when they were proceeding to
Then when they g~t ~e c h .
when I was in the swamp I was able to
my home because at as on a , 11so
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►

•

see them going up to the kid.
COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

So, while in hiding "' hat did you see?
.
e , had burnt houses where the cattle used to
I saw houses burning. Th )
house from where I also used to
sleep then they went and burnt one
•
sleep.
what did you do after seeing this?

COUNSEL:

Yes,

KARUHANGA:

I did not do anything ecause 1
property to be burnt in the house.

COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

.

b

J.ust simply left the houses and the

Did you continue hiding or you ran away?
•
h'd'
t'll that evening when they had completely left the
I kept mto 1 mg 1
place.
Now, in the evening what did you do?
I went in the evening-to my father, of course, he was near my home also
because I cannot go back to my home when it was burnt, because the
parishes are two.

COUNSEL:

Did you find your parents at home?

KARUHANGA:

I found them there but they were also m fear and they were also
organizing to run away.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do with your parents?

KARUHANGA:

I told my parents that we shou Id arrange and go away because they were
looking for me and also my parents would be in danger if they remained
behind.

COUNSEL:

When you say we go away where were you intending to go?

KARUHANGA:

I did not know where we were going because those days they said that if
one would be going away, Banyarwanda should be going to Nakivale.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you decide to go to Nakivale with your parents?

KARUHANGA:

I did not go to Nakivale, I went to some other place because they used to
say that if I were to go to Nakivale, I would be a Munyarwanda.

COUNSEL:

Where did you go?

KARUHANGA:

I had decided to continue and eventually I crossed some water and then
reached in Rwanda.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but ~ou w~nt to your parents, you have not told us anything about
your fanuly; did you check on your family before you moved to
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Rwnndn'l
K,\RlJHANGA:

the

cot 'NSEL:

Amidst all what wash
.
appcn1ng tl
also managed to move t h
• le burning of h
o er father-in-law.
ouses and so on my wife
you mean your parents?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

coUNSEL:

So, when you went to you

KARUHANGA:

r parents you met your family at your parents?
I found my wife and then the h"ld
c I ren had tak
eventually they were also brought b
en some other route and
them their grandfather's place.
y people of that village who showed

e

COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

So, when you moved from your parents' h
with the entire family?
ome to Rwanda you moved

I went with my parents and family. One of my parents was left behind
because he was old.

e

COUNSEL:

Who did you leave behind?

KARUHANGA:

My father.

COUNSEL:

Did he stay in his home or in his house?

KARUHANGA:

He went to a friend but eventually he left the place also because that time
people were saying that if you help a Munyarwanda, then you would also
be chased.

COUNSEL:

How far was your home or the parents' home to Rwanda where you
went?

KARUHANGA:

About 80 miles up to the border.

KAKWENZIRE:

What happened to your father when you left?

KAR.URANGA:

For the man who was left with my father went to the Parish ~hie:~:
convinced the Chief that after all my father was olc! and that e s ou
stay behind until he dies.

COUNSEL:

Was this accepted?

KARUHANGA:

This was accepted and eventually that is where my father died from.

COUNSEL:

l<ARUHANGA:

80 miles you had children. your
Now, you said that the distanc_e w~a how w~re you able to make it to
·&. had J·ust delivered the previous
y,
Wile
.
?
1
Rwanda a distance of 80 m1 es.

On our way my child died.
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•
COUNSEL:
KARUHANGA:
COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

0 ·1cs or you had some kind of transport
Now. did you· walk the 8 m,
provided?
t
y people and they travelled in Kizinga bus.
I gave transport money o m
.
th t you walked to Rwanda alone leaving your family
Does th 1s mean a
somewhere else?
I decided to walk to go with my cows that evening.

COUNSEL:

How many cows did you have?

KARUHANGA:

47.

COUNSEL:
KARUHANGA:

Yes now where did you leave your family?
Bec;use they were looking for me to kill me, I gave the money to my
family thinking I would find them at Kizinga.

COUNSEL:

Had you been to Kizinga before?

KARUHANGA:

I knew the way because earlier on I used to work there, so I knew all the
way leading to that place.

COUNSEL:

Did the members of the family know Kizinga?

KARUHANGA:

They did not know the place I told them to simply board the bus which
was going to Kizinga and wait for me or if I had reached earlier I would
also wait for them.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you walked with your cattle to Kizinga, were you alone or
there were other people, Rwandese or people who had been expelled
moving with you?

K.ARUHANGA:

I met several others who were on the w~y moving, so we went together.

COUNSEL:

How many were you?

KAR.URANGA:

I cannot tell you the exact number because we were so many. We would
even have been more than l 0,000.

COUNSEL:

With cattle and so forth, goats?

KARUHANGA:

They were many with goats, cattle those who would manage to carry
some of their property but they were many.

COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:
COUNSEL:

How long did it take you to reach this place Kizinga?
From our place Muyogo to Kizinga it took me three days.
~ow were you provided for, say by way of food and accommodation at
night? Were you wa lk'mg a II these three days or you rested for
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sometimes?
KARlJHANGA:

W_c~id not sleep as such and there was no food, except those who had
mhalkmg cows, they would get milk and drink and we co t' ed
l roughout the day and night.
n mu

COUNSEL:

Yes, but these people you were moving with did you know
f
iliem?
,
oomeo

KARUHANGA:

Most of those fr~m our area had left earlier, so I only travelled with those
from Nyabushoz1 and Kasaale.

COUNSEL:

So, were they strangers or you knew them?

K.ARUHANGA:

The language was the same but I did not know because after all we were
all in the same problem but we used to talk together; I did not know
where they were coming from.

COUNSEL:

Did you move with some of members of your clan which you told us?

KARUHANGA:

I had no time to ask them their clans and so on but we simply travelled
since we were all heading the same destination.

COUNSEL:

Incidentally you did not tell us may be why you decided''to go to Rwanda
other than the other place, is there any reason?

which
w>ould

KARUHANGA:

I decided to go to Rwanda because if I went to Nakivale, they would call
me a Munyarwanda and probably follow me up and do the same with
what they had done to my home.

ne or
elled

COUNSEL:

Had you been to Rwanda before?

KARUHANGA:

No.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened when you reached your destination?

KARUHANGA:

It appeared they had also got information what was happening in
Uganda, so when we reached the border they opened for us and they
allowed us in.

COUNSEL:

So you had no problem at the border?

KARUHANGA:

We had no problems at the border, they simply, in and well, we did not
have food there and we were not using their money.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you entered Rwanda how far did you go in Rwanda?

KARUHANGA:

We reached a place called Mahiga and spent there three months. W~ll,
before we reached Mahiga we spent three months in the bush, catcnng
for ourselves.

to my

all the

1er.

ould

,arry

if'I at

for
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. s .1 camp which was organised afterwards by

COUN"El~:

y cs, you mean ~fahign w,1. '
the Rwanda Government'!

KARUHANGA:

f Rwanda organised that place after seeing that
Yes' the Governmcnt le running from Uganda an d t hen t he R ed C ross
there were many peop
also was giving some help.

COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

COUNSEL:

K.ARUHANGA:
COUNSEL:

K.ARUHANGA:

°

How many were yo U?

'

'

Were you many people in this camp?

. thers stayed in the bush grazing their cattle and women
We were many, o
.
and children were taken into huts or tents m the camp.
About how many were you there?
We were about more than 30,000.
Did you have assistance facilities in this camp, say medical, schools,
and what not?
The Red Cross people after taking the women and the children to the
camp they started giving drugs and food and water in the vehicle tanks
they had.

COUNSEL:

KARUHANGA:

Was it a comfortable camp?
At least it was different from the bush where we were. It was better
from where we were in the bush and then thereafter we conducted
ourselves in a good way.

COUNSEL:

How about your animals, did you get Veterinary people to treat them
and look after them?

K.ARUHANGA:

Well, the animals got treatment but before that on our way we had no
drugs and most of the cows died.

COUNSEL:

Now, in this camrp were you with your family, because you said you
had left them behind with money, to find them at Kizinga, did they find
you at Kizinga or you fetched them afterwards?

KARUHANGA:

In the camp I did not reach there with them, they came to Kizinga before
me. So, when I came following, I inquired and I was told they went to
Kizinga.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did they join you or did you collect them to the camp?

KARUHANGA:

They stayed at Kizinga unti I the two governments organized and they
were later on transferred to Mahiga where I stayed with cows in the
bush.

COUNSEL:

So, how long did you stay in this camp in Rwanda?
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K RUHANGA:

fv1ahiga we spent seven months d ft
transferred to Nasho TI
an a erwards some of us were
N
• 1osewho we fll •
asho, then those who did t h
re s • with the cattle were taken to
no ave were taken to Kigondo.

COUNSEL:

All these places are in Rwanda?

KAR.URANGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

~o":', which government organized transport
,amtly, from Kizinga to where you were?
for members of your

KARUHANGA:

~:e,

i~appe_aredthe Rwanda Government was the one who organized
use ere m the camp the food was not there.

COUNSEL:

Now, after seven months, where you transferred?

KARUHANGA:

We were taken to Kigondo.

COUNSEL:

Now, how long did you stay at Kigondo?

KARUHANGA:

We spent there two years and seven months.

COUNSEL:

Did you see any government official from Uganda who visited this
camp?

K.ARUHANGA:

They were many.

COUNSEL:

Did you know why they came there?

KARUHANGA:

That they had come to screen those who were Banyarwanda
andthose
who were not.

COUNSEL:

Were there Ugandans who were sorted out and were broughtback to
Uganda?

KARUHANGA:

Those who were not Banyarwanda stayed in the campand those who
were Banyarwanda were taken out.

COUNSEL:

So what followed?

KARUHANGA:

Those who were found with documents say in 19S9 were takenbackto
their bibanjas,those who were not found with, were left in the camp.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say they were taken to their Bibanjas, where, in
Rwanda or Uganda?

KARUHANGA:

Those were taken to Rwanda because they weretheir people.

COUNSEL:

at use was this screening exercise for you a Ugandan? I
So, we 11, o f Wh
rstood
•
•d
do not know whether you have unde
my question, you sai
. had taken place you were found not to be a Munyarwanda,
screenmg
'
• cd m
• the camp, IS
• that
d to be a Ugandan
but you remam
you were f1oun
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'
what you say'l
KARUHANGA:

Yes.

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
KARlJHANG ..:

COUNSEL:
K.ARUHANGA:

•
. t vcn after the government had found you not
So are you suggcsting t1,a. e •
in Rwanda?
B Munyarwanda you remained m the camp

Now, how come that you are here?
.
mment came into power, the Banyarwanda used to
So when th 1s gove
cail us Ugandans, for you can still go back to Uganda.

Can you speak a bit louder please?
When this government came to power, the Rwandese said that after ~ll
you are Ugandans so you can go back to Uganda. The Lutwa s
government.

COUNSEL:

Were you happy that Lutwa took over and that you came back to
Uganda?

KAR~GA:

I was happy.

COUNSEL:

Did you come back?

KARUHANGA:

I did not because I had no permission.

COUNSEL:

Did you get permission?

KARUHANGA:

When this government came to power, the present one, it is when we
were given transport to bring us.

COUNSEL:

When was this?

K.ARUHANGA:

Last year.

COUNSEL:

How about your cattle?

KARUHANGA:

All of them died because that was why I was even transferred to
Kigondo.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when you came back, did you go back to your kibanja?

KARUHANGA:

I came to Muyiro where my father had given me another piece of land.

COUNSEL:

You mean you had two bibanjas at the time of your expulsion?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where?
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K RtJH \1 GA:

Muhogo then one was at N .
.
'
) avunza where I was chased.
Have you checked or did you chec
. .
k on your kibarya at Nyavuriza?
The kibanja is there except the houses which were burnt.

COCNSEL:

May be what period did you serve in the army?

MRUHANGA:

17.

COUNSEL:

Now how about other people, did they
return in their village the
Bah ororo who had been expelled?

KARUHANGA:

The o th ers also came as Ugandans; they were of the same way as I also
returned.

COUNSEL:
KARUHANGA:

Do you have quarrel on the treatment you received in 1982 October?

I am particularly concerned about my houses which were burnt and
some of the property in the regime which was in power.

COUNSEL:

Any other quarrel?

KARUHANGA:

Because I later became poor when I would not actually have been so.

COUNSEL:

Do you know why you were expelled?

KARUHANGA:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Do you know why other Rwandese or people suspected to be
Banyarwanda were expelled from Ankole?

KARUHANGA:

That I do not know because I am particularly concerned with what
happened on me since I was not in their Government.

COUNSEL:

Are you sure yoµ may not be expelled again from Ankole?

KARUHANGA:

Tlley will not bycause the present Government has more understanding
than that government which was in power then.r

COUNSEL:

Yes, but I am asking you, say in 20 years' time.

KARUHANGA:

If the present government is still probably in power, it will still be
understanding in the same way.

COUNSEL:

Don't you have any suggestion other than relying on the present
government to protect you?

KARUHANGA:

The only observation I can make is. that during that time, those. peopl~
were particularly interested in takmg property of the ~eo~l~, but tt
appears that this government understands the right of each md1v1dual.
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COUN"EL:

KARUHANGA:
COUNSEL:

, rn· for the future?
In other words, you have no ,..,o •
•
fi t the past and bring people together so
I would simply say that \\e odr!e·st from hating each other in a way.
that we all love each other an est •
•
h
•hile you were in a camp in Rwanda, the
You mentioned one th mg 1 at ..~ screened people who had documents
Rwanda Government came
anwere taken in Rwanda. Is that what you
these
d
959
dating back as 1
an
said?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

· 1986 do you have any documents dating back 1959
You came back m
,
to show that you are a Ugandan or you are a Munyankole?

KARUHANGA:

I have them.

COUNSEL:

What type of documents do you have?

KARUHANGA:

The birth certificates, the certificate of my employment - the
employment records.

COUNSEL:

In the Army?

KARUHANGA:

Even when I started schooling.

COUNSEL:

But do you think every Ugandan or Munyankole has these documents?

KARUHANGA:

If he is not a Ugandan, he does not have; if he is a Ugandan, at least he
must have some of these documents.

COUNSEL:

In form of Graduated Tax?

KARUHANGA:

If you are a Ugandan, you have the Graduated Tax tickets, yO\l have the
birth certificates and even other people can tell where you com,from.

COUNSEL:

Am I right to say, you are suggesting that people should have
documents showing their origin?

KARUHANGA:

It is fitting to see that everybody should have an identification
document.

COUNSEL:

Thank you very much.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. John Karuhanga, we are grateful that you have come and given your
evidence. But the Commissioners have some questions they want to put
to you and I shall request you to answer them.

MR.NAGENDA:

Let me start at the end. You said that you had documents in your birth,
schooling and army career. Did you get these after you came back in
1986 or did you have them all along?
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l actually had thc111 h 1·
d ·
core J
urmg the burning of my housc~ent although they were all destroyed•

MR, AGE DA:

So, you were issued with 11cw ones?

J(ARUH\

\\Then I came back I received oth
still had those which I went w·t1 ersdexceptthe Graduated Tax tickets I
1 1 an I have them.
'

l• •\:

MRNAGF.NDA:

How did you get the others, how did
them?
you prove that you are entitled to

KARUHANGA:

When we came back, we were ardo d
one year and then after we
t· P d ne . not to pay Graduated Tax for
con mue paymg.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, but what I am trying t
• d
you have your scho 1· o say is o ~ou have your birth certificate, do
O mg career certificates, do you have your army
'fi
career cert1 1cates?

KARUHANGA:

Those were destroyed in the house.

MR.NAGENDA:

And you do not have them?

KARUHANGA:

I do not have them.

MR.NAGENDA:

Sq, part of your life was wiped away never to be brought again?

.KARUHANGA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

I am very sorry to have heard the rest of your very sad and tragic story.

K.ARUHANGA:

The birth certificates had been kept at my father's place, so they are
there.

MR.NAGENDA:

Now, talking about your father, you said that in the long run theMuluka
Chief allowed him to stay - to die here. When did he actually
accomplish this death?

KARUHANGA:

This was in March, 1984.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did he have anybody to bury him?

KARUHANGA:

Those who were at this end buried him although we were not present.

MR.NAGENDA:

When

ou started off your journey, you went along with your 47 cows
Y f: .
ent by bush Did you walk some of the way together
an d your am1 1y w
•
or did you part at your father's house?

KARUHANGA:

We departe d at my a
the other end.

f: ther's house and then later came to meet them on

MR.NAGENDA:

When did your small child die?
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This was on the 12th October. 1982.
MR NAGENDA:
KARUHANGA:

. with your family at Kizinga?
What dat~ did you meet aga, n
ft spending three months in the bush.
We met in the camp tI1erea er

MR. NAGENDA:

three months in the bush before you saw your
you mean you stayed
family?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:
KARUHANGA:

By the time you met them, had all your cattle died?
Before I was taken to where I found them, I was left with only three
cows.

MR. NAGENDA:

you said that on the journey to Kizinga, you had no food, but those who
had cattle drunk milk, is this so?

KARUHANGA:

That was so.

COUNSEL:

What about those who did not have cows, what did they do?

KARUHANGA:

Those who did not have cows stayed at Kizinga Police Station and for
us who had cows we went across.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, I mean on the journey to Kizinga which took three days.

KARUHANGA:

Those who did not have cows took other routes but for us we took that
route; so we did not have anybody without cows with us.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you said there were about I 0,000 of you. Did l 0,000 people all
have cows?

KARUHANGA:

We were many, that was an estimation.

MR. NAGENDA:

When did your last cattle die?

KARUHANGA:

This was in December, 1983 after it was attacked by foot and mouth
disease.

MR. NAGENDA:

When you met your family, were you able to stay together?

KARUHANGA:

We stayed together.

MR. NAGENDA:

And then from that camp to Rwanda, did you go together or did you
cross together?

KARUHANGA:

We stayed together.
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1

G 'D

l thought you said tl131
met tl1cm. Arc you s You
. sta
• •) •ed three months .
already in Rwanda? •ay111gthat when You met thm.the bush before you
•
em, you were actually

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

I want to get back to th.
.
• U
is question of h
m ganda or was it in Rwanda?
w ere you met your family. Was it

Iv\RUHANGA:

I met tltem in Rwanda.

MR.NAGENDA:

Is Kizinga in Rwanda or

KARUHANGA:

It is in Uganda.

MR.NAGENDA:
KARUHANGA:

MR.NAGENDA:

•
1

U d
n gan a?

So, when you got to Kizinga three da s ft
not see them there at all?
Y a er you had set off, you did
I did not see them but I inquired about them and I wast Id th
0
across.
ey were

'!ou said that the reason you did not go to the camp in Uganda was that
It was for Banyarwanda. Was it a bit surprising that instead you went to
Rwanda itself?

KARUHANGA:

It surprised me because people here sent me away thinking that I was a
Munyarwanda and when I reached Rwanda still I regard myself as not a
Munyarwanda.

MR.NAGENDA:

Do you think it is better to be a Ugandan than a Munyarwanda? Let me
repeat my question. Do you think it is better because I am a Ugandan?

KARUHANGA:

In camp, some of us never having been there, I just want to see what life
was like in this camp. For example, you went to the camp where the
people who had no cattle were, what did you all day?

KARUHANGA:

We simply cleaned the environment, we cleaned the whole camp area
and that was our main job and we simply wailed for food.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did you have hours when you had to get up all of you at the same .time,
may be at the ring of the bell and did you have to go to bed at particular
times. Was it very regulated in other words?

KARDHANGA:

They used to tell us that we would wake up in the morning, start
cleaning and then sleep at a particular hour because there were old
women and men.

MR.NAGENDA:

of refects or monitors or captains or
Did you have let us say a system
~ves to administer law and order?
corporals or whatever amongst yourse

KARUHANGA:

h Red Cross and then thereafter,-we
First we were looked after by tl e eople to carry out certain roles.
• • g amongst ourse ves P
started organism
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MR NAGI'NOA:
KARUHANGA:

ak' part in this hierarchy yourself?

Dtd you t c
Yes.
What was your post?

MR.NAGENDA:
KARUHANGA:

Sub-Parish Chief in-charge of the cleanliness right

I used to wor k as a
from the grass root.
Did you have to form defence committees, did you ever get attacked in

MR.NAGENDA:

these camps?
We were in a fence, they gave us people to look after us.

KARUHANGA:
Did you get any land to cultivate small things like beans or whatever?

MR.NAGENDA:
K.ARUHANGA:

They were simply interested in cleanliness, they did not like the idea of
that even if land is near your tent, they would not allow you to cultivate
even tomatoes.

MR.NAGENDA:

You never grew anything in the whole term you were there?

KARUHANGA:

We never grew anything at all.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did children have schools'?

KARUHANGA:

The Red Cross first helped in educating our children then after there
were some people chosen amongst us to help in educating our children those who knew the languages.

MR.NAGENDA:

When you met up with your family after three months did yo th
together as a family group?
•
u en 1ve

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

You had a tent to each family or what did you do?

KARUHANGA:

Since I had a big family I was •
counted for five people. '
'· given two tents, because each tent was

MR.NAGENDA:

Did you find that this kind f .•
I mean, did your childr
o existence put a strain on your family life tim e, wh~t sort of thingendidgetit rcbellio us, was your wife crying all the
Irnve, what sort of effect did it have on
your family life?

KARUHANGA:

It did not a

MR.NAGENDA:
KARUHANGA:

r

ppcar or look in the same way as it was before

Were there man

. .
y su1c1dcs in tlHs
• camp?

Diseases claimed

most of them but th
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•

ere were no suicides.

A lot of fighting?
There
were no fighting because we
.
time.
Wereadvised to ~ee
Pea 1mall the
~{R

.NAGENDA:

What do you think of your folio ..
w citizens wh thre
manner -I mean out of Ankole?
o
w you out of this

KAJlUffANGA:

I would forgive them in a w b
&-. II
• th .
ay ecause I think th
1.0 owmg
e mstructions from h • h
..
eyw also were
1g er authonties.

MJl.NAGENDA:

Are your relations good with them now th t
a you have come back?

I(ARUffANGA:

We have no problem.

MR,NAGENDA:

In that case, why do you not go back to your ori inal Kib .
went to another one insterad?
g
anJa but you

KAR.URANGA:

The . kibanja
in Nyavuriza had completely over-gr""""there was
th
~u,
noth mg ere actually. So, when I came back I decided to stay • th'
. h h
tn IS
one w h tc
ad been given to me by my father because when I left
somebody kept looking after it so it was in a more reasonablestandard.

MR.NAGENDA:

Finally, you have said that you feel more confident of this government
so that you do not feel frightened of being thrown out again. But each
day brings its own life, if you like. If it ever happened that one morning
or afternoon people came to burn your house and throw you out, what
would you do?

KARUHANGA:

I would still feel the same pains and because I would imagine that I was
with the people who are understanding, so I would still feel the same
pams.

MR.NAGENDA:

You mean you would not bunch together and fight these people?

KARUHANGA:

You do not fight the government.

MR.NAGENDA:

you should fight the government if the government fights you, in my
view. Thank you.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

y talked of Mr-Donozio Mujuni,
I have a few questions for you. ou.
h
who came to inform you about the burning of ouses

KAR.URANGA:

Yes, he was the one.

DR.LuYOMBYA:

, h
s were being burnt?
Did he tell you why people s ouse

KARUiiANGA:

DR.LuYOMBYA:

?

.
nd then he just heard them talking about
He was simply walking by a
h by-passed them and then he
me. He was walking, he found them, e
came and told me.
Who was in particular talking about you?
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KARUHANGA:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

.i
t ·ilso know who was particularly
b.
d he d I< no •
.
The group was ig an
.
ying that if they did not arrest me,
talking about me. But they were sa
the,, should shoot me.
•
had been put on list and had been
1
We have been told that ot icrsll gedly to be Banyarwanda had been
h
who were a c
forewamed ; t _ose
k d to leave. Had you been forewarned and
forewarned and had been as e
you had refused to move?

KARUHANGA:

·t themselves that the day would come
eared that t I1ey kneW l
To me app
e all of us but we were not forewarned in
when they would actua 11y c11as
,
anyway.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

.
h ft t time you knew about this was the day when
So, m your case, t e irs
they came and burnt your houses?

KARUHANGA:

I·t

yes.

If I had known I wou Id have organised myself earlier to leave

before they could come.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You worked in the·army for 16 years?

KARUHANGA:

I retired in the 17th year.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What rank had you attained?

KARUHANGA:

Sergeant-Major.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You told us-

COUNSEL:

Perhaps, Commissioner here l am puzzled with the age he gave us. He
said 32, he served in the army 17 years and he resigned in 1975; it is 12
years since he resigned. So, I do not understand this age of 32. Would
you like to clear this, what is your age, when were you born?

KARUHANGA:

I was born in 1942.

COUNSEL:

So you are 45 years old.

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You told us your documents about your work were destroyed in the
h~use -your house which was burnt, but you had documents about your
birth kept at your parents' home.

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And you knew that you arc a Ugandan?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

All along have you ever been anything else other than -
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All along I knew that I a•ma Ugandan.

r,k. , UYOMBYA:

Yes, ns a soldier who had att • d
k
b
ame the rank f
·now a _out the citizenship and the law o a Ser_g~ant-Major,
did you
wards, did you know that you I d .
about citizenship? In other
to your home?
la a nght to ask when these people came

}v\RUHANGA:

I did not like to wait for them b
people came in.
ecause I completely feared the way these

DR,LUYOMBY
A:

Did you not know that you could
you are a Ugandan but t M approach the authorities and plead that
•
no a unyarwanda?

KARtJHANGA:

I would have done it but these were the
chase me away.
very peop1e who had come to

DR,LUYOMBYA:

But did ~ou attempt, for example, your father was eventually left
although it was on the grounds of old age, but there was a lea for him
and he was eventually left.
p

KARUHANGA:

My ~cles, ~atemal uncles and although my father was sick, they all
~ema~nedbehmd. So, I really think these people had some other things
m mmd or they were interested in my life, but the rest of my people
stayed behind.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

In the camp where you stayed in Rwanda, were the majority of
colleagues you stayed with Bahororo or some other originality?

K.ARUHANGA:

When we reached the camps, we were sorted out on the basis of where
we were coming from. Each area was given its own tent; say those
people who came from Nyabushozi were given their own tent, the
Sheema, Kashari had their own; so we continued knowing each other in
that way.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

For example, those who stayed or those who were affected from your
area, were they mainly Bahororo or other indigenous Banyankole?

KARUHANGA:

Most of them were Bahororo. Me I was called Muhororo because I
came from Mpororo, but the arrangement which was in the camp was to
facilitate our identity say, if information came from this end to locate us
as individuals where we came from.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

There is one thing which is not clear about 1975. I th~nkyou said Y ':'1'
contract was over and you left the army; were you servmg on contract m

0

the army?
KARUHANGA:

. . the army the initial period you serve is 9 years,
Wh en you JOID
'
u have to renew
thereafter if you are interested to serve more years, yo
your contract.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

You mean you did not renew yours in 1975?
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K.ARUHANGA:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
KARUHANGA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I wanted to go home.

Did you get tenninal benefits?
.
d • h t t'me the country was at war, nothing had been given to
Smee unng t a 1ised me that tater on when I came back I would get
me, but they prom
my documents and other benefits.
What war was there m 1975?
This was when Obote wanted to come back, he was fighting Amin.

KARUHANG/t.
Apart from running to Rwanda, had you been outside Uganda before?
DR. MAKUBUYA:

KARUHANGA:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

KARUHANGA:

No.
How many languages do you speak?
About 3 or 4. I speak Runyankole, Swahili because that is the language
we used to us; Rutooro/Runyoro because they are neighbours and I can
also attempt to talk in Luganda since I was working in that area and
little English.

DR. MAKUBUYA:
KARlJHANGA:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

KARUHANGA:

Can you tell the difference between Muhololo and Munyarwanda?
A Muhororo is in Uganda and a Munyarwanda is of course, in Rwanda.
Yes, but can you tell a difference between a Munyarwanda and a

Munyankole.
People are the same but on the face value you may not tell the difference
except on languages. But even then somebody can learn a language
whereas he does not belong to that particular tribe of the language be
speaks.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

Back to Muyogo Village, were there some Banyarwanda in Muyogo
Village?

KAllUHANGA:

Tllerc are some who came there in 1962 and they remained there.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

Were they nice people to live with?

KAllUHANGA:

Their 'behaviour was good and eventually when it came to screen them
to go back to their place of origin, they were happy because they were
going back to their home.

COUNSEL:

Were they occasionally told to go back home?

KARUHANGA:

It had never happened, that was the first occasion.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

Were they rich people or were they poor; eventually when they
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•
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DR,MAKUBUYA:

Had you ever had n quarrel wi•ll tl M
, le uluka Ch' f
ie • Mr. Katono?
We had never quarrelled , d
•
,in
even I 'd
Pnmary
5.
pa, the school fiees fior h'1m m
.

1'.\RUHANGA:

DR,MAKUBUYA:

When you saw this group of
d
to your home in October, 19:;m~idpeople - s~ldiers, civilians - coming
been an army man?
'
you feel insecure because you had

KARUHANGA:

As an army man, if I felt insecure I w Id
p_roblem or anything against me in ;he pa:~ I ::vu~dk~ownk If I had a
simply ran away because when that man ~a
ave nown, but I
were actually after my life I also did not hesita~: t~:a~~~:;
~::~ they
1

DR. MAKUBUY A:

With regard to Mahega and Kibondo
camps, did you witness any
marriages while you were there?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

DR.MAKUBUY A:

Many of them?

KARUHANGA:

Yes, if somebody loved a girl, he would marry her.

KAKWENZIRE:

About the screening exercise, in your estimation, there were many
people on the other side, were many people selected as Rwandese to go
back?

KARUHANGA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

In 1961 as you said there were people who had come from Rwanda,
were they many?

KARUHANGA:

They were few.

KAKWENZIRE:

About how many'?

KARUHANGA:

I think it should be the officials who did-the screening exercise who
would tell better because they used to tell that this was from Rwampara
or from Mpororo or from anyw here somebody came from and then
eventually he was taken back.

KAKWENZIRE:

• 'ty of 30 ,000 people were Ugandans?
So t h e maJon

KARUHANGA:

Yes, they were Ugandans.

KAKWENZIRE:

I spoken in the camps?
What language was common y
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KARUHANGA:

Runyankole anp Ronyarwanda.

KAKWE ZIRE:

You mentioned that they ,·vcrebringing you water. was there no water in
the camps?

KARUHANGA:

CHAIRMAN:

They used vehicles to collect water from Kibondo. When we reached
Kibondo. they built tanks, they divided us and about 50 tents would be
given n tank.
How many soldiers were in this group of people who invaded you in
your home?

KARUHANGA:

Five.

CHAIRMAN:

Were they armed?

KARUHANGA:

Those who were armed were two.

CHAIRMAN:

Were they all in uniform including the unarmed ones?

KARUHANGA:

They were all in uniform - two were armed and three had no guns.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you know which detachment they came from or where they were
stationed?

KARUHANGA:

I did not know the soldiers but I recognised my chief -

CHAIRMAN:

No, I am talking about the soldiers.

KARUHANGA:

I did not recognise them.

CHAIRMAN:

How many Askaris were there?
District Administration Askaris.

KARUHANGA:

There was Kikumba who was working at the Gombolola Headquarters
who came with the youth Kananura and the Chiefs.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Karuhanga, I think that is all we have for you. We thank you for
yeur evidence to this Commission.
you.

Askari, usually, this refers to the

You may go home now. Thank

KARUHANGA:

Thank you too.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, the next witness is Mr. Francis Butagira.

\VITNESS NO.190: MR
BUTAGIRA _ SWORN IN •

FRANCIS

KAMUJANGUZI

cocNSEL:

Mr. Butagira, can we get your full names?

BUTAGIRA:

My full names are Francis Kamujanguzi Butagira.

coUNSEL:

How old are you?

BUTAGIRA:

44 years.

COUNSEL:

You are an advocate/farmer?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Resident in Mbarara District?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, that is right.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Butagira, would you give us your background.

BUTAGIRA:

Which background?

COUNSEL:

Well, where you were born - you can start with where you were born
your parents, then educational and what experience.
'

BUTAGIRA:

I ~a~ born in Bugamba Sub-county, in Rwampara County, Mbarara
D1stnct. My father was called Kamujanguzi. I had my education -

COUNSEL:

What is the date of your birth?

BUTAGIRA:

1945. I had my education at Kinoni Primary School then Mbarara High
School, Ntare School, when I completed H.S.C and in 1964, I went to
Dar-es-Salaam University where I did Law and graduated in 1967 with
B.A (Hons) Upper Second. I then in the same 'year joined the Ministry
of justice where I worked as a State Attorney until the end of the year.
In February, 1968 I was appointed a Lecturer in Law at Nsamizi Law
School where I was teaching Bar Part I. In 1969, the La~ School was
merged into Law Development Centre, then I came as a Lecturer to the
Law Development Centre, where I taught and rose to be the Head of
Department of Law. In 1970 I went for further studies in American to
Havard University where r got Masters of Laws Degree. I came back in
1971 - the latter part of 1971 and rejoined the Law Development Centre.
In 1973 in January, I was appointed Chief Magistrate Buganda Road; I
stayed there for one year then I was transferred to Mbarara as a Chief
Magistrate. In 1974, I was appointed a High Court Judge and_I worked
as a Judge until 1979 after the Liberation War. I then resigned and
joined private practice working with a firm of Mulenga and Kale~era
Advocates in Kampala. In the same year, 1979, when the National
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COUNSEL:

Mr.Butagira, arc you manied and you have children?

BUTAGIRA:

I am married with 7 children.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Butagira, I suppose you arc aware of the appointment of this
Commission -

BUTAGIRA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

From your background, it would appear to me that you are conversant
with matters not only of 011r local area, Mbarara District but national
matters for Uganda as a whole. Therefore, we shall be asking you
matters affecting your local area and at the same time after we shall ask
you matters affecting the nation as a whole. Let me start with matters in
Mbarara District. Mr. Butagira, would you let us know the composition
of people in Mbarara District, that is by tribe or clan -the major tribes in
Mbarara District.

BUTAGIRA:

I think the major one, I think, is Banyankole, then you have a sizeable
number of people of Rwanclese origin, the Banyarwanda; some Bakiga

who have mainly migrated from Kabale and a good number of Baganda
who came long time ago and settled mainly around Mbarara Town and
in Sheema County in Bushcnyi District and Kajara. I think those are the
major tribes.
COUNSEL:

Those Baganda who came long ime ago, to your knowledge or to your
opinion, are they accepted as Bnganda or they have now become
Banyankole?

BUTAGIRA:

They have kept their identity because they tend to settle in one place and
keep in their culture, hut they had also, I think more or less been
integrated into Anknlc because:they speak the language.

COUNSEL:

We have received snlllL' c, idcnce here that mainly these Baganda are
moslcms, is that true to ynur knowledge?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So, apart from keeping their Kiganda culture or customs, do they also

I

keep the moslc,n
BllT

custn111s Sl1rt lll'l

:ilRA:
t lave tlt:Y hccn in,

cd in the administration in Ankolc Oistrict,
Bushcny, and l\lharnra? l la\'c they become chiefs and so forth?_,
BUTAGIRA:

COUNSEL:
BUTAGIRA;

COUNSEL:

BUTAGIRA:

l)h

I think during the time - I cannot recall well, but some of them were
us_cdby th_ecolonial government as administrators in Mbarara District, I
th,_n~, until the time of' a p!.!rson called Mbaguta who was our Prime
Mm,ster her~, ~l~atis when he gradually posted Baganda with the local
people: but m1tially they \\ere used to set up administration in this
District.
At the moment, they arl.!no longer in the administration?
Well, there is no particular tribe as such in administration I think they
may be there.
'
'
You have told us the origin of these Baganda, now the other side which
we are interested is in Banyarwanda. Would you like to tell us how
these Banyarwanda - when you say Banyarwanda I would think these
are people from Rwanda which is a different country. Would you tell us
how these Banyarwanda came to settle in Uganda or in Ankole, Mbarara
or Bushenyi Districts.
There are, I think, two categories of Banyarwanda. The first one being
composed of those who are really Ugandans - Uganda Citizens. As you
know, when the boundaries were redrawn, a sizeable part which used, I
think, to belong to Rwanda was corporated into the present Uganda in a
county like part of Rubare, in Kajara and of course, Kisoro. So you
have those people who are really Ugandans but they happen to speak
Runyarwanda language. Some of them of course keep on moving from
one part of the District to another and they became many; and they were
well settled, mainly cultivators. Then you have the second category of
Banyarwanda who came as refugees after change of government and
revolution in Rwanda. These mainly came anH were settled in refuge
camps. So those are the two categories. Now those who came as
refugees of course were regarded - are still citizens of Rwanda.

COUNSEL:

Yes; is there another group of Banyarwanda who came irr Ankole?

BUTAGIRA:

I think those are mainly two categories of Banyarwanda; those who are
Uganda citizens and those who are not: the latter being those who came
as refugees.

COUNSEL:

I see. Well, some evidence has hcen given about people known as "the
B a h ororo "·, wllo are these Bahororo? And some people have been
11
referring to them as "Banyarnanda-Bahororo .

BUTAGIRA:

The Bahororo are not Ban)arwanda; I think they ju~t happen to come i~
a part use d to b e ea lied M ,r)ornro·, but they speak, 1f you want to call 1t
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COUNSEL:
BUTAGIRA·

COUNSEL:

BUTAGIRA:
COUNSEL:
BUTAGIRA:

.
tl csc Bahororo in Ankole - where do you
Yes; in which counties arc ,
find them?
. .
now because of the friction of time; but they are in
It 1s difficult to te 11
R ma County and Kajara, in those
parts of Rwampara County, u1,a
bordering Rukungiri.
What has been the main occupation of_the ~rst group of Banyarwanda those who are in Kajara, Rubare and K1soro.
They are mainly cultivators.
And how about the second group who were supposed to be in camps?
Well, those are culturally pastoralists - herds people looking after cattle.

COUNSEL:

These second group, the refugees, came in 1961, I suppose, and say,
they were in camps. Are they still in the camps?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, the camps are there; but I think some had moved out of camps and
settled in some parts of the District.

COUNSEL:

Is it a big group that moved from the camps and settled in other parts of
the District?

BUTAGIRA:

No.

COUNSEL:

These people who moved from the camps, were they well received by
the local people?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, they were even intermarrying with local people.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now to your observation or knowledge, has there been quarrels
between Banyarwanda be it first group or second group with the natives
- when I say natives, l mean Banyankole and Baganda who have been
here for some time.

BUTAGIRA:

No; they were living amicably; there was no friction to my knowledge
although this developed later.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now you said, "developed later"; when did it develop?

BUTAGIRA:

It was during this period of so called "mass expulsion" of people of
Rwandese origin in 1982 I think.

COUNSEL:

Yes; how come?
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BUT GIRA:

To my knowledge I think the
one, it is that during ll
ca~ses of that expulsion might be two;
attempt on the part
preparations for 1980 elections, there was an
0
people of Rwandese .s~me ?eople in the U?C who suspected that
0 ngm might n t
O
\Vere suspected of go•111 t
support the party, UPC. They
•
g_
Q vote for DP Th
durmg registrati"on of
•
ere were attempts then
voters to excl d th
were non-Ugandans· a <.I
u e em on the ground that they
These people sa·d 'tl n t Iicrefore they should not register to vote.
I ,
1ev \\ere Uga d . d
remember at Ka k -:
n ans, an tempers grew. And I
,
mu uz1. so man)' of th
. .
to protest that the , ,,.
.
. ese peop 1e came m big numbers
not being registered to vote although they were
U gan dans. So, to) meere
that ,
f
. .
eruption that t k
"as one o the begmnmg with causes of the
in th 0· tr· o~ place later. Secondly, there were spates of cattle theft
e is ict. ome of these were attributed to Banyarwanda refugees
that some of them had
. d c:
.st .
.
mo,e 1rom the camps and stole cattle. The UPC
o, nct Executive organised some youths to go and truck down some of
the sto1en cattle; some of these youths went to Rakai, there were
exchange of fire there: I am not sure whether it was known - it was from
Bany~anda
or some soldiers, but some youths died any way in that
pursuit: Now, these were youths sent by the UPC District Executive
and, this really added to the fact that they were these and most already
towards these Banyarwanda

;c

When these youths died, matters came to a head. Thereafter, I am told,
there was a motion brought in the District Council by one of the
Councillors to round up Banyarwanda, mainly refugees and take them
back to the camps wherever they were. I am told it was passed and then
they started a move to begin to round these people up. However, I think
things went wrong somev,:here: and when I was in the constituency, it
was reported to me as an M.P for this town and also Rwampara County,
that natives had started burning houses of Banyarwanda and chasing
them away. I noticed myself so many people tracking; I then. because
as far as I knew, this \\as not government order -Central Government
order. So I organised military police personnel and I went with them to
some of these places that were affected; I drove towards Kinoni on
Kabale Road; I met a lot of these Banyarwanda. some of them having
belongings, moving in the direction they did not really know where they
were coming from because government did not order them to be moved.
And I continued all along, stopping addressing them and telling them to
go back; and also noticing houses being burnt. Unfortunately. some
youths led by a fellow called John Nganwa, followed me and they
threatened these people that if they went back. they would see. So when
I was coming back l saw these people still going and when I ~ked, they
said, they were being threatened. not to ~o ?ack. I was then d1st~rbed. I
came, I approached the District Comm1ss10ner. then ~alled Ndtkora. I
asked him to convene a meeting whereby Counc1llo~ and UPC
Executives would meet and 1 find out what_ was happening. So we
agreed that the meeting takes place the following day. And I pos~ned
• to K am pala • The following
day a. good
number of Counc,llors
my gomg
. .
.
.
•
the
District
Comm1ss1oner
was
there,
and before
kuzl
tume d up at Kamu
,
we went t he w ho 1e gr1.)ll'l r, 1 told the D.C that as far as I knew .as a
.
t , d also as a member of the UPC National
Member o f P ar Itamen •111
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Agriculture• Dr • Rubc1
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•ss·igc from the government. W e t hen
morning' .that he - 1w · t •c1 111uncil
c • • Hall I addressed the meeting
•
fiirst and

convened m the 0 ,stnc
o told the DC that as far as I k new, t here was
I dy
d
repeated what 1 I,a a rea
•
l h
no order by the government or the party then m power to ex~e t ese
d th t ·rthere was a problem of Banyarwanda movmg from
peop1e; an
a 1
were refugees to steal cattle, the only thing was
the camps; tI1ose w110
'
to take them back to the camps, to the refuge settlements.
But then to my surprise the Minister stood up and said that it was
government policy that all Banyarwanda whether refugees or not,
should all be rounded up and be taken to camps~ and then those who are
Ugandans will be sorted out after all these ~eopl~ have been rounded up.
I saw that was ridiculous and l did not believe 1t. But the effect of that
was ;ery tremendous, it cut any discussion, because now we have been
told by the Minister in government that this was now gove~ment move.
So the District Commissioner stood up and told the gathermg that now
you have heard that this is a government policy, so I urge you now to
implement that policy. So the whole cast started. I myself personally
walked out in protest and I went to Kampala. I wrote a long letter
detailing what I saw. This letter I wrote to the Vice President, telling
him that I cannot believe that it was a government policy to round up all
these people and chase them away unanimous; and calling up on him to
intervene in Mbarara because it was on fire. I personally took the letter
- (Interruption) -

COUNSEL:

Sorry, may be to interrupt you; at the meeting held in Mbarara, was it
only you - for District Executive - was it only you and Rubaihayo as
Members of Parliament?

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Learned Counsel, we can hardly hear you; I do not know whether
it is the microphone; may be try to speAk little louder please.

COUNSEL:

At the meeting you held in Mbarara, was it only two Members of
Parliament that attended it or there were other Members of Parliament
that attended?

BUTAGIRA:

There was, I think another Member of Parliament; Mr. Kagurusi, M.P.,
and of course the DP Members were not there.

CHAIRMAN:

~orry, DP Members also came?

BUTAGIRA:

No, they did not.

COUNSEL:

What was Mr. Kagurusi's view about this matter?

BUTAGIRA:

We~I,_I think he became now one of the implementors of the so called
dec1s1on by government.

Yes. Proceed, Mr. Butagil1i.
BUT

IRA:

So, I said, I wrote this letter

d
k'
an as tng whether that was the
~olvlem_ment policy or not; and I gave it to the Vice President. The
10 owmg dny of cours, I I1• -1 •
•
•
• .
• c , ,.1u1nternat1onalengagements. So I went on
official v1s1tsto \Vest Gcrm·ll1'' the B ·t .
,
' J'
n n am. 1 was away for a month.
\\ 11at happened cvcrybodv knows A
h
•
.1
• •
nyway w en I came, I found
everything was done. (Interruption)_
Where did you go?

BUTAGIRA:

I went to West Germany on official visit; I was invited there by the West
Gennany Government for one week visit. And from there I went to
U.K. I did not come back until a month later. By the time I came back,
all that happened had happened.

KAKWENZIRE

Was this official visit on your agenda?

BUTAGIRA:

No, it was scheduled. So to me I think from what I know, this was not a
matter - this mass of expulsion - which was decided on either by the
party, the Central Executive Party of the UPC which was the highest
organ. As I said, I was a member of that executive· this matter had
'
never been discussed there, neither was this matter discussed
in the UPC
Parliamentary Group which, as you know, was an important organ of
the party discussing al I that matters that came to Parliament; that were to
be decided there first; neither was it a matter that came to Parliament,
since I was the Speaker; it was purely local matter, perhaps a matter
where a blunder eye was kept by the top when the thing had already
started, no move seemed to have been made to stop it. So, Mr.
Chairman and Members, on this issue of Banyarwanda, that is all I
could remember and tell.

CHAIRMAN:

May be what we would perhaps do is all together, because we are likely
to ask you questions for clarification; and everybody is likely to cover you know, perhaps several aspects, the relevant we are inquiring. May
be we shall deal with each aspect as we go along. What perhaps I start
asking you few - unless Counsel has got .... N~. Although i~ may _not
have been raised in - as our official policy, discussed official pohcy,
possibly let us start with the party. Did_anyb?dy ever raise to say _that
should report what was happening and d1scuss1on and find out the view,
the policy of the party on the matter, say, in the organs of the party to
which you were a member?

BUTAGIRA:

No· the matter was not raised at all. As I said eithe~ in the Central
'
• C omm 1.ttee of the party or the National
Council
of the party or
.
.
Executlve
the Parliamentary Group; it was never raised as an issue.

CHAIRMAN:

. Parliament; did any Member of Parliament ~hether _on
Now about tn
nent side ever raise the matter either durmg
opposition side or on govern,
d
?
or after the expulsion or the exercise had been one.
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BUTAGIRA:
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•
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t
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CHAIRMAN:
BUTAGIRA:
CHAIRMAN:
BUTAGJRA:

•·

s? W·is it question time by-

At question 1mc

'

~

No. Not at question time.

1 see.
.
debate general debate, say during the Budget
You see during, say,
'
·
' h
M bers arc given free hand to raise any matter or
Proposals, t ere em
'
. fi
h Ch • • •
. d b
p sident's Communication rom t e
air; 1t gives a
durmg e ate on re
.
h'
S •
·
y matter from a constituency or anyt mg. o 1t was
member to raise an
.
during that general debate that such things would come up now and
then.

CHAIRMAN:

.d
government Minister or anybody on government side reply to
D 1 any
f 1·
f
make the views of the government to be known, means o po icy o the
government known on the problems?

BUTAGIRA:

I think, if I could recall, the Minister of Internal Affairs, I think, Dr.
Luwuliza Kirunda, I remember him saying, it was a local matter.

CHAIRMAN:

I suppose - could we be able to find from Hansard anything said on this
matter?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, I think so; although now I cannot recall, but if you can get Hansard
of 1983, because this took place in October, 1982; but in 1983 you may
find some of these things there.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. Learned Counsel, I think this is very important that Parliamentary
proceedings otherwise known as. "Hansard" for the relevant period
should be looked at. When you took your letter to the Vice President,
did you discuss the matter with him?

BUTAGIRA:

No; unfortunately not. I think the President then, Dr. Obote, was in Italy
if I am not mistaken; the Vice President seemed to have been holding
the Portfolio at the time; and I think that is why I wrote to him.

CHAIRMAN:

Did he ever reply to your letter?

BUTAGIRA:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

When you subsequently met him, did you discuss the matter with him
after you returned from Europe?

BUTAGIRA:

Not, specifically;_ I think when l returned I found everything had already
happened and I did not see any point in discussing the things.
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Do ) ou knn\\ "h ' . '
. expulsion was not government
Ru b81'h ll)O,
• I1ad to sa) that was?
) ) our fellow M•J> t".1rom this
•
area, Dr.
11

BLfT GIRA:

It is difficult to tell· hut I I·
.
'
,Iler learnt tl. 1
k 1·t led was his
relative· lll· t I
la one of the youths who was
'
• a le was bitt
b
.
why he came out.
•
er a out this. So may be that is

CHAIRMAN:

I see. He came with the ,..,hot
. .
1
have any other message? Did\~ a,~e- th is is a special mission; did he
say that "this is a government polic;';~ any other message other than to

sUTAGIRA:

No, that was the message Wh·it h·i
.
struggle there to pn.!,·ent tilis tv;Je ;fit1~~eg~~~a~~tis that,ltit ~phpearsmyf
the people h
d I
•
go we wit some o
ere; an )r. Rubaihayo would not have but, I mean the
reported or sent a message that I was standing in the way of the;
pe_ople. He was ~cnt actually b) Vice President; and that was the
military plane. I th111khe came specifically for that.

CHAIRMAN:

D!d your views on this bring you into conflict with your fellow M.P's
with whom you belonged to the same party?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes.?

CHAIRMAN:

Did your views which differed from those of Rubaihayo and Kagurusi ...

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, they did; and l think it strained the relationship between me arid
them for some time until this issue died down.

CHAIRMAN:

Now at the local level here at Mbarara, was the matter ever discussed
first of all, let us say, in the party organs at the District level, was it ever
discussed either before, during or after?

BUTAGIRA:

I do not think so; because in the District Executive Committee of the
party I was a Member there.

CHAIRMAN:

Who was the Chairman?

BUTAGIRA:

It rotated. And to my knowledge, it was never specifically discussed~
such. It appears really, this was some_ group o~ pe~ple in league or m
conjunction with some youths that earned out this thmgs.

CHAIRMAN:

These youths who we have in your evidence and ~vidence of many
other witnesses, we have heard a lot. Were these subJect to any control
or any discipline from or by anybody?

BUTAGIRA:

Of course, they would be sub:j.cct to collntr~tliei~::::f~~~:e

7onu:• t~
• ••
f
• .
11 • lc·idcrs hut rea Y 1
was actlv1t1es o soi c . '
•
Ch . an of the District Council m
1
do what they did. For mstancc. t 1eof t;~n:rchitects of this thing which
this place called Makatu was
or less a split in the party - we
happened. And there was I thm m~re d unfortunately the D.C then
had a faction led by that Makatu, an

?1;
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1
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.
So the partv
.
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d d- thev had their leaders nght up to the
these facuons develo~ek tnt ,·as ~nforrunate part of the whole thing.
national level. So I thm t 1a ,
U"'4A

CHAIR11Ai~:

Rwakasisi was an M.P for Bus heny,• an d 1inister of State in the Office
of the President.

BUTAGIRA:

Yes.

C~1A.t~:

I see. \\'hat role - did he play any role in this episode?

BL'TAGIRA:

I think he must have been one of the fe11o,~·sencouraging these people
here locally to go ahead. I came to know this later.

KAK~'ENZIRE:

Could vou tell us more about the split: you have told us of one side
which ;,..asre lying on R v, akasis i. \\'hat about the other side?

BL'TAGIRA:

The other side came to be known as - locally, science.

CHAIRM&~:

\Vho were the leaders of this group?

BUTAGIRA:

It had no leaders.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

The prominent practioners of this side? Say, by MPs. or -

BUTAGIRA:

It was composed of people like me and others whom you may call, may
be, liberal type and opposed excessi_ve. And quite -really, I would say
proudly that that group formed the majority of the UPC party members
in the District.

CHAIRMAN:

And in Bushenyi? I mean. \\as it in Mbarara only?

BUTAGIRA:

No; on that side it was even worse.

CHAIRMAN:

To go back on the youths. These youths would have their God-fathers
who protected them and executed things which are pulled by their .....

BUTAGIRA:

That is right.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did the science group also have their youths?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Since this matter of youths has been brought up at this stage, could you

tell exactly "hat "ere I h . -.

.

csc ) nuths llltendcd for?

BlJT ,IR :

The" hat?

DR LUYOMBYA:

The intentions of these vouths •111
tl1,
•
•
•
•
h
t cir appointments tlie,· '\"l'- tl c party what they were intended
for:
•
• ./ 1cy were
II
paid and code of condu.,ct•1r•,
contra ed, whether they were
,Illy, t 11e renumera
, t'•ons. we have heard so
much about them.

sUTAGIRA:

Well, briefly, in the party 1 h ·I 0 11
important sections of th~
c . . g to, th e youths were one of the
compos1t1onof the party That in these
have youths whose main task well was
b'l• . •
- you
mo 1 1sat1onof the people may
be, now days we may call them "cadre"·
th
'
•
.
, ese were type of people to
1
popu anse party ~olicies among the people. The intention, of course,
~~t
g~o~ / t~mk they were quite important and helpful properly
I
u ise • ~ said, some of them, of course, came to be misused. They
were not paid at all; they were just party activists.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

I am wondering whether they received any training for their job;
because you _try to compare them with cadres; but there is a political
school to which cadres go and there is an operational code; they even
taJce an oath and t!,i~gs li~e this. What about the youths? Did they go
through formal tram mg; did they take any oath and things like this?

BUTAGIRA:

No; they used to train them first; and I think some had - I think they
were just beginning to train some of these youths at a place called
Lunnyo, I think this was in Entebbe, they were first trained there some
of them. They were starting to organise courses, which, I think, would
have also developed into political schools; but they do not seem to have
gone on.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You mentioned that at Rakai, these youths had been sent to track down
cattle that had been stolen; and it is alleged that there was an exchange
of fire. Who were the two parties who exchanged the fire?

BUTAGIRA:

As I said, that is why I am not so sure of really what happened; all I am
sure of is that some of these youths who went armed I think, some of
them were armed, met their death as they were trying to may be recover
cattle or what.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Excuse me - if I move on, I must mention that we have received some
evidence here and in Kampala of very negative role of the youths that
they were extorting money from citizens, taJcing people's property an_d
things like this, harassing people generally. I do not know whether_~1s
was supposed to be their role or things just went wrong. What pos1t1on
would you taJce on this?

BUTAGIRA:

Of course it cannot be their role that they were there to do such bad
things. As I said, the intention of having the youths was good; b~t they
were misused and encouraged by - as a result of pa~ s~uabbl~s, some
of these youths may be used to rough opponents with t~pumty. But
you cannot say the youths as such were bad; they were JUSt few and,
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the time you serve
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1
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the party was conCer
. ?
group when it came to elections.
Of
.

l th 1'nk th'IS as

r said ,

of course ' the matter was purely local here;
not
.
.
discussed at national level of the party. But here,. take Mbarar~ D1st~1ct;
I think divided; but if there was a swing of such sizeable part either side,
the other side will naturally get worried. I do not know why such a fear
was there, there it was as I said as a fact that they feared these people
might swing matters the other way.
I do not quite really understand this all idea of this politics of expulsion.
Why in your opinion, couldn't the UPC win these people or have hope
that these people if there was to swing of the balance, it would swing in
their favour?
Yes· of course if you are asking my opinion, I said, my opinion is, of
'
✓
'
•
course, .why to exclude them; why do you do that; try to wm them and
this is how things should be.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I am not quite yet satisfied, Mr. Butagira. Here is a group of people
which has lived in an area for some time; and in some cases generations;
and as you quite rightly told us, some of them were Ugandans by virtue
of geographical boundaries. Had there been an earlier indication that
these people were not supporting UPC; for example, in earlier elections
in the 60s?

BUTAGIRA:

I do not know what led to this deep ·suspicion; but of course there had
been elections before and this thing had never happened. This, to me, is
difficult to analyze. But you heard these fanatics who thought, if they
were excluded, might be well for the party. Well, these are few fanatics
I have mentioned who did this type of thing. Let me say any person
would not really support that move.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

But this matter I think was not only local. As far as I know there were
also some people of R wandese origin; for example, in Mityana area; and
at the time of elections, there was also an attempt to exclude them from
registering. So it seems it was not really a local problem here; it had
come to a national level so to say, as far as the party was concerned.
And you could not have been the author of the idea to exclude them and,
you assist us probably if you can guide us to sources, the members of
your party who probably originated the idea who could tell us more.

1nrr
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1'..\K\\ ENZIRE:
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BUTAGIRA:

It is very difficult even for Ille to guess an
they suspected them to be the other s·d
answer. I do not know why
I e.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

For example, if you take the Baganda group in Mbar .
Id
od h k f th
ara, you to us that
a go_ c fun ?
em are moslems. Could it have been connected with
oustmg o Amm?

BUTAGIRA:

Sorry?

DR.LUYOMBYA:

A good chunk of Baganda settlers, you told us that are moslems, and
some people suspected that they were pro-Amin and, therefore, could
not have been happy when Amin was over-thrown and Obote coming
back. Could this have something to do with it?

BUTAGIRA:

I do not quite get you well.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

We are trying to get to the reasons why the UPC was afraid of the
Banyarwanda group that they may not support. And my fellow
Commissioner included that the Baganda at that-time in Mbarara., it was
probably hard to find a Muganda settler here or a Munyarwanda settler
supporting UPC.

BUTAGIRA:

I think they did not bother about Baganda or moslem~ may be they
were few. But mark you, as I said, this was not UPC as such; there was
this group of people who were in charge of this registration here and
they carried that out. Ho\\ they did their research to know whether these
people were not going to support them, as well, I cannot tell.

DR.LlJYOMBYA:

Well, they were in charge locally but they were doing it on behalf of the
party.

BUTAGIRA:

Purportedly.

DR.LuYOMBY A:

.
• •
And the success of elections 111favour
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reason to take that particular interest as

CHAIRMAN:

Still on this _ ma) be for Just a supplementary question: In your
Constituency, did you ha, e this problem of - do you have this fear also
like in other Constituencies?

BUTAGIRA:

In my Constituency, ·no.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You have been saying that this was purely local matter. Unfortunately
its impact and implications were actually international; you know,
among the groups you Iisted were genuine refugees and this matter
exploded internationally and Uganda received a bad press and so on.
So I think we need to understand it much more critically. One; you see,
'
I have
been asking other witnesses whether they can easily tell a
Munyarwanda from other people here. Can you easily tell yourself?

BUTAGIRA:

By just looking at a person?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Well, I would not know.

BUTAGIRA:

No. Unless I know, he is my neighbour or something. I would not
know. May be if I may just elaborate on that, the thing you have raised.
I said, this was a local matter in origin, but quite rightly of course it
became international afterwards and Uganda was on carpet and, I, for
one, it was unfortunate, I was on carpet when I went to West Gennany,
it greatly affected my tour because all the questions were on that. But
what bothered me is that, it was purely local alright, but when it became
a national, I think there was no efforts to arrest the situation. That is
different.

KAKWENZIRE:

I think actually they stopped it at a certain point. I do not know whether
it was by ~n official announcement or people were tired of it, I do not
know, but 1t stopped at least.

BUTAGIRA:

But by then as far as I know the harm had already been done; these
people had already gone.
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BUTAGTRA:

No, I think they knew them· thev really knew who

,

DR.MAKUBUY A:

was a

M

d
unyarwan a.

Ok~y. The other thing which was bothering me _ you know _ you
having been personally aware of the fire which was · ·
d
•
•
•
•
ansmg; an you
havmg ap~ra1sed Vice President of this matter; whether it would have
been possible for you to postpone your trip in order to deal with the
situation?

BUTAGIRA:

No; I could not, of course. For one, I had no reason to suspect that he
was not going to act because r \vrote to him as and as far as I knew I
,
suspected reasonabl)' that I have now brought it at the highest level that
it will be done.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

Yes. This actually relates to organisation of the work of an M.P. Could
you have kept in touch with the situation while you were abroad; did
you have facilities for keeping in touch, monitoring the situation other
than the usual things that we do, like tuning into BBC or something?
Did you have facilities for keeping in touch?

BUTAGIRA:

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

.J

Monitoring what was going on?
Yes, please; because you see - well, we are not yet talking about your
other office, but you were also the Speaker o_fJhe National Assembly,
whether you could have monitored the situation?

BUTAGIRA:

No; not really.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Or directly through the Embassy for example or something like this.
We have an Embassy in West Germany.

BUTAGIRA:

I

b •

given telexes: there were telexes coming, say, to o~r

E:b~ss/;~g Bonn and they were sh?wing me these te!exe;~so that
where I kept may be - I knew something of what was gomg

DR.MAKUBUYA:
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.

,
matters which seem local, actually have
Okay. You see, som~ of th~se . . •
For example, what you call
national and international unplicat1onhs.
lot about it· but it had a lot
•
" We used to ear a
•
.
"syndicate and science •
k w whether you can explain
of impact on the national level. I do not no
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BUTAGlRA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

KAKWENZIRE:

f

S)

think there were n group of people who tit.ought th~y ':ere more of
1UPC'c. thnn others. And the 01 igin even goes far hack, in this place there
used to be what _ by then it was nicknamed "Nkomha" that was now a
version of "Syndicate"; and then "J,.,!1if~nguro". "Mufunguro" means a
diluted thing. (Laughter). So some believed that they were more, say,
more of party members than others. You know, i_tstarted like t~at. And
then later on it developed into - call them hard Imes and soft Imes. So,
then it went beyond even local matter; not it becomes a national.
Well, thank you Sir.
On this division may be in the party; I might have perhaps
misunderstood you, but you seemed to allow what happened as having
also indirect bearing to this split. Did I get you right? Could we put when we are analysing the causes for instance, of this unfortunate
exodus; could we bring in those divisions as some of the seeds? Could
we be right to say that this division within the leadership could have
divided in lawlessness· or this nature and subsequent acts around which
we were hearing?

BUTAGIRA:

K.AKWENZIRE:

BUTAGIRA:

Well, it so happened that really those who turned up to be the main
supporters of the move of expulsion came from that faction of the party
called "syndicate". I do not know whether I have answered you?
And subsequently some of the other arrests of the other Ugandans could
have been a result of such a division? Of who?
If you could be more speci tic - the arrests of who?

BUTAGIRA:

Okay, evidence comes here and somebody says, I was arrested by
Rwakasisi; and another one says, I was arrested by Rurangaranga; could
it have a direct bearing to such conflicts?
Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, let us move on, I think, it is up to you, Counsel.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Butagi~a, another matter that has come to us here which is shocking,
happened m June, 1979 at a village called Kiziba - well this is in
Sheema which now is a part of Bushenyi District. It involved moslems,
62 of them were killed and their bodies thrown in the River Rwizi. Did
you hear about this incident?

K.AKWENZIRE:

BUTAGIRA:

I heard about it.

COUNSEL:

Yes,_did. yo_u, as a loca I person here, try to find out the causes of this
horrible mc1dent?

BUTAGIRA:

We~l, th is th ing happened - for me I was in Kampala - the whole of that
period I was not arot md · I)JUI t 1ten I came to learn that there was this
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COUNSEL:

Did ~ey_ get any favours, favours that were not given to other people in
the D1stncts?

BUTAGIRA:

I think they b~came prominent traders, they were given shops may be
out of proportion to other people mainly in business, so that might have
also caused unrest.

COUNSEL:

Would you say in a town like Mbarara most of the shops were taken up
by moslems?

BUTAGIRA:

I think a good number.

COUNSEL:

So, are you suggesting that murder of these people in Sheema was
actually that conflict had been caused because of these favours?

BUTAGIRA:

I would say partly yes, and partly you have to see whoever instigated
those murders there; it could be they had their own reasons.

COUNSEL:

Well, we do not know, did you hear anybody who instigated these
murders, what did you find out yourself?

BUTAGIRA:

No, I did not bother to find out.

COUNSEL:

Did you hear of an address by Mr. Rurangaranga that a tree had been cut
and therefore other people should cut the branches?

BUTAGIRA:

Well, I read it in the papers, I did not hear it, all I knew I think he was a
D.C during that time -

COUNSEL:

You mean you read it in papers in 1979?

BUTAGIRA:

No, during your Commission here.

COUNSEL:

What is your suggestion about stopping these things ~-ing repeated; this
thing based on religion, murders being based on rehg1on; do you have
any suggestion to make?
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BUTAGIRA:

It is rcnlly leadership. It is leadership. If you have the right type of
leadership, it is my bcl icf that could be a beginning; a leadership that
docs not believe in diffcrcnecs of religion or tribes and that a leadership
that commands respect in the society, then that leadership can be used to
educate - in the long run it will be education really that will solve this as
people get enlightened then they may see no point in pursuing these
futile differences and petty things.

COUNSEL:

What ·was Jacking in the leadership that we have had before or may be
which we have, I do not know?

BUTAGIRA:

There was a lot of lacking; there were these divisions which I think were
not good for the country. Once you have divided leadership, then that
means you cannot control. So, to me those that are in leadership, first of
all they should show cohesion among themselves and then they could be
in a position to pull others to follow good things. But once they
themselves are divided, then the task becomes difficult.

COUNSEL:

You suggested that moslems were favoured, were given shops and other
favours and so forth, may be appointments, how' do you stop a leader
from doing this kind of thing?

BUTAGIRA:

Well, you cannot stop him, but as I said, if he is a good !eader, why
shoulq he do these things? The unfortunate thing is that yqu may have
someoody catapulted in power by many other factors but he happens not
to be the right type and then you would have had it. •

COUNSEL:

Then how'would you ensure that you get a good leader?

BUTAGIRA:

Well, it is fair enough, first of all, I think we should endeavour to have
democracy work in this country; destroy a belief that you yourself you
are the one who is capable of say leading the country and then once you
have that belief, if there are elections then follows rigging and so forth,
but I believe if democracy allowed to work, let people freely elect whom
they want and let that experiment work. That could be the beginning,
but it is a long way - it is quite a long way.

COUNSEL:

But then what wou Id happen after you have elected this leader and
becomes a bad leader, what do you do then?

BUTAGIRA:

You remove him through the machinery that you have if it works.

COUNSEL:

Is-it easy?

BUTAGIRA:

It should be easy if he does not manipulate. From my experience, you
have all safeguards and organs on paper, but when you get them
manipulated by whoever wants to be removed, that is where trouble
begins. But if they were followed - if a leader for instance is a bad one
and the system works, then he will be thrown out by his party even
before he is thrown out 11ationally. Then I think something also must be
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COUNSEL:

!:s~;:o

BUTAGIRA:

I think so.

COUNSEL:

How?

BUTAGIRA:

you think it is easy to control the army or people to control

If ther~ is a tough leadership that shows that it wiH-take action if
somethmg goes wrong, I think the rank and file will begin to realise that
they cannot commit atrocities and get away with it.

COUNSEL:

Yes, b~t you. ~ee _you find that normally the army, for instance, you
heard m Ph1hppmes, people in May had elected a government
overwhelming, but then some few people came and wanted to
overthrow it; what would the people do?

BUTAGIRA:

If the system worked, those people would not even succeed.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Butagira, when did you join the Uganda Peoples' Congress?

BUTAGIRA:

I think actively in 1958 or 1959 when I was at Ntare, I becamea
member of the youth league of the party.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So, really you have peen with the party for quite a time?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Let us analyze this bit of leadership. I think I agree with you that if we
have a right type of leadership which does not believe in tribal or
religious differences, it commands respect in society and it has the
qualities of unity and uniting the people. I want to ask you to help us in
frankness because what we are aiming at is for this country to have a
prosperous future of our childrerrimd grand children and we can learn a
lot from the mistakes that we have committed or omitted. Let us do a
postmortem on the UPC leadership of which you were a member and I
want you to be frank. In light of what you have suggested as a possible
solution, what would you comment on the UPC leadership?

BUTAGIRA:

What in particular? Your question is really a bit wide, if you want me to
analyze the UPC leadership as such, all I can say is that there was
constant struggle to put things right by those that felt that may be here
and there things might not have been going on well, to try to makethe
organs work. From my short experience, although as I said, I join~·as
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member of the higher organs of the party. We were strugglmg w1thm to
put things - some things \\ C f~lt were n?t correct. It was not_all that
well. as just in any other organ1sat1on.thmgs do not work, ~ou improve

an d ,So On a nd
1s a constant

you ._tnH.!."lc
- ~::- "1th the people \\ho may not wish that, so it
effort. I thin~ that is all l can say generally without
pinpointing who in this partJ, ,, ho in the leadership was bad and so on.
DR. LL'YOMBYA:

Do you think there were rel ig1ous or tribal frictions within the UPC
leadership?

BUTAGIRA:

Tribal?

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Yes, there were many tribes in the UPC.

BUTAGIRA:

I think there were factions and not tribes really.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Members in the UPC even at the leadership belonged to different tribes
and different religions?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did this affect in a way the leadership -

BUTAGIRA:

No, there was no such conflict basing on religion or tribe. As a party
whatever difference there were, were largely because of their cut across
- you have a faction and that faction you have many tribes there and so
forth. But you could not say that there was tribal or religious
differences within the party.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you attend any annual congresses of the party?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, because I was a member of the Central Executive Committee and
National Council and we did meet in those organs.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was it all belief?

BUTAGIRA:

I cannot tell. As I said, there was a constant struggle to put some things
right. As it happens with any organisation, it cannot be all plain sailing,
otherwise it will be dull.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You said there were factions, were those factions on tribal or religious
ground?

BUTAGIRA:

Take the factions here, for instance, in this District as I said there were
many who believed that they were more of party members than others
and those whom they thought were not old timers who might say these
people who have come in now, they are spoiling the party. So, it was
not based on any tribal difference.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Well, that may be another source of friction and division. For example,
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sUTAGIRA:

I would not know.

OR. Ll YOMBYA:

When you talked of kadcrshi
mean?
'
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hat commands respect, what did you

sUTAGIRA

Respect of the majority of the co le
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should be a popular leader a d tt _P • For instance, a leader really
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DR. LUYOMBY A:

I think we are still talking in abstract terms and I w t t
come out concrete!
F
an o request you to
.
y. or example, when you say you are not decent - a
1eader is not decent or a leader should be decent - what could determine
a decent leader? Because these aspects are important for our future and
we may have to recommend them, so we just want you to assist us.

BUTAGIRA:

Well, take a character, if I say he is a good character, I think, everybody
knows tha~. If I say that he should practice what he says, he should not
say one thmg and does another, that is an aspect; if I say he should not
be hypocritical, that is another one and that he should not believe in
differences and I think that is the most important thing in our country
that however you may try to be good but you may be pulled either by
people that belong to your tribe or religion if you succumb to that for
short term experience, then you are no longer, to me, a decent and good
leader.
For my short experience, say when I was a Member of
Parliament here, one of the big tests was that of withstanding pressures
that you may see are not good and be able to withstand it and be finn.
So, then that is a quality of the leadership. And of course, ultimately it
is the people that will judge and how do they judge it? You allow a
system, you allow them to elect their own people and if they think you
are not decent, then they do not elect you.

KAKWENZIRE:

Mr. Butagira, evidence has come to this Commission that Mbarara has
lost a number of leading personalities both in the 70s _and in the 80s;
namely there is a group that is supposed to have been murdered by
Amin's people, this included Bataringaya, Baryamujura and others, and
from that group you would probably know as the resident of this to~.
Then there is another bunch of people who were murdered at a_hm_e
when you were the M.P of this area.
would very much appreciate 1f
you could throw some light on these k11lmgs.

v:'~

BUTAGIRA:

On why these took place or something?

KAKWENZIRE:

Well, if you know any specific person - w_hether you can as~ist the
· · t k w c,·rcumstances surround mg the murder of either an
C omm1ss1on o 110
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individual you knew so well or prob,~bly a group involved in, do you
know wh) and who, 1f possible, who killed them?
BUTAGIRA:

As you have said, there arc many who hav~ died and some say ~uring
Amin's time those prominent people were killed because they said they
were anti-him or supporting - by that time, I think, they killed most of
them were UPCs prominent ones here, accusing them of being
supporters of Obote who was in exile and trying to work to overthrow
him. Some were leaders, others were prominent businessmen here and
this place is notorious for fabrications. I for one, I have been trying to
find out why people should still stand up and make false allegations, but
it so happens that you may find people made a list, for their own
reasons, they want you eliminated, then they accuse you of J;iavingbeen
an agent of whoever tries to overthrow the government; they make a list
to eliminate you. Some people died in that way and unfortunately
without finding out whether that accusation was right or not; in Amin's
time, once you are taken, you are finished or you are killed. That is how
people like Bananuka and others who were in leadership died during
Amin's time. Then prominent traders here died may be because they did
not want them, they were envious of their success in business and then
they falsely accuse you and you are eliminated. Then we move on to
the time of UPC Government recently. I know of a number of people,
some in my Constituency, who were arrested on suspicion or on
allegation that they were supporting Museveni then and these people
were arrested and never to be seen again; who murdered them or who
did, nobody knows beyond - at least me, nobody knows who did it
beyond knowing that they came and arrested them. So, there is a strong
element of false reporting in this District unfortunately which has led to
death of many people.

KAKWENZIRE:

As a leader of the area, you must have been bothered about this kind of
fictitious reporting, did you make any effort, was it very easy for you,
for instance, at the time you were the M.P to get down to the grass root
causes of this kind of situation where people just die like that?

BUTAGIRA:

For instance, it was one of some reasons that led to the divisions within
the party - the syndicate - those who tried to be conscious would oppose
this random sake of picking up people and you wanted to find out why.
Then finally there was a group that was not prepared to follow that. But
as a leader, to go back to your question, as an M.P of this area,
obviously some of these things concerned or touched me personally
because when they happened, I got concerned and I had to follow up.
For instance, the death of Kananura, Kabazaire, Mbiringi- that group.
When they had been arrested, the relatives saw me in Kampala, I tried to
find out why and where they were. Since they were arrested and said to
be taken or detained in barracks, I approached the top - the Minister of
Defence and Vice President then on the matter on a number of
occasions. I was told that they were safe -

COUNSEL:

The then Vice-President told you that?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, they were safe and their matters were being looked into. In fact

equipped with that nssuruncc I
, told the reJatives
•
0011 be re Icnscd.
these people would

OR,LlJYOMBYA:

Sorry, for record
Pau Io Muwanga? purposes, you arc talking about the y·ice-p rest.dent,

BlJTAGIRA:

Yes.

KAK\\'ENZIRE:

Where did you see hirn; when and where 'f
1

you can recall?

BlJTAGIRA:

Of course, I met him a number of ti
.
.
almost everyda
8 1
. n:ies in my capacity as the Speaker
here, he was inyMba~~rarctall_one incident on _thismatter I first met him
it was everyday and tl . ' ~111~k.
at Kamukuz1, but thereafter of course,
h
icse re at ives were on me most of the time so even
w enever they came I either got him on phone or walked there if

BUTAGIRA:

th
Yes, at one in conjunction with the Leader of Government Business
who happened to be the Prime Minister as far as the welfare of the
members of Parliament were concerned; those two offices.

COUNSEL:

What prevented those facilities being given, do you know?

BUTAGIRA:

They said there was no money.

DR.LUYOMBY A:

I do not know how the office of the Speaker operates. It would help me
to know about the internal administrative role, what you do, budgeting,
whether you fight for your estimates or whether you take them to the
President's Office or something.

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, we do. Parliament has a separate budget. We fight for it in the
Cabinet with the Prime Minister who is the Leader of the Government
Business and as usual anything can be slashed there and so on.

COUNSEL:

You were a member of the various organs of the party which was in
government, what was the party's view about the outcry that was
prevalent in the country about the violation of human rights?

BUTAGIRA:

About what?

COUNSEL:

The outcry that people were saying about human rights, people were
being detained, people were being killed; what was the stand of .the
party on these complaints?

BUTAGIRA:

There was no specific stand as such; things seemed to be treat~ as they
• Unfortunately some of these would be viewed as
came on ad -h oc bas1s.
thin s brought by your opponents to win you. So, _some of these
g •
Id be looked at in that aspect and mamly, of course,
accusations wou
h o
·· h
they were raised by the Opposition so th~y say t e rJpos1t1onld::
. to grm
• d an d they are after somethmg; some o em wou
somethmg
viewed in that light and may be not followed up.

COUNSEL:

,
taints were raised by the Opposition no
You mean because these comp
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serious investigations actual!) ,,ere made?
BUTAGIRA:
DR. Ll1' 01\IB) A:

, es.

Just as a folio," up on that one Definitely member of the party group that is UPC Part, Group nnd the various committees - were also
witnessing these v1olat1onsof human rights and some of these affected
those members directly. For e:-..ampleyou mentioned the disappearance
of people like Kananura. you rightly approached the Vice-President, and
there are many more examples of various types of outcries and violation
of human rights although the Opposition could have not brought all of
them to Parliament where they had a voice. Did anyone in your
meetings, in one of the committees you had a chance io attend ever
attempted to raise these issues?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, many times - very many times particularly in a group like the
Parliamentary Group, I thin!-. that was a place where members would
talk freely and discuss things which they may not discuss in public.
Quite a lot were raised even against some Ministers who were
misbehaving and so forth, a number of times, argue actions to be taken.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

I do not mean during Parliamentary Sessions.

BUTAGIRA:

No, it is Parliamentary Group meetings, it is a party organ.
saying that quite a lot was raised during that time.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but were any measures taken to fight this violation which you can
quote?

BUTAGIRA:

The subject is wide, I cannot pinpoint really.

COUNSEL:

Or they were just put aside that this is politics leave it at that?

BUTAGIRA:

No, there would be serious promises to do something about it,
eventually something is not done and this is the unfortunate part of such
things.

COUNSEL:

Well, I suppose you are not going to condemn party politics that parties
should be banned and so forth, but if we have parties, what measures
would you suggest that wou Id ensure that human rights are not violated
in Uganda?

BUTAGIRA:

I did not get you properly.

COUNSEL:

Well, these party politics - one party in government and another one in
the opposition, violation is committed, reported but you think the person
who is reporting is trying to undermine or give a bad picture of
government. In spite of the existence of such a system, do you think
~ere can be measures that wou Id be found that would protect people's
rights?
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COUNSEL:

Yes when )'o
'
u say strengthen. what h b
.
.
lack of manpower - personnel that has as een _wrong.I~ the past, is it
has been interference?
been lackmg or it 1sbecause there

BUTAGIRA

There is also lack of ma
.
whole thing I tl . • I npower, 1 t 11111k;to have the right people. The
'
1111
...., ias many Ho fi .
d 'd•
h
•
w or mstance do you ensure in
ec1 mg t _e mtegrity of the Police; you begin to analyze why 'say
s.omebody is arrested and released. Some maybe released because the
t
little conS able there wants so~ne money, he cannot make ends meet, so
he succumbs and so on_;there 1s that aspect of it. But apart from that, we
have also to have the right type of people in the right job; I do not think
we have as yet, I think we still lack manpower - well trained manpower
we still lack that one.
'

COUNSEL:

But then you have mentioned also interference, how would you prevent
the politicians' interference: how would you prevent a politician
interfering with security organs say, Police and so on and so forth?

BUTAGIRA:

He can only be disciplined. Again to go back to what I said, if the
machinery within that party is strong and of course, the leadership I
talked about, that type of politician I quoted if he was dealt with, that
would be a good example. nobody else would go and interfere.

DR LUYOMBYA:

I am sorry, I do not want to be misunderstood as trying to witch hunt the
UPC, but when you make suggestions which I quite agree with that if
you have a strong machinery within the organisations and some of these
atrocities occurred, when your party was in office, .do y.ou_w.ant _to
suggest that UPC did not have a strong machinery to d1sc1plme its
members?

BUTAGIRA:

With due respect, you arc asking me questions as if the UPC was on
trial for which I cannot -

DR. LUYOMBYA:

N

ti free UPC is not on trial. But I am trying to get something
o, you ee
,
.. , . , > , occurring and it seemed to the general
behind why these atroc1t1cs \H::rc
.
public as if they were blessed by the leadership.
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,IRA:

Take for instance things "hich were done soy by the armed forces quite
unconnected "ith the party. So, it goes down to what I suggested that
ho,, do ~ ou "trcngthcn even the army to make sure that they do not do
these typc of things. You will find that the party as such or the organs
of the part) as such mav have very little influence, as it were, in say

what goes on in the arnn
DR. LUYOMBYA:
BUTAGIRA:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

But you have the Minister of Defence who is a party member.
Yes.
You have the Parliamentary Group which is free to talk and raise issues
and then they are not followed up. Taking you a little bit back on this,
when these views were aired many times in the Parliamentary Group
meetings, they were not followed up, was it because they were being
raised by soft liners rather than hard liners of the party?

BUTAGIRA:

That is why I was suggesting that there was some machinery that was
not there. Say, if things were raised in Parliament and there were
promises to follow up and they were n~ver done, who would follow it
up; that aspect was not there and then what do you do? The Minister
has promised to do something, he has not done it, eventually you go
back to the institutions themselves - strengthening the institutions and
quite apart from even the party regardless of whether it was UPC which
was there or not, but if there is no machinery to follow up what is
actually being aired in parliament, then you are at a dead end. So, those
things I suggest were not there, may be if they were there, that Minister
would have acted.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Mr. Butagira, of course I agree that the UPC is not on trial here, but the
UPC has been in power for about 13 years, some people would say
more, but the period we are investigating is unfortunately the same
period when the UPC was in power, so it may seem as if the
organisation is on trial, but we are really trying to understand what
happened. For example, I am very interested in Parliament myself and I
will read to you Article 44 of the'Constitution, I think this is the one
under whic~ we are operating and it says: "44(1) There shall be a
Deputy Speaker of the National Assembly who shall be elected by the
members of the Assembly from among persons who are members of the
A~s~mbly other than Ministers, the Attorney General or Deputy
Mm1sters. (2) The members of the National Assembly shall elect a
person to ~e/>ffi~e of Deputy Speaker when the Assembly first meets
after any d1ssolut1011of Parliament ... " I do not know, was there a
Deputy Speaker when you were there?

BUTAGIRA:

No, he was not there.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

He was never elected?

BUTAGIRA:

No.
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DR. MAK.UBUYA:

I do not know wheth er t h"is constrained
.
you •m your office as a Speaker?

BUTAGIRA:

It did, yes, because you cannot w k I
that should have been done if h or haone and there are many things
·
.
e wast ere because the Dep ty g......1,_
ch airs committees and so forth·, h'1sabsence meant a lot.
u • ~•

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What. w as hap~nrng
• ':hen you are away? Could you not go out when
P ar I1ament was m Session?

BUTAGIRA:

When I was a_waywhen Part iament was in session, they would elect a
person to preside on everyday basis.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

In 1980 the Constitution was amended to give I o seats to the members
of ~e _anned_forces. I am wondering whether these gentlemen were
active m Parhament from 1980 to 1985?

a

BUTAGIRA:

Two were active.

CHAIRMAN:

I think there were three amendments about election of special people.
First the anny or the soldiers, then there was o~ by the Presideatalone,
that I think was I0 and then there was a third grbup of 10 also which is
supposed to be elected by or who were supposed to be elected or who
were supposed to be Specially Elected ~1111ben. The National
Assembly Constitutes an electoral college and they would elect thole
Specially Elected Members; these were never elected, so was the
Deputy Speaker never elected, why?

BUTAGIRA:

The same reason I gave not electing the Deputy Speaker. Then: w a
disagreement on Specially Elected Members, they tried to racb a
consensus behind the scenes say the Opposition demanding.we want S,
the other one says no, I think they said we will give you three, I cannot
recall. But eventually that one was even withdrawn,they aid we Wllll
all, you are not having any. So that was again behinddiem.

..

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

I think one of the ideas behind puttingmembersof the armedfon:a in
Parliament in this way is to recognise their important role, I thinkIt ~
time we weretalking about their role in the Liberation
of Upada tiom
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Amin, nnd J think, thcrcaf tcr we were also think in~ about pre-empting
coup d'etat. This thing really workc<l, you got I O of them and· put them
there, wns that not pre-emptying the coup?
BUTAGIRA:

Well, it may not but J think, I quite believe there should b~ involvement
of some of these people: it may not take that form of havmg I O elected
as a group, but I think the idea of involving them into here, is to see how
things work if they can realise that things arc talked here and things are
done here, they may not be inclined to start thinki~g of overthrowing the
government. But I do not know what was a noble idea.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

From 1980 to 1985, you were actually operating the Westminster model
here and the Learned Counsel has been asking you about how it was
operating and so on, do you really think that the Westminster Model can
succeed here? You have some experience, this is why I think, we have
detained you here so long, you were the driver of trus model, do you
really think this is the kind of thing which can work in Uganda here.
Should we abolish it and try some other models or what?

BUTAGIRA:

No, it can work quite well. If you go to detailed workings of the
Westminster model, say the functioning of Parliament itself, you find
that most of the work of Parliament is transacted in committees - a
Plenary Session Committee - then within these committees you have
representatives from each department, some of them in fact are led by
Opposition members. Now, the atmosphere in the committees is very
relaxed and a lot is actually transacted there. If these committees are
there, and in our case they were not there, they were just a few and they
were advocating for more, the departmental ones. But if they are there
and working, I believe, it works well and I have seen it work
somewhere.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Do you have the temper for it?

BUTAGIRA:

Temper?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, the Ugandan people. You were the centre and you saw both the
Opposition and the Government side, the armed forces - these were 1O
and only two were active. Do you really think that Ugandans have the
temper for that working of the Westminster model?

BUTAGIRA:

Yes, why not. I do not see anything that is peculiarly Ugandan-

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Peculiarly imolerant

BUTAGIRA:

No, they are not intolerant; they are not.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I am sorry to take you back to the UPC and the question of leadership.
But I really feel that we should discuss one more matter. 27th May
when_people used to go to Bushcnyi, what was the leadership function
on this day?

BUTAGIRA:

111our

tempers?

I do not know what is your specific question on that one.
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DR MAKUBUY A:

This could have been done on the Annual Delegates Conference.

BUTAGIRA:

Y~s, but at the ~nn~al Delegates Conference you have delegates, but
this was a gathering'. 1twas a ~nass of people gathering at a certain place.
Whether you agree 1t was a right thing to honour a certain individual in
that way, but the effect of it was that party wise it mobilised them.

DR.MAKUBUY A:

You are aware of course that most of it was financed by the tax payer?

BUTAGIRA:

No, not officially. Officially, as far as I know, it was a party function,
not even a holiday, but going beyond practical tenns, what do you do; if
all parties, all the Ministers, all what are party members. So, although it
is not officially a holiday, they go and they also travel in government
vehicles, you cannot stop them and say hire and leave. In practical
terms separation was a bit difficult, but officially it was built as
appropriate and muddle things.

COUNSEL:

I think you were talking about allowances. You were giving allowances
say from Coffee Marketing Board, such a Ministry people going to
Bushenyi and be given allowances.

BUTAGIRA:

I think this was an abuse as far as I can see.

KAKWENZIRE:

One more question. When you talked about o~her people's rights_and
violations of other people's rights, I anf won~ermg_whether your nghts
as a Spea k er an d as M •P • were at any given time violated. Do you feel
ed
you could not exercise your power or you could not do what you want
to do as M.P. and a Speaker?

BUTAGIRA:

I beg your pardon.

KAKWENZIRE:

given time you felt your own
th
I am asking ~pe~i~cally \\d·he e~ ~ a::d as Speaker were violated by
rights as an individual an as • •
other people and other forces.
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BUTAGIRA:
K.AKWFN/IRE:
BUTAGIRA:
DR. lUYOMBYA:

would cnll it may he if I said frustrated in some of the things I believed
1
in and were not done.
Yes. did you feel frustrntl'tl in execution of your duty?
Yes, definitely.
Probably one last question for this afternoon. The youth, it is a good
thing to involve the youth in the ~ctivitics and dcvelopme~t~ of the
country and I agree they ~an play an important role. You JOmed the
party in 1958 as a member of the Youth League. But unfortunately even
in the early sixties, the youth wingers not only UPC's and OP Youth
Wingers, came to be, developed a sort of violence in the society towards
each other and then other members and I can see this thing carried on to
the so-called youths of the so-called Obote If. I wonder whether you
have an idea to where this violence originated and how we can prevent
it so that we have clean youth movements in our society.

BUTAGIRA:

You see, as I have said, the youth as such are not bad. It all begins·with
whoever was misleading them. If you ask me how we can prevent this I
think if we are organised party-wise then it is really the party's
disciplinary committee to work but you can have youth of all parties;
you can organise the training of youths as good citizens regardless of
your party affiliations. I think that would be a good thing; may be that
is what they are trying to do in the political schools now. But if they arc
organised on party basis, then really it is up to the party machinery to
discipline them, to use them in the constructive manner.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Butagira, this might be the last question. We have had evidence
both in Kampala and here - whether evidence or views about the
elections of 1980. You said that in 1980 elections were rigged. Now
what do you say about that? What happened first of all in your
constituency; in Mbarara and nationally, generally?

BUTAGIRA:

The accusation of rigging, of course, you may have to do it from
wherever seeing it. As such it is just an allegation. Me I saw it in this
way that there was a machinery, if there were complaints of
irregularities, you go to court to determine whether in that particular
constituency there were malpractice, they were rigging. And I think
there were complaints from individual constituencies where all the
matters - in some aspects there were matters that went to court. But it is
very difficult to know without political colonisation, this accusation of
rigging elections, whether because may be somebody was defeated, he
may say, rigging. Unless the matters had dedicated in court that
particular constituency, then you are sure of what you are talking about.
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DR.LUYOMBY A:
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DR.LUYOMBY A:

Did your party discuss it - this issue?

BUTAGIRA:

It was a Military Commission; there were not discussions by then with
the party.

DR.LUYOMBY A:

Thank.you.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Butagira, we have had to keep you for so long because you are very
important witness, I think in this exercise which we are doing. I would
like to thank you for having come forward for the evidence and views
you have given to this Commission. Because we are in Mbarara which
was your constituency and your evidence is very pertinent to the
incidence of things which happened here. Thank you. Well, it is 2.35
p.m. and as it is our practice on Saturdays here in Mbarara, we shall
adjourn now until Monday next week 9.00 a.m. in the morning in the
same place. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN·

Commissioners, Learned Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen; we should
now begin the session of today 5th Octo_ber, 19~7,in Mbarara._ No~.
before we hear the next witness for this morning, I would hke this
ut on record to the fact that yesterday on Sunday 4th
stat emen t to be P
• went an d v1s1t
• • ed
the Commission of Inquiry
Of
bers
Octo b er 1987, mem
•
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by various witnesses
two areas ,.,1
.-.1,·ctl 11',1d bcLll mcnt ione<l in evidence
.
. .
m Mbarara. l'hc first plaLc is Mirama J-1111
an~ th~ s~cond Rw1z1River
and I hear Itendero Trad111gCentre in Bushcny1 District. Now, I request
of the
Comm1·ssioner , Dr. K.hiddu Makubuya to read . afi statement
.
findings not conclusions but the observat'.o~s and m ormatlon which the
Commissioners received when they v1s1ted these two areas. Dr.
Khiddu-Makubuya.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Evidence already laid before this Commission shows that people
popularly known as Banyarwanda were suddenly driven away from
their home in Mbarara District in or about October, 1982. The same
evidence shows that some of the displaced people finally collected at
Mirama Hill in Ruhama County on Uganda Rwanda border in what was
subsequently called Sofia Camp. Other evidence has also been laid
before the Commission to the effect that on or about the 26th June, 1979
a total of 62 citizens of Uganda professing and subscribing the Moslem
faith and then went into Kiziba village, Sheema County, Bushenyi
District, were forcibly herded from the village and taken down to the
Rwizi River on the Bushenyi Mbarara border where they were brutally
murdered and dumped into the same river. After receiving this evidence
the Commission decided to visit both Mirama Hill and Kiziba to
familiarize itself with the scene of the alleged incident. I am glad to
make the record that the Commission was able to carry out the said
tribute yesterday, Sunday the 4th day of October, 1987.
The
Commission led by its Chairman Mr. Justice Oder was guided to the two
places by the Detective Superintendent of Police, Matthew Ntambi, the.
head of the Commission's Investigation Team. Commander D. Kajugira
and its Leading Counsel, Mr. E. K. Sekandi. The Commission travelled
by road from Mbarara through Ntungamo and reached Mirama Hill at
11.30 a.m. It first of all reported to Uganda Police Post at Mirama Hill,
where Mr. John Mwesigwa, the O.C. Station, gave the Commission a
briefing on the local situation generally and on the state of Sofia Camp
at Mirama Hill. Mr. Mwesigwa then led the Commission to Sofia Camp
at the Mirama Hill. The Commission then met Mr. James Rwaguma,
the Chairman of Sofia Camp. Mr. Rwaguma was displaced from
Bukanga, Isingiro and first went to Rwanda before settling down in
Sofia Camp. The Commission toured the Camp and viewed the actual
condition of life there. It made and talked at length to a number of the
residents of Sofia Camp. The Commission learned that there are 48
families living in native grass thatched huts at Sofia Camp. The Camp
has a total population of 200 people, men, women and children. The
Commission was informed that the present occupants are remnants of
people alleged to be of Rwandese origin who were displaced in 1982.
The Commission further was informed that there had been a screening
exercise at the Camp during 1982, 1983, 1984 at the end of which
p~ople who were judged to be refugees were taken away from Mirama
Hill by the United Natio~s High Commission for Refugees.
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All the present residents for the Camp claiming to be Ugandans who had
no_\,_hercto_go because among other things they feared to return to their
original res,clcnces where conflict would be inevitable between them and
those who had allcgcqly grabbed their property. 'The size of the families
at Sofia Camp ranges from one person to a family of 18 people. The
occupants of Sofia Camp whom the Commission interviewed tell long
narrative of being suddenly displaced, walking Jong distances, being
looted ~y youths and chiefs, disease and death in Camp. It was
emphasized that many people had died in Sofia Camp due to starvation,
~xhaustion and disease. Food is in short supply and exhaustion brought
m by the UNLA/KAR and such organizations. They still get some
treatment at a small derelict clinic where drugs are in short supply. There
are many children of school going age but there is no school for them.
Some of the adult occupants stated that they go across to Rwanda as
casual fann labourers others have started trading in the nearby market,
while several say they survive by selling local brew. Those people were
not certain about their future but they seemed to expect government to do
something for them.
The Commission then travelled back through Ntungamo, Kabwohe,
ltendero, Road to Kiziba, in Sheema County, Bushenyi District; arriving
there at 4.30 p.m. Mr. Bashir Ssemakula a survivor of the Rwizi
massacre who had already testified before the Commission as witness
number 178 led the Commission along the route which the unfortunate
victims followed from Kiziba village to the River. Mr. Ssemakula
showed the Commission the actual spot where the 62 victims were cut
with pangas and then thrown into the river allegedly by people like
Masotte, Rwenzire, Bushunga-Kigambo, Muzenzi and others. Mr.
Ssemakula elaborated on the evidence he had already given to the effect
that the killers were in two groups; one used pangas to cut victims and
then threw them into the river, there was another group at the scene
waiting to spear any survivor to death.
Mr. Ssemakula stated that he and two others managed to escape because
they were able to jump into the river and swim away before it was their
turn to be shot to death. The witness also pointed-out the spot where he
and Haj i Abdallah Katende had pulled out the first two dead bodies
namely a mother with a child on her back from the river. The
Commission noted the width and depth of the river and the speed of the
water. While at Kiziba, Detective Superintendent, Mattlfew Ntambi
urged the RC II Chairman at Kiziba, Mr. Bangirana, ~o _assist~e Police
investigating the River Rwizi Massacre. The Comm1ss1on arnved back
at Mbarara at 8.00 p.m. The Commission has not yet reached any
conclusion on the displacement of the alleged Banyarwanda nor on the
· • R'1ver massacre • However ' the Commission's visit
in MiramaHill
.
,
RWlZl
and the Rwizi will greatly help to reach final conclusion m the two cases.
The end of statement.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Dr. Khiddu-Makubuya. Yes, now Learned Counsel, we are
ready to hear the next witness.
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COUNSEL:

Now, Mr. Chainnan, the next case concerns murder of three persons at a
Mosque at Kemishego and also the injuring of several others.

CHAIID.1AN.

At a Mosque where, Counsel?

COUNSEL:

Kemishego.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes?

COUNSEL:

Kemishego.

CHAIRMAN:

When?

COUNSEL:

This was in September, 1968, 29th and the alleged murder is alleged to
have been committed by the then known special forqe men, at the
instigation of members of Moslem faith. My first witness is Mr.
Bukenya.

CHAIRMAN:

What is the number of the witness please, Counsel?

COUNSEL:

186. What number do you have?

CHAIRMAN:

The next witness is witness number 190 or 191.

WITNESS N0.191:
AFFIRMED

MR. BUKENYA S/0 KAWAGANYA -

COUNSEL:

State your name? How old are you? Where do you live?

BUKENYA:

I live in Kajara, Rwashamaire.

CHAIRMAN:

Well just start with the village please and go upwards.

BUKENYA:

Village Shaliro.

COUNSEL:

This is in Bushenyi District?

BUKENYA:

In Bushenyi.

COUNSEL:

Have you been to school; have you attended school?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where? When was that?

BlIKENYA:

1964.

COUNSEL:

To when?

I left in 1970.
In ,, hich fonn did you stop.
Bl "E. 'A:

I left in P.6.

CHAIR.MA,:

Sorry, I am not hearing you
,
He left when in 19_ ?
veI) we 11, could you speak a little louder.
I left in 1970.

CHAIRMA1,:

Yes, in what class?

BLkI"'YA:

In Primal)• Six.

COUNSEL:

\\'hat is now your work?

BUKE"'lY A:

Now, I am a businessman. I have a shop in Kikuubo, Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Why did you stop in P .6?

BUKENYA:

Because of lack of school fees.

COUNSEL:

Who provided you with school fees from P.l to P.6?

BUKENYA:

My uncle.

COUNSEL:

Who was your uncle that provided you with school fees?

BUKENYA:

Mr. Kaggwa.

COUNSEL:

Of where? How come that in P.6 he stopped providing you with school
fees?

BUKENYA:

Because we were many children.

COUNSEL:

Yes, do you have a father?

BUKENYA:

He died.

COUNSEL:

Who was your father?

BUKENYA:

May be Kawaganya.

COUNSEL:

How about your mother? You said your father died, when did he die?

BUKENYA:

He died on 29th September, 1968.

COUNSEL:

Where did he die?

BUKENYA:

On the mosque at Kemishego.
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COUN ...EL:

.h

? Is this the same Kemishego in Bushenyi District?

\\11cre 1s Kem1s ego

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COl 'NSEL:

.
Id appear that even before his death he was not providing
Now but 1twou
you with school fees?

BUKENYA:

COUNSEL:

BUKENYA:

He used to give us fees we were so many, 27 children for all of us were
studying.
No, 1 am asking you because you said from 1964 to 1970 it_is Yusuf
Kaggwa who was _Providingyou with ,:i,e fees? So, your father was
supporting other children other than you.
My uncle started giving fees after the death of my father.

COUNSEL:

Now you said that your father died at Kemishego Mosque how come that
he died at the Mosque?

BUKENYA:

He was gunned down.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Bukenya, whatever evidence you give I expect, should be evidence
for which you are a witness. Were you present at Kemishego Village
Mosque on this day?

CHAIRMAN:

The way the witness answered the last question really it was so
confidently done that if you would advise that if he can speak English
could he please do so because he would save a lot of time. Sorry, what
did he say?

INTERPRETER:

That he speaks some little, little.

CHAIRMAN:

So, you would like to continue in Runyakole?

COUNSEL:

You say you were at this Mosque on this day?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Why were you at the Mosque this day?

BUKENYA:

My father had requested me to escort him to the Mosque because they
had a function there.

COUNSEL:

When did you leave your father to go the Mosque?

BUKENYA:

It was at 8.00 a.m. on a Sunday.

COUNSEL:
BUKENYA:

Were you only two people who went to the Mosque that day?
From our family we were only two, me and father.
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Very many.
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coVNSFL:

Can you remember some or all of them?

aVKFNYA:

I can remember some few.

coVNSEL:

Name them.

BVKENYA:

(ln'!udible). And many others whom I cannot remember.

coUNSEL:

Was it only function for men, there is no woman at all mentioned?

sUKENYA:

I remember Ha.ijatHarrisert.

COUNSEL:

Were there any other women other than Ha.ijat Harriset whom you can
remember?

BUKENYA:

There were many others but I remember only that.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened when you arrived at the Mosque at 8.00 a.m.?

BUKENYA:

On arrival at the Mosque my father requested me to return the bicycle at
home. When I took the '6icycle at home then I cam~ back to the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

How far was your home from the Mosque?

BUKENYA:

Only half a mile.

COUNSEL:

About what time did you return to the Mosque?

BUKENYA:

It was around I 0.00 a.m.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

BUKENYA:

When I came back I found them at the Mosque, Kemishego. They were
many of them. Nearby at the school there was a mawuledi and they were
playing matari waiting for other visitors from Kampala.

COUNSEL:

How far was the school where this mawuledi had been taking place from
the Mosque?

BlJKENYA:

About 100 metres.

COUNSEL:

Who told you they were waiting for visitors from Kampala?

BlJKENYA:

Because they were announcing on the radio that there were most of
Ugandans intending to come to that mawuledi.

COUNSEL:

I suppose you are a Moslem?
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Yes.
OUNSEL:

BUKE Y :
COUNSEL:
BUKE 1yA:
COUNSEL:

me mufti?
Did you know your ho
Yes.
\Vho was he?

He was Prince Badru Kakungulu.
He was your home mu ff?i.

He was a mufti of Uganda J\1uslim Community. He was not a mufti.
BUKENYA:
a mufti was it strange to you, was there a mufti

COUNSEL:

Now. w hen you had
whom you did not know?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Was there another Muslim Community which had a mufti to your
knowledge?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who were these?

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry to interrupt, this witness was very young at the time on the
hierarchy of Moslems at that time could you have a more authoritative
force?

COUNSEL:

No, this Lord, this is a boy who was in school; he is a Moslem, had been
brought up as a young person. I have no reason to doubt myself that he
could not know the organization of the church. Definitely there will be
other people coming; he is not the only witness.

CHAIRMAN:

But Counsel, on a matter like' that definitely evidence of a more mature
person perhaps with a better knowledge of the Muslim organization at the
time would be preferable.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but my Lord, I have a problem here, this is a witness who confesses
to know that is the set up of his own organization there is no way I can
stop him. He is the one who said he had mufti and he had mentioned it.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes we will accept on the evidence but can you be conclusive on the
Muslim Community at that time?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Had the witness ever attended other mawuledis before?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Had you ever seen leaders of the Muslim Community before at any other
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mnwuledis?
BL•KE )

:

Yes, bccnusc that , h
\\as t c communitywe had in Uganda.

l R. LUYOMBY A:

Hnd you seen some of these nam
before, nt this particular mawuled~; of the members you have mentioned

BUKENYA:

They used to come in the U d
.
they separated themsel
gan a Mushm Community mawuledi before
ves.

nR I UYOMBYA:

Probably Counsel, althou h he
these people before th' . g h was a young boy he could have seen
• ts ts w at I assess.

COUNSEL:

So, you and your father were members believing in Kakungulu?

auKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So, may I take it that your peop1e who were m
• this
• Mosque Kemishego
were not part of the mawuledi at the school?

aUKENYA:

Yes. They were different groups because this one at the school was
opposed to that at the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you know why you were at the Mosque?

BUKENYA:

Our father had told me two doubts about it.

COUNSEL:

What did he tell you?

BUKENYA:

That there was a party coming from Kampala to take over the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

Does it mean that this Mosque where you were was the Mosque which
you were using as the African Muslim Community?

BUKENYA:

Yes, in that County it was the belief and they were many Moslems.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you were at the Mosque, were you inside the Mosque or
outside the Mosque?

BUKENYA:

Because our father had told us that there were people coming to take the
Mosque.

COUNSEL:

How about the Mosque was it opened? Was it locked? What was it?

BUKENYA:

The old man closed it and they ordered us to stay outside.

COUNSEL:
BUKENYA:

Does it mean that when you arrived early in the morning it was opened?
They swept it and they had prayers there and thereafter closed it and
stayed outside.

COUNSEL:

In your estimation how many people were outside this Mosque?
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About SOpeople.
COL· ·srL:

Now. what happened?

DR. I L'l O:MBYA:

h
wers your question he is talking of people
Counsel probably blefore ; :U~te clear there.
locking a Mosque. am no

COCNSEL:

\es?

DR. LUYOMBYA·

1 locking off a Mosque. He is sayingMzee or
He is talking of s~me l~keop
:at
Who were those people who locked the
Wazee or something 1 e
•
Mosque?

BUKENYA:

COUNSEL:
BUKENYA:

COUNSEL:

Father and many other old men in his group, elders.
Now what was the ro Ie O

f your father in respect of this Mosque?

My f:ather was the Chairman of that Mosque, because he was the one
who built it.
When you say he had built it, would you clarify, you mean he had built
on his land _ where? Or he was the technician or what, who may have
built this Mosque?

BUKENYA:

He was chosen to collect the money for putting up the Mosque and
thereafter he actually co-ordinated the whole construction planning.

COUNSEL:

Well, how did you come to know this, was this Mosque built while you
were seeing or you have found it when you were born?

BUKENYA:

I was seeing because I used to see him coming home with money which
he had collected from the Moslems.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now what happened?

BUKENYA:

While outside at around 3.30 p.m. then a group of people came from the
school where the mawuledi was led by soldiers, Sheik Abdu Wahid
Kamulegeya and Haji Badru Balinda who was an M.P. by that time,
together with the other Moslems who had come from other parts of the
country, Kasese, Fort Portal and elsewhere.

COUNSEL:

Yes, Mr. Bukenya; now when you are giving this evidence, just give
evidence which is within your knowledge. That is while you can say
?1any people came, you can name the people if you know; Kamulegeya,
if you knew Balinda and so on. But as to say in Fort Portal, Kasese and
wh~t _notde~nitely you must be able to tell us why you are saying this.
~is_ 1sto gmde you so that you just do not say things which may be not
with m your knowledge or we think that you only heard afterwards. Only
say what you knew at the material time. Now, in the first place you say
there were soldiers - no, were they soldiers or policemen?
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Bl KE'

The) \\ere policemen.
How many to your kno\\ ledge?
\\ere they?
Or as far as you remember how many

Three or four.

th

COU1'SEL:

Did they carry arms?

BUKEi'{A:

Yes.

co , ~sEL:

All of them?

One had a big gun and the others had small guns.
cot

·sEL:

ne

BUKENYA·
ilt
\e

~e had come at _aAfawuledi one time in that place and he had been
mtroduced to us smce he was one of the important Sheikhs at that time.

COUNSEL:

You mean before this incident?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

d

COUNSEL:
u

h

Now, y~u have mentioned two names, namely Sheikh Obed Kamulegeya
and Bahnda whom )'ou sa , .
..• p
.
• Obed Kamulegeya?
)' \\as an n-i. , now when dtd you come to
know Sheikh

So you knew him at this material time? When he came you knew that
this was Sheikh Kamulegeya?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then you have mentioned the name of Balinda, whom you say he was an
M.P.?

BUKENYA:

Balinda had visited our school as an M.P.

COUNSEL:

Exactly M.P. what do you mean military police, what?

BUKENYA:

He had been introduced to us as a Member of Parliament in Runyankole.

COUNSEL:

Was he your representative?

BUKENYA:

He was representing Isingiro but he used to come and vi~it us on thatpart
because th ere were many Moslems and he had interest also of
representing it in future.

COUNSEL:

Now you say there were many Moslems ' okay' but you mentioned some
fro
•
d
Fort
Portal·
did
you
know
any
Moslcms
m
had come from Kasese an
,
Kasese, Fort Portal?

BUKENYA:

.
They were introduced
at th e mawuledi, every group where it had come
from.
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coUNSFl:

BU:k...FNYA:

COUNSEL:
BUKENYA:

dspeaker on the other sides?
That is, there were a Iou
There were a loudspeaker on the side.
So, now when they came what happened?
.
3 .00 p•m • they arrived at the compound• of the Mosque for
At that time
asil Balinda told my father and his group to leave the
Kamulegeya and B
· h Mz
ate of the Mosque because they wanted to open it, t e
ee and his
gfr.
d
fu
d
and
said
that
if
they
wanted
that
they
could
not take
1en s re se ,
.
.
their Mosque, if they wanted let th~m build the1rs as they had put up that
shelter where the mawuledi was takmg place.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Clarification. Where was the witness at this material time?

BUKENYA:

The children were told to stand nearby, just aside near the Mosque. So,
we left the old men and we stood aside near the Mosque.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

No, you said the school was about 100 metres from the Mosque, so was
he between the Mosque and the school? Was he at the Mosque? Exactly
where was this witness at that time?

BUKENYA:

I was on the compound of the Mosque.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Then you talk of the opening of the Mosque. Exactly who asked for the
opening of the Mosque?

BUKENYA:

Haji Basil Balinda who was an M.P. said that he had come together with
Sheikh Obed Kamulegeya to open up the Mosque.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You heard this over the loudspeaker?

BUKENYA:

It was at the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

Did Sheikh Kamulegeya say anyth.ing or he just kept quiet?

BUKENYA:

He also demanded that they had actually come to open the Mosque and
then requested the people to leave it so that they open it.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

BUKENYA:

COUNSEL:

BUKENYA:

COUNSEL:

So the ~Id me~ insisted and refused that let this approaching group go
and bull~ theirs otherwise that one belonged to Uganda Muslim
Commumty.
So, what happened?
After mentioning that he went back to the Mufti who was old and about
9
0 years. He knelt before him. Kamulegeya knelt before the Mufti.
I do not understand _
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llten they talked.
\Vhat is he talking b
t t ·- '
a out'> Would y l"k
s a ea
, ou say Kamulegeya t l1 h ou 1 e to repeat what you have
Muft Now what happened staertsfrt em he has come in the name of the
•
om there.
sUKE YA:

~en my_father and others refused
with soldiers.
• Then Sheikh Kamulegeya talked

coUNSEL:

Yes?

BLKEN' \:

One of the soldiers _

DR. LUYOMBYA:

One of the policemen?

cHAIRMAN-

There was no soldier there.

auKENYA:

One of the_policemen who was leading them pulled out a note book,
those mentioned were near him; then he told them to write in his book,
because he would not fire at those people before they had written in that
book.

COUNSEL:

Ah, ah, again I want to warn you here, do not tell us your conclusion just
tell us what you heard or what you saw. Dil you hear the policemen
saying, okay, you must write in this book before I shoot these people or
you are just making a conclusion? You should be sure of what you say
and you heard; do not make conclusion.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, he should tell us what he remembers, surely there must have been a
lot which you have heard from other people. Tell us what you know, you
cannot claim to know everything. How far were you from Kamulegeya
and the policemen where you heard all these?

BUKENYA:

At that time when Kamulegeya had the policemen, we saw the policemen
giving them a note book then the M.P. Basil Balinda wrote on it and the
Sheikh Kamulegeya then; thereafter we heard a gun shot.

COUNSEL:

In the air?

BUKENYA:

In the air. So they ordered us to keep out of the gate of thefMosq:e
although the gun shot was intenjed to scare them. So, some o us w o
had had heard the gun shot run away.

MR.NAGENDA:

. • the time to clear up something which the
Okay befo_re we _go on, this i: that our father refused, Kamulegeyawe~t
witness said earlier. You sa
y Id and knelt' did this happenor it
to the Mufti, who was about 90 years o
,
did not?

BUKENYA:

It happened.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay, did he go to the Mu

ft' first before he went to the police?
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I

,
BUKE1 YA:

COU 'SEL:

BUKENYA:

He talked to the po I•tcemc,0 first
• then he went to the Mufti and then earne
back and signed in the note book.

., 11.i
Yes but t h 1s
1¥ u ft'1, how did. he come here, may be, did you see Mufti
yourself and did you know htm?
\\'hen we came at the site • we went .to the mawuledi to see what they
• 1 saw them with the Mufti and then .we. were told later by the
were domg,
ciders to leave them. An important man was s1ttmg on the mat and we
were told he was the Mufti.

COL ·sEL:

But now when you sa) we, you mean children? Who were we?

KAK\\ rN /IRE:

Excuse me Counsel, at the school where they were g~thering for the
mawuledi were there many Moslems from your community?

BUKENYA:

No, except we children only.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now tell us what followed.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Before you go I am not quite yet clear about this Mufti, where was this
mattress where the old man was sitting; was it in the school, was it at the
Mosque?

BUKENYA:

At the school under the shelter they had constructed.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

When Kamulegeya and Basil Balinda and the policemen came to the
Mosque the old man remained at the school?

BUKENYA:

He could not walk so he remained at the school.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you see the old man arriving?

BUKENYA:

DR. LUYOMBY A:
BUKENYA:

We saw him. He arrived at around mid-day and he was lifted from the
car he came in a Benz and taken to the school. It was clear day so we
saw him.
Did he arrive at the same time as Balinda and Kamulegeya?
Balinda came first and then that old man came later on.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

When did Kamulegeya arrive?

BUKENYA:

He came with the old man.

COUNSEL:
BUKENYA:

Now what happened if we go back to hearing the shooting there?
We ran away because we had never heard gun shot. Then we heard more
gun shot and people making alarm. So, people started dispersing and
some policemen also started running away. Because we had dispersed in
the forest and later on we came to be told that Idi Kawaganya and Daudi

Moshi had been killed.
CHAIRMAN:

Daudi who?

BlJkl'N\

Moshi.

.\:

coUNSEL:

Arc these the only ones shot dead?

BUKFN"A

Daudi died on the spot a d
n many others who were injured went away.
Yes?

coUNSEL:

BUKENY.\:
or the

COUNSEL:
sUKENYA:

this
at the

COUNSEL:

the

1
the

We went home so we brought mat and sheets to cover the bodies. My
u~cles_were the ones doing that. It was around 8.00 p.m. when we were
still with the bodies at the Mosque.
Yes?
When everybody had been scared by the gun shots because in that village
they had never been heard any gun shot. So we saw four Land Rovers
coming.
So, may be before you continue this, two people were shot dead, others
were injured do you know those who were injured, if you remember?

BUKENYA:

Haji Musa Karugaba Rubarikari and many others.

COUNSEL:

Were they the only ones injured; no women were injured?

BUKENYA:

The Ha.ijat had remained behind and so she was the one who received
major injuries but other women ran before.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

BUKENYA:

At around 8.00 p.m. there were many more vehicles which arrive~ at the
Mosque, two Land Rovers. So we thought may be they were policemen
who had come to investigate the matter.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

BUKENYA:

•
n who came out from these Land Rovers,
There were Special Force meThen they talked in Swahili and our uncles,
they had grenades and guns.
the ones conversant with the language.
replied them because they were t'ft the bodies and put them in the Land
Then eventuallr they told u:~~w• I had wanted to run but one of them
Rovers, they kicked us s~m
c~ men held me. Me and my uncles and
held me; one of the Special For R
Then we descended to the small
• one Land over.
.
t
the bodies were pu m
H
They took tea. after takmg tea
by one assa.
I
trading centre at a hote I run
ped the owner of the hotel p us
I
•
d
and
later
they
a
so
ra
they never even pa1
her daughter in our presence.

e

COUNSEL:

Yes?
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.
d 1 d.d
1 not kn " "hnt time it ,, , l'. the) dt ,, c the
Weh dthcbodic ...nn
• ,,. ,,c hnd rcnched
!hnmrn Pt,hle ~llllit,,,
h • t s and onI • to rc.n117 '"'
•
•
'c ic c~
d
• togt:'ther "ith m~ un ks then th1. bl'td11.:..
"1.'re
Then thev ll ke us m
tnkcn to the h spitnl for post nh rtcm.

cou. TSEL:

Yes?

BUKENYA:

· u ·todv Di-.trict Khndhi, Sheikh Knddu, tt1m1.• nnd
After three dnys m c s • • ,
"
.•
.
_
,. f ·nd l:lc tllld us thnt he hnd ~1.nt n me ... ,gc "' HilJi
rovided
us
some
l l
•
.,1
1·
""'
.
P
. ,.
l tl,e Chnirmnn l,f the Ugnndn 1, u!- 1111Lt,mmumt . For
Bndru Ka,..unguu,
.
"'
,
then we \\ere stt·11there nt around ...00 p.m. the • nrrn• cd ,mm Knmpnln
•
and tlH:n,, e were re lensed. Then "c "ent to the:_lwsp1tnl, "c "ere given
the bodies and went home. Hnji Abu Mny~•llB w1~~nn Advl) ate for
Uganda Muslim Community - legal advisor l''t Ugnndn Muslim
·h·
Sheikh Kalumba. Sheikh Mulongo.. tl 1geth1.•r
with other
.
Comm~•L•,
Moslems ,~ho came in about three buses. So. nttc~ telling us that. that
·as a delegation which had represented Badru Kalungulu. then we
.
,
.
proceeded to the hospital and got our bodu:s and went to Kcm,shcgo.

"
COUNSEL:

How did you take the bodies?

BUKENYA:

Chief Khadhi organized the transportation of the dead bodies on a lorry
and the rest of us went in a small vehicle.

COUNSEL:

So you are suggesting that the police knew about this incident right the
very date it occurred?

BUKENYA:

Yes, they knew because they came from Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

While at the police did you make any statement?

BUKENYA:

My uncles made the statements and of course for us we did not make any
statements.

COUNSEL:

Where did you bury these bodies?

BUKENYA:

Later we buried them at that very Mosque where they were killed.

COUNSEL:

Did these people who came from Kampala participate in the burial?

BUKENYA:

Yes, they reached there because that was what had brought them.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened after that?

BUKENYA:

After burial we went home but we had fears because in that area -

COUNSEL:

What happened after that?

BUKENYA:

After
. burial we went home,• but we had fears because ·m that area Ah bas
BaImda and Kamule
geya - w hen we reached home we fcared that they
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.

1.'

Hl "-'

aux"l)

')'A·•

.\.:

Yes, it remained under th

o·

e control of the Uganda

.
Muslim Communit

coUNSEL:

id you subsequently mak
y.
afterwards, after all this? e any complaint or did the pot·
II
1cc ea you

auKENYA:

The uncles went to the G0 b
m o1ola and th c,
even tu a IIY we heard that th
e ..,azaHeadquarters and
•
e matters were fo
d d
th ere th mgs
retarded any forth
.
rwar e to Kampala· and
commg results.
'

COUNSEL:

When you say, uncles went to Kampala· wh0

r
t

\\ould come and dcst ..
• ah1lisc us ngnin.
Now what happen d
e to the Mos
quc; Wnsit take
The Mosque remained I
n over?
the gun shots nnd tl c oscd; they Wereat
tey nevc
so scared
use d to come there, I think r came back And th and ran away after
• thereafter he al r
e Abbas Balinda wh
so •caredt
o
1',j"· the question is d'd .
o <!omcagain.
Community?
• I it remain in the control f
o the Uganda Muslim

'

h .
.
are t ey m particular?

auKENYA:

Those who narrowly escaped but w
. .
to the legal advisor, Abu Mayanja· :~~n~;ed werdetaken by Kakungulu
State.
'
c ey sue the Government, the

COUNSEL:

Among these who got injured, are there some who are around here in
Mbarara?

BUKENYA:

Haji Musa Bubakari is around outside; Kaduyu was not there, he was in
Mbarara but he knows most of what happened also.

COUNSEL:

Okay, that is all.

MR.NAGENDA:

I am sorry that you such a young man you were subjected to these things.
And it also strikes me that probably having been so young, you were 12
at the time, perhaps what you saw and some of'the things you heard
subsequent are mixed up in your mind. So let me ask you some
questions for clarification. When you stopped at this restaurant r:unby a
woman called Agatha, did the Special Force people take you mto the
restaurant or not?

BUKENYA:

We stayed outside, the vehicle was parked near the entrance.

MR.
NAGENDA:

Number one - how did you know they did not pay for what they had
taken?

BUKENYA:

th y brought the girls outside and some took the
After they had ta ken tea, e
started raping them.
th
th
one to the hotel in the room, en ey

MR.NAGENDA:

Did you say that the owner was
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tak

• ·de room?•
• to an ms,
en m

,
BUKEl'YA:

Yes: she was taken into a room.
How dI.d you kn0 .." , the owner was taken into an insider room?

BUKENYA:

1\ffi.NAGENDA:

co

The uncle who knew the language. Kiswahili, was telling us that they had

actually taken the woman into a room.
But knowing Swahili does not mean to say that th:y can see into a
restaurant and know whether the lady had been taken mto a room. That
is what I am trying to say. So how did they know to tell you that she had
been taken into an inside room?

BUKENYA:

They were seated at the entrance of the hotel and they saw them taking
the \.vomanand the others came outside with the girls.

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean your uncles were not in the vehicle with you?

BUKENYA:

My uncle was travelling with these Special Force and he is the one who
came out; the rest of us about six remained with the bodies in another
vehicle.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, as an adult he knew because he was seated in the front and the
room was behind and he heard what was happening.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, I think this was third position in front. What was the name of the
restaurant?

BUKENYA:

Sanyu Hotel.

MRNAGENDA:

When you buried the people at the Mosque; when did you bury them?

BUKENYA:

This was the 1st of October, 1968.

MRNAGENDA:

But you also said something else about - may be when they buried them
or whatever. What did you say?

BUKENYA:

It was at night when we buried them.

MRNAGENDA:

You said that you remained very careful of the henchmen of Kamulegeya
and Balinda. Can you give us some of these henchmen's names?

BUKENYA:

Haji Rwikihome, Taban Wasswa, Haji Mawanda, Haji Hamisi Kimomera
and many others.

MRNAGENDA:

What was the first name of Haji Kimomera? Hamisi - is it Hamisi?

BUKENYA:

Haji Hamisi Kirnomera.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay.

COUNSEL:

Commissioner, may be, why do you call them "henchmen"?
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13

MR , •AGENDA:
COUNSEL:

MR, AGENDA:

BUKEN)A:

Because he calls them "h h
enc rnen".
No, I am asking him so that _
I see. Why do you ca'u them "henchmen"?
Because they had organised the
NAAM.

mg

MR NAGENDA:

They had started what?

auKENYA:

They had started NAAM.

MRNAGENDA:
auKENYA:

ho

.
rnawuled, and they Wete actually in the

Are you saying that everybod wh
.
.
0
started NAAM was a henchma:?
organised this rnawuledi and also
Yes, they were their people.

MR.NAGENDA:
But. do you have any evidence that they were henchmen - I meanthese
particular names you have mentioned?

BUKENYA:

MR.NAGENDA:

BUKENYA:

MR.NAGENDA:
BlJKENYA:

Of course after burying these people they continued inquiring from us,
they wanted to know their opponents against them. They wanted to
know whether we were also planning to kill them.
I think may be the word "henchmen" here might - we might need some
description. When you said, you were afraid of them; why were you
afraid of these people that you have mentioned here?
Because originally they were together with our fathers, so when they
separated, they started building up in sake of their own and we actually
feared them.
So, in fact really it turns out that you were afraid of them becausethey
had broken away from your father?
We feared when actually they had killed our father and joined with
Kamulegeya.

MR.NAGENDA:

But you do not have any evidence that they did anything physically
against your people; do you?

BUKENYA:

Can you repeat the question please?

MR.NAGENDA:

you want me to repeat the question?

BUKENYA:

yes, please.

MR.NAGENDA:

• them as
• that they had
•
h e agamst
. split from
and
I wiJJ The only thmg you av 'd e ea·thertheir threatenmg you
•
Do you have any eva enc
h . al hann to you or your group?
Your father.
your group or actua IIy do ing some p ysac
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Bl!Kl'N\ A:

During that time they were UPC memb~rs and used to send to our homes
some intelligence, their men and sometimes we fled our homes.

MR N <\GENOA:

Yes; but did they actually do any physical h~rm to anybody? That is
what I am trying to find out; before death, durmg the death and after the
death.

BUKENYA:

MR. NAGENDA:

Those who were in Rukungiri and admitted in the hospital were pulled
out and arrested - put into a custody. So we also feared that may be they
would come to us.
Pulled out by who? Who pulled these people out of the hospital?

BUK.ENYA:

By Serwanga -

MR. NAGENDA:•

Let me repeat my question. Were you told that some people went and
pulled these people out of the hospital?

BUKENYA:

They told us; we were told that these people were pulled out of the
hospital and taken.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who told you?

BUKENYA:

Those who had come to pay condolences to us at home.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you remember the name of even one of these people who had seen
these people being pulled out of the hospital?

BUKENYA:

Sulaimani Rubahuriza and then Haji Migadi; they came on their own and
told us.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. Am I right in thinking that in actual fact, to your knowledge, the
people you have just mentioned, starting from Haji Mbazira right down
to Haji Katumba Kimomera, that to your knowledge they never hanned
anybody?

BUKENYA:

They never physically harmed anybody; but these very people ran away.

MR. NAGENDA:

So they ran away?

BUKENYA:

They ran away because they feared.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. Lastly, was this case ever taken up by the Moslem Supreme
Council, to your knowledge?

BUKENYA:

It was not there by that time.

MR.NAGENDA:-

I have been informed, it was not in existence. Was it taken up by any
high Moslem authority?

Bl Klii YA:

iR. 'A ENDA:
OR. 1AKUBUY A:

BUKENYA:

DR MAKUBUYA:

They went to Knmpnla·a
• nd they were summonedby Haji Mayanja.
I thank you very much.
Mr. Bukenya, I am sorry th t
circumstances. Unfortu t
a you loSt your father in these tragic
I
circumstances· and th nfiae Y we have to inquire into these tragic
•
,
ere ore we ask you to
.
.
questions. After this tra . . 'd
assist us, to answer these
then you come back At i•~~nc1 ent at the Mosque, you ran away and
of night was it?
•
• p.m. these Land Rovers came. What type
It was darkness.
It was dark. I do not know - did you have any lamps?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What type of lamps?

BUKENYA:

We had hurricane lamps.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay. So you could see reasonably around?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

BUKENYA:

Okay. I do not know whether you have talked about this - why did you
not take the bodies away?
The elders insisted that since the intrigue in circumstances involving the
police, the bodies should remain there; probably the police was coming
back to see what to do.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

After some time the Special Force kicked you and told you to get into the
Land Rover. Did they tell why you were to ge! into the Land Rovers?

BUKENYA:

We did not know where we were going; because after lifting the bodies
and putting them into the vehicle, I had wanted to run away and these
people held me.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Did you say, you stayed at the Police Station (or inree days?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were you told while in custody why you were being held?

BUKENYA:

They said, we were the ones who had killed those people.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

They said, you were the one who had killed your own father, for
example?

BUKENYA:

They came to know that properly after we had been locked up.
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1 R. MAKUBUYA:

Bl.Jkl' :) \:

OR. MAKUBUYA:

BUKENYA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
BUK.ENYA:

. )\l were ut the Police Station in Mhnrara, peop\
) t cikh Kulumbn. Sheikh
•
•
Rul1nnle Knyongo earn c
) ' ou snid thnt " Iten
. SI
like: \hu !\ tn ·nnJn• .._1
c.
Oid HHl sec these people?
We peeped t I1roug I1

tl , windows und ventilators nnd we saw them.
1c

. know tll'it whoever is standing across is Abu MayanJ·8
Yeo:;·how do )OU
'
h'
'
. ••
M k
Kayongo. I low do you know t 1s? You were 13
K.ulumbn. u ongO• •
years old.

They came with the District Kadhi, Sheikh Kaduyu.
Did he introduce them?
Yes, he introduced them to us.

DR. MAKUBUYA:
BUKENYA:

When was the last time, you were in Shariro?
Can you repeat the question please?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

This record shows that·Buluhani Bukenya is from Shariro, Bwongera,
Kajara and so on. When was the last time you were in Shariro?

BUKENYA:

This was when I returned the bicycle that was around 9.00 a.m.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

No, no; recently, most recently.

BUKENYA:

I have come from there.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. You said the funeral was held at night?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Using the lamps and so on?

BUKENYA:

We also used some lamps and then the vehicles also assisted us in
lighting the place.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Do you know whether Haji Haluma Mbazira attended this funeral?

BUKENYA:

They all feared and they had run away earlier.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

This covers even people I heard, Serwanga?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I do not know; have you dealt with Sheikh Kamulegeya and Haji Abbas
Balinda after this incident?

BUKENYA:

I had never dealt with them; except recently when Kamulegeya knew that
I had opened up a case, then he organised to send some people to arrest
me.
•
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"nathappcned?
The same, but take into account th'
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is warning from me.
I think, let the man SflY
.what h h
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point of view what h h
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why; but as 8 ~atter 0 ~ appened to You? Don't go into explanation
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quiry. What has happened to you recently?
While in Kampala, I cam
.
people
looking
they were my brothers, butacross
I did not
know
them.for me; they claimed that
•

DR. MAKUBUYA:
Did you talk to these people who alleged to be brothers of yours?

BUKENYA:
While at Bwaise, I was told, the vehicle came and that the people were
looking for me. But later I came to know that they were connected with
Kamulegeya at that time they -(Pause in Proceedings)

CHAIRMAN:
Commissioners, Learned Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen, let us resume
the inquiry now that the generator has come back. When we suspended
the proceedings, the Commissioner, Dr. Khiddu-Makubuya was asking
this witness about - he had mentioned about having heard when he was in
Kampala that Sheik Obed Kamulegeya had sent people to arrest him after
the witness decided to revive this case. I think that is where were. You
had been advised earlier, you should tell the Commission what you
know. Don't tell us a lot of "I was told" that is called "hearsay". Confine
yourself to what you know; if you want to say what you were told, you
should tell the source. There must be some order; otherwise we can go
on and on and on and we will never end - so and so told this and so and
so told this. Let us proceed.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

Mr. Bukenya, where do you live when you are in Kampala?

BUKENYA:

Bwaise.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

you live in Bwaise?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

•
l -when you were there some people had
And you are saymg ~at recent kin for you. How recently was this?
told you that a certam car was oo g
When exactly did it occur?

BlJKENvA:

• th e beginningof September this year.
llns• was m

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Do you remember who told you about this?

BlJKENvA:

My land lord.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

The land lord told you? Who is the land lord?

r
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BUKENYA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
BUKENYA:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
BUKENYA:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
BUKENYA:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

BUKENYA:

..
·_.· - .- ~-..,,___

-

.

-

-

- - ·-- -

, 'd . That is how we call her.
Mama,Dav1
Where is this house; on what road is it?
Nabweru Road.
Is it near the town, far from the town or what?
It is in town near the road going to Nabweru.
Plot No.?
I do not know the Plot No., but it is near the town.
Okay. Did you tell the type of car in which they were?
They told me the type and I know the people who travel in that car.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You know them by name, for example?

BUKENYA:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.
Such as ......

BUKENYA:

Sheik Anasi Kabesigwa, Sheikh Kamoga.

DR:•MAKUBUYA:

So you had been told that these brothers of yours were looking·for you.
Did you get in touch with your brothers?

BUK.ENYA:

I did not talk to them, but as I know that they travel with Kamulegeya, I
suspected their intentions of coming to me.

MR. NAGENDA:

Dr. Khiddu, perhaps you should find out the make of the car and if
possible the number before we go on.

BUK.ENYA:

UXL 157 Datsun - Cressida.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Colour?

BUKENYA:

Cream.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What have you done about this since the beginning of September?

BUKENYA:

I developed fears and I approached the Commission, this Commission
and I reported the matter to Mr. Ntambi that there were people looking
for me.

COUNSEL:

M~y be to assist the Commission without calling Ntambi. I heard about
this matter and I reported this matter to the OPP.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did they come back?
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DR,.MAKUBUY A:

They cnmc back three ti

mes nnd thereafter I h

ave never seen them again.
They came back three times .
smce the b • .
egmning of September?
Yes, three times.
I see. ~y last point is this; it is a di
.
through it. I think it ••
. fficult pomt but we have to go
•
circumstances;
but why h IS very difficult tO Iose the father in those
ave you come to the Commission?
I told this before this Comm· .
. t me m
. th
these people so that they ar t1ss1on
. d . so that it can
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e arrest of
e ne m court of law.

DR MAKlBUYA:

These ones who travel in UXL 1571

Bl'KENYA:

Those who murdered my father.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Okay. We have been talking b t th' Sh ·
•
.
a ou 1s e1k Karnulegeya; have you
ever been m business partnership with him?

aUKENYA:

No.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Have any of your relatives ever been in business partnership with him?

BUKENYA:

Although I have never got into business partner'!;hipwith him, these
people usually see me in Kikuubo.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

They see you in Kikuubo?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

To put it bluntly, do you have any other interest besides havingjustice
done in this case?

BUKENYA:

I do not have anything apart from that, except I want them to be put into
courts of law and be charged accordingly.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

And you are sure in your own mind about this?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Thank you.

MR.NAGENDA:

I have just got one question following on that. When thes~k:°ple cam~
back three times looking for you,. did you see them or ta
these people on any of these occasions?

to any o

BlJKENYA:

I did not speak to them.

MR.NAGENDA:

know that they used to work in NASA?
Another question. How do you

BUKENYA:

Sheik Kalisa was popularly
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ay
I was told.• I came to aJ1; actually I came to
peop Ie,s .veh'tcles, and , when
·
know it properly.
peop Ie \ Cl') m

CHAIRMA.~:

These are very serious allegations you are making aga~nst an individual,
Do you have personal knowledge of what you have said or of what You
are saying?

BLX.ENYA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAi~:

Were you present when - well let us start with harassing people. When
and where did he harass people~ and who did he harass? Sorry, you have

used the ,vord "terrorise" - whom did he terrorise? When and where?
BUKENYA:

In I 984, Sheik Annasi Kalisa came with Kibuye Policemen; then came
and took the brother of Haji Karim Walugembe; and since then he has
disappeared. And also at that time he took the vehicle of Walugembe
which has never been recovered.

CHAIRMAN:

Were you present?

BUKENYA:

I was in my shop in Kikuubo seeing them.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. What is the name of this brother of Walugembe?

BUKENYA:

They all use one name "Walugembe" - I do not recall his second name.

CHAIRMAN:

What was he doing in Kikuubo?

BUKENYA:

He was working in his brother's shop.

CHAIRMAN:

How far is that shop away from yours?

BUKENYA:

Right opposite with mine.

CHAIRMAN:

Opposite; I see. What time of a dAywas this?

BUKENYA:

It was around 11.00 a.m.

CHAIRMAN:

How many policemen did he come with?

BUKENYA:

They were four policemen and NASA boys in plain clothes.

CHAIRMAN:

No; you just answer my question. How many policemen? We will come
to that; how many police men?

BUKENYA:

They were four policemen.

CHAIRMAN:

And you say NASA boys?

BUKENYA:

Yes.
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CHAIRMAN:

We do not know what NASA b
they?

oys mean. What kind of people were

Thi was an intelligence organ durin h
know what nctunlly NASA
g t e Obote regime; we also did not
• meant.

CHAIRMAN:

Were they in unifonn also?

auKENYA:

1l1cy were normally putting on ordinary clothes but armed with guns.

CHAIRMAN:

N?; !et ~s talk about this particular incident. I am asking you to tell us on
this incident. Were they in uniform?

auKENYA:

The police men were in unifonn, then the NASAs were not in uniform.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you know them - these ones you called the NASA boys?

BUKENYA:

I only know of Kalisa, but the others I do not still remember them,
although they used to travel in small cars of the Golf make.

CHAIRMAN:

How did you know that they were NASA boys?

BUKENYA:

Because they were anned.

CHAIRMAN:

They were armed.
carrying?

BUKENYA:

They were armed with pistols.

CHAIRMAN:

You saw the pistols?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Where were the pistols; on their body?

BUKENYA:

They were put on their hips; but as they pulled them out to arrest
Walugembe, then we saw them.

CHAIRMAN:

did they say why they were
I see. W hen they arrested Walugembe,
be

On this occasion, what kind of arms were they

arresting him? The brother of Walugem
BUKENYA:

CHAIRMAN:

•

.
t'
d that the brother. of Walugembe and that one who was
KaIasa men 1one
arrested were taking food to bandits.
Now the car; what car was it?
these people.
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The car which you said was also taken by

,
BUKl1 'YA:
CHAIRMAN:
BUKENYA:

It was Mercedes Benz.

Whose was it?
It belonged to his brother.

CHAIRMAN:

What number was it?

BUKENYA:

It was UXB 284.

CHAIRMAN·

What colour was it?

BUKENYA:
CHAIRMAN:

Left hand drive and red in colour; Model 230.
Was the incident reported by anybody? Do you know? To any security
organisation?

BUKENYA:

To police. Walugembe reported and -

CHAIRMAN:

Where?

BUKENYA:

Wandegeya Police Station.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you accompany him?

BUKENYA:

He left us there; he went to Wandegeya, reported and then when he came
back they took him. But Kasule from Wandegeya is the one who went to
Muwanga and later on he was released.

CHAIRMAN:

But you did not accompany Walugembe to Wandegeya?

BUKENYA:

He left us in the shop.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Okay, that is all for the time being.

MR. NAGENDA:

I was going to say on the car. Whereis that car now? Do you know?

BUKENYA:

We have never seen it again.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Bukenya, how many children did your father leave behind?

BUKENYA:

23.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What number are you amongst them?

BUKENYA:

I am the 4th.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

BUKENYA:

At the time your father was killed, were the other three elder ones at
home?
The two were at home and the other one had been married.
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13t,K.ENY•

They were 14 and 15· I w

older than the others '
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DR-LUYOMBYA:

Bt.JKENYA:
DR-LUYOMBYA:

auKE ~A:

DR-tUYOMBYA:

13

as

because we were on th t

a range, one year

When you went to the M
on th b • I
osque that day w ·
e acyc e or was your fathe
. • as it you carrying your father
r carrying you?
The father was the one ea .
"Ying me.
I see. Why did your father ask you to taJc th b'
e e 1cyc)eback?
I did not know; but he simply said, you taJcethe bicycle back.

auKENYA:

When the shooting occurred you said
•
, you ran away?
Yes.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Where did you run to?

BUKENYA:

Into nearby house which was near the Mosque.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

When did you come out of that house?

BUKENYA:

After about 30 minutes; when people were on the run, I also came out
and went home.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Who informed you about your father's death?

BUKENYA:

People who knew around who were in the group came telling us that my
father was kil1ed and we went home.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Now in the evening when you came to the Mosque, how many members
of your family came to the Mosque where the bodies were?

BUKENYA:

We were four people.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Who were those?

BUKENYA:

Me, ........

DR.LUYOMBY A:

Were these younger than you or older than you were.

BUKENYA:

These were my uncles and were older than me.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

What about the elder brothers of yours?

BUKENYA:

They did not come because they were girls.

DR.LUYOMBY A:

I see. How about this old man you
was lifted out of a Mercedes Ben

•d arrived with Kamulegeya and he
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sat on a mattress at the school.

,
Had you seen this old man before?
BCK.F"'JY
A:

That was my first time.

DR. LUYO~IBYA:

Was he introducedto the gathering?

BVKENYA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was he introduced as who?

BUKENYA:

He was introduced as Mufti of Uganda, the leader ofNAAM.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was his name mentioned?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who was he?

BUKENYA:

Swaibu Semakula.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Actually, when you say, he was lifted from the car, what do you exactly
mean?

BUKENYA:

It appeared to us that he was sick and old; he was probably sick and old.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You mean he was physically carried in people's arms?

BUKENYA:

They supported him by the shoulder and led him to the shelter they had
constructed.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

He had come to open this Mosque?

BUKENYA:

Yes, that is what had brought them.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you know why he could not be supported to the Mosque to perform
the functions?

BUKENYA:

That one I did not know; because I was not there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Is this Mosque now in use?

BUKENYA:

We built a new one and we turned that one into a Koran school.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I see. While at the Mosque in the evening, you told us, you and others
were put on Land Rovers and taken by the police. And some three days
later - you were detained at the police for about three days; until a group
of people came from Kampala.

BUKENYA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

You mentioned that these were representatives of K.akungulu and they
included Haji Abu Mayanja, Kulumba, Mukongo, Zubayiri Kayongo.
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But you were inside the cell?

auKE 'YA:

They opened for us.

DR,LUYOl\1a, I\:

BLKfl\''\ A:
DR. LVYOMBYA:

l see. Now about th' . .
ak
is incident in Kik bo
~~: t ?en. How did you know that th~se then ~alugembe's brother
uye
our pohce men came from
I knew it because that is whe th
re ey took Walugembe'sbrother.
Did you follow them?

BLXENYA:

When Walugembe came from W d
Kibuye. Although he was also later

DR.LUYOMBY A:

Okay.

KAf(WENZIRE:

':r:!:~~
he followed them up to

Mr. Buk~nya, you ha~e pointed out to the Commission a division within
the ~ushm Community of Kemishego. Now I want to ask you a few
questions so as to be able to understand this division and subsequent
murders. How many moslems roughly are there in Kemish.ego?

BUKENYA:

We are very many, many more than other denominations in that area.

KAK.WENZIRE:

Within that Muslim Community did you have different sects among the
moslems?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Which ones were the major sects within that Muslim Community?

BUKENYA:

Even the Bakiga were also included in addition to Banyarwanda,
Banyankole, Baganda.

KAKWENZIRE:

In your estimation, who fonns the largest group among thesesects?

BUKENYA:

The Baganda.

KAKWENZIRE:

Incidentally, are you

BUKENYA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

• your family?
What language do you use tn

8

Muganda?

you speak Runyankole

fluently.

BUKENYA:

• Ankole· I studied from

I was born m
language fluently•

'
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KAKWENZIRE:

people, did they belong to different political
Among these moslem
parties?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Which political parties?

Bl'KENYA:

They were mainly the DP and UPC.

KAKWENZIRE:

of that Muslim
Roughiy, dI'd the UPC or DP fonn the
th majority
b.
Community? Which party seemed to have e 1ggest supporters among
the Muslim Community?

BUKENYA:

It was DP.

KAKWENZIRE:

:E>id
your father support DP or UPC?

BUKENYA:

He was a DP.

KAKWENZIRE:

What about the other man who died? His colleague.

BUKENYA:

He was also a DP.

KAKWENZIRE:

What about those others who were wounded?

BUKENYA:

Most of them were DP's and even those the UPCs who were in the
Uganda Muslim Community also were wounded.

KAKWENZIRE:

So do you say that the majority of those people who stood their ground
that the Mosque were the DP supporters?

BUKENYA:

Sorry?

KAKWENZIRE:

Do you say that the majority of those people who stood their ground in
front of the Mosque refusing it to be opened were mostly DP?

BUKENYA:

It was DP group; and the UPC were the ones who broke away to fonn
NAAM. Because they say, NAAM was brought by Kamulegeya and
Obote.

KAKWENZIRE:

Which party did Balinda and Kamulegeya support?

BUKENYA:

Those were supporters of UPC.

KAKWENZIRE:

It looks like the problems of Kemishego were already divided.

BUKENYA:

Originally they were all together, except that they came to be divided
when that NAAM was introduced.

KAKWENZIRE:

Do you know when that Kibiina ''NAAM" was introduced?
shortly before this shoot out or it had been there for some time?
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KAk \\ 'I 'NZTRE:

ng

BUKFNYA:

KAf(WENZIRE.

Originally they ~ere all. tog_etherbut then when NAAM came that is
when the emphasis was highlighted so the difference.
Did NAAM attract UPC or did it attract DP?

BUKENYA:

NAAM attracted UPC's.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did this division continue after your father's death?

BUKENYA:

KAKWENZIRE:

e

Would you say that this divisio
..
versus UPC within th M 1.
n was ~long the political beliefs - DP
e us •m Community?

BUKENYA:

CHAIRMAN:

BUKENYA:
CHAIRMAN:

The differences continued for about two years and when Amin came to
power he fonned the Uganda Muslim Supreme Council.
And after Amin, did these differences resurface again?
They stopped there, except we were hearing them here in Buganda
between Mulumba and Kamulegeya.
Mr. Bukenya, we are sorry that we have to remind you about the incident
in which your father died. This has already been conveyed to you by one
of our fellow Commissioners. It is a necessary exercise in the task which
we have to do. In your evidence you mentioned names of people who,
according to you, did certain things wrong. Whether they will take up
that right or not that is up to them. So I am telling you this, to warn you
that you may be recalled, this may not be the end M your evidence. But
in the meantime you are free and you may go.
Thank you.
Counsel Learned Counsel, it is now about 1.20 p.m. We 'J)ropose that
you calr' the next witness, examine him in chief before we break for
lunch.

WITNESS N0.192: HAJI MUSA KAGABA - AFFIRMED
COUNSEL:

You are Haji Musa Kagaba?

KAGABA:

Yes.
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01 'SEL:
k.\GABA:

COUNSEL:
KAGABA:

you are 67 years old?
Yes.
Of Kyaruhanga Village, Kyaruhanga.

Muluka Kyaruhanga.

COUNSEL:

What is the village?

KAGABA:

Ihuliro village.

COUNSEL:
KAGABA:

COUNSEL:
KAGABA:

COUNSEL:
KAGABA:

This is Ntungamo, Mbarara District?
In West Ankole in Bushenyi.
What is your work?
I am a farmer, I cultivate and I have cows.
I realize you are blind, when did you become blind? I am sorry for that.
I became blind in October, 1969, after I was shot in the chest.

COUNSEL:

Well, you have said as a result of being shot at, when were you shot at?

KAGABA:

I was shot at in September, 1968.

COUNSEL:

Where?

KAGABA:

It was at the Mosque, Kemishego at the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

What were you doing at Kemishego and who shot you?

KAGABA:

We were erecting a shelter for mawuledi occasion.
policeman allegedly who came from Mbarara.

CHAIRMAN:

Could you tell Haji that he has been called here to tell us what happened
on the application, as far as you remember not what other people told
you. Let us proceed now.

COUNSEL:

Now, you were at Kemishego on September 1968. What day of the week
was it?

KAGABA:

It was a Sunday, I cannot remember the date.

COUNSEL:

What were you doing at the Mosque at Kemishego?

KAGABA:

We were erecting a shelter where to hold a mawuledi.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting you were not alone there, you were with other
people?
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COllNSEl:

You said ) ou were constructing a shade for a mawuledi?

K:\GABA:

Yes_. We_were constructing a shade for a mawuledi. Then we saw a
'c~tcle with five police men from Mbarara. When they arrived from
their vehicles they asked us what we were doing.

COllNSEL:

What time did they come and were they in uniform?

KAGABA:

They arrived at 10.00 a.m.

COLi SEL:

Were they in uniform?

KAGABA:

They were in police uniform.

COUNSEL:

Were they armed?

KAGABA:

They had one big gun and the others had small guns.

COUNSEL:

On their making inquiry on what you were doing, did you give them an
answer?

KAGABA:

We told them that we were constructing a shade for the mawuledi.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened?

KAGABA:

Then they asked us who had constructed on that same place also.

COUNSEL:

You mean there were another shade somewhere?

KAGABA:

Those who shot at us constructed at the school and others constructed at
the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

Did you answer them, did you tell

them who bad constructed a second

shade?

KAGABA:

We told them.

COUNSEL:

Who had constructed another shade?

KAGABA:

Those who werein NAAMwho badbroken
away fromus.

COUNSEL:

Whenyou aay"us"•whowereyou?

.UN

,
KAG B •

\\ e ,, ere Commum"t) - Uganda tushm Community.

COl1 • EL

rke
to educate us on this aspect of AAM and Uganda
I
l':o,.,, would )OU
Who ,..ere members of Uganda Muslim
1uslim Community.
Communit)?

KAGABA:

e'\; ,.,ere protestm2 like Martin Luther when
The) broke away from Us• th .1
~
tholics
and
he
became
a Protestant.
Ca
th
he broke a,.,ay tirom e

COUN'~EL:

Did ) ou have a leader of) our Comm unity.

KAGABA.

Our leaden,as Badru Kakungulu.

COUNSEL:

Did the) have a leader?

KAGABA:

I think it was Kamulegeya together with Abbas Balinda and the Mufti
and Abdalazake Matovu.

COUNSEL:

Did you have a local leader here?

KAGABA:

The leader in our area "·as Abubakeri Migadde. the Leader of Uganda
Muslim Community.

COL';\SEL:

So you told them that
they say?

CHAIRMAi~:

Now, Counsel. now that you have got the local leader of the Community,
was there a local leader of the other one?

COUNSEL:

Did NAAM have a local leader equivalent to Haji Abubakeri Migadde?

KAGABA:

Their leader was Swaliki Matunu.

COUNSEL:

I suppose you gave them a reply that the other one was
happened?

KAGABA:

They told us that if the other shade was for NAAM then ~e should also
erect ours. We continued constructing up to 11.00 a.m. then we saw
many vehicles arriving which included the Mufti of Uganda, Swaibu
Ssemakula. Then they arrived in the shade which AAM group had
constructed and we also remained in ours which we had constructed.
Many people arrived and they joined the mawuledi including the chiefs
but for us we remained aside.

COUNSEL:

Were you hearing what they were saying, did they have loudspeakers and
so forth?

•

KAGABA:

?

AAM had constructed a second shade, what did

AAM. What

Yes, because they had loudspeakers. At around 4.00 p.rn. when we had
also taken our last prayers then Abbas Balinda came and K.amulegeya to
us and said that they could not leave the place before opening the
Mosque.
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Docs it mean that the Mo,
'
squc was locl.;cd?
K \(.i \13 \:

We had earlier heard sto •
b
in Mbarara in Bt111,•·1 ncs a out h~w they were tal.;ing those Mosques
'
• ruguru ·1nd 111SI
ourseh cs and closed ~u ,
'
• icema so we also prepared
rs so t 11at they had nowhere to pass.

cot'-"'! ' :

What did you say to th , .
.
•
ese peop 1e Bal1nda and Kamulega?
We asked them what the w
k"
.
knew our leader .
y ere I00 mg for 111 our Mosque because we
instructed b
as Kakungu !u although they said that they were
b
) l ote. But they said we had lo open it whether we liked it
or not ccause they had authority from Obote.

.'o, ~,

COL '\,$El:
KAGABA:

COl'NSEL:
KAGABA:

COUNSEL:
K.AGABA:

Now. all along who was talking to you?
It was Kamulegeya and Abbas Balinda together with the rest of their
moslem group.
I see, people had moved from the other mawuledi to where you were?
There was quite a gap dividing the two places so they found us at the
Mosque, at where we were constructing our shade also.
What was the distance between the other shade and yours?
I did not measure them and as I cannot see I estimate that it could have
been 15 yards.

COUNSEL:

Did also Swaibu Ssemakula come, the Mufti?

KAGABA:

The Mufti tried to intervene and stopped them from what they were
going to do, because he said all the prayers had been finished, then he
asked them what they were going to do in the Mosque. So Abbas
Balinda said as an M.P. and Kamulegeya being the right hand man of
Obote said to us that what will they reply to Obote what they have done.
Then Balinda replied that they had all the authority to open all the
Mosques together with Kamulegeya that is what .he talked. Then they
came forcefully and picked Moshi and dumped him into a vehicle.

COUNSEL:

May be what we want to know here, when you were trying to resist the
opening of the Mosque, how were you doing it apart from sayin~ "no".
Were you standing in the door way or how were you protecting the
Mosque?

KAGABA:

We were in the door way of Mosque. so they came. Abbas and
Kamulegeya ordered the policemen to shoot us.

COUNSEL:

How did they do that? By talking to them. by what? How did they make
these orders?

KAGABA:

They told us that they were going to kill us.
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COllNSFL:

k..AGABA:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

rds they used or you are working out
h
re the exact Wo
You mean t cse ~ h .. tention of killing you?
from what they said t eir m
I am repeating what they talked.

a, and Balinda, who said that they were
Of the two men, Kamu1egey
going to kill you?

K

C

KAGABA:

Both.

COUNSEL:

Sheikh Kamulegeya and Balinda as if you know
You seem to ta lk about
them. Did you know them then?

K.AGABA:

I went with him and his father in 1955 to
I had known them becaUse
Mecca.

COUNSEL:

What is his father's name?

KAGABA:

Lutale, Obedi Lutale. I went with Obedi Lut~le and Kamulegeya to
Mecca in 1955 and of course Balinda - I know him as one from Sheema
who had come to our area Kajara.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened?

KAGABA:

I asked Abbas Balinda why he was not going to Kabwohe instead and
coming to our Mosque here. Then he ordered the O.C. in charge of the
police men to shoot us and then they shot us.

COUNSEL:

You see, Haji Kagaba, we want every detail instead of saying ordered.
How was the orders made, did they say shoot at them, what did they say?
We want details. May be to tell you what we have been told earlier,
somebody told us that there was some writing which was then passed
over which was done and passed over to the police and the police shot.
These are the kind of details we want. I am not saying that this was true
but this is kind of information we want.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, sorry to intervene. I think that is not proper. Let us hear the
witness's evidence first, how it was done before putting to him what the
other witness said.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Now, what I am trying to find out from you, instead of saying
they ordered, give us all the details how the orders were made. Did he
use the loudspeakers and shouted at the O.C. to shoot at them, what did
hedo?

KAGABA:

I also heard a county chief Kamugasha who came with them and when
they approached us at the Mosque he asked them why they were running
after us. That we were at our Mosque and that we had no problem with
them so why were they after us. All of a sudden when they came Haji
Yunis Nsimbi fell down and they also came they gathered a heap -

CHAIRMAN:

Could you tell him, let him be patient, let us go a bit slowly. It is very
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I

important for him to tell us ac
.
.
Can he remember the word's ~ordm~ to him, how the order was given.
gi\'en? What langu
d . ' \\ho said what? Then how was the order
age an m what words?
KAGABA:

CHAIRMAN:

KAGABA:

COU.'SEL:

Ka~ulcgeya and Abbas Balinda said that you shoot them.
Balmda and Kamulegcya gave the orders.

Abbas

Okay, how "_'as the order given? This is what we want to know. Can
you quote USmg the words which they used if you can remember if not
say so.
They told the policeman to shoot us.
Wh_at we want, did they, talk in Runyankole, in Luganda to the
pohceman that shoot them or what did they say? How were these orders
given?

KAGABA:

Abbas Balinda talked in Runyankole that they shoot us because he was
an M.P. and he had been sent by Obote so he could not go back without
opening the Mosque.

COL~SEL:

Yes, how about Kamulegeya?

KAGABA:

Kamulegeya said that because he was a right hand man of Obote, he
talked in Luganda that "Mubakube amasasi mubatte", meaning that, "you
shoot at them and kill them".

COUNSEL:

How was the shooting done?

KAGABA:

The policemen extended behind and then we remained at the Mosque
standing then their O.C. ordered the shooting. Then we were shot at. ldi
Kawaganya who was on the my right hand side was shot in the head. Me
I was shot in the abdomen, on the leg and on the foot. Then another one
passed by my left hand side of my face it simply burnt that side.
Mugerwa was shot several times in the legs and he fell down. He had
two names, Dawuda Mugerwa.

CHAIRMAN:

You fell down immediately, did you?

KAGABA:

1 fell down then woke up again then the_Yhit me with a stone on the
abdomen. I had an attire which I was holdmg and then I went away.

CHAIRMAN:

He walked?

KAGABA:

He stood up.

COI.JNSEL:

.
• th. s being used, is this Runyankoleor is it
Incidentally which language is I
which language?

KAGABA:

I speak Ruhororo.

NAGENOA:

Okay, let us go back to the question.
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you fell down and then you stood

up. Then \\ hat happened'?
1'.\G \BA:

I \h"'ke up then \\alked holding m) attire to\\ards the policeman who was
shl"'OtnH! at me. 1t appeared he had no more bullets then he also run
tl"'" ards~the house at the school \\ hich was nearby and others also had
dispersed even the Baltndas had also dispersed.

The "itness. "e "ant to know \\ hat happened to you systematically from
the ttme you were shot at and so on. You forget about the others for the
time being
k..-\GABA:

I got paralysed after mo,ing about 50 yards. I met Abdalawufu Waffwa.
He said he had been shot and I also was shot. So he got four bullets out
ofme.

CHAIR1 fA1':

Now. could you explain to him, we are interested first in knowing what
happened to him .

COL'"NSEL:

.MyLord, perhaps I would ask for a short adjournment personall}.

CR.URMAN:

\\'ell. I think he needs a rest. Tell the witness that we shall give him a
rest. we shall stop now and rest for some time then he ,, ill come back.
We shall adjourn now and resume here at 2.15 p.m. this afternoon.

CHAIR.J.\,1AN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsels. Ladies and Gentlemen, we are read)
to resume the session after the break. I think when we broke earlier this
afternoon the witness was telling us what had happened to him after he
received I think at least four gun shots. He said. I think. that he fell down
and he got up and then went towards the policemen who were firing and
the policemen, one of them run away, I think that is where we stopped.
Can you remind him and let us take it over from there?

COUNSEL:

Continue from there please.

KAGABA:

\\'hen everybody had dispersed I also got up and went to \\ here I was
sleeping and then I went to look for water. Thereafter I did not go to
hospital instead I went to the traditional healers and thereafter I "as
urinating blood and passing it out through the anus and other men came
looking for me. They came to mv. house and knocked: the,. asked m)
wife where I had gone because they had a list of our names. ~I) wife
told them that I had gone to the Mosque in the morning and I had not
returned. They asked her to open the doors then the, kicked one of the
doors. They asked the wife ifl had another house. •

COUNSEL:

Were you hearing this conversation?

KAGABA:

My wife told me.

COUNSEL:

For you where were you?

K.AGABA:

I went very far away about three and a half miles so that thev could not
get me. They looked for me in the house as my wife was telli~g me. 1~
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\\ ifc ,,as telling me that tl
1ey were
d"
k •1
1 led.
rea tng narncs of those people to be
O\\, ) ou tell us \\ hat ha
d
•
'
ppenc to
h
\\ ere did )OU go?
i

'\'Ou
J

•

d"d
.
1 )ou come out of hiding or

KAGABA:

I spent in the bush 8 days and ·1 .
1 15
\\ ere in the hospital had b
where I heard that my friends who
een arrested.

COl '\"

Yes, what did you do?

KAGABA:

\Vhen I reached Rwentobo 1
lec;al advisor Abu M , • ~et so~e people there who told me that our
a) anJa \\ as taktng up the case so I also went back to
my~ 11ome.

COL'\<;fL:

You mean you never went to hospital at all?

KAGABA:

From there I went to Nyakibale Hospital.

COl]l\JSEL:

Were you admitted?

MGABA:

I was admitted for three days. After that I came home.

COUNSEL:

Did anything happen to you?

KAGABA:

So I kept at home with my pains.

COUNSEL:

Now, you told us that you became blind because of the shooting, how did
it come?

KAGABA:

It was a result of the bullet which remained in my body.

COUNSEL:

Who told you so?

KAGABA:

Because I used to feel it; it was burning like pepper in my body.

COUNSEL:

Is it still there or it was removed?

KAGABA:

It is still in my body.

COUNSEL:

'?
Why do you not go to the hospital to remove tt.

KAGABA:

I went to Kampa Ia an d I was X-rayed then they told me hthat Iafter getting
t b k
t Id to o back in December. But w en wen ac
the photos I was oh d
who had my photos had gone to Jinja for a
they told me that t e oc or
Seminar.

f

COUNSEL:

yes, are these the photos that revea 1e d to you that the bullet is still in?

KAGABA:

yes that is what made me became
eye~ originating from th e bullet.
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bi' d because I still have pains in my
m

,
COUN~EL:

I Jave) ou cnnsultcd the doctors about it'/

KAGABA:

I told them that is why they put me in X-ray.

COU, SEL:

So you did not follow up this case with the doctors?

KAGABA:

They asked me where I had been shot and I told them that it was at the
Mosque in 1969.
.
Okay. you say you \\'ere shot on the orders of Balmda and Kamulcgeya.
Did you make a report to the police reporting these people who shot
people?

COUNSEL:

KAGABA:

I feared because these were the same people who had come and attacked
us - so, I thought that if I go back and report them then they would
completely finish me.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but governments have been changing.
government which came?

KAGABA:

The government of Lutwa was the same as that of Obote so I thought it
would not help much.

COUNSEL:

So when did you decide to report this matter?

KAGABA:

I had decided to report to this government

because after Binaisa and
Obote I had decided to make a report to this government.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you report during Amin's period?

KAGABA:

I made a report but still nothing was done.

COUNSEL:

Where did you make the report?

KAGABA:

I reported at the county and sub county headquarters.

COUNSEL:

That is all my Lord.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Haji do you have children?

KAGABA:

Yes, I have children.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Are they adults now?

KAGABA:

I have adults and some are still young.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did they help you in your problems?

KAGABA:

MAKlJBUYA:

Did you report to the next

They are helping me and even one who was present during the incident is
even working here.
Who is that?

\hamuaa 1\tugisha.

\\'here is he \\ orking?
In Co-operative Department . Mb
, in
arara.
DR,\

\kl Bl 'l \:

k\GABA:

Were you one of the eo 1
p p e who collected money to build the Mosque?
Yes, I was.

DR !\f \KL BL 't A:

You mentioned a legal advisor M
.
.
him?
• r. Abu MayanJa, did you ever meet

1'.AGABA:

I simpl) hear him Tho e h
w o went to Kampala on this case are the
peep Ie w h o actually• knows him.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Did he actually give you a report of what he had d

KAGABA:

They told me that he had won the case.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

He had won the case?

KAGABA:

Yes.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

With what results? What did they get out of it?

KAGABA:

Some got money but me personally I did not get anything.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

You got nothing?

KAGABA:

I got nothing.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

You got nothing?

KAGABA:

I got nothing.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

What do you want this Commission to do?

KAGABA:

I want this Commission to help in arresting these people who killed my
friends and made me lame so that they are put on trial.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Incidentally, does the witness have scars?

KAGABA:

I have four scars.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

you come down and show us.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

. your fi.
Haji Kagaba, how did
nen d Wasswa remove the bullets from your
body, with what?

?

one.

• it and the bullet \.\ould come out.
He was touching my body, squeezing
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· t I ,vas not clear about. this is Mufti Abdul Razak Matovu

I R. I UYOMil\''A:

One ot l1cr pom
•
.
- who wa~ the T\1ufti "ho came to that mawuledt?

k. \GABA:

s" aibu Ssemakula.

DR 1 U\ 0\ 1B't A:

\\ hen the group which was in the shade at the school cam_eto the shade
\.,hich was at the Mosque which they had erected was Swa1bu Ssemakula
in that group?

1'.AGABA:

He never reached the Mosque, he remained at the school because he was
older than myself and they were lifting him, so he remained at the shade
at the school and I did not see him.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Because earlier on you said that he had tried to stop Kamulegeya and
Balinda interfering with the Mosque.

KAGABA:

He refused.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But if you did not see him, how do you know?

KAGABA:

I was over looking him from the Mosque and he was talking from a loud
speaker.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What did he say from a loud speaker?

KAGABA:

He told them that they should leave the whole affair after all the
mawuledi was over and that they should not create any more problems.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Haji Kagaba, we are sorry that you have had to come and tell us a story
which reminds you of the sufferings you must have gone through at that
time, ninenteen years ago.

KAGABA:

Recently the youths came again and attacked me from my land alleging
that I was a Munyarwanda.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. You were also affected?

KAGABA:

They even ate my fifteen cows and other two were speared.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you also have to run away?

KAGABA:

I went as far as - I went in Rukiga County because those people of
Rwanda chased me also.

CHAIRMAN:

How long did you stay there?

KAGABA:

I went in October, 1982, I came back in March, 1983.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you resume your kibanja?

"- \ , \B
11\IRM \

I ,,cnt m my k1ba111athc11I
'J

I
saw t le county chief.

\\ ell, thank you , cry much f
.
thank ~ ou for tile e •d
or te 1lmg us that one also. I would like to
J
vi ence you hav
•
we have also heard what
) ou wi h should b d
c given.
e one to these peo I
h
. . .
shall make appropriate re
P e w ? caused your mJunes. We
the Government.
PO rt as we are required and recommendation to

WITNESS N0.193: NURU LUKWAGO -AFFIRMED

.

COU 1SEL:

You are Nuru Lukwago?

LUKWAGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

LUKWAGO:

50 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

LUKWAGO:

Bwonjera, Kajara, Bushenyi.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

LUKWAGO:

I am a bicycle mechanic.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you lived in Kajara in this same village?

LUKWAGO:

That is where I was born.

COUNSEL:

And you have never moved from this village since you were born?

LUKWAGO:

I have never left this place.

COUNSEL:

You are a Moslem?

LUKWAGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember 29th September, 1968?

LUKWAGO:

I remember it.

COUNSEL:

Why do you remember it?

LUKWAGO:

I remember it because of the problems on that day.

COUNSEL:

That day where were you?
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I t'KWAGO:

1 was in the J\fosqu~.

Which Mosque?
LUJ..;\VAGO:
COL ~SEL:

l l K\\AGO:

COL'1'JSEL:

Kcmishego.
What were you doing there?
I had gone there for prayers.

ere you alone?

\\ 1

LUKWAGO:

I had my friends.

COUNSEL:

About how many?

Ll!K\VAGO:

They were many I cannot remember the number.

COUNSEL:

Was this a Juma Day, was it a Friday, what day was it of the week?

LUKWAGO:

It was a Sunday.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember some names, about five or six?

LUKWAGO:

Those whom I had?

COUNSEL:

Those whom you remember who were with you at the Mosque that day.

LUKWAGO:

I remember Dauda Moshi; A.B. Kawaganya; Kassim Mulekura; Haji
Abdalla Maali; Tibesigwa; Haji Sulaimani Rwabutepule; Juma Bakireka.

COUNSEL:

Was Haji Musa Kagaba present?

LUKWAGO:

Yes, we had him.

COUNSEL:

Did you have ladies?

LUKWAGO:

They were not there?

COUNSEL:

What happened?

LUKWAGO:

While there we saw Abbas Balinda and Kamulegeya together with other
people in his group.

COUNSEL:

When you say so, was there another function at this place other than
yours?

LUKWAGO:

Those of the NAAM Group had a mawuledi.

COUNSEL:

Where?

LUKWAGO:

At Kemishego.
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C(.)l SI I :

At the Mosque?

I l K\\ i\GO.

At the school.

COLT 'SEL:

How far was this place th
h
• e sc oot wh
h
osque?
ere t ey had the mawuledi from the

M
LUKWAGO:

COUNSEL:

It was about 60 yards.
Did the mawuledi actually take place?

LlJK\VAGO:

Yes, it did.

COL1NSEL:

At what time did it start?

LUKWAGO:

I did not know exactly t h •
.
•
a
w
at
time
1t started because we were also
d
t
con uc mg our own prayers.

COUNSEL:
LUKWAGO:

COUNSEL:

When did you go to the Mosque for prayers?
I went there at 3.00 p.m.
When you arrived at the Mosque did you find some people at the
Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

I did not find anybody there except those people I went with.

COUNSEL:

No, I mean when you left your home did you go with some people?

LUKWAGO:

From my home I did not go with anybody. The people came from the
shops where they all gathered and went for prayers.

COUNSEL:

How many people did attend the prayers at the Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

We were more than ten.

COUNSEL:

Did all of you arrive at the Mosque at the same time or you found some
people at the Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

We came at the same time.

COUNSEL:

you mean you gathered somewhere and moved together?

LUKWAGO:

When we saw time was approaching we went for prayers.

COUNSEL:

are telling lies or what, I am saying did all
I am not trying to say that you
me from the shops or from the
the people who were at the Mosque co
villages?

LlJKWAGO:

the villages and we had gathered at the shops so
Some people came from
we all moved together to the Mosque.
when time came for prayers
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Docs it mean earlier in the day or the previous days you had made a
meeting and decided when to converge on the Mosque?
1 l "-\\AGO:

We had not previously organised but we simply met at the shops and
started moving for prayers.

COL"NSFL:

Why did you have to stop at the shops and ~ot go dire~tly to th~ Mosque;
because obviously you must have been commg from different directions?

LLKWAGO:

We had been conversing at the shops.

COUNSEL:

Conversing what? Were you discussing some matters that was common
to all of you? What were you discussing? Did you have fears to go to
the Mosque alone, to stay there alone?

LUKWAGO:

It was not yet time for prayers.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you normally hold prayers at that Mosque on Sundays at that time?

LUKWAGO:

It is daily. When time is for prayers we go there, it is daily prayers.

COUNSEL:

Okay, you gathered at the Mosque, what happened?

LUKWAGO:

When we reached the Mosque before the prayers we found people of
NAAM members who had organised their mawuledi.
We had not
opened the Mosque even.

COUNSEL:

Did you have your prayers outside?

LUKWAGO:

We did not actually pray as such. We saw Abbas Balinda together with
Mbazira, Haruna together with Muhamad Rwekohome; Elias Mugyenyi,
Yusuf Sserwanga; Yusuf Majwamba; Kimomera Amisi.

COUNSEL:

They came to the Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

They met us at the Mosque where we were going to hold our prayers.

COUNSEL:

Were there other people?

LUKWAGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who?

LUKWAGO:

There was Kamulegeya.

COUNSEL:

Who is Kamulegeya?

LUKWAGO:

Sheik Abdu Kamulegeya.

COUNSEL:

Who is this Sheik Kamulegeya, we do not know him. Tell us how you
know Sheik Kamulegeya, where he lives, where he comes from and that
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kmd of thing. thnt i
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dO:
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1.11 \\C

\\,11\1,

He cnmc front KulllJ,nl
' ll.
Did you kno\\ him b~forc'l

1'.\\ \(,0:

I used to sec him on mawulc,1·1 . I)
Ill

>Uganda.

Yes, \\ho else?
1 l 1--.
\\ \GO:

Ahdu Kamulcgcya and Ablv . B· I'
,ls ., tnda those wcrc thc officials.

Who is Abbas Balinda'?
Ll h.\\ \GO:

I le was a Member of Parliament.

COL' SEl:

Where did these people come from that
, d ay.?

tlK\v

For us we. did
· from because they were
. not know wl1cre tl1ey were com mg
not our v1s1tors.

,\GO:

COCNSEL:

~hich position did they come from? Did they come from the mawuledi,
dtd they come from different direction? Where did they come from to
come to the Mosque?

LlK\\' l\GO:

The) first went to Mbaziira's house and then from there they came up to
the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

You mean they were not at the mawuledi; because you said that there
was a mawuledi? Were they people who participated in the mawuledi?

LUKWAGO:

They had also come to participate in the mawuledi.

COUNSEL:

So are you suggesting they came from the mawuledi to Mbaziira's house
and then to the Mosque?

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Where is Mbaziira's house?

LUKWAGO:

Mbaziira's house is in the shops at the trading centre. From there they
went up to the schools.

COUNSEL:

We are asking you, when they came to the Mosq.~c, did they come from
Mbaziira's house or they came from the mawuled1.

LUKWAGO:

They were coming from Mbaziira's place.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

It is between the Mosque an

LUKWAGO:

. .
hich is more than 200 yards.
Mbaziira's house 1s 111th e town, w

DR LUYOMBY A:

If you were in the Mosque, how •

d Mbaziira's house in the town.

d. d you know that these people came
from Mbaziira's house?
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LlJK\VA

1<.):

COl N'-.EL:

11.
Ll{lt'' , ci the school, overlooks directly at Mb,viir·t's
I hat p Inee.. tl1c, n 10 •' " ' 111
•
c
hnusc.

rhcre is something which is not clear here. farlier _you said that these
people came from Mbaziira's house to the mawulcd1. ls that what you
said?

I L 1...\\ AGO:

Before they went to attend the mawuledi they assembled at Mbaziira's
house.

COUNSEL:

And then they went to the mawuledi?

Lllk\\AGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then are you suggesting that from the mawuledi they went to Mbaziira,
again then from Mbaziira to the Mosque or you are saying they were
from Mbaziira to the mawuledi from mawuledi to the Mosque?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay it is like this, you were standing at the Mosque, this group coming
to the Mosque; was it coming from Mbaziira's house or was it coming
from the mawuledi?

LUKWAGO:

The vehicles came to Mbaziira's house then went up to the mawuledi.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And then the group that met him and others at the Mosque where did it
come from - from Mbaziira's house or from the mawuledi?

LUKWAGO:

It came from the mawuledi and others also had come from Mbaziira's
house.

MR. NAGENDA:

Let me join into this also. When Abbas Balinda and Kamulegeya and the
other people went from Mbaziira's house to the mawuledi, how long did
they spend at the mawuledi after that before coming on to the Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

They had not actually sat down as such. So as they arrived they started
moving towards the Mosque together with the policemen.

COUNSEL:

What happened when they came to where you were?

LUKWAGO:

On arrival at the Mosque they told us to leave the Mosque - Abbas and
Kamulegeya. Then we also said why should we leave the place because
we had come for prayers. Abbas told the policemen that if \\e ha,e
refused to leave the Mosque then we should be shot. We first refused
then the policemen requested Balinda first to have it in writing
somewhere before he could shoot.

COUNSEL:

You mean the policeman said this to the hearing of evervbodv \\ho \\as
there?
•
•

LUKWAGO:

Yes.
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1 1
• of stones which
•
" re hcn1lrd 11...,, 1 nA owed were ht I Itc•ts nmt tI1rowmg
c. r lV.
ftcr my fi • , d
.
bullet got ml' 1, tl .
rtcn s were lymg down dead also the
lC fill0 1lt 11311(1 tl1
•
.
cn we started d1spcrsmg.
Were you injurcd'l

I t "-\\

GO:

I was injured and one of my fingers was shot at.

Would vou
like to •sllow t I1° C'Irnirman
•
~
where you were shot at?
LUKWAGO:

l"hcn l went
R washamairc.

COl 'NSFL:

Yes.

l l'K\\'AGO:

Then .the Medical Assis
• tant at Rwashama1re
. told me to go to Mbararaor

t •
s ra,g 11t to the

I lospital, at the I lealth Centre at

Nyak1bale Hospitals.
COUNSEL:

Where did you go?

I.UK\\'AGO:

I came to Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

On the same day?

LUKWAGO:

On the same day.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

LUKWAGO:

I was later admitted, so, what I left behind about the burials and the dead
people I do not know what followed.

COUNSEL:

Then how many days did you spend in the hospital?

LUKWAGO:

Nine days.

COUNSEL:

Did, while in the hospital, members of your Community visit you?

LUKWAGO:

Yes, they used to come together with some of my relatives.

COUNSEL:

Which people, were you visited by the leadersof your Comlnunity?

LUKWAGO:

They were also in fears; they did not come to visit me.

COUNSEL:

So, on your discharge, what did you do?

LUKWAGO:

I went home.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what did you find out when you went home?

LUKWAGO:

I went home at my kibanja.
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l)id, ou rcpl,rt this incident to the police?

l UK\\ AGO:
Ol

SEL:

1 l K\\ AGO:

Thnt time I was full of fears I did not make nny report anywhere.
Did you make any report to the police subsequently?
I was feeling fears because it was the police who had actually inflicted
the injury on me.

COUNSEL:

While at the Mosque, did you have weapons, sticks, stones, with you?

LL1KWAGO:

We did not have any weapon.

COUNSEL:

Did you anticipate the invasion of the other people? From the mawuledi
to the Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

We did not anticipate it.

COUNSEL:

Then why did you not opeQ your Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

Because that group had their Mosque also.

COUNSEL:

Were there two Mosques in Kemishego?

LUKWAGO:

It was built in Kagashi at Kimomera's place.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but this was Kemishego, I am just trying to find out how many
mosques you had at Kemishego, not at other place.

LUKWAGO:

It was one.

COUNSEL:

So, when these people came and asked you to go away from the Mosque
what did you conclude from this?

LUKWAGO:

We were not worried about anything so we thought they were probably
joking.

COUNSEL:

Then why did you not open it for them?

LUKWAGO:

Because they did not take prayers usually there, so we thought they had
no cause to come to our Mosque.

COUNSEL:

On being discharged from hospital did you find out whether many people
were injured and killed in this incident?

LUKWAGO:

Yes, I knew; I came to know them.

COUNSEL:

Who died?

LUKWAGO:

Idi Kawaganya.
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body else?

711crc is nohody else who died except who received injuries.
COll SFI:

Who were these?

l tlKWAGO:

Suleiman. Rubawuriza• Wandez,o,
• HaJ1
.. Juma Basirika, Abdallah Aman
T
umwes1gwa, Abdallah Wush Wasswa Mistofa Katu b H .. M '
Ruhakare, Ha_ijatKabanzigi.
,
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COUNSEL:

Do you know what happened to these people after they had been shot?

LUKWAGO

They were shot?

COUNSEL:

Answer: I do not know whether they went to hospital or not.

LUKWAGO:

They went to hospital.

COUNSEL:

Which hospital?

LUKWAGO:

They went to Nyakibale.

COUNSEL:

Do you know whether any arrests were made after the shooting.

LUKWAGO:

Among those who shot us?

COUNSEL:

I do not mind whether those who shot you or some people who were
shot.

LUKWAGO:

Those who shot us were not arrested.

COUNSEL:

Were there any arrest of those who were at the Mosque with you?

LUKWAGO:

Of course when I was shot - I came to learn of the others who were put
on the vehicle but then when I was shot I asked the police immediately.

MR. NAGENDA:

You said that while there, there were some arguments of whether you
should leave the Mosque or not; Balinda told the pblicemen to shoot you;
did Kamulegeya also tell soldiers to shoot you in your bearing?

LUKWAGO:

I did not hear a word from Kamulegeya but I remember hearing a word
from Abbas Balinda that if we had refused to leave the Mosque then we
should be shot.

MR.NAGENDA:
LUKWAGO:

MR.NAGENDA:

Nearly 20 years since this thing happened; can you recall the words that
Balinda used to have you shot?

If we had refused to leave the gate then he said "you shoot them".

I uldjust liketo clarifyanother muter on this - the side of the Mosque
_;~ BalindaandKamulegeya andtheir mendswant the Mosque opened
so that they could come in or did they want you to •'" die .. .,,.,

,
yoursel\'cs? Whnt exactly did they want?
LUK\VAGO:
1R NAGENDA:

I did not know what they really wanted in particular.
Were you near enough to hear what they were saying?

LUKWAGO:

Yes.

MR N '\Gl ·1-,.DA:

Okay. and you do not remember hearing them ask for the door to the
Mosque to be opened?

LUKWAGO:

I remember.

MR NA.GENOA:

They wanted the door to be opened?

LUKWAGO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

And it was when you refused to open that they said you should leave the
Mosque, is it?

LUKWAGO:

Yes, that if we did not leave the Mosque then we should be shot.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, you said in fact that the reason would not make meaning, is that
they usually did not take their prayers there so you did not see why they
should come this time, is that so?

LUKWAGO:

Yes, after all they had constructed their new Mosque.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you saying that to go to a Mosque you must make an appointment or
register your names before you are allowed in?

LUKWAGO:

Well, that appointment was not made.

MR. NAGENDA:

But let me say that I wanted to go to a Mosque; would they keep me out
because I had never been there before?

LUKWAGO:

I have already said we have two groups, the one which belonged to
NAAM and another one Uganda Muslim Community and this group of
NAAM had built its own Mosque.

MR. NAGENDA:

You said that after Balinda had written something in the register book.
notebook which he gave back to the policeman then the shooting started?

LUKWAGO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

But you also said something about stoning, were the people who were
shooting also throwing stones at you?

LUKWAGO:

When the policemen started shooting then the rest of the group - the
NAAM group - also picked stones and started throwing them at us.

MR. NAGENDA:

Am I right in thinking that the group which threw stones was a NAAM's
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group?
Yes.

LUKWAGO:

MR

.\L":t 'NO<\:

DR l UYOMBYA:

Finally had at your Mos uc h
.
.
before this particular da ·?qH dad trouble Wtth Balmda or Kamulegeya
)
a you had any trouble with them before?
We had had no problems before.
Thank you .
Mr. Lukwago, to your mcm
dk
•
nowledge
the policeman's
book before ory
the an
shooting
started?how many people signed

Ll K\\ AGO:

Mr: Abbas Balinda was the one who wrote in the notebook of the
policeman.
DR LUYOMBYA:

LUKWAGO:

DR.LUYOMBYA:
LUKWAGO:

Now, prior to this mawuledi which was at the school by the NAAM
group, had the Community group had a previous meeting and it decided
what to do that day?
We had not met and we had nothing to discuss.
Was there a shade constructed at the Mosque that day?
We had no shade except the NAAM's group had constructed a shade at
the school.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

So there was a shade at the Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

There was no shade.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Had an attempt been made to erect a shade there?

LUKWAGO:

We did not intend to make any mawuledi in the near future we had
simply gone there for prayers.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

How many policemen were there?

LUKWAGO:

They were about six or more.

DR.LuYOMBYA:

Were they armed all of them?

LlJKWAGO:

Those who were armed were four.

DR.LuYOMBYA:

What sort of guns did they carry?

LUKWAGO:

They were big and long guns.

DR.LUYOMBY
A:

Were they in uniform?

LUKWAGO:

Two were in uniform.
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

standing in the door way yourself?

But were you standing in the door way, obstructing?
I was standing near the door way.

LUKWAGO:
1

)OU

I was near the Mosque.

GO:

CHAIRMA

t the time of the shooting \\ere

:

"ill ask you a few questions, you said a policeman gave Abb~s Balinda
1
his book and Abbas Balinda wrote in it; were you able to see htm v.riting

in the book?
LLK.\\ AGO:

I was a little bit far from them.

CHAIR~1AN:

How far?

Lt;K\\'AGO:

About ten yards.

CHAIRMAN:

About ten yards? He appeared to be writing the book when you saw
him?

Ll}K\\' AGO:

Yes.

CHAIR.f\.1AN:

So, you would not know what he wrote in the book?

LCK\\'AGO:

I would not know.

CHAIR11AN:

How far was the policemen when they shot, from you?

LliKWAGO:

It was about 15 yards.

CHAIR.f\.1AN:

You had gone, you said you were about ten people and then this is about
3.00 p.m. when you went to the Mosque, was this your normal, usual
prayers?

LUK\\'AGO:

Yes, this is a normal prayer period.

CHAIRMAN:

When the NAAM people erected the shade for their mawuledi did they
inform your group whether they would cross over to hold service in the
Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

We were not informed before.

CHAIRMAN:

You said there were about six or more policemen two of whom were in
uniform, does that mean that all others were not in uniform?

LUKWAGO:

They were not in uniform but they were armed.

CHAIRMAN:

Of the two who were in uniform were they armed or were they not
armed?
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l tlKW GO:

Those in unifonn were two 8 d h
uniform were two they al 1nd t ey had guns and those who were not in
so 1a guns.

CHAIRMAN:

Whnt kind of unifonn w

I L 1'.\\ A.GO:

It was khaki.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, thank you.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Now, when Balinda t O Id h
•
t
e
policemen
to shoot
if you had refused to
fr
h
move om t e door way d b fi
.
and asked B 1• d
. ~n e ore the policemen produced the book
a m a to sign 1t or w ·t • t · d'
rt e m o 1t 1d Kamulegeya make any
comment?

LUKWAGO"

I did not hear it because they were a little bit far away from me.

DR LUYOMBYA:

But you heard Balinda giving the order?

LUKWAGO:

That one had moved nearer to me.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Where was Kamulegeya at that time?

LUKWAGO:

They were together.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Now, if they were together, did Kamulegeya say anything?

LUKWAGO:

I did not particularly hear anything from him, it was Balinda who

th
ere ese two wearing? What kind of uniform?

mentioned something.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

What language did Balinda use?

LUKWAGO:

He used Runyankole language.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Lukwago, in 1968, did you know Abbas Balinda?

LUKWAGO:

I did know him.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How did you know him?

LUKWAGO:

As a member of Parliament.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

In the same year did you know Sheik Kamulegeya?

LUKWAGO:

I used to see him as a Sheik.

MAKUBUYA:

I do not k now, d 1.d Abbas Balinda have a home in Bwizibwera?

LUKWAGO:

His home is in Sheema.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

h e in Bwizibwera? Yes, how did you
Did Sheik Kamulegeya have a om
know him as?
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L'lJKWAGO:

DR. MAKUBUYJ\:
LUKWAGO:

DR ~1<\.KlBUYA:

LUK\VAGO:
DR MAKLBUY A:

~ ..., ·k I used to see him on several occasions preaching.
He ,,ns n .-,1e1 •
•

Yes. did you belong to any of these groups?
r

Uganda Muslim Community.
To your understanding what was the difference between NAAM and
Muslim Community?
I had not been to NAAM prayers, so I did not know the difference.

Had you heard ofNAAM's people taking over Mosques elsewhere?

LUKWAGO:

They had attempted to take over Mosques in some parts but then people
had always resisted.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Now we come to the policemen, do you remember that there was a
warning shot in the air?

LUK.WAGO:

There was no shooting in the air.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

There was no warning shot in the air? Okay, you are sure that both
Balinda and Kamulegeya were there at the Mosque?

LUK.WAGG:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay, did you notice that Kamulegeya was opposed to what Balinda was
doing?

LUK.WAGG:

He did not oppose what Balinda was saying.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you notice that Kamulegeya tried to stop the shooting?

LUK.WAGG:

He did not bother to stop shooting.

DR. MAKUBUY A:
LUK.WAGG:

To what use is the Mosque in Kemishego put today?
We are praying from there.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You use it for prayer as usual?

LUKWAGO:

Yes as usual.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Thank you.

MR. NAGENDA:

Since this thing happened have you built a new Mosque?

LUKWAGO:

From the old one?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

LUKWAGO:

Yes, we built a new one because the old one was small and also we
turned it into a Koran school.
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Yes.
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•
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You see we have it on .
dead wh 0
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•
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~amulegeya and their people to is Mo~que actually told Balinda,
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go to their own Mosque, did you hear
I did not hear it although I

was near them.

MR NAGENDA:

Okay then, finally we have heard som
.
of the late, have tried to get u
. e evidence today that Kamulegeya,
representatives of Sheik Kam sl a witness. Have you had any visits from
u egeya yourself?

LUKWAGO:

Repeat please.

MR.NAGENDA:

We have ?eard evidence today that Sheik Kamulegeya, tried to get at one
of the w~tnesses, have you yourself had any such visits from people
representmg, say, Kamulegeya?

LUKWAGO:

I h_avenot heard anything of that kind or seen anybody approaching me
to mform me.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Lukwago, this is all we would like to hear from you for the time
being. Your evidence touches on some people who may wish to crossexamine you if they wish to exercise their rights to do so. So, for the
time being, we would like to thank you for having come to this
Commission and for having given your evidence. You may go now,
thank you.

LUKWAGO:

Thank you too.

CHAIRMAN:

It is a view that we should start on another witness one more, Counsel.

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, My Lord, certainly we may be late.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, it is nearly 20 minutes to 6.O p.m. m

COUNSEL:

'th these some two other witnesses
My Lord I propose we shall de~e w~wandese issue. There are some
tomorrow and two others on

O
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ay be a bit late also.

►

gentlemen who have been sitting here for a number_of days. J hope
morally that we should hear their evidence. So _we can k~ep the two for
tomorrow and finish up may be. We are not gomg to finish up this case
as you see my Lord, because there are a number of people who actually
we have to call as witnesses.
CHAIRJ\1AN:
CHAIRM ..-\N.

COUNSEL:

Okay we shall adjourn the Inquiry to resume tomorrow at 9.00 a.m. here.
Commissioners, Learned Counsel, Ladies and G~nt]emen, we are ready
for the session of today the 6th of October, 1987 m Mbarara. Counsel J
.
'
understand we are now ready to call the next witness.
I would have continued with the case of the Moslems who were killed at
Kemishego but I understand the witness who should have come now, he
went to the village he may be here in two or three hours time, that is
Sheik Kaduyu. Meanwhile I would like to continue with a number of
complaints of Banyarwanda who are here meanwhile we wait for Sheik
Kaduyu. My next witness is Peter Kiyamire. He is number 194.

WITNESS N0.194: MR. PETER KIYAMIRE - SWORN IN

COUNSEL:

You are Peter Kiyamire.

KIYAlvfIRE:

Kiyamire.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

KIYAMIRE:

57.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live or reside? Where do you stay?

KIYAMIRE:

I live in Rugando.

COUNSEL:

Where is Rugando?

KIYAMIRE:

Towards Kabale.

COUNSEL:

That is Rwampara County?

KIYA.MIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

KIYAMIRE:

I cultivate and I also own some few cows.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you lived in Rugandu?

KIYA.MIRE:

There are many years, I do not remember them exactly but I have a
document which can assist me.
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\\'here ,, as he bom?
I \\as bom in Kamwczi.
Ol'N"EL:
, A 1IRE:

y

es
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o·istnet.
.

was Kigezi District by then.

coUNSEL:

And in which county?

k. "t AMIRE:

Mparo.

coUNSEL:

What is your tribe?

k.;YAMIRE:

I am a Musambu.

COLl\SEL:

I want tribe, tribe, not clan.

KJ)AMIRE

..

Kamwezi is in Kigezi

COUNSEL:

I am a Mufumbira because my father came from Bufumb•
rra.
Now who was your father?

KIYAMIRE:

Nyekigando.

CO~SEL:

Who was your mother?

KIYAMIRE:

Zinasinasi.

COUNSEL:

Also from Bufumbira?

KIYAMIRE:

I found her with my father.

COUNSEL:

Now, when did you come - (Laughter) - when did you come to
Rwampara? (Interjection)- he said he had a piece of paper.

KIYAMIRE:

I do not remember the year but I have a document.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, year for what Counsel?

COUNSEL:

Yes?

CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL:

Years for what?
?
When he came to Rwampara. Yes, what document? Dated when.

KlYAMIRE:

It is 15th of June, 1950.

COUNSEL:

•? I
spect of what?
Which document was th is. n re

KlYAMIRE:

f cattle from Kigezi District to
• •
et of movement o
.
taff f
It is a perrmt m respe
It was addressed to the vetennary s
o
Sabbalo Gombolola, Rugando.
d
It was issued by .Mukwenda
by Mukwen a.
.
Ntungamo, Rwamp~
taff A Ntungamo movement permit.
addressed to the veterinary s •
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DR. LUYO.MBYA:
1'.JYAi\11RE.

COL"'SEL:

Pcmiit to move with his cattle'l
It was in 1950.

15th June. lQSO.

And he had been keeping this permit?

KIYA11IRE:

Yes. I had kept it.

COCNSEL:

\Vhy?

KIYA1fIRE:

I was simply keeping it as my document and just for future reference.

COUNSEL:

Well, my Lord, the document is in vernacular but may be you could just
look at it. You also have poll tax ticket dating from 1949?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

May be just to look also at this ticket issue.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. This bunch of poll tax ticket actually go to as far as 1939. That is
the earliest one which shows that he paid tax in Rukiga County, Kigezi
District Western Province, when the tax of Shs. 12/=. The earliest ticket
for Rwampara, 1953.

COUNSEL:

Are you married?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes, I have a wife.

COUNSEL:

When did you get married to her?

KIYAMIRE:

The present wife I married her in 1960, and the other one whom I came
with from Kamwezi died.

COUNSEL:

Of what tribe is your wife?

KIYAMIRE:

She is a Munyarwanda.

COUNSEL:

What are her names?

KIYAMIRE:

Fulorida Mukaruziga.

COUNSEL:

Do you have children?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How many?

KIYAMIRE:

We have eight girls and one boy.
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)l

n

l

:-EL:
MIRE:

Who i the eldest? 01 ,

when ,vas he b

1.

om or when was she born?
•
e irst elections.

he \\ as bom when we had th fi
1961? 1962?

CHAIR 1A ~:

It could be 1958.

OR. 1AKUBUYA:

Child of the second wife or the fi1rstwife?
.

KfYAMTRE:

The second wife.

col.J}:SEL:

Now is there anything which h
appened to you in 1982?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes, something happened?

COC1\SEL:

What happened?

KIYAMIRE:

l ':as mhadedto l~ave my mother, I do not know what killed her while
b emg
' her
. dc ase with pangas and spears. So, I went away leaving
b em.
h

COUNSEL:

Who chased you away?

KIYAMIRE:

There about 50 people led by the Parish Chief called Tinka and some
youths.

COUNSEL:

How did they send you away?

K.IYAMIRE:

They came with spears, pangas and axes. Then they started burning our
houses. They burnt mine or grass thatched hut and later on they came to
burn the rest as I had left.

COUNSEL:

This Tinka is a Parish Chief of what Parish?

KIYAMIRE:

He is a Parish Chief of Mirama he had a Sub-Parish Chief called
Tindikira and Kamomo.

COUNSEL:

How did they send you away?

KIYAMIRE:

Then a youth called Namala.

COUNSEL:

Yes then how did they send you away?

KIYAMIRE:

.
d ngas and started to set fire on my houses
As they came with spears an pa
and then I also run away·

'

COUNSEL:

'th?
Now, with whom did you run away w1 •

KIYAMIRE:

My children and my wife.

C<Jl;NSEL:

•th your mother?
Why did you not run away w1
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KIYAMlRE:

• k , s I1e I1Ud a fracture then I had no way of lifting her then 1
She was sic
simply lctl her.

Where did you leave hcr'l
Kn AMIRE:

I lct1 her in one of the grass huts.

COl'.NSEL:

It means she could not walk out of the house?

KIYAMIRE:

She could not walk quickly.

COlTNSEL:

Now. while you run away from her did you look behind to see what was
happening to your houses?

KIYAMIRE:

J saw houses, after about half a mile when l was moving I saw the nine

houses on fire.
COUNSEL:

Did you run away with property?

KJYAMIRE:

I had left 13 cows to somebody and later the youth came and took them.

COUNSEL:

With whom did you leave these herd of cattle?

KJYAMIRE:

Mr. Makombe, then they were later taken away from him.

COUNSEL:

Of course you received this information after you returned to Uganda?

KJYAMIRE:

That is, when I had returned to Uganda. Because when I asked him he
said the youths came and took them away.

COUNSEL:

Now, where did you go?

KIYAMIRE:

I went to Namutanga for bout 2 weeks and then went to DC then I told
him that I was born in Kigezi. The D.C. said I should go and bring the
birth certificate. Then they gave me a birth certificate, document from
Kamwezi and brought them to the D.C. Then the D.C. sanction the
letters I took them to the Gombolola Headquarters and Rugando. Then
the Gombolola Chief destroyed the letters and instructed the youths and
chased me again.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Gombolola Chief? So, what happened?

KIYAMIRE:

When we had reached at miles five then I escaped from them and went
into hiding.

COUNSEL:

Where?

KIYAMIRE:

In the banana plantations, then I hid in the banana plantation.

COUNSEL:

Yes.
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RlY \MIRE:

COlJ, 'SEL:
KIYAMIRE:
COLNSl~L:

ll1cn Inter on I came

d

an proceeded to Rwanda.
Did you know an
.
y person m Rwanda?
I had never gone there ( sim
.
ply passed via Kabale and went.
You mean you
•
went with your family?

KIYAl\11RE:

With my children and wife.

COUNSEL:

In Rwanda where did you go?

KIYAMIRE:

We went to Kibondo.

COUNSEL:

Who told you to go to Kibondo?

KIYAMIRE:

Nobody, I was simply running away from being killed.

COUNSEL:

Now, with whom did you stay at Kibondo?

KIYAMIRE:

1 was living with Paulina, Pakasi and with many others whom I cannot
remember.

COUNSEL:

So, is that Kibondo was a refugee camp?

KIYAMIRE:

It was a refugee camp.

COUNSEL:

About how many people were there, could you estimate?

KIYAMIRE:

They were more than 40,000.

COUNSEL:

Did you have sufficient facilities for you, medical and so forth, food,
accommodation?

KIYAMIRE:

In the first days we suffered a bit but then later on we were given food
and tents.

COUNSEL:

I suppose there were children, were they going to schools?

KIYAMIRE:

Among the people who came from Uganda, we organized ourselves and
some people were selected from us and they started teaching the few
children.

COUNSEL:

Did you have hospitals?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes we had a Health Unit.

COUNSEL:

How many doctors did you have there or nurses?

KIYAMIRE:

They were many.

COUNSEL:

Then how come that you are here now?
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\~URE:

COLNSFL:
k.IY Al\1IRE:

Some officials came from Uganda then they came to. that camp, started
screening us and I showed them those documents of mme and later on we
were told to go back to our country.
Now, when did you come back?
I came in October, 26th. It is now two years since I came, this is the
third.

COUNSEL:
KIYAMIRE:
COUNSEL:

You came back in 1984 or 1985?
When Mbarara was being taken over by NRA that is when we c·ame.
1985 actually, now when you returned did you go to your previous
home?

KIYAMIRE:

I found a certain youth in my Kibanja but when I came then he left, plus
another councillor also in my second kibanja so when I came he also left.
There were no houses.

COUNSEL:

Who were these two people?

KIYAMIRE:

Kato the Councillor.

COUNSEL:

And who was the youth?

KIYAMIRE:

The youth was Namara. They also took my cows and goats and chickens
plus the rest of my property, beds, chairs which I left behind. I came to
learn them as I came back.

CHAIRMAN:

You were told.

KIYAMIRE:

The people told me.

COUNSEL:

By who?

KIYAMIRE:

A friend of mine who found me after three days here at Katukuru and he
is the one who told me that my mother has died and had been buried,
three days.

COUNSEL:

Three days when he was running away or what?

KIYAMIRE:

Three days when I was running away then my friend came and told me
that my mother had died.

CHAIRMAN:

Was he also a person running away?

KIYAMIRE:

He remained behind he did not run away.

CHAIRMAN:

He is a Munyankole?
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Whnt is his name?
1-..1 irnm, my present neighbour.

Did he tell you how your mother died?
1'1A 1IRE:

OR l l Y0l\1RY \:

He did not know how my mother died and when he came he found
houses on fire and the mother had died, so after burial he proceeded to
come and tell me.
1
\\

as she bumt'?

She was not burnt but what actually killed her I do not know only that
neighbour of mine was present at the burial.
cotNSEL:

Now have you had any problems from your Muluka Chief and the youth?

KIYAMIRE:

I accused them, but we have not got any help from the government yet.
The matter are still at Muluka level and we are being tossed here and
there.
•

COUNSEL:

Now, what would you like this Commission to do for you'?

KIYAMIRE:

I would like the Commission to help me by getting these people arrested
and then later taken to D.C., the Police or any other authority so that I
find exactly where my property went.

MR.NAGENDA:

Who is Kiyamire Nyamabale?

KIYAMIRE:

This was a parish where we were in Kamwezi.

MR.NAGENDA:

But Kiyamire is your name! I saw on some of these tickets that one of
them said Kiyamire Nyamabare; are all these your poll tax tickets?

KIYAMIRE:

Kiyamire is my name.

MR. NAGENDA:

OfN amabale, okay. Well, the first one that I could find was from 1942,
• ~ is 45 ears ago, you would have been 13 - there was even _one of
;;;~ which
52 years ago. Was the 1937 one also your poll tax ticket?

is

KIYAMIRE:

MR. NAGENDA:

KIYAMIRE:

NAGENDA:

KIYAMIRE:

If there is my name then it is mine.
.
. b t ou told us you are 57, so when were you
Okay; that is 50 years ago, u y
h
aid poll tax at the age of
? Because you cou Id not ave p
born p Iease.
seven!
My father used to tell me
were around.

th t I was born during the time when the Dutch
a

• d when you said you were 57.
You are shortly more than 57, I was worne
My father was the one w

ho was telling me.
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DR. l

lJ)

0\ ll-l\ \:

One question please. When you ran away and a group of people had
come burnmg houses, had you been forewarned that you should leave the
area?
If I had known I would have gone earlier and would have even taken my
mother; I only learnt of it on that day at 4.00 p.m. on 4th of October, just
when they came.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Who was your neighbour?

KIYAMIRE:

Benzaho who was also chased, and Magayane.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were all of those neighbours?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes, our lands, actually, bordered each other.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were all these Bafumbira - the neighbours?

KIYAMIRE:

One was a Munyankole.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So, the Munyankole was also chased?

KIYAMIRE:

The Munyakole remained and I found him there; he is the one who
remained with my chicken which were eaten by the youths.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now, if these people came burning houses, some of the people did not
run away; what prompted you to run?

KIYAMIRE:

I simply ran away because they had come with spears and pangas telling
me to go back to Nyakivare. Then I saw other houses of my friends
across were also on fire, so I had also to take off.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Mr. Kiyamire, these people who came to chase you said you had to go
back to Nyakivare; what is Nyakivare?

KIYAMIRE:

I also do not know it, but they said we should go back to find there the
Banyarwanda - we passed through the bush we were not allowed to pass
on the road.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I see, were you being chased on the assumption that you were a
Munyarwanda? Did they tell you why they were chasing you?

KIYAMIRE:

That I was a Munyarwanda I should go away.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay, were there some Banyarwanda in Rugando?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And they had bibanja like other people?

I

I

---
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URE.

Yes.

l R. MAKUBlJY A:

\\'here is this forn1cr Sub-county Chief of Rugando? Mr. Muzika?

KIYAMIRE:

He is in Kashari.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

\\'_hen it came to recovering your bibanja from Namara, from Kato; was
this easy?
•

k.I't AMIRE:

(Inaudible)

DR 'MAKUBUYA:

Did you demand for rent for occupying your bibanja for these years?

KIYAMTRE:

I was lucky to get my bibanja back! So, I thought it was impossible for
me to ask for any fees!

DR. \1AKUBUY A:

But these were originally your bibanja; were they not? Had you given
them permission to occupy them?

KIYAMIRE:

Okay, if they had taken my cows, have they given them back to me?
Those are the cases which are still not solved!

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Thanks.

KIYAMIRE:

I have documents here from the D.C. when he wrote to the County Chief
that my property should be returned to me, the iron sheets at least, but I
have never received them!

KAKWENZIRE:

Can we see those letters please? He has been able to establish who took
his iron sheets?

KIYAMIRE:

The iron sheets were 120 from two houses and they are with Katsigazi a
preacher in a church near our area.

KAKWENZIRE:

So, they built houses with your iron sheets?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

What about your cows; do you know who took them?

KIYAMIRE:

They were taken by a youth called Namara; the one I had le!\ in the bush
is the one who told me so. They were slaughtered; when they learnt of
our coming back again they slaughtered them.

KAKWENZIRE:
KIYAMIRE:

KAKWENZIRE:

Were some of the iron sheets used for the Church or the School?
They were used for the School all of them; anyway, they approached
· · d he accepted then he told me to go and get a documents
,
Kats1gaz1 an
from the D.C. so that they could be removed.
ou returned from Kibondo, how did you fare. assuming you
•
fi
th G
t
N ow, when y
came without food; did you get any assistance rom e ovemmen
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before you could get food of your own?
When we arrived the Red Cross people brought us some food and some
KIYAMIRE:

KAK\VENZIRE:

needs.
What problems did you experience to get settled?

KJYAMIRE:

Even up to now I am still suffering as you can see me an old ~an; when
it rains it rains on me; I have no shelter apart from the food which I get.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Does the Learned Counsel want to say something about the exhibits; are
they being formally tendered in or what?

COUNSEL:

KIYAMIRE:

KAKWENZIRE:

My Lord, I would not tender these exhibits because they are very, very
important to this witness. I think they have been noted and they have
been returned to the witness.
The letters which I received from the District Commissioner requesting
those people to return my iron sheets and cows, and since then I have
never received anything t? that effect.
What do they tell you when you say; 'can I have mabaati' what do they
tell you?

KIYAMIRE:

They tell me to go back to the Gombolola headquarters and Gombo/ola
people will tell me to go back to theMuluka; so, they keep tossing me up
and down.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What is the name of the School where his iron sheets were used?

KIYAMIRE:

Rucence Church School.

:MR.NAGENDA:

Is that a Church of Uganda School?

KIYAMIRE:

Yes.

NAGENDA:

Have you thought of taking your case to Bishop Betungura?

KIYAMIRE:

I went to Bishop Betungura who told me that he had earlier told them not
to take the iron sheets but they refused and then he said I should open a
case for them.

:MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, but they come under him and Bishop Betungura went to great pain
to tell us how much he had helped returnees. Has he helped you very
much?

KIYAMIRE:

He did not help me in any way, he only advised me to sue them to court.

:MR.NAGENDA:

I see. Has he helped a lot of your fellow returnees?

KIYAMIRE:

I have not seen them.
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\Veil. I ~·onder whether it would help you, because there is very little we
can do directly, but I wonder whether it will help you to go to the Bishop
now that he has been to the Commission and tell the Commission how
~uch h~ has hel~ed and he is willing to help. Perhaps with that
mformation you might ask him to get your iron sheets back.
kl\ AMIRE:

Well, I have not seen•many he has helped and I really doubt if he can,
actually, help me; but I will simply go back and see.

DR LUYOMBYA:

And I think asking to put matters of his advice in writing for you, since
you are good at keeping documents as well.

KJYAMIRE:

Some people do not accept giving you copies of what they want to advise
you. So, all these you have seen we do them ourselves.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

You put your complaint also in writing and take the letters to the Bishop.

K.IYAMIRE:

That I will do.

cHAfRMAN:

Mr. Kiyamire, I think you take the advice which the Commissioners have
given you; take that step first while you pursue the other avenues also, in
the effort to recover your sheets and other property. The Commissioner
cannot help you immediately, we are not a Court which can order
recovery of your iron sheets immediately. We a.re authorised to make
inquiries, receive information and make recommendations to the
Government as to how best to solve the problems. In the meantime,
other procedure which are already available - other lawful procedures
should be pursued by owners of the property which they lost in the
exercise.

KIYAMIRE:

But they do not really help us, they keep tossing us up and down,
confusing us; and this is the third year but we have never been allowed to
- they have never given us, say letters from the grassroots to take to the
D.C. or Police.

:rvm..
NAGENDA:

yes, but they come under him and Bishop Betungura went to great pains
to tell us how much he had helped returnees. Has he helped you very
much?

KIYAMIRE:

He did not help me in any away, he only advised me to sue them to court.

MR.NAGENDA:

I see. Has he helped a lot of your fellow returnees?

KIYAMIRE:

I have not seen them.

MR.NAGENDA:

KlYAMIRE:

W 11 I wonder whether it would help you, because there is very litt!e we
e d' d" tly but I wonder whether it will help you to go to the Bishop
can o irec h , been to the Comm1ss1on
. . and to ld the comm1ss1~n
• • how
now that he ash l d and he is willing to help. Perhaps with that
much he has e pe
•
b k
.
. ht ask him to get your iron sheets ac •
infonnat1on you mig
h has helped and I really doubt if be can,
Well, I have not seen many e
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actually. help me: but l will simply go back and sec •
.And I think asking to put matters of his advice in writing for you, since

PR. 1 UYOMBYA:

you are good at keeping documents as well.

y cs. we are soil) about this that you have suffered and then this is still
happening! We hope that the G~vemment_ machinery w_illi~prove in
finding solutions. But about the Bishop. 1 will go ?a~k to it again. Now,
that the Bishop has come here and told the Commission that he has done
ever)1hing to help those whose iron sheets had been taken, I think you go
to him and mention this, you write it. say: '1 would like to take up on your
undertaking to the Commission and to help me to recover my iron sheets'
it may work; and you give a copy to the Commission.
Where may I find you because you say you are going?
KIYAMIRE:
CHAIRMAN:

Well, although we cannot provide an instant solution - not only you but
other people who have aggrieved in the same manner, still we would like
to thank you for having come to tell us what happened.

KIYAMIRE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, thank you.

KIYAMIRE:

CHAIRMAN:

When saying about these Chairmen at the Mirukas and Gombolola
headquarters, they are the very people who took our property. So, they
cannot help you, they keep hiding from you.
Okay, thank you for telling us. Counsel, next witness please.

WITNESS NO.195: MRS JOYCE MBARE - SWORN IN

COUNSEL:

You are Joyce Mbare?

MBARE:

I am Joyce Mbare.

COUNSEL:

Where is your home?

MBARE:

It is in Bihembe.

COUNSEL:

In Nyabushozi County?

MBARE:

In Nyabushozi.

COUNSEL:

Mbarara District?

MBARE:

In lbanda.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?
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You are a "-1
.r.
i~ u,umbira
or a M
unyarwanda?
1B RE:

J am a Munyarwanda but m

OUi ~sEL:

\\'hen were )'ou

1BARE:

I do not remember the exact dat
we have.
e, but I can tell you how many children

.
y husband is a Mufumbira.

•
a matned to your husband?

COl 1\SEL:

Yes, how many children?

MBARE:

Vle have 11 children, that is when my husband died.

COUNSEL:

Now, who is your husband?

MBARE:

Karasira.

COCNSEL:

You said he is dead, when did he die?

MBARE:

He died when we had been chased and we were in a camp.

COUNSEL:

So, you are one of those people who were chased away in 1982?

MBARE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who chased you away?

MBARE:

It is Bowazi.

COUNSEL:

Who is Bowazi?

MBARE:

He was a Gombo/ola Chief, then the Muluka Chief was Rwabugiri.

COUNSEL:

Yes, who else?

MBARE:

Another one was Muhangi who was a Sub-Parish Chief.

COUNSEL:

Who else?

MBARE:

Others were Youths whom I canngt remember.

COUNSEL:

How did they chase you away?

MBARE:

.
m husband was also not in, they came
The cows had gone f~r grazm~hilfren in the house, the others had gone
and they found me with fo~r then they told the children to go out of ~e
with the father to graze, anti
th house they got the spear,the nails
house and they got the axe rom e
,
and the pangas.

COUNSEL:

id they do after that?
Yes, w ha t d
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·td
out of the house. they then told me to move
After that the) put ch 1 ren
fi
,..
- h itating they set the house on ire an,.1then later
out when .I was st111 es
we ·wentto find m)' husband where he had the cows.

COUNSEL:
MBARE:

Did you go alone?

·m t1e came back to ask
had burnt his
. them .why they
.
eating
him
with
sticks
tellmg
him
that
he was a
house; they started b
.
Munyarwanda and he is supposed to go back. Then they came chasing
ft everything m the house. We had three grass thatched houses
us, we Ie
f •11
d
and three stores of sorghum and two stores o mt et an one store of
When we reached hi

beans.
COUNSEL:

yes, what happened to them?

MBARE:

So, we simply left and leaving all t~ose things behind, including the
gardens of potatoes and banana plantations.

COUNSEL:

How about your animals?

.MBARE:

We came with the cows, they were also following us so, we came and
spent a night at lbare in Rwambara.

CHAIRMAN:

I did not hear properly about their cows; did he move with their cows?

MBARE:

We moved with our cows.

MR. NAGENDA:

How many?

MBARE:

Forty.

COUNSEL:

Yes, proceed.

MBARE:

The chicken and the goats, we left them behind. So, at Ibare the youths
came and found us there, so they demanded money from us, which
money I did not know the amount, and my husband gave them the
money. So, as we climbed and reached a place called Katampira, we met
some other youths who took away seven of our cows; they started
beating us - the two youths were Kabatunge and Byaruhanga. Then we
~eft a message to a certain man called Kashara, who was staying in that
village and we were related to him and we told him that our cows had
been taken.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

MBARE:

So, from there we continued to Bugamba where we stayed.

COUNSEL:

Eventually, where did you settle?

MBARE:

Eventually we arrived at Tinyamahiru.

COUNSEL:

Is that where you settled?
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,.

That is where we settl d
e • we never crossed to Rwanda.
\Vhnt happened t 0
your husband?
~1y husband because of th b

.
e. eatings he b
.
ecame sick and eventually died.
Now. after the death of y
h
children?
our usband, who looked after you and the
MBARE:

We continued looking after
ourse1ves with 0 f.
.
that was coming from th G
'
, course, the httle assistance
e ovemment.

coUl\SEL:

Now, when did you come back?

~!BARE:

\\Then it was announced th t
1
we also came I do t
a pbeeop
e should come back then that is when
•
no remem r exactly which date it was.

MRNAGENDA:

So, now you have eight children?

MBARE:

Others died and I have five now.

~fR.NAGENDA:

The three who died, did they die in the camp?

MBARE:

The two died when we were still in our place; the two died before we
left, and then one died in the camp following the death of his father.

NAGENDA:

I am sorry. Have you had much help since you got back from the camp?

MBARE:

The Red Cross people assisted as they were coming they gave me three
blankets and three plates and some few caps, and maize meal. They also
gave us money and I was given Shs 40,000/=.

MR.NAGENDA:

Who else helped you?

MBARE:

Nobody else helped me and up to now I am the one looking after myself.

MR.NAGENDA:

But surely what religion are you?

MBARE:

I am a protestant.

MR.NAGENDA:

• Church •·sthere to help you, has this Church not helped
But sure ly th 1s
you at all?

MBARE:

Instead they demand money from us as
The Church does not he lP·
offering and -

MR.NAGENDA:

. the camp did the Church help you?
What about when you were m
,

MBARE:

Kivenjere used to help us.

MR.NAGENDA:

Do you knoW

u as Bishop Kivengere or as he
whether he helped yo
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himself as n person?
1BARE:

. fi d to the camp and he would also sometimes
ll
l
used
to
bnng
ooId request the Chairmen
.
• the,
.
who were Ieadmg
Wc . tc
visit us. then again he wou

camps to distribute the food to us.
l'vtR NAGENDA:

MBARE:
MR.NAGENDA:

Do you know Bishop Betungura?
J know him.

Who is he?
I knew him when I was being confirmed and baptised.

MBARE:
MR.NAGENDA:

Has Bishop Bentungura helped you and your fellow returnees?

.MBARE:

Since we came and since the Red Cross people met us, we have never
received any other help from that.

MR. NAGENDA:

When you were in the camp, did Bishop Betungura come to visit you as
Bishop Kivengere did?

MBARE:

He used to bring us food also, but on very few occasions.

MR. NAGENDA:

Lastly, I think I just ought to tell you that Bishop Betungura told us under
oath that he had been very helpful to refugees since they returned. Thank
you.

MBARE:

I also put it across that since I came I have never received anything from
him.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I will just ask you about the camp. You went away with 40 heads of
cattle, the Youths took seven while you were on the way, and you
returned with 25; what happened to the rest?

MBA.RE:

Others died, others I sold them lo obtain money to purchase food for the
children I had.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now about this girl, the daughter of yours who just disappeared - two
sons went to fight and one girl just disappeared, can you tell us a little
more, how did she disappear?

MBARE:

I hear people telling me that she is in Kabale.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did she just run off with a man or what?

MBARE:

It is not until recently when she sent us some clothing and we were
happy, it is when we knew that she was still alive.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Have you reconstructed the houses?

MBARE:

I have managed to put up one though I have not managed to thatch it.
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I R. LUYOMBYA:
1BARE:

Are your children going t0 School?
TI1ey are in school and the are

y

.
demanding money for school fees.

DR-Ll 't OMBY A:

Okay • What are the names of

MBARE:

Patrick Kayogera and Pakana.

DR \fAKl BUYA:

I am sorry that you have had to
.
remember it. What is th
go through this ordeal and to have to
e nearest Church tQyour home?

MBARE.

Dihembo Church.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Does the Church organise missions?

MBARE:

I have never seen them.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

They do not organise missions?

MBARE:

They do not organise the missions.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

I do not know, who is the Bishop of your area?

MBARE:

I know the leaders of our nearby Church, but I do not know those in far
Churches.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

I see, it is a far Church?

MBARE:

Yes.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Has the Bishop ever visited there since you came back?

MBARE:

The Bishop has never visited us.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Of course, the other thing is that you better tell the witness that it is - as I
know the law of Uganda - it is not a crime to be a Munyarwanda; and
particularly since she is a married woman; I am wondering whether
anybody ever pointed out to her that she could register as a Citizen of

your sons who went to the Army?

Uganda.
MBARE:

Nobody has ever advised me so.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

So I draw her attention to Article 4,. of the Uganda Constitution of
·t'· enship and I think it is still open to her. It says that the following
C I IZ
'
• led
be
• red
persons if not Citizens of Uganda, shall ~ e~t•t to
reg1ste as
·t·
f Uganda upon making an apphcatton; and the first Clause
• of
C 1 1zens O
who is or at any time has been mam"edto a c·1ttzen
an
says; any worn
Uganda. That is all.

MBARE:

d

ugandan

I also came to settle here, so, when we
My husban wlas a . t red r:iyself at the Gombolola and Muluka
came back
regts e
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headquartersand thereafter I went back to my home.
when displaced persons reached Kibindo Camp
We have been told that rted out her Citizens~
.
• occur to her that she
d1.d tt
t
Rwanda Govemmen so
..
d b
.
erself a Rwandese Citizen an een resettled 10
could have declared h
Rwanda like the others we have been told?

MBARE:

· tered myself as a Munyarwanda, who lives in Uganda and
For me I regts
owns land there.

KAKWENZIRE:

yes, but having seen what had happened to you, did you not feel that it
could happen to you again?

MBARE:

I did not really feel it, because my parents were Banyarwanda and for us
we were bom here in Kamwezi.

KAKWENZIRE:

Were they Banyarwanda ofMpororo?

MBARE:

They were of Mpororo.

KAKWENZIRE:

Were they born in Kamwezi?

MBARE:

They were born in Kamwezi, and for us we were born m Rubare
Mpororo.

KAKWENZIRE:

Since you returned, have you tried to talk to Kabatunge and Byaruhanga
about your cattle?

:MBARE:

When we came I tried to put the matters across the chief and we appeared
before the Chiefs about two times, and later on Kabatunga escaped to
Kampala.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did your neighbours tell you that Kabatunge was still keeping these cows
or he had eaten them?
The neighbours have showed them to me and I had sighted one as an
exhibit; a heifer which we left suoking.

:MBARE:

r

f

C

r

KAKWENZIRE:

Was it in his keeping?

:MBARE:

May be, the rest because his father was a cattle trader, could he have
been taken either to Mukono or elsewhere; but one which we had made a
mark on the forehead remained in the cows which were among the seven
cows which they took from us.

KAKWENZIRE:

Let me like my colleagues, say how sorry we are about what she has
gone through.

CHAIRMAN:

Mrs. Mbare, we thank you very much for having come to give the
evidence before the Commission to assist in inquiring to this matter. As
had already been said by other Commissioners, we are sorry that you
have had to come and recall your memory of your experience before this
Commission but it is a necessary process in the task we have to perform.
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r

We are sorry we cannot iv
.
.
have been caused t
g e you mS tant relief from the problems which
O
Government as
you.. We shall make recommendations to the
it. Okay th k we are required to do, then it is the Government to act on
, an you. ,

~reARE:

The two cows which I got as exh.b.
1 its have been returned to me.

cHA.IRMAN:

At least that is some progress.

_MBARE:

I left them with a friend.

cHA.IRMAN:

That is very good.

MBARE:

I also have a document to that effect.

cHA.IRMAN:

It is very good, let you keep it for your record. Thank you.

COUNSEL:

Next witness please.

COUNSEL:

How many witnesses can we hear, my Lord? Because there is one also
for Kamishego case, he is outside, but I suppose that we can hear one
Munyarwanda case and then we shall hear one more witness and then
decide what to do next depending on the time available.

COUNSEL:

The problem my Lord is that there are so many people; even when I went
outside to talk to one, then about ten came to me.

WITNESS N0.196: MR. SIMON PETER KABAHIZI SWORN IN

COUNSEL:

Would you please give your particulars, name and so on.

KABAHIZI:

How old are you?

COUNSEL:

I am 44 years of age.

qOUNSEL:

Where were you born?

~AIIlZI:

I was born in a Gombolola of Rugando Rwampara in a village called
Ihunga.

<\tOUNSEL:

Who are your parents?

KABAIIlZI:

My father was called Kakwaya
Anne.

I

COUNSEL:

Were they Banyankole?

l<ABAIDZI:

They were Bafumbira.
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and my mother was called Kemitoro

►

OU ~'EL:
1'-\BAHIZI:

COUNSEL:
K.ABAHIZI:

COUNSEL:

Do you know when

mbira to Ankole?
they left Bufiu

I do not know because

I was bom here.

Now. what do you do?
r and a cattle keeper.
I am a f:arme
Before you started farming may

b

e y

ou got marne• d?• Did you go to

school?

K.ABAHIZI:

first education I started it in 1949.
Yes, I went. My

COUNSEL:

Where?

KABAHIZI:

. p . ary School Gombolola Bugamba.
At Bugamb_a,RushanJe nm
'

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KABAHIZI:

And my father was poQr cou ld not assist me I was. helped by
. a Ssaza
. called Mukuku wh0 was benefactor at the time. Cnsgorgeston
Chief
Mukuku, late now.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KABAHIZI:

After completing my P.7, I was called to join a secondary school, but,
Mukuku told me that he had no money to educate me further.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KABAHIZI:

He told me to keep the friendship with the family for the education he
had given me.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KABAHIZI:

Then I came and started labouring at now New Ankole Hotel in order to
get money so that I can go to a secondary school. I spent there months. I
went to Nyamitanga I saw one father called Father Dion and prayed him
if he could give me money to join my secondary school. Unfortunately
my place was filled, so he advised me to return in P.7 again of which I
did. Later on I joined the secondary school up to secondary three when
the same Father was transferred to his home and he left me alone.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now you continue with your education, you can leave out these
details.

KABAHIZI:

I joined a commercial school.
Then my first employment
completing the course, I worked in Kilembe Mines.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Which Commercial School?

KABAHIZI:

Kampala Commercial School. I qualified myself as a typist, then I joined

after

the Kilembc Mines in
.
1960
Nntionnl Pnrk, in 1962 and it·. l•rlom there I joined Qoeen Elizabeth
N8 t • I J> k
is w 1en my ( th
d.
mna ar • Mwey·,
S· f: •
• , .1 an 1-odge
I 1.a er 1ed - Queen Elizabeth
,
should he Africanized and C
. • t ~ when Obote declared J'obs
•
•
aptam Popurt
•
t hat. I1e was gomg to )"oin M k .
on w110 was my boss told me
•
we am Ta
·
way somewhere now.
nzan,a and that J would get my

cot "1'L:

Okay, now you give us where
straight.
you worked and then we go to the point

.__\BAHIZI:

Now from there I was sent m
.
1
Obote's tribe. J came to Mb;ra/ P ~c~ was given_to somebody else of
a typist for one month I . . a. I Jo1~edan Agriculture Department as
from there I joined M • k J:med Pohtary Aloysious Tibamanya, then
pa a dvocates. Later on I was given job as a
~alesman, U_gan~a~offee Procure Mbarara, where later on I retired after
uymg a KibanJa m Nyabushozi containing cows, goats. I became a
good fanner there.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

Until the trouble operation ofBanyarwanda came.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

It was Saturday, I was in banana plantation with my wife and children, I
had left my old mother at home. So, one mukungu chief called John
Tumusiime came found me in the banana plantation with another man.
He told me that I was wanted at my home. He had a panga by then with
spear and big stick. My wife told him that she could not go there and
come back because she was suffering from the leg and there also I
refused to go to my home I told him what he wanted. He said he had an
order that I should leave my place.

COUNSEL:

Who was this Tumusiime? Was he a chief?

KABAl-llZI:

Tumusiime was a mukungu chief of that area and he told me that I was
wanted by a muluka chief.

COUNSEL:

Did you go to the muluka chief?

KABAHIZI:

The muluka chief I found him at my home waiting f?r me with a _lotof
horn I will mention their names. I left my wife and the children
people w
. I went with Tumusiime. To reach the home my
at the banana plantation
h
he told me that they had discussed
d met me on t e way, s
mother came an
.
e the kill me. Then I ordered that
that if I come on entermg !?e hous ' andycall my wife and children so
'th Tumusume to go
man who was wi
th
ay I am killed. My wife came and
that if I am killed they may see I e :ading each and everything, cows,
nd th
the children, we fou
e P~~p e that I was given 1O minutes to leave
goats households. So, they to mhe h d a police they said no but they
'
h
hether t ey a
'
•
the area. I asked t em w
Id kill me there. Again during that time to
said if I go on asking they wou
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1

ill Bannirwunda was 1h.,t claimed. So. I hnd tt"" run nwu). I ns,ured 11\\
1
wife th;t she sta:s there. I am c0ming to lbamrn to find out. \Vhen·l
re.ached in a r..111~h
of one Kabamnisho. I found that some people had run
at night. the Banyanvanda who used to \\'L 1 rk there. I had to f:O ~ack it
rained. I found my wife there I told her that I was going she must ,..ollow
me and I ,, ould find her to a ranch of Kabamaisho. l came to pohce in
Mbarara. Police told me that they had no authority to enter into the
matters concerning Banyan,1111daas the only person concerned \\:1S Dr.
Rubai,~n o. John ~gamrn. \iakatu. DC Mr. Ndikora and Beinomugisha
"ho \\as a UPC District Secretary here. I went to one AC called Simon
~ 1pira happened to be m: friend before then as he was i\ 1pira - he was
Simon. I was Simon. his father-in-la\\ 1s Simon and my father-in-Im, is
Simon - (laughter) - Simon Mpira was a great friend of mine. I had e, er
talen him to m, form killed him a goat. and he tried to trace some
problems" hich had to arise through my farm So. I ran to Simon at his
home bv then I did not know where my wife and children" ere Simon
told m; that he had no authori~ as he comes from R,\ashama1re.
Rukungiri, he is connected with Ban) an,anda but the po\\ ers \\ 1th
Nganwa and the rest I had mentioned. I \\ ent to DC in his office. he
refused to entertain me.
COUNSEL:

You mean, was he in or what?

KABAHIZI:

By then their building
Administration.

COUNSEL:

Yes, when you said he refused to receive you what do you mean?

KABAHIZI:

I went back to Mpira.

COUNSEL:

No, no, answer my question. When you said the DC refused to recei, e
you; what do you mean?

KABAHIZI:

He said that he does not want to see anybody who is a Munyarwanda.

COUNSEL:

And who was that DC?

KABAHIZI:

This was Ndikora. So, I ran back to Mpira if he should help in any way.
Mpira advised me to go where I was born to get a little chit whereby it
would stand to give an assistance and the chit is here photostat \\Titten in
Runyankole.

COUNSEL:
KABAIDZI:

You have it?
A small chit of paper. This one is from Bufumbira, but there is another
one - I will get it later.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KABAIDZI:

l went to Rugando to s M M
would do everyth.
ee • r. ukuku, who is my benefactor that he
he had instruct· m~ as he knew me. Reaching there, Mukuku said that
10ns 1rom Rub ·h
d
Munyarwanda in an w
_ai ayo an others that whoever will help a
y ay will also be sent to Rwanda. Then Mukuku
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was at Kamukuzi,

they

had a District

did . not do nnvthing
to me, msten
• . d t hey sent me away not to be seen •Ill
,;
their compound. I \\ent to n mun called Rwanynmokaka, by assistance
,,hen 1 wns getting school fees he was the one giving me that money at
the order of the Ssaza Chief who was my benefactor - Rwanyamokaka
Yoffc. I met Yoff c on the way near Rugando. he had advised me not to
go to Rugand? ns _the_new Uomholola Chief had become Kirya. Then I
came hack - (mtcrJcct1on) - Mr. Kiyamira I had mentioned his name I did
n.~t sc~ hi_m. I ,, as threatened I did not go to the Gomholola but Mr.
K1ynrmra m the statement I said he is Musika.
COl

STl:

Yes?

"- \BAHIZI:

I told Rwanyamokaka to give clearance, as he knew me, he was the one
who was giving me school fees, he said he would not commit himself as
Rubaihayo said that anybody helping Banyarwanda would also be sent to
Rwanda. He had advised me to go and see an old man called -

COLNSEL:

Well, did you get any assistance elsewhere?

kABAHlZI:

I went to Chakumumpa who used to be a son of Bwanubwire, where my
father used to stay in their farm.

COUNSEL:

Did you bring him to Mbarara?

K.ABAHIZI:

Chakumumpa refused it that he cannot do that. Chakumumpa happened
to have a case in our office, a land dispute I told him that if he does not
assist me to give me a letter, I would destroy the file also - (laughter) Chakomumpa kindly wrote a letter of which I will show you later.

CHAIRMAN:

In which office was this in which there was a case file?

KABAHIZI:

Chakomumpa had a land dispute with his friends and I was working with
an advocate, we had that case in our office.

CHAIRMAN:

If you had lost it to Tibamanya whom you met from here -

KABAHIZI:

No, Mpaka.

CHAIRMAN:

Peter Mpaka. So he was the client of the advocate for whom you work.

KABAHIZI:

I was the clerk of the advocate where Chakumumpa had put the case.
So, he gave me a letter saying when I was born, where I was born, when
J started school. My father came from Bufumbira and those and that. I
brought that letter to Mpira. When I showed it to Mpira, Mpira again
told me to take it to Ndikora the then DC.

COUNSEL:
KABAHIZI:

Yes?
When Ndikora read a small letter then he told Mpira to write a letter
returning me back as I was a Mufumbira a typewritten copy is here,
written by Mpira, the green one, not yet typed but I have the original
which is at home.
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• •1t a t rue• cop)'''•
This one. 1s
('Ol

I'.

Fl :

K B HlZI:

It is a true copy yes.

Yes. now you went home?
COU

EL:

KABAHIZI:

That letter was addressed
my area.

to Saza chief copied to Gombolola Chief of
'

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KABAHIZI:

. th letter to theSaza Chief who was at Nyabushozi, called
I feared tak mg e
Katabarwa because he was beating people to death.

Did he beat anyone to your knowledge, to death?
COUNSEL:

KABAHIZI:

Yes, they beat one man called Kakwaya. Kakwaya's home was
ransacked and his 76 heads of cattle was taken, so Kakwaya told me that
I should not go there, I would be killed. Peter Kakwaya was an assistant
Medical Officer of Nyabushozi.

COUNSEL:

KABAHIZI:

Yes.
Instead I took the copy of the letter to the Gombolola Chief at Ntanga
here.

COUNSEL:

KABAHIZI:

Yes? As a result of delivering that letter what happened?
Gombolola Chief has immediately written him not to be in my land and
he had feared the police exhibit of my cows, some cows were taken at
Baito Farm. He ordered the people of the area, gave a gun, he had a gun,
that whensoever they see me I must be killed. I had therefore, no claim
for I am Munyarwanda, to die.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What was his name?

KABAI-llZI:

He is called David Kiromanyi, Gombolola Chief Ntanga.

COUNSEL:

What happened after he gave you this letter?

KABAHIZI:

1 was ~Id by the people of the area that a gun has been given to
Tumusnme, mulamguchief, Ngogoka a youth.

COUNSEL:

A gun, one?

KABAHIZI:

A gun by Kiromany1,
• given
•
to those people to hunt where I was.

COUNSEL:

Well, My Lord, I do not see how far we can --•1
•~ Y go

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, I can see, but can he
~
you see, Mr. Kabahizi th try or tbe source of his information because
you know. What som~~ P~ure
requires that you tell us only what
y as done or said it in your presence. Not
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WI"th these

people.

becnu~c l heard it somebody told m th1.
.
cnn give the source O f
.
c s and this and this. Unless you
mformat • . d
llecnusc yours is a second your
I d. .
~on an that person can come
1an tt is not first hand information.

\ 3AHJZ1:

Yes, but I have people wl10 were also beat t
•
•
t11e ranch where I had run to.
•
en o mention where I was m
No, but I am only referring to an 0th
.
Y
er evidence but this particular one.

KABAHlZI:

Yes.

CHAIRM\N

The Donel business. D"d
1 you know it of your personal knowledge?

1-.ABAHIZI:

No.

CHAIRM \N•

No, who told you?

KABAHIZI:

Ranchers, those working in the ranch where I had ran to with my small
herd of cow.

CHAIRMAN:

But is there a particular person who can come and give evidence.

KABAHIZI:

Yes, he is not here, but there are there, they can come any time if they are
required.

COl.I'.'JSEL:

Anyway for the time being can we say you did not go there because you
feared, you had some fears?

KABAHIZI:

Yes, I did not go back because there was an order that when I go there
they would kill me.

COUNSEL:

No, you had some fears? Okay, now what did you do?

KAKWENZIRE:

(Inaudible): To the Gombolola Chief of Ntanga how was he going to
help him, since he was not his Gombolola Chief? Why did you give the
letter to the Gombolola Chief of Ntanga?

KABAHIZI:

He was the Gombolola Chief of the area, Mpira told me that if I give him
the letter, I would be taken back to my kibanja, to my farm.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now what did you do?

KABAHIZI:

CHAIRMAN:

KABAHIZI:

I feared going there I came in the town I applied for an employment in
my former office to cover me up.
Which former office?
.
k Advocate. I was given a job and I happened to
Of Mpakand1 and Mpa \ere subsequently my wife came and joined ~e,
have a sm~ll la~d here ~iban. a here near Ntare School. Then sen_dmg
we went m this small
. ~h t wn here I was also concerned agam. I
nda came m t e o
,
f;
away Banyarwa
b .
acked out from my former arm now
went to DC that I am now emg s
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• g in the town.

they arc runnin

h

.

ere running after you m the town.

No. ) ou had already told us that t ey w
OR. MAKUBllYA:
KABAHIZ1:
OR. MAKUBUY A:

in Nyabushozi, now here.
that
is
my
former
farm
No.
. .
.th the DC or are you beginning with the people
Yes, are you begmnmg w1
running after you.
Yes, in the home here where I had come to.

KABAHIZI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
KABAHIZI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
K.ABAHIZI:

Near Ntare School.
Yes.
yes, what happened there?
one agent man who was called Pan Agent Nyakalingwa
They aIso came,
•
h
h
N
came with two Special Force men with guns to my ome ere at tare
School.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

K.ABAHIZI:

The name of the person, Tom who?
Nyakalingwa. I know the name of Nyakalingwa, he was a Pan Agent
here.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

When was this?

K.ABAHIZI:

It was in October about 8th or 9th, 1982.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KABAHIZI:

I had ran to the ranch to hide myself there then when I came in the
morning I found my wife who is here now with children crying at the
gate, at the road side. When they saw me they advised me not to go
home, there are some Special Force with Nyakalingwa stealing property,
tying. That I have been ordered to go to Rwanda. I had left some money
with my wife they took the money when my wife claimed to have that
money for her transport they said that this bears Obote not Habyarimana
of Rwanda.

COUNSEL:

How much money had you leave with your wife?

KABAHIZI:

I beg your pardon? So, I went near my neighbour I told him just to go
home and see my wife and my children had feared to go back and see
whether the same askaris are still there. The wife of Mr. Bwoyobare.
The wife went there and found that the policemen had gone with
Nyakalingwa, had offered my house to another Munyankole man who
was a Ugandan and I was not a Ugandan.

COUNSEL:

Who is that Munyankole man?
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\8

HIZI:

"'Ol I SEl ..:

I beg ) our pardon?
\\'ho is that Munyankole th

h
at s ared your plot?

K BAHIZI:

That mnn was called M
. .
unyanim1ra but he d.1ed durmg
. this war he was
k 1·11ed by annv people M
.,
•
unyanam·
h
.
' other
property.
ira, e was given the home and

cot ,SEL:

Yes?

KABAHIZI:

I went to the fonner Mayor to K" .
our youth. he was responsib.le f; itaki~a who knew me very well during
\\'hen I told him of wh t h d ~r se nd mg Banyarwanda in the town here.
cows I had if h
Ida ~ ap~ned, and I showed him the type of
'
e cou assist me m an w th
these cows H tO Id
Y ay at I had whatever find
• e
me to go to Rwanda, Mr. Katakirwa I had 80 heads
of cattle but all were stolen They were tak d .
•
. b ·
•
en unng my presence when I
was em~ sacked from my original farm. Kitakirwa told me that I must
take nothmg as my father came from Rwanda havmgno
•
th"mg.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KABAI-IlZI:

I immediately sent my family to Ntugamo where I had a son in law.
When ~y family reached there they were also to be killed together with
my son m law. Who was harbouring them, as it was the rule that if you
harbour a Banyarwanda you should either be killed or sent to Rwanda.

COUNSEL:

So, they were sent away?

KABAIDZI:

They were sent away and they came back here fintlingme that I have no
accommodation. I went to Town Clerk Mr. Baqfi;if he could assist me.
Banyi, the Town Clerk who was here.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Could he repeat what happened at Ntungamo where his brother-in-law,
was his brother in law and some other people killed?

KABAHIZI:

Son in law, the one who married my daughter.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was he threatened or what?

KABAHIZI:

He was threatened by the people there and he sent my family backagain.

KAKWENZIRE:

Is he a Ugandan?

KABAHIZI:

He is Festo Munyarugeroro.

KAKWENZIRE:

Whom you remember?

KABAHIZI:

He was born in Bufumbira.

KAKWENZIRE:

But he was not beingchasedaway?

KABAHIZI:

He was not chased away.
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'l :
K \H,\: llZI:
"I

What did ~_ou·doc·~I k Ban)'i and I told him thinking that he was the one
I went fl' 10\\11 • er
d N k 1·
.
. he could give an order an
ya a mgwa telling
I
k
a, mg N, a a mg" a,
fu b"

P
•
Id be left free because I was a Mu m 1ra. When I
htm that 1 s 110u
•
Id
h
·
to• me
a
brougI1t tIiat 1c tter to N;·akalingwa, Nyakahngwa
.
• Ct at this
. was
.

•
b} Di.strict Secretary to all Assistant D1stnct
omm1ss1oners
letter wntten
.
.
of Uganda to send away Banyan.vanda. The _letter 1s here, 1t was shoWn
to me. Then I went back to my home with a panga becaus_e I had
nowI1cre to go the man left the house. Then man who was given the
house ran away.
DR MAKllBUY A:

I beg your pardon?

KABAHIZI:

After takmg the letter from Banyi, telling Nyakalingwa to leave me, J
took the chit to Nyakalingwa, I told him that if he comes back to my
home, I will help myself. Then I went by force with my family, sent the
man in m) house away then I occupied it. (Interjection) - Nyamunura, he
is last - (laughter) -.

KAKWENZIRE:

How did you chase him?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What is his name?

KABAHIZI:

Nyamunura.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Banyi gave you this paper?

KABAHIZI:

Yes he gave me that copy, he, that he had a right, according to that
statement. Again he told me this letter that the cause of sending
Banyarwanda, that Banyarwanda had killed a youth leader called
Rwabarogwayo as the case may be, that was the money spent on his
burial. Nyakalingwa showed me that letter convincing me, trying to tell
me that he was doing something official -(Interjection) - I showed to
them. He gave them to me I kept them.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel what is this letter of 21 st September,
Commission by Steven?

COUNSEL:

Well he has said that this letter was shown to him to show why
Banyarwanda were being sent away.

CHAIRMAN:

The other one.

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL:

1982 given to this

Yes? Which letter do you note my Lord? My Lord he has said he was
shown this letter when he went to Nyakalingwa.
Nyakalingwa?
Yes, to inform him that the reason of sending away the Banyarwanda
was th at they killed one of the youths, Rwabarogwayo and they had spent
a lot of money on his funeral. The details of which are indicated here.
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\JU71.

R" nbarog" ayo ,, as th b

c rather of Rub -1
.
a, tayo, his brother or related to?

cOL'i"SEL:

Yes'?

"- \BAHIZI:

CH.\IR~1AN:

Nm,. 1 \\ent to Namugw1'sl1 . I.
m 11soffice DC'
b.) a youth. it• started raininga th
.
s secretary, I was arrested
youth who found me in my ffie ram stopped me there. They sent me a
mukungu \\ ho was the Ch • o ice arrested mc, th en took me before a the
airman then Th· •1 h
arrested me, which offered h'
h •. is s t e letter of that man who
arrested me Rwamuhand tl •~ t ~ Job by Nakata. The youth who
a, lat ,,as his appointment letter by Nakata.
Is that all?

J-...\K\\ f~ZIRE:

Of a job of a youth?

COL SEL:

Now did you get this letter, this other appointment -

KABAHIZI:

When they took me to the UPC's office, before the mukungu, I told the
mukungu that the allegations is because the people have taken all my
wealth. Because the allegation was that I went to Rwadubwera writing
the children who went to the bush. That I was a Muyekera.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

K.ABAHIZI:

Then the mukungu I think understood, I told him that people are telling
lies because they are guilty of my cows and those property they have
taken for the mukungu also offered me to one Stephen Rugwarohayo,
who took me to the latrine which was their cell. He had a cell there
which was a latrine.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Is it so?

KABAHIZI:

Yes, they started torturing me.

COUNSEL:

How, why? who took you, repeat the name please?

KABAHIZI:

That man Rwamuhanga took me before the mukungu, the mukungu told
me that information has come from Rwadubwera by _t~eGombolola
Chief that I go there to write children who go to Musevem m the bush.

CHAIRMAN:

Write, recruit or enrol?

KABAHIZI:

Yes?

CHAIRMAN:

When you say write children do you mean that -

KABAHIZI:

The younger boys be recruited.

CHAIRMAN:

That you recruit?

KABAHIZI:

..
h
I was recruiting.
yes, that it is me who is wntmg t em,

e
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Could you correct that please, w

hat do you mean by writing?

CHAIR 1AN:
KABAHIZI:
CHAIR.M:AN:
KABAHIZI:

CHAIRMAN:

That was recruiting.

C

Yes.
.. b
The young boys they are crooked. That you
That I was recru1tmg oys.
•·
h
.
.
h0 is writing them. I am recrmtmg t em. I was
recruit - that 1s me w
writing.

(

Sorry. Could I get you correctly. Correct that thing. What do you mean
by 'writing'?

KABAHIZI:

That I was recruiting.

cHAIRMAN:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

Boys to the bush.

COUNSEL:

So they took you to a latrine.

KABAHIZI:

The mukungu brought the boys who brought the information - those for
the mukungu and the Muluka Chief. Then went before the mukungu. I
explained to them that these people had taken my cows; so they have
come to allege that I am recruiting the boys to the bush. The mukungu
ordered me that, if I go on recruiting I will be killed like the people he
read verbally; Kabazaire, Mbiringi, and Kananura. He told me those
people who had been killed that they were recruiting. There was the man
who arrested me. There was his niece. He was assistant Chairman of
Mukungu; even Musiime - brother of Rubaihayo - and other members of
the UPC in the office.

..
COUNSEL:

Yes.

KABAIDZI:

So the mukungu sent me to Stephen who was his assistant. They took me
to the latrine; started torturing me. During the torture, it was when these
documents fell from the hands of Stephen and fell down when they were
getting money from my pockets. They run away. Then I picked these
things in my coat. I went out. These documents.

COUNSEL:

The documents you are producing.

KABAIDZI:

The documents I am producing. There are so many others. It is when I
got this letter which was sending the Banyarwanda from the hospital.
Nobody remained there. They were all sent. It is when I got this account
- Mbarara Central Constituency I don't know what that man is doing
now; either he goes to the FOBA - if it is there. I don't know! It is up to
you to check where this money is being used. This is Uganda People's
Co_ngr~ss,Account Number 38404. This money I don't know what it is
domg m the Bank. I don't know whether that one is going to work out. It
was a letter whereby the Chairman of Mbarara district Council promised
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the house tl1nt, since tl
.
lC lllCChnP.
not ~ntcr. that Chainuan Was
meeting -

\\ :\S for
ffi .
0 icinls. now politicians
\\ .• •.
1
' ' Utnuno. Because ,., hen they

should
had a

Yc.s, this He alleged-

1'.\BAHIZI:

That the Banvarwanda were be•
"'
mg sent away.

COL srL:

I think, what you are Sa)·· ·
h
:tlso got· this d ocument
•
h_mg
is,
''
en you dropped the document, you
w ich _

K,.\BAHIZI:
COUNSEL:

Iv\BAHIZI:

That it right. Correct. If that document had something to help me.
You got minutes of Mbarara Municipal Council - confidential. Whatever
1s there, you leave it to us.
There was also a special meeting. What they were going to discuss
about, I don't know. There is also a letter by Rubaihayo and so many
others you will be reading through. Now Rubaihayo had termed our
cows which had been or were being stolen and all things he made it to be
smuggled property - smuggled property. And this is the letter which he
wTote to the District Police Commander, signed by Rubaihayo: that all
this money being sold from smuggled property be put for youth account,
which money that will be helping the youth to steal our property. That is
the letter by Rubaihayo. That is a telegram by Obote. This is a photostat
of the telegram which was sent by Martin Orayi, Principal Private
Secretary, through His Excellency Obote, to D.C. - Mr. Ndikora - about
Banyarwanda; he was telling the D.C. not to send away Banyarwanda;
that the matter concerning the Banyarwanda was being held by the
President's Office. And the D.C. was told to come the following day to
Kampala.
When he went there, in fear, he got an acci~ent after
Lyantonde - Mr. Ndikora. He got an accid~nt when he_was bemg called
and returned back here. I went to the hospital to "Seehim why he got an
accident. He told me that he was called to Kampala by a telegram of
which he didn't know that I had a copy. There was an~ther l~tter by the
Gombolola Chief Sanga - written to Rubaihayo, tellmg him that ~e
Banyarwanda have gone without resisting. Because the ~hotostat copy is
here; that the Banyarwanda had gone, remaining the Bah1ma: who would
follow probably the next day.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

e of my cows which were being kept in
There was another letter ove_rsom
.
'tten bv one vouth man This letter was \\/TI
•
•
.
Mbarara Stock Farm.
t keep l 7 heads of cattle and give
•
h F rm manager o
f h
Bakebwa, tellmg t e a
.
These cows were mine. Then o t e
one cow to Ntare boys to enJoy. th
unt accrued from sales of our
• the you acco
C
People who were runnmgMakato. Th e letter was written to the ocattle: one was R azar O
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11.tutl'lg"'rtcllin,, him to open uccounl Number 02591 and tlvit
,)p1..•1nt1\C
1, o • l •
o
•
'
•••
•
•
,
· , t, .. rtitt bv Ruzaro l\t1kato. even l\1us111nc,A.ctmg Chainn·i,,
t1Hl1\I.. \ \\ OU 1, 1 l
~
•
• •
•
•
,
und \ tr Edis1..,nTindnmntiko, 1reusurcr. 1 his money 1s m the Co••s•• ,coplc arc taking them where they are. 1 do not
t1pCl ,111\ e. I \ 1111\.... ,_ 1
"l\O\\ !

~ h Lord. I

not tendering in this letter because 1t is just changing _
change_ of signatory to our ban" account. l don't r_ea~lysee the - it might
haYe been _one of the - documents he got; but it ts irrelevant to our
8111

proceedings.
KABAHIZI:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

There is a letter which was written by the mukungu to the Officer in
charge, Special Force - Special Operation. That was Special Operation
sending Banyarwanda 111 Ntenjero: telling him that the Banyarwanda
were going to Tanzania to buy guns to overthrow the Government of
Obote.
Who cross to Tanzania. threatening to invade us - the
Banyarwanda. it said they - were in Tanzania too, trying to invade. That
was Afukzmguwho \.Vasthe Chairman here. To make matters worse, we
were prevented not to pay poll ta'< that whenever you were met on the
wa) ha\.ing no poll tax ticket you were a muyekera.
That was the
intention of Rubaihayo and others. This was the letter to the Town Clerk
that the Banyarwanda should not pay poll tax because they are bandits.
That \\.as a letter by Mukungu. the then chairman. Now, since then, there
is a threat that, when I go back to my land - my farm - I will be killed.
Why? These letters have fallen out of the pockets of this man who.was -

KABAHIZI:

Yes - ,vho was selling my -

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, what happened next?

KABAHIZI:

I think, I haYe to forget it now.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Not just to forget. You cannot just forget.

MR. NAGENDA:

Before you go on, how large was this man's pocket out of which all these
letters fell? Because there are a lot of letters.

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

How large was his pocket out of which all these letters conYeniently fell?

KABAHIZI:

It was a whole file.

MR. NAGENDA:

It ,-.as a full file.

KABAHIZI:

A full file - and it fell
~~-

O ut

• the monev from mv
\\ 'hen t h ey were gettmg

MR. NAGENDA:

Fell out of what?

KABAHIZI:

Of one Musiime who h a d - he fitrst - read these letters to me.
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"\ lJ\lllZI:

\'R 1\ '\GENOA:

And then after which h
. me. The t
poc ket. The file fell d e started beating
latrine alone. I took h own. So they all ran awy ook money from my
l e file to explain m I
ay. I remained in the
Y ot.
What made them ran away?

~.\BAHIZI:

What made me to run away?

l\fR NACF"'iDA:

Why did they ran away th
- ese people who were fishing you for money?
It was because of much
money I had, they had taken from
me.
I see. They went to spend th e1r
•
money.

KABAHIZI:
MR.NAGENDA:

,,e

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

the
erk

MR NAGENDA:

And they forgot that their file had remained beh' d

its.

KABAHIZI:

And they forgot the file.

MR.NAGENDA:

Had been left behind.

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How much money was it?

KABAHIZI:

It was fifty thousand.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

I returned back to my office. I didn't tell them what happened because

the

m.

ere

e

they had ordered me that, when I mention what had been done to me,
they would kill me.
DR LUYOMBY A:

No, no, no, no. Let us go slowly. These people have been torturing you
in a latrine.

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Their file fell down.

KABAHIZI:

I picked it up.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

And you picked it up and tuck it under your coat.

KABAHIZI:

Yes.
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K BAHIZI:
PR 1 UYOMBYA:

,,.f tltnt lntrinc? Did they come later and opcnc<I
How did ·ou come ou t "
for you'/

No the latrine was not closed. It was open.
It was not locked?
It was not locked. So I went and took the way. It is a straight line - way

k \BAHIZI:

COUNSFL:
DR. LUYOMBYA:

up to the road.
Yes.
Was the latrine within the building or outside the building?

K.ABAIDZI:

It was in the building, even it is now there. It was in the building. It is
where they used to torture people - sometimes close them in as a cell.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Now, if it was within the building, I am finding it difficult for you to just
walk out of that building. Were you familiar with that building?

KABAl-llZI:

Yes, I am familiar with the building.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So it is an in-built latrine like that, in one of the rooms where you were;
but it was not a -

KABAl-llZI:

It was not near the offices. It was a bit far. So, they ran away from me,
they went to their offices. Then I tried to walk going downstairs.

COUNSEL:

So it is not part of the building.

KABAl-llZI:

The latrine is within part of the building. It is within the building. It is
now even there - the opposite building.

COUNSEL:

I think, what they are asking you, is it like those toilets?

KABAIIlZI:

Yes, it is like those within the building.

COUNSEL:

Do you have to pass through the offices and go out? I mean _

KABAHIZI:

Pardon!

COUNSEL:

Did they see you going away?

KABAHIZI:

They
didn't bother ' I think
My offi
.
' to come; but they saw me sitting in the office.
ice was opposite to theirs. They saw me sitting later on.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, may be before we
d
exhibits which w:re sub
pr~cee • 1 would suggest that, may be, the
exhibit, be produced as ~eq~ent/i Prod uced when we had marked the last
is number 76 Other d ne un e of documents referred to. My Lord, it
•
ocuments my L d h"
your attention, I thought, ma b'
or , w ich I have not brought to
y e, th ey were part of the bundle they are
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irrelevant to th
h
d
e matter we are
.
appcne to you?
considering.
1'-\qJ\HIZl:

cH~tR.t-.1
.\

1-v\BAHlZI:

Subsequently, what

Eventually, I remained •
struggling, they left me i; Uganda. I didn't go to Rw d
ee and I remainedwith th an a. Throughsuch
Wh
em.
en you say, 'I remained ·10U ganda·' u
.
• ganda is very lar
I remamed in Mbarara 0 . .
ge.
· h
1stnct I d.d
,
1
m t e town now.
•
n t go back to my carm.
"
I remained

cHAIRMAN

you went back to your job and
.
.
you are m your house near Ntare.

}\.ABAHlZI:

That 1sright.

coUNSEL:

Yes.

}(ABAHIZI:

Until recently when NRM t k th
farm. But there is a very bi:~
: iow~;; I decided to go back to my
now. Up to now I have never ea that,I I go there, they would kill me
'
gone ere And arts f
been sold
by those people who sent me
• awayP Th
o my farm have
.
occupymg it.
•
ere are people

COUNSEL:

You mean you didn't have a title?

KABAHIZI:

No, I had it on customary tenure.

COUNSEL:

So, you mean people have obtained now a title.

KABAHIZI:

I intend to have a title. I intend to apply for it.

COUNSEL:

Anyway, you don't have animals. Do you?

1

KABAHIZI:

Cows they are all eaten; the people who are occupying it now. I know
one -Kiribatta, there are three people occupying it; but I know only one
'Kiribatta'. The rest I don't know their names. I had my two houses they destroyed mabaati and taken away; banana plantation was
destroyed. Eucalyptus Form and all other house belongings. The fann
about 200 hectares. A man working with Banyankole Kweterana was
using that area. He became rich through my properties; he_bought a
motor cycle. He is the one running there every Saturday, tellmg people
that when I go back, they will kill~- He is a Banyankole Kweterana.

COUNSEL:

What is his name?

KABAHIZI·

He is Apollo Ngoboka.

CHAIRMAN:

.
?
Where did you hear this from? Has he tol d it to you.

KABAHIZr:

I beg your pardon?

CHAIRMAN:

Has he said it to you?
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B • HIZI·

m-- nth i c, .,,.
tn . si,turdnv
...,
., and he goes there h, nle1t th~
Yi:-s.he sn)S
t
•
. ,, .., ...with tht·m - when I go there th~,.,
r11pt..'rtV - 111.: < ,,
pc(ipk ,, ho st1.1Ic my P•'.,
will kill me.
1·t t 0

\Vhat 1shts name?
KABAHIZI:

COL~SEL:
KABAHIZI:

,

manager
in the field
a..,. a ranch
~
~
. there - as a
He is feared man. even Police fear him I recent\)

bO 1,,. 1.ec. Bv t hen I1e

\\

go
a
-- ;er
) outh and a manae •K
la Impala House. The) are the ones \\ ho
brought people from ampa •
•
B
h
.
· h·m
criminall)'· The) said.
ut t e 1'.1barara
1
arrested him. charging
Police do fear him.

Is he still there?
No he was released on bail - but I knO\\ it is fruitless.

CHAI~fAN:

\\'hat v.as he charged with?

KABAHIZI:

Of stealing my cattle, and destroying the houses.

CHAIRMAN:

From the C.I.D. Headquarters.

KABAHIZI:

Yes, I rang there about six months. Then I went to Kampala - Impala
House. They came here and arrested him themselves. I have about 12
children. We are all eating from the market. I have no money to feed
them; yet I had a very good farm. I had started feeding the hotels here in
the town with matooke and no assistance here in Mbarara. You go to
D.A. You are left free. You go to Police. No help. You go where.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, but you went to the police and they helped you to arrest him. He
was charged. Your efforts, at least, there should be some action.

MR. NAGENDA:

When you say that Mr. Ngoboka goes to your farm in the area there and
he tells people that they should kill you if you go there. Can you give us
some of the names of the people to whom he has said this? Do you know
them? You said he goes there. Did he tP-11
you which people he had told
this?

KABAHIZI:

Yes, he passes through the ranches - the way which goes to my home and he has told one man of the area "Byambwenu", and Kananura.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

It was where he passes. When I go there they would kill me.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you had a chance to ask
whether they have been told this?

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

You have talked to them,
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Mr...Byambw~nu and Mr. Kananura

'\ c •• 1 tnlkcd to them and tl 1 , .
C)

.

said that

And they said that M N

gaboko I d
la asked them to k i11you.
N ot those - he had asked h
T
..
t osc who st I
umusnme, Musuru - those wh
o c my cows; they arc still there·
they will kill me; so that there iso sent me a~ay; that, when I come back
no case against them.•
r.

But you said that he told Ttim

..
usnme. Di'd you see Musule?

K \BAHIZI:

Musulc.

\IR "i.\GI::'\D \:

Musule.

i.;.ABAHIZI:

Musule is in hiding. You go ther h h.
police, he hides himself B t I . e,h e ide~. I went there once with the
• u 1e is t ere. Ymcent Musule.

\lR :--,AGENDA.

So Bya~bwenu and Kananura are the people who told you that he had
been gomg round.

KABAHIZI:

Yes, because they were also displaced. They came back. They are the
ones telling me.

MR '\AGENDA:

I see, thank you. I am sorry about all your tribulations; but I commend
you on the way in which you told us your story and on your habit of
collecting incriminating documents.

DR.LLYOMBY A:

Mine is not a question but just a comment. That your story is pathetic
and it is a pity you have suffered so much and lost so much. But what I
have liked about you is the courage with which you have faced it and I
would advise you to continue with that courage; and, possibly, one day
you will regain your farm and you will re-settle.

KABAHIZI:

Thank you.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Of course, I join my Colleague in commendinq_ you there for yo~r
courage· but there are some details that we have got to get from you. Sir:
'
• lh
?
where there are any Banyarwanda known to you m unga.

KABAHIZI:

Oh, yes.

DR.MAKCBUYA:

Did they have bibanja there?

KABAHIZI:

yeah, they had.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Did they have cattle?

KABAHIZI:

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Yeah, they had. All were taken away like mine.
Did they have houses?
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Yes, but all destroyed.
KABAHIZI:
DR. MAKUBll'\ -\;

KABAHIZI:
CHAIRMAN.

KABAHTZI:
CHAIRMAN•

.
b tween the Banyarwanda and the other
•
h
t
was
the
issue
My friend, w a
b ese you are a Mufumb"1ra? But you see
a not you ecau
h •
'
tribes in that are for sometime, what was t e issue between
have been around
you
d
d the other people there?
Banyarwan a an
. l'ke a Mukiga. He is a hard-working person
y
a Munyarwanda is l
t~::~ so-called Banyankole are lazy people.

a::

Why are they so cal led •

Why do you say they are so-called?

Banyankole.
Yes.
I see how they work. I go around and I see them.

KABAHIZI:

h Chairman's point is on the "so-called" issue. Is it possible
t e
No,
no,
no,
•
d
'b h
DR. MAK.UBUYA: for you to drop the 'so-called', for example an d JUSt
escn e t em
objectively.

CHAIRMAN:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.
you be objective. Don't be subjective. Are there some Banyankole you
know?

KABAHIZI:

There are Banyankole here.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

So, are there some in Ihunga?

KABAIIlZI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Thank you. Proceed.

KABAHIZI:

So, a Munyankole will call you to. sell you a Kibanja, if you are a
Munyarwanda; to get money for drinking or trading. When you buy that
Kibanja, another one will call you to buy his also; eventually you will
find that you have covered the whole area. So we Banyarwanda give
each other a cow: I give you a cow; somebody else gives you in .order to
take those cows. One day they will be annoyed for the production you
are making within that farm, jealously.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see.

KABAHIZI:

That is the main thing. They want three things. They cannot work by
themselves. That is why they hate Muhima because he has cows; hate
Munyarwanda because he has cows and he is a hardworking person.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. That is very, very instructive. Now your benefactor told you to
keep family friendship because of the education he had given you. Have
you kept this family friendship?
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K \BAHIZI:

Exnctly, up to now.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How? How have you kept it?

1'.\BAHIZI:

When I started working. I used to go and collect him and bring him to
~)' fann. _Ikil_lhim a goat, buy him sugar. I used to take him back. I
hire a special hire vehicle.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Do you know some of his children?

I-..ABAHIZI:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Are you in touch with them?

KABAHIZI:

Very much.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. I wonder what you relations were with your neighbours, in lhunga
before this exercise started! Did you have any problems with your
neighbours there?

KABAI-IlZI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

In Ihunga?
Yes-

KABAI-IlZI:

Ihunga it is where I was born, before I emigrated to go to Nyabushozi.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you have any problems in Nyabushozi with your neighbours?

KABAI-IlZI:

Nyabushozi?

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

KABAI-IlZI:

Yes, land disputes - mostly land disputes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How did the land disputes arise?

KABAHIZI:

Those are the very people who sold me their bibanjas, when I was
coming'from Mbarara -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

Then I tried to get cows. I had exotic cows and exotic goats. There is.a
sample of Banyankole-Kweterana. If you go there you can sec the exotic
goats which I had.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

•
d fi that and even that Gombolola Chief called
Then they were annore or f UPC he tried to send me away. There
Kirimanyi as he was m power o ·t to 'me through his muluka chief. He
are a lot of letters he us~d~own e Uganda Land Commission.
used to visit my land, as if e was a
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\I \KL'Bll't

\·

K \B \111/1.

Yes.
But

he ,
t

B:111ya1\\

)

~lHilcl

sc1H

IH)l

aiHln came.

. .

DR MAKtIBlJY/\:

KABAHIZI:

DR. MAKUBUYA:
KAI3AI HZI:

I me

, way until that chance or sending away the
.i

'

.

rl , l 1hey get the nght.
ll.:t

l twcen you and your neighbours were nnt easy

In other words, rel,1tions ,c

even bcfixe this exercise started?
.
l l 1 the relationship between me and these people was
No it was .gone
, ,. rn , from their heart what t I1cy t I1oug I1t lJut we drunk
,ood I die.1n t "no\\
.
b
g
•
\'' .. t. together unt ii Kirimany1 came and Ngo oka to confuse
together. '\ c a c
them. Then they became my enemy.

••
I sec. Okay. \\'here is John Tumus11me

t<K

I ?
ay.

John Tumusiimc - he is at home.

DR. l'vfAKUBllYA:

Nyabushozi.

KABAHIZI:

Yes - Rwanda, Nyabusho~i.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes. Simon Mpiira?

KABAHIZI:

Mpiira is A.D.C. at Mukono.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

A.D.C. Mukono.

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Ndikora?

KABAHIZI:

Ndikora I understand that he is a Permanent Secretary m one of the
Ministries, Kampala. I don't know.

CHAIRMAN:

If somebody wants to give evidence, can you come and take the oath?
We hear one witness at a time, please. It is not free-for-all.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where is Mr. Kyakumpa?

KABAHIZI:

Kyakumpa is at the -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Kyakumpa.

KABAHIZI:

Rugando Rwampara.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Mr. Katabarwa - former Saza Chief, Nyaboshozi.

KABAHIZI:

He ran away. We don't know where he is.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You don't know where he is.

KABAHIZI:

We understand he has ran to somewhere we don't know.
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\1 \t,;..l Bl '\ \
B \HIZI.

OR M KUBl
B HlZI:

lr

1a ika - ha, c ~ome chnp like that?

1as1ka the)

Sn)

he is in Buzibwcrn.

Buzib,,ern.
Yes.

DR. MAKL'BCYA:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

Kashari - Buzibwern. Kashari.

DR. 1AKUBUYA:

'ow, 1r. Mukongo.

KABAlilZl:

1r. Mukongo is opposite Masha side.

1
DR. 1AKUBU'-'A·.

D"d
t
you k·now th"1s assistant Chairman - Mr. Stephen Musiime personally? Do you know him?

KABAHIZI:

Musiime.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes.

KABAHIZI:

Yes I know him. He is a brother of Rubaihayo. He used to be in the
office here.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

He used to be a local person here.

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Where is he now, you think?

KABAHIZI:

I understand he joined his brother in Kampala - Rubaihayo.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Finally, how are you going to avoid such problems in the future?
Do you have some idea - how we can avoid massive displacement of
people like this? You were a hard working man. You have set up a farm
and so on and your own people come and drive you off. How are we to
avoid such things in the future? Can you advise Uganda as a society, how
it can avoid such things?

KABAHIZI:

You see, when a bad doer does wrong, he is to be punished. In this
Obote, the first, Obote the Second, these UPC people had never been
punished, because the qualification was UPC party. 1 think, if the bad
doers can be arrested, then, in future, people will fear. They will say, 'I
will be punished like Mr. X, let me leave it'. But there has not been any
punishment as imprisonment, as anything - as you know, people who
took our property. They are now richer than ourselves. If you can go
and take ten cows from him, another man will not steal tomorrow. But
now they call it a joke, these supported by Big men like Rubaihayo,
Rurangaranga. There were no instructions that, 'Don't do wrong.'
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DR. MAKUlH 'I \'

1'..\BAHIZI:

.
'vil action against these people - civil
'dn't you bnng a et ows and so on, and so on.
'"·cs
but
"In
d1
i
..
•
ver your c
suit, for e:l\.ample- to reco

They have nothing. So, when you
are very poor •
Yes some returnees
. another buys Katembeko. They go to
•
X b ys Butag1ra,
file a case. Mr
u
will have no transport to come here:
O
~mN~pm
'
court. Poor man
h
se dies there. Eventua 11
y Butagfra
will
Lodging and a~l that." So t .~i:r Worship, the plaintiff in this ~se, has
say. "Mr. ~agi strate, :has not come; so dismiss the case'. And it will
no interest m the case an
be dismissed.
ou m friend, but you worked for a lawyer for some

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Y~s,.I understand Y . y tice _ Mpaka and Mpaka. Is he no longer in
time Js he no longer m prac

prac~ice? Can't they assist also, as their former employee, etc.
KABAHIZI:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

These people had no money to employ an advocate.
don"'tyou start a civil suit. Having. been a legal
.
N o, you yourseIf , why
· a powerful Jaw firm here in Mbarara and knowmg
clerk m
.
. somethmg
about legal procedure, why can't you file a legal smt agamst some of
those people? you see them enjoying your former cows and what?

KABAHIZI:

I filed it myself, then Mr. X, - the defendant - will enjoy an advocate. So
an advocate goes to the court and pushes a lot of words - words, words,
words, words - and you will try to express yourself, although you are a
court clerk -so you are a law clerk.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

But did you try to file a civil suit at all?

KABAHIZI:

I filed a civil suit in 1982, it is now still pending - an appeal - Civil
Appeal -1982.

CHAIRMAN:

Was it in respect of the displacement and loss of property?

KABAHIZI:

No it was not an appeal case.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, could you be more specific? Answer the question. Have you tried?

KABAHIZI:

Yes, please.

CHAIRMAN:

Have you filed a suit, in that case, the other one, it is not relevant to talk
about it. Have you filed a case in this particular one?

KABAHIZI:

I intend to file it after this criminal case; but I don't know whether it will
pass through. It will die a miserable death.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

I think, Mr. Chairman, what the witness is saying is still relevant. If he
filed a case in 1982, up to now it has not been heard, I think, he got
discouraged about the whole Law Exercise.
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B \HIZl:

What appeal was it? \Vhat was it?

Whnt case - what kind of case was it?

It was a land dispute , ongmated
• •
b:>· 1l11ose peop 1e M usu 1e and the
Gombolola Chief.

CHAIR 1AN:

\Vho were the original parties?

KABAHIZI:

I was the - originally I w as tl1e
mean I am appellant.

CHAIRMAN:

You lost in the -

KABAHIZI:

1 los! in the original suit. Then it was appealed here. Before the Chief
Magistrate - so many Ch'ef
Mag1strates
•
have come, gone -come, gone.
1

CHAIRMAN:

Are you represented?

KABAHIZI:

Pardon?

CHAIRMAN:

But are you represented by a lawyer in that case?

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

What does he tell you when you go to him?

KABAHIZI:

When I go, he says, "The case is adjourned to December." What can you
do? "The case is adjourned to November." You have nothing to do. He
says, "This case is an old case of 1982." The Magistrate will say, "You
go, the case is an old case, it is adjourned."

CHAIRMAN:

Is the other party represented - the respondent?

KABAHIZI:

He is not and he doesn't come here.

CHAIRMAN:

He is not represented.

KABAHIZI:

-

defendant; now I am the respondent - I

And my lawyer has applied this to be heard espluto; but even he cannot
be here.

CHAIRMAN:

Have you or your lawyer taken up this. case? . Have you taken up the
matter with the Chief Registrar or the Chief Justice?

KABAHIZI:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

KABAHIZI:

ld If the case is an eighty two, the case has delayed, you
you shou •.
·th th High Court· administrative measures can be
should take it up WI
e
'
instituted.
M . tr tes don't want to get friendship with the
Yes. But even the ag1dsa t don't want to create friendship. If he
.
n the a voca es
Magistrate - 1 mea ,
h things become worse: He becomes an
goes on writing to Kampa 1a, t en
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enemy of another.

CH IRM

. q ucstion.. please. Commissioners.
Ct,uld you watt. for the next
k 0
Iike my fellow Comm issioncrs - for your
Let me. first of all, tlht~n )'.d~~cc )'OU have tendered to the Commission
.
8 nd for all t is cv1
courage
h
h
ve
made
attempts
to
get
back
your
fann.
you have told us t at you a

"-.ABAHJZI:

Yes-

KAK\\'ENZIRE:

And that you have brought C.I.D. _peoplefrom Kampala. Did you bring
them before you made any complaints?

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

KAK\\'ENZIRE:

Did you open a case?

KABAHJZI:

I opened a case and I told them that Nkoboka should be arrested. Here
these people didn't.

KAKWENZIRE:

Where did you open - here or at the Headquarters?

KABAHIZI:

Here, here, here. here.

KAKWENZIRE:

Where?

KABAHIZI:

A criminal case - here, in the Chief Magistrate's Court.

KAKWENZIRE:

Well.

KABAHIZI:

I made a statement from the police as usual. So the suspect was not
arrested. We were always finding him talking with the big men there.
You say, 'Arrest him'. They say, "What for?" 'Arrest him,' until I went to
Kampala and I complained. The Kampala people came.

KAKWENZIRE:
KABAHIZI:

May I know specifically what you want to get out of him? What did he
take that you want back?
What I wanted to get out of him?

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes, what did he take from you?

KABAHIZI:

Replacement of my cows and iron sheets, and barbed wires that they cut.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you have a chance to talk to him, person to person?

KABAHIZI:

I cannot. He is a fearful person.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did C.I.D. interview him?

KABAIDZI:

No I cannot approach him.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did the policemen interview him on your behalf?
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Did they put your
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I ha, c _gota fc"• quc:-.tions for you Mr. Kabah'r .
pol1t1crnn?
'
zr. Mr. Kabahizi arc you a

K \BAI fill:

I ha, c nc\.cr been.

CHAIRMA

You have never been a politician?

KARAIIIZI:

Yes.

CHAIRMA :

Do you support political parties?

KABAHIZI:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

You don't support any political party?

KABAHIZI:

No, that is why I remained here because they didn't find any interest in
me of any party.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh, no. Are you saying that the exercise was a political prosecution;
they were prosecuting people who didn't support?

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Which party?

KABAHIZI:

Which?

CHAIRMAN:

Supporters of which party?

KABAIIIZI:

They were against the Banyarwanda, Bahima because they belonged to
UPM.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Which you dont belong to. You don't.

KABAHIZI:

I heard the UPM and I didn't join any party.

CHAIRMAN:

.
as it a political prosecution then - a prosecution of nonIn your view, w
?
political who were not political supporters.

KABAHJZI:

Oh, yes because they didn't like UPC.

CHAIRMA :

I see.

KABAHIZI:

Yes.
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t suggestions which you have been asked to state_
1
Now to go bacl\.
on o
• . . . . nletttioned one, which is that wrong-doers should be
your VIC" s. ) OU

KA

dcalt with accordingly - to the law.
Cl
1'. \HAHIZI:

CHAIRMAN.
KABAHIZI:
CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

.,

K

That is by the State or Law enforcement agencies.
Yes.
But do Ugandans or people in Mbarara in particular as citizens and
·ndividuals have anything to contribute to prevent occurrences of such
I
'
•
exercises in the future? Do you have any suggestions to make in that
respect?

K.ABAHIZI:

I didn't think -

CHAIRMAN:

What positive contribution can Ugandans make - Ugandans in Mbarara
District?

K.ABAHIZI:

I don't think that there is any need to put these people to be good citizens
because their mentality has gone v~ry, very astray. So -

CHAIRMAN:

I mean by everybody - contribution

(

by everybody. You cannot think of

any?
KABAHIZI:

You see, the friendship cannot come quickly because Mr. X lost a
_hundredheads of cattle and it is Y the neighbour who took them. Now
the man has come back, Mr. Y is drinking milk he is eating well, this
man is suffering. Do you think they will love one another? If the future
comes, then fighting will come.

CHAIRMAN:

I see - would you -

KABAHIZI:

Foi: example, the people who sent me were poor when I was there. They
are now rich, having the Maduukas, a lot of cows, drinking beers. Now,
do you think I am happy, Sir?

CHAIRMAN:

If you have a chance, would you revenge?

KABAHIZI:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

Pardon?

KABAIDZI:

No. I would say, 'You took 200 heads of cattle, give me 150 also.'

CHAIRMAN:

Oh, I see.

KABAIDZI:

And he is having them.

CHAIRMAN:

All that you are interested in is to recover your property?
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,,.

Yes. then )Ou SU)' ' 'I d"d
1 n' t take eve th·
,
) ou Irnve given me 20 S l
ry mg, "Y ou took everything but
• o et us forget."
I see.

f(ABAHIZI:

'ow you have no cow Th h
applying for bail, they sa.idthee,\at:e 50. RccentlY.wh~n they were
5o heads of cattle, mme was stolen
40. They said they had
)
50
the money that made h goats. They stole 45 of mine. So those are
1
. .
m pay money for b ·1 If.
•
Jatl because J had nothin g.
at • It was me, I would be m

CHAIR •!Al\

You feel very bitter about the Ioss o f your property.

KABAHIZI:

Yes. So friendship would not
I 00 let h. b .
h
come, unless Mr. X bring 10 - if he took
'
Im rmg w at he has. They share.

CHAIRMAN.

This is a very good spirit.

KABAHIZI:

They share but :'e shall remain, I think enemies. Somebody takes 20
he_ads_of. cattle m the market which was originally yours. He is now
dnnkmg 111_the hotel. He goes to Kampala International. He sleeps there.
You sleep m the jungle.

CHAIRMAN:

There is no Kampala International yet.

KABAHIZI:

Any good hotel in Kampala. Any good hotel.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, Mr. Kabahizi.
Thank you very much.
Sorry, sorry,
Commissioners still have something. They have not finished.

KAKWENZIRE:

Mr. Kabahizi, you come from Nyaboshozi?

KABAHIZI:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you ever think that, Museveni's having gone to the bush contributed
towards what happened?

KABAHIZI:

Even I didn't know that he was in the bush. We just hear that he went to
the bush. During the struggle if I know that he was in the bush and I
knew the way, I would have followed him there.

KAKWENZIRE:

But you have told us that the people were being victimized politically
because they supported UPM, which the President happened to lead.

KABAHIZI:

That is right.

KAKWENZIRE:

.
u straight to your face that - you know - your leader
Were t h ey te 11
mg yo
is in the bush and you should quit?

KABAHIZI:

.
used to tell us and we even made Museveni other
Yes that is whllatdthh~y"Kalindwi " which is "seven". If they heard you
1m
names; we ea e
'
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, 11
kill )OU. So we named him o1her natnci;•
"ou
l
!'.O) lllg
"K 1111
."'dwi'' in Kinynr\, anda 1t means seven. nagnnd•i
\\ c- called h1111
n
•
1
'
. • "
r we go on changmg t 11e names 1)ccausc when
cnllcd him "l'vlav111Ja,ant
.
'
. d -:
, we would be pro~ccutcd; and most of the people
"e me11t10ne 1ns name,
5 uffercd for that.
•

CH \IRMA •

'Muse,
1

c111 t 11c,

Just one thing before you finish.

KAKWENZIRE:

Among tl ,ose Ic·tters you have exhibited, there is one that talks about .the

KAI3AIJ1Zl:

Called George what?

KAKWENZIRE:

Katanywa.

KABAHIZI:

Bahima and in particular one George Katanywa.
Was he your neighbour there?

Do you know him?

. Yes George Katanywa was my neighbour.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did Bahima suffer, in your view?

KABAHIZI:

Yes. Very much, some died. Some died.

KAKWENZJRE:

They were killed.

KABAHlZI:

They were killed. I remember I was at Kasanga with Kabazeyire,
Kananura, Robert Rutegyenda, they were in the campaign of UPM. So
this is true. Nguruka who was made a ranch manager, there as a manager
of Banyankole-Kweterana, Ranch Number 20 - 29 where the Bahima
used to reside. It was because he was sent there to see the activities of
Bahima that were being recruited or did not like the UPC so, when I \\ent
down to the linimugya Kuleeba. Subsequent to that it is when those
people disappeared. Only one is here, who was not killed. I do not know
what happened that he was not killed.

KAKWENZIRE:

Were there some attempts by the officials to restrict their cattle from
grazing?

KABAHIZl:

Stealing cattle.

KAKWENZIRE:

Restricting their cows from the places where they normally use to graze
like -

KA13AIIIZI:

Like Ishara which originally was a grazing area of Bahima and \\ hen
Museveni comes, they will harbour him within that range. They \\ill
keep him - ndegya Kumushere - in other words they will hide him there.

C'IIAIRMAN:

I wonder whether this evidence is admissible. I warned this witness to
restrict his evidence to what he knows~ what he is saying no\\ that 1s
really speculation because we cannot admit that. That is. in;dmissible.

KAl3AlllZl:

Okay.

The Bahima were prevented not to graze in the area you have
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asked me.
~ \K\\ I:: ZIRE

1r Chamnan, I \\ondered \\hether he kne\\
1buro or ational Park.

mething about Lake

KAB HIZI

Yes. the • ati~nal park it is oppo ite ID) farm \\here l \\85 and I kno\\
kno\\)edge of n • 'o,, the people \\ere sent a\\n) and subsequent!) -

col

I fear no\\ he 1s s~eculating on reasons ,, h.) Rwakasisi and other people
reall.) started makmg theories about this matter. ,, hich he i a ked.

• EL:

CHAIR 1AN:

An) more. That is all. I think. from Members of the Commission. 1r.
Kabahizi. as I was Sa) ing. thank .)ou for the e, 1dence and for ha, ing
come fomard and for ha,·ing expressed )Our feelings and bitterness so
forcefully. We ,, ill make recommendations to Go, ernment according to
the evidence before us. considering them and then Government "ill take
the necessary action. We do not have any stem solution to what )OU
expect in your position. Thank you.

COUNSEL:

My next witness is in the case of rape and abuse of office. I don't think
this witness's evidence is going to be a long one actually this is a witness
who mentioned yesterday as having been raped by Special Force Men
when Balinda took people there. So this case is only about the rape in
front of the husband.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, okay what is this? Let us hope now it will be brief evidence so that
we break for lunch.

COUNSEL:

I will try to make it brief, my Lord.

WITNESS N0.197: MRS ASIFA NAGAWA-AFFIRMED

COUNSEL:

You are Asifa Nagawa.

NAGAWA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

45?

NAGAWA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

A business woman at NyamunukaTradingCentre.

NAGAWA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Are you married?

NAGAWA:

I divorced.

COUNSEL:

I see. Whowas your husband?
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'AGAWA:

Ziynda 'yongn.

· d to him and when did you divorce from him?

COU. '$EL:
NAGAWA:
COU, 'SEL:
~AGAWA:
COL'"'-"SI-L:
NAGAWA:

\\'hen were you marnc

.
It 1.s a long time
ago. It is now Jo years since I divorced.
Did you get another man?

Yes. I got.
• h a.?
·who was he? George Mug1s

George Mugisha I stayed with him for a short time and we got .one child.

COL'"l'\'SEL:

Okay, at the moment, you are a free woman, not tied with a husband or
what-not. Right.

NAGA\\'A:

I have another man with whom we produced children whom I have now.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Do you know Mr. Abbas Balinda?

NAGAWA:

Yes. I know him.

COUNSEL:

Who is Abbasi Balinda? What does he do? Member of Parliament.

MRSNAGAWA:

During Obote's time, he was a Member of Parliament.

COUNSEL:

Was he a Member of Parliament of your area?

NAGAWA:

Yes he was an M.P. ofmy area.

COUNSEL:

I see. Is this Nyamununka near a place called Kemishego?

NAGAWA:

There near.

COUNSEL:

Now what do you remember about Abbasi Balinda.

NAGAWA:

Because he brought me soldiers.

COUNSEL:

When she says, Basirikale, does she mean Soldiers?

NAGAWA:

Special Force Men.

COUNSEL:

When did he bring these Special Force Men to you?

NAGAWA:

It is now about eighteen years ago.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened?

NAGAWA:

That was the incident of Kemishego Mosque.

COUNSEL:

I see. What had happened at Kemishego Mosque?
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\GAWA:

'\ \GA \VA:

.
the Mosque .Th re in the mawuJed·
M
•
en there
. I and others h
osque or open the Mo Was disagreement
ad gone for prayers in
sque.
as to who should
h
•
own t e
What happened?

NAGAWA:

Then we heard gun shots at t
also to prepare ourselv
he Mosque and then
.
and going back to wh es to go up when we start d we we~estill at home
ere we Werecorning from.e collectingthe children
Okay, as a result of that h .
•
at this place?
s oottng, did you hear any d th h
ea s t at happened
I know them.

COUNSEL:

Who died?

NAGAWA:

Moshi and Kabaganya.

COUNSEL:

Did you know these people?

NAGAWA:

I know them because I call them my clients.

COUNSEL:

I see. Were they buried?

NAGAWA:

They were buried at the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

The same day or after some time?

NAGAWA:

Land Rovers came and collected the bodies. They were brought to
Mbarara and then after they were taken back, for burial.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now tell us, how did Balinda bring the Special Force Men to you
and where did he bring them?

NAGAWA:

Well.

COUNSEL:

No J am asking you when did Balinda bring the Special Force Men to
you and where were you?

NAGAWA:

I was at Nyamununka in the Hotel.

COUNSEL:

I see. Which Hotel and wh ose was t't?• Who was the owner?

NAGAWA:

It was mine and it was called SanyuHotel.

COUNSEL:

I see. At what time did he bring them?

NAGAWA:

'th people • with manv
because they found us w1
•
It was around 1.00 p.m. .
d d them to get food and eat.
customers - and then Balmda or ere

C0ll1\ <;fL:
d.

or

Some mo s Iems we
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··-'c them with food?
Did you provtu

NAGAWA:

COUNSEL:

NAGAWA:

COUNSEL:

ome sodas and they kept making a lot off un With
We ga\'e them tea and s
the girls who were there.
y cs, now what happened?

pointing
the
Then afterwards I as ked money from them and they started
d
I:'
guns •at me. Then Ba linda said that there was no nee to pay 1or what
they had eaten.
'Why? Did he give a reason?

NAGAWA:

They had come to arrest people; so, when they didn't get them, then
Balinda told them to do it the way he wanted.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened?

NAGAV/A:

Then Balinda was taken back to Rwashamaire and those soldiers Special
Force Men - remained around.

COUNSEL:

How was Balinda taken?

NAGAWA:

One Special Force man took him by the Land Rover.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now what happened?

NAGAWA:

Then my husband came - George.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NAGAWA:

Then they asked him why he had come. He told them that I was his wife.
Then they kicked him and he went to the bed and sat.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NAGAWA:

Then they started raping me in front of my husband, the 13 Special Force
Men.

COUNSEL:

NAGAWA:

COUNSEL:

NAGAWA:
COUNSEL:

Where was it? Was it in the bed-room, so that the husband went in the
bed-room?
My husband remained in the bed-room; then they raped me in the sittingroom.
Did you have members of your family who were present when this was
done?
There were seven girls.
Were they also present.
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:,-...\GA\\'A·

The) \\ent at around 1.00 a.m., back to Mbarara.

COL SEL

Did anything happen to your members of staff?

"AGA\VA

l11ey were also raped.

COL'NSEL·

Did Mr. Balinda visit you in hospital or did he evcntuallv come back to
you to pay the money?
•

N...\G...\\VA:

He never came back since that time; up to now he has never come back
to me.

COUNSEL.

\\7here is Mr. Balinda now?

~AGA\VA.

Sometimes he is in Bushenyi m Sheema and other days he is m
Kampala.

COU~SEL:

And where is Mr. Ssebunya?

NAGA\VA:

He was in the army. I don't know where he is now.

COUNSEL

Now what do you want the Commission to do for you?

NAGAWA:

I want the Commission to inquire and then get these culprits and let
them answer for what they did to me. They should bring Balinda ....

COUNSEL:

Do you have any quarrel about Ssebunya?

NAGAWA:

I don't know where he is.

COUNSEL:

But do you remember the date when this happened or you only say
eighteen years ago?

NAGAWA:

I only remember those ones. I had a medical chit when I was discharged.

COUNSEL:

you mean from Nyakibaale Hospital.
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the one the) had given me.
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1v Lord this witness was on the bed for that time •
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\Vas this the da, when there was killing at the place?
Tiiis was the time v,hcn they came back to make the arrest.

\IR

'I\IAGFNDA:

\Vas it the same week as the day of the month?

This happened after the day of the burial. Then the following day..
\tR

~AGENDA:

NAGA\\'A:
MR NAGENDA:

The day after the burial. That is when it happened.
Well.
Let us get it again. Was it the day after the burial that it happened?

NAGAWA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did Ssebunya in-charge of the Special Branch also take part in the
raping?

NAGAWA:

He was the one who raped first.

MR. NAGENDA:

Very sad story. Now I am sorry to ask you this. You said the seven girls
who worked for you were raped. You said you had some daugliters.
Were they raped too?

NAGAWA:

Some were raped.

MR. NAGENDA:

How old were these children?

NAGAWA:

They were still young.
hospital.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were they ten, were they twelve, were they eight years old?

NAGAWA:

The first one was 17, then the second one 15.

NAGENDA:

Well.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mrs. Nagawa, it is very sad to hear this story and it is a pity that the O.C.
of your area behaved in the way he did. And later on the policemen he
was with did what they did to you. I want you to clarify a few things.
Were these children around when you were raped?

NAGAWA:

They were there also.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

For how long did you stay in hospital?

NAGAWA:

Six days.

This one who died she was later taken to
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DR LVYOMBYA:
1

•AGA\VA:

DR LUYOMBYA:

·AGA\VA:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

NAGA\-VA·
MR NAGENDA
NAGA\VA:
MR NAGENDA·

NAGAWA:

You said that they had comet

0

make some arrests. How did you know?
It was when we heard the Land R
.
overs coming.
But were you ever told th t
.
\V
,
a or you Just saw the land rovers arriving.
ere ) ou ever told that they just suspected and run away?
BaJinda was the one look· fi th
. .
mg
or
em.
So,
when
he
mquued
and he was
told they ,vere not around, we came to know it.
Did he attend the Mawulcdi at the mosque that day - the prayers?
I was still on the way, still dressing, when I heard the gun shot.
Can I take it that these daughters of yours were not your real daughters?
They were my real daughters.
But the problem is that, if you are 45 years today, when these things
happened, you were 25. You could not - your children would have been
very young indeed. So they could not have been 16 and 17. They
should have been 5.
The children were my sisters but I was just staying with them.

MR. NAGENDA:

They were your sisters not your daughters.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

I am very sorry about all this. But do you know Mr. Burukani Bukenya?

NAGAWA:

Yes.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Who is he?

NAGAWA:

He was the son of the late Kewaganya.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Was this Abbas Balinda a regular customer at times?

NAGAWA:

He used to come.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

As a customer?

NAGAWA:

Yes.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Did he take tea in that place?

NAGAWA:

Yes he used to take tea.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

• for those servi•ces earlier before this incident?
yes was he paymg

NAGAWA:

• h'im freely just as somebody who was
Sometimes we would give
representing us.
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No\\ 1 do not utiderstandtlus one No, no, no. I don't understand it He
is M p for the area. He was coming into a hotel. He would pay for your
scn ices Wh, can't he pay?

.\.GA\VA:
DR l\1AKUBUYA·

Sometimes he used to pay. Sometimes I would just offer tea as
somebody I know who was M.P. for the area.
Had you ever quarrelled with Mr. Balinda before?

NAGAWA:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

yes, had you heard of a quarrel between your staff and Mr. Balinda
before?

NAGAWA:

They were not hearing the same and I don't think he had quarrelled with
them at all.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes - I do not know. Do you remember Mr. Balinda's departure? Why
didn't he take Special Force with him. He had to let it alone. Why did
he accompany them? Why didn't he take them?

NAGAWA:

Well.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now your daughter who died recently. What did she die of?

NAGAWA:

They might have died because of this. One died because of that - one of
them died because of that - the other one is in Kasese.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now as to what happened to them, were they able to have the normal life
of getting married and having children?

NAGAWA:

The one who died was married;._but the other one - the young one just
had children. She was not married; she was single.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now in a society where these things clo not normally happen of raping,
how did it affect you as a family.

NAGAWA:

At first it did him bad and thereafter he came to Mbarara here and
reported to the office. Then he bribed the askaris. He identified them
except one who was not present, who ran away. So when -during the
process when - it was when Amin was taking over and we were simply
advised.to leave the whole matter.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did this incident affect your married life for instance you were living
with a husband? Did you continue a decent life?

NAGAWA:

I felt bad health but I had nothing to do.

KAKWENZIRE:

I am very sorry about what happened and I think it has affected your life
tremendously.
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1 \\tinted to know When this 1:iping look plac:c was Ahasi Balinda still
there or hncl he nlrcady gone'! I am not sure ahoul this,

G \\V
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He was nt home. I le wns still in the area. I le was at Rwashamairc.
Pardon
He was at Rwnshrunairc.

CHAIRl\1AN:

He wns no longer at your hotel - your restaurant.

NAGA\VA:

I le had gone. He had been taken to Rwa,;hamairc.

CHAIRMAN:

11umk you You tell her that our regret has already been expressed for
having to come back and tell us this experience. I would like to thank
her for having come and given evidence. She is free now She is free to
go.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, I think, we can have a break for lunch. It is now 2 30 p.m. We
shall resume here at 3.30 p.m. this afternoon Commissioners, Learned
Counsels, let us resume the inquiry.

WITNESS N0.198: MR. ABDU MOSHI SSALI-AFFIRMED
COUNSEL:

What are your names? State your names, please.

SSALI:

Abdu Moshi Ssali.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

SSALI:

33 years.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

SSALI:

Kitenta, Kirangira, Kazara, Bushenyi.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

SSALI:

I do business and also cultivating.

COUNSEL:

What kind of business are you engaged in?

SSALI:

I have a coffee factory•

COUNSEL:

Where?

SSALI:

In Rukungiri District.

COUNSEL:

Who are your parents?
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COUNSEL:

\Ve w:111tc-d
tlu; villagl:,

SSALI:

It j:,; Kituto and Ky:1111lmga
in the smm~C:0111/10/0/a

COllNSEL:

No,\ vou havl: 1dbwd to you, fothc, as the late. When did he die'/

SSALI:

I k dit:d on Jt)th of Sepll:mbl't I l)68

COUNSFL:

Who told you about his denth'l

SSALI:

I was prnst:nt.

COUNSEL:

Whcrl· did yom father die?

SSALI:

Jn the mosque in Shcgo.

COUNSEL:

Why was your father at the mosque?
residing?

SSALI:

'fhcy were constructing a shed at the mosqm.~.uui it was Sunday.

COUNSEL:

Why was the shed being constmctcd?

SSALI:

111cywere preparing for Mawuledi.

COUNSEL:

Were you present when the constmction was going on - when it was
being carried out?

SSALI:

We have a house in Ny.unuluka - nearby a trading centre - and also I was
present doing the constmction work.

COUNSEL:

Was your father the only person who was constmcting the shed''

SSALJ:

I le was together with others - many moslcms.

COUNSEL:

You seem to have been a young boy then. Were young boys also present
like you?

SSALI:

'l11cy were present as you know tJ1c young boys always like going to
towns. So they were present actually.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember some two boys who were present.
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Was it tl1e place where he was

SS LI:

1 remember Buruhani B k ,
studving
in that pace.
I
u cnya and others who were also at that school,
~

\Vho is Buruhani Bukenya?
SSALl:

co

i

TSEL:

The son of Idi Kawaganya late Idi Kawaganya.
Now what happened when you were constructing the shed?

SSALI:

\Vhile constructing the shed there was also a mawuledi organized by the
NAAM Group at the school.

COUNSEL:

How far was this place - the school where the mawuledi was being held from the mosque?

SSALI:

There was a distance equivalent to a play ground - football ground.

COUNSEL:

Did you go to the mawuledi?

SSALI:

I didn 1tgo there because my father was not a NAAM member. So I was
just looking from a distance .

•

COUNSEL:

Now what happened?
Commission?

SSALI:

On that day, there came a NAAM Group and attacked those who were at
the mosque and in the process it is when my father was killed together
with Eddy Kawaganya and the others who were injured.

COUNSEL:

When you say those who were at the mawuledi attacked, what do you
exactly mean?

SSALI:

They wanted to take away the mosque from them which belonged to the
Ugandan Moslem Community.

COUNSEL:

Now do you know any person from the mawuledi who attacked the
moslems who were at the mosque?

SSALI:

yes. I know some who came from that village and others who were not
from that same village.

COUNSEL:

Okay, could you mention, say five names of the people of the village
who attacked those at the mosque?

SSALI:

Eriyasi Mugenyi, Mohammed Rekihome, Sserwanga Erizumbura.

COUNSEL:

There were people from the village.

SSALI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

yes, what about other people, not from

Then what happened that you wanted to tell this
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SSALI:
COUNSEL:

SSALI:

.

d -d

Sheik Kanmlcgcya and Abbas· Balinda

TI10se from outside mclu c
.
•.c.onn
•
.
, ~ho were m unw
together with pohcemcn v

Ho\\ many were they - the poricemen?•
They were more than three.
. d tw O men _ names, namely: sheik Kamulegeya and
Now
you
mentione
.
·d th
were not of the same Vl ·11age. H ow d"d
1 you
Babnda and youthsa.1 ese Sheik Kamulegeya, so-and-so is Balinda?
know them that ey were Had you seen them before? Had you known them before?
1 had known Balinda previously. I had seen hi~.

He had come to our
area and Kamulegeya, when they came approachn:~gthe mosque - as they
were at the mosque_ pointed at him, he showed him to us; first of all, he
had one eye. So we knew him then.

COUNSEL:

Now, when these people came, what happened?

SSALI:

They were led by Sheik Kamulegeya and Abbas Balinda, former M.P.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSALI:

Plus two of the policemen with whom they were and the other people
that I have mentioned above in the group.

COUNSEL:

At about what time did they come?

SSALI:

It was after lunch time - about 3.00 p.m. because me and my father had
also already taken our seat.

COUNSEL:

So what happened when they came?

SSALI:

They wanted to enter the mosque by force. Of course, they were
intercepted by the group which was standing in front of the mosque.
They wanted to enter the mosque but people of the moslem community
still refused that they could not open the mosque because they did not
belong to the NAAM Group.

COUNSEL:

Were the people of the moslem community the ones standing in front of
the mosque?

SSALI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And these included your father and Idi Kawaganya?

SSALI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Was the mosque open or locked or closed?

SSALI:

It was closed.
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COUNSEL:

SSALI:

o now \\hat happened'>
So the NAAM Group or ~ani 'd h
.,. b ~
g zc t emselves to get some strong men to
Pull these mcm
1.:rswho were on the gate.
Yes.
Then about 10 boys came out and led my father and pushed him into Has he said his father_ Alamanzani.
And held Alamanzani Moshi and put him in a Land Rover.

COL'"'SEL:

Threw him on the Land Rover.

SSALI:

Threw him on the Land Rover.

COUNSEL:

Where did this Land Rover come from - heaven?
mentioned anything about the Land Rover.

SSALI:

It was a police Land Rover.

COUNSEL:

When did the police Land Rover come to the mosque?

SSALI:

It is very early. It had come earlier on with Kamulegeya.

COUNSEL:

You mean Kamulegeya had come in the Land Rover or did it come by
itself?

SSALI:

He came in another vehicle but they all came together.

COUNSEL:

What happened?

SSALI:

They slapped him in the face after putting him in the Land Rover.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSALI:

They also got Unice Nsimbi who fell down and beat him while down
and then they left him.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSALI:

Well.

COUNSEL:

you mean these two peop 1e - Alamanzani ,_ were thev• some of the people
who were standing in front of the mosque.1

SSALI:

of the Ugandan Moslem Community.
yes they were among th e grou P
wh~ were standing in front of the mosque.

COUNSEL:

yes, what happened?
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COUNSEL:

uarding it? Did they do anything?
Hm..-about the people who were g

SSALI:

They stayed where they. stood but none entered the mosque.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSALI:

Later Kamulegeya and Abbasi• called the policeman, instructed him to
use force and remove those people who were at the mosque.

COUNSEL:

• g th a1 both of them gave these orders?
Are you suggestm

SSALI:

Both of them took th e poll·ceman aside , near the Land Rover, and then
they made some writings in the note-book where the battle started.

COUNSEL:

Okay before the rest, you said that they u~ed force: I w~ in~erested i~
finding out who. Who said 'Use force Was 1t Bahnda.
Was 1t
Kamulegeya? Were they these two people?

SSALI:

Both of them said it.

COUNSEL:

In what language?

SSALI:

They talked Luganda.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened?

SSALI:

Kamulegeya alleged that if they had refused then they were going to die;
after which, the policeman shot in the air with a pistol.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Counsel, can you go a little bit back to this book? He talked of a little
book.

COUNSEL:

They wrote in it but he doesn't know what they wrote.

DR, LUYOMBYA:

Does he know who wrote in that book?

SSALI:

COUNSEL:
SSALI:

Kamulegeya and Balinda wrote in the book and the policeman kept the
book afterwards.
Yes.
After the gun shot, the other group - the NAAM Group - there was a
heap of stones nearby. They got some stones and started throwing at the
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Yes.

SSALI·

They were praying that God is Almight.., d
~J an many others.
\Vhich group recited the prayers?

CHAIRMAN:
SS .\LI:

The other one.

COUNSEL:

Yes what happened?

SSALI:

Then after followed the shootin
which I climbed near the m
g anddthen I ran to a nearby mango tree
osque an people started running.

COUNSEL:

Yes

SSALI:

After the gun shots then vehicles started moving.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what next?

SSALI:

Then I found Mr. W asswa Bijumbira. People were getting blood from
the abdomen together with Haji Tebahuruza.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSALI:

I found people talking that among the people who had died on the spot
included Idi Kawaganya together with my father.

DR LUYOl\IBYA:

When was it when he left the mango tree?

SSALI:

After the battle had ceased, it is when I left the mango tree.

DR. LUYOl\IBYA:

And where did he go?

SSALI:

I went to the mosque and I found my father lying de~ on the ground
Asumani Kayindi was trying to clean blood from his mouth.

COUNSEL:

Did you observe the body and did you see the blood later on?

SSALI:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What did you see?

SSALI:

.
d and assed through his legs and stones
I saw a bull~t wht~h touched then ~awaganya was stretching the head.
which were hit on his head an

COUNSEL:

yes, what followed?
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ur flthcr in front of your fri1.md?
•

SS \LI:

. . . d kerosene. l11en we got a case from the
1 found 4 tablets of A ::;pto.m
•
.
\l.T,
II· d
, , , , t down to the tradmg centre.
,...,
c co cctc the
court and then "i.; \H.:n
mats where we put the dead body.

COl

'd
From w I10111 d 1

·SEL:

SSALl:

)'Oll

'd I
•?
g•·t tltc mats_ from which home d 1 1c get 1t.
....

• •

.c.tl ,..,1ome ••1t Nv·unuluka
Trading Centre. Afterwards after
.,•
From my 1a 1cr..-.1
bringing the mat then we laid the bo<h the~e an? then people who we~c
badl, off like Haji Mateega with the late Ahfuns1. were taken together m
the l~ospitaltogether ,,ith the others who had been injured

COUNSEL:

\Vould you like to mention the names of other people who were injured?

SSALI:

Charles Jjumba.. Charles Mashcke and many others.

COUNSEL:

Nad Kagaya.

SSALI:

And Bumbakali Kagaba.

COUNSEL:

How were they taken to hospital? Did you have a motor \ehiclc to take
them?

SSALI:

They were taken in my uncle's vehicle - Zak.aria Jjumba - and others
found other means to Mbarara. Those were taken to Nyakibale Hospital.
l11en my uncle sent me to tell the old women Kalubuga on the fann
about the death of my father.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSALI:

I told them and they can1e at around 7.00 - 730.

COUNSEL:

Yes:

SSALI:

They found that the body had been taken by the policemen.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSALI·

1l1en thereafter the policemen chased us when we had reached Kagaba's
place and they stayed in the \'illagc.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

SSALI:

111c \\ idows went back tl1•'
•
.., n•·x·t
.., mommg.
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1l1cn we also came at

Kamushaga to find the S , .
f: tl
pcc1alForce m.
ea 3 1cr and thcv didn't do
h"
en ~0 I told them that I had lost
~
anyt mg· and I
.
r
,
continued
up to our shop.
't es.
SSi\Ll.

TI1cnafter two or ~hrccda . _ 1 ,
. at K .) s • h'cant remember exactl Y - th e bodies
• were
b rough t and buncd
'em1s igo Mosqu b
h
my uncle's Ychicle _ Jami! Kigundu
e Y - t ey were brought by

COL'""\SrI.,:

At what time was the burial?

SSALI:

It was during the day.

coUNSEL:

Were there many people who attended the burial?

SSALI:

Yes,
& there
K were
al many p eople. I also understand that there were Sheikhs
o~:Uty ~padr
Among th e people I knew was Sheikh Aduyi who was

COUNSEL:

I s~e. N~w-yo_uhave mentioned a number of people who were injured
dunng this incident. These policemen I would say one Kagabo Musa.
How about the others whom you have mentioned? Are they still living
or they are dead?

SSALI:

They are still living, except Hajati Rusiti is the one who died.

COUNSEL:

Even people like Nsimbi, Alamanzani Moshi are they living?

SSALI:

They are still living.

COUNSEL:

You think they can assist us in this case to give us more information?

SSALI:

They can assist the Commission because they also received injuries as
well.

COUNSEL:

After the burial of these two people who died at the Mosque, were you
contacted by the Police to make any statement?

SSALI:

In fact the policemen who came had purposely come to arrest the
members of Uganda Muslim Community and thereafter they passed ~ur
house where Nagawa was renting and even they raped her together with
the girls she used to employ in the hotel.

COUNSEL:

Were you present?

SSALI:

COUNSEL:

e I found that they had taken the ladies to
I was not there but w h en I Cam
·1
•
.
dI
al told that the Special Force men whi e rapmg
the hospital an
was so
. that even my brother also wants.
they were saymg
. . what I can for the time being, get &om this
I think my Lor d th is is
'
witness on this aspect.
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K\\'fu'-JZJRE.

SS LI:

'Idren had yNlf father?
l·k"'w 111,my cI11
•
Twenty children.

And ho,, many wives?
SSALI:

TI1reewives.
Ho"' has the death of your father affected your family?

SSALI:

.KAK\\1ENZIRE:

SSALI:

\Ve missed a lot of chances, for example, we did not continue with our
school education up to Secondary level.
Ever since you became of age, when you grew up, did you try to seek
justice, did you try to inquire what happ_enedto the people who killed
your father? Did you try to lodge complamts?
My step mother tried to approach some auth~rities but things did not
materialise and the security of Government which came later on did not
give any help because the very people who were involved in that
incident held some responsible positions in those governments.

KAKWENZIRE:

Do you know where your mother took the complaints?

SSALI:

I used to see her and I was told that the matters were in Kampala.

KAKWENZIRE:

You mean she used to travel to Kampala?

SSALI:

She used to go out but we did not know where she was going not until
recently when we started bringing these matters in courts.

KAKWENZIRE:

What do you want this commission to do?

SSALI:

I would request that this Commission since we received the Government
which respects law and order, this Commission helps in the arrest of
these people who were involved in the incident so that they are charged
appropriately. If it is possible for the Commission to improvise advise
on how the widows and orphans can be assisted.

KAKWENZIRE:

Let me say how sorry I am that you had to be found orphan of your age
together with your sisters and brothers.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You said that the NAAM Group which attacked the Community group at
the mosque was led by Kamulegeya and Abbas Balinda is that so?

SSALI:

At that occasion they were the leaders and of course, being helped by
other locals from that area.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I am not sure about this, did you see Kamulegeya tying to prevent the
shooting?

SSALI:

He supported the idea and actually it was he who initiated it and made
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orders to that effect.
I R 1AKUBUYA.

you were at vour
fr·tl1c
" r's funcral?

S~ Ll:

Yes.

nR. MAKUBUY A.

Did some of the NAAM

SS \LI:

No one appeared because they had c.lears al so.

DR M AK.l'BUY A:

Did_you ever hear that a person call
.
.
sortmg out the case involvi
c. ed Abu MayanJa was mvolved in
ng your 1ather'sdeath?

ssALI:

I heard that he supported it but I h
.
.
visit the area or invest" at . ave not seen him commg to our area to
matters up but I heard big te· it and . after all, we had not brought the
a ou it sometime.

DR :MAKUBUYA:

WhK
at alres;lt did your step-mother come with after all these trips to
amp a.

SSALI:

No results.

DR MAKUBUY A:

What is the Mosque being used for today? Is it still being used as a
mosque or it is used for something else?

SSALI:

There is an office and the school operating in it because they stopped the
permanent one.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

It is a serious matter to lose your father of course, but this thing
happened 19 years ago, are you surprised that you never received a
remedy for 19 years?

SSALI:

Since that time, of course, nothing was been done and as I have told you,
the governments which were there used to take the law in their hands
and subsequently we have not been helped.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Would you like solutions to such problems to come much earlier than

group attend the funeral?

that 19 years later?

SSALI:

I would want it to be done sooner than that if we have good leadership as
we have today.

DR. MAKUBUYA:
DR. LUYOMBY A:

Thank you.

M S al" also express my sympathy for that which befell _yourfami~y.
1 c. th"ngs clarified to me. Do you know which authonty
_r. s 1'
I Just want a 1ew 1
?
your step-mother approached about this matter.

SSALI:

ly sold some of our cows to this effect
I did not know alth oug h we actual
but nothing was worth coming.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So you sold your cows?
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►

• our co,.,·s w hen our mother was saying that the proceeds
Yes \\C sold
,..o~ld help to \\ork on the case.

DR. LUYO 1BYA.

family?
Ho\\ old is the youngest mem ber of vour
.

"SALi·

He is 21 ) cars old.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did an) body help any O f your brothers or either yourself or your familv
·
as far as education ,vas concerned?

SSALI.

Nobody because that is why we did not continue.

DR LUYO 1BYA:

Did you get any help from the Uganda Muslim Commumty.

SSALI·

There was nothing from the Muslim Community except the pair of
sheets which I received from Badru Kakungulu.

DR. LU'{OMBY A:

\Vhere did you meet him to receive this pair of sheets?

SSALI:

I met him at Kibuli.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

When was that?

SSALI:

1969.

DR. LUYO1\1BYA:

Were you taken there by someone or how did you manage to get there?

SSALI:

I was taken by Haji Hassan Babulanga. I was with Bukenya and some
met Kawaganya.

DR. LUYO1\1BYA:

How did he acquire the coffee factory in Rukungiri?

SSALI:

Formerly it was a society so I joined the society although now it is
dwindling.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Which society?

SSALI:

Kihanga.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

CHAIRMAN:

SSALI:

•

?

Your last comment is that you asked this Commission to bring the
culprits, those who were involved in the murder of your father, to book
but we cannot do that directly except that we can advance the matter to
the Police and take action it is not the Commission to do it directly but
the matter will be communicated to the Police.
How old was the eldest son of your father at this time when the father·
died? You were 21 children?
The eldest boy was born in 1947 although he turned out to be a
drunkard.
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\\\•II. thnt is not wJ,11 1 .. ·k .1
'
.. ::; l'u
·ou II t • I
...1 ~ cm; old in 1968'> \\'l .
• ia wll come later So he was about
•
icre \\as he on this occ:1sio11'/
M) father had chased him

'l\\'l • .
. .
• •) 1le was staymg m Mpigi.

He "as not staying at home?

SSALl
CHAIRMAN

He had spoilt some property of my father.
Wlmt about the next after him . d .
•
.m so on before those who were older
,an ) ,ou at t1te 11mc,
how many sons?

tl

O~c. Simon Lukwngo was in the fann then me I was staying with him at
the .-.hop and one had gone with his mother in Butambala_

CHAIR~!\

No. I meant those older than you were?

11,cy were Scnkasi Sentongo who was in Mpigi and Hussein Lukwago
who was m the fann at that time.
You talked of building the shed, you said your father was participating
m building a shed. how many sheds were being built at his place?

SSA.LI.

Two sheds were on the site, one at the bush and another one at the
school which belonged to a number of people.

CHAIR.MA't\

\Ve have heard evidence here that the people at the Mosque had only
gone for routine prayer at about 3.00 p.m., they were about ten in
number? What do you say to that?

SSA.LI:

Obviously, they were many more than that number, they were about 30
and as you know some people may not properly speak ,vhat happened
when it comes to amongst many people.

CHAIRMAN:

So it is your version which is correct not the other one?

SSALI:

What I can recall exactly what happened even I can mention
(Interjection)

CHAIRMAN·

• t want you to comment on other evidence that those who came
N o, I JUS
•
•
aft
ra ·er Thcv
to the Mosque had only come for their routme emoon p ~ •
even said the moslem names but I cannot remember them.

SSALI:

,
1 ve , well know prayers arc taken because we
As really an Islam
I)
. th, mornings and it is not common to
nonnally have the first p~ycr _m ~diatelv sav at around 9.00 or I O 00
find another prayer followmg immc
,
•
a.m.

CHAIRMAN

No, this is 3.00 p.m. not 9.00 a.m.

SSALI:

.
d I found Kalule with Mpanga cutting
I passed there in the mommgftan ·hen we went for lunch after finishing
some trees ~oun d an d therca er "
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the futhcr said he was going back to (interruption).
So to cut a long story short, you are maintaining that it is your version
which is correct? Now, this 19 years ago as the Commissioner has asked
you and you said your mother used to go to Kampala about matters
connected with this, she never told you the result of her efforts?
SSALI:

Once the woman is not educated we sympathised with her problem
sometimes she should not be led directly or correctly.
'

CHAIRMAN:

But did you ask her whether there had been any results?

COUNSEL:

You did not say she went to Kampala. You said she was going
somewhere we do not know where she was going but I heard matters
were at Kampala being handled. I think that is what he said.

CHAIRMAN:

What about up to 1971, were you not able to pursue the matter? Up to
the first change of government?

SSALI:

By then Abbas Balinda was not an M.P. it was another government
which was in power. At that time I did not have money, the ChiefKadhi
Kamulegeya was a friend of Amin and he had his other friends the
soldier friends he still held big positions in the Islamic Religion so there
was no proper channel we would follow to satisfy us because we were
still in fear and even during that time they grabbed our land where the
farm was.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you not take him to court?

SSALI:

I tried to take the matters to the Secretary General, Kampala but even
then I did not get any solution.

CHAIRMAN:

But did you get like anybody else, did you get letters of administration
of your father's estate?

SSALI:

That was not done, so the land was leased.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, you ought to have this or your mother. Up to now?

SSALI:

Yes, up to now but the rest of the property was shared among us
ourselves.
There was no dispute?

CHAIRMAN:
SSALI:

There was no dispute among ourselves except that person who took
away our land.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay~thank you for - Interjection) -Sorry, you hold on for some more
questions from the Commissioner here

DR. LUYOMBYA:

~:· !sali, you_havetold us that there was a shed constructed in front of
osque, did you know the purpose of constructing this shed at the
mosque?
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S"' \LI

Yes. they were going to hold a Maulcdi from there.

DR LlJY0~1BY A·

So there were going to b ... .
.
c tl
e ,,...,omau1ed1s.one for NAAM group and one
,or 1c Community group?
•

SSALI:

Th•c one for. NAAM was already taking place· and another one for
Uganda Muslim Community was also scheduled in the near future.

DR. LUYOMBYA.

In the near future? So it was not to take place on that very day?

SSALI:

No

DR LUYOMBYA:

Your memory seems to be very clear bout the events of the time, did you
remember whether there had been any free discussions by the
Community group opposing the Mauledi at the school?

COUNSEL:

This answer I think should not be given or if it is given to be speculation
because what this witness is talking about is what he saw on that
Sunday.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But there could have been a discussion.

COUNSEL:

He may give you an answer but I do not see how competently he will
give you that answer.

DR LUYOMBYA:

There was conflict between two groups, the NAAM group and
Community group and gathering of 30 people at the Mosque.

COUNSEL:

Because my Lord Chairman, the reason why I am objecting to this
question is that this witness just happened to be there on that day. this
kind of question should have been may be made to the old man the blind
man.

CHAIRMAN:

Possibly somebody who was good to prove?

COUNSEL:

Yes, but this one cannot really.

CHAIRMAN:

(Inaudible).

DR.LUYOMBY A:

Could he not participate or - (Interruption) -

CHAIRMAN:

In Community meetings to decide what the Community was going to
do?

DR. LUYOMBY A:

CHAIRMAN:

was going on. What do you think Mr.
N o, no ' even ove rhear what
Chairman?
th point you are making which is important
e
.
•
M r. com missioner ' 1 see
. frOm this witness but his evidence cannot be
but may be l~t us getf it
much weight on an issue of this sort it is
O
either conclusive or b:~: from the Uganda Muslim Community the
necessary to call som~ • that mosque I think that would be the most
leader of the Commumty at
,
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smtablc person to a
or not

SS \LI:

sk but let the board at the time ask whether he 1,n,

~ cw

overheard any statement arising from mcetin
I have never secn Or
.
.
gs
made by the Uganda Muslim Commumty the on~ymeetmg~ I used to see
mterested m converti'n
group because they were
were of t he NAAM
•
th eu
• group NAA}. g
c. m Uganda Muslim Commumty to
some peop1e 1ro
fj
tvi.
Those arc the meetings I used to se~ round and apart rom that I used to
.
of the political meetmgs because my great father was a
see meet mgs
f:
,
D.O. and the late Ben Kiwanuka used -~ocorn~ t~ my a~hers place. 1
only saw NAAM meetings held at HaJl Mbaziras place m the trading
Jr

centre.
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

Mr. Ssali, we thank you for your evidence w~ich you ?ave given before
this Commission. The Commission cannot give you mstant solution or
remedy to what you may want but we shal~ . make appropriate
recommendations to the government as we are enJmned to do. Thank
you. Counsel, do you have another witness, it is 5.30 p.m.? Is he here?
No, my Lord, I think there is no witness I can present to you.
Now, this marks the last day for our hearing in Mbarara for the time
being. I think I should adjourn the Commission which will again sit in
Kampala. Do you suggest any particular date learned Counsel? Or we
adjourn it to a date to be notified in Kampala?
My Lord Chairman, this being equal I would think we would give
ourselves another week that is next week for a rest and then we can start
in the following week that is the next week.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay.

COUNSEL:

At our usual time that is Wednesdays.

CHAIRMAN:

According to the calendar that would be the 21st of October. Okay the
session is adjourned or the inquiry is adjourned and we resume formal
hearing of evidence in Kampala on Wednesday 21st of October, 1987 at
9.30 a.m. in the City Hall, Kampala. As this is the formal ending of
hearing evidence in Mbarara, at least, for the time being perhaps we like
to put on record - the Commission would like to put on record
appreciation to everybody in Mbarara who has made this session
possible in Mbarara Town and District. There are many people who
hav~ rendered assistance. I will not mention them by name either to the
sess10n of the Commission or to Commissioners in one way or another.
Perhaps we can mention the Roman Catholic Social Centre in Mbarara,
the ~anage~ent which have been very kind and have given us all
possible assistance. Although we had had problems with the electricity
we man~ed to struggle on. Also without mentioning the names, other
persons m Mbarara have been helpful and they have made their
ge~erator available when we had problems with electricity. These
:anous assistance in one way or another made out task easier. We are
mformed th at there are still a lot of people in Mbarara who would like to
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gh c evidence before the c
· •
.
1
Ita, ••mg b ccn two • , k · omm
· · ss1on. The time we allocated ourselves
e, , ·b Od
E'1th "ce s mttially was obvious!, insufficient to hear
t 1.:~b y. . cr we cannot be allowed the possibility of coming back
d a~
since ~Ye haYe a duty to do going also to other parts of
gan a. lbarara is the first District we have come to but we still have
main oth d. t • •
• er ts nets m Uganda to hear evidence from With those fcv.
cl~Smg remarks I would like to close the mqwf) in Mbararafor the time
bemg. Thank you.

i.

CHAIRMAN.

Fellow Commissioners. ~eading Counsel, Ladies and yentlemen, this
2
I st da) of October 1987 1sthe day on which we said we would resume
~e session of this Commission for hearing evidence in public here in
Kampala The Commission last sat in Mbarara on 6th of this month and
after doing about two weeks of work in Mbarara, we decided to adjourn
and resume the session here in Kampala today. It is, however,
unfortunate that we cannot resume hearing of evidence today This is
?ec~use ~e problems which have bedeviled this Commission right from
its mception have not yet been solved. Tue main reason we cannot
resume today is that there is not sufficient transport. There are five
vehicles which are at the disposal of this Commission but most of the
time these five vehicles are off the road. As of now, I think, there are
only two vehicles which are on the road, the Land Rover and a single
cabin Isuzu Pick-up and these are not sufficient to collect witnesses who
have to come and to bring in members of the Commission two of whom
live outside Kampala. In Namutamba and one in Masaka. The other
vehicles are in the garage and we hope they will be repaired soon enough
to enable us to resume the hearing. The other serious problem is the
stationery. We have not had sufficient stationery to bring up the work of
the Commission up to date. As of now we have a record of proceedings
which have not been transcribed and which have been duplicated are
only up to 19th of March this year. Which means that the production of
record of proceedings is about six and a half months behind. Evidence
which have been transcribed are of tapes and those are not available for
the Commission and some other people who may be interested in the
evidence i.e. those who have been mentioned as perhaps implicated in
the human rights violation. We have communicated recently, in fact,
early this week this problem to the app_ointingauthorities and we were
assured that they will be solved soon. Now, for those reasons we are
afraid to say that we cannot resume hearing of evidence in public as we
have been doing until the situation improves. But other work of the
Commission will continue, that is investigation, gathering of
information and dealing with the evidence which have already been
transcribed. People who have been implicated are being served ,vith
copies of record and we shall be considering what answers ~ey would
like to give in answer to allegations that have been made agamst ~en:1.
aspect \\'htch ts
Th e wor k Of the Commission is continuing. The only
.
Id l'k
not continuing yet is the hearing of evidence in pubhc. I wo~ . 1 ·e to
make this very clear. Nobody should say that the C~m~1s~1on has
• Wt'th those few remarks from me I• will mvite other
stoppe d wor kmg.
h
members of the Commission to say what they would hke to add on w at
I have said.
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..
l\lR NAC : 1\PA:

.
tld like to emphasize one or tw? points which the Chainnan
1
I thmk 1 "c 1
be make one fresh pomt of my own. First of ll
:l, and then ma"
.
d.
a
mal c •
t. f the five vehicles
at our 1sposal only two '
·h ·n we sa, t1u1 o
.
ad Th fi .
are
" t: ..·
1 think there arc two pomts to be m e.
e rst is that it was
workmg,
t'
ago that the minimum amount of vehicles if w
decided a long unc
. were mne.
.
W h
.
e
roper JOb
e ave b een workmg
with
d
P
to .o at over
•
• we never had all
cotild ,vork
.
a half
of our needs b ut agam
five which was
1us
ld
• th
. • t the same time. We shou ment10n at there arc six
k
the five wor mg a
•
f

. .
three legal counsels, a secretanat o about twenty
comm1ss10ners.
•
l
h.
. . t· ating team of about thirteen peop e to w 1chwe add
people the mves 1g
.
•
.
' d
We were talking about nme veh1c1es servmg over 40
bod} guar s.
• ·
•
W
. h I th'nk
everybody will agree 1t 1s not excessive. e do not
1
peop1e wh1c
•
od to look as if we do not appreciate the problems of
want to be understo
.
.
.
.IS count ry, the problems which the country IS facmg but 1f we are
th
• t d proper J.ob we have to have the tools. Therefore when as
gomg o o a
. h .
bl.
.
· an said "stop for the time bemg eanng pu ic evidence" it is
Cl
the 1airm
• • •
•bl
th
because if we could do it we will do it but it lS 1~poss1 e; _ereforeit
s that the J.ob is only half done a11dthe Chairmat1 mentioned the
mean
•
d
serving of evidence to those who seem to ~e imp 1icate and that is
something which we must do right away, which we should have done a
long time ago. That is the first point.
Toe second point is to do with stationery. When the Chairman says that
the circulated proceedings only come as far as the 19th of March. That
again sounds a terrible thing because there is over six months which
have not been tra11scribed. But again we should be told that up to the
time when the proceedings stopped being circulated due to lack of
stationery a11dother facilities we already had 1,500 pages of proceedings
which I hope shows that we have been working very hard. We all
consider it or I should talk for myself. I personally consider it a11dI am
sure my colleagues do too, by the way two of them are not here because
of transport problems of one kind or a11other. I consider it a11honour to
do the work which we were given to do and by all means we will finish
it as soon as we get the tools. Unlike some rumours we hear, we are not
after making money as we are sitting on this Commission but we hope
that alongside other people who fought the battle to bring back
democracy in this country that we are also contributing, so we very
much want to work.
Finally, after we went to Mbarara even before then but certainly after we
went to Mbarara we have had very great interest in this Commission.
Firstly, because it was for the first time that we went to the people
themselves to hear evidence and we would like to have done that right
from the start but again we did not have the tools we did not have
recor~ing equipment but when we went to Mbarara ~d we hope soon to
be gomg to Luwero and may be back to Mbarara and other places like
Arua, T.;roro etc,, all over Uganda. When we went the interest as I said,
~hot up and we know for a fact that our Legal Cou;sel, Mr. Seka11di,was
mund ated by people at Mbarara who wanted to be heard. So two things
have_happened, the first is that we are very happy that people are now
commg forward. If I may say so I can see by some of the people here
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that they arc interest ·d •

.

more about it when ,:c ~~~l Ps~rticu~a.:
case, that is good, we will hear
will not be heard th, L '
art sittmg but also for those people who
out a fom1 which 'w·1~b egal _Counseland his Department have worked
if they are not h d ~ .c av~lable so that people can fill in so that even
been listened t O ar d e1r ev1d~nce,although it will not show that it had
if
h
?n er oath , will be somehow included in our work. So
you ave any mfluence with th
th
the tools and
.
e power at be made sure they give us
we will be back to serve you and this country. Thank you.
KAK\\'ENZIRE:

CHAIRMAN:

I think the problems f. • th C
. .
Ch .
acmg e omm1ss1onhave been covered by the
airm~ and Commissioner Nagenda. What I would like to add
perhaps is to charge the reporters, the responsibility actually to explain
to the peopl e what 1s
• mvolved
•
· our work. I am asking this because I
m
have met people who really do not know the need or the relevance of the
needs we normally require. They sort of think that we want to be
extravagant, they do not know why we need so many vehicles, they do
n?t know why we call for evidence and in their minds the whole thing is
distorted by actually the aims of the Commission. It is very common to
~ear people saying "those people want too much, they should sacrifice
bke everybody else sacrifice," but it is very important to understand
team work which not only draws people from their normal profession
because most of us are also engaged in other professions. The kind of
team work that needs to get people from various concerns to bring them
at a given time, the farmer who has got to break his routine to come and
give evidence has to be collected, the teacher who wants to give a lecture
needs to be collected and also we must organise team work to work
successfully. You cannot leave it to chance for people to find their level
and move at their pace and get to work which is normally the case with
other various concerns where people get to work in offices at 11.00
because of problems but we are a team work supposed to carry out a
duty in a specified time and finish it. So in our write up you should try
to explain to the public actually the reasons behind our persistent
demands.
With those remarks from fellow members of the Commission I wo~d
like to request everybody else now to adjourn. I _didn~t say one thmg
though that is when the public and everybo~y will_be mformed of _the
date when resumption of hearing evidence will begm. The appropn~e
notice will be given to everybody. I think wi~ those remarks we will
adj oum the Commission with some other busmess to do apart from
hearing evidence.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

. .
L al Counsels ladies and gentlemen, we have been
Co~miss1;ersl
e~o start the ;ession of today which is a resumption
waitmg ra er on~
al Today 17th February 1988, Learned Counsel
after a rather long mterv ·.tn
and everybody else is now ready, we
I understand that your wi ess
should start.
.
Lad and Gentlemen Commissioners, today we are
My Lord Chainnan,
Y f
we heard in Mbarara, in October.
.
'th
umber o cases
continumg Wl a n .
ould not trace then but we have
• witnesses we c
There were cert.am
d I. tent to continue with those cases. May be
managed to trace them an m
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, . ·k" \"C mav have to move to another station rathc
ft .. on • or two "cc "'
J
r
a l:f . l
t likely that will be in Luwero but for today l call my
than Kampa1a. mos
.. .
first "itncss this year is H~11M1gadde.
,y

WITNESS N0.199:

HAJJ BUMBAKARI

MIGADDE _

AFFIRMED

COUNSEL:

You are Haji Bumbakari Migadde?

MIGADDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Of Kemishego in Bushenyi District?

MIGADDE:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

MIGADDE:

I was born in 1910.

COUNSEL:

What do you do at Kemishego?

MIGADDE:

I was a chief. Mukulu wa Twaale.

COUNSEL:

You mean you are a religious leader of that area? Moslem religious
leader?

MIGAl)DE:

Yes religious leader, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

You say you are no longer a religious leader?

MIGADDE:

I retired.

COUNSEL:

May be you would educate us about this responsibility, what did this
responsibility entail?

MIGADDE:

l was a cultivator and-

COUNSEL:

I think the question is, you were a religious leader, what did it involve?
What kind of responsibility did you carry at a Mukulu wa Ttwaale?

MIGADDE:

It involved to preach to the Moslems.

COUNSEL:

Well did you have a mosque at Komishego?

MIGADDE:

Even up today it is there.

COUNSEL:

Now, do you recall 29th September, 1968?
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remember the 29tl S,
, 1.:ptember '

1(··•:-dcr.

C l

~

.,

\11GADDE:

1c'60O
:J

properly because I was still a

\Vhat lllakcs you remember this da\?

coUl'\SEL:

On that day we were at th
saw one Balinda and K e mosquc wi th other Moslems working and we
m
•
amu1egeya
\ ,v ,1cn you saw Balinda
dK •
you tell us more about than amulegcya who were these people, would
ese people?

\1lGADDl-

They were belonging to NAAM Society.

COUNSEL:

Was this NAAM a rerigious
· society, political, what was it?

~tIGADD[

Pre,·iously I had not kn
b
.
.
.·
.
ow a out 1t, this NAAM Society, but they were
tl} mg to find it out or to create this NAAM Society

COVNSEU

Haj i Migadde, we want you to assist this Commission to tell us what
~a~pened that day because there are some allegati~n that certain
mcidents took place at that mosque that day, but when you mention two
names Karnulegeya and Balinda, the Commission does not know these
people would you tell us what they are?

MIGADDE.

When they arrived at the place they led prayers Mawuledi of their own
society of NAAM.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened?

MIGADDE:

It was around 4.00 p.m. when they found us at the mosque and they said
that they had come to open the mosque. I resisted and I told them to
give me the authoritative letter from Sheikh Kaduyu, so that I would
allow them to carry on their celebrations of the opening of the mosque.

COUNSEL:

Did they respond to this?

MIGADDE:

At that time I did not know what they negotiated about but they went
back and talked with the Mufti where they h~ carried on their prayers.
After a short while they returned and on their return with the policemen
pulled out a book and after some discussi~ns wi~ B~inda they signed it.
Abbas Balinda and Sheik Kamulegeya signed m this book. then what
followed was a bullet which killed ldi Kawaganya and Daudi Moshi.

COUNSEL:

Anybody else?

MIGADDE:

The victims were about eight.

COUNSEL:

Was the shooting done by one policeman or was many?

MIGADDE:

· th ne exactly who was shooting because it was a
I could not recogthmze e :t the sh~oting started. I could not recognize
random and at e mome
what was going on.
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.~,

y cs, how m.u1ypo IicGntc,

"ll

came at the mosque'/

U 'SEL
I saw two policemen "ho were anncd.
UG ODE.

d'7

COl

SEL:

Were there others not arme •

1IGADDE:

,
-cemen who were in civilian and I could not
1
There .were other art
po1from
•c
the other two who were •m um1onn
that I
recognize them ap
recognized.

COUNSEL:

'k Abbas Balinda or Kamulegeya, those are common
Now- names lh1 ewere these Abbas Bahnda
.
and Kamu1egeya.
names, now w o

MIGADDE.

. d
Member of Parliament and when he came he introduced
Balm a was a
•
himself as a Member of Parliament that I am gomg to open up this
a Member of Parliament and you know me very well and I
mosque as
.
f th M 1
• h"
also resisted that I am also a representative o
e os ems 1~t 1s area.
So, I will not permit you to carry on the ceremony of operung up this
mosque.

COUNSEL:

Was Abbas Balinda a Moslem or is he a Moslem?

l\.UGADDE:

He is a Moslem and his father is Asumani.

COUNSEL:

Now, did he come to open it as a Moslem or as a Member of Parliament?

MIGADDE:

He just came not in the capacity of a Member of Parliament but only to
confiscate or to take over this mosque in their capacity as their religion
which they had in this Society ofNAAM which they had opened.

COUNSEL:

How about Kamulegeya who was Kamulegeya?

MIGADDE:

Kamulegeya came reporting he was sent by Sheikh Mufti to open up this
mosque and that is when I asked him for a letter or an authority from the
Sheikh Mufti because I did not know him as a Mufti or a Sheik, so he
did not respond.

COUNSEL:

For how long had you known Kamulegeya had you known him before or
that was the first occasion to see him?

MIGADDE:

I have known him far back he even made me a pilgrimage to Mecca in
1963.

COUNSEL:

Has he got another name and has he got some other responsibilities other
than a Sheikh?

MIGADDE:

Mostly I know him as Sheikh Kamulegeya and he had no responsibility
at all at Rwemiyaga.

COUNSEL:

Was he a local member of the Moslem Community?

MIGADDE:

He was a Moslem but they had created their own Society ofNAAM.
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No. the question is '
.
• '' as
Ioca 11v reside:
\Vhcr
. he
. a I~ea I Moslem of the
c t.s lus rcsidcncc·J

0 • \ODE

DR M KVBUY A:

11GADDE:

col

~l

L:

MJGADDE:

,,
area. Where docs he

He is a resident of Kainpala.

Did he have a home • K .
m cm1shegoin 1968?
He did not.

N~w, ~'OU arc talking much about thi
.
belong? To which society d
s NAAM to which party do you
I belong to M I
o Y?u belong?
os
em
Community
side.
and I have never turned to any other

coL'"\SEL:

y cs, were members of NAAM

MIGADDE

They were not. They had fo d d th •
.
society of NAAM
d un e eu own society or created their own
.
an they were no longer members of Moslem
Commumty.

COUNSEL:

Y ~s, ~id you have local chiefs in the area? Did they try to intervene in
tlus dispute, the reason between you and the NAAM?

J\1IGADDE.

They got us by surprise on that very day, we were not aware.

COUNSEL:

Now are you suggesting that the police assisted NAAM people to come
and take up the mosque?

MIGADDE:

They just came with Abbas Balinda and Sheikh Kamulegeya to take over
the mosque by force from us.

20UNSEL:

Yes, but I thought your dispute between Moslem Community and
NAAM was just a religious dispute. How did the government come to

,
not members of Moslem Community?

be involved?

MIGADDE:

Abbas came when assisted by Kamulegeya in order to threaten us and
take over the mosque.

COUNSEL:

No, my question is can he explain why t},e police was present at the
mosque?

MIGADDE:

COUNSEL:
MIGADDE:

COUNSEL:

. Abbas Balinda and Sheikh Kamulegeya but there
Tuey were escortmg
were not belonging to NAAM•
't was a private escort, a public escort?
Do you know wh eth er1

It was not a public escort but it was private, they came along with them
d take over the mosque.
in order to threaten us an
Did they manage to take over the mosque?
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11G DDF·

•n1cy did

, Jle died at the mosque.

not and my pi.;oJ

t-,IIGADDE

'-Jow.,,·l,at d·1d,·ou
. do after this incident?
.
boss who was Mr Kaduyu, who gave me a
1 reported the incident to mv
letter which I took to Badru Kakungu1u.

COl ,sEL:

r had to take 1t to

MIGADDE

He was the leader.

COlh 1SEL.

.

COUNSEL:
MIGADDE
CHAIRMAN.

Bad

ru

Kakungulu because was the leader of Moslem

Community.

. he do anyth'mg.?
When you made this report id
yes, he did something.
Sony to interrupt, did you make the report to Sheikh Kaduyu in
Bushenyi, Mbarara or did you have to come all the way to Kampala, to
make the report?

MIGADDE.

It was in Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

Sheikh Kaduyu's resident of Mbarara?

MIGADDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then he gave you a letter to take to Kakunguru, Kakungulu 1s m
Kampala?

MIGADDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did Badru Kakunguru do?

MIGADDE:

He called an advocate whose name I have forgotten and who took
instructions and intervened in the matter.

COUNSEL:

Well some witnesses suggested the name of Hon. Abu Mayanja is he the
Advocate you are talking about?

MIGADDE:

He is the one I am referring to. Previously I had indicated that I had
forgotten the name but the moment you mentioned it I remembered. he is
the Advocate.

COUNSEL:

Now, were you put in touch with this Advocate and if you were, what
did he do?

MIGADDE:

After the advocate had looked into the matter, he advised me to go back
and even those people who had been arrested and put in jail would be
released and on my return I found that the dead bodies had been buried.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that apart from killing some people some other
people were arrested?
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MIG DDE:

The others who were
were tJu;
arrcstcd or invol d
own at or stoned and tl
ve among them are those who
o 1erswere fired at includingmyself.
\Vl10 arrested them?

MIGADDE:

They were arrested on th
where they e orders of Abbas Balinda from the hospital

COUNSEL:
\UGADDE
COUNSEL:
MIGADDE
COUNSEL:

1

S~rely you were not a witness to this .
this was done or you only kn
did you, were you present when
ow some people were arrested?
I was not present.
So, what you are reall sa . .
taken to prison?
y ymg is tbat some people were arrested and
It is correct.
Were these members ofNAAM members of your Community?

MIGADDE·

They were Moslem Community members.

COUNSEL:

Were there any NAAM people who were arrested?

MIGADDE:

They were not arrested.

COUNSEL:

Now, you have told us Badru Kakungulu the leader, put in touch with
the advocate, did Badru Kakungulu do anything, did he send a
delegation say, to the bereaved families?

MIGADDE:

He did. Even he attend the burial.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember some of the people who formed up this delegation?

MIGADDE:

I do not know of their names.

COUNSEL:

Now, are these the people who assisted the people who had been arrested
to be released?

MIGADDE:

It is correct.

COUNSEL:

knowledge did the police take any investigations about
Now, to your
. .
.?
this incident? Make any invest:tgations about it.

MIGADDE:

eKampala, 1 found that they had already carried out
On my return uom
the investigation.

COUNSEL:

. you make any statement to the po1ice.
Did

MIGADDE:

I did not.

.

COUNSEL:

Were there any arre

?

wledge was Abbas Balinda
sts made to your kno
,
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►

{

. rc~1,ectof this incident'?
nrrrstc d m He was not n1Tcstcd.
HG DOE
How about Sheikh Krunulcgcya'?
COU. 1 EL:
He was not arrested.
MlGADDE
COUNSEL:
HGADDE:

th" did not happen?
is
•
·sed to sec that my people had been killed and the
I was ven· much surpn
•
., h d taken no action at all against them.

Did it look to you strange th at

government

a

. ?
Did you make a complaint about th is.
COL'""'SEL

i\IIGADDE:
COUNSEL:

MIGADDE

I did.
How did you make this complaint?
I complained that the then government did not take action after the
killing of my people and it was a bad government.
Yes, but my question is did you send a memorandum to the government

COUNSEL

about this matter?
I did not. The moment I handed over the matter to Kaduyu, I did not

MIGADDE:

COUNSEL:

MIGADDE:

COUNSEL:

take any other step.
Do you know whether the advocate did anything to put up this case?
Abu Mayanja, the advocate proceeded with the opening up of the case,
but I never followed it up to know the results.
What has prompted you to now come and make this complaint before
this Commission?

MIGADDE:

I was of the view that this Commission will have to arrest these people
who murdered my people and charge them accordingly.

COUNSEL:

You think that something should be done to these people who killed
your people?

MIGADDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you consider this incident as evidence of religious persecution?

MIGADDE:

It was a religious affair.

COUNSEL:

Apart from this incident, did you experience any other similar incident?

MIGADDE:

No.
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~

)l

SFL

MlGI\DDE

cotr SEL

Do ~ ou have an)' oth
.
•
er v, t •
C,l)cncnccd which you want t~ :•on of ~uman rights that you have
port to this Commission?
one
ll1ese people who were killed - th
e two_peopleyou have mentioned, did
r
y 1eave behmd wives, children and so on?
) cs, they left widows and
.
many children.
th cy leave families? Did the

nGADDE:
COL, ·sEL:

\Vho took responsibility of these fam•1· ?
11es.

MIGADDE:

Abdu Moshi took ever the

COUNSEL:

Did the moslem community do anyth·
..
.
them any assistance?
mg to these fam1hes,did they give

MJGADDE:

I did not know that.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, for the time being that is what I ha:vec.
.
,or th"1switness.

CHAIRMAN:

Th~ you Co~el. . Members of the Commission, do we have any
questions or clanficat.tons for this witness?

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Yes. Haji Migadde, when did you retire from leading Etwale?

MIGADDE:

It is about five years back since I retired.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

You said that on the 29th September, 1968, you and your moslems were
working at the mosque, what were you doing at the mosque?

MIGADDE:

We were cleaning the premises of the mosque, weeding in the compound
especially on Saturdays and Sundays.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

You have mentioned somebody called Mufti in two instances, first that
Kamulegeya went back and consulted him on the grounds where the
Mawuledi had taken place and also that Kam1ilegeyahad claimed that he
had been sent to do these things by the Mufti. Do you rememberthe
name of the Mufti?

MIGADDE:

I do not remember the name of the Mufti because he-.was resident of

. ..
respons1b1htyof looking after the families.

Luwero and he is dead.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

A arently you know Kamulegeya well before 1968, you bavt: gone ~
J;cca
him in 1963, have you spoken to Kamulegeya smco this

with

incident?

MIGADDE:

I have never spoken to him.

DR.MAKt:n3UY
A:

Why not?

MIGADDE:

We do not

meeteach othor,
4J84

I am seayinafar fromhim; he is stayingat

►

Kampala and I aJl\ in Mbamrn-

DR MAKL113UYA
1IGADDE:

DR MAKUBUYA:

MJGAflDf

DR. M .\.KCBUYA:

. d the M.P. for Ken1ishego'l
\Va.'-Abbas Bal ,n a

He was not.
. d

Kamulegcya ever been at Kemishcgo mosque for
Had Abbas Balm. atr r purpose before this incident'?
prayers or for an) o te
.
asion when they came at this mosque, when they
th
was
only
on
1s
occ
1
wanted to take over this mosque from us.
Do you know who built this mosque?

MIGADDE:

It was me.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

y OU built it?

It ,vas in control of building up this mosque together with my fellow
MIGADDE.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

community moslems.
Did you get any contributions from Balinda or Kamulegeya in building
this mosque?

MIGADDE:

I did not get even a single penny.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Is this mosque still running?

MIGADDE:

We constructed another one.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What has happened to the old one?

MIGADDE:

We have turned it into a moslem school.

KAKWENZIRE:

Haji Migadde, I would like to know what actually prompted the
shooting: Was there some kind of threats from the other community moslem community to spark off that shooting?

MIGADDE:

We resisted the opening up of the mosque because they attacked us by
force and forcing us to open the mosque and we resisted them the
shooting started.

KAKWENZIRE:

Are you saying that there was a scuffle, how did you resist?

MIGADDE:

Yes there was a scuffle.

KAKWENZIRE:

Could you tell the Commission a little bit about that scuffle.

MIGADDE:

They were forcing us to have this mosque belong to NAAMSociety and
we were resisting to that and from there the scuffle started. We were
resisting that they should not open up this mosque to belong to NAAM
Societyand they were also resisting that they should open up this mosque.
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K \~\\'E. 'ZlRE

11,c
Cornm1ss1011
• • would I"k,
.
1
kmd ofph ),s1ca
• 1 confrontation
e to
know
b •fi
, wlle'th er there was actually some
e ore the shooting was done.
•
111~:'.came ?Y force and thev did n
.
rcs1stmg their coming by force and;:~ \\ant us at the mosque, we were
en the shooting started.

"-.\KWEKZIRE.

I am interested in that

•
.
resistance, did you hit back?

\{IGADDE

\Ve resisted because we had built them
those people can1ewith th,
osque. There was no scuffle but
e1rweapons to threaten us.
,
But. Haji.
vou S";d
• d I
.... \'ou
.
res1stc
resisted.· ~
• am •interested to know how you

\tIG.\.DDE

The) came by force to have this mo
and we resisted, we said ,,
sque handed over to NAAM society
to NAAM" d fr
, you go and construct yours so that you give it
an orn there the shooting started

KAKWENZIRE

Were you armed with some weapons?

MIGADDE

We were empty handed.

"\JAGENDA

I am interes~ed in the case you took to Mr. Mayanja Did you go by
yourself or did you go with some other people?

\.ilGADDE:

I went alone up to Badru Kakungulu's place.

MR.NAGENDA:

When you went to Mr. Mayanja, what was he case you \\"ere taking to
him?

l\fIGADDE:

It was Badru Kakungulu who called Abu Mayanja and explained to him
what had happened at Kemishago.

MR NAGENDA

So you did not actually retain Mr. Mayanja as your lawyer, \\"as he onl)
being told what had happened by Prince Badru Kakungulu?

l\,ilGADDE

He explained to Abu Mayanja about the murder of moslems at
Kemishago and thereafter I was told to go away.

MR.NAGENDA:

What I am getting at, you can tell a lawyer or anybody els~ w~at has
happened, if you want him to go into your case, then you retam him;
in fact you said that you opened the case, but you do not know ho\\ it
went. Did he, to your knowledge, actually open a case agamst anybod)

an?

in this matter?
atter to Badru Kakungulu. I never followea up

MIGADDE

After h an ding over the m
the matters.

MR NAGENDA

If ,hether Badru Kakungulu instructed Mr Abu
Do you know yourse ''
Mayanja to open a case?
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1 did not know thnt.
MIGADDE.
1R. 1 'AGE 'DA·
MIGADDE.

MR. NAGENDA:

MIGADDE.

CHAIRMAN:

bscqucntb.rthat a case had been opened?
Did you 11car su •
-'
....,c which had been opened against those peopl
I ltc ard there was
a
c,..,
e
. . ·d but not the people who had attacked the group.
"ho had been mJurc ,
. tall d , know or do you happen to know to what sect or to
Inc1dcn Y• O :t"ouMr• Abu Mayanja belonged, was •it NAAM or was it
what mosIcm sec
•
• ?
Moslem Community·

, t t know particularly why this incident happened on this day and
h
• b ·1
I ,,an °
at this particular time. Was the mosque new, w en was 1t m t?

mosque

CHAIRMAN

Was it an exercise in which one group was taking over mosques; say
NAAM was taking over your mosques?

MIGADDE.

It was the practice of NAAM Society to take over all the Community
mosques using the powers of the then government in power.

CHAIRMAN:

l\/11

cB
rvtl
C

He belonged to Moslem Community.

I do not remember the year when it was constructed, it was an old
MIGADDE

CH

_

Was it a function - was the take over of this particular mosque made an
occasion for that day, was the day appointed for the take over and
arrangements made for the purpose?

MIGADDE:

We were caught unaware when they came to take over this mosque; it
was not arranged that on such a specific day they were going to take over
any mosque.

CHAIRMAN:

You were there for prayers, was it?

MIGADDE:

We had arranged that on Saturdays and Sundays, we should come and
clean our place and even to preach to the young ones and old people.

CHAIRMAN:

Was it a Saturday or a Friday?

MIGADDE:

It was a Sunday.

CHAIRMAN:

Were there many people?

MIGADDE:

There were many people of the Moslem Communitv. ' but the NAAM
people over powered us because some of them came from Kampala and
from other places and even from the nearby places. so they out numbered
us.

CHAIRMAN:

How did they come, in buses, lorries or what?

MIGADDE:

They came by different means; some came in cars, some in buses and
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some on lorries.

H IR.M '

And you said vou
• were tak en unaware?

MlGADDE

I was not aware.

CHAIR.MAT.

\Vere other moslem communit) , members aware that they were coming?

HGADDE.

None ofus was aware of their coming.

CHAlRMA

How near was the nearest Police Station.?

MlGADDE:

Apart from Mbarara Police Station, there was no Police Station nearby.

CHAIRMAN:

How far was the place from Mbarara?

MIGADDE:

50 miles.

CHAIRMAN:

Where did the policemen come from, did you know, did they come from
Mbarara or did they come from Kampala?

M1GADDE:

CflAIRMAN:

They came from Mbarara in the company of Abbas Balinda and
Kamulegeya.
What kind of uniform were they wearing?

MIGADDE:

They were wearing the old khaki uniform, not the new one.

CHAIRMAN:

At that time there was the Special Force and the ordinary police, did you
know the difference?

MIGADDE:

I only saw policemen who were armed.

CHAIRMAN:

So, you did not the difference?

MIGADDE:

I would not differentiate.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, do you have any questions arising. aut of what we have asked
this witness?

COUNSEL:

MIGADDE:

COUNSEL:

Yes, My Lord. Did at any time Moslem Community try to take over
mosques belonging to NAAM?
In Uganda it did not happen.
You seem to have said that NAAM was being assistedby govemmen~
why do you say this?

Because Abbas Balinda himself said that he was a Minister of
MIGADDE:

Parliament;1u, saidit on bis own.
Was the Moslem

COUNSEL:

eommunitY
against the govcmment then?
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It is not correct, but Abbas Balinda only purported to be the government,
• that he was actual lv
. Balinda who supported
• NAAM but
Are you saymg
. , , sa •ing that the government did not support
not the government. arc ) ou )
NAAM?

MIGADDE:

It is Balinda himself.

CHAIRMAN

•• M. adde th at seemS to be all we want to know from you for the
HaJI
ig you
' may go now· Thank you for your evidence.
time being,

WITNESS
NO.200:
AFFm.MED

SHEIKH

COUNSEL:

You are Sheikh Abdu Noor Kaduyu?

KADUYU:

That is correct.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

KADUYU:

I am about 56 years old.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

KADUYU:

I reside at Mbarara, Mbarara District.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

KADUYU:

I am a District Khadhi of Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

What does a District Khadhi do?

KADUYU:

COUNSEL:
KADUYU:

COUNSEL:

ABDU

NOOR

KADUYU

-

The District Khadhi duties involve some small disputes within the
moslems and to carry out the duty of leading moslems.
For how long have you been a District Khadhi?
Since 1964, then I retired in 1972 and I resumed in 1979 up to today.
Is the place called Kamishego within your jurisdiction?
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KADl'YU.

Before• it was undcr m) •Juns
• • d'1ct1on,
• but 1t
· 1s
· a few months ago since it is
no longer under my jurisdiction.

COL ·sEL.

\Ve understand that tl1ereis a mosque at Kemishego?

KADCYU.

Yes.

COVNSEL:

For how long has it been there?

KADUYU:

By the time I became the District Khadhi, this mosque was there

COUNSEL:

You know one Haji Aburnbakali Migadde?

K.ADUYU·

Yes, I know him.

COUNSEL:

How do you know him?

K.ADUYU:

I know him as he was the leader of that area- Omukulu w'Ettwale.

COUNSEL:

That is Kernishego?

KADUYU:

The Headquarters was at Kemishego, but he was the leader of that
Ttwale.

CHAIRMAN:

How do you translate that, is that translated, Ettwale?

COUNSEL:

I would imagine, My Lord Chairman, this is an area - local area - may be
it could be on the basis of a sub-county or county, then it formulates
Ettwale. You could call it a Parish in terms of may be Christians, I do
not know. Some evidence has come here that in September, 1968, some
moslems lost their lives at Kemishego, are you aware of this incident?

KADUYU:

I am aware of that.

COUNSEL:

Is it because you were present or it is because a report was made to you
as a district Khadhi:

KADUYU:

It was as a result of a report which was brought to me.

COUNSEL:

Who brought the report?

KADUYU:

Haji Aburnbakali Migadde.

COUNSEL:

Do you recollect the kind of report he made to you?

KADUYU:

It was at night when he came to report to me, he informed me that people
had died at Kazhara, but at the spot he had left two people dead ana the
others he could not tell the position.

COUNSEL:

Did he give more details?

KADUYU:

He gave me details as to how things began before the death occurred.
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COL '\St I :
h.Afll 't U

• , , the details you remember he gave you?
Pkase, could you gn c us
.
h d known that there would be a Mawuledi or a meeting
Prev10us1) , 1 a
d by then there was misunderstand·
,,luch v,ould take place an
.
AM
ing
society
and
Commumty.
NA
were
not
allowed
to
ben,·ecn NAAM
bm·1t a shed at the school which
.
the
mosque
they
hold thetr meetings a1
'
.
. t
from the mosque and that JS where they held their
was a d JS ance
th
.
H reported to me that they were at e mosque and the other
meetmg. c
th •
1 d"
.
group \\.as
a1 the school where they formed eir mau e 1. . Then after
. they crune where the mosque was, that was Bahnda. and his
some t 1me
group pIus some Sheikhs • Then they gave them about a few mmutes in
order to see to it that they leave the mosque. Those whq were found at
the mosque resisted saying that they c_o~ldnot move and they started
praying in Arabic the prayer called Talobira. He warned th~m that I am
going to count three times if you do_not m~ve a~a~ I am gomg to fire at
you but these people continued saymg their Tak1bira. .After some time
shooting started and two victims fell down, that was Id1 Kawaganya and
Moshe. This incident took place in the evening and he escaped and he
found his way out up to where he got transport to bring him to my place
where he arrived at around 8.00 p.m. and he gave the report. I gave him
a letter during that night which he had to take to the leader of the
Moslem Community then Prince Badru Kakungulu and I remained
behind to see what would take place further., When I reached Mbarara I
learnt that the Special Force men went to the scene and arrested people
from that place, some of them had been wounded, having bullets and up
to today some of those people are having the bullets in their bodies. I
rang to Kibuli to the leader of the Moslems informing him that we had
been refused even to have the bodies. The dead bodies were removed
from where they had been shot and others who had been put in jail with
wounds and others with bullets until after some three days it is when he
rang to me and told me that we had been permitted to have the dead
bodies removed from the place of the incident. After that I appointed
two people, my Deputy, the late Sheikh Sulaimani Ruhinda and
Muhammad Kashaka to come to Kibuli to contact the leader of the
Moslem Community plus the Advocate, Haji Abu Mayanja so that they
see that the people who had been put in cells are released. After some
days some people had started rotting in cells, he rang me and he told me
that they were bringing transport to have these people removed from the
cells up to Kampala which they did and afterwards they provided them
with transport back to their homes.

COUNSEL:

Now, you see you have mentioned some people who had been wounded
and they were in prison, did you visit the prison where these people
were?

KADUYU:

We were not allowed to reach that area.

COUNSEL:

Did you find out to which prison where these people were?

KADUYU:

I knew where they were being detained but I did not visit them.
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KADl
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~fl

\\11ich prison was this'>

K l l Yl

At Mbaram Prison.

COl, '"'EL·

You say some people wcr· rO tf ~ d.d
imprisoned?
c
mg, 1 you know the people who were

K DUYU:

I remember some.

COU SEL:

\Vould you mention their names, please?

k.\Dl 'Yl:

COl°\SEL:

They were many but due to the elapse of time· but there was Kassim
Mulckula, Rubahuriza and others.
'
Y ~u have ment~oned the account which was given to you by Haji
Migadde, you said NAAM people included Abbas Balinda and a number
of Sheikhs do you remember the names of some of these Sheikhs that
attacked the mosque?

K.ADUYU

I would request that I mention something that I want to finish before I go
to the next question which I had forgotten After two or three days after
the incident I read in the newspaper a story which had been made by
Sheikh concerning the incident at Kemishego together with Sheikh
Kamulegeya alleging that Balinda had contacted me and told me that he
wanted permission to go and open the Mosque at Kamishego and hand it
over to the NAAM Society that he had requested me twice and I was
refusing but on the third time, when he came I allowed him to go there,
then later on, I learnt that there had been some problems or incidents at
the mosque.

COUNSEL:

I was asking you the details which Haji Migadde gave you, did he say
Balinda went with some Sheikhs and if he said so do you remember the
names of these Sheikhs who went with Balinda to mosque?

KADUYU:

He only told me Sheikhs but he never mentioned the names.

COUNSEL:

Well, in his evidence here he has mentioned a name of S~eikh
Kamulegeya as being one of the people who went to the mosque, did he
mention the name?

KADUYU:

I do not remem b er Whether he mentioned the name but most of the
peop 1em• th e area know . that Sheikh Kamulegeya was among the group
which attacked the prenuses.

COUNSEL:

KADUYU:

f great CA-perienccand considerable
ou are a Mos 1em O
. d'fli
N
ow, Y
rk t tell us more about this 1 crencc
responsibility. Would you. I e d ~AAM'l
between Moslem Community an
•
.
t the leadership. At first our religion was
The difference comes m du;;ru Kakungulu, the heir of his father, who
under one leader who was . 1965 Shaban Nkutu. Nckyon, Abbas
was also Kakungulu and, m d th 'rs had a meeting at Bugembe and
Balinda, Magczi, Balunywa an o e
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, 1,1 , or a new society known as NAAM in short. There
1
fonncd a ! c"_bJ• rt) ,35 elected as their leader.
Thereby this
Sheikh Swai u ''
d
h
•
d. b,
Sheikh Swaibu wante to ave rcprcsentativ
mi--undrrstan mg t:ga.t1 • ..
. dI
.
h f h
e
.m cac
- It d'is·t nc
• t to have his own Kadlu a.ii
maam
m
eac
o
t
e
mosques
•
d G
. even• area. Bccause
ovcrnmcnt
had had
m
• the then Ugan a
•
. ders
J t d'111g 1
of NAAM
to
1cre in Buganda supported that society
nusun
an
h
·
ah,. d fr
the leadership of Badru Kakunguru w o was a Pnnce Of
go ea o fomtl
s. powers supported by . some Ministers, District
course,
10, c
• • trat·10 ns and some Government officials,
so they
Admm1s
• •
h were
th. supported
in the areas though the Moslems were res1stmg to ave_ 1s force on
them as having them being NAAM follow~rs. The confhct went ahead
and asked
the then
more " •hen Abu Ma,·an1a
J • stood m Parliament
•
•
President Obote as to who was recogmzed,_ whether. 1t was Badru
Kakunguru or Sheikh Swaibu and the Pr_es1dent_replied that while
swearing-in of the President at Kololo, Sheikh Swrubu represented the
Moslems so we recognise Sheikh Swaibu to be the leader; so the conflict
went ahead more.

COUNSEL:

Now, are you suggesting that the violent way of taking mosque by
NAAM was supported by the Government?

KADUYU:

The government was more supporting it than even the Moslems
themselves.

COUNSEL:

And are you suggesting that this support was because of Buganda
politics vis-a-viz Government - the Central Government?

KADUYU.

When Kaba/ea Yekka (K.Y.) Party separated from UPC and Badru
Kakungulu was a K.Y. supporter, so they took it for granted that the
moslem who supported Kakungulu was a KY and that is where by
conflict began and said that the Moslems wereI<Y supporters. Prior to
that there was no moslem who could be a chief unless he belonged to a
NAAM society.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge, were some people arrested in respect of or in
connection with the murder of the two moslems at the mosque?

KADUYU:

No, and I think nobody was arrested.

COUNSEL:

Does it surprise you?

KADUYU:

COUNSEL:
KADUYU:

Why should I not be surprised? It was a risk by then because it was an
emergency perfod and even myself as a leader in that area could not
move up to this place that is why I was appointing people my
representatives to come this way otherwise if you could go beyond
Kabula you could be arrested and put in prison and even the Chairman of
the Moslems the then Chairman was arrested.
You are suggesting the emergency in Buganda Region?
At first it was in Buganda only.
Uganda.
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Later on it circulated to the whole

l
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K \Dl'Yl

COL Sf L:

kADl'Yl:

COL'NSEL:

nd ,lrc you suggesting that the c1 , l
.
m°' cment of other pcopl
.
ncrgcncy in Buganda restricted the
c outside Buganda to come to Kampala?
TI10sc who came on their o
11
misunderstanding were fr,,"
not concerned with moslem conflicts or
•
cc to move to co , tl • .. b
•
tl1c nnsundcrstandings
of the
~c us way ut concemmg
moment vou arc 1111•5 .
moslcm conflicts would not cross. The
~
"ay you co ld b
arrested.
u
e arrested and in fact many were
you said many mosques were taken over
.
suggesting that the Gove
.
by NAAM Agam are you
•
mment never intervened to stop this taking over
mosques without tl1e will of people concemed?
1
whereby ilie 0 th
I
·
y
•
er mos ems resisted and in fact iliere were many than
those one ofNAAM gro
S ·
up. o m some cases iliey managed to take over
and the oiliers iliey failed.

TI cy succeeded in taking over some and the failed on the others

Sh~ikh Kaduyu, somebody may be interested to know why this incident
wh1c~ happened twenty years ago is only coming up now. Can_you
explam why you never took up iliis matter with the Government in 197f;
1979 or 1980?

KADUYU:

This matter could not be followed up because when Amin took over we
as Moslems sat and settled iliis matter among ourselves and even ilie
relatives who would have followed up iliis matter were young people
and they could not do anything.

COUNSEL:

Now, do I understand iliat you are saying that when Amin took over you
pardoned people who killed Kawaganya and Moshe?

KADUYU:

As moslems after the sittings which took place at Kabale and ended up
here in K~pala during that regime, we came to an understanding \\'.e
could not follow up anyiliing further but the people who lost thetr
relatives in fact had that responsibility to follow up ilie matter.

COUNSEL:

But still you consider it a violation in 1968.

KADUYU:

Not only violation of human rights but also iliere was violation m
religion.

COUNSEL:

Are you sure wh at Was done in 1968 may not be repeated?

KADUYU:

in 1983 up to todav. This misunderstanding in religion
It resume_d
Sheikh .Kamulegeya and Mulumba came to a
resumed m 1983 when h
arated from each oilier, ilie moslems
misunderstanding when t ey sep . n·soned then C\'Cn recently when
•
d thers were imp
·
started fi.ghtmg an
d rstanding with Sheikh Kakooza also
•
b came to m1sun e
.
.
d
Sheikh Luwem a
h.
d even others were 1mpnsone , some
t ahead to fig tmg an
moslems wen
till in hospitals.
were released and others are s

°
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19 1970 •ou told us tJrntNAAM was being supported by
You src, for "~•
} certain political reasons. Do you think
Govcnuncnt •beca_uselo. 1983 or the Government.was out.
govcmment came Ill a so m

Sl◄ I

the misunderstandings
in thoseh days are
Yes. Because t 11ose \\·ho caused
•
.
d
• the misunderstandings to ay except t ere is a
the ones also causing
slight change.

KADUYV

Do you put any blame in the Government in encouraging this?

COUNSEL:

• m1sun
• derstandings which came
\\!hen tIus
. in 1983 on . wards, that
. was on
the other Government which had been m power previously agam taking
over power, Sheikh Kamulegeya when they sat at Makerere he was
elected the leader of the Islam when Mul~ba :vas there at Old Kampala
Mosque and when there was a mauled1 which was held at Kibuli,
Minister Rwakasisi was guest of honour and Rurangaranga and what
happened there in fact was published in the newspapers and most of you
may have read the story which was there.

KADUYU.

COUNSEL:

Do you think this, do you consider this government's intervention in
moslem affairs as hampering the freedom of worship of moslems?

KADUYU:

I personally went to the President and spoke to him about this
intervention of Ministers in the moslem affairs; that when they come to
the moslem society they pose as Ministers and bring misunderstandings
within the moslems because the people with whom they speak to take
them in their capacity as Ministers. So they have even to be against the
government itself because it encourages the misunderstandings of the
religion of the moslems whereas those Ministers who speak to those
people really do not know what is happening within the moslems
themselves. I was straight forward to the President and told him that we
are very much worried about many Ministers who are in the Government
that at one time they may come up and then start to entice moslems to
have misunderstandings.

CHAIRMAN:

Which President was this?

KADUYU:

President Museveni, we met at Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

KADUYU:

COUNSEL:

Have you found out why these Ministers, say, you are accusing these
Ministers, why they try to confuse or try to cause this confusion?
Before moslems were elected Ministers we were worshipping very
nicely without any quarrel or any misunderstanding but the moment the
moslems joined the Government misunderstanding are going on every
now and then so even up to now we are worried that at one time they
ma~ come up again and cause misunderstanding among moslems as thev
are m the government.
1

think it is even a constitutional right of even moslems to be Ministers.
Now, while protecting this constitutional right of the moslems to
become Ministers, what suggestion do you make to see that this
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confusion which }'o h
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u ave stated • l
) ou_ suggest these measures. shottldin 968, 1970 and in 1983' how do
agam.
be taken to prevent th'1s happcmng
·

1-..,\DUYU:

I would suggest that - I am not
.
but should he become one I t h against a moslcm to become a Minister
but not to come and rul th' e tm concentrate on his work as a Minister
c c moslems as M. ·
.
th e moslems be apart and
h" d .
a 1msterm his capacity. Let
is uties also be apart

coUNSEL.

This suggestion seems to b
• •
• d'1vidual
.
mm1ster
but what should th e a personal appeal to an m
moslcm
c government -

CHAIRMAN

I do not know whether we h
.
elaborate What y
av~ understood him that way if it is, let him
•
ou are saymg seems to b
h · h
·
currently does it pertain to a
.
. .
e w at is appemng or
particular M1rnsteror all moslem Ministers.

K.ADUYU-

Generally I was referrin to
Sh
revi
. .
. g
say
aban Nkutu, Nekyon, who were
P
ouSly ~m sters m the then government and intervened into the
mos 1ems affairs At prese t
h
M. .
• .
n we ave misters who are moslems they
have no~ yet associated themselves in the moslem worshipping but we
ar~ womed that we do not know what will follow next whether they are
gomg to be as the other Ministers who were in the Government.

CHAIRMAN:

You are talking old history now.

COUNSEL:

Well, apart from the Ministers being used to disturb the worshipping by
moslems, are there other organs of government that have been used to
hamper free worship in the moslem community?

KADUYU:

These involved even some government officials like the administrators
and sub-county chiefs, county chiefs, parish chiefs. Even those chiefs
who were not moslems got involved in the collection of the mauledi
offers even that mauledi of Kashara it was the Gombolola Chief who
was involved in the collection of the money for that mauledi.

COUNSEL:

Now, Sheikh Kaduyu, you have had long experience in Mbarara incharge of Moslem affairs, have you experienced any religious
discrimination at the hands of Government organs?

KADUYU:

As a Kadhi, I was even not given invitation cards on ceremonies whereas
I am a big person. I am having a responsibility of many mosques. And
h
I wanted to say something from the government they were
:f::ng
me to have a recommendation from _SheikhSwaibu~ an~ I was
k to Sheikh Swaibu because \\ e \\ ere at
not read y to go and tal
.
misunderstanding; I could not talk to him.

COUNSEL:
KADUYU:

• t that even other moslems those who were not
So sh ou Id we take I
'
NAAM
suffered the same fate ?•

.
.
that whoever was not a NAAM supporter
It was d~clared m Parliament So if ou did not have a card of NAAm
was agamst the government.
y
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' ...., 1
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also told the moslchn~sft1ar muluka chief or anything, provided th!
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COUNSEL·
KADUYU:
COUNSEL:

•

?

ls Shccma in your jurisdiction.

.
.
• y jurisdiction, but since June last year it was cut
. .
adh"
off and taken by another D1stnct K t.
Prcv10usly it was m m

e were in Mbarara we heard evidence about the
Recently when w
. . .
•
k
.
massacre of moslems in Kiziba m I 979. Did you get to now about this
incident as the District Kadhi?

KADUYU

I learnt about it but we were all dispersed and running after one's life and
I was in Kampala.

COUNSEL:

So you cannot assist the Commission to tell us may be the causes of this
massacre?

KADUYU:

It was not only in Kiziba area but almost throughout the country, even at
Bunyaruguru.

COUNSEL:

Well, this seems to have happened only in 1979; would you tell why this
happened in 1979?

KADUYU:

I do not have a specific reason for the causes of this massacre, because
by the time the government was toppled I was jailed for sometime. After
my release I was in hiding this way.

COUNSEL:

Yes, we may want to know more about that. My Lord, I do not know
whether this is not a convenient time for adjournment!

CHAIRMAN:

I think I should communicate this to you. We thought that since we
started so late at 11.00 a.m., we would go on until 2.30 p.m. Will that be
okay with you or we need a break?

COUNSEL:

Personally, My Lord, I would require a break.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, I do not know whether this will make any difference; we are
hoping that, if we go on up to 2.30 p.m. then we break for the day. But
we need a break, we have a break of I Ominutes then we shall resume.

Very well.
So we shall adjourn for 10 minutes and resume here at 1.40 p.m. this
afternoon.
Thank you very much, My Lord.
Commissioners La.die d G tl
.
•
'
s an
en emen, Leading Counsel, let us resume
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Yes. My Lord. Sheikh Kad
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.
J
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no
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CHAIRMAN:

Can you tell us the dates; when was it and why you were arrested?

k,.\.DL1tT

I cannot remember the date.

DR ~fAKUBUY A:

Shortly after the government had fallen; long time after? Estimate.

KADUYU

When the war reached Mbarara I ran away from Mbarara town and I
went to my other place of abode in the village. And then after Mbarara
had been taken over I returned after a month. When I was at home I only
saw a soldier coming, arresting me that you are wanted at Kamukuzi.
When we went to Kamukuzi, we never went up to the District
Commissioner's office or anywhere; we stopped at a certain house, a
small house; later on I was taken to Mbarara Police and detained for
seven days. Then I received a message that "you are released", we got a
message from Kampala. Then after my release, I fled the place and came
to Kampala for about four months.

COUNSEL:

What was the condition of the prison lock up where you were put?

KADLYU:

We were half naked, only putting on trousers and nothing else up to the
time I was released and nothing was done to me.

COUNSEL:

Did you get food?

KADUYU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

I see. That is all My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you Counsel: Members of the Commission, do you have any
questions for this witness?

MR.NAGENDA:

•
all
•d that you have been Kadhi of Mbarara
Yes very few. First of
you sai
d
· · 1979 Can I ask
'
•
• 1972. and then starte again m
.
since 1964; retired_m
. ,nificance in these dates? It will occur to me
you whether there is any Sig
h
duration of the Amin Regime. Is
that you were retired almost the w o1e
this a coincidence or?

KAouvu:

Lord. some allegations are brought forward
When changes occur, My
• b
leading others. So when the
against some people who have een
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,,,,,·e some allegations that I was a UPc
led t I,ere \~"
vo, cn11n~ntw~s topp. .d
11fidcncein me and they threw tne out of
.
tl , yotc no co
.
supporter:then ll,;\
tl "crainvoted me in chatr after seeing that
.
t 1CJ79when 1cy u-z:,
•
1 ad th
the chair up 0
t d -who was their e er en was not
1
h had been c cc c
the one " ?
. And it was in voting system; and the D.C. was
managi~g his :"ork. And I won the votes; and they said that even if I
controlling votmg
am not the proper person to lead them.
have gone through on votes, I
MR NAGENDA.

KADUYU·

MR NAGENDA:

t oId us that you knew .about a. meeting which was
Y
thank
you
ou
Okay,
•
Kemishego before this meetmg happened. And
1 a1
• to take pace
gomg
ect of moslems came, i.e., the NAAM - they were told
that when one s
. there, so they went to th e school. Is'
their meeting
they could not hold
this right?
e Mawuledi which was to take place; but when they
I was aware Of th
.
came for the preparation of the ceremon~es to put a shed somewhere,
they were prevented and refused to make 1! at the mo~que and then they
went at the school where they prepared their mawuledi.
Could this have been the things that started trouble? Could it be that the

NAAMpeople - let me put it in another way. Were the NAAM people
as moslems allowed to hold a meeting at a mosque?

KADUYU:

We did not allow them to hold their Mawuledis at our mosque; they
made theirs at a different place and, also ours at a different place.
Because their intentions were not to have a Mawuledi as such, but only
to force someone to enter into the premises of our mosque.

MR. NAGENDA:

But since they were moslems, can you appreciate the point that they
might have felt that you were keeping them out of a mosque which as
moslems they were entitled to enter?

KADUYU:

This was a provocation; because always these Mawuledi celebrations are
done outside in the wide space; because in mosque, it accommodates
very few people.

MR. NAGENDA:

So what I am saying is - if they had come and tried to hold theMawuledi
outside the mosque, even though you knew they were NAAM people;
would you have allowed them to do so?

KADtJYU:

It is only that we knew their intentions - it was not to hold aMawuledi as
such. Otherwise if it was intended to be a Mawuledi we would have
'
~owed them to have it outside the mosque.
But because this
~1sunderstanding had started earlier on from where I stay myself, to
different areas in the area; and this Kemishego was almost the last one.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

The other areas - let him name them again.

KADUYU:

From Nyamitanga, the headquarters and then spread to all areas; and
even my own house was taken over and the case ended up to the High
Courth
• Kampala and they were fined Shs.6,000/=. But for prayers,
b ere m
no ody was prevented to come and join us because we had the same
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hour
in "hid, to I,.n
, c our pm
ti

ur fawukdi and s ~,
• 'cis. But these O • •
to tnkc o, i.'r thi. • \~l: \ but only to haYc their ccas\10~1s
were not meant
s mosque.
O\\ n c ,o,cc of say, a leader

la) be to ka, o that point b t .
t
• u With 'U\ b
•
I\\.' a..;;praccful on one side and .' . ~ ser\'alton that may be the thing
.ls dt flicult on the other.

\\'~'
•s

l do. not
. think
. th-it
• th,ere was an, probl, •
cm tn refusing them to enter but
- c
nown

t I,cir mtcnnons were Ycrv,,. ·11k.

Okav,
• case of murder and f
. ., right • No",• tlus
•
said that after Amin had
, .
• o bcatmg up of people. vou
• come " 111chwas thr.
•to settle your differences 8
cc years later. you were able
·
• • ut w 1w had you t tak
l1ornblc case for three years?

•

no

en up this case, this

\Ye were under different leaders· b •
Sheikh l\tukulu at Wande ~, . . • ccause one sect was being led by
Kakungulu So we couldge)at.handanother se.et was under Kibuli before
no ave anvbod)·
together and settle these d'ffi
•
• one person to have us sit
1 erences.

\IR

AGENDA

\Vhy did you not take it up as a police matter?

KADL'1.T:

TI1ecase concerning Kemishego?

\fR NAGENDA

Yes.

KADUYU:

I cannot tell hO\v far the advocate and Kakungulu went with this case:
because after handing over the matters to them. thev continued to
prosecute the matter up to the High Court. But I did not know the
results.

MR.NAGENDA:

Surely, it would have been a sensible thing to find out either from the
Prince Badru Kakungulu or indeed, your advocate what was happening
to this important case.

KADUYU:

I sworn in to tell the truth before this Commission, so I cannot tell lies.
For this matter that happened some over l O y~ars I cannot tell lies here
and there. So after handing over this matter to the advocate and Prince
Badru Kakungulu, the widows continued with the case up to the High
Court. So for what results, the widows are in position to answer.

MR.NAGENDA:

KADUYU:
MR.NAGENDA:

KADUYU:

Okay. you mentioned and indeed reiterated - mentioned th~m again. th~
names of some people, like, Shaban Nkutu, Abbas Balmda. ~~ezi
Barunywa and Nekyon, as peop~e who had bought _abo~tthe frict:Ion
between your community by starting NAAM. Is that nght.
It is correct.

1

.,

ample Nekvon had become a mos em.
Do you know when, fior ex
'
•
n he became moslem, but what I remem~r
I cannot tell you exactly whe
. Kibuli Abu Mavanja came with
is that when we were at the mosque m
'
•
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►

.
i . troduccd him as a moslcm to us.
tum a1ll m
~ ,finisters in

government. -I believe all thes

aid that some iv
•
ad b
e
) ou also s
M" •sters _ after there h
een some differen
im
peop1e ma) be were
tra1 Government
and Buganda G ovemment, thece
between the Cen
. ?
Y

supportedthe new sect. ls that nght.
kADl'Y1J:

di
or disagreements between the two govenunents
The mtsundersthtan
KnYgs
came to misunderstanding with the UPC. They
came m when e • •
•
d
I cannot tell exactly when this starte •
t
B
d
separate . u

MR NAGENDA:

.
. fl ence then as a lea.ding moslem that perhaps some of
Was it your m u
·th d th NAAM to b •
these people had joined the moslem fai an
en
nng about
this division in the moslems?

KADUYU:

This was introduced as part of the UPC supporters. Because by then
when someone was called a UPC support.er, you would automatically
understand him to be a protestant. And if someone was c~ed a DP
supporter, that was a catholic. So even these NAAM people mtroduced
this sect in order to have UPC supporters as NAAM.

MR. NAGENDA:

At the present time, many of thes~ people you have mentioned, these
Ministers who formed NAAM, are they still very strong practising
moslems?

KADUYU:

Some are dead.

MR. NAGENDA:

Those who are not dead, that is. Those who are still alive are moslems.
Okay. Where do most moslems in Uganda come from?

KADUYU:

In Buganda.

MRNAGENDA:

Finally - we were talking about the massacre of moslems in Kiziba in
1979; and you pointed out that it also happened in many other places in
the country. I want to ask you as a senior moslem and as a man of truth,
whether you think any of these massacres might have happened as a
result of what moslems did between 1971 and 1979? During the Amin
years.

KADUYU:

I have no basis or ground for the reason of having massacred these
people in 1979. Because I cannot specifically say that there was such a
reason for the cause. I was personally here in Kampala, but I only heard
rumours that in Ankole some Baganda are being killed, whereas there
was no socialism, the Banyankole were killed, the Banyarwanda the
Baganda, so I could not tell the cause. And~ I, personally, apart from
only the report I made at the Chief Kadhi's office of the murder of these
two people, I do not have any report other than that one.

MR. NAGENDA:

One of the jobs this Commission has to do is to find out ways in which
these violations of human rights must not happen again; which we can
stop them happening again. Now if it is a fact, and some people who
have come before us have said that during the Amin years a number of
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moslcms
behaved hadl
• Y towards tl , fi·
.
If Illls• .is the tnit11 ·u1d
cllow citizens
o t ook revenge.
1·r so1ncthin 1e1r
•
'
- • .....
wu
1
mtpl,11ancc knows about, then th~ t tat you ~ourself or anybody of your
how to beha\ c when they . . y can advise us to advise people on
10 power Al
•I • tlHS
• th'mg happened arc
\\ 1)
T
.
so we arc trying to find out
·ct. b 'd
o us It was amazmg
• that people had lived
SI c ' s1 e suddcnh tu ·d
t.
•b
J
me round and start d
.
at 1'..t .t a; some of them with childr
e_ slashing up to 60 people
mcc for somebody to
en at thc1r backs And it would be
come out at 011 tag •
.
h appcned and wh'\ it happ d B
e s c and tell us how this
•
J
ene
ccause th
1 •
not to do 1t again. That is wh I
en peop e will be more able
Y try to ask you my question
1

I have no way of explainin the cau
. .
reasons were brought fon:ard
se of that mc~dent; because many
0th
moslcms' behaviour during An . ',
e·rs were saymg the revenge of
other were saying what so s~~:t~eg;me, oth ers w~re saying, tribalism,
the cause Each one h '
.
Y cannot explain exactly what was
as got his own cause for doing so Because it was
t th e G ovemment that
no
• servants or agents to kill
th
went and sent there its
es~ peo~le. It was among civilians. So I cannot tell exactly what was
th e mtentlons of one's killing another. If I say, they mistreated them,
there were some women, they cut a woman's womb and a child came
out; there ~ere _smallch~ld~en,there were grown up people, so My Lord,
as you are m this Comm1ss1on,you will find it out exactly.

MR.NAGENDA:

That is what I am trying to do as a matter of fact. But thank you.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

Sheikh, there are some things that you will help me clear up. First one;
who selects a District Kadhi?

KADUYU:

It was a committee of Sheikhs at Kibuli. After 1972, there was a District
Executive Committee which could select a name, send it to the Chief
Khadhi for approval. Then afterwards, there has been changes, the Chief
Khadhi could also select a person to be the District Khadhi. Presently
the practice would be that 3 names are selected from the lower level up
to the District level, then the three names are sent to the learned council
of Sheikhs to select one name from those three and then send the
selected name to the Chief Khadhi for approval and eventually he
becomes the District Khadhi.

DR.MAKUBUY
A:

Do people need permission from the District Khadhi to organize a
Mawuledi.

KADUYU·

If they need his presence, they can contact him; bu_ti!~e is not needed at
. the Ttwale leader is enough. Even 1f 1t 1s not Mawuled1.
th e Maw ul ed1,.
.
• fi d f th
h the Ttwale leader is
satis
e o e reasons \\ ·h),
but arty meetmg, w en
•
. . sent up he can allow them to hold such a meet.mg.
sue h a mee t mg 1s
,

DR.MAKUBUYA:

.b. ra prayers what is the significance of this?
When a moslem says Tak 1 1
'

KADUYU:

It is to glorify God.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Why should these people
prayer?
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• aded sa)· this
whose mosque had been mv

,,re ;s trouble. These people were corn1·n
•~
g
Tiiis prayer ~ru.
S 1 1 attacked the people at the mosque. so the ,
frorn .Ma\\'ulcd1
at the c 100 '
)
had to say this prayer.
•

15

"d wI1encvcr th '"

..

DR. 1AKUBUYA:
KADm'U:

DR. MAKUBm'A.

KADL'YU:

?

oslem engage in po1it1cs.
.
.
.
Does a_goo m
·h , h should not engage himself m politics if he
There is no reason " ) . e
,vishes.
•oned that moslem Ministers tended to set
You have also mentl
.
N
· dges in the moslem affarrs.
ow, my problem is
themseIves as JU
th
1
h • •
whether in fact. it is not the moslems emse-:~s wl _od.mvite this;
• :t a man as a guest of honour to a.1v1awu e 1 and so on
because you mvi e
. ..
•
•
'
ems not the ones mv1tmgtlus very mterference?
mosl
are the ordinary
d

Not all guests that are invited to _involvethemselves ~n the affairs o_fthe
mos1ems, at tl·mes they are• invited at the. Mawuled1. But sometimes
back, there were some who were looking for support who could
publicise themselves at those Mawuledi.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I wonder whether you know of any foreign involvement in moslem
affairs in Uganda, whether people, organisations or individuals.

KADUYU:

We moslems in Uganda, have got our leadership situated at Mecca. If
there are some moslem misunderstandings, they might call our leaders
here to go to Mecca and make some agreements; if it is necessary for the
World Moslem League to come to Uganda, then they can come so that
the matter is settled here once and for all.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, are you saying that the influence of all this has been entirely
positive; there has never been any disruption arising out of this foreign
element?

KADUYU:

This kind of running the moslem religion has never changed; we can go
there or they can come to Uganda.

CHAIRMAN:

Sheikh Abdu Noor Kaduyu, all the questions which I had to ask you
have been asked already by colleagues. Unless there is something which
the Learned Counsel wishes to clarify on any points -I see him shaking
his head and it means he does not have, you are released now. But
should it be necessary to call or to recall you to clarify any points, it will
be done. But in the meantime, thank you for your evidence which you
have given before this Commission.

KADUYU:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, I think it is not about 2.50 p.m., it is time to break. Perhaps,
Counsel, to assist you in planning witnesses, what we propose is that we
shall start from to morrow at 9.30 as usual, then at 12.00 have a short
break of say at most 30 minutes and then resume at 12.30 and continue
possible up to 3 p.m. and then break for the day.
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Commissioner, Ladies nnd Gentlemen, we now open the Session to
toda) the 18th of Fcbmary 1988. Counsel, I sec a witness now sitting
\\aiting to give evidence. Let us proceed please.

OU1' El·

MR. 'AGE TOA·

My Lord Chainnan, Lady and gentlemen Commissioners, this morning
"e continue to hear evidence regarding the murder of three muslims at
Kamishcgo Mosque; ,md my next witness is Abas Kafccro.
\Vhich number?
\Ve have not as yet worked the number of these witnesses my Lord.

CHAIRMAN

So. we shall call him 3/88 for the time being.

COUNSEL:

Very well my Lord.

WITNESS NO.201: ABBAS KAFEERO - AFFIRMED
COUNSEL:

You arc Abbas Kafeero?

KAFEERO:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

KAFEERO:

Forty.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

KAFEERO:

J reside at Itendero, Kagango Shema.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

KAFEERO.

I work with Supreme Council.

COUNSEL:

What post do you hold in the Supreme Council?

KAFEERO

Security Officer.

COUNSEL:

From your name 'Abas' 1 presume that ·vou are a Muslim, is that true?

KAFEERO:

It is correct.

COUNSEL:

Since when have you been a Mus rim.·>

KAFEERO·

1 was still young, I did not know.

COUNSEL:

you mean you were born a Mus rtm. .,

KAFEERO

Correct
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'EL.

KAFEERO:
COUNSEL:
UFEERO:

COlThSEL:

.
tl1c Commissioners that you reside in Itc~dcro in
You hm·c JUSf told . 1 ·c been residing since you were bom?
Shcma; •1s tl1at ' ,·here ) ou im
I was born in tfo1tarea.
• • hego?•
How far is ltcndero from Kem1s

It is a long distance of about 46 miles.
• d here evidence to the . effect M
that on the
\Vc have receive
. 29th of
September 1968, there was a fiasco at Kem.Ishego osque; did you learn
ofit?

KAFEERO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How did you come to know about it, were you present?

KAFEERO:

I was present.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now, what had you gone to do at Kemishego on that day?

KAFEERO:

I had gone for a Mawuledi.

COUNSEL:

At what time did you go for the Mawuledi?

KAFEERO:

I left ltendero at 9.00 a.m.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue;

KAFEERO:

We reached Kemeshego at 10.30 and we started the ceremony.

COUNSEL:

What was this ceremony for; what was the Mawuledi for?

KAFEERO:

It was for NAAM.

COUNSEL:

And was it supposed to celebrate?

KAFEERO:

It was meant to open a Mosque.

COUNSEL:
KAFEERO:
COUNSEL:

You mean, there had been a Mosque that had been built there?
It was there.
Who had built this Mosque, was it NAAM?

KAFEERO:

No.

<;OUNSEL:

Who had built it?

KAFEERO:

People of the village.
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Icade

did vou have
~
some guests I
.
rs on that occasion·,
' et us say, highly placed religious

KAFEERO.

Yes.

cot:

\Vho "ere they?

rsEL

KAFEERO:

1l1cre was a late th th
.
, e en Sheikh Mufti of Uganda, Sheikh Ssemakula
\Vho else?
•

KAFEERO.

Sheikh Obed KamuIegeya.

COUNSEL:

Any more?

KAFEERO:

Sheikh Mukongo.

COUNSEL:

Is that all?

KAFEERO:

Abdul Kadili Mbogo Sheikh N • •
that I recognised.
'
asm Mutyaba and those were the ones

COUNSEL:

Were
. there. big government officers, may be representing government on
th 1s occasion.

KAFEERO.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who was there?

KAFEERO:

Haji Abbas Balinda.

COUNSEL:

Anybody else?

KAFEERO:

And Police Officers.

COUNSEL:

Was the District Commissioner there?

KAFEERO·

I did not see him.

COUNSEL:

Now, after reaching Kemishego, what followed; did you have this
Mawuledi in peace or what followed?

KAFEERO.

We proceeded with prayers, but somewhere in the middle time came for
opening up the Mosque -

COUNSEL:

You mean you had the Mawuledi at the Mosque?

KAFEERO:

It was in the compound of the school.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

CHAIRMAN:

ow far was the school from the Mosque the place
Sony to interrupt. H
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, \faul/lfcc ,• took place?
\\'here tl11,; 1
'
.f , u could stand at the school ancty
b b •cause 1 ) 0
ou call
It was near ' I,; M quc he could hear you.
someone from the os
CHAIRMAN
MR NAGENDA:
MFEERO
MR NAGENDA:

KAFEERO·

look outside and say it is as far as this tr
Can you tel_lus - you : it was, it is very important.
ee or,
timate
how
you Can es
·t as about the length of a football field?
Can we ask whether I w
It was about a football field.
t some clarification, when you say you were goingto
Actually, I also wan
·
? D
•M
c what does this mean.
o you mean to say you were
open the I o~quallyto open the door; what do you mean by opening the
actually p 1ys1c
Mosque?

There was a string which was going to be cut so that the Mosque is
opened.

MR. NAGENDA:

But again further clarification, I am _sorry_Co~sel.
Was it a new
Mosque, and if it was not why was this stnng gomg to be cut on that
particular day?

KAFEERO:

It was an old Mosque, but I did not know why the string was to be cut.

COUNSEL:

Now, you said time reached when you were going to open the Mosque;

KAFEERO:

Correct.

COUNSEL.

Did you proceed to go and open this Mosque?

KAFEERO.

We did rise to go and open the Mosque with some Muslims.

COUNSEL.

Who led the procession?

KAFEERO.

It was Sheikh Obed Kamulegeya and Abbas Balinda.

KAKWENZIRE:

Some clarification. Who had made the preparations for the opening of
the Mosque?

KAFEERO:

The NAAM society.

KAKWENZIRE:

The NAAM local residents of Kemishego?

KAFEERO:
COUNSEL:
KAFEERO:

Some were village mates and others were from Kampala.
Hence, did you successfully open this Mosque?
We did not because by the time we approached the compound of tbe
Mosque we found there the Twale leader.
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col ,,m..

\Vho was this Twa/e leader?

K \FEERO.

1 do not know his name.
Y cs. when vou found h• th

.,

•m ere, what followed?

He asked for a letter
• fr
Kaduyu.
commg om the District Khadih Abdul Nuru
COL SEL:

\\'horn did he ask?

KAFEERO

He asked Sheikh Obed Kamulegeya and Abasi Balinda.

col.NSEL:

\\. as he given this letter?

KAFEERO

He was not.

COUNSEL:

So, what followed when he was not given this letter?

KAFEERO·

Sheikh Obed Kamulegeya went back to the shed where theMawuledi
had been prepared, he knelt before the Mufti and what they discussed, I
did not know.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after this what followed?

KAFEERO:

When he returned he called Abbas Balinda and they held talks with the
Policemen.

COUNSEL:

Did you hear what they were talking?

KAFEERO:

I did not.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

KAFEERO:

What I witnessed was that a Policeman removed a book from his pocket
and they signed.

CHAIRMAN:

Who signed it?

KAFEERO:

Both of them, A bas Balinda and Sheikh Obed Kamulegeya.

COUNSEL:

Meanwhile, was the head of the Twale with them?

KAFEERO:

He was not with them.

COUNSEL:

Where was he at that ume •

KAFEERO:

He was standing near the mosque.

COUNSEL:

Whom was he with?

KAFEERO•

•

?

With other Muslims who were lining up.
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COu, '"'EL:
KAFEHRO.

COUNSEL:
10\F.EERO:

COUNSEL:
KAFEERO

•
,J O had come from the 1\1:iwulcdi?
You mean other• l\tushms \\ l

, at the Mosque when it was going to be opened
TI1oscwho were met
• • this book what followed?
I see Now. after signing
111cPoliceman fired in the air.

How many rounds?
One round of ammunition

MR NAG.ENDA.

One shot or one round?

KAFEERO

He was shooting in air, then we run away.

COUNSEL:

He made several shots in air, is that what you are saying?

KAFEERO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How far did you run from that place where you were going to open the
Mosque?

KAFEERO:

I ran completely and I never returned.

COUNSEL:

So, did you see anything, maybe, after - I mean, if you ran away, who
did you run with?

KAFEERO:

With other Muslims.

COUNSEL:

So, you never saw anything that occurred at the place where they were
going to open the Mosque?

KAFEERO:

I did not.

COUNSEL:
KAFEERO:
MR. NAGENDA:

KAFEERO:

Did you go back to next day possibly?
I did not.
Clarification, sony Counsel. When you say you ran away, did you run
all the way back to Itendero?
1
ran from where the Mawuledi had been up to the road where I got
transport to Itendero.

COUNSEL:
Now, ear~ier on you mentioned that among others that you saw in this
Mawuledi was sheikh Kamulegeya, had you known Karnulegeya before?
KAFEERO:

I only heard of him.

COUNSEL:
And on

th

at day• did you know that that was Kamulegeya?
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C

He was introduced.
\Vas Abas Balinda also introduced?
1,-..\FFERO

COUNSEL:

cHAJRMAN:

I had known him before b~cause he is born in our place.
That is all my Lord.
Thank you Counsel; do members of th
. .
for this witness to clarify hi
'd
e Comnuss1onhave any questions
s evi ence?

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, I have some. Mr. Kafeer
Council?
o, are you yourself a NAAM or a Muslim

KAFEERO:

I went there as a Muslim.

MR.NAGENDA:

Fine, but are you a NAAM or a Muslim Council?.

KAFEERO:

I belong to the Muslim community.

MR.NAGENDA:

But the occasion you went to had been arranged by NAAM had it not
been?

KAFEERO:

Correct.

MR.NAGENDA:

We have also been told that at the Mosque were the Muslim Community
people and at the school were the NAAM people; is that right?

KAFEERO:

They were mixed up at the Mosque, the NAAM sect and Muslim
community.

MR.NAGENDA:

At the Mosque, but what about at the school?

KAFEERO:

Even at the school.

MR.NAGENDA:

you see, we have it on evidence that - from several people as a matter of
fact _ that at the school only the NAAM people were there because they
were holding their Mawuledi there not being able to hold it at the
Mosque; is that correct?

KAFEERO:

It is not correct.

MR.NAGENDA:

.
al at that time for NAAM people and Muslim Community
Was 1t usu
.
?
people to hold their Mawuledi together·

KAFEERO:

to attend would be there as Muslims.
Those who wo uld like

NAGENDA:

At this time, was there some

l<AFEERO:

Yes.
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kind of friction between the two sects?
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MR
~

~

A.GE OA

FEERO

\FEERO:

1R. :--:AGEt'-TOA
•

MFEERO:

1111..·n ho\\

.

• 1awulcdi together?

Id U1c,·lwld their

1,.~U

r

I
1l1r 'lA.
,,. A'A
,n •,cd were Oil)

, forcing you to attend the Mawulcdi.
r

._m;ngtJ1at you "L:. ·re forced to go to the l\lawulcdi at the •sch001
Art: \ Oll -·
by the
NAAM people?
t forced but whatc, er occasion they were going t
Personally. I was n~ . ,git.to be performed.
o
perfonn. they were orcn

• articular NAAM mawulcd1 as a spy'}
Did you go to t1us P•
No. I "·ent as a l\luslim.

MR '\ .\GE~DA:

.
d"d
. feel that the NAAM people
Right.
1 ) OU
M went
') to the Mosque with
intent10nto disorganize the people at the osque.

K..AFEERO

I only knew there had been aMaH·ul~di which had been perfonned
order to open up the Mosque. and that is wh) I \,·ent

MR.NAGE'lDA

This Mosque. we have been told on evidence. Mr. Kafeero. and I want to
remind you that you are on oath, we have been told that this Mosque.
actuallv: had been there for a very long time! In fact, the people who
came to tell us said that the Mosque had already been used by the
Muslim Community people. had been there a long time and the NAAM
people were coming to disrupt it. Are you aware of this?

KAFEERO:

It is correct that this Mosque had been there for a long time, it was an old
mosque, but what was taking the NAAM sect to this Mosque is to take it
over by force.

MR !\AGENDA

Now, did you hear anybody speak, at the school, about their intention
and about why they were going to go to the Mosque?

K.AFEERO:

MR. NAGENDA:
KAFEERO.

tn

Apart from the leader of the Twale who insisted and said that unless you
produce a letter from the DistriGt:Khadhi, I will not allow you to open up
this Mosque.
Are you saying that it was necessary to have the letter from the District
Khadhi before they could proceed to the Mosque?
He was the one responsible.

MR. NAGENDA:
To your knowledge, did they have this letter? I know you said they did
not hand it over, but did they have it?
•

KAFEERO:
MR. NAGENDA:
KAFEERO:

It was not there.
So, according to the M 1•
_
th
us •ms and yourself - the Muslims who were there
were ese people ther
1 ful .
.
e un aw I m trymg to open the Mosque?
They were unlawful.
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GE 'D

O\\,

did Balinda or KamuIegeya say
h.
' anyt ing at the school?

J( FEERO

Speeches had not yet started .

~1R. ;-.!AGEIDA·

You said that a Policeman b
h
Kamulegeya \\ rote sometl . roug t out a book in which Balinda and
nng were y
they write a lot of words or v , fi
ou near enough .to sec \.'ihether
"d
erv~ cw words or w hat Did you have any
1 ea about ,,hat they wrote?

"-Al EERO:

1 was a bit far from them

MR 'AGENDA:

Okay, but did they \\ rite for a long time or a short t·1me.?

KAFEERO.

It was just only signing.

MR.• AGENDA:

How do you know that it ,vas just signing?

KAFEERO

I was seeing them.

\.1R ~AGENDA

After they \\Tote, did they give the book back to the Policeman and was
this the Policeman who fired in the air?

KAFEERO

It was not the same Policeman who was given back the book that fired: it
was another Policeman who fired.
•
The ov.ner of this book, did he appear in anyway to be the leader of the
Policemen?

MR NAGENDA

KAFEERO
~1R.NAGENDA

He was the leader.
Did then that leader tell something to the Policeman who fired in the air;
were you near enough to see?

KAFEERO:

After putting his notebook in the pocket he talked to Balinda secretly
and then afterv,:ards he talked to the Policemen and firing started.

MR. 1\AGENDA:

Thank you.

KAKWENZIRE:

Haji Kafeero, you have mentioned something new to us: y~u said that
there had been preparations to open the Mosque and there ,, as a tape to
b
t and you said that NAAM people had been the ones v.ho
e c~' d •t No•-,.,·we have it from other witnesses thaL actually.
orgaruse 1 .
~ ,
th
th
b
f the Muslim community were the ones who ,,ere ere at. e
mem ers o
.
h NAAM people were trvmg
Mosque· are you aware of any conflict w en
to make' arrangements for opening the Mosque betv.een AAM people
and Muslim community?

KAFEERO:
KAKWENZIRE:

There were sects.
. l dav when NAAM people were cutting the
I am asking on that particu ar • b
f the Muslim comrnunitv v.ere
tape, and we are !old th::~:::e;
it a day for AAM pe~ple to
present and workmg at

e:,;
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1
~

cmcnts for the opening of the Mosque when

come and make ~
le we arc told were working at the Mosque:e
Muslim commu.n1t) p 0 p
at
day'/
KAFl'l RO

' because the Muslim communi~ sect was resisting the
It was not cas)
th. Mosque open, because 1t was not their Mos
NAAMsect to have is
que.

J(AF

CH
J(A

hile that conflict was going on, did you witne

prescnt W
th
•
ss
Ycs, ~ou were
f
ffl before bullets were shot from e Muslnn community
any kmd o scu e
resistors?

KAFEERO

KAKWENZIRE.
KAFEERO:

KAKWENZIRE:
KAFEERO:

I did not.

C

.
ur view what do you think made Sheikh Kamulegeya and
.
. ?
So, Ill yo
Abbas Balinda authonse the shooting.
I did not know.
Two people were killed; were the?' prominen~ in the Muslim faith?
What post did they have in the Muslim community?
Tue late Dauda Moshe was the leader of the Mosque.

KAKWENZIRE:

What about the other one?

KAFEERO:

He may have been a member of the council for that Mosque.

KAKWENZIRE:

Were these bullets aimed at them or it was accidental?

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, may be we draw back to what the witness said
earlier on; he mentioned that immediately the first bullet went off he run
away and never came back. So, in this case he could not have known
what happened.

KAKWENZIRE:

Okay, that is fine, and that is the end ofmy questions.

MR. NAGENDA:

Perhaps I have just got one more question. Before you left the school to
go to the Mosque, did somebody say; 'let us go to the Mosque' and
exactly in what words did they say? Because I presume not everybody
just moved off without a direction!

KAFEERO:

I did not hear anybody making an order for moving to the mosque; only
what I witnessed was the standing up and heading to the Mosque.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. ~eero, I have only a few questions for you. How old were you at
the time? ~is incident took place 19 and half years ago; how old were
you at the time?

KAFEERO:

I was thirteen years of age.

CHAIRMAN:

Were you still in school or you had left school?
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.._ FrrR<

1\\US schooling in primary four.

cHIR'\1\

\Vherc, at ltcndcro')

K\FllRO

Yes.

rH\lRM \:\

Could you say that your memory of thi . .
.
.
and half years ~oo when YOtl
s incident 1s still good, nineteen
''"b
'
were 13 years old?
\Vhat makes me remember is that A
.
.
Parlian1cnt by then
bbasi Bahnda was a Member of

d

cHAIRl\fA~

you sec. what I want you to tell us is that ho
remember and how mu h 0 f
, ~ much of what you
. . c . what you have heard smce You must have
hcard a Iot about this
mc1dent.

KAFEERO·

What I wi~essed myself was to head for the opening of the Mosque,
then shootmg started; I ran away and I only learnt after two days that
some people had been killed.

CHAIRMAN.

But you need to clarify something about your age; you told us that you
are 40, at the commencement of your evidence; now you say you were
13 by September 1968, and that would make less that 40 now it would
make you about 32.
'

KAFEERO.

I was born in 1947, but I did not notice how old I was by then when this
incident took place. I only estimated that I may have been 13 or more.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, I think that is all for us now, unless Counsel has got-any question
arising out what we have asked. Okay, Mr. Kafeero, thank you very
much for your evidence, you are free to go now. According to the
programme which we made ourselves yesterday, although the starting
was very later today, we are supposed to brake now at 12.'06--prn. and
resume here at 12.30 p.m.

COUNSEL:

Most obliged, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN·

Commissioners, Counsels, ladies and gentlemen.. Counsel, we are ready
for the next witness.

COUNSEL:

M Lord Chainnan, again we continue with one of the cases we h~ _in
M~arara and this concerns the expulsion of people of R,~~dese ongm
and witness I intend to call to give some evidence on this is Professor
Samuel Karugire.

WITNESS NO.202: PROFESSOR S
SWORN IN
.

COUNSEL:

.,

you are Professor Samuel Karug1re.
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AMUEL KARUGIRE -
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1bat is righ!,

KARUGIRE:
COl'NSEL:

.

And yoU

G neral of Customs in Uganda?

arethe Director e

Yes, that is all.
KARl!GIRE

How old are you Professor?

COUNSEL:
KARUGIRE:
COUNSEL:
KARUGIRE:
COUNSEL:

47 years old.

.
fyour residence? Where is your residence?
And what 1s the P1ace 0
It is Bugolobi.
Are you a Ugandan?

KARUGIRE:

Yes, I am.

COUNSEL·

Where were you born?

KARUGIRE:

I was born in Mbarara District.

COUNSEL:

Would you like to give us your education background Professor?

KARUGIRE:

What exactly do you want to know?

COUNSEL:

Well you are a professor, where you had secondary then university and
so forth.

KARUGIRE:

Well I went to Rutoma Primary School, then Ntare School, where I
completed O'Level, then I went to Nairobi for Advanced Certificate
Education, then I went to Makerere University where I did BA, then I
went to London University where I did Ph.D. Then I started lecturing at
the University towards the end of 1969. In 1977, I went as an exile and
taught in the University of Zambia. In 1979 after the fall of Amin I
became Deputy Minister of F~reign Affairs, in Uganda Government.
Then in 1981 I went back to Makerere as Professor of History, then at
the beginning of 1987, I was appointed Director General of Customs
that is where still I am.

COUNSEL:

Yes, Professor, last year when this Commission was in Mbarara, the area
where you are born there was some evidence about atrocities that were
committed against people called Rwandese, who are in Mbarara District,
as a person born in Mbarara and as a historian would you give us some
little background as to how the Banyarwanda came to settle or to be in
Mbarara when we know Mbarara is formerly Ankole for people
normally called Banyankole.

KARUGIRE:

W~ll one perhaps must go back in the pre-colonial times and say that tbe
rulmg Class in what was known as the Ankole Kingdom then, were
cattle keepers and cattle keepers before the advent of fencing usually
know no national boundaries, so that those who were in the borders ·with

Rwnnda usually moved t O R wanda if
. th , • ..
ere V.,\s some say a drought in
th nt area and Rwanda I
\.'.'
.
1as pasture and w t ,
d
00mctnncs political inst. b"t• .
a er an the other way round.
• a i ity m those K' d
wars of succession after th d
mg oms usually there were
e eath of a K'
th •
.
\\ ouId nm away for s~fcty to the nci h
~ng, e side losmg usually
boundaries were dra,"n b)·
. g bounng country. Now when the
•"
co1omal ad • •
between initially German, and B . ~imStrntion the area was divided
Uganda protectorate n•hi.ch•
B ntain, so Ankole became part of
n
was a ntish
t
•
German colony. Tilc point t
t b pro ectorate, Rwanda became a
were not aware of th
oThno
e a out these boundaries is that people
em.
cy still
• d
'
Another factor is that th b
d .
. _continue to move as before
e oun anes d1V1dcd
f: ·1·
the agreement between German and B . . ami ies so you found after
vour aunt on the oth
.d fy
ntam, you found your uncle or
.
er SI e o the bound
Th b
•
Rwandese and the oth
f
ary.
ey ecame official
officially they becam erJart:
the family to stay on Uganda side and
. K b
~ gan ans also Now, also the sub-district of
Ki
• populated entuely
•
R sorod m a. ale . District , th.is IS
by people of
wan ese nationality that is people who speak Nyarwanda and they are
Banyarwanda by culture. Now again as a result of the colonial powers
those peopl~ fo~d themselves in Uganda and that is the background ~
we are talk.mg m the order of the period 1911 to 1920. That is how
Banyarwanda found themselves in Uganda.

COUNSEL:

So, obviously those who were on the Uganda side became Ugandans.
~re there other Banyarwanda who came to say, Ankole and under what
circumstances do they come?

KARUGIRE:

Yes, in the cause of 1959 and 1960, there was a political influence in
Rwanda, the King was overthrown, Rwanda became a Republic. Now
the significant thing about this upheaval was that the ruling class in
Rwanda at that time were also cattle keepers; now most of these fled for
safety into Uganda, to Tanzania and to various other places. Now, when
they came to Ankole fleeing from the troubles in Rwanda, they were put
into major settlements in Orukinga and in Nakivale. In these camps
these people and their families were fed by the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees and also by Uganda Government. Now, as
time went on Uganda Government encouraged them to cultivate and to
raise livestock so that they become self-reliant in~ad of depending on
the good being given both by the High Commission for Refugees and by
Uganda Government. The effect of this policy was that some people
moved out of settlements, the official settlement refugees camps and
settled in the general population of Ankole.
Then the process of socialization as you would expect They started
manying local people and local people marrying from them so that by
the l 970's say you have a generation of young people who~eJare~ar;
.'
bod is born if a Rwandese mother an an)
oe
mixed. That is some
y
but the did not all move out some stayed
father or the other way round, ul . atJ.Y. and kept themselves a number
. th
d did a little c tiv on
80
m ose camps an
. .tation of the land. So that by say 19
1
of livestock because of_th e ~';an arwanda who are living in Uganda.
you have three categones o f thy ature of boundaries were ugandans
one were those who because o e n
ent between colonial powers.
not out of choice but because of the agreem
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•ou have also a gcncrntion or two of

·uHl:Ul· 'l 11cn )
• ·
b .,.t,,·cc11t\10
}
J)cop\c
these "rrc lJg •
f l , intcnnamagc
c
sc w 10 can,.
who ari: prodnets o dtt1lcsc who were nationals of Uganda in that c to
• ·cs an 10.
l
area
Uganda as retUfl:
•
thos•· Ban)·arwanda w 10 came to Ugand

CHAIRMAN

COUNSEL:

CHAIR.MAN:

KARUGIRE.

CHAIRMAN:
KARUGIRE:

CHAIRMAN:

.
,
were
·"'
•
a as
111c third catcgo.': m refugee settlements. Mr. Chatrman, if you don
refugees and Sfa)'cd
d think I am lecturing - (laughter).
ot
stop me I might forget an
.
. as you arc, you could lecture us for hour
. k b ·inr a h1stonan
.
d k
.fi
s on
I thm c.
·11have to limit you an as spec1 cally what
end. Ccrtamh we Wl
we
want to kno" •
.
983 you were in Uganda?
yes, I hope tn 1982, 1 '
b fore that what in terms of numbers would you be
Sorry Counsel c
fu
h
:
b t First of all about the re gees w o came 1959 or l 960
speakthmga hou al i·n Rwanda Roughly about how many could you put a
after e up eav
•
figure?
do not know, I do not think I can make an intelligent guess because at
1
that time I was not even interested.
No, as a historian, you have not studied the papers?
No I became a historian subsequently, at that time I was at school, so I
do 'not think I can guess.
Well, I mean since you became a historian it is not a subject you have
studied?

KARUGIRE:

Not particularly.

CHAIRMAN:

So, you would not also be able to say how many remained in camps,
were in camps say by the 80's and how many had moved out?

KARUGIRE:

It is very difficult really if one did not take a specific interest in it.

CHAIRMAN:

No.

MRNAGENDA:

What about the overall population of "Banyarwanda" are in Uganda
during this time? Are we talking about a million people, half a million
people?

KARUGfRE:

Banyarwanda in that part of Uganda?

MR NAGENDA

Yes, in Ankole.

KARUGIRE

No, 1 th ink you are talking in a figure far less than half a million because
whe~ th e population census was taken in 1959. the whole of Ankole.
th at is thc present Bushcnyi District and Mbarara District. there were
800' 000 people
• risoro
.
· I wou ld say Banya.rwanda .1f you count those m
~
aud those m mostly western Ankole you are taiking in the order of about
200,000 people may be but I would ~ot like to swear by that number.
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COUNSEL:
KARUGIRE

Ye~. maybe before we go to 1982/83
.
natives, say, the Bahima and B . • ~hat did the Banyarwandaand the
I •
• thoso Banyarwand airu tn AnkO le d'd
re ations
with
1 they have a good
a refugees and other Banyarwanda?
I think it is fair to say the rel .
•
a0 ons were good b
m the camps usually depend d
th
ccaus~ those who stayed
•
•
e on e local p 1 ·
theu 0'"-11 efforts to themselves Th th
opu at.ionto supplement
the general local population th
en ose who went out and settled in
conflict on ethnic bas· Th ere to my knowledge I never heard of any
1s at one I am t
qualify that usually you will find peo Ino hawarh
e of. I should ~erhaps
dispute but that
.
P e w O ave court cases m land
was not specifically between the Banyarwanda and the
~:~rank~e,
so~etimes it Would be, sometimes it is between the
oe
emse ves, sometimes between the Banyarwanda
themselves so that there was nothing remarkable . thi k' d f . .
m s m o situation.

Ye~, is it ~e that these people who came as refugees in 1959 were
mamly Batus1, who are like or similar to Bahima of Ankole?
Yes, ~at is largely true because as I said at the beginning, the ruling
class m Rwanda until the King was overthrown, were those pastoralists
who are known there as Batutsi and the ruling class in Ankole then was
pastoralists also so that occupationally they had something in common.
Those who overthrew the Kingdom in Rwanda were the Bahutu and
therefore, they were on the wining side of the revolution. Those on the
losing side of the revolution were the pastoralists who came to An.kale
and to other countries.

COUNSEL:

So shall we say that the Bahima in Ankole were more friendly to these
refugees than say the Bairu?

KARUGIRE:

I do not think that would be correct because by and large at that time
Bahima were not cultivators and since we know for a fact that these
Banyarwanda were being fed, they were fed by Bairn definitely.

COUNSEL:
KARUGIRE:

So, my last question was that were you in Uganda in 1982/83?
I was yes, I was a teacher at Makerere.

COUNSEL:

yes, did you get to know about the problems among Banyarwanda in
Ankole during that period?

KARUGIRE:

•
•al rou s this was at one time the most
yes, over the radio and m s~c1I g th! were interested in political
topical subject in these cuc es
developments in the country.

COUNSEL:

.
d in finding out the cause of those problems
I suppose you were mtereste
were you?

KARUGIRE:

No I was not interested because I know.
?
,
f those problems Professor.
hat were the causes o
Very well you know' w

COUNSEL:
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•
elect1
l ttnnk thL rol
nsurgcnc,. domestic msurgency and
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i tl ·re "as an , •
. .
.
tt Was I
I
that "·c ,ac lL
.
Yo"eri Musevcm lumsclf 1s of Bah·1
Cci
. . l\tuscYcnt
ma sto k
b~ \ owcn . • to the thinking, but first may be I should say in A c
No". acc~rdmgs been some conflict betwc~n the Bahima and the ~k~lc
there has •11" a)·
fl'cts
between Cathohcs and Protestants
airu
1
,
some
con
•
and •1
1
and t1 cn
almost entirely they arc Batru and I know
n
1
I
Ankole the Cat 110 ic~ a Catholic so all Bahima almost ent1·ronl
y of
.

\ "'l'CrlRE.

.

1t

cause

",1s

r

M h' ia w 10 is
•
ey a
one u m W ll I said I know one if you know the second one re
Protestants. c ,
l\tR. NAGENDA.

K.ARUGIRE.

. .
•
Muhima, could we please be told his name?
Who 1sthis umque
•
Mrs. Byanyima.

DR MAKUBUYA:

A Mrs?

KARUGIRE:

Mrs. yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Only?

KARUGIRE:

That is the only one I know. Now, this conflict is also historical in the
sense that during colonial time the British favoured the Bahima. you
find that most of the chiefs were Bahima, the Mugabe was on that side
because the ruling family was also cattle keeping. Now, Bahima were a
minority, that is counting the head. Now, from 1959 onwards, when the
institution of Local Government was democratized that is the council
was elected, because of their numbers the Bairn now became prominent
so they started easing out the Bahima out of chieftainships. But there
was also a problem already that the Bahima were wealthy. When
wealthy people are out of power always you have a problem. Then
Catholics also during colonial times had been a kind of a suppressed
section of the community. Largely because as you know Britain, Church
of England is an established Church so they are Protestants, I think.
Now, when the political parties were formed in the late 50's and early
60's, the Catholics who had been suppressed for a long time, the Bahima
who had just been eased out of power allied with the Catholics in the
Democratic Party. The Bairo Protestants went in UPC, these were basic
divisions in Ankole society. So, this, as you know, in 1980/81 when the
parties were resumed the old antagonisms were also resumed. And by
and large Bahima for those reasons have never supported UPC and it
became worse in 1980 because not only were they not supporting UP~
but they were openly hostile. Now, after those elections, when this
rebellion started and was led by Mr. Museveni, the activists of UPC in
Ank_olebelieved the best way of ending this rebellion was to uproot
Bahima. Now, the problem here was how could you uproot your citizen
where would you send them? To murder them all was not a practical
solution. S_othey started on the Banya.rwanda in the hope that they can
uproot Bahima and this was done. There were so many Bahima whose
houses were burnt, whose cattle were looted because they were alleged
to be Banyarwanda although many of them to mv knowledge did not
even know where Rwanda was.
•
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1

\Vas it easy or difficult to idcntih a Muh,·
'J

1' \Rl'GIRE

CH IR 1A1'

K RUGIRE:

COC'\SEL:

KARUGIRE

fi
M
ma rom a unyarwanda?

Yes, it is easy, very easy.
Yes. so you would not say it was a question of mistaken identity?
No, no, no. it is not possible For the local people uall ·f
th
•
, us y 1 you see e
Japanese and. the Koreans unless you have been to those parts of the
wo~ld you nught find it difficult to tell but those who know will tell
straight off._ If you brought a Munyarwanda and a Muhima there I will
teJI you which one is which because the structure is not the same There
are so many things which are not the same.
So, Professor let us come to the point now, you said they wanted to
remove the Bahima then they resorted to Banyarwanda, why
Banyanvanda?
Banyanvanda because there was that element of saying these were
foreigners and we do not want them in our country and then once you do
that you can take also those Bahima who are yours because they had no
protection really. I think basically that is what it was. Because when a
government turns upon its own people who is there to defend them.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but the idea of the pressure of driving away the Bahima was that the
Bahima were not supporting government, now how about the
Banyanvanda were they not supporting government?

K.ARUGIRE:

Well I do not know about their voting behaviour but I would make an
intelligent guess that they were also not supporting the government. The
point in 1982 was not so much that Bahima were not supporting the
government but that some of them had taken up arms against the
government.

COUNSEL:

So was the expulsion of the Banyarwanda a cover up to expel the
Bahima from Ankole?

KARUGIRE:

Precisely because I do not know whether this i_s permissi~le .in a
gathering like this; to quote people with whom you mteract soc1all)' and
they tell you their views about what is going and those were ~e~mbersof
the government. They were saying, when they s~ed ~u?11nghouses
takin cattle and driving people out; they were saymg this is ph~e one,
h g two 'would be the most interesting and I am quotmg Dr.
p
ase
Rubaihayo
who was a Minister in the govern.men't he can denv
. but he
said it.

CHAIRMAN:

• phase two would be?•
Did he elaborate how interestmg

l<ARUGIRE:

.
• • base one and phase two will be most
No, no, no, he said this is p that meant phase two we are going to
interesting. Now, of course to me ffng me knowing my feeling about
remove Bahima as well and he was te •
that.
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MR NAGENDA:

.
-th •r vou yourself you arc a Muhima or a M .
i
k this tune w 11c c J
t11n1
Coull I as
• blc to tell that - (laughter).
hccaus~ I am not n

• -d Sir I was a Muhima.

K \RUGIRE:
CHAIAA1\1'._

K\RUGIRE:
CHAIAA1AN

K.ARLGIRE
COUNSEL:

K.ARUGIRE:

\Vcll. I am not surpnsc '

•

What about now?
• • now •
\Veil I think I am a h1stonan
But ethnically?
Ethnically. I am that yes.
yes, you have quoted Dr• Rubaihayo any other quotation you want to'>
·
No I just quoted that one to indicate that_the whole root trouble was not
so much that they were Banyarwanda m Uganda but _that they were
Bahima and that the man who had started the rebellion against the
government was a Muhima. Of course, the harassment then became
general.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now okay, that might have been positive did they give any official
explanation for expulsion of Banyarwanda.

KARUGIRE:

Only the one that we heard over the radio that they were responsible for
cattle rustling, they were accused of all these crimes. But then it would
be very difficulty to say that people who had settled in that part of
Uganda for some 60 years let us say or even 30 years suddenly in 1982
and 1983 they became criminals, why did they not become criminals
before and I will give you another example a living example in the
country of Kazara, that is in now Bushenyi District. There lived a man,
Mr. Kaleba. Kaleba had been in school in Uganda, he is a Ugandan but
of Nyarwanda origin, that is he speaks Runyarwanda. He had been a
bursar of Buddo, he had been a bursar of Ntare in 1961 he stood as a
candidate for Parliament for UPC and in 1962 but he was unsuccessful.
Now, in this exercise they looted his home, they stole some of his cattle
and they destroyed his house. Well Kaleba spoke Runyarwanda but
everybody knew he was a Ugandan Citizen because of that background
that I have given you. Then there were other people who do not cycn
speak Ru~yarwanda. I will give you an example of Mr. Kahonda who
was a pnmary school teacher, in the county of Ibanda Burcmba. his
cattle were taken, his house was destroyed that man is a Muhima. he is a
Ugandan and he does not speak a word of Runyarwanda.
•

COUNSEL:

KARUGIRE:

What would you . say to a person who may say the expulsion of
Banyarwanda was JUS t a mob act not an official policy?
Sir, in historv• there is n0 mo b w h.1ch ·1s not led. Secondlv, we k·no\\'
because we were hean·
th
•
h
.
.
ng on e radio even at one time when at t e
height
of this crisi R b "h
.
.
s u a.i ayo was given a plane he flew to Nyak1sarara
and there he found
··
h.
,
.
.
a car waitmg and he drove to Ibanda and said t 15
\\as official pohcv N
·r
,
.
.
.
J • ow, 1 )Ou cannot believe a government radio,) ou
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cannot believe a gove
" .
,
mment n11mster,.,ho can you believe?
COl 1 'SEL

Now, this being the problem you think this problem may not be
repeated?

KARlJGIRE

Mr Chairman that •
d"
.
bO d
•
is a very tfficult question because I do not think
any
Y can guarantee that in future we are not going to have a
gO\ ernmcnt which goes mad.

COlfl\'SEL

\Vhat measures would vo taJc t
.
.
• ofthmg?
.
• u
e o prevent a mad government domg this
kmd

URUGIRE

COC'\'SEL:

KARUGIRE.

The same ".15everybody I suppose politicise the people to resist tyranny
because this w~ actually an act of fascism, e\'en supposing all these
people _were foreigners, refugees, there would have been a civilized way
0
~ gettmg them out of your country without dispossessing them and
,vithout murdering them as in some cases as I am sure some people were
murdered.
Yes. but vou have also some practical measures to ensure that Ugandans
because as you have given evidence here you said some Ugandans
actually were involved in this exercise to prevent somebody saying this
1s a mistake I did not know he was a Ugandan, what measures do you
think should be taken to prevent this?
My Lord Chairman, that is a very difficult question because it is very
large if you asked me. how can we make sure that we do not have a
dictatorship in this country? I do not know. I do not know really
everybody tell us we must resist dictatorship but I do not know. This is
a very difficult question.

COT..NSEL:

\Vould you agree with this. say. if people are registered and they have
identitv. cards and so forth official ones this mav. also lessen such a thing
from happening?

KARUGIRE

You see these are formulations I do not think anybody was harassed
because he did not have an identity card. I do not'think anybody ,·,.-as
harassed because he could not be identified by the local people. I do not
think anvbodv was dispossessed because they did not know they
rightfull): ow~ed these property they were dispossessed of I would say
that the only guarantee against such occurrences. rise in a society as a
whole because it is not that we do not ha,·e laws that protect. I am sorry
you know better than me. There are laws that protect our o\\n people
but in the last 20 years what good haYe these laws done us. I do not
think there is any legal formulation that can pre\'ent such occurrences in
future. The cure rises in society itself I think.

COUNSEL:

yes. vou see the reason I ask you this question was that under the terms
of reference. this Commission is supposed to suggest measures to be
to pre\'cnt the repetition of Yiolation of human rights that has
tak
en
·
h ·
occurred between 1962 and 1966. So, are you suggcstmg t at It may not
be easy for this commission to suggest measures to be taken?
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KARUGIRE

.
th:it tcnn of reference is a diflicult one 10 f
Well, sir, 1 bclli~ve, J·. d not happen because there ¼ere no law. 111hfil
t ungs u1
. 1
s, t c
I,ceausc, these
• ~
it would be comparative y easy if govern~,
1
,
were
then.;
anc
.
}
.
.,,cnt
I:ms
.
'd ntify ,vho of the peop 1em t us country wcr,
I
• 1 ·d at that tune to e
.
.
c not
\\aJt <: •
h
. , to be repatriated to their countnes, I do not th' k
"t'z
.
. ., Wh
in ,
1 ·ns ·md w o ,vcre
ci c •
k"
., a method of idcnt1ficat1on.
at was lacking w
•hat was lac mg ,-.,15
•
d d
ai;
" •
. •
-11will Now why m Ugan a o you hnvc to talk f
•
'
.
R
d
.
o
good w1 II it "as •
' bord,er lJgranda has not got Just wan
Wc
the western
• • a asha neighbour.
.
. there arc people of Tcso ongm
have Ken).a l1crc,
th w o arc 1n Uganda
•
• K. a Basamia. In the north ere some Acholi arc .
10
some arc m cny • • .
.
f h.
. Acltoli arc m Uganda. 20 per cent o t c Lugbara pcopl,,
Sudait some
.
h h
h
"
arc •m Ugan da 0"0 per cent in Zaire. Now, w Y as t ere never been a

problem'!
CHAIRMAN:

y cs, the same with Alur. Professor, I was. going to ask you precisely
that why did this happen in Ankol~ and no\m any other border areas of
Uganda where they are mixed ethnic groups.

KARUGIRE

Well I do not -

CHAIRMAN·

Well I am sorry to interrupt you I think you are explaining?

K.ARUGIRE:

Yes, sir. Perhaps I stumbled on that point but the point is the root of the
troubles of 1982/83 in Ankole were based in the local politics there.
Now I do not know the voting behaviour of these people who are
'
divided between Uganda and Kenya on the eastern Zaire and ourselves.
But in Ankole because the ill will had always been there. It was under
the surface all the time. Historical grievances are sometimes very
difficult to rationalize. The Bairo in Ankole believe that Bahima ruled
them unjustly in the past. Now, I am unable to say whether this was true
or not because by the time I was old enough to know things had changed
the Bairu were the rulers as it were also political in this sense that
already UPC election were all Bairn as they were all Protestants. I do not
recall any Muhima who stood on UPC card. I do not think there was any
either in Bushenyi or in Mbarara. I think the explanation is that the
division the antagonist had always been there but it had never been
given official sanction as it was given in I 982/83.

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

KARUGIRE:

Yes, my Lord, I will be taking this witness to another area Makcrere
where he has been for some time but may be you may want to ask him
on this aspect?
Well I will ask him a few questions. Then other members of the
Commission will also ask him questions. Now Professor you talked
generally please we do not know how this thing started do you know
what precipitated the whole exercise? How did it begin?
I will say per~aps what lawyers call hearsay, I have no direct personal
knowl~dge of it but the way I heard other people say was that the trouble
beg~ m Rakai District. There was a NASA agent, I do not know what
he did but I think he murdered somebody and they murdered his wife.
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~1c trouble did not start in T\1b
. .
lus wife or both spi"II d
tharam but the killing of the NASA agent or
- c over c UPC ti •
•

murdering our own agents d th
ac vists saymg, okay now they are
fight the go\'ernmcnt Than e 0th~r people have taken to the bush to
\'ague as that I
• afra~tvaguely .1s how I heard it started. I am as
knowledge.
ani
id because I do not have direct personal

MR. , AGENDA:

Professor Karugire I ho e O
•
offensive but wh~n w~ ~eu wt 11_notfind my first question personally
education whi"ch
•
d _re gomg through your schooling, your
1
cu
mmatc
m your bcmg
• Doctor of Philosophy
•
. t ·
and a
H 1s onan would yo
th
question unfl th M~ say at, . and perhaps I should have kept this
D"
G 1 e
erere section, but would you say that your being
irector eneral of Customs is a waste of talent?

lv\RUGIRE

I think that 1sfor you to judge Sir.

~1R NAGENDA

But we are trying
• from you so far as you
. .to get
. a sort of general advice
are here I must ms1st m getting your thoughts on this matter.

KARUGIRE.

Sir, there is no university in the world which teaches customs so that
~ay ~e you ~an get a medical doctor, to run that service, you can be a
h1stonan as m myself to run it. In other words there is no particular
specific qualification which makes you a good or bad customs officer.
That_being the case, therefore, it is difficult for me to say whether I am
wastmg my talent because that will be the same as saying either I am
incompetent which would be a very difficult thing for an individual to
admit or that I am competent which I think would be individual but that
judgement can be done by those who know what the work is about and
how it is being performed.

I\.ffi..NAGENDA:

Now, you are quite right there is no university teaching people to be
customs officers but there are universities which teach people to be
historians. As I would move on to my second question, I was quite
staggered when you said you know of only one Muhima who is a
Catholic in Ankole and Commissioner Kawanga knows of another one I
shall ask him the name of that person too. This is a staggering statistic
as far as I am concerned, is there something odd about Banyan.kale
people which makes them behave in this manner that all people of that
group will be of that religion or is this something historical?

KARUGIRE:

It is something historical, sir, when the missionaries came to Uganda the
Catholics and Protestants were in competition for converts. As you
know they started in Buganda, the Protestants converted the Kabaka of
the day first and the chiefs. Now this tradition was ~peated w~en ~e_y
spread to the western province. _The Protestant ai~ed, I ~1~ it_1s
important to bear this in mind, aided by th~ colomal admtmstrabon
which was itself a protestant converted the ruling class first. Now, as I
. ned earlier the Kings of Ankole were converted, well"'the one of
~o tl
.•
~&
the da was converted to being a Protestant and his most emment e
becan?e Protestants also. When their immediate followers who are cattle
rdinary peasant cattle keepers, they followed as they used
keepers th e o
ed th
li •
f th Ki
to say the religion of the King. They follow
e re g1on o e ng
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this intense competition, there- was always
d
th
'n because of
• b
an
1,;
•
k do\,m upon the Cathohcs
ecausc th cy were not madea
100
tendency to
, y and in fact in Ankole the sectarianism was very
h' f: ot manv anywa
c te s n , , th~ Catholics they used to, I hope the Commissioner can
bad. fa c~
.f somebody can help me translate that.
translate thts for me - 1
CHAIRl\IAN:
KAKWENZIRE:
KARUGIRE.

MR. NAGENDA:

KAl

issioner who may help, I do not know whether she
We have a Comm
will.
That the religion of the dirty people
. •
The re11g10n
of the people who are dirty something like
. that. roughly but
.
. • al · local language it is much more msultmg than the
m ongm , m
.
.
.
.
· te translation so that 1s the. h1stoncal
background of this
approxima
.
overwhelming one section of populat10n_gomg that way. So, the
Catholic missionaries really had no alternative but to convert the Bairn.

I was going to say that here in Buganda there were many shall we say
high born people who became Cat~olics might this be th_ere~ore,that the
Banyankole who follow in a particular way the herd mstmct as they
move as a herd as opposed to individually, is this a characteristic of
Banyankole?

KARUGIRE:

I would not say that. The society in Buganda and the society in Ankole I
think at the on set of colonial rule and the coming of missionaries were
different in many ways. Buganda had always been an open society in
the past absorbing even foreigners and they get positions of prominence
in society because of their talents. In a way Ankole was not an open
society like that. I think that explains this difference.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, were there any Bairn who were Protestants?

KARUGIRE:

Yes, they divide the Baim Protestants that in essence it, the UPC in
Ankole, that is I think a true statement. There were Bahima who were
Protestants and these are the ones who became prominent in the local
politics after the democratization of the system of local governments.
They are the ones who produced the Katikiros of the late 50's and the
early 60's the Nganwa you have heard, the Bananuka you have heard all
these were Protestants they became the Katikiros which was the highest
political office, elected office then.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, those Baim who were Catholics did they belong mainly to DP?

KARUGIRE:

Almost entirely.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were ~eople frightened that if you are a Muhima and you became a
~athohc your peers would laugh at you? How come they ,vere not they
di? ~ot ~o? Because I can understand in the old days when the
misswn~es were fighting for them but surely over the years some of
11g~t hav~ thought that there were something in the Roman
them i:1
Catholic faith which they should like was it fear of being ridiculed?
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M

K

\

\Rl

'lRF

That
I also tlunk
• b,
· · yes, but
nuss1onary
teach'
ccausc of the b •
•
might cross o::~· 1bosc who went to schoolr::u~ashmg effect of
protestanti
and become CathO1•
be the ones who
sm. TI1c schools were
ics from catholicism to
you that
that they drummed •mto
th' to stay a Protcstant wasso constructed
•
some mg else and I know even I a. virtue, to become a Catholic was
was t~c of the schools whcncv tl11nkto some extent in Buganda this
Cathohc
school and p rotcstant er
•
sc there
d was a football match betw een a
pitch battle.
con ary school it would end up in a

MR AGENDA:

Ycs.

KARUGIRE:

Now, that does not give the kind of
.
you to cross over or to even
surroundmgs that would encourage
today there are people h encourage your child to cross over. Even
w O would not lik th •
•
. d
e e1r children to go to
although now schools are m1xe
and h
b
every school has got a tradition of h ~ve een so for long time but
0
take Catholic but you will alwa s ; it was fo'!-"~ed. Buddo would
although official policy is that
al~d the maJonty are protestants
th
requirements. Toe same as Kisu . ~ . ose who pass to meet your
the foundation of Catholicism is ~~:.wtll take Protestants, Moslems but

tai:

MR.NAGENDA:

Were the Bahima DP or UPC?

KARUGIRE:

DP.

MR.NAGENDA:

DP?

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay, now if they both belonged to this party, Roman Catholic Bairo or
should I say were the Bahima Catholics or were they - no they were not
because that you have already told us.

KARUGIRE:

They were not?

MR.NAGENDA:

How come then that being in the same party the Bahima and the Baim
belonged to the same party did not forge a strong link politically?

KARUGIRE:

Well this was a marriage of necessity. Perhaps I can give you a
contemporary example then explain. You remember sometimes towards
the end of 1985 beginning of 1986 in this country we had so many
groups. FUNA,RESCUE,UNLA.Now, these came together in orderto
work out a common threat. So that in the late SO'sthe Bahlmaarccased
out of power in Ankole they ceasedto be the chiefs, the Katikimsand
what have you. Catholics they were familiar to being out of po!'Cr since
the beginning of colonial times. Now, they come together not so much
because they like each other but becaUSC
that is the only way they can
maintain some kind of political standing.

MR.NAGENDA:

You said in fact that obviously the ill will badbocnthere between the
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►

d the new arrivals, the Banyruwanda, and also you
native B~111yankol~
an I , it came was encouraged by government but
ft. ct1on v,'icn
. h
said that t I1c 1 .
d to the Banyankole but 1s t ere not somethin
again I am not being ru he have lived side by side happily? Wellg
• b t people w o
'
special a ou
. as Banyarwanda and the Banyankole and in another
presumably!iappi1Y
ankole and the Moslems who were mostly
context ordma.IYBanfi
Yd.g out. Is there something special about the
Baganda as we are
th n m
re able to tum on peop 1e w1'th wh'om they have
ank I, that ey we
·
Bany O e
.
and either massacre them as m the case of the
lived for generatwnsth m out of the country, in the case of the
e
db
MosIems or chasethough
they were encourage y government as you
Banyarwandaeven
said?
K.ARUGIRE:

there was anything special about that because in
Well I wouId not saY
.
.
.
•
c. r elections 1980 as m prev10us campaigns anyway
the campaigns 10
,
.
.
,
62;
in
those
campaigns
1?e
sectanan1si:n
that was being
1961 19
antagonismthat were bemg aroused, this ensured that what
preached, the
N
. th
f
had always been latent came to the surface ... ow, m e c~e o Ankole
· d din most areas I think those who Jomed the DP m 1980 apart
as m ee
d'd
.
d
fr those who had been supporters of the party 1 so m or er to defeat
u~~ generally but to defeat Obo~e personally. Right? N~w,_so there
were so many passions, passions m those who were campaigning to be
elected either on the DP ticket or on the UPC tickets and the new party
which was UPM which was a junior partner in all these conflicts. Now,
if after elections, if the government had taken the stand it had taken
because this conflict was not new as I have said. If they had taken the
stand that they had taken since independence because at independence
we had a UPC government of cooling down these ethnic tempers, I do
not think there would have been an eruption because this was not an up
rising from the people themselves, it was an up rising instigated from
above and then you have also to - there is a factor that must be taken into
account that the UPC activists who were carrying cut those acts were
social rejects. Up to now you cannot point to one and say that is his
home. Some of them are in prison for crimes committed. Now, when
you have lampoons in position of power and government just give them
~ lee way you have this kind of thing so there is nothing peculiar about
It.

NAGENDA:

KARUGIRE:

MR. NAGENDA:

0
N_
. I beg to disagree. The point is let us for example take, I am just
givmg an ~xamplethe Banubi and the Baganda here. Do you not think if
th e Banubi had been in Ankole after Amin had failed they would have
been massacred wholesale?

Ntho,no, they ~e there in the whole of Ka.koba, most of Nyamitanga,
ose are Nub1ans and b d h
.
no o Y as ever harassed them although they
were actually m Amin's Stat R
the old
.
e esearch. Their sons either run away but
peop1e are still there.
Okay. I want to move on t O D R .
saying that Ban
d
r. ubaihayo whom you mentioned as
one could be Y~an a e_,cpulsioneven was the first step the second
more mterestmg h • h
'
meant that the
d
w tc you say and other people say was
secon would be the Bahima. Do you think that. this
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statement and do '-·ou ha
J
vc proof that th •
.
on what happened afterwards? I
ts statement m fact had a result
accused of being above som fthn thcr words, docs Rubaihayo stand
co
e adventures that followed?
\Veil if I go b , ct·
'
) ra to announcement d
because this was a contcmpo
to ic an_ w~at people were talking
chief architects of it. Now 1~.
P 'topical issue He was one of the
statement but he said itt ·n 'K a, ealnocproofbecause I did not record that
• Ob • amp a lub I cannot remember who was
there but l was there
1
remember it on his p~rt. vious y now I think it would be inconvenient to

°

~ \RUGIRE:

MR ~.\Gf

DA:

KARUGIRE
i\1R NAGENDA:

KARUGIRE.

Is he a member of this Club by any chance.
Yes.
Now, when you :1ent to, you said he went somewhere and said all these
that was happeni?g was official government policy, did anybody in
govemme~t espe~1allythe leader of the government, Mr. Obote, did they
come out m public and oppose Dr. Rubaihayo on this statement?
Yes, on the radio. Because what happened when all this upheaval was
taking place there was even within the ranks of the government people
who were opposed to that method of uprooting people and one of them I
can tell you was the then Speaker, Mr. Francis Butagira. He was nearly
roughed up for saying "no, this is not Government policy". Then there
was an international outcry for this Human Rights group and what not,
then the President came out in public to say the government had not
issued that as a government policy. Right, but it took sometime for that
to have a dampening effect on the precess of uprooting because as I said
these people who were doing uprooting had a personal interest. They
take wealth from the people whey uproot but the government did deny
through the press statement of the President.

MR.NAGENDA:

When the President made this statement did the thing cease?

KARUGIRE:

Not immediately. These things have momentum of their own. The
wrong doers were already in the villages harassing ~eople. N~w, for the
President's statement to reach those it took some tnne but ul~ately of
course that is why things were cooled down because the President had
said it is not his government's policy.

MR.NAGENDA:

• t historian hold government responsible
Therefore do you as an emmen
for what happened to Banyarwanda in Ankole?

KARUGIRE:

.
k of an government is to protect those
Precisely, prec1se~y th_efirst tas d ev[n those who are there unlawfully
who are lawfully m this country an
you depot them, you do not kill them.

MR.NAGENDA:

you would call this abuse of power?

KARUGIRE:

Too much abuse of office.
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Tirnnk yc1ul bcfo.1Yc
there is such a crime. Tiiank you very much .
.,
. K...rugirc l am personally struck by your statement that
Prok ss01 ..
• t l1e d1ffercnc
•
at a Muhima and a Mutus1• an d notice
._0 mcb odY can look
•
.
c.
•
~ le in Uganda do not know this and I want to confess that I also
r,.1ost pcop
.
,
k
· •
before I went to Ntarc School I did not even now the d1stmction
.ma and a Muiru but would you say that unfortunately 0
'
.
.
bcn,cen a Mu Ill •
tlus historr of Ankolc the Bahima and the Ba1ru neve~ mtermarried over
a long period they tended to live apart as separate ethmc groups.
1•

KARUGIRE

MR. KAWANGA:

KARUGIRE:

Perhaps I better qualify that stat~ment in_case you find it i~ too strong.
you see I have said over a penod of time these people mtermarried.
Now obviously those who were a product of these ~nions may be
difficult to tell straight off. Now, the class system m pre-colonial
Ankole was co-optive in this sense that wealth was reckoned in terms of
possession of cattle and there were various ways of acquiring cattle. If
you are brave and you joined the Omugabe's expeditions you acquired
cattle you became even a chief. If you are a Muiru then you would not
stay a Muirn because they will give you a Muhima wife because of your
marriage. Now, you are co-opted into Bahima class. So, we know so
many people who were co-opted in that way. Now, because of the
occupational differences at that time it was not possible to keep livestock
and do agriculture, it was difficult even these who do so now, do so by
employing labour, at that time that was not known.
So, these
occupational differences and the fact that there was a narrow conception
of wealth and social status based on cattle ownership. Those who made
it from the Bairn, who became prominent also became Bahima, so unless
you are familiar with the history of that area, you would think there was
never any mixture.
But somehow this kind of feeling went on and that is why the feeling of
Bairn, Bahima distinction persisted up to the late 50's. Do you think that
the best method of 1emoving this ethnicity is to make sure people do not
feel they are the underdog in this whole thing because the way the Bairn
took over, the idea was let us get rid of these people who have ruled us
for a long time and show them that we also can be their rulers and then
ethnic conflicts developed.
: es, when .group denomination becomes a form of politics then this
intense feelmg cannot be removed. Now, in the contemporary history of
Uganda of that area, you find that those who went to school together,
there is th~se schools, Ntare school, Nyakasura, wherever, wherever. In
a sense this tended to dilute that feeling because if I become an engineer
and you become a doctor we are really not even competing and the
chances.of even working in Ankole are that removed but the intensity of
the feelmg was always promoted at the local level even by the ehte.
•
nd that when ranching schemes were start;d you will find a
YCathou
fi_
ohc and
• you specific
• examples the late' Bataringaya.. Mr
. I. can give
Grace• Ibmcnra·
these were cooperatmg
.
.
•
t=,•
,
m
operating ranches
Bataringaya
· Ibmgira
• . is
• a Muh1ma
·
•
f th was
. a Cathoric, was a Mmru,
and a
Pnnce o e hne which
•
..
..
used to rule us, but when it comes to holdmg
• tend to separate them. As a class
Po1i11ca1 pos1t1onsthen th e groupmg
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the~ ha, c a common interest •111
I
comes to l10w manv saza ·I . c. promotin
h
g ranc 1cs, what not but when it
J
l: 11c1s, ow man
b
Y gom olola chiefs, then they
do not t al k the san1e language.
But· then perhaps this is stretch'mg t hc quest .
1· Ic bit
• too much in
spite. of these cthni'c di'ffic
. rences·why th •• ion a 1tt
.
,
part.lcular. It comes up in th' .
is intense v10lence in Ankole in
then this question of M 11s issue of Banyarwanda and Banyankole
os ems and Ch • •
violence, why docs this h
.
.
nSttans resorting to intense
appcn particularly in Ankole?
~ARLGIRE:

\Vhercas I say I do not know whether B
.
primitive than others bee
b .
anyankole are essentially more
ause o v10usly those are • •r
•
there is no question abo t 't M
.
_pnm11ve sentiments,
frictions mav be th
: I•
y own mterpretation of this is that the
th ,
· .
ere ut once government gives them lee-wa then
C) become v10lent because I do not know
h th M 1 y
massacred, is it 1979?
w en e os ems were

\fR K.AWANGA:

Yes.

KARUGIRE:

197 9? Well that was confusion but then I think you have more evidence
about th~ than me. These divisions as I have said have always been
there but ~f they are given official outlets then they become violent, they
become violent and perhaps as you say Moslems and Christians exist in
all parts of Uganda and usually you do not find them persecuted. So
may be the explanation is that the Banyankole are more primitive th~
the others.

MR.KAWANGA:

No. I was going to add that actually recently this kind ofth:ing happened
in Kyaggwe.
The Baganda turned on the Easterners and started
throwing them out. So, it is not really limited in the same place, it at one
time happened in Kasese.

KARUGIRE:

But that Sir, would mean that Ugandans are still primitive.

KAKWENZIRE:

Professor Karugire, I am more interested in what you could offer as
advice to the Commission on how to deal with this problem of
Rwandese. One area and you have categorized the Rwandese to the
Commission quite ably except that you did not say that actually the
categories with time have become overlapping through inter-marriage so
much that now it is even difficult to say who is a refugee and who is a
Mufumbira. So, what advice or what opinion could you pass on to the
Commission as to how to solve these Rwandese problems.

"'
'

KARUGIRE:

My Lord Chairman I do not see that there is a Rwandese problem a
people can never be' a problem. Where and recently when the President
of Rwanda was here he stated what he had stated elsewhere that they are
short of land and those who are refugees wherever ~ey _arethey stay
there. What would be a problem are those_who are identified refugees
and still are in refugee camps which were given by Uganda ~overnment.
·
all problem rather than the one to which we have
Now that to me 1s a sm
•
•
ad
been,talking about of 1982/83 this was our leadership gone shghtly m
.
Th'
. b the solution of that one of the refugees how
at that time.
1s wi 11 e
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ecs for instance? 111erc is that question to be
fug
thcv
be
re
•
d and resoI, ed be1', een thi
long ~·
.,
that can be d1scussc
d ls a matter
s
answcrc •
d the 0 , emment of Rwanda. \Ve have so~e precedents
go, eroment ~nk . ~ r Tanzania some years ago they decided thev l.-.J
b 1 tht • 1t \\.15
- ll4Q
to go ) ,
many vears and they did not know what to do ,,ith
had these peop1detoloaredth~m citizens. \\'hether Uganda government
• 1s
• o f th e opinion
•
them c.o
- thcY
·th ec · ·on I do not know: b ut 1·r 1t
that
uld be of at op1m ,
. .
0
''
uld
back then the Comm1ss1on can recommend certain
the,·
sho
go
• countrv
.,
d 5 bv which these people can go back to th eu
humane proce ure ., • 'l
-•
Do I answer your quesnon !
..... n

KAK\VE~ZIRE:

KA.RUG
IRE:

Yes. you answered it theoreti~ly but I ~11 think there is a problem at
·n,•arwanda speaking people m Ugand~ you are aware that
•.
1east fior th e Ki .
forms still exist which require you to state whether you are a c1t:J.zen
or
not. These forms go for schools, for University and so on ~d passports
and other areas in businesses. Now. these pe~~le. Kinyarwanda
speaking people some of whom are Ugandan c1t:1z~s, othe:5 are
economic immigrants and others are refugees, find 1t very difficult
especially when they meet people ·with primitive sentiments as you have
said. in that you could say I am a citizen and this man ·with a primitive
sentiment says you are a refugee and you really do not know what to do
·after that if vou are a citizen. So, this I consider a problem and I do not
know what ~ou would suggest to be done officially.
\Veil as I-said there are certain things which are difficult to forestall. As
I see it not just in theory but in practice a Rwandese speaking person is a
citizen the same way as a Muganda speaking citizen, the same way as an
Ateso speaking people are citizens, right. Now, to move from there
those who are refugees have documentation also I have been a refugee
before so I know. You are in the country on the understanding that that
country accepted you and will protect you. You have a travel document
usually given by the High Commission for Refugees and underwritten
by the host government. To the best of my knowledge these refugees
children have never been refused schooling. Now, the kind of question
you are asking is how can you guarantee that those with primitive
sentiments do not also become the government of the country? That I
have no means of guaranteeing. I think that is a collective effort on
behalf ofus all.

DR. MAK.UBUY A:

I am sure Professor that the Commission is extremely interested in what
you are saying and you will help me clear up a few things. One is
whether you were personally harassed in 1982/83?

KARUGIRE:

No, I was not. But they could Ddt--haveharassed me because I was a
refugee in Kampala I could not go borne.

DR. MAK.UBUY A:

This thing did not extend to Kampala to your knowledge?

KARUGIRE:

No.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You know you have said that there was some kind of governmental
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madness in 1482/83 duri ~ th.
.
•
ng is exercise \V •11tJ
" " ·re Hl Mbarara we to k
• .• 1.: iat may be so but when
evidence
0 ctOb er 1a.st and one witn °~ some
.
on th"1s same question in
ess said for cxan1 I th
\\Cl'C more hard \\orkino tl
th
• P c at the Banvarwanda
·,e,
ian e Bruwank0 1 d th
wealth after the\' hnd left fu
••
c an
at they had amassed
.
.
re. gee camps and
mentioned m fuct that soin•· of th
• •
so on and you yourself
osc
after their wealth and • "
~ who uprooted those people went
so on and I do not k
• ·
Banyarwanda are more hard workin
now 1s 1t tme that the
knowledge and therefore. the Ban . g lhan the ~anyank?le to ) our
Banyanvanda?
) ankolc were Just em,ous of the

"-..\RUG
IRE

I would find ~at statement YCI)' difficult to illustrate because if .
count at that bmc you counted 20 • h t
.
) ou
. Id b
11.
nc es men m Ankole none of them
1
"ou
e a. i,. unyanvand a refugee. So. I do not know how that
statement ongmatcd.

MR .\l.\.kL'BC) A:

Okay.

KARLGIRE

But as a comparative statement. if you go in at a village level you might
find a Munyanvanda who 1s comparatively_ well off than pcrh aps th e
surroun ding Banyan.kale there but I do not think that is related to
particularly to one group being hard working and another not being so

DR \L.\.KL13CYA:

Okay
What about pressure on land that the Banvankole were
complaining that these refugees had now taken over l;u;.d that would
have been occupied by the Banyankole?

KARUGIRE

Even that one in Ankole most of the litigation as perhaps you have
already found out was always on land and I think no,v or even then at
that time 1982/83 it would be very difficult to find empty space where
you can settle so that those who settled they bought land from someone.
Either someone wants to move away, he has found a better place he sells
this one and goes to some other place. And this is why until 1982 there
had not been a conflict specifically defined as between Banyarwanda and
the local people among whom they lived. I think this was just inflamed.

DR. MAKGBUYA:

We ... vou have mentioned some of the factors tending to promote
sectari~ism in Ankole society. religion. political parties etc. And of
course vou were reluctant to commit yourself on the question of
solution~ but think about this for example That from a certain period
onwards we should not allow sectarian schools to be establishca. and ~,·e
say if you want to operate a school then you must admit who~v~r apphes
rather ·than saying emphasis will be on this religion or that rchg1on•

KARUGIRE:

know since 1964, I bclic,·e all
\Vcll I agree ,,1 .th you bu t then as vou
.
h ls became officiallv government schools so that each school
sc oo
-.
.
•f
·body applies here and has
determines the level. capital pomt: 1 :111) • d
t k them their
h' ,.11
1 take irrespective vou O no as
marks up to here c ''
• . .
roces~ that will take a long time.
religious background. Now. th1_sis_fathp
. ch1"ldrenwent to Buddo rather
·11
."ll
fi·•l
h"np1er
I
etr
.
some parents sb WI cc --r
.-ube h"npicr
if their
. .
d ·ice versa. Some parents ,, I
-r
than Nam ii) ango an '
, h Namagunga and vice versa But the
daughters go to Gayaza rath er t an
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.
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DR. 1AKUBUYA:

KARUGIRECHAIR.MAN:

KARUGIRE:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

KARUGIRE:

y cs, and al so you could suspend the operation of political parties until
we are politicised enough.
Is that not government's policy? I do not know.
Sorry to intervene, government I s~~pose depends on ~iews of the
people Government is a sum total of c1t1zensof a country 1s 1tnot?
But then, it is about two weeks or three weeks ago whe~ the President
•d something about sectarianism and people were up m aims about
Sal
1· . al
.
how they will fight to maintain their po 1t1~. p~1es.
There is a
generation of Ugandans which cannot see poht1cs m any other tenns
except their religion and I believe even if you take them to Kyankwanzi.
it will not make an impression on them and yet we have to live with
them. I believe also there is a much younger generation than that one
because those ones, people who lived in the past always have a problem
of living in the present. There is a generation now who do not put so
much capital by where they were baptized or circumcised which will
dominate I do not know but if you wanted my personal view it is that the
mistake we made in 1980 was to allow political parties rather than
holding elections under the umbrella of UNFL. That we have paid for it
in blood. Now coming to the present in my view the interim government
gave itself a short time because the problems are really too many. I do
not know what effect politicization will have and whether you can have
the Movement have the same objective and fight on that Platform. Quite
obviously there are people who will not be happy with that and
therefore, these I cannot say I have a solution ready at hand.
Lastly you have been talking about our obligations even to protect
refugees who are legitimately here and this is provided for in the
constitution and under international law etc., etc., but do you not think
part of what happened in 1982/83 was really a function of ignorance by
the then officials who may never have heard of those international
obligations and who went ahead to act regardless of these obligations?
My ~or? _Chairman, no government can be ignorant of its obligations.
The mdividual Minister may not know the particular law, you may not
know the particular convention, the collective knows. Then there is
always general consensus about what is unlawful and what is lawful. I
d~ n?t know many laws in fact I just take it for granted that if I beat you
th
is is wrong, i_fI break your glasses, this is wrong and I cannot quote
you the law which prevents me from doing that. Now in a massive scale
to bum people's houses, destroy their cattle, destroy their water wells
because you do not know the law? I would find that absolutely
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1mposs1blcto believe
nR M \1'l BllY \

CH lR\1 \1,

111ank you.

I earned C'ounse] do you huvc an ,
.
nsked the witness?
• ) questions arising out 0 f

COl 1SEL.

No

CHAIRMAN

Well Professor K

coUNSEL.

No, my Lord, I am going to move you to another.

CHAIRMA1:

y cs, he has another question which h,

.

w 11,ll we have

•
arug1rc that seems to be ·tll fi
• rom us.

e has preserved I am sorry io pre-

empt you.

COL'7\STL:

Profcssor, much of what we have been taJ .
home area in Ankole fi
Ank
. kmg about has been in your
, ormcr
ole Kmgdom b t h
giving your background it a
.
, u w en you were
N •
. .
ppcars most time you have been at a
at1onal Inst1tut1_on,~akerere University has it been well there, has
there been any ~10lation of human rights at the National Institution at
Makercre of which you know?

KARUGIRE:

\Vell, I remember during the time of Amin, I do not know what had
happened, I think it is soon after the Israelis had come and taken their
people from Entebbe, soldiers invaded the campus and beat up almost
every?ody they could find, is that what you had in mind, in your
question?

COUNSEL:

Well, my question is some incidence which you remember which are
relevant to our terms of reference probing to violation of human rights
between 1962 and 1986 and I am saying for instance has there been any
discrimination by the University against students? Has their been any
discrimination in the appointment 1s board, that kind of thing?

KARUGIRE:

Not that I know of and even when the soldiers came and beat students
and some lecturers - Is that what you had in mind in your question?

COUNSEL:

My question is, some instances which you re~em?er which are rcl~vant
to our Terms of Reference, probing into V1olation of Human Rights
between 1962 and 1986. And I am saying, for instance. have l:here been
. . .
.
•
• t students? Have there been
discnmmat1on by the unr~ers1ty agamsd
that kind of thing? It is a
discrimination in the Appointments Boar or
violation.

KARUGIRE:

d , ·n when the soldiers came and beat
Not any that I know of an e\c there was no discrimination. They
students and some lecturers there\ th' k thc'I.'first had to ask you who
th , saw I don t m
~
f
just beat any b o dY cy
•
f h I ?1/:
years I served in Makcrcre - 0
2
not aware - o t e
N
vou were. So l am
d th t , can point a finger at. o.
discrimination on any groun s a om.: '
•

COUNSEL:

.

.

?

How about the admisswn •
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KARL"'GIRE

It is diffi--:uhbecmse the people \'\ith "\\nt'm I starred and ". :-: S"".:'t-j~,
the same conditi.Qns that I think the progress was mo~ .:-r '~§ :.:l~s:a::ie
I don\ have anything spe'\,--iiic
that I know that I ...ouU s.:i, S...
'-:m-.:-3-.-1 :,
progress was slowed down becau_~ of where be came fu.'.m• I kn " • ..people who '\\--ereeither throv.n do,,n or thrcw,-nout ahag.ilier
·au..~
of eithertheir mis-perfonnance or performance or ju.!-""t
gross n~ligen ~
I know of some examples: but that has nothing to d "ith \\he~ th~~
were born

'1R..NAGB\lJA

Counsel asked you about adnussions Is there a case wb re a Sdl ~.ftl!.
President - .Amin - was brought in. perhaps. not "'ith all th. full
requirements? Do ) ou know of this?

KARUGIRE

Yes - Taban. The bov \"\as illiter:ue and 1.akerere d m't teach that
kind of English. And, .tlter a fev. davs of causin~ han.'lC.e, nroalh hi~
father took him a,,ay. But I don't think that \\ -nt through Admt5"-Si
,n
Board. To.

\

So did some people come in without going through the Admission

Board'?

h.ARLGIRE

Well.

MR. NAGENDA-

Apart from Taban.

KARUGIRE.

No I know of Taban only.

.MR.NAGENDA:

What about things like Guild Elections? Were those influenced by
politics?

KARUGIRE:

Always.

MR. NAGENDA:

By dirty politics.

KARUGIRE:

Yes. You see from 1971 - even before 1971 - the students' politics at the
campus had become of interest to the Government - the Obote One
Government, for example. And there was also the National Students'
Organization - NUSU - in which also Government took keen interest so
'
that you found that, in campaigning, there was expenditure of money,
which, obviously, had a source outside the university; because normally
students don't have that much money. And usually the students that I
know of that came to the students' leadership were not even from rich
families. So usually Government took keen interest in what was
happening at Makerere. Now in Amin's time, of course, things became a
lot more difficult; and students just abandoned politics because it
became dangerous. If you voiced anything about students' welfare - I
remember Olara Otunu, when he was President of the Guild in Amin's
time and Brigadier Kili was the Minister of Education, he addressed the
students at Makerere; and he told them to tighten their belts. Then Olara
Otunu said, 'Why don't you tighten your belt yourself?' And he barely
escaped with his life. So from then on students abandoned their own
politics.

MR.NAGENDA:

yes I was going to say that it would seem certain tQ me that rather as it
hap;ened in Kenya recently under that regi'me, that there has
consistently been an attempt to influence students by .thuggery by
beating them up; therefore by violating their own human nghts. Would
you not agree?

KARUGIRE:

But this has been common in Kenya where it is almost an annual event;
but I don't think that this is common at Makerere.

MR.NAGENDA:

•
you see there were occas10ns
when something happened in town - was
'
h
old1·ersinvaded halls of residence and beat people up.
. ?
th ere not - w en s
Was it not so - on more than one occas10n.

KARUGIRE:

. Am" 's time I think it was students of
No, I think, that was dun~g art may be. who were invaded by some
Lumumba Hall and Mary tu 't~ the' government or whether they
soldiers: Whether ~ey w~reo:e:ee ~e problem with that period, it was
were working on their own, Y
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KARUGIRE

interested from 1962 to 1986, for any kind f
So in fact we are
? Th
o
.• .
f. h
rights What about doctors
ere seems to be
v1olationo uman
.
d d ·
a
.
h
d ctors were being specially mur ere , 1f I remember
ume w en °
D K
.. 1 think of somebod} like Dr Obace, r amulegeya, Dr
I
correct '.
. .d
th t
1 t th
Barlow· and so on. \Vas it a comet ence a peop e a
e medical
school \vere being killed?
No, 1 think, that might be the period ~er A~n, during the lJNLF
• d There was a concerted effort to kill promment people especially
peno
.
..
•
d
d
those w•ho were not prominent m politics; .m .or er .to emonstrate that
the arrangement of UNLF cannot work This 1s my mterpretation of that
period. Because, if you look at these people who were being killed,
those were people also who were not particularly keen on politics. And,
of course, when you are a medical practitioner, you are prominent in
society. I think, that was a political motive. There was a political motive
behind those selective murders, to illustrate that the arrangement of
UNLF cannot work. It cannot work because obviously the Government
cannot protect its people. It is not a Government.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

KAKWENZIRE:

Professor Karugire, one of the reasons we were given for the uprising
against Banyarwanda was that some of them had been behind the
killings of the prominent men in Ankole: namely, the Bataringayas,
Nganwa's son and so on and so forth. Do you have some light to throw
on these killings in Mbarara -how they took place?

KARUGIRE:

No, I think, that is far fetched because the murderers of those prominent
people are known. The murderers of the Tibeyungwas, the Bataringayas
- those are known. These are known and they were not Banyarwandas.
There was, of course, in 1979, the accusation that they had been in the
State Research. May be, some were. I know some who were there. But
who was the Head of the State Research? Francis Itabuka. Are you
going to murder all the Basoga because Francis Itabuka hails from there?
So, I think, it is human nature that, once you do something irrational.
you must then subsequently look for a rationalization. Now the kind of
happening like, you kill people; you take their property; you have to find
an explanation for that because, clearly that is irrational. Therefore, you
look for an explanation to fit the incident after it has already passed. So
you can accuse a move for having murdered those people. I hope
somebody can just come here and say, "Munyarwanda so-and-so killed
so-and-not;" even if it had been true that those prominent Banyankole
were killed by Banyarwanda of the State Research, of the Army and so
on Were they doing it on behalf of the Banyarwanda Community or
were they acting as individuals - criminals'] My view would be even
then - and I am not saying it is true, even if it had been true - those v,ho
were committing crimes, they were doing so as individuals and not as a
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representative of n linguistic group.

CHAIR 1A ':

Counsel, do you have any more questions for the witness?

COUNSEL:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

Pr?fossor Karugirc, it seems to be the end of the evidence for the time
bcmg; shou_ldneed arise, you may - we reserve the right to recall you. l
am not saymg that we shall recall you; but, should it be necessary, we
shall do so. But thank you for coming and for the evidence you have
given.

KARUGIRE:

Thank you, Sir. May I also request that, if it should be necessary in
future to call me, I am given some notice, because I was called at 10 40
to come here at 11 30

CHAIRMAN:

Well, I am very sorry about that. I don't know There may be some
explanation from our Learned Counsel for that. But that was not fair, if I
may say so You should have had sufficient time to prepare yourself mentally or otherwise - for the evidence you were going to give I am
sorry about that one, but it is good that you came all the same, in spite of
the short notice. Thank you.

KARUGIRE

Thank you, Sir

CHAIRMAN:

Do we have any more evidence?

COUNSEL:

No more witness for today.

CHAIRMAN:

As I said yesterday, I think, we said, we would sit up to about three
o'clock. It is now a quarter past two. It may be just as well because we
would like to adjourn earlier than I had said. So the hearing is adjourned
to resume tomorrow at 9.30 in the morning.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsel, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ready
now to start the sitting of today the 19th February, 1988, at l 0.00 a.m. to
hear the first witness of the day.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners, this morning
we shall continue to hear evidence regarding the massacre of moslcms at
Kiziba. And our first witness this morning is Dr. T. Kabuye.

CHAIRMAN:

Doctor who?

COUNSEL:

Dr. T. Kabuye.

CHAIRMAN:

"T" stands for ...

COUNSEL:

Twaha.

"'ITNESS "O.Z03: DR. TIVAHA KABUYE - AFFIRI\[ED

co
Kl

CO

1

'SEL:

K..\BUYE:

Could you stare your names please')
Dr. Twaha .Kabuye.

C

COL~SEL:

How old are you'?

KABl'YE.

I am 49.

COL~SEL:

What is your occupat:Ion.

KABUYE:

I am a Veterinary Researcher.

COUNSEL:

Wb.eredo you reside:

KABlNE:

I am residing at Kiwafu Avenue.

COUNSEL:

And where were you born?

KABUYE:

I was born in Mbarara, Isingiro County.

COUNSEL:

You say you are a doctor, could you gwe us your educational
background.

KABUYE:

I had my primary education at Kabwohe Boys School, it was called
N.S.D. Kabwohe Boys School. And from there I joined Junior One at
Ntare school. And then after Junior Two, I continued in the same School
up to Senior Four; I sat for my examination 1960. Thereafter I went to
Kyambogo Teachers Training College; after one year I decided to join
the Post Office; that was in 1962. In November, 1963. I got a
scholarship awarded by the Uganda government - Independence
Scholarships - and I went to Cairo University. Where I did my Three
Natural science Examination equivalent to Higher School Certificate and
I was admitted for the Bachelor of Veterinary Medicine; and the course
lasted five and half years; and I graduated and I was awarded the degree
in March, 1969.

COUNSEL:

Doctor, from your name "Twaha", I presume you are a moslem. Is that
true? You also say, you are from Bushenyi District.

KABUYE:

Yes, please.

COUNSEL:

This Commission has received evidence to the effect that in June or there
about in 1979, there was a massacre of moslems in Kiziba, Kakango.
Sheema in Bushenyi District. Did you learn of this?

KABUYE:

Yes, I learnt about that on the 28th of June, 1979.

.

')
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\Vherc were ,
) ou at that time'!
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monung and told m th
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e at he had
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•hh
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Y re at1ves and
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on e 27th of June, 1979
\Vhat was the name of your fr·L ?
au.1er.

~A.BUYE:

Abdalla.

COUNSEL:

So when you received thi • £
.
s m onnation, what did you do?

KABUYE

I was told that the security situati
police; and there was on
1· on was bad, so I had to approach the
arranged for me t O h
e po ice officer, the late Mr. Bamuturaki who
th
ave an escort from Nsambya Police B
k And
on the 29 I proceeded to Mbarara.
arrac s.

COUNSEL:

Before you got your •
.
d o·d
Journey, you said that the security situation was not
goo • 1 you know why the situation was not good?

KABUYE:

Because all along I was told that mos1ems, for that matter, were being
harassed by the local population in the area and some authorities in the
government.

COUNSEL:

But did you witness?

KABUYE:

No, I did not witness the massacre themselves, but I saw the (intenuption) -

CHAIRMAN:

No, the word "harassment" that is what the Counsel did ask you.

COUNSEL:

Did you witness the harassment?

KABUYE:

I know about the harassment because in April, my brothers-in-law were
massacred around their home; and I received a message that they were
killed.

COUNSEL:

Now may be Doctor, you were talking of the security situation not being
good; in which place in Uganda was the security situation not good?

KABUYE:

Generally, in Uganda, after the change over, the security was not good.
But the security situation in Ankole was made worse in that in some
villages - I mean - the local people took ~e law in their hands trying to
harass people, especially, of the moslem faith.

COUNSEL:

you proceed to
I see. N ow the late Bamuturaki gave you an escort. Did
fath ?
go and find out the news you had received about your
er.

KABUYE:

d d to Mbarara on the 29th and I reported to the then
Yes, I procee _e . r at around 7 00 p m in the evening. And he was
District Comm1ss10ne
•
• •
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• aware o f thc, nl"ssacrcs·
"· •
' and he promised to give us extra cscon
alrcad) • •
. T zanian police men.
and he gave us h\ o an
COUNSEL:
lv\BUYE:

COUl\SFL:

1'.ABUYE

What was the name o fthe Oistnct Commissioner who did so?
l\fr. Kaboggoza-Musoke

. . you these escorts • where did you proceed
After gffmg

to'1

d d t Sheema, to Kakango Sub-county which is responsible for
I procee
eh ere
o the massacres took place And ,we did not. find much
the
area w
.
So I decided to go and see my fathers place which was in a
assistance.
place called Rwabutura.

COUNSEL:

Now when you say, you did not get much assistance, had you expected
any assistance?

KABUYE

Yes, I was expecting the gombolola chief to assist us.

COUNSEL:

Who was this gombolola chief who did not assist you?

KABUYE:

He was not around; he was Mr. Kanyamishwa.

COUNSEL:

So at the gombolola headquarters, you found nobody. Is that what you
are implying?

KABUYE:

Yes, we found nobody.

COUNSEL:

Proceed please.

KABUYE:

So we went to one of my fathers homes in Rwabutura village; and I
found that the house had been burnt down, and there was nobody
around. So from there we decided to go and trace some dead bodies
because we heard stories that some bodies were still afloat; and we went
to a place called Kashaka towards Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

Why did you choose to go to Kashaka?

KABUYE:

Because they told us that - the river was not far from that place; from the
road the river was not very far and of course there were always some
people who know me and, of course, who were very sympathetic; I do
not say that it was generally that everybody was suicide, there were
some kind hearted people who told us that at least in that area there were
some bodies still afloat.

COUNSEL:

Did you reach Kashaka?

KABUYE:

Yes, we went to Kashaka.

COUNSEL:

And what did you find out?

KABUYE

We went to the river; we were able to find two bodies.
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COLNSFiL:

\\'hen you retrieved this bod , an
doctor. what did you find \ bdyou as_a doctor, although not human
anything?
on t e ody? Did you find it having any cut or

KABUYE

y cs. the lady had her left jaw cut b
b
upper and lower Jaw
•
Y a tg panga, they separated the

COUNSEL:

Was that all?

KABVYE.

COUNSEL:
KABUYE:

COUNSEL:

And then th~ o~e~ body was of a small boy; I cannot tell the age now,
but what I still d1stmctly remember is that the head was cut and the brain
was showing.
Yes!
And they told us that if we went further ahead we would find some other
bodies, but all of a sudden we started seeing strange people, hostile
people around. And one of the police men advised us to leave because
he told us that we may be in trouble to start and we would not manage to
wheel the - they would not contain the situation, they did not know why
the people were surrounding, some had some spears, others had stones.
so we decided to take those two bodies first to Mbarara Mortuary.

KABUYE:

When you say, you saw some strange people, is it because they were
armed that you call them strange?
Yes there was a kind of surveillance going on, I might say, and people
wh;m we had got from the area. they said, now the people are ~till
hostile in that area, it is not safe for us; we did not have enough secunty.

COUNSEL:

Had you ever seen any of these people before]

KABUYE:

No·, those I had not seen them.

COUNSEL:

So, they were not even People from your area where vou
- had been born?

KABUYE:

• • that although I was born in Mbarara. for sometime
you see, on~ thmg is.
' the oun generation I could not know very
after education. workmg. so d ky _gand the people of m,· age So at
b
I th OId men I coul no,.,.
well: on Y e
Sub-count\·, that was another su least that was far from Kagango
county altogether.

COUNSEL:

Were there

KABUYE:

TI1ey were young men

an)

. 0 Id people among these strange people')
I would say; not ,·cry old men.
-
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COL ,SEL.

MBUYE.

COUNSEL:

How were you able

to take these bodies to Mbarara Mortuary?

• d a pick -up from Mr Abdalla Katende. And I had a Land
\\'eh ad receive
Rover which we had got from the department.
So after reaching Mbarara with the bodies in the hospital mortuary, what
followed?

KABUYE:

Of course most of the bodies were being taken to the mortuary for postmortem. So we went back to Mr. Abdalla's home to spend the night.

COUNSEL:

What about your father - the body of your father?

KABUYE:

That day I was not able to find my father's body._ So in _the morning I
still insisted, I should like another try; and they said that, 1f we went via
Mbarara/Kabale route, we would still have an access to the river and try
to see ifwe can recover some other bodies.

COUNSEL:

Did you do this?

KABUYE:

Yes, we did and we had to walk for many miles, but around 6.00 p.m. in
the evening, one of my cousins was ahead then he made an exclamation,
and then he told me that he had seen my father's body.

COUNSEL:

Yes; what did you do?

KABUYE:

Of course we had to get the body and load it into the tipper - we had a
tipper from Mr. Kalibala; he had given us a tipper lorry. And there was
another body; we took two bodies from that place also.

COUNSEL:
KABUYE:

Was any post-mortem carried on these bodies?
Yes, we took them to Mbarara Mortuary where the post-mortems were
being carried out.

COUNSEL:

And what were the findings as regards the cause of death of your father?

KABUYE:

I 16ftwithout knowing the results.

COUNSEL:

Did you find any mutilations on the body the time you recovered it?

KABUYE:

This part here was broken; this one. I assumed that somebody hit him
here.

COUNSEL:

On the neck?

KABUYE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you continue to do any further search?

KABUYE:

When we went back to Mbarara, we found that my brother and Haji
Abdalla Katende had been picked and taken to an unknown destination.
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COL"\ST;L.

You were ach I sed to do what?

f-...\BCY[

To leave Mbarara immediately.

COL1'SEL:

By who?
The, L~d Ro:·er - of course they did no know me, but some told me that
the~ ,, ere trymg to see who had retrieved th b d' fr th .
e o 1es om e nver And
of c~urse I could not take chances; so since I had recovered some of the
bodies, I thought, may be, the other people could attend the burial that
was no longer a very important engagement for me. And it was difficult
for us to trace the other bodies under the hostile circumstances.

COUNSEL:

Did anybody specifically advise you that it was unsafe for you to be in
Mbarara?

KABUYE:

Yes, somebody advised me, but I cannot recall because we were so
many, but he said, they had gone to Mr. Abdalla's place where we were
staying; then they found, we had come to the place of burial. So
somebody said that - "I think they are looking for you", I think it is no
good. So because I had a vehicle, I tried and I had to leave v.'ith part of
my father's family and we came to Kampala.

COUNSEL:

While in Mbarara during this time when you were searching for the bod:
of your father and others, did you come to learn of the cause of this
massacre?

KABUYE:

The cause of the massacre, as far as I am concerned,.the most of these
people who were killed, they were very old - (Interruption).

CHAIRMAN:

•nk
have heard enough directly from the
Counsel, do you not th1 1' we. tea.clof receiving what this witness
people who were at the P ace, ms
might have been told by other people?

COUNSEL:

th
ht him being an educated man. there
Very well My Lord; b~t I .~ug se which he could be aware of.
could have been some h1ston cau

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

.
.
u ask him what he heard, thal will not
That is a different thmg, but if Y~ .cal background which had caused
be proper. Does he know any h1ston
this? You put it in that way.
Doctor, you answer the q

uestion put by the Chairman.
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"-.\BUYE:

CH.\IRMAN

Can I I1car1·t again please, if you do not mind?
•on yet Counsel asked you whether you later learnt t
•
o
asked you wheth~
~~aoo b t th e Cause of this massacre? The Counsel
.
t to know about the cause of this massacre and then 1
you Iat er Ieam
·
h
. t
ned because I foresaw that you are gomg to say w at other people
m erve
ad • 'bi •
told you which is hearsay which is not miss1 e m our proceedings but
as a person who was grown in that place, and you we~e born there and
w1•t11 your educational background
. you
. can tell. .us, if you know, of
historical background, if any, which m your opm10n may have caused
this because you were not there when this happened.
It was not a qUcstl

KABUYE:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

So you would not tell us the events as they happened.

KABUYE:

As far as I am concerned, having been born in Mbarara I think the
motives first that I think traditionally the people are more or less
inclined to being jealous.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, can you elaborate on that? What do you mean by being jealous because for us we have not grown in that place.

KABUYE:

Yes, of course, now when you look at Mbarara, the population as it is,
you have groups of people, you have got Bahima, Bairn, you have
Baganda. During my school days I think I was in about Senior three,
there was always a move even when the Land Tenure System started, I
think it was done in Mbarara with a motive to displace certain groups of
people.

COUNSEL:

What groups, tell us and be specific.

KABUYE:

For example, you will find that during that time so many Bahima had to
leave and come to Mawogola, they came to Bulemezi, they moved
everywhere because the then Minister I think was making life difficult
for them.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Minister?

KABUYE:

I think the late Mungonya.

CHAIRMAN:

Which year?

KABUYE:

I think it could have been 1958 or 1959 I cannot clearly remember but
when he was the Minister in the Colonial Government. Secondly, it was
also a drive according to the local people - local politics to ensure that
whenever a Moslem or a Muganda wanted to move or to emigrate people
should contribute and pay him off so that they can get that plot or
whatever he was selling. They were trying to encourage people to buy
the plots of the Baganda in Mbarara.
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thmk of leavmg Now, m this Particular
fi for
th you and you maY
case,
or very
e massacres
you loo k- at the people who were killed they
were
old men 'ofwhen
70s
and old women and children_ To me I do not think anybody could
accuse any of those people bemg killed for having committedanythmg
Of course, they were moslems and because Amin's governmenthad been
toppled, I thmk they were just massacred because they were moslems
because I could see children at the back of their mothers being murdered
and old men and women. I do not think those were the people who
mattered if it was a question of politics. Some of them, I think, had
never come to Kampala or have never met Amin either. On the contrary
for us who were in government were lucky that we were in Kampala but
somebody, a local peasant, who may not know where Kampala is, I do
not think that there was a case other than that they were moslems. I tend
to stress that point not because I am a Moslem but that is what I can
deduce from the massacres and, of course, from April, you will read the
report I have given, the burning of houses, slashing of banana
plantations was all aimed at trying to drive these people away and when
it came, as it were, when they slashed plantations, killing people, of
course, you -

COUNSEL:

KABUYE:

E
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xcuse
me.
. alous~ wh't eh. you are
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people arc.

COUNSF.L:
CHAIRJ\,f
AN

• ?
So to you, there was no conflict.
Arc they jealous because these people were Moslems? I think you tend
• tliat there were Baganda - we shall .find that out - are they
to say also
jealous because they were moslcms or they were Jealous of them because
they were so rich'?

KABUYE:

I think when the change came over most of the strong men were UPC.

CHAIRMAN·

The change of when'?

KABUYE:

The change of government of Amin, these people were picked up
because they were moslems.

CHAIRMAN:

But they had been there for years before, why were they not picked
before?

KABUYE:

Because in the past there was no moslem who was a leader then after this
time they wanted may be whatever annoyance they had with Amin they
thought they would revenge on the local people simply because they
were moslems.

MR. NAGENDA:

You seem to mean that these people are being jealous of the moslems
because they had started trading centres and they were well off and that
the excuse needed to throw them out came because of Amin?

KABUYE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

You say to avenge certain things?

KABUYE:

No, during Amin's time I think when the Liberation came there was a
general feeling among Ugandans that Amin should not rule and I think
these people I do not know because it is difficult to understand why they
picked on moslems alone but I tend to think that it was because Amin
had been removed so they thought that whatever grade they had those
people were there to stand in for Amin.

COUNSEL:

Eventually you were told that it was useless for you to be in Mbarara and
you decided to leave?

KABUYE:

Yes, please.

COUNSEL:

Did you reach Kampala safely?

KABUYE:

Yes, I reached Kampala safely.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Assistant Legal Counsel, when the witness was giving us motives and he
had just mentioned one which was jealousy, would he not go on
mentioning other motives:
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e motives were gen rail
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e Y to try and acquire
I would like to hear more about th' k'n•
in April, killing and slashing b
is 1 mg. You say this killing started
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You see the people who died in A .
law and the parish chief I h
pnl, these _peoplewere my brothers-inear prevented theu burial
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d dh
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1
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e an ow were they killed
Dr. Kabuye, may be let us begin this way In this April killing, where
were you at that time in April?

KABUYE:

I was in Kampala.

DR LUYOMBYA:

So you learnt of their killing from who?

KABUYE:

DR LUYOMBY A:
KABUYE:

Of course, there were relatives, whoever came from that side said so and
so had died so I cannot now remember who first broke the news.
What were the names of these three brothers of yours who were killed?
Idi Tamukedde, Abdullah Kyegombe and then the sons of Tamukedde,
this is Mustafa Mabuye and Mansoor Mutebi.

COUNSEL:

Did you attend the burial?

KABUYE:

No the burial was difficult and, of course, the parish-chief had prevented
'
the burial until ...

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry counsel before we go to the burial, where and by whom were they
killed?

COUNSEL:

the witness said he was in Kampala at that time and
.
.
tern U anda so even if we were to
these people wer_e killed m Wes Wh, g were these relatives of yours
receive it would JUSt be hearsay.
ere
residing.

KABUYE:

Mbagwa village.

COUNSEL:

In which county is this?

KABUYE:

It is Kagango sub-county.

My Lord, may be
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COUNSEL:

MBUYE.
COUNSEL:

Still in Bushenyi District?

cot

Yes
Did you learn of the exact dates when this occurred?

CB

KABUYE.

On the 1st of April.

J(A

COUNSEL:

And 1was asking you whether you attended the burial of your relatives?

cc

KABUYE:

No, I did not.

I(,

COUNSEL:

Why didn't you do this?

KABUYE:

Of course as I said the bodies spent a long time until the late Sheikh
Kassim Mulumba who was Chief Kadhi went and made it possible with
the D.C. and the local authority to bury them. For us, of course, I could
not have known in time to go.

COUNSJ;L:

Did you know what had made it impossible to have these bodies buried?

KABUYE:

Of course the people who murdered them and the hostile attitude they
said we do not want to see anybody burying them. It was just their wish
that those bodies should not be buried ..

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge, were the people who murdered these people brought
before the courts of law:

KABUYE:

At a different time many people since those problems have been arrested
but then of course they had sympathisers in the government and they
were always released.

COUNSEL:

You mean they were arrested?

KABUYE:

Yes, for example, the people who murdered my father were arrested but
then I think it was Major Rurangaranga who ordered their release. So
these things were happening so that at least we found that it was always
hopeless to try and do anything because it seems they hadsympathisers
in high offices.

COUNSEL:

Who were these people who were released by Rurangaranga who had
murdered your father?

KABUYE:

Mr. Machote is one of them. That is the man I know who killed my
father. They told me he is the man who actually killed my father.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who told you?

KABUYE:

My grandfather who was also going to be killed but miraculously
escaped.
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coUNSEL·

Dr Kabuye, as a result of these massacres
followed a lot of hardship to the f: ili
f,thlam sure they must have
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b
am es O ose who had been killed
1 Y?u may e were you affected personally or did you learn of an
suffenng that these people went through?
Y

KABUYE.

These people went to various places, Masaka especially Kyazanga,
K~p~a, Kasese and, of course, they had nothing. Tuey just run for
their lives and I remember I had about 30 people at Ki afu h
s
th" d th
w
ere. o up
to is ay e~e are people _whoare still completely dispossessed May
be I am lucky m that I was m the Civil Service and I have a house where
I am staying but I think most of these people have continued to suffer
and nothing has been done to redress their plight.

COUNSEL:

What happened to their land? Did they eventually, the relatives of those
who remained and those went back did they get their land?

KABUYE:

No, they did not. Of course some of their land was grabbed, others
because of the problems they could be given any amount of money may
be to buy something on the way as they run and, of course, personally I
was affected by selling the plot of my father and then all the family was
against me. After two weeks I went back to this man and said please
have back your money he said no I cannot have it. So this was the sort
of thing. People under such a situation could n?t have h_eensaid t~ be
selling their property, you cannot have a whole village selhng and gomg.

CHAIRMAN.

you see some of those are conclusions which you should leave to us to
draw. T~ll us the circumstances under which they sold, whether those
can be concluded to have sold their land that is not for you to conclude
on. Please tell us factual.

MR.NAGENDA:

Th f:
al thin is that the people did not sell their property willingly.
e actu
g
.
·tuation which they could not control.
They found themselvesyth1~a :1 make them reach wherever they were
Others just accepted an mg 0
going.
k .
the change of the atmosphere?
Have any of these people gone bac since
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K BU 'E.

. think "here we had a neighbour. One lady went b

111crcis one case 1 the gentleman who h ad bought her plot and th
ack
S
1
and then per 1ap and he refunded the money and she went back
at

gentleman accept ed

•

\\1hen was this?
MBL1E

It could l1avc b een thereabouts.

I cannot remember but it could have been in 1983

or

C

Do you know the name of the lady and the name of the gentleman?
COCNSEL:

Hajjat Jiija and the gentleman who had bought it is Mr Kakoohe

KABUYE
So the gentleman agreed to return the money to the lady?
COUNSEL:

KABUYE:
COUNSEL:

K.ABUYE.

Yes.
The lady got her plot. Did you yourself try to get back your father's
plot?
I tried through some friends and some Ministers but, of course, the
gentleman refused.

COUNSEL:

Who bought your father's plot.

KABUYE:

Mr. Rwohakanira Mulangira.

COUNSEL:

Dr. Kabuye, do you have anything more of interest may be that you
would like this Commission to know? Excuse me, may be before we
leave this question, it appears, is it true that at this material time there
were no chiefs in the area because it seems there was nobody controlling
the situation. Is that true?

KABUYE:

The chiefs were there but, of course, for example if we take the example
of the massacre at Kiziba it was the parish chief who escorted these
convoy of murderers with guns, spears and pangas and dogs to take them
for their death. So the chiefs who were there I think were part and parcel
of the campaign to murder these people.

COUNSEL:

What I am wondering is you seem to say that these people were killed
because of Amin. Did Amin not have chiefs in the area at the material
time or before he was toppled?

KABUYE:

I think when you look back do not think that during Amin's time every
chief practically was replaced. That was not the case. Of course, it
could have been a chief, most of these chiefs from what I know from the
political set up they were UPC chiefs.

COUNSEL:

Amin was not UPC?

KABUYE:

Yes, but those people were there, Amin did not send everybody away. It
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\\as the Ugandans ·h
but they were chiefs" o were here some with d"ffi
•
• crent political shades
cot'i 'SEL:

Could it be that actuatt
.
toppled and m , b
y the chiefs were Mosl
the liberators ~~. e 1:1"
away when there w:~
mg into Uganda?

at the _tim~Amin was
mmot1on10 Mbarara,

K BU '"E:

No. they were not moslem s.

CHAIRMAN:

So the chiefs could not assist ....

KA13UYE:

In fact the parish chief coll d
.
people.
u ed with the villagers who murdered these

COC"\"SEL·

\Vho is this parish chief you are mentionin ?
g.

KABUYE:

Mr. Rwankutahi.

cHAIRMAN:

You do not know this of your own kn

KABUYE:

I know the chief, we were together in primary school.

CHAIRMAN

No, that he colluded with these people.

KABUYE:

Of course, when these people were surrounded.

CHAIRMAN:

I know why I am asking this question. Do you know this of your own
knowledge or it is what you were told.

KABUYE:

This is what I was told.

COUNSEL:

May be to go back, let us find out. Do you know the chiefs of this area
at that material time? Did you know because we want to find out the
name of say of a muluka chief at the material time, the gombolola chief
and the saza chief of the area.

KABUYE:

I think at that material time I can only know tlie parish chief Mr.
Rwankutahi and the gombolola chief was Mr. Kanyamisho whom I
should, its a long time, but should be able to know him. It is a long time
since I saw him.

DR NAGBH)A

d
ow1e ge, you were told.

Let us take Rwankutahi whom you say he refused burial for ~
brothers in law who were killed in April. Have you had the opportunity
to talk to him subsequently and find out from him whether he refused
burial and why?

KABUYE:

No I have not been able to talk to him.

MR. NAGE1'H)A:

Why not?

'
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'RABlJYE

him ,15 n parish chief could gather people ,,h 0
tl 13t
\Vhcn . I hca rd
•
•
t d . and get
p:mgas :md spears I do not think
I could h arc
hosttle to gc ogs •
ave
served ru1) useful purpose.
But subsequently now that - I do not know whether he is still at large but

MR NAGENDA

he is alive?
He is still alive and at large, I do not know whether he is still at large but

KABUYE:
MR. NAGENDA.

he is alive

What was going to say, you know at tl~epresent time he probably would
I
not kill you if you asked him. \Vould 1t not make sense to find out why
he refused burial for these people?
Unfortunately I have not been visiting Mbarara very much but I would

KABUYE.
MR ~AGENDA.
KABln E.

like to ask him anyway.
But who told you that he had refused burial to these people
M)

sister

MR NAGENDA

What is her name please?

KABUYE:

Yudaya Nakakande. Of course she told me that the people in the village
overpowered the chief but to me I could not accept that view.

DR LUYOMBYA:

I am not quite clear of what you are saying. You seemed to entertain an
opinion that Rwankutahi was part and parcel of the village gang but your
sister Nakakande who told you of refusal to bury the dead told you that he
was just over-powered by villagers. What do you mean exactly?

KABUYE:

Because she said that the people in the village were so hostile that even
the chief could not manage them.

DR LUYOMBYA:

So in other words Nakakande was implying that Rwankutahi was forced
into the gang against his will?

KABUYE:

No, because from April - this is again in June. There two incidents. these
people died in April and those were the problems of burial but these
massacres it is just in June where the chief led the murderers.

COUNSEL:

Dr. Kabuye, you have been talking about April, April. Do you imply that
in other months some other incidents also happened?

KABUYE:

You see in April this is where they killed the four moslems at a place
called Mbagwa - the husband of my sister and his brother and two
children and this is the case where the people in the village refused
burying these people but then you have May and then in June it is when
we have got the climax of the whole massacre where vou have the parish
chief and the people who gathered ... .. ..
•

COUNSEL:

No, let us go sequence by sequence. You have told us about ApriL what
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happened in May?
K BUYE
CHAIRMA

~

t-:ABUYE.

In May what I would sa . th
y is at the Moslems in Bushcnyi.

Sorry witness, do not tell us wh
at you would say, tell us what you know.

People continued to be harassed th , b
'

.

c urnmg of the houses.

CHAIRMAN·

\\'here and how many houses?

KABUYE:

Well, there is a list of h
.
over to vou.
ouses which I have may be I could have this all
~

CHAIRMAN:

Were the houses bumt?

K.ABUYE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel have you seen this document?

COUNSEL:

He had made a report which I intend to hand over to the Commissioners
my Lord, about thes_eincidents. Now, briefly tell us what happened in,
May_and may be give us examples, for example you said there were
burmng of houses. Whose house was burnt for example?

KABUYE.

Abdalla Katende in Kiziba.

COUNSEL:

Is this one on page 5 of your report?

KABUYE:

Page 4.

COUNSEL:

And it states the list of houses burnt down. It also states banana
plantations which were slashed down and it states properties which were
looted.

KABUYE:

Yes, please.

COUNSEL:

When did you write this report doctor?

KABUYE:

I had it in draft form but yesterday I got it typed as you can see there are
so many mistakes because somebody could not cope up with the names as
they are. I hope you will be able to read it.

COUNSEL:

Okay, can we say this is your memorandum of what you know about this
incident?

KABUYE:

Yes, please.

CHAIRMAN:

Can I ask, you wrote it for the purpose of this Commission?

KABUYE:

Yes, please.

M,R.NAGENDA:

.
·t ·t from your own recollection or did somebody
Did you m
fact wn e 1
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- you.'}
prepare it for
" •ncidents were happening we were getting all
e when thI.:sc t
•
I
No. of cours •
rd d down "n1is is mv signature. could not ha .
th. - and I rcco c
•
•
,e
tl1cse i~g::could
get each sequence of each eYent.
gathered at of course 1
.MR.~AGENDA:

• t scertain and so 1 think the other members of th
, I was JU'-t trvmg O ~
f th th"
e
O\\. . .
;hether- tlus is , our own memory o
e mg or whether
comnussion '
"th
rnebody and therefore it is not your persona}
vou sa! do'11n w1 so
witness

N

.KABl}YE:

. •
are indicated but of course when somebody slashes
Mv personal opm1ons
' b
•
tlIen somebod,. tells you
that so and so s anana were. slashed' so
bananas
.
you haYegot to write it.

COUKSEL:

that the incidents which you know about May and
Dactor. can I now sav
c1
•
d?
June are all in tllat memoranda which you s1gne •

KABUYE:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, I request that that memoranda be accepted in
evidence. as an exhibit.

CHAIRMAN:

What Number of tlle exhibit is it?

COUNSEL:

My Lord tlle file for exhibits is not here, we shall mark it later on and
give it a number. Doctor, apart from the incidents in the memoranda that
led to tlie period 1979, do you know of any other incidents outside that
period relating to may be mistreatment of moslems in particular?

CHAiltl.1AN:

Or of christians?

COUNSEL:

May be we begin with Moslems first, it is following from what he has
been saying my Lord.

cw.
KAI

K.

KABUYE:

I tliink I would not say that - of course, there are some instances where
moslems died, for example somebody in Matugga but that was general it
was not directed to moslems only. That was sort of general situations so I
cannot say that they were particularly Moslems picked and other people
left. I tliink tliat situation appears to be general to everybody but the
oilier incidents to me was a bit specific.

COUNSEL:

May be let me put it this way. Did you, to your knowledge. know of any
violation of human rights in the periods apart from 1979 regardless of
whetller to moslems or any other sect.

KABUYE.

COUNSEL:

Well, the story tliat I had but by then I was not in the count.Iv. the 1%S.
th at is tlie killing of moslems, it is in Bushenyi also at a mo~que. tllat is
way back but I do not know much about it.
1 see, you were out of the country.
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Now, having kno\\n of all tllese

C

'
incidents, ,vhat rem d'
c 1cs do you th" k
occurrence of tl1eseincidents d m could be devised to stop further
\\ould be given to the peopl an sccondly, what remedies do you think
propose would cover these P~b~c~s~ufforcd. What solutions would you

h

KABUYE

CHAIRMAN:
lD

To me, as a Lay man wh t I
somebody docs an act ~f a d under5t.and by the rule of law is that if
very dangerous:
mur er and he is left at large, to me I think it is
a)
he might feel comfi bi
b)
it may force the pc~~ ehcnou.gh_
~ repeat it in future; and
and I think it jg not ro e
w <?arc victims to try to revenge.
but to me a murdc~r ~/ ~d ~:rsonally I want always to folJow religion
least be pu • h d
_ou c apprehended and at least be made - at
ms c according to the law On th th b
are dispossessed and th h
e o er and, when people
cy ave to hang around and just move for
1
cx3;"1pc, ~t my ag_cthe house I sold was one of my biggest .mcts. ~ I
ha, e nothmg. I thmk such a situation should be redressed.
How should you, for instance, you tell us how should you redress?

KABUYE:

Well, there arc people who practically grab plots without paying a single
cent to anybody. The owners should be made to retuin to their places or
where possible people should refund whatever money they got &omdie
people. Because leaving it like that to me it perpetuate bittcm,r:ss. Yoa
cannot see somebody taking over your property and you look like a
refugee in Uganda, it is not fair, not because he had no other property but
it was just a grudge to dispossess people, that is all.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can I assume, I have not seen your memorandum, but I will sec it lalcr,
can I assume that you have given us a full list of the property thatwas
taken over by people and has not been given back?

KABUYE:

Yes, please.

CHAIRMAN:

On remedies, you are a person who is educated, unlike somebody who
does not know his rights and what to do, have you since the various
changes which have taken place tried to go through the l~w and ~~
your property or have you involved the law at all to assist you m this
matter?

KABUYE:

The whole situation as it stands now is not an isolated case. To me it
Ioo k s very d 1·fficult • Well I can go to invoke the law but where
:h. a general
. •
situation like this I thought this was the best way of approBLmg tt, m a
Commission like this.

CHAIRMAN:

No I mean before this Commission. Supposing _thisCommission was not
ap~ointed. I am asking you before you heard of1t.

KABUYE:

y cs, but ~at is after ~e ct;:n; time was that we were not safe. The vef'/

.

e over of government because the reason

why we did not try d~ng all these atrocities were stil! in power so 1t
people who mast~nnmded .d d to try something knowmg that the man
could have been, if you dec1 e
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fi ht is the man who actually l.!nginccredwhateverto k
•
o

you arc trymg to g
place.

CHAIRMAN:

UBUYE:

MR SEKANDI:

.- , there arc two things here, n.:coveringyour propertyand
11
~~- ·our property which is different from criminal actio
-trymg to rcco, er )
. d vanous
•
.
. st people who comm1tte
officnccs. You knon
being taken agrun
all
w
. . medv that is by the state actu Y.
1 re
you haYea c1V1
J,
Wh~t 1 am sa)

. d
. •t as a bit collective We tried to present these things to
I tne agam 1 w
,
the O.A after the change of government and to the R C_sbut we had not
taken the court action but we have presented these thmgs to .the local
R.C's and to the o.A's with the change of government, we did But 1
think the machinery was slow and up to now we do not know. We did
not get much progress through that approach.
Personally, I am interested in your statement th~t you could not do
anything because it would be sui~i.dalfor y~u to do it and that the ~eople
who had committed these atrocities were m power. But the evidence
which you have had as of a man of substance, you have mentioned, this
Rwankutahi. This was a Parish Chief, are there other people who were in
government? Would you consider Rwankutahi to be a powerful man that
nothing could be done?

MR. NAGENDA:

He also mentioned Machote.

COUNSEL:

Well, Machote was no ordinary man I suppose. But which other people
do you have in mind that prevented you or caused you to fear making
further steps in the matter.

KABUYE:

Yes, we had Major Rurangaranga and Rwakasisi from the area and even
after that incident they were still trying to block things just after 1979. So
I do not think the situation was ripe for us to try. The course were there
but I think we had also to take into account what actually took place in
1979, people murdered people, they were arrested and somebody orders
their release so what else do you want.

COUNSEL:

At least you have mentioned Major Rurangaranga but how does
Rwakasisi come in?

KABUYE:

I think they were the powerful people m the area behind all these
problems.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, you cannot allow this to go on.

COUNSEL:

That is why my Lord I am asking him.

CHAIRMAN:

Tell him that where any evidence adversely affects a person he must
speak of his own knowledge and he should know certainly but should not
speculate or conjecture.

KABUYE:

I th.ink at le~t what I can say is that Major Rurangaranga made utterances
which were m conformity with the atrocities that were taking place.
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DR

CHAIR f<\N

Yes, tell us \\hat arc th
ose. Wh

en and where
It \\as in Bushen}i I d
, o not sa}•th 11
II•
te mg people tliat th h
•
a was there but he ..~:d tl
h
•
e} ad felled ,
.
•
.,.., 1at - e was
slash the sma)J branches. TI1 t. ha,cry big tree and it was up to them to
a is t c statement
You heard this from other people?

KABUYE

CHAIRMAN

KABUYE

Yes

DR LUYO.MBYA

not do
e People
vidence
eel this

KABUYE.

CHAIRMAN:

ple
aking

oes

se

l do not remember the ov,ner 0 f th h
.
Trading Centre the .
,
e. ousc but there 1s one house in Ishaka
end of it them'
} ~reed on a pnce, he paid part of it and that was the
'. de. an cou not get the rest of the balance so that was the sort
0 fth e attJtu

Do you know the name of the owner?

KABUYE:

Not, but th: building is in lshaka Trading Centre that is why I did not
want to put 1t.
CHAIRMAN:

even
. So
ere
in

Jn connection \\ ith th
..
ese atroc1t1esand th b'
at the time you mentioned h
c •g people in the government
therefore, at the time 'lo
ltdat they grabbed people's property and
J u cou not dare tn..,"
'
L.k
• ·e my fellow commiss·
Jh
.Jing to recover your property.
ioner ave not vet ad
Id
o not know whether it • th
b
J re your memorandum and
is ere ut can 'l'O
property which Rurangaranga
J
u spec,'fi1cally tell us of any
grabbed?

KABUYE:

\Vhen was this, when did this happen?

It could be around 1983 or 1984 but I do not want to speculate on dates
but that story is there and I know the building. I do not know whether the
mvner no\v has claimed it but that was the story about that building that
they agreed on a figure and then he paid, was it a half or third and that
was the end of it; the man could not ask for any more.

COUNSEL·

KABUYE:

COUNSEL:

Doctor, do you have any other knowledge regarding violation of human
rights in Uganda, may be discrimination of people in jobs?
Well, since Independence the violations in Uganda have been many when
people are imprisoned, they are not given opportunity to go to the courts;
then we have been hearing some people when they are arrested and then
they arc dead; that sort of thing that happened to the Archbishop of
Uganda, Janan Luwum. These are the things we ha~e bee~ ~eeing but
without any proper following up of these cases. That 1s one mc,dent and,
of course there are many especially before this NRM came to power of
people b;ing killed without anybody asking why li~c ~e Namugongo
incident, it is difficult to enumerate but so many v10lat1ons have been
taking place.
My Lord Chainnan, that is all from this witness.
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CHAIRMAN'
KAl(WENZIRE

KABUYE:

111ankyou Docs members have any questions?
•
and I must say it moves me to
1 h ave read )'our memorandum
Dr Kabuyc,
.
•
want
to
ask
your
view
on gh
what should be done' you
tears once agam 1
. .
.
rl • d·eatcd to the Comm1ss1onthrou
your memorandum and
have c1ea Y m 1
• •
•
d
•
tl
m'"'sacres
and
vanous
rnJustlccs
one to people
who
tcsttmonv 1esc =
.
•
t . You have mentioned names
were •mnoccn
. of people who dispossessed
.
others and arc still at large and I would like to hear your views to the
Commission as to what should be done.

1 think it would be difficult to assume that ~l others played lesser
massacre but the key people like somebody holdmg a pa_ngaand killing
somebody in broad day light, I think the law should_take its co~e to get
these people and if found guilty they should be punished accordingly but
on the other hand when somebody slashes bananas those are things you
cannot know. to me I think may be I could say that the people who
murdered people and there is evidence those should be punished
accordingly. And people who merely took advantage to dispossess other
people I think the situation should be put right, the people should be
given back their property.

KAKWENZIRE:

Have you gone back to Mulangira to ask him to sell back your property.

KABUYE:

Yes. in 1983 I approached him through the late Mr. Banturak.i and
through Mr. Adoniya Tiberondwa. They tried to convince him to give me
back my property but he refused.

KAKWENZIRE:

Have you tried now since NRM Government took over?

KABUYE:

Yes, I have tried. He was trying to sell part of it to somebody and I went
to Mr. Butagira's offices in Mbarara - he is an advocate - and then he
wrote a letter warning him that he will be sued regarding that plot, he
should not sell it to anybody or carry out any development on that place.

KAKWENZIRE: But you have not pressed the issue personally with Mr. Mulangira?
KABUYE:

Mulangira has refused, I have pressed him several times; I have written
letters, but he cannot.

KAICWENZIRE:What was the price he gave you for your land at that time?
KABUYE:

The land was at Shs.170,000.
How big was the land?

It ii a plot in a trading centre, 2 acres and there was a very big building,
widaabout180iron sheets or 60.

KAUIENzom: Wait
liBUYE:

a fair price at that time?

ltwanot.
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t,:\\'F rz1RE

t..: BLIYE·

\ K\VE 'ZIRE:

1-,.ABUYE.
KAk\'.\ ENZIRE:

\Vhat "ould have b
th
ccn c cost of such I
a p ot and building at that time?
A t that time it was
rth
·
wo
Shs 1 ·11·
b
ccausc I have no wh
• • m1 ion. But again I sold 't th' k'
K
ere to put m fath
.
1
m mg
ampala, thev said no we do
y
er's family and when we reached
ft
•
not want th
a er some years we shall go hack S
~ money, you return the money
• o, I tned, and then he could not.
He would not take hack th
e money?
He wouJd not.
you have mentioned a very sad thin
.
compound - bodies of a f; •1
g _to me that bodies were left in
a month.
am1 y were left m a compound to rot and dry for

KABUYE:

Yes.

KAJ(\VENZIRE:

And negotiations were •
b
Ch • f Khad' h
gomg on etween government officials and the
ie
i, w o were these government officials?

KABUYE

I cannot pin down anybody, but what I can say is that at least the local
area chiefs, I thi~, and the people; so I do not know why the government
coul? ~ot come m because they knew the incident, they must have had an
adrnimstrator in Mbarara or Bushenyi, but of course at that time it was I
think, Major Rurangaranga was acting as the D.C Bushenyi.
'

KAKWENZIRE:

Was Major Rurangaranga approached?

KABUYE:

Well, I would not say because having been in Kampala, I would not
know. But the fact that it needed the Chief Khadi to go and press for the
burial of those people, I think, there were physical problems.

KAKWENZIRE:

What you think, there was a delegation - an approach from Bushenyi there was a delegation of family members who came to see the Chief
Khadhi?

KABUYE:

The Chief Khadhi knew the incident because we told him from the w~rd
, , In fact some of this information I compiled it because the Chief
wanted the information in detail and th_at
is why I made s~me of
- by the tlme the
th ese drafts • But it was something known and It needed
b · d ·
that
Chief Khadhi had to go to ensure that bodies are une , It means
practically the administrators were_not helpful.

~~i

MR.NAGENDA:

KABUYE:

•
self with my colleague, Commissioner
Doctor I want to associate my
Id
d also to say
,
•
h
ad story you have to us an
Kakwenzire on saymg w at as.
. to be very useful to us. Let me
that I think your_memorand= i::o::sider
yourself to be, are you a
start off by asking you w
y
Munyankole or a Muganda?
.
.
self from my ancestors, that would be
Well, I cannot disassociate my
wrong, I am a Muganda.
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I low hmg has yn11rfiunily been in Ankolc'l
• \Bl lYE

1 was bom in Ankolc

1R. NAGE lDA:

\Vas your father hom in Ankolc too?

KABlJYE-

~ty uncle was born here and then my father was born in ~nkolc that is the
:-.cquence Tite first born of my grandfather was born rn Buganda and
then my father was bom in Ankole.

MR 1'.\GENDA:

But you still feel like - you still feel you are a Muganda?

KABUYE·

Yes

MR N ·\GENOA:

Before these massacres, if I had asked you the question would you still
have said you arc a Muganda or a Munyankole?

MBUYE

There was nothing wrong in AnkoJe to say you are a Muganda or
somebody, there was no problem about it.

1\IR NAGENDA:

No, what I am trying to find out is whether the fact that these massacres
were carried out, has made you feel distanced from Ankole?

KABUYE:

No, I would say that some of these atrocities came to us as a surprise. All
the time we have been in Mbarara although I have talked about this
jealousy, but the question of killing or something, it is something which
never used to take place in Ankole - killing for the sake of it. So, I was
surprised as anybody because all our life we have never known such a
situation.

MRNAGENDA:

That actually brings me to my second question, this is a question we keep
putting to people. Is there something different about people from Ankole
-Banyankole - from other people? Because it seems to us almost
incomprehensible that people who had lived side by side for so long
could then tum round and kill their neighbours in this way?

KABUYE:

I would say is that - my general view was that it \Vas something
regrettable, because a cross section of the people around even condemned
that action. Some of the people, in fact, I received even a letter from the
Bishop of Bushenyi, I would say that in most cases people have been. as
far as people are concerned, there was no serious trouble that could have
caused that. But I would think that may be some politicians drove people
into reacting the way they did. I think generally that the people, up to
now when I go, I do not feel strange in any of those places.

MR. NAGENDA:

So you would say that if you arc given the opportunity you \\'ould go
back and have your family home there?

KABUYE:

Ycs, please.

MR. NAGENDA

You would not be frightened''
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KABlJYE.

MR 1\ .\GENOA:

J,.ABUYE:

MR NAGENDA:

aill

KABVYE:

or
MRNAGENDA:
res
KABUYE:

as
a

I was just fiightened because
condone acts of lawless
the government in power seemed to
ness and that was the problem.
Of the people who left,, ·ou
.
h
h
) mentioned the case of
lad H .. . ..
w o got er money back and went back th
Haone y aJJati JtJa,
back, any other people at all?
ere
ve other people gone
Other people have a problem in th
one family through,
at most of these plots were bought by
adamant.
may be one tycoon; so these people were just
What is the name of this family which bought?
1

mentioned the gentleman, Mr. Mulangira,
he has about 15Bibanjaand
st
the~
the re are possessed by his relatives and that is why I said it is one
family.
Has it been possible at all for the dispossessed people to go back to the
area and buy plots from other people, for example?
In mo~ cases what do they have because the living is difficult; having
been dispossessed, they came out practically without anything. So, me I
am lucky in that I was employed in government otherwise I cannot
imagine how other people are, in fact, they are living a miserable life.

MR.NAGENDA:

Where mainly are-these people living, with relatives?

KABUYE:

They are living with relatives, others who were small boys have now
grown up, they are in various towns whether in Kasese trying to work;
but most of the orphans is the problem - the orphans who had their
parents killed and have no where - they cannot afford to buy any kibanja

MR.NAGENDA:

The Chainnan asked you earlier the point of going to the law in thi~
matter people are suffering as much as you tell us and I believe you, there
has be~ a change of government for over two years, it would seem to me
a bit strange that you have not really pressed these things through. You
have told us you have gone to the D .As and the RCs in the area Can you
please tell us what D.A's you have gone to and what RCs you have gone
to in detail and the results?

KABuYE:

D.A Bushenyi.

MR.NAGENDA:

Do you know his name?

KABuYE:

Mr. Kagonyera.

MR.NAGENDA:

This I take to be Fred Kagonyera?

KABuYE:

Yes~ please.

MR.NAGENDA:

Who ~se?

p
e
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KABllYE
MR 'AGENDA

·n,cn the .RC· "·as M

Rwakutahi, not the Parish Chief, but another

Rwakutt1hi

Wlrnt is his rank?
He used to be a surveyor, but he is now self employed

KABUYE:

l\tR. NAGENDA:

·

No. I mean in the RC 1, is he

Cl •
'l
1amnan.

• an RC l but now there is a new Chairman RC l, I think

KABUYE:

MR. NAGENDA:
KABUYE

MR. NAGENDA:

He was Cl1a1rrn

•

Of what area?
ltendero.
Did you write to those people, did you see them face to face?

KABUYE:

I went to Bushenyi but the D.A was not there, but then I followed this by
writing and I sent my brother to go there.

MR.NAGENDA:

Can I suggest that it would help if in addition to going to these people,
you also wrote letters and kept a copy in your file.

KABUYE:

We may be able to get this copy in Mbarara, because the file was with my
brother; we shall get the copy.

MR. NAGENDA:

So, you wrote in fact?

KABUYE:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can you remember when you wrote, what year?

KABUYE:

It is either late 1986 or early 1987, but I will find out.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you got any kind of reaction from them - any answer or reply?

KABUYE:

Nothing.

MR. NAGENDA:

Not at all?

KABUYE:

Not at all.

MR. NAGENDA:

And I am sure this Commission will be interested in asking these people
here and asking them why they have so delayed in their actions. So you
are telling us that you used the strongest authority of this present
government and they have not served you· I think that is what you are
saying?
'

KABUYE:

They have not.

MR. NAGENDA:

It is a great shame. You said earlier that even if these moslems were
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'
being killed for tJ1•
mgs thnt hnd h
st1:1"gcwhen they picked on ~rdin~p~cn,cdunder Amin, it struck you as
cluldren who by any stretch of i
'! p~asants, elderly people and young
to anybody; that is how I unders%~~~ton could not have done any harm
KABUYE:

Y cs, please.

\1R ~AGENDA:

yet. at the same time we know that . Am• , .
10
nustreatcd people very bad! L
ins time, some people
moslems mistreated non y. 1 et me put it more bluntly than that. Some
-mos ems very badlY, you would say so, would
you not?

KABUYE:

y cs, particularly in some incidents.

MR NAGENDA:

Do you know of any moslem fr
therefore who mi h
om yo~r area who mistreated people and
_
. g t have been responsible for the revenge that took place
1 am not sa~mg the revenge was justified, but I am just askin ou to
help us by tellmg us whether you had some bad elements in your ~:a?

KABUYE:

You mean in Bushenyi?

MR NAGENDA:

Yes, around Kiziba.

KABUYE:

Around Kiziba there should be nobody.

CHAIRMAN:

What about in Mbarara?

KABUYE:

Well, what I know we had somebody who - I would not say he was doing
intelligence work, I do not know, but we had somebody from our area
who was - he is called Mulefu, he was not in Kiziba Parish, he was far
from there.

CHAIRMAN:

What kind of intelligence, State Research?

KABUYE:

I would not say. He is somebody who had friends like Commanding
Officers but I would not know his role, but he was acquainted with Mr.
Gowan ~n friendly basis, I do not know, because.lre used to visit him, to
like him or something like that.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who was Gowan?

KABUYE:

He was one of the Commanding Officers, I think he was in Mbarara and
Mbale.

MR.NAGENDA:

KABUYE:
I

.
h
cousins or whatever any relations of the people
Did the sons or daug ters,
rt f ·etding power badly, if
at Kiziba, did it leak out that they were so o WI
not in the area, but somewhere else.
. the incident which took place in Mbarara, I
Well, I think what I _kn~wis 'ke the one of Mr. Tibayungwa, but it was
can remember some mc1dence b
th Commanding Officer, but what
·
1·
fonr
men whoever was e
••
•t
just by the m11..-J
di Officer from the m1htary pom
I am trying to say is that the Cornman ng
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•u·zcns to me. it docs not strike me that there was
al ci
•
but
tl1c
loc
•
f
of ne" •
.s. people as citizens. But o course at a district
somebod,·
• antagom
. mg
al level, when you have a Command'mg Officer and
level_or at the na;o:iation you had a man like Mulefu knowing some of
that is the typdeo sit know the connection he had in the death of
them so I o no
.
th
th th'
. '
w like the Ali Fadhul inc1den~, ese ~e e mgs I know.
Tibeyung la, . the local village as cittzens, I thmk most of them if it
But as mos ems m roblem• people' used to go togeth er, be 1t
• weddings
'
P"
were• theredwas no
·
• wh'1ch could be descnbed
•
t think
there' was a situation
as'
feasts, so 1 o no
hostile.
MR. NAGENDA:

KABUYE:

•
me a little bit of comfort is that you said that was a small
What gives
ha
· ·
minority which carried out these dreadful deeds. But :vethe ma.i~ntyof
the people there who were not involved,. have_they shunned the minority
which was involved? Have they made 1t plam to those peopl_e,to your
knowledge, that what they did was wrong and that they are social players
in that part of the country?
yes we have many people who regretted the whole thing, some of them
we~ friends. At least to me that incident must have been engineered by a
few bad elements and driving some local people into action because the
local people had no quarrel with anybody. So, the people who bought, I
think, who massacred, I think it is a small group, although the action, of
course we have a mob action in the long run, but I think there basic
people who were responsible for these things.

m in that area?

MR. NAGENDA:

Do you know the members of your RC 1, RC II and RC

KABUYE:

Since I have been in Kampala, for example, when they say Rwankutahi is
RC 1, I know him, he was a friend and I know him; may be I would be
able to recognise some other people, but it is a long time now.

MR. NAGENDA:

What I am trying to find out is whether the people on the RCs come from
the majority who did not take part in the massacre or whether they come
from the minority that in your view took part in the massacre?

KABUYE:

I think most of the RCs - you see, in the political set up there is, I am
sorry to say this, you may go to an area from the previous set up, to say
that this is a strong D.P hold, this is a strong U.P.C hold, but I would
think that the majority of the RCs are among the wrong group because
you can see even by their failure to try to do anything whether small or
big and try to cover up; like some of these people say Makyote ran away
and we just hear the people who buy bananas from that place they say
now they see him when he is selling matooke and then he disappears
when he knows that they are looking for him. So, when you have RC's
and there is such a situation, I think, that the RC's may not be good
fellows.

MR. NAGENDA:

But if the majority of the people did not take part, how come that these
minorities were elected?

KABUYE:

As I said, when it is a question of strong hold in those party line up,
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c, en if it comes to clccti
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e ma,ionty,they will carry the

\iR '\ \GENDA:

lliank you very much. we hayc take
.
to recommend to govcrnnlcnt wl~at ~ not: of your wishes and it is our job
very much.
ve thmk should be done Thank you

k \BUYE:

1l1ank you too.

DR tVY0\1BYA:

D, Kabuyc, we have kept ·ou rOb bi
• -d• but. I •Just want '\'OUY t P I a'fy Y long enough
and you arc getting
tm;
.
. concern
J
o cth,an ·one
mcmoran dum• and this
d pomt I have read in your
th
s
c
peno
of May 1979 You mention
2
more an 00 moslcms being held without ch;gc and you say that
unl~wful courts were formed by Edward Rurangaranga and Y Makatu in
wluch heavy fines were imposed on innocent moslems these included
paying ransoms in form of money, cows, goats, etc Wha~prompts you to
say that these courts were unlawful?

KABUYE

Those people self-styled themselves as elders and of course there was no
specific charge that you would think is reasonable to ch~ge anybody;
may be somebody has a quarrel with somebody or they had a local
quarrel, they would say you did this to me, now I want you to give me a
goat or that sort of thing. I remember I have got one of my cousins, there
is one of my uncles called Kasujja, he is not a moslem, but then I think
his son became a moslem. There is one gentleman, he was the Imaam in
the place teaching him the religion and that also was brought, he said you
took my child and turned him into a moslem, now I want a cow. These
were the sort of things going on and these were the courts to hear things
which were non-issues in fact. But of course, that was in a way of
harassment and try to make like difficult for people; so you can see such
things.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

So these were local issues in the area and the people in the area were
' to solve them themselves m
• th e1r
• own way.?
trying

KABUYE:

Yes.

DR LUYOMBY A:

was this system created by Rurangarang a, You mentioned Rurangaranga
and Makatu specifically.

KABuYE:

•
tran e because it was not found anywhere
The reason I say that it was ~
\ 1 tations people could not leave.
else· these followed the slashmg o ~ an t d like that let us go and then
,
'd h hould we be m1strea e
•
l
The people sai w Y s
S •t came of a long period. peop e
the massacre. o, I
b
eventually of course
t valid on any matter. ccause
'
ti
which were no
trying to answer ques ons
h
·t "'as within that sub-county.
the system was not fi0 und anyw ere, i
Y•

I

DR.LuYOMBY A:

You mean

·t had not been established by law?

1
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K BUYE·

t b , law because the Parish Chiefs and Gombolola Chiefs were •
)
'
th p • h Ch" c
In

O

ffi And in some cases, of course. e ans
1e1scould say th
~c:is nothing and then the Gombolo~a Chief. In fact the Gombo/of:
Chief in Kagango somehow tried to assist moslems but I think eventuany
he resigned because these people could tell him that if Major
Rurangaranga has said, who are you. In fact, theGombolola
Chief, as It.
.
th
ki
were. was there sitting and loo ng on; ey we~ getting theu power
from the Acting D.C who ·wasRurangaran~a. So, 1fthe DC has duected
I think the Gombolola Chief would be stupid to try and pop his nose
•

KAlffi'ENZIRE:

Do you personally know these two gentlemen; Rurangaranga and
Makatu?

KA.BUYE:

Yes, I know them.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who are they?

KA.BUYE:

Mr. Rurangaranga I know him right from the Primary School days, he
was so many years ahead of me and a very friendly person but how he
came to change, this is still a mystery. I know Mr. Makatu also from
primary school days and we were in the same football team and what
have you, so how they came to change, I still do not know. So, you can
see the dilemma we are in. I thought they were friends but then their
actions do not indicate so.

KAKWENZIRE:

Were they known to each others, Makatu and Rurangaranga?

KABUYE:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Do they come from the same village?

KABUYE:

Not necessarily, but I think from different counties - I think different sub·
counties but within the same county.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did they get their offices at the same time - that is after the 1979 War?

KABUYE:

Since 1979 when Major Rurangaranga was the Acting D.C, Bushen~i. Of
course, these were colleagues at school; so, I think, they approached him
first and, I think, he was using them; because he knew them. 'Now you
become the elder of the whole county'. So something like that.

KAKWENZIRE:

In other words, Makatu was Rurangaranga's appointee?

KABUYE:

Well, I don't know because, when you say "appointee". because it was not
officially - something recognized; but, of course, they were supposed to
be elders, appointed by Rurangaranga, to deal with matters in the county,
as elders. I think, they were his appointees.

COUNSEL

I<

(

(

May be, to inform the Commission, Makatu was supposed to com~ this
way to give evidence. He had made a statement; but. I think. he will be
coming next week. He was unable to come. But he has been traced ai:d
he will be coming. Dr. Kabuye, may be, my final question is. you srud
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most of these people settled ••nK
•
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,
• • when
J
d 1fficrcnt
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tart now I cannot tell you. You know
c. 11•
s , you
,a tng •m your family ey
d th
b get to know these immediately
an
en - ut many people have settled in
Kvazanga.

COL'NSEL:

KABUYE

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN·

Are they comfortably settled in Kyazanga, so that it is not necessary may
be, to re-settle them in Kiziba?
'
1:1ey ar~ not because, when you settle in a far place and you have got a
big. fanu!y, you will find that you are not. And, I think, they all expressed
theu desire to go back to their places.
Thank you
That is all we would like to hear from you for the time being. I would
like to thank you for having come and given the evidence. Counsel, I see
the time we have given ourselves for a break is nearly coming. It is nearly
twelve o'clock. So we shall break now and resume at twenty past twelve.
Legal Counsels, we should resume now the Session of this morning. I
believe that - I see that - the next witness is on her seat. Let us begin
please.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Gentleman Commissioners, the next witness is
Yudaaya Nakakande. She will also be giving evidence relating to the
Kiziba incident.

WITNESS NO.204: MISS YUDAAYA NAKAKANDE AFFIRMED

COUNSEL:

You are Yudaaya Nakakande.

NAKAKANDE:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

NAKAKANDE:

Aged 48.

COUNSEL:

Where were you born?

NAKAKANDE:

At Nkole, in Mbarara District.

COUNSEL:

In which county?

NAKAKANDE:

Isingiro.

COUNSEL:

• d?·
Are you mame
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NAIi.AKANDE:

I am not - my husband was killed during the war.

COUNSEL

NA.KAKANDE:

Where do you reside?
At present, I am residing at Kyazanga.

COUNSEL:

Before you res1•ded at Kyazanga, where were you residing?

NAKAKANDE:

I used to live at Sheema.

COUNSEL:

At where?

NAKAKANDE:

Sheema.

COUNSEL:

In which sub-county is that?

NAKAKANDE:

It is at Kagango Sub-county.

COUNSEL:

Which county?

NAKAKANDE:

At Kibingo county.

COUNSEL:

Is this in Bushenyi District?

NAKAKANDE:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

Now you said previously you were married. Is that true?

NAKAKANDE:
COUNSEL:

NAKAKANDE:

At-first, I was married at Sheema Village where people were murdered.
Which village was this?
At Mbagwa. It is near Kiziba - next to Kiziba village.

COUNSEL:

Who was your husband?

NAKAKANDE:

He was called !di Tamukedde.

COUNSEL:

NAKAKANDE:

And you say he died. When did he die?
After the war between Obote and Amin.

COUNSEL:

Was this in 1979?

NAKAKANDE:

This was in 1979.

COUNSEL:

NAKAKANDE:
COUNSEL:

Did you have children with him?
Yes, we had, and my husband died together with his two sons.
How many children.
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AK.AKANDE:
COUNSEL:

.

ere ts somebody else

Yes. plus my sister-in-law.
No brother-in-law.
Brother-in-law, my Lord.
What was the name of your husband?

NAKAKANDE:

ldi Tanmkkedde.

COUNSEL:

you have mentioned that he died dunng
• the war of 1979?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the month?

NAKAKANDE:

It was in April.

COUNSEL:

And what killed him?

NAKAKANDE:

He was massacred.

COUNSEL:

He was killed with what?

NAKAKANDE:

Killed with pangas.

COUNSEL:

Can you relate to this Commission how your husband came to be killed
by these people with pangas? Where exactly. At what time and in which
place?

NAKAKANDE:

It was at home.

COUNSEL:

What time was it?

NAKAKANDE:

It was at 10.00 a.m.

COUNSEL:

Were you at home?

NAKAKANDE:

I was present.

COUNSEL:

Apart from you, who else were present at home on that day?

NAKAK.ANDE:

People came from three different directions and they were many. 1hay
found my husband in the compound and they did not ask 111.ydmaa
except
to start cutting him tD pieces. Then they ran after my brother-in-law
whom they arrestedand also brought him bade at home in the componncl
and they started also slashing him. 'Ihm pi~ the son_of the ~ead
who was also killod in the banana plantation by this png without
questioning.
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COUNSEL.

\\There we.re ·ou at that particular time? Were you in the house? Were
you in•the compound or where?
1 was in the banana plantation.

COl'NSFl,:

How far was this from your house?

NAKAKANDE:

It is just a short distance and ev~n the childre~ with whom I was with hid
themselves in the coffee plantation, and I adVIsed them not to move until
the situation cooled.

MR NAGENDA.

Just clarification. I heard you talk about somebody that they threw into
the river. Was he one of these people thrown into the river?

NAKAKANDE:

He died there and got rotten in that river.

COUNSEL:

You said it is a short distance from where you were.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

Just to follow on that. Was that person thrown into the river taken there
alive and thrown into the river or the body was carried into the river?

NAKAKANDE:

They took him alive and, when they reached the river, they killed himand
threw him in the river where he decomposed.

COUNSEL:

What was his name?

NAKAKANDE:

He was called Musitaafa Mabuye.

COUNSEL:

Was he a man of your area?

NAKAKANDE:

He was my son.

COUNSEL:

Now you said, on the banana plantation on that day, and you said it was
near the house and your husband was outside. I want to know the exact
distance -the approximate di~ce
from where you were to your homeyour house.

NAKAKANDE:

As from where I am seated up to behind these trees.

CHAIRMAN:

About 150 yards?

NAKAKANDE:

Behind the trees.

COUNSEL:

Yes, my Lord, approximately 150 yards - between 100 and 150 yards.

MR.NAGENDA:

Let us try and put it another way. Were you near enough to hear what
they were saying and to see what they were doing clearly?

NAKAKANDE:

I was also able to see and to hear whatever was being done.

COUNSEL:

Approximately how many people came?
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KAKANDE:
COUNSEL'
AK.AKANDE:
COUNSEL:
"'-IAKAKANDE:

re

Because it was the whole village that came.
Did you recognize any of these people?
I did.
Whom did you recognize among these?
~-:cognizcd Rwabita, Ndyaaba, Kawooya - Kawonda - Rwabushizha,
1
ananuka, Magezi, Buturuturu; for these particularly I recognized them.
1
cannot remember the other names of the other people who were at the
scene.
'

COUNSEL:

Among these -had you known those people before?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How did you know them? Were they your neighbours or were they
professing the same religion with you?

NAKAKANDE:

They were our neighbours and we were only separated by a small river;
and, whenever they had any ceremonies or celebrations say a wedding
party, we were the ones to carry on with the celebrations.

COUNSEL:

Now madam, from your name, 'Yudaaya', I presume you are a moslem, is
that true?

NAKAKANDE.

Yes, I am a moslem.

COUNSEL:

Now, among these people, who came to attack your family on that day,
were there any moslems among them?

NAKAKANDE:

There was no moslem.

COUNSEL:

Did you know the religions of the people you have mentioned, who
attacked you?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes, they are protestants.

COUNSEL:

Now when they reached your home, you said they were coming sho~ng
and ~arrying spears~ and you have also ~aid th:rt you ~e~ the ~ords ey
.
d . What were they sa-u;ng
dunng theu shouting.
menttone
J •

d

NAKAKANDE:

COUNSEL:

NAKAKANDE:

.
the were looking for moslems because they should ~ut
They said_that dy t 't that they follow their fellow moslem Amin.
them to pieces an sec o I
Why should they remain in the area?
home you said, you were seeing clearly
Now, when they r:each~;u~d
the; do? Did they break into the house;
what they were doing. h b d? Did your husband talk anything?
say they attacked your us an •
The deceased was seated at the veran
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COUNSEL:

\\f}lat of your children? \\'here were they at this time'!
1 r.m away with the children. those." ho follo_wcdme up and the rest we
never came back to the scene until the police came to bury the dead
bodies during Binaisa's regime

COUNSEL:

Was any of your children injured?

NAKAKANDE

Two of my sons were killed.

COUNSEL:

Was any other of them injured?

NAKAKANDE.

The other two died at the spot except the one whose hand \\as cut; and he
is present here.

COUNSEL:

What were the names of those who died on the spot?

NAKAKANDE:

One was Musitafa Mabuye; another one was Mansuri Mutebi.

COUNSEL:

How old was Musitafa?

NAKAKANDE:

He had paid six Graduated Taxes -

COUNSEL:

About twenty five years -

NAKAKANDE:

And the second one was due to pay tax in that year when he was killed.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, can we say, they were about twenty five and t\venty
respectively - eighteen and twenty four? Now, what of the third son
whom you said was injured? What is his name?

NAKAKANDE:

He is called Nulu Nsubuga.

COUNSEL:

Where was Nulu Nsubuga at that particular time? Was he with you in the
banana plantation or he was with his father in the compound?

NAKAKANDE:

He was with his father in the compound.

CHAIRMAN:

How old was Nsubuga at that time?

NAKAKANDE:

About six and a half years.

MR.NAGENDA:

NAKAKANDE:

Clarification. When you said that you ran away and you didn't come back
~ntil the burial was going to t.alceplace, about how long was this period of
time?
It was after two months and ten days.
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NAKAKANDE.

COUNSEL:

y cs, and it is the police whic
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I am
son-..,
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O interrupt •,;,ioain
bodies? D0
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• But, when d1'dth
•
Youknow?
e police take away these
WeIL
When did the police bury the bod'
were? I haven't understood it.
ies or take the bodies from where they
It was in June on the 26th.
So, from April to June 26th th
.
' e bodies were actuallyjust left there to rot!
Yes.
Did you go with the police to the scene of this murder?

NAKAKANDE:

I did.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you see the bodies?

NAKAKANDE:

I found the police having removed the bodies outside and taking
photographs of these bodies and -

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that -

NAKAKANDE:

They also took our photographs. Then after the burial they went away
and sent the photographs abroad.

COUNSEL:

So were the bodies inside the house or outside? Do you know or you
don't?

NAKAKANDE:

We were chased away and they said that, "No, moslem will come back
here at the place"; and, by the time we returned to the scene, we found
nothing in the house; everything had been swept completely.

COUNSEL:

yes, you say, your brother-~-law is th~ o~e w~~ put the bodies inside the
house. Who is your brother-m-law who did this.

NAKAKANDE:

He is called Rajabu Nsubuga.

COUNSEL:

Do you know h ow th e Police came to know about this incident?

NAKAKANDE:

• "d t so I don't know how they came to learn
They ~eamt ~out the ;~~ enwhen they came at ltende~ where we lived
about 1t; and it was on . n ayf th dead bodies that had been murdered.
and asked for the relative~;al :ould be taking place the following day
And they told us that the
to come for us to escort them to the
which was a Saturday; and they were
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e
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bodies Forgive me. But what 1 am trymg to m out; four people Were
killed. One of them w~ thrown into the n;er, and that left three. Were
all the three bodies put mto the house or not.
The three bodies were in the house.
No,i., you say the police came on the 2~th. Ju~e, 19_79;bu! the murder
took place in April Did you report this mc1dent 1mmed1atelyto the
authority of the area?

NAKAKANDE:

COUNSEL:

NAKAKANDE.

The incident was reported by someone else and it is, I think, Mr.
Mubwagu who reported the incident to the police; and they came at the
scene to have the bodies buried.
Now, what I am asking is why this period of two months, ten days, then
didn't you have chiefs -Muluka Chiefs, Gombolola Chief - to whom you
should have reported this immediately the murder took place?
They were also involved in the hunting for the moslems. TheMuluka
Chief also participated in hunting the moslems in the area and they
disassociated themselves from the Gombolola Chief.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Muluka Chief?

NAKAKANDE:

He was called Rwankutayo.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say, he also participated, did you see him that day when
the murder took place?

NAKAKANDE:

He was in the group and he left with this group.

COUNSEL:

How about the Gombolola Chief?

NAKAKANDE:

Kanyamiswa who was the Gombolola Chief was also in fear; and they
had warned him that, should you happen to step in the area, you will also
be dead. So he was all along keeping himself in hiding.

COUNSEL:

Now you say, you were in Itendero, where in Itendero, with moslems or
with the christians?

NAKAKANDE:

Well.

COUNSEL:

She said she was found at Itendero on the 26th June l 97Q. With whom
was she staying?
'

NAKAKANDE:

Yes, we ran to the shop houses and stayed there.

COUNSEL:

Did you own shops in ltendero?
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There were vacant hauses wh
ere the owners had run a\\-ay from them
Who arc the owners who had
run away - moslem or christians?
They had run away befure the war

cot.JNSEL

\\'ho were the owners who ran away, Muslims or Christians?

NAKAKA 'DE.

Both Christians and Muslims, who had run in fear of the war_

cotJNSEL.

How far was ltendero from Mbagwa?

NAKAKA'DE·

About five miles.
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They were also hunting for the Muslims but in different villages· not
from where we had run.
'

COU'\SEL:

Now, you said one of your children, is it Nsubuga, was merely cut on
arms; where did you find him again and when?

NAKAKANDE:

When these people went back to put the dead bodies into the house, they
found this chap on the veranda.

COUNSEL:

So, it was your brother-in-law who brought him to you?

NAKAKANDE

I was also in company of my brother-in-law who came to have the dead
body of my husband and put it in the house, and the mob was shouting
saying that "you will not stay here tonight, you should go away", so, I
spent that night at my brother-in-laws and then the following day they
also packed out their goods and also went away and I had nowhere to go
myself So, I wrapped my son who had been cut and went with him up to
Itendero.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Clarification. On the day your husband was killeq by this crowd, you
were in banana plantation and you ran away?

NAKAKANDE

Yes.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

How many days elapsed between the day he was ~urdered and ~e time
you came back to find them entering the dead body mto the house,

NAKAKANDE·

It was on the same day at around 4.00 p.m.

DR LUYOMBYA:

I see. Was the entire crowd still around?

NAKAKANDE:

• tance , and they were also sending messages through
They had move d a d 1s
their friends that we should not go to the areas.

DR.LUYOMBYA:

you talked of people who were shouting from a distance that you should

when

they
also

~o, are you su~gesting that the Christians of Itendero did not participate
m the persecution of Muslims in Mbagwa?
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not stny in that home?
· · among the group that murdered the deceased.
Yes. an d tlus is
DR. LUYOMBYA:

NAKAKANDE:

DR LUYOMBYA:
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Did vou know or recognise anybody in particular who threatened You
from,sta);ng in your home?
d they were even in the hills there threatening us not to
They are there, an

go back to that place
Were you just hearing voices or you saw the people?

N
C

NAKAKANDE

COUNSEL:

NAKAKANDE.

Some came near to us trying to threaten us not to go near that place of the
incident, and they were all along anned with spears and pangas.
Do you have Nsubugahere with you? You said he was injured.
I have got him here and I stayed with him after he was cut for seven days,
and I took him to Mbarara Hospital where I spent two days with him; on
the third day he was transferred to Tanzania and I went back to Itendero.

COUNSEL:

Is that the Nsubuga you are talking about?

NAKAKANDE:

He is the one.

COUNSEL:

Now, you said the Police came and you were able to bury the dead, but
earlier you told us that you recognised people who came to murder your
husband and other people in the family. Did you mention these names to
the Police and did the Police do anything that day when they came to the
village?

NAKAKANDE:

After the burial the Police had ma.de arrangements that we should meet at
the Sub-county Headquarters on the following Tuesday, but when we
went there we did not find them there and then we returned on
Wednesday they were not there, ·and they told us to make another
appointment to go to Mbarara Police on Monday following, when we
went there they recorded our names down and they told us to go away,
and by the time we were still at the Police that is when we saw people,
running from Kiziba village also having faced the same problem. My
relatives at Kiziba had also been killed.

COUNSEL:

Okay, let us hear what you did when you went to Mbarara. Did you make
a statement and if you did, did you mention the people you have told the
Commission you saw, to the Police?

NAK.AKANDE:

I did make a statement and I mentioned all the names of those people I
recognised.

COUNSEL:

Now, apart from that visit you ma.de to Police; has the Police ever
contacted you since then about this matter?
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'..\KAKANDE

To your knowledge, have the eo le .
.
your home. ever been pcrsec t ~ . p ) ou mentioned as having come to
u e m respect of what happenedthat day?
They have never been prosecuted.

cot'NSFL:

Arc they still at Mbagwa?

NAJv\kANDE:

They are still there.

coUNSFL:

Were you offended that n0 th" h b
mg as een done towards these people?
Arc you happy or unhappy that nothing was been done to people wh~
murdered your husband and children?

:,.iAKAKANDE:

-en days.

him: on

COUNSEL:

So, now you want this action to be taken against these people?

NAKAKANDE.

Yes, I want them to be arrested and be taken to Court and be tried for the
murders of those people.

COUNSEL:

Now, you mentioned that while you were at Mbarara you were informed
that your father had been murdered at Kiziba; who is your father that was
murdered at Kiziba?

NAKAKANDE:

He was called Abdul.

COUNSEL:

Did he have another name?

NAKAKANDE.

Soguligambwa.

COUNSEL:

Does it mean that you are a sister of Dr. Twaha Kabuye?

NAKAKANDE:

He is my young brother.

COUNSEL:

I take it that you were not present when your father was killed

NAKAKANDE:

I was not there.

COUNSEL:

father, did you go to the
Now after you had learnt about the death of youred?
horn; of your father to find out what had happen .

NAf<AKANDE:

I did not; I only went at his home and I spent there two days when I went

ndero.

ad. but
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eet at

other
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away,
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I am not happy and I was also interested to see these people arrested and
prosecuted and questioned as to why they really did this

My

make
Id the

to fetch my relatives.

ple I

COUNSEL:

• the family with whom he lived
Did your father have other peop1e m
before his death?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes, he had.

ever
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COUNSEL:
NAKAKANDE:
COUNSEL:
NAKAKANDE.
COUNSEL:

Now. after hts death. did they stay in the home?
The) also deserted.
Now, where are they; have they gone back to Kiziba?
Some went back and others did not.
you see, when you say some went back and some did not; does it mean
that the killing of your father involved so many other people who run
away from Kiziba?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes, other people were also involved and they died.

COUNSEL:

Do you know those who died, and if you know how many of them died?

NAKAKANDE:

I can mention some.

COUNSEL:

Okay, but now could you tell us the number of people killed -

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, we would rather have evidence from people who were at the
scene, I think it is not necessary to get hearsay from this witness about
that incident.

COUNSEL:

You are right. Now, would you like to go back to your father's home; you
do not have a husband and you do not have a father, but would you like to
settle in your father's home?

NAKAKANDE:

I would like to go back but the bibanjas were taken away.

COUNSEL:

But why do you say the bibanjas were taken away; did you try to go back
and somebody told you that this kibanja is no longer yours?

NAKAKANDE:

We tried on some and others we feared because after killing all these
people you could hardly settle down with these people suffering.

COUNSEL:

I see; so really would you consider what happened at Mbagwa and at
Kiziba as religious persecution?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes, it was a religious persecution.

COUNSEL:

Is it because when Amin was toppled you were not happy or you were
happy-why?

NAKAKANDE:

Even matters had not yet settled, and Amin was staying far away from
where we were staying and we were not concerned. We do not know how
these people resulted to start becoming against us!

COUNSEL:

Did Muslims in your area benefit from the rule of Amin?

NAKAKANDE:

We were not concerned with whatever Amin was doing, but tbe
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It was religion and nothing else.
cot'NSEL:

cHAIAAtAN:

Thank you very much.
I woul_d like her to clarify a few things to me.
but \\ere th ere oth er Muslim fam•1·
Your familv
J was attacked.
·
1 tes nearby?

NAKAKANDE

In that area were four homes of Muslims.

CHAIAAfAN:

How far from yours?

NAKAKANDE

We were. in~

CHAIRMAN

Why was your family, in particular, attacked and not the others?

NAKAKANDE.

Which ever direction you would come from, our home was the centre.
So, you had to reach our home first and then proceed to other homes

CHAIRMAN:

Was it in a trading centre or by the main road?

NAKAKANDE:

It was on the road. but whichever direction you came from you had to
reach our home first and then you proceed ahead to other homes.

CHAIRMAN:

What happened to members of the other three families?

NAKAKANDE:

Most of them ran away after learning that people had been killed in our
place. but the one who would be the next neighbour died.

CHAIRMAN:

I believe you are a Kiganda family. you are a Muganda?

NAKAKANDE:

I am a Muganda.

CHAIRMAN•

How about the families of the other three?

NAKAKANDE:

I cannot tell. except knowing each other through religion ~ being
Muslims.

CHAIRMAN:

•-ly vou
can tell that somebody is a Muganda,or
you were too c1ose, ...
.........
.
somebody is a Munyankole!

NAKAKANDE:

He was a man who immigrated from Kajara.

CHAIRMAN:

What about names and the language'l

NAKAKANDE:

They used Luganda.

neighbours
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S1.,mckam Lug;u1d!l.
\,w, transfer of your child to Tm1z:mia, tdl us more about it. Who
tr.msforrcd him nnd why'l

.-\~-\"-.-\NOE:

Mv child was tr.msferrcd by soldiers who were transferring wh~eYcrwas
S('rioush injured to Tanzania In fact I w~ asked some questions as to
what had happened to the child. ~md 1 explained ":hat C:\actly took place.
Then th" Liberators said that "\Ve arc confused with Uganda because we
have come chasing away Amin. and at the san1c time the Banyankolc
han~ come up with pangas cutting people and so on!" So. we do not
understand what Uganda is.

CHAIRMAN

\Vho decided to transfer the child?

NAKAKANDE:

Soldiers.

MR.J.NAGENDA:

Y cs, but she said earlier that all the people who were in that hospital. who
had been i~jured. were being taken to Tanzania.

CHAIRMAN:

He was taken for treatment?

NAKAKANDE:

He was taken for treatment, and whoever had a problem. say for
admission. be it a pregnant woman for delivery was being taken to
Tanzania for treatment.

CHAIRMAN:

Did anybody accompany him to look after him?

NAKAKANDE:

Nobody, I was the one who had taken him to hospital and looking after
him, but when they decided to take him to Tanzania. I was only told to go
back.

CHAIRMAN:

For how long was he away?

NAKAKANDE:

He spent there 40 days and was returned when his hands were still in
plaster.

CHAIRMAN:

When did you next see him and where?

NAKAKANDE:

I had lost hope because bv the time thcv transferred mv son he was
unconscious, so I thought he was dead. •But as they w~re taking him
away, I asked as to where I would get the news about his condition and
they told me to check at Mbarara Hospital, that is where all the messages
would be left. When I went back to check I found him back on exactly
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NAKAKANDE:

They are the ones who b
h th'
roug t IS son at home in Itendero.

CHAIRMAN

He was taken to you at home?

NAKAKANDE.

yes, at Itendero; they came with him in a Bus and dropped him at home.

CHAIRMAN·

I must say that was very good!

NAKAKANDE-

Yes.

cHAIRMAN·

Were these Tanzanians?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes, they were Tanzanians who took him and brought him back

MR NAGENDA:

Can I ask you whether Nulu Nsubuga is your only real son or not?

NAKAKANDE:

There are other two?

MR. NAGENDA:

Are they older or younger than him?

NAKAKANDE:

One is older than Nsubuga and the other one is next to Nsubuga.

MR. NAGENDA:

I am afraid I am going to ask you some question on that very day, forgive
me. Did you actually see who killed your husband?"

NAKAK.ANDE:

I know him.

MR NAGENDA:

Did you see him doing it?

NAKAKANDE:

I know him he is called Ndyabe.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you actually see him killing your husband?

NAKAKANDE:

He is even the one who cut this boy.

MR. NAGENDA:

Where is this gentleman?

NAKAKANDE:

He is at home.

MR.NAGENDA:

Walking about freely?

NAKAKANDE:

Freely!

J

y
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MR NAGENDA:

Has he ever seen your son since?

NAKAKANDE.

He has never seen him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you ever thought of taking this young fellow that he cut so badl
show him what he did?
Yto

NAK.AKANDE:

I cannot reach there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you report this fellow Ndyabe to the Police?

NAKAKANDE:

I did report all of them including Ndyabe.

MR. NAGENDA:

Since the change of Government, have you reported these matters to any
officials. Have you reported Ndyabe to the officials.

NAKAKANDE:

The moment we reported to the Police, we thought that after handing over
the matter to the Police the Police would take steps and charge these
people, and since then we have never bothered.

MR NAGENDA:

But there is a new Government madam, and this Government, I think,
would be more responsible than the other Governments. Have you
reported these matters to the new Government - to the RCs, to the DAs, to
the Police or to anybody?

NAKAKANDE:

It was a wastage of time during the other governments, and it is only this
Government that has come up with this matter, otherwise others were
negligent and reluctant.

MR NAGENDA:

Does your son know who cut him?

NAKAKANDE:

He cannot identify him because he was still young; but at the time of
cutting he saw and he knew him.

MR NAGENDA:

Has he talked to you about Mr. Ndyabe?

NAKAKANDE:

He knows him but I do not know whether after such a long time he can
identify him.

MR NAGENDA:

Okay; when you went back to the house, did you find the bodies?

NAKAKANDE:

The bodies were buried.

MR NAGENDA:

I am asking you, did you see them?

NAKAKANDE:

I did; even prior to these Policemen visiting the scene, there were some
Tanzanian soldiers who escorted me to the place when they wanted to
exactly see these dead bodies, and they found them in the house.

MR. NAGENDA:

When these Tanzania soldiers took you, why did you not bury the bodies?
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Yes.
COL "\SEL

There was one in your area you say?

He is there.

\tR ~AGENDA:
AKAKANDE.

Was he also attacked on that day?
He was not attacked.

MR NAGENDA

Did he run away on that day?

NAKAKANDE.

He ran away.

MR.NAGENDA

Fi_nal!ythis is my last question; do you not think that you should go the
Distnct Administrator or to your local RC and report what happened?

NAKAKANDE:

They are negligent, and they are the very people who are chiefs there
how could they go and arrest these people?
'

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I j~st want to ask you one question, and remember that you took oath and
satd that you would tell the truth as you know it.

NAKAKANDE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

According to you, the problem that to the death or murder of your
husband and children was religious?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

And the murders of your husband and children related the matter to
Amin.

NAKAKANDE:

All that were murdered as a result of religious conflicts as followers of
Amin.

DR LUYOMBYA:

NAKAKANDE:

KAKWENZIRE:

Now, in your area where you stayed, were there some muslirns who
behaved abnonnally towards the Christians during the period of Amin?
They did not misbehave so that they could be the cause of this incident.
Madam, what did your husband do? What was your husband doing
professionally?

NAKAKANDE:

He was a cultivator.
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. · us office in addition to being a cultivator?
Did he hold any re1ig10

NAKAKANDE
KAKWENZIRE.
NAKAKANDE:
KAKWENZIRE:

NAKAKANDE:

He was leading prayers.
Did he have any business, was he a well to-do?
He was not well off.
. this _ your family was affected two months before the general
I am askmg
• d f bad fi li

trouble for everybody; was there any km o
family in the neighbourhood?

ee ng against your

They were all friendly, there was not any misunderstandings.

KAKWENZIRE:

This neighbour of yours who killed your husband and cut your son, what
kind of neighbour was he, were you friendly?

NAKAKANDE:

They came from another village.

CHAIRMAN:

How far away?

NAKAKANDE:

It is less than a mile.

KAKWENZIRE:

yes, but did you know him before; had he paid you a visit or you paid
him a visit?

NAKAKANDE:

Yes, we used to visit him and he also used to come at our place.

KAKWENZIRE:

Is he a married man; a member of a community with a home and a
family?

NAKAKANDE:

We used even to assist each other whenever there was necessity; say, if
they had lost someone we could go there and assist in the burial
ceremonies and they would also do the same to our place. Even if they
had some celebrations, say wedding parties we could go and assist.

KAKWENZIRE:

I do not have any other question, except I want to express our sorrow at
the tragedy that befell you and hope that the people who caused such
misery should try to refrain.

NAKAKANDE:

But now my children are willing to go back to their kibanja.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, she has told the Commission what she thinks would happen; we
have heard her evidence, and the Commission will make appropriate
recommendations and we cannot tell you what it will be, but we study the
general situation it is not only your case there are also many people
similar in the categories you are, and we hope remedial measures willbe
taken. You see, we are not a Court, we cannot say, "Okay, now here is
an order go and evict those people where they are and reinstate you in",
we cannot do that, that can be done by Court but we will make our
recommendations, we do not have instant remedies to hand out.
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KAKDE:

What about the arrests of those people who committed.

CHAIR..l\1A
N

\Vcll, the Police shpuld have arrested the people who committed the

offence a long time ago!
But when the Commission was in l\tbarara we were promised that these
people would be arrested and they hid themselves.
~

CHAIRMAN:

\Vell. the law will take its course. It has not been done before, but the
Police have been awakened and ,,ill do their work. You sec, we cannot
recommend arrests instantly, our recommendations in many cases are
resct\"cd to the end, but in the meantime the Police can do their normal
work.

MR. ;,.;'AGENDA:

In fact. in addition. I think it is only fair to say that although this
Commission has no powers of arrest. it has powers of recommending
measures to be taken against criminals

ur

~

'\\hat

I would associate the Commission with the sentiment expressed by Lady
Commissioner here in respect of the bereavement which has been suffered
bv
.. -vour famil -\' We are som·.. that vou
.. have had to come and tell us this
painful e'.\.-perience.Thank you for having come and give the evidence.
Counsel. what is the ne'.\."torder of business·1

aid
COL~SEL:

My Lord this is last witness I have for today.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, it is about ten minutes past two now. I think we have done a
reasonable amount of work since 10.00 a.m this morning.
The
Commission is now adjourned and will resume nex1.Wednesday, at 9.30
a.m same place here.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners. Learned Counsel, Ladies and Gentleman, we are sorry
we are a bit late in starting the hearing of today, the 24th February. 1988.
this is because we were waiting for a quorum of Commissioners to be
present before we commence this business. The time is now 10.20 a.m.
and we are ready to start.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, Chairman, Commissioners, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are still
continuing with the incident that happened at Kemishego in 1968. I
intend today, to call about two witnesses in respect of this incident. One
will be Sheikh Mohammad Mukongo and Sheikh Mbogo.

a

if
·a1

ey
at

WITNESS NO.205: SHEIKH MOHAMMED MUKONGO -

AFFIRMED
COUNSEL:

You are Sheikh Mohammed Mukongo?

MUKONGO:

It is correct.
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Of\Villiam Strl'CI Kampala'/
COUN"'EI

MUKONGO:

COUNSEL:

Plot 32 'l

MUKONGO:
COUNSEL:
MUKONGO:
COUNSEL:
MUKONGO:
COUNSEL:
MUKONGO:
COUNSEL:

'\ ou arc 94 vears old?
I was born 1894 and I am now aged 94 years.

Where were you born?
At K1shangani.
That is Belgian Congo?

Yes, in Belgian Congo.
When did you come to Uganda?

MUKONGO:

In 1918.

COUNSEL:

You are a moslem?

MUKONGO:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

When did you become a Moslem?

MUKONGO:

In 1915.

COUNSEL:

Why did you come to Uganda in 1918?

MUKONGO:

We were three people and we met at Bujumbura with Sheikh Jamil
Nsubuga and Yusufu Kaloddo of Masaka.

COUNSEL:

So from 1918 you settled in Uganda?

MUIWNGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you are a Ugandan citizen?

MUIWNGO:

Yes, I am a Ugandan citizen.

Sony, Counsel, this question of citizenship is usually glossed over. how
is citu.enship; was he naturalised or registered or what? Or because he
hasbeenin Uganda since 1918?

COUNSEL:

I .e, thankyou my Lord. You were born in Zaire, how did you become a
1lpndan Citiz.en?
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~ ll KONGO:

111 1 36 th th
~ . c cn Kabaka gave instructions that each one who paid

[)R 1\1\KUBU\' A:

You can approach it differently also. Sheikh, do you carry a Uganda
Passport?

~tUKONGO.

Yes, I do.

DR MAKUBUYA:

When did you first get one?

MUKONGO:

By 1923 we used to make pilgrimage to Mecca by documents but now I
have renewed three passports including the one I have at present.

COUNSEL:

~ unders~d you have said you are a Sheikh, it appears you have been
involved m Islamic affairs for quite some time?

MUKONGO:

Yes, it is correct.

COUNSEL:

When did you become a Sheikh?

MUKONGO:

I became a Sheikh in 1947 after I had gone for a course.

COUNSEL:

I see.

MUKONGO:

And I have an experience of what Sheikh means, why I should be a
Sheikh so that any question which would be put forward I would be in a
good position to answer.

COUNSEL:

Is Islam in Uganda being organised under one umbrella, under one
organisation since you came?

MUKONGO:

By the time I arrived in Uganda Prince Nuru Mbogo was the leader of the
moslems, the father of Badru Kakungulu.

COUNSEL:

What were the Moslems calling themselves, which organisation was
looking after their interests?

MUKONGO:

It was under Uganda Moslem Community.

COUNSEL:

Was it this Community formed with assistance of Government?

MUKONGO:

It was being assisted by the Central Government together with the
Kabaka's government.

COUNSEL:

What kind of assistance were these two governments g1vmg this
Community?

(lntcrycction)-

MUKONGO:

At that time there was no financial assistance except to give you land
whereby to construct mosques and schools.

COUNSEL:

apart from giving this assistance. did the Kabaka's Government
So
h. • ?
influence the moslems in the way they were wors 1ppmg.
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In l lP 7 . there "a." a judge from Zanzibar who was called here

(lntci:iccf1on)-

COl

SEL:

COUNSEL:

MUKONGO:

COUNSEL:

"ell. the interpretation is that in 1927 there was a dispute between
moskms and one called Juma and another one Zukuri. So the
Go,cmmcnt of Uganda contacted the Zanzibar Government wherebyth
sent a "kadhi who assisted in solving the dispute and from that date th:Y
..
fiJ
d
re
were two sects of moslem organ1sat1ons. one or uma an another Zukun•
and ever since there was not any other d 1spute.

At the time of Independence, did you have any other organisation other
than the nvo you have just mentioned?
From 1927 up to 1964 there had been no disputes until one other party of
NAAM was formed and since then misunderstandings have gone on and
on up to today.
The Government assisted earlier giving you land and bringing Kadhi
from Zanzibar, did the Government assist the moslems to create this other
organisation?

MUKONGO:

The then Government was a UPC Government and it wanted support
from Moslems and Moslems were not UPC supporters. So the
Government encouraged a few moslems to join UPC and it used those
few elements in order to form the NAAM Party system.

COUNSEL:

Yes, according to you, your religion was not bad for a government to
solicit support from moslems?

MUKONGO:

When the Kabaka had been expelled from the country some moslems
came into misunderstanding and others were imprisoned like Badru
Kakungulu, Abu Mayanja and Sheikh Kulumba.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that Goverru:nent harassed moslems because they did
not give it support?

MUKONGO:

Any moslem who never joined UPC was an enemy of Government.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that in 1964 NAAM was formed to mass support for
Government?

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, sorry, he has already said so it is not a suggestion, that is what
he said in his evidence.

COUNSEL:

Did the formation ofNAAM affect the worshipping in Islam?

MUKONGO:

That intervened the worshipping of moslems and it formulated the
capturing of mosques for those moslems who did not support the UPC
forcing the leader of that mosque to join the UPC party.
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cotJ1 'SEL:
~1L KONGO:

coVNSFL:

MUKONGO

\\Tere there to your knowledge

many moslemswhojoined NAAM?
Man) did but in fear that if h
.
e resistedhe would be imprisoned.
You mentioned NAAM
.
capturing mosq
.
d1.d Government have a hand
in th'
. ues, was It done by moslems or
is takmg over mosquesby NAAM?
The Government gave a hand
mosque of Masaka, they used th and_re~ently when they took over the
Richard Muhinda and h th e DiStrtct Commissionerof Masaka, Mr.
w en ey were takin
Kampala at William Str t th
g over one mosque here in
District Commissioner of~
ealyused Mr. Nsababutulo who was the
p a.

COUNSEL:

May be you want to assist us - (Interjection)-

cHAJRMAN:

!:i;r

MUKONGO:

In 1983.

cHAIRMAN:

Who took over, was it NAAM who took over this mosque or what?

MUKONGO:

Yes, this NAAM continued up to day, it is existing.

CHAIRMAN:

I see! That is news.

COUNSEL:

So the Government interfered in your worshipping by setting up NAAM.
Could you give us instances where mosques were taken over by NAAM
between 1964 and 1970; I am asking you this question because I know in
1971 there was no organisation that is why I am asking you before the
coming of Amin, would you give us instances where mosques were taken
over by NAAM on the assistance of Government?

MUK.ONGO:

In 1968 there was an incident of capturing the Kajara Mosque. There
were many others which were taken over.

COUNSEL:

you mentioned the Kajara Mosque which was taken in 1968, what do
you know about this incident, were you present?

MUKONGO:

I was present.

COUNSEL:

How did you or how were you present in Kajara which is in Ankole?

MUKONGO:

for Mauledi or Nabbi Muhammad so when a moslem
They had arrange d
hears of that Mauledi, he should go to attend.

CHAIRMAN:

Mauledi for what?

MUKONGO:

For the birth of Nab bi Mohammadi.

COUNSEL:

Who organised this Mauledi?

Counsel, when he says "recently"what does that mean? When was
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MUKONGO

and by then
It was by Abbas Balinda who was the constituency Leader
.
any constituency leader in any area would be responsible for organising
the Mauled there.

COUNSEL:

Was Abbas Balinda a member of Uganda Moslem Community or a
member of NAAM.

MUKONGO:

I have explained before that whoever was in government whether be it a
county chief, a sub-county chief or a D.C or a Member of Parliament
would be belonging to NAAM sect.

CHAIRMAN:

This applied only to moslems and not to everybody?

MUKONGO:

Only Moslems.

CHAIRMAN:

What about yourself, what were you?

MUKONGO:

I belong to no sect. I am only a moslem.

CHAIRMAN:

Even at that time?

MUKONGO:

Even at that time. I am old enough those who join such things are my
sons I cannot interfere.

COUNSEL:

Did you go alone to Kajara particularly to Kemishego, did you go alone?

MUKONGO:

I met the late Sheikh Swaibu Semakula who was older than me and he
had no transport to this place, so I had no alternative other than to offer
him a lift to this place.

COUNSEL:

Did you carry another person?

MUKONGO:

We were four in the vehicle, the driver was Juma Kayongo, Sheikh
Mbogo and Sheikh Swaibu Semakula were in the back seat and I was in
the front seat.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did he say that Sheikh Mbogo was his son?

MUKONGO:

We were together with his father at school but Sheikh Mbogo was born in
1931 and when his father died he handed him over to me to look after
him.

COUNSEL:

I suppose you arrived at Kamishego, did you see Balinda who had
organised this Mauledi, was he there?

MUKONGO:
COUNSEL:

I did.
Were there other prominent moslems present at this Mauledi'?

MUKONGO:

Yes, there were some like Sheikh Kamulcgeya, Swaibu Mutyaba and
others because it is now a long time since

COUNSEL:

Would you recollect what happened?
I
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\Ve arrived at around 10 30
.
groups had been fonncd th a.m on amval we found that we two different
\\hich was at the mosque"~:• d~~ewas that of the Moslem Community
mosque and the NAAM
not want these of NAAM to go to the
group had fanned their
• group somewhere else.
Yes.
1LkO'\.GO.

On our anival • Abbas Bal·mda wanted t
•
the Sheikh Mufti refu d d h
. us O go direct to the mosque but
se an e said th t •1t
•
been given somewhere to erfonn th
a . was ~ong smce we have
should interfere with th p
e Mauled,, there 1sno reason why we
Moslems Community osel peo:ie who are at ~e mosque the Uganda
O we agreed with the Sheikh Mufti and
we had th
peop e
e p~yers where they had been arranged to tak 1
W
th
suggesled at ~f peace is there then we would be taking o; !eac;osqu:
W e went on with the prayers up to 3 .00 pm. The Mufti ordered for the
prayers to end After the prayers had ended Abbas Bal. d
h
the Mufti
dh
.
.
,
rn a came w ere
was an e told him that 1f we do not go into this mosque then
we shall be defeated.

COUNSEL:

What did you understand by this defeat?

MuKONGO

The Mufti said some prayers from the Koran and he told Abbas Balinda
that it was wrong to force someone to join another sect which he does not
believe in but it is only to encourage him slowly by slowly then he can
join you instead of forcing him to join you. Then Mufti was very
annoyed to resist what he had suggested - (Interjection) -

CHAIRMAN

Please, did Abbas Balinda accept the advice given to him by the Mufti?

MUKONGO.

He did not, so that is why we were forced to leave the place.

CHAIRMAN

No, wait. You see the man has not accepted the advice, what happens
next, do you just walk off he has done nothing so far?

MUKONGO

We were in two groups at the Maule di that one which was armed and it
was overpowering us, we who were Sheiks.

COUNSEL:

you mean at this Mauledi there were people who were armed, which type
of people who were armed?

MUKONGO

COUNSEL:
MUKONGO·

COUNSEL.

Yes there were Special Force Police at the scene.

'
Who was in control of these Special Force people?
of lower class but those people like Sheikh
Except we w ho were .th escorts of armed Special Force p o 1·ice.
Kamulegeya went on w1
ing in respect of this taking over of the
Did Sheikh Kamulegeya say anyth
mosque?

MUKONGO

.
k lace was after we had left.
The incident which too p
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COl' 51:L:

.
. a is a prominent Sheikh, w~en Balinda said to
1egcy
Shctk
Kanrn
• • h'im not to or so what
II
c
•
did
he participate •in advising
W
take over the mosque,
• ?
or encouragedhim •

MUKONGO

ng in protest because by then Nekyon was the leader
He did not say anythi
.
d he was the Vice,
so he could not oppose what was
of the NAAM an
being suggested.

CHAIRMAN
MUKONGO:
COUNSEL:
MUKONGO:

\Vas he also there?
He was not there
So what happened?
On our way we heard some gun shots fro~ behind and the Mufti
suggested that we should branch off to the Pohce and make a report that
there might be some troubles where we had come from. As he had
refused those people to go into the mosque by force I should report to the
police that if at all anything happens behind, the police is aware. We
returned to Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after you returned?

MUKONGO:

Badru Kakungulu engaged Abu Mayanja advocate to go and plead for the
Moslem Community people at Kajara.

COUNSEL:

So it means later you learnt there were problems at the mosque and some
people had been killed? I think that is what you want to say.

MUKONGO:

Yes, we received the information as a result of this information that is
why Kakungulu engaged Abu Mayanja Advocates to go and advocate for
the group of his.

COUNSEL:

Any other incident which yo•: want to report that involved this scuffle
after 1968 before 1971?

MUKONGO:

There are many incidents and they are recorded in our statement, the
Commissioners will have to look at it.

COUNSEL:

Let us come to 1971 that is after the Military take over in 1971 by Idi
Amin.

MUKONGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do ~ou think President Amin using State power interfered \Vith the
runmng of Islam in Uganda?

MUKONGO:

yes, because he arrested most of the NAAM sect.

COUNSEL:

Why did he arrest them, do you know?
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omc \\ere ~ bcc.ausc
not kno\\ the cause but
of SOinctrOUbics.
pnson thC) also "cllltcdl C Shci.kb
~C\~
the bankand OlhersI did
\\as
v.ith him
to arrest Abdalla ~ ~as ~ a.id PU!into

cor • EL

I savedhimbecause
1

Could vou
m-;on
•
~uu

SOmc
.
"ere arrested by Aminon J:~:111

~

names of people of 'AAM who
over gO\ enunem?

There are many

co .·-a

y

.

es, ) ou Just assist us bv menti .
'

n.,'KONGO.

I know il..,rtu was aITested, Balun
.
Chief of Bukooli Count\• in 8
ya, Hussem 1enyahe V.'aS a Coumv
..

COUNSEL:
iUKONGO.
COUNSEL:

OIUng,say, five names.

usoga and many others

,

But Amin is the one who assisted mosl
Supreme Council?
ems to createthe Uganda 1uslim
Yes, he did, but it also created problems.
\Vhich problems?

{lJKO}:GO:

Involved foreign currency and this brought misunderstandingup todav.
Even up to now that is why we are not settled. If one is defeatedhe do'es
not want to leave the position in fear that he would lose monev. That is
what is happening \\ithin ourselves, do you not hear our quarre~?

COUNSEL:

Now, you see. Sheikh. fukongo, this is a national Com.missionof inquiry
and its findings ·will depend on evidence which is given to it by v,itnesses
not matters that it is just within their knowledge. we do not use our
knowledge to give a report to the Government, so you just give us 91,-hat
vou know to assist us to collect the evidence.

r

fUKONGO:
COUNSEL:

Yes Sir. That is all.
'

infringe ~e
D 1.d thi s erean·on of Uganda Muslim Supreme Council
• • u anda Muslim
freedom of other moslems who did not want to JOin g
Supreme Council?

ML'KONGO:

.
da Muslim Supreme Council v.~ to
The intention of form.mg ~e _Ug7' ed finance then the misundemanding
unite all moslems but when it mvo v
began.

COUNSEL:

MUKONGO:

COUNSEL:

• Muslim
.
.
did the Bukoto Communrty
.
The question is, for ~c:e,
this Uganda Muslim Supreme Council
Comrnunitr did they feel Jo1rung Head 0 f Government ordered them to
. .
• t,ecause the
or they just JO~~ 1~
, r?
. . ·t, did thev JOID it freel} o •
JOlil 1
•
he was overpowered
•
power
but
when
10
,Amin was still
They joined when
ed Bukoto sect.
or toppled they retum to
fun Supreme C.Ouncil
•on of Uganda Mus
"ght to say the creatl
So, am I n
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cnts was just an act of Government rathc
•
r
and .1oinmg . .
fthe moslcms concerned?
than a free dec1s1ono
. . the Uganda Muslim Council and 1t is clear eve
They were force_dto JO~ pied they went back to their sects.
n
today when Amm was op
. .

MLKONGO:

all other movcm

COUNSEL:

f Amin that is after his government had been
After the departurme
o~lems let free to worship as they wished by other
overthrown, were
• ?
government that came m •

MUKONGO.

"ble in fact it only created more problems in moslems
It was not poss1 ,
themselves.

COUNSEL:
MUKONGO

COUNSEL:

Would you ask him to elaborate?
In Obote Two Government, in fact more problems came up and you were
witnessing these things happening such as ~ing over mosques and when
you are having a Mauledi guns would be available.
Please again I want you to assist us by giving us. And when you tell us
there were many problems, the problem which we are interested in, were
these problems created by governments or they were created by moslems
themselves?

MUKONGO:

The moslems used those people in power in government in order to create
problems in moslems.

COUNSEL:

Can you give us specific incidents where this happened where
government assisted moslems to achieve their selfish goals?

MUKONGO:

We had elected Sheikh Kulumba rather Sheikh Kassim Mulumba to be
our leader, but when government came in power it also put there Sheikh
Kamulegeya who was put at Old Kampala by force.

COUNSEL:

When was this?

MUKONGO:

We put it in the statement I think m 1984, you will find it in the
statement.

COUNSEL:

You see, Sheikh Mukongo please take it that members of this
Commission have been appointed from say, Asia or Australia and they
~ave _comehere to gather facts, so do not think they have been in Uganda.
~rn~me they have not been in Uganda, so assist them by telling specific
mc1dents, please.

MUKONGO

These incid_entsthat took place very recently were recorded and handed
over to Sheikh Mbogo who is the District Kadhi of Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Okay' now .we· imagine
• we shall get this from Sheikh Mbogo who is here
Wh
1ution had you proposed to end what has happened in the past to
at stho
ensure at what has happene d m
• the past is not repeated?
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appears the problems .
ansmg from what
Government has bee 'tou fac_cdin your religion ha yobustated here, it
d
n supporting on
ve een because the
~-o~ propose to stop this interfoe section or faction or the other, how
a rs .
rence of Government in the moslem

\\ere

CHAl~lAN

Sorry. Counsel, I have somcth"
conclusion already which is b_mgto s~y about, you have reached the
SU Ject to this Inquiry.

COU ·sEL.

My Lord what I am just telling him that
.
seems he is suggesting I h
accordingto what he has said it
.
'
ave not reached an
l •
suggestmg that there have been robl
.
Y :°~c
us1on, he 1s
Government has been s
rti p
ems m your religion because the
.
uppo ng one group or the other I th.nk th •
w h at he is trying to suggest? If that • tru h
•
I
at is
this?
is e, ow do you propose to stop

MUKONGO

It is not the G_overnrnentitself but some moslems use those people in
government to mtervene within the moslem affairs.

COUNSEL:

Would those people succeed in their goals if they are not assisted by
those people in government?

MUKONGO:

We shall come to an understanding as now we have got a governmentthat
wants democracy and no one would be arrested for no justified cause, we
shall sit together and understand each other and we settle these problems.

COUNSEL:

So, you are suggesting with democracy you do not anticipate any problem

hen
us
-ere

1]

ems

in future?

MUKONGO·

Because of the present Government which docs not want to intc~ ~
the beliefs of any religion, so that is why I am even here to give this
evidence to this Commission because it wants to
out the truth
otherwise we had forgotten all about that happenedbe re.

[:d

the

COUNSEL:

That is all my Lord for the time being.

will work backwards, the statement you
CHAIRMAN:

ific

ed

MUKONGO:

ere
to

t

Let me take you perhaps, we
uld solve the conflicts in Moslem
have just made that d~oc~
wo ut by the elections which were held
Religion in Uganda, that is not t ~v:mment was in power and you were
not a long ago when the presen o
free to do what you wished?
uld like at least. as the Government the
We as elders of all people wo
ther and unite instead of these
....n1ent is to come toge
Present Gove, .......
..
misunderstandings in ourselves.
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. , ·ou or you would like to unite on your
I G0Ye111mcnt
to unttl: )
•
'OU hk.Ct lC
'}
own accord •
. • n run smoothly is to unite and we come
ha\'C re l1g10
TI1c"ay how we e,.'111
together by oursclycs.
. of NAAM first of all, I suppose this NAAM is an
Let us go back to basics_
all\ mean? What was the full name?
abbreYiationwhat docs it actu •
.

CHAIRl\ 1\ '-I

ll

"-O1'.GO.

CH.Al~!.\}\

It is a long thing but - (Interjcction)l\!LKONGO
CHAI~lAN

MUKONGO

t kno,v say you do not know, may be we will
Do you know? If you do no
,
find out from somebod) else
I do not know.
you just hear there is something called NAAM?

CHAIRMAN
MUKONGO
CHAIRMAN
MUKONGO·

Yes.
Did you know its aims and objectives?
I cannot because I was not a member.

CHAIRMAN

But as a moslem who is impartial because you were neither NAAM nor
Uganda Moslem Community, you did not know?

MUKONGO:

This NAAM was formed in order to have these members of NAAl\i to
join the government, to be put in government.

CHAIRMAN:

To join the government in , ..•hat way? How?

l\ruKONGO·

You could not be employed unless you were in NAAM section.

CHAlRl\lAN:

I see!

MUKONGO:

And the intention of forming NAAM was to have support of moslems to
join UPC.

CHAIRl\fAN•

According to that, it was political?

MUKONGO.

Yes.

CHAIRMAN·

\Vas there any religious difference in the faith of religion between NAAM
and Uganda Muslim Community either in substance or in procedure. did
they worship differently'?

MUKONGO:

No. there was no difference. The difference onlv come on this financial
business but in worshipping it is the same.
•

CHAIRl\tAN·

So those who were members of NAAM and other members of other
organisations worship in the same mosque'?
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Yes, if there arc n
.
o misunderstand'
mosques that is where the d"ffi
ings but when it cam to
1

CHAIRMAN

an

e

.
captunng

MlJKO 'GO:

So NAAM wanted to b .
e in charge or to
control mosques ' is that n"ght?.
'-r
1 es.

col'NSFL:

Is it to say that NAAM

MUKONGO:

ma) be we Will

crcncc comes in.

wanted to cont 1all

ro
mosques in towns?
yes, that was the intention becaus .
Whenever a mosque was •
b e it had no land it had to fight
f;
d
m some ody's land th had
•
orce an people started fighting.
ey
to capture it by

CHAIRMAN·

That is why I am asking this uesti - I
no religious difference betw~ than do not understand. If there was
mosques?
en em, why should they have separate

MUKONGO.

What brought in confusion or misunderstand·
th th
•
mg was at ose NAAM
people Just wanted to take over by force.

COUNSEL:
l •.\AM' nor

Excuse me,_ m~ Lord Chairman, by taking over the mosque, NAAM
would appomt its Imaam, would appoint a District Kadhi they wanted to
appoint these people who belong to NAAM.
'

MUKONGO:

That is correct. Previously there was no any misunderstanding, others
would say prayers of Juma only and others say prayers of Zukuri so by
then there were no misunderstandings but when it came to taking over
mosques by force then problems came in.

COUNSEL:

Otherwise the problem was that they wanted to take over the
administration of the mosques?

MUK.ONGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And to exclude the Uganda Muslim Community persortnel?

MUK.ONGO:

yes, I have already told you that that was one of the causes why Prince
Badru K.akungulu was imprisoned.

COUNSEL:

In other words at the material time Prince B~
Kakungulu was the
leader of the Uganda Muslim Supreme Community?

MUKONGO:

Since 1921 when his father died.

COUNSEL:

him by a person who believed in
And now they want may be to rep1ace
NAAMphilosophy?

MUKONGO:

. Moslem Supreme Council to get
Yes, even ·t1 was the cause for fio1mmg

oslems to

nNAAM
dure, did

financial

of other

rid of Prince Badru Kakungulu.

,,

MR.NAGENDA

•
vidence last wee
But you see we have it on e
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k that one of the witnesses

.
t N ~AM was founded as an arm of UPC, is this true? I ~""
.._ud to us t11a ~
th" fi"ll
-•t
••
t0 Id , ou tlread)· said so because 1s o ows on what you
3
1
som·. " -"
•
said. carficr. Thank you.
CH lR.\ f A1\

MVKONGO:

\V 11 1 t us come to this particular incident in Kemishego, how large was
th: g~;ering ,vhich attended the Mauledi which was led by Balinda?
Those who were at the Mauledi were fewer than those who were at the
mosque. that is the owners of that mosque the Moslem Community
people.

CHAfR1\1A~.

Did you know whether moslems other than members of NAAM also
attended the Mauledi?

MUKONGO:

I do not remember, it is a long time ago.

CHAIRMAN:

You did not know you were a visitor?

MUKONGO:

Some were students, they have just grown up.

CHAIRMAN:

May be it is not a fair question because he was a visitor in the area. Well,
that is all from me for the time being. There will be other questions from
other members of the Commission.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You said that in late 60's many moslems joined NAAM for fear of being
imprisoned?

MUKONGO:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were there financial advantages in joining NAAM?

MUKONGO:

I cannot tell but it was politically done because unless you were a moslem
NAAM you could not be appointed a county chief and many in fact got
these posts of county chiefs or sub-county chief by then who were by
then NAAM sect of moslems.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You went with Sheikh Mufti to thisMauledi but did Sheikh Mufti belong
to any of these sects? Was he NAAM, was he UMSC or what?

MUKONGO:

He did not belong to any sect except that he was the first moslem to
qualify to become a sheikh.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

We were also told that he looked frail and a mattress had to be brought
for him to lie down, was this true?

MUKONGO:

A mattress?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, this was in Mbarara. We were told in Mbarara that he looked frail
and they had to bring a mattress for him to lie down at theMauledi, did
that happen?

MUKONGO:

He was very old, he was about 111 years.
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M "LBl

MU'KO,GO

DR M K BUYA:

In that case. "h) do 'ou th1'nkth'
ad •
•
•
IS Abb
Bal'
.
'tee gn en by this old man?
as
mda dtd not listen to the
He "as an MP h
.
• c was in power th

h
en c could not listen to us old people.
~en ) ou mentioned somethin tha
.
m early 80's, I do not understangdth't the NAAM doctnne continued even
IS.

MUKO!'GO:

DR 1AKUBUYA:

fUKONGO:

Those sects are like clans if th
there is a belief that whoev
e one who performed that clan is dead,
know that that calm th er succce~s ifhe belongs to that sect, then they
or at party, he is the one who is now leading it.
Yes, but you have just told my Lord Chairman that th
.
diffi
in doctrine bem
N
ere 1s no
erence
.
diffi
·een AAM and other people, so when you say that there
IS n~
~rence between NAAM and other moslems, when you say it
contmued m the early 80s, what continued?
In the government by then there was Luwuliza Kirunda and Chris
Rwakasisi who were then in power.

DR \IAKUBUY A:

They are not moslems, neither of them is a moslem.

MUKONGO:

They used them because they were holding some offices in government
then they went up to Wandegeya and selected another Chief Kadhi at
Makerere University and appointed a new Chief Kadhi who was brought
in power at Old Kampala by force and that is when other problemsof
capturing other moslems started.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Do you know whether moslems have had any problems from other
religions in Uganda?

MUKONGO:

No, it is only among the moslems themselves.

DR. t,.iAK.UBUYA:

Which suggests that the primary problem is really internal to the moslem
community here?

MUKONGO:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I am wondering whether you have made any contributionto the
advancement of Islam generally in Uganda, you personally?

MUKONGO•

My duty is to construct mosques and schools.

DR MAKUBUY A:

. ? you do it individually or you mobilise funds or
How do you do th is.
what?

MUKONGO•

Through contributions by moslems.

DR MAKUBUYA:

.
a be a long one, but could you give us ~c
I do not know; this m y d hools which you have set up underthis
examples of the mosque~ ~ ~c
Voluntary Welfare Assoc1auon.
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~c~-emw~n.: JS :.:' !1~,;\ ±ts~ p~0r~e rn.iSJppn:";pn:ir~:...'\cs~funds fr'"~m
rc~~g:1 .:-.:-'C.Ilt.:es.-\:!d. I ~ the g0, ernment "ill .l$SHt~ f ..~r t"\..lI!lpk.
Sl:.e·i.::::.-\.~~.1 Z~e .::L":lein r0w.:-;- :..!1 1°-l mJ he h:is ne, .:-r.:-0nstru.:t.:--J
e,·en 3. S!a~e 1:-uildmg. b-e-i1 3. m0sque ~r 3. s.::h.0-01

Y e-s. if G1wemment w:is to interfere in ho" t0 use these funds. the S31lle
pe-.:iple-,,ill rum up md :ay. gm~emment is inte.rfr-ring in rehg10u.s aff.urs
V.u is g°' emment to do:

itself. like the: Vk·e Chaimun:

~'fUKO~GO:

"\\.e ha,·e g0t proper persons in go,emment
and they C3Il do it nicely

DR. ~iAKUBUYA:

Yes

CHA.IR..M...'\..1'\;•

Commissioner. maY I assist ,·ou on that one \\·e had here another
witness who said that "those people who are in go,emment should stop
interfering in moslem affairs."

OR M.AKUBUYA:

Sheikh Kadu~u.

CHAIRM'.AN:

Yes. This is contrary to what you are saying.

MUKONGO:

There. I mean to say that the goYernment should -or ma~ be - as Shci~h
said that the government inten-enes or interfere into moskm atfa.in-is. tN
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example, like when Abu M , •
r• •
.
a; UlljaWi!ntat K1buh and misled people who
"ere \ otmg there for cl • t'
B
th
.
cc ions. ut you cannot have a religion without
e assistance of the government in the country.

DR MAKUBUYA.

Sheikh, you have talked about the need for moslcm unity in this country.
But I rcallvJ wonder
\"h
. you arc talkmg
.
•
• at th e concept of unity
about:
because you said, you have not had any unity since J964· and Ugand~
Moslem
- were - the' moslems did
•
. . .Supreme Counc1·1 was .c
1ormcd; but people
not.JOI~ it voluntarily; and indeed as soon as Amin fell, they went back to
their different sects. First of all, what is this moslem unity you are talking
about?

MUKONGO:

It is .to hold elections from downwards up to the top which is being
practised today, so that bad elements are thrown out - who mislead or
bring in misunderstandings within the moslems.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes; when they tried it recently, it blew up at the top and they are in the
courts. How are we to avoid this?

MUKONGO:

The government advised us to go to court other than fighting among
ourselves. But it should be our duty we moslems to see that these
differences are burnt and we come to an understanding.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

Y cs. Finally - whether you educate young moslems about the value of
unity -is there a special programme for educating moslems about the
value of unity.

MUKONGO:

News editors would be my witnesses; and I always publish it out,
advertise it in the news papers to see that the young moslems are educated
about it.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Y cs, but we are talking about in the mosques and in the schools. Is the
value of moslem unity emphasised to the people?

MUKONGO:

When this Koran was fanned, it was for only one unity of moslem and no
differences or any significance. So it was meant for only one moslem
unity; and not for divisions, say NAAM or whatever it is.

CHAIRMAN:

But in the Bible there was also - there arc divisions. What the
Commissioner here is rightly asking is, it is a fact that divisions exist.
Arc you as leaders of moslcms arc yo~ doing anything ~bout. it to_teach
the youths particularly in spirit for umty so that these b1ckenngs m the
future will cease.

MUKONGO:

The differences an; not caused by the belief; it is only money.

DR. MAKUBUY A.

Okay. Thank you Sheikh.

KAKWENZIRE:

llle day you went to Kemishcgo forA,fa"'.".'edi. was it a common practice
for the Mufti to attend regional Maw11/ed1s?

MUKONGO.

y cs he used to attend also other regional A1aw11/edis.
I
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K.Ak \\ 'EN. ·1Rr

In other words, I want to know whether he was aw~e or you who was in

his group whether you aware that you were gomg to take over this
mosque by peaceful means or by forceful means? I do not know.

MUKONGO

If we had been aware that the idea to form thisMawuledi was to take ov
the mosque, we would not have attended this Mawuledi.
er

KAKWENZIRE

Were you aware of the conflict between the Moslem Community and the
NAAM?

MUKONGO:

Yes, I was aware

KAKWENZIRE

Were you aware that you were going to make your own preparations
separately from those of the Moslem Community? I mean, we have it on
record, but you yourself have told us that you found it very difficult to
congregate at the mosque. Had you anticipated resistance or the Mufti's
group anticipated resistance from the moslem community people?

MUKONGO:

We were not aware; we thought it was meant for all moslems without any
separation or differences. But we were only surprised to find that it has
been in another place; and the other group was at the mosque.

KAK.WENZIRE:

We have it in earlier evidence that there were these clear divisions and
that the Mufti, Sheikh Swayibu was a leader of NAAM. Are you aware
of that? Would you say that is correct record?

MUKONGO:

He did not belong to any sect. If it had been true that he belonged to
NAAM, he was the first one to be a Sheikh here in Uganda. But, only
that because he was invited to conduct prayers at the mawuledi organised
by the government, so they suspected him to be a NAAM. But othern-ise
if he had been in NAAM group, he would have at least achieved a post
there; the President was Nekyon, the Vice President was Sheikh
Kamulegeya, the Chairman was Shabani Nkutu. So you see, even in the
organisation on the top officials he did not own anything in the NAAM.

KAKWENZIRE:

I want to bring to your attention further that evidence already received
also points out that the moslems were divided and moslem community
had their leader and the NAAM had their leader. Are you aware of such
existence of an opposition leader or whatever another leader?

MUKONGO:

It was only that, whenever he went for any celebrations that had been
made by the government, and he was invited and could not refuse. then
these people who remained behind were of the view that he has crossed to
NAAM sect. But he never had any connection at all with the NAAM
group.

KAKWENZIRE:

But from what you know, did any other leader emerge - who challenged
hi m.?

MUKONGO:

Elected from what?
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In the moslem communih•
S 'fi all
•
•
•J •
pcc1 c y members of the moslem
comnmmty~ dtd they have their own leader? '
Badru Kakungulu.

KAK\\'ENZIRE:

I see. That is all.

MR ·AGENDA:

1 am trying to find out whether any specific NAAM leaders or for that
matter , moslem commun'ty
1eaders, made mflammatory
•
• speeches against
.
1

I

each other?

MUKONGO:

At Kemishego?

MR.NAGENDA:

No, _no. I am talking generally, generally speaking, not just at
Kem1shego, but generally in Uganda as a whole. Did NAAM or Moslem
Community leaders make inflammatory speeches against each other?

MUKONGO:

They did. Because they way NAAM was formed was to get rid of
Kak.ungulu's moslem community. So they were exchanging some words
in order to see that this moslem community was bad that it could be got
rid of and the other one was the one that was correct.

CHAIRMAN:

You speak nearer to the microphone; bring it to you nearer so that we can
hear you properly.

MR.NAGENDA:

Is it part of moslem - the moslem faith that you should have hereditary
leaders of your faith?

MUKONGO:

It is not true; except that when you know him as a Sheikh.

MR.NAGENDA:

Is it hereditary?

MUKONGO:

It is not.

MR.NAGENDA:

So were many moslems against this system of having hereditary leaderof
your faith?

MUKONGO:
MR. NAGENDA:

MUKONGO:

They were many who were against it.
you have said that the third Deputy Prime ~inister ofhatthishco~dtry
,HoAbu
·
t to Kibuli and brought confusion by w
e
sat •
w
MayanJa, wen
did he achieve this?
I am not a member; my age does not allow me to be a member in the
election committee.

MR. NAGENDA:

MUKONGO:

brought confusion, you just mid aboutit in the
So when you say that he
papers, you do not know it for your knowledge.
.
. from the newspapers, we went ahead with 1his
After reading this
b the Minister to the Prime Minier 1D
confusi?n brou~~ !:'!eny he only said that, do not go far withtlaia
complam about it;
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matter. the only solution is to hand over this matter to court to resolve it.
MR , \GEJ\,D \

Sorry. J did not understand that - I do not know;_are yo~ s~ying that you
went to the Prime Minister to accuse Mr. Mayan_1aof bnngmg confusion.
ls that what you said.

l\ll J.....O1\GO:

MR ~AGEl\D·\

Sheikh Kamoga who was elected Secretary General, he is the one who
went to the Prime Minister to accuse him of the confusion that Abu
l\favanja had made at Kibuli elections. And then the Prime Minister
adv.ised them not to quarrel but they should just take the matters to court.
Did other prominent moslems at this time also bring about confusion?

MUKONGO:

I only heard but I was not present; the one who were at the meeting are in
here m this Commission.

MR NAGENDA:

Okay, we will ask some of the people who were there. Thank you very
much Sheikh.

MR. KAWANGA:

Do you think, Sheikh that Islam in Uganda has suffered from the
interference by politicians for everything that has developed.

MUKONGO:

I said it earlier that whenever any government representative comes to
where we are in any performance, they take it for granted that it is the
government which is there; and the problems start just like that,
misunderstanding.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see. And do you think, for example that during Obote One when Amin
one day came to aMawuledi. and made a statement that he does not fear
anybody except God; that this statement was given political connotation
and influenced affairs of Islam thereafter?

MUICONGO:

He gained support, most of the moslems; but it brought confusion among
the people in government in the whole country; because this made them
to take it for granted that unless you fear your fellow friends. you cannot
say that you fear God.

KAKWENZIRE:

One more question, Counsel. You said that you did not belong to any
faction and you still do not, but were you at the meeting in Bugembe
which we have been told about where NAAM was born?

MUKONGO:

I was not there.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, Sheikh Mukongo, thank you very much for the evidence you have
given. A person of such great age that it must have been an effort for you
to have come; so we thank you for having come and for the evidence you
have given.

MUKONGO:

Thank you too.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. Counsel, l think we shall break now as we should adjourn earlier.
we shall break for 30 minutes and resume at 1.00 O'clock, this afternoon.
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Commissioners, Counsels Lad'
now for the next witness :..h ic_sllanb
d Gentlemen, we arc ready to resume
, n
Wl
e No 206
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\VITNESS NO.206 : S
AFFimtED
HEIKH ABDRU KADIL MBOGO -

MR SEKANDl

Sheikh. what are your full names?

MBOGO

Abdru Kadil Mbogo.

COll?\SEL:

How old are you, Sheikh?

MBOGO

53.

COUNSEL:

And where do you reside?

MI3OGO·

In Kampala.

COUNSEL:

And what do you do?

MBOGO:

I am the District Kadhi of Kampala.

MR.NAGENDA:

Could you please ask him in which connection this witness is? I think
probably missed it. In what connection -

COUNSEL:

He said that, the previous witness -

MR.NAGENDA:

Kemishego?

COUNSEL:

Yes. And other related matters.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay.

COUNSEL:

When did you become District Kadhi of Kampala?

MBOGO:

In 1973.

COUNSEL:

And when did you become a Sheikh?

MBOGO:

In 1958.

COUNSEL:

Are you a Ugandan?

MBOGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Born in Uganda?

MBOGO:

COUNSEL:

I was born at Ntinda in Uganda.
b n living in Uganda'?
And throughout you have ee
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Yes.
Since \\hen did you become involved in moslcm uffai1s'l

1B( GO.
COUNSEL:

Since 1955
Now. Sheikh, you know, this Commission was set up to probe into the
violation of hum.Ul rights since 1962 to 1986, Jrumary. l will start with
•ou on matters conccming your rdigion. May be I start by asking you_
do vou
know ait) nolation which you want to report to this Commission
.
against your religion?

MBOGO:

TI1cre is.

COCNSFL:

\\'hat violation do you want to report?

MBOGO:

So far about three incidents.

COUNSEL:

When was the first incident'?

MBOGO:

It might not have been the first one, but what I remember is an incident
which happened in Ankole

COUNSEL:

Where particular in Ankolc '?

MBOGO:

I knew the name of Kaja.ra, but I have been hearing here mentioning
Kemishcgo.

COUNSEL:

You mean Kcmishcgo in Kajara County in Ankole Kingdom then?

MBOGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you go to Kcmishcgo, K~jara. with Sheikh Mukongo in 1968 for a
Mawulcdi?

MBOGO:

I went with him.

COUNSEL:

Who else did you travel with to Kcmishcgo?

MBOGO:

We had escorted the then Mufti who was Swa\'ibu Scmakula to that
Mawuledi.

COUNSEL:

I sec. Who had organised the Mawulcdi 'l

MBOGO:

We were informed that it was organised by the moslcms in the area led b)
Ali Haji Abbas Balinda.

COUNSEL:

Who was this Abbas Balinda'l ls he a Sheikh or'!

MBOGO:

He was a Haji and a Member of Parliruncnt.
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\Vhen ou amvcd
•
at Kcmishcgo, ,vas Abbas Balindathere.?
iB( , )

Yes.

oUN~EL:

Arc there othc r pcop
-'le you remember who
were there?

1a0Go:

There were many moslems like Sh •
moslcms who came from K , al
e1kh Obed Kamulegeya and other
amp a to the Mawuledi.

cot ·sEL:

\\Tas the Mawuledi conducted peacefully?

MBOGO

The prayers and the Mawuledi had
arriYal at the place where the Ma pe~efully been conducted but on our
from where the mosque is B t ~l~d1 was to be conducted, it was part
\\ ho were looking through . ud m e mosque there were some people
around the compound of th wm ows of the mosque and other scattered
Mawuledi
d
e mosque. So we sat on this side where the
was con ucted and, the other group was also at the mosque.

COUNSEL:

Were there many people at the Mawuledi?

~IBOGO.

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Were there soldiers, police men and so forth?

MBOGO:

The Police men were also available.

COUNSEL:

Were they anned?

MBOGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you know why the police men were there at the Mawuledi?

MBOGO.
COUNSEL:

I thought, they had come to look after security of the Mawuledi.
Yes! Now what happened after you had finished the Mawuledi?

MBOGO:

After the prayers of the Mawuledi, we were .ao:anging to come back
because we were the ones who had gone with the Mufti.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

MBOGO:

Sheikh Kamulegeya and Haji Abbas Balinda held some secre~talks_with
the Mufti, but I was not in position to hear what they were discussing; I
was a bit far.

COUNSEL:
MBOGO:

Yes.
fti ld to stand up and we go. After setting off for a short
After the Mu to usts from where we had been. The Mufti said that "I
w~ile, I heard gun sh~t from that side where we have been". So we went
thmk they have ~oug .
th Mufti came out of the vehicle, went to the
.
Mbarara
Pohce
Station,
e
via
hat statement
he made there or what he reported,
police; I do not know w
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b~causc I remained behind in the vehicle. Then he came back
came to Kampala. On Monday that is when we learnt that two pco~d We
died at the place where the Mawu/edi had taken place on Sunday. p e hact
COUNSEL:

Yes

MBOGO:

Since that incident, we were not moving freely from Kampala to Mb
because they alleged that we who came from Kampala, wentarara
murdered those people at that area. So conflicts began in that way. and

COUNSEL:

Well, at the time you went to attend.Mawuledi at Kajara, Kemishego d'd
1
you have any differences among moslems in Uganda?
'

MBOGO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What kind of differences did you have?

MBOGO:

By then moslems had been divided in about four sects.

COUNSEL:

What were these four sects?

MBOGO:

There was one which was - African Moslem Community, Bukoto/Natete·
,
another one was -Uganda Moslem Community, Kibuli; there was another
one known as - Juma and Zuhuli Group, Kawempe; and NAAM.

COUNSEL:

What is NAAM?

MBOGO:

I do not remember quite well.

COUNSEL:

When did African Moslem Community, Bukoto/Natete come into
existence? Do you know?

MBOGO:

I heard that it was started in 1920.

COUNSEL:

And how about Uganda Moslem Community, Kibuli?

MBOGO:

That one I do not know.

COUNSEL:

How about Juma Zuhuli, Kawempe?

MBOGO:

I do not remember also.

COUNSEL:

And how about NAAM?

MBOGO:

It was started in Obote One.

COUNSEL:

Now the differences you spoke about - were they in matter of worship or
faith or? What kind of differences were they?

MBOGO:

~e two s~cts, ~frican ~,fosl~m Community and Juma Zuhuli. h~
differences m behefs or m faith. But these other two; NAAMan
Uganda Moslem Community were of differences in leadership only, but
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not in saying tltcir pm . , ..
)crs, they would ha,c th .·
y
cir Pmycrs together
~' mean. the difference b
•
\. !\ M
ctwcen u

was about leadership'/

,tHOGO:

Y cs. it was only in leadcrs1up.
•

rot ·va:L:

Did they have differences in th

ganda Moslem Community and

e use of mosques?

They did not.
cOL SEI,:

\Vas there any dispute as to who should control th
e mosques?
The difference came in when, sa,. the NAA
.
. .
-should I sa, to government b •
h M ,,as basmg itself mostlv to
·'
. ecause w e . th
. •
government officials that we h
ne, er ey could convmce the
ave converted all mosl
• N
to NAAM sect. and when these offici
.
ems_,~ay, m akawa
the, would find that there
d"ffi als \\ould go to YlSltthe mosques,
th
.
.
. are l erenccs, they are even fighting each
o er. m1sunderstandmgs, like the incident which happened at Kajara.

COUNSEL:

Before NAAM was started, who was controlling most of the mosques in
Uganda?

MBOGO

The other sects which I have mentioned, each one had its own mosques;
and say, for example, one for Uganda Moslem Community could not go
to the mosque of African Moslem Community. When NAAM was
formed, it was basically in government, because it was supported by
Ministers like Nekyon, Shaban Nkutu and some Hon. Members of
Parliament who were moslems in the government. So they could arrange
and invite these government officers, they attended certain ceremony say.
like this one which was at Kajara. And on their arrival, the officers after
being convinced that all these moslems in that area have been converted
to NAAM, only to find that they do not understand each other; the other
one of Moslem Community was at rival with the NAML then there they
would start fighting each other And even on this incident we went to this
ceremony after being invited that we come. now we are all togeth~r. we
have converted the other moslems there in ~Qslem commumty to
NAAM; whereas it was not the case. And when we went there. we only
found that they were at parallel lines.

COUNSEL:

An ther incident apart from the Kajara incident: is the_one which
0
. tl . the \'ear but JUStrecentlv - at Old
happened -I do not remember exac ) had ·selc~ted Chief Kadhi of their
Kampala Mosque, when one grou~
. Sh ikh Mulumba And the
.
d th
. 1 Makcrere. this one "as
e
•
choice an , at was a
th eh· f Kadhi of their own choice.
other group also had selected ano er
ic
t Old Kampala. the
So when thev took Sheikh Mulumba to the mosque a
•
. d th" and thev fought.
moslems there rcsiste
is
•
.
th. you mean. the people who
.
. details about is.
.
from
Would vou
give
us
some
c.
'bl
.
,,i·thout
anv
assistance
·
. , adh. came ,ore, ,
•
brought another Chief K
'
•
•
'"- C •5')
say. sccunty
1or c •
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TI1c• crone with police officers m1dthey entered into the mosque , d
.
.
• ,a • Cl • f K di •
an the\•
srud. we nrc gomg to swear m uus HC a u.
;
COL SEL:

Yes: but was it ·just n dispute between fellow moslcms or otlter pcopl
"ere inYolvcd, officially?
c

MBOuO:

l11crc were some political organs who wanted also that that Chief Kadh'
1
who was selected to be the Chief Kadhi nnd the ones did not want 1/
• f Kadiu:• so t11ey were assisting
• • ,1uus
•
•
tm to
Chn:f
Kadhi by givin
bc t11e Cluc
them police men nnd forces in order to sec that the Chief Kadhi thev , g
. tl1at p1nee •1s not res1stc
• d to bc.
- "ant
to put m

COUNSEL:

Now, in respect of those hvo Chief Kadhi, whom were you supJ?orting?

MBOGO·

Mulumba.

COUNSEL:

Now, did the other people succeed?

MBOGO:

To do what?

COUNSEL:

To restore him at Old Kampala.

MBOGO:

On that day they did not succeed.

COUNSEL:

Yes; what happened?

MBOGO:

We were chased away from Old Kampala Mosque and we shifted to
William Street Mosque and they installed their Chief Kadhi in that old
Kampala Mosque.

COUNSEL:

Does it mean that those who chased you away were in majority? Or it
was because of another reason?

MBOGO:

The police came and said, now from today onwards, do not step here in
this mosque.

COUNSEL:

Did you make any complaint to authority, say, police, Inspector General
of Police or to the Minister in charge in Government?

MBOGO:

We did not want to look for troubles, we just moved and went into
another mosque.

COUNSEL:

Did you move because those people who brought a new Chief Kadhi ,,ere
right?

MBOGO:

To avoid troubles.

COUNSEL:

Well, my question was - did you report to the authority, ~at
government? You thought government would cause you problems·

MBOGO:

We were fearing this very much and we could approach nobody.
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15
•

ll

EL

rn GO
COl1 'SEL
1BOGO
CO , ~sEL:

rnoao.

I e

So you said
• you moved to \VillirunStreet?

Yes
That one belongs to the K

~,

.

.

amp.ua District?

Yes.
f ow, did you comfortabl . cam·
.
. .
religion in that mosque? )
- on ) our religion there, practise your

At first, yes. But after some ti th ,
. .
then Nsababutur . h
me e) sent the District Commissionerthe
effe' fro
o, e came escorted by police men. he told me that, with
et m tomorrow, you arc no longer to stay in this place.

COUNSEL:

Please. when you say. "they sent" - who sent?

MBOGO:

He was a civil servant.

COL'!\'SEL:

\Veil, Nsababuturo, I suppose he \\'as the District Commissioner· couldn't
he have sent himself or brought himself ·withoutbeing sent?
'

MBOGO

I could not tell.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now what happened?

MBOGO

He invited me in his office at around 5.00 p.m that he will inform me
more as to what was going to take place the follo"ing day. I went to this
office at the time he had told me to be there; and when I went there he
told me that, the following day, the new District Kadhi "ill be brought to
that place to talce over and not you.

COUNSEL:

Who was the Chief Kadhi that was going to bring the new District Kadhi?
Did he tell you the new Chief Kadhi?

MBOGO

Sheikh Kamulegeya

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do?

MBOGO:

I did nothing on that day - before Nsababuturo, I only came backto ~y
office. And the following day, it was around 10.00 am., about 20 police
men surrounded the area. And when it was around l_1.30 a.m., some
c Mr• Nsababuturo, and Sheikh Kamulegeya
po Iicemen Plus the D • '
d ask d
• d "th about 8 Sheikhs arrived. I was called out an
e
accompan1e w1
hich
F .d th •rl
ke s I told them that on that day w
was a n ay. e _g1
th 0
: =:key~ had not reported for duty. What followed was to swear m a
w o . .
i who was Sheikh Masembe. What followed was to
new D1stnct Kadh
the office. So they brought in a man, he broke the
have entry by force to
tcred into the office and this man was
lock of the door _and they en h was taken while on the process of
photographed - his d~tograpeven advertised in the newspapers. And I
breaking the lock; an e;as spaper whereby this Photograph was taken
remember, it was Ngabo ew
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:md it was on this newspaper.
'\ ou do not remember the date'?
MBOGO:

Unless I go back and trace for that very newspaper. I remember it is
there.

COl 'SEL:

You do not have a copy?

MBOGO:

At present here I do not have one.

COUNSEL:

I see Now what happened to the mosque itself?

MBOGO

After they had sworn in their new District Kadhi, after our prayers, we
came out of the mosque and this new District Kadhi took over this place
and we went further to look for another different place at Rubaga Road
for a new accommodation.

COUNSEL:

Now other than forcing open the door of the office, was there any other
scuffle at taking over the mosque?

MBOGO:

On that day, there was no scuffle. But there is an incident when they
came up with detention order serving them on our people whom they
found at the place that they were served with detention orders and they
arrested them and they took them away. About six people were served
with detention orders and taken.

COUNSEL:

Yes; we are interested in this; when did this happen? Was it before this
incident you just recalled or after?

MBOGO:

It was after; when they just meet you on the way and point out on you
that we saw you fighting at the mosque when we came there; they arrest
you and take you away.

COUNSEL:

You have mentioned six people, do you remember their names those who
were served with detention orders in that way?

MBOGO:

Yes; they are; Abdu Zedi, he owns a shop at William Street: another one
was called Abumbakari, who was a resident from Nkokonjeru who had
come for prayers; another one was Sheikh Mawejje of Kawempe; - there
is someone I can consult around here - is it admissible?

COUNSEL:

No; it is not admissible; you speak from your memory.

MBOGO:

Those are the names I can remember.

COUNSEL:

Were these people actually detained? And if so, for how long, to your
knowledge?

MBOGO:

For two years.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Wherewere they detained?
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MBQGO·

AtLuzira.

OR MAKUBl "A·

Did you eYer go to see them • .
m pnson?

MBOGO.

I did.

coL'XSEL:

Did vou try to find out fr
th
•• ?
om em why they were being detained at
Luzua.

rooGO:

:-e
ce
Mi

!T

There were allegations that th ,
th
e: were at e mosque and it is from where
th ey were arrested.

COL'";\°SEL:

~o_w.what did you do about this detention? Did you make any protest to
Sa}. to the government or the Minister of Internal Affairs?

MBOGO:

The authorities which were higher than me did something about that act.

COL~SEL:

When exactly were these people released from Lu.zira?

~IBOGO.

I do not remember the month.

COUNSEL:

You said, you moved from William Street to Rubaga Road; is there any
person who told you to move from William Street?

~IBOGO:

It was N sababuturo and Kamulegeya

COUNSEL:

I thought Nsababuturo merely told you, the Chief Kadhi is going to bring
a new District Kadhi. Did he say, you should not carry out your prayers
at this mosque?

~1BOGO:

He said further that "you are chased away from here".

COUNSEL:

So when you moved to Rubaga Road, where did you go?

~1BOGO:

There was an open place where we used to carry out our prayers.

COUNSEL:

Did any person also follow you there?

.MBOGO:

Many.

COUNSEL:

Did they succeed to remove you from there?

MBOGO.

From Rubaga Road or?

COUNSEL:

Yes , from Rubaga Road.

MBOGO:

. none that can chase us away.
At present there 1s

COUNSEL.

. th. C mmission happened before 1985 July, I
I see. What you are telling ts o
suppose.

V
~

y
,

'

j
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COt; re-a_

IBOGO
COl! SEL

IBOGO
COC. ~SEL

{BQGO

COlfNSEL·

IBOGO.

I sec \\ 1:.) at this p:i.--o.cular
um~
Th= on~ th.a::had ~ him away. had run away from th.li.pla..::e
Are y011 .suggesting that all the time Old Kampala Mosque v. as bemi
gu.a..~erlby pvhce or army'>
for some time.
\Veil. now in July. i<rs. \\hat did you do with the Chief Kadhi who was
at Old Kamr,Jla Mosque, Sheikh Kamulegeya? Did he nm av.a, b,
himself or what happened?
• •
Wbo?

COljNSEL:

Kamulegeya. Did you use force to chase a·way Kamulege~a from Old
Kampala so that you occupy it?

IBOGO:

I thought that because Sheikh Kamulegeya was being supported by
Obote's government and Rwakasisi: and Obote by then had been
overthro"9n and Kamulegeya was in hiding all the time: the offices ,,ere
there vacant. So that is how he came to occupy these empty offices.

COUNSEL:

ow, did your group get protection from Lutwa's government al Old
Kampala?

:MBOGO:

Yes; because there were also among the guerrillas who were moslemsand
were soldiers; so they also used to come and guard there.

MR. AGENDA:

I am sorry, I did not understand that answer. Counsel askedyou whether
in Lutwa's time, you in your tum were guarded at the mosque at Old
Kampala. Th.at is the answer we v.'3Dt to hear please.

MBOGO:

We did not have any.

COUNSEL:

Now you as Kampala District Kadhi, did vou go back to your William
Street Mosque?

MBOGO:

I did not.

COUNSEL:

So Sheikh Masembe continued to be at William Street?
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COl

Sl'L.

MBOGO

\Vh.,t is the third incident ) ou want to report'>
lltt: th ird incident took place at Bunyiri Village in K)•:mwc, Mukono

D1 strict.

'"0

g
COl

SFL:

i\lBOGO:
'as

by

\\11:it happened there·>

1;iere ,us a .\!mmledi which was organised. thev invited the Chief
Kadh1. Sheikh Mulumba, Sheikh Kamulegcya got s-ome police men and
went to where the ceremony had been arranged and they chased away all
the moslem who were at the Ma,vuledi _

(FAUL TY RECORDING)

bv
en
ere

~1BOGO.

I cannot qualify because there are some younger people who are muslims
who have gone up to universities; so they know so many languages. So,
therefore for this I am disqualified.

MR NAGENDA·

In fact. you said you first became involved in muslim affairs in 1955.
What exactly did this mean; is it when you got trained as a preacher? ls
that what you mean?

\ffiOGO.

By then I started leading prayers in mosques as you would be referred to
as a Muluka Chief.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. I have only got a couple of small questions left. You said that,
when you got to Mbarara, coming from Kemishego, that the Mufti got out
of the car and spoke to the police. Did you not?

MBOGO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Somebody told us that the Mufti was 111 years old. How did he get out
of this car? Was he helped out of the car?

MBOGO:

He had a small boy whom he used to walk with, leading him with a stick.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay. Concerning a new village in K!agg~e, you said that, after ~e
muslims had organized aMawuledi, Sheikh Kamulegeya got some pohct
to go and chase people away. How did you know that this happened. thal
Sheikh Kamulegeya did this'l

MBOGO:

lnfonnation was given by the O.C.. Police. He told me that Sheikh
Kamulegeya had sent here someone to my assistantand he got policemen
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MR. 'AGF1'.D ~

.MBOGO:
MR NAG8'.DA:

MBOGO

d' I uld not take place: and they went to th
tlrnt this kfawuk ' ~~:hasing away the people.
cMawu/eq
unviri
and
startc
,
at B .
. h . it on evidence earlier that, at a mceti
.And-~astly"-~- a~;a, anJa started some confusion. Wereng at Ribuu
Alh~Jt Abu bar.a
•
Youat ,1.~,
•
'l
1.1us
meeting
I was there.
. • is vcrv interested in you giving us a serious
This Comm1ss1on
-.
.
.
. accou
.
because it 1s a senous matter agamst a high otc
. ntof
1uc1a1
this matter
db
Ch •
t
have JUst been tol
y my
amnan that this .
of
Govcrnmen • I
.
. .b
I th'nk .
is outsid
oint m terms of ome, ut,
t , smce we heard.
e
the refierencC P
'nk • .
1~ I d"d
ow it out at the same time, I thi ' it ts only proper that we h i
not thr
n· ·et Kadh'
s ou)d
hear what you have to say as istn
I.
1 was present in the meeting and, I think, I was the third persononth
"OW and it was around either - between - 2.30 and 3 00 p.m. Be.de
first ~·
51 es
·d And
th' •
some of the members were outs1 e.
at 1s time, Ssenyondobanged
the bell for us to go back to the confere~ce room. We all enteredtheha!!
and Haji Abu Mayanja came and sto~d m fr?nt of us. He said that,nyou
will excuse me. I didn't know that this meetmg was to take placebutI am
also a Member for Mubende District. But what had made me comehere
is to give you my apology that I am going to Pakistan for officialduties,
to negotiate for tractors. So I will be unable to attend this meeting."And
he further said that he had heard previously that we had elected Sheikh.

MR. NAGENDA:

Others are members of Government.

COUNSEL:

That the previous day, they, as Members of Government, had received
a
report that we had elected Sheikh Ssenyonga -

MR. NAGENDA:

As what?

MBOGO:

As a Chairman.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yeah.

MBOGO:

He said that Sheikh Ssenyonga whom we had elected as the CbainDJll,
~e Government does not support him and they were going to prosecute
him. !11ere v:ere some cases pending against him. And he said~ '1
am gomg to give you one example. That one of the cases pendingag~
h'
___
..,10 r111
im was that, at one time, he had been appointed to be an Amb~
be
Saudi Arabia and the Government of Saudi Arabia did not want hiID
_to
ued
an ~bassador there. Then they chased him back. And he conun
receivmg money for being an ambassador in a foreign country. So:
was one of the cases that were pending against him." There allt,ers
members sho_utedto him after that allegation; and one of the roern
coat
th
called e Chief Education Officer Kakembo got hold of him by tbe the
and pushed rum out of the Confe~nce Roo~. And it was then that
people started to d'
.
isorgamze themselves, shouting out.
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MR

I.

\GE 'DA·

Okay. did you find out b,
,
.
.
fi d
• ccausc to me it seems a very senous matter - did
'ou m out - whether G
these matters?
ovcmmcnt had sent Mr Mayanja to tell you
1
~iknk. th ibsmatter now is subjudice. It is a subject of a court action and I
t 11111 • we ctter leave it at that.
'

CHAIR,.\I Al\

f
f

't es I agree with Commissioner Kawanga. I think this matter has been

drawn to our attention The matter 1s
• sub.~ud"1ce. He'·1sa Leadmg
· Counsel
for one of ~he parties in that case. And, with the benefit of his advice I
~grct_we did n~t receive earlier, I concur that the matter should end there,
smcc It 1sa sub.1ectof a court suit which has not yet been finalised.

MR NAGENDA

L~t me, perh~ps, put a more general question which has nothing to do
with this particular case We were told earlier in evidence that part of the
problem you have had in the past has been individual muslims who are
members of Government, coming to talk to you so that their views are
supposed to be in Government. Do you think this kind of thing in the
past has done damage to your religious institution?

MBOGO

It has affected us very much.

MR. NAGENDA:

In what way?

MBOGO:

Because we have spent a long time with such disunity in muslims This
meeting was meant to unite all of us but, when this one came at the
meeting as a Government institution; what mattered at the meeting
brought misunderstandings. And it is this cause that has made us to file a
suit in court.

MR. NAGENDA:

Thank you. Thank you. I have given up that case.

CHAIRMAN:

Any more questions from the Commissioners? District Chief Kadhi, I
think your evidence has been clear, indicated by the few questions you
have been asked. I would like to thank you for having come to this
Commission and for the evidence you have given. You are free to go
back now. Well, before we hear from Counsel what is to happen nex-t, I
would like to say this for the benefit of the Gentlemen of the Press Now
this -

MR.NAGENDA:

And a Lady.

CHAIRMAN:

• ded and a Lady of the Press. It seems to be one. This
Now I am remm
h" h •
·
• th
· ad rt tly got into the record - the case w 1c 1s gomg on m e
case m ve en
d 1·k
·
• Su.:11a matter before the court,. I woul 1 e to urge
court Now smce
1·t 1s
. f
•
f'th p
to desist from reporting the endence - the last bit o
Members o e ress
· th
h h
.
f th o·stn·
et Chief Kadhi, concemmg e person e as
1
the evidence - o e
mentioned.

MR.NAGENDA

And the Gentleman who spoke before.

CHAIRMAN•

h spoke before also mentioned it. So. I
yes, I think, the Gentleman w o
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thinl-., pk,t:--cc,dlllk this from )'()lit. 11..'jHHt l know ii 111:_,y
sound vc,,•
juicy for ·till' Prl'SS, hut. if that one 1s not. 11..:po1t~d,there 1s no 11cws, 1
knlm. juky as it is. \\'ould vou p~casl>_toreg~111a1~d•.1:po1tson11.:thing
mirll)r. It was a mistake I'd! the ( hwf Khadh1. I le 1s t11cd. I k has told
u~ lwfl,tl' . and hun111' Let him go home no\\ l .earm.:dCounsd it is
w" ,lhlHII thtl'l.' when \\l' .m· supposed lo end M,ry bc, is it worthvdiih.:
1
t.1krngl)I\ a nc,, \\'itm;ss mn,?
COl '\J~l L

Nl) \\'C h.n c onlv 7() minutes. Ill\ Lord to go I had Mr Cktnent
Kaboggo -,1 J\tusoke, fo11m~rPcn11anc11tSccrdal). Religious Affairs: but,
I th111k,l h,lYCadvised him in vin, of what v, ns gomg on

CH \.lRl\l \N

")cs we start \\tth a ne,, \\ttness tomorrow momrng.

COUNSEL:

")cs m, I ord.

CHAIRMA.N

So th1:hcanng is adjourned and we resume tomorrow at 9 30 a 111
Commissioners. Learned Counsels. Ladies and Gentlemen. today. the
25th of Fcbnrnrv. 1988. we arc ready to start the moming Session of
hearing evidence Before we do so, I would like to revert to the matter
\\hich arose) esterda 1 . this is in connection with the evidence \-\11ichwas
given by the District Khadi of Kampala, Sheikh Abdul Kadili Mbogo
Part of his evidence referred to an incident in Old Kampala where
Muslims assembled - I do not remember the date - but sometimes last
year at Kibuli. where elections for Uganda Muslim Supreme Council
have been held. mid the District Khadi evidence was to the effect that th1:
Hon. Abu Baker Mayanja entered the gathering and said thnt the person
who had been elected as Chai nnan was not approved by the government
for different reasons, of which he gave one example. 1t was thought that
this - well, the whole subject of that Muslim Supreme Council election is
a subject matter of a suit in Court - a civil suit which is cum.:ntl) going on
before I Ion. Justice Okello. and one of the Commissioners hcrc, Mr
Kawanga - a Commissioner and Advocate - is a Leading Council for onc
of the parties in a suit. So. it was thought that the matter was !--ubjudiccso
that the evidence which Sheikh Mbogo gave regarding what Mr 1\1,l\anp
is alleged to have done should not be on record
Well, I would like to make a ruling on this Om t1:n11sof rdcrL·ncc
empowers us to enquire into certain aspects of violation of hum;m rights
which arc specified in the instrnmcnt of appointrrn.:nt and gcnL·rally
Now, in our view we think that a ntlc about a matter bcmg subjudicr docs
not prohibit us from enquiring thc matters ,.,,hich h:l\'c aln:ad\' bccn to
Court, either criminal or civil cases or which arc still in Court. lkrauSl' if
that was so, it would limit the 1urisdiction of this Commission. 'lltt:
second practical aspect is that it is impossible for thl· Commissi(lll to
know what matters have bL·enin Court or still in Cour1. 'l11L:1t: arL'n1:u1)
cases which have been decided upon, in casc of criminal cases thL'
accused persons have either been acquith.:d ur ronvictl'd and in civil ca:-L:S
the litigants - judgements have been given in favour of one or the other tlf
the litigants So, thcrc arc nun11..:rous
such cases and it is difficult for us It>
know which mattcr is subjudice. So, I think in that n.:spect. our ,•icws arc
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lltat \\C shoul~ enquire into matters c,cn if such matters arc still in Court
or h.1,c been 111 Court, provided. of course. the matter is "ithin tenus of
10\\.
reference of tl1c Commission
the matter which \\US raised
) cste~ay is of late to have occurred long after the time limit - the
d~lme
- of the tcnns of reference of this Commission So, I would
clar.if) that
cannot enquire whether Hon. !\layanja said or did not say
or m~erf~red mto the freedom of worship of l\1usliins or freedom or
organ1sat10n of Muslim Religion This is definitely outside the tern1s of
reference of this Commission~ it occurred long after the 25th of January.
1986. Learned Counsel, ,,e arc now ready to hear the next witness.

wr:

COl

1

1

SEL-

CHAJR...\1Al\

Ne:-..1witness, My Lord, his evidence is verv relevant. in the first place, to
massacre of Muslims in 1979· but as ,·o~ will find out mv Lord. the
witness has been a very senior.civil se~•ant in Uganda Gov~mment: so.
he may be asked also matters which might have come to his knowledge
while he "as serving the government He is Mr Clement Kaboggoz.aMusoke.

This is \Vitness No.207

WITNESS NO.207: l\ffi.
1\fUSOKE - SWORN IN

CLE1\1ENT KABOGGOZA-

(Remark: Full name of witness is Kaboggoza-Musoke. but due to format
problems Kaboggoza was used)
COUNSEL:

Your full names please?

KABOGGOZA:

My names are Clement William Kaboggoza-Musoke.

COUNSEL:

How old are?

KABOGGOZA:

I am aged 65.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

KABOGGOZA:

I live in Mbale District at a place called Namumsi.

COUNSEL:

And what do you do?

KABOGGOZA:

I am a retired c1.vil. sen 'ant, I am a humble fanner at the moment.

COUNSEL:

retire from civil sen•ice?
When did YOu
'

KABOGGOZA:

. .
• 1976 on the 12th of June that year.
I was retl•red in pubhc interest m

COUNSEL:

KABOGGOZA:

d blic interest that was involved?
Obviously you did not understan pu
I did not.
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1 :

\V.1sit on Radio or by letter?

K BOGGOZA:

It was by word of mouth to my Minister and my Minister informed me by
word of mouth. and then I got a letter afterwards. It was not put on the
radio.

COUNSEL:

,vcre you told by) our Mmister as to who had retired you?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes. I was told: it was the President of the time.

\fR NAGENDA

What was the name of the Minister please?

KABOGGOZA:

The Minister was Robert Nshekanabo, Minister of Public Service and
Cabinet Affairs.

COUNSEL:

What post were you holding at that material time?

KABOGGOZA.

I was a Permanent Secretary in charge of Religious Affairs in the country.

COUNSEL:

For how long had you served in that post?

KABOGGOZA:

In that post I had served for about three years.

COUNSEL:

So, from that date you went to Mbale or you rejoined service again?

KABOGGOZA:

I went to Mbale, of course; because I was retired, I had to go.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you rejoin Government again?

KABOGGOZA:

I rejoined Government, I was called to serve when the Liberators came
and liberated Uganda from Amin in 1979; I was called up to serve.

COUNSEL:

When exactly were you called to serve in government again?

KABOGGOZA:

My appointment letter was on the 7th of June, 1979; appointed to be
District Commissioner of Ankole.

COUNSEL:

Well, I will come to that again; but now, Mr. Kaboggoza-Musoke, when
did you join the civil service?

KABOGGOZA:

I joined the civil service - first of all I started, of course, as a teacher, that
was in 1946; but I joined Administration in the Central Government as it
was called in 1964 as an Assistant District Commissioner.

COUNSEL:

You said you were a teacher in 1946, which type of grade of teacher were
you?

KABOGGOZA:

I graduated at Makerere as a school master.

COUNSEL:

Which was your first school in which you taught?

KABOGGOZA:

My first school was St. Peter's College at Tororo.
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m
anulyango
Jumor
Boys' School·' that
was nn first h I • 19
. ~
s~ oo m 32, after which I joined Nyenga Seminary,
tr),n~ to be a pnest, which I did not; I left that place in 1939 and I joined
1
Nam !Y~go College.
After Namilyango College, I passed my
exammations and I went to Makerere and after Makerere I came out to
teach.

COUNSEL:

Right. Now we go back to where you stopped; now, did you stay in
Tororo throughout?

KABOGGOZA:

No, I was in Tororo for about three years and I was transferred to Soroti,
there was a Junior Secondary School there in Madera; after Madera I left
the Mission Schools, we had Mission schools in those days; I left the
Mission and I went and joined a certain man at Mbale called Henry
Kanyike and we ran a private school. I was Headmaster of the African
Public School - Mbale for two years. After that I left that school and we
started a new Junior Secondary School with Mr. Tobulenzi, the man who
had been Principal of Makerere for a long time, at Budadiri in a place
called Masaba - Masaba Secondary School, which we started in 1953. I
was there up to 1956 and then I joined the Buganda Government - that is
the Kabaka's Government Schools. I went to Gombe were I was
appointed as Headmaster as well, in 1957. I was there up to 1960 as
Headmaster. From Gombe, I came closer to Kampala and was appointed
to open a new Junior Secondary School at Kazo near Bwayise, which I
did and I was there for one and half years. I left off teaching and I joined
the Inspectorate, I became a school Inspector in 1963, May. I was
attached to Mukono where I led an Inspectorate Group to inspect schools
in Kyaggwe Bugerere and Buvuma. I was in the Buganda Government
for about ~o years -no, for about a year approxim~ely. _I did ~~t feel
happy in the Buganda Government, so I venture~ and _appliedto Jam the
Admi • tration in Central Government, I was mtervtewed, passed and
ms • t d to serve as an Assistant District Comnuss1oner
• •
of Bukedi,
was appom
e
I was posted to Mbale.

COUNSEL:

you said you were not happy with Buganda Government, any particular
reason, personal or what?

KABOGGOZA:

• Mbale for about two years .as an Assistant
p
nal yes So I was m
gh •
erso ,
• . .'
f
Bukedi
and
after
the
Revolution
or
fi
ting
District Commissioner O
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d and taken to Masaka. We
d Obote I was trans1erre
between Mengo an
' . . rs in the Buganda Government which
fi st District Comm1ss1one
th
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b had another different system altoge er o
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6
administration; m 19~ m~o.
a ~ a Senior Assistant District
Kararnoja; I was m
~
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Commissioner, that is next to the D.C. In 1969, I was transferred to
Soroti District and I was confirmed in Soroti District as a full District
Commissioner I served Soroti, Tcso - I should call it • for one year )969
end of which I was transferred again back to Moroto in Kararnoja, and
was in Karamoja from 1970 up to 1973 mid; then I was promoted to come
and serve as Permanent Secretary for Religious Affairs in the President's
Office in 1973 June, and 1976, June I was retired In 1979, after the
Liberation, I was appointed to go and serve as District Commissioner in
Ankolc combining the two districts there, instead of having two it was to
be one district, that was in 1979, I went there in June I served for about
two months, conditions were not very easy, it was very dangerous as I
felt, and I decided to leave. I left and I went back to sit down and watch
and see what the outcomes would be. I have been at horrie ever since
until this new Government came in, then I was approached by some
people to help in trying to put things right and we started the base the RC
level, RC 1, I became an RC 1 Chairman of my village, after which J
became an RC II, Chairman of the Parish, after which I became an RC IJJ
Chairman of the Sub-county, after which I was elected and now I am
currently an RC V.

1

MR.NAGENDA:

Chairman?

KABOGGOZA:

No, Sir, I am on a District Council; and here I am now giving
evidence.

COUNSEL:

Perhaps I may start with this; why were you not happy, you see, you
spent only two months in Ankole District, that is now combining Mbarara
and Bushenyi. Do you have particular reasons why you were unhappy?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, I have particular reasons.

COUNSEL:

Would you like to tell the Commission these reasons please?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, if I am asked to.

COUNSEL:

Yes, please do.

KABOGGOZA:

First reason, Ankole was muddled up in tribal feelings and in religious
quarrels, I think I had experienced it much in the districts I have been
serving and a section of people did not appreciate my coming there. They
had heard of me, although some people had never seen me. and they
thought that they have brought a very old man to come and serYe in
Ankole whereas they needed some young blood~ this appeared in the
papers. The people who were running the district at the time at Ankole
East was a man called Kabogorwa, I did not find him there: and the one
running Ankole West was Rurangaranga. He too when he heard of my
coming he absconded.

COUNSEL:

When you say running East and running West, what do you mean?

KABOGGOZA:

I mean that the two districts had been merged into one: now it was no
longer Ankole East, Ankole West, it was Ankole District and that is what
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UBOGGOZA:

Mostly by Rurangaran

CHAIRMAl\

Sorry. to hand over from whom?

KABOGGOZA:

To be handed over the D c h
,
• w o was ceased then to hand over the office
tome

CHAIRMAN

Who was the D. C then; whom did you replace?

KABOGGOZA

In Ankole East at Mbarara there was Kabogon,:a, who was not present
and was absent intentionally; and when I went to Bushenyi,
Rurangaranga was also not present, he was away. They were trying to
fight their way back - to be reinstated as D.Cs of those areas and the
system of merging the district as one to fail. Another thing that also
discouraged me a lot was from the Head Office. The Permanent Secretary
who was in the Local Administration, after Lule had been removed. he
informed me that this new government under Binaisa, most especially the
Local Administration Ministry under Bidandi Ssali, did not wish to see
you as D.C anywhere; so, you have to go. You know Bidandi Ssali was a
staunch UPC and you are not a UPC, there was no other way of doing
things -you have to go away.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Who was this Permanent Secretary please?

KABOGGOZA.

The PS was called Laban Kiirya. I told him I would lik~ to see the
Minister, but he said that the Minister. sai~ he. ,,·ould not g1vedy~u dan.y
•
au d1ence
at all'. So, I think the best thmg 1s for you to go an. \\In
· J Iup
th'
d th afterwards vou go back to your place. that was m u y.
mgs an th en th'
th~t actuallv discouraged me and I did not feel
Those are e two mgs
'
-•
palatable, so I left.

MR. NAGENDA:
KABOGGOZA:

ga. 1 went to effect a proper hand over, but -

ourself you were not a member of UPC'?
Can we assume th at you Y
I was not and I haYe never been a member of UPC.
')

MR.NAGENDA:

What was your party·

KABOGGOZA

1\\'as a civil servant.

COUNSEL:

. . ·ng civil service based on political
.
that period before, was .101m
Ounng
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support, you heard?
UBOGG07A:

When I joined civil service as an Administrative Officer there was
nothing of the kind.

COUNSEL:

Now, when did thinking in terms of politics start; did it start in 1979 or
sometime before?

KABOGGOZA:

It started in 1970 or 1971, after the fights which took place at Lugogo
when it was alleged that Obote was shot in the mouth; that is when a on;
party system was declared, and it had an impact on administration.

COUNSEL:

What impact did it have?

KABOGGOZA:

The impact was that people were screened and they had to see that you
were acting as UPC.

COUNSEL:

But did this continue even during Amin's time when Amin had
overthrown a political government?

KABOGGOZA:

During Amin's time things became different; there was nothing of parties,
during Amin's regime.

COUNSEL:

Now, what controlled entering civil service during Amin's time to your
knowledge?

KABOGGOZA:

To my knowledge, during Amin's time at first things went right, the
Public Service Commission did its work properly and then eventually, I
think there was slip back and then religion came in.

COUNSEL:

Would you elaborate?

KABOGGOZA:

People ushered into posts outside the ambit of the Public Service
Commission because they were this and that, and mostly because they
were of a particular religion which was Muslim.

COUNSEL:

I see. Would you give an instance where this happened, without
following the normal civil service procedure, that people were put in
various posts?

KABOGGOZA:

I will give one small incidence, what was in the District Administration;
we had some people who were promised jobs if they became Muslims,
and one particular man became a Muslim and was made aSaza Chief. As
a matter of fact, he was even given funds to go to Mecca.

COUNSEL:

Who was that?

KABOGGOZA:

I do not know whether I should mention names, it will be embarrassing,
perhaps!

MR.NAGENDA:

No, such an important example of what you are saying, I think we should
hear the names.
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~ \ 30 ,GOZA:

TI1eman is called y a£ . N
cs1 amugongo, he is in Mbalc.
Before, he was appointed a Saza Ch·1 f

h

c , w at was he?

k\BOGGOZA·

He was a Protestant,

COL~srL:

y cs, apart from religion, what was he doing?

}0\BOGGOZA:

He was working as a Market Mast er.

\fRNAGENDA

Can we assume that you yourself you are not a Muslim?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, you can assume that.

MR NAGENDA

Could you please tell us your religion?

KABOGGOZA.

I have already told you that I am a Catholic.

COUNSEL:

So you are suggesting that after the overthrow - I mean. the removal of
Lule it was UPC that was controlling the appointments in civil service?

KABOGGOZA:

I cannot assume that straight, because things were in a sort of a muddle at
the moment.

COUNSEL:

What kind of muddle?

KABOGGOZA:

Muddled with people who had come back from exile, fighting for posts
and this and that. So, things were not straight! That is why some of us
decided to step aside and watch.

COUNSEL:

Now for your brief period in Ankole District, did you witness any
)
. .
?
violation of human rights, you as a District Comm1ss1oner.

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, I did.

COUNSEL:

•
d?•
Would you please tell us what you w1tnesse

KABOGGOZA:

KAKWENZIRE:
KABOGGOZA:

What I witnessed is one incident which took place to,,:ard~1th~ endh:
. th when it was reported to me that certain us ims
June 1979' at .
alled Kamisha in Bushenyi. Sberna County,
attacked a certam man cKi .b
That man was attacked and brutally
Ki arama Sub-county at z1 a.
inj~ed by a band of Muslims citizen reported to me.
What was his name please?
to Mbarara Hospital, I was in Mb~
I
taken
I had a lot to do: we were trymg to
Kamisha. This man was
•ta1 because
• •
•
d
ot
go
to
the
Hosp1
'th a Regional Comm1ss1oner,
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UNLA force I was w1
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C missioner ofVetenn
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Twaha, he was a om
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s:n ing that his father had been killed and the whole of Bushenyi was in
upro:11,the Muslims have been killed and here I was just sitting in my
twusc :md doing nothing I I told him that I got such news very late, and as
, ou sec it is "cry late now, it was around 6.30 p.m, and I told him th t
tomon-ow morning I shall do something, I shall go and see the situatioa
for myself, that is the 27th. On the 27th in the morning, he left by his c;
he had a Range Rover, he left for Bushcnyi Next day on 27th, I went~
the office brought up some people, my ADCs and other people, we
discussed about this issue and I went with one military administrator of
the UNLA called Collins Kahonda, we had some soldiers in our Land
Rover I went to the barracks of the TPDF, that is the Tanzania Peoples
Defence Force, I saw the Commander there, Colonel Maganga, he also
gave some Tanzanian soldiers So, I had a full load of soldiers in my
Land Rover and we went to Bushenyi.
On my way to Bushenyi on the 27th at around about 3 00 pm in the
evening, we saw a lot of people running on foot carrying luggage,
running from Bushenyi side to Mbarara. We stopped these people, but
they were not ready to stop because they saw soldiers in the Land Rover
but I came out and talked to them in Luganda and they began to think
twice and then stopped and I asked what had happened? So, they began
to explain that the people had come and descended on us, broad day light
and slashed our crops and burnt our houses and killed people, threw the
dead bodies in the river and what not. I said it was a terrible thing, and
they said we are running where we are going; but they were destined for
Ruharo, a village near Mbarara, it is a Mission place.
COUNSEL:

Please, Mr. Kabogoza, may be, you would give us a detail here; what type
of people did you find to whom you spoke?

KABOGGOZA:

I do not know what type of people.

COUNSEL:

Were they Muslims or?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, they were Muslims.

COUNSEL:

I see. Were they many.

K.ABOGGOZA:

Very many.

COUNSEL:

About how many?

KABOGGOZA·

They were in groups and one group would contain about I O people, ten
30-quite a lot; and they were in a sort of a stream. So. we drove first to
the place and the -

COUNSEL:

Which place was this?

KABOGGOZA:

That was Kiziba village. We met the County Chief, he was called fofcl
and he told us the story and then we went on ahead to Kiziba and there
we met about a thous~d people collected at house, and we wondered
what they were doing. They told us that somebody had been killed on the
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K\BOGGOZA:

y cs. I asked them and the

\tR "\AGENDA:

The bod) tlte} saw was the body of Kamisha?

kABOGGOZA:

yes, I saw the body of Kamisha, he is the one who was attacked.

COlJl\SEL:

Did you find out his religion?

k.ABOGGOZA:

I did not bother to find out his religion.

COUNSEL:

Well, I am asking this because you said that they said Muslims had
attacked; did they attack a Muslim - you did not find out?

KABOGGOZA

Well, if they tell you that Muslims had attacked, usually they attacked
another man of another sect.

COUNSEL:

You assumed?

KABOGGOZA

No, it is almost a fact.

CHAIRMAN:

Did they tell you why Muslims had attacked this man and killed him?

KABOGGOZA

The told me that prior to this Kamisha incident, the other se~ts had also
y d M 1·
. an area in Bushenyi and slashed their shambas.
attacke
us 1ms m
banana-

CHAIRMAN:

When you say other sects, what do you mean?

KABOGGOZA:

That is Catholics, Protestants, etc.

.d h
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A sect refers to a division within
CHAIRMAN.

That is a different religion altogether!
the same religion.
. .
h . tianity in one, the sects are two.
d that is the same rchg1on, c ns

KABOGGOZA

Y CS, an

COUNSEL:

Y e S' continue.

KABOGGOZA

•
th .. had dcstrovcd their
Muslims and c)•
they had attacked _these k n Kan1ishawas a rc"·engc
Now'
. and this attac o
property and crops,
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COL SEL.

Oid , on _tn to find out where the Christians had attacked the Muslims to
slash their crops')

1'..-\.BOGGOZA:

Titat was in !\lay before I had come even to Ankolc, and grass re-growing
again, "here it had been slashed

COUNSEL:

But ~ ou do not remember the village?

.KABOGGOZA:

I did not actually take much bother about that, because it was something
'"'hich had happened before. Now, after I left Karnisha1s place I went
down to the river with the County Chief and other local chiefs, and at the
river I could sec stains of blood, but I did not see any body; but then I
could see the houses which had been destroyed, I could see the garden
which had been slashed, those were quite visible. [ came back to where
the burial was taking place and I talked to the people and told them to
restrain themselves and to keep law and order, that they should not
continue such kind of lawlessness. I told them that I was going to leave
soldiers at this place to patrol the areas so as to maintain security of the
area, and this I did. We left some soldiers to patrol the area and I told the
County Chief that I would be coming back and we should hold a meeting
to find out exactly what had caused all this.

COUNSEL:

Please, do you remember the name of the County Chief?

KABOGGOZA:

I said the County Chief was called Ford, he had other names but Ford was
his name. So, I went back to Mbarara as it was getting late.

COUNSEL:

You mean you did not go to the river where the -

KABOGGOZA:

I went to the river.

COUNSEL:

But you did not see the bodies?

KABOGGOZA:

No, I did not see the bodies, but I could see stains of blood.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Excuse me please, perhaps you can describe whether you saw something
beyond blood stains, was there any indication that there had been struggle
at the river side?

KABOGGOZA:

Where there was grass I could see that it had been trampled.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

There had been some trampling around? What did the grass look like')

KABOGGOZA:

Green and with blood stains.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Signs of struggle?

KABOGGOZA:

That was in form of trampling, then they trampled all the grass.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Instruments?
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....\l~QGOOZA:

No, 1 did not sec any instrument.

PR M .\KORU\ A

Sticks?

}v\BOGGOZA:

I did not see any.

MR NAGENDA

Tom clothing, perhaps?

KABOGGOZA:

I did not see those.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

I{ABOGGOZA:

So I went back to my place in Mbarara.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Oh yes, a lot of blood or just little blood?

KABOGGOZA:

Well considerably much blood but not too much and not too little.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

KABOGGOZA:

I went back to Mbarara and next day, I came back again. I went to the
County Chiefs Office. I told him we would have a meeting and we
would select a small committee to look into this affair. When I came
back for the meeting, I recorded a bit big gathering of p·eople;muslims,
catholics and protestants and the local people. They all came to the
meeting and they gave their versions of the story. They were all talking
about muslims had along during Amin's time harassed them; that they had
brought a lot of soldiers at times from Mbarara in their area and carried
off some prominent people in the area. And these prominent christians
who had been taken never came back. In some instances, they said that
soldiers would take away or would grab the tax tickets of the residents
and tear them; and then come back again and ask for tax tickets from
those particular people whom they knew. And, if they didn't produce any
tickets, at all, they would arrest them and call them guerrillas; and would
be taken and never appeared.
So there was fear and insecurity in the area for quite a long time before
the liberation. And many christians mostly had vacated their homes in
the area and run away. So there was tension between muslims an~
protestants or and catholics; let us say Christians, I ~ould say, make 1t
much more easier. There was tension and that tension ~ad built up for
·t
1
time Now when the 1iberation came and with the presence
qm ea ong 1 ~k d ~bout - Rurangaranga, when he was an A.D.C.
of some peop e
e
talc
• al H
there· he had incited some people and told them to
e repns s. ow
, .
I
not repared to say; because, when you are a new
far that 1s true, am
P
•th sort of stories which they tell
_,1_;
• strato
in an area, peop1e come Wl
'1UllUm
r
d th really have. But, anyway, this incident
you to fit whatever nee s ~y
climaxed into such kind of misfortune.

1?

COUNSEL:

.
ames of prominent christians that had been taken
Did they mention, say, n
away by soldiers from Mbarara?
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k \BOGGOZA:

C'OlNSRL:
lv\BOGGOZA:

y cs, they did but 1 cannot remember the names. They did.
But specific names were given.

y s they had specific names because it did not occur to me th

w~;ld be any of these reprisals and killings_and what-not. They ~there
way. They had run into exile. They had exiled themselves; perha hrun
would come back. So I d1'dn' t tak e p art'icul ar care to rememberps, t ey
•
h • .
names
But there were about four or five promment c nstians whom they had
mentioned.

MR.NAGENDA:

But surely in such a serious matter, you probably wrote the names down
in your file.

KABOGGOZA:

No, J didn't write because the matter had already - I mean was evenbefore
I had come there.

MR. NAGENDA:

yes, but what I am saying is, this had led to the massacre of muslims.
surely it was important enough to try and show why it had happenedrui
the names of the people.

KABOGGOZA:

I didn't write down the names.

COUNSEL:

Yes, after this meeting, what did you recommend to be done?

KABOGGOZA:

We recommended to call in some Ministers from Kampala, so that we
give a sort of proper hearing to these groups - the two groups.

COUNSEL:

So you reported to Kampala.

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, I reported back to Kampala.

CHAIRMAN:

I am sorry to interrupt. Let us have more information about this meeting.
Where did it take place exactly?

KABOGGOZA:

At the County Headquarters.

CHAIRMAN:

Sheema.

KABOGGOZA:

Sheema.

CHAIRMAN:

Kagango Sub-county!

KABOGGOZA:

Sheema County.

CHAIRMAN:

Sheema County

KABOGGOZA:

I think, it was Sheema County. Anyway, it was in Sheema.

CHAIRMAN:

How far was it from the _ from the _

KABOGGOZA:

From the place where they - it was about -
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1l1c place ,,here the) killed the muslims?
K.\BOGGOZA

It ,,as about t\\o miles
This ,,as the 28th - 27th/28th?

KA BOGGOZA

The what?

CHAIR~ \

1l1e date of the meeting

KABOGGOZA

111cmeeting was - it was - about the 28th.

CHAIRM .\'-

28th.

K..\BOGGOZA:

~o. it was the 23rd.
Learned Counsel. you may proceed.

COL~SEL:

Y cs Now you reported to Kampala. To whom exactly did ) ou report?

KABOGGOZA:

I forwarded an adYance report because it happened that there was one
policeman who had come that way and he was going back to Kampala.
So I took the opportunity of informing the Ministry. I wrote to the
Permanent Secretary on the - I wrote on the - 2nd of July. I wrote on the
2nd of July. that is when I wrote it: to inform him about the Acts of
Lawlessness in Sheema Sub-county. and what I was doing At the same
time. I was compiling my Monthly Report of my Activities in the District
since my arriYal.

COUNSEL:

Do you haYe a copy of the report'?

KABOGGOZA:

Which report?

COUNSEL:

The monthly report.

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, I haYe a copy of the report.

COUNSEL:

Yes. What did it contain?

KABOGGOZA:

\Veil. a Monthly Report contains many aspects of the happenings of the
district.

COUNSEL:

Yes. and it included this incident.

KABOGGOZA:

That was the m~jor inclusion Y cs.

COUNSEL:

Can we haYCa look at

KABOGGOZA:

you wish to have a look at it.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

.

1t,

l
.,
p case•
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K BOGGOZA·
COl

SEL:

.. ,
171cwhok of it or part of that btt.
Tilc part which 1s relevant to TI1atis right.

COl "ISEL·

Yes

KABOGGOZA:

I will sho\\ ) ou that.

CHAIR.1\1.\N

Counsel. I think. we should have this read on the record.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIR.11AN:

Can i'vfr.Jjemba - the Interpreter -read it properly?

COUNSEL:
CHAIRMAN:

Yes.
\Velt this document is - ,,hat we are going to read to go on record is.
11
part of a Report dated 30th June. 1979. entitled: Monthly Report. Ankole
District. Mbarara. which was made by the present \\itness - ~lr
Kaboggoza-Musoke -when he was a District Commissioner of Mbararaor

COUNSEL:

Of Ankole -

CHAIRMAN:

Ankole District at the time. Now the report is a long document: but - well
we shall find out later whether - the rest of the report is releYantto this
Inquiry. But, for the time being, ·we shall read it on record - the parts
which are relevant to the feelings and matters of insecurity which he has
just referred to in his evidence.

COUNSEL:

Well, my Lord, the witness could. I think. read it.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

l11e report he made.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, on second thought. it will be read bv the witness himself - \tr
Kaboggoza-Musoke. Mr. Kaboggoza-l\.1usoke. could you read to us. first
of alL the parts which are relevant? l11erc are two ~ections which ylm
have indicated to us as relevant to the insecurity incident YOU ha,i:referred to.

KABOGGOZA:

Now, my Lord is the: 11Mv Arrival". I think I will kaYc that out and go
straight to the "Security H~ards in the District". Is that right?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

KABOGGOZA:

Now tha~ was Part B of my Report and I have named it as Se~uritY
H~ds m the District. 11Ankolc is greatly divided up on the basis of
rchgi_onand tribal factions 11• This is in general. "1l1c bitter fights. crop
slashmg and coffee burning and loss of life in the County of Shccnta.
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~ub-countv
Kll 0 ango 1·n the p • h f K" ·b h
·
·
·
_-:;, •
ans o 121 a as h"1ghlighted
the mtens1ty
0
~ hate and slight that the Christians in Sheema have had for the Muslims
ot th~ smnc area. It is alleged that, during Amin's regime, the Muslims
we~ 1~stru~1cntal for the indiscriminate killings and disappearance of the
Ch~sttai1s m that area. The Muslims used Amin's Military Police to
whisk away people from the village, never to be seen. It is alleged that
many Christians had their Graduated Tax Tickets tom and later accused
of being guerrillas Those people were taken away by the Amin soldiers.
Su_chstate of affairs lasted during the Amin days~ but hate and intense
an1mosit) was brewing in the Christians. When the country was
eventually liberated and Amin and his soldiers were no longer on the
scene, it is when the Christians took the law in their own hands, to
revenge on the muslims. They had made life so miserable for them.
Groups of Christians most especially in the County of Sheema collected
and started slashing banana grooves of those they considered to have
been the agents of Amin. Houses were demolished and burnt, cattle was
eaten and many people were injured. The County Chief - Sheema - and
his Gombolola Chief stepped in and held Baraza and spoke to the people.
Then peace and calm was restored. This was by the end of May, 197911•
That was before I came. "On the 25th of June, 1979, at night, it is alleged
that a strong force, comprising of muslims in the area undertook to
revenge by killing the Commissar whom they considered as the general of
the crop slashers and chief persecutor of the muslims. His home was
invaded on that day at night and the Commissar was very seriously
injured. He was taken to hospital on the 26th of June, 1979. During the
night of the 26th of June, 1979, the Christians believed that Commissar's
killers were Muslims who were revenging on the Christians. So, on that
night, the christians banded themselves in a group, attacked Muslims in
the Parish of Kiziba and slashed them with pangas, throwing their bodies
into the river". That is what I was told.
Bodies alleged recovered on the 27th were 11 but it is said that they could
have been about 40 people killed. So all the bodies had not been
recovered yet. Commissar died on the 27th of June, 1979, in Mbarara
Hospital. He was buried in his home - Kiziba - on the 27~ June, 1979.
There was a lot of exaggeration of the numbers of the bodies. T~gether
with the U.N.L.A Military Administrator -Collin Kahonda - soldiers _of
the T.P.D.F., I visited the area A.D.C., Gombolola Kagango, Pansh
Ki ·b Many Muslims had fled the area and headed for Mbarara and
;:r a~eighbouring places for safety. At the burial, I addressed ~e
0
order and we took away two suspects to help m
mourners ab out law and
h d d
·
· u·ons. I vi· si·ted the are,a$where people had been slas e an d
our mvestiga
• t th ·ver" that is as alleged. "We did not see any. I arrange
droppe d m O e n
'
Ki
a Sub
e people of Kagango Sub-county' garam
th
to
ak
d
to meet an spe
·
I
uld
and Ki arama Sub-county", there are two sub-counties. wo
county
g.
"This was done on the 29th June, 1979. I
eak to them m turns.
• · ·
K
t fry
P
s
d
. ftute a small committee of mqwry mto agango, o .
propose to ms I
f eh deeds as had been perpetrated. The
t t the root cause o su
d
an ge ~
f UN LA was driven away by Mr. Rurangaranga
O
investigatmg t_eam
• •h~ •
e to interrogate the suspects who had
from Busheny1, when they_
ion alleged that they had no powers in his
been kept at the police station.
who would have provided useful
Some
of
those
suspe
area.

ci:
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" , ·d bv tho police in Bushcnyi It still remains t0
vc,c re Ii;.1..,c
•
T1 c
•
infonnntH~" '
t~ thcv were rdeascd.
1c ommanding Off.,
.
"hose on l:IS
..
d'
•
iccr
ftnd out o11
• 'd
, iJhtoon of the sol 1ers to patrol Kagango and
11
1
c
'
of the T •p I) F proVt Cl. O,t·idencc
in the people. We now remain with tl
'l
.
.
.
to
restore
col
•
lC
1
K1z1,a so , s.
11.,t . .
,. to return to their homes they had fled -n..
f 1011tg the ,v us 11111;,
• • nc
task o w~ .
r tl ·, are·lS is being watched carefully".
security s1tuat1on o 1a • '
·

r.

MR""- \GE1 DA

llwnk you vcrv much.
•
•
• •
"II.questions on this very good report, if I may. Did you ever
Just
• t\\Ok sm,,. tl , names of the two suspects ,v h om you too k away for
get to no" 11,;
further investigation?

K.ABOGGOZA

did not because we had
1
thc-chargc of that.

COL ~SEL.

Oka)
~1R NA.GENOA.

KABOGGOZA

MR. NAGENDA:

KABOGGOZA

.u1

investigating team of U.N.L.F which was in-

When they wrote their report to you, did they mention the names

of those t\,o suspects'}
Thcv didn't ,, rite a report. 111cy wanted to go back and make proper
im~stigat1ons, but then the) were foiled up by Mr Rurangaranga.
But did they report to you officially that they had been driven away by
this Rurangaranga'l
Y cs they did. And afterwards they even asked me that they wanted to go
and arrest Rurangaranga by force. So I told them, "No. Don't arrest him
We shall take things on gradually. We shall now call Ministers to come
in II

MR NAGENDA

Looking back now with an insight, do you think it would have been a
good idea to arrest Mr. Rurangaranga?

KABOGGOZA

I don't think it would haYe been a very good idea.

COUNSEL:

Now, as a result of that report which vou sent to your Pennanent
Secretary, what was the reaction from Kampala?

KABOGGOZA•

I never got any reply from the Ministrv. You know. communication was
a ~roblem. Communication was a pro.blcm, Sir~ either by transport or by
wireless or by postal services It was almost impossible. \Ve were lucky
we ~ad somebody going to Kampala who would take our message. But.
at ti~es, we used the army radio of the Tanzanians. \Ve had almo5t
nothmg

COUNSEL:

Now, to your knowledge, did some Ministers Yisit this area?

KABOGGOZA•

Yes, five MiniSters came to this area, after 1 had written and after I had
sent a word through the policeman who called at my office.

COUNSEL:

Who arc the Ministers that cam c.,•,

KABOGGOZA:

The Ministers who came ,,·ere. tl1e Minister of Defence - Honourable
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YO\\ cri M use,en i

• d

I

,en there was the Honourable Professor
Kab\\ cg) ere, then there was the Honourable Stephen Ariko· then there
\\as the Honourable Anthony Ochaya, then there was the 'Honourable
Okcllo. llH::~c_arctwo names there but one name is still incomplete; but
Okcllo the Mm,ster; and one soldier - that is Lieutenant Colonel Ruhinda.
,.

OUNSEL.

,

,lll

t

Now, when they came, what did they do?

KABOGGOZA:

7
\\ hcn they came. we held a meeting with all the people there. I have got
the programme here: The County Chief addressed the guests. We
welcomed them and he informed them about what had happened The
County Chief was not specific. He said, "Some bad people had done this
sort of act"., and that he himself and his chiefs had tried to restore peace
Then the next was the Brief to the Ministers by the DC I spoke next. I
told them what I knew; just as I have been telling you and the amount of
work we had done; and so far we had achieved a measure of security
because, after the 27th when I left, there were no other incidents of either
killing or harassment - anything of the kind. Then the Ministers also
addressed the people - five Ministers addressed the people. It took quite a
long time. They spoke at length and afterwards the people were given a
chance to air their views. So -

COUNSEL:

Incidentally, Mr. Kaboggoza-Musoke, this was in Bushenyi.

KABOGGOZA:

In Bushenyi, that is right.

COUNSEL:

Did Major Rurangaranga attend this meeting?

KABOGGOZA.

I never saw Major Rurangaranga in Bushenyi - to be honest. Whenever
he knew I was coming to Bushenyi, he went somewhere else. _We never
met. Because he knew, if I came there, I would be armed with a letter
which would request him to vacate office. So we never met.

COUNSEL:

So he avoided you?

KABOGGOZA:

COUNSEL:
KABOGGOZA:

• Kam ala Rurangaranga the first time I saw
He avoided me and he wasthm13thpof July when it was stated that the
. •
d' ·
h • • Ankole was on e
1m m
.
Id be coming for a v1s1tto the 1stnct.
President - the then Pres1~ent - w:
fi t time· and I had never seen
That is when I saw htm for e rs
,
Rurangaranga in my life before.

t did the people say to your recollection? I sec. Okay, wha
.
h thcr The people were talking of the
• h t1·me during the Amin's years of
Tilc People \\·ere accusmg cac o
•
th ·m a very roug
h l
Muslims having given c
• tl , militarv and almost the " o c
, . 1g.tl1atthe\' had lost a lot of
t hey had influence over le
ru lc as
p
Jc were sa\ 11
•
•

M~•r:~

t

0 t\h~:
adm'inistration in
bi:: taken awa) by the arny
::
their countrymen w o
,· to talk about. And, t i~ ·.
,
u}1at
thev
were
tl)
mg
.
ti
rtunatc
sort
of
incident.
The
l
exact Y ~.
•
• rt f - this -un o
• •
.
·
•
h. tl1at led to this so o
th"
But tl1e\' \\CCC bcmg pmsomct mg
.
d , these mgs
'ffi I rt
•
d, • ·d having on1,; •
S •t was a vcrv d1 1cut so
Muslnns 1,;m1,; , _ bv the other group. 0 1
•
pointed by the pcop 1I,; •
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.
'He did this'; another party saying "I d'd
•
,
1
of incident - on :
• t the Ministers did was trying to bring the tw
1
o
not do tlllS• "• Untt I w u1 • 1 to one another an d fiorgct thc past.
together to rcconc1 e
groups
. ·d b'-' the people who attended this meeting as
es mcnt1onc J
1 n
\Vere some '. ::u
.
he killers?
one of the killers - some oft
.
ybody as a killer. It was just "killed, killed".
They didn't mention an
c JJart)' saymg,

COUNSEL·
"-..\BOGGOZA:
MR NAGENDA:

. . . but another time while you were a D C there; did you
Not at this time
f the then Minister of Defence - Mr. Museveni _ or
eyer hear t~c nl~: ~ in the Kiziba Incident? I am asking this because
his troops imp_icaMeb
rara, somebody mentioned it to us.
'
when we were m
a

K.ABOGGOZA:

.
• Mbarara as D. C I never heard the name of the then
Toe
time
I
was
m
• Not even h"1s people.
. .
f D c.
implicated in this affair.
Minister o e1cnce

MR. NAGENDA:

.
b
tly when you left Mbarara hear this rumour?
Did you su sequen
.
I dropped the matter. I didn't follow it up.
you mean, was there a personal grudge between you and Labaani Kirya?

COUNSEL:
KABOGGOZA
COUNSEL:
K.ABOGGOZA:

I had no personal grudges.
Yes.
We might have had but I did not have.

COUNSEL:

I see.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry. Mr. Kaboggoza-Musoke -

K.ABOGGOZA

Yes, Sir.

K.ABOGGOZA:

Of what?

MR. NAGENDA:

Which I have just mentioned - of the Minister of Defence or. indeed. his
troops being implicated in this matter.

KABOGGOZA

No, no. The only person I heard being talked of was Rurangaranga.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened after that meeting?

KABOGGOZA·

After that meeting, they promised to come back another time and they
asked the people to come together again - to be reconciled. So we left
very late at night around about eight. I think, to go to another place "here
we spent the night at lshaka. And there after lshaka we ,, ent back to
Mbarara - we went back to Kampala - and, I think. Shcema began to come
back to normality because I didn't hear of anv further incidence of killing,
until I left.
•

COUNSEL·

I sec. So this is all you have to report on the Experience in Mbarara?
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K \BO .. ,OZ
Ol 'SEL

Y cs. regarding th

.
csc nffa1rs.

I mean. Violations of H

.

uman Rights.

K. BOGGOZ

That is right y cs
'ow. "hat "as vour f., r
from Public Scrvi~c? cc ing about your dismissal by Word-of-mouth

KABOGGOZA:

I didn't like it I didn't n.:, .
Minister.
Unfortunatd : \~t, at ~II_;.
~d I fo~cd a low opinion of the
Pcm1anent Secret"""' h d)'
c MiniSkr wac; innocent. I think this
n•> a an a\:e to gri 11d· b
'
- about a month after _ d h h
• ccausc I met the Minister later
of having sent "·1,· an e ad never heard of my leaving Mbarara or
.., message at al I
•
•
Permanent Secrcta~- nc·th 'd.
• as it was dictated to me by the
post So it \ . all - , i er id I get any letter telling me to leave my
'as
concocted bv th, p
S
. .
wishes.
• c ermancnt ccrctary to SUithis own

CHIAR.MAN

111atis speculation. Isn't it?

KABOGGOZA:

That.

CHJARMAN

This is a very serious allegation against Mr. Labaani Kirya.

K.ABOGGOZA:

Ugh.

CHIAAA1AN·

\Vhat you are saying is speculation You say that is what you think.

KABOGGOZA:

Yes. that is right. It is what I think.

CHIARMAN·

But you have no evidence to substantiate it.

.KABOGGOZA:

That. To substantiate what?

CHIAR.i\1AN:

That what you think is true.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

That he Had-An-Axe-To-Grind.

KABOGGOZA:

I Sal•d, I think , he had _ I think. It is my own feeling.

CHIAAA1AN:

It is a feeling. You have no evidence.

KABOGGOZA:

I never had any evidence. at all. of the kind.

CHIARMAN:

COUNSEL

.
.
. , like the evidence in other tribunals. particularly
you see m our mqml')_ affi th character of anv person should be
. .f y matter which ects c
-.
ours, 1 an
h
. r 00 opinion or speculation.
based on facts; not on earsa) o

..
M Kaboggoza-Musokc is that Labaani
Actuallv what you are sa)_m~. . r. Bidandi Ssali who didn't want ~ ou to
.
• a lie when he said it "as
.
K1rya told
1n· 15
. what vou arc saymg.
be in Mbararais
•
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K\BCGGOZA

llrnt is right Yes I "as surprised.
,

K BOGGOZA:

DR

1AKUBUYA

0

l meant about 'Axe to Grind'. You said more than that.

Yes. 1 said 'Axe to Grind', but I do not sec wh) he should have told a lie
Yes. had vou e,·cr quarrelled with this gentleman?

KABOGGOZA.

1R NAGE ~oA

In fact, J an1 getting a bit confused I have
admit
. toTh"
. it. We are nO\',
h
d
talking about when you felt you a to resign.
1s 1s the case. Wear
not talking about the earlier case when you were retired in the publi:
interest.

KABOGGOZA:
1R ~AGENDA:

Okav. If you are talking about the second incident v.hich concerns Mr
Bid~di S~ali and Mr Kirya told you that Mr. Bidandi Ssali didn't want
anvbodv who was not UPC and, therefore, you had to resign. Would it
not ha;·e been a sensible plan to actually talk to Mr. Bidandi Ssali
himself. rather than take what Mr. -no, no. but that was a month
afterwards.

KABOGGOZA:

No. no.

MR. NAGENDA:

Before you resigned. Would it not have made sense for you to talk to
him?

KABOGGOZA:

It would have meant a very good sense and I requested to talk to him.
Sir, to the Minister.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

KABOGGOZA

And who, put a barrier -

MR. NAGENDA

Mr. Kirya.

KABOGGOZA:

In my way. that is right. He said he didn't like to talk to him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

But you go to the Minister's office. Do you ha\'e got to go through the
Permanent Secretary. You knock on the Minister's door' 1

KABOGGOZA:

I did not. I normally go through the Permanent Secretary.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, quite right. But, if he stopped you from doing this; and. if Mr.
Bidandi Ssali afterwards told you that he never refused you to see him

KABOGGOZA·

That is right.

MR NAGENDA:

Your allegation that Mr. Kirya had an axe to grind against
surely be logical.
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)OU

,,ould

BOGGOZ
C('

"-.\BOGGOZA.

171at is right ll1at is "hy 1 said it.
Okay. let us move to 1976 J
\u,..
·
•
_
.
,
.
•
unc.
,v 11atwas your feelmg or what do you
tlunk about )'Our bcmg dismi·s d
. d .
. .
sc - or retire - m the pubhc mtcrest?
It came as a bomb to me because I didn't expect to be retired in such a
manner. 1 had done nothing \Vrongto deserve a retirement of that nature,
but I understood later. from m\ Minister. that one other Minister had
told the President after he had escaped the Nsarnbya Incident where a
bomb had been thro\\ n at his Land Rover that it \\'as the Europeans in
the group "' ho had been responsible for that incident And some of these
Europeans came in disguise as missionaries; and I was instrumental for
the entn of some of these Europeans who came in as missionaries with
some other people in the country, either through the Immigration
Department. That I was instrumental because, having been in-charge of
Religious Affairs. I was a member of that committee of immigration and
I used to present requests from certain churches in Uganda for
Europeans they wanted to bring in as missionaries and what not So I
used to give the recommendations and what not. But this Minister
misconstrued up my way of doing things: and he had mentioned that I
was in part; ,vith one other missionary - a big missionary in this place_who ,vas bringing in such Europeans and they were the cause of this
incident So they were supposed -they were thought - to be the cause of
this incident at Nsambya where a bomb had been thrown at the
President's Land Rover

COL'NSEL:

When was -

KABOGGOZA

the President was in a bad mood - I do not know for how long - _and
So
• was men t'10ned_. in fact, he retired me there-and-then. by \\Ord
when this
_ and I got that message.

COUNSEL:

When had the bomb been thrown at the President'J

KABOGGOZA

I don't -

COUNSEL:

Do you remember?

KABOGGOZA

The date.

COUNSEL:

KABOGGOZA

• to find out how many day.s had passed between
yes, because I am trymg
the throwing of the bomb.
. tlv - there ,, as some sort of a
I forget exac
.
d .
• k 't was earlv June or - . G
ds I forget the exact ate.
I th m
I
•
t the Pohce roun .
game, I think, sports a

anv davs th at had passed.

COUNSEL:

So, there were not m

KABOGGOZA:

No very few days.
'
, booted
f J nc vou were
And then on the 12th o u •

COUNSEL:

•

•

b·ginning of June.
. h r the end of May or c
It was c1t c
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1'-·\BOGGOZA:

k-ABOGGOZA:

COCNSEL:

KABOGGOZA:

You arc quite correct.
alh booted out.
Ctu
1,,·as a
.
artmcnt of Religious Affairs of which you were
w
what
dtd
the
Oep
No
. 'l
in-charge - was domg
ment and the religious bodies So. when the
1•10 k between Govem
I was a
.
-d d mething from the government, they used to
religious _bodies n:c ;Y s;epartment; and when the Government had
channel it througth
t"gious bodies it was through my department.
anvthing to say to e re t
'
.
d artment give directive - did it use to give directives _
I see Otd your cp
to religious organizations?
.
f th k. d Nothing. No directives given to religious bodies
Nothmg o e m •
G
h
·d e were a link - a channel, if the ovemment ad anything
No So I sai w
.
d • th
h h
• .
religious bodies 1t channelle it roug t e Rehg1ous
th
to pass ont o e
'
• fr
th G
Affi · _ and if the religions wanted somethmg om e ovemment,
the;r~hanneiled
it through the Re~igious . Affairs - through the
Government. But the department did not issue any orders to the
religious groups.

COUNSEL:

Do you have any evidence of, say, discrimination

m religion by

Government? Did it?

KABOGGOZA:

Well I don't know whether you would call it discrimination; but the
'
Government-

CHIARMAN:

"Bias",

KABOGGOZA:

Yes.

CHIARMAN:

Bias in favour of certain groups and discrimination against others

KABOGGOZA:

May be, bias. Yes because, at one time - that was even before I joined
the department here - about 13 religions were banned in Uganda; and the
Big Man at the time recognized only three Religions; that is Protestant,
Catholic and Moslem - only three because he only knew three religions
Besides that he didn't know any other.

COUNSEL:

And do you think many people were affected by this ban?

KABOGGOZA

Very many people were - very many.

COUNSEL:

What reaction did you receive in your department about this'?

KABOGGOZA

1 receiv_eda lot of people corning to find out ,, hat thcv would do - to talk
to me, if I could do something for them· and I could ·do nothing \Vhat l
would
is th a.t th.c ban was declared
'
Man . tell
, them
.
and they had to pack up.
} people from outside packed up and ,,cnt Thcv left their buildings
closed: others went un d ergroun d and things
.
of -the nature
Then
eventually, when the President "cnt on safari to Pakistan - I think. to
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Pnkistan - it \\as a M 1
.
•
os cm something - meeting - in Pakistan for
I
mos ems - there he n1 ·t 1 1 • k
c , t 1111 ·, an Archbishop of Orthodox Church
171cy talked tog~ther with that Archbishop and that Archbishop was the
pc_rs~n "ho cnltghtc~1ed the President about the Orthodox Church. 1
lb~nk, they became f ncnds. So, when the President came back he said 'I
thmk, we must allow these people to be recognized
'
'

'
CHlARMA T

\Vere you there? Did you accompany htm'?

KABOGGOZA:

No, I did not. So, he told me to call the Bishop here - Bishop Nankyama.
I called him and he said, 1Now, I met your man in Pakistan. He was a
\'cry good man. I didn't know your religion was as old as that I think.
you can go ahead'. So we made arrangement too for the Orthodox
Church to be officially established; and then there were four religions
which were officially recognized. Four All the others still remained
unrccognized in the regime.

COUNSEL:

What did the Government do with the properties of these religious
organizations which were banned; say hospitals, some might have been
havmg hospitals and so on and so forth?

KABOGGOZA

Most of these properties, I think, were not tampered \\"ith by
Government, as far as I know. The Churches were closed and hospitals now which hospital?

COUNSEL:

For instance Ishaka.

KABOGGOZA

Ishaka still continued.

COUNSEL:

On allocation.

KABOGGOZA·

Pardon!

COUNSEL:

Was it allocated?

KABOGGOZA:

COUNSEL:

KABOGGOZA
COUNSEL:

KABOGGOZA
COUNSEL:

. .
d It still continued. It was tolerated. I think
I don1t think i_tis _allocate • w an other religions !lot because officiall~
You see, Amm did n~t kno want~o know but he \\as ignorant He kne\\
and intentionally~~ did no~ers he did not know He learnt of the fourth
there was one rchg10n: 0 .
. b all these others - the Se\'enth Da~
. .
h h was m Palostan, ut
H d. d t
rehg10n w en e . i
d what Seventh Day meant
e 1 no •
and what-not-he d1dnt un?er~tan
But Ishaka was still funct1onmg.
organizations l. •
Y es, but are these re ,g10us
. .
well as the school in And Ishak.a is funct1omng as
Bugema.
. Katikamu I think.
In Bulcmcz1 '
Bugcma.
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KABOGGOZA'
COL'-ISEL:
KABOGGOZA:

cHIARMAN
KABOGGOZA:

CHIARMAN

,n
,,.,. functioning· but the churches did not.
'
Bugerna. Yes. 111at,,•..,

. , done to be banned - you know - in the way they were?

But what had thcy

•

t my Lord because the banning was before I came in
I cannot answer tha '
. '
and it was in force until Amin was 'd 't fi d anything on record on the file - the relevant file?
But you d1 n n
Well, it was just one of these Legal N~tices banning such and such
churches; but why, I could not really state it.
It was not recorded.

K.ABOGGOZA:

No, it was just by a word of mouth, saying that they_were bringing in a
lot of confusion to the people. That was the sort ofthmg.

COUNSEL:

Did Government, during your time, give any financial assistance to these
four religions?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes. Yes. Yes.

COUNSEL:

In which form?

KABOGGOZA:

Financial - money. They gave money. I think, there was a time when
the President was in good mood. He gave a million shillings to the
Catholics, to the Protestants, the Moslems and, I think, by then the
Orthodox had also come in - no they had not come in yet. They got
theirs later and then he gave a Benz Car to the Catholics, to the
Protestants. You see, when he was in a good mood, he would just do all
these things. They got some sort of assistance.

COUNSEL:

Any other matter that you want to report? How was the - you said you
were in Karamoja, was there any -

CHIARMAN:

Counsel, perhaps, before we leave that, it is relevant, he referred to it
earlier about people being encouraged to convert to change your religion
and it had some bias. Could you elaborate on this, please?

KABOGGOZA:

Which?

CHIARMAN:

KABOGGOZA:

CHIARMAN:

You said earlier that people were encouraged to change their religion to
?e moslems. You cited one example. Was this common practice'? \\'as
it a Government policy at the time?
1
s~id ~~ people of the kind; that people were encouraged to change
their rehg1on.

To get rewards as a Ssaza Chief.

Oh. yes. ) es, yes. I mean he
.
religion.
promised posts if they had changed their
cHI\R~

\

\\'ho was doing this">\\ 110 w
. .
as giving these promises'>

1-..\ ~QGGOZA:

Promises were given bv~ the offiCla
. IS.

CHl.\R\ '..\'\

\Vhich officials.

~.\ROGGOZA:

The officials at the station: for instan , 10
. Mb
.
cc,
ale, 1twas by the D.C.

CH1AR\1A

Any other place?

K.,.\BOGGOZA:

\Veil, I heard of places m Masaka and other areas but l
conversant with Mbale
am more

CHIARMAN

\\" as this a Government Policy?

Jv\BOGGOZA:

It was not a Government Policy - I don't know whether I would call it a
Government Policy but it was something that actually cropped up.

CHIAAAIAN

But it was - Government connived - it \vasnt a policy, may be, it
connived -in it.

UBOGGOZA:

I can't be very exact about the origin of this thing, but is seemed the
Government never made any sort of mention about stopping it or
condemning it. No.

cHIARMAN

Then you also said that in the Public Service there was - after some time.
there was - a tendency to promote or make appointments on religious
basis. Was this a common thing? Was it prevalent?

KABOGGOZA:

Well.

CHIARMAN

Can you give us some examples?

KABOGGOZA:

MR NAGENDA:

KABOGGOZA:

1

•t d
d if thev were mainlv of one
0
No, people_c?uld se~ P: ~~ert
ap;;o;i~ -:t iliere is a tendenc;· of the
sort of rehg1on,_pe ~ 1
f th 1 kind of religion - moslems
Government bemg m favour o
a
especially.
. .
rise ·ou. in view of this. that you yo~1elf.
I was going to say, did it surp
) t Secretar\' of Religious Affairs
.
Catholic was made Permancn
•
•
bemga
. . n· but 1 was surprised that I.
h • terms Of rel1g10 •
.
I didn't think very muc m S reran· for Religious Affairs.
en to be a ec
•
as a person was ch os

MR. NAGENDA:

. all '} Whv vou'7
What espec1 Y•
• • •

KABOGGOZA:

Because I was not vef)

. religious.
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'\, \(11 ND\:

k..\BOGGO7 A.

~ t this seems not to be the time of bringing this question until
.
d"1dn't have a very successful time
at the
later fs this win ) ou
Seminat)''?
l sec In t.ic •.

No, at the Seminary, l was -veryyoung.

MR NAGENDA

.. can start quite young. But, when you are a Pennanent
Well, ) ou
. .
affairs were you ever approached that if yo
Secretary, Re11g1ous
,
.
. G .
'.
u
.
.
you
might
go
higher
m
ovcmment
at
that
time?
change your re11g1on

KABOGGOZA

. was mostly with the low cadres, I think the low ranks of _ in No, this
Government.

CHIARMAN

Had there been such an office before or were you the first person?

KABOGGOZA:

I was the second.

CIDARMAN:

Who was your predecessor?

KABOGGOZA:

My predecessor was called Mr. Ntende.

MR. NAGENDA:

Chris Ntende.

KABOGGOZA:

He had been once a Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of Internal
Affairs.

CIDARMAN:

Any more questions Commissioner?

MR. NAGENDA:

Are we going or shall we -

ClllARMAN:

Well, Mr. Kal.1oggoza-Musoke,may be, we give all of us a break now
including yourself for about 30 minutes; then we come back to hear
more from you. We haven't finished yet.

KABOGGOZA:

Right, Sir.

CHIARMAN:

So we shall adjourn now. It is twelve o'clock. We shall adjourn now for
about 30 minutes and resume at 12.30.

CHAIRMAN:

Legal Counsel, let us resume.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I wanted to ask the witness questions about his Karamoja
experience but I think Commissioners want to ask him questions on
evidence that he has so far given.

CHIARMAN:

Any more questions from the Commissioner?

MR. NAGENDA:

Oh yes! I think I have a couple of them. Mr. Kaboggoza-Musoke, you
have told us that you were led to believe by your Permanent Secretary,
Mr.Laban Kirya, that Mr. Bidandi-Ssali who was then your MiniStcr
wo~ld not have you because you are not a UPC m~ and so yo~
resigned. Then afterwards you found out from Mr. Bidandi-Ssah
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himself that this wa.._'\ £ b .
with Mr. Bidandi Sinli ·•atlncatcd lie. Had vou had ccrta· .
.
I ·
•• n 1e past t I
•
m interactions
lC did not approve of You becaus ~ 1a~c led you to believe that perhaps
• e )Ou ,trc not a UPC?
I have never had an, contact with M
.
r B1dand1Ssali before.
\Vhcn you went down to K .b
which had been ruined d, ~1 a dand.found this blood and also property
• I d. .
, cs oyc ' did you fi d
iso ate mc1dcnts or whether thcv had
n o~t whether these were
between Moslcms and other r 1. ~
kept rccumng through the years
e 1g1ousgroups?

KABOGGOZA:

I think this was a sort of rcpri al b
incident in the same country wh. s
c~~use th ere had been an earlier
1
ere s as mg of corps had taken place.

~iR AGENDA

Y cs, you mentioned that but before this g •

KABOGGOZA:

You mean m Sheema?

\fR NAGENDA.

Yes.

KABOGGOZA:

I was not aware of that. It was even my first time to go to Sheema, I had
never worked there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Earlier on you said that in your very long career as a teacher and as a
civil servant that you resigned from the Buganda Government because
you were not happy there. Can you please give us some of the reasons

K.ABOGGOZA:

I said they were personal.

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean your personal feelings against the Buganda Government?

KABOGGOZA·

Yes.

\1R. NAGENDA:

Thank you.

CHIARMAN:
DR MAKUBUYA:

KABOGGOZA:

b

b k . h'
' omg ac m tstory had there
cen any pro ems etween the moslems and other faith?
'
bl

b

Any more questions from the members of the Commission?
M k I would be happy if you could clarify whether
Mr Kaboggoza- uso e, .
. Kiziba were ever introduced to you
the UNLF Chainnan or Chamnen m
in connection with the incident.
.
. tion as I told you earlier my Lord that l
I was in a very embarrassing s1tua
le bv the ADC who was
should have been introduced to these pe~iable ~o I undertook to start
ADC \\'as not avai
. th
running the area b ut th c
.
, . • ADC's who were m c areark in the area on my own usmg the J~mo~ the area until this incident
wo
ad t called meetings m
•
d the
at the station and I h no .
I held at least two mectmgs an
d then we held meetings.
h .
n there were not UNLF
h appene
t UNLFC amnc chiefs were introduced but no
Chairmen by then I think.
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DR 1 KUDL''I

KABOGGOZA·

COUNSEL

\Ve took some evidence in .!\1bararaand we were told that at this mcctin
. tl "1inistcrs addressed somebody
stood up and named n~"" g
" Iuc 11 1e 1•
k" .
...,,cs of
..d been rcs1Jonsiblc
for
·1llmg
them
Do
vou
rem
1
pcopIc \\ ho 11"
ember
this?
Possible they were mentioned.
Perhaps. may be to assist the ,,:itness, the gentleman who gave evidence
to that effect is here. I do not know whether he remembers having seen
that gentleman.

DR MAKUBUYA:

COUNSEL:
KABOGGOZA:

If Mr. Sserunjungire could stand up.
Do you remember haYing seen Mr. Sserujungire, one of the victims?

I do not remember his face, there were so many people and I was a new
man in the field, I do not remember his face at all.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Well, it is important to me to know whether any names were named
because that gentleman swore that he stood up and named people who
were responsible. You many not remember the names but at least the
fact that some names were mentioned.

KABOGGOZA:

I did not get the names which were mentioned.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were names mentioned then?

KABOGGOZA:

I do not remember.

MR. NAGENDA:

But earlier on actually you mentioned the name of Rurangaranga that he
was mentioned in connection with those killings.

KABOGGOZA:

Rurangaranga had been mentioned to me as one who had incited.

MR. NAGENDA:

How had he incited the people to do this.

KABOGGOZA:

Well, those who had brought the rumour to me said that he had talkedto
the people privately that they should have their own back now.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did he actually tell them to go and slaughter women and small babies00
their backs and throw them into the river?

KABOGGOZA:

Not as you put it.

MR.NAGENDA:

He generalised?

KABOGGOZA:

That is right.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could you please tell us some of the names of the people who told )
about Rurangaranga?
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00

1 Cl)Uld not say exactly who b
. .
ccause people corne, and talk to you D1stnct
. .
Comn11ss1oncr.
But since as you sav Ruran aran
. .
seen the shaddy ch~cter U:d the: was_hidmg from you he must have
had incited them to do th. d
fore if people come and told you he
. \ our files at this tin\ is readful massacres, presumably somewhere
m
•
e some of these names could be there.
KABOGGO.l \:

I did not take record of the rumour which was told to me.

l\1R NAGENDA.

With a hindsight you think this was a bad om1ss1on.
. . ?

K.ABOGGOZA:

Nthowth at th ings came to such kind of climax I think I should have had
e names.
'

DR. MAKUBUYA:

We were also told in Mbarara that the then Minister of Defence had
stood up and asked what had caused the murders and the same old
~entle~an in his evidence had explained that the killers had acted on his
mstruct1ons. Do you remember hearing this?

KABOGGOZA:

I do not.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I do not know, the District Commissioner is an important post or it has
been. Could you describe a typical day in the life of a District
Commissioner when you were one?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, I could. I will get out in the morning, go to the office, look at my
files and ....

CHIARMAN:

Sorry to interrupt you. In the morning what time?

KABOGGOZA:

Normally, one gets to the office around 8.00 O'clock. Look at my file
and find out the sort of programmes I have for the day. Sometimes it
entails office work, sometimes it entails touring and when it is office
work it entails also receiving guests and people who have objections and
complaints, things of that nature and when it is touring you go out to a
particular place you are going to tour and for particular objectives that
you have got in mind, whether to inspect shambas, roads, or dispensaries
or whatever it is and all things that opens in that tour that you undertake.
And these are noted down. And then you report on what you think
should be reported first and foremost, making priorities, the others come
at a later stage.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

yes to whom do you report in fact?

KABOGGOZA:

We report to the higher authority, that is the Permanent Secretary.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Ministry of Local Government?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA:

. h. b tween the o.C and the President's Office?
What is the relations ip e

'
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• BOGGOZA
DR M K BUY
KABOGGOZA

The President's Office 1s v.here the Head of the Ch'll Sen;oe resi'd..sand
sits and is the person to \\horn all these reports are made
Ho,, do ) ou decide ,, hat matter to report and not to repon
There are securit) matters that s_hould r:ecei,·e prioril) attention and
matters that affect the government m secunty - mostly sccuritv
• that•IS the
top priorit)•
\\'hat records were you e::-.."J)ected
to keep as D.C.

KABOGGOZA·
DR. MAKUBUYA:

K.ABOGGOZA:

Copies of the records that I make.
\\'hat matters do you decide to record and what not to record. you hav-e
been asked about some things and certain names you have not recorded
and so on.
This occasion at :Mbarara. when we were at this meeting it was rather
extraordinaf) sort of thing It "as confused. there were ,en rnam·
people talking here talking there. talking in Runyankole and insorn~
cases I could not even follow ,vhat was being said as things were bemg
said in Runyankole. somebody talking and somebody talking. so it ,us a
rather not a usual sort of meeting that I was accustomed to. it ,us
confused and the Minister, some of the Ministers who were there were
conversant with the language very well and they could go on talking. in
some cases I could understand some of the terminology but I could
follow as much as I could. So it was not a meeting which would
probably be a debating meeting.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I still have some problems with this Kiziba incident because you
mentioned that there were some suspects who were arrested. At the end
of the day what happened to these suspects?

KABOGGOZA:

They were taken to the Police Station at Bushenyi, and they would ha,·e
been interrogated the next day but I understand they were released by the
Officer in Charge of the Police Station.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, in fact, I am very interested in the role of the Police in this entire
thing because they do not seem to feature apart from releasing these
people. Did you take some police from Mbarara to the scene. did the
police investigate the scene at all?

KABOGGOZA:

The police, when I came to Mbarara, was in a verv lame sort of
condition. Most of the police stations had been targets ~f the Tani.anian
Forces, they were mostly destroyed and most of the police people w~re
in civilian clothes and were not operating. You could find one pohce
man or two at a station, sometimes none. They even feared to show up
until I came and began to woo them as a matter of fact to come back to
their work. So in Bushenyi there was about one man or two I think.
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OR 1 KUBt.: ~ .

Yes, this Department of Religious Affairs which you headed to which
)Ooffi~
wcro a _Pcnuancnt Secretary was supposed to be in the President's
ce. was 1t not?

K BOGGOZA:

It was.

DR. 1AKUBUYA:

And what was your life as a Permanent Secretary in this department?

1'.ABOGGOZA:

That 1s a very broad question, Sir, I led just an ordinary life of a civil
servant.

DR l\iAKUBUY A:

Was it easy going?

UBOGGOZA:

The going was not very easy

DR MAKUBUYA:

Why not?

KABOGGOZA:

Because at times I met difficulties with my boss, he could not understand
what I was saying.

MRNAGENDA

Who was he, which boss was this?

KABOGGOZA:

That was the President.

DR MAKUBUYA:

The President himself. And yet you were supposed to be his assistant as
it were in this portfolio.

KABOGGOZA:

That is right.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were working relations easy or what?

KABOGGOZA:

I would say fifty, fifty. Sometimes he had moods, sometimes he was a
very good man and would give you a listening. At times you could not
get near him.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

On those occasions when you got near him, would he take your advice?

KABOGGOZA:

Well, sometimes he took it, sometimes he would tell you he would take
it and he never took it.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Thanks for now.

MR. NAGENDA:

Forgive me if I go back to this Buganda Government business. We~
very interested in you, Mr. Kaboggoza-Musoke, as a man of very wtde
experience and very orderly manner. Would you say that having a
federal state where you had sort of a strong federal components brought
about abuses. Is that why you could not get along with the Buganda
Government?

KABOGGOZA:

No, Sir.
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.. 11111,, in fict with your nmuc I would have assumed that
....
,
• '
~
Youare
C:m I n.-.s
prohnhly a Mugandn yourself.
I think I am, \ 1.·s.
1\IR N \Gl:-'NDA

Iv\800007

A:

But you live in t\Ibale.

I live in Mbale.

MR NAGENDA·
MBOOOOZA:

Is this by historical accident?
lt is not by accident but planned, I think my father went there for reasons
which were obvious.

MR. NAGENDA·

Did this government in your experience have its people's interest at
heart?

KABOGGOZA:

You wanted to know exactly why I left the Buganda Government. What
made me decide to leave the Buganda Government was because I felt I
had no future there. My chances of promotion were very slim and yet I
was a worker.

MR. NAGENDA:

Why were they slim?

KABOGGOZA:

It was slim because of religion and this I had a true sort of conviction,
that is why I decided to leave.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see so you would say that at that time for Roman Catholics chancesof
advancement were better in the Central Government than in the Buganda
Government?

KABOGGOZA:

Much better in the Central Government. In the Central GovernmentI
did not detect any such discrimination based on religion.

MR. NAGENDA:

Some people may say that this Government being more local got more
down to us, with the problems of their inhabitants. I am speaking,for
example, of roads. From time immemorial our local roads are sort of
done on a voluntary basis - semi voluntary basis by beating of a drum,
Saga/a agalamidde, I do not want anybody staying in bed, they went and
repaired these roads. This is just a small example. Do you think
yourself and you have worked all over Uganda really, do you think that
some kind of localised government of that kind is a good idea?

KABOGGOZA:

Well, it depends. Today we seem to be going to the localised sort of
government with the R.C's and I think we are doing well.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, I was going to come on to that because you have been Chainnan of
RC I, Chairman of RC II, Chairman of RC III and now not Chainnan but
a member of RC V. Do you have more, having seen both policies at
work, do you think that the RC is better for the people as far as you are
concerned from your own experience?
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~%~ what 1 have seen so far ever since the start of this R.C system I
people nrc now aware tl1atthe Government is theirs and self help is
very much taken up seriously by the people. A lot of good work has
been done, at least, for my area.
'

Finall'-'
• t take vou back to Ankolc where you went for
: , let me ,1us
somc~~c and you were a D C'. You sec, withm on this Commission
orgamsmg whether there arc something special about Banyankole in the
~,·a~•that, you know one or two things have happened, that is Kiziba
mc1dent when young children were slashed to death on their mothers'
backs and in the case of the harassment of the Banyarwanda people in
Ankole. Would you say yourself that there is something special about
the Banyankole which leads to this kind of excesses?
KA.BOGGOZA:

I just hear that there are differences which exist between the Banyankole
themselves. They are divided tribally in groups. Some look down upon
others. That is what it has been whether it is still the case I do not know

MR. NAGENDA·

But in your interaction with the Banyankole while you were there, did
you think they were, did they, for example, like other people? Was there
this inherent savagery just below the surface?

KABOGGOZA:

Well, I was there for a very short time to form an opinion which would
concern the whole district. I was there for about a month and a half or
two. But the Banyankole as I know them they are very good people but
then you have groups which are a bit tribal in their way of reaction and
thinking. Some try to get together others try to break apart.

MR. NAGENDA:

CHIARMAN•

COUNSEL:

KABOGGOZA:
COUNSEL:
KABOGGOZA:

Thank you. I must say it is always a pleasure when we get a witness
who expresses himself clearly, we have gone through so many of the
other type. Thank you very rrwch.
Are there any more questions from the Commissioners?
Counsel, do you have any?

Learned

Yes. From the background you gave it appears ~ong the districts you
ou have served twice in KaramoJa, ·You were there as
D' •
have served, Y
AD c Senior A.D.C and then you were there also ~ . 1stn~
• • ·: ·
And we hear much about this cattle rustlmg m this
•
Comm1ss1oner. .nk when you were there did you have to expenence
district. Do you th 1
'
this problem?
Yes, I did.
How did you handle this problem?
.
I found it there and I left it there. It is a tribal sort of
Tius proble~
. k has still got a long time to go on. There are areas
problem which I thm
th Pian those in the south. You find
ou find tribal groups known as e nd Moroto you find the UPE in
Y
.k th se who are arou
,
the Mathem o, 0
k
find Jic near Kotido and then you
K a, the Po ot, you
All
Amdat near eny
I' then ·ou find the Dodoth near Sudan.
find the Labwor near Acho i,
)
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arc trih:il groups and they inter-raid. Raiding is tnkcn "'S
these
•
•
.
'"' n sort of
"'port
·it times to show manhood especially among youno me
..,
•
•
") n in tho a
davs when they wanted to many they had to have cattle and yo
sc
•
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but it did not stamp 1t out.
COUNSEL:

Yes, was it done fairly. In your opinion the way the army was handling
these rustlers?

KABOGGOZA:

What do you mean by fairly?

COUNSEL:

A report is made to you, how do you follow these people?

KABOGGOZA:

When a report is made of a raid, we take those soldiers and police men,
those who are mostly concerned with cattle raiding and they go on
checking traces of the cattle that has been driven away. Sometimesthey
could recover some cattle, sometimes they do not recover cattle at all.

COUNSEL:

Were there occasions where they recovered more than what has been
taken?

KABOGGOZA:

Yes, there were some occasions because not all the people who follow
the raiders not all of them are soldiers. So even sometimes the local
people and I would not say that the local people were all saints,
sometimes they would even steal one or two heads of cattle and try to
bring it back but on many occasions all the cattle that was retrievedw~
brought at the headquarters, at the central place and identification w~
made.

COUNSEL:

But, what would happen to the cattle that did not belong to those who
had complained to you?

KABOGGOZA:

The cattle that was not identified was kept for a period of time and it was
taken to the veterinary place where the cattle was actually kept.

COUNSEL:

And then you would do what?

KABOGGOZA:

And kept there and after six months if it 1s not reclaimed it w~
considered as government property.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, that is what I wanted to find out from him.

CHIARMAN:

Mr. Kaboggoza Musoke, that is all from us now. We thank you for
having come and for the evidence you have given.
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ORN IN NO.208: MR. JORAM NDIWA NDIKORA 1

s,,

COUNSEL:

Would you state your names please?

l\DIKORA

Joram Ndiwa Ndikora.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

NDIKORA

48 years

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

NDIKORA:

I am a civil servant presently working as Under Secretary in the Ministry
of Energy.

COUNSEL:

And where do you reside?

NDIKORA.

I reside in Kololo on Impala Avenue.

COUNSEL.

Would you give us your educational background?

NDIKORA.

I did my primary in Bwongyera Boys Primary School and Kitunga
Primary School both in Kajara county up to 1955. In 1956 I joined
Mbarara High School by then a Junior Secondary School up to 1958 and
in 1959 I joined Ntare School up to 1962 then I diq not continue with my
education because I lost both of my parents ancf as an eldest boy in the
family I had to look after the rest but in 1964 I got a job with the then
Ankole Kingdom Government which offered me a scholarship to study
in Tophill Academic Technical College, England, for ~ diploma in
public and social administration which I obtained at the end of 1967 I
returned and briefly worked with the Ankole Kingdom then and in 1969
February, after an interview, I was appointed an Administrative Officer
and posted to Bunyoro District in Hoima as an A.DC_ I served in
Hoima, it was one district by then, and after two years. m 1971 I was
assigned Masindi station, to be in. charge of Masindi station b~fore it
was made a separate district for which I_s~rve~ for one year and m 1972
I
transferred to Sebei District Adm1mstrattonand seconded there as
::dministrativc
Secretary. I served in S~bei from 197~ up to 1975. In
1973 the posts of Administrative Secretaries were abohs~c_dand I was
l District Commissioner after the abohtton of those
promote d t o a ful
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k pt in Scbci as a full District Commissioner until 197
posts and l c
S h K. • ff •
5
when l was transferred to out. . tgc~1laft1stthnct. as a District
. .
worked in South Kigcz1unt1
er e liberation w •
Comm1ss1oncr.1
. .
ar tn
. After the war, I w~ transferred to Toro D1stnct stati~n~d at Fort
1979
ed bnefly and then transferred to Mp1g1 Dist •
Portal wh ere I Serv
. .
net
where I also served briefly and then to Masaka D1stnct where I also
served briefly, I think for four months, and then there was a general re. .
I was taken back to Kabarole when Toro had be
orgamsa1ion.
.
en
Kabarole
in
the
same
year.
I
served
m
Kabarole
up
to
th
renamed
d B h
• ff •
e
middle of 1980 when I was transferre to us eny1 tstnct. I served in
Bushenyi District until toward_s~e end of _I9~ 1 when I was ~ransferred
t Mbarara District still as a D1stnct Comm1ss1oner. I served m Mba.ra.ra
u~ to 1985 when I was tr~s~err~d to th~ ~inis~ Headquru:te:sand 1
started working in the M1mstnes begmnmg with the Mm1stry of
Information then the Ministry of Lands, the Ministry of Animal Industry
and Fisheries and now I am in the Ministry of Energy as Under
Secretary. By the time I had left Mbarara I was at the rank of an Under
Secretary.
COUNSEL:

Shall we take it that your home district 1s Mbarara or Bushenyi or
Ankole -formerly Ankole?

NDIKORA:

Well, my home district is Ankole by then but I originate from Rukungiri
District and that is why I am a Muhororo actually by tribe.

COUNSEL:

How did you like your stay in Mbarara between 1981 and 1985?

NDIKORA:

Well, like any other station. As a Civil Servant I would say that I
enjoyed my stay and at the same time it was a trying period during that
time. Well, like my time I spent in Sebei it equally could have been the
same.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say it was a trying time?

NDIKORA:

It was a trying time because this was the time when politics had been
introduced - reintroduced in the country and several events took place in
the district there were some incidents of insecurity and this I would say
from the part of the trying period I had in the district.

COUNSEL:

Would you like to elaborate on this problem on security because when
you say trying time it could have been a very exciting time because of
events that were happening there but can you tell us about those
incidents that were not happy ones.

NDIKORA:

Well, before I was transferred to Mbarara District in fact the head of
'
Civil Service at that time Mr. Henry Barlow called me and gave me a
briefing which is a usual thing and said that Mbarara we know it as one
of the very difficult districts but we trust you are one of the officers who
can have a go, who can work in this area. He said in Mbarara. there are
pr~b~ems based on tribes, there are problems based on differences in
religion and at that time there were problems of cattle - I do not know
whether I could call it rustling - but thefts of cattle especially in tbe
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1l1is is the briefing yqu got from Mr Barlow?

. ro1KORA:

Yes .

COL SEL:

\\'hen you settled in the di •
•
existed?
strict, did you confirm that these problems

'\DlKORA

Correct.

coUNSEL:

Who was th~ cause of these tribal problems and which type of tribal
problems \\h1ch were there?

'\1)IKORA

Wel~, there are~ one would say, I do not know whether they are tribal or
e_thmcgro~ps m Ankole which are Baim and Bahima and for a long
time, I thmk, they had had I do not know whether I would call it
~isunderstandi~gs but they have not lived together all along very well.
Firstly, th~ Baluma were the ruling class and herdsmen and pastrolists
and the Baim were the ruled and peasants -agriculturists.

COUNSEL:

I am asking you this particular period 1981 and 1985. What was the
problem between Baim and Bahima?

NDIKORA:

Well, as far as I am concerned, I did not find it all that prominent but the
feelings were there in that there were few, for example, Bahima in
positions of chieftainship mainly that caused uneasiness on their part.

COUNSEL:

Who was concerned with appointing chiefs at this material time?

NDIKORA:

It was the District Service Committee but unfortunately, such
appointments were, to a certain ex.tent, influenced by pr~minent_local
politicians, chairmen of constituencies, Members of Parliament, m the
district.

COUNSEL:

When you say politicians, which politicians?

NDIKORA:

Politicians of the ruling party then, the UPC.

COUNSEL.

. full
trol of the district as a District Commissioner?
Were you m
con

NDIKORA:

Well, I would say so.

COUNSEL:

"bl for appointment within the distnct.
Were you also respons1 e

.

NDIKORA:

No not at all.
'

COUNSEL:

Who was responsible?

NDIKORA·

.

?

.
·ttee used to do this work on behalf
.
·et
Service
Comm•
• Junior
• •
As I said the D1stn
.
. •on There were certain
. SeJ'VlceComm1ss1 •
of the Uganda Publ ic
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posts they could do on their own but the rest they were supposed to
recommend or what they had done to the Uganda Public Service
Commission.
\Veil we want to be clear at this because you seem to have sugge t
•
...
"fl
.
Sed
that prominent poht1c1ans were m uencmg.
How were the
influencing? This is what we want to find out.
Y
'DIKORA:

Thev would influence people, for example, to go for interviews or the
wottld suggest names from the constituencies to be forwarded to underg~
interviews.

COUNSEL:

Did you encourage this kind of practice as an overall boss in th_edistrict?

NDIKORA:

I did not but I had no way again to stop it in that the District Service
Committee was supposed to be independent from our offices and that of
the Administrative Secretary who was in charge of the local
administration directly.

COUNSEL:

This explanation came from the point that Bahima were not chiefs. Do
you mean the prominent politicians were not Bahima?

NDIKORA:

At that time, yes, they were not.

COUNSEL:

Do you have any reason to give to the Commission may be why this was
so, they were not?

NDIKORA:

Well, I would say that most of the Bahima during the last general
elections either chose or preferred to belong to other parties other than
the Uganda People's Congress and since the UPC was in power local
politicians who were with influence were automatically members of the
ruling party.

COUNSEL:

So, in other words, you are saying the appointment of chiefs was based
on political group one was supporting?

l\ffiIKORA

COUNSEL:

NDIKORA:

Well, it came out to be that although, of course, in advertising these
posts indirectly you would see that they are calling upon everybody but
in actual appointments later on for example all the chiefs, county chiefs I
remember except one or two catholics, one was a moslem, the rest
protestants and I do not think we had a county chief who was a Muhima.
We had only, if I can remember very well, one Sub-county Chief who
was a Muhima and who belonged to the ruling party.
Did it cause this kind of situation, did it cause problems in your
administration?
Well, certainly yes, because while on my tours I would - it would come
up in question while meeting elders infonnally, they would bring it out
to me and say we think this is not fair because we are not fully
represented.
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What did you think , was •t
•
.
1 f:atr
or not fair?

i\OIKORA.

Obviously I pcrsonan,.,
.
J thought I.t was not fair.

COL1\SfL:

And did you do anything to correct this problem?

".1IkC'R.A:

COL~SEL:

Do
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these things.
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NDIKORA

M:y be you Stacte~~king about the last general elections, what about :;
,~asvJ:t position of. th~ last general elections in Mbarara your
O carry the maJonty say M P's in Mbarara
et
Uganda People's Congress
•

COUNSEL:

How many Members of Parliament did they have?

l\'DIKORA

There were ....

COUNSEL:

Let us start with. the constituencies. How many constituencies did they
have in Mbarara District?

NDIKORA.

They were seven I think, I think they had four - UPC had four, D.P had
three. There were Dr. Rubaihayo; Mr. Butagira, Mr. Kagurusi and Mr
Ivan Rwakasisi -

COUNSEL:

Toe elections I want are 1980, do not talk about by-elections.

NDIKORA:

Before th.e by-elections I had not gone to the district.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but what was th.e situation you found?

NDIKORA:

I think the majority were DP then.

COUNSEL:

I see; but you said chiefs were mostly - appointments were based on
party line and most of them were UPC!

NDIK.ORA:

Yes although DP or the Opposition Party had the majority in the
district, the ruling party Constituency Chairmen were more influential in
constituencies even those which were represented by members of the
Democratic Party in Parliament.

COUNSEL:

And certainly they influenced your adnurustration.

NDIKORA;

No, not really.

COUNSEL

ople not complain that they were in m~jority and
Yes, but did th e Pe
.
fi rtb?
being discriminated against in appointments and so o •
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Ol, 'SEL:

\\Tell I can leave that. Now, what other tribal problems did
• and Bah'1ma?
You havc
apart' from that of Bairn

lDIKORA:

\\Tell, there was a question of Rwanda refugees who were originaII .
is the time I think I was at Ntare School, who left Rwanda aie'r th1s
uprisings in their country and they came and settled in two refu the
settlements of Orukinga and Nakivale. Later on - well, at that tirneg:
fur as I remember, they were very well welcom_ed,they had a lo{ of
sympathy and, in fact, the Mugabe who was the Ki~g got married to one
of their daughters! And many of our people mamed their girls.
1
saying this is to show how ~endly th_eywere at that time with the lo:
people in Ankole, because 1t was Kingdom then. Later on after th
overthrow of government by Idi Amin, it w~ ei!11erunfortunate or, I d:
not know, most of these people were recnuted m security forces of ldi
Amin's government, in State Research and other organs. So, during their
operations and during the incidents which took place, some of these
refugees found themselves taking part, because of either of their duties
or otherwise. So, this created some kind of uneasiness. Secondly, during
that period, some refugees left the settlements and acquired land, and in
fact, some acquired land titles. In Ankole land was not yet a problem,
but grazing land was becoming more realised as being very useful and
competed for. So, sometimes in acquiring this land, people would feel
offended, so this brought about uneasiness between on one hand the
refugees and on the other the Banyankole as they call themselves.

COUNSEL:

So, you are saying during Amin's time the refugees harassed people
because of their nature of work?

NDIKORA:

Not only refugees, you know, they were part of the machinery, part of
the regimes, but because they knew a certain Simba was originated from
there. They knew him, he became more pronounced than a certain
Kamisi who they did not know!

COUNSEL:

I see, now, as a result of these, refugees joining security forces, refugees
getting land, especially grazing land, what happened?

NDIKORA:

COUNSEL:

NDIKORA:

Well, during the time of Idi Amin's rule, definitely people's complaints
or uneasiness were suppressed, but immediately after the overthrow of
ldi Amin's military government, and particularly so, after the 1980
general elections, the people who had disputes and conflicts started
raising them up the differences became more pronounced at that time.
Yes, you seem to suggest that during Amin's time, that 1971 to 1979
April, these refugees who had been involved in the security forces and
taking land were protected; but what happened between say, mid 1979 to
end of 1980?
By then you could not notice - well, I was not there, but according to
what they told me, there was not much uneasiness or there was not much
dispute over say, land or what happened during the Idi Amin's time, as it
was after the general elections and at the time when I joined the district.
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'Dl~ORA.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

'\'OIKORA:

cHJARMAN:

COUNSEL:
NDIKORA.

Ycs, do you have an'-•
J answer why it ha
I
ppened after the elections?
would s~y it happened political!
wcl1:.ca1Pa~bsin~,
say, resolutions an~' because rnost of the people who
po tti
as1sf
so on were doing 1·t
·
•
rnam1y on
yes, before you go into h
w at happened .
kn
ow what happened? Wh t
or mto why it happened may I
b f4
a arcwe refc •
?
•
e ore we know what caused it?
mng to What happened then,

I was trying to answer his question as
the relationship between
h
to what I would tcnn as what was
district by the time I joined~r w at was other problem I found in the
The question, I think is a privat
, to h" e one; .1et us .have what happened first
an d th en we can go back
h
d 'd •
. .
is exp1anation, this uneasiness as he said it,
ow 1 It develop; did it develop and where did it end?
Now, after general elections what happened to these, what you call
Banyarwanda refugees?
Yes, afte~ that, the _Banyarwandarefugees were - I would say orally
attac~ed m the meetings and accused of various crimes including, as I
mentioned, grabbing of land, atrocities committed by their sons during
Amin's days; and at that time there were rampant theftsof cattle in that
very district where the camps or settlements are situated in lsingiro
county, and of course, during those incidents some lives were lost and
this would come up, when we were on tour people could stand up and
raise these complaints, and later on it came up to councils like the
District Council, it came up to these UPC meetings - the ruling party
meetings - in constituencies and so on and so forth; and each time the
refugees appeared prominent, especially, say in the reports I would get
from chiefs from the very county.

CHAIRMAN:

Could it be possible for you to remember or to give us mo~ _concretethese are generalisations what you have stated so far, that 1s m general
•fi • ....... and areas where such
Position.> do you remember any •spec1 c m.1uu,ces
?
incidences took place, and what tnStailces·

NDIKORA·

• •
•ally of cattle thefts and, I am
Well there were several mc1dence~,espec1 '. th
outright, but I
,
h. I do not thmk I can give em
sony your Lords ip
oun Chief of the area on my statement.
attached reports fro~ the C ty. rts which indicate clearly the dates
Actual photostat copies of the repod d the number of cattle affected.
and the areas and the people affecte , ar:i
temational border meetings,
to
have
even
m
• h
d
Se condly we use
b
d Karagwe in Tanzama w ere
'
• •et f Buko a an
·al f
especially, with the d1stn ~. trict were sold, and even with offic1 s;
the cattle stolen in ~b~ is the Republic of Rwanda, as well as_ e
the neighbouring d1~cts fromknow we used to have regular m~ng;
people of Rakai Di~cto·=ct
beca'use this Isingiro boroe~ ~~
with officials of~
~ere taken, sometimes th~y cro:~eT:7.311iathe
whenever these an1m s al and Jinja for markettng.
to find their way to Kamp a
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ofiicinls ucccptcd these animals, and they told you it wus a norrnai
• 1•t wa.c;;also tl1e same. t I1c o ffic1·a1s used to acce ttrade,
in Rwanda
• m
• stopping
• th ese tl1efts. L"k
• they would
P al
and
pronuscd to assist
1 cw1sc,
sa,. whcncYcr, these pcop.l~ br?ught cattle, they would also, illega1i:o
take away some com~od1t1es m your country. So, we were in tha~
exchange of these meetings.
COUNSEL:

y cs, now did you verify these accusations against the refugees? You as
the head of the district

MR M\\TANGA:

But, perhaps before he does, he talked about fact attached to a statement

COUNSEL:

No, no, I cannot have it that way, he made a statement to the
investigators, but I cannot just simply bring them like that.

l\fR KAWANGA:

I see; but you have them.

COUNSEL:

Well, I have not looked at them. I think at this juncture I cannot bring in
the statement which he made to the police. This is a statement just made
to the investigators.

CHAIRMAN·

Counsel, if a witness says he has made reports from chief and so on,
certain factual statements which - I think if they are available, since he
has already mentioned them in the evidence, I think they should be
brought out.

COUNSEL:

I think I will just pass them over to him to utilise. Now, my question
was; did you verify these reports which have been made to you,
accusations are against the Banyarwanda refugees?

NDIKORA:

COUNSEL:

NDIKORA:
COUNSEL:

NDIKORA:

Your Lordship, as you are aware in a district there is always a committee
known as a District Intelligence Committee, or a District Security
Committee, and whenever such reports used to come, I would ask the
officers of the Special Branch especially, and Intelligence Officers in the
Army to go and verify these reports, and du.ring our meetings of the
District Security Committee, they used to say that there were some truth
in some of the reports.
Now, those reports which you are referring to, simply accuse
Banyarwanda, is that not so? Without mentioning a name of any
Munyarwanda refugee?
Correct.
So, ~y question is; with your own investigation, did you find out
specific names of Banyarwanda refugees that were involved in these
activities?
1

remember there were certain names mentioned but I have not - I C311J10t
point them out without perusing these reports ~loselv. But all I know
where the people and my security personnel based th~ \\ hole allegation
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sometimes to have s
ome truth in th
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water.
ose O sugge5t that these allegations could hold

cHAIM·tAN:
COCNSEL:

Sorry, before you go on

.
'are we going to have a look at these reports?

:ell, .;um:
want to look at those reports, but as you have heard from
e WI ess. ~se ~ merely reports saying Banyarwanda, Banyarwanda
and I was asking him whether he verified whether these accusations
were true!

CHAIRMAN.

Yes, whatever the reports - without saying that it was biased whether it
was biased ag~nst Ban_yarwandaor not, if there arc repo~ which are
relevant at the time, I thmk the Commission would have a look at it!

COUNSEL:

Okay, would you produce the reports and we see?

CHAIRMAN:

First of all let him tell us what reports they were, made by whom and at
what time.

NDIKORA:

These reports used to come from the lower chiefs through the county
chief and they were addressed either to the D.C or to the Administrative
Secretary, for noting and action; and they are here.

CHAIRMAN:

How many reports are they? Perhaps you can read the dates, from whom
they were and so on so that we know.

NDIKORA:

Your Lordship, I have a report of 11th December, 1982; it was to the
District Chairman of UPC, from three people; one, a Secretary of
Constituency, one Chairman of a branch and another one a Youth
Leader.

COMMISSIONER:

Which area was that?

NDIKORA:

Isingiro; all from Isingiro County·

CHAIRMAN:

It is copied to anybody?

NDIKORA:

. d to the Administrative Secretary. Mbarara youth
Yes, they were _cop1e
South-East Constituency.
Leader and Chamnan Mbarara

MRKAWANGA:

How did they reach you as D.C?

NDIKORA:

.
Secretary for any security matter he
Nonnally, the Administrative the Chai~an of the District Security
would refer to the D.C as
rts were directly addressed to the D.C.
Committee, and some of the repo 1982· one of 30th November, 1982;
'
Like the one of 22nd December,
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17th 'ovcmbcr 1982: 11th November, 1982; 15th Ma\· 1983 th
' reports which I just lay my hands on.• • • , ese are
some of 1/}emany

COU 'SEL:

And those are the reports which you considered important to re

·c ornm1ss1on.
•• •7
this

0
Prtto

'\DIKORA:

\Vcll there is another incident, your Lordship, which took place a
'
~~
September,
1982:

CO~SEL:

Please give me time, I was ~oing to c~me to t~at; you said after the
elections people started makmg accusations agamst the Banyarwanct
refugees Nov., as a result of these accusations, what happened?
a

NDJKORA.

Well, on our part as public officers, as I said, we used to discuss thes
reports during our monthly District Security Committee meetings, and ;
0
course, submit our reports to Headquarters, especially, ministries
concerned, like President's Office, Ministry of Internal Affairs, Ministry
of Defence and Ministry of Local Government, and where we could
possibly go, we would ask the Police to get in and handle the matter.
Again, because of this uneasiness, on our part we would go and _ I
would s<..nddistrict officers to go start addressing rallies condemning
these acts and urging people to unite and work together But on the
other hand in political forums, then resolutions would be passed
condemning the acts and even requiring these refugees to be regrouped,
especially, those who were or who had left the camps - to be taken back
to the camps, and sometimes a resolution was passed in the Council to
ask the government to remove the two settlements from the county of
Isingiro to inner areas of Uganda. Because, one, they caused insecurity
on the border with the country of their own origin, that is Rwanda; two,
they had caused internal insecurity, especially, of cattle thefts.

COUNSEL:

Do you have a copy of the resolution you are talking about?

NDIKORA:

I do not have it here, but I know it is on Minute 17 of 1982

COUNSEL:

Could it be the copy of that minute - Resolution?

NDIKORA:

This is exactly the one.

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:
COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN:

My Lord, the reason why I do not want to bring those yet, is thatthe
exercise of expelling Banyarwanda had come before these reports came it took place, I think, earlier than these reports. As you see, thesereports
range from December and November, when actually the exercisehad
already taken place. So, they will come later, my Lord.
I see, I thought you wanted to scrutinise them all together!
No, I will bring them at the appropriate time.
Counsel, you see, I think we are entitled to know if there are reports
made at a particular time with surrounding circumstances, \\hether they
come now or when are you -
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1

SEL

CH -\lR1\I I\N:

COCNSFL:

The problem, mv l ord i tl th
.
Police h:wc just ·b,: ' ~ tat cse copies which he says he gave to the
I cannot just sim ~~n ~r~
u~ed n°'~ here; they were behind me here. So,
O
p) P
ucc the things without having studied them.
Learned Counsel '-'Ou
h
.
J , filsere wed .ave .had witnesses
before producing
documcnts from ,their
.
c.
cs,h an ·d
m this particular case the witness has
aJreadv rcJcrrcd
to th,
,
cm
m
1s
cv1
cnce, I do not see why we cannot see
them now!

CHAIRMAN

My, ~ord, I would li~c to follow the sequence of events as they came.
These resolution_swhich_I am producing now was in July, 1982; and then
these reports he 1s refemng to came in December 1982
'
I see, so, the problem is a question of sequence?

COUNSEL:

There is a sequence I want.

1'IDIKORA:

Your Lordship, I maintain that we had had reports even earlier than these
dates but as I said these are the reports I could get; one, because I was
just informed I think last week, two, we had a terrible situation in
Mbarara during this liberation war and most of the offices were actually
looted. In fact one at Kamukuzi where these reports could be got was
burnt, so I could not, but I am sure as far as I remember even before July,
similar reports of theft of cattle were there.

COUNSEL:

That is okay, so even before July, you had received similar reports as
you have mentioned earlier?

NDIKORA

You are correct.

COUNSEL:

And as a result of these reports you had a resolution which was passed in
July?

NDIKORA:

Now your Lordship as I said, during various forums of the ~~g party
that is at the constituency level, at district lev~l ~ a distnct UPC
•
d the district council which had the maJonty of the members
execu t:J.ve an
Th
·
eh
as belonging to the ruling party then.
ey were passmg su
resolutions or similar resolutions.

COUNSEL:

y

NDIKORA:

My Lord I would like to tender that copy, it is a copy as ~ exhdib;1
es,
.
d as a result of the reports receive . t
of the resol~~on whb1ch
;,as J::e was that resolution followed?
will be exh1b1tnum er ·
'
•
.
Lordship after this n!SO lution,
l·t was actuallv
, not
.
Mr. Chairman, y_our
~ or about September of the same year m
followed b~t du~ng Septembe be worsening and in fact a meeting w~
1982 the s1tuation seemed to .
here obviously we civil servants did
held by the district UPC e~ecuttthve
w o·ng first of all, public servants
•
d dunng at mee
'
th th
not qualify to sit an
.ally the police were blamed at ey
including security pcrso~el espthec1.satisfaction. So. they resolved that
·tuauon to eir
·
UPC
had not handle d th e s1
be reinforced by youth \\1ngers,
the sccun·ty personnel should
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.0 uth "ingcrs, and in fact a number of youth wingers were selected and
• c.
th. c po1·ice units _andarmy
~cnt along ,w~th ?olice and sent ~o rem1orcc
detaches in Jsmgiro County Dunng the operations - (Interruption) _
'

COUNSEL:

NDIKORA

Now, who are these youth wingers that were selected to reinforce the
police?
I remember two, because of the unfortunate incident which happenedto

them later as I will explain and these were Mr. W azarwahi, who wasthe
District Chairman of the youth wingers and Mr. Masiko who was
agriculture assistant but also a member of the group. Now, when these
youths were sent to reinforce police units in the counties and anny
detaches, during their operations they were ambushed and the two
named youth wingers actually died plus a policeman during one of their
operations and it was alleged that the plotting for this ambush was
master minded by the cattle raiders or cattle thieves.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened?

NDIKORA:

This incident I would say sparked off a series of angry reactions by the
public and the UPC district executive later on sat and decided that since
the council had earlier on passed a resolution asking the government or
bringing to the attention of the government the feelings of the people in
the district regarding the Rwanda refugees that it be resolved that an
exercise which they termed a regrouping exercise of Rwanda refugees
who were staying outside the settlement be registered by chiefs of all
ranks and be ordered to return to the settlements of Nakivale and
Orukinga, where they would be documented and their movements be
monitored.

CHAIRMAN:

I missed it from the beginning, was it the District Council which passed
that resolution?

NDIKORA:

Toe district council passed the resolution before youths and then to the
District UPC executive.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank.you.

COUNSEL:

Was this implemented?

NDIKORA:

Yes, the resolution was implemented but I would say hurriedly. Some
chiefs registered the people or addressed the people and it came to the
affected people that they were to be instead of being regrouped,they
were to be expelled. In fact it caused a lot of panic, a lot of uneasiness.

DR.MAK.UBUY
A:

1 am sorry Counsel, but I really have to be excused here what was the
relationshipbetween the UPC district executive and the chiefs?

NDIKORA:

Well, as I said, the UPC executive, the district executive who were
m~mbers of ~e ruling party and if you will remember, Sir, correctly, 1
said the appointmentsof these chiefs were indirectly influenced by thes·
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mcn~bcrs of the district executive who in most cases happened to be
Chmnnrn of Constituencies. Members of Parliaments and the rest of it.
DR

1 KUBUYA:

I understand that one.

'\PlK.ORA:

And for that matter they thought they had a right to direct these chiefs to
implement resolutions from their executive, district executive
committee.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes. but at the same time you said the chiefs arc appointed by the
District Service Committee?

DIK.ORA

Yes

DR. MAKLBL'YA:

And I imagine they are responsible to the District Service Committee.

NDIKORA

But here you are the Administrative Secretary was a political appointee,
this was their direct head and the chiefs as I said were - they know that
their appointments were highly influenced or more influenced by the
politicians in their local areas.

DR MAKUBUYA·

Perhaps, may I ask something else, were members of the UPC District
Executive Committee also members of the District Service Committee?

NDIKORA

No, Sir.

DR MAKUBUY A:

What I cannot understand is how you begin to implement a decision
taken by a party organ when you are a government agent or a
government organ?

NDIKORA·

Well in this committee there used to sit Members of Parliament.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes?

NDIKORA:

Two of them were in very responsible positions for example. Mr.
Butagira was the Speaker of the National Assembly.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes?

NDIKORA.

Dr. Rubaihayo was a Minister of State for Agriculture.

DR MAKUBUYA

Yes.

NDIKORA:

And these chiefs thought - and indeed it used to happen, a Member of
Parliament in his capacity would go and order for something to be done
in his constituency sometimes without my knowledge and I find
something being implemented and this is very true. So. they used to be
told, this is a UPC government we arc the government, you are chiefs
working for the government. therefore, we do not. see why you should
wait, we have the right to order you to do these thmgs and they used to
do it.
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DR MAKUBUYA:

Please clarify one matter, plc:isc: TI1osc r:solutions ~ere which Were
""<'Cd b\' the Mbarara D1stnct Council you said were n
P''"""
•
.
ever
from the horder area
t·n1plcmcnted but of course it \Vas to remove them
.
put them inside and so on. that was never implemented according to
you'!

NOTKORA:

y cs. that resolution as you will see, whenever a. resolution by the
District Council was passed, we expected. the rc~o_lutionwas sent to the
Minister of Local Government, to th~ moth~r M~mstry_and we expected
the Minister of Local Government m conJunct10n with the ministri
concerned to react but up to that time when the UPC District Executi:s
decided to pass the resolution, no reaction had been taken on tha~
resolution of the council.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, perhaps I could say further that to date more, you said that
sometimes things happened behind your back and they were
implemented without your knowledge are there times when they
happened in front of your face and you still allowed them to happen as
the Chief Executive Officer of that district?

NDIKORA:

Yes, I cannot quote clear incidents in my areas just off hand but I
remember I would give this as an example to show how embarrassing it
was. I remember during this unfortunate exercise as they used to call it,
my colleague in Bushenyi went to Kajara County to address people
about what this exercise was about. At that time they were saying noncitizens of Uganda are refugees and they should go back to the
settlements and he was trying to explain what a citizen of Uganda is
according to the constitution and while he was addressing a crowd one
of the politicians I understand came and grabbed the microphone,
humiliated the DC and in fact he went back to Bushenyi and later on
parked his bags and went to Mbale, his home area.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could you please tell us the name of the DC and of the politicians who
removed the microphone from him?

NDIKORA:

I remember the DC, this was Mutenyo, I forgot his other name. He is
Mutenyo, he comes from Mbale.

MR. NAGENDA:

And the politician?

NDIKORA:

I do not remember the politician.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was he one of the famous ones like Mr. Rurangaranga?

NDIKORA:

Well, this happened in Kanyomozi's constituency but I do not think he
could be the one but I tend to think he could either be Rurangaranga or
Rwakasisi, I am not quite sure.

MR. NAGENDA:

You were not there anyway.

COUNSEL:

You talk about your district.
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DIKOR \

Correct. l was just giving an .
.
public officers· (Int, . f ) c~amplc whereby tlungs were done behind
them before the ci~~ ton - 10 front of pu~lic officers to demoralize
demoralizing thin:.u ic and you can see it was effective. Highly

\1R l\ AGFND c\:

But, anywav perhaps th. h ld .
.
.
subject
•
1;4•ISs ou wait until later but smce we are on the
1
vour p~~~rc Y you had a recourse whereby you could have written of
h.
d ems to your headquarters, citing may be this or things that
i;~ene to you, as an example so that at least your accountability as
c ie ~~ecutive officer of that time was not affected. Have you in any of
your . es communicated to your headquarters complaining about the
behaVIourthat th ese politlc1ans
• • were meeting to oust you?

NDIKORA

Well, that one I could not get because as I said I got these notes abruptly
and I am not even sure whether these records were available in Mbarara
but all I am sure of I always brought these -(Interruption)-

COUNSEL:

But Mr •.Ndiwa ~dikora, you have all along been hearing about this
matter, did you thmk you would come and assist the Commission?

NDIKORA:

Yes, sir.

KAKWENZIRE:

Excuse me Counsel, there is something that is disturbing. Could the
witness tell us who constituted the District Council and the UPC
Executive. The district UPC executive I am not very sure of pushing it
on this Counsel to make further.

COUNSEL:

Your Lordship, members of the District Council were appointees. Were
appointed they were not elected and the majority of them as far as I
remember were members of the UPC. In fact even the few of them who
were there, who did not belong to UPC later on crossed into UPC. Then
the members of the District Executive Committee used to be drawn from
constituencies like a Member of Parliament, like a Chairman of the
constituencies and others, like the youth leader in a constituency and
other people appointed from the constituency. In the end you would find
that some councillors actually were members of the District Executive
Committee.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, who appointed the councillors, was it the Minister of Local
Government?

NDIKORA:

Yes , on recommendation by constituency committee of the ruling party.

COUNSEL:

w 11 this resolution which was passed by the District Committee was it

NDIKORA:

No.

als: directed to you as the head of the administration in the district?

•?

COUNSEL:
NDIKORA:

How did you come to know about it.

• f:
e directly under the Administrative Secretary, who
Because chte s clamtht I was in charge of the district. In fact one of my
understood clear Y a
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duties was to co-ordinate the duties of Local Administration. He came
mtd briefed me ahout ·the re~olution because when it was passed, they
infonncd him of what was gomg to happen and he came and briefed rne
Now. when you learnt about this directive, what did you do?
~f)JKORA:

l remember infonning my direct boss in the President's Office who was
the Secretary for Admm1stration.

COUNSEL

What did he say?

~DIKORA

Well, he did not believe that that was the right thing to do but that he
would consult higher authority and let me know of the decision.

DR MAKUBUYA:

How did you get in touch with him, on telephone, in writing or how?

NDIKORA

I remember on telephone.

DR MAKUBUYA:

On telephone? Who was he in person?

NDIKORA:

At that time I do not remember, it could have been either Mr. Okumu or
Mr. Barlow. Mr. Barlow was the head of the civil service.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

One of these?

NDIKORA:

Yes, sir.

COUNSEL:

Did he later advise you as to what to do?

NDIKORA:

No, he did not because immediately this resolution was passed as I said
it was hurriedly implemented and by the time perhaps they thought of
this, things were getting out of hand in the district.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened?

NDIKORA:

Later on I again informed him of how the situation had -(Interruption)-

COUNSEL:

No, no, no, what I am asking when they implemented how did they
implement it?

CHIARMAN:

How was it implemented?

NDIKORA:

As I said the resolution accordiug to the briefing I got was that chiefs
should go and register people whom t.'1eythought were Rwandarefugees
and had left the settlements, then ask them to go back to the settlemen~
and wait for action. They also had said they should move with their
domestic animals like cattle and movable properties like personal
belongings, houseware and so on., but the implementation of it was very
unfortunate and to me personally, I thought people took the advantage to
settle old disputes because some of the grass thatched houses were bumt.
some of the animals were confiscated, some of the personal effects were
looted and even people who were actually known not to be refugees
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"ere also forced to n1ovc •into th
I
Rwanda origin but had ta
. e sett ements. Especially if one was of
kno\\11 as a Ugandan ' • sf; ved m Uganda and accord'mg to us he was
country they were fore~~ t:c~:~.hcld position of responsibilities in the
Y cs, you said U1atreports wh'1 h
.
Isingiro was th • ·
~ you had received were originatmg from
•
is tmp 1ementation only to Isingiro county?
1

'DlkORA:

NRuho.
it affeCctedthe whole district but Isingiro County Rwampara County
ama ounty K h • c
'
'
a.ffi
, as an ounty and Mitooma-Ibanda were more
ected be~use in ~osc places there resided those affected people, most
of them resided m this area.

1\1R NAGENDA

Mr Ndiwa-Ndikora, I just want some small ctarification We have here
before us minutes of the second session of Mbarara District Council in
which it was suggested that Banyarwanda refugees be moved. What was
the procedure to deal with this, would this be brought to you as DC to
pass or for the District Council to work on it on its initiative?

NDIKORA.

No, the District Council would work on it on its own.

MR NAGENDA:

Beyond your jurisdiction?

NDIKORA:

Oh, yes, what the DC used to do if there was a District Council, was to
go and open the Council meeting and in fact during that particular
resolution I was represented by my ADC number one.

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Kisambira?

NDIKORA.

No, it is a lady, this is Tedy Muhumuza and you just say a few words
and you withdraw leave the Council to deliberate. In fact in this case it
took, it was from 13th - (Interruption) -

MR. NAGENDA:

13th to 16th of July.

NDIKORA.

So, if they needed you to close the Council you would do it or otherwise
the Administrative Secretary.

MRNAGENDA:

But if I had decided that they were not going to pa~ any more taxes or
wh atever could that be done?· Who was the authonty above them who
restricted their movement?

NDIKORA:

The Ministry of Local Government.

MR NAGENDA:

NDIKORA:

the D C in this matter. If they decided that they were
~d they by-pass the •Banyarwanda people, for example. y~u _would
gomg to round up 'th th'
d they would just do it in your d1stnct?
have nothing to do w1
is an
. th write up their resolution. they write the
What would happen is ey
th Permanent Secrewv. Ministry of
.
th n address them to e
mmutes,
e
th gh the DC to forward them.
Local Government rou
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1R. AGE DA:

Tiirough the DC? So, you were just a forwarding agency, you had no
say in the matter?

DIKORA:

We had no say.

CHAIRMAN:

What about drawing up of the agenda of such a meeting, was the agenda
drawn with your approval like the DC or the DC had no saying?

NDTKORA

No, they did not need to consult the DC.

CHAIRMAN:

And the calling or convening of the meeting the DC would note it and so
on?

NDIKORA:

They would just give you a copy or notice but the whole tlung was
centralized to the Ministry of Local Government. If anything would
concern, say finances like increase of taxes or market fees and so on, that
is where they would make suggestions and ask for the consent of the
Minister of Local Government through, of course, his Permanent
Secretary.

CHAIRMAN:

Who would decided that the meeting of the Council should be convened
and to discuss the following of the agenda?

NDIKORA:

They had a time-table and the Chairman of the Council - they had a timetable which they drew at the beginning of the year session to cover a
year. So each Councillor would know when they expect the Council
session to take place and in fact they would sent motions, they would
send questions before time and perhaps on radio, the Chairman or the
Clerk to the Council would announce to remind the members or if there
was cancellation of that date on the time-table that is when again they
would announce on the radio.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay,· before you forwarded a resolution like this was it part of your
duty to comment on what was on this thing or you just sort of passedit
on?

NDIKORA:

I remember on most cases we used to say forwarded for your action and
advice, for your comment or we forward it for your action.

MR. NAGENDA:

But surely the other DC that we have talked to that who came before_
us
seemed he had had rather more power than you did in that district bem_g
the Chief Executive Officers and what I am saying to you, let us take this
as an example, before you forwarded this I assumed you forwardedit ~o
the Ministry of Local Government, did you append your thoughts on this
ridiculous document or not?

NDIKORA:

Well as you see the contents there they were asking the government

MR. NAGENDA:

No, I am aware, I have read the thing but I am saying did you e~-press
your views on this thing here, looking back under oath.

NDIKORA:

Well I did not.
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IR ' Gfa D
TDIKOR :

you did not, you .iust Passed it on?
I just said forwardcd,for your-

MR :i ~AGENDA:
Forwardcd? I shall come back to that later ifl may,
l

'DIKORA:

\1R N AGENDA:

But I am not sure wheth
1
b
Ih d
er am the one actually who forwarded it
~ca~sc a ~y ADCs and if such a thing came t~ the office the ADC
"ou d forward it and then it is posted.
'
And '-'our ADC would

t
.
no come to you as his boss and say look what I
have to send to headquarters, he just would send it off like that.
J

NDIKORA:

MR. NAGENDA.

Yes, because we used to remain with a copy, when they are forwarding a
letter through me, they bring two so that one remains on your file, then
another one is to be sent.
Now, see if it was a matter of the District Council saying we must keep
our street clean I can understand that your ADC would just send this
thing off but we are talking here about a resolution to round up people
just like that. You are telling me that this was not brought to your notice
it was just sent off, what do you think the people of headquarters thought
of the people in your office?

NDIKORA:

Your Lordship, according to my understanding of that resolution, they
were asking the government to remove people from the bord~r.. Because
this rounding up of people was a resolutio~ ~y the D1stnct UPC
Executive whose minutes I had nothing to do with it.

MR.NAGENDA:

We quite understand, we are talking about this thing which is from the
District Council.

NDIKORA:

ent to react because I understood that the
Me, I expected the g~;e~
by United ,Nations High Commission for
settlements were esta is e
.th the Uganda Government and I
• agreement WI
f
Refugees o course muld . fl nee the governrnent"inthe matter.
could not see how I co
m ue

MR.NAGENDA:

I tell you what one of these thmgs
t i·n that district it says; "Their
• . di ·
tJ• of govemmen
the Chief representa ve
1 those of the Banyankole, m catmg
Cattle were never stolen on y
al those cattle" now presumably
own
th
le who stc
'
·d
clearly that these ~e e peop
Presumably you could have sm . on

NDIKORA

•

said as a matter of fact and you were

now something about that.
. this is true. you were not Just
you k
h' h is there, I do not thmk
to know, they would
note three w ic f st bag they would w~t youth.nk for example that
as a sort o po
'
f this Did you 1
th
ere
hat you thought o
•
.fthe Banyankole?
want to know w
stolen only those o
l were never
their own catt e
. , had several discussions
•
as
I
sa1d
\\e
rtain occas10ns,
ral discussions about th'is
Mr. Chainnan o~ cc situation. We had _sev:e used to cover it under
about this sec_un~ the district for ":h1ch mmittee. So, I personally
. . t Secunty Co
sccun·ty situation m
f the D1stnc
sep ara te minutes o
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thought that since .the Ministl) ~f ~ocal Go:vemment _wasone of the
n:cipients of the m~nutes of the D1stnct Secunty Committee they w
. .
. th 0· .
0Ud
1
be aware of w~at was obtammg m e 1stnct regarding say, that
particular allegation
MR NAGENDA

Another paragraph says it was felt that in fact all refugees should b
.
e
moved away from the horde~ because ~ey are too near with their own
country. There is enough eVIdenceshowmg that these refugees left the·
camps and are engaged in smuggling of Uganda's goods such as cattle~
neighbouring countries. Was this your conviction too?

NDIKORA·

yes, as I said, we had held meetings with neighbouring territories
Tanzania and Rwanda and to a certain extent we believed that this could
be true.

MR. NAGENDA:

Can I take it therefore that you agreed with this document at that time
and still you agree with it to this day?

NDIKORA:

Well, not entirely.

.MR.NAGENDA:

Which parts do you not agree with?

NDIKORA:

There were general allegations which needed to be proved really.

.MR.NAGENDA:

Would it have been a sensible thing, would it have been in fact part of
your job to say that before you sent the thing on?

NDIKORA:

Normally, I think I also assumed that the recipients were aware of what
we were doing at the District Security Committee and normally
whenever they wanted advice from us on a crucial matter they would
write back to seek our comments.

MR. NAGENDA:

You mean you do not write to us, we write to you?

KAKWENZIRE:

Counsel, I am seeking a small clarification. You said only you went to
the District Councils to open them and presumably to close them. did
you not participate?

NDIKORA:

No.

DR. MAKUBlN A:

Even as an ex-officio?

NDIKORA:

No.

DR. MAKUBlN A:

Give advice or information to the Council?

NDIKORA:

We would do that in our opening remarks ifwe wanted to, say, advice.

MR. KAWANGA:

Perhaps, just as we go along, there is one thing I would wish to say. Mr.
Ndiwa Ndikora, do not mess up too early, some of these things that you
are saying were done when we were here we knew them, we know what
kind of things that used to happen, we know the role that the District
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C'onunissioner could I . d
.
•
•
•
P
n)
un
er
these
ctrcumstanccs.
Now ' if you start
sa 'lng CCrtamthmgs could
I
11ungs
•
tl1at you cot 1Id• d
d not• tappcn, I could not do this, we know
•1t wou
~ Id be better • t0 tan tll11ings which you could not do· So' please'
• when you.JU~
otl1crw1sc
mes o te us facts
lf straight and get along with it
fi •
•
s up yoursc so early and then you arc going to
nd it very difficult to explam later on .

•
L"'RA:

MR K.A\VANGA:

'JDIKORA

No, I am not messing according to me because I am ~king of what
actually took place.
For example, do you want to suggest that this resolution was passed
totally without your knowledge?
Well, it could or it was without my knowledge but my official
knowledge. What I am trying to say is this that - (Interjection) -

COUNSEL:

We would not like to cross-examine you at this stage so long as you
really give us the facts as you know them. Let me take you back to the
two youth wingers and a police constable who were killed, what
happened when they were killed?

~IKORA

When they were killed I said there was angry reaction.

COUNSEL:

Were their bodies found?

NDIKORA.

Their bodies were found.

COUNSEL:

Where were the dead bodies taken?

NDIKORA·

Their bodies were taken through Rakai to Masaka Army Barracks.

COUNSEL:

And from there?

NDIKORA.

They were brought to Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

Did you see the bodies?

NDIKORA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What happene d after you had seen the bodies?

NDIKORA:

The bodies were taken for burial.

COUNSEL:

Did you attend the bun"al?•

NDIKORA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

• attended the bun'al?•
Which big personality

NDIKORA

Dr. Rubaihayo.

COUNSEL:

Who else?
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f·thc members of Parliament around the district, I think Kagu .
l\t ost o
.
f h C
.
.
nis1
also attended and several chrunnen o t e onstituene1cs.

C<

COl 1 1SEL:

NDIKORA:

Did you have an occasion to speak to the mourners of people who came
for burial?
I remember Dr Rubaihayo we - (Interjection) -

COUNSEL:

You did not?

NDIKORA:

I do not remember.

CHAIRMAN:

Were the bodies buried in the same area or differently?

NDIKORA:

No, they were buried in their respective homes, one in Rubanda and
another one in Kashari.

C

C

CHAIRMAN:

Did you attend both funerals?

NDIKORA:

Yes, we buried first the one in Rubanda which was father one, then on
our way back we buried the second one.

COUNSEL:

You do not remember having addressed the mourners?

NDIKORA:

I could have done so or I could have been called upon in my official
capacity as Head of District to say - (Interjection) -

COUNSEL:
NDIKORA:

Yes, did you say something?
I do not remember.

COUNSEL:

You remember Dr. Rubaihayo spoke to the mourners?

NDIKORA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember what he said?

·NDIKORA:

So, I cannot quote exactly what happened but he condemned what had
happened and in fact, I think he said they would react towards what had
happened.

COUNSEL:

Is that what he said or you are just trying to?

NDIKORA:

I said I cannot - (Interjection) -

COUNSEL:

React against who?

NDIKORA:

Those, the killers.

COUNSEL:

Were the killers known?
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t it was alleged •
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• :\ tom t 1cy were hunting.
\ ,n10 "ere t11 , B
1.:
an ·aiwanda'!
\Veil. it was under susp·1c1on.
•

After ~1e burial oftl1csc two bodies di
.
a Cabmet Minister?
' d he give you some instructions as

, 'DH~ORA

No.

COU1'SEL:

\Vhat did you discuss with him b fi ,
you discuss anything in respect fetho~1,;
he left may be for Kampala? Did
o is matter?

NDIKORA:

No, I do not remember discussing with h.Imm
• respect of this
. matter.

COL ·sEL:

Did you promise
• to take any steps in respect of this matter?

NDIKORA:

Yes,
· comm1ttee
• we promised we were
. · as the Chairman of th e secunty
gomg to take the usual steps and find out who were the killers.

COUNSEL:

What did you do the next day?

NDIKORA:

I ~hi~ we sent the CID and Intelligence Officers to go to Rugaga in
lsmg1ro County where the killings had ta.ken place to verify or to find
out exactly who had caused the death.

COUNSEL:

What were the reports?

NDIKORA:

The reports were that some people reported to the Anny Unit Detach in
the area that their area had been invaded by enemies and by then whom
they called bandits and the Army Detach came out to deal with these
bandits who happened to be the youth wingers and a policeman and
others.

COUNSEL:
NDJKORA:
COUNSEL:
NDIKORA:

So, these youth wingers were actually gunned doW!1l>ythe anny?
This is a report we got later after these people had gone there.
What did you do towards fulfilling the promise by Dr. Rubail\.ayo?
.
d the thing with the District Security Committee
The report we d 1scusse
•
'
h th he rang or he came I told him the circumstances
I do not know w e er
'
surrounding the death·

COUNSEL:

What did he say?

NDJKORA:

He did not believe it.

COUNSEL:

What did he say?
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words which he said.
1 cmmot quote thl· '-':.xact
)\',u do not ha, c to. but what did he sa). what did he do?
fll ORA

C'Ol'NSEL:
'DIK.ORA

If 1 remember he said this was a c~yer up after all, those who gave the
report were the cattle thieves and intended these vouths of ours to be
killed.
Yes. he stopped there?
,ve11.as I said I cannot quote everything he said.

MR KA,vANGA:

Perhaps before you go on, was any of these two youths who were killed
related to anybody in authority?

NDIKORA:

I think that W azarwahi was related to Dr. Rubaihayo.

l\1R. NAGENDA:

To begin with, when you went to this burial or burials and you probably
do not remember whether you spoke or not but you remember Dr
Rubaihayo saying something was going to happen? You said the people
were understood to be cattle rustlers the Banyarwanda in fact. Now
when you - District Commissioner got a report that actually it was the'
Army which had killed these people did you call a meeting to explain
this and therefore defuse matters?

NDIKORA:

Meeting of who, Sir?

MR. NAGENDA:

Of human beings the people in your District?

NDIKORA:

We called the meeting of the District Security Committee in which the
Commanding Officer was a member and the Adjutant and according to
them they refused that the killings were done by military people.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, but you were the Chief Executive Officer of the district you know
that, some inflammatory speecqes; had been made, you know that
innocent people are going to be killed, you have got a report that these
people were killed by the Army, you are being paid by the people of this
district as a matter of fact, was it part of your work to call a meeting. a
rally if you like and say, by the way those people who were saying that
they were going to attack including this Dr. Rubaihayo were going to
attack the cattle rustlers, it was not the cattle rustlers it was the Army.
did it occur to you to hold this meeting and in fact did you hold it'?

NDIKORA:

After I had discussed it with the Security Committee and in fact. we had
instructions that matter related with Army should not be just discussed
without reference to the Government. So it was regarded as a delicate
matter to accuse the Army in public. So we had to refer our reports to
the Headquarters particularly the Secretaiy for Defence for his comment
and action.

MR. NAGENDA:

I understand that but could you not have said that to the people of yo~
area with.outtelling them it was the Army which had killed these people·
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d. d
an a re . gees, 1t was your
fact this was so, in fact it was yoo:r ~ not hear talk.mgabout it that in
people, was it not?
y
uty to protect these very fragile

r,:orKORA:

It was.

MR.NAGENDA:

What did you do about it?

NDIKORA:

I expected the reaction on our Security Committee Minutes first.

MR.NAGENDA:

Reaction from where?

NDIKORA

From the Government, the Central Government, Ministry of Defence.

MR.NAGENDA

To tell you what to say to the people in your area?

NDIKORA:

No, to see what way they would react so that I can have means of
handling what we called a delicate matter because matters regarding or
connected with the Army were regarded as delicate matters whereby we
were not supposed to go in public and start criticising the Army.

MR.NAGENDA:

You had gone to the burial of the two youth wingers clearing your duty.
So, I would have thought ordinary people, the same who were talking
about matters would have identified you may be with this but if you are
going to serve the other part of the community as well. I am putting it to
you very strongly that it was your duty to say that you knew or you had
got a report that it was not the cattle rustlers who had killed these
people?

NDIKORA·

I think by the time I got the report of who actually killed these people,
the burials were over.

MR.NAGENDA:

rt, one day after the burial, two
Of course, but when did you get th e repo

days, five weeks?

NDIKORA:

MR.NAGENDA:

No I think three or four days after.
,
burials are finished we do not mind, I
Okay, three or four days after theBut three or four days later would you
mean we do but they ~ g~ne. d therefore sort of save what followed
not have defused the s1tuatton an
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from du.·sc Rany~rwanda people if y,ou had actually tol~ the people i
, our district that 1t was not the cattle rustlers who had killed th
n
•
~~
buried people?
~PIK.ORA.

your Lordship, when we were in our Security Committee in f:act
• sold"1ers th at 1t
• was not true ' the
Commanding Officer defended h1s
.
reports
about the Arm) and I would. like to . be frank
to
you
that
even
our
..
. .
c1vl}
security men who were carrymg out mvest1gat1onswere always see ti
about investigating Army affairs because of what was happening ;e;~
and they would hesitate although they got reports from the people th
would hesitate to come forward and talk to the Commanding Officer ey
Adjutant that actually it was your people, you know to pin him d~ an
that it was the Army who actuall~ killed the~e people. Equally, it wo:
have I think been my case to go m the public and start saying it was the
Army which killed these people and so on and so forth. Because I Would
say the Army was high handed in this respect.

COUNSEL:

How many days passed before actually the Banyarwanda were booted
out of Mbapira between the burial of W azarwahi and the expulsion of
Banyarwanda from Mbarara?

CHAIRMAN:

May be, perhaps let us say I suppose Mbarara is a big place, to that
effect, where and when was the first rounding up and expulsion start? I
will put it that way.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge?

NDIKORA:

After the youths had died in fact, this angry reaction took place
immediately I think some few days after, two, three, four days after and
it started with the neighbouring areas of Kashari, Rwampara and of
course Isingiro those are near the town and later on, it spread out to
lbanda, Ruhama and Nyabushozi.

COUNSEL:
NDIKORA:

What did you do?
When I learnt that there was burning of houses, looting of propertyand
in fact, one man was killed by the mob in Rwampara County that is the
report of dcl:ath which I received officially. His name was called
Nzerorera. I knew him personally, he was my schoolmate and a Primary
Headmaster. I infonned the Government who later on told me, I think
after a day or two to order for the exercise to halt and I remember at that
time also Mr. Butagira drove from here and came to his Constituencyto
start telling people to halt what they called "regrouping exercise" he was
met with a lot of abuses and so on. Meanwhile, I had called a meeting~f
District Heads including the Chairman of the District and the Council
Administrative Secretary those who were near Mbarara and tbe
Chairman of the UPC Executive to tell them of what the Government
had ordered to halt the so-called exercise.

MR. KAWANGA:

Excuse me for clarification. You said you wrote to the Government,
may I know exactly to whom you wrote?

NDIKORA:

We used to communicate to the Secretary for Administration.
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I do not kno". 1 think it ,vas Ok
the Pennancnt Sccretarv Offi umu but n~rmally he would say it was
....
• b ut nonnally it- ,• th ccSof the President and Head of the Civil
erv1cc
•
lS
e ecretary for Administration who truces
act:Ion.
\Vas it over telephone or in writing?
I think it was on the ph
b
th
.
.
one ecause e matter was so urgent what was
happenmg m the district was of great concern. I think it was on the
phone. And when we were meeting or when I was briefing those people
?f what the go,·ernment had actually ordered and we were at Kamukuzi
m the _DistrictCo_uncilHall there arrived Dr Rubaihayo accompanied by
two pilots and his Engineer with the crew. two pilots and entered the
Hall. I told him of what I was briefing the few District Heads in the
Council and he said. no. I am coming from Kampala, I am a Minister and
therefore the Government representative, I am bringing you a message
that actually the so-called exercise should continue During that meeting
I remember Mr Butagira came, he came in a very angry mood because
he was coming from his Constituency where he had been, I believe,
highly embarrassed. So he came in the meeting and just later on, Dr.
Rubaihayo repeated the same statement. After that he said he had come
from Nyakisharara Airstrip which is some seven miles from Mbarara and
he had come by public means he asked me to arrange him transport to
get on the plane and come back to Kampala. I remember, Mr. Butagira
had chosen to come by road and find out the truth of this statement and
let me kn.ow. Later on while I was looking for transport to take Dr.
Rubaihayo and the pilots to the airstrip, Mr. Butagira changed his mind.
He also drove to the airstrip and joined them on the plane and returned to
Kampala and meanwhile things actually were getting out of hand in the
district. I got people like religious leaders who came to see me
sympathising with the situation. I told them as far as I was con_cemedI
cted this and I think a day or two later, I reported agam to the
never expe
• th distn·et d
Ministry _ the President's Office about the total mess m ~
. an
late
they told me they were going to give me an answer lffiffiediately.
~
on d late I t instru.ctions that I should act firmly for the whole
I think a ay
r go
th
I
team of the so~ed
exercise and people should stay wh~re ey .U:C·
that tim I had been approached by people like the retired
re~ember at_
;as also asked by the people around his residence
Bishop Shalita who
ust go and I told him this is nonsense, you
that you ai:e
~ refugee yo:t 7m ine this I was approached by Mr. Enoka
go back this is_not I ~ D C 3:e had been an Administrative Secretary
Kareeba who is a retrre B •
. the school Mbarara High School and
• c.. rt he had been a ursar m
'
h d
d
an m i.-..,
d I knew him very well. I was approac e
Ntare School where I was an h
a retired Headmaster. I found that
• E
t Kahenda w o was
th
by a certain mes
had one beyond to what probably even e
the exercise was not now, .
ghad passed. It was now meant to
District Executive Com~ttee
d scores So I reported this. the
ttl
old
disputes
an
•
.
victimise and se e
rd for the whole of the exercise.
Govemmen t to ld me to halt the o er
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\\'hrn ) ou say Government. in particular who told you'/

,ruIKORA:

The President's Office.

CO

\Vhen you say President's Office is a big office. You have heard D
Rubaihavo
sa,ing
this is a government policy, in the President's Q&:r.
r
•
•
l!ICC
whom did you talk to?

'SEL:

NDIKORA:

J remember this time it \\as ~ir Okwenje. the Minister of Public Service

and Cabinet Affiurs.
COUNSEL:

He said this in writing?

NDIKORA:

On telephone.

COUNSEL:

Did you stop it?

'!\'DIKORA

Yes, I summoned or I asked the Administrative Secretary to summonthe
County Chiefs to come along with the Chairmen of Constituencies
Because when I got this instructions from Mr. Okwenje he said the
Government was going to appoint a delegation of Ministers to address
people in the Districts of Kabale, Rukungiri, Kasese, Kabarole,
Bushenyi, Mbarara and Rakai and that they will explain matters related
because in other districts I think it had spread to the question of non
citizens should be made to leave, to explain matters related to who is a
citizen and in particular, the so-called exercise of regrouping Rwanda
refugees.

COUNSEL:

Did it stop - did the exercise immediately stop?

NDIKORA:

I would say it did not stop immediately but the fire was as if it were
kindled. Sorry, I would say it was reduced.

COUNSEL:

Do you know why it did not stop immediately?

NDIKORA:

The communication was one of it and I would say greed, people had
thought this is the time when we can take an advantage to grab this to
grab that, but eventually when this committee arrived in a day or two
and their statement which they brought to these representatives was read
on Radio, the so-called exercise halted.

COUNSEL:

That was in 1982?

NDIKORA:

Yes, Sir. I think around December or January.

MR. NAGENDA:

Who was on this delegation that came?

NDIKORA:

I remember Mr. Okwenje was the Head. I remember Dr. Apiliga, Mr.
Rwakasisi, Dr. Rubaihayo, I do not know whether Rurangaranga was
there. These are the Ministers I could remember.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was Rubaihayo on this delegation?
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OIKORA:

cot

SEL:

NDikORA:

No, he_ wns in attendance 1 do not know whether he was on the
dclega~on but ~e was there, he was actually there. In fact, all Members
of Parliament m Ankole, that is Bushenvi and Mbarara attended this
meeting.
•
''0en you say this exercise halted, do you mean people came back to
their places'?
They had said they should stay where they were and therefore those who
had gone to the settlements of Oruchinga and Nakivare they stayed
there. Those who had gone to Kak.itumbathis border with Rwanda also
made a camp there. Those who were in transit because I remember of
some people, the chiefs were directed to let them stay where they are and
this committee of Ministries one of the promises they made after saying
the so-called exercise should be halted, they promised that the
Government was appointing a screening committee composed of
members of representatives or officers from the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Culture and Community Development, Local
Government, President's Office and also the representative of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and a representative from my
office.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember having received that message?

NDIKORA:

I vaguely remember it.

COUNSEL:

Pardon? What was this message, from where?

NDIKORA:

I noticed it was from the Principal Private Secretary to H.E.

COUNSEL:

What did the message say?

NDIKORA:

you are directed to note that the question of Rwandese Refugees is
being handled by the President. It has been reported ~ you have
mounted an exercise on refugees without the authonty_ from the
•
directed to desist from any .more exercises and to
President, you are
ra1 Min' stry of Justice tomorrow,
report to the Attorney Gene '
1
Wednesday, 2nd March, 1983.

CHAIRMAN:

What is the date, please?

COUNSEL:

March· that was it appears it was 1st March, 1983.
Tomorrow, 2n d
'

CHAIRMAN:

To whom was it addressed?

NDIKORA:

To the D.C., Mbarara.

CHAIRMAN:

Who was the D.C?

NDIKORA:

It was myself.
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OU F'EI:

Excuse me, 1 want to tender it as an exhibit my Lord. Do .
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DIKORA:

By this letter. yes.
No. to your knowledge?

1

DIKORA:

I think so.

DR 1\fAKUBUYA:

You were the D C., was it continuing or was it not, you were there? Yo
cannot say by this letter surely?
u

NDIK.ORA:

It was continuing.

DR MAKUBUYA:

What I am saying is this, you cannot say by this letter?

NDIKORA.

I am sorry, I withdraw that.

MR. NAGENDA:

Very interesting as you read it, it alluded to the D.C. as being the person
who was carrying out this exercise, was the message lying?

NDIKORA:

Well, the so-called exercise was carried out in the District for which I
was responsible.

MR. NAGENDA:

Ah, you were responsible for your District?

NDIKORA:

And therefore, anything done there, I am the one (Interjection) -

MR. NAGENDA:

You have accountability - what we were talking about earlier?

NDIKORA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Were you in fact, carrying out this exercise in March, 1983?

NDIKORA:

I do not remember exactly but I remember the exercise extended after
Christmas.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, March is after Christmas certainly but what I am saying is why did
they pick on you as being the person who was carrying out this exercise
and I think it was read out that without authority?

NDIKORA:

No, I think it was done so because anything from - I was a Gove~ent
Representative in the District and therefore they were right in addresSmg
it to me.

MR. NAGENDA:

But it would seem then that whoever sent the message was not aware
that you were making all these representations for the poor people who
were being rounded up or you would not be saying co~~- yo~
messages or whatever he would be saying you have brought 1t to us th
you were not doing it. I mean what I am trying to say is that as ~ as
they knew not only had you complained but you were actually can),ng
these things out in March, 1983 or people under your authority'?
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NDIKORA
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....
,, misc nnd when the exercise "as ordered to halt they
attempted to go ba k to their bibanjas and they \\ere refused.

Th

. .
.
e q~estlon is. ,, hv did you not manage to put into force the order that
was given five days after the exercise hrui started whv did vou not
manage to stop t1,c exercise? Is it not that You· did· not h~,·c sav.
manpower, you did not have personnel to assist y~u to halt this c:xcrcis;?
that_but because the commum~1tion was difficult the matter was put
on the air and I had told the chiefs who were supposed to enforce it in
their areas. So. unless I got adYersereports. I would not know that it was
continuing and people who had come to me whom I mentioned there, I
was actually telling them that you go back as far as I know and in some
cases I would write to the chief that what you are domg 1s stupid because
a man like Bishop Shalita I do not see why you should say he is a
refugee?
'ot

COUNSEL:

In fact, are you saying that your assistance was selective in the sense as
far as Bishop Shalita was concerned you kne,\· he was a Ugandan citizen
as far as Kareeba is concerned you knew he was Ugandan citizen. so it
was selective in that as far as you are satisfied. these were not
Rwandese?

NDIKORA:

No, what I am trying to say there was an obvious case and this is what it
was affright without even taking into consideration you cannot see a
Bishop who has been a Bishop of your area who has retired in his
residence and then you say we are regrouping you, you are a refugee.

DR MAKUBUYA:

yes what about smaller fish who are not Bishops, who are not retired
Headmasters who are just ordinary people, how are they going to have
protection?

NDIKORA:

exercise
Prot ecti•on.? Protection was there because they were told the
A d I th"nk
was halted and they were told to stay where ~ey w~re. n . 1 •
unfortunately, those poor people had no access ~•ther dtrectl~·b~t 1f the?
• ul 1 the people from Kisoro I said I worked m Kabale m
came partic ar Y
I h
·d I
1 remember I interviewed some peop e w o sai
South- Kigezt• o•stn'ct,
1
come from N yaru SI•""6, I come from there, I would say me.
'7<>

DR. MAKUBUYA:

NDIKORA:
DR MAKUBUYA:

.11
to such things in the next sessions obviously but
I am sure we W1 combe k t this message here. In what fom1 did this
I want to take you ac o
message come to you?
I think it was a telegram.
And what did you do about it when it came?
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NDLKORA.

I think as directed I came to the Ministry of Justice.

COUNSEL:

Was it the first communication in writing from the President's Offi.
this matter in writing?
ce on

NDIKORA:

I do not remember because I even did not remember this teleg
• a 1ong a.me.
• ?
ramso
1982 1s

COUNSEL:

In the first place, I would like to tender it as exhibit No.79.

MR. NAGENDA:

I just want a small clarification.

CHAIRMAN:

This is not marked, could it be done?

COUNSEL:

Yes, No.78 my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

I know that 1983 is a long time ago, it is about five years ago, but can
you remember:a)
b)

when the message went on Radio telling the people to stop; and
when this delegation came to talk to the people, at which time
you said the fire was considerably dampened, when did they
come in 1982.

NDIKORA:

I think I might have been mistaken but it might have come in 1983, I
don't remember the exact date.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, let us put it slightly differently. Between the delegation coming
and you getting this very forthright message from the Principal Private
Secretary to the President, what sort of time factor are we talking about,
two months, three months or what?

NDIKORA:

I tend to think that that message came before the screening Committee
came.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, the Ministerial delegation?

NDIKORA:

I mean Ministerial delegation, the
afterwards.

MR. NAGENDA:

I see! After this message?

NDIKORA:

Yes. As I said I do not really remember the dates.

MR. NAGENDA:

What I would have thought would have jostled your memory a little bit
is having seen this thing which you have not seen for a long time to go
back and say, did I get this even after the delegation had been there or
before? To me it seems quite simple, I do not know?

NDIKORA:

I think it was before the delegation went to Mbarara.

Screening Committee came

C Jl 1 'S ◄l .

So this incident or th"is exercise
. did ·t h
.
1
~ '
ave much publicity on foreign

rad .10s and local?
~r

cs, it did particularlv - ·cs fo .
.
~ ) ' reign radios and so on were condemning

1t.

COUNSEL:

And is it that the rcacti
• started in
on of Government came in 1983 when the
exercise
1982 ?

NPIKORA

I beg your pardon?

cocNSEL:

Does it mean that from
.
.
come in 1983?
your evidence the reaction of Government did

NDIKORA·

I think so because th_isreminds me of the fact that this telegram came
before the representatives of the Ministerial delegation came.

MR KAWANGA:

This means this exercise had been going on for over three months before
the representatives came?

!-IDIKORA:

It would have been so.

MR.KAWANGA:

That is what it would mean.

NDIKORA:

Yes, Sir.

MR. KAWANGA:

It would mean that for three months people were being chased out on
and all along and then after that period then you got this instruction?

NDIKORA:

I have stated earlier on how I had contacted President's Office.

MR. KAW ANGA:

That one I have understood.

NDIKORA:

And halted temporarily the so-called exercise. Then Rubaihayo comes
in and says, after all, it should go on. Then I reported again of the
conflicting views we had about that. And incidentally, at that time I
remember the President himself was not in the country it was the VicePresident who was quoted by Rubaihayo that he had sent him.

CHAIRMAN:

Who was this Vice-President?

NDIKORA:

Paulo Muwanga, and I think when the President returned in the country
that is when he directed this.

MR.KAWANGA:

ater interest is that you said at one stage you halted the
But ~y gre
.
d you told the people to stay where they were?
exercise temporan 1Y an

NDIKORA:

state nt I halted the exercise, I said no more of
No, that was not ~y
me • ntinue because I get reports that people
the so-call~d ~x~rc1seThsho~a:; on Rubaihayo comes with the directive.
are being vtct:1m1sed. en
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'GA:

DIKORA:

y cs. but at one stage I heard you saying people were told to sta
tl1c\., \\ ere?
Y where
That is by the message which I got from l\fr. Okwenje as Min"
Public Service and Cabinet Affairs which told me ilie comin istefrof
. • ·a1delegatton.
•
g o the
l\im1sten

1R KA\VANGA:

\Vas this in ~farch, was this in November? Was iliis in December?

TDIKORA:

I think it must have been after December, I do not remember the exact
date.
\\'hat was of interest to me is that people were told to stay·where they
were, they were on the march. When were iliey told to move again? Did
you receive other instructions as to what iliey should do?

~DIKORA:

No.
No?

1'.lJJIKORA:

In fact, later o~ gradually when the temper was cooled dov.n some of
these people managed to return to their bibanjas especially those who
still had their houses standing and so on.

:MR.NAGE1'1DA:

You see, we have it on evidence when we were in Mbarara that
somebody was actually displaced as early as October, 1982. So that we
are talking about is not three months by which time you got this thing
but we are talking about six months and that should go do\\n on record.

COUNSEL:

~1y Lord. I think. we have more with this witness, I do not know
whether we continue or not?

CHAIR.11.Ai~:

No, we all need a rest now, it has been a long day since this morning
Perhaps, the ·witness needs a rest more than we do since he has done
more talking than any of us and may be yourself Learned Counsel. So. I
think we should adjourn for the day and resume tomorrow.

t-.1R.KA\VANGA:

Last time I think yesterday you hinted that there might be problems
about tomorrow session because of the Law Society. Seminar and so on

CHAIID.1AN:

What ceremony?

IR. KA.\VA 'GA:

There is a Graduation Ceremony at Makerere.

COUNSEL.

M.y Lord, I only brought this fact to your attention, I do not kno\\ either
\\hether this will cause any problem or not.

CHAIRMAN·

That is right, I will do consultation with the Commissioners

fR. KA\VA1~GA:

\Ve can attend tomorrow
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C'ounsel, there will be at I
tomorrow at 9 30
cast a quon1m tomo
.
\Ve shall sit~
a.m. and may be end earlier ;:w, So we shall resume
m 9 30 a.m. to I2. 30 p.m.
an we have ended today.
Commissioners Lad·
sitti
f
'
ics and Gentle
. ng o today, the 26th of Feb men, we are now ready to start the
\\1~- Mr. Ndikora, the witness w:oary, 19~8.' I think, we are continuing
Nd1kora you were not here h was giving evidence yesterday. Mr.
hear cvid
fro
you ad not yet co
w
. .
cnce
m vou th •
.
me. e are contmumg to
tell us what is coming next•~ rnommg. So it is the Learned Counsel to
, e sequence of the evidence.
May be, my Lord t th'
•
• a is stage - vou "d th
recen·ed on Banyarwanda.
~
sai
ese are some of the reports

CHAIR 1A

COUNSEL:
'DIKORA:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I want to tender in
prompted the steps that w tak and ~ese are some of the reports that
ere en against thern.

NDIKORA

COUNSEL:

Well, it was given as one of the reasons. Yes.
My Lord I want to bring them in as one exhibit.

CHAIRMAN

Yes, but what number would it be?

COUNSEL:

It would be 80, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Eight-zero (80).

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Let us have a look at it, in the first place.

COUNSEL:

Yes. This directive you got from the President - Exhibit Number 79.
One of the instructions received was to see the Attorney General the
following day. Did you go to see the Attorney General? Did you come
to see the Attorney General, in Kampala?

NDIKORA:

I think, I did.

MR.KAWANGA:

Now I was just unhappy about the answer; "I think, I did-". Either you
saw the Attorney General or you didn't. Yes.

NDIKORA:

•
I think a period of - it is - about five years since
My Lord eh amnan,
'
.d
h
rk h I
th . d I have been moving places. I never d1 any . omewo .w e_n
en, an .
b ~ you So what I can say m such a situation
was commg to appear e,ore
•
is I cannot remember.
'

MR.KAWANGA:

I take your word.

NDIKORA:

Whether I did or not.

It is easy to forget. It is only human.

4.588
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IDIKORA

G

1

T

body c:anqunnd

But

s

\\lth

som

bod)

fi r

etting

such a Directi,-e. I d n think. I " uld h ,
and respond po.sith l) as it was
,,ith

failed t

I would just like to make an cbscrvntion. lr dikom y u -: ~- f
course. it is fh ) -ears It i.: easy to forg t. ~ ut. "h n -~ u h , ~ jUSt~
sent a Directive ns " sa\\ yesterda). c:1argmg ) u "1th canyin,g ut an
unauthorised mokst.ntion of peopk. bemg asked co go and repcn
ut
it pe.rsonall) [ fail to see ho" ) ou c uld h:l\ ii rg tt n such an
important matter - part - of ) ur life: bee.au: . in fact. "h •n ) u ,,.c~
shown this mes::agc yesterday you :aid ) ou had forgott :n nbout it.
Either you are a very callous man "ho do ·sn't care about th • 5uffi•.ring
of
people or you haYe a ven short memory. 1 ~ow. th duty of this
Commission really is to see \\hat happened in our country. As the
Chairman. I think. mentioned , estenfay. you a.re not on charge.·or
anything. but we haYe been put here to find out wh:it happ ne-d.and
these are not joking matters. b\' the way. . ·o" pcr.;onilh-. I \\ou]d
exhort vou to use your memon because we are not hcre to son of ioke
\\'e wo~d be doing something else So. oka~. the Chaim1an has said, if
you do not remember. say you do not remember But per.;onall~. J "ant
the Leading Counsel to put his question again and to hear your nilS\\cr.
NDIKORA:

My Lord, I agree ,\ith the statement and in fact. I personally realize the
importance of this Commission. But what I wanted to make ckar and l
pray that I be understood that. while I appreciate the work of this
Commission, the period in-between should be taken into consideration the events which haYe taken place and especially so: when I come here
bare handed, without any document. I had thought. as you suggested
yesterday that didn't I ex.-pectto come and appear - when you were in
Mb~
I thought I would get a chance to go to Mbarara and I would
have had access to say files in the D.C's office: if it is there - they are
still there - because there was a lot of looting. So, I pray that 1 shouldn~
be misunderstood that I am actuaily joking. I take the work of this
Commission very seriously and I am trying my best to say what is in my
mind. But, I think, it is better for me not to just say something I am not
sure of; but, if I remember it, I will say it: if I don't. that is where l
hesitate, my Lordship.

CHAIRMAN:

I think what both the Commissioner here has said and vour reply to it
make sense. You see, nobody will be prosecuted for not having
remembered anything. We don't do that in proceedings. It is human to
forget. Which leads me to say - I do not know what Counsel will think
aboutthis; what the witness is saying is that he was not given sufficient
time to preparehimself and to look at documentswhich he should ha\e
looked at to assist him to give evidence. I think. it is very important that
he should have been given such time and to go to Mbarara and look at
the documents; because he is here in his official capacity as a District
Commissioner,which he was at that time. So he is entitled. If an order
is necessary I will make it - to make available to him records which can
assist him in giving evidence to this Commission. Because he is a very
importantwitness.
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OlJ, SEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

So, I think, we should not rush him _

COl ~STIL:

No.

cHAIRM .\.N:

COUNSEL:

And get he~ and try to say, Oh he is forgetting which he shouldn't and
so on I think 1·1 • ·nh
· ·
'
••
is 1 uman to ms1st that somebody should remember
someth~ng. ":Ne can forget So, Counsel, I think, seriously we are
suggesting this.
Yes, my Lord, I quite appreciate what you have said and some minutes
~o, when he said he had not done his homework. But, I think, it was
h~self who suggested that last week that he wanted to give evidence
this week, and that he had certain documents he wanted to produce to the
1nvestigators, which he had produced: Exhibit Number 80. And, as you
appreciate, my Lord, those documents are numbered; they must have
been in a file - you find Number 8, Number 20. They were selected from
a file - I suppose. But, if the witness wants some more time to look at
his official record in Mbarara or somewhere else, my Lord, personally I
have no objection because we want this Commission to be assisted in the
best way.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, Mr. Ndikora, you think you need to be given time to travel to
Mbarara and to look at a few records.

NDIKORA:

My problem is, I am not sure because the D.C's Office was thorough_ly
looted; the District Headquarters at Kamukuzi was thoroughly looted, m
fact, one of the buildings was burnt down, including the strong room
where such important records were kept. It is true, as you see on those
documents, I made an attempt to send a message to Mbarara to _geta file
in which these records were kept; and they were records which were
recovered after the war. You know, in Mbarara the war kept there
longer.

CHAIR"MAN:

ascertain
Do you think you need tim• e' if yourself went - you need tothink
whether these documents are still available or n~t. Don't y~u . you
need to go and check yourself? If you need time, we will give you,
definitely. What do you -

NDIKORA:

I highly doubt because, w en th

CHAIRMAN:

you don't think, if you sent yourseIf sueh could be more fruitful.

NDIKORA:

I don't think so.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh I see. So now you are saymg

f

h

I talked -ontelephone - when I was asking
lated to the Issue of these Rwanda
for those documents or an~ o ers ~ they could send to me.
Refugees. These are the on y ones

.
•

no~. We should proceed.
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that you do not need to have more timc

'DIKOR

MR. AGENDA:

y cs, if I coul~ be allowed to use my memory - you know; as I said _Wh
I remember definitely I will tell the Commission. I don't have t hiat
.
o de
anything.

Yes.

~oIKORA:

And I did when I had all that I remember with the assistance of what I got
in the fonn of those documents; I presented them to you.

CHA.OOfAN:

Because you said earlier on that you came unprepared in the sense of _
when you said "unprepared," I understood it to mean that you hadn'thad
time to look at documents or such; to look at records; in fact, you
indicated so. So, if you need time to do that, we are prepared to do that
and we sh~d because you were the D.C. there. You should have access
to those papers if they are still there; but, if they are not available, then I
don't see how you could have come prepared because they are not there
anyway.

COUNSEL:

May be, he wants - my Lord, maybe - he wants to consult the people who
were assisting him. I don't know.

CHAIRMAN:

Or you want to consult - if you need time to consult - anybody, you can
have time to do so.

NDIKORA:

No I don't see whom I consult really because -

CHAIRMAN:

I mean the kind of like the people to whom you may send a message and
produce these reports - these documents; for example - for instance, if any
more can be found then produced and they are sent to you.

NDIKORA:

When I was told that I was appearing this week on Wednesday -

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

NDIKORA:

On Monday, I rang Mbarara for such documents and they were broughtto
me on Tuesday and this is what they told me they could get.

MR. KAWANGA:

l think, from what the witness is saying, all, I think, he seeks is the
indulgence of this Commission to allow him, if he doesn't remember a
thing, to say he doesn't remember. Apparently, he thinks he can go on:
and, to me, it would appear he should go on; if there is need for him to
consult, he can do that over the weekend and between tomorrow and
Tuesday. The only thing I would wish to add is that Mr. Ndikora, if you
can't remember, say so; but also the Commission will feel free that you
are entitled not to remember that fact or not to remember it - you know·
in assessing your evidence. We want you to be reasonable when you say
you don't remember a thing. All this came from the fact that you w~re
asked: "Did you see the Attorney General or did you not." And you said.
"I think, I did." You know it looks a little difficult for somebody to
believe that you would forget a thing like that. That is why we want you
not to -

I

t

i

11K RA:

\Veil. maybe, it was lan u e b
.
.
th
like m~, it is difficult gt agth ut Wi such a directive for a civil servant
to respond to 1t
• positive
. . ly. And,
when I sa, , 11I think Ino
did IIo i ave
. come
.
that. I imply that I ~tuall~ ditd~phes that I must have or something like

cHAlRMAN

So Counsel, we shall continue.

cot'NSFL:

,Vhen you saw the Attorney General what did the Atto
G ral
,
mey ene say
w1·th you.?

1'!DIKORA:

Well, he wanted a briefing as to what were the state of affairs regarding
the matter; 8?d, I believe, it was because of the pressure by the outside
w~rld, especially mass media and so on; so I was giving a detailed
bnefing of what was taking place at that time.

COUNSEL:

Does it suggest that you had not, by this time, given any briefing to
Government?

NDIKORA:

As I said, we are normally guided by the set up procedures. I don't
communicate to Ministers directly or as a D.C. I would not communicate
to Ministers directly; but communicateto the Permanent Secretary, Office
of the President and Head of the Civil SeIVice; or the Secretary for
Administration, President's Office which was my mother Ministry.

COUNSEL:

Now, I think, this brings me to the point which just a few minutes was
being discussed by Commissioners. It appears you only rang Mbarara.
Don't you think some assistance may be given to you by President's
Office where you used to send this communication - by going to the
President's Office and ask for the relevant file - and get the briefing which
you had given to your Permanent Secretary?

NDIKORA:

Well, as I said, as far as I can remember -

COUNSEL:

Th' • hat I am suggesting to you which is that, if you gave a briefing
lS lS W
•
'tin
d that PY
to your Permanent Secretary, I believe this was m wn g, an
co
would be in the President's Office; and President's Office has never been
ravaged.

NDIKORA:

Well I rememb er most Ofmy briefings could be on telephone or; when I
'
1 to see the Attorney General, I had to go to my
came, for ex.ampe, d t 11him· "I had been summone(j and, I~
Permanent Secretary an e
• " Then I go on to see the Attorney
this is what they expect me to say.
General/Minister of Justice.

COUNSEL:

NDIKORA:

st when the exercise - 1982, when the
So I take it that, between Augu , 'tten briefing had been done to your
exercise - started to emerge, no wn
bosses in Kampala.
f the correspondenceor the records in ~s
Most of the briefings or mo~t o st rda:y in our Monthly District Secunty
d as I srud ye e
'
matter were covere ' .
Meetings and Minutes.
or Intelligence Committee
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y cah. is it possible to find these minutes: Intelligence Reports and
and so forth in the President's Office?
' so on
i

'DlKORA:

,vcll. l think, it is possible -

"""l ~SEL:

NPTKORA:

Because we used to send them and get acknowledgement of the receiptof
the same.

COUNSEL:

Now, would you like to get some time to go and check these copies you
sent to Kampala?

NDIKORA:

Well, I don't know whether I will be allowed access to them; but I could
do that!

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, in -

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry. You can carry authority from this Commission because the
Instrument under which we were appointed enjoins whether Government
officials or individuals to assist this Commission as much as possible. So
a letter from us - you take a letter - they will give you access to these
documents.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see. Did you get any communications from - if I may say so - the
other side: i.e. the Banyarwanda people? Did they write to you at any
stage, talking about their plight and, may be, even saying that they
weren't rustlers? Do you remember any communications from these
people?

NDIKORA:

Rwanda Refugees used to talk to me through the United Nations
Commissioner for Refugees -

MR. NAGENDA:

Ugh.

NDIKORA:

And I remember at that time the Representative was called Mr. Enewin
and he spent some time with me in Mbarara; and I even remember when
things were hot with the allegation that houses were burnt, people were
killed on the way. I remember travelling with him along
Mbarara/Kikagati
Road. True we met people driving cattle and others
walking on foot, going to - heading to -Nakivale and Oruchinga
Settlements. So I never had direct - you know - talk or discussion with
the refugees themselves.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see what I find so difficult to understand in this matter is that you
have people who have lived for a very long time in a country: some of
them refugees, some not. You told us that you saw some - Bishop Shalita
and one - or two other people - three people you mentioned yesterday.
But surely you must have had, at least, some curiosity to hear the side of
the these people, if they were being attackedfor such crimes. For me it is
really incredible when you say, you never had any direct contact with
these people. You presumably could understand their language or you
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.
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0 commumcati
·
'th
•
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on c1 er - if you like for Mr.

the copies that you have bro h of thcse people on your file? Because
•
ug t to us so
and other numbers: they are all
. me arc numbered 15, some 20
C:\."traordinary.I mean
h agamSl Banyarwanda. I find that
.
, you p oned Mb
d th
thmgs. \Vhy didn•t they send ou an . ara.raan
cy send you these
How do you explain that?
y
ythmg actually from the other side?

NDIKORA:

Well, 1 have told you that Mr An •
.
.
that time· and he h ·
• ewm was stationed m Mbarara during
with hi~ on thai o~~:ily u!cd to come to my office. And, when I went
.
.
ton, ior example - toward Kik
•
mterv1ewing some ofth e Rwandese about s
agatt - we were

MR NAGENDA:

Did you take some notes when you mteTVIewed
•
•
these people and put
th em on your file?

NDIKORA

No.

MR NAGENDA·

You must have taken some notes.

NDIKORA.

No I didn't.

MR.NAGENDA:

You didn't.

NDIKORA.

I didn't.

MR.NAGENDA:

Why not?

NDIKORA.

Well, it was a kind of impromptu.

MR.NAGENDA:

Mr. Ndikora, please, you are an Under-Secretary; you are a very high
official of government. When you were a D.C., you were the Chief
Executive of that place. First you tell us, you didn't get letters because
you were with Mr. Anewin, talking to these people. You don't even take
a note of these meetings. How are you going to report to your superio~?
You were not serious really.

NDIK.ORA:

I am very serious.

MR.NAGENDA:

You didn't take any notes of your meetings with those refugees.

NDIK.ORA:

With Mr. Anewin.

MRNAGENDA:

Did you take any notes at any time ~hen you talked to refug~es or to their
representatives? No you said you didn't talk to the refugees, maybe, they
were too far away.

NDIK.ORA:

No I have said, when we went on that fact-finding -
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TDIKORA:

Todon't - you have said it. I hnve heard thnt.
Yes.
But didn't you ever take any notes from the rcfogecs
th .
or
e1r
representatives'?

!'...DIKORA:

\Vell. I don't remember now

:MR NAGENDA.

Okay.

NDIKORA:

They could be on the files.

~IR. NAGENDA:

You don't remember. But don't you think, since you were 48 years old
that it is odd that all the stuff you brought to us is from one side, calling
these people bandits, smugglers, rustlers and so on and so forth; and that
you have not managed to find anything in support of these people?

NDIK.ORA:

My Lord. I said, I rang Mbarara. I didn't instruct those people to sendme
which document, which document. I said, "Send me, if possible a file: if
not, documents;" and these I photocopied them here - documents related
to the Banyarwanda affair; and this is what they sent me. I never wentto
Mbarara for myself to choose which to bring to you, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. I think, counsel, may be, what we do now. We wait until he
checks records in the President's Office and in the Ministry of Local
Government, with authority from this Commission; to see whether they
can find any documents which are relevant to this matter.

MR KAWANGA:

Yes, but, perhaps, before we do that, I think, there is sufficient material
here on which I can ask some questions and then, afterwards, he cango
and make some other research.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh, yes.

MR KAWANGA:

Now, from these reports which I ha~e here, which have come as exhibits,
quite a number of them come from the county Chief, Isingiro, addressed
to the District commissioner - Mbarara District. And then there is a letter
strY
from the Clerk of the council to the Permanent Secretary of the Mini
of Local Administrations. May I take it that all the reports that you had
were the reports on the County of Isingiro, with regard to tbe
Banyarwanda Issue?

NDIKORA:

No, Sir.

KAWANGA:

Yes.

NDIKORA:

I was getting reports from all counties.

KAWANGA:

All counties.
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l\DTKORA

All documents conccmin th R
.
they are available.
g e wandese Affairs, not from Isingiro - if
All right. But besides th t
d'
a , accor mg to these reports, it appears that the
1•
sm~~mg ~cross th~ borders of lsingiro was being committed with the
ass1s cc o the soldiers and the Uganda Police. Is that correct?

NDIKORA:

MR.K.AWANGA:

To a _certaine~ent the politicians as I again said blamed us in one of their
me~t:Ings, saying that - and this is what prompted them to reinforce the
policemen and the ~y with the youth wingers; which they used to trust
more than the _policemen and so on; they alleged that - sometimes,
because the police and the anny detaches had failed to curb this cattle
rustling - possibly some policemen, especially the police was blamed
more, they were assisting - but we never proved it.
No, no. The letter I have here is extremely emphatic. It is dated 17th
November, 1982, from the County Chief, Isingiro to the District
Commissioner, Mbarara. It says: "It is reported that the District
Commissioner, Ra.kai and the Commanding Officer of the Army Unit are
fully supporting the smuggling of cattle from our district and all the
Banyarwanda Cattle Smugglers were intentionally settled at the border
where they easily cross to our district any time - even during daytime - to
seize our cattle at gun point and take them to Rakai District." They
mention - the District Commissioner, Rakai and the Commanding Officer
of the Army Unit there.
\

NDIKORA:

yes, Sir, I remember telling you that we all had inter-district mee~ngs
with our neighbours; and I remember we discus~ed that very matter m a
meeting we held at Lyantonde with the o!ftc1al~ from Mbarara and
officials from Rakai. My colleague in Rakai. adm1~d that some_of the
refugees wh o 1eft Mb arara District had. settled m. Rakai; but he demed the
knowledge of them being caught stealing the ammals.

MR.KAWANGA:

t to the District Commissioner, Rakai is
All right, but the report sde~ Officer of the Anny Unit there. Now
involved and the Cornman mg
.
•
rtant
Government
officials.
these are two 1mpo

NDIKORA:

d. to that County Chief, he was reporting to
yes , that is a report; accor mg
me.

MR.KAWANGA:

Oh, yes.
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MR KA\VANGA:

\Vhen I met my colleague in Lyantonde, who was with - because h
. Comm1ttee
.
to come w1.th - h.1s secunty
and all other District eHused
concerned with the District Veterinary Officer, he denied.
eads
Of course, I am only asking you to find - did you ever find out by th
methods - surely if the man accused the District Commissioner it wo;;
be very wrong of you to go to him and say: "Look, ~- Di~
11
• •
Comm1ss1oner,
are you the one smugg1·mg. Wh at I am seeking to find•et
did you use other methods to verify whether this report was true: that ~s
District Commissioner in the neighbouring district, together with th:
Commanding Officer were involved in smuggling cattle from your
district? You would have asked this question from these people
themselves: You, perhaps, would use your Special Branch of Army
Intelligence Unit or whatever.

NDIKORA:

During these - our - District Security Committees, we had problems; Toe
relationship between the Army and the Police - and I would like to submit
that some of you people who were here during, say, that situation or
earlier on during Amin's Days, the relationship between the Police and
the Army - was not that good. And some of the policemen, during our
security committees, were not willing to commit themselves; it meant a
loss of lives sometimes. You know - they would rather keep quiet: We
have not found anything.'

MR. KAWANGA:

I see.

NDIKORA:

So I don't think I got that much assistance from the Special Branch which
would have openly pointed out: You know, this is what is happening.'

MR. KAWANGA:

So in other words, you never established this fact that the District
Commissioner, Rakai and the Army Commander of the unit there were
involved in cattle smuggling.

NDIKORA:

I never.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay.

NDIKORA:

All I did and what I thought would help me was to talk to my colleague
separately - in fact, I never asked, I never told him that he was directly
accused; but - I said "Your officers." I said, "Your officers, includingthe
Commanding Officer and the rest are assisting in the cattle rustling." But
he said, "I have no report to that effect."

MR. KAWANGA:

Who was the District Commissioner then?

NDIKORA:

Kiweewa Ssali.

MR. KAWANGA:

Kiweewa.

NDIKORA:

Yes. Sir.

1

All right No" in the same
c
.
,
.
were in the Uganda p I' pap rs agam the Uganda Pohce people who
involved in the sm
ice at th~ borcicrs were also accused of being
ugg mg. Now did you ever establish this?

r°

~DTKORA

No I didnt.

~fR KA \VANGA:

So you don't k:now whether they were tnvolved
.
or not:

NDIKORA:

I don't know.

MR KAWANGA:

Now d~d you ever establish whether anybody was involved in the
smuggling of cattle?

NDIKORA:

Well, there were some names of what they called notorious - you know refugees who were real habitual - they called them 'habitual thieves of
cattle.' But I can't remember the names off hand but there were a few
nam~s of. ring-leaders who were mentioned that they were actually
heading this type of cattle rustling.

MR. KAWANGA:

Oh, I see. So this thing started without your being exactly sure as to
whether the story of smuggling was true or not.

NDIKORA:

The story was true because, when we went - when we got these reports;
when I sent my officers - to meet people who were directly affected,
whose cattle had been stolen, they established that cattle had been stolen.
And, as I mentioned, when we went to the Districts of Bukoba and
Karagwe in Tanzania, they admitted they were - some of their people, you
know, butchers, were getting animals from across in Uganda; and then
they thought they were through the usual trade.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay. What did you do as District Commissioner? You know this matter
is building up; these reports - people are insisting these Banyarwanda
should be taken back to the fatms and what-not. What did you do? What
action did you take yourself as District Commissioner?

NDIKORA:

To begin with, the accusations of cattle rustling involving some deaths you know - increased. As I said yesterday, we •n·the Security Commitu,e
decided to increase police posts in the - especially in Isingiro; and even in
Nyabushozi. We sent some policemen. We established a police post at a
sub-county called Kinoni; bordering with, I think, Rakai, in the North - in
Nyabushozi County. And we also establishe~ some army detaches a_nd
we also took some administrative steps of sendmg officers to the counties
affected to appeal to people and talk to people; and also my contacts with
the UNHCR Representative. Incidentally, with these refugees, we were
not allowed to directly deal with them - you know - because they were the
concern of the United Nations High Commissioner for Ref'.ugees. So also
to appeal to them that, 'this is what is being accused agamst the people
you look after;' all about recommending that they be taken back to the
camps.

MR. KAWANGA:

What about recommending that they be taken back to the camps?
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DIKOR
MR KA\VA 'GA:
'DI ORA:

1.

You m<-'anfor me?

Yes.
No

You didnt?
~'DIKORA:

I didn't
\Vhynot?

'.NDIK.ORA:

Well, I was aware, first of all, that the facilities in these camps - accordin
then to the briefings I was getting from the UNHCR were getting less an:
less. Two - most of them had established bibanjas in the country-side.
So it would be a little bit too difficult for us to start it at our level in that.

MR. KAWANGA:

No you made recommendation to your Permanent Secretary to deal with
it at a higher level than yourself. Th.is is what people were clamouring
for.

NDIKORA:

Well, then Council had done it and we had forwarded it to the
Government and I was awaiting for the response.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see.

NDIKORA:

But again I remember it is one of the points we used to cover in our
District Security Committees. I remember, we pointed out what we
termed as a Colonial Administrators' mistake of establishing refugee
settlements on almost along the border of their country of origin; and one - this was causing conflict with our neighbouring country; because
these people would go in and disturb. Two - they used their countzyof
origin as, if it were , a market for smuggled things from Uganda to that
country, including Tanvmia. But we were getting very good response
from Tanz.ania; and, I think, that is why the smuggling of our cattle to
Tanvmia more or less lessened.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay. Now why do you think that, all of a sudden, this smuggling by
Banyarwanda intensified? It doesn't appear to have been so all the years
back. Now, all of a sudden, it started and caused this very serious friction.
Why did it happen?

NDIKORA:

It was of economic benefit: Animals taken across were fetching very
good prices.

MR. K.AWANGA:

Did it start in 1982?

NDIKORA:

No.

MR. KAWANGA:

Why wasnt it happening before?

NDIKORA:

Well, it was happening but not at the same extent; because, as far as I can
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remember,
even
• Bushcny1
• District,
. . people on the border or
·h
. when I was m
1
" en was m Kabale
ff 1.,..+..:et
.
..u
where I stayed for five years, smuggling of
co~e, smuggbng of beans; smuggling of cattle; smuggling of goats was
takmg place, because - you know - a cow during those days which could
be bought at fifty thousand, you would get it three times as much in
Ug?11daCurrency, when it goes across to Rwanda. So it was actually
takmg place.

MR KAWANGA:

What bothers me is that now in 1982 it develops into a crisis situation all of a sudden. Why?

NDIKORA.:

Well, I don't know how I can answer that; but that was what was
happening.

MR. K.AWANGA:

I see. This question of the Banyarwanda, how long did it take, from
starting to the time it ended? You know what period it did cover?

NDIK.ORA:

From the time it started to the time, in fact these people kept in - to the
time when we repatriated some or we moved some from the settlements,
to Kyaka Two in Kabarole District; I think, it took about six months;
because this is something we hadn't, perhaps, come to. When the exercise
had halted, the Screening Committee had carried out their work; after that
the UNHCR Agreement with the Uganda Government, after realizing the
congestion in the settlements and I said the facilities were not there, a
especially water. The cattle were too congested and people were living in
what I would call inhuman conditions; especially on the border Miramahiru Border. UNHCR in agreement with -

MR. KAWANGA:

We have been there. We visited Miramahiru.

NDIK.ORA:

UNHCR, in agreement with the Uganda Government, agreed to establish
a new settlement in Kyaka Two - Kabarole District, which was done.
And the exercise to move some of these people was carried out by
UNHCR providing funds and other means of transport; and my officer
and district officers; and, in fact, I would say the exercise was very
successful. They had, at first, thought that they would move these people
by lorries and so on; until when I met with my district officers. They
suggested that, with security, especially with cattle; they could only move
women and children and elderly people by lorries; and then cattle would
be driven. So we provided police, army to - in places to - guard these
animals and then with Community Development workers, medical
workers workers in the Water Development Department; and the cattle
moved freely through the district into Kabarole District where Kyaka
Two Refugee Settlement was established.

MR. NAGENDA:

NDIKORA:

When you say that the cattle moved freely, did you not get reports that a
lot of cattle actually was stolen from these people?
Not during this movement from the s~ement t~ Kyaka Tw_o. I agree
•th
d n'ng the so-called re-grouping exercise, some ammals were
w1 you, u
stolen.
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MR N \.Gl 'NP\.:

"1tat did vou do about those animals which were stolen during the regrouping c;x.ercise?

NDIKORA:

We tried Because they were taking place in remote areas. We tried to
establish who were the culprits and this matter left to the police.

MR.NAGENDA:

The police didn't have much powers. You said earlier. Now you actually
made a very revealing statement, as far as I am concerned, when my
colleague was asking you some questions. The phrase you used was, 'The
Smuggling of our Cattle Lessened.'

NDIKORA:

Yes, Sir.

MR.NAGENDA:

It is very interesting. Is it not? Because - I don't know. Whose cattle?

NDIKORA:

I am saying that as a Ugandan - Ugandan Cattle.

MR.NAGENDA:

As opposed to Banyarwanda.

NDIK.ORA:

No what I am saying; the smuggling of our cattle to the neighbouring
country. That is what I actually mean.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well funny enough the way I understood it was that you, Mr. Ndikora
and your group of people, it was your cattle as opposed to cattle.

NDIK.ORA:

No, no, no. I regard the cattle in Uganda -

MR. NAGENDA:

As yours.

NDIK.ORA:

To be ours - you and I.

MR. NAGENDA:

'Well, this is correct. When were you first aware that during the grouping
exercise that not only refugees were rounded up but Ugandans of
Rwandese extraction? When were you first aware?

NDIK.ORA:

As I said, when this so-called exercise started, the first man was Mr.
Baara who lives, I think, one or two kilometres from our offices; in fact,
he lives near Ntare School, if you remember the time you spent in
Mbarara.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, I know the place.

NDIKORA:

And this, as I mentioned yesterday, Mr. Baara was our driver at Ntare
School where I studied; and I know him very well. And he said - then he
came and he said - "I am surprised people call me a refugee. Can you
believe it?" I can tell you frankly, I laughed it off. I said, "No. That is
nonsense." I told him: "Go back." Then later on Bishop Shalita who
lives, I think, a distance of about some fifteen miles away, he came. He
had been a Bishop of Ankole then and Kigezi. I said, "No that cannot
be." In fact, I thi)lk, I called for the sub-country chief who was living
near me. He said, "Ah, these people go there secretly to threaten and then
many, many others." I remember another one called Kareeba who lives
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I

also near: in fact he Ii
.
For hiin his cattle' was ;cs J~s~ towards Ruharo, Mbarara High School.
the settlement A d ~o n\en. He was told to drive his cattle towards
offices bccaus~ th n , w en t~ey were about three kilometres from our
ey were coming from th
rth
know he rushed t
ffi
c no em part of Mbarara, you
O
"You,go back an/d ~y
cc
said, "No. That can't happen." I said,
he had lost ah
nve your animals back to your kraal." But he found
were b . d _outyou know ten or eleven bulls from the animals which
emg nven So he drove those animals back to his farm and he
came and reported about these animals.

!

MR NAGENDA:

B;t, when you say that those people came to you - Mr. Baaraand the
er ~eople and you said, "Oh, no that can't happen. Go back to your
place. Is that enough? I mean, I could say: "Go back to your place." I
mean, I could say to you right now: "Go back to
I " What d
that mean.?
your pace.
oes
0

NDIKORA:

Well.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you give them escorts? Did you go to the area and address the
people? Did you send the police? Did you send the anny people to see
that these people are protected?

NDIKORA:

Sir -

MR NAGENDA:

Did you just laugh in your office as you say and you said, '"1hisis
impossible. Go back to your place?"

NDIKORA:

As I said of Bishop Shalita, I told him; I called the sulH:ounty chief and
asked him about the report. He said, "I didn't know;" because some of
them were being scared; some of them were moving becauseof panic and,
whenever he got a word/or authority, I would refer him -Okarecbawould
refer him to the sub-county chief - .Kakika.

COUNSEL:

No, I think, the question is that, when Bishop Shalita came to you or
Okareeba, did he say he is the only person affected or he said, other
people were being affected?

NDIKORA:

He said other people were being affected.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you do to the other people being affeded other 1han
Shalita?

NDIKORA:

I didn't know e~y
wiltlch people were affected~whether they were
refugees who lived in the camps and they were going bade to the camps;
or whether they were actually Ugandans.

MR. NAGENDA:

But, if you didn't know this,.~ _itnot your du~ - ~ this not why you
being paid? I mean to Just Sit here and say, I didn't know who these
wefe
.
·rI
people were, 11 that can be said for you at this moment, 1 ~ ay cxpressothan
opinion that you are a very, very, very relaxed - okay, 1 wt 11 use an er
rd
you were a very lazy D.C. Because,when we med you what
;:u did for these people, we know what you cbtl for the other people all

that
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right You went to their burials: ) ou sort of got t1~eirJette~. You made
nmr re~ommendntions and so cm and so forth
\Vhat did ; o.u do for
these pcopk?" And these were hwnan beings who were being son of
tcrron~cu. and \·ou say. "I didn1 knO\\ \\hether they were refugees or
what. n was y~ur dut5·to find out. \Vhat did you do'>
1

NDI~ORA.

\Vcll. sometimes. for ex:an1ple.the case of the family of a certain Kahonda
"ho had moYed from Kanoni in ~yabushozi and he sent his brother to
tell me that his animals ,, ere in danger.
I tra,elled along
Mbarara.'Kashonj1 Road to check what "as happening in that county of
Kashan and I had agents like the police. like the Yeterin~ officers who
when they had transport would go and bring reports So I actually I ,,·as
in picture of what was happening.

MR NAGENDA:

Okay. Actually the word I was looking for was lackadaisical You see_
okay. these are the reports you are gomg to try to find for us. if you will _
if thev- have not been looted. It would be YeIYnice if ,. ou were to find
some reports in the files, which actually said. "I haYe gone to this place I
haye discovered Ugandan people of Rwandese e:\.1:ractionhaYe been
molested. I have done this and the other." It would be too much to
expect that all those were the only ones which were destroyed Let us go
back to Baara who came to you and he said, who lived quite near your
school.
~

NDIKORA:

Perhaps, I- would also - before you go to that - gi\·e you another
information that Dr. ~fateke who was :Minister of State for Edu~on
coming from Kisoro~ also. when he heard that some of what we call
Bafumbira from Kisoro who had settled in our district were being
affected by this so-called re-grouping exercise. He used to write letters
direct to, say, a chief in the area to say. "I know this man. He comes from
Kisoro, 11 my constituency, 'and you should.' you know at that time they
were using the word, 'you are a non-citizen therefore. you are a refugee '
And he would write that letter direct to the chief. Here I want. my Lords
the Commissioners to appreciate that these politicians were so powerful.
and, in fact, \\'hen you call me 'lazy' sometimes these people were
ignoring our positions. You know they had a ~fember of Parliament. \re
had a Chairman of the Constituency. What does he care about a D C. who
appears to have no practical authority. So I want my Lords the
commissioners to understand. I served in Amin's days. I know ,,,hat was
happening and I served during this political time - you know - some of
the people or some of the chiefs were dealing direct by-passing ciYil
servants like us.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes. Now we appreciate your position very well. by the way: but you
yourself have said that one particular Member of Parliament was actually
writing -

NDIKORA:

Direct.

MR. NAGENDA:

Direct. Yes. So it would be very nice if the D.C'. was also writing direct.
That is all we arc saying. But l~t us go back to Baara when he came and
he told you that he was being considered as a refugee. What year w~
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this? Cnn) ou now remember vaguely what year and mpnth?
I IKORA

MR , ~AGE DA:
t

'DlKORA:

\1

AGENDA:

1

DIKORA

\Vhcn the exercise started, I think, 1982.
yes. You said it wµsjust after the exercise had started.
Yes.
Y cs. So there is no question, therefore, that you know that ordinary
Ugan?ans of Rwandese extraction or Bafumbira were actually being
terronsed.
Certainly.

MR ~AGENDA:

Okay Now did you actually write a letter to your headquarters at that
time because you said it was just after it started. And we have got letters
here which show that a thing was still going on in May, 1983. Did you
write letters to Headquarters warning them that ordinary Ugandans of
Rwandese extraction were already being harassed?

NDIKORA.

I don't remember.

MR.NAGENDA:

No. But you see this is very interesting thing, Mr. Ndikora. It is such a
strong - no, let me ask you a question first. Did you take any of these
seriously while it was happening? Did you think that it was a serious
matter?

NDIKORA:

Oh, very much.

MR. NAGENDA:

Very much.

NDIKORA:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

But you don't remember whether you ever wrote a letter.

NDIKORA:

1 was in contact with my Parent Ministry - President's office - on
telephone.

MR. NAGENDA:

Oka Will you, please, tell us some of the people you _Phone~be~e I
y. th
going to tell us about the telephone m a mmute. Can
~~at~are
h d that
~oo
ou lease tell us some of the people you p one so
we ~ ?
y 'p
d k them when you phoned them and what you said.
them here an as

NDIKORA:

There was - I was supposed to phone -

MRNAGENDA:

d to phone • I have no interest.
N0 I don't care who ?you were suppose
Whom did you phone.

NDIKORA:

Mr. Henry Barlow.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.
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1KOR:

11,c Sccn't:lf'\ for Administration - Okumu.
Okumu '\ es.

~011'.0RA

And these were the people who were there.

MR. NAGFNDA

Okay. quite right. So we shall talk to them.

MR KA"'ANGA:

Did you phone Mr Rwakasisi?

NDIKORA:

When he rang - when the telephone came from him, yes I would talk to
him.

.MR KA\\' ANGA:

But you never talked to him - you never .

NDIKORA:

According to our procedures, we are not supposed to ring direct to _

MR. KAWANGA:

Mr. Ndikora, I know your procedures very well; but I also know your
personal relationship with some of the politicians. It would surprise me
very much that you never talked to any for six months about this matter.

NDIKORA:

Any what - any politicians or somebody else.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes. Is it strange?

NDIKORA:

No I said, for example, the other day I told you I talked to a Mr. Okwenje.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

NDIKORA:

When he rang. This was

MR. KAWANGA:

So, I am asking whether you never spoke to Mr. Rwakasisiabout this
matter for six months!

NDIKORA:

No, I talked to him!

MR. KAWANGA:

How many times?

NDIKORA:

I do not remember, if he chose to ring me I would explain whatever he
wanted.

MR. KAWANGA:

Alright, when did you first speak to him?

NDIKORA:

I do not remember the exact date but I think as soon as this exercise and

\

the situation surrounding it started.

MR. KAWANGA:

Did he come to Mbarara?

NDIKORA:

I remember only when he came with a delegation which was passing •

MR.KAWANGA:

When?
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TI1cdelegation of Ministers.

tR "- \ \V.\.NGA:

\Vhcn was that?
l do not remember the exact dae.
:t

.,,
f

\tR 'KA" ANGA:

Do you want to suggest th :t fr;
through Mbarara?
a om October to ~arch he never passed

NDIKORA·

I beg your pardon.

MR.KAWANGA:

Do you want to suggest that since September 1982 and March he never
passed through Mbarara?
'

NDIKORA:

No, he would pass through Mbarara because this was his route to his
home in Bushenyi!

MR.KAWANGA:

Did you talk to him about these matters? He is a Munyankole!

NDIKORA:

Yes, if he called on me I would talk to him Whenever he called on me, let
me put it that way.

COUNSEL:

Now, Mr. Ndikora, I think your evidence is suggesting that this exercise
was influenced by politicians; by influential politicians in the district; did
you say so? Are you trying to suggest that this exercise was caused by
the decision of politicians in the district?

NDIKORA:

You are correct.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you know some influential politicians in government that were
originating from Mbarara?

NDIKORA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who are they?

NDIKORA:

As I mentioned, Dr. R~baihayo, Mr. Kagurusi, these \Yere; and others
were the local authoritiei.

COMMISSIONER:

Mr. Butagira.

NDIKORA:

Mr. Butagira, actually,did not favour -

COUNSEL:

• was there?
yes, but you agree that Mr. Butagua

MR.NAGENDA:

I am interested in hearing what he was going to say: Mr. Butagfla did not
favour what?
&...
1e11

•

this move of expelling the refugees.

NDIKORA:

He was not

COUNSEL:

I see; now, wno are o e

.

£\unng

th r local politicians influential in the district?
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G

r.DA:

Before he goes on. I am sorry Legal Counsel. yo~ say that this gentleman
did not favo\,lfthe movement of the refugees, by influence you arc saying

the other did?
l

-

TDIKORA:

Yes.

MR 1'..\.Gffi\.1DA:

\Vho?

1'.~IKORA:

I said Dr. Rubihayo and Kagurusi.

MR. NAGENDA·

Yes. they favoured?

NDIKORA.

Yes, they more or less, as I would call it.

~IR NAGENDA:

Pushed?

NDIKORA

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, I want to know the local politicians who were, actually, behind this
you have only mentioned the MP and a Minister, but who are the local'
politicians?

NDIKORA:

I would say all Chairmen of Constituencies plus Youth Wingers plus, of
course, the NASA staff in the district.

MR. KAWANGA:

Would this include Mr. Ivan Rwakasisi; he as a Member of Parliament for
lbanda?

NDIKORA:

Yes, I think he was the Chairman of this constituency.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but you see, you suggest that you only talked to Mr. Alfred Okumu
and Henry Barlow. Was your contacting of these people effective in as
far as this problem was concerned?

NDIKORA:

Yes, I would say so because these messages of halting the exercise which
I was getting, I think they were the ones who passed them on to
government ministers!

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you talk to Dr. Rubaihayo, for ·example, about this matter?

NDIKORA:

Whenever he came, yes, he would call on me.

MR. NAGENDA:

Was he also in favour of Uganda or Rwandese expulsion being throv.n
out?

NDIKORA:

No.

MR. NAGENDA:

But then do you not think, which is what Legal Counsel has been ad{ing
you and my Colleague Commissioner Kawanga; when you found out that
other people were being sort of destroyed in the exercise, i.e. Uganda
citizens, would it not have been a logical thing to say to Dr. Rubaihayo
and all the other people, and any politician actually, who had power, that
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, fR ~AGENDA:

in nddition to fi
round d
re igccs who were bcin
c up, and that they should sort old rounded _up,others were being
o somethmg about this matter?
M , Lord, I did and in fact .f
•
time a delegation of these ~~o;:
people could be frank to you, at one
~sfer from Mbarara because I m Mb~
came here to ask for my
with them. I did we were i
appeared_,m fact, not to be co-operating
'
n a great conflict!
\Vho was on this delegatio b
n, ecause we would talk to them?
\Vell, Butagira. and I think Ivan
. .. .
such, but I understand that the RwakastSl, it _wasnot a delegation as
the district because I
y came and lobbied for my transfer from
was not co-operating with them!

MR KA,vANGA:

On which matter, generally or on Banyarwandamatter?

NDIKORA

Well, when I got. these 1•nstructions to halt an exercise,
. especially when I
halted the exercise, then Rubaihayo arrives with 1·nstruct1·
• I
· th
ons saymg
am
representing e government should continue and then I report again; they
say now you should halt and we are sending a delegation of ministers
After that I started being accused!
•

MR.NAGENDA

But do you think Butagira would also join in that, he was against
throwing out Banyarwanda?

NDIKORA:

Well, for him, I think it was other political matters.

MR NAGENDA:

Like what?

NDIKORA:

He had con.flicts with Youth wingers, and one of the Youth Wingers had
indicated that he would, in fact, stand in his Constituency during the next
elections - so, he wanted me to more or less suppress the Youth Winger,
so I said how can I, and this was George Bananuka.

MR.NAGENDA:

But, of course, you had ways in which you would suppress youth wingers
if they were misbehaving; did you not?

NDIKORA:

Well I said these Youth Wingers had direct contact with powerful
politicians and in fact, they never referred to me anything; they were
dealing with 'the district UPC office and the Chairmen in the
constituencies that is all.

MR NAGENDA:

NDIKORA:

you are trying to tell us, I think, that you were in a very weak posi~on
had no influence; that everything that happened was happemng
that you
• d • that ?
against your wishes; that your hands were be ; is
so.
I think I would agree with you the position; not only of me as a DC of
Mbarara, but most ofus as DC's.

7

MRNAGENDA:

.
. Mbararaat that time remember you as qwte
you see, people who were m
?
a powe rful

DC. what would you say to that.
,
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'DU~ORA:

Because on some situation T w~~tl~come out, and that is why. J picked
conflicts with some of these pohtic1ans; I would come out -

MR. 'NAGBNDA:

As on what suggestion?

NDIKORA.

For example, the halting; when I got instructions to halt the exercise 1
would come out very strongly, and say let it be halted.

MR. NAGENDA:

You would wait until you got this instruction from Headquarters?

NDIKORA:

Yes, because I knew Dr. Rubaihayo was a Member of Cabinet and so
powerful and he was the one engineering it, so, I would also try to get
something to base my decision on!

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you know Dr. Rubaihayo quite well?

NDIKORA:

Yes, I did.
,.

MR. NAGENDA:

Would you, in fact, consider him to have been a friend?

NDIKORA:

A friend of mine?

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

NDIKORA:

Well, I would think so because we studied together at Mbarara High
School, and I think later on he went to Ntare and I went to Butobere, he
came back to do his HSC at Ntare School -

MR. NAGENDA:

And yet this friend of yours, you were frightened of him when he came,
for example, looking after your Banyarwanda Constituency?

NDIKORA:

Mr. Commissioner, whether somebody is your friend or not when he gets
in a position, especially, a political position - in fact this happened,
because Butagira was my classmate, Rubihayo was my classmate,
Kagurusi was a year behind us, Rwakasisi was my classmate and many
others. But me I seemed to have detected that although - while we were
classmates, they seemed not to think that I would give them their full
respect. I had that type of schoolmate relationship. So, they sometimes
wanted to show me that they are, actually, powerful! And whenever they
gave an order and sometimes I wanted to discuss with them on that level
of schoolmate or classmate, so they would come out to show me that they
were, actually, more powerful people than me!

MR. NAGENDA:

So, in fact, what you are saying is that the times were so bad, the situation
in Uganda that time was so bad that it did not enable you to do your job
properly?

NDIK.ORA:

Me as a DC or all DC's?

MR. NAGENDA:

I will start with you since you are here.

OlK R \

\Vcll. in Mbrunm
. t"rd
,
' )cs: mtd I wo1 ld
cs c a , of my colleague . B • say, as I gave the example of
cqunll • nflcrtcdl
m ushcnyi; you know, some DCs were

1R 'A ,E DA:

Do "OU
J kno " , some body call
• c·d s·imon Peter Kabahize'l
I do not remember him .

...

MR

\GENOA:

I sec. \Veil, he gave us ev·d.
always lived here and his f:1thcnccb
that he was a Mufumbira and he had
•
a er cforc and
h
said that he tried to see
h
so on, c knew you and he
you w en people wcr • h
•
•
,..,·ou
e arassmg him and you
Id never sec him 8 t th .
•
• u at m the end he t
A
••
wntc a letter authorising him to o h
go your DC, Mp11ra,to
now do you remember him?
g ome because he was a Mufumbira;

NDIKORA:

Where did he have the farm?

COUNSEL:

No, the person he is . talking about was working with Mr Mpaka
Advocate, Mbarara; I thmk that is the person, Sir.

\1R. NAGENDA:

Yes, but he also had a farm.

NDIKORA.

As a Clerk?

MR NAGENDA

Yes.

NDIKORA.

If ~e was as a Clerk I \mew him because sometimes he used to bring
copies of summons or letters affecting, say; a chief in my office. But I
knew him in that capacity.

MR.NAGENDA:

He was what I would call quite a well known personality in Mbarara and
also a very good witness, we think he was very straight forward. But
would you say - I brought out his name because I thought you should
know him, and he was clearly aggrieved because you could not see him!
What are you going to say, were you so frightened of Rubaihayo and
these other friends of yours from school, that you would not even write
letters for Ugandans of Rwandese extraction or indeed this Mufumbira?

NDIKORA'.

To some people, actually, whom I was able to meet; I remember I wrote
some letters.

MRNAGENDA:

It will be very interesting to find some. Did you know aSaza chief called
Katabarwa?

NDIKORA:

yes he was a County Chief in Nyabushozi.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes , what sort of a person was he'? I am asking as DC.

NDIKORA·

I would say he was an imposing type of chief.

MR NAGENDA:

Did he beat a Rwandese to death?

)
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l l"OR
\Vns this case rcport<.·dto ·ou'l
l I l'RA:
1R

l

\GENOA:

TDJKORA:

MR

AGENDA

No. Sir.
Tiic re:1SlmI tlll'Iltil)n this. is that aga~n in evidence we had it that n letter
which was supposed to be tnker~to 1nm, the follow wns so frightcnrd he
would be bcntcn to death. nnd did not go. What about John Nganwa;did
you know him 'l
Yes, Sir.
What was his role in this Rwandcsc affair to your knowledge?

~DIKORA

Well, he was a NASA officer, and another one who had conflicted with
Mr Butagira over his constituency because he had, I understand,
indicated that he would stand against Butagira~ and I hear his operations
and remember when I mentioned that Mr. Butagira when he found us in ;
meeting which Rubaihayo was addressing he was coming from his
constituency, and John Nganwa, it was reported, was one of th~ho
led people who humiliated Mr. Butagira when he went to his constituency
to tell people not to move - the refugees.

COUNSEL:

How did he humiliate him?

NDIKORA:

Well, by embarrassing him in the public that you have no authority after
all, we are soon voting you out.

COMMISSIONER:

And your wife is a Munyarwanda.

NDIKORA:

Yes, thank you Commissioner; that after all we know you are not
interested, you do not favour the exercise because your wife is of Rwanda
origin. In fact some of Butagira's bakos (inlaws) were threatened with
explusion -

MR. NAGENDA:

By John Nganwa?

NDIKORA:

By the Youth Wingers, because -

MR. NAGENDA:

Led by John Nganwa you say;

NDIKORA:

No, when the humilation of Butagira -

MR. NAGENDA:

But did he lead the Youth Wingers who tried to throw out the people?

NDIKORA:

In that constituency of Butagira, yes; but his bakos were coming_from
another constituency and indeed I remember Butagira's mother-in-law
' go and tell your sons to keep where
also came to me and' I told her you
they are because you are getting people who are just scaring you for
nothing!
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E D

D ' u c, r re rt J hn

nn,,a's part in thi nffiur to M) body

I do not 1-..-no,,
ho\\ I \\ill put this but John gnn,, a "as one of the
po\\ rfu1
ho, . in fact, at one time he "as heard claiming that if I
n ,-er put off m hand I \\Ould be arrested: he ,,ould organise for mv
arre~ that John 'ganwa.: and there \\as another
SA officer called
1ukasa. I do not remember his other name
{R.

GEND

\\'hat did he do?. soII)-

:OIKORA

He \\3S a district ASA officer, this one reported to me to Rwakasisiand
~"~isi
rung to ask why I was in conflict with a security officer in my
dis~~
I told him how these boys try to interfere with my nonnal
adrn1mstrativeduties. I did not have any conflict with them.

1R 1 ,AGENDA·

So. you would, actually. say that, because now we are getting some
names of people who harassed Rwandese people, but you have said that
John Nganwa was one of them?

IDIK:ORA:

Definitely.

MR. AGENDA:

We had it on evidence when we were in Mbarara that, and I quote;
"Banyankole attacked us because Banyarwanda and Bafumbira are hard
working and industrious, whereas they are lazy~ they sell you their land
because they want a drink and when you develop it they hate you for it"
would you say this was a fair comment?

NDIKORA:

I think it was very unfair indeed, and this is one of those, as I said, which
caused these disputes which when this political situation came in; do not
think that,that talk was evidenced to you, but at a beer party or in a small
talk they would say that. In fact, to me personally, if they said a Mukiga
or even a Mufumbira was more hardworking than a Munyankole I would
accept the fact; but when they say some of the Rwanda refugees,
especially, the pastrolist, whom we could call the cattle owners, I do not
see how they could say -because some of the Banyankole are peasants,
some of them are cattle keepers and most of the people who bought land
were for purposes of cattle keeping, but that ~ent
goes very far to
explain some of the uneasiness that used to ~ there, and which I think
was one of the causes with the people who thought they had got political
powers, this could be one of the causes.

MR. NAGENDA:

NDIKORA:

MR. NAGENDA:

You think this is one of the reasons why they were harassed; I am not
talking about the refugees, I am talking about Ugandan citizens of
Rwandese extraction. You are saying one of the reasons why they were
so badly treated was that they made statements like this?
Yes, one of them; secondly, one of them whi~ ~ remember was_that they
.._.a most of them they voted for the Opposition; how they discovered
VO~,
'
•
I was not tb ere anyway,
that I do not know, because
during the elections
but that was one of the allegation.
Presumably, the Opposition you mean D.P.?
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Yes.

DIKORA
iR

' G

~

illA·

lDIKORA:

MR.

1

AGENDA:

o, because tJ1eyvoted D.P they were thrown off their land b
Y their
neighbours'!
Yes one of the causes for them to be victimised. It could have h
appenect
that ' in areas where they were sctt1·mg - you k now, a D.P candidate
returned~then they said "no, you voted D.P" it was one of the causes,was
Can J ask you a personal question? What party did you vote yourself?

NDJKORA:

I thought that was a personal Secrecy!

MR. NAGENDA:

No, you have every right to say; I said can I ask you a personal question?

CHAJAAfAN:

You have a constitutional right not to reveal.

NDIKORA:

Thank you, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, this is why I said, can I ask you a personal question; I was quite
aware. If you had voted D .P, I am saying "if' because you have not
answered my question quite rightly; but say you had voted D.P would
you have been very unpopular in your office?

NDIKORA:

Well, I do not know because they would not know where I voted, it was
secret ballot.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, you might have told your wife, you might have told somebody else,
let me say it had come out that you had voted D .P, would you -

NDIKORA:

I am sorry -

MR. NAGENDA:

Let me ask you another question; did people who voted D .P, who were
known D.P people; did they achieve high office at this time?

NDIKORA:

I think I said yesterday that local appointments especially on chiefs, but if
he was a technical man like a work supervisor, like Education Officer.by
merit, that one speaks for itself; but for chiefs, and I said it yesterday, the
appointments were influenced by local politicians, and to answer your
question I would, with the cadres of chiefs, you would not likely get it.

COUNSEL:

How about licensing businesses in Bushenyi and Mbarara when you were
there?

NDIKORA:

I left Bushenyi almost immediately after election, and I was transferred to
Mbarara; I remember when I got to Mbarara after elections. many people
who were suspected to have voted UPM, especially, were evicted from
their shops!

MR. NAGENDA:

Because of where they had voted?
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\Ven. they suspectedI TIPs. " .
and , t O ·h
•
c. c were secret ballots but they could suspect so
so
ave voted. and vou become n victim!
•
\1R

\GENOA:

:. thin~ lcbgal_C01 \nsel was nlso asking. and in fuct he did ask what about
iccnsmg usmcsses m Bushenyi and Mbarnm.
'

1'/PlKORA:

But I said in_~ushcnyi the situation was - I would not say it was bad after
all Bushcnv1 Just grew after, say l Q82/8~~there were just a vc~ few
shops at Bushcnyi and lshaka; there were no shops But l have ;aid in
Mbar.u:a..actually, people were victimised because what they suspected
them to have voted I would like my Lord to vote this word "what they
suspected them" l would not say for certain what they knew them to be.

COUNSEL:

Who victimised them?

NDIKORA.

I "".~~d say again, the local politicians with the help of the national
politicians, plus the town clerk at that time.

MR.,NAGENDA:

What was the name of the town clerk?

NDIKORA.

Mr. Banyu.

COUNSEL:

What did he do to earn this victimisation?

NDIKORA:

Well I remember at one time, we were - I brought this to the attention of
the Minister of local government, and I remember vividly the Under
Secretary who was in charge of urban affairs, at that time he was Mr.
Kabango, he came over to Mbarara to verify my reports and came back to

COUNSEL:

It is only verification that was done, that this was true and that was the
end of the matter?

NDIKORA:

Well, yes, people were losing the shops and me 1 reported; l could not
bring somebody to force him to go back to his shop!

COUNSEL:

And I believe most of these shops belonged to the Custodian Board?

NDIKORA:

Correct, but the excuse which the Town Clerk used was that whenever the
lease for a Custodian Board premises expired, the plot would revMt to the
council. And, therefore, the Town clerk, without the council operating.
had the power to allocate it. And they used to ~say that Town
Administration or Urban Administration were unlike the District
Administration for Rural Administration direct to Kampala to the
Ministry of Local Government.

COUNSEL:

Could these people who were victimised, express themselves publicly;
were they allowed to express themselves publicly'!

NDIKORA:

u mean by "publicly" - having a rally or coming to
I do not know what Yo
•
'l
the D ..C or.

COUNSEL:

For instance, a rally.
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D11' R

1 do n t think ~
oQ1anisinga rally

\\'ell, after nil ) ou \\ ould not ha, c the chan
rut) ,.

•.

ce of

\Vh) not?

\Vdl. In , er saw it: because. for ,,hat? To organise a rally and sav
want to demonstrate against the Town Clerk or what? I never sa,, lhey

it.'

Incidentall ,. when did you say you left :Mbarara?
DIKORA:
COL •. l--L·

In I S5.
\Vhen7 In which month?

lDIKORA:

After the coup.

COL ·sEL:

After the coup 'l

NDIKORA

Yes

COL'XSEL:

"'as there any attempt in July for a party other than the ruling party to
organise a rally in .l\fbarara?

~l)IKORA

Yes.

COCNSEL:

Did it succeed?

~TIIKORA.

No

CO~SEL:

\\'h_ynot')

1\1)1KORA:

The youth wingers sabotaged it.

COCNSEL:

How did they sabotage it?

NDIKORA:

\Veil. first of all - this was D.P. - the local leaders of the D.P. came to me
and asked - there was a golf course - and they asked for a pennission to
erect a shed because they were going to hold a rally. I gave them "a go
ahead.' I called the District Police Commander: we gave them "a go
head." When they built the shed. the first one. some people whom we did
not know came and destroyed it. And later on they built another one
towards - I think they built it on a Fridav. because the rally I think was
going to take place on Saturdav of the date I do not remember. Then
during the night of that - in the ~oming of Saturdav. it was completed. so
•
at
the rally was set. In fact. I was supposed to attend it. But I have a ~
12 miles on lbanda Road. And on Saturday I used to go and orgamse tbe
dipping of my animals. So verv earlv in the morning I went to see hoY.
the dipping was going on with i~tcnti~n - because they had said, the ~\
would take place towards mid- dav. So I went to the farm. By the time
came back. I understand that - ·before the rallv took place. the D.P.
•
. that
members wanted to pass a procession through the town. And dunng
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tim "hen thcv had run. d • 1
• . • • 'C tn t te centre of the town the youth wingers
fi1rcd - (Intenuptmg).
'
To be correct - the police.
\Veil I was not there b t fi
•
• ',
,
"
, u ~r me, 1t was reported that they were youth
,~mgcrs w~o fi~d at the people in the middle of the town; and the people
dispersed m a disarray: and that is how the rally was sabotaged. When I
returned, of course, I got the news immediately. I went, I had boots on, I
went to my house, changed: then somebody came to my place and told
me of w:h~thad happened. I went to the police where they told me, some
of the v1s1torswho had come to attend the rally - from outside the station
- were - and fortunately I found, well, there were being interrogated fortunately, I found they had been let free I went to town to try to assess
what had happened; and they told me exactly as I have narrated.

COUNSEL:

What did you do?

1\TIIKORA

I called the police and asked him to tell me what had happened. Now the
police told me that the anny had told him that the procession was a cover
up - that during the procession, some of the people who were dressed in
the D.P. uniforms were bandits; and that during that time, the town of
Mbarara and the barracks would be over-run. And that is why they were
told - and that again it was a demonstration not a procession; and that is
why they dispersed the people.

COUNSEL:

I see. This is the police telling you that?

NDIKORA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So the police took the responsibility? Were they admitting that they were
the ones who -

NDIKORA:

No, they told me that they were youth wingers.

COUNSEL:

I see. Did you try to find out the youth wingers who shot at the people?

NDIKORA:

I was told it was John Nganwa who fired in the air. They did ~ot shoot at
peop 1e,. they fired in the air to scare those Iiwho were carrymg out the
procession - from the report I got from the po ce.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge, were these youth wingers armed in your district?

NDIKORA:

Yes; espec1'all Y th e NASA ones. And John Nganwa was a NASA.

COUNSEL:

Only NASA? Or youth wingers were armed?

NDIKORA:

were armed - some of the youth wingers.
I think some ofth em

COUNSEL:

you mean, they got arms officially?
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think thro\lgh N -\S ,\. Because there were some of them they ca.Hd
1
" •i·tt··11'} • Because some of tJ1csc youths went and had
c ~
tJ1cm nu 1 ,1
h .
.
a cours
·here towards Entcbbe and on t ctr completion of the co
•c
sontc\\
...
ursc I
think, they were anncd as mthtia.
,

I.

COUNSEL:

as the head of the security committee within the district d'
I see. You,
?
, 1d
you have a record of these people.

NDIKORA.

Those who were anned?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NDIKORA:

No. Because even the police and the anny never knew; the anning was
done through NASA Headquarters.

COUNSEL:

What effect was this? Did it affect the security of the district?

NDIKORA:

yes, certainly because, you would see a civilian dressed up and
immediately, he either pulls off the jacket and somebody sees a pistol·
naturally the people, to a civilian a sight of a gun was a threat. And
sometimes they would say, you know, if you do not take care, we are
anned. So these reports were there.

COUNSEL:

Yes, other than these personal fears, did they actually disturb the security
of the district?

NDIKORA:

Well, I do not remember. I do not know what you mean exactly by
"disturb", if you could perhaps -

COUNSEL:

Robberies, kidnapping and so forth - shootings.

NDIKORA:

I do not remember of such cases. Except one time, we got a report from
one bar "Tip Top Bar" that one of the youth wingers actually went and
attempted to rape a girl by showing a gun. But he was drunk and the girl
was, I think, stronger, so she managed to push out the boy, he fell down
and she ran out. This was one ofthe·few cases.

COUNSEL:

I asked you whether there was no kidnapping by these people who were
anned in your district?

NDIKORA:

No; I do not remember any report about that effect.

COUNSEL:

In 1981to 1985, there were no reports of kidnappingat the district?

NDIKORA:

When you talk of 1981, I reported in the district in October. And when
you talk of 1981,I found reports of some people who had been kidnaPped
before I went there.

COUNSEL:

Who were these?

NDIKORA:

I remember - in fact one of them was my Muko (inlaw), this was
Rwantende; Mbiringi, Kanan~ then one . son of Rutebanda because

-·
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Rutchanda had been m C
\\as a footballer · fa )h' ounty Chief, I know him and one of his sons
, m et c lost a leg· so I k
h"
was a son-in-law of R t h d
'
new 1mpersonally. Kananura
1 knew those. And these happened
before I was transferred~::::.
COl

1 '"'EL:

Yes did you follow
th
•
you; committee follm~·pup~~.::1:;:

~ ::

1!:fkidnapped? Did

1

NPIKORA:

yes, I understand everyth. had b
•
handled b h· h th, . . .mg
een investigated and was being
Y 1g au onties m Kampala.

coCNSEL:

Yfres,th ~s _wasi~ 1981. By the time you left in 1985, anything resulted
om this investigation?

~DIKORA

:;11, we did not h~ar anything. I remember, I used to get cheques paid to
. · Kananura passmg through my office; and I used to take them to this
wife, y~u know, assuming that perhaps he had been kidnapped - he had
been ahve;_and those used to pass through my office and I used to take
them physically to his wife, Merina, who used to put them on their
account.

COUNSEL:

I see. So you do not know what happened to these kidnapped people.

NDIKORA:

I do not.

COUNSEL:

Were there cases of unlawful arrest by these youth wingers and militia?

NDIKORA:

Yes; now and again, yes.

COUNSEL-

Would you give us incidence please?

NDIKORA:

I cannot remember of exact incidence, but whenever they used to be
arrested and taken to police, the police would on interrogation come and
tell me to release them. And that was when also the police started being
very unpopular with the NASA boys and the youth wingers that they
were releasing criminals. Except towards, I think, 1984/85, when the socalled banditry activities heightened. Many people who were suspected
to be agents of the bandits, were arrested. And this was done directly by
NASA boys from Kampala; and it was done at Kamukuzi; we had
nothing to do with it. And these people would later on after taking
statements and so on, be brought to Kampala. I remember one time a bus
load full of people was brought from tb.e area. And I remember at one
time the wife of the late Omugabe of Ankole came to me to tell me that
her brother who was asthmatic, was called Ruzira, had also been arrested;
and that she feared that this man might die. I had no way to intervene
because those people told me,"your hands off, these are security matters."
But fortunately this man through his pleading_- I told her, I said, you go
and face them explain the case fortunately, this man I understand he was
never put on the bus to be brought to Kampala.

MR.KAWANGA:

1 I think that is yet another topic all together. But before we
•
ounse
, ·t J want to get one clanfication
•
• about th.1s Banyarwan
da
C
Mr
to
get perhap s 1,
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inddrnt. It appc~ucd, the District Council of Mbarara got acr
involved. ls thnt correct? TI1cy arc the ones who passed the resol~ti~;;ly
I

'DIKORA:

, cs: the , got mvolvcd because these were the local politicians·
th
pa.<:scdthe resolution: and the, were the members of the
~Y
1st0
Executive Committee· and in their constituencies they were the
ct
•
. . .
'
POWerfu]
local pohtic1ans.

o·

MR. KA\VANGA:

So, am I correct to think
that they were the ones ,vho actually ex
.
. ecuted
the exercise of expelling Banyarwanda?

NDIK.ORA:

Well. on record, they said. it should be implemented. But I think th ,
•
• their respective
e}
more or less fuclled as 1'f •1t were, th e exercise.
m
constituencies.

rvfR KA \\ 1ANGA:

Okay. Who was the District Chairman?

NDIKORA:

He was Mr. Lazaro Makatu.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes; did you ever talk to him during this period?

NDIKORA:

Well, very often I wouldn't talk to Maka.tu officially as such, becausemv
contacts would be with the Administrative Secretary.
•

MR KAWANGA:

My question is, did you or did you not?

NDIKORA:

Regarding what? the exercise?

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

NDIKORA:

Yes.

MR KAWANGA:

I see. Was he actively involved in executing it?

NDIKORA:

Well, he used to tell me that peopl~ are coming to him to ask him if he
can excuse them. And I said, as a Chairman, for him, he had no powers~
the Chairman of the Council.

MR. KAWANGA:

My question was - whether he was actively involved in the eviction of
Banyarwanda?

NDIKORA:

He was involved as far as he was the chairman of the council which
passed the revolution. I think that is an involvement.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes; when we talked about Dr. Rubaihayo could vou tell us what he did
in respect of this. I want to know whcthe/you kn~w what Makatu did ns
the District Chairman?

NDIKORA:

Makatu chaired the council meeting· and he was also - before Rubaiha~o
sacked him as a chairman - he ' was the chairman of Rubai'hayo~
constituency. So I would have expected him like any others to have l,cCn
active.
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,IDIKORA:

I was going t 0 ask you whether h
you could have prev.,.;l d
' w en you talked to him he is somebody
•
,u c
upon to t th
.
'
hnn for a halt; did you talk
. sop e exercise or? When you call
to him to halt the exercise?
He was one of those who we .
.
Mr. Butagira came to attend~e m the meeting which Dr. Rubaihayo and
after all he was corn·
' when Dr. Rubaihayo came to tell us that,
•
mg as a re
•
continue. He was one ofth
d. ~resentative and therefore it should
ose tstrict leaders.
Yes. Now vou had a NASA
.
was a norm.tl practi
representative on your district, of course, it
ce, one of the ADC's would be a NASA agent.

'\D11'.0RA:

That was the Mukasa I talked about.

\IR KA\\ ANGA:

Yes Was he involved in this exercise?

NDIKORA:

Yes

MR K.AWANGA:

He assisted in evicting Banyarwanda?

NDIKORA·

Yes, _well, as a NASA, he was regarded as a security officer, active
secunty officer and of the ann of the government.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes. And he was involved in this exercise?

NDIKORA

Yes.

MR.KAWANGA:

Together with John Nganwa?

NDIKORA:

Yes.

MR.KAWANGA:

Now would you say that Musa Asaki was involved in the eviction of
Banyarwanda?

~"DIKORA:

Yes, I would say so.

MR.KAWANGA:

Who was the head of NASA in the country?

NDIKORA:

You mean the ...

MR.KAWANGA:

I mean the question I have asked. (Laughter).

NDIKORA:

Do you mean the Director or the Political Head?

COUNSEL:

Both.

NDIKORA:

.
call d Ddumba. then the whole NASA I
was a director
e
Because
ere
th
brella of the Minister of State.
understand was under e um

MR.NAGENDA:

Who? What was his name?

th
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~DlKORA:
MR. KA\\ .\NG.\:

Rwakasisi.

.
uld "ou say that Mr. Rwakasisi knew the activities of his
'\ es;• wo J _a,.~ ?
agents
in this whole a.uair •
yes; because they would report to him - they were reporting to

NDIKORA:

hixn

directly.

MRKAWANGA:

Now since he was passing in a district regularly, did you ever tell him
about the activities of his men?

NDIKORA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

So he knew, they were involved in evicting Banyarwanda; did he ever do
anything about it?

NDIKORA:

I don't get you. In which way?

MR. KAWANGA:

Well, to tell them to continue or to stop.

NDIKORA:

I wouldn't know because if he wanted to address them, these were
different security matters other than our security matters which were of
mainly of civil nature. This was intelligence sort of net work.

MR. NAGENDA:

To put it in another way - what did he say when you told him what was
happening, not only to refugees but Ugandans of Rwandese extraction.
What did he say to you?

NDIKORA:

Well, he said, he will find out; he said, he could not believe it.

MR. NAGENDA:

Then when he found out, what did he say_to. you?

NDIKORA:

He never told me.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ask him whether he had found out?

NDIKORA:

My Lord, how could I attempt to - you know - my duty was to report -

MR.-NAGENDA:

Don't be so ridiculous, your duty was to report and then find out what had
happened; you are a D.C., you are not the office boy.

NDIKORA:

But I am a D.C. with these powerful Ministers; My Lord, I think you have
got to save me in this situation. How do I go to a such powerful Minister
and ask him, what did you do about my report?

MR. NAGENDA:

You know, Mr. D.C. - I mean, Mr. Under Secretary, it is not for the
C~an
or anybody to tell you how you do it; but if I had to give you
advice, I would say, walk to him until he is within a hearing distance, and
then you say to him very humbly; "Sir, the matter still continues to
oppress us, because these people are really being very badly treated and
some of them are citizens, would you please kindly, Sir, tell me what haS
happened; and what I can tell my people?" That would be one of the ways
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ou could do it.

mn~oRA:

\Vcll, that, adm1·n·strati
1
•
vcly I
nght way. But most ofthc;e agree with you that would have been the
off that I had direct peopli::~:;ever ~antcd that way; he could tell
c government. The NASA
orm him. I had a way to channel it
people would inform him about it.
Is that what he said to
.
you, or are you 1·ustth'nk•
1 mg, this is what he would
have sai.d to you?

i:~
iR

AGENDA·

DIKORA:
MR NAGENDA:

That is what I think.
But
ffi why didn't you try it - 1 mean you are a stron
•
o cer, you gave us your C V h
. .
. g man, you are a higher
me, you couldn't even ask
e~, it is very impress~ve. Are you telling
cup of tea togeth ?
po tely, you know while you are having a
er.

h~

NDIKORA:

I wish I did. My Lord, in 1971_

CHAIRMAN:

Did you have a cup of tea together?

NDIKORA:

I wish I could do that.

MR NAGENDA:

You didn't.

NDIKORA:

I didn't.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ever share a meal together with Mr. Rwakasisi?

NDIKORA:

Well, yes.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes, while you were having a meal.

NDIKORA:

But how - the man is at high table - how do I go to him?

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you ever sit within this sort of distance,to Mr. Rl1'8kmsi- you know
-two yards?

NDIK.ORA:

Well, I do not rememberreally; I do not rememberthat.

COUNSEL:

I thinkthis witnessperhapsis tiled.

NDIK.ORA:

MR.NAGENDA:
NDIKORA:

I am not tired, My Lord. But what I wantedto exp~ Mr_~-•~
is
this that in 1971 when I wasan ADC.Yoo know,usmgmycivil IDfflCC
•'•
..:___i. people,how to ask - politelygo round
a way of
ttaJDJDg, how to ill'l'u,-•
. . .
-:1~
man; J wa1 put in prilOD
getting somethinl from a politicumor a uuu-7
by Amin's people.

Where was it?

a11U811Y
I am hum• being; I couldpl. aied
In M1,araJa. And,_~
liticilll in the wayyou- ••ma me.
approachinga powcnuapo
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• us tJrnt
p
re ou tclhng
-• Mr• Rwaknsisi was as bad as those Arnin's
~ coplc
.
')'}
who threw you into Jal •

ron~ORA:

No I don,t say he was as bad as such, butkhe was· as powerful · I Would
• 11
1 d person and cvcl}'body nows 1t.
say,, a h1g
1 y pace

1R. AGENDA:

• you th'nk
Did
1
J·r )'OU had asked him this question that he would have
thro,,n you in jail?

DIKORA:

No: but he wouldn't answer it; because ~e ~ad NAS~ officers who Were
directly responsible: they were called distnct secunty officers, directly
responsible to inform him.

MR KA\VANGA:

Okay. Now perhaps let me ~k y~u _adirect question. According to you,
NASA boys were involved m eviction of Banyarwan~a; Mr. Rwakasisi
knew about it according to the answers that you have given. Now he was
in the President's office - he was the Minister of State in President's
office. Will you say that the President office knew about the evictionof
Banyarwanda?

NDIKORA.

President's office knew. One - because I had reported to them as I said.
So they knew, they certainly knew.

MR. KAWANGA:

In your assessment then, you have talked about the local politicians being
involved. Did you think the Uganda Government was involved in
evicting Banyarwanda?

NDIKORA:

By the fact that national politicians were involved; I think this is an
implication.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay

NDIKORA:

MR. KAWANGA:

NDIKORA:

MR. KAWANGA:

Or at least, if these national politicians wanted to do it at the local level,
you saw what type of correspondence I was getting from the Principal
Private Secretary. So this in itself shdws that the government knew.
Yes; in fact I am asking this question, because I was very bothered about
the telegram that you got; knowing that you are just a mere D.C., you are
doing your simple duty in your district, then somebody from the
President's Office accuses you as he did in the telegram of being
responsible. Didn't this shock you?
Indeed, it did. But I think the Principal Private Secretary didn't write the
way he would have written if he was a nonnal civil servant. Maybe he
got a report, an allegation; maybe it was through these mass media; ~d
from that he just wrote to me. Well, as a trained civil servant, public
administrator, I wouldn't have written such a telegram.
You see, according to that telegram you are the one who was evicting the
Banyarwanda, not the Uganda government.
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I don't think. he is accountabl .

l
•.
.
e. as ong as he had taken the - what I would
- e ~1t1on_al ~1vil service way of reporting to the government he
represents m the district: and the government was aware.
call

th

\1R. ~AGBiDA

I "ill draw m~·_conclusion_on that one I must say. When we go back to
Mbarara Muruci~al. C_ounc1l,were you aware of a meeting. and we have a
document about 1t, 1t 1s exhibit No.76 - at which P. W Wavamuno alleged
that refugees bought anns to overthrow government?

1\DIKORA:

No~ I don't think I sat in the Town Council meetings.

\fR

NAGENDA:

Didn't you get their minutes? I think you told us yesterday. you got their
minutes.

NDIKORA:

No; I don't remember telling you that. This was Town Council.

MR.NAGENDA:

I thought you said that you got their minutes. If you didn't tell us. let me
ask you. Did you receive the minutes of the Mbarara Municipal Council?

NDIKORA:

I don't remember.

MR.NAGENDA:

Did you ever receive any?

NDIKORA:

I don't remember.

MR.NAGENDA:

NDIKORA:

are that allegations h.ildbeen made against the
Okay. But wtherey;u awthat they were buying anns to overthrow
refugees at
e "'"me
government?
yes, that
committee
contained
allegation,

f th things we discussed_in our security
one ~as one o be And it is one of those that could be
meetings; I remem er.
urity committee meetings. That
in the minutes of our sec
I remember.
']

MR.NAGENDA:

..

NDIKORA:

MR.NAGENDA:

h ther this was true or not.
Did vou try to find out w e
•
·1·t'!lln1
intelligence Offi cers • But they
al
lead to the m1 i .... J
That would ways .d ce to that effect.
never produced any evt en
?
.
'1 What was the purpose.
'ty meeungs •
th
Why did you ever sit in ~e secun securitv for anybody: what was e
'd 't sort of provide any
•
You d 1 n ,
'
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purpose of having those meetings?
PllKORA:

1 think, 1 did.

MR N~GFNDi\:

What?

NDIKORA

Ifwe didn't, the situation in that district would have been worse than what
it was.

MR. NAGENDA:

You couldn't control the youth wingers, you couldn't control the NASA,
you couldn't control the anny, you couldn't control some of the chi£
you couldn't control Rubaihayo, you couldn't control Nganwa, e s,
couldn't control Rwak.asisi and so and so forth. Who could you contrJ~u

NDIKORA:

But this was not the whole of the population .I was looking after,1 •r
anything. Some of these peop 1e we ha:ve mentioned; lived outside the
district anyway.

MR. NAGENDA:

So who did you provide security for?

NDIKORA:

The rest of the people.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did you provide any security for Rwandese refugees?

NDIKORA:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

What?

NDIKORA:

I beg your pardon?

MR. NAGENDA:

What kind of security did you provide for them? Oh, I know what you
told us, you said, when Baara came to you or when the Bishop cameto
you, you said, go home you are al.right. Is that your security?

NDIKORA:

These were few incidences, My Lord, which I could quote. But Mbarara
District was supposedly to.have been with the population of 700,000or
0.7 of a million. And when you talk of these cases I have just mentioned
who came to me and all these refugees who were victimised during this
situation where I think I, to certain extent, participated to assist them in
the situation.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, you told them to go home and that they will be al.right.

NDIKORA:

No, I participated to curb the situation.

MR. NAGENDA:

How did you do this?

NDIKORA:

Well, by reporting to my superiors, by going to the areas addressin~to
people, to appeal to them to cool down. I think I contributed sometlung.
Because the district, after all, was not populated by the Rwandese only.
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·01KORA:

.MRl\AGENDA:

Okn, • The times ,,·ere
b
•
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very ad ,
.
the made you as D C
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•
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· •'
thmgs have changed, what do ·ou ?our work properly. But now tlmt
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) . thmk should be done to people that
1
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I ii
'OU have told us, they interfered ,·
peop e or example because
Rubaihayo. What do ,ou think h ,,1th Rwandese people, Nganwa and
s ould be done to these people?
\Veil. I think they should be ·
And from the fair •ud
given a chance to say why they were doing it.
what to do. I just ~o~mcnt, legal means, you will be able to establish
them. I th. nk th
h
say, ~ou go and cane them you go and do this to
,
i
ey s ould be given a fair judgement.
But you said, ~ey were guilty of harassment; shouldn't they be punished
for harassment m your view?

NDIKORA

~e~, if they ~ found to be; because they could deny it, they could
Justifiably convmce you that they actually didn't. This was my personal
assessment.

:MRNAGENDA:

Yes, it is very important assessment, because you are the chief
government officer in that place. This is why I wanted you to give an
op1mon.

NDIKORA:

Well, if, for example, I had the power, I would have sent them to court to
answer the allegation. Because, My Lord Chairman, I think, from the
little that I know, it is still an allegation.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, certainly. I know we are all getting tired, but I just want to go back
one more time for the time being anyway to these unfortunate
Banyarwanda people. Would you say that they were very badly treated?

NDIKORA:

Well, generally, yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

Is there anything which you as D.C. of the district could have done which
you didn't do to help them in their plight?

NDIKORA:

If I had the power, -

MR.NAGENDA:

You had the power.

NDIKORA:

•
had the full power Sir. Because my powers as I have
I don't thmk I
h t1/ rightly or wrongly, that it is up to
indicated had been usurpe1
i7 it were me, with these allegations of
somebody to assess. But
b , . estigated· the criminals, then taken
cattle thefts they should have eatenthmvcentre
;ould have guided us as to
th
government
e
'
T
to court. wo, e
le to be re-grouped - the so called
whether it was proper for ~se pe;pto be regrouped either, because they
refugees who had left the se em; -were not supposed to own land and
were not citizens, and therefore, deinsecurity' therefore, they should be
the rest of it; or they had cause I tion was requesting, be moved from
taken to settlement - as the re~o taken, say, to beyond Karuma whic~
th border with Rwanda an
h
to distwb Rwanda; but for it
near e .
cannot have a c ance
is in the middle, they

~il

:e
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believe it was a successful exercise. But it was humanely done.
Y
\fR NA.GENOA·

Do you think Ugandans of Rwandese extraction were being persecuted.
various places in Ankole? Do you think, you and your representati in
could have done more in making sure that they were not harassed? ;~t
do you think that you as D.C. plus your A.D C.s, plus other people und
your authority, including chiefs, do you think you should have set :
personal example by going to where these people were suffering and
speaking out against it?

NDIKORA:

Well, as I mentioned, if our powers - because I used to see a D.C.; 1
worked in 60's as I said as a D.C. and I could see how a D.C. could
control a district without this side, you know, influences of NASA, youth
wingers and the rest of it. Well, if the situation was like that I would have
done so. But the situation, admittedly, here are so many security organs
getting directives from different people and never passed on you; there is
a military intelligence, there is some other intelligence, I think, was for
Muwanga; then there is NASA; then you have Special Branch; then you
have youth wingers; everybody is acting independently. My Lord, the
Commission should realise that we were working actually under difficult
conditions.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you saying that all D.C's. throughout Uganda were as ineffectiveas
you were?

NDIKORA:

I don't think I was ineffective first of all.

MR. NAGENDA:

Is that so?

NDIKORA:

Because - but some of the D.Cs were experiencing the same problems. I
pointed out in fact Wabomba Mutenyi, the man I was mentioning
yesterday, who was actually doing what we were doing. He was, I would
say, more prophetic, he went to do what you are suggesting. And that
was humiliation.

MR. NAGENDA:

So you rather not be humiliated than do your work? Because you have
given us a very honourable exception, and that is very good example.

NDIKORA:

Well, I would have done it but, once you see somebody having been
humiliated, naturally, you tend to withdraw. It is one's natural response.

MR. NAGENDA:

Well, it was a terrible situation in our country which made a D.C. put
humiliation before duty.

NDIKORA:

I don't think it was a D.C. only; even higher officers and I think, even
Permanent Secretary could find himself in such·a position.
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·who the
·11d fi •
- ) wi e mtely see how soon I have been able to and let you
know.

r
CHAIRMAN

I think two weeks will make him able to do it. So two weeks from now.

NDIKORA

I ~ sugges~ng, My Lord, that it will depend on how soon I could get it.
I ~l keep. m contact with them; if I do not get them as quickly as
possible I will communicate to them rather than fixing time.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, really I don't see any problem in finding these documents, if
they are there, lying in President's office or in the Uganda House, either
they are there or they are not there. A question of two weeks, really,
because he has Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, maybe, by Thursday, he
will bring these documents; either they are there or they are not there. He
is not consulting any other person; he is not going to Mbarara, because
according to him they are not there; these documents are in Kampala.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, Counsel, I state here - government offices work - the way they
work, maybe they don't work as private organisations; there is a red tape,
bureaucracy and so on. Usually you should give a big latitude for this.
So, maybe, the whole of next week, then the Wednesday after, which will
be 9th. I will change my letter accordingly. I have got the letter which he
is doing to take to the Permanent Secretary, Office of the President and
the Permanent Secretary, Minister of Local Government to assist you in
this. I am also asking them, because they will not allow you to produce
these documents since you are no longer working there. I am also asking
each Permanent Secretary in this letter to send relevant officials to
produce copies in evidence, copies of these documents.

NDIKORA:

Thank you, My Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

We had set ourselves to work up to 1.00 p.m. today; and that is the end of
today's session. We are going to resume here again on Wednesday next
week the 2nd of March, 1988, at 9.30 a.m.

COUNSEL:

Okay, My Lord.

AG. CHAIRMAN
(KAWANGA)

Gentlemen, I think, we can now start the hearings of today - 3rd March,
1988. We are late. We have had logistical problems because we have
had to change venue from where we were sitting to this pl~ce at. very
short notice. But let us start. You will also note that our Chamnan is not
around. He went back home for Last Funeral Rites of His Mother. So he
is not present. But, perhaps, before we start, I wis~ t~ welcome two
guests in the audience who have come to attend our s1ttmgs: Professor
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Cou1sc·. c.an"c Il<.'" start'.

Chaim1an. Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners. one of the Tenn
Reference in ~e Legal ~otice that set up this_ Commission wass;:
manner in which the La" Enforcement Agencies and State Securi .
Agencks c...:ecutcdtheir functions: the e-....1cnt
which the practices and fut)
procedures emploved in the cxecut10n of such functions may ha,:
,iolated the Human Rights of an~ person and the e-....1ent
which the State
or Security Agencies ma~ haYe intcrferred "ith the Functioning of the
Law Enforcement Agencies. A lot of eYidence. Mr. Chairman. has been
brought by people complaining about the behaYiour of Police and·or
Arm~ . against them, Yiolating their rights. One may think. maybe. things
were all right in these agencies: and today I intend to call eYidencefrom
the Police to tell us the state of affairs in the Police Force. for the relevant
period. And my first "\"\itnesstoday is :t\,fr.Bitariho.
AG. CHAffi11AN:

Pardon.

COUNSEL:

The first witness is an Assistant Commissioner of Police - Mr. Pasiko
Bitariho.

WITNESS NO.209: MR. PASIKARI BYRON BITARIHO SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

Would you state your full name, please?

BITARIHO:

My full name is Pasikari Byron Bitariho.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

BITARIHO:

I was born in 1939. So I should be clocking 49 years now.

COUNSEL:

You are a police officer at what rank?

BITARIHO:

I am a police officer. I am now working as Assistant Commissioner of
Police, in-charge of Training in the Uganda Police Force.

COUNSEL:

When did you join the Police Force?

BITARIHO:

I joined the Police Force on the 5th of February,

COUNSEL:

What was your training in the Police Force? How did you start?

1Q5Q_

BlT RIHO

In 19 5Q. 1 joined at the Police Tmining School and 1 trained for nine
mont_hs ns Police Constable
By then 1 hnd completed S.4 from
1
an11l~ango in 19SQ 1l1cn in \Q63. I trained as an Officer nt Police
1
College. aguru: and became Assistant lnspcctor of Police. And then

from there I was sdcctcd to become a lecturer at Police College in Law,
afterwards T was transferred to lganga m tl1c C.l.D. and then I became a
Court Prosecutor. I haYc worked in Yariousbranches of the Police Force court r,osccutor: then in nineteen - I have forgotten the years. but at one
time - 1 was in-charge C.I.D.. Hoima, in-charge of C I.D, Kasese I
worked as in-charge of C.I.D. in the Raih,·a) Police, afterwards, I became
agam a Senior Lecturer of the Police College~and then I went to attend a
Course at the Law Development Centre - Court Procedures Course Later
l attended a Course in Law in 1973. I was later transferred to become a
Commandant of the Police Training School, Kibuli; afterwards, I was
transferred to become a District Police Commander in Kabale. Later on, l
,vas transferred to become a Staff Officer in Fort Portal and later as
Regional Commander, Fort Portal; 1986, I was transferred from Fort
Portal to Headquarters to become in-Charge Training, where I am at
present.
COUNSEL:

Yeah. it appears you were recruited during the Colonial times. What was
the basis of your recruitment, and what were the qualifications for a
person to be recruited in the Police Force during the Colonial Time?

BITARIHO:

In the Colonial times to be recruited in the Police Force, one had to be
five feet, seven inches in height and he had to have a chest of 33 inches.
You have to be strong physically fit and fierce looking.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Fierce looking.

BITARIHO:

Fierce looking in colonial days; but, of course, the educational standard
was not - there were not many of us in the department by then. So some
of us who joined by then with the educational standard - I was young by
then and I told my recruiting officers that I am growing; I think, I will
grow taller. Then I was recruited. But I was having five - six - I was
lacking some centimeters to come 5 - 7".

COUNSEL:

I see.

BITARIHO:

So educational standard was not minding at all; because some of them
were Primary 4; others - most of them - were from the KAR by then - exservicemen.

COUNSEL:

Did you detect any tribal bias in the recruitment, during the colonial
times?

BITARIHO:

Oh, it was horrible because, in colonial days, the Police Force as such was
full of so many people of different tribes: Others were coming from
Kenya. In fact, we have a form - a Return Form; I don't know whethe~ I
can be allowed to use it. It is called Police Form Number 27. In colomal
days, the tribes that were recruited in the ~olice_Force were not mainly
Ugandans. Tuey were a mixture: We had tnbes ltke Suk - those Suk who
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COL"\'S rL:

I see.

BITARIHO·

So. in the Police Force. it was actually just people of different tribes, so
many I think. they remained there.

KA1'.."\\
"ENZIRE:

Counsel. that fonn he is referring to, I would like to know what type of a
fonn. Is it a composition of -

BITARIHO:

It is annual Return Fonn which every ~tion was submitting to Police
Headquartersannually; and it is called police Form 27. You could have it
if you want.

COUNSEL:

BITARIHO:

Mr. Chairman, I want to tender it as evidence - C. Mr. Chainnan, it
should be Exhibit Number 81. Now was there say - was their - religious
bias during colonial time, in recruitment?
In colonial days, there was no religious bias as such in recruitment; but
the educational standard was not minded much. It was only tall people,
fierce.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think, we would like to know why you think having a lot of bias was
terrible thing; I mean what bias is there. I would have thought the more
tribes you have the better. Are you alluding to the fact that a lot of these
tribes were not, in fact, Ugandans?

BITARII--10:

These people were not Ugandans. In colonial days, they were not
minding whether this one is a Ugandan or not a Ugandan. You could
even find, according to the form, these people who were Kitoshi, when
later we became independent and they wanted to Ugandanise the
Ugandan Police, or all other departments, some of these people changed
their tribes, because the Kitoshi are like the Bagisu. Even these tribes
near the border they were changing their names and so on to become
Ugandans when they are not Ugandan, at all. And they were trapped after
Independence they found themselves in.

COUNSEL:

I see. After Independence, did the trend change?

BITARIHO:

After Independence - that is after 1962 - the recruitment standards in the
Uganda Police Force changed a bit because they were starting to mind
about educational standards. The educational standard was from Primary
six onwards. But then the height remained the same. So you will find
that, in the police today, you will find very few Bakonjo because they
cannot qualify. And you will find that, of course, in the high ranking
officers, people like these Banyankole - the Westerners, they don't have
broad chests; so there are very few there. So this height, in fuel
eliminated a lot of people and it continued. And then because in tbe
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Police Force there was a lot of tribal imbalance: People from the Northern
Uganda and the Tesos were qualifying, so they could easily enter; but
tl,cn the otlu~rpeople could not have qualifications of height and chest.
COl ~SEL:

Did this cause any problem in the Force?

BIT.\RIHO:

Of course, it did - it did -· because, it did create tribal imbalance in the
Police Force. you will find that even the promotions, they were trying to
promote their tribes. They are there. Nobody knows you. And the
illiterates were elevated and they found themselves controllers. So the
whole thing became somehow not all that good.

COUNSEL:

When you say 'illiterates became controllers,' would you elaborate?

BITARilIO.

What I mean by, illiterates,' say a person joined the Police Force when he
was in Primary four. Then he is promoted. He continues to be promoted
and because formerly to become an Assistant Inspector you had to pass
laws. Now that bar was taken out in 1962 after Independence because
some people got stuck. They could not be promoted because they were
not passing anything. They became illiterates. So that bar was taken out
and then people were just promoted. They became commanders. He
becomes a Regional Commander. He becomes a Commissioner and his
educational background is P.4; of course, he remains P.4. And his
knowledge of understanding or talking, he has a limited background of
expressing himself. But, of course, he finds himself a controller. That is
what happened.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think, before we leave this point, I would like to raise a question. When
you say that, because of the height requirements, you didn't have Bakonjo
in the Police Force; and also because of the chest formation of, for
example, Westerners, were excluded. Would you say that these people
actually were coming forward to join the Police Force and they were
excluded, or would you say that they were not interested in joining the
Police Force, anyway?

BITARIBO:

They were interested because, if you go to do recruitment even until
today that rule is still there - the mark. You used to come. You stand.
Once you pass through, you continue. You have failed. Then, if you
pass through by height, then you have to be measured; if you don't reach
33, then you are not fit. You go. So they term you as Medically Unfit
because you don't qualify.

COUNSEL:

yes, to your knowledge, was this not really - those standards, this height
and chest - were they necessary conditions for persons to be recruited in
Force?

BITARIHO:

It was the main condition.

COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

Yeah, wasn't it important that somebody should have that height?
you must have five feet, seven inches and 33 to become a polic~man; if
not, 1·ryou are less, then you are young, you became a bugler - Just play
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bugle.
AG. CHAJRl\l AN:

\Vhat counsel is asking is that, was this qualification really necessary_
good -for a policeman?

BlfARlHO:

No it wasn't, at all - because -

AG. CHAIRMAN

Why?

BITARIJ-10:

Because I don't think police work could_be ~one b~ height or by width of
a person. It was just unnecessary. I thmk, it _w~ Just meant to eliminate
some people because even today we are not mmdmg about it; and, I think
we are now succeeding.
'

COUNSEL:

yeah, this condition was first imposed by the colonialists.
intention did they have - to exclude who?

BITARIHO:

I think, they wanted only to recruit the Northerners and the Easterners
who were qualifying. I just don't know their intention. But, I think, for
me it was a means of divide-and-rule. It was just divide-and-rule.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Okay. You have some experience. Do policemen in other countries have
to have this kind of qualification before they join the police?

BITARIHO:

No, not necessarily: because I have been to Britain; I have been to
Scotland, the Scottish are short and they are policemen. I have been in
China. I have been to North Korea. They are shorter and they are
policemen.

COUNSEL:

And efficient.

BITARIHO:

They are quite efficient, definitely.

COUNSEL:

Yeah, now tell us more about Independence. What happened in the
police; because, Mr. Bitariho, the problem is that people have been
complaining about the inefficiency of the police in protecting Human
Rights in Uganda. Do you have any explanation why this is so?

BITARIHO:

Now Independence, when - as soon as - we got independence there was a
tendency of this party politics, and there was this tendency of promoting
some tribes and then leaving others behind. Then the illiterates, of
course, when they found themselves masters, they were against anybody
who is literate because, if a person is sitting on a chair and he sees
somebody behind him; he is threatened, then there was a lot of problems
actually. There was a lot of tribal imbalance in the police. It continued
until there was a coup in 1971. And I think, most of you who were here in
Uganda, because of the coup you saw -I don't ·want to go into it~it was :15
a result of the illiterates being used to suppress the others and then. m
1971, I remember even the whole thing behind this coup. Amin was there was a case of murder of Brigadier Okoya, whereby we were
investigating the case, and we had advised that this Amin - be arres~d
and charged with murder. By then we had a D.P.P. who was Mr. Masika.
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COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

Which are the names?
The names: we had the in-charge CID; he was Mr Hassan - Muhamed
Hassan - ~ho was in-charge CID He was killed We had one Ochungi.
He was killed. He was a very good investigator. We had one Fesito
Wawuyo He was killed. In fact nearly all people who were inwstigating
that case, the one who is alive today - I do not know where he is hiding·
because everybody is dead.
'

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Who is that one?

BITARIBO:

I don't think there is anybody alive today.

COUNSEL:

Yes, Now did the coup improve on the Police Force?

BITARIHO:

Now, after the coup, after 1971, there was a problem worse than before;
because, after the coup, these tribes - the illiterates -

COUNSEL:

You see, when you say, "these tribes," we do not know those tribes.
Which tribes are those you are talking about?

BITARIHO:

After the coup, the Police suffered too much, especially the C.I.D. In fact,
I could tell you frankly that, in my serving in Uganda, I had never seen a
coup that comes in or the regime and then it is for police. Because
whenever they come they start blaming the police: Police - police police - police- police; and the first people to suffer are the C.I.D. because
they say they know more. So, after the coup, C.I.D. was tortured that,
"sijuyi ye ndi alikuwa najuwa sana" because of that investigating of the
case.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry, we didn't understand you. We do not h.ow Swahili.

BITARIBO:

Swahili that the C.I.D. think that they know more - right. That they are
the ones who see farther. Tuey know more. They kno~ better. So, after
the coup, in the police, of course, very many policemen others took off~
others had been bosses, they were killed - very many. No~,·~ey_ s~ed
recruitment. Recruitment was done by one man called Tow1ll1,ongmally
was a bugler in the Kings African Rifle in Kenya - bugler.

KAKWENZIRE:

What is that?

BITARIBO:

'Bugler' is the one who blows a bugle only. Then -

COUNSEL:

you mean that his work is only to -
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KAK\\'ENZIRE:

Assistant Commissioner -

BITARIHO.

Senior Assistant Commissioner - You know, in the Police Force, the
highest is Inspector General; from the Inspector General, you go to the
Deputy Inspector General and then you go to, Senior Assistant
Commissioner. Now this Towilli, was also doing recruitment in the
Police, Force but the way he was recruiting was unlike the first theoriesof
height, education. No. But what he used to do is he lines up people and
he tells them to run, say, from here up to the Bus Park; and the first
person to reach there would be recruited. I am saying this because I was
in the police - and I am still working in the police - and in most times I
was in the training division. So those people who were recruited were
mostly illiterates; and he was recruiting, in fact, on - he was biased on religion. It forced even some policemen to change their names to become
moslems. I can give you an example of one who is called Cosma Obura.
He is my class-mate. He became an officer in 1963 and I worked with
him in Kasese. When he was O.C. Police· and I was O.C., C.I.D. He had
to change to become Kassim Obura. He..-is now in prison and he was
promoted to become Inspector General plus Commissioner of Police.
There were so many horrible things. All .~fa sudden, a Constable who
joined yesterday, he could be-·promoted from Constable to Senior
Superintendent and he is under you; but suddenly, he becomes your incharge. The position became so alarming -

COUNSEL:

Would you give us instances, please?

BITARlHO:

Yes. I have a person like Azizi Ssebi. He was constable; he was
promoted senior and he was a Senior Superintendent - from a P.C ! There
was another person called Aginus - and this man is still in Uganda around
here; I see him around Kampala. He was once heading the Special
Branch. He ended up as Assistant Commissioner. There was Farajara,
there was another person called Azizi. I worked with him in the railways.
Now when these people - even others were drivers; when these people •
were promoted, they could not know what to do in the office. So. when
you complain - I personally was drafted to go to Police College to ~
teaching them. They were my bosses but I was teaching them. And 11
was difficult because I could talk to them ' to teach them law and duties;
.
but they couldn't understand; so I was forced to continue translating Ill
Swahili. Because, when you teach them and they don't understand, th~Y
go on to say that you are tryin~ to complicate your lesson so that they fail.
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COUNSEL:

Do you think this kind of r
·tm
ecrUI cnt affectedthe pcrfonnance of police?

BITARIHO:

It terribly did. It was horrible, in fact.

COUNSEL:

Why? why do you iliink so?

BITARIHO:

Because J.ust imagine· y kn
h
.
, ou ow w at you are domg and all of a sudden
so.mebody below you becomes your in-charge and you have to write
thmgs for him and he signs; and the credit goes to him. Then what kind
of perfonnance do you do? And then also ilie C.I.D. it was so hampered
that those who were investigating cases became a bit careful I could
ev<:n give you example of myself when I was in-charge of CJ D ,
Railways. There was iliis case of Economic Tribunal Decree, whereby it
was an offence to smuggle things out. The very first case to go to tribunal
- I am the one who arrested the person. He was arre:rtedwiili sim-sim
The case was tried by - he was called -Butabika. He was in-charge of
Bombo or something like that. But he had lawyers around here. The case
was tried. The person was convicted. But later he was released by the
Head of State. Another one -

COUNSEL:

Who is this person you are referring to?

BITARIHO:

This person was Kassimu - he was called Kassimu. He is a half-caste
Arab. He was from Kasese. the record is there. The record is iliere.
Another one - there was one - called Magidadi. He had been arrested
with ivory - smuggling it at the airport. When we arrested him, the Head
of State who was Amin, when he learnt it, he said: "Those who arrested
him are bad. They did bad. Because this man is building mosques and he
11
is helping Uganda. We are planting the case o~ him. The ivo~ ~as
given to him and he was released. Now for us, 1f you are Investigatmg
Officer, now where do you go? Because w~ didn't know wh~ we were
doing. you are trying to investigate a case: m the end, you are m trouble.
Another incidence, when I was in Kasese as O.C., C.I.D., there was. a
Lulume. He was theSsaza Chief of Kasese, Rukoki.
Ssaza Chi ef called
.
• Amin' ·
He was the uncle of one called Rugumayo. That is dunng
s t:J.me.

COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

Rugumayo, formerly a Minister.
h
Minister by then - but he had been t!aching at
He was by then - e w~ aated by Amin to became a Minister. In fac~ the
Makerere. So hew~ e ev
beau+.:ful It was comprising of elites
•
f Amin was very
ii •
ab
first C met ~
h
ea speech. He was in Kasese - saying that;
only. Now this man - e - gav
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telling the people that, 'You people you mu~t always obey the
government because, take, for me I am aSs~za Chief. l _havebeen here
during Obotc's time. He has gone I am still a..._~saza
chief. Why do ,
• , • lr
h
nt
A
you sef\'c' Now these people - mm s ~nte 1gcnce - t ey went and told
Amin that this man says that you are gomg to go. Early morning, a Land
Rover came from Fort Portal; headed byd~onel. Tfrolokoor something
like that. Toloko He came.. They arreste . 1s man om _Rukoki.Handcuffed him TI1ey took him to the N~t1onal Park, killed him with
handcuffs on Now, this man, because his son was a Minister, all of a
sudden then rang Amin. They rang to Rugumayo that, "Oh, your uncle
has been arrested. Please, help." Amin sent a telegram to Kasese. This
was received by me. It is not hearsay. A telegram received by me and
Obura. "That we understand the Ssaza Chief is arrest~d - has been
kidnapped; what you do is, mvestigate and give me a report by elevenat
Police Headquarters.11 That was a telegram from Amin: "I with Cosma
Obura," who is in prison now, we went to the scene. They told us the
number of the Land Rover. Then we were coming to the police to start,at
least, sending telegrams. A certain, I think, asikari, who keeps the
National Parks - a ranger - he came and said, "Oh, you see. There is a
person - a dead body - in the park. He is having handcuffs." Then I with
Obura and some policemen we went - to the scene; to find the man was
the Ssaza Chief - Lulume. Lulume - theSsaza Chief, the one who had
been hijacked. I was still writing notes, you know, when you visit a
scene of crime, you have to take measurements, etc, how you found the
body. As we were taking the measurements, people behind said, "Hands
up. 11 We looked up. Behind -there were Colonel Toloko with his men.
They asked us what we were doing there. We showed them the telegram.
And then this man said, "I see. So you are the C.I.D. You are the ones
who know more. 11 He was speaking in Swahili; ''Ndiyo nyinyi najuwa ku
angaliya sana." Then we said, "Okay. What do we do, Sir?" Then the
man, reading it, I think, he was a bit scared. He said: "Okay. What you
do, you make your report; but, before you send it, you bring it to me at
Margherita Hotel. 11 They left us there. Now we looked at each other. We
said, "What do we do?" We had to go to Margherita Hotel. "What do we
do?" We went. We asked him: "What do we do?" He himself. Then he
said: "What you have to do is you have to draft a letter - a letter -a
telegram - saying that this man, you have not seen anything: 11 ''Kama we
najuwa kwangaliya sana, wewe tapotiya." That, if you want to see a lot
you will disappear. We sent a telegram that the man has not been seen
This man was eaten by the hyena in the National Park; that is during
Amin's time - investigations. What do you do? If you go further. you go.
COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that the police did not investigate most cases because
they feared the Government?

BITARIHO:

During Amin's time, it was horrible.

COUNSEL:

Why?

BITARIHO:
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In Amin's time it was horrible because all investigators were killed. Now.
if you arc the one, remaining a survivor and you want to get killed when
you arc seeing! To surviYeduring Arnin's time. People died. As I ha,·e
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told you that, t11c lllost cffi .
there was a bit of scare. ctcnt C.I.D. people died. Very many died. So

BITARIHO:
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COU, SEL:

Yes.
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COUNSEL:

BITARIHO:
COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

I sec •. You have only given the incidence of Toloko. Do you have any
other instance to give us?
No there are so many things in Amin's time actually that happened and
very many people know.
Yes, you see, Assistant Commissioner The one of Toloko - yes - and there are some cases - instances - where we
had been summoned as Senior Police Officers to go and attend a
conference, when we are there thinking that we are going to be addressed;
all of a sudden, the Special - special what, they called it the P.S.U.
surround us and they start calling up names; So-and-so, so-and-so, soand-so, so-and-so; and they pick them when you are seeing. They started
abusing them that these are politically biased people. They are saboteurs
and they are taken. And then, when you ask your friends, "Where are
these people?" Then they say, "They are missing." When they were
taken, you were seeing. But they are missing.

COUNSEL:

Where was this?

BITARUIO:

It was at Naguru. It was even at the Lower Mess - Kololo, our mess
down here. This inspectors' mess - even in the Conference Centre.

COUNSEL:

When was this? Because we want to find out jll6tances.

BITARIHO:

It is during Amin's time, anyway. During Amin's time. And there is
another-

COUNSEL:

Do you remember some names of people who were picked up this way by
•?
P.S. Umt.

BITARIHO:

h He was working in the Police Training
yes. There was Ong_wec •1 cctor Olupot. There ,.,.asOnen and very
School. There was Assistant nsp
many others - very many others.

COUNSEL:

h t you are suggestI·ng is that the
. Government actually
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d then made it ineffectJve.
demoralised the pohce an
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81TAR11IO.
COl NSEL:

Tcmbh
Now did things change after the Military Government was overthrownin
.
1979? But, perhaps, before we get to that, you have talked abo
demoralisation of C.I.D. and what-not and then promotions
of otherw·ut
.
lSe
d
th
unqualified people: No~ were ~re ~motions ?r dismissals of
otherwise well qualified policemen dunng this same penod?

BITARillO

Which period is this, Sir?

AG. CHAIRMAN·

The Amin period. Do you know of people who were otherwise well
qualified people to do their jobs; but they were either demoted or
dismissed out of their jobs for no good reason?

BITARillO:

Oh, very many - others took off; many took off especially those in high
posts: the Commissioners and so on. And the demotions I cannot
remember the names; but I don't think there were demotions. There were
mostly killings.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

What about dismissals?

BITARIHO:

Dismissals they were there.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Can you give some instances?

BITARillO:

During Amin's time, we were summoned - I was working in Kasese;we
were summoned - in Mbarara, Simba Barracks. I went there. All the
District Police Commanders, all the Regional Police Commanders - the
Army, the Prison. When we reached there, Amin himself came. He
started reading names: from Commissioner of Police who was Othieno,
Majalya, Omvia - so many, in fact, a list of so many names. We thought
he was going to address us or promote us; but then he started reading
names. After reading names, he said that: "These people," he first abused
the Commissioner of Police. He was Othieno. He said: "Othieno, I am
saying that you are a thief; but you are refusing. Why are you hiding land
rovers in the quarter-masters. You want to steal them." Then he said:
"After reading - if I read - your name, you stand up. 11 Now, as he was
reading names, the military police was there; I remember Othieno stood
up to go and salute; but, before he saluted, the cap was off, all his badges
were off. They were all taken; put up in cars which were waiting outside.
They were driven off. But later I learnt they were driven to Makindye
and dismissed and they were told to come and hand over. That is the time
they dismissed about something to do with 200 policemen.

COUNSEL:

That was 1972. Yes.

BITARII-1O:

Dismissing even the dead ones whom they knew that they had been deadHe dismissed from Commissioner to Constable and even the ones he
knows that they were picked and killed, they were among those
dismissed.

.....

('Ol ·sEL

Are there some names .0
were dismissed h thy u remember of those who ha(i'bcen dead or they
w en cy were dead?

sITARIHO·

I can't remember It
.
been destro . d durl. was a 1ong list; but that list is there, unless it has
)e
ng the war. But these are facts. The list that -

COL'l\SEL:

Where can this list be found?

BITARlliO:

1

c~ot tell because, if you get a list where there is Othieno, Majalya,
~m':"a, the Mudes who 1s now m the Police Force again. They were all
dismisse_d1°n_that very day. That list is there. But that list, you know, it
was Amm s hst. He was reading. So I don't think that he gave us a copy·
bu~ those are facts in Mbarara, Simba Battalion. Afterwards, when h;
fimshed, he told us that: "You go and have lunch but we were afraid not
knowing what to do. We ate by force and afte~ards we drove hom'e. I
was coming from Fort Portal by then.

MR.NAGENDA:

Before Leading Counsel goes onto what happened after Amin was
overthrown, I notice you joined the Police Force in 19)9. Is their
anything you want to tell us, if we go chronologically, about what
happened during Obote One? Was the police then in good shape?

BITARIHO:

In colonial days, if you compare the Police Force up to Independence, it
was one of the best in East Africa as far as I know because even Kenya
Police used to come and study here, even Tanz.aniaPolice. It was ranked
among the best forces in Africa. But the police deteriorated after
Independence because the politicians by then - even Obote - neglected the
Police totally. They were minding about building the Army. Take, for
example, Nsambya Police Barracks which is opposite here; these houses
here were built during colonial days. Police was not thought of at all.
Now the training of the police, they were only politically biased: that is
they wanted police to become a one- party thing, say -UPC or DP or
anything. So the police was totally demoralised but before it was the best
Police Force. It started being demoralised after Independence, whereby
the promotions were not going according to the set rules.. It was going by
tribalism and political affiliations, etc. Now, when Amin too~ o~er,. he
wanted to revenge what had happened, again. :"4en he started ehmmatmg
all Acholi and so on; and when Obote again came, eh, oh, I don't know.

COUNSEL:

When you say that, during Obote O~e, the Obote re~me neglected the
police and wanted it to belong to parties, can you qualify that statement.
please?

BITARIHO:

When I say the poli ce was neglected' I gave you an example of where
'b
ks u to now of the police that has been put up ever
11:ereare no arrac / u visit Nsambya Barracks. These houses were
s1~ce In~ependen~~ daos Now Obote One started building the Army
bwlt dunng colom E Y • h re. The little policemen that were there
barracks everywhere. v:ryw e of party affiliation. Because I joined
were mostly promoted eca~~ti in Ugand~ but I have seen politics
1
police when there w~ no po ;s the force that had been built during
come and it has spoilt more o
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...

DR LUYOMBYA·
BITARJHO:

. 1·r,,,your lm;t statement. plca.-;c, conccming politics .
1 w:u,t \ OU t l) l l\l •1 1 ~ •
• ' 111(1
promotions as YlHI saw it.

• • ·1 ·s . crson should
not be promoted because , if UPC. IS
'
\\'l Hlt l llH.'at\ 1!- 1 11• • ' 1 11 '
. po" er, 111..:.
" must• •sing "UPC
" I k should ,hi; promoted
bccausc
he •1s
m
.
• •
•
•
1..~fficicntmtd he is 011 mcnl. I k 1s sen mg the public. If say, scHuld-so _
hccause during these last regimes,! ~lcrsonully, I could tell y_outhat, I was
stnt to prison for two years mysclt simply becnuse of such silly things,

DR. LlJYOMBYA.

Please he specific
Gin~ us some cx;unpks of an\ officer - a police
officer -you kno\\ who was not qualified but was ~romoted, possibly 011
partis:m grounds. You gave us some cx,~pks
dunng Amm's tune. Give
us somc e~an1plcs during Obotc One pcnod.

BITARIHO:

Is it Ohote Number what?

DR. l UYOMBYA:

Yes, Obote Number One. That is what we arc talking about.

BITARIHO:

Obotc No One

DR LUYOMBY A:

Yes

BITARIHO:

Obote Number One we had the Inspector General who was Mr Orycma.
Then there was one man who resigned from the Uganda Police and he had
to go to the Kabaka's Government He is still alive. If the Commission
calls him, he can speak better He is called Lwanga. By then he was a
high ranking officer - what was happening; because by then, in Obotc
One, me I was a lower ranking officer I was an Inspector. I remained an
Inspector for about 12 years So, when you arc in the lower cadres. you
just remain there. But then I was seeing my friends go up, although on
the course I beat them - on the course I was the first - in 1963 - but they
were up They go up. So, when you want me to give you nan1es, it might
be complicated because some of the names, some arc there, others arc not
there. It is just a long story.

MR. NAGENDA:

You have given us two names, Oryema, we do not know what happened
to him in Obotc I and Timothy Lwanga, we do not kno,v what happened
to him except that he left Central and joined Buganda Government. Can
you please tell us what happened to Ol)·ema first'!

BITARIHO:

Oryema was promoted to Inspector General of Police, but the one who
was more qualified was lnyalyo from Teso. But Ol)·ema was promoted to
become Inspector General of Police; if you go by qualification.

MR. KAWANGA:

And how docs Timothy Lwanga come in, was he more qualified than
Orycma or what'!

BITARIHO:

:imothy Lwanga was also more qualified, but because of frustration. that
is what we learnt, he went to Kabaka's Government to head 1l1c Kabaka's
Government Police. This Timothy Lwanga if you want you can call him
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to speak his C:XJJcricnce·
1, •

.

, le ts n 1lVC,

.
he 1saround!!

But arc you inferring th t b
p 0 1•
b
.
a , ecausc you have given us two examples of
iceba. use. tf you like, in Obotc I, and also the fact that no barracks
"ere UJ 1t~ we understand th t d
.
.
• th
~
a an ,,e have wntten 1t down Arc you
s_n),ng at really although the Police were discriminated ag~nst at that
time or neglected, hut that things were not too bad for the Police Is that
\\hat you are saying?
•
sITARIHO:

In Obotc I?

l\lR N.\GENDA·

Yes.

BITARIHO:

It was not all that worse. but things were not good because - me 1 was a
Policeman ever since as I told you; I joined Police after S.4 the
promotions were not going according to merits, some people were
promoted and others left behind because of being, or perhaps, their looks.
Say, if you arc a catholic, they think that you arc not a UPC; if you arc a
Westerner then you remain where you arc; if your constituency, maybe,
during the voting voted for a DP and vou come from that place, then you
are termed to be DP! You arc a Policeman, but then it happened that a DP
candidate passed through in that constituency, then when they know you
come from there, of course, then they think you arc - that is what it was!

MR NAGENDA

But to your knowledge were any Policemen brutalised, murdered,
disappeared, any of these things in Obote I, jailed -

BITARIHO

No

MR NAGENDA.

Okay, you gave us a long list of interesting tribes from outside Uganda
who were being taken into the Police by the colonialists. Did this system
survive in Obotc I?

BITARIHO:

This one survived into Obote I; that is where I told you that, after
independence which people wanted to be Ugandaniscd. those who were
on border lines, they changed their tribes - I do not know whether you
want me to give you names?

COMMISSIONER:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

A person like Masika. he is not a Policeman, but do you not bclie~e that
· a Kenyan.? 11us
• Masika who was a OPP. There. arc some
Pohcemen
he 1s
·
· · d

, ...·ho were 1et say those of border like Kitosi - tnbes hke K1tos1 an d
Balu ·a These people speak nearly like Lugisu, most of them change
~ •
b
. Bagisu and thev survived. But then, of course, those
the tnbcs to ccomc
•
K
·
th
fr
, far like the Suku, they can become aramo.1ong: e
who c~me om very th • left, like Shckasi he was a Police Officer. and
Somah, of co~brsc,of cc~ursc went after independence, but this thing
we had Zanz1 ars o
•.
. U da
• d·, and then we had Nub1ans m gan •
survive

MR.NAGENDA

.
b ut Uganda Nubians who had been here for
y cs, but are youtaltalk_kmg
b:u~ Nubians from outside Uganda'!
years or arc you
mg a
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BITARIHO:

N bian even if he has come from outside, once he had
u ' •
.
b" t
landed in here you cannot know he is a Nu tan.

\\11cn you say

yes, but surely ) ou will not. kee_pNub!ans out. of the Police Force when
the) were Ugandan citizens; it will be hke keepmg out Banyarwandawho
are gro\\n up here!
BITARil-1O:

MR.NAGENDA

No, Sir. I do not say to keep them out; what I have t~ld you is; even today
we have the Nubians they are there! A per~on who 1s a Ugandan, it does
not matter, but I was trying to show you a hst of what Uganda Police was
comprising of.
yes, but I am saying to you that to bring the example of a Suku or a
Zanzibarian or a Tanzania or any other Kenyan that you care to mention,
and in the same breath talk about a Nubian; unless you-are talking about a
Nubian from outside Uganda, it would seem to me to be unfair; and I do
not think that is what you are doing, are you? You are not saying that
Nubians who grow up here are not Ugandans?

BITAR.IHO:

No, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

So, you do not mind if you had a Ugandan Nubian?

BITARIHO:

Yes (meaning no).

MR NAGENDA:

Okay.

COUNSEL:

No, I was asking you about the period after 1979; did things change in
the Police for better?

BITARIHO:

1979, I remember, I went to Britain to study, then I came back and I was
posted at Police Training School as a Commandant Police Training
School. We were starting to do recruitment because after so many wars,
Policemen became very few. By then the in-charge of training was Mr.
Odyek, he was a Senior Superintendent but he was promoted to Assistant
Commissioner afterwards. We did recruitment, the standard to join
Police was raised from P.6 - P.7 - anybody between. Now, we did
recruitment and then, of course, by then there was these problems of
campaigning and so and so on, whereby it was declared that UPC had
won. So, when we were doing recruitment in some places, in fact, in all
places the recruitment was done but then anybody to be recruited must
have to be supported by a UPC Chairman of his constituency, plus his
educational standard. That was done in Buganda, it was done in the
Western. Now when we went in the North and Eastern, that qualification
was lessened. I am telling you this because I was a member of the
recruiting team, but not a head. So, people were recruited and we trained
them as Policemen; then there was another recruitment, special, for
Special Force. This recruitment was mostly done in Northern and Eastern
provinces whereby people were just recruited regardless of their
educational qualification!! Most of these people were illiterates, and
when I say "illiterate" he only speaks his mother language, he does not
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kno" ho" to print his
print So. they "ere ~nm~, nuclwhen he goes to get pay he puts a thumb
drc scd a Pol'
ug lt only to shoot! Aim, shooting and you arc
iceman they w
• d
re ruitrnent of Cadets'
d
,ere trnmc • There is another cadre of
must be recommended ira au~s. If y~u arc a graduate to join Police you
arc there; t11c UPC ChJm
C Chamnan, :Aakercrcbranch - the letters
Uganda Hou
•
1an, Makcrcre wntcs to Uganda House then
sc wntcs to th p r
'
become a Cadet, ASP wi e , 0 tee Headquarters and you are called to
you must be reco
'd dth )Our degree, but then the qualification was,
mmcn c by a UPC Chairman, Makcrere Branch!
COUNSEL:

BITARIHO:

You. mean
• from Chairman the application is
'd without a recommcndation
not cons1 ered?
'

;,11~
Chai~an

must sel~ct you that you are a proper UPC, so you will be a
iceman. and he wntcs categorically that 'this man is a UPC so he
should be a Policeman' letters arc there on record until today even they
arethere.
'
0

COUNSEL:

Where can such an example of such a recommendation be found?

BITARIHO:

Do you want me to go and collect the file?

COUNSEL:

Please!

BITARIHO

Okay, I will bring the file and you will read it. There was also some UPC
Youth Wingers who were recruited because - this was later - because
there was the intended general election which, of course, aborted. So,
these had been specifically recruited to take care of the general election
which aborted in 1985, someiliing like that, which aborted.

MR. NAGENDA:

For example, in the case of Youth Wingers, were they recruited as Police
constables or what were they recruited as?

BITARIHO:

These Youth Wingers were called to be trained as Police constables and
others as Special Constabulary. Their aim was to take care of the general
elections which were going to come, but badly enough it never took off.
So, things went amiss.

COUNSEL:

What happened to them after the elections aborted?

BITARlliO

When is had aborted, what happened is, when this Goveipment took
power and this was discovered, those who had been recruited in that were
screened out, but then those who were still under training, we interviewed
them again and we took them on training if they qualified - as today's
qualification is a bit higher. So when you qualify we train you because
you are a Ugandan. But ifyouj~ined_because you w:mted to take care of
elections then you have to wait until another election comes and you
join, if y~u want (Laughter). Then o~ers who do no_tkno\~'how to ~vrite.
when there was a screening exercise they were JUSt given a simple
questionnaire; if you do not know how to fill that questionnaire then. of
ou fail you go, you are screened out. So, when they were
~~ Y
h
•
screened out they were each given transport money ome, and their
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• .in d th~,,
what do •ou do with illiterates?
saIanes
t:, went• because
•

MR,

GE. 'DA

BITARIHO.

MR N-\GE 'DA·

BITARIHO:

to Iteach people to read,
Bll t SU~ •1) •• it is JJossiblc to have adult classes
'J('
write and count then they\\ ill no longer be I iterate.
Yes Sir. but in the Police Force we bring people to teach them to serve
but ~,·edo not have classes to teach illiterates. I think that could be don:
by the Ministry of Education. Sir.
I mean, let us expostulate the example of somebody who his size is seven
feet. and 33 inches around the chest who can, therefore, control a mob·
therefore. if you talk about somebody who has other attributes, you know'
and he is willing to learn and he is already in the Police Force, would i~
not be a sensible thing to, at Icast, teach him to write and to read, and
therefore for him to become literate, if his character was otherwise good
character?
Yes. Sir. some people when they joined Police they cared to continue
stud)ing. but if a person does not care to elevate himself up, of course,
the brains become stale. But if he learns on the job, of course he is no
longer that standard, he has just put himself up. So, that one could be
accommodated; because it was not his fault that he was selected, but he
has happened to find himself into a situation that he has to keep abreast
with the present time.

MR NAGENDA:

I mean, have you got any examples of people who have been availed
reading and writing skills in the Police who did not have them before,
because of their good character? Are there any examples of these people.

BITARIHO:

I think they should be there, but it needs a lot of research because -

MR NAGENDA:

You do not know of any yourself?

BITARIHO:

It is sometimes embanassing, you see;

MR. NAGENDA:

You do not need to give us their names and identities, because it is
embanassing, but they are there.

BITARIHO:

COUNSEL:

BITARIHO:

Yes, they are there. But when you say "give me names" I do not kno\\
what to tell you.
Now, would you like to give us your personal experience; have you had
any problems in Uganda Police?
Yes, Sir, after when I was a Commandant, PTS, Kibuli 1979, in 1980 I
passed out some three squads; now, there were some cadets after the
elections, at one time, the UPC people came that they wanted to use a
Police hall at PTS so that they start marching from there towards
Kampala. By then election had not been declared, then I said; "no, we as
a Police Force, we are not affiliated to UPC, UPM or to D.P, we are a
Police Force; I cannot allow you to start from here marching because it
might show that we are siding with UPC" and I said; "you go and get a
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kttcr from Inspector
G,~nci.u
- 1 11 Thcse people went to Kuunda,
·
·
'
he was m
Uganda House. he wrote to the Inspector General ordenng him they
came and start
'
• ~•d mareh'mg from there But then they took it as offensive
that I am
• d , because I was m
. charge of'
. anti-UPC
, , then we contmue
Tanzamans there - Police, then after the elections they arrested some
cadets who ~vcre Policemen who had just come from Tanzania, one of
them was Jim Muhwezi who is now in NRA Commander David
Tinyefuza who is no,-.·a Brigadier - they were Police cadets - Bakesima
and some other people. Two of them were killed at Jinja Road!! Now,
the Inspector General of Police then - (Inaudible) - because I was a
W estemer and the cadets that had been arrested are Westerners COUNSEL:

\Vho was the Inspector General of Police then?

BITARIHO.

He was Acting Inspector General of Police, Okoth Ogola; and I had
known him because I was his instructor, personally, in 1961 although he
was Inspector General. Now, then they said that, because of that incident,
then I might not be a UPC supporter so I am a security risk they said,
unfit to remain in Kampala where the guns are, and that I should be
transferred. I was immediately transferred from PTS to Kabale as a
District Police Commander, despite I had qualifications as a trainer,
because I had been training for a long time, but then they said that I am a
security risk and I must go to Kabale. I went to Kabale and when I
reached there after three months, then they said that I am anti-UPC and I
am a security risk; they dismissed me on that very day together with 50
people. After one hour they reinstated me again; then I was transferred to
go to Fort Portal as a Staff Officer. I had been there for two weeks, then
two Land Rovers came with Special Force Policemen, they found me in
the office and arrested me, that they had orders from the Inspector
General and the Minister that I am a security risk, I am a bandit that I
must go and answer to the Inspector General. I was brought under arrest
by a Police Officer called Wamurugwa - he is still serving with us, and
another one called Kiiza. They brought me and put me in CPS, Kampala,
where I found about 100 people; I did not know what I had done, I just
kept quiet! In the morning hours I thought I could see the Inspector
General; they were preparing to take us to Nile Mansions, we were
informed that we had to go to Nile Mansions. 'WOW,something happened,
I do not know why, then they came again and put us together v.1ith other
people. I found so many people there, Police Officers, we were ~out 16
Senior Police Officers. We were put on a Land Rover and driven to
Luzira under heavy escort which was even heavier than Muwanga's, jeeps
behind everywhere!

COUNSEL:

You do not remember the date?

BITARIBO·

It was on 10th December, 1982. I was put in Luzira; when we reached
Luzira prison, they had prepared special cells for each one of us. We
were just locked inside not to see anybody, not to be seen: and we were
·
oved from cell to cell. Then after three months some people came
bemg
m
.
,
•
• .
I · ·h
to mterv1e" us. t 1s " en
that th ey were coming from Presidents Office
.
kn
1.r
••
d
they asked me questions that I am a bandit; do not ow ~ayura:. o you
know, Museveni; whom did you vote for: Then I said, me I am a
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Policem.ui, 1 mn not n politici.u1, I am a serving Policeman, Despite rny
cxpl:umtion nobody heard, they reman_dcdus there .. I spont in that prison
two full years at Luzira. \V~ v,·erc with some Po!1ce Officers who even
died dtcrc, because of starvation. One such a Poltcc Officer who died is

called Inspector Ow1re;he had been arrested from Masaka.
MR N t\.GFNDA

Wltat was his rank please?

BITARIHO:

He was Inspector of Police. Now, in Luzira -

MR NAGENDA

Have vou got any other examples of people who died there because of
starvation?

BITARD-1O:

They are
.,,.so many in Luzira, very many; because in Luzira we were _ 1
want water.

CHAIRMAN:

Give him some water, I think let us break for about 15 minutes. Let us
break for some time.

CHAIRMAN:

Ladies and Gentlemen, I think we can now resume our hearing; Leading
Counsel, you had asked a question to the witness before we adjourned.

COUNSEL:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, the witness had reached a stage where he had been
taken to Luzira, but I want to take him back a little for some details to tell
us how he moved from Nile Mansion, how long he stayed there, the
experience he had before he proceeded to Luzira. Did you go to Nile
Mansions or?

BITARIHO:

I said, when we were detained it was a Friday, we were supposed to be
taken to Nile Mansion for interrogation, something happened which we
did not know, because for us we were in prison at Central Police Station,
we were about 100, then an officer who was in charge there, I have
forgotten his name, he said we should wait, and then afterwards around
11.00 o'clock on that Saturday, we were put in a Land Rover which was
escorted by jeeps with these big guns from each side, armed and all of us
we were taken to Luzira. So, my group did not go to Nile Mansions.

MR.NAGENDA:

Perhaps before we go on, you could give us some examples or some
names to help us. You said that when you were dismissed as anti-UPC
along with 50 people, and then reinstated after an hour: can you give us
some of the examples of the 50 people who were dismissed alongside
with you?

BITARIHO:

Yes, I remember the names, because it was a long list. there was a name
of Mr. Amucu who was working with Police; and there was a name of
Odongkara, if I can remember, and I think I have seen him outside there:
by then he was a Regional Commander, Mbale. There are very many
names, in fact, they were about 54 ! But, of course. you know during
those days once you read your name you do not care to know who is who.

MR. NAGENDA:

Then what about when you were taken to CPS and you said you found
about a hundri.;d people there including 16 Senior Police Officers: who
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\\ere some of these 16 Senior Police Officers.

BIT RIHO:

111cse 16 Police Officers; there was one called Bisasc. there was another
one ,~•ho was an Inspector, called Ouma R.; there was Assistant
Supenntendcnt of Police who was an O.C. Bushenyi, he is called Okecho.
Tho~e arc the names ~ can remember, but I remember when we reached
Luztra - when you arc arrested you are in a commotion and everything
around you is disgusted. you do not even mind who is who! But after
settling down it is when vou find that you are so many. We discovered
ourselves being 16 Police Officers in Luzira, and one of them died there Owire. Of course, when I say "one of them" that is a Police Officer but a
ci~riliandies - for we were just caring about our own group, but the; were
mixed up. there were very many, because people were dying of starvation,
others had started peeling, like you have seen these eucalyptus tree
peeling! You see a person's skin peeling off like eucalyptus tree.

COUNSEL:

Was there any kind of torture meted at Luzira?

BITARIHO.

At Luzira, I had not witnessed physical torture within the prison; but we
were not fed; at times we used to get a meal once after three days; because
they said we were bandits, how can we feed bandits? There was no
medical treatment, and of course, most of the time we were locked inside
and as a result when we were released later it was terrible, we were like
tamed chicken which cannot move! I think you have ever seen these
European chicken, if you let it free it cannot move; that is how we were.
In lu.zira Prison the only torture I saw -which I could call torture
personally there was an incident when we were told to donate blood and
they brought Pepsicola - you know after two years without taking
Pepsicola, they say you give blood and we give Pepsicola So, if you
want to get a Pepsicola.,at least you can give blood, this is a fact, because
I wanted to get it but my blood could not come out! We were told to
donate blood, all prisoners, were assembled outside and then they said
anyone who had donated blood we shall give him Pepsicola We lined
up, on my part I could not produce blood; they pierced me but blood
could not come out! But others donated blood, I remember people like
Captain Nyangabyaki Akiiki, his blood came out because he was the head
cook - the one who was a governor, and very many people.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you get the Pepsicola.,though the blood did not come?

BITARIHO:

No, nothing! Anyway, these incidents, sometimes you know, when you
remember, sometimes it is painful - I am sorry that when I speak
sometimes my throats get chocked because at times I find myself being in
that situation and then I lose control of myself. but I am sorry. It was
horrible to eat nothing, and then we prisoners who were inside. were so
alanned and we could not believe it! Starving people told to donate
blood in prison inside - Upper Prison. So, what we did w: arranged
privately with warders, in fact when they sa,~ us they were. piteous. we
e them a document which we wrote on toilet papers. which was sent
gav
.
. W
th
tside and I came to read these papers m Munnans1. e are e ones
0
:
s:nt this from within the prison> we stole it outside and then it
;p:ared in Munnansi, and this Munnansi I read when I came from
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.
If you
can get a copy of Munnansi
where
they said "Starvmg
pnson.
.
.
c.
. '"' r•0• rced to donate blood" this was a 1act. I was one of thc
Pnsorn.::,.starving prisoners, but my blood could not come ~ut because I wanted
soda this was in Upper Prison within government pnson at Luzira! What
the blood was for, I do not know; and nobody can deny it, even our C.O
prison was called Olupot - you call him and he denies when I am seeing:
He is there in Upper Prison.
COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

yes, apart from this, is there anything you want to report?
At one time we were moved out, because when we are in prison there
were some who were young children, very small! Because they were
even asking us when to go to nursery schools - it was a mixture of old and
young; it was horrible, actually, pathetic! Now, we got infonnation that
the international Red Cross was going to come, so they selected these
young prisoners and shifted them elsewhere; they went to hide them and
we remained; but when the Red Cross came we :old ~em the whole story,
even I still have my number of the Red Cross m pnson, I go with it like
my card, it is here! We told them the facts. Feeding was horrible;
medicine, you are not allowed; and I remember when I fell down the
elbow came out, and because the shirt could not get out, then the fellow
prisoners cut it, so that it had to get out. In prison when you get sick you
die there. There is one man who died who was called Kanakulya he was
Chief Scout from Busoga. He was called Kanakulya, I think I have
forgotten the name but he died when we were there! Because he could
not be taken to the hospital! So, in those tortures I remained two years
without seeing outside, but these we used to be moved from cell to cell;
after one month you are taken to Condemn Cell where they hung people,I
slept there myself in the hung room for two weeks.

MR. NAGENDA:

These young children who were moved out before the Red Cross came;
after the Red Cross had gone away, were they moved back?

BITARIHO:

They were brought back. They were removed because, I understand,the
Red Cross was coming to interview, to see how prisoners are; then on that
day when the Red Cross was coming, they brought cooked meat but
which we did not eat. It was cooked, fried and then they said that is how
we eat, and we never ate it, it was eaten by the warders.

COUNSEL:

Did you see that cooked meat?

BITARIHO:

Yes, we saw, why not? And even we told these Red Cross people and I
remember I was being detained with Minister Kirya, Professor Kyesimira,
B~shop Makumbi, who is now called Arch Bishop somewhere; and this
Kirya went, when Mr. Byabazaire was there because he was allowed to go
~utside, he went and talked in our hearing that, 0 what you have seen here
is a s~ow, we do not eat like this and as you go away we are not going to
get this meat.11 You can call the Minister Kirya he will tell you what I
have told you now about this meat business. Even this blood business he
was there.
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MR

\GE. 'D \

You Youn-clf\\crc luck,

1
, cars· t1la t \ou \\ere m
. thecnoug
• assaulted in the two
, • ' not to be physica.11
16 pcopl, • , ,
_I nson; were any of your fellow officers, these
l
c, \\ere t1tcy Ph) s1callytortured?

BITARlHO.

!

Y,c~ ;member one Police Oflicer, because when we reached there, for
usth c rst group we wore lucky to be taken without, but then when they
d
ga crc us. when we were trying to hunent whv arc we here what have
".~ done~ For us we were c11ing saying; oh, my.children, my.mother, my
\\ •fc d~cs not know where I am etc., and there was Sergeant Kanaabiwho
1
'~'as " th us, he is among the 16 officers, of course his hands had been
tt~d f?r a long time and he could not stretch, then he said; "please, do not
"OIT) because me I am worse," he took off his shorts and his penis had
s,~·ollen u~ beca~se they pierced a spoke in the penis inside and it was
Stlll bleedmg; this I saw him, he is still alive, he is not dead, he is
released: but even when he was released he said "to hell with serving"
and he 1s at home; he does not want even pension. He is around in
Buganda here and he can be traced, he is Sergeant Kanaabi, we have his
address. There are some men whose testicles had been plucked out! But,
of course, it is somehow embarrassing to say so and so, and others their
kneecaps were both plucked out! I was with them in prison and recently I
met one, he is around and dressed in NRA uniform; he stays around
Kololo. He is an old Mzee, he has no kneecaps both of them were taken
out, and he walks with sticks. Others had their legs smashed, but of
course, we were about 3,500 roughly and each one was worried about his
welfare, you see, when you see people dying you get worried then.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

These tortures you are describing to us, were they done within the prison
or somewhere else and the prisoners were brought?

BITARIHO:

No, I said as far as I saw; in prison I did not witness any torture, I did not
see it; but these ones were the ones who were just - they told me that they
were plucked out at Nile Mansions, others at Mbuya But the people
themselves are alive, you could trace them and they tell you. But those
are things I saw. Maybe, in the prison, of course, they have got their own
discipline. If say you are caught having smuggled in a cigarette, they
used to slash people one hundred or forty one hundred slashes at ago in
prison! I understand it is their regulation; they tie you in a triangle, naked
and they slash you one hundred then afterwards they put Y,OUthere. That
was done during our times, but me I was not slashed, but those who were
slashed we saw them. But they said that when you break a regulation
inside the prison, maybe that is the only thing, otherwise nothing else.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Sorry, I will take you a little bit back just for clarifi~on.
detained in the Police cell before you were moved to Luma

BITARIHO:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were there any physical tortures that you witnessedin the Police cell?

BITARIHO:

At Central Police Station, Kampala; I did not see any physical
be they feared us because we were Senior Police Officcn, but
torture, may
I
.
. .....1 bocause
me I did not see. But the only thing saw, it was so cong~--,
N0

•
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You were

that cell at CPS is not meant to accommodate about 20 people, but we
"'-'re over .100: you could hardly have a place of sleeping, others 1
like tl1is, sweating. And others said they had spent there abo~ts;:~
months. three months, but me I happened to spend there one day _ CPS
Kampala.
'
MR.

AGENDA:

\Vhat was your rank at that time?

BITARIHO:

As I am; although I say I am working like Assistant Commissioner f
Police, but my physical rank is Superintendent of Police, and I have bc;n
on tl1isrank for the last 11 years.

MR. NAGENDA

Still Superintendent of Police is a very high position;

BITARIHO:

I have not said it is low.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes; but were some of the people at the Central Police Station who were
guarding you, were they people you knew personally, who were your
inferior officers or junior officers?

BIT ARil-1O:

You see, Police Officers we know each other, and for me I have been in
Police for a long time; others I was their Commanding Officer; others, I
trained. So we know each other; so these people were Constables having
no rank, others Corporals. So, of course, they knew that I am their boss.

MR. NAGENDA:

How did they treat you, how did they react towards you when you were at
Central Police Station?

BITARil-1O:

Of course, some were indifferent, especially my fellow officers with
whom we own ranks. Because I used to call some through the v.indowto
come and, at least, tell us what is happening but they were ignoring us.

MR. NAGENDA:

Have you got any honourable, shall we say, exceptions to this? Can you
remember some people who, actually, behaved welL of your rank ,,·hile
you were at the Central Police Station?

BITARil-1O:

I have not got you, Sir.

MR. NAGENDA:

The majority of the people either ignored you when you called your
colleagues, fellow sort of rank; but have you got any exceptions to this.
were there some people who actually behaved well that you remember. at
CPS?

BITARIHO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could we have their names please?

BITARIHO:

There is one called Inspector Kivumbi: he is the one I called and of
course, he came stealthily; I sent him a message to tell somebody who
was working with the Ministry of Education, to try to contact home and
tell them that I have arrived in Kampala. Because, you know. I was
arrested from the office. I left my house as it was, even at home they
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tl1ought I "as worl<ing and 1 never turned up then I told him
• to spread the
message thnt I have already arrived in Kam~ala and I am still alive. So
when ,,e
• 1 to1d him
• that 'you see where the vehicles
•
. were sent to Luzira,
~ gomg, and you monitor that we have arrived to Luzira, you speak out;
if not, ) ou _canalways say what has happened. Because when we were
taken we did not know wl}ere we were going; we were just still, you
know - after
• c.'
• . arrest, m
1act, you lose control of yourself and you do not
know what 1shappening! It is just worrying only.

COUNSEL:

Now, how did you come to be released from Luzira?

BITARlllO·

In Luzira we remained there for two years. Of course, eventually we got
used becau~e we did not know what was happening and while we were
there ,~e ~1d not know. Now, all of a sudden, during Luzira time, the
Comm1ss1onerof Prisons, that is Byabazaire, and Kanywamusaayi, and
th~re was one Captain Owili from President's Office, they used to come
with people who were said to be computers that we were in the bush. So,
they used to call us out and line us up, and they started picking up people
whom they knew that they were with them in the bush. Several times,
then of course, we got used to the whole affair. Now, all of a sudden we
were brought up, I together with some remaining Police Officers who did
not die and some few civilians numbering about 800 to 1000; we were
told that the President had pardoned us, because we have been bandits but
we have been found innocent, we should go back home. Then they gave
me a release pass which I still have here and I usually go with it to make
me remember what happened. It was on the 27th when they said "you go
back."

COMMISSIONER:

27th of what?

BITARIHO:

27th of July, 1984, we had been detained in 1982 through 1983 and
something in 1984; then we were told to go. They released us, they never
gave us money to go home!

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I think these two documents should be returned to the

BITARIHO:

Now, then we were released they told us to go; we came on foot from
Luzira, we reached on the way, of course, we were in fact horrible,
because imagine when you are put in prison, the clothes you have gone
in, when you reach there they take them off and then they are tied on the
rope and hanged somewhere. So, all the two years they remained there.
So when we came out we were given the same clothes, you can imagine
' they looked like. Then we came on foot up to Police Headquarters.
how
We wanted to see the Inspector General but he refused to see us, we went
to sleep. On, Monday we came back; we asked for money to go home,
then Okoth Ogola himself - I was his instructor and he knows me - he
called tne and said; "you people, you have been anti-UPC, you antiGovemment· but now we are going to watch you" and he said that he had
sworn to eli~inate all anti-UPC from the Police Force. But they said they
are going to watch us. And then he said "you Bitariho, you go on transfer
to Gulu" I said; "my dear, I have had enough, I have been in prison for

witness for personal keeping. But the Commission should just note them.
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t" 11 , cars, J 110 longer want t~ he a Policeman; the only thing is giving rnc
and I go home m1dsit, I. do not want even. your. pension" the11 hC
ll toncv
., •
said; "you arc joking; you have JUSt come f~om pnson, 1f you do not Want
to go mtd work. we know where you arc gomg and we know what to do 11
llten I got scared, I went home, I remained f~r three weeks and I w~
transferred again to Fort portal my fonner station where I was I went
tltcre to work as a staff officer, then later war broke out and nobody w
tJiere. then J took over as a Regional Police Co(llmander, where~
remained until the NRM took over the Government, then when 1
remained there at Headquarters then they selected people who have got
qualifications, who can manage to teach; then I was brought to Police
Headquarters to start the training of Policemen; I am now in charge,
training.
CHAIRMAN

How much was your morale affected by this kind of treatment?

BITARIHO:

I was terribly demoralised, and even up to now I am telling you that J do
not know why I was imprisoned. Because I see nothing wrong I did, I
have had a continuous service in Police Force ever since I joined, and I
joined the Police Force from school and I had never done any job in my
life other than being a Policeman until today! It demoralised me totally.

CHAIRMAN

Do you think this kind of treatment has effect on your fellow Policemen
when they see the way you are treated; does it demoralise them, does it -'
what effect does it have?

BITARIHO:

Of coufse, imagine you as a Regional Commander; you are in charge of
District Police Commanders, because by then the Region was Western
Region, it was Bunyoro, Ankole, Toro and Kigezi, it was that big Region.
Now, a regional commander and you are just picked up by an inferior
officer like a porter; you are locked! You kno'Y some of them start
thinking, was he a thief, what happened? Then all of a sudden you are
back in the same office; how do they treat you? Just ,imagine! You can
find that they are demoralised because, if you can arrest a boss, then what
about an inferior officer, what is he? So, it has got even something to do
to demoralise the inferior officers!

CHAIRMAN:

You made one remark which was of great surprise to me that since
colonial days not a single new barracks has been built for Police.

BITARJHO:

That is true.

CHAIRMAN:

That is interesting; do you remember how large the Police was?

BITARIHO:

I remember very well because, as I said, that the only barracks of the
Army we had, me I happened to be in Jinja by then, it was K.A.R. at Jinja
barracks. That Jinja barracks is the one which produced all the battalions
you are seeing in Kampala here; and all the Police barracks as you arc
seeing them today, they arc as they were in colonial days. Apart from
Kasese when you see these unipots, those arc the structures which were
done after independence. Now, the only structure you could see today
that belongs to Police Nsambya on top where the golfers are, they were
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meant for Special Force h" h S .
time. to defuse the Arr:i'~ ic pccial Force was being used, in Obote's
spcc1·a1 Forcc, but not ordin:uy
), because the Anny was equally as armed as
Police.
fHf\lRM

Okay, what was the role of Special Force?

BIT RJHO

~ ~ role o~th~1 Special Force; its inception was to deal with cattle rustling

1

m ~OJ'?
n ~e beginning of it, because Karamoja was termed to be a
special d1stnct with special interest and climate.
CHAIRMA ~:
BJTARIHO:

To fight the Rwenzururu movement?
Yes. :uid so on. Then later, Obote reinforced it to be as strong as the
Army, :uid it was doing the same work as the Anny interior. I could give
you an example of these things you are seeing - there was a shooting and
murder at Nakulabye; this Nak.ulabye incident was done by Special
Force; the Commander of that Special Force was called Enzama, and he is
still in Uganda He is the one who went and shot at Nak.ulabye- the first
shot you heard in 1966. Now this special force, later they were also
expanded from Naguru and they made a barracks in Kasese - like
battalions of course - Fort Portal, Mbale, Gulu -properly armed also.
Now this Special Force work was to counteract the Anny that is, fearing
that if the Army wants to take over, then the Special Force - you know if
you have got two forces nobody can - you can use the other against each
other, and both were properly armed. And even the Special Force was
more armed than the Army of Obote by then - Obote I, - I am saying this,
I have been a Policeman, and these are facts.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, but then what were their regular duties? They were not supposed to
be on duty all the time; so, what were they doing in the meanwhile, just
training or what?

BITARIHO:

You know, as a Special Force or a Policeman or a soldier: once you are
not on duty you must do what we call practice, studying to keep yourself
fit. So, some of them if there was no riots like the Rwenzururus they
continue training!

MR KAWANGA:

They were not supposed to be on duty all the time ~o what were they
doing in the meanwhile, just training or what, the Special Force?

BITARil-1O:

Of?

MR. KAWANGA:

The Special Force, if their duty was to counteract the army.

BITARil-1O

A

MR. KAWANGA:

We have already called him.

S •al Force or a Policeman or a soldier once you are not active
s a pec1 d what we call practice, studying, to keep yourself fit_. So
duty you must o
·ots like the Rwenzururus, or if there is no
some of them ifth~re wer~ ~on They were properly trained and may be
• ts they contmue trammg.
b th
any no
f alf g Obura who was in Special Force y en
you will have a chance o c m
before.
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BITARIHO:

y cs he was in Special Force and he changed to regular police afte

K,\K'-''EN7IRE:

I am interested in this Mr Enzama and shots that went off at Nakulab
could you tell the Commission more about this shooting at Nakuia[e,
. was Enzama.?
ye
and why you think that 1t

BITARIHO:

I am not saying I am thinking but I am saying it is Enzama. It is not
thinking or hearsay or what, it is Enzama. Enzama was in Special Force.
There was something to do with a woman, Congolose, I was not there
when this thing started. There was a Congolese who was fighting with a
Muganda over a woman around the NakuJabye Trading Centre there, in a
bar, and during that time there was hot clashes in Buganda here, these
small things. Kabaka trying to do this and that. Now, they sent Special
Force under the command of Enzama to go and quell that riot, reaching
there - you know when you are a commanding officer in charge of men
you are the one who gives order to shoot or do not shoot. I do not say
Enzama is the one who did the shooting because I did not see but the one
who went to do, the commander of the operation of Nakulabye is
Enzama, a police officer who was in Special Force, he comes from West
Nile he is a Lugbara by tribe.

KAKWENZIRE:

And you say he is around, do you know where he is?

BITARIHO:

No I usually meet him in Kampala at times. When I say he is around he is
not dead, he is not in exile.

KAKWENZIRE:

But you do not know what he is doing or where he lives.

BITAR.IHO:

In Amin's time I remember he had a shop on William Street, I visited the
shop but what he is doing now I do not know.

MR. NAGENDA:

I just want to follow up before I forget it, the point made by the Ag.
Chainnan about barracks in answer to what you had said earlier and that
since independence day except for some little huts in Kasese nothing had
been built.

BITAR.IHO:

Those are unipots anyway.

MR. NAGENDA:

Unipots?

BITARIHO:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA:

You said earlier that every government that comes in the first people it
attacks are the police especially the CID. My first question on this
particular point in this are you saying that even the present government
has not done anything to house its police force?

BITARIHO:

•
.
·
.
r the
coup of Amm. Yes, these are facts. Kassim Obura he 1s now in U
•
. char PPer
Pnson
and then after Spec1•al Force h e was also put to be m
.
ge of
PSU, which replaced Special Force.

It is too early to say it has done nothing but the present government when
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it \\cnt to po\\cr as 1 t0 Id
.
1 not have policemen we had
poI•1c men some illitc ......
t you earhcr' we d'd
... c, some had b
.
'
£°' crnmcnt did ,, as to
cen recnuted on dubious - what the
.
screen out pOr
stIII tl1cre and other rctrru· th
icemen and let treat those who are
•
n
cm
so
tltat
the po1·
• rehabilitated to get it
g IOJ). Now. the present
ice 1s
,
.
government ,vhat ·t
h d
•
•
rnti?ns which have never been th
. . 1 ~ one, 1t has given us
Ration
ere m history m my 30 years service.
1.R ~AGENDA·

I

Yes.

BITARIHO

On top like the ann·vt
•
J ~ gct bcans at least, that is ration. Now the building
o f course 1t has not bwlt an . b
k • .
.
them buildin
.
) arrac s it is not its fault but I have not seen
.
h" g anything rath er than they are trying to rehabilitate these
th mgs w 1ch are there.

MR.NAGE1\1DA:

Well
• th at Just
• because it screened a lot of people out of the
. are you saymg
~ohce that ~erefore, there was enough space for the remaining police for
It not to bwld? Is that what you are saying?

BIT\RffiO:

No, n_o,what _Imean is just to clean the police force to make a policeman
~~o IS a policeman. As I have told you earlier, illiterates; of course,
illiterate should go to illiterate. You cannot be an illiterate person and
you go to head _peoplewith brains. Now, when you have policemen who
are properly tramed may be the police force could be how it used to be to
its glory.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, I was actually just asking about buildings.

BITARIHO:

Yes .

•MR NAGENDA:

So, we can put it down that it has done no building?

BITARIHO:

Yes.

MR.NAGENDA:

And Legal Counsel is trying to tell me that this is outside our terms of
reference, timewise but I am not going to give in on that one because we
are trying to see, to compare one thing with another. So, I am going to
continue with this particular question. Whtn • you say that every
government that comes in the first thing it attacks is the police especially
the CID, I think actually you have said that after every coup, if we can
take what happened January 26th, 1986 as a kind of major coup, are you
therefore saying that this particular government immediately went for the
threats of the police especially CID?

BITARIHO:

I think you will be wrong when you say 1?86 was a coup. ~at w~ m~
by a coup is different from it because this 1986 was fighting_for Justice
because things had been done wrong. What I mean by a cou~ 1s, the coup
y for 1971. 1971 was a proper coup. 1979 you cannot call 1t a coup but
~: 1980 there was Muwanga and when there was Military Commission,
when they overthrew themselves that was a _coup to me, to my
·ng Now this 1986 you cannot call 1t a coup. A coup by
un d erstand 1 •
,
.
• •
th
who? A coup that is when you do something withm and en somebody
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undt·r Hm 0, crtlm.ms ) ou. Tit,\t is what 1 mcmt that it is a coup 1-:. •
•
.
.
• out tf
p opk the an: not_s~1tisfo.:d
\\ 1th the present tl~mgand they go after and
this .utd thcv..start, 1t 1snot a coup, I do not call 1ta coup .
Okay, 1 "1 ll now understand v~h:it , ou mean by a coup still my question
is put n,d you notice th:i~the pre~cnt go~·crnmcnt a~tually went again
agamst the police and cspectall) the ClD. l Just want this to be on record.
BlTARIH"'

l\;o. rto. The present goYcmmcnt has not gone against police or against
CID :it alL please quote me properly.
No. I am not quoting vou at all I am asking question as a matter of fact.

BITARil-IO:

And what I am telling you is the present government what it did right was
to screen out the police force properly. I gave an example of people who
were recruited to take over elections, who were illiterates, they were just
there How do you leave a man of that nature. You can even find that
those people who were recruited on UPC because they are Makerere as
Cadets Assistant Superintendent, they are still there, they are policemen.
it was not their fault, they are policemen, they are serving.

MR. NAGENDA:

But then we must be able to judge one thing against another this is why I
am asking you this question for your elucidation, eA'J)lanation,what
would you say if at earlier time, ,vhen the regimes then in power went
against the police what if they say we were also screening, what is the
difference between one screening and another screening?

BITARIHO:

Screening, I am sure you were in Uganda ever since 1971, there \Vas no
screening. You cannot screen by eliminating, killing, it is not screening

MR. NAGENDA:

It is removal of one kind.

BITARIBO:

It is eA1erminatingit is not screening but if 1971 Amin said those who
investigated a case, they did bad you go home ,vell, and fair, but if you
kill them what kind of - now again in 1979 when this Obote came. then
they started saying that we are returners and for you although you are in
force you are stayees so you are backing and then they start because may
be you are not singing UPC song you must go to Karamoja in one year
Before you reach Karamoja they say ha, ha; that one is dangerous he must
come back to.Ka5fs,eyou continue roaming. That is not screening that is
why I was saying 11i\at
the police was not properly catered for and surely
there was total neg~ect of the police force by these regimes or these
governments that had been in power. That is ,·vhv I say if you want to sec
an example you go in all Uganda Police barrack~ poli.ce ,~·herethey stay.
These houses were built in 1900, one room just go there and see until
now.

MRNAGENDA:

Yes but then surely what you are saying this is what I said earlier. I asked
yo~ whether the present government had actually improved the lot of
policemen physically by building places of dignity for them to stay in and
you told me that they were screening, so let me put the question again
Has there been an improvement in the lot of the soldier and the places
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"hl'rc he sta, s in the b.. i.
•
..m1c"s• at ·m
•
llU1·1t 'l
• Y' t'tmc smcc
the first
- b \II'ld"mgs were
Bll \RlH

t present there has not b, ,
. .
) ou I think it is too earl , t1:c~ any bmldmg in the police force and 1 told
tl1crc is
· a construction
• ) 't0 :Judge bccaus,
•
. • c ,,c, • usual ly go •m meetings
and
·1·
um
m
the
poltcc
fi
I
1
reh abt 1tatcto paint som. b
.
orcc t ey arc trying at least to
·1s somcfuing at least t cd arracks' to put some roo1s
s:-.
on top. 1 fuink that
o
o
to
be
good
U
r
k
•
1 ·e m Obotc two, when they
onncd
a
constructi
.
•
n
fi
on unit - by fuc way dO
k
db
you now that Park Hotel
during Obote two was re
novatc Y construction unit of the police?

Sorry, I did not hear your question?
BITARIHO:

This Hotel here Fairwa • •h' h R
..
on having shares ·t ) ' ''. ic wakasist was claiming to be his and so
u 't fth
I , I was_pamted, renovated by money of the construction
m o e po ice That is what I am telling you.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

Another thing is you can go t o K.trundas, house which
• was constructed it
was constructed bY· maten'al s of the pohce
• construction unit which were
'
meant to construct barracks and they constructed Kirunda's house
personal house in Busembatia.
'

MR NAGENDA:

How do you know this?

BITARlHO:

I am a policeman. (Laughter).

MR. KAWANGA:

You were in prison at that time.

BITARIHO:

I was in prison 1982, I came out 1984 and Kirunda was here. He was
here.

MR. KAWANGA:

Then you went to Kasese, these things happened in Busembatia.

BITARIHO:

Yes, sir, I am a policeman and I am a trained detective for a long time up
to my rank and I do not simply speak on hearsay.but these are facts they
are on record. They are on record in the construction.

MR. NAGENDA:

Now, which record? The point is for us this Commission I am sure has
every confidence in what you are telling us people who do not know you
so well we still need some kind of proof. When we make our Ieport when
you say it is on record we would like to know so that we can include it,
on what record is it said that Kirunda's house in Buscmbatia was
constructed by materials which should have gone into rehabilitating
police barracks?

BJTARJHO

Well J do not know how you want to take it but that is what I have told
you and this one here, I do not know how well you want me to tell you
people.

MR. NAGENDA

No, I am sorry, tha

t is not good enough Commissioner, the point is that
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hnn· been given njob to find out what happened, anybody could come

and tell us tJ1isthing happened.

BITARIHO:

Now. if you want me to find out what happened a~out those may be you
contact the Office of the Inspector Gen:ral of P~hcc then he is going to
send you a right person because I have given you information but me 1
giving you infom1ation about the _training_and what happened, wha~
know physically very well b~t that mfonnat1on also do not disregard it if
you want to further question 1t.

MR.NAGENDA

That is fine. Would you say that part of the exercise that would bring
back morale within policemen would be to build them better houses as
soon as possible better barracks, better living quarters?

BITARil-IO:

Todav the policemen their morale is being improved. I say so because
even my morale had gone but it is improved. Because we are seeing some
justice being done We used to have this screening out there are some
policemen whom we knew that they had committed offenses because in a
police force you have gone to prison you are not allowed to come back in
the police force because you are a criminal but some of them were there.
You are fined in the court then you are here but today everybody is out.
The recruitment of policemen there is a fair stand which is put on, which
is being followed and of course there are promises. We are seeing that
things at least are taking shift like any other department is seeing. You
can see medical now they are a bit happy because they see there is a
renovation of Mulago. It gives them morale, the student Makerere when
there is promised they are going to rehabilitate, they give them morale
although it is not yet done.

MR. NAGENDA:

But let me ask my question again. Would you say that one of the things
which would help with police morale would be the building of some
modem living quarters, that is barracks?

BITARIHO:

It will contribute because generally I call it welfare. If policemen's
welfare is looked after of course any other person, you get a bit of morale.
Of course part of your privileges as a police officer, if you can get a
house, you get salary, you are encouraged to work because our work is
actually tedious if you can see. Imagine I come to guard you, you are a
Minister or you are yourself and you lock me outside because I am
guarding, it is raining. I remain outside in cold I am guarding you. I am a
human being like you, I am not a stone nor an iron that does not suffer.
So, when I go home I think I should also have a house, those are
privileges I should be treated like a human being. Those are small
privileges. I could even give you an example of things that I am seeing
today although it is not part of this. A policeman is proud of his job his
uniform and his duty because he has to serve the people equitably but if
say for example they give me to become your bodyguard. A bodyguard
say you are a Minister or you are a Judge. Okay, now if I am body
guarding you, you give me to carry your brief case I have a gun guarding
carrying a gun to guard you, your brief case, your files and then you ,.,a1k
in front of me although I am a policeman I respect you, you load me with
these things, I will not say this is very bad but do you think it is good?
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(Laughter).

MR.N AGENDA:

Well, I can answer that uesti
carry my briefcase but q th on. I have to admit I left my bodyguardto
rain I house him I thon e other hand I do not leave him outside in the
'
• s at good?

MRKAWANGA:

I was going to change b •
th'
.
su ~ect, not to really change subject but to pursue
is pomt so say each government after each coup.

BITARIHO:

Yes.

MR.KAWANGA:

G~ve~ent
comes in for the police, this I had the good luck of
Witnessmg because after the 1971coup I was a young man working in the
Atto~ey General Chambers and the Wachungi's and what you have
mentioned were there and immediately a day after they came for them but
do you not think one of the reasons was that the police itself sometimes
conduct in a manner which causes the public to hate it, to despise it and
therefore, whenever there is a chance the feeling of retaliation comes in.

BITARIHO:

Well generally you cannot say that there is a person who is wholly good,
they might be doing some mistakes but what I mean is this bluntly you
will find that these former coups all of a sudden I give you an example
say a person because me I have been addressing a lot of people I do not
know their names, etc. etc., but a person whom you have put to prison for
a traffic offence he does not forget you because it hurts him. Tomorrow
he has been vested in, he is now a big now, your boss. Eh! From
nowhere? He is your boss as a policemen you remain as a policeman. So,
you find that may be they tend to try to revenge but surely if y~u.know
that a police force he is your police force. It is your duty ask a c1t:1.zen
to
correct to advise.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

But no to police alikuwa mbaya (is not bad) . If it is mbaya (bad) it is
your police.

MR. KAWANGA:

BITARIHO:

MR. KAWANGA:

BITARIHO:

· oo you kno
Okay, but let me be specific.
• . w •1t .as a. fact that in Obote One
police were using torture as an aspect of mvest:J.gat:J.on.
Well, that much I do not know. I do not know.
that at police headquarters here, in Kampala, people
y OU do not kn ow
r h ad uarters?
were being physically tortured in the po ice e q
•
then I was working in Jinja. If you can ask me
I do not know b_ec~~ by .
me laces I do not know. But of course I
what happened m JmJa or m so p
ething small. I think you have
had been reading papers, Newspapersral,
soy:u know a corporal is a second
. sometime
• they meet a corpo
' mmitted some sb·ghto ffenee. The
read it
h
rank in the police force. S~y heh. asf,,co big headline "police chief docs
"pobce c ie ' a
. • Ki
newspapers they say
. ou find it is a corporal who is m soga,
. " When you read it y
th IS .
something like that.
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All right but I want also to find out at police stations whcthc
.
r under
Obotc One, Amm, or Obotc Two suspeclc; were not being phy . nl
,
SJC,uly
beaten?

BIT~RlHO

No, in my stations where I was working?

\tR kA\\ A.NGA:

Anywhere, to your knowledge.

BITARIHO:

I do not know May be, sir, if I tell you the stations I was working and
then you tell me were they beaten here? But that I do not know.

MR. KAWANGA:

No, because this I also do not stay in police stations, but I have seen
people being physically beaten. At Police stations.

BITARIHO:

Sir, that one I do not know.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Just to pursue this issue of torture by policemen in police custody,
evidence has been brought to this commission about people tortured in
Nile Mansions, not only in the rooms of the hotel but there was also a
police unit within the Nile Mansions manned by the police and people
were tortured there. You told us that while in Luzira you saw people who
had been physically tortured either in Nile Mansions and other places like
Mbuya, do you recall or did you come across any of those inmates you
were with that had been tortured within the police unit of the Nile
Mansions?

BITARIHO:

Well, I do not know. I do not know because when they said Nile
Mansions, I understand Nile Mansions as Nile Mansions because Nile
Mansions used to be hotel and as you rightly know in Obote Two things
were so confused because I understand even some people were being
detained in old cars. Things like used to be called what? This near
Mbuya, near Silver Springs there is an old building.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Argentina House.

BITARIHO:

Argentina an abandoned house, so those things I do not know actually
and then even me myself, imagine Jhe whole of me to be arrested, me.
Taken, I have never stolen nothing but arrest and taken for two years out.
So, when you tell me that do you know this, do you know that. If I kno~
I would tell you, you take it that what I know I have told you.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

What we are trying to bring to you as a police officer in charge of training
and someone high ranking in the police force. Of course we want a
change to come, what we are trying to tell you is that bad things have
been happening even in the police forces and the cells committed by
policemen themselves. Probably you were not physically present yourself
you could have read in the papers and you are a trained investigative
officer. I am sure some of these you could have investigated or you could
have investigated some and you came out with some truth which you can
impart to us.
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BIT RlHO·

\Veil, I, as a training offi
d
.
chart f1
,
cer, my uty 1s to see at least that there is a
~ or a b1.:tterbut when you say that I witnessed this and that
dcfinttely
I do not k
. I d'd
•mvestigation
• • )'Ou ha ·cno\\,
see.. But then of course with
t b • 1 not
.
•
' • o c given
mfonnation
I
·
•mformation' now you have given me
. , . am g;omg to investigate and if I find that actually it is
happcmng or it was happening those are things we do not want to happen
any more.
)C

MR. 1AGENDA:
Ass~stant Commissioner for somebody who is a trained detective, - yes
Assistant C
• •
·
•
omm1ss1onerof Police, that 1swhat I said: for somebody who
~as been abl~ to investigate as a trained person the building of a building
m BusembatJ.a,when you were not there you should still be able to know
what was going on in the police. I for one I am very disappointed that
you are saying that you never knew of tortures in police stations. Your
colleague Obura when he was here before us said, that as a policeman he
would physically encourage people in attempt to get information if it is
required, physical encouragement by which we took warming up a
suspect a bit like this. We have here the Chief of our Investigating Team,
Superintendent Ntambi who had cause to stay in Naguru Police Station
where we ourselves went and we saw what happened there. It would
really be incredible if you did not know that these things happened in the
police. The pity of it is that it always unfortunately casts some kind of
doubt in the Commission's mind if somebody who is a good ~'itness can
at the same time deny something which is obvious, "there has been
tortures in the police stations." Do you know it, "I know it"; but if you
say I do not know anything about it, it is a pity because it takes away
from some of the other information you might be giving us. And I think
you should think very seriously about this matter.

BITARil-IO:

Sir, first of all when you say you visited Naguru. Naguru has never been
a police station, Naguru is a Police College but of course there was a PSU
and you are aware of what PSU did and they were disbanded that much
you know. When you ask me of something I knew I think on that you
want me to tell you what I knew and what I saw. I, in Amin's time I told
you I happened to be in charge of CID Kasese, where I saw the dead body
of Lulurne. I told you I was in charge of Railway Police and then I was
teaching law and then at one time of course. I was at LDC studying tho~
are the things I am able to tell you. This hearsay",suppose you explam
your question that have you read the papers that it is happening, have you
done investigations but only you said, do you know? I say I do not know
I say what I know

MR. NAGENDA:

This is of course entirely upon you but the point is -(interruption)-

BITARil-IO:

And with Kirunda's house I took interest because I had come ~m prison,
I wanted to find out why, what have I _done? ~ave I stepped ma w~ng
place? Have I done something? Arn I involved mto so that I know where
to step.

MR. NAGENDA:

is true but are you therefore saying because we have heard thing_s
yes at Rail
Police for example where you worked I do not say 1t
about th~
way~
I myself come from Namutamba which is near
was dunng your ume.
th
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Mitvana Polic<.'. 1 know people had been bcatc~ up there and 1 am just a
civiiian. arc you saying that this is th_e fi1:'t hmc yo~1hm•c heard that
people were beaten up in the police stat10ns m your entire career which is
now 30 years in the police.

BITARIHO:

1 h:n c read in papers. that is newspapers but me I have not been beaten.

MR. t\'AGENDA

1\lo.nobody is saying you have.

BITARIHO:

And the police statJ.ons ""herever I have been working I have not seen
because J would not stomach it. Because if a person is arrested for a
crime, mav be during the scuffle when you are arresting a criminal and he
is armed ~f course you have to physically fight and we term it in law that
use reasonable force and that reasonable for the judge is you who is using
the force.

MR NAGENDA:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

Since I have come to arrest you, you struggle and I use that force which I
call reasonable and you think it is hurting you but then once you have
been arrested you are not allowed to be beaten as a prisoner. The end of a
prisoner should be to court and then he is judged according to the law, but
not beating.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, but are you saying even when you have constables being jumped up
to Senior Superintendent of Police and Assistant Commissioner of Police,
people who did not know the code you have told us to whom you had to
teach in very simple terms, are you saying that even when you had this
accelerated promotions still people were not molested in police custody
to your knowledge?

BITARIHO:

No, I do not catch your question properly, accelerated promotions by
who?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I think this question has been asked this witness, he has
given an answer there is nothing you can extract from him more other
than by cross-examining him.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, what I am trying to do, Mr. Chairman is that at the end of the day we
have to be able to make up our minds on the evidence that we get and
speaking personally here but it would be a pity if when we come to judge
the evidence we had this morning we were still troubled by certain parts
of it to its detriment to the evidence we had this morning. So, I was
trying, I hope not trying too hard, but I was trying to find out whether we
understood each other on this point. I would say that I have asked my
question and if I have to go by what I have had then so be it.

COUNSEL:

No sir, Chairman and Commissioners what I fear is to give an impression
that there is an answer which you want to hear which you have not got
from the witness. The witness said this is what I know. -

MR. KAWANGA:

Perhaps one other aspect which we have not yet touched on is this

constant accusation of tl1 , 1. b .
•, h
ice cmg
is c angc of•• goYcrnme1.:t po
tJ
1· ·corrupt. Virtually whenever there
n 1c
po
1cc 1s accused. of being corrupt and
th crcforc 1t• has to b
·
c
rcorgamzed,
changed
refurbished In the first place
d o vou know instances of
.th'.
.
.
1
• • .
corrup 1011 w1 m the pohee which warrant
accusing the police of being a corrupt organisation?
BITA.RIHO.

\Ven if \'OU want t 0
.
th t
•
.
say corruption, may be you could term it generally
a Uganda ts corrupt, but of course police they are part of Ugandans. I
do not Sa) some policemen have been taken to court. But sir I want you
to bear in mind that police do not generalize it that it is a corrupt
organization In fact the more corrupt people are not the police but when
a policeman is given Shs. l0/= of course on traffic and then a Bank
Manager or some other big personnel is corrupted more the policeman
will be known for corruption, it will be given headlines that that one. So
generally that one I have heard even I have seen that some policemen are
taken to court but I would be happy if you said the whole of Uganda.
Ugandans they are corrupt we should fight against corruption.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes, the problem here is of value judgement and professional ethics while
I am entitled to my bottle of beer or even too many I do not expect my
parish priest to do the same and if he does it I will be first person to say
he is a drunkard. Do you think that the accusations that people label
against the police are of value judgement or a feeling that they have over
stepped the mark or do you think that actually there is an excess of what
the police should actually be doing in the line of corruption?

BITARIHO:

Today or as a whole?

MR. KAWANGA:

I gave an example. You are perfectly right to say that everybody in ~e
society is corrupt but once the policeman is corrupt it makes a headlme
and that is why I gave you the example of my one bottle of ~eer or _too
many and my parish priest. But when you hear of this accusat.J.onagamst
the police do you think it is justified or i~ it because pe~ple expect t~o
much of the police in this line of corrupt.Ion? Is corruption rampant m
your view?

BITARIHO:

Corruption when it attacked Uganda it went very far everywhere. You
will find that magistrates are corrupt.

MR. KAWANGA:

Agreed.

BITARIHO:

. •t
became corrupt Everybody became corrupt and of course
Mm1s
ers 1
•
•
olice because
the pohceman
should be an example
•
• so I
when peop e say p
. .
ant and nor do I denv that there was no
do not _say_atpresen~ it is i::peverywhere like all other countries. even
corruption m the ~ohce.
.
xample and this example I have been
• •
• India let me give an e
. . .
.
Bntam even m
In f ating Officer in JmJa. mvestigated a case
giving one day I was an vebsig
sed all the tricks· because \vhen the
• bbery where y we u
,
h' h
adh
of M vani ro
bb d fr m the bank and the currencv w 1c
robbers robbed mon~y they ro eWhon the robber stole we we;t to the
was robbed was wntten down. t
eUsing that we tried to alert all the
bank we got numbers of the no_es. t bank this monev come and inform
banks by then that anybody commg o
•
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us and ~y then we had of course details of all the criminals and so on
Our infomrntion discovered and we arrested five people on suspicion •
took them to court with no exhibit. Corruption is a big offence Whc we
took them to court the, were given bail and we released, I could given we
the names of those - Deobakta was in charge of that case prosecuting You
•
refused but in the en~ the Mag1stra~e
ga~e b a.I·1 b~t good enough'we
he
insisted to give cash ba.tl. Now, we sa.td until they bnng a cash bail let
• at the court where th ey we:e gomg
• to b'nng a cash bail.
us
wait We waited
Do you know what happened? The cash ba.tl that they were bringing•
court was the exact money stolen w~ took as exhibit. and then we applie~
the bail was cancelled. We kept qwet the case continued. Do you know
the advocates who were going to pay? The advocates were paid fee w
.
' e
went in the banks, I do not want to mention names unless you say
mention.

COMMISSIONER: No, you do not mention.
BITARIHO:

Yes, an advocate whose client had paid in to go and bank the money it
was the exact money stolen, we got that, the case even went as far as High
Court and of course those learned people would, because being found
with stolen property nalcua ngumu (strongly) to disapprove. These
people were all convicted and they served their sentences. I am seeing
some of the convicted people in Kampala here whom I arrested I find
them driving Benz today. I am seeing them and then even those whom
we got money from they are big men somewhere. As I have said big so (Laughter) - so that is how the world is but when you say mention names
I will say so and so but then of course for the sake of it I will just give
you an example of how things are, take it that way.

MR. NAGENDA:

I think it is such an interesting example that I personally would like to
know these names.

BITARIHO:

Eh, oh, I will tell you if you want, since you are a Commission.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

The person we arrested.
arrested?

MR. NAGENDA:

First and then the lawyer.

BITARIHO:

It would be dangerous.

MR.NAGENDA:

Okay, what is this position on this one, Legal Counsel? Are you able to
get this information in camera?

COUNSEL:

I think, Mr. Chairman, this matter, I don't know whether it is relevant to
our Terms of Reference; although it is of some interest. Since it is not
relevant, I would rather think, the names are left out.

MR.NAGENDA:

I find it very relevant because it is against Human Rights. If people's
money is taken, it is against Human Rights. The only thing I am going to
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You wanted the names of the people we

sny. Mr. Chairman. is either we get the names in public or Legal Counsel
gets them in camera.
BITARlHO:

But, Sir, the case was finished. People served their sentence. They arc
~lready ~ut. The case. judged. Finished It went to court. It was judged
m the High Court. The C4ief Justice - Udoma - is the one who convicted
the pe?ple. It was pa.it history. I was giving an example of how the
world 1s.

MR NAGENDA

A ruling was made by our Chairman the other day that we are able to hear

cases as they happen, whether they are still in court or not. So there is no
case of subjudice on that and that we are able to hear cases which
happened; in case, they enable us to work out a better future for our
people.
BITARIHO:

Yes, Sir, I don't know whether you are going to guarantee my safety.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, the reason why I am advising that this is irrelevant is that
our Inquiry is mainly on Violation that was committed by Agents of
Government; and this is a case which is a normal criminal case. We are
not investigating in any criminal case; and there is actually nothing here
that is relevant to our Terms of Reference. He only gave us an example
which happened to be interesting. So I would rather think we leave these
names out.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

In fact, I was going to say that in this particular aspect this was really an
example, the witness was giving, to illustrate a point. And since it is a

matter which has already been through court, it is a settled matter. It is
not part of our Inquiry. We do not have to go into names and that no; we
can get this from Legal Counsel informally afterwards but not as part of
our record.
KA.KWENZIRE:

Perhaps, I should also say that, as things have progressed , it should seem
as if we are more or less protecting the people involved, not really
quarrelling with the example as being relevant. That is my fear. And it
would have sufficed if the person finishes the example with the names
and we get over it.

MR. NAGENDA:

By all means, let us get the names informally. But the point I pick up
from you - witness - is this that you said that, "I see these people around
and they are driving Mercedez Benzes." To any thinking person, there is
a connection between that robbery in-your mind - between that robbery and these peoples' subsequent careers; or you would not have alluded to
their Mercedez Benzes. I made that point on record. And certainly - oh,
no, I make that point on record.

BITARIBO:

There is no connection. I was trying to illustrate to you how tedious how difficult - police work is and what usually the police face in their
way of life, right - whatever we meet.

COUNSEL:

I uld like to take you back to the time of Obote Two, that is during the
re~tment
of policemen. into the Police Force. You mentioned that
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ari"body who had to be recruited at that time must have had to b
sc~ondcdby UPC Chairman in his or her constituency. You further sai:
that in Northern and Eastern Uganda the requirement standard w
lessened. What is the rationale for this, if you know?
as
BIT.\RIHO

I was a member of the Recruiting Team and, as I said, I was not headin
the team. If I can get ~ou properly, the UP~ C~airmen were instrumen~
to all recruits we recrwted; and then you said, m the Northern, it was _ 1
do not know what I said. It was what?

COUNSEL:

You said, "lessened."

BITARIHO:

Yes it was lessened. I don't know whether there was any idea behind it
but the only thing I observed is, in Buganda and in the Western Regio~
we recruited very few people; but in the Northern and in the Easternwe
recruited very many people.

COUNSEL:

Was this because there were no interested people in Buganda?

BITARIHO:

I don't know what was behind it; but I am telling you what I saw; maybe,
if you want. t.o ask me my own views - what I thought of; but, I think,
there was - there must be - something politically sort of sometime.
Because me I am trying t.o speak what I saw as a policeman. The Head of
the Recruiting Team was Odyek. I was a Commandant, Police Training
School. We went as a team around. But, when I saw the - I was also not
happy - what was happening; that is why I am telling you. I wasn't also
happy that, before you recruit a person, UPC Chairman must be there.
What about a DP? Is he n~t a Ugandan? What about UPM? What is all
this? Those are the funny things with political parties which happened.
You can see how the police has been divided because of that.
Now t.oday, these cadets from Make~re - I promised t.o bring records, if
you want them - letters from UPC; Chairman, Makerere t.o "Recruit soand-so." Makerere -there were UPCs, there were CPs. There were others.
If you are UPC, you should not become a policeman? Okay. Now those
are already policemen. What do we do t.o them? They have to remain
policemen because they have met the qualification of screening. They are
doing their job properly. So we better forget all these funny things that
happened and, maybe we first unite Uganda until we are politically
mature because the whole thing was funny. It is funny. Because I am
telling you, why did I go to prison? Two years.

KAKWENZIRE:

BITARIHO:

I notice something that stands out on that form you showed us, there is a
big word "TRIBAL" yes that big word: "TRIBAL R.ETIJRNS." That was
a colonial form. Yes - the Annual Tribal Return. That word "tribal" was
it - did it continue being used in the post-colonial period - after
Independence?
This fonn is called "Police Form 27," and you know those fellows we
~ve got in the police they are numbered. The word "tribal," I thinkI saw
it on this fonn these we were having during the colonial days. But, after
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colonial davs there sh ul
Kitoshi we n~ 1
° .d have been amendments; because - like
days. '
onger recnut them and we do not even follow these, these

KAK"'ENZIRE:

yes I am interested to know whetherthat word has been erased?

BITARIHO'

These days we don't follow these.

KAKWENZIRE:

You don't follow that.

BITARIHO:
KAKWENZIRE:
BITARIHO:

..

KAKWENZIRE:

We don't. But what we follow is - I don't know whether you want me to
tell you!
Yes, please.

There is a fonn we use of the requirementsto join the Police Force. The
requirement is, first - one must be a Ugandan;but we don't say,"sijuyiye
Acholi," I don't know whether you are an Acholi, or what. You must be
what - a Ugandan. "Ugandan," comprises Uganda as it is; and he has to
be physically fit - by "physical fitness," you know, we don't want a lame
policeman,
etc., who doesn't see. He has to be of "A Level," minimum "O
II
Level Education standard and he must pass a written interview and oral
interview set by the Board. Why? Because a person can be well qualified
but honestly, in the Police Force, we don't want a person who stammers.
Supposing you are going to go to do parade and you start to say "Ah, ah,
ah," of course, people will not understand. We want a person who can
express himself and give orders. And then, why we want a written
interview, we want - a written interview is just a sort of aptitude test. I
can give you an example of the set of questions we set. It is just an
aptitude test to find the general knowledge of a person because history
has it that some people can come with forged certificates or a certificate
of his brother and he calls himself names. So that is how we get him .
And then, on top of that, there is a Confidential Form which he_hasgot to
fill. Now examine all those and then we find that he has qualified. We
don't mind whether you are tall or short. But provided you. ~ a
Ugandan, you qualify. So these fonns are no longer used. This 1s a
colonial fonn.
•
1 's minds the colonial mentality still hangs on especially
owl m~op ~dependence still related police work with certain tribes;
peodpe to r
suppose that mentality could still hang on. Did you
an up
now, I
'
. th
l .al
,
t
that
after
colonial
times
people,
I
mean,
m
e
pre-co
oru find OU
,
• •
fro
.
period and today, do you find a problem of recnntmg
m vanous
N

regions?
BITARIBO:

.al da of course police was not liked; very few people liked
After co1om
ys,
d , but then because, I think, of what was
• 1
an after Indepen ence,
.
it - me
'
•tment we get them - the people are commg happening. Today s rec~
from all regions because the standardthat is
very many. They are corn.mg vided you are a Ugandan. Right. Now,
set is to be met by anybod~li~~ we don't want you. We want also
of course, when you are
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quality not quantity in th e police •
.._n. excuse Mr commissioner, when you talk - about people
·when you ~ • •
.
.
•
.
..
. have been grappling with the question of Banyarwanda
being anzens, "e
th . li
in Ankole in another context. What.. as far as e po ce are conc:med, is
what is a Ugandan of R'1<"3Ildeseextraction., for
a Munyarv,·anda and
• recnn"tmen1?•
police purposes m

BITARJHO·

MR.NAGENDA:

. ur informati~ I am bom in Kigezi. In Kigezi ·there is a clistnct
f or yo
ak 1.·:.
da ,
which is Bufumbira. People there they spe ~yanvan
• ow. when
we are recruiting, according to that qualification, we say, ''C'gandan..
Right. I am sure - I don't know what you want, but you know what
"Ugandan" means; a "Ugandan" does not mean a refugee But, if he bas
been a refugee and he has naturalised to become a Ugan~
then he is a
Ugandan, if he is a Nubian and he ~ been declared a {!,gandan by the
Uganda Laws, he is a Ugandan. That ts what we mean by Ugandan."

Yes, but in this question of "people of Rwandese E~on,"
do they
have to go and get nationalised? Are they automatically nationalised
because they were bom here? What is the police understanding on this
one?

BITARIHO:

I don't know, Sir, what you are asking me; but, when I say, we recruit
Ugandans, you should understand my meaning.

MR. NAGENDA:

No I shouldn~ You see, it is not as simple as you have it. What we are
trying to find out - what I am trying to find out -

BITARIBO:

May be, you want to know what a Ugandan is.

MR NAGENDA:

No. I know what I am asking and actually I am the one who asked these
questions in this thing. What I am saying is this. We have had a lot of
problems when we have been dealing with problems with Banyarwanda
in Ankole; and, I ~ it is specifically because it is sometimes yery
difficult to tell the difference. At least, this is what we found out when
they were being persecuted in Ank.ble - these Banyarwanda So, what I
am asking, if an Indian gets nationalised or naturalised, there is a process
he undertakes. For Banyarwanda who have grown up here, I don't think
that there is such a process. It has not been followed. So, if you go to Bufumbira is understood; these people have been here for years~if you go
to - Ankole, do you find it easy to differentiate between a Munyarwanda
refugee and a Munyarwanda who is a Ugandan citizen or not? Whatis
your policy on this matter?

BITARIHO:

Wh~ we go to recruit in Ankole, we don't find problems ~ you are
saying; because when we go we want Ugandan and we know what a
Ugandan is. By 'Ugandan,' you are not a refugee. You are a Ugandanyou have to show proof that you are a Ugandan.

MR.NAGENDA:

What proof!

BITARIHO:

You can be a Ugandan by birth. You want to know what "Ugandan,"
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mcnns. Yes. lf'-•ou .,,,.., U
f
J
....~ a gandan Y
b
o Uganda, that •1
f
' ou must clong to some indigenous
s one o the P fs 1·r
And - pardon
roo - your grand-fatherwas here.

tri.bc

kA.K\\ ENZIRE:

May be, I could come in here to
.
.
.
there is a confused •d . . assist and say, there 1s a problem m that
between two million
be~~e from some statistics there are
Ugandans And . add' . rec m1lhon Rwandese in Uganda who are
thirty tho~sand , ~n
ition to that, there are about one hundred and
_gees
So, out of 130,000, refugees could easily hide
among th e two million N th. ·
b
ow is is not the problem you can easily tackle
;~~~
you may not have the machinery. So there is a problem in that
1
. ,
_refugees who have been here over 30 years and we have
mtennamed WI•th them• d'1genoustwo million people they found here. So
~ suppose you be taken for a ride by somebody, perhaps who said that he
IS born of a Mufumbira and a refugee because there is no clarification and
no policy over this thing. So there is a small problem.

~:1:'

n:

BITARIHO·

So I don't know, me as a policeman why am I asked that question!

MR. NAGENDA:

No - but look - you are not being victimised. You must get away from
such a thing. What we were asking you is that you are the Head of
Training and you have been in recruitment, and you are a very high
official. We have to deal with a lot of problems which, actually, overlap.
Now, if I was asking a constable this question, the constable would have
every right to say: "How should I know?" But we are asking somebody
who actually is in-charge of this training. "What have been your
problems?" If you haven't had any problems, you just say you haven't.
We don't just ask you about things which concern you yourself.

BITARIHO:

No, Sir, I have -

COUNSEL

I think, in order to assist you, what they are asking you, aren't there

BITARIHO:

KAKWENZIRE:

DR.MAKUBUYA:

BITARIHO:

instances where people who are not actually Ugandans pose as Ugandans
and you recruit them in the Police Force?
had
roblem and I have not met such
That is very clear. I have not
any p
f th
r
.
want me to bring you the names o
e po Ice
instances~ and, If ~ou
that you investigate. They are there. I
officers, I can provide them, so
have not had oliceman would know, if somebody is pos_ing
There is also no way the p .
bl
r.orthe policeman and there is a
There IS a pro em i,
.
1
and posing clever y.
. .
. d erhaps this is something we are
bl m for the Comm1ss1oners, an , p
eh
pr~ e think about. It is not your problem as su •
gomg to
..
t that you are going to be reCIUltmg
• an announcemen
..
l
What
I show up an~wenng . d I show up at the recrw??g ~ ace.
• to the Pohce Force, an
stabli h that I am a citizen.
m
talc from me to e
s
evidence do you
e
.
th
come for
have adverttsed at you
d re we do, when we
·uproduce a letter from your
The proce u
physically there, you w1
recruitment, you are
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R1.·sistanccComn1ittcc; and that letter must be _c_ndorscdby the D.A of
YO\H area.
TI1cn, of course, at the recnutmg centre, the D.A,1s
rcprcsentatiYcis always there and some loop-holes arc there. We don't d
it m camera - it is just open. The inte":'iew is done in a panel. Then yo:
produce your documents say your certificates; and then, of course, you
have to answer because the interviewer is not a one man. They are so
manv You have to answer questions! "What is your name? Which is
your home village?" You know I am just giving an example of questions
of the panel Then, of course, first of all, we don't interview you before
we see this letter from the D .A. and then your school Identify Card to
tally with your certificates which you have produced and it is you _
physically seen - how you look like: if you come with one eye and it is
physically seen, of course, you automatically go. Then we start
interviewing you. So usually it is easy to see a citizen of Uganda.

MR. NAGENDA:

Ugh!

BITARIHO:

Very easy - for us - for me; I have not found it difficult. But then as you
rightly say, some tribes who live on the border - take, for example, in
West Nile there are some Alurs who live in Zaire and some are Alurs who
live in Uganda. Then we base ourselves on these Resistance Committee;
if this Resistance man has said "He belongs to us, 11 then we believe that
Resistance person there.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, the RCs.

BITARIHO:

There are some Etesots even in Sebei - it is here: others are Kenyan
Etesots, others Ugandan Etesots. We believe the Resistance Councils.
That is why we insist "Ugandan Resistance Committees." And why we
also believe the Resistance Committees because formerly we had the
problem of people who had been impossible in the area - in the village.
When they hear the police, they just rush to join the police or the army.
And usually, when we insist that, before you join the army, your
Resistance Committees should properly give you a recommendation as to
your character. But, if the Resistance Committees if they produce to us
somebody who has been impossible, what can we do?

KAKWENZIRE:

Sir, can I continue?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Chairman, I want to tender in that form showing the Recruitmentin
the Uganda Army as Exhibit Number 82.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

Was itjust Ugandan Police.

COUNSEL:

The guidelines.

AG.CHAIRMAN:

Basic requirements.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

It goes a little further - it talks of even the recruitment and others.
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col' sH

No. that one - I don't tJ11• k h .
n t at 1srelevant,
But it makes a great d'ffi
Requirements and the th I erence between this one - the Entrance
that one sho~ld balanc other othne.So. I think. what Legal counsel says is
c e o er.
Just to compare.

\!R

AGE 1 DA:

COL"\SFL:
k...\KWENZIRE:

BITARIHO:

KAKWENZIRE:

I think_ it is 81.
TI1c Colonial Form is Exhibit Number 81 - this is 82.

Sir, I am seeking }·our op· •
th'
. .
.
•
•
to reqwre our
dchberat1on
I am sur" m1on
· h - some mg iliat 1s hkely
·
c, } ou ave come across, for mstance a refugee
voung man sav 32 }'
h · b
h
'
• ears, w o 1s orn ere after ilie 1959 period; you
know refugee started coming in 1959. Now you come across such a man
who went to the bush after ilie expulsion because Rwanda refused to have
him, and Uganda refused to have him; and he had no alternative but to go
to the bush. Now there are some people who don't want to remain in ilie
Army and they choose the Police Force because, probably, he left at "A
Level;" I know some refugee boys And he left say Ntale School in
H.S.C. and he went to the bush; and then, after ilie Bush War, he wants to
come to the Police Force; because he cannot continue school He doesn't
like the Army and he comes to you, probably, with faked documents to
say: "I am born in Bufumbira," or "I am born in Buganda in Kyaggwe,"
or something. And in all intents and pmposes this young man needs a
profession and his academic career has been interfered with. What would
be your stand? Would you just turn him out on this Ugandan
qualification? What would you feel personally, knowing that this young
• man has made his contribution in the war; he has to have a living and he
has to have a career. He cannot join the Civil Service because his
schooling has been interrupted. What do you do with him?
Usually, Madam, that thing has been taken care ~f. Before a perso~ joins
the police, although as we interview him, there 1s another form ,~h1chhe
fill It • detailed: "District of Birth. Present Address. Fathers N~e
s.
is
.
Umvers1ty.
.
. " Behmd ·.
I th • c. th dead Next of Kin. Education.
s 1s 1a er
•
·b·l· h Id at
Respons1 1 1ty e fi
"Schoo Is atten ded • At "A" Level' at "O" Level.
·
school. Have you ever joined the Army_?'' Ri~ht. It is all there. Be ore
we take a person c_
u om the Army , to J.om Pohce, we must get a -Record
th
from the Army: because people who joined the army and the~ 1ice.. i:
•
th
e Our requirements are not the same. n . to JO
standard is not e sam • t be between 18 vears an~d25. So you can
a police force, you mus
d. ali-fiedimmediately. So if you
•
•
Wh n vou are 32, you are isqu
.
. h be
imagme.
e J.
19 b , the time vou come out. you m1g t
th Army if vou are , )
.
B Mad
I
go to e
, •call vou are disqualified. ut,
am,
after 26: so you go. A~to~dat1t w~i~h vou have described: but, maybe, if
have not got across that mc1 en
ad't carefully vou will find that we
you want to have this fo~ and you re I
' have taken care of everything.
• •
•If vou
found
.
ld be vour personal opm1on,
.
.
I was actually askmg what wou
• "fever he came to your committee,
out that , such a case - such a person, 1
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\\hcther ou disco,ered that he was a refugee and you have to disqual'fy
1
him on that \Vhat ,,.ould be your feelings about it?
COU

EL

o, Mr. Chairman -

BITARIHO

Jfhe comes as a refugee -

co

I am sony - Ssekandi. I think, the answer which is expected, is it
sentimental or \\fun? Because -

TSEL

KAk.'\\'ENZIRE·
COUNSEL:

It is a view which he would probably The problem is, Mr. Chairman and Lady Commissioner - the problem is
that, there are qualifications which have been set up here. If one doesn't
fall there, then it requires a policy by some other authority, I think,to
decide on that; otherwise, it is a case. If he doesn't fall as a Ugandan
under Ugandans that are being recruited, there is nothing you can do to
him. I think so.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

But, I think, we better save Mr. Bitariho that question. It is a policy
matter really, which. perhaps, he would find very difficult to decide.
And, since he said he has never found a case like that one, let's, I think,
leave it as a hypothetical matter for the time being.

MR..NAGE'.1JA

Incidently, arising from that question, have you come across people of
that bad conduct in the Police who, during these twbulent times joined
the Army?

BITARIBO

You mean people who were sent away from the Police and they joined the
Army?

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, - or, indeed, who rejoined the Police - either of the two Major
Services.

BITARIHO

Well, there are some policemen who joined the Army, in the present
NRA. So, to say, "Have you come across bad ones," I don't understand
what: you mean, because, in the police - in the Police Force - we have got
Conduct of Service; we have got Disciplinary Record. A person whom
you call bad in the Police might not necessarily be bad in the Army by
our standard. Because, for example, if I find you sleeping on duty, it is an
offence in the Police Regulations; and, if I fine you - the next time I fine
you - I would dismiss you and then I call you bad in the Police. But then,
in the Army, they have got different - you know, whom you could call
bad in the police, totally bad, he is a criminal. If a person has been
convicted in the police, he is sent to Luzira, he is dismissed and then,
maybe, he can join the Anny. I have not come across them. But I do not
say they are not there because it might be that I have not seen them. So
definitely, whoever is bad in the Police as to the Police Conduct, he
cannot necessarily be bad in the Anny, because they have got different
conduct -different Code of Conduct.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, but let us say that there was such a person - I mean, is there a k'and of
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relationship between tJ , p 1.
•
. ,
tc o 1cc Force and the Anny to help the Anny
crccn its recnuts 7 Docs such a thing exist'!

BITARIHO

MR NAGENDA:

BITARIHO:

TI1cPolice Force is · -1 .
d'ffi
• a civi po11cc force; an Army has got different rules 1
ercnt l~ws:_They recruit differently. They act differently. So there is
no co-ordination that th . fi
.
•
•
cy 1rst screen
different
robs
We sc
. their people·' because we do
:
•
reen ours. But, 1f they asked us that, "Please take
after their finger-prints II w
Id B
.
s·
•
,
e cou . ut agam also remember, 1r, an
A~y is there to defend Uganda against the external aggression Now, if
tlus man had been a criminal before, but he is able to defend the invasion
of Uganda, I don't sec why he should not be in the anny and he defends.
Well.
But unfortunately, he cannot become a policeman because as a policeman
we want somebody who is spotlessly clean.

~fR NAGENDA

So what you are saying is that because the anny is to fight external
aggressors, they should not be scrupulously clean?

BITARII-10:

I was telling you that the anny are doing a different job from the police
and I was giving you an example that, suppose a person had been sent
from Luzira Prison; he has served five years and he is now a civilian.
Uganda is attacked. If this man is able, can't he go to defend Uganda? Of
course, if he goes to the anny to defend Uganda, I don't think the anny
will refuse him. But, if he says, "Let me come to defend Uganda within
the police," we shall not take him.

MR. NAGENDA:

Okay, I will draw my own conclusions on that one. Have you~
cases
even after the screening of the Police where bad elements keep coming up
- you know - even after the screening?

BITARIBO:

I don't understand what you mean. Keep coming up.

MR.NAGENDA:

You screen the police.

BITARIHO

You screen the police.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

And when you screen the police, we took away the illiterates,_as I ~d thos~ who don't know how to read, who get pa~ by th'7b-pn:~
the~
Th criminals - those who are fined m court or ass
have to go.
e
a1·
you know· because he has
any anom 1es •
- because there were so m .
trib and then he remains here - no;
committed theft; because he is my behe. d the doors Those are the sort
th
h just enter
m
•
everybody, out: ose w o And b cause with the disciplinary record,
of characters we took out. . C ed . there are certain things which a
ha
tour Pohce o e.
ha
t
because we ve go . d if ou do these three times, we ve go
Policeman must not do, an 'thy t penru·ssion from your O.C. - we call
• home. w1. ou because we have one d'1sc1p
· 1·1nary
major offences - gomg
d th n we d1sm1ssyou
ed f that ature
it an offence an
e
body whom we screen o
n
co de. So I have not seen any
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coming back: and also - you know - with discipline, it continue
Whoever we also find that is also committing a disciplinary offence, ws.
e
dismiss. We do not screen and stop there. No.
Okay.
BITARIHO:

MR. NAGENDA:

BITARIHO:

We are continuing. Anything that we find out - you know even myself as
I am. I am not above everything: if I do something, I have to be taken out
Screened.
•
You said something about the morale of the Police Force being verv
badly destroyed by what happened, for example, what happened to yo~
and to other officers. \\ 1ould you say that the kind of results which arose
from that still continue with us today? I am thinking specifically of the
C.I.D. Would you say that the C.I.D. as we have it today is still suffering
from that Loss of Morale?
No No The C.I.D. today we are building it up afresh. With the help of
the fonner C.I.D. people, we have got educated CI.D. people there. We
have got even now lawyers - graduates who are lawyers. Thev are in
CJ D because we want to keep abreast with the other countries. So the
morale is okay. What I was telling you about the morale is this incident
of what happened with Brigadier Okoya's case; where everybody that has
ever touched the file is nowhere to be found.

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes.

BITARIHO

He was killed. Now things started, started, started - you see - then I gave
an example of when myself I am a C.I.D. man in the Police you can
always be a C.I.D. man as well as a Trainer. The case I investigated
where they said all policemen must arrest these economic tribunal
something like that. We arrested sim-sim being loaded in a wagon. just
here loaded for Mombasa, already attached on the train going to
Mombasa, we arrested, we investigated the case, took the case to Court.
convicted. Then the Head of State who is higher. that Head of State said
that sasa wewe (now you) you are good you are building the mosques you
are released those who are trying to arrest you are bad. what do you do?

MRNAGENDA

No, I know but you see one only thing - (Interjection) -

BITARIHO:

The morale, if such things do not happen. of course I do not see why we
should not get the morale.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, but what we have found on this Commission either in evidence or by
what we are told is that people to this day have a very low opinion of
C.I.D. they say those are the people who eat money and they ne,·e~ ~o
15
through and arrest people who should be arrested and so on. So. this
what we heard a lot. I would like your opinion on this.

BITARIHO:

You see. hearsay is dangerous. First of all you ha, e to get facts and you
are advised to hear from both sides.
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1lint is ,, h) 1 run m .
. mg to heat from you?

'ot one • idc. better hear from

.
ru1d somctin
h
tl~e side ofC.1.D. and also those who allege
.
lcs c careful bc·causc• ·t·
• you
Wl·11be biased
1 ) .ou h ear from one side
to

1R

I

GE. ~oA

BIT RIHO·

)Ou,

This is wh'I.·
.1 we are ask'·mg from the other side.
So today the CID l'k
know what de • • 1 c am other departmcrtt in Uganda, Sir, 1 do not
suffered but l tl~~:nt
has __
not suffered in ~ganda., everything has
but of co
th
. arc takmg off, we arc takmg off, we are taking off
ere will be allcgations
•
. ursc
.
and counter allegations even• day
from t.Ime tmmcmon'al are ·al\\ays
,
. heaven - (Interjection)
·.1 - '
there even m
\\'here we have not been?

BITARIHO:

,v·he

:MR.NAGENDA

O_kay How do you e:\.'"Plain
cases where people have been held without
tnal over Yery long periods?

BITARilIO

In Police Station or in - I do not understand, I was held two years

MR. NAGENDA:

That was during bad government?

BITARilIO

So I do not understand what you mean, it was not detention l was not in
detention.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, I said that, that was during bad government, what I was trying to say
to you is, do you think that there are people who are held, who are
confined much longer than they should be because the C.I.D. is not doing
its work properly?

BITARII-1O:

I do not know, it might be true or it might be because C.I.D. is
understaffed. But if you could ask me what is happening in my case as a
trainer you know there is a lot of work as I am here today the whole office
is closed. So when I go back I started afresh. We are still very few on the
ground starting afresh. It might be true because of being understaffed. So
if you could call the In-Charge, C.I.D., you question him there, he would
be the right person although I am a wliceman I may not satisfy your

have never been th ere but we are hearmg
• m
• history that problem
'' ere God created Lucifer and sent him away.

'

answer.

MR. NAGENDA:

BITAR1HO:

Okay. Toe other point which I had for you was this, reg~ing th~a
Chief who was killed and whose body you found. Is this the first tune
you reported this fact or did you avail yourself of the opportunity of a
new Government to open a file in this case?
Wh
could I have reported? This is during Amin's time something to
d e~th 1972 and you know what happened in Amin's time it was
h~n:le throu~hout. I am telling an incident which I saw. There was no
order, to whom could I have reported?
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BITARIHO

Y cs, there 1s a system and e,cn that thing was on record but thi.:nL'\cn
present!) the man who killed him is dcad TI1is man is the one "ho \\as
arrested at lunch time at lmpe1inl Hotel here. Toloko ,,as arrested 111
broad da) light here and was killed. So \\ hich means c,en the cnminal
and the offender and everything disappeared lf he was here toda) \\l'
,Yould have arrested him_ Toloko was also killed at lunch time, the wr,
man. l understand he had done a lot of havoc in the Arnn he "~s
dismissed and then he also was arrested duting da) time. People were
seeing him they were not sympathetic they did it as he did to his friends
that was the end of the story.

MR. NAGENDA:

Anyway I am comforted by the fact that if Toloko had not been killed as
you say at lunch time, there is a system whereby you would be charging
him for something that happened in 1972?

BITARIHO:

Yes, there is a system and there is a file even because do not think when
we saw we stopped there, we opened up a general enquiry file and opened
up a file and it remained on record although we just kept that, there was
something done on files there and C.LD. book cannot be destroyed until
after 15 years something like that, I have forgotten, ten years something
like that.

MR NAGENDA:

In that case it would have been unfortunately gone because it was over 15
years since?

BITARIHO:

Maybe that one is gone I do not know.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Bitariho, we are extremely grateful for your coming here and giving
us evidence, we have kept you away from your office all this while, 1
think it is not for nothing it is part of your Police training to ask also So
thank you very much for having turned up. I think Mr. Legal Counsel, let
us call it a day for today and we will come back tomorrow at ()JO a.m.
Thank you very much.

(WITNESS - MR. BITARIHO DISAPPEARS TO GIVE
DOCUMENTARYEVIDENCE) - HE WILL APPEAR AGAIN TO
GIVE EVIDENCE

\1R 1" \\.\

l ndi ·s nnd Grntlcmcn I tl •
start the "itu·
f
'
unk, we bcttct cnll the meeting to order and
., ng o todny 4th 1\1 I1 148
'
nm, m:magcd to t • •
arc •
~- \Ve arc late, but since we have
'
gc a quorum I •t
get ) our• next
witness'}
• l: us ~•ta rt • M r. L cad •mg Counsel, can we

COLT,'SEL:

Mr.. Chaimrnn
• 5 •ioners. next witness
••
. b and Co mmts
on the same subicct of
Od
k
•
•
J
Pol._·1cc w111 e l\tr
l
•
ong ara, Scmor Police Officer. And I will ask
my
as~tSlant, Mr. Tabu Jogo to kad the witness.

\VITNESS NO.210: 1\lR. JOHN ODONGKARA - SWORN IN

CHAIR.\tA "\

May we kno\\ witness number? No.21 0?

ASST. COUNSEL:

Yes

CHAIR!\IAN

Go ahead .

.\SST COUNSEL:

Could you state your full names please?

ODO1\GKARA.

John Odongkara.

ASST. COUNSEL:

How old are you?

ODO1\lGK.ARA:

70 years of age.

ASST COUNSEL:

What is your occupation?

ODO~GKARA:

At the present I work with Foreign Affairs; I am a civil servant.

ASST COl ~SEL:

What post do you hold in that Ministry?

ODONGKARA

I am one of the Directors.

ASST COL'NSEL:

In particular, what is under your directorship?

ODO1\GKARA
ASST. COUNSEL:

ODONGKARA:

I am a director on special duties.
Would you like to give this Commission your education background.
starting from the time you were born?
I went to Gulu Primary School -

CHAIRMAN:

Please speak up. Mr Tahu Jogo and Mr Odongkara. speak up so that
everybody around can hear what you are saying.

OOONGKARA:

TI ank vou. 1 went to Gulu Primary School: I completed my primary
1
cducati~n and went to Gulu High School up to Senior Four (S.IV).

ASST COUNSEL·

Which year was this?
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ASST. COUNSEL:
ODONGKARA:

Tiint was in 1937: that is when I finished S.IV. Then I went to Buwalas·

College and attended Primary Teachers Course. After my course ~
Bu\\alasi College, I went back to Gulu and became a teacher I taught fi
a year and I could not continue with teaching. I then joined Ugan::
Police Force in October, 1940 as a police constable.
Yes; what happened next?

After I had completed the initial training, I was transferred to Jinja
District as a Constable working on beat duties. In 1942, I was posted to
Soroti Internment Camp. We were looking after the internees; this was
guard duties In 1943, I was transferred to Entebbe Internment Camp; the
same duty, guard In 1944, I was posted at Police Training School as an
Instructor; b) then I was still a police constable. I was at the Police
Training School where I was promoted to the rank of corporal. I rose
from the rank of corporal up to the station sergeant at the Police Training
School. In 1948, I was transferred to Mubende Police Post as in- charge
of the post. I had about 20 constables under me. In 1950, I was posted
back to Nsarnbya Barracks and I was working at Central Police Station on
Counter Duties. In 1951, I was posted to Jinja Police Station, and I was
promoted to the rank of Sub-Inspector,that was in March, 1951. My
duties were - investigations - I was detailed on crime - homicide. I
worked in Jinja until 1957 when I was transferred to Soroti on promotion
to the Inspector of Police. My station was Kumi; I was the O/C Police in
Kumi Sub-District. And in 1960, I was transferred to lganga Police
Station after having been promoted to the rank of Assistant
Superintendent of Police. I worked in lganga for a month, then I was
transferred to Mbale as O/C Special Force in Eastern Region. There were
two units in Eastern Region, Mbale and Tororo. That was in 1961. I
served there until June when I went abroad for further studies. I was at
Larnphills House in London. On my return after the course in December,
I was posted to Central Police Station in Kampala as Staff Officer to the
Regional Police Commander. In August 1962, I was promoted to the
rank of Superintendent and posted to Hoima as the District Police
Commander, Bunyoro. I worked there for 9 months and I was transferred
to Arua District. I was still holding the rank of Superintendent. In
December, 1963, I was promoted to the rank of Senior Superintendentof
Police and transferred to Jinja as the District Police Commander, Busoga
District. I served in that position for 6 months and I went abroad to the
United States of America for a course in International Police Academy•
The course which lasted up to December, 1964. When I returned to
Uganda, I was then posted, on my return, to the Police College as the
Commander of the Special Force. I took over from the late Mr. LukwaY
who was the Assistant Commissioner of Police. I got my promotion to
the Assistant Commissioner of Police while at the College; and I worked
there for 5 years. In 1970, I was transferred to the Eastern Region; my
headquarters was in Mbale, as the Regional Police Commander, Eastern.
I worked there as the Regional Police Commander, Eastern, until in 1971
when Amin took over on the 25th of January. When Amin took over, I
worked from January to March, the 29th, 1971, and I had to leave ~e
country because of insecurity of my life. I went to Kenya; I stayed m
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Kcni.-afor ahom 2 months
ths In Jun~
• lhen I '"ent to Tanzania when- I stayed for
1971,
I
went
to Khartoum In t.~"L.--oumI ,..,,,\_J .\...,re
fur a ,~
I met .
r
•
"-IJ.aJ.\
•
·""'·
~ u1,,.
Obote ·a1s • tb re :-~e Ugandans refugees. l stayed \\ith them: [ met
m

fut?

.

...udan there ·was a camp establislied for the 1.1anda
re :C:S· ~ lS. °"-in) Kibul. I ,,as then asked to ~o to O\\inv Kibul on
th
e lUIOnnation that -o
f th ~
.
•
Sudan d th
. !> me O e ~pe,clal For~ Personnel has crossed into

an

ey are m the camp.

I Y.~t to _the camp I. did not find a single Special Force Personnel. I
~;nai~e<l lil th_ecamp. The number of refugees there \\ ere about 1500
e v. ere canymg out training in militaiv. \Ve had some militaIY officers
fro_m.the rank of Lieutenant and I think ~vehad one or two Capt:tins The
traming ~-ent on quite alright but there ,, as a rrusunderstandmg among
the men ~ the camp. This misunderstanding "e called a meeting where I
was appomted Chairman to look into the matter The misunderstand.in£
came ~~ut when there ·was a talk among the men in the camp that th;
A~oli tnb: who were in the camp when tune came to return to Uganda
while fightmg and when the, reached the border the Acholi Officers
should be eliminated. This w~ a serious matter {futerjection) -

ASST. COL"'XSEL:

Excuse me. .Mr. Odongkara, now you have talked about a tribe of Acholi,
would you let us know the major composition of the people who were in•
training at Ov.-in
y Kibul?

ODO~GKARA:

The people who were in tn.:.tling in Owiny Kibul, were Acholi Langi. we
had one from West Nile he was ;rr.. Alur and we had one boy from
Western Region from Mbarara who was a pilot and we had one Mugisu
but the majority were Acholi and Langi.

ASST. COUNSEL: .

Proceed.

ODONGKA.RA:

When we held a meeting we got into this matter and we found out that
there was someone - there should be someone in Sudan camp and
Tanz:ania camp because we had two camps, c.-:e in Tannmia and one in
Sudan. After having recorded our minutes, I found that this matter should
reach Obote who was in Khartoum. I had to go to Khartoum with some
officers one was the late Odongo Oduka by then he was not in the Army
but he was one of the General Service I think. When I reached Khartoum
the matter was placed before Obote, the late Colonel Oyi~e-?jok was als_o
there and other Ugandans, one Ali Picha, the late Ali P1cho. Jere~a
Opira, D .D. Nokrach and Lieutenant Ocitti. ~en we brought up this
Obote could not agree with my explanation but Odongo Oduka
m atte r
gk
·th
explained fully that it was good luck that Mr. Odon ttlara.w~ m edcamrd
P
he did all he could to look into this matter and to se e 1t, m goo o . er
men would have dispersed and when the question of General Service
came in. Mr. Opira - (Interjection) -

ASST. COUNSEL:

ODONGKARA:

Odongkara. When you say Obote did not agree, what do
Excuse me Mr.d
•
· did you give
• Obot e.?
you mean h e dI not ag ree?• What explanation
• I gave to Mr• Obote was that we. had problems
in the
Th explanation
.
th
e
ad call a meeting when there was mfonnatlon among
camp and we h to
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e

n 11.·n th,1t the Achl)li "lw were in the camp had nnthing to do i
.
.
.
n l 11c
nw, 1..·1111.:nt
nnd when tune comes for rctummg to lJg:mda while figl t
.
.
. .
1 1ng
"hen rcachmg th1..·
border, the Acholt Officers should be el11nrnatcd.

\SST.

Ol 11.JSFL:

ODO 'G1'. .\RA·

Yes in vour investigations before you went to Kha1toum did YOt r.
'
•
'
' 11nd
this to be trnc'l

'\ cs. the allegation was made by one of the officers who was in the cam
He \\as a Lango bo) who admitted that he had a talk of that type and c p
threatened, that if anything, he would commit suicide. I said that ven
• you h ave s~"d it,
• we arc l1ere to settle the matter in a good
was
nonsense, 1f
wa, \Ve have been assisted by Sudan and other countries by givin
all we need and we would not like to sec such misunderstanding co!· us
. S
mg
here, we have our leader v.:ho 1s m udan and that is why we are here •
the bush. Then I asked Obote that if possible he should visit the c~n
and talk to men there.
p

CHAIRMAN.

You say when you gave this explanation Obote did not accept?

ODONGKARA·

He did not accept to visit the camp and see the boys and talk to them.

ASST COUNSEL:

I think what the Chairman is trying to find out Mr. Odongkara, does it
mean Obote said what you were telling him was not true?

ODONGKARA:

That is correct.

ASST. COUNSEL:

Did Obote agree to visit the camp and mediate?

ODONGKARA:

He was stopped by Lieutenant Colonel, the late Oyite-Ojok that Obote
cannot go to the camp, ifhe goes to the camp, it would be bad on his part,
this will be known in Uganda to Idi Amin. Obote then said on the
question of General Service Personnel who were in the camp
arrangements should be made for them to be removed from the camp. He
questioned Mr. Opira, who was No.2 to Akena Adoko during his time in
Uganda, who agreed that if that was the case, then it was the General
Service men who were bringing interference among the men in the camp
and should be removed from there.

ASST. COUNSEL:

Perhaps again Mr. Odongkara we may want some explanation on this.
How were the General Service Personnel bringing problems in this camp?

ODONGKARA:

I think they thought they knew better about the military affairs and they
wanted to be above others. But for me I told them frankly that though
they were in General Service we regard them as civilians, we had Regular
Army Officers in the camp, I was there as a Police Officer, I was an
Assistant Commissioner of Police and there was also an Assistant
Commissioner of Prisons, the late Ochen, who was with us in the camp
and there were Army Officers who were supposed to carry out all the
duties, training and this officer should not interfere with what the Anny
Officers, who were Regular Army Officers were doing.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Odongkara, I am not quite clear about these two issues, there is the
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tnb, I issue of A h O rI
S •
c
and I angi in that camp and then the General
..,en ice, how do ) ou relate the two?

ODO, 'GK.ARA·

Titc question of Lan ,j
dA 1 .
•. g an
c 10h came up, the person who talked about
A cI10 l.I was a Langi
bO) , and I1c was a member of the General Service.
•

\SST COUNSEL.

You sec• vou
advised
~
. Obote to go and settle, and Oyite-Ojok says do not
b
go
,. da \\:t.-11k·now there arc differences
.
•
.m Owmy
.
K.b ccausc peo11lcm ug.m
1 ul, now what happened?

ODOj 'GKARA

From t11crc• I told Dr. Obot c t I1at I was not gomg
• back to the camp any
more. unless he goes• t o tl1e~ camp and talks •to the men .if he cannot go to
thc can_1P I request that I should come back to Eas~ Africa, return to
Tanzania. ll 1en my friends, Opira, Dr. Nokrach and Ocitti also said that
~,·e would also like to go back to East Africa if ,ve have such interference
m the camp or misunderstanding in the camp. We have our families in
Uganda and we would like to go back to Tanzania and try to pull them
out from Uganda
Now Obote on hearing this, he said we were going against his word. I
told him that we were not going against his word but he was not
following up whatever problems were brought to him. He decided then to
separate the four of us, and put us in another house. He requested the
Sudanese Government to put us in another house and be looked after. A
guard was put on us, an Army Personnel, we were being guarded. While
we were in our place where we were staying - ( Interjection) -

ASST COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting you were sort of imprisoned or detained or under
house arrest?

ODONGKARA:

I took it that we were detained because we were heavily guarded and we
could not be given a chance to move about.

ASST. COUNSEL:

Proceed please.

ODONGKARA:

I found this to be very inhuman and I thought the next step that I could
do, I talked to my friends; I told them please leave this to me I knO\\.'what
to do. The Sudan Government abandoned us. none of them could come to
visit us where we were, though we were being fed and found it difficult to
pass our problems to them. So I though we should do some~i_ng an_dI
offered myself to do it. I sat down and wrote a letter to Bnt:Ish High
Commissioner in Khartoum. In that letter I said "we are here the four of
us. 11 I gave the names. We came to Sudan as refugees where we fou~d
Obote who is also a refugee like ourselves, he was ovcrthro,,11 and he 1s
in Sudan. We would like to ask for a political asylum in your country. l
· cd the letter and then I asked for permission that I was not feeling
sign
.
• •
d
. 11 I had to go and sec a doctor. I was given perm1ss1on: 1 was cscorte
weh, ·ta1 and I took that letter with me. At the hospital a soldier we
to osp1
.
. .
.
·
vehi'cle with after havmg seen the doctor as \\e ,,ere gomg
were ma
.
.
·n to greet us He was greeting his fellow soldiers. he greeted
away, came I
•
.
"
.
'>
me talked to him and I said, My friend can you help. me. I have no
I
e I have a letter here can you post this letter for me,
money at all On m •
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please?" He snid. "Oh ,·cs I can do thnt for you," I handed the letter. tny

C'-cortwas behind me. He nskcd me thnt whnt have you done? ( said
"\ cs. I hn\'e given a letter to be posted." l knew if 1 did this, this tnan
"as not gomg to post this letter and I gave it openly, ITI) escort was
sccmg and the letter ,-vas addressed to the British High Commission
British Embassy. He got hold of the letter straight to his officer l w~
driven back to our camp. when I reached. I told my friends that do not
worry in an hour's time we arc going to receive visitors They said
"What'l" I said, "Yes. we are ~oi~g to receive :isitors an_dI think toda;
the) will talk to us " In an hours time, I saw a hne of vehicles coming 10
these were all Army Officers, Majors, Brigadiers, they were called. the;
were so furious. I came down and I said, "What is the matter gentlemen.
good aftemoon'l" They said, "Everybody sit down." We sat down One
of the Brigadiers said, "Gentlemen we are here: we thought we were
helping Ugandans but Ugandans are not seeing the good we are doing to
them; instead they are stabbing us in the back." I said, "What happened?"
He pulled out the letter and he said, "There is a letter here written by
somebody." Mr. Opira said, "Can I have a look at the letter?" He sav. the
letter, he read it and he said, "Oh, officer, I think this letter, there is
nothing wrong with it because this person is asking for political asylum
Is that a mistake?" Another man besides Opira, D.D. Nokrach read the
letter and Ocitti. I asked, "Can I have the letter?" He said, "No. you
cannot." I said, "There is nothing wrong, I am not going to tear that letter
if it is signed by me then I would like to confirm it." He gave me the
letter and I said, "Yes, I did it." He said, "Why?" I said, "Gentlemen. you
have abandoned us we have been here for a month. We have been trying
to get in contact with you people nobody is coming; that is why I decided
to do this. I did it because I wanted to draw your attention to our
problem, we have been kept here for a month and nobody cares about us
though you are feeding us but sitting here in one place without movement
I think we are prisoners." He said, "Why did you write that letter'>" I
said, "This is what I have explained, because now we want to go back to
East Africa if we have done any mistake here in Sudan or any crime.
please take us to court." They said, "Well, we shall look into this matter
We shall go and investigate." I said, "Go and investigate: this is the only
letter and if I wanted this letter to reach the British High Commissioner
without your knowledge I would have done it." They went back and
investigated. After a week they came back to us and said. "Gentlemen.
we have made our enquiries and we found that there was no any letter or
letters which went out from this place, this is the only one and we accept
your explanation and that we are making arrangements now for a meeting
with Dr. Obote, you four and his group." I said. "Okay, we have got
some idea." Arrangements were made, \\'e went for a meeting. \Vhen we
went for the meeting we found Obote was there. Oyite-Ojok and Tito was
called from Tanzania and Odaka was called from Tanzania. When these
people came they were told by Obote that Mr. Odongka.ra.. Opira.. Ocitti
and Nokrach have been sent out on a course. When we arrived at the
meeting they said "Oh, have you come back from your course'>" I said.
"Stupid, we have been detained." They said, "No, we did not knov,;that."
Right, when the time for the meeting started they said, "Gentlemen. we
will have to call you one by one." I said that, that is not a meeting. if it is
a meeting, our group from Sudan will sit here, and Obote with his group
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there You "ill be 11•s•1~nrng
, •
to our tnlk a11d l'ach group talks but to call
t111C b, Olll'
this
is• b·•1d .,md I do not agn:c. l \\'Cnt out and I told 111\
.. ,
.
•
:
fm: nd s and 1 said that gentlemen these people want us to be called m one
~~r ~1 but, 1 have re_1cctcdthat idea t\ fc,, minutes later Opira said,
1 • tf thi..:)want us to talk one b, one. we can do it " l said, "Alriuht, I
. l
"tll draw up the progrnmmc hov,, we arc going to talk Opira. you \\~I go
and talk about the coup in Uganda. You were No 2 to Akcna Adoko. \Oll
know better ho,\ this thing started and what took place I will go and talk
ab out admm,stratron
• •
• m
· the camp. I haYc worked in Tanzanin. Can1p and
then here I" ill talk about this administration." TI1crc were some funds
£!Yen to the movement by other countries. about l00.000/= was given by
Kenya_. Shs 100,000 \\US given b) Somalia_ and Sudan also gave. and
other f~endly countries also gave. 111emoney that was given in Tanzania
was nusused b) someone. 111is was Adoko Nekyon, he was given this
money. Shs. 100,000 and he turned it into his own use by buying fish
nets. - (Interjection) -

;c.

CHAIRMAN:

Excuse me, Shs.100,000 what?

ODONGKARA:

Shillings in Tanzania currency, Shs. I 00,000 he turned it to his own use.
The money that was received from Kenya was given to another gentleman
by the name of Okello-Ojok, I think he was the Chairman of Uganda
Railways during that time I think. This man also had to go to Arusha and
open a business. Tito Okello was given Shs. 5,000/=. Oyite-Ojok was
given Shs. 10,000/=.

CHAIRMAN:

What Kenya money, Kenya shillings?

ODONGKARA:

Oyite-Ojok was given Shs. 10,000 - Uganda money, Tito Okello was
given shs. 5,000 - Uganda money, and Shs. 100,000 was given to OkelloOjok that was Kenya money, I said. ''Right, Mr. Nokrach will talk about
this money because we had already talked about this money before Obote
and he admitted that I will have all these officers mainly the ones in
Tanzania and in Arusha to explain how they used the money." So. I said.
"You will talk on that money! Ocitti will talk about the toiling in
Tanzania and how you can1e to Sudan and how your group has been
stopped here not to go back to Tanzania and join your Unit." So we all
agreed, Op1ra went in and it took him two hours talking. He explained
how the coup started, how the coup was planned. He told these people
that this was - Interjection) -

ASST. COUNSEL:

How did you know Opira's discussions in the meeting?

ODONGKARA:

He explained this to us afterwards. After that Opira's statement before
them Nokrach was called and he talked about money alone
After
Nokr~h, Ocitti went and talked on the training in Tanzania
As a
Military Officer, he was sent to Sudan to co-ordinate training in both
amps. Then I went in to talk about administration in the camp. I gave
~h number of Army Officers that were in the camp. we had Captain
e
Captain Bazilio, there were about three Lieutenants. one Assistant
N yero,
A .
C'
. •
f
Commissioner of Police, that was me and one ss1stant ~mm1ss1oncr o
Prisons, that was the late Ochcn. Then I told the mcctmg that I was
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smpriscd to note that some civilians ,, ere given resp~nsibilitics and Were
also given mnks in the camp. 11wy were called captains, they were called
• .. l told the Sudanese Government
that these
ma1ors.
.
. people who were

gi,;cn the rank of majors and captains_and were given responsibilities
;,hen we have regular Army Officers m ~he camp, these are civilians.
Now ,·ou find a civilian who is called a m~1or and a regular anny officer
a capr'ain, goes to him and try to salute a Brigadier._ You have a civili~
brought and made a Lieutenant General, are you gomg to be happy to go
and salute him? He said, "Not at all." I said that is what Obote has done
in the camp by promoting these people who are not Army Officers
ASST COLTl\JSEL:

Did you find out why this happened?

0D01\'GKARA

I tried to inquire into this, but I failed, there was no any good explanation
My aim was about disciplme because the Army Officers are trained; they
know the discipline and they should know better the people with whom
we were with in the camps, all of them were not Army personnel, we had
civilians and you need to train them properly in a disciplined way.

ASST. COUNSEL:

As a result of this meeting what happened?

ODONGKARA:

As a result of this meeting we were released and we were told that we
should go back to Tanzania. The Sudan Government said with this
misunderstanding in the camp, the Sudan will not allow fighting to enter
Uganda through their land. So all of us who were in Sudan should be
returned to Tanzania. Arrangements were made, those in the camp in
Owiny Kibul were taken to Khartoum and later they were put on a ship to
travel to Tanzania.

COUNSEL:
ODONGKARA:

What happened to you?
I and three ofmy friends plus Dr. Obote and his group flew one day from
Khartoum on the pretext that we were going for Saba Saba Celebrations
I was surprised we found people who had come to meet us. At the
Airport, Obote and his group went their way and myself and three others
were then taken to another hotel. In the morning - (Interjection) -

ASST. COUNSEL:

When you say, you, your group and Obote group I thought all of you
were in Obote's group?

ODONGKARA:

Of course, but from Sudan when we were separated I took it th::it:we were
no longer Obote's group the four ofus.

ASST. COUNSEL:

The four of you had a common factor - what was your common factor?

ODONGKARA:

I beg your pardon?

ASST. COUNSEL:

Were you of the same tribe or of different tribes?

ODONGKARA:

The four ofus?

ASST. COUNSEL:

Yes.
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her~? I rang up Pcrrn~~nt S;~;;c s~spicious Why arc these ~people
to him. I said. "" hat is our o . _t~· m the President's Office and talked
happy with these faces wh p s1t1on? I sec some faces here and I am not
these people?" I s "d ,;Th at are they doing here?" He said "Who are
are vour offi
I
'
Branch •,, He said a.i"L• k cv
11.·
•
ccrs presume thev are Special
00
1
'
n r Odongk
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•
arrangements to let vou h , •
ara.
not worry we are making
•
given
and those offic.· d0 a, e a transport of your own and vou will be
them right no" " trs .d n,?t wo':) about them, we are going to remove
•
sa.i • That 1s good " s h
·
remained at that hotel I th
.
o t e), disappeared. We
the name of A •
n e evenmg the Inspector General of Police by
ZIZ came to see me I k
A .
.
were together in L d
new z1z wa), back m 1961, we
that we had
. do: on attending a Police Course So when he heard
said "M , friarnve c ~arne to sec me in the evening When he came he
nd
•
)
e , what IS all th is?" I said, "What is it?" He said. "You
~:~e ~een accused four o_fyou by Obotell I said, "Of what offence?" He
· al · ht ·r
• ' Yes,
t you
• went
h' agamst his words." I said, look, Mr. Az1z,
ng n
we w~n agamst is words this was in Sudan. How come that Obote
came m to accuse us here in Tanzania? The matter was looked into bv
Sudan Government and I think to my understanding the matter w~
settled and her~ we are in Tanzania. Sudan said, we are returning all of
you_ to Tanzama, so here we are. So if Obote brings such accusations
agamst me and my friends, you as a Police Officer you have to see that,
an offence committed in Sudan and somebody comes and lodges his
complaints here in Tanzania and Tanzania government gets into it. I do
not kno\\.. Please, you advise your President accordingly." He said, "Oh
yes, this is the accusation." I said, "Alright, we shall hear." We stayed
for a week in that hotel. On Sunday, we went out to see friends. Odaka
and others. Then in the evening we saw a vehicle coming; they said.
"You are wanted the four of you." We were driven to our hotel They
said, "Pack up your things, suitcases and everything; do not leave
anything here, we are going to another place." I said, "I see II We were
given a Police vehicle and found ourselves at the Police Station. \Vhen
we reached the Police Station we were told "You are to be detained on
instruction from above." I said, "For what offence?" They said,
"Instruction from above." I said, "Fair enough, we go in.'' So we went
into cells with all our things without being charged, and were put in one
11 After four days I demanded to see the O.C. Crime at the Police
~~ation. I was given pennission to see him. I went and talked to hi~ to
fi d t h , we had been detained. on what offence and what charge 1f at
~ } and why we have stayed longer. in the. Police
cells, for four
alnlt hou
ere 1s any
fro
b
"
1
He sat'd , "Mr • Odongkara, thes are mstruct:Ions
m a1 ove.
days •)
r
•
·
said "If it is from above let the above also hsten to our corn~ runt, you
• ·
th
We have been arrested, we have been detuned at the
report it to cm.
uld 1·k
be tak
.
·
•f th
is a charge against us we wo
1 e to
en to
Police Stat1onl, I ereotting in the cell I do not think it is fair." The next
Court but to eave us r
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da, . we. were told you arc going to get out from this place and I said
"\Vl,cre are we going'!" He said, "Probably you arc going to court 11 1
said. "l see, okav.'' We were put in a vehicle at 4.00 p.m. I said jokingly
"1lns 1s very interesting, 4.00 p.m., I do not know at what time yo~
people close your court here in Tanzania?" We found ourselves in prison
so we went m We were received byO.C. Prison, no letter, no nothing'.
We were shown our cell to stay in with all our property. In the morning
we were taken before O.C. Prison. I said, "O.C. Prison, you, you were
vel) happy to receive us yesterday and I would like to know one thing if
you have received or you have a detention warrant or any other warrant
allowing us to be here in your Prison?" He said, "I may get it later," I
said, "Okay? He may get it later." We went back and remained in prison.
It was so difficult, we started writing letters of complaints to His
Excellency the President of Tanzania. All these letters we wrote ended
up in Obote's place.
ASST COUNSEL:

How did you know that?

ODONGKARA:

We had boys who stayed with Obote; I think they were on good tenns
with us they were passing this information to us whenever they came to
visit us in prison.

ASST. COUNSEL:

How long did you stay in Lukonga Prison?

ODONGKARA:

15 months.

ASST. COUNSEL:

You were never taken to Court?

ODONGKARA:

Not at all.

ASST. COUNSEL:

How did you get to be released from the prison?

ODONGKARA:

It was very interesting. When the attack was launched on Mutukula, we
were inside and what happened at Mutukula those who were arrested and
brought to Kampala, my wife was still in Uganda and they were watching
Television seeing those who were brought, people like Ojera and others.
So they were thinking the next person might be OdongKara. There was
no sign of OdongKara and somebody came to Tororo, he was working at
Tororo Cement Factory as a Secretary - came to Tororo to tell her that
look, do not worry your husband is in a good place he is quite safe. She
said, "How?" He said, "I tell you he is safe. Our staying in prison when
we see that the month comes and goes, comes and goes, it is too much.
We were arrested in July, 1972, November when my wife got information
that I was in Lukonga, she then ventured and went to Nairobi, from
Nairobi up to Tanzania. The only person she knew there, was Mr. Aziz.
my friend, the Inspector General of Police. She went straight to Mr. Aziz,
Mr. Aziz saw her and said, "You have come to see your husband?" She
said, "Yes." He made arrangements, gave her transport and escort up to
prison. I was called from my cell that you have a visitor. Whom did I see;
but my wife. The ten minutes was not enough and we could not even say
a word we were only weeping. I told her and I said, "Go back and look
after children, this is a big fight, Obote wanted to imprison me when he
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\\as in po\\cr, l think now he h s
know "hen I -hall ,
. ru got a chance to put me in. I do not
Tororo Ob t •I . get out of tlus place. So my wife returned straight to
ne, er cared o cE,11msl:lfhad time to come to prison and talk to us but he
• with
• him
• one or two thev h d n· • 'en 11s people who \\.ere staying
and see us but none of them could come
'
_ .J a tl me to come
.
to us or to
~a,• , get
1cm
a
p1cc'
f
U
c O soap. no So mv wife then started she had to
lcave gand a. when tl1c, learnt iliat she had
• once got out of Uganda
'
an.cl
ITeft T ororo
and
went
to
N
•
b.
d
c..
•
•
. .
·
airo i an uom Nairobi then was on her way to
anzama to ~ght for m) release She had to go and the Minister of
1ntcmal. Affairs• and demanded iliat she wanted to see ilie President, then
they said to her that look th"is matter 1s
• not our problem this
• matter 1s
•
Obote's problem we have noiliing against your husband " 'Then she said
"Tfvou have noiliing against my husband why did you detain him?
wh, has he taken long in prison?" Obote knew that we were writing
~ettei:she put up a restriction that we should not be visited by any person
m pnson.

And

ASST COUNSEL:

Yes. what happened?

ODO~OKARA

\\That happened, when my wife went for the second time she was refused
permission to go and see me. And she went to see Obote that I have come
to my husband but I have been told iliat I cannot see him that no person is
allowed to see him. But he is my husband and I have the right, to be
given permission to see him. Obote said, "Ah look, that is not my
problem that is Tanzania's". She told him that but I have been to the
Tanzanian Government they said "you" iliat is why I have come here.

ASST COUNSEL:

Yes, now what happened?

ODONGKARA:

Obote had to write a letter that he had no objection for my wife to go and
visit me in prison. My wife was given permission, she came to prison she
explained to me that do not worry I am making arrangements for your
release from prison. She went back to Nairobi she was told to come back
in a week's time 1973 October the 9ili when I was released from Tanzania
prison and I was told that I will not remain in Tanzania so long as Obote
is still in Tanzania.

CHAIRMAN:

Who issued this?

ODONGKARA:

CHAIRMAN:
ODONGKARA

The Permanent Secretary in the office of the Minister of Internal Affairs.
And that they were not going to make announcement about it because if
they do, Kenya may not allow me to enter ~airobi but my fum.ilyare free
to stay in Tanzania. I said, iliank you Sir, I need my tran~port out of
Tanzania. So I was given a ticket ilie same day I got ~ut ~fpnson. I went
straight to the Airport and I took off and I came to Nairobi.
When was this?
This was 9th October, 1973. It was_the_9th Octobe~ 1973_wh_enI was
· · ed my family in Nairobi. I stayed m Nairobi and the
I J010
d
release
•
• d • th p 1·
.
. • · N · obi was not all that good. HaVJng
trame
m e o ice
situanon m air fu1 to me especially the comnuss1oner
• •
of p o1·ice •m
they were so helP
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1 • g... I ,,cnt to him. I reported to him my presence in Kcnva
,"'-en,.1 1r •1111 ..
k
" A fi
J
.md J said, "In case J mn "antcd please let me ·now.
cw months 1
think this "ru; sometime in December, two Oga.ndans were arrested,
lidcki. I c..u1 remember . ..md Aswn "ho announced the Take Over of
Amin m:rc picked up in Nairobi and brought to Ug..mda. On hearing this
1•

report - (Interjection) -

say, Alidcki you mean Joseph Kiwanuka Alidcki'?

ASST COUNSEL·

When

ODO"\GkA.RA·

That is Josepl1 ki,,~umka Alideki Right On hearing that report, I went
to the High Commissioner for Refugees and I said to him that I need
protection m1d I need your assistance He said. Mr OdongKara we
cm1notdo much about it we have been told that these have been picked up
and the, are taken to Km11palato give cYidcncc m Court and they ,, ill be
11
let free-to come back to Kenya. 11 I said, 1 do not believe it II Before
Christmas information reached me that these people ,,ere done away with
they were killed.

)OU

11

CHAIRJ\,fAN.

So who told you that they ,vere being brought to Kan1pala to give
e,·idence?

ODO~GKARA:

Who told me that?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

ODONGKARA:

The High Commission for Refugees in Nairobi he said he sa\\ President
Kenyatta who told him this and I should not wony. I insisted and I found
that it was difficult for us to remain in Nairobi there were many spies.
Amin's men in Nairobi. So I had to go to American Embassy and ask for
political asylum. We were very lucky we were given political asylum to
United States On 20th February, 1974 when we left my wife myself and
five children, left Nairobi for United States. We were very lucky we got
tickets through Italia Airline. This was through my daughter who was
working with East African Airways and she \\·ent round until these people
offered to give us tickets for seven people Nairobi to United States. \Ve
took off on the 20th February, we arrived at our destination at
Philadelphia and we found our friends who were waiting for us, whom we
had contacted earlier and they were also working on the visas on the other
side from State Department so that we should be allowed in the country.
In the United States. it did not take long for my wife to get a job. The
ne>..1:
morning she was in her office working: the arrangement was already
done while we were still in Nairobi.
I also after having Yisitcd
Washington, I went to the State Department to report my arrival. to give a
word of thanks to those who had worked for our admission into United
States After a month, I also got a job. I was working as a part-time
teacher in one of the colleges and I was in-charge of security in that
college - Baltimore College.
During my stay in the United States. in 1976, I found that sitting there
and lonely. I said what do we do? So. \\e started a sort of an orgm1isation
-Uganda Organisation in Exile - in Philadelphia.
I had to contact
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Ugandans \\ ho ,, ere there .
.
the first meeting took ,;e~'\ van~us Slat~s, _theywelcomed this idea and
11
late Kaviira.. Binai" PR11-•· Phtiadclphia Ill my house. People like the
•a, u •u,,.unaRugunda our l\f"1111ster
•
lltis organ 1·,_..,ti'o
here and others.
11 \\Cllt
~
"'
on and
fi
·
with different d,
\\e onned tt, we elected the Chairman
attended
~partm~nts, each one "ith its own responsibilitv. We
a mcctmg which , ,
d .
.
·
Ios•h'1. 1 came from the U 't'as·d S
ea11c 111. Tanzama.
that was in l 979 in
.
111
-' there, Olara Otun
ch tates, Bmaisa came' the late Kaviira
was
.uso
I
• d States arrangenl "ast t ere. dAfter the meeting' I went back to the
U111tc
1
•
Excell
enc)' "as' al d cn
• •"as ma e, our boys were across alreadv· ' His
. • • :ea Y_ms1debut he attended that meeting - I am talking
0
~ our Pre~idcnt 't o,,en l\fuscveni. I had to go back to United States to
wmd up with the p·o 1, .• h h
.
•
c P c \\ lt " om I was working. I came back. I was
0
~ . the 11th tn Dar-cs-Salaam and my family remained behind in the
L mted States. I missed my plane on that morning to come to Uganda, I
rcmamcd m Dar-es-Salaam until the 20th April, 1979 when I arrived m
Uganda
KAK" 'E\ZJRE

Mr Odongkara, could you tell us more about the Moshi Unity
Conference where you found Milton Obotc

ODU\GURA

Obote was not there at all but he sent his representative

ASST COUNSEL:

No. I think the question is, you left Tanzania because Obotc \\.as in
Tanzania; you could not be in Tanzania when Obote \\.as in Tanzania.
Ho\\ come that you managed to go to Tanzania when Obote was in
Tanzania?

ODONGKARA·

When I was leaving United States, I was asked to lead our group from the
United States, so we sent a message to the Tanzanian Government of the
group which was coming from the United States led by Mr Odongkara.
When we arrived at the airport, we found people there waiting for us.
seeing me, they said "Mr Odongkara, you are welcome. forget whatever
has taken place."

\1R KAWANGA:

That is when you had arrived at Moshi. is it?

ODONGKARA

No , that was in Dar-es-Salaam Airport.

MR KAWANGA:

Perhaps we better take a short adjournment to allow you to rest a little bit
- 15 minutes and we will come back at around 1 p.m.

0D0!\GKARA:

Thank you.

AG CHAIRMAN

MRKAWANGA:

· c
I you can now resume and continue from where Mr.
Mr. Leadmg ounsed, I think he had arrived at Dar-es-Salaam Airport
Odong Kara stoppe •
heading for the Moshi Conference.

ASST COUNSE~:

Mr. Odongkara, would you continue from there.

ODONGKARA:

A.
rt we were checked and allowed in, we were
From Dar-cs-Sal~
irpo The next morning, we left for Moshi, we met
driven to our hotel m town.
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some of the delegates from various parts in Moshi where WL held the
conference. After the conforcncc, I had to go back to the United States as
I said before to wind up.
ASST. COUNSEL:

Perhaps you leave the conference, what was the agenda on the conference
since you were a participant or a delegate as such?

ODONGKARA:

Toe agenda was how to get back to Uganda, the arrangement how to get
back, there was election of leaders - Chairman, Vice-Chairman and so
forth. The late Lule was elected as Chairman, Akena P'0jok was his
Vice. During the meeting in Moshi, as Obote was not there, his group, I
think was led by Dr. Kirunda, they were not happy, they had to walk out
of the meeting until they were called back after an hour or so and they
agreed to resume. After the meeting or the conference, the late Lule was
elected Chairman as I have said, Akena P'Ojok as Vice-Chairman and
other officials were elected people like Kayiira, Adimola, Dr. Aliker and
others. From there I went back to the United States. They talked about
the Police during the Conference and I think it was the late Kayiira who
said that we shall not talk more abof the Police, that matter will be
discussed when we are at home; I think they were trying to talk about
who will be the Inspector General and so forth and it was said that the
police matters, the Prisons that we will take care of when we have time to
get home. I said, I went back to United States, I came back on the 11th
and missed the plane, I was in Tanzania until the 20th of April, 1979
when I arrived in Kampala. I reported at the Nile Mansions, I was then
given a place to stay in the then International Hotel. I reported to the
Police Headquarters where I was received by Okoth Ogola whom I found
in tlie Chair. The appointment of the Inspector General, I think, was
made' before the party coming to Uganda left Dar-es-Salaam. So, Mr.
Barlow was appointed Inspector General of Police. In July, 1979, I was
appointed Senior Assistant Commissioner of Police and transferred to
Gulu as the Regional Police Commander, North. I was in the North up to
1981 May when I was transferred to Mbale as the Regional Police
Commander, Eastern Region. I remained in Mbale from 1981 to 1986
July when I was sent on leave pending retirement. During that month of
July, I was appointed a District Administrator in Gulu by the NRM
Government. I worked· as a District Administrator for a year until July,
1987 when I was transferred to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs where I
am at the moment.

ASST. COUNSEL:

Mr. Odongkara, let me take you back to 1944 when you were an
instructor at Naguru. The Commission would like to know the category
of people you instructed while at Naguru Police College.

ODONGKARA:

1944?

ASST. COUNSEL:

1944 you were a Police Constable but you were an instructor at Naguru.

ODONGKARA:

No, I was an instructor at the Police Training School.

ASST. COUNSEL:

Okay, Police Training School.
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ASST COUNSEL:

Yes, I am most obliged, Mr Chairman.

AG CHAIRMAN

Unless ~ommissioners feel that there is anything which is of importance
~ ask him on what he has so far said today which cannot wait until next
time.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Odongkara, your story is interesting to us, but before going into
much details, we would like to know more about this camp, Owiny Kibul.
You said it was mainly composed of the Acholi and Langi; in what sort of
proportions were those tribes represented?

ODONGKARA:

I said that the number altogether was 1,500 and I said that we had a
Munyankole boy who was a pilot, we had a Mugishu and that was
Masette Kuuya, we had late Picha who was from West Nile -an Alur and
then the rest were the Langi and Acholi.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes, in what proportion were the Langi and Acholi roughly, you may not
know the exact figures, were they fifty-fifty of 80-20?

ODONGKARA:

Well, I would say that I think the Acholi were more because it was easy
for them to cross from Gulu to Sudan. You might have, if at all during
those days you were around Kampala, there was an announcement. about
a group of Langi who were k~ed at the bo~er as they were. gomg to
Sudan - I think two or three lomes full were killed. So, Achoh were the
people who crossed - many of them, and those were the UPC members
mainly; most of them were UPC members.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So, what would you say, was it 20% Langi and 80% Acholi?

ODONGKARA:

It could be about that.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Wh
stituted the largest group of the civilians - what you called the
. ·01·con the General Service Unit, again tribal breakdo\\n?
ClVl tans,

ODONGKARA:

knew that the
breakdown of the tribes as such.• We
I think
there
was
no
As I ·d
.
.
th
, there were the Langi and Achoh.
sat , we had
mam tnbes at were
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only three people. one from Ankole, one from Bugishu and one from
\Vest Nile.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

8 t if I understood you correctly, to me it seems there was also a

;blcm of people v,ho belonged to the General Service, they wanted to
. .
t?
take leadership within that camp, 1s 1tno .
p

ODONGKARA:

That is correct.

DR LUYOMBYA:

So, J am interested to know which tnbe had a bias amongst that group
particularly we can forget one Muny~kole, one Alur and one Mugishu,
so it was mainly the Acholi and Langi m that group.

ODONGKARA:

J think the group of the General Service most of them were Langi boys. I
think these boys the coup caught them in Russia, they came back through
Mogadishu and from there they were flown to Khartoum and then they
joined the camp; because Obote was already in Khartoum, he knew of
their coming and so they were directed to go to Khartoum.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Was the late Oyite-Ojok and Obote initially in Dar-es-Salaam when they
came to this meeting you attended in Khartoum, were they in Sudan or
they came for only that particular -

ODONGKARA:

In 1979 they were in Dar-es-Salaam.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

And then you yourself you started off in Kenya, then Tanzania and then
Sudan?

ODONGKARA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Did you leave Sudan on some sort of assignment to come into this campto leave Tanzania and come to Owiny Kibul?

ODONGK.ARA:

I left Tanzania - I was in a camp in Tanvmia and we were carrying out
training then we had a meeting to say that we should have somebody
moving in between these two capips. It was agreed that I should be the
one to move between the two camps; to go to Sudan to see how far they
have gone with their training, come back to Tanzania and infonn them so
that we know how far we have gone with our training; that is how I went
to Sudan.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So, you were a moving Roving Ambassador sort of?

ODONGK.ARA:

I was.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Another bit of clarification was about the funds. You talked of v~ous
members of the organisation squandering money. Was this money
collected from individuals, from Ugandans or what?

ODONGK.ARA:

I think, the money was donated to the movement for assistance in their
movement to buy whatever they wanted to buy for the movement.
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0
:
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appointed somebody who could account for this money.
•
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DR. Ll1YO1\tBYA:

Incidentally. how did you come to know about this money?

ODONGKARA

\\'ell. we had a meeting where were told by himself that we had received
such amount of money ~

DR LUYOMBYA:

By Obote?

ODONGK.ARA:

Yes. there was nothing secret about it, because we wanted to know and
that is why were there, to know how we were going to carry out this
movement without any funds. Do we have a way of getting funds from
anywhere. He said do not wony gentlemen, we shall get money.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Did Obote himself condemn these other officers like Akena Adoko
Okello Ojok for having squandered that money in a meeting or this ~
information you got?

ODONGKARA:

This is information we got

DR. LUYO~YA:

From Obote himself? Was it from Obote condemning say Akena Adoko
that he had collected 100,000 and squandered it?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, he told us himself, and he said that he was going to see them so that
they account for the money.

ASST. COUNSEL:

Mr. Odongkara, you said you led a delegation from Philadelphia to come
and attend this meeting in Moshi, what was the name of that
organisation?

ODONGK.ARA:

Organisation of Ugandans in Exile. We were a bit conscious about the
name, in fact, at one time we said let it be the Uganda Popular Movement
or Popular Movement for Uganda, then we said if we use this word
Popular, the United States always looks into things they say this might be
having connection with communism, so we put it as simple as that.

AG. CHAIRMAN:

ODONGK.ARA:

I think since it is Friday afternoon, this is the appropriate moment to
adjourn. I think we shall adjourn until next W~e~day, 9th.Mardi, 1988
at 9 .30 a.m. and I think, Mr. Odoogkara you will kindly attend so thatwe
can continue with your evidence.

Mr Chainnan Wednesday, 9th.I am directly involved in the arrangement
f
return 'of the body of our Ambassador who died, the body is
;rob~ly to arrive on Thursday, so I am involved in the arrangement.

tll
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AG. CHAIRMAN.

So. you think you may not be able to attend then?
I do not think so

B

AG. CHAIRMAN

l11at means you cannot attend on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday?

ODONGKARA

The bod) is arriving on Thursday morning and the burial might take place
in Gulu on Saturday.

AG. CHAIRMAN.

Then Mr. Leading Counsel, you will have to have another witness
organised for that day so that Mr Odongkara can continue his evidence
after that.

ODONGKARA.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

(MR. ODONGKARA RESUMES GIVING HIS EVIDENCE
LATER ON ELSEWHERE)
AG. CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ready
now to commence the hearing of the Evidence in public today _
Wednesday the 9th of March, 1988, in the Senior Police Officers' Mess.
Counsel we are ready.

ASST. COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners, last week we
started hearing the evidence on the Organisation of the Police Force in
Uganda as related to the Violations of Human Rights. The first witness
we had was Mr. Bitariho, who is in-charge of Training in the Police
Force. He mentioned that he had certain documents that were relevantto
the evidence that he had given. I now intend to call him so that he can
produce those documents he mentioned. This witness was Witness
Number 209.

(WITNESS NO.209: MR. P.B. BITARIHO - CONTINUES
WITH HIS EVIDENCE)
CHAIRMAN:

You are still on Oath which you took last week. There is no need for you
to take fresh Oath.

BITARIHO:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Again, would you mention your names, please?

BITARIHO:

My full name is Pasikali Byron Bitariho. I am Assistant Commissioner of
Police, in-charge of Training at Police Headquarters.

COUNSEL:

Last week you seem to have indicated that Recruitment in the Police
Force, as far as you know, was influenced by political considerations; and
you said you know, had some documentary evidence. Would you
substantiate this statement you made by producing some documents?
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BIT RIHO

CHAIR tAN·

BITARIHO

Yes, mv Lord Ree ·
.
.
mainlv ·influc d b ~ltm~nt 111 the Police Force, as I said earlier, was
p r ~F
nee ) postmgs and partv politics. To be recruited in the
o ice orce. you had to be a U.P.C A~d especially Sorry Arc
ak.
•
•
)
ou
spc
mg of a particular period? What? Arc you speaking
of any Particular period.
That is after - in Obotc Two. that is after - 1980.

CHAIRMAN:
Counsel. has he given evidence as to the previous period before?
COL "'\c;;[L:
Yes he has. Now would you substantiate this statement you made by
producing documents? Do you have any documents?
BITARIHO:

COUNSEL:

Yes. my Lord. I have documents. First, before a person could be recruited
into the Pohce Force especially the graduates, a U P.C Chairman from
Makerere University would select men from U.P.C students at the
university. He submits the same list to the Minister of Internal Affairs,
who scrutinises them and then writes to Police Force Headquarters. The
Officer. in-charge Training. who first discusses Okay now, maybe, to cut you short. Now would you for instance give us
- sho\v us - a letter from U _P. C.?

BITARIHO

I have it on file here, the original form.

COUNSEL:

Yeah - oJcay. Don't remove it Don't remove it. Now would you read that
letter? The letter we shall produce it may be if it is relevant

BITARIHO:

Now the letter is headed - it has got a letter heading.
"Makerere University, U.P.C. Branch.
P.O.Box 16538, Kampala.
Our Reference: EINC/1/2/83

your Reference: - Nil
The date is 19th February, 1982 .
The Honourable Minister of Internal Affairs,
Crested Towers, Kampala
Dear, Honourable Dr. Kirunda.
at I write to express the deep appreciation of the
It is with pleasure th .
. n to absorb at our recommendation last
branch at your strategic ~oouth who had just graduated at Makererc
academi_c~ear the u•.
P iC. of Internal affairs. We have~• along hoped
University mto the Mm stiy
o· ed this year• Again we. have an
• would be con nu
.
that such an action
b eh members who have shown mterest m
almost equal n~ber of o~ th~Prison Service. We shall be very_grate~
joining the Pohce Force an try their talents in those fields which with
•
• them a chance to
l ."
if you give
t to you their names be ow.
much honour do I presen
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And the names are listed.

COUNSEL:

How many names?

BITARIHO:

They are sixty names.
The letter is signed by O.P .M. Lakidi,
Branch Chairman, Makerere University,
U.P.C. Branch.
And the letter is copied to:
The President, U.P.C.
The Commissioner of Prisons.
The Inspector General of Police.
It is on this file.

COUNSEL:

My Lord the original is on this file but there is a photo copy here.

BITARIHO:

Yeah, I am the one who photocopied this letter and the file is here.

COUNSEL:

I suggest that the Commissioner notes that it has seen the original but it
has taken the copy of the original as exhibit. My Lord it is Exhibit
Number 83.

CHAIRMAN:

On clarification, the list of the names, also indicates the qualification - the
University Degrees - which these people have acquired? Is that correct?

BITARIHO:

Yeah the list of the names indicates that these people have completedthe
university studies and it indicates which degree each one has.

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge.

BIT;\RIHO:

But these ones must be all U.P.C. only.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

U.P.C. If you are a D.P. at Makerere, you cannot be included. Youcan~
be included. You must be U.P.C.

COUNSEL:

Now was there a response to that letter to whoever had written it?

BITARIHO:

Yes this, letter, the Inspector General, after getting directives from the
Minister as it is written here, he replied to the U.P.C Chainnan, which
letter is here in the file.

COUNSEL

Could you read the letter, please, giving its reference and so on and so
forth?

BITARlllO:

The letter is written with Reference: Police Headquartcts, on the file
which I have, for Recruitment - Direct Recruitment to the GuettcdRank•
Minimumqualification.The file numberis A Confidential.
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EL

BIT RIHO.

No that is in the letter

The Jetter reads like
th·IS,.
.
The address• is·• "P0 rice Headquartcrs
Rcfccrcncc· "Ac
•
onfidential 224/17 3 •
Date: 7th April, 1982 _
Addressed
to .Mr • Charics K"uunda,
.
Makcrere Umversity, UP C. Branch
P.O. Box 16538, Kampala.
'
Dear Sir,
INTERVIEW-CADET A.S.P.
I have been directed to
.
.
t •t .
contact you with a vtew to arrange a suitable date
o. 1~ ervtew those candidates listed in your letter addressed to our
Mmister of Internal Affi •
c.
•
.
.
airs. Be1ore
such mterv1ew
talces place there are
some techmcal problems which we need to discuss with you. Please, let
me know when you are free.
Yours faithfully,
Signed:
Timothy Odyek.
for: INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE."
This Timothy Odyek was in-charge of Training whom I took over from.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now was Kirunda a member of the interviewing team?

BITARIHO

Kirunda was not a member of the interviewing team but he was a
Minister of Internal Affairs heading.

COUNSEL-

No, C.C. Kirunda is a U.P.C Chairman, Makereie University and he has
to be a Member of the Interviewing Team?.

BITARIHO

He has to, according to the letter here; because the names he_selects must
be the people to be interviewed and selected.

COUNSEL:

Would you say this is a photo copy of the -

BITARIHO:

Yeah, this is a photo copy of the letter which I took personally and it is in

'

the file.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I would like to tender this ~- !X:bi~ N:ber !4, the
Commission having seen the original from w ic
is as
nm e.

COUNSEL:

t to this letter were the interviews done and was there any
Now subsequen
th p i·ce Headquarters and 'the Makcrcrc
communication between
e ot
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U.P.C. Branch'/
BITARIHO:

COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

y cs, my Lord, after discussion with the Director of Training, as indicated
here. the Commissioner of Police wrote again to the U.P.C Chainn
agreeing with the names to be interviewed to join the Uganda Polian,
Force. There was a communication written again to the U.P.C Chainn:
Makererc University Branch.

Is this the copy of the letter that was written?
Ycs, this is a copy of the letter - Reference A - Confidential - 224/18I _
from Police Head~uarters, dated l Ith_of August, 1982. It is addressedto
the U.P C Chauman - the Chairman, U.P.C. Branch, Makerere
University. "Interviews for the Posts of Assistant Superintendent of
Police, Cadets. The undermentioned graduates from Makerere University
in the Conference Room, Police Headquarters, Kampala, on the dates and
the time as indicated."
And it is signed - this is from Police Headquarters, addressed to the U.P.C
Chairman; and this is a photo copy of it.

COUNSEL:

BITARIHO:

To whom was this letter copied?
authorities?

Was it copied to the university

This letter was never copied to University authorities, at all. It is
addressed to the U.P.C Chairman, Makerere University Branch and it is
copied to the Honourable Minister of Internal Affairs and then to
Members of the Interviewing Board whose names are here.

COUNSEL:

Yes, you can read the names, please.

BITARIHO:

The interviewing names at Police Headquarters are:

Mr. Banturaki, Deputy Inspector General of Police - Chairman.
Mr.V. Amuchu, Senior Assistant Commissioner of Police - a Member.
Mr. D. Kanywamusaayi, Detective Assistant Commissioner of Police, incharge of C.I.D. - a Member.
Mr. Odyek, Assistant Commissioner of Police, in-charge of Training - a
Member.

Mr. Olobo, Deputy Senior Superintendent of Police, Director of
Intelligence -a Member.
Mr. E. K. W. Kitamirike, Detective/Senior Superintendent of Police • a
Member.
Mr. C. K. Okoth, S.S.P.- a Member.
Mr. X. F. M. Kiwanuka, Assistant Commissioner of Police - the
Secretary.
And he said,
. .
"Please make sure that you attend punctually so that the exercise 15
~cded up."
It is signed by:
"B.A. Okoth-Ogola," who was Inspector General of Police, by then ~d
the same letter is copied to the Honourable Minister of InternalAffairs
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nnd all Members concerned• 11i·IS IS
. here.
COUNSEL:

rd I
Mydi1:
would like to tender in as exhibit that letter canying the list of
can ates to be interviewed,as Exhibit Number 85.

CHAIRMAN:

Pardon!

COUNSEL:

Eighty five

CHAIRMAN:

BITARilIO:

COUNSEL:

C~~el, this should be admitted in. Only to clarify to the witness that
this list - the letter of 11th August, 1992, contains 71 names.
It con~
seventy~ne names. Bui the earlier list was seventy. They
were sn,ty. There are so many entrances ~thers coming in. Because this
w~ as a result of at first he says, "There are some technical problems
wh~c~we have to discuss with you in person;11 that was the Director of
Trammg - he first discusses with the Chairman and then the list comes
out.
Yeah, perhaps, to assist us here. Were there official application fonns
issued by the Police to be filled by the candidates who wanted to join the
Police?

BITARillO:

Now usually there are fonns which are given by the police, which are
these fonns filled from the Public Service Commission and they are
usually given to the students who have completed the university and then
the names are short-listed.

COUNSEL:

Are these fonns sent to the university authorities to distribute to the
interested candidates?

BITARillO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So there could be other people who applied but were not on the list of the
U.P.C Chairman.

BITARillO:

Of course these lists are specifically for U.P.C.; but as you can see there,
anybody who is not U.P.C. cannot be put on.

CHAIRMAN:

This list of seventy~ne names is not signed; at least, the photo copy we
have, isn't it? Is that the case with the original in_thefile?

BITARillO:

It is here.

CHAIRMAN:

Was it signed?

BITARillO:

It seems it is not signed.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know why?

BITARillO:

been an error _if I cyclostyled and then it is sent because it is
It must have
. . still h
even here. It 1•5 an old file and 1t1s _ ere.
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CHAJRJ\f AN

Well. now. you are a police officer. Don't make ~resumptions you
cannot say that. of course. You don't know whether tt was sent. But do

you know why it was not signed?
BJTAR.IlfO:

I don't now why 1twas not signed.

COUNSEL:

No~ subsequentlywas there an appointment made?

BITARJHO

Subsequent to the interviews, these peop~e, of cours~, were trained; after
training, then they were appointed - Assistant Supenntendents of Police
by His Excellencythe president.

COUNSEL:

This was by an instrument.

BITARIHO:

Yes, it was an instrument which is here.

COUNSEL:

This is a photo copy of the instrument.

BITARIHO:

Yes, it is the one here.

COUNSEL:

Would you say, the names on the instrument are the names common to
the names sent by the U.P.C Chairman?

BITARIHO:

Some of these names are on this list; because you find that the trainings
are different; and then; when they are going to be appointed, they are
appointed after training.

CHAIRMAN:

Note, the other Commissioners have not seen the instrument; but this
instrument is dated 15th of September, 1982. It is still there? Whereas
the interviews on the other list are dated 1982. So, this is dated 1981 - I
beg your pardon, 15th September, 1981.

BITARII-1O:

Yes, please.

CHAIRMAN:

Is there any explanation for that?

BITARII-1O:

These ones I was searching from the files, there are so many instruments,
but this instrument which I got out here is of - the date here is written 15th september, 1981.

CHAIRMAN:

I hope you see what I am trying to find out. The list - the two lists - we
have had, are dated eighty two - nineteen eighty two?

BITARIHO:

Those ones - the 1982 Instruments - I have not searched and got it yet the 1982 Instrument. This instrument, some of these names, of course,
cannot appear on this of 1982 because this will be filed.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, I thought this list should relate to - the two lists we have had.
The list of sixty and seventy-one, they are dated - is it April, 1982?

COUNSEL:

One of the lists originating from the branch is dated 19th February, 1982.
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y

es And the one from Tunoth

.

Y Odyek is dated - is it - is dated 7th April,

19 2.

Yes.
CHAIRMA

co

PEL:

But the Instrument of A .
15th September, 1981. ppomtment which has been shown to us is dated
yes, 198 I.

1y Lord we can tak th
e ese by names.

CHAlru.iAN:

As I have already said h ,
were interviewed _
:=Id
tbey have.been appointed before they
1981 - when they were~ . . en~ of A!'P°mtment if it is September,
emg mtel'Vlewedm April, 1982.

COUNSEL:

Well, this is something strang b
the list of the people inte . e ut we could ascertain this by looking at
the instrum h
I'Vlewedto see whether the names are common to
ent ere. It could be a mistake may be but we could check.

BITARIHO:

Well.

COUNSEL:

But we shall check.

BITARIHO:

But even, your Honour, Sir, most of these names which were interviewed
they are in the police. They are working there even now.
'

CHAIRMAi~:

No that is not the point. The point is that how do you resolve the - then
explain - the list of appointment preceding the arrangement for interview.
You see what I mean?

COUNSEL:

You see, when you receive letters - documents, you file them, you mark
them. You give them a number.

CHAIRMAN:

This is on the assumption that the Instruments of Appointment are issued
after the interviews have been done. I don't know whether -

COUNSEL:

No, what I am trying to follow, my Lord, is - because the problem is not
the date of the signing of the instrument; but I am trying to establish
whether this document which is an instrument came on the file later, after
the lists from Makerere had come; because, if this is the case.. maybe, we
would naturally say this is a mistake. This is what we are trying to find
out, my Lord. Do you give them numbers as you file in your files?

BITARIHO:

These are given the numbers and the file is still here. They are given
chronological numbers as they come in.

COUNSEL:

I see. What
file?

BITARil-10:

Apparen tly

th

number did you give the Instrument of Appointment in your

· ·

t numbered here but it should have been Number two
no
hundredand thirty three.
1t 1s
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COl

SHL:

BITARIHO:
COl 'NSEL:

And ,, hat was the num bcr of the 1ist which was issued from Makcrcrc 011
- in Fcbmat)', I Q8}?

The number on this file is given Number One hundred and seventy two

I sec And the letter from Odyck to Mr Charles Kirunda.

BITARIHO

It is Foho Number One hundred and eighty one.

COUNSEL:

Js it possible that there are other instruments which are on the file which
is not produced between 1981 and 1982?

BITARIHO:

Records are there. We can check and bring all of them.

COUNSEL:

Maybe, you may want some time to check on this?

BITARIHO:

Yes, I promise I am going to check and I will bring them.

COUNSEL:

Okay. Now was there any other kind of appointment made in the Police
based on political affiliations?

BITARIHO:

Yes, there was a list to train specialists in the Police - those are specialists
in firearms - because the Police is charged with investigating to prove
whether this is a firearm or not after it has shot. We call them ballistic
experts. There was another nomination by U.P.C Chairman from
Makerere University, Branch. That Chairman was called EdiparaEkwaru.

COUNSEL:

Do you have the letter?

BITARIHO:

I have the letter here. It is on U.P.C University Branch Headed Papers,
with the sign ofU.P.C. That is the palm.

COUNSEL:

Dated.

BITARIHO:

The letter is dated 12th August, 1982. The Reference from U.P.C
Makerere Branch, is 25/8/82. It is addressed to the Inspector General of
Police, Police Headquarters, Parliamentary Building, Kampala.
"Dear Sir ,
Nomination for three (3) Firearms Trainees
In response to our discussion with you on Tuesday, 10th August, 1982, in
which you asked me to specifically nominate three (3) of our good
mannered graduates for police recruitment specifically for fireanns •
examination, I have the honour, after wide consultation, to submit to you
the three names:
1.

Wamomu Sam - Bachelor of Science, Physics/Maths of
Mbale.
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I.

2

Ohcrc E •
nsa - Rachdor
firom Tororo.

3.

0

f S •
... ctcncc, Physics and maths,

Erimu ,.,, 1.
~ lar cs • Bachelor 0 f s ·
from l•1•ra o·1s1net.
•
cicncc, Chemistry/Maths ,

I ha, e full confidence i th .
.
these three (3) comrade n c mtcgnty, responsibility and dedication of

s.

Yours faithfully.
A.K. EDIPARA EKWARU

BRANCH CHAIRMAN

co

l

'SEL:

Do you know whether the appointment was made of any?

BITARJHO:

l11ese ones. of course, I cannot know

COUNCIL:

I see

CHAIRJ\IAN

\Vh"J not'7 Wh Y cannot you or why don't you know?

BITARIHO:

1 have no~ followed it _to find out the records but they might be there;
because. smce 1982 until 1988. until I get that instrument and I bring it to
you.

CHAIRMAN.

Well. Do you need time to - we give you time to -

BITARlliO:

Yes, I can.

COUNSEL:

My lord I would like to tender in the instrument signed by the President
and this letter as exhibits - 86 and 87 respectively. My Lord Chairman,
the purpose of calling in this witness was for him to produce these
exhibits; but it would appear he may be required again after he is given
time, to find other relevant documents, my Lord. Otherwise, for today,
this is what I had from him.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I looked at that exhibit - the Instrument signed by President Obote. This
was in accordance with the appointment of Cadet Superintendents Police Superintendents.
Is this the normal practice in Police
Recruitment?

BITARIHO:

CHAIRMAN:

After a policeman has been recruited, he is trained when he passes out.
The names arc usually sent to the Public service - that the candidate has
satisfied the people and then the appointment is usually ~iven by the
Public service. That instrument - you can even be_appo•~ted by the
President because the President has got powers to appomt. I thmk.
Is

·

1t

any po

1·ccman or certain categories? Even constables.
1

Constables arc appointed by the Inspector General of Police - after

BITARIHO:
training.
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CHAIRM \N
BIRARIHO

But you sat."d "Staff"
•

Well the procedure is this, in the Police Force, the Inspector Genera}of
Polic~has got powers to recruit and pr?mote up t~ the rank of Inspector
of Police Now the ranks above - that 1s the sup~nntendents - the power
is vested _ should be vested if the person has satisfied the. requirements,
he is appointed by the Public service. But I ~ve served m the Uganda
Police for 30 years, I have only seen the ~pomtments by the President
appointing the Inspector General of Pohce - IGP; but I don't know
whether he has got powers - I think, the President can appoint anybody.

CHAIRMAN:

There is a provision in the Constitution about the President having the
powers to appoint public officers, that this ~~ exercised under that
Article. But we would like to know whether this 1sthe nonnal thing to be
happening.

BITARIHO:

My Lord, I saw appointments which were made by - I mean in Amin's
time; he used to appoint even corporals - promotions of corporals then
later an instrument. But before the appointments which I know were
being done by the Public Service - even me I was appointed by the Public
Service and then -

CHAIRMAN:

What was your rank when you -

BIRARIHO:

I joined in the lower ranks and I came through the ranks and when I -

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, we don't know what is a lower rank.

BIRARIBO:

Lower rank, that is Police Constable.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

And then when you are to become Assistant Superintendent of Police, he
has to be appointed by the Public Service - after the names have been
submitted to the Public Service ~d they have certified your performance.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Could you, please, clarify to us who a Cadet Officer is?

BITARIHO:

A cadet officer is a university graduate who joins the Police and he starts
with the Rank of Assistant Superintendent of Police; but, before he is
confirmed, he is appointed as a Cadet Officer: That is he puts on one Star
and, when he is confirmed, he puts on 2 Stars. Then he is appointed
Assistant superintendent- fully.

CHAIRMAN:

How long is that duration?

BITARIHO:

The duration?

CHAIRMAN:

Cadetship.

BITARIHO:

Cadetship should be two years duration.
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Ctl ~IRM

"'hould b but "hat is it''

Bff RIHO

It is n, o vears· Th .
•
•
•
Ut IS fro
the time
• •
hincluded
, . . TI~en he wo,ks. mTh
th h e J~med
the Police - he trains. It is
c "as rcen11tcd_ h. •
. en at penod of two •
•
longer a Cad et.
c is appomted as full S
.
) ears - from the hme
upcnntend of Police. He is no

DR LU

ro IBY A.

So you are still under trai nmg,
• when-

BITARIJ-1O:

He is training on th c JO
• b
when he is still a Cadet.

DK LUYOMBYA:

I see.

BITARIHO:

So which means he should not be appomtcd.
•

DR. LUYOMBYA:

So. in other words , th e p res1.dent was recruiting - recrw·ti·
• away.
ng m

BITARIHO:

If you read that instrument, f
•
Cadet, because a Cad t . till o cours~, _the President cannot appoint a
e is s under traunng And h h • ·11•
d
he finishes his trainin _
. . . .•
, w en ~ 1s sti m an
• d As
g say, if his JOb 1s performed qwte well he is
:pom~e
sistant S_uperintendent. But before, he can be dismissed or
s penod 0 ~ performing this can be increased. But, if the President has
already appomted him, what do you do? He has already appointed..

COUNSEL:

Even if he is a cadet.

BITARIHO:

A President has appointed a person, now, if he has appointed a person,
then I have no power to dismiss him other than the President.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, that is for the sake of argument. But, if he is appointed a Cadet
Officer, it supposes that he is a Cadet Officer until certain things happen
before he becomes something else.

BITARIHO

After a Cadet Officer, if he proves his worth, he should become Assistant
Superintendent of Police; that is he goes ahead. But normally everywhere
I have never seen that anomaly because a Cadet, after training, he is just
called a cadet; but he is not appointed a Cadet. He is appointed by the
Public Service. I do not know whether I have cleared my answer.

COUNSEL:

Just to clarify further. So a Cadet is somebo~y wh~ ~as unde~one
theoretical training but he is now undergoing practical trammg on the Job.

BITARIHO:

Yes.

COUNSEL:
BITARIHO:

And there is a possibility of failing his practicals.
Yes.
And, if he fails, he should be dismissed.

COUNSEL:
If he fails, his Probation Period canbe extended.
BITARIHO:
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,
COUNSEL:

lfthere is a limit of e'ttending that period?

BITARIHO:

Or he can be dismissed.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

BITARIHO:

That is depending on what sort of failure: If it is total failure, he just
because there is no extension of one hundred years (100). He goes. &oes

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I understandthat the witness is coming back. Is that so?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

Bff

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Perhaps, between now and then, he can look into a number of things f;
me, at least: ·Perhaps,he can check his files to see if there are reque:
from other branch offices that various people should be appointedbecause what we have is just one branch. Can you find out whetherth~
were other branches which requested?

DR

I donl understand, my Lord, because me I am a Police Officer, in--charge
of training; and, in the Police, we train people -the Police Training. Then
after training then they can do between the branches.

Bf

BITARIHO:

DR. MAK.UBUYA:

No, no, no. What I am saying is this. You have these letters. They came
from UPC branch, Makerere University. And there - when you checkthe
records could you ascertain whether there are - letters from other UPC
branches.

DR-

BI1
DR

C(

B1

K
BITARlllO:

I said earlier, Sir, that I was a Member of the recruitment Team over since
1982. Now the recruitment outside, I told you that it was influencedby
the UPC. That is a policy.

DR. MAK.UBUYA:

That is why I am asking you whether, in fact, it is only this branch sentin
these lists.

BITARlllO:

This one here is -

DR. MAK.UBUYA:

Whether there were other branches of the party.

COUNSEL:

No, I think, Lord Chairman, I think the reason for this letters, these are
graduates joining from Makerere.

BITARlllO:

These are graduates from Makerere but to recruit a constable you don't
need UPC Chairman's letter.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did any other organ of the party put in a request for recruitment of -A, B,
C, into the Police force? And you can look - you can check through your
files.

BITARIKO:

Okay, I can promise. I can check. But to my knowledge that is what 1
have known already; but -
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r

Yes. .and the otl1cr th'mg •is whcth, •
sent m requests.
er, 111fact, the other political parties also

BIT RIHO:

Yes, the file is here.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

ls there a letter from the Democratic Party?

BITARIHO:

l11erc is no letter, my Lord.

DR.MAKUBUYA·

From the UPM?

BJTARIHO:

There is no letter, my Lord.

DR MAKlBUYA:

From the DP, that somebody should be recruited?

BITARIHO:

There is no letter, my Lord. The file is here.

DR. l\fAKUBUYA:

Yes How do you explain this?

BITARIHO

This file is for Recruitment. All folios are there. You can have it.

COUNSEL:

No, no, the question is why is it that you don't have letters from other
political parties?

BITARIHO·

They were never submitted because it is not the normal procedure that
you recruit people by party politics.

KAKWENZIRE·

There is something I just wondered if it was a mistake. The witness
mentioned Mr. Charles Kirunda as being on the recruitment panel for the
Police Cadets; and, when he read the list, I didn't hear the name. So, I
wondered ifhe should recorrect that one.

BITARIHO

My Lord, I said, before recruitment, there was discussion - there must be
discussion - internally. Now this list of recruiting officers in the Police
Headquarters, after passing through the names which had been submitted
and being satisfied with them, then they were appointed by the Inspector
general of Police to do recruitment of Police Headquarters. But before - I
think, I read to you a letter which was written that; they spould first
discuss some technical points.

KAKWENZIRE:

You read to us also names of people who were supposed to be
interviewing the police; and I didn't hear the name of Mr. Charles
Kirunda. And, knowing that you had taken on him I wondered if you
would want to correct yourself. It is you who suggested that he was
among the interviewers. Did he sit on the panel?

BITARIHO:
DR. MAKUBUYA:
BITARIHO:

He did not sit on the panel but I said for the correspondence here,
definitely it must have influenced the recruitme~t.
Was he i~ attendance while the interview was gomg on?
No he wasn't but the names were already submitted
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't cs. I have another question One of these exhibits says that these names

should come with recommendation from Makerere Authority. Do you
know what "authority," was being referred to?

BITARIHO·

B) "authority," they meant to tally with their degrees.

KAK\\: ENZIRE:

I don't understand.

BITARIHO:

To me, when you say:
University.

KAKWENZIRE-

"Authority," meaning "administration," the Vice-Chancellor, for instance,
or the Deputy Vice-Chancellor or what?

BITARIHO:

Well, I think, anybody in authority in Makerere University.

KAKWENZIRE:

Was it the Branch Chairman - UPC, Branch Chairman?

BITARIHO:

Well, I cannot understand the meaning - you know that letter, when you
say, "Makerere Authority," I cannot understand what you actually mean
But, to me, generally, it would mean Makerere University in the nonnal
circumstances; but the author when he says, "Makerere Authority," he
must have some ulterior motive which I cannot understand. I didnt like
that letter, so that I cannot ignore it.

KAKWENZIRE:

But did you have a chance to check who would have recommended.them
-because

BITARIHO:

Yes, usually recommendations must come from the UPC Chairman. I
told you I was a Recruiting Officer, when you are going, we are not doing
recruitment again, if the UPC Chairman is there.

KAKWENZIRE:

It is important to have a clear picture of whether it was the Authority
Administration or whether it w~ a UPC Chairman. There is a big
difference, and this is what I wanted to know.

BITARilIO:

The normal procedure it should have been the university authority, it was
proper recruitment; and, in fact, a UPC Chairman or a DP Chairman or
DP has nothing to do with nominating a person. But, according to that
letter, it must be UPC Chairman authority because that is indicated. The
UPC are the ones who have authority of recruitment.

KAKWENZIRE:

It remains confusing anyway.

COUNSEL:

No, my Lord, I don't see how this is confusing. The letter was addressed
to the Chairman of Makerere University, UPC, advising him as to when
the interviews - he is the one to advise the candidates as to what kind of
document they should have.

KAKWENZIRE:

There is another - the other - exhibit says, "When these people," the listed
people, "come for interviews, they should come with a recommendation
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"Makerere Authority," it means Makerere

from lakcrerc Uni\ em1' Authoril) " I don't understand this " lakerere
Unhcrsit) uthoril)."'

COL

EL

yeah. but ) ou sec. m) Lord Chainnan, this letter \\ as addressed to some
~erson at lakcrere, giving him the list of people required to attend the
mten,e\\. most hkcly. he \\as in the knoY.ledgcand he \\as in the knO\~
as to \\hom to recommend

If he \\ill check for us ,,.ith that person to ,,.horn the letter \\as addressed
because. Counsel. it is very important to know whether it \\as the
fakercre Administration, for instance, ,,.as required to participate in this

COC1\SEL

CO,

SEL

In fact, this is \\ll\' I asked him:
Authority?" He said.·, No."

"\Vas this copied to

fakerere

l\1y Lord, that is what I have for this today: but, as he wanted more time, I
think, after checking \\ ith his record. we shall summon him again and
have his evidence.

CHAIRMAN:

Now would you go and - so far. your evidence relates to Recruitment of
Cadet. AS L Ps
Could you come back and tell us also whether
appointments of Constables or Other Ranks were also political
appointments''

BITARIHO:

I think, earlier. my Lord. I was here last time and I did recruitment
personally by then.

COL~SEL:

He did.

CHAIR..\1AN•

Oh. I sec. Som·. I wasn't here. I will read the transcript. Sorry. How
much time do ,~-eneed to give you to come back with this evidence for
our information?

BITARlliO:

I don't know what time you can give me; but I will work faster so that I
can -

CHAIRMAN:

Well. you are the one to tell us.

BITARlliO:

About nvo days - one day - because it is not really what I am doing
because these files are so piled up; and I ,•,ill have to read carefully.

CHAIRMAN:

Next week. We will give you - will you come back next Wednesday?

BIRARIHO:

Okay, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Wednesday next ,-..·eek?

BITARlliO:

Okav. ' my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you Counse l , thl·s witness ,-..ill go back and he will have to be
recalled to ~esume his evidence Wednesday 16th of March.
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Bll \"' l 0:
CHA'R\l \1\

'\ cs. , ou m.n go, for the time being.

COl 1\SfL.

l\ty nc'\.t ,, itness is Emmanuel Bernard Bisasse.

CHAIRMAN

Could you swear him'' ls the microphone close enough''

WITNESS N0.211: MR. EMMANUEL BERNARD BISASSE.
SWORN IN
DR LUYOMBY A:

A little correction, this is not a court but a Commission, so that matter
should be touching the Commission not the court.

BISASSE:

I am sorry, Sir.

COUNSEL:

How old are you Mr. Bisase?

BISASSE:

I am 59 years my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Where do you live?

BISASSE:

I am living at Nagalama, Gombolola Nabaale, Saza Nakifuma_ Mukono
District.

COUNSEL:

What do you do?

BISASSE:

I am a farmer.

COUNSEL:

For how long have you been a farmer?

BISASSE:

Two years.

COUNSEL:

Before you became a farmer what were you?

BISASSE:

I was a Police Officer. 26½ years continuous setvice and seycn years
after the 1979 liberation a total of 36 years service.

COUNSEL:

At what rank did you retire?

BISASSE:

I retired as a Deputy Senior Superintendent of Police.

COUNSEL:

When did you get this rank?

BISASSE:

1963.

COUNSEL:

Since 1963 you did not get any other rank?

BISASSE:

Since that time I have never been considered for any promotion.

COUNSEL:

Do you have any reason why you think you were not promoted'? ls it

\ I
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r·me m1c1cncy
· or \\ hat'?

\Veil
1 do not. kno" the reasons
,
. but ·r
.
.
.
ha, ...l'""'
I at all 1t \\as mdfic1ency I would
• c )l:l:n \\ nttcn a lctt,
record
•
er as th e procedure but there is no any letter on my
COl NSEL

Now • did

BISASSE

\Veil promotion witl1in t·Ile, po 1·1cc 1s
• not a complamt
• but it is just given to
vou
according to .;'-'O ur du1•1cs. 0 nee •1f you do not get any • confidential
letter. concerning
votir
, 11cr you arc
• not perforrnmg
• okay, you arc
... ,
.
.d u t) , \\ ·I1ct
considered for promotions.

COLNSFL:

Now. bcfore you joined the police what was your training''

81S ASSF

Before I joined the poltce I worked with Ministry of works for about a
year. after" h1ch I joined the police in I 950.

COL"'!SEL

Did ~ ou ha, c fonnal education before you _joinedgovernment?

BISASSE

Y cs. I "as educated in a Primaf\ School in Nagalama and then I joined a
Junior Scconda~ School in St Pctcr's Nsambya after which I ·left and
joined the scnicc

COL'\JSEL:

In "hich fon11did you stop at Junior Secondary at Nsambya?

srs.\SSE

Junior Secondary Ill.

COLNSEL:

Did you get any certificate?

81S.\SSE

I got it.

COL NSEL·

Now. after joining the police 1950 did you ha\·e any training in the police

vot
~

• that you arc not promoted?
1comp Iam

seJVICe.

BISASSE:

After the training as a Police Constable. I joined a number of promotion
courses. that is to say from constable to corporal it was a course. from
corporal to sergeant it was a course. from sergeant to a station sergeant it
was a course and then from a station sergeant to an Assistant Inspector it
was another course. Then there I worked for some years until I was
considered suitable for promotion to Assistant Superinh:ndent l11at "as
1963 when I was in an instructional course in Britain \\'est Ori, e.
Wakefied. that was l 963

COUNSEL:

So, from 1950 to 1963 it seems you had a \'cry good progress and were
you happy with it?

BISASSE:

COUNSEL:

I was happy because I was enjoying my duty and that was as a result of so
many promotions that I had that time.
arentlv this happened to be the period when it was a colonial
•
·a1
?
government, were you happy with the colom government.

And app
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BIS \SSE

1~,

l'f''\'

••
times.

h:i1,1w nnd thev
•
•

\\CtC

the people who took me abroad fior b
a out

Generally \\h\ ,,ere you happy with these colonial times in service?
Your honour, as J say Sir, I joined

as any _other rank. You can consider

between 1950 to expect me to have nsen to a rank of Assistan
Superintendent during the colonial time It was not possible Jt was d t
. h
.
uc
to your capability, if you were a soun d man m t e service, that you would
have been considered by the colonial tune.
COl"\SEL.

Now. what made the difference after independence?
The difference after independence, most officers like me who were not
v.ithin the understanding of the government which was there after
independence were not considered for any promotions at all.

COUNSEL:

Y cs, this Commission does not understand that statement what do you
mean "if you were a sound man in the service." Why were you not in
understanding with the government?

BISASSE

I beg your pardon Sir?

COUNSEL:

You were a police officer, you were supposed to have a government then,
What caused the problem? when you say those of us who are not in
understanding with the government could not be promoted what do you
mean?

BISASSE:

Well, your honour, Sir, I would like to clarify that point that soon after
independence, the force became divided. The force became divided
because of certain interests some of our senior officers had with the
leadership of the government.

COUNSEL:

What do you mean the force became divided? How did it become di,·ided
and what reasons caused this?

BISASSE:

I cannot give so many reasons but what I mean to say is that some of us.
some of our leaders who were leading us in the force had to divide some
people, saying that you are not a man who is supporting this government.
you are not an officer who is supporting this government therefore, we
became perturbed and so many of us had to be treated like people not
serving in the force

COUNSEL:

Did anybody tell you that you arc not supporting government therefore,
you would not be promoted or given privileges?

BISASSE.

It was not direct but it was indirect

COUNSEL:

But do you have evidence to support the statement?

BISASSE:

Slightly I have evidence
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In my case I say I was last promoted in l % 3•

si~ce 1963 up to when I retired in 1975, there arc so many - (interjection)
~ m_1975 ,,hen I first retired. There were so many officers who were my
Jtm1ors \\ho superseded me not because thev were better educated or they
,verc longer in the service but because they had some certain interests
cotr.-:SEL.

For instance when you were in the police force did you join politics, were
you actiYe in politics.

BIS \SSl :

Your honour, Sir, the document which I signed when I joined the force
during the colonial time, indicated that no any civil servant should
indulge himself in politics and I remember during the colonial time when
this political parties started, there were some of the officers and some
other ranks who slightly had to show interests in the politics and these
officers and the ranks were transferred from one station to another
because of avoiding them to be indulged in politics. So with me I
completely ran out of political support.

COL'NSEL:

You mean you were neutral you did not support any?

BISASSE:

I did not support any political party.

COUNSEL:

Now, what other complaints did you have after independence and the
police force other than what you have just told us?

BISASSE

Soon after I retired, then I was reinstated in 1979. When I was reinstated
in 1979, I was transferred to Bushenyi as the first DPC 1979.

COUNSEL:

Please may be before you go to that did you retire or you were sacked?

BISASSE

I retired in 1975, that was when I was written a letter to show cause why I

CHAIRMAN:

Who \\-Toteyou the letter?

BISASSE:

The Inspector General of Police, it was a secret which was issued.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

BISASSE:

COUNSEL:

should not be retired according to the retirement compulsory regulation.

So, me realizing that my future in the police was not very promising, I
submitted a letter of retiring which straight away was accepted and they
accepted me to retire.
So, in 1975 you retired, then how did you come back in 1979?

BISASSE:

1979 after the liberation those who had retired were recalled within the
force which included myself.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

BISASSE:

I joined the force in 1979 August, and I \\as given a letter of appointment
on temporary terms then I was posted to a district as a District Police
Commander.
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Bushcnyi?
BISASSE:

Bushenyi

COUNSEL:

Yes,

BISASSE:

o years and I had a number of conflicts with the
Where I spent almost tw
.
•
R ak · ·
.
.
·
Bushenyi·
especially
wrth
Mr.
w as1s1 and Mr•
adm1mstrators m
.
the fonner Ministers of State m Obote Two government
Rurangaranga 1 together with my last DC Mr. Ndikora were the peopl~
These two peop e
.
.
.
who worked out instructions of ~emovmg me rmmed1ately from
Bushenyi. The communication was with the Inspector General.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what problems did you have with these three people Rurangaranga,
Ndikora and Rwakasisi?

BISASSE:

The trouble that I had with these people because I was in disagreement
with their affairs.

COUNSEL:

Which affairs? Public affairs, private affairs?

BISASSE:

Political affairs.

COUNSEL:

What political affairs did you have disagreement with?

BISASSE:

They were members of the U.P.C. which they wanted me to join but I did
not accept it.

COUNSEL:

How did they want you to join by force, by persuasion?

BISASSE:

No, not by force but they just wanted me to become a supporter of the
party. That is to say assisting the people who were within the district
after they had been involved in some certain cases which I did not accept.

COUNSEL:

Will you please give us specific example.

BISASSE:

So many U.P.C. members within Bushenyi were arrested because of
certain cases. Coffee smuggling etc., and these people were brought to
the police station for action. Before the police had taken investigation,
they interrupted the investigation and they came and released these
people from the police station.

COUNSEL:

Who was Rurangaranga then? He was a Minister, was DC, was what?

BISASSE:

Rurangaranga was first of all my DC in the area and then he was made a
Minister of State in the President's Office.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

By then you had left -

BISASSE:

Pardon.
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B, then 'ou had left Bushcnyi, had ) ou not?

o, I had not left BusJteny, ,,.hen he \\as mndc a Minister
COU

EL

Yes
these
, not prosecuted by the police thev were
, d bpeople actuall)' ,,.ere
rcmO\c
• • and Rurangarangnand
' thev
• had
, b y these n,o pcople, R wakas1s1
ne,
er
ecn
prosecuted
N
b
•
•
of U p C
• um ~r n,·o, dunng the last elections a number
··th • • • ,,ere reported havmg voted in some certain voting areas
,,.1 out proper
doc
. .
. uments. The matter was brought to the police ....;th
some exhibit votmg papers, before the police had taken action the DC by
t.11en was
• the pohcc
• station
• and said that I was
. Mr • Ndikora came to me m
mtcrfenng with elections of the U.P.C. So, he removed from me some of
the papers which had been brought as exhibits and their supporters were
freed by them.
0,

OR. MAKUBUY A.

Which year was this?

BISASSE:

December, 1980. From there we became enemies to each other and they
worked my way from Bushenyi until they were successful. The late
Professor Muhangi who was a U.P.C. member in Kajara, came to the
station before I left and he challenged me that when are you leaving this
district? If you do not leave within a few days' time you will find
yourself in trouble. They came together with a man called Bagarukayo,
who was so called a security officer of the U.P.C in the area So, within a
few days' time I saw a message coming to me directing me to leave the
district and being transferred to Buganda Regional Headquarters which
was by then Buganda Regional Headquarters Kampala There I worked
for only one month and then I was called by the former Inspector General,
Okoth Ogola, in his office and he personally talked to me and he said that
if at all I do not leave my affairs, I may find out myself in trouble. I asked
him which affairs? He said you should know them. So, he sent me back
to my place - to CPS Kampala - and within two days a message came
transferring me to Tororo immediately, that was May 1981, when I was
transferred to Tororo as a Divisional Railway Police Eastern Region. I
worked there for a year and some months. Early December on the 9th of
December 1982, I was arrested by the section of Impala CID officers from
the office.

CHAIRMAN:
BISASSE:
CHAIRMAN:
BISASSE:

What date?
That was the 9th December, 1982.
Your were arrested from your police office?
by the Impala CID officers on the directive of the Inspector
I was arrested them why I had been arrested, what reason.? They sai 'd
Gene ra1. I asked
• on1y a d'1recttve
• from the
What we have 1s
know
t
d
"no ' we Ge
o nora1 f arresting
•
• ·de we go and
you and then we put you 1ns1
!nspectoh~ c.nefurtho
er instructions." I was arrested and put into custody.
mform 1m 1or
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COUNSEL:

BISASSE:

In tlu.'police stat10nyou were supposed to hcad'l
1 was put in the police barracks cell Tororo not in the po1icc station. 1
spent there t\vo days that is the 9th, l 0th and then on the 11th I was
removed from this cell. So, I was escorted to Kampala together with
some other two officers from Mbale and Soroti who had also been
arrested. It was a weekend when I was brought in and dumped in Kiira
Road Police Station for two days. On Monday we were all the three
brought from Kiira Road Police Station to Impala House. We were taken
to Mr. Kanywamusayi.

Please excuse me Mr. Bisase, do you remember the names of the other
three officers?
One is Mr. Y. Manyindo, he was a Second-in-Charge, (2nd IC) to the
Regional Police Commander East, he is a Superintendent, Superintendent
Manyindo and another one was a detective Station Sergeant Ogutu from
Kumi. When we were brought to the Impala House, we were directed to
the Director of CID, Mr. Kanywamusayi who fictitiously felt sympathy
with us and he said he had no any other thing to do other than committing
us to Upper Prison. We asked him the reason why we had been arrested.
He said, 11I do not know. It is the Inspector General and you cannot see
the Inspector General, you will contact him from Upper Prison." So, he
wrote a letter committing me with my two others to Upper Prison.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who was the Inspector General at the time?

BISASSE:

Mr. Okoth Ogola. When we reached Upper Prison we met some other
fellow officers who had been arrested from some other stations. That
included Mr. Ntambi Superintendent, Mr. Bitariho Superintendent, Mr.
Semuwemba, AIP, Inspector Ouma, Corporal Ssebuliba Detective Station
Sergeant Kintu and some others whom I cannot remember now. In total
we were altogether about 13 or 15, I cannot remember now.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you talk to these people, these other fellow officers and did you
find out why they had been arrested?

BISASSE:

We talked to them because we were free to talk to each other and when
we asked them why they had been arrested, they said they did not know.
That "we do not know" went on for about four days, when probably the
Inspector General sent a team for about four officers when we did not
know at that time. So, we were called from our cells and taken to the
office of the incharge Upper Prison and we were told that the officers had
come to interview us about our activities. So, we were called about three
at a time and each of us was given an officer in a private room where they
conducted the investigation. With me that officer who conducted the
interview asked me my biography which I delivered to him and in brief
he said; "do you support any political party in the country?" I told him
that I am not supporting any party, I am a civil servant and a security
officer who is not supposed to support any political party. So that officer
threatened me that if at all I do not say anything correctly he would rather
shoot me on the spot. I told him that I had worked long enough in the
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police nud I would not be thre
.
.
me, , ou arc free to d . b atcncd, if at all you want to do anything on
o 1t ecause I am in tl
•
S
d1sagrccrnent with that offi
1e pnson. o, we came to a
to his other frici1d t O
b cer. I:e walked out of tl1e office and he went
s pro ably bnef them what I had talked to him.
COUNSFL·

Arc you suggesting h
.
which vo
e. was suggesting you disclose the political party
, u were supportmg?

BISASSE.

Yes, he wanted me t d' 1
h"
..
.
. o 1sc ose w ich political party I was supporting.
Y our honour sir
this offi
b k
. .
.
.
.
,
cer came ac and he said 1f at all I do not give
him any mformation
•
.
.
.
.
. concerning any party which I am supporting he 1s
gomg to ask the pnson authority to take me out. Stubbornly I told him
th
at I am not going to give you anything and I am not a supporter of any
party. So, he had probably a sort of statement which I did not see which
he pulled out from his brief case and he started reading to me that I am a
supporter of DP and to prove his case he said on a certain day which he
did not remember I was seen at Ma.la.ha,both Malaba Kenya and Malaba
Uganda where I had met Kayiira, with a number of guerillas whom he had
trained in Kenya and I talked with Kayiira after which he handed over to
me about 10 or 15 trained guerillas with two boxes of firearms and
assisted them to escort them to Kampala and this officer 'proved' that I did
escort these men together with their weapons to Kampala. I denied the
allegation. Your honour, sir, I would like to clarify this point that
between Malaba up to the Railway station near where I was working there
were five roadblocks both police and army. But I just wonder the
Commissioner whether it will be possible to find out how brave am I
enough to have transported 15 or 10 guerillas with their boxes through
these roadblocks without being checked and being arrested up to the
Railway Station where I arranged their transport by railway to Mukono
Railway Station. That is where the officer allegedly said that I had offloaded the boxes of ammunition, etc. Together with these men at
Mukono Railway Station and I hired a vehicle from Kyetume to transport
these people up to Kampala with their weapons. Your honour, sir, there
was also another roadblock at Kyetume, Mukono as well, I think up to
Kampala at that time .

COUNSEL:

What you are saying is that this statement was. not tru~, ,:hat ..was being
read to you, you had not participated in any way to assist Kay11raand the
other bandits.

BISASSE:

111e statement was completely untrue because I personally .up to no\\. if at
all Kayiira was still living I do not know hin~ ~d he do~s not know me at
all and I think at the time when he was a Mm1ster h_erc1f at all I had an)
•
assistance
ren dere d to him he would have called either
, my home or he
wou ld l1ave m ade a contact to 'come and sec me but that has not
happened at all.

..

COUNSEL:

bv• this officer, \\hat
y cs so false accusa t •1011s were made against you
•
'

happened?

BJSASSE.

,fu ·d the statement we came to a deadlock'. H_eleft ~d he
Well, as I re sc
, ti II ving day for further inyesllgat1on v.-htchhe
said he would come t 1li..: o °'
-
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did not. I-le has neYcr been seen until the time of my release after 600
days in prison, that was in 1984 July.
COUNSEL:
BISASSE:
COUNSEL:

BISASSE:

600 days at Luzira?

Roughly 600 days since 9th December, 1982 up to 27th July 1984.
What did you sec during this period that you were in Luzira that might
have disturbed you?
Well your honour, ~ir, it was terrible in Luzira, it was not actually a
physical torture but 1t was a mental torture. I personally became sick for
about four times seriously was admitted in the prison's hospital wherethe
doctor at on_etime recommended me to be taken .to Murchison Bay
general hospital. It was not accepted at all. The pnson authority made
contact with their headquarters for my removal from that Upper Prisonto
Murchison Bay but the headquarters refused.
I made a private
arrangement with my family through a Father( a Chaplain) to buy me
some drugs outside which they did and these drugs assisted me slightly.
The last time when I was re-admitted in the Upper Prison I was almost
passing away until when probably God saved me. That is the time when
we were admitted with my colleague Inspector Owili who died at that
spot within the prison. We asked the authorities in the Prisons to transfer
this Inspector Owili to a hospital but it was not accepted so he passed
away in prison. The torture that I say was mental but very serious. We
had to spend some days without any meal or if at all you had to be givena
meal a small cup of beans could be shared by about four prisoners and
that was a full meal. Clothing was another experience. We could pm
without any dress because of shortage of uniform and you would not be
accepted to use your own private clothing at all. We survived afterthe
Red Cross International had come for our assistance. So, things becamea
little bit better soon after the arrival of the International Red Cross and
they are the people I think who tried to work our way out because we had
tried about four times to see the Inspector General about our arrestand
the Inspector General did not accept coming to the prison for our
assistance.

BISASSE:

Soon after our release we came back we reported to the Inspector General
of the Police who granted us one month's rest. After a month they
worked but our transfers to go.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you were released you went to your IG?

BISASSE:

We went to our IG.

COUNSEL:

What did he tell you, you had been detained for so long'?

BISASSE:

He did not say anything except giving us one month's leave.

CHAIRMAN:

Who was the IG?

BISASSB:

Inspector General Okoth Ogola.
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•
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m pnson for over 600 d
I ·
•
shot bv SJk'Ci"l Ji ,
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•
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•
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•
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..,
cagucs m t 1e 1orcc advised me to go because I
I1,1 accumulated m, Iem , fi b
•
.
• c or a out t 111rtecnmonths so the\ advised rn•·
to go to A
d
.
•
• ,
"
, .,
_ rua an soon after my amval there I submit my application for
\\hich \\ould ha,e been accepted \\ithin a \ef\- short time So I went to
Okoth Ogola and told him that I am read\ ~O\\ to go to A~a. I ,\ant
transport He
said he d'd
•
• me but I would
.
1 no t h a\ ··
e an) transport
to gne
rather go with public sen ice
''

CHAIR.Iv1AN

Public means.

BISASSE

Public means. So, I was gi,cn mone 1 to trmel on public means. the
money was not enough and it \\as not according to my rank. I argued to
him but he said, "You have to take that money II It was about 56.000/= at
that time. \Vell, I followed the instruction. I travelled by public means.
spending three days on the way. When I aniYed in Arua, I reported to my
Regional Police Commander for Accommodation. He told me that there
was no any accommodation for me. instead he gave me a unipot which
was used as an army office within the office vicinity \\hich I had to
occupy as a senior officer 2nd IC to the Regional P.olice Commander
Arua. We shared this unipot in the morning it was used as an office of
the traffic, in the evening my accommodation. So. I had to spend there
about three weeks then a letter from the Inspector General directing me to
be compulsory retired came in. So the letter was sen·cd on me; that was
tO\\ards the end of March. And the same letter instructed me to come
back and start annual leave which I was due, starting on the 1st April,
1985. I asked my Regional Police Commander. how an1 I travelling? He
said, he didn't know; because he didn't ha,c any vehicle. So I saw things
were not all that good in Arua; good enough I saw a driver of the Transit
Traffic which comes from Nairobi bringing goods in Arua. I talked to the
driver and the driver was very sympathetic with my affairs: he accepted
loading my few things which I had on that Transit Traffic , chicle &11\d
brought me up to Kampala here on a charge of. I think. Shi 36,0()0/•,
And your honour, Sir, this money I didn't ha\'e it ,~ith me cuh. So I
promised to pay this man on arriv~ at my home. wha~h h.c ~plod.
So
we came up to Kampala; I took him to my home which II a d11tar1cc
of
about 25 miles from here and I paid him from m)' house. After a few da)'I
I came to the Inspector Generalreportingto him that I had left Anaa;and I
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. to ~·t·,11·t 111v.; kavc. ~I made
a claim. of my
con11.:.
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, . rc-imbursenwnt
. of
. the
of six days \\htch we spent, on the way,
lllOllC\'
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. , fiCliuccd bv• the Inspector
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expenses.
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my
leave
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' 10110 , 11•• tiittt'I it ended • l11en I wa."
served with a certificate
of
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.
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h.n

t'

What I
rctircmcnt . UI) to 110,\ • I •am at home . domg mv• own fannmg.
.
would like to point out, Your honour, 1s -':hen I came back m. 1979; all
the officers who came back in 1979 were given tem?orary appomtmcnts.
But some of us were not given contract benefits like our other friends
whom we had come back together in 1979. We were on the same terms
of service and we were left out. That is all that I can say, Sir.
CHAIRMAN:

Counsel. arc you still examining this witness in chief?

COUNSEL:

Do you know '"·hat basis was this difference?
contractual terms and others were not - benefits.

BISASSE:

I understand, soon after we had been given temporary appointments, there
was a private arrangement of meeting some of us, probably being
promised of this and that; and these people accepted what had been
suggested to them by the Inspector General. So these people were put on
contract e:xl)ecting to have something after the expulsion of the contract.

COUNSEL:

Weren't you also summoned for these meetings?

BISASSE:

I was not at all.

COUNSEL:
BISASSE:

Did you raise your misgivings about this to the Inspector General?
I, personally, didn't raise anything; knowing that I am not within his
wings; so I didn't bother to raise my point to him at all.

COUNSEL:

Yes, You seem to give a bad picture of the police force; why? You seem
to be unhappy; things went wrong. That is what is being suggested by
your evidence. Do you know the cause?

BISASSE:

I beg your pardon, Sir?

COUNSEL:

You see, the picture - I don't know, no conclusion has been made yet. but
the way you have told us what has happened, it seems you were not
happy with what was happening in the police. Am I right?

BISASSE:

I was not happy with what was happening in the police; because when we
joined the force, we were on the government instructions we had to
follow, governing the force as a whole. But when things became so bad,
it was after Independence, when these political parties started; and some
of us, especially., with me, I didn't accept me being taken into politic.&;
because I knew what the danger is with the politics. Through my
experience, I had worked in the Colonial special Branch for over 20 years
and, that is where I gained all my promotions. So I knew the danger with
politics.

COUNSEL:

Some were given

So are you advising the people in the police force should not join
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politics'>
11mt is \\ hat 1 should S'l s·
.
should be impartial· l1 :•.'· tr. :\ good pohcc officer, a security officer
• • cc.n1sc wh1ch-cv,
.
ha.._to scn·c it h•· 11.....
h .
er government comes m power he
~ "" u~ no C 01cc of Sa)'
th }
•
·
a eh ii scrYant.
mg at support thts or that. He 1s
0

Do you know wh ' some police officers ,1om
• . po 1·1t1cs.
. ?

BISASSE:

\Vcll l do not know B t fr
h
..
• u om '" at I know, some of the officers join the
poht1cs because of • •
b
•
.•
ga.mmg pro ably promotions and other privileges·
cspcc1ally. promotions.
'
Are you suggcstmg that those who joined politics got promotions?

BIS.\.SSE:

A number of them got promotions; and to mention a few, if at all it would
be m your favour

cot.:'SEL:

Ycs. please.

BISASSE

Mr Kiwanuka, the Assistant Commissioner of Police, superseded me.
Mr Kitamirike, Senior Superintendent of Police, superseded me. Mr.
Kanywamusayi. the former Director of CID superseded me. Mr. Okoth
Ogola, the Inspector General, was my deputy during the colonial time.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Where?

BISASSE

At the Central Police. He was an Inspector and I was an Assistant
Superintendent. he was my deputy.

DR ~1AKUBUYA:

In colonial times?

BISASSE:

yes, in colonial times~ that is far back in l 960's. He superseded me.

CHAIRMAN:

1960's was not colonial times.

BISASSE:

Pardon?

CHAIRMAN•

l 960's was not colonial times.

BISASSE:

1960.

CHAIRMAN:

I see, 1960?

BISASSE:

.nk those are to mention a few. That is how it was.
Yes. So I th 1

COUNSEL:

BISASSE:

.
d. d they supersede you because they joined
Yes· I am askmg you - i
.
?
.:;
the names you have mentioned.
po 1luCS,
.. .
Kan amusayi was a typical UPC man;
Yes they all joined pohtics, Mr.Ki ~a
as well· apd Mr. Kitamirike.
, . Mr Okoth Ogola; Mr. w
,
and SO IS •
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H \IR:\1 \ '

t h,": were they members? I low do you sec, typical UPC member? What
dl,cs th,1t mcan•J

BIS \SSE:

\Veil, they ,Ycrc not directly members, but we knew that they had a
support of that party

CH \IR\1.\1\

Ho" docs a typical UPC man look like?
\Veil, your honour, Sir, I think anybody can tell that.

CHAIRl\lAN:

No. you have to tell us. you have to elaborate on your evidence. You

BISASSE

l11esc people were always being seen within the wings of the UPC
leaders And their acti\·ities were well known by almost all members of
the force although it was not very direct.

COCNSEL

Did you see any of them having, say, a party badge?

BISASSE

Well, I can give you one typical example -

CHAIRMAN·

Did they have cards?

BISASSE.

With cards I don't know, but they might have; but I can give you -

CHAIRMAN.

But did you know that they had?

BISASSE:

They might have.

CHAIRMAN

No; let us not speak right.
membership cards?

BISASSE:

It is just a matter of suggestion.

COUNSEL:

So what example were you giving?

BISASSE:

I can give you one typical example - Mr. Odyek, the fonner Director of
Training. He had to wear the Obote's badge on the police uniform which
was not accepted within the Police Standing Orders. That is a typical
example. It was not accepted within the Police Standing orders. any
member of the force to wear a badge of any member of any political
party. But Mr. Odyek had it.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

Did you see him?

BlSASSE:

I saw it.

assume, we don't kno,". the evidence you arc giving us we don't know
) ou arc the one to tell us.
'

Did you know whether the,· had party

DR.MAKUBUYA: Every day or what? You were in Bushenyi; you were in Tororo: ho,, did
you see this fellow?

BISASSE:

Well, I used to come to Kampala; and he was just putting it on his
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unifomt.

BISASSE.

Okny, you sa\\ Mr. Odyck . th
' is ere any other person?
That is just an example h' 1
.
w ic t I have given to you.

CC'l SEL.

I sec D d this affect the police offi
...
service to the people?
cers Joining politics~did it affect their

BISASSE:

How Sir?

coU7'lSEL:

I mean. did it affect their efficienc .
.
. .
they discriminate other p
b Y m servmg the public m general? Did
eop1e ecausc they were not of their party?

BISASSE:

:ot directly; ~ut what I know is that they used to - not to execute the
unes as a pohce officer is concerned, they were not

cHAJRMAN:

Counsel,
I think at this stage we would l'k
.
1 e to - how much longer do you
stlll have to go with this witness?

COUNSEL:

Not much.

cHAIRMAN:

Then we will come back - let us have a short break of 20 minutes· so until
12.45 p.m., then we shall come back. Members of the Commi;sion will
have some questions to ask you; so if you could come back after the
adjournment please.

CHAIRMAN:

Learned Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, let us resume the session of
today after the break; we shall continue with the evidence of the witness
who was here before, Mr. Bisasse. As I remember yet, Counsel, you had
completed examining in chief this witness. Is that the case?

COUNSEL:

Yes, perhaps, but I have got only few questions here which are not;
should be clarified here about his arrest by people from Impala

CHAIRMAN:

I see; okay.

COUNSEL:

This is because - I am trying to get these names so that may be they must
assist us to know why he was arrested. You said, at Tororo, you were
arrested by some officers from Impala, C.I.D. Headquarters. Do you
know these officers who arrested you?

BISASSE:

I know these officers who arrested me; one is M~. Okumd
u, b: th~h~::n~
.
.
w I understancl he is a etectlve
s1
a Detectlve lnsp~ctor,. no e Im ala House. And another one was
th th
Superintenden~ still wi
f louce. Mr. Kawuki. with a section of
Detective Assistant Inspector oh
rt d me to the cells.
about four Special Force men w o esco e

COUNSEL:
BISASSE

. d.d the police in general get problems
.
hen you were at Busheny1, l
. d?
Agam, w
from the three persons you mentione •
olice men had some
. Bushenvi, almost the p
When
I
was
m
J
Yes.
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frustrations with members of the public. Because, me. as I was their O/c
>
J used to lecture them. that they shouldn t support one man or give him
mw assistance which is contrary to the Police Standing Orders or to the
Uganda Laws. lf at all somebody has committed an offence, he has to be
dealt with and find out the truth of the offence. But the local people
there. especially. as I said. the supporters of the UPC in the area, didn't
want them.
I

•

COC~SEL:

Yes; but you see. \\ hen you mentioned the three persons, you mentioned
n, o Ministers and a D C . were they working together?

BISASSE:

The nvo, Mr Rurangaranga and Mr Rwakasisi. had just come from exile
in 1979 Mr Rurangaranga was the first D C in Bushenyi; and Mr
Rwakas1s1had not been given any specific duty, but he was always with
Mr Rurangaranga trying to organise their party in the area. The third
one, Mr. Ndikora came on transfer from Sebei as a D.C soon after the
appointment of Mr. Rurangaranga as a Minister of State in the Prime
Ministers Office.

COUNSEL:

Yes; but the three people you seem to have suggested were harassing you
and so forth, were they working together - the D.C., the civil servant and
the other ones, the political leaders?

BISASSE:

Soon after the transfer of Mr. Ndikora as a D.C., probably, he might have
been briefed by his outgoing colleague; and he had to work, I think on
what he had been advised. Because on a number of District team
Meetings, I had to suggest some certain security measures which were in
the interest of the district, but he didn't want my suggestions, because
they were contrary to what was his policy.

CHAIRMAN:

Could you tell us examples; what kind of security measures?

BISASSE:

For example, I suggested to him that once a person has been arrested and
brought to the police station, that should be left with the police to
investigate and find out the truth of the allegations; and then we do
inform you later on. He didn't want it. What he did is to advise his local
chiefs, the Ssaza, Gombolola and Muluka chiefs that if at all there is any
case to be reported to the police, it has first of all to be reported to him:
which was the practice. And he had also opened a cell at the District
Headquarters to deal with people who had no interest with his affairs.

COUNSEL:

You mean, the D.C. was confining some people at his headquarters'}

BISASSE:

He was confining some to his headquarters through the local askaris
there.

COUNSEL:

Did you find co-operation from the local chiefs in carrying out your
work?

BISASSE:

Pardon, Sir?
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Did the local chiefs th,

•h

.

chiei.-., dt'd tJ
·' c pans clucfs, the Gombolola chiefs, the Ssaza
1
·'•
• carrymg out your police duties in
. . , cy co-opcratc Wt·th you m
tllC d IStnCt'!

B, \SSE:

All
.
G these chiefs as l sat·d, they had been appomted
by the fonner UPC
_ovcmm~nt,~oon after they came into power for the second time. So the
\\hole policy m Bushenyi had to be routed through the D.C. and they had
only to accept \\•hatthe D.C would have told them.

COUNSEL:

Thank you

CHAIRMAN

Are there any questions from Commissioners for this witness?

KAKWENZIRE:

You menti_onedthat 1979 was a difficult period in Bushenyi; that there
~e~ conflicts started by some people. Were you there when the moslem
mc1denttook place? The killing ofmoslems?

BISASSE:

No; that one when it took place I had not been in the district; that was
before.

KAKWENZIRE:

I have not quite got what you mean by conflicts; what conflicts were you
talking about?
The conflicts which I am talking about were between the two, especially,
between the two parties, DP and UPC. The UPM came later when it was
almost approaching elections. But the two parties were in a terrible
conflict. Mr. Rurangaranga worked out a system of all chieftainship
duties to be only perfonned by the UPC and UPC youth wingers. So
when Mr. Bwengye came from exile coming to prepare for the elections,
there were a lot of troubles which came between the two; and each of
them had to accuse his friend to the police that this one has done this, this
one has done this. So I, as in-charge of the police station, had to take the
appropriate action to find out the truth of the allegations. And at times
we found out that the UPC was at times working against the proper
Uganda laws. So I advised the D.C., Mr. Rurangaranga that we should do
this and this towards the people of the district to calm them. Which he
didn't accept. I had to put it in writing to him that the police will not at all
be supporting one party because the police is n~t a political party; it is a
civil service, which should be enjoyed by each and every member of
public within the district. And I also contacted my Regional Police
Commander who was in Fort Portal for assistance and advising me on this
matter; which he did. Still the matter became worse up to when I was
removed.

BISASSE:

KAKWENZIRE:

BISASSE:

Yes could you be specific with say, a name and a particular complaint
fro~ the DP members or from the UPC members - something that you
could substantiate and say, so and so complained about this; so that we
know exactly how the powers were abused or?
As I said in my earlier evidence, a number of DP members were arrested
·thin the district by Rurangaranga and his supporters; brought to the
1
w 1· e station for alleged allegations which we later found out that it was
po IC
•
f.
. •
ti1
false. So we had to take our appropriate action o mvestigatmg, un we
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_ ·d tl. t it was n wrong accusation.
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did is to re-arrest these people and con nc t cm m their own custoctcy
. f which were brought to Kan1pala for further investi . Y,
some o
h
d , kn
gattons
Where they were kept in Kan1pala, t at I on t ow.
•
KAK\\'ENZIRE:

BISASSE.

KAKWENZIRE:
BISASSE:

When you say, in their own custody, are you referring to Mr. Ndikora's
cell?
That was before Mr. Ndikora can1e; but I refer to that one.
I see. So what were the charges against these people?
Well, as you know, politics is concerned, they used to make some
allegations that so and so has burnt my house; he has eaten my chick .
.
'd f
en,
he has taken my cow, etc, etc, trymg to get n o that man from h.
kibanja because of certain misunderstanding which had happene~s
between the_removal of Obote and the return ~f Obote._ So many people
in Bushenyi had those troubles, false allegat10ns agamst some certain
matters.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes, you mentioned that Mr. Ndikora during the elections 1980 interfered
with a smooth procedure by taking way from you some papers.

BISASSE:

He very much interferred; because there were certain books, the voting
books, which were intercepted by the DP supporters in Ruhinda
constituency which the DP said that they had been wrongly obtainedby
the members of the UPC. They were brought to the police stationas an
exhibit; they reported the matter to the police station; I took over these
booklets. And before we conducted the investigation, Mr. Ndikorahad
been in another constituency which is Bitereko. He knew that therewas
something which went wrong in Ruhinda, he straight away rushedto the
police station and he found me there; and he said that I was interfering
much in the voting; and I had got access of these books because I as a DP
supporter. So he asked to give him those books which, I had refuseduntil
he took them by force from me; he removed them by force fi'omme.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Which force? You were a police man, yes? (laughter).

BISASSE:

Yes, I am a police man and that is what I exercise; but you know.
Bushenyi was a terrible district. And I tried the best I could to see that
the situation does not become worse. We had no proper police station:
the police station had been burnt during the liberation war; we had no
where to keep these very important records. So, I think, Your Honour.
Sir, it was not my negligence of duty.

KAKWENZIRE:

So you are suggesting, there was not even - was the police file opened?

BISASSE:

The police file was opened _

KAKWENZIRE:

1 am asking - was there a police file opened?
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On this issue?
K \K\\ E 'ZIRE.

Yes

msA "'"E

\Ve had opened a file; and that file had been sent to the Regional Police
Commander, Western, in Fort Portal for advice.

KAK\VE ZIRE:

It is a long way back and probably you cannot remember easily, but - how
many people were caught with these books? How many people were
brought to you with these books'?

BISASSE:

Actually I cannot remember unless I am allowed to recall from my notes I have got some.

KAK\\'ENZIRE:

You have got some notes?

BISASSE:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Could you bring them to us?

BISASSE:

Well, I have got some books here which relate to that very inciden~ but I
do not know actually where it is; unless I am given some little time to
scrutinize it.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, I would ask that the witness be given time.

CHAIRMAN:

To come back later?

COUNSEL:

No, he has the things here.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, certainly.

BISASSE:

Your honour, Sir, I am sorry I do not have anythingin my desk diary
which I used in Bushenyi here; but what I remember, I madea recordof
this one in the exhibit register - which is not my personal book. So the
exhibit register was left at the station.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, the witness seems to be referring to his desk diary, which should
be a document of interest to us, for this records events towardsthe daily
occurrence book. That is your desk diary, not the stationdiary.

BISASSE:

No; this is my personal desk diary.

CHAIRMAN:

I beg your pardon.

KAKWENZIRE:
BISASSE:

Did you noticeany otherelectionirregularities
other dun thatone?

Well, the electionirregularities- soonafterthe elections,membersof the
variouspoliticalparties were aroundin Bushenyi.ThCICwerethetluee
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COUNSEL:

BISASSE:

.
nnission to people to hold rallies of this kind at th
Who was granting pe
th
th .
at
.
• ? Is it police or the D. C. or
e you wmgers or what?
rnatenal time•
·
Who was supposed to?
. h uld have been the police to authorise such meetings· but as it
Well, 1t s o
·
d th
'
was the day when they had finished elections an
~ announcementshad
come out, so no pennission was asked from the police to come and hold
those rallies.

COUNSEL:

So if the police was not involved, then who chased away the other
parties? Is it the mob or what?

BISASSE:

It is the mob. What I mean - is the supporters of that political party - the
UPC youth wingers especially.

.KAKWENZIRE:

After Mr. Ndikora had taken away those books from you, did DP
members or supporters come to complain and take up issues with you for
releasing what would have been good evidence of rigging?

BISASSE:

What I can recall, soon after Mr. Ndikora had taken away these booklets,
Mr. Bwengye together with some other supporters and a fonner senior
teacher of St. Kagwa - I forget his name - who was the chainnan of DP in
the area, came to me complaining about the same. I told them what had
happened; and they said that they were taking up the matter with their
high authority offices.

DR. MAKUBUY
A:

Mr. Bisasse, I find your story very interesting, but you have to clarifya
numb~r of things to me: One, could you give us some idea of the stations
at which you have served - police stations or police posts at whichyou
have served apart from Bushenyi, Tororo and C.P.S?

BISASSE:
DR. MAKUBUY
A:

BISASSE:

The stations which I can remember I have served for, in?
Yes; those which you can remember; and the period.
be very speci•fic wi·th th e penod
.
·
But
bI cannot
.
because it is a long ume.
I
wnefly can say, within Kampala here, since 1950 up to 1964; in 1965 1
as transferred to Fort Portal as a Regional Staff Officer in 1967, 1 was
transferred from F 0 rt p
'
the
p •d ,
ortal to Entebbe as an aide-de-camp to
PeSntKs
Office. In 1967 - some time in July 1967 I was transferred to
thresci
e
•
' ampala Regional
Headquarters as a 'second' in command to the
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Regional Commander. In 1968 I
charge Central p0 1· S .
' was transferred to Jinja as the officer in
ice tatton Ji • E 1 •
transferred to the R .
' n.1a ar Y m January 1970 I was again
eg1onal H ad
'
'
command CPS K
al
c quarters, Buganda as a second in
'
• amP a In 1971
aft
•
was transferred to N, al~a
• soon . er Amm had taken over, I
th
that is where I ret· agd.
as e Officer m charge Police Nagalama;
trc
tn 1975 And h
.
.
went to Bushenyi· from •
~ en I was re-instated m 1979, I
Headquarters· then
R _Bushenyi back to Kampala, Regional
arrested and detai d om egional Headquarters to Tororo where I was
ne .

fr

\

tn

DR MA.KUBUYA-

at
BISASSE

d

·were you sorry about any of these transfers? Were you unhappy about
any of these transfers?
•
~ctually I was not sorry when I was transferred in 1964 to Fort Portal
ecause I had spent long enough in Kampala; that was reasonable. But
the rest
• me but with
. my fanuly
.
. were my frustration, not on1y with
especially with my children's schooling; because 1'had to change schoob
from one school to another which perturbed them and perturbed me too.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Yes, isn't police officer supposed to serve anywhere in Uganda?

BISASSE:

Well .during the colonial time and it was a proper police, we had local
standmg orders that an officer or any other rank cannot be transferred
within a year to another station until a year is completed; the minimum
was two years in one station; until two years are completed, then you can
transfer somebody, but not after January the following year, but before
January the following year when he is able to get vacancies for his
children.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And you are saying that some of these transfers came after you had spent
a very short time in the station?

BISASSE:

Very short; for example, where I spent three months, six months; how do
you expect me to educate my children?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

To take you back a bit; do you have any speciality in Police work - are
you a fire arms expert; are you a signals man; are you what? Some
special training.

r

e

BISASSE:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

BISASSE:

yes, I have got a special training; and this special training v.:as~ Speci_al
Branch. As I told the Commission, I had worked all my life m Special
Branch; like from Police Constable until ~hen I was a ~d
Officer: I
was taken to Britain specially to be trained as a Special Branch semor
. here I spent 8 months. Then a number of courses were attended
offi cer, w
.
th
·a1· • had
in Nairobi with Nairobi Special Branch Pohce. So ese _spec1 1t1es
to find my future way within the police which I haven't enJoyed yet.
·s special training in the police force? Have you had
Have you use d thl
opportunity to use this training?
·nstructor when I was in Special Branch - to be an
• thc
We 11' I used to be an 1 different Special Branch officers; that 1s
instructor of some new
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practice "hich 1 had.
O\'-

DR 1AKUBUY •
BISAS E:
DR. tAKUBUY A:

to Busheoyi - did you knov. of Prof
\'-hen you "en 1

personally?
.
. .,.him until when he became a 1.ember of Parliament H
I d1dn't kno,
th
.th Rurangaranga and others
• e had
been in exile toge er WI
Yes; h ad h e been
.

BISASSE.

1~

lt was once. on

to the police station several times?

some other several occasions I used to meet him •

lil

t'---

~

public places.
Then you remember definitely that he came and threatened?

DR. M.AKUBUYA:
BISASSE:

DR MAKUBUY
A:

Yes. I knew the late gentleman ve1~ywell B~cause I ~ad spent v.ithhim
for about six months seeing him_: especially dunng the elections
campaigns. holding the political meetmgs whereby I had gone andattend
Yes; you see my friend I have some reason~ for asking you this. Prof
Muhangi is dead, he will not be here to ex-plamto us; that is why I needto
know whether he actually came and threatened you at the police station.;
instead you had to leave and so on.

BISASSE:

He came. Sir.

DR MAKUBUYA

Yes. What about this Bagarukayo?

BISASSE:

Bagarukayo, they used him as their security officer whenever these
people went for these political campaigns. he was the one to accompany
them.

DR MAKUBUYA:

As a security officer?

BISASSE:

As their so-called security officer.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes, I understand this one. Who would be giving permission for these
rallies? Not the police?

BISASSE:

It would have been the police. But as I say for the second~ that,
Bushenyi at that time was a very very different district from i1shistot)'
after 1979 up to 1984. It was very very different.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Well, what were the powers of this security officer vis-a-vis the police?

BISASSE:

DR. MAKUBUYA:

. •15if
It should have been the police. But what I ask you, you Honour, Su,
at all possible, you should contact one of my senior officers whowasmy
Regional Police Commander Deputy Inspector Generalhere,Mr.
'
·-•ftl!
of
Kyefulumya; we were together with him; he can put the full P11,1UO""
Bushenyi how it was.

Was he serving in Bushenyi at a time?
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BISASSE.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Hewasrny R

•
egionat Police Commander. Western. staying in Fort Portal.

yes, but you were the man on the ground?

BISASSE:

I

DR. MAKUBUYA:

y cs, but used to report to him the situation of Bushcnyi.
I sec.

BISASSE:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Mr. Kyefulumya?

BISASSE:

DR MAKUBUYA:
BISASSE:

Mr. Kyefulumya, the Deputy Inspector General?

Yes;role?
what were the powers ofthis Bagarukayo? How did you understand
his
Sir, Bagarukayo, I cannot have the suitable word to explain him how he
was; what I can only say, he was very powerful man together with

Rurangaranga

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Was he a police man?

BISASSE:

I understand he was a soldier during Amin's time.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

He was a soldier?

BISASSE:

He was a soldier.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Where is he now?

BISASSE:

I do not know, Sir.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay Now we go to Tororo from whereyou were arrested.Beforeyour
arrest,• were you m
• the habit of movingbetweenTororo andMukono?

BISASSE:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA:

How often?

BISASSE:

baldquadla
I think twice in a month; bccan~ ~ divisiaaaa
Kampw•
Andall0 IWM
badin
to
Kampala; the Police General~~en;
and a1IO1bl&
pve me 111
come every month _to collect=
it wasjustwithin1bediPd
• of coming home
se
oppo rtunrty

DR. MAKUBUY A:

I see. By what means did you normallytravel?

BISASSE:

By train.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

By train?
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At time b) bus, but mainl)' by train.
BISASSE:

DR ~ tA1'.UBUYA:
BISASSE:

DR MAKUBUYA:
BISASSE:

And you normally got off at Kyetume?

tume first of all to branch at my home and then com b ,
Yes, at Kye
,
e ack,to
Kampala
And were you normally accompanied by anybody?
yes, I was accompanied by the trainee escorts of my division.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And of your choice?

BISASSE:

No, not of my choice but these were people detailed for duties; we hadto
change these people every fortnight.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. you spent about 600 days in Luzira. One, were you ever served
with a detention order?

BISASSE:

There was no any detention order at all.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Any letter explaining to you why you were locked up?

BISASSE:

Not at all, Sir.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Well, on corning out, did you sue the government for wrongful
imprisonment?

BISASSE:

I did.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You did?

BISASSE:

I sued the government for unlawful detention; and the case was
withdrawn by the Attorney General.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

The case was withdrawn by the Attorney General. What do you mean?

BISASSE:

Well, they accepted the liabilities and they said, let us negotiate; which
they did with my lawyers.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

They settled out of court?

BISASSE:

They settled out of court.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And they paid you some money?

BISASSE:

They paid me some money.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Do you remember the suit number?

BISASSE:

I think the Attorney General should know. (Laughter).
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I

D

1 Kl1Bl1

~

BISASSE.

Be i not the "itnc, .
\V, n't it'l
ss. He is not witness. \_'ouarc y

cs'/ It wns your case.

It was HCCS 870 of 1984.
But I can show the letter of my advocate

DR MAKUBUYA:

y cs, it would help Give it to th C

Bl~ASSE:

And this is a document of m
.
prison authority.
Y release from pnson served to me by the

COUNSEL:

My Lord. it is 1985 not 1984.

DR ~1.\KLBUY A:

No, I don't need it in fact.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Mr. Bisasse were you satisfied with the term of settlement of this case?

BISASSE:

I was not_really satisfied your honour, Sir, just for one reason. Between
1979 until the time of my arrest I had number of claims which I had
submitted to my police headquarters for settlement, which totalled at that
time to something like Shs .100,000/= which were not settled at that time
because no payments other than salary had to be paid to any civil servant.
So, that was an outstanding claim of money until when I was arrested.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Was that part of the case?

BISASSE:

I am coming to the point, Sir. So, when I was arrested I had my hard cash
within my government quarter which I was occupying in Tororo. Soon
after my arrest they did not allow me to go back to prepare my personal
effects in the house. There was hard cash, my personal effects which I
think totalled to something like a million and a half during that time's
money.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

In value?

BISASSE:

So when I came back out of prison, I related all these m~ers to my
advocate, which he did put into consideration and he subrmtted a total_
fi ure to the Attorney General. So, according to my lawyer, the Attome}
Gg ral had to make a reduction of some certain amount, so what I ~as
ene . .
hat I did not have. I was only paid Shs. 111,000/= with
expecting 1s w
. .
· th ld
.
h' h was about 11 million dunng e o currency.
this new currency w ic

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Who was your lawyer?

BISASSE:

Kityo and Company•

DR.MAKUBUY A:

Now when you were in
this inspector Wabwire?

BISASSE:

Inspector Owirc.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Owire'l

c ounscl.

. U per Prison, Inspector Wabwire died, who was
p
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Owirc.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes?

BISASSE:

He was one of our colleagues with whom we were detained in Luzi
which is by now Rakai District, hra
lie
was tile OC CID, . L'-·antondc
J
e was
arrested from Rakai.

DR. MAKLBUYA:

And J thought you suggested you did not get proper medical attentio
n.

BISASSE:

We did not at all.

DR :MAKUBUYA:

What makes you say this?

BISASSE:

Well we were together with him in the same prison hospital.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes?

BISASSE:

The man tried to contact our prison medical assistant, for an assistance
drugs, etc., so this prison medical assistant said: "now I do not have anv
drugs to give you and I do not have any access to the store probablyto try
and find out any possible drug for you." And it was at night when he died
so the cell could not to be opened at night the key had already been taken
by the OC. So, the man had no any other alternative other than dying.
We were just staying together; he was my neighbour.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I do not know, could you not appeal to anybody about this man's
condition?

BISASSE:

Your honour, Sir, I think if at all you could have evidence from other
colleagues with whom we were they would clarify more because we used
to see the OC Upper Prison on several occasions when he was still
suffering.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

BISASSE:

That we asked him his mercy to contact our Inspector General, this officer
to be removed and be either taken to Mulago or to Murchison Bay
hospital. So, the only reply received from the OC was that he is a
detainee who did not have any proper authority to contact the Inspector
General.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Who was the Commissioner of Prisons at the time, do you know'?

BISASSE:

He is a man from Masindi.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Byabazaire?

BISASSE:

Byabazaire.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Mr. Byabazaire.
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l

And the OC' Upper Prison wa~ Mr Opolot.
I R M \Kl 'BlJYA:

Mr. Opolot?
SSP.

,..
~

pR \f \Kl BUYA:

ls it Olupot or Opolot?

BfS.\SSE:

Olupot, yes.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Now. it is hard to fiO 11
h
.
·h • d. d
ow w at you are saymg about Mr. Okoth Ogola,
" en 1 you first meet Mr. Okoth Ogola?

BISASSE.

You mean within the police?

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes.

BISASSE:

Soon after his appointment.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

As?

BISASSE:

When he had trained and passed out and then posted to PTS.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you do some training together?

BISASSE:

No, he was very junior, I think he joined the force in 1960, 1960 I cannot
actually remember.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you train him?

BISASSE:

I did not train him but I used to work with him.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And what were the working relations between you?

BISASSE:

At the time when he was with low ranks he was very very kind man, very
good officer to me, because I was his senior .

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

BISASSE:

And whatever instructions I used to give him he had to follow them.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How did you treat him?

BISASSE:

Not very bad.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes? (laughter) - not very badly?

BISASSE:

Not very badly because he was also m.y n~ighbour in Kiira Road where
we used to stay and I used to bring him 1~ my car before he became a
senior officer to purchase a government vehicle.

DR MAKUBUYA:

you used to visit each other?

.,.

•
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BlSASSE:

Yes!

DR MAKUBUYA:

And you used t o help each other? Did you know his family?•

BISASSE:

1 did not know his family until when he transferred me to Tororo.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

Did he know your family?

BISASSE:

No, he did not at all. What I think was his inferiority complex because
1
was his senior at that time and then ~e became an Ins~ector_General so he
knew his inferiority complex at the ttme when I was his seruor.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now, after your release you reported to the Inspector General, the same
gentleman, Okoth Ogola, I am not sure how you reported to him; did you
go in a group or did you go one by one?

BISASSE:

Me soon after my release, it was a Friday very late in the afternoon, I did
not come direct to Kampala, we were given transport and I dropped off at
Nakawa and I took my way back home, that was Friday.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes?

BISASSE:

Following Monday, I came to the headquarters -

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

BISASSE:

No, I beg your pardon, Sir.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

BISASSE:

After three days that was Thursday, the following week, I came to Police
Headquarters to find out what are the instructions. So, I met only two of
my colleagues, Mr. Ntambi, and Mr. Ssemuwemba. So, we sat in the
office of the staff officer and he was not in the office so we remained
there for some hours until he came, the staff officer marched us before
him and we saw him.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And you talked in a group of three?

BISASSE:

A group of three.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, and did he sound friendly, this Mr. Okoth Ogola? Did he sound
sympathetic?

BISASSE:

Superficially, yes he did but I think it was not really in his hearted
feeling.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you feel that he was sorry to see you?

BISASSE:

Not really.
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DR 1 K 8

E
DR 1 KUBUYA

Yes
Because probably he did not expect it.
He did not expect it?
'o.

DR 1AKUBUYA:

Yes, I am not sure how '-'
b
th R d
Jou came to e released actually you mentioned
c e Cross, how did you come to be released?

BISASSE:

o, when the Red Cross came in they called us as a group of senior
officers as we were arrested to find out what was a cause of our arrest.
We explained then in detail.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

To the Red Cross people?

BISASSE:

To the Red Cross people and these Red Cross people they interviewed
also some other political prisoners like Professor Kyesimira, Mr. Kirya
and some others. Only the political prisoners not the other prisoners. So,
I think that soon after they had interviewed us they committed their
findings to the higher authority.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay, when you met this Mr. Okoth Ogola did he try to explain why you
had been imprisoned?

BISASSE

He only said that the authority came from the top.

DR MAKUBUYA:

What top?

BISASSE:

And he said the directive was from the Vice President, Mr. Muwanga

DR MAKUBUYA:

Okoth Ogola said that the directive had come from?

BISASSE:

The Vice President.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Did you hear this from Okoth Ogola?

BISASSE:

He said that the directive had come from the higher authority and it was
the Vice President who was then Mr. Muwanga.

DR MAKUBUYA:

•
und we will have a chance to ask him so thatis
Well, Mr. Muwanakga
is ar~at you heard this from, Mr. Okoth Ogola
why I want to m c sure

BISASSE:

yes, he said it.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Okoth Ogola said it?

BISASSE:

yes, he said it.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes.
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COUNSEL:

May be my allusion of coming in here, you ~aid you had been arrestedb
Assistant Superintendent Okumu and Kawuki yes?
Y

BISASSE:

Your honour it is correct.

COUNSEL:

At that material time where was Kawuki working?

BISASSE:

At that time Kawuki was with Impala House.

COUNSEL:

And Okumu?

BISASSE:

He was also with Impala House and I understand he is still with Impala
House.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Now, you mentioned that when you came out of prison you found out that
your father had been shot by Special Force.

BISASSE:

Your honour, it is correct.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

How did you know this?

BISASSE:

I was told by my wife.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

By your wife? Where was your father living?

BISASSE:

He was living in Kyampisi.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Kyampisi?

BISASSE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Where is Kyampisi?

BISASSE:

That is Gombolola Mutuba m,Mukono District.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Finally, when you got to Bushenyi you found that the incident involving
the murder of Moslems had taken place, did you find any records on this
at the police station?

BISASSE:

Murders of the Moslems?

DR MAKUBUY A:

Yes.

BISASSE:

There were no any records because at the time of the liberation, 1979,the
whole police station was bombed and it was set on fire, so there were no
any record at all. All the files got burnt.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Thank you.

MR. KAWANGA:

What is your height?
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1 h i.ght nt the tim( of • • .
\\hcthcr it is more (I hJommgI was 5 ft. 7 inches. I do not know now

- aug tcr).

1R KA\\'

'GA:

BI
1R. KA\VANGA.

How old were you when youjoincd'l
Anyway I was born o th 3rd
4th March, 1950 _ {1 e - January, 1929 and I joined the force on the
You were about 21?

BISASSE:

I think.

MR KA\VANGA:

You could not have g .
h
th 1.
ro\\ n muc tal 1er but the reason I asked you about
is ~ because we were told that you are to be 5 ft. 7 in. during the
col~mal days, so I wanted to be sure whether it was before you joined the
Pohce Force?

BISASSE.

Yes it was there, it was the system.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, you said when you were arrested and brought you met Mr.
Kanywamusayi.

BISASSE:

I met him.

MR KAWANGA:

And he looked very sorry about your arrest but said he could do nothing
about it he had only to send you to Luzira.

BISASSE.

That is correct your honour.

KAWANGA:

Did you not ask him why?

BISASSE.

We asked him, he said he cannot give us more information other than that
any further information you will obtain it from the prison.

MR.KAWANGA:

So that is all? No document, no nothing you were just driven from here
to Luzira?

BISASSE:

To Luzira.

MR.KAWANGA:

As a lodger?

BISASSE:

Well it could well be so but it was-an indirect detention.

MR KAWANGA:

Now this Bushenyi thing, when did you reach Bushenyi yourself?

BISASSE:

· Bus henvi
I reache d m
r on the 6th August, 1979 that is when I reported on
duty.

MR.KAWANGA:

When did Rurangaranga live the district?

BISASSE:

ft the district after the elections.
Rurangaranga Ie
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Atlcr the elections?
BISASSE.

No, 1 beg your pardon. No before the elections s?on after we had
n::c~ivcdDr Obote from exile. He had spent I thmk two weeks .
Kampala before his return from exile. It was before the return of ~:
former President.

MR. MWANGA:

So, you saw him when he was District Administrator of that area?

BISASSE:

I met him there.

MR. KAWANGA:

Was he then referred to as Major Rurangaranga or he was made a Major
afterwards?

BISASSE:

He was referred to as Major Rurangaranga.

MR KAWANGA:

From the very beginning?

BISASSE:

By the time when I arrived in Bushenyi.

MR. KAWANGA:

When I what?

BISASSE:

When I arrived in Bushenyi,

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

BISASSE:

That title it had been given to him.

MR. KAWANGA:

He was the general administrator what was your work in relationshipwith
him? You were the District Police Commander.

BISASSE:

Of course two weeks we were very good with him because probablyhe
did not know much of me and probably he thought that I would be within
his understanding but after I had not been very happy with his set up of
his duties, there he started becoming an enemy ofme.

MR. KAWANGA:

What about Rwakasisi, when did Rwakasisi come into the district?

BISASSE:

Rwakasisi I did not know before him but I knew him when I had spent
almost two or three weeks within the district and my conflict with him
was an arrest of a lorry of bananas from his area Kabwohe. He arrested
some people who came from Kampala to make a trade of banana in ~e
area and he said they were not the proper people to make a trade in th~U
district. He arrested these people, brought them to the police station With
their matooke, they had already loaded their matooke and he told the
police; I was not in the station at the time when he brought in these
people and he instructed the police who were on duty that day "nobody
will have to release this vehicle until when they hear again from me."

COUNSEL:

From him?
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From hirn • '"
So, 1 r-•unc
•m tl1c S1.at1on,
... •
I J:'.
• I found out what
""
1ound t h'1svch1clc
",\S the cause of the arrest of this vehicle which story I was related to
From my experience I found out that we cannot detain this vehicle for
more t11ru1 24 hours without any offence it committed. So, I had to get a
s~atcmcnt from the driver and the owners of the bananas When they had
gl\'cn me these statements we found out that the arrest and detention of
this vehicle was not proper When I approached the DC's office that was
M~. Rurangaranga, he was not there he had come to Kampala
that was
Fnday. When I asked his staff whether he would come back on that same
day the) said no he is not coming back until probably Monday or
~uesday. So Rwakasisi as well had left for Kampala so there was no any
time of obtaining a statement from him. I thought what to do with banana
getting ripe what I did is to auction the banana to some local people so
that to avoid getting ripe. We sold the banana and we released the
suspects on police bail instructing them to come back after some few
days. So, Rwakasisi and Rurangaranga came back after almost a week
and they asked where is the matooke. I told him that I used my common
sense as a police officer to sell the banana because they would have got
ripe and nothing would be got out of it and the money had been paid to
the government's treasury.
In case the government considered
compensating these people the money is there and I had the receipt on
that money issue. So Rurangaranga and Rwakasisi became hot; the
vehicle was still at the police station. They became hot they said "we
know the reasons why you were brought here because Bushenyi is mainly
DP district and I think you have come to Bushenyi to assist the DP and
that is why you released these people. Moreover the people arrested were
Baganda from your area." I told him that I had just been transferred not
even more than a month and I did not know whether there is a business of
banana in Bushenyi and these people are not known to me at all, why do
you make that false allegation against me? So, they became too furious to
me. From that time we started becoming semi-enemy.

and

11R.KAWANGA:

Until friends became?

BISASSE:

Until when I arrested again one of their supporters, Mr. Ntobutobu, he is
a very big businessman in Bushenyi.

11R. KAWANGA:

Mr.?

BISASSE:

Mr. Ntobotobo. He had committed an offence, we arrested him, we put
him inside, Rurangaranga came and removed him from the police cell; so
the conflict started there until I _survived there for one and a half years
with these people.

MR. KAWANGA:

How did Rurangaranga remove Ntobotobo from the cells? Did he break
the cells?

BISASSE:

Well, as I said in my first stateme~t Bush~nyi was ~ very ~ifferent
district Mr. Kyefulumya if you call hlIIl he will have to (mtenuptlon).

MR. KAW Ai'lGA:

ou were there, you were there we shall not call Mr.
No, no, no, Y
Kyefulumya What happened? Tell us what happened.
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• t t o Id him walk out and he went with him?
So, I1c ,1us
BISASSE:

Yes.

MR U\\ANGA:

\Vhat was the official position of Rwakasisi at this _ti~e? We know
Rurangaranga was an administrator what about Rwakas1s1?

BISASSE:

Rwakasisi was nowhere, he had no any specific duty at all, he had just
come from exile as he did call it.

MR .KAWANGA:

And in spite of that he had all that authority around, commanding people?

BISASSE:

He was.

MR KAWANGA:

Then Ndikora came, did Ndikora come after Rurangaranga had left?

BISASSE:

Yes, Ndikora relieved Rurangaranga soon after his appointment as a
Minister.

MR. KAWANGA:

But did those three people continue working together?

BISASSE:

They continued.

MR. KAWANGA:

Closely?

BISASSE:

Because Mr. Rurangaranga could come from Kampala to Bushenyi
staying in the same house that is the official house of the DC.
Rurangaranga left his wife in that same house which was shared
by
Ndikora for sometime until when he removed her and brought her to
Kampala.

MR. KAWANGA:

Where was Rwakasisi staying?

BISASSE:

Rwakasisi was staying in his home in Itendero.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now you talked about this book of - was it votes or elections document'?

BISASSE:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Was it one, were they several books?

BISASSE:
MR. KAWANGA:

BISASSE:

They were about two books.
What kind, were they for ballot?
Ballot papers.
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Ballot papc.-rs?
Yes.

1R KA\VANGA

So. YOU seized them
xh. •
then·1 d'd
as an c. tbit and those people and Ndikora too took
1
,
You ever hear ag • Ofth. ball
• you ever get
it back?
•
am
is
ot paper book? Did

BIS .\SSE:

111ey
b • never. came b ack · 1 do not know whether they were brought back
ut at the time when I left they had not been brought back.

\1R. KA\\'ANGA:

So. you do not know what happened to the book?

BISASSE·

I do not know.

~1R. KAWANGA:

I think that is all.

CHAIRMAN:

No w, Mr. ff1s~se, were you very unhappy about your non-promotion.
The last promotion you got was in 1963.

BISASSE:

1963 your honour, Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

1963?

BISASSE:

Yes, Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Then you served up to 1975 when you were retired without any further
promotion?

BISASSE:

Yes, your honour, Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Then, 1979 to the time you were arrested without any further promotion?

BISASSE:

Yes, your honour, Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Are you very unhappy about this?

BISASSE:

I was very unhappy because by recalling us back in 1979 and as I was
treating this to be another regime, I thought probably I lost the last chance
of the last regime probably this time I may be considered for promotion,
so I decided to come back.

CHAIRMAN:

you had retired did you still expect any further promotion from 1979?

BISASSE:

I did not receive any promotion at all.

CHAIRMAN:

But did you expect, you had broken your service?

BISASSE:

I had broken my service but if at all I had been put on contract like my
other friends, I would have been considered for promotion according to
the public service regulations.
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Did you ask for contract terms?
BIS~SSF:

Your honour, Sir, as I said when_ we were recal~ed we were given
tempo=n appointments all of us until when they decided to pick som
•-.J
S
I
. d
e of
us and put them on the contract. o, me remame on temporary tenns
until the time of my arrest.

CHAIRMAN

yes, but did you on your own say; "look I want now to be appointed
contract" did you insist? Did you take any initiative of your own?
on

BISASSE:

Well, it was not practicable to ask your office to put on contract as it was
not in service.

CHAIRMAN:

But when you saw your other friends or colleagues re-appointed on
contract why did you not insist for yourself?

BISASSE:

After all I had been frustrated and said I better work my time until when
they terminate my temporary appointment and I go home. So, I did not
want to bother to ask this and that as I was not moving in good wings
with the Inspector General.

CHAIRMAN:

Now, you say, many other police officers preceded you those who were
junior - so, well superseded you in promotion is that correct?

BISASSE:

It is correct Sir.

CHAIRMAN:

Did this make you bitter? Did you become an embittered officer because
of this, you saw people you regarded junior promoted over you?

BISASSE:

It was very bitter, Sir. Your honour, Sir, if at all you have joined the
service and you appear to be a senior man in that particular serviceand
you have committed no any disciplinary offence against your service. So,
the promotions are mainly depend on disciplinary record of your o"n but
as I say ever since I joined the force there is no any discipline recordon
my file at all. So, if at all the junior is promoted to a very high rankyou
feel it is material, you feel it.

CHAIRMAN:

Did not some of the people have a higher educational standard than you
had, you had only stopped in JS III is that not?

BISASSE:

Yes, your honour.

CHAIRMAN:

Did some of those not have a higher education for instance S IV, or 'O'
level?

BISASSE:

Yes, I admit those four I mentioned thev were higher in education with
me more than I am but there are also so~e others who were less educated.

CHAIRMAN:

Give us examples.
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But long scn ice.
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BIS SSE:
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"ere of the srunc educational standards, JS 111?
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.
) one man ,, 10 I know now the others have retlrcd,
is Director of Music, Okot he is a primary six man.

CH IRMAN:

ll1c present Director?
No. the present Director of Music. Police Band.

CHAIRl\lA

l:

In the Pohce?

BJSASSE.

Yes.

CHAIRJ\1AN

But there is one called Okello, is he the same man?

BISASSF:

Okello, sony, Okello, he is called Okello he is a primary six man but he
superseded me very long time. He was promoted I think in 1968 or early
1970

CHAIRJ\µN.

But will you not say that, that is perhaps a small specialized being a
musician, it is a small specialized field. If you were in the music and he
superseded you perhaps you would have reason of complaint.

BISASSE·

Well, that is a reason to consider but it is more less an embarrassment.

CHAIRMAN:

So, you think that merely because of your long service you should have
been promoted like other people?

BISASSE:

That is what I say your honour, Sir.

CHAIRMAN·

Do you still speak in bitterness about this?

BISASSE:

About what, Sir?

CHAIRMAN:

About your non promotion.

BISASSE:

Well I do not mind about these promotions because I do not expect to
come back in the force. I do not want it they had probably tried to pull
me in but I do not want it.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you not begrudge the others who superseded you in promotion.

BISASSE:

To be with grudge with them?

CHAIRMAN·

Yes.

BISASSE:

N 0. I do not have any grudge with them.

CHAIRMAN:

• d?
What about before you ret.Ire
.
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Well as n humnn being I did feel it but I could not do it otherwise.

CHAIRMAN:

BJ A SE:
CHAIR.MAN:

ls that the reason for your evidence now.

Pardon.
Is that the reason for your evidence the evidence you have given before
this Commission?

BISASSE:

Well, it is your honour, Sir.

CHAIRMAN

I beg your pardon.

BISASSE:

That is the evidence I have given.

COUNSEL:

No, the question the Chairman is putting you, have you come to give
evidence because of this ill feeling you had for lack of promotion?

BISASSE.

Well, I have come to give evidence because of frustration not only with
me but with some other friends of my colleagues. I am not the only one
who is frustrated there are so many. Some are still within the force some
have retired.

COUNSEL:

But the evidence you are giving is it true or you are giving it because of
the frustration?

BISASSE:

Well, it is true.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, give us names of the others who also suffered similar frustration
and embitterment.

BISASSE:

Mr. Ntambi, Superintendent Ntambi
Commander of Police College Naguru.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, any others? At least not to ask.

BISASSE:

I am giving you the figures who had been frustrated for a long time.
There is Mr. Manyindo, who is the Regional Police Commander M~indi.

CHAIRMAN:

What rank is he?

BISASSE:

He is a Superintendent, lastly promoted in 1960 - (laughter) - he is still a
Superintendent.

COUNSEL:

And then Ntambi you do not mean this Ntambi, it is a different Ntambi.
yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Any others? Will you not consider Superintendent is spelt high not
everybody can become Assistant Commissioner or a full Commissioner.

who 1s m Police College,
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ran:--

CHAIR.l\1AN:

What was the Jas t promotional
•
course you did?

BISASSE:

Me?

CHAIMfAN·

Yes.

BISASSE:

1963.

CHAIRMAN:

What was it?

BISASSE:

It was a senior officers' course in Britain.

CHAIRMAN:

In Britain?

BISASSE

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

After which you were?

BISASSE

And my promotion later was sent to the commander of the College in
Britain that is where it was sent. I was an Inspector by the time when I
went in 1963.

CHAIRMAN:

So that after that you were promoted ASP?

BISASSE:

I was promoted to ASP.

CHAIRMAN:

There after you did not attend any more promotional course?

BISASSE:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know the reason why?

BISASSE:

Well, I do not know, Sir, I do not know the reasons because I had never
been infonned. According to the system if at all you have committed any
disciplinary offence you have officially to be written a letter warning you
or clarifying what you have done. I think that is a set up in the whole of
the civil service.

CHAIRMAN:

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Okay, that is all from me for the time being.
I have one more thing, do you consider that this lack of promotion has
anything to do with your tribe?
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'fi Ilv sa,· so but 1 think it would have.
I cannot spcc1 ea _ • .J •
DR. MAKUBUYA:

"\'cs?

BTS.\SSE:

It would have. because if at ~I we had any chance of getting ~e seniority
list of my department, you will ~nd so many pc_opleof a certain tribe Who
would have qualified for promotion are left behmd.

DR .MAKUBUYA:

What is that tribe?

BISASSE

Especially the Bantu tribe.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Bantu tribe?

BISASSE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Do you consider that your lack of promotion has anything to do with your
religion?

BISASSE:

Well I do not know but it could well be so.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, do you have evidence on this? We want to know, it is your life
really, and you think you have served loyally but you do not think you
have been rewarded properly for this service and we are supposed to
inquire into all these.

BISASSE:

Well, with religion I cannot tell much because if at all I give you the
picture of the force, I should say 75 or about 65 per cent are Catholics.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, and you are a Catholic yourself?

BISASSE:

And I am a Catholic too.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

That should have stood you in good stead.

BISASSE:

So, they cannot promote all the 65 per cent to some ranks. There I cannot
say probably the religion affects promotion.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Yes, but the tribe?

BISASSE:

The tribe I think.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

It does?

BISASSE:

It does.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You have this feeling? Well you have worked in the police for, is it 36
years?

BISASSE:

Pardon?

'
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BISASSE·

It matters.

OR \t.\Kl BUYA:
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BISASSE:

I cannot
give you the circurnstances of the death of my father as I was in
.
pnson.

KAKWENZIRE:

What were you told was th ere a rat·cton your home for mstance
•
or was he
met somewhere and shot or, this is the importance I want to know

BISASSE:

Somebody who would have told me is my step-father also I found him
when he was dead, who was next to him but that was a natural death.

KAKWENZIRE:

But what were you told was he found at home for instance and shot was
~~00~~?
'

BISASSE:

Well, actually my father, from what I know, was defending my property.
My wife had removed all my valuable property from my house and
brought it to my father's house which is a distance from the Operations
centre. To put you in picture my home is just opposite Nagalama Police
Station just across the road and the Special Force Detach was placed at
Nagalama and at the time of my arrest and detention, the Special Force
spent their whole time sleeping on my verandah. It is a big verandah
where they can make a sort of accommodation. So they got used to my
verandah until when they were put there, so some of the policemen at the
station as I say I am just across the Police Station, knew that my wife had
removed my valuable property and taken it to my tather's home which is a
distance of about six miles from Nagalama. So there was no any reason
why they should not have gone for the property. They took the li~e
property which I had served for the last 36 years and I_was left with
nothing. My wife also escaped death, she ran away, the children were not
at home they had been put in boarding schools but they should_probably
have been involved in the matter. So, the courtyard was occupied by the
special Force, that is what I can say.

I

KAKWENZIRE:

th
o ask you about the return of Obote. May 27 , were you
t
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BISASSE:
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I was the
D
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.
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·h0 had come to work there on that partlc ar ay.
my senior o 1cers \\
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K K\VE ZIRE:

To work'/ \Veil did you find any problems on that day security wise;?

Bf...,ASSE:

On tltat very day I did not have any troubles because all my senior
officers were there; right from the Inspector General up to some of th
DPCs from various stations around Bushenyi So, on that particular da;
we did not have any troubles at _all. ?r I should say the three days,
think, which he spcn~ m Bushcny1 we did not have much, security-wise 1

KAKWENZIRE

I sec. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, any more questions from you?

COUNSEL:

No.

CHAIRMA~:

Well, Mr. Bisasse, thank you for having come, and the evidence which
you have given before this Commission. I do not think you need to come
again until you are informed to do so.

BISASSE:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIR.MAN:

Counsel, it is about half past two p.m. now; I think it is the time we
usually stop - between 2.30 p.m. and 3.00 p.m., which we shall do now
We shall adjourn the Session until tomorrow at 9.30 a.m. Tomorrow,we
have been informed that this hall will be available for only up to about
1.00 p.m. because the hall will be required for some other people, for
another function. So, it is very important that we should start tomorrow
as early as possible; soon after 9.30
So, until 9.30 tomorrow, the
Commission is adjourned.

CHAIR.MAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ready
now to commence the hearing of today, the 10th of March, 1988. I see
that there is a new Witness who has sat on the Witness Seat.
Now, Counsel, shall we proceed please?

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners, this morning,
we continue to hear evidence regarding the manner in which law
Enforcement Agents in this County executed their functions and this will
be with particular reference to the Police. Our next witness is the Deputy
Director of Special Branch, Mr. Henry Munyanganizi.

CHAIRMAN:

Could you say the name once more, please, so that we can get it?

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, the name is Henry Rwamashasa Munyanganizi.

WITNESS
N0.212:
MR.
MUNYANGANIZI-SWORN IN

HENRY

RWAMASHASA

COUNSEL:

Could you state your names, please?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, my names are: Hemy Rwamas hasa Munyanganl•zi, a male
adult, 44 - Ugandan of African origin.
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") \ CA.NIZJ:

\Vhere do you reside?

My cmplovmcnt plac •
Ih
e is on Buganda R0 ad Pl
s ongorcro - that is N amare
.
,
ot 87. My home addressis
1'1itoornaCounty Mb y . ~e Village, Ishongorero, sub-county of
'
atara 0 lStrict.
Say your employment you h
.
employment What d •
ave given us the position of your place of
•
o you do?

ML~ANGANIZI:

0rd
MS
Y ~al , 1 am a Senior Superintendent of Police Deputy Director of
pec1 8 ranch I am
li
'
A · ultural E •
.
a po ce officer by employment. I am an
gnc
conom1stby Education and Qualification.

COUNSEL:

You s~y you are an Agricultural Economist. Can you give us your
educational background, Mr. Munyanganizi?
MUNYANGANIZI:
My Lord, in nineteen - from nineteen sixty seven
- 1967 to 1970 - I_ was studying as a private candidate, while in
employment in the police, for East African Examination. I passed my •O'
Level Examination in 1970; continued with Higher School Certificate
from 1971 to 1972, passed the School Certificate, joined Makerere
University in 1973 to 1976, reading a Bachelor of Arts in Agricultural
Economics.
In 1976, August, I joined the Institute of Public
Administration - I.P .A for a post-graduate diploma in Business
Management, which I completed in April, 1977. In 1981, the 1st of
January, I joined the University of Dar-es-Salaamfor a Master of Science
in Agricultural Economics, at the Faculty of Agriculture and Veterinary,
Morogoro Cumps, the University of Dar-es-Salaam and completed the
course in 1982 at the end.

COUNSEL:

Are you married?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I am a married man with six children.

COUNSEL:

When did you marry?

MUNYANGANIZI:

COUNSEL:

MUNYANGANIZI:
CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

. d
the 29th of October 1977, after graduating from the
I was marne on ak
d the I A - the Institute of Public
University of M erere an
• • •
Administration.
'f
? your home, for you and
.
stablish a matrimonial home, 1 any.
Did you e
. .?
did you establish it.
your c--~1
1anU1 Y -

p

Well,
.
Those seem to be such personal details. We
Counsel, sorry to intervene.
necessary! May be you have a purpose.
are wondering whether they are
That is right, my Lord.

I

CHAIRMAN:

I see.
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Did ,ou establish a home?
I ha,e established homes, M) Lord

I "as born in I 945 on the 24th of April, in Bufumbira County of fonue
Kigezi District I am the son of Rwamashasa and Mrs. Rwamash r
Ugandan citizens At the moment, Mr. Chairman - my Lord _ r ha asa,
land, legall} owned in Nyam~eb_e Village of Ishongorero Sub-coU:;~
Mitooma County of Mbarara D1stnct.

COUNSEL:

When did you settle at Nyamarebe Village?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I settled at Nyamarebe Village, my Lord, in 1965 when I was working •
. Force.
in
Mbarara as a Constable in the Police

COUNSEL:

Well.

MUNYANGANIZI:

Now, perhaps, my Lord, I would rather wish to keep on record here that I
joined Uganda Police Force on the 1st of February, 1963, at Kibuli Police
Training School, for a Training Course which lasted for nine months. On
completion of the Training School, I was posted in Fort Portal, Toro
District, by then, under the Rwenzururu Movement, where I worked from
1964 to 1965 July when I was transferred to Mbarara.

COUNSEL:

I will take you to a specific period and this is in 1981. On the 28th of
April, 1981, where were you?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, on the time established - that is 28th of April, 1981 - I was at
the University of Dar-es-Salaam, undertaking a Masters' Course.

COUNSEL:

Did you learn of any incident that could have occurred to your family at
that particular time?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I learnt with shock that my home had been ransacked by a
group of UPC Youth Wingers, policemen, chiefs, led by Kagurusi
Rwaboona, the then M.P., of South West Constituency of Mbarara
District. I got the news - the sad news - when my wife, Mrs. Constance
Munyanganizi, rang me at the University of Dar-es-Salaam, Morogoro.
She informed me that my home had been attacked by armed robbers; all
my property had been taken. My family which comprised of: my brother
- Stephen Nyamuziga, my sister Zamukunda and my mother had been
beaten and imprisoned.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you received this sad news from your wife, what did you do'?
')
Did you come home to see these people and to see what had happened ·

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, when I heard the sad news, I was in the middle of examination;
that is the end of the First Term. My supervisor got the news when I was
doing the exams. He kept it secret for four days. So he broke the news to
me after the examination.
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CHA.IRMA~·

'£ in

\Vell. tell us which newspaper. what date
It is Uganda Times.

ice

CHAIRMAN.

Of when?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Of 7th May, Thursday- 1981.

COUNSEL:

Please, give us the gist - I mean, just read the important parts - whichever
affected you.

MUNYANGANIZI:

M~ Lord, w~at affected me, permit me, my Lord to read through the brief
which my wife read to me over the telephone, which says:

of

"~e people," it reads from the second paragraph on the left hand side,
which says: "The people will also," here, my Lord, it breaks the gist in the
middle. I would rather request your permission to read from the third. It
says:

at

"The Minister of State for Agriculture and Forestry, Honourable
Rubayihayo and the M.P. for Mbarara South West Mr. R. Kagurusi, have
told the people of Ibanda and Ntungamo Trading Centre to curl>
insecurity. They advised the people to look out for the subversive
elements and stop any acts of smuggling and other malpractices. On
agriculture, they assured the people that the Government was trying hard
to provide them with hoes and tractors to help them increase agricultural
production. The people were also assured that the Government was doing
everything possible to ensure adequate fuel supplied.

lt

7
l
>I

I

Kagurusi, accompanied by a County Chief and UPC Youth unearthed 43
drums of diesel hidden in a pit at Nyamarebe, lbanda County on the 30th.
That word is not seen, my Lord: "They also unearthed 50 kerosene jerrycans, 40 barbed wires rolls, 50 hoes, cattle drugs and syringes hidden in
another pit latrine. Kagurusi said, these goods were found in the home of
Munyanganizi, an ex-policeman now in exile."

COUNSEL:

Now, after your wife had read to you this e>..1:ract,what did you
understand by it?

MUNY
ANGANIZI:

My Lord, when the news reached me when my wife had read this text, I
realized that my life was in danger and I had been regarded as a person
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,.,ho is anti-government, by being in exile.

COUNSEL:

Now how had you gone for your studies in Dar-es-Salaam? Did you go
through the Ministry of Education or you went on your own?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I joined the University of Dar-es-Salaam on the
recommendation -and there is a letter - of the Inspector General of Poli
by then Mr. Ofungi Luke; which was assuring the University of Dar::~
Salaam that the Uganda Police was going to pay for my education in Dares-Salaam.

COUNSEL:

And was the Uganda Police paying for your education?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I had left on the 1st of January with assurance that money will
be following, having cleared the paying policies.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry for a minute. First January, which year?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord I left on 1st January, 1981, on assurance that the money process
would follow me when the Police, through the Public Service
Commission -through the Public Service and the Ministry of Education.

COUNSEL:

Was this done?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, by the time I left, steps had been taken because the Inspector
General by then had written a letter to the Permanent Secretary of
Ministry of Internal Affairs, communicating to him of the need for the
Ministry to release funds for my education. But, my Lord, no soonerhad
I left, than the Inspector General, by then Mr. Ofungi, was laid off. Mr.
Okoth-Ogola was appointed the Acting Inspector General of Police. And
what happened, is that, before the incident, I rang Mr. Okoth-Ogolato
request him to process the funds. He told me that, that was being handled
and I would wait. But then the incident took place, my Lord; the thenInspector General advised the then-Permanent Secretary of the Ministry
of Internal Affairs, Mr. Dramadri, not to release any funds offered to me
because I was no longer a man of their choice.

COUNSEL:

How did you learn of this? How did you learn that the Inspector General
had advised the Minister of Internal Affairs not to pay for your
education?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Okay. My Lord, when funds never came and I did attempt to find out
why, I was told by the Secretary of the Inspector General on telephone.
That I should either try my own ways of raising funds or withdraw from
the university. My Lord, this took a bit of time. I took courage to ring
the Inspector General of Police, Mr. Okoth-Ogola: He replied to me on
the telephone that the course I was taking was not in the interests of the
Police. And, secondly my involvement in anti-Government activities
would not allow me to be sponsored by the Government. And later. my
Lord, allow me to be sponsored by the Government. And later. my Lord.
when I had - later, after my course, when I had - returned, a copy of the
Minutes written to the Permanent Secretary happened to come across it.
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ow anti-Government activities in the Republic of
Now, there have been - as you read that extract
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, you re - a num er o
items at you said were found at Nyamarebe Village. Now you also, in
your correspo~dence, you have stated that you had a number of items in
your home. Did you have these diesel, jerry-cans, barbed wires, cement,
cattle drugs at your home?
My Lord, in actual fact, the figure of some of the items quoted here is not
correct. In the case of barbed wires, they were 50, my Lord. In the case
of the diesel drums, they were 43 as stated, a:nd,my Lord these had been
acquired way back in 1979, when I was ttying to establish a farm at the
said place. And many of the items, my Lord, I had some of the
documents which I realized are not here; but which I ca:nproduce my
Lord, to tell you that the property stated was genuinely acquired through
my only personal savings and my other property from my good will of
my father.
If you permit me, my Lord, all those photostats of the receipts of the
diesel drums, a photostat of the receipts of the barbed wires, a letter from
the Ministry of Agriculture, signed by the then Und~r-~ecretary o~ the
Ministry of Agriculture, Mr. Wycliff_Wamalwa, permitting me!° hrre a
bull-dozer of the Ministry of Agnculture at Namalere A_gncultural
Mechanization to go and clear the bush, so that I could establish a fann,
my Lords, would be made available to you.

COUNSEL:

We shall be grateful if you did that.
• mm
• d?.
•
what sort of. ah?fann did you have m
Now looking at these items,
Wha~ sort of a fann did you want to establis •

MUNY
ANGANIZI:
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•
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come back and be a poh:e ofar:r: on the land - I have legally acquired:
utilize my knowledge on
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By tilling the land, to grow crops as wel1as rear animals.
COUNSEL

Ml.11\rv
ANGANIZI.

Now, you mentioned that you had 50 jerry-cans of kerosene. How were
you going to use these on your farm?
M Lord the area \\i here I had a farm where it was going to be established
w! a rei:,ote area If I give you just a picture of where the land is, it is 63
miles, Mbarara/Karmvenge Road; on the right-hand side, opposite
Bihanga Prisons -seven mHes from the road, my Lord. And, as I was
going to be away from the country for a complete ~we-year-course,it was
befitting that J had to acquire enough of the agncultural equipment to
assist my brother and my mother and my wife to continue run the farm
when J was away In actual fact, my Lord, even I had paid for a tractor
744 with the International Machinery for the purpose of developing my
fann. The kerosene, my Lords, was to be used on the farm for lighting at
night; for lighting when looking after the animals, for the workers to use
You may be, maybe, say surprised by the quantity of fifty, my Lord, my
mother would also got some income by selling little of the kerosene to the
neighbours, for the purpose of getting salt and other things Besides, I had
a small shop at my home.

COUNSEL:

So some of those items were for business.
come back to Uganda from Tanzania?

"When did you eventually

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, it took me a bit of time to come back after receiving the news.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, sorry to interrupt you. Before he comes back, let him tell us
how his course was financed, after failing to get sponsorship through the
Police about which he has already informed us.

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, permit me to answer the first question which leads to answering
to your question.
After receiving the sad news, my Lords, that my home had been
ransacked, it took me time and courage to return to Uganda: one - it was
useless for me to come back. Two - I had no funds to pay an air ticket to
return. So what I did, my Lords, was to get a clearance letter fromthe
Uganda High Commission Office in Nairobi - I mean, in Dar-es-Salaam,
to introduce me back to my land. My Lord, as I have requested your
pennission to produce the relevant documents, I oblige to produce the
said clearance when time comes, my Lord.
After receiving the letter of clearance, it was my supervisor by the name
of Dr. Everyson who paid for a ticket back to Uganda.

COUNSEL:

Ycs, when you came back?

MUNYANGANIZJ.

My Lords, on reaching Uganda, I quietly at Entebbe sneaked through the
Customs and Immigration to get out of the airport. This with the help of
the Police Officers whom I worked with and who knew me well; and who
had, by chance though sadly, read the newspaper.
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COCNSEL:

No\\. "hen you can1e back. did you find them in prison or you found
them when they had been released')

1\llJl\,'YA GANIZI:

Pcm1it me. my Lord. to continue because. I am in the middle of a
statement. and questions put me off. my Lord
I am sa)ing. when l contacted the then Deput)· Inspector General and the
Director of the Special Branch. he assisted. through the police machinery
to h.ne my brother and m, sister n:-leased So. by the time I arri,ed - it
\\as on the 14th of l\lay. my Lord. when I arrfred in the country and
proceeded home. tti find my brother and my sister had been rele.ased. but
the property had gone And in actual fuct my Lord. you can eYen. through
your own establishment, approach Banyankole-kwderana Co-operative
Union. the, are the ones who consumed the 50 drums of diesel and part
of the harbcd "ires. which k~urusi gave to them. if not it is an open
sccn:t. m~ Lords
Kagurusi delivered some of this pmperty to the
Ban~ ankolc-kwetcrana
Either the Chaim1an. the General Secre~
of
the Banyankok-Kwctemna and the rest of the others can. "ithout even
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inil.)m1ation that they recei, cd these drums
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CHAIRl\1A

T:

Officer don't be _ I would e~-pectyou to do better than that, being a senior
officer. which you are.

MIB\'Y A 1GANIZI:

So -

CHAIRMAN

Look. Just a minute.
you have mentioned names of your brother but you didn't say that he is
the one who follows you. You may have more than one brother So.
please. be polite to this Commission. as I expect you to be, and answer
Counsel's questions.

MUNYANGANIZI:

Accept my apology, my Lord.
My brother's names he is Stephen Nyarnuziga He is the one who follows
me. And, as I said, he is the one who helped - or who was forced - to off
load the diesel from the lorry and some barbed wires.

COUNSEL:

Now, as I was going to ask you, before you interrupted me: when you
came back, did you talk to this brother and sister of yours who had been
arrested; and did you ask them why they had been arrested?

MUNY ANGANIZI:

My Lord, it is obvious, when I returned, finding my brother having been
released, I had to ask him the rigorous torture he had undergone. Which
he explained to me, my Lord; that, on the 26th of April. 1981, at about
16.30 hours, a lorry approached our home from the direction of
Nyarnarebe - well, my home, there is a road, the bulungi bwansL which
passes through my land or through our land. When the lorry reachednear
my home, it stopped. Three (3) people led by - three (3) people. including
one stout man - as he put it to me, my Lord: one stout man, short - was
leading them. They found my brother and my sister seated in the
compound together with my mother. Now, on reaching the house, he
informed me that, the three (3) - two (2) were policemen, my Lord: one
was Kagurusi - the stout man he referred to·, whom he came to learn that
he was Kagurusi when he had reached Mbarara, he had -

COUNSEL:

No, Mr. Munyanganizi, you will excuse me. You are a verv senior Police
Officer and you know that, whatever you are saying now, it is
beneficially evidence. I asked you the simple question, if, at all. they told
you why they had been arrested, what did they say?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I was using the statement which they gave me or what
information they gave to me; but, if you want precisely why they had
been arrested -
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Then ev ~aid, "Okay, where is the drum? Where is the diesel? Where is
~e fuel which h~ has?_" And the boy. willingly, said. "Okay. if you want,
et me go, the diesel 1s at the verandah of my house, part of it is in the
st
ore, an~ ~e Ssengenge is in the store behind the house of my mother;"
an_d~e wtlhngly showed them the property· which, according to what he
said is, ~y Lord, that. I had been ferrying guns to supply to Museveni
and the diesel was meant for the guerillas to refill the lorries which were
going to be used to attack the Government.

COUNSEL:

Now, apart from finding that your brothers and sisters had been arrested
when you reached your home, what else did you find out; or what else did
you find that had happened?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, as I have already told you, I found that everything had gone virtually everything had gone - except the animals which they did not
take. But even unfortunately, my Lord, which was more barbaric. I
found about an acre of banana plantation had been slashed down; simply
because, when the lorry became full and the looters - or the robbers could not load everything on the lorry, they cut the banana plantation
down, which is inhuman, my Lord. Besides, I was told that, when they
were there, they got by force a goat and slaughtered it there; roasted it

COUNSEL:

Now what did you do when you found all this 4ad happened to your
relatives and to your property?

MUNY ANGANIZI:

My Lord, as I have already told you, I realized my life was in danger and being in danger, I could do nothing: one - reporting to the Police, was
betraying my life. Two - making myself identified by Kagurusi and the
UPC youth Wingers that I was in the country was risky: because I was
already labelled a guerilla. So what I did, my Lord, was to quietly go to
Jbanda Police Station. I found some policemen who knew me - they knew
me _ by my name; and I had worked with them. S~ I pre_tendedto be on
d
d my Lord I checked from the S.D - Stal.Jon Diary - what had
uty
and'
occurre on the 28,th of April ' I 981. And through the perusing of the
· o·1ary, my Lord , there was an Entry. Number 16: that S D. Number
Station
16/2028/4/81 at 1700 hours where five policemen, my Lord,

COUNSEL:

I see you referring to some document, is it your own? What is that one?
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HJNY ANGANIZI:

CO~SEL:
MUNY ANGANIZJ:

Sorry, my Lord, J apologize again for referring to a document which I had
not introduced to you. My Lord,
Who drafted that document?
My Lord, the document in question is draft~d by mysel~ I was recently
requesting the CJ .D to check up the Cnmmal Proceedmgs, having, my
Lord about two years ago in 1986, report to the Central Police Station
with' statements from my brother and sister to request the C.I D. to
proceed with the case; submit the paper. The C.I.D. left them. I took
photostat copies Submitted them The C.I.D. lost them. And listen your
Honour I had to photostat the stateP1.entsagain and put in writing to the
Director of C.I.D. narrating all this. And it is that copy of the letter to the
Director of C.I.D. that I am referring to here; and permit me, my Lord to
.
'
give you the Statement that I am refemng to.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, Chairman, this was a Statement which was written by the
witness and, I think, presumably he refers to it. You may refer to your
document.

MUNYANGANIZI:

So, thank you, my Lord.
As I have indicated of the Station Diary Entry and the time. It read that
the policemen, together with Kagurusi - well, it didn't mention "together
with Kagurusi," but policemen had booked for operation to Nyamarebe,
which is my home. And it is that very day - and the very policemen
whom, when I checked in the entry, my Lord: It was Number 1282 Detective Corporal Otim Michael who was the in-charge of the
Policemen; together with Number 5575 - Police Constable Okello Lazaro;
Number 2652 - Police Constable Stephen Wasedi; Number 16 - number
11679 - P.C. Oberi Ochola; and Number 10627 - Police Constable
Amaria George who had booked on the same date, in the same entry. And
it was Stephen Wasedi and Ochola who had booked with guns.

COUNSEL:

Now, in the station diary did you.also find any other information, maybe,
who had accompanied - who had given company to - those policemen?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I am saying, the only entry which was there was the bookingof
the Policemen on Operation Duty; which Operation Duty, I learntwas ~e
Duty led by Kagurusi who was in-charge of Operation to rob at gunpoint
my property.

COUNSEL:

Now, after reading these in the Station Diary - your own police post •
what did you do?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, as I have already told you, surely I was incapacitated. I could
do nothing, even though I was a policeman: The rule of Law by then was
non~xistent. If I reported anywhere, my Lords, I considered jeopardising
my hfe; thus that of my relatives· and I was advised by my friends that:
"Property has_gone; but you still' have your life." So, my Lord, it was
more appropnate for me to hold the Treasure I had - that is my life and
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COl '\i<;;J'L:

Now mv• qucstion was, after rcadmg
• the Station Diary, what followed?

CHAIRMA.N:

You have
•
.
.
. not answercd the question
You have given
explanation·
what
you ~id or maybe you did not do, but you have not answered the
question.

MUNYANGA.NIZI:

M} Lord, when I took the station diary entry, I pocketed it and went back
to ~y home; stayed there a night; in the morning I came back to Kampala.
Q~ietly, I went to the Ministry of Education, I talked to the Prof. Isaac
OJ~k, ~ho happened to know me, and explained that I had been - you see,
I d1dnt tell him that I had been labelled a guerilla and that my property
had been looted. So what I told him - I gave him a story to say - I had
been given a place in the University of Dar-es-Salaam, but the Police has,
for one reason or another, not paid for me; but I have my own savings
which I can use to transfer to the University of Dar-es-Salaam and pay for
myself. Can you permit me, Hon. Minister? Which, my Lord, the Hon.
Minister agreed to without hesitation. One, I had earlier been admitted for
the same course in the University of Nairobi in 1980 on private
sponsorship. I could not take the course because when I tried to go there,
four times in one term, the University was suspended. And, therefore, I
found it would be a risk for me to take the course at the University of
Nairobi. So I applied to the University of Dar-es-Salaam giving them a
copy of the admission of the University of Nairobi and, the University of
Dar-es-Salaam accepted me to go there the following year, 1981. So as I
already told you, when I realised that things were not smooth, I didn't like
to lose my education. One, I realised that, if I went back to the Police to
work, it was equally dangerous. So what I did, I asked the Minister as I
have told you, who permitted that I use some of my funds to transfer to
the University of Dar-es-Salaam, which, my Lord, through my little
savings, I did respond to the Minister's offer, transferred by funds to the
University of Dar-es-Salaam; paid for myself for the whole period of two
years. I had to sell a good number of ~im~s, my L~rd,_to pay for
myself. At the same time, my Lord, to mamtam my farmly m Kampala.
So that is exactly what I did; and I forgot to pursue the question of my
property until, my Lord, when I returned; it is wh~n, considering the risk
that Kagurusi was by then ruthless, he travelled with escorts and guns; so
what I did - I opted to leave Kagurusi out in a civil suit, which I filed in
the High Court of Uganda in 1983, suing the ~ttomey-General for the
illegal acts of the policemen who were the custodians of law or w~o were
supposed to be the custodians of the law; the acts of the Saza Chief, who
is mentioned in the statement by the name of G~orgc Nkoba; the then
Saza Chief of Mitoma county; the Gombolola Chief of Ishongorero subb the name Samson Kanyamusana; the clerk of the gombolola
county , y
k • h
I
bi
by name of James Muhindi; two l~cal as ans w ose n~cs
was not a e
·
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just joined the army during the liberation in l Q79, bv U,c munc of Enjojo_
in actu.i.l fuct. his trnc .n~e~ were Rwumukwcngyc, but he ni~knamcs
himself Eniojo: and EtlJOJO - 1t meant he was powerful. a big man. And
those arc thl' ones I had to sue the Attorney-General for their illegal acts
I think the High Court number was 275.
COl ·sEL:
H.,'NYA1\iGANIZI:

Is it 275 of 19837
It ts 2 75 of l 983, Ithink, if I may remember correctly.

COl"l\lSEL:

You have just mentioned the names of chiefs and other gombolola
askaris. How had you known that these people had also taken part 10 what
you called "illegal activities"?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord. I was not there at the time of commission of the offence, but the
principle witnesses who were there, my brother, Steven Nyamuziga and
my sister Fede Zamukunda, who had been imprisoned, were the same
people who had been present when the property was being looted My
brother was tied in front of his house "kandoya", his wife \\'as tied next to
him; and they looted. So I was given the people who were there by my
brother and my sister. And also later on in 1986 when the NRM had
come to power, in actual fact, I approached the Saza chief, the gombolola
chief and I asked them and they accepted that they had been to the area
led by Kagurusi Rwabona.

COUNSEL:

You approached these very people - George Nkoba and Samson
Kanyamusana?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Yes; but both of them are no longer chiefs.

COUNSEL:

You also mentioned that it was a risk for you to take your course in
Nairobi. Did you say that?

MUNYANGANIZI:

No, I didn't say, it was a risk for me to take my course in Nairobi. I said.
because of the events of the closure of the University as a result of strikes,
I found it was economically risky, I would say, to continue sponsor
myself for the University of Dar-es-Salaam, which if I was one. I was
better assured when the University would open; if it opens, how long will
it remain open? So I opted as a person who had tried my Lord my
resources and sponsor myself, I opted for a stable university where I
would read my course on time and finish on time.

COUNSEL:

I see. Apart from the fact that you have stated that your home was raided
maybe because you were subversive element. In your own mind. may
you or might be having any other reason why Kagurnsi and his group
attacked your home and took your property?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, answering the question, allow me to go back to my origin.
place of birth, that is in Bufumbira County, former Kigezi District. now
Kisoro Sub-district of Kabale District. So, everybody including you, my
Lord, you might have been a student of history; and you are well aware
that Bufumbira is comprised of Ugandans who arc, since from I 976. I
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think, \\ c changed to all
o~irsclvcs Banvanvand: ::~l':es
Bafumbira; but we originally called
!us group went for my ~o d ;t _isone of the reasons that Kagurusi and
of ~Wandcsc origin in ~:le
~s that ~eriod, my Lord, when the people
their land that th 1
ere being expelled from Uganda· from
ey iave for ages 1 all
,
l
peop e were forced mad h
eg Y owned. Thousands of these
actual fact, the pro~erty ~ o~eless without any property left for them; in
you have or whatever
ey egally owned, land, animals and whatever
people. (Interruption). you can mention, were shared among others by

f

CHA1~1AN·

Sorry to intervene. Could
Could you answer q ti. y~u try to answer; unless you have to explain.
ues ons mstead?

1\-fUNY
ANGANIZI:

I was trying to explain my L d B .
,
or . ut 1f you want to answer I am sav;ng
-perh aps one of the oth
'
J•
why they had to loot my property is
b ecause I am a Mun er reasons
d
M
yarwan a. I am a Munyarwanda, that is a
uny~anda, not a Rwandese; when I am saying a Munyarwanda, I am
not. talkmg of a Rwandese. I have re.lerred,
~
. you
my Lord, that at one tune
might have been
a student of h1"storv
And I am saymg,
·
Bufumb"ua 1s
· a
.
•J•
coun1?'compnsed of Banyarwanda who happen to be Ugandans when the
colomal powers demarcated the lines of territorial administration.

COUNSEL:

I see. You have given two reasons; one, is because they alleged that you
were a subversive element; two, they also said that because you were a
Munyarwanda. Any other reason that might have prompted these people
to invade your home?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, one, all this is a guess work; and plus what they mentioned to
my brother. I was not there to ask really what they had invaded my home
for? So that question, my Lord, I am saying, I am trying to answer the
question through what evidence - reliable evidence that was available
when they were attacking my home; what questions they asked my
brother, is what I am trying to say; but I really don't know why among all
things they had to go to attack me. One, okay, when attacked my area, my
brother gave them the document of the diesel drums and ssengenge which
were back dated way back in 1979 and 1980. Surely, my Lord, a sensible
human being of sound mind, having seen diesel bought in 1970, would
take pains to think that the diesel was not meant for guerillas activities.
that there will be
0 ~ I was not an angel and I was not God to anticipate
. th
a guerilla movement or there will be up-ri~ing agamst e government,
therefore, I will be a source of supply of diesel or any arms - what they
called, that I had to buy in anticipation.

MR. KAWANGA:

Mr. Leading Counsel, do you have this witness's statement with you?

COUNSEL:

MR. KAWANGA:

h ve a report which he was trying to give to the
My Lord, we on1Y a
Director of C.I.D.s.
lain that you are not assisting him, you are
Because ~ am about t; ~omp to make explanations which are not really
leaving him a lot of ee way d fiorhim· if you try to guide him so that
.
And 1·t is not even goo
'
.
evidence.
.
h. and explanation when we want 1t.
we get the eVIdencefrom im
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h L1..,rd vou will realise. the "~itncss nlso has a lot on his ,,.
• •
• •\\' to s t
1..·v1..·n
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• w I11c
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\Vhnt is the day'/ 'llte dall· is not, en clear.
Ml

, ,\ 'G \ 1/1·

~tR k \ \\ \N(i \:

1l '.''t .\NG ANIZI:

11rnt is 1h1..•
Uganda Times Extract Of11mrsday, l\tay It is the Uganda Times of ·nmrsday 7th, May 1981.

~IR KA\\ .\NGA:

It is not clear.

l\1l'NYANGANIZI:

It is not properly seen, my Lord. because of the photostat1ing.

CHAIAA1AN

Where is the original of this newspaper?

MUNYANGANIZI:

111ank you for reminding me. My Lord. the original. l packed it this
afternoon, I can even bring it together with the other documents I have
referred to.

CHAIRMAN·

Y cs, if you could give it to - perhaps for cross checking only

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, without hesitation, will produce that: allow me in the afternoon
I will produce it with the other relevant evidence.

CHAIRMAN•

What will be the exhibit number, Counsel?

COUNSEL:

Exhibit 79.

CHAIRMAN•

Now, officer, could you pay attention here! I think. gl\'e us more
evidence than your explanation and conclusions. Conclusions. lcaYc it to
the Commission. You are a police officer, you know what a witness is
supposed to do. He is supposed to give factual statement: not his Yicws
or conclusions.

MUNYANGANIZI:

That is right, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Munyanganizi, we have received evidence before this Commission to
the effect that there was discrimination both in appointments and other
sectors in the police force. You said, you joined the police force in 1963.
Maybe because of your ethnic or because of other reason, did you
experience any discrimination in the police force''

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Counsel, before you do tl1at, let us hear more about his career up to
the rank he reached. His background in the police; we have heard
nothing. Where did he work; what courses did he attend and so on; any
promotions?
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Ml NYA 'GANIZI:

My lord, allow me to .
.
February 1963 as a l~ve you my CV m police I joined on the 1st of
•'
po ice constable after the completion
. of Jumor
. Two.

MR 1'I.\.GENOA:

Junior Two?

MUN) ANGANIZI:

Junior Secondary Two bY then.

\fR NAGENDA

Where?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I radhad
~ompleted_it at Mutolere Secondary School. And I had a First
G e m the Junior Le •
avmg. In 1963, December 21st I was transferred
st d
~r §o ~ upon the completion of Training School po~ed to Fort Portal
pe~ial B~~h as an aide to Special Branch. (Int~rruption). My Lord, I
saying, I Jomed the Police Training School on 1st of February 1963·
and passed out on the 21st December, 1963. I was subsequentlyp~sted i~
Fort Portal, the then Toro District, as an aide to Special Branch. I worked
there as a Constable up to 1965. Correction my Lord· when I was
working in Fort Portal between December 1963 and 1965 I was a
prob_ationConstable. I was confirmed after 'two years as a C~nstable; I
contmued working in Special Branch in Fort Portal up to 6th of June,
1965 when I was transferred from Fort Portal to Mbarara District and
worked in Orukinga Refugee Settlement, still as a Constable in Special
Branch of Uganda Police. I worked there until 1970, December. In
between 1963 and 1970, it was a pre-requisite that a person to be
promoted in the police force, and I think there are some police officers
men here, that everybody was required to pass the Uganda Police Laws.
Which, my Lord, I sat for in 1965 and passed all of them. Despite
passing the Laws, I was never promoted. Because, I think, to me, it was a
paper prerequisite, but there was no action taken to reward my efforts to
read the Uganda Police Laws and pass them. My Lord, when promotion
seemed to be a dark corner for me, I opted to start 'O' level by
correspondence. And in 1967, 1st of January, I registered with the British
Tutorial College. I was receiving Secondary School materials; at the
same time, I was a bachelor by then, and had a good number of rdatives
and friends some of them were in Ntare School; some of them were in
Kisubi, and others were in St. Leos. One of my close cousins by the
name of Joseph Mpanya who is now the D .A.0. Kasese, after the
completion of his "0" level, because we had been close friends, ~d
during the holidays he used to stay with me, we had a good time
't kn~w he had reserved all the "O" level materials up to
toge th er. I didn
,
.
h · ·· d
S.IV. So, in actual fact, to start "O" level, he 1s the one w o 1mtlate me,
and he handed over all the work of S.I, S.Il, S.111,S.IV. -

:n

COUNSEL:

MUNYANGANIZI:

·

Please, give us your
notes.

c·v • Don't give us your history of how you got your

. 1967170 1 was reading for "0" level which I passed in
Okay; then m I
ailed for a promotion course for a Corporal after I
71
1970. In 1~ , :~ ~e had taken people for promotion and, I said, I
had complained w e I h y the "O" level certificate, why don't I be
have the laws; now er ::ocked to their doors that I was taken for a
promoted? It was aft
ral
During the promotion course, I was
promotion course Corpo •
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contmum_g with the correspondence for H S C
\'.'oursc. l was posted in Kampala Central
lR K \\ .\ G .\:

After the promotion

,vcre you promoted after the promotion course'?

~, l :-) i\i. TG.\. IZI:

I was promoted to Corporal and posted to k:unpala Central.

\ fR M "' A.1\J'GA:

"~en"

Ml "\'YANG .\NIZI:

It "as on the 21st of December. I Q7l Then in 1972. of course. after the
course in police training school. the then Senior Superintendent incharge. Police College. had liked my work and had recommended me for
an Assistant Inspector Ad,anced Course: which in April. 1972. I was
called back for an aciYancedcourse as they called it, which led to the
promotion on completion of an Assistant Inspector. It was in December
again 1972. And in 1973. June, after the results of 11A11 level I was
admitted to the Makerere University. By then I was sponsored by the
Ministry of Education while I continued on the pay roll of the Uganda
Police.

MR KA\VANGA:

Were you then an Assistant Inspect of Police?

M:UNYANGANIZI:

I was an Assistant Inspector of Police.

:MR.KAWANGA:

From I 970 ....

MUNYANGANIZI:

From 1972 - I think - December also. I don't remember exactly,
December, 1972 I was promoted to the rank of an Assistant Inspector. I
enjoyed the rank of an Assistant Inspector up to 1983 when I had returned
from the University of Dar-es-Salaam.

COUNSEL:

How long did you stay in the University?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I stayed in the University up to April, 1976 and I graduated with B.A.
Economics, Agricultural Economics. When I reported back. I was posted
to (P.S.U.), Public Safety Unit by Toweli.

MR. NAGENDA:

1970 what?

MUNYANGANIZI:

In 1976. I was transferred to the then Public Safety Unit by Toweli. My
Lord, if you kindly permit me, you know what was the atrocities
committed by Public Safety Unit at that time, so I tried by all means not
to -

CHAIRMAN:

Well, since - as you are here, the day will come as a special chapter in
your evidence. Finish your C.V. for the time being.

MUNYANGANIZI:

Okay. In August, 1976, as I said, I went to I.P.A. for a post-graduate
diploma in business management; and I was still an Assistant Inspector.
When I graduated in 1977 - despite, My Lord, that there was a clause
wh~reby the school certificate holders were directly being recruited in the
pohce force as cadet a.s.p. I had a Bachelor of Arts in Agricultural

as that'?
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1l YA 'GANIZI:

Economics, I had a
,,as never
POSl-graduate dip!
•
.
• never, even cons1'dc d fi oma m business management I
b c Iow thc Ass1stant
·
• to an Inspector which• is
Superintendre or prom_ot1on
v
cnt. I remamcd an Assistant Inspector.
' esl After in 1977 After 1977, I think I ,vent for a le
was called when the war of 197 ave ~orabout a year; then I came when I
leave and came on duty S aft 8 wh1_chled to 1979' I was called from
• 1981, after the electi• 0 der .the I1bCration,
• I contmued
•
m
working; and
I
Salaam for a Master's d ons, . eAc1d~d
to go to the University of Dar-esegree m gncultural Economics

CHAIRi\1A :

\\7ho called you in 1979?

Mill",;1Y
ANGAN1ZI:

The government called all the oli
personnel.
P ce officers - all the anned forces

CHAIAAfAN:

'\Vhere were you posted?

~HJNYANGANIZI:

I was at the Police Headquarters.

CHAIR11AN:

As what?

ML'"NYANGANIZI:

As Public Relations Officer.

CHAIRMAN·

Yes; that is part of your C.V.; but you had omitted that.

:MR KAWANGA:

Still as an Assistant Inspector?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Still as an Assistant Inspector.

KAKWENZIRE:

You said, in 1977 when you graduated you were posted to Public Safety
Unit; and at the same time you said, you went to I.P.A. Were you
supposed to do some duties there?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, when I was trying to explain to you, this is when you said that,
that will come later. I wanted to give how I broke off from Public Safety
Unit. When, my Lord, if you permit me, when I was posted there and
found how deadly the unit was. It was not a unit befitting a man of my
qualification who had struggled to up-lift myself. So what I did. I went
back to the University and asked my head of the department, Mr. Joshua
Bibangamba, to permit me to carry on with Master's programme. And I
explained him the reason. There was no way he would list me for a
Masters programme at that moment. He said, "Oka~ what we ~ do to
ave you from going there, let me recommend you, smce you quahfy. let
~e recommend you to I.P.A. for a ~ost grad~e diploma_in business
management. 11 And that is what he did and that 1s what I did; I took up

.

the course.

MR.NAGENDA:

How long did you stay at the P.S.U.?
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IU11YA1 'GAI 1IZJ

1didn't report there, my Lord.

MR NAGE 1 DA·

You didn't report there at all?

Ml '"'I\Jt\1'.GANIZI:

I didn't report there.

1R ~AGENDA:
MUN\ ANGANIZI:

Hm.vdid you discover it was a deadly organisation?
My Lord, the reason why I discovered that it was deadly organisation, if
you allow me to give you exactly my facts. When I was on promotion
course at I .P.A in 1972 - it is I think 17th or 19th of September, 1972,
when Mbarara was attacked by the said rebels. And the events that
followed that, my Lord, one day we were in the class room, the Police
College, I don't know whether you have a good geography of the Police
College; the class rooms of the Police College are in front of the offices·
behind the administration office, there is what they call block of former'
Special Force, by then turned up into Public Safety Unit. One day
afternoon it was a Thursday, I think on 19th or - just the day after the
invasion of Mbarara -we were in a class with - My Lord, if I can even
point to one of the officers we were with on the course, I think that officer
seated there was in the course with me. And one day, we saw people
being dragged in the offices, we went out to see what was happening; and
Mr. Toweli - there was Toweli, there was Obura and some other officers;
Toweli made one man to sit in front of the P.S.U. offices - there used to
be a petrol station in front of the offices, where the Special Force used to
get fuel - he made him sit there and he emptied a magazine in that human
being, My Lord. In the same year, we were at our quarters, the students
quarters which are up, behind of what they used to call "Oryema Hostel"
and there was some parking yard of the then Public Safety Unit inherited
from Special Force, where they used to keep vehicles and other things.
Three people were hammered to death with the use of hammers, police
men in uniforms held their arms and legs, and one of them was
hammering the head; they would tum the other one hammered the head,
and then if the man failed to kick, one got the knife and pierce here and
cut the veins. That arduous exercise did not really convince me to join
Public Safety Unit.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you see these things happening with your own eyes?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I saw it openly; and if you want, I can go and lead you where it
was being done at the yard of Public Safety Unit. If I could remember.
My Lord, I was with one Inspector of Police called Mr. Mugerwa of
Special Branch; he was my squad mate. I am saying, I was with that
gentleman who is the police officer Mr .....

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Ntambi.

MUNYANGANIZI:

No; not Mr. Ntambi.

MR. NAGENDA:

Kivumbi? This one? They are four - they are five?
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OA:

\Vhen you saw those peo le .
you give us the names o~ th bemg hammered on the head and cut can
them?
e people who did it? Can you reme~ber

COUNSEL:

I don't remember the pol'
icemen When they were bemg
. hammered I
dI.dn 't take - I didn't
even approach
fr
'
seated; there was a fence in between, say, om here to where you are
th
fence over looking where th
~ stu~ents quarters and well at the
know who the person
h ey were _domgit. So, unfortunately, I didn't
s w o were killed
And th
remember them by f1 .
f
were.
e persons I can
.
ace, one o them was even a Muso
h
I
thHmk,a sta~on sergeant by then; I don't remember his nam!a w o was,
ow long did you stay in I.P .A.?
•

\HJNYANGANIZI:

In I.P.A., it was a year.

COUNSEL:

Then after that?

MUNYANGANIZI:

After that, my Lord, I told you that I reported on duty; and I manoeuvred
to go on leave. While I was on leave in 1978 - this is when the liberation
war started, I was called.

COUNSEL:

Yes. You came and worked.

MUNYANGANIZI.

Yes, I came and worked. By then I was given the job of "Public Relations
Officer" in the Uganda Police.

COUNSEL:

Continue please with your C.V. up to date.

MlJNYANGANIZI

So that post of Public Relations Officer, I help it up to 1980 at the end.
Despite that the post of Public Relations O~cer is of the ~ of. the
Superintendent; I was never given even th~ actmg ~lowance,: if anythmg,
I was not given the rank; so I just - my bram was bemg expl01ted.

CHAIRMAN:

MUNYANGANIZI:

? Did you know why? And why didn't you know as
Do you know wh Y•
.
h )
other times - knocked at their doors? (Laug ter •
you knoc k ed th e

d ve well (Laughter). I can also give you in my
My Lord, I knocke d ry I ttc~s even which I wrote to the Inspector
•
So,
ev1.denc e, I can pro .uce e k. him the fate of mv qua1·fi
I cations.
General of Police saymg - ~ mg not' given the rank
of superintendent.
my Lord, the reason why was. because·- one there was segregation:
• allowance 1s
•
•
never given the actmg
d to as' "/egelege Nyarwandas" - meaning. lazy
and we used to be referre
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Ny;uwandas as they used to can it.
CHAIRMAN.

Segregation on what basis?

.Ml 1N) ANGANIZI:

Segregation on the basis of tribe; ~d later se~~egati~n o~ the basis of
religion _ which religion, was acquainted to political alienation, that is to
sav, my Lord, you are aware or you might have heard it - you may not be
aware, but you might have heard it, that ':hoever was a catholic, was
associated to be D.P., of course, if not DP - 1fhe was a young man, and a
man of education, I was associated to be a UPM. And being a UPM, My
Lord, -

CHAIRMAN:

No; we are talking of a period when UPM wasn't there; we are talking
about when you were a Public Relations Officer at the Police
Headquarters.

MUNYANGANIZI:

Yes. That is the time in 1980 when the UPM was being formed; and that
is the time, if you allow me to put it on record, UPM participated in
elections. My Lord, at that very material time during the campaign UPM
attracted a number of young men and women especially the educated men
and women and my Lord, I was associated among the sympathizers of
UPM because ofmy education.

CHAIRMAN:

Were you? Or were you only merely associated?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I beg your pardon?

CHAIRMAN:

Were you a sympathiser?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I was not a sympathiser but one day, if you allow me my Lord, if I put it
on record, one day, I was a sympathiser but active to open, I was a
sympathiser ofUPM but I was not actively participating.

CHAIRMAN:

One day what happened to you?

MUNYANGANIZI:

One day, my lord when I was with Okoth Ogola he put me on carpet that I
was a UPM and I am not supposed to be in his office and that is when, my
Lord, seeing the danger, I started opting to look for further education.

MR. NAGENDA:

Could I ask, could you go a little bit? You said that you wrote some letter
complaining about not getting your allowance and also not being
promoted beyond Assistant Inspector of police, you have got some copies
of these letters?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I told you when I interjected and I told you that, my Lord, I did complain
and wrote letters to Inspector General trying to ask him what was the fate
of my qualification regarding promotion.

MR. NAGENDA:

Did he reply?

MUNYANGANIZI:

He kept quiet my Lord. And if you want that letter even without me
bringing it you can find my file in Police Headquarters it is there my
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Lord.
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Please can v fi .
ou ntsh your C.V
• so th at you may continue?
So, in 1980 m L
•
furth
y ord, when I sa tl .
er education so that I c ld w imgs changing I decidedto apply for
went to the University ~f Oou go away. I have already explained that I
a Master's in Agricultural ;:~-S~aam and so forth and I graduatedwith
December 1982 to work M L omics. When I came back at the end of
was told to be reporting , t thy por~, I was not given any office at all but I
a e ohce Headquarters.

MR.NAGENDA.

It.

·e

MVNYANGANIZI:

yes, I got my Masters if ou w
you.
Y
ant all relevant documentsI can produce to

u

MR.NAGENDA:

No, I just wanted to know wh th
.
career.
e er you got it I am very interested in your

MUNYANGANIZI:

I got it my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Please in summary.

tg

n

ts good you got your Masters, did you?

,f
)

f

MUNYANGANIZI:

COUNSEL:

MUNYANGANIZI:

COUNSEL:

MUNY
ANGANIZI:

So, my Lord, what I am saying, when I came they gave me no job, no
office but I was told to be reporting at Police Headquarters and I used to
report everyday.
Did they give you reason for not giving you a job?
They did not give any reason despite my question as to what I am doing
here? They did not give any reason, they did not give me the job instead
they transferred me to Karamoja as the Staff Officer in Moroto which
transfer my Lord, I saw -I went to Inspector General and I said, look, a
man of my qualification taking me to Karamoja as Staff Officer what do I
do there? He asked me and said, when you joined the Uganda Police did
you not join to serve everywhere? I said, yes but I can serve somewhere
else in a better position where I can better contribute to the development
of the Nation. He said, you either go or resign. So what I did my Lord, I
went to the Public Service Commission asked to transfer my service to
the Public Service Commission and at that time there was a post of Senior
Marketing Officer in the Ministry of Cooperative and Marketi~g. So
what I did I approached the relevant Ministry, _I got the Job ~d
transferred my service to the Ministry of Cooperattves and Marketing
from 30th November, 1983 to last year, 1st April, when I was asked to
come back in the Police Force.
• smce
• th en?•
Did you get any promotion

t

. .
t promotion because the rank of Senior
My Lord, I would say it
~~enior Marketing Officer is the same rank.
Superintendent and the ran ° .
Lord I am the Deputy Director
Perhaps and which I c~l pro:o;on~;YDirea:,r of Special Branch. By
of Special Branch, designate
ep
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virtue of the office I hold I regard that as promotion my Lord.
CHAIRMAN

When did you get the rank of the Senior Superintendent?

MUNYANGANIZI:

When they asked me to come back to the Uganda Police Force which 1
reported on 1st April, 1987 they said okay, you cross back to the Police
with your scale which is Senior Marketing Officer, the same scale with
Senior Superintendent of Police.

MR. NAGENDA:

Are you saying that even you have never been promoted up to this day?

cw

MUNYANGANIZI:

I am saying my Lord, that I have not been promoted to this day, as J have
told you that by the post I hold I regard that as promotion but the rank I
was not promoted in the Police I was promoted when I crossed to the
Ministry of Marketing Officer by my qualifications so that was the
promotion I had but in the ranks and the files of the Police I was never
promoted.

MR

MR. NAGENDA:

Yes, but earlier on you were not promoted because of segregation on
grounds of tribe and was that of religion. To what do you attribute your
continuing misfortune this time round?

MU

Ml

M1

M

MUNYANGANIZI:

No, I am not saying today is a misfortune because they cannot promote
me alone when they asked me to come back. I am saying I am holding
the post of Deputy Director of Special Branch and that is the post of
Assistant Commissioner of Police. So when the process of promotionis
there, my Lord, unless there is anything, I do not doubt that I will get the
post of Assistant Commissioner of Police. So I regard that as promotion
on the job.

COUNSEL:

Do you have anything more which you may want to say to this
Commission regarding your matters?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I do not have anything specifically unless you can or you have exhausted
yours.

COUNSEL:

Let us say what do you expect this Commission to do in regard to this
case which you have stated maybe the people who took your property so
forth?

MUNYANGANIZI: My Lord, I am not expecting material benefit from your Commission but
since it is the Commission charged to look into the circumstances in
which millions of people of Uganda suffered materially and some of them
lost their lives, I thought it was necessary to give you that piece of COUNSEL:

That is all, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

This suit which you filed in the High Court, was it settled or was a
judgement awarded?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, thejudgcmattin the High Court against the Attorney General
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To your satisfaction?

' \1 GA TIZI

It " 35 not to my satisfaction my Lord, but 1 had - the property when 1
took the Yalucrs to Yaluc it, it was about 25 million including the loss. I
was compcn~atcd 14 million and I thought by then that was sufficient

CH.\IR!\t .\N.

ll1at was not too bad.

MR. KAWA1 GA:

May I know ,.._hydid not continue with your education after Junior Two?

Ml !"l ANGANIZI.

My Lord, after Junior Two I was admitted as St. Leos but personally 1
was a stubborn child and my father refused to pay for me and I opted to
join the Police Force.

MR M VvANGA:

Your father refused to pay for your school fees because you were a
stubborn child at home in spite of having got First Grade?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Yes.

MR KAWANGA

And when did you acquire the land that you have in Ibanda?

MUNYANGANIZI.

I told you, my Lord, I acquired it in 1965.

MR KAWANGA-

How?

MUNYANGANIZI:

By then the land was free, I was working in Mbarara and I approached the
authorities in the area to allocate me the land which land was allocated to
me, I identified it, it was allocated to me, I started developing it and later,
I processed the leasehold.

MR. KAWANGA:

So you have the leasehold over the land?

MUNYANGANIZI·

Yes, I do, my Lord.

:MR.KAWANGA:

How much is it?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Toe leasehold now I have is 101.308 hectares, my Lord.

MR. KAWANGA:

That is quite a bit. Do you think your acquiring land in this area caused

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, the area was virgin, there was nobody settled in that area and up
to now I have never had any dispute with any person my Lord.

MR. KAWANGA:

some dissatisfaction among people in the neighbourhood?

One other fact which strikes is the fact that you are some kind of pusher,
somebody who stopped in Junior Two, educated himself at University is
not a mean achievement, do you think that kind of achievement caused
something within your Police Force?
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l\h t ord. it is a fact that my achievements in Police Force instead

• h
of
becoming an asset •tt bccame a 1·ta b·1·
1 1ty m t at most of the policem
police officers started saying ( wewe unajilra na degree yako taona pah:~
tutape/cka wewc) that 1s, you arc proud of your degrees we shall see h
it\\ ill take you And, my Lord, it is not my cxpenence alone even c~w
Superintendents, graduates who jomed in 1979 after the liberation the et
were 36 Cadets A S.P's trained in Tanzania, qualified to join the p 0 /e
Force after their training but as of today, my Lord, there are only se;~e
out of 36, having been frustrated while in the Police Force and they had~
go out my Lord. So I was not the only person my Lord even today the
are more Cadets, A.S.P's who have joined, they have only joined becau;:
today there is a sanity of government and we have more than I think 106
the other day who passed out Thes_e.are the new breed of University
graduates that we have who are aspmng to get the promotions in the
hierarchy simply because sanity has returned but as I said, graduates who
joined the police and I being the first graduate in police we suffered my
Lord.

MR. KAWANGA:

That is why it strikes me as strange, with your intelligence, your
qualifications, you go to Makerere you get a degree in agricultural
economics, and you come back in the police ofTowili and Obura, why?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, it should not surprise you. I was already a serving man in the
Uganda Civil Service, or Uganda Public Service I would say. By
association Police Council is part of the Public Service. If you exclude
the two years I have been in Co-operatives and Marketing, I am today, 24
years in service, plus the two in the Co-operatives, that is 26 years in
service, therefore I could not simply opt to pull out of the Police to join
somewhere else without proper transfer of service because, one, my
service I had put in I regarded it as an asset. So I could not simply throw
it away and walk out to go and look for employment.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes, the reason is why did you not try to transfer your services in 1976?
You have come out with a degree in agricultural economics you could
just have transferred your service to another Ministry?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, the then situation needed to handle it very, very carefully. If I
mentioned to Toweli that I was going out of the Police Force, and I was
transferring that would be one of my qualifications to be eliminated. So.
my Lord, what I chose to do was to play with the time of going for further
education which I do not regret.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now you are an Agricultural Economist with a Mac::tersDegree, do you
think you ought to be in Police again? You could be useful elsewhere.

MUNYANGANIZI:

I agree with you, My Lord, I could be useful elsewhere but at the material
time of rebuilding the country I think, first and foremost, if we have to
come to sanity, security is one of the organisations that should be rebuilt
My own experience in the Uganda Police with my education, education is
not self-centred, education is an opening for more k-nowledge. Today my
education, my experience in Police, has been identified as an asset for the
Government to use in rehabilitating the Police Force. So I would not
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MR KA\VANGA:

I sec, and you find yourself being that useful''
I mean, my Lord, what I am doing (interjection) -

CHAIR~L\N

What 1s your assessment m the Police Force. arc you useful?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I tl1ink l am very useful, my Lord

MR NAGENDA

Deputy Director. I for one would like to congratulate you very much on
the way you educated yourself and I do not think there arc many people in
this country who jump from J II through their own efforts to have a
Master's So I want that recorded. But you said something about your
stubbornness, I want to go back to this one. Your own father decided
although you arc bright. you arc too stubborn so he did not promote you
to JIii? Could it be that this stubbornness of your continued when you
started working?

MUNYANGANIZL

My Lord, if I may add, especially in the Police where stubbornness is
least required.
My Lord. l wish to disassociate myself from that
statement in that if I was stubborn, in the Police there are codes and
conducts in the Police Force where I could have been punished even
dismissed. When you go to my record, those records of stubbornness. my
Lord, there is nothing on my records so I do not associate that with my
childhood. One thing you know by then if you looked at the Policemen.
the way they dressed, it was encouraging: you ~ore attracted to join the
police so I was attracted among others.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, no, excuse me, let me take you back to what you told us. l do not say
you arc stubborn you told us your father said you arc stubborn?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Yes.

MR. NAGENDA

Yes?

MUNYANGANIZI
MR. NAGENDA:

That stubbornness I never carried it in Uganda Police Force my Lord.
Okay, that is fine but so what we arc here to do i_sbalto
findbolut why ~e~ain
.
h
n •d'' you have told us about tn
pro ems, re 11g1ous
t h mgs appc c .
th
problems and so forth but we arc going to address ourselves to e
· b
s. I personally I do not know vou vc"' well I can only go
question ccau c
•
•
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hy what you told me. So I am trying to find out whether. there was
an 1hing else that might have happened but you say were not stubborn in
Police'?

Ml m ANGANVI:

I was not.

MR NAGFNDA

Okay. I want to make some ~eneral re~arks on the Po~ice Force. When
you ,vcre serving during the different regimes from the time you startedto
this day, have you noted any improvements or the reverse in the Police
Forces as a whole?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, comparing the Police Force when I j~in_ed,the Police Force int
he past regimes and Police Force today,. there. is_improvement similar to
the standards of the Police Force at the time I Jomed. But there has been
drastic drain in the Police Force in the past regimes.

MR. NAGENDA:

So there has been?

MUNYANGANIZI:

There has been drastic ruin in terms of quality, in terms of enforcement
the policeman is supposed to be the custodian of law but the policeme~
during the past regimes, most of policemen went out to break the law.

MR. NAGENDA:

Would you say that this is beginning to be: there has been some
improvement of late?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I am saying my Lord there is tremendous improvement.

MR. NAGENDA:

What has brought this about?

MUNY ANGANIZI:

What has brought about the improvement, my Lord, is that there is a
government which identifies the rights of man including the conditionsof
service of its employees, policemen inclusive which my Lord, I believeis
going ahead to encourage policemen to do their job of safeguardinglaw,
life and property which has not been there my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

So we were told by a colleague of yours Assistant Commissioner of
police Mr. Bitariho that since Independence no new barracks for Police
has been built at all, how does this square with your saying that
conditions are improving?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, during the past regimes there was no structure put up for the
Uganda Police Force, there was none, but in the coming of NRA/NRM,
my Lord, some human shelter has been put up for the Uganda Police
Force. It is minimum in that it is not permanent for example, my Lord,a
number of unipot have been set up, a number of tents have been set up
which contribute to widening of accommodation in the Police Force. One
thing my Lord, we cannot achieve everything within the shortest time, the
resources the country has at hand are limited, we draw from the same ,vell
with many other Ministries so the Government tries to distribute the share
to the Police and this share has been seen being utilised, my Lord. In
Masindi, for example, Police Training School, a number of houses have
been rehabilitated for the police recruits. In areas like Kasese my Lord.
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people bemg killed at police stations?

M.UNY
ANGANIZI:

M}_Lord, there are a number of incidences where civilians including even
policemen
.
.
, pub11·cservant s were tortured. There was the notonous
putting the people in the boot, carrying human beings in the boot and this
one I saw the exercise being done on several occasions.

MR. NAGENDA:

By policemen?

MUNYANGANIZI:

By Policemen, my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

I was going to quite rightly ask you some of these cases please we would
like to know about them.

MUNYANGANIZI:

Okay, my Lord, if you want me to put this one here, the civilians who
were arrested in 1972 I think following the invasion of Mbarara, some
civilians were arrested in front of a hotel at Wandegeya near the Post
Office - four civilians were arrested and they were put in the boot by
PSU. So when I am referring to that, my Lord, it is for reason, these PSU
were recruited in the Police so I do not want to hide anything my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

No, just as well we do not because a previous witness whose name I will
not mention, came before this Commission and said he had no knowledge
of any mistreatment of civilians by Police which I thought was ridiculous.

MUNYANGANIZI:

No, my Lord, I am not exaggerating, for example, if you want me to just
elaborate on that, in 1974 or 1975, when one Law student was gunned
down in Katanga, a University student, I was a student at Makerere by
then, he was gunned down by PSU at Katanga. In the morning we held a
procession to where the body was laid at Kibuli where his father was. My
Lord we were being covered by Special Force when we were in a
procession to Kibuli and back. We were led by a student by the name
Kagata Namiti. When they wanted to arrest him and others but because
of the anticipated riot by the Police so they did not do it as we were on
procession. So when we reached the Campus they ~anted ~to do it and
students shouted so Towili was embarrassed m front of the
Administration near the Faculty of Science as you go to the Freedom
Square. So the students took away the student whom they wanted. Now,
in the afternoon my Lord, I was summoned in the office by the then
Director of Special Branch Yahaya Agnas. When I reached in the ?ffice
he took me straight to Police Headquarters and only to ~nd myself m the
office of Obura and Toweli was brought and I was questton~d on that. So
Lord that they wanted the student leader either I go and
I was to ld my
,
d
h.
db •
·
h'
t
he
• s arrested and brought or I go an
arrest
1m
an
nng
1
pomt 1m ou ,
.
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• to th e p o1·ice. My Lord, it was a nsk for me to say, no. What I did, I
him
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told t l1cm 111at I do not know the room where he stays I know him
. very
well but I do not know the room where he stays. So 3:11owme to go and
identify his room and come to tell you. I was put m a UVS _vehicle,
dropped at the main gate, J went to Lumumba, he was a L~mun:1b1st
and J
was a Lumumbist. There is another one w~o was his Vice called
B• • radia I went direct to his room and I said, gentleman, you arc a
n'lg
•
·
I I h"
goat, either you find out your way or you arc ktllcd. to d 1m that I have
been caJled somewhere in the Police He~quarters and you arc highly
wanted, so can you disappear? He then said, ~ow can I go? My Lord, I
"'ish to go on record, it is me who gave my Jacket and he got akanzu
from one of the workers in Lumumba Hall, he put on akanzu and a jacket
he got a hat he dressed in it, he passed through Makerere Kikoni to Car
Park and he got into a Taxi. Immediately I had confirmed that he had
boarded a taxi I went to the Police Headquarters to deliver the message
that I was assigned. I said, okay, my Lord, I have been to the University,
I have identified the room, you come and I am going to show it to you
My Lord, I did that. I consider that a violation of human rights. If I was
one of those, ambitious to shed blood, the boy would be dead.
MR. NAGENDA.

You have raised an important question, you are now Deputy Director of
Special Branch, if there was a meeting of students at Makerere could you
send a representative to check on them?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I do not know which meeting you are referring to.

MR. NAGENDA:

Sorry?

MUNYANGANIZI.

I do not know what meeting you have in mind. Special Branch does not
check on everybody who holds a meeting unless that meeting is
subversive. But if you are holding a meeting, why should I check on you.
why should I send somebody to check on you?

MR. NAGENDA:

My question was going to be this, do you think that the Special Branch at
that time thought that the meeting held by Makerere students was
subversive?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I think they thought so but to tell you my Lord, there was
sympathy for our colleague who had been gunned down in cold blood and
it was human that we paid respect to the late.

MR. NAGENDA:

It will probably take you long on this point of violation of human rights
by the police which you know about, some of which you saw but I am
assuming that should it be the wish of the Legal Counsel to get more
details from you and names of people who supported those violations,
you would be willing to submit that information?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, if! was not willing I would not have come here.

MR. NAGENDA:

I want to go back to the Banyarwanda question. You said that you are a
Munyarwanda, are you saying that in the same way that I would say that I
was a Muganda which I am? Are Banyarwanda one of the tribes of
Uganda in other words?
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Ban)an,anda. the Bufumbira County.
tR NAGE 'DA:

But the prob~em,if you are a Muganda you are here there is no any other
country outside Uganda which has, for instance, Baganda or Basoga or
whate'.'er and yet on one of our borders there is a country Rwanda. Do
you think may be that your insistence that you are a Munyarwanda might
suggest to some other people that , our first lovaltv will be with the
country called Rwanda; do you think they might think
this. is this one of
the reasons why Banyarwanda have had such a bad time in Uganda?
.My Lord, my being near the border of Rwanda has really nothing of a
threat to Uganda or associating me to be m the Republic of Uganda The
boundaries are quite demarcated for historical purpose we know where
our boundaries reach. Perhaps. okay. if you refer to a fev.. of the
Banyarwanda in Uganda who were displaced from Rwanda in 1960 as a
result of the revolution in Rwanda, some of these found themselves
displaced and came to seek a future in Uganda. Some of them are in
Ruchinga Valley, in Nshongezi, others are in Kahunge in Toro,
Rwamwanza in Bunyoro, but, my Lord, if you look at the people of
Rwandese origin like me and many others who settled in Uganda long,
long time ago. For example, there is an old man in Ankole Kamugungu;
he was driven off and this is a man who I think, if I am not wrong. was
one of the Enganzi of Ankole, that is the Prime Minister. So My Lord.
that harassment attributed to the people and especially they were of
Banyarwanda origin. The whole thing was that the UPC Government by
then had no popularity in the area. For example, areas like Lake Mburo
the people who were occupying that area were Banyarwanda and part of
Isingiro had been occupied by Banyarwanda who came a long time ago
but because during the voting in 1980, these people voted for DP, UPM
and UPC had no vote in that area they were victimised, my Lord. Lake
Mburo was turned into a National Park and people were forced out
leaving their banana plantations, their houses an~ all developments they
had done and that is injustice done to the people for no reason.

MR.NAGENDA:

yes , I have a case for that, let me put a hypothetical question
. to merely
get to what I am trying to understand. If there was a war \Vtth Rwanda,
for example, between Uganda and Rwanda which I certainly hope will
not happen, but if there was, do you think that the Banyarwanda in these
areas have so identified themselves to this day as Banyanvanda that they
will be a security problem that they will decide with their country of
origin?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, you are still labouring to twist my brain.

MR.NAGENDA:

Yes, why do you think you are there? Why do you think I am here? That
is what I am doing exactly. (Laughter).
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In response to this my Lord, people of Rwanda origin in Uganda arc more
comfortable in Uganda th~mif they wc~t to Rwanda, ~o, i~ there ~as any
war between Rwanda and Uganda wluch I do not thmk 1t will ever be
there, .I do not think a man who has held property in Uganda would go
back, cross the other end and tum the same gun against his own property.

CHAIRMAN:

No, not crossing the borders but would be what I call a ..... border inside?

MUNYANGANIZI:

No, I do not think that my Lord.

MR. KAW ANGA:

Let me i]]ustrate what I have said. You know Dr. Mateke very well, I
hope you do.

MUNYANGANIZI:

I do my Lord.

MR. KAWAN GA:

He was a member of Parliament and Minister here but there was a report,
I do not know whether it is right, that he built a hotel and made some
developments in Rwanda while he was a Minister here, is that not true?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, Mateke indeed built an hotel in Kigali; Mateke is not the only
one who built a hotel or a chain of hotels outside the country.

MR. KAWANG.A:

I know but what I am asking or what I wanted to point out is that this
kind of behaviour can create an impression if somebody has got dual
loyalties, don't you agree?

MUNY ANGANIZI:

I do not agree, my Lord, because these people were displaced, they left
their property in Rwanda, they came empty handed, they suffered. By the
good-will of the Uganda Government they have been able to get
education, to get land, to settle, they had property they were employed, I
do not think they would be naive to tum back and .....

MR. KAWAN GA:

Do you want to suggest that Mateke came from Rwanda?

MUNY ANGANIZI:

Yes, but I am saying he himselflives in Uganda up to this moment.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

MUNY ANGANIZI:

Okay, I do not know the purpose for which he built the hotel, but if he
thought that hotel was part of investment there and by the way, if you
allow me to go back. Repatriation of proceeds of a person to another
country is illegal, I do not think Mateke transferred the proceeds with
which he built the hotel legally this is because there was no need of the
law. He was a chief smuggler of things through Kisoro at Kyanika
Border and he had to build in Rwanda as a receiving end store for his
smuggled goods and these were well known~ the economic ambition
which these people had is not a secret my Lord.

MR. NAGENDA:

You see, I like this question of Banyarwanda because it is a question that
interest me a lot. Personally I was born in Gahini because my parents
were working there, so you could say that I am Munyarwanda. Number
two, where I work on my farm 85 per cent or may be 95 per cent of the
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the sentiments of going back Okay traditionally in
Buganda the coffee estates and matooke shambas have been worked ~d
planted _by Barundi? by people from Rwanda and people from Kigezi,
Bafumbua and Bak1ga. labouring in Buganda So if a Mukiga wants to
ex.-presshi~ wish to_go b~ck home when he has accumulated enough
money I think there 1snothmg wrong with that.
\IR NAGENDA:

Yes. but a Mukiga goes back to a part of Uganda?

I\.ruNYANGANIZI:

Yes, he goes back to a part of Uganda but I do not find a way if you are
referring to people from Oruchinga. people in Nshongezi, people in
Kyaka. I do not find a person going back to a place where - (Interjection)

~,JR.NAGENDA.

I am not talking about refugees; I know the historical background of
refugees who came here, I know what happened to them, I know what
happened to their cattle, I am talking about people who are not Batutsi
who are here and they look at Rwanda as their home?

I\.11.JNY
ANGANIZI:

Okay, my Lord, if you are referring to people of Rwandese origin who
had settled in Uganda, in Ankole, in Kigezi, in Toro, my Lord, these
people settled long, long ago. If you go to history, the wars between the
Umwarni of Rwanda and the Omugabe of Ankole even up to about
Independence, the Umwami of Rwanda use6 to have wh~ they called a
Mugindu at Lyantonde and that is where the Ug~da Temtory exten~ed
up to that place. Historically, when the Bntish and the Belgians
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MUNYANGANIZI:

Yes b ut )OU sCc, when we heard that some rnoslems, I just want to tell
' ·h 1
asking these questions. \\'hen we were told that some
\OU\\Y-am
"h
• allth. 1s ab out? I-lad
~
mos
.
1ems were ki"lled at Kiziba we said, w at 1s
Moslems themselves behaved in such a way to make th1~ happen. Now
,
talking about the Rwandese people. You are saymg that they do
we are
. .
th fi
·
not have Rwanda as a country of ambitions, are you ere ore saymg that
the Banyankole are such a primitive people that they turned on their
neighbours \Vhoare Rwandese and mistreated them for no reason?
My Lord, I am not saying that the _Banyankole _as a tribe _isa p~mitive
society; what I am saying is that, 1~ ~ve~ society there 1s a pnmitive
human being and the people who did 1t h~e Rurangaranga, people like
Rwakasisi, people like Kagurusi, people like Nganwa, my .Lord, even
amongst your own children, some are wolves. So when they showed
disapproval to the Baganda surely the Baganda did not have ambition of
turning Ankole into Buganda. The very reason why they killed the
Baganda is nothing else but they did not support the UPC, it is a fact
established. So their non-loyalty to UPC caused them their lives and
property so that is it but to say they start with primitive law I do not
associate myself with that but there is a fact these few elements, primitive
as they are, they caused the atrocities as they did.

MR. NAGENDA:

I hope the next time we see you, you are ACP.

MUNYANGANIZI:

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

Perhaps I have got one point on which you can inform us regarding the
Banyarwanda problem. You said that for some time you worked in one
of the refugees camps, which one was it?

MUNYANGANIZI:

It was Nshongezi, my Lord, in present Mbarara District, near Kikagati.

CHAIRMAN:

For how long were you there?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I was there from 1967 to 1969.

CHAIRMAN:

Just two years?

MUNYANGANIZJ:

Yes, my Lord, as a Special Branch.

CHAIRMAN:

What was your function?

MUNYANGANIZI:

The function of head of Special Branch?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, working in refugee camp? What were you doing there?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, the work of Special Branch is wide. Reasons for example, why
re~gees were put in camps was that perhaps they would pose a threat I
~ish you had asked me that earlier, would pose a threat of going to
mvade Rwanda and not to invade Uganda. So it was in the interest of the
Uganda Government to make sure that security was maintaining in
refugees camps so that if there was an element wanting to go back to
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CHAIRMAN.

11Jt\'YANGAITZI:

CHAIITT.fAN:

flJ1\1)'ANGATIZI:

How manv- of vou
were Pol·ce
• th.1s camp the one .m which
. vou
•
1 Officcrs m
worked?
•
I was alone at the Nshongezi there was my Corporal in Charge by then at
fabona and the Office supervising was in Mbarara.
You were reporting to Mbarara, were you?
I was reporting to the Corporal-in-Charge at Mabona who would report to

:Mbarara.
'\\'ere you sent there because you knew the language. the Runyarwanda?

fU iYANGA ITZI:

~1y Lord, maybe you are being much in the work of Special Branch.
Okay, I was sent there may be because I understood the language
therefore it was okay. for example. if I want to know your investments
surely I cannot send a man who does not know bits of account and what
not. So if I am trying to find out how you acquire, how you invest and so
forth, I send somebody with relevant knowledge. So I was there because
one, I understood the language.

CHAIR1-1AN:

You could have answered that question very briefly than you did. We
have evidence in the Commission that perhaps, the underlying causes of
the Banyarwanda problem was that many refu~ees moved o~t of_camps
and settled elsewhere in Ankole and some went m schools. un1vers1tyand
so on, since you worked there for two years closely observing the
situation~ what do you say of this?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord if vou have heard that evidence, it is true that the refu~ees
moved o~t of the camps and settled outside the camps and acqwred
• •
thin since the Banyarwanda refugees came after the
b1b~J3? o~e R ,;da, there was no strict laws restricting refugees in
revo ution thm ;
mrnent, there was no law of that nature. So the
camps by e ove . ·1ated in the societv of Uganda and many of
B
arwanda were ass1m1
~
.
ded
any
th ame schools as Banyankole, children atten
them went to schoo Is, e s
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- the refugee children attended the same schools. So those who were abl
to acquire land outside the refugee camps acquired land outside th c
refugee camp and they settled. Those who remained in the camp still h~
their children going to schools, to the same schools as Ugandan children
go

CHA

MU
CHAl~1AN

What would you say, this movement out of the camps was done with
either the approval or connivance with Government?

CH
MUNYANGANIZI:

Well, it was with Government because I have never seen one punished
because he moved out of the refugee camp. I never, during the period I
was there, people used to go out, first of all, they used to go to look for
food, others used to acquire land and moved out, so I never saw anybody
who was prosecuted because he had left the camp and got kibanja
adjacent to the camp outside or in an adjacent gombolola and so forth. So
for example, you find the county of Isingiro, the refugee camps at Lake
Nakivalle and Nshongezi but you find a place like Ngarama which
borders Tanzania that place is occupied by mostly Banyankole and
Banyarwanda who moved from these camps. Places like Isingiro as you
go to Kabingo, places like the area of Kikagati are inhabited by
Banyarwanda who moved to those areas and there has not been any law
preventing them, they were never denied land. So they moved freely and
if you are in the camp and you have an incentive to go out of the camp
and build yourself or invest, why can you not do it? And indeed they did.

CHAIRMAN:

What would you say of the proportion of those who moved out to those
who remained, it could be more refugees who moved out than remained?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, it is very hard for me to give a precise figure but say, about 20
or 25 percent or 30 per cent have moved out of the refugee camps since
they came and they continue to move out, I do not have an exact figure.

CHAIRMAN:

No, you cannot. What would you say in terms of rough estimates, in
terms of figures?

MUNYANGANIZI:

I would say, my Lord, could range from 20 per cent to 30 per cent, but
even that is a rough estimate my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes. What about in numbers, hundreds or thousands?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN:

You give a rough estimate we cannot expect you to give exact figure?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I do not want to display my ignorance here, one thing is that •
(Interjection) -

CHAIRMAN:

I am asking you please, because you are the only Police Officer whom we
have had here as a witness who has worked in these camps.

MUNYANGANIZI:

Yes. My Lord, I do not remember exactly what number of refugees were
in Nshongezi but - (Interjection) -
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k,.\k'"\\"ENZIRE:

Mr. Chairman,
If I could just come in to end thi s long argument. I think
fu
more re gees moved out of camps than those who stayed. If you take,
for mstance, the young people moved out, that anybody who got
education wo~d not go back to the camp, but would look for elsewhere
to settle, and if those young people found some where to settle, they
would subsequently take away their parents from the camps because, Mr
Chairman, the camps, actually, became too exhausted over used and
terribly inadequate for subsistence.
'

MCNY~~GANIZI:

My Lord, I agree with the Madam Commissioner, when I was giving the
figures, I was strictly limiting myself to those who moved from the camp
with a family, a man and a wife to settle outside the camp. I did not
include students who after 'O' level or •A' level were absorbed in
employment, who after University were absorbed in employment; and
these are a good number. It is quite a good number of students who had
the education in Uganda and have got employment. So, when in totality
if I am talking of Banyarwanda percentage who have moved out, in actual
fact I would say 70 per cent of the population in refugees camps have
moved out! If I am including the families plus the students who got
employment and so forth. So, madam is right, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN

How many camps were there at this time?

MUNYANGANIZI.

CHAIRMAN:

MlJNY
ANGANIZI:

•d in Nsbongezi which housed about 16,000~
There was a camp, as I sai ,
• al that • •
f
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hi h they moved out with?
Did they have animals, cows w c
. Nshongezi did not have cows.
My Lord, the majority of the re~:;
cattle, and a good number of
Refugees in Nakivale settlement 'th their cattle. Not only, by the way,
them has, actually, moved out WI
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moYing out of the camps into Uganda, but some even moved out and
went to Tanzania. because in Tanzania tht.,laws were clear - it was passed
in Parliament; allov,·edto absorb, recognise their status in Tanzania and
there arc living in harmony with the Tanzanians, they arc citizens of
Tanzania. So the majority who were nearby, you know, saw the
advantage of thl- hospitality of the Tanzania Government and moved to
Tanzania. So. as of today there arc actually very few refugees left in
Oruchinga Nakivale and Nshongezi refugee camps.

CHAIRMAN

Any more question?

COUNSEL:

My question. my Lord Chairman; is it true that these refugees - Rwandese
refugees - played a big part in the State Research of Idi Arnm which
terrorised many Ugandans?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, that question I plead ignorance because I do not know how
many refugees did partake in State Research, but there are some
opportunists, like many Baganda, many Banyankole and many other
tribes who served in State Research! One thing my Lord, is that it is on
record that even some of these refugees way back in 1971 when Amin
took over the majority of the refugees - because they had moved out of
the camps and they settled, majority of them joined the Army, joined the
Police. Okay, if they had joined the Army and the Police and other
sectors, and happen to be in State Research, obviously there were some
and I do not know the number; I saw few of them in the Army and some
in State Research. But to give you a definite figure that they fanned a
core of the State Research, I would be wrong!

CHAIRMAN:

Well, that seems to be all the question we have for you now - sorry,the
Commissioner here will ask you more question.

KAKWENZIRE:

There is something that puzzled me, when you return from Dar-es-Salaam
and sneaked into your home and found whatever had taken place, and
then came back and stayed here keeping a low profile; knowing as I know
what it was like, and knowing that Kagurusi had been the person who was
after you, and knowing that Kagurusi was around and powerful at that
time, how did you survive?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, the way I survived is simple and I put it this way. I
disassociated myself from public places like bars, and as a result I
stopped drinking. Two, Kagurusi did not know me by name, he knew me
in person if we met would even say 'hello, hello but he did not know my
name. Even when he was the Chairman of Agricultural Enterprises, I
used to go and collect milk there but I never went to him - I was
conscious of his awareness, I did not expose myself to him. Three. the
friends of his were never my friends so that they would at any time get
me. So, those whom I knew were my friends, if they associated to be his
friends I never associated with them; and plus, my Lord, is that, you
know, when I came back and hid and tried to be in the Police. you know.
my Lord I do think himself had the knowledge that I had come back so
that he would start hunting for me. And in any case I had kept a low
profile, I had not mentioned him in a suit - earlier on I had included him
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e

MUNYANGANIZI:

In 1983, my Lord.

K .U...'WENZIRE:

In 1983, could other people in your same category have done that; could
other Banyarwanda who had been displaced and dispossessed have sued?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, I really do not think the situation pertaining then could have
allowed anybody to sue Kagurusi. In my case I did it quietly in Kampala,
and through the lobbying of friends and learned lawyers, I was advised to
drop the case against Kagurusi. But I had originally committed suicide
by suing him, but I was advised. So, others my Lord; one, I did sue with
one thing that I had knowledge of law and I considered my rights to
prevail, but those ofRwandese origin you are talking of, most of them my
Lord are the ordinary citizens who have not got the law element; who
even approaching a lawyer it would cost them a lot of money, and by
then, my Lord, they did not have money because they were forced out of
their bibanjas; their cows were eaten. So, they left and some went naked,
my Lord.

e

a

You sued Kagurusi and the others in 1983, did I get you right?

e

KAKWENZIRE:

What would you say of these people, the 40,000 people who have_:~
knowledge of law, who have got no contacts, wh~ have got no educatl0 '
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existence and they should sue Kagurusi and the Uganda Government
which by then - okay. it was a government established, so whether it was
a dictatorial regime, but by law established it was recognised. So, they
have the right to sue.
K..\K.\\ 'ENZIRE:

y cs, you arc saying they have the right to sue and they should sue, but at

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, here as you correctly put it that they are incapaci~d; but my
Lord, the Government which is to protect the lives and property of every
citizen has the machinery to have these people have their property back.
My Lord, for example, most of the property in Ankole were taken by
Banyankole; the land, the cows, the iron sheets for example, it is on
record that even Churches did take part in getting the iron sheets and used
them to roof their churches and so forth! If these people are known, who
have violated the rights of these people Rwandese origin - and my Lord,
the law protects everybody, I do not see the objection why the
Government cannot if these people affected can identify Miyanga did
take my cow, may be took my land he should be forced to take back the
land; it shQuldbe the onus on the Uganda Government to do that.

CHAIRMAN:

This is my last question for you. When did you get settlement for your
suit? When were you paid?

MUNYANGANIZI:

The settlement was towards the end of 1984 and compensation part of it
was paid by the police by the way.

CHAIRMAN:

The Police Department?

MUNYANGANIZI:

Yes. Part of it was paid by Ankole Government, the Local Government.
So I got the payment in April, 1985.

CHAIRMAN:

Finally, that is all we have for you for the time being. We would like to
thank you for having come and for the evidence you have given before
this Commission. But should it be necessary to recall you particularly to
bring certain documents to which you have referred which you said you
do not have now you may be recalled you will be required to come back:
that will be up to the Legal Counsel to do so.

MUNYANGANIZI:

So you are saying my Lord, I do not need to bring them this afternoon?

CHAIRMAN:

No, this afternoon we are not - this Hall will be required. may be
tomorrow, bring them tomorrow.

MUNYANGANIZI:

Okay, my Lord, I will do that.

CHAIRMAN:

The Commission is adjourned to resume tomorrow at 9.30 a.m. in the
same place. We are adjourning a little earlier than usual because this Hall

the same time you say the)' are so incapacitated by their own, you know,
lack of educat10n, lack of resources, they cannot, for instance, hire a
Iawver: thev cannot for even once afford transport to Kampala or Mbarara
wh;re the)· could see a lawyer. What is to happen, the rights of people
who have got no means to pursue their rights?
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Commissioners Learn d C
.
M h
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e
ounse1, Ladies and Gentlemen, today 11th
arc_ 1988• we are rather late to commence the usual business this
morning but we are no,v ready to start at 11.25 am.
CCL ·s[L:

My Lord C~ainnan, Commissioners, Ladies and Gentlemen, yesterday
when we adJoumed the Commissioner had asked Witness No. 13, Mr.
Rwamasasa Munyanganizi to produce some documents before the
Co~ssion.
These included letters asking the Inspector General of
Police .by then why he had not been promoted despite his qualifications?
The witness has produced some of these documents but not all of them.
He says that may be Mr. Rwamasasa have brought the letters in which
you were asking the Inspector General why he did not promote you
despite your qualifications?

1flJNYANG~I:

My Lord, those letters have not been produced today they are in my
Personal File 2!M/752 which is in the Police Headquarters. Efforts made
yesterday were not fruitful and those can be got when the file is-available
my Lord.

COUNSEL:

The Chairman also asked you to produce the original of the newspaper
whose extract was exhibited yesterday as Exhibit No. 88, this is the
Uganda Times Newspaper of 7th May, 1981, have you brought that
original?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, the newspaper in question, the original, is here with me but I
would submit my humble request my Lord that I have requested the
C.I.D. to proceed with criminal proceedings against Kagurusi and the
policemen involved. I am of the opinioh that the same newspaper would
be required in the criminal proceedings. I am asking your permission my
Lord that perhaps I go and reproduce a clearer photostat copies to work in
place of the original newspaper my Lord?

CHAIRMAN:

Certainly the witness is entitled to keep documents which are necessary
to him provided of course that we have good photostat copies which can
be tendered in as exhibit in evidence.

COUNSEL:

Very well my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Could we have this original of the newspaper please?

COUNSEL:

Mr. Rwamasasa, the Commissioners also wish to look at evidence to the
effect that you purchased the goods which had been looted that you
mentioned yesterday by yourself. Do you have any documents to show
that you had bought may be the barbed wires, drums of diesel and
kerosene?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, fortunately enough I have ~learer photostat copi:s of those
• ts In a similar way I am requesting my Lord that penmt me not to
rece1p •
'
·11al b
• d • th
part with the original receipts because they WI
so e reqwre m e
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dated 2nd March 1978 paymg for the same 60 barbed wires. J wo ld
have this recorded, my Lord. In a similar manner, my Lord, I wis: t
tender receipts of diesel drums which I had purchased from two -~
compames, the Mobil Limited and the Total Limited. I wish here :
Lord. to produce the receipts, one, from Mobil of 10 drums and anothY
one ID) Lord, of 20 drums. This is because it was not easy my Lord :r
ha, e every resources available to pay at the same time and these, my L~r~
one is dated 18th August, 1980 The other one my Lord is dated 23rd
October, 1980 and that was for 30 drums my Lord. The one from Total
which is containing 20 drums my Lord is dated 23rd October, 1980 and
that makes a total of 40 drums. Three drums my Lord I had purchased
them earlier when I was carrying a tractor to plough my land and the
receipts for them are not available here by Lord but I can at the same time
ask you to allow me to produce a letter from the Under-Secretary of the
Ministry of Agriculture dated 18th September 1980 authorising me to
purchase the 40 diesel drums after the Mechanisation Section of
Namarere had visited my land my Lord. Perhaps my Lord, the other
items mentioned like paraffin and other things all those receipts I was not
able to get my Lord but what is more important is that the major items
which were stolen my Lord are reproducible but others including the
households it is very hard to retain all those receipts my Lord.
COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman I request to tender the letter and receipts as exhibit in
evidence to be Exhibit No. 89 all of them together.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, they will be admitted as exhibits.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Rwamasasa, you also mentioned that when travelling to Uganda in
1981 you got clearance from the Uganda Liaison Office in Dar-es-Salaam
and you mentioned you had documents to fortify this statement made.do
you have any document now today?

MUNYANGANIZI:

My Lord, the document in question is here before your Commission. In a
similar manner my Lord. I would request you to permit me to produce
clearer photostat copies so that I retain the original. The letter in question
my Lord, is attached with a resident permit issued to me by Tanzania
Government allowing me to stay in Tanzania. It is against that Residence
Permit which I was able to get a letter from the Uganda Liaison Officein
Dar-es-Salaam which letter was dated 15th Mav, 1981 on which day I
travelled back to Uganda my Lord and this ,~as signed by the then
Liaison Officer of Uganda in Dar-es-Salaam, so it is here my Lord And
my Lord, together with that here I have a bill I gave to the InspectorGeneral requesting him to refund the money spent in the University ~or
my education, for fees, research and class work together with
maintenance and transport but my Lord. the Inspector-General ncYer
responded to that and he never paid me. I would like to submit to you my
Lord, whose amount was in local currencv 566,l 17,000/= plus my Lord a
debt which at the time I was writing to him was not yet settled but which
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CHAIRMAN·

Yes, admitted in c, idence.

COl ,SI 'L.

My Lord. That is all for this witness mv. Lord.

CHAIRM ,\J\

Do. you,,also have anv
.
. more questions
from the Commissioners for this
witness (

\fR ~AGE"I\D \·

Did I hear you savJ that you are gomg
• to be able to get some copies of the
letters you wrote to I.G complainmg about treatments arc you likely to
get these '7
'

MUl\1"ANGANIZI:

M} Lord. I _think l will make effort to get that. I think since they are on
my Open File my Lord I do not think that I shall be denied access and
nobody can deny it because it is an open file - I can get photostat copies,
m} Lord.

MR NAGENDA

Yes, because I think they will substantially help the evidence you have
given us yesterday about the treatment you got at the hands of authorities
in the Police.

MUNY ANGANIZI·

Definitely my Lord.

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. Munyanganizi, thank you for your evidence, I think I already told
you this yesterday, you came back this morning merely to produce some
of the documents which you did not have yesterday I think all of which or
most of which have now been admitted in evidence. So you are free to go
and resume your other duties.

MUNYANGANIZI

Thank you my Lord

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, can you sort out which ones he is taking back and which ones
should be photo-copied. You should use good machine so that the copies
are legible Next witness. please.

COUNSEL:

The next witness is Mr. Kakuru Ntandayawo Ubaldo

CHAIRMAN:

This is 14/88 is it not?

COUNSEL:

That is right

CHAIRMAN:

.k ly to get a continuation from 87 so that we do not keep
.
,
Wh en arc you l1 c
.
b t gg? Arc '\c·ouin position of these facts.1
on t alk mg a ou
•
J

COUNSEL:

My Lord. the documents arc so many and I have to go and cross-check
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some of my records. So when I get them back I will up-date the
numbering. Would you state your names, please?
CHAIRM.\N

Has he been affirmed or sworn in?

COUNSEL:

I am very sorry, my Lord.

CHAIR.MAN

The Clerk has disappeared.

KA

WITNESS N0.213: MR. KAKURU NT ANDA YARWO UBALDO _
SWORN IN

COUNSEL:

Would you state your names, please?

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, my names are Kakuru Ntandayarwo Ubaldo.

CHAIR.MAN:

What is the last name?

KAKURU:

The last one is an Italian name UBALDO. In English is Ubal.

COUNSEL:

How old are you?

KAK.URU:

I was born 1st May, 1933.

COUNSEL:

So in fact, you are 55 years? Is that correct?

KAK.URU:

I am not yet.

COUNSEL:

Where do you reside?

KAK.URU:

At the moment I am residing on the place of work which is Uganda Police
Senior Officers Mess, Kampala the Standard Hotel formerly.

COUNSEL:

I can see you are a policeman by uniform, what rank are you?

KAK.URU:

Repeat that last word?

COUNSEL:

What rank do you hold in the Police Force I can see you are in uniform?

KAK.URU:

It is an Assistant Superintendent of Police, in short ASP.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Kakuru, can you give us your educational background, the schools
you went to up the time when you got employment?

KAK.URU:

I started schooling in the year I cannot exactly remember specificallybut
about 1940. That was the year I think I can remember I was introduced to
something of learning through religion first.

COUNSEL:

Please continue in that order which school you went to, in which year up
to the time when you got employed?
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C

K KURU.

1945, I finished Prim
0
you want each class? ary ne (Laughter) - I do not know what you want if

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I think Counsel to save ti
I .
education and '·h
~e,. et him tell us when he finished his primary
\\ ere rather gomg class by class.

COL SFL·

Please, can you answer the question by the Commissioner?

KAKURU·

1950 I finished prim;1n•
s·ix. a1 Nyak'1shcnyi. Catholic Primary School.
-J

COL"\SEL:

Did you go further?

KAKURU:

From 1951
. to 1953, I n•as
...
Banakalon Brothers.

CHAIRMAN:

The Bana what?

KAKlJRU

Banakalori Brothers.

CHAIRMAN

When you say "engaged" what does that mean?

KAKURU:

I went into the society.

CHAIRMAN:

You entered?

KAKURU:

Yes, I entered the society 1952 up to 1955.

COUNSEL:

Well, is that the last education you got?

KAKURU:

No.

COUNSEL:

Okay, Mr. Kakuru let us be serious. Which is the highest class, your
formal educational you ever achieved, did you reach Senior Four, did you
reach, J .I, J. II like that? Where did you end?

KAKURU:

I hold a Diploma in Law at Law Development Centre.

COUNSEL:

In which year did you get this Diploma?

KAKURU:

In July 1978/79 I graduated in October.

CHAIRMAN:

That is when you were already a police officer?

KAKURU:

Yes, he is asking the highest.

CHAIRMAN:

But I thought we meant before you joined the Police?

KAKURU:

I finished Secondary Ill in 1954.

COUNSEL:

In which school? Do you remember the school?
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engaged m
• a re11g10us
. .
.
society
called The

'\ l'S,

\\fhat school was it?

KAKURU:

1l1is is in Ibanda Teacher Training College.

COUNSEL:

And did you qualify, did you get any qualification you arc saying Tea.eh
Training College, did you come out with a certificate or something? er

UKURU:

No

COUNSEL:

What award did you get?

KAKURU

Formerly in a society in 1951/1953 I finished the three enunciate to the
society, learning religion. From 1954 I joined a Teacher Training College
which was to last me four years, that was at the standard after the primary
then I would be taken in the Teacher Training for two years up to 1955 I
can remember qualifying then to finish two years to graduate as a Grade
II Teacher.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Counsel, the type of education as it was in the past, there was a primary
education, there was junior education and then senior education, which of
these before you joined the Teacher Training College Course did you
attain?

KAKURU:

I have said that up to 1950 that is when I finished the formal primary
education up to Primary Six. Instead of going to Junior One, Two and
Three, I went into a society 1951 up to 1953. Then 1954, I was sent by
the Society to a Teacher Training College to train as Grade Two teacher
which period would have lasted four years. The first two years by then
would qualify you as a Secondary Three candidate. Then the last two
years then you join the same standard with those with Secondary Three
and then you continue with them and then you complete together. That is
what it was the formal education by then.

CHAIRMAN:

Did you complete the teacher training?

KAKURU:

Yes, as a Grade Two teacher.

COUNSEL:

And where did you start working as a teacher?

KAKURU:

I came out in 1957 and I joined the Police Force straight away.

COUNSEL:

Now when you joined the police, did you join as a recruit Constable or
you joined as may be a profession in a certain rank?

KAKURU:

I joined as a constable.

COUNSEL:

And after recruitment, did you get any training?

KAKURU:

I beg your pardon?
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coUNSEL:

Did you undergo training after recruitment?

KAKURU:

Yes, on 30th June 1957 I fi • h
ms ed the first initial nine months training up
to January, 1958. '

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue please up to the day1wh en you acqwred
.
.
the rank which
you
now have?
I remember
I was
pi·cked to remam
• m
• the Tnumng
. .
.
.
as an Instructor
s
phy ica1 ed~cation at the Police Training School, Kibuli where I stayed
up to 1959 m March.

COUNSEL:

.KAKURU:

Yes, continue.
I "".astransferred to Jinja to general duties where I stayed on general
du~es as a.constable up to 1961. In April when I was brought to Naguru
Police College on promotion course from Constable to Corporal. I
finished ~e. four months course and I was promoted a corporal and posted
back agam mto the Training Wing·at Kibuli Police Training School as an
Instructor. I stayed in K.ibuliTraining School up to April, 1963. I was
moved out and posted to general duties to Entebbe Police Station. On the
1st May, 1963 in Entebbe I applied to join one of the departments the
CID - Criminal Investigation Department. I worked in Entebbe from 1st
May by then I was a Detective Corporal up to 1964 when I was promoted
a detective sergeant. In April, 1965, I was briefly for three weeks posted
to K.ibaare by then the lost counties of Bunyoro in Karuguza. So, in
April, 1965 up to 1st July, 1965 when I was promoted as a Detective
Assistant Inspector of Police; then I was transferred to Fort Portal as
Detective Assistant Inspector of Police. In Fort Portal I worked as a
detective and I did both jobs, investigations and prosecutions in Court, in
the lower magistrate courts. At the beginning of January, 1968, I was
moved from Fort Portal and transferred to Mbarara Police Station, in
Mbarara I was detailed as a detective, both on investigations and a
prosecutor in court of criminal cases. On the 1st of December, 1969, I was
moved and transferred to CID Headquarters, then Parliamentary
buildings; I was promoted on the 1st of August as a Detective Inspector
and transferred to Police Headquarters, CID, I remained in the CID
Headquarters in Kampala up to about October, 1971 when I was
transferred to Lira Police Station in Lango District. In Lango District, I
spent all the time in Court as a Court Police Prosecutor. At the end of
1973 I was transferred to Kabale Police Station which was formerly my
home' district. The duties I performed from 1974 to about in the middle
of 1975 in Kabale, I was posted and performed as a Court Prosecutor - I
was working in the Court all the time. About May, 1975, I was
transferred to Rukungiri in a new district to open up the CID office there.
In the middle of 1976, I was again transferred to Kamukuzi in the
regional CID Headquarters. I did not stay in that office, for long, at
Kamuk • in the regional CID office, I was then transferred about the
beginni:; of 1977 to Mbarara Police Station as a District C~ Officer.
On the 1st of April, 1977, I was moved from Mbarara back agam to CID
Headquarters in Impala House. On the 1st of May, 1977, I was mov~d
from CID Headquarters back to Police College, Naguru as a Lecturer m
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the Police College. 1 staved teaching up to 1st July, 1978 when l we t fi
a Diploma course in La" at the LDC. From I st July, 1978 up to l st~ur
t Q"'Q, l was on the course at Law Development Centre. I finished:,
course and in October, 1979 I graduated and I got my Diploma· Y
•
g raduatlon
ceremony, 1"f you want your Lordsh.1p, was chaired by' our
C
Binaisa by then -(Interruption). I want to be specific your Lordship! Q
COUNSEL:

Please, continue.
KAKURU:
After my course, I remained in the Police
College, Nagu.ru up to 1st November, 1981 - sorry excuse me _ on th
23rd of March, 1980, I went to Britain for an Intermediate Office e
Command course at Middlemoore, Leicester. I stayed there for thr:
months and I finished the course - Intermediate Command Course for
gazetted officers. You will permit me Your Lordship if I draw you hack
again to 1st September, 1978, meanwhile attending the Law course.

COUNSEL:

Please, why do you not finish your carrier?

KAKURU:

I was promoted Assistant Superintendent of Police, that is very important.

COUNSEL:

I see, that is right, continue.

KAKURU:

On the 11th of June, 1980, I came back from Britain and I remained in the
Police College as a Chief Lecturer. On 1st of October, 1981, I was
transferred to Kalisizo Police Station as a District Commander of Rakai
District. I commanded the district up to 13th of April, 1982 when I met
the disastrous incident at Rukungiri District Commissioner's Office and I
fled the country to self exile; I went to Zaire, the nearest possible country.

COUNSEL:

Did you come back to Uganda eventually?

MR. NAGENDA:

No, perhaps before that; what is this serious incident which you
encountered?

CHAIRMAN:

He said it is disastrous; you were in Rakai but this happened in
Rukungiri, can you tell us what this was and what you were doing there?

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, this will entail meaning to draw back again to the whole
history of why I was supposed to be in Rakai and again to be found in
Rukungiri. But if you wanted to start from that end, then I shall go on
Your Lordship.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, he is still giving us his career as a Policeman, I
thought he would begin his violation of human rights and other
circumstances after he has given us his CV.

KAKURU:

Yes; on that day, 13th of April, 1982 at 1.00 o'clock in the D.C's office at
Rukungiri, I left the office where I had been attacked and unlawfully set
to be arrested. I forged it out forcibly, I never went back home, 1
abandoned the vehicle I was driving myself, a Police Land Rover along
with my Police escort, and I walked the next day of the 14th I headed, and
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n th 15th I CJ\l.'-sc-d th b
ot i t
•
1.: onk•r of V"ar
8 1d 11 th rough Nvrunirimn When I
n l nnuth1.:rlt,un-• t
up t 0 th
.. _, ~urrcndcred
If
•
.
I 0th of ugu t I l)s,.
• '~') sc as n refugee ,, here I staved
~~ &on,Zaire entering. b;~k'i :u nud-da) "hen l crossed the bo~er
l 9 ). at around , 00 p
.
nto Uganda. On the I 0th of August
re h--cdb m, ~u·1 . ~'tl· tn the afternoon, I nm.\ ed bnck und I "~
•
\\ Wl \ tears Ill , • r •
·
stn, d with ru, furu-1• th
. • • ) "tic 1s outside. It wns Snturda)· I
'th
•
l y
at night the
t S
"'
•
WI
them: on lond;l\' on the 1 '
~ex unday on the l Ith I stayed
2th 1
and on the 13th I ,, ....,: • 1.·
• le ft the home nnd I went to Knbale
0

0

•.__m "-ampala d I
.
· ·
Hc.adquanen;• to th"c lnspector GcncraI
nn
reported
nt mid-dav to the Police
0 f p 0 1.
at mid-day, on the 11th 0 f A ,
tee the then. Okoth Ogola .
st
office he did n )f
•
ugu , 1985 1 personally met him in his
•
<: greet me there was .M O
h
•
operations, Assistant Co ' • ~· ~
r_ mascte" o \\as in charge of
Mr. Sscru,, agi and ~ lm~;s1oncr. he did_not greet me. I "as greeted by
Hcadquaners
t\1 Ok r.th ucu thc Assistant Commissioners in the
secret
th r
o Ogola. after sitting in his office with his
a.xv- m e sccretarv's offi
h
Id
to see him I th0
.•
ce - c to me to come back the next day
•
ught it was not to come back because it was risky·
an~~ing c~uld have _happenedto me. So. I never came back to him but
~;d
m Kampala, instead, the next day of 14th. I decided to go to the
_stl) _Headquarters, Internal Affairs to see the Minister of Internal
Affairs. Kawanga Ssemogerere. The purpose of doing that, I was seeking
to report bac~ officially that I am back and I should be back on duty. The
secre~
of Kawanga Ssemogerere, after trying many times, many days
to see him. he asked me to write it do,\n. I wrote a small chit and I told
him ~e requirements including renewal of my passport, and means of
travellmg back to Zaire to collect my things and finally come back
because I had left my servant in Zaire and my few p~perties J
possessed there. The letter referred me to Police Headquarters for
posting, I came and I handed the letter to Mr Wasswa., he is a Senior
Superintendent, he is now there and he was in the administration. They
told me to come back after three months and I stayed in Kampala up to
the 11th of September. 1985 when I finally got the visa from the Zai..rean
Embassy in Kampala here, endorsed on my new passport. When I
reached - I passed Lyantonde, then, they were calling guerillas Museveni
had already occupied the Western side, that was the 1st day of 12th of
September, 1985 when they attacked Mbarara Anny Barracks I could
not cross and I stayed the night at Lyantonde; the ne:\.1day on 13th about
mid-day I crossed and I went to Kabale. On the 26th of October. I
crossed through Rwanda and I went back to Zaire, I asked for a month - a
visa of 30 days. Excuse me, it should be 26th of September. when I wen~
on the 10th of October, 1985, I came back and I entered Uganda through
Bunagana finally with my property and I was received by Mr. Matcke
who gave me a lift in his taxi up to near my home, up to n':31"Kabale
where I got a vehicle from Kabale, and I went to my home; I amved ho~e
around I 1.00 in the morning. So, I stayed around home up to when this
Katonga business finished. ~ February. 1986, I came back to Kampalato
find out the position of my bemg posted.
#

i

had

I

l<AKWENZIRE•

• not clear whether he is still
. on CV or whether he has started
C ounse 1, 1·t 1s
on the other act of violation of human nghts.

COUNSEL:

No he is still on CV.

'
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K K\\'E1 ZIRF.

Can~ ou not guide him to be :-pecific'!

COUNSEL.

l\ty Commissioners need the necessary details.

"- \Kl RU:

I do not kno" whether then.::arc unnecessary details, because you \\,lllkd

.

me to tell you Your l ordship up to the time I am sitting here.
~

COL1\SEI ,.

Please. do not go to the hours, time, nights and all that

k.Ah.LRU:

11rnnk you.

CHAIRJ\fAl\

Sorry to interrupt Counsel. I think this is where the kind of details which
should have been read, and perhaps the Counsel should Just read them
and the witness confirms, because we have taken a very long time now
just hearing the witness' CVI I think that is waste of valuable time.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, maybe, that would have been the case but the
statement which was made by the witness docs not go all that back; it just
starts from a certain period, so this is some mformation that 1s not on his
file

KAKURU

So, your Lordship, if I want to, without going into much detail of the
movement-

CHAIRMAN·

Yes, spare some of the details.

KAKURU.

In September, 1986, I was finally posted to Masindi Police Training
School as a Deputy Police Commandant - the new Police Training
School. Up to last year in September, when r was transferred back to the
Police College Naguru as a Chief Lecturer again, and I have no
accommodation that is why I am staying in this Mess here.

COUNSEL:

And that is where you are working up to now?

KAKURU:

And I operate from here going to teach; today
not do it because I am engaged with you here.

COUNSEL:

Now, Mr. Kakuru, when did you marry'!

KAKURU

On the 14th of January, 1959. I got legally married to my ,\ifo.

COUNSEL:

And where did you settle?

KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

r had

a lesson but I could

I settled at a village called Rwabasheka, muluka Kafcnjo, Gombolola
Nyakishenyi, Rubabo County, in the district of Rukungiri
Is that where you were born'!
You did not ask me where I was born vou asked \\ here I settled

'~

COUNSEL:

Now, I am asking you that is that where you were horn'' If
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1t 1s

the pince

'

) ou "ere horn ~:w
") cs
, " •1t' •tt .ts not th , I •11
~
en Wt ask you whcrc you wcrc
l>om.

tz\K RU

I "as bom in a village half a •
cali•"'d
K) ..,Ul.JO
· be
•
mile away from my settlement, the village
"
In "hich district is that?

"- \Kl Rl

A mile away from house, that i·sth e same d'1stnct.
.

COUNSEL·

Okav,
. m
. establishing
.
1 ).ou get d'tffieulttes
• .now
th" Mr Kakuru, d"d
yourself to
scttl em 1splace?

KAKLRL

Your ~ordship, then ,~c set the ball rolling there. In 1964/65 I possessed
l~d_where I am scttlmg now which I bought. I bought that land 1,300
sh1llmgs. I started building a house there.

COUNSEL:

Please continue.

KAKURU

Yes, I can see some of you taking notes your Lordship and -

CHAIRMAN·

Your evidence is being recorded, so the notes are just to assist in the end
we shall have everything you have on record.

KAKURU·

Thank you your Lordship In 1964/65, as I said, I was operating from
Entebbe, then I bought that land and my wife then remained helping to
put up a new house. During the year, 1968 up to 1971, the problems
started with a man who is my neighbour, actually. During the
construction of the house, because Kigezi is a hilly country, I am living
below a hill, and above my land there is a water stream which runs from
my neighbours pieces of land into mine; and in 1968, we made a
communal well; I preferred to ferry the water by water pipes to my home
At one time my neighbour called John Mbundukye;

MR. NAGENDA:

How do you spell that; "John" we can spell but what about the other one'7

KAKURU

Mbudukye is M-B-U-D-U-K-Y-E "Mbudukye."

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

KAKURU:

This gentleman was not originally a neighbour there. but_he had been
chased away from his original village, about two 3:°d~alf r~ulesa,\:ay. He
e and settled on a Church of Uganda land which 1s ne1ghbounng me:
he bought that piece of land above m~ before I_~ould buy it. where
the water flows from. So, when at one t1m~ ~e v1s1ted me, I had not
known him in the past before that when he v1s1tedme he saw a heap of
· d pipes
·
on the ,,eranda of m'-'
g alvan1se
J house, thev• were
• about 32 of them.
•
e source where the well was 1sabout 640 pieces:
th
to
d
From th e compoun
.
,
•
I had measured taking pieces which calculated ~e numbc~ of pipes 1_
fem• water to mv house So. ,-..hen he sa\\
would buy to fiecd and
•
•
•
·
h
k d me what thcv meant. perhaps he had never seen
galvanised pipes e as e
•
them. J told him the plan.

=
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Please continue.

KAKURU:

~ rtunatclv when I started digging a trench, this was about 1968
ut un10
.,
b'
d th
'
B
digging a trench to go and ferry the _wate~,the man o ~ectc at I cannot
get water from his land without pa),ng him money. ?n the bord~r of my
land with his. l stopped and up to today ~ never continued, but smce the
water was flo\\ing J trapped as it enters mto my land. I never call any
Asian or any white to do it, I did it myself, and the water up to now is
running into my compound. So, ~e ~entlem:311
made problems, in 1963
up to 1971 putting up the large building, he interrupted my porters. He
would stop the water and block it, and divert it from the pipes to my
house. I remember though l cannot quote the file number, _in about
1971/72 -.

CHAIRMAN:

No, Counsel, I do not know whether - maybe, you have a P"!Pose for this.
This would seem to appear to be a dispute between him and individual;
how relevant is it to us?

COUNSEL:

My Lord, the witness is laying a background to a case which eventually
led to the invasion of his home by a group of Policemen led by UPC
Youth Wmgers.

CHAIRMAN:

COUNSEL:

Let him spare us some of the details please; just tell us briefly, how the
dispute arose and what it led to.
May be, Mr. Kukuru., when this man had seen that you had there pipes
you try to get the water to your house for building your house, and you
have mentioned his name to be Mr. John Mbundukye, did he hold any
responsibility in the village?

KAK.URU:

At that time he did not have any responsibility in the village up to 1980,
after election of UPC into the government and he was made a muluka
Chief.

COUNSEL:

Now, at that time when he was trying to obstruct you from getting the
water, did he do anything that you felt injured you or your family?

KAK.URU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And what is that?

KAK.URU:

About the year 1971/72, he went and cultivated at the source of pipes, he
put some cabbages there; at lunch time, I was at home and I saw the dirty
water coming, I took action and took him to Court, he was fined 150/- or
three months imprisonment; he paid the fine. This was at Nyarushanje.
Grade Il Magistrate Court.

COUNSEL:

And the matter was settled?

KAK.URU:

That matter was settled half way.
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COl

SEL

Then he kept •
qu1 t up to \\hen in 1%
of the ,-.Hag
'O he was appointc.d a muluka chief
And "hat did h d
o to 'ou "PC·ificaII
your fumil)
• • \,; 1 )

"

h
en he because n chief

Or to

He join d ,,ith the Youth \'r.
G abo the :on of \Vabuk c ·"'mgcr
- of UPC, one o f thcm called Charles
Yes. they join d and what did thev do?

In 1981. in fanuarv l "th tht". b
h
'- - • s oy " o ,, as a { outh \Vinger. Gaba
How do you spell the n::uncplease'l

K..\KURU:

G-A-A-B-0 (Gaabo) son of Rwabukye. he is a close neighbour just
across the small nYer He went into a piece of my land I had bought from
his father R\\ abukye in order to pay school fees for this boy: he
repossessed It back. \\lien my wife. Sofia Nyanze. prepared it for
sorghum rn January. he came and planted in some banana trees.

COL~•SEL:

You were a Policeman. what did you do?

l~.AKL'RC

I was at the Police College. Naguru_ and when this came to my
knowledge I went to see what was happening at my home I went with
my escort, Police Constable Obongrnini who died last year. and a driYer
Constable Okumu. he is also dead. ,Vhen we anived home the next day. I
went to Charles Gaabo's home and he locked up himself in the house. I
asked him not to make any violence: I arrested him, and on information this was about 23rd of February. 1981.

COUNSEL:

Did you take him to Court?

KAKCRL

I searched his house: I found he had stolen a baby bed. wooden. from my
home in the absence -

CHAIR!\.1AN

Sorry. a wooden what?

KAKURU:

fi b b . he had stolen· when I looked into-his bedroom.
A wooden ~d .·or a a J~nstable and I ~oak him to my house "here ~is
th
1
I collected it \\ ~
e Kafunzi then 1 told them: J said. I was arresnng
father was and_his ~cle.d tak" him to court for criminal offe.nses
him and chargmg him an
mg

MR. NAGENDA:

What were these criminal offenscs•)

KAKURU:

.
f 1 d and then theft from a dwelling
Criminal trespass on my piece o an '
house to the effect of the bed.

.

CHAIRMAN:

"]

c. . the nearest Police Station.
How ,ar,,as
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K

"ll U.

Elc,-cn miles, that was a Police Post of Nvnrushanje at the G
1agistratc Court.
•
rade ll

CHAIR 1Al ~:

The reason I run asking this is. you were a Senior Officer· w1·11 .
·d
•
\Ou not
canst er ~at you were usmg your official position to promote Your
personal interest'? \Vas 1t proper for you to have taken on the arre
st
yourself - is that proper'l

1'.AKURU:

Yes. it is proper your Lordshtp. as a Police Officer I run charged ·th
responsibility of no discriminat:Ion or biasncss when you are d~,,
something within the limits of the law.
ing

CHAIR.\ L.\."I\

But if it affected your property. you would not· be considered to be
impartial; would you?

KA.KCRL'

Your Worship, impartiality there

CI-JAIR11A.
~

'What I am trying to - was it not improper for yourself to have carried the
arrest because you were affected personally? Instead of reporting it to
the Police as usual and then the Police should have taken necessary
action.

KAKURU:

I did your Worship. immediately, that very day in the morning, I took him
and I handed him over with exhibits. my fear was that if I went to report
there would be learning of the information that I run reporting him and he
would destroy that bed, and I would have no evidence. That is what led
me to discover evidence on the right hand ,vithout any thinking of
biasness or something. That is what led me to behave as I behaved; and it
was in an orderly manner. before his father and his uncle who also
supported my action, they said, "Right, you take him. 11

MR. NAGENDA:

Mr. Ubaldo, before you searched his house and found your property, the
baby cot, did you have reason to suspect that he had stolen it?

KAKURU:

On information your Lordship that I went to arrest him and I got the bed,
which was true, and the bed is still exhibited under criminal case No. 36
or 1981, Magistrate Court in Nyarushanze.

MR. NAGENDA:

You presumably had a search warrant?

KAKURU:

I did not deem it necessary to have a search warrant, if in the consequence
of my delay, the exhibit would be destroyed your Lordship.

MR NAGENDA:

No, no, to search somebody's property you have to have a search warrant
am I right?

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, I did not go purposely to search: I went to arrest him for
the offence of criminal trespass but before that -

CHAIRMAN•

On your land?
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M

l Rl

I

Yes,
E 'l A

K KURU:

MR

AGENDA:

"'o, you searched his house illegally
, as a matter of fact?
If the other interpretation of th
.
thnn being on bias ground th e law is that I ~as behaving illegally, other
was executing my lawful dut)~n I have no option, but to my conscience I
No, Assistant Superintend t f pO1·
t 11 b
• .
en °
Ice, the reason why you are here is to
e us a out Violationof human rights.

1'..A"-.lRU:

Yes·
'

MR NAGENDA

I think i •
•
.
t is only. fau that you should know that you violated somebody's
nght on that particular occasion -

KAKURU

No, I will not confess to that, your Lordship, since it is not shown that I
went beyond any lawful act of obtaining the exhibit on where I have been
offended for instance if I was a police officer and I was physically
assaulted or someone is in front of me to do an act which is unlawful that
being my relative or my what; I would leave that one and go first of all to
the court and let him go. That is what made me behave as I behaved, your
Lordship.

CHAIRMAN:

I must say it was very high handed to use your position.

KAKURU:

No, your Lordship, conscientiously I have been sworn to give a true and
correct evidence to my conscience.

CHAIRMAN:

No, that is different, we are not saying that you are not telling the truth
but we are saying the implication of your action, was actually, wrong.

COUNSEL:

No, Mr. Kakuru was the criminal case eventually heard?

KAKURU:

Repeat that, your Lordship.

COUNSEL:

you said you had got an exhibit and a case file had' b'een opened was this
case eventually heard in the court?

KAKURU:

COUNSEL:
KAKURU:

.
n that very day in the morning, I was required to come back
I said that o d him informed his relatives, then I drove bim to .the
on duty arreste
h.'
to the police constable with my complaints
police and I handedd imdoverthe exhibit and a fresh banana stem from the
•
•ti g and I ban e over
.
ul .
th
m wn n
d threatening my fanuly not to c ovate e
garden where he had trespasse
land.
Did you learn whether this case was heard?
. . C • 'nal Number 36 of 1981, it is still
And the case was opened, It IS nmI
. m
• Nyarushanje Court.
standmg
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HAIR 1A,'

It is not yet completed?

KAKURU:

It could not haYc been completed. if it was the sources of all these
problems of my going into exile.

CHAIRMA.1
T•

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Do you know any reasons Vvhythis case was never heard?

KAKCR.l

After arresting him immediately I departed by mid-day a distance away
from the place about five miles away at Kisizi Hospital. I met a pick-up
of the Chairman of UPC by then called Matejero. As I landed at the
police post at the Saza Headquarters, this pick-up was parked in front of
the Saza Chiefs house

COUNSEL:

Who was the Saza Chief?

KAKURU:

It was Tiberondwa

COUNSEL:

And what was the registration number of this pick-up?

KAKURU:

I did not go near it, it was a distance away, I did not quote it but when I
came I met it as I was passing then I recognised I did not know what they
were after, was not interested in quoting their registration number but he
left the place, he went to my village, collected the relatives, the younger
boys, related to Charles Gaabo and I saw them on the pick-up going
towards where I was coming from. So, as I reached in Kampala on that
very day about 24th February, 1981, I got information again from my
wife warning me that I should not come back, the man was released on
that very day and brought home driven by Mategero to his home and they
were singing slogans of UPC threatening my wife and children that they
will eventually destroy my home. That was the information my wife is
here to testify it,

COUNSEL:

So, what did you do when you got this information?

KAKURU:

I never went back, the case was put to 31st of March, 1981 for me to go
and give evidence for hearing. I feared to go there on information that
they were going to call the army since I was an armed police officer that
the army would arrest me, so I avoided such a situation, your Lordship.

COUNSEL:

So?

KAKURU:

I kept quiet on that case up to 1982 when I went away, it is still there
pending.

COUNSEL:

Now, how then there were this circumstances may be that led to the
disastrous incident at the DC's office, what happened?

KAKURU:

When I had got all that information plus, several throughout the year
1981, when I was at the Police College, Naguru, up to October November
when I was transferred to Rakai District. Sometime in June on the 20th
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1981 my wife .u1d children .
da) I left in a •
. \\ere at my home at Byaba..,cka. On that very
Mr John K • h~~vate vehicle of the Assistant Chief Education Officer
•
aru IJC he wa._bv tl
I d f
·
'
Ministr)' of Ed
:
- ,en 1ea o mathematical section in the
N 'antshan'e p~~tton ~d he had gone to visit the Institution near me at
•
l'ft ~
~ tcchnic School,
Nyakibale and Kinyasano so I asked
1um
a t to go to sec wh t
I1
.
,
,.,, o f the children
.
to pay some money for school
ficcs
WI a. was
I · appcntng,
d
. •
H.:n amve on the 20th of June that very day at
nd
;rrou thseven with John Kamhize, l got infonnation that before I leave the
tome at my wifo had been attacked b't policemen with Charles Gaabo
nnd
she had been assaulted and some possible things taken.

COL SEL:
KAKURU:

\Vhat did you do?
\Vhen I arrived honlS John Karuhijc was just surprised, he dropped me
below my house about a hundred yards away then he went away. I
reached home I found my wife, around seven, she was seated on the
verandah of the small house. She was not happf'as usual welcoming me
home I was just in unifonn as I am now and I asked ·her what had
happened I took her hand and took her inside I realised she had swollen
left side of her face and I noticed a little bit of 'some dry blood clots in the
fore. front of her nose Of course after taking her inside there was light. I
sat down, She related the story to me, I was· anned. This is the sincerity of
the honestncss and truthfulness of the incident now. I was armed with a
pistol, a revolver and I was in uniform, I had no other means of movement
except moving on foot. I cooled my temper, I decided to cool my temper
do\\n, then I prayed. I asked God to give me the courage not to act on
sentiments of temper. I decided then to take a legal action, to see justice
through the normal way by taking legal action.

COUNSEL:

So, you took the matter to court?

KAKURU:

So she related the sto:ry to me which I am sure she is going to relate here.
It was about eleven a.m. in the morning of the 20th of June, 198 l.

CHAIRMAN:

Is she going to give evidence Counsel?

COUNSEL:

yes, my Lord, she is going to give evidence regarding assault.

CHAIRMAN:

Then can you spare us the details because we would like to hear direct
from her, so do not waste time on what she told you.

COUNSEL:

So, M r. Kakuru you took this matter to court? Did you or did you not?

KAKURU:

I first reported after learning the circumstanc~s under which the
•
armed can1e to attack mv
po 1icemen
L
J familv,
• I decided to take the usual
'th
That
J
was
a
senior
police
officer
and
of
the
same
rank
Wl
proce dure.
••
ght th
the District Police Commander by thc_n Rukungm. so 1 sou
c
•
f the senior officers from pohcc headquarters. C.I.D., of the
sancoon o
.
·
th
tt
h th
•
k
our procedure to invcsogate mto e ma er w y e
higher ran as
·
th
d
1·
. • p 1· ,. Commander had behaved hke
at. to sen po ice
D1stnct O ice •
·~ I
Kahal
• • to mv
house to beat up my w1ac. went to d eI
stables my Jumors
J
con
' aft.er tak'10g her to the dispensary for treatment, the next ay
the next day
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went to Kabalc, I sent a telegram about 25th, 26th and I asked for leave f
ten days that I was not going to come back quickly until the poli~
officers would find me in the village. Your Lordship what I witnessed i
the village about the 1st of July, 1981 at mid-day, seated at my hous:
opposite how policemen with anns, sub-machine guns led by this boy a
youth winger, Charles Gaabo and the Muluka Chief by then appoin~d
already J~hn Bundukye, loo~~g and ransacking houses, women running
not knowmg the tactics of hiding they would only put their heads down
forgettin~ that_their backs can ~e seen. I~was like a drama your Lordship
I am saymg this because I saw it. My wife never told me, I saw it nobody
ever. They robbed the house of Valentino Bukabeba, my opposite
neighbour, just sitting at my house you could clearly see what is
happening. Just opposite a hill across the valley by a river. Valentino
Kababeba on that very day and the house of Nyabukono. Those are the
two houses I witnessed opposite me. Immediately after the ·policemen
and Gaabo had gone to the school on the road which is a quarter of a mile
away from house, I was seeing they were seated there on the road· a
woman, the wife of Bujabeba, brought to me an empty shell. A fr~sh
shell of an SMG rifle and I told her to keep that one, that would be of
future use. I could not involve in going either to tell them because it was
dangerous, I had already done my part.
COUNSEL:

Okay, now, did you know from which police station these policemen
came from?

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, these were constables originally from Rukungiri Police
Station posted on either the 16th or 17th of June 1981 at Nyakishenyi
Gombolola headquarters on the order of the District Commissioner and
the District Police Commander, the Oistrict Commissioner was Othieno,
and the District Police Commander was Nathan Okurut.

CHAIRMAN:

Was a police post there? If not do you know why they were posted to this
Gombolola headquarters?

KAKURU:

There had been allegations of destruction of properties between rival
parties, this is the information, your Lordship, I got. Destruction of
Banana plantations and some other gardens.
Then the District
Commissioner and the District Police Commander decided to post these
police constables to the police post, to make a police post purposely for
the situation.

COUNSEL:

You said that you reported what had happened to your family to the
Regional Police Commander in Kabale, to your knowledge was any
disciplinary action taken against these policemen who had assaulted your
family?

KAKURU:

Two days following the incident, I personally after reporting to Kabalc by
telegram to come to Kampala and seeking for a pass leave of ten days on
about 26th of June, 1981 I drove to Rukungiri police station personall) to
see the District Police Commander Nasan Okurut who was an ASP of my
rank and I found him at mid-day at the police station. As I entered \\e
knew each other because I had been in the training wing at Bombo by

4k07

then before 1 was tmn 5 ft

d
he had nlready rcce· , dcrre to Rukungiri ns a DPC. As I talked to him
Kampala seeking
cffimy copy of fhc telegram which I had sent to
0
•
ccrs• to come and •mvcstigatc
·
·
my wife and th li"-'mto
the assault on
e a ~ on my home b fi ll
1·
letter written
on that ve .
. . , Y e ow po icemen. He produced a
11
said·
No
,
,f)
da)
• '
w as you sp ak th.• tt. ,,as typed and he showed it to me, he
Tibcrondwa reporti • e th is is a letter written by the Saza Chief

ro:'

of policemen d ;g you at you went to KabaJe and collected a gang
there that you ~ght "eWhy
~ at your home waiting for anybody to come
•
ich was not true your Lordship

COUNSEL:

So what did you do - (Interjection).

CHAIID.fA

KAKURU:

Commissioners Learn d c
.
,
e
ounsc1, 1a.dies and gentlemen, we are ready
no,~ to resume the hearing of this witness from the break. If I may
remind vou, I think when we broke, you were going to tell us what
happened at the police station, Rukungiri~you had come in then the DPC
showed you a letter which the county chief had written then the county
chief also appeared, proceed from there.
'
That is correct your Lordship. As soon as Mr. Nasan Okurut the District
Police Commander was reading the short letter typed to me, Mr.
Tiberondwa the then Saz.a Chief, the county chief of my area of Rubabo
dropped in, Mr. Okurut slipped the other letter to his table and then we
stopped that was the end. I had already stated what were the contents that
Mr. Okurut told me from his own mouth that this letter was an allegation
that I had gone to Kabale on the previous day which was about 24th or
25th of June, 1981 and collected a number of policemen armed and that
they were at my house waiting for anyone to fight. So, when Mr.
Tiberondwa dropped in the office we kept quiet, later I put it to Mr.
Tiberondwa I said, what is happening, Mr. Tiberondwa? You are my
Saza Chief and my family is being harassed. At one time you were a
Gombolola Chief and I elected you what is the right of humans in this
district because he had been at one time, my student in the district. I
looked at them on security. So, he said, "Mr. Kalcuruit is not my fault
there are reports from home. 11 Then that was the end of the matter, I left
the place. I waited home up to the 15th of July, I had already told you
about the I st of July, 1981 where I witnessed an incident _where
policemen were armed and going ransacking the neighbours opposite my
house.

COUNSEL:

Y es, pe rhap s that one is already on record would you proceed, when you
reached what happened?

KAKURU

d home until about 15th of July when I waited for any ~ffice~ from
staye
d look into the matter. I just left my wife agun and
Kampala to come an
d I returned to Kampala. On my arrival in the
stayed althoughd3!,h;:;:ice
college Naguru and on the 16th I reported
office I reportc
ra1 f Police Okoth Ogola, by then and when he
to the ln~pe~r Gene he ~ uired :Ue that I was being looked for to be
saw me m his office
. q
arrested this was infonnation.

COUNSEL:

Did he give you the reasons for that?

1
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KAKURU:

He did not gfre me the reasons why but this was from the Minister of
Intemal Affairs and this one he required me to give him a report your
Lordship. I went back I ,vrote a detailed report and what action I had
taken during my presence at home and I handed it over to him This
report was dated 17th of July, 1981. Your Lor~ship this is the beginning
of the complaint the police of some matters which affected my rights as a
human being and there was no action taken up-to-date. I have a copy of
that one. your Lordship if you wanted or what action I have taken and
there was no justice done towards this up-to-date then I would give in this
document later. So, after handing in my report, your Lordship, I
continued with my duty at the Police College Naguru. My Commandant
reported my arrival from the pass leave of ten days, there was no question
any longer When it went to about October, November - (Interruption).

COUNSEL:

Which year?

KAKURU·

1981, I was transferred to Rakai District as a District Police Commander
as I said. From there I used to go home to see my wife who stayed home
with the children schooling. It happened to me that about March, 1982I
went home and on reaching home I received a report or information or
threat by Charles Gaabo and John Bundukye that they were going to
destroy -

COUNSEL:

Were these threats in written form or they were just uttered?

KAKURU:

No, they were verbal, your Lordship.

COUNSEL:

They were uttered in your presence?

KAKURU:

No, this was information brought to me when I called home in March,
1982 my family were complaining to me that they were being threatened.
So, I just paid a deaf ear since I had reported it to the headquarters and
Mr. Eges~ a Detective Superintendent of Police who was then stationed
as in charge at Fort Portal, had after I had gone away the first report of
June, 1981 and July I gave my report he was sent and he obtained the
statement from my wife, I was not there but when I called back my \Vife
told me and I knew who is the Regional Officer, because we had been
together, so he recorded the statement to the effect of the assault by the
policemen on the 20th of June 1981 on my wife. I anticipated that since
the police was taking action I should not involve in doing any other
matter. It went on up to 25th or 26th of March when policemen again on
the instruction by the District Police Commander left Rukungiri.

COUNSEL:

Were you there when he was giving this instruction?

KAKURU:

This is on record, your Lordship as per charges which were laid to me and
I have got the report from the Regional C.I.D. Officer, Mr Egesa
reporting it to the Director of C.I.D. on charges of incident against me
happened which led me into exile.

COUNSEL:

No, that is not the question.
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l \\as not tl1crc.
Yes So
K Kl

U:

•
, you Just happened to sec people coming?

1 received infom f
1 on duty this was through the District Police
Commandc K ~a/on,~· 1ll_c
ct· tu b d r a a c. who sent me a telegram that my home was being
isilir e and ilic District Pohcc Commander Mbarara, sent another one
on c 1st of April that tw0 0 f
'
.
R
•.
my houseboys had been arrested by pohce
ukungm that I should go home and settle the matters This was March,
1981
_
an~ I ~vas at Rakai District. On April 7th 1981 as a result of
mfomlation, if you wanted it in detail, I could not go to the area, I sent
two of first children, my daughter who was an under-graduate at
Makcrcre and my son the second born who had finished •O' level to go
and see ilie mother, come back and report to me On the 6th they came
back from home. On ilie 7th I wrote a detailed report basing on the
information, I came wiili it to the Inspector General Okoth Ogola and I
handed it over to him with a complaint that my family was being harassed
at home when I was on duty and your Lordship, I have a copy of this
report. Okoth Ogola promised that he was going to take action in the
presence of Mr. Wasswa, Senior Superintendent who is now in charge of
Administration at Police Headquarters. I quote. "On the 8th of April,
1981 I collected thoroughly a cheque for my men of Rakai District, I went
back to Rakai, I spent ilie whole day in the bank at Masak.a,collected the
money and went back. This was on Friday, on Saturday morning I spent
the whole day paying. On Friday the whole day paying at Mutukula, .on
Saturday I paid up to mid-day, that about 10th. On Saturday ~at even~ng
after mid-day I left taking some of my children for ?5ter Hoh day which
was on the 10th on a Sunday.

COUNSEL:

Eventually did you arrive home?

KAKURU:

So, I arrived home on that I0th evening. A sto~ was told to me, narrated
to me what happened again physically by my_Wlfe. I cooled my tempers,
I d'1d not attack anyone - 0aughter) - agam the boys who h~ been
all tions that they were guerillas and searched m my
arrested on
ega_fi the. got Uganda Police uniform, the former blue
absence and my w1 e . y th. I had left them home to be washed and
type bef?re we chanted ~~t~ll~~t them. At Rakai I was all alone. so they
cleaned m case I go ac h
th arrested my two shamba boys that
searched got them from ouse~:rng in police uniform. They charged
they were guerillas, they were
'thout lawful excuse Th~ record is
•
emment stores wt
•
.
them possessmg gov
. . al ase number 46 of 1981. The po 1ice
· • c rt cnmm c
there in Rukun~m ou ' of 1981. your Lordship on Easter Monday.
43
station record 1s CRB
h . of the case that these boys should
which was the date set for th: e~ng d I found them home. Because I
appear they had b~en rcleaseE o; ~liday so the court was not there I
had transport and it was an as erd , 11th of April 1981. I personally
ay - d person; two house boys of
d ec1'ded then to take them• hontheTues
two accuse
,
drove the Land Rover wit,
. also John Polly Bagamba who had p~t
ine and the surety m~ \\h~ ,,as rt police constable Rugorolo, w~~ is
m
S0 I went with m) esco ' .
. I arrived at Rukungm at
surety.
,
he was an Easterner
dead, he died last year,
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about 11.00 l ,,cnt to Kagunga Grade II :-1agistra~~ Court. There was
first grade Magistrate Court, there was Magistrate Ki1za.
CO

SEL

KAKURU.
COUNSEL·

KAKURU.I

o, okay, did you arrive at the court?

Yes, I arrived in Rukungiri at the court.
Yes.
I found they had issued a warrant of arrest in the absence failing to appear
in court.

COURT:

What happened next?

KAKURU:

I stood in court.

CHAIRMAN:

For whose arrest?

KAKURU:

I said these two accused persons delayed to appear in the court in the
morning because I arrived from my home Rukungiri, I found they had
issued a warrant of arrest for disobedience of court orders. When I
arrived I parked my Land Rover outside, I entered the court, I waited for
the Magistrate to finish other matters then I stood up to apply in honesty
that the accused persons did not make it on their own, it was me who
delayed them and I begged for his withdraw of the warrant of the order,
he did it. Then from there I quoted your Lordship, the very day, thatis
why quoted the names of the constable who went to my house and
arrested my shamba boys alleging that they were guerillas. They were
only on the file of their statement and their numbers are here withtheir
names if you require them. This document I recorded it on the 13thof
April and I went into exile I kept it and it is with me, it is hand written.

COUNSEL:

Okay, after the order had been withdrawn what happened next?

KAKURU:

The Magistrateput the case on the. 13th of may.

CHAIRMAN:

Just hold on, sorry, Counsel have you looked at the document is it
important do you want to put it in the evidence?

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, this document was written by the witness himself
and he has already mentioned what is in that document.

CHAIRMAN:

Canyon but straight to the major points.,

KAKURU:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

This detail of the name of the Magistrate who was a grade one, who w~ a
grade two, that one we do not need.

KAKURU:

I have a purpose for it your Lordship.

COUNSEL:

No, no, you proceed as your Lordship has said.
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CHAIRMAN:

your Lordship afte
Ma ' again I .
r the Magistrate has
.
"cnt to talk to h" .
granted a further bail to appear •
m case there i
tm tt was the ft
•
m
tl1c defence _dsa case to answer I should brsttime I requestedhim I said
s1 c of these boys Th
e summoned by the court on
~~u~? I finis~cd tlien' I w~nt toat was the ~urJ_>osc
of me going into the
-·~
ieno, tlus was about lunch s:c the District Police Commissioner,
~,1
about two, tllrce Saza Ch· fs. ~e. Exactly, I found him engaged
mtroduced myself to him I le~e I~ his office. I waited, when I entered I
my and Rover parked outside.
This Land Rover you had as a DPC of Rak "?
at.

..

KAK.URU:

My own Land Rover, yes.

CHA~fAN:

Personal one?

KAKURC.

Yes, of the official duty UP
.
,
, a police Land Rover, with my escort armed.

CHAIRMAN

As Rakai DPC?

K.AKURU

Yes.

CHAIRMAN.

Yes.

KAKURU:

I was in uniform as I am now. My constable was armed.

COUNSEL:

After you had introduced yourself to the District Commissioner what
happened?

KAKURU:

I told him I said you might have heard incidents which are happening in
my area where I am born, that was the purpose of telling the District
Commissioner to assure him that there was no insecurity there except that
I had come because the police had violated my home. Meanwhile I was
there in his office at a quarter past one, I saw Mr. Okurut Nasan, the
District Police Commander in uniform with two constables armed with
rifles he opened the door from my left and he said this is the man I am
quothlg, "you are arrested now, do you not know the policies of the
government?" He kept quiet.

COUNSEL:

Who kept quiet?

KAKURU:

the District Police Commander who was arresting me.
•
n
Th at was th e Dpc ,

M District Commissioner who was in front of me kept qwe~ as we '

th;n if you want me to tell you a short story, not a long story. I Just asked
him (interjection) - no, because I want to be short.
CHAIRMAN:

KAKURU:

At this time I would prefer a shorter one.

rd h" I asked him I said, do you have the powers
Okay, thank your Lo s tp. f the same rank? What offence bad I
O
• t all •
of arrest ove r me ' we are D'strict Commissioner? He kept qwe
committed by talking to the :
being contravened by me or where is
What polices of the govemmen are
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f arrest from a court, a genuine court? lie
~ntof warmnt o •
• th
never
a documc..;
e of them remained talkmg e guns were at rn
rcphcd. He on1Y • non
e I
was seated like this.
Okay, ,,hat happened next?
COUNSEL:

KAKURU:
COUNSEL

said okay take him out.
Now, when 1 Ieft he • ,
Were you taken?
Yes.

KAKURU:

think you will require this statement later, that is why I am _
1
(intenuption) -

No we have these things here, you answer the questions.
COUNSEL:

KAKURU:
COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

All right.
We have purposes for keeping records.
I was unlawfully arrested. In the corridor, I played my tactics and the
guns turned around the constables and I walked out, I took my Land
Rover

COUNSEL:

What tactics did you play?

KAKURU:

You said you did not want the details.

COUNSEL:

No, no, where we need them we shall ask you - (laughter).

KAKURU:

All right.

COUNSEL:

You are a senior police officer I do the asking, you do the answering.

KAKURU:

Okay.

COUNSEL:

So, what tactics did you play?

KAKURU:

There you arc. What I did as I walked, if you were shown the Rukungiri
District Commissioner's Office by then 1981, it was a small house with a
long corridor leading outside where I had parked the Land Rover. In this
corridor, the width is about a meter or so and a half. Now, they were
behind me with guns, automatic rifles, SMGs, so I thought of all the
reports I have been making no action had been taken, I am going to be
dead like Benedicto Kiwanuka., like Colonel Kaku , like Colonel
Ndahendckirc and the rest in Uganda. I said I must face myself now. 1
turned round and kicked, I told you that I was teaching gymnastic.
,

COUNSEL:

Okay, okay, it is on record.

KAKURU:

The guns which were cocked started shooting these guys. I do not know
~ow ~cy. shot but according to the report from a doctor. and from the
mveStlgatmg officer, and one of the constables who survived is still there
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aln c. the, shot themschcs
Wh
thought 1 \\:\S hcin y k·tt
•d·
en they hea1d the guns opening they
1 e
g
I
emerged
'' hom l later learnt ,
•
outs,·dl', them was a constable
\\a<: a Mugolc I , I d d'
made him to kneel at tl1 L
' le ta tsarmed my constable and
•
e and Rove h h~-1 ak
.
shoot me as I appear ·d . tl d
r, c ,u.i t en a G3. He tncd to
stick.
c Ill le oor, he shot a man in civilian who had a

COUNSEL:

\Vhat is the name of th.....t tnan m
• CIVI
.. 1•tan.?
: c;1e to leam ~n record that he is constable Alex Oluk if vou want that
tc. ad reported 10 the police station that he had killed t~n ~en that I was
~omg t~ be the I 1th, I was not there when he said this that is
mfomtation. If ):ou want me to give you the report of the Regio~al C.I.D.
Officer I could give you your Lordship.

CHAIRMAN:

Let us ha\'e your evidence first.

KAKURU.

So, when he shot him the man fell in front of me about ten meters away
from me.

COUNSEL:

How far away was this other policeman who disarmed your escort from
you?

KAKURU:

I said, he was about a distance of about ten meters from the door steps of
the office to the Land Rover and where he has been guarding that
constable kneeling down in uniform.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

And the other civilian whom I called a civilian later to know that he was a
constable he was in front of me with a stick, he said; "ndiye huyu" and
the other man when he went to shot me hit him.

COUNSEL:

At the back?

KAKURU:

The man fell in front of.me and the other constable, I saw him when he
saw his friend fall down he dropped the rifle and ran away and everybody
around there ran away.

COUNSEL:

What happened to you?

KAKURU'.

e constable I said where is your gun? He said,
I never ran, I as ked th
'
f shock
"they have disarmed me." he was also perplexed because o
•

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

'd okay where are the other boys? He said "I do not know.• I
•
SO, I Sal ,
said okay, I thought -

COUNSEL:

What happened next?

KAKURU:

d then get into the Land Rover I go away I do
I told him to call the boys an
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not want to fight.
COl'

SEL:

How many boys?

MKURU

The boys were those I had taken to court as suspects.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

One boy a bigger one came, Y owana Mugirwa, he came I said get in. He
got in the Land Rover and in the Land Rover I got in the constable, I
drove off

cc

COUNSEL:

Yes, heading into which direction?

KAKURU:

Going to my house Byabaseka.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

KAKURU:

About 11 kilometres away, because I passed through Rukungiri Town, at
a distance behind me, the constable told me he said they were chasing us.
I had to drive through the short route I came towards my home.

KJ

C<

K
K

K

K

COUNSEL:

Yes?

K

KAKURU:

So, my intention was to go back home and alert my family that we are in
a problem they should take cover. Up way about 11 kilometres in a
village -

COUNSEL:

What is the name of this village?

C

KAKURU:

It is called Kiserigonyi.

Jc

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened there?

KAKURU:

That is near the home of Mr. Kikira who is known, the Chairman of the
Electoral Commission, something like that.

COUNSEL:

Okay, what happened at this village?

KAK.URU:

My Land Rover had an engine knock, because I had no time to change the
gears, so I think what happened, I drove in gear number one on a high
speed.

COUNSEL:

Okay, the Land Rover had engine knock what happened after the engine
knock?

KAKURU:

I stopped in a comer and these guys surrounded me.

COUNSEL:

How many were there?

KAKURU:

I did not count but a man I later came to know was an ex-milital)'
policeman who was working in a coffee factory came in front of me at a
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di~ce
of nbout 20 meters he s
.
.
smd I am a police officer d
tartfi
cd finng dtt-cctat me. I warned him I
had a su b -machine gun h'o not
• the Land Rover I
h re • He rcfiused, then m
w IC I had k
th
ordered my constable in the L
cpt ere at the back of my seat. I
and Rover to take it out and hit that burger.
Yes'?
'When I ordered him, he opened fire and did not kill anyone.

COUNSEL:

\Vas he shooting in the air or aiming at him?

MK.LRU:

Shooting in the air.

COUNSEL:

How come that he missed you at a distance of 80 meters?

K.AKURU:

Well this is someone's_

KA1'.'"\VENZIRE:

You actually ordered.

KAKURU~

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Why did you order?

KAKURU.

They were going to kill me, I was defending myself this time. Unlawful
arrest then a chase, then plus shooting at me before I started shooting.
Then I said well this is the time to save myself otherwise I would not be
still talking now, where is Benedicto Kiwanuka? If you want realities of
Uganda then I think those are the realities.

COUNSEL:

Okay, now you ordered your escort to shoot in the air?

KAKURU:

Shoot in the air they feared, they all ran away they were short. I saw two
men who had guns one was on the top firing at me and the other one who
was the shortest gone almost in front of us on the road. I stood near the
Land Rover I did not have any other weapon so they ran away. I went
back again to the Land Rover to check whether it could drive, it could not
I decided to walk on foot and that day I walked right about 20 miles or so
to a nearby village where I reached early in the morning at around five. I
got the news that at around five, four anny men including police,
including Okurut attacked my wi~c beat her ransac.ke~ the w~ole home.
That was on the 14th in the mommg when I got this information. I was
hiding in the bush.

COCNSEL:
KAKURU:

COUNSEL:

Yes?
Then I decided to take no action I asked is anyone dead'! They said no
then I had to go away, that is the next day, 14th.d I wal~ed up!~ 15th _the
next morning early at five I crossed the border an went mto cx1 e 1cavmg
everything behind as they occurred.
This was when you went to Zaire'!

4Kl6

KAKl Rl

1l1at "ns the cause of m fleeing the country.

COU .~EL

K KURU:

I felt 1 would no longer be safe. \Vhcn I came back in 1985 a~ I had said
I sought rdiefthat all the accusations then in May. 1986. the Director of
Public Prosecutions on my pressure having written several documents to
the Inspector General and to the Director of C.I.D. seeking clarification if
there is any offence to charge me with. The papers were ready by the
Director of Public Prosecution and he gave his decision that I was
innocent and that 1s wh) I was posted afterwards - clarification, J was
posted back again into the Police and I went to Masindi.

DR. LUYO'MBYA:

I just wanted to correct our record about your order.

KA.KURD:

Which order?

DR LUYOMBYA:

When you were being shot at your Land Rover which was stuck because
of an engine knock. At one time you said you ordered your ronstable to
hit the burger then at another one you said you orde~ him to shoot in
the air, which of the two? Just for our reconl purposes.

KAKURU:

I ordered him, he was a distance away from me, the order was not actually
to say that I said "fire". l had given instructions that when I give an order
he should not wait because if he waited then we would either be dead all
of us. That was when he started firing. Whether he directed it to the
person or in the air - (laughter) - I am specific your Lordship.

CHAIRMAN:

Why did you say so emphatically, you are so emphatic that you said you
ordered.

KAKURU:

I beg your pardon.

CHAIRMAN:

It was so clear, you were emphatic that you told your constable to hit the
burger, well, there was, all that about what you said. How can you
reconcile the two?

KAKURU:

But he was not hit your Lordship.

CHAIRMAN:

No, that later on your said, "I instructed him to fire in the air." This is
what the Commissioner is asking you. And that is my memory of what
you said.

KAKURU:

There are millions of words in my mouth, so, if it meant firing in the air
or firing at him was intending either to arrest him or to kill him that is
depending on the bullets.

CHAIRMAN:

But you said, "to hit". "To hit" means what it says, does it not? "To hit"
does not mean fire in the air or fire on this side but hit at him.

KAKURU:

Yes, yes.
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1' \KURU:
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ts witness, from us.
This is coming straight fi
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m t 1at when you arc bcin
• saying; you are u policeman, is
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CHAIRl\1AN·

As a Police Officer or as a citizen?
c.c
i• c•Is h e k nows he is not innocent? Nobody should refuse arrest unless he
to us?
• Is that the proposition you are putting

KAK.LRU:
There arc many types of arrest, Your Lordship, either a genuine arrest by
the order of a court or b
1·
ffi
.
Y
a
po
tee
o
cer
to
a
person
who
comm.1ts
an
offence there and then or sub· et to · •
.
~e
mquuy and then you arc satisfied that
so and so contravened the law then you are also to arrest and that is what
we call a genuine arrest.
CHAIRMAN

KAKURU:
DR MAKUBUYA:

But the answer you have given to the Commissioner here is what we
would like to know. We are asking that if - that is how I have understood
it - that if a person being arrested feels that he is innocent he should resist
arrest by any means including killing by use of a gun?
If you are being arrested in such a way that does not warrant the arrest
which amounts to unlawful arrest then you are entitled to defend yourself.
Yes, but I thought your rights whether you are a policeman, a police
officer or a citizen, your only right is to demand to be told the reasons
why you are being arrested and if the arresting person or office in fact
gives you the reasons you are supposed to go peacefully with him. I
thought this is the law irrespective of your personal view_on the m~r.
A man all he has to do is to give you a reason, I am arresting you on this,
then you are supposed to go peacefully because the question of s~paration
powers this man cannot explain to you at lengt:b.al~ he kno~s 1s that he
has to arrest you, other people will give you the details. And 1f he has not
used force on you but he has given you the reason you are supposed to go
along with him.

KAKURU:

L d h. I think I have satisfied you with this by trying to tell the
Your or s tp,
before I was chased away from the D.C's office
details of what h~p~n~d e man" ou have arrested a man, do you know
but when you say this is th
th y th UPC Government? I asked him
the polices ?f the Gove~:nt ~;n I eavoidcd confrontation there again
nobody replied, that I fims •
h . been disanned I said. well, I am
of my escort avmg
' .
.
k
and in the presence
u· where is Benedicto
K1wanu a
fi • h
and I put a ques on,
going to ms up
th H" h Court?
who was collected from c ig

CHAIRMAN:

you put the question to them or to us?
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• KURU.

Your Lordship, you will be sympathetic with me, 1 am asking you.
(Laughter).

CHAIRMAN:

You will refer to the Lordship Chief Justice several times.

CHAIRMI\N

you did gymnastic and you kicked the gun and the gun shot at his mouth

1'.AKURU

Those are the constables who were with Nathan Okurut in the office with
guns.

CHAIRMAN·

That one also died, did he not? I thought you said so.

KAKURU:

No. What I am sayi~g, at the office, the pers~n ~ ~~w being shot by
another one, who fell m front of me and he was m civilian having a stick
alisema, he said "ndiyo huyo" and the other constable who was guarding
my constable he shot, I do not know whether he intended to shoot me or
shoot the other one, but I saw the other one lie down and the other
constable dropped and this is said, your Worship, it is on record not me, it
is a statement by Okurut the District Police Commander by then who was
in the office, who gave it on record and it is contained in the record of the
Director of Public Prosecutions who read the file and all the lies they told
about me. I have begged, if you require to exhibit a part of the record
which the Director of Public Prosecutions gave me a copy.

CHAIRMAN:

No, that is not what you were asked, you were asked a very simple
question. How many people died.

KAKURU:

Your Worship, I said I saw only that one in front of me.

KAKWENZIRE:

Earlier on in fact you had said that when you kicked them they started
shooting at each other, that is why I asked you how many people died.

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, I do not know what language I could use. I wish I was
using my mothers tongue. The guns, I said they were automatic guns. I
am not going into the details of the operation of guns but if an automatic
machine gun, you have set to the bullet in the chamber and you try to
knock it like this, it will start firing by itself. So I knew that because I am
a trained officer and these guys knew then were just fresh from the
training. So whe~ I confused them they started shooting themselves, and
that is how I survived. I think this was God's making, not my own
making.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I have been listening somewhat carefully what you have been saying and
it looked as if you are complaining about a number of things. You say,
for example, that there are many problems which affected you about
which the Police did nothing. What are these problems?

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, I shall go quoting, first of all, in short. It all started in
1981. On 15th January, 1981 when Charles Gaabo trespassed on my land
threatened my wife from digging the land. I arrested him in th~ same
year, took him to the Police of the area, Nyarushanje, and the MagistrateUp to now the case has never been settled.

[

'\ c~. but when you returned from exile did you pursue tlns matter"!
For pursuing the case?
~ K.l'RV.

I l~a~,cit on record, your Lordship I have made this complaint to the
t\ftmster that l have no authority because justice is not being done
towar?s me and 1 quoted if you want, Your Lordship, I wrote a letter to
the Director of CID and I wrote to the Minister complaining. When I
c~e ~o the Inspector General of Police, Mr. Luke Ofungi, I told him and
satd, Look, I have been standing at home they are making so many
allegations that when I returned from exile I came with guns, that I am
s~ng now shooting everybody in the village, nobody lives in the home
- m my own village." Which I never did. Now, I wrote it down and I put
it, I said okay, now I must seek clearance for security of my family again
because I had been writing in 1981, 1982, nothing happened until I was
also going to be curbed and, as a result, they went and ransacked my
house, they took the property -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Not in 1986.

KAKURU:

In 1982.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Yes, but you are talking about 1986. You say when you tried to raise this
matter you were threatened with arrest in 1986, I do not understand that
one.

KAK.URU:

I said if you wanted me to go into detail it would not be too long. I went
to the Court in 1986...

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who threatened you with arrest?

KAKURU:

I went to the court in 1986 in April. It was on the 29th April, 1986 that
the case was due for hearing. The magistrate Grade II absented himself
and there were officers from Rukungiri NRA. That very day a cadre with
anned soldiers came to my house, I was on the way walking to my house
after the court, I met this cadre with uniformed anriy men of NRA, that
cadre was stationed at the County headquarters, he went to my house, he
found my wife there and then my wife told him and said "Look, you are
going to be led again into the past differences because there are so many .
11
false reports against this home and you are repeating the same rnistake.
The cadre is alive.

KAKURU:

I did, Your Lordship. I pursued it about April, 1986. I was also about to
be detained.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

In 1986?

KAKURU·.

y es.

DR.MAKUBUYA:

Who is this cadre?

KAKURU:

He is called Ndarahe - Kasaati Ndarahe.
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\\'here is he?

KA.1'.URU.

I do not know where he is now, he was transferred, things became a little
b·t tough with him there. So what happened, he asked me, he said, "You
~ required by the Intelligence Officer at Rukungiri". I thought and I
said. "Look, things have not gone all that good to me by going to
Rukungiri and I said I am not going to be interviewed in Rukungiri again
and I do not want to go there but I played a tactic because I had already
received an order from the Minister of State for Internal Affairs
suspending all the allegations and I have got his letter here. If you want I
can give it in, I have got copies also. I gave it to him, I said, "If you want
to take this copy to the I. 0 then I shall come an~ther day". The next day,
on 30th April I had to come to Kampala, I had mtended to go and see the
President because of the repeating of things. That is how it happened but
he came to me with a Land Rover requesting me to go to Rukungiri. I do
not know what would have happened to me.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

yes, you said there are many problems, that is one; other problems on
which you were not assisted by the Police?

KAKURU:

Yes, when my wife was assaulted, that case I reported it in 1981 in July
as I quoted. Nothing has ever happened to this Charles Gaabo.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Is Charles Gaabo there?

KAKURU:

He is there.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What is he doing there?

KAKURU:

He is just at home.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What have you done about it since you came back from exile?

KAKURU:

I have written of course pointing out and I have just kept quiet and that
case I have written to the Chief Justice even complaining about the
magistrate in Nyarushanje who deliberately was adjourning a case from
now and then and it is also on record.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

On 13th August, 1985 at mid-day you reported to the Police
Headquarters, the Inspector General Mr. Okoth Ogola did not greet you.
He told you to go back the following day you never went because you
thought it was a mistake anything could have happened to you. Why did
you suspect Mr. Okoth Ogola?

KAKURU:

This is my superior officer who knew me and who knew that I have been
all along twice - June - in July, 1981 a report dated 17th July 1981 after
receiving a report of the assault ofmy wife, I came and gave in the report.
He took no action. Again on the 8th April 1982 before I went to
Rukungiri I wrote another report of the arrest of my shamba boys on the
allegation that they were guerillas, that my wife was training guerillas in my
house, there was no action taken until when I was forced into exile. These are
the incidents and I said I trusted no word of him to say come tomorrow.
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\Vh n did 'Ou first m ·t 1r Okoth Ogola in our life
l fin."tm t him in 1C),8 h

Kibuli

.
.
.
" en I trained lum at Pohcc Training School,

-

DR i K BUY

H • was one of, our st\\dcnts?

KAKURU·

Yes

DR. 1AKUBUYA

And thereafter.

KAKURU:

\Vell, l ha, c just been meeting him in servic.esbecause most of the time I
was serving in Kampala as I said.

DR. MAKUBUYA·

\Vas he a friend of yours. this Mr. Okoth Ogola?

K.AKURU:

I should think so.

DR. ~1AKUBUYA:

Then why did he not greet you and why are you raising it as an issue
here? If he was a friend of vours.
~

KAKlJRU:

I do not know his conscienc.e,your Lordship, because he had known that
I had gone into exile and appearing for the first time which he never
anticipated at such a time to see me - I do not know.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

When you meet your teacher you are normally happy to see him. How
did you treat this Mr. Okoth Ogola as a student?

KAKURU:

He was a learner Assistant Inspector.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Was he a good student?

KAKURU:

Yes, he was. In fact I had assisted him on the parade because he was not
stretch breast man, to put him in the form of a policeman. We were
friendly, that is what I can say.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Frankly, I am going to find it difficult to believe what you people arc
saying about Mr. Okoth Ogola. Practically everybody who comes here
says he was a devil or something.

KAKURU:

I do not call him a devil.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

What do you call him?

KAKURU:

I have told you I call him a norman human being h~ had never often~
me personally apart from the_reports that I had gi~
as m_ysupcno~,
being a Commissioner of Pohce and he took no action on tune, that is
my complaint with him.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And yet he says come back tomonow probably because he wants to
check on files about you and so on, you do not show up, you suspoc:t
him, you nm off.
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Okoth Ogoln at all although I was not ,m enemy of hrrn.

CHAIRMAN:

But this is another officer altogether, not Okoth Ogola, this is Waswa.

KAKURU.

Your Lordship, the administration is not held by one person, He was
writing it and signing on behalf of the Inspector General of Police
which, to my mind, and experience of correspondence, he might have
been directed by Okoth Ogola.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, he would have said so; to that I have been directed to say this and
this. Would he not?

KAKURU·

You arc right this is a possibility

CHAIRMAN:

That is your speculation.

KAKURU:

Ycs, but the record is there. The letter is there, your Lordship, that after
seeing it, after coming back to Kampala in May I saw it when I was
required to write a report then I rang up my mind that I was correct not
to come back the next day to Okoth Ogola.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Were there legal services in Rukungiri? Could you consult a lawyer in
Rukungiri in 1981/82?

KAKURU:

I do not think there was a need for me to consult a lawyer.

OR. MAKUBUYA:

KAKURU:

DR MAKUBUYA:

KAKURU:

No. no. I am asking something else. Was there a lawyer's office in
Rukungiri at the time 1981/82?
I do not know. In 1975/76 when I was there as a CID Officer I do not
think there wa,; any legal office opened in Rukungiri as yet The) were
all operating in Kabalc but this 1981/82 had been a lapse of time
without frequenting Rukungiri so I did not go into details of how man)
lawyers or private practitioners in law
What were your relations between you as a senior officer and the local
people at your village like
Your Lordship, the relationship all along as I said I "as born m that area
and I preferred settling in that area. The reasons being that after fcanng
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parents of my wife and my brothers - just a few miles. one or two from
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because of interfering with wife in the village and I would have been
happ)_' if ~is Commission is being held in my m,n Gombolol~
Nyakishcny1. elderly people would have - again I do not kno\\ ,, hat they
would say - but I would hm·e been much happier.
DR
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h ul
s o d Mr. Charles Gaabo go after you after. in fact, you have
bought his father's land and you have provided the money for him to go
to school. 'Why should he go after you.
,"In.
,~

u)

Your Lordship, as I mention that.. in 1976/77 I had alreadv come to
Kampala, 1(?Naguru and this boy h~ finished P.7 in about 1976. When
I went home to visit I found him and I asked him what grade he
possessed because we were in good relation ·with his father and the
whole family because his father is a sister - a brother of my ,-..ifein the
clan in which I am married. So the boy told me that he got Grade I but
he had not been selected to go anywhere. I took initiative as a neighbour
and a friend, I came to the Ministry of Education and I asked whether he
could be taken in any of the Senior Secondary Schools in the Western or
Southern Region. I do not remember the officer I approached but I think
Chief Inspector Kakembo is one of the officers I know and John
Karuhije. He gave me a letter after checking the Primary results of that
year -he gave me a letter on special condition that he is admitted at St.
Leo Fort Portal. I took the letter, I gave it to him, the father said he had
no money. I said okay do you have any piece of land to sell to me, he
gave me that piece of land because I required land. He gave me that
piece and I bought the first shoes the first box, the first blanket and I
drove Charles Gaabo in my own car up to Mbarara and handed him over
to a taxi man to take him to St Leos where he stayed for a short time
because of sickness he could not continue. He came back, he found me
in Mbarara in 1977 and he slept in my room when he was sick. I droYe
him again home. Now, but what happened after leaving school, this is
very important, you have asked me the causes, he had started
establishing trading; he wanted to sell the land of his father. The father
refused so he wanted to kill him. At one night he came and told my ·wife
in my house because he used to come there, he said, "Tonight I am going
to kill my father". When I visited my home the father complained to me
and his father is there, up to today when he sees me he cries tears
because of what the boy did to me. I called him as a neighbour and I
told this Charles Gaabo that look, I am a Police Officer, my boy. I tried
to help you in, school but you failed. Now, to make a problem of this
with your father, if you kill your father - this is what I said and I quoted
it in my report - I think this is the cause of all the causes. l told Gaabo
that if you kill your father I am a Police Officer, l cannot harbour
anything I shall arrest you on the grounds and charge you ~ith a murder
and you will not be able even to possess this land. I think from that time
he might have taken me as an enemy. That is what I thought otherwise I
have never done anything bad to him except up to I gg 1 when I arrested
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him having stolen my bed.
DR MAKUBUYA:
KAKURU:

What happened to the land which he had repossessed?
Your Lordship, that is very fine, I have the co~ record here. In 1983
when I was away my wife took action when agam Ch~les Gaabo wanted
to go back again and cultivate this land. She went t~to the_court, sued
Gaabo under a Civil Suit No. 4 of 1983 Nyak1sheny1, Grade II
Magistrate Court and the judgement to that effect was in the favour of
my wife and the land was retumc~ to me an~ Gaabo was warned on the
land itself, my wife is going to give that evidence,. and when I returned
from the exile I went there at the court and everythmg and the signature
of the magistrate, also if you want me .....

DR MAKUBUYA:

Can you read the judgement into the record at least?

KAKURU:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who is the magistrate?

KAKURU:

Mr. A. Kasigaire, Grade II Magistrate, on the 10th March, 1983.

COUNSEL:

Proceed.

KAKURU:

The judgement reads as follows: In the Magistrates Court Nyakishenyi,
Civil Case No. 4 of 1983. Sophia Nyazigye of Kirinde, Kakunze.
Plaintiff versus Charles Gaabo of Kirinde, Kakunze - Defendant. Before
his Worship A. Kasigaire, Magistrate Grade II. Judgement: The
Plaintiff used the Dependant Charles Gaabo claiming from him land
situated at Rwabishisha in the Kirinde, Kakunzo. Paragraph 4 on the
Plaintiff alleged that on the 11th January, 1983, the Defendant cleared
her piece of land in preparation for planting sorghum. She therefore
claims recovery of her land and claims for cost of this suit. In the
Plaintiffs statement in Court was that the father of the Defendant sold
the disputed land to the Plaintiffs husband in 1977 when the Defendant
was attending studies in a secondary school in Toro. She went on to say
that in 1980 the Defendant planted banana trees in the disputed land.
The Defendant was sued in Nyarushanje Court but the Defendant made
arrangements with certain thugs to kill the Plaintiff. The thugs
attempted to kill the Plaintiff twice but failed. Up to now the case in
Nyarushanje Court has not been heard. The Plaintiff therefore opened
this case in this Court because on the 11th January, 1983 the Defendant
cleared her ]and in preparation for planting sorghum. The Plaintiff
complained that the Defendant is threatening to kill her in the land if at
all she wins this case. The Defendant stubbornly contempted this Court
by refusing to sign Court Summons and refusing to attend this Court.
After proper services to him the case proceeded ex-parte. The complaint
and the claim by the Plaintiff was supported by Erineo Nyabukomo.
Prosecution Witness No. l; Yakobo Rwabogo, Prosecution Witness No.
2 and, above all, the Defendant's father William Rwabikyc, Prosecution
Witness No.3 who sold the disputed land to Ntandayarwo, the husband
of the Plaintiff. I found that the claim has been sufficiently supported
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nnd under Ruic No 1•9 0 f S
• dgcmcnt is entered• fi th...chcdul
Ju
. _e B O f the Magistrates Court Act,
been read in open court~efo~ Plamti~ '':ith costs. This judgement has
th e Pla.mtiffpresent and the father of the
Defendant It is c t d
Defendant· quits tht ;re :d signc~. ~t is hereby ordered that the
1
Kasigcirc, Magistrate
land Wtth immediate effect. Signed A.
Eviction Order is going t b c II on the 10th March, 1983. Quote:
Eviction Order to b . ,0 e served upon the Defendant Copies of this
Muluka Chief K fu c_gl\ en to the Gombolola Chief of Nyakishenyi, the
by: A. Kasi ei: n:10~d theMutongole Chief of Bikongozo. Signed
thereby scale~ b ,thM~1strate G:radc II on the 10th March, 1983 and
Y e ourt Magistrate Grade II, Nyarushanje.

i:i

OR 1l\KUBUYA:

Was the fellow finally evicted - Charles Gaabo?

UKURU:

your Lo_rtlship,after having been given the document the eviction order
;as earned out on the 14th April, 1983, in the presence of a Reverend of
e ChW:chof Uganda who quoted down, this I am quoting information
of my Wife and the father. Read - "On the land itself and he ordered him
to uproot the bananas which were there. He did not even allow him to
use anyone in the village".

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Who is using the land now as of late?

KAK.URU.

The Eviction Order if warrants to put into possession of land by the
Court (Interjection).

DR. MAKUBUY A:

As of today who is using the land?

KAKURU:

It is me using the land, Your Lordship.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay, you see, you could go on for a long time but I want to ask you
sincerely as a Senior Police Officer, what has been wrong with the
Uganda Police Force:

KAKURU:

If you would be specific, I do not know.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

No, my friend, you have been complaining, h~re, they never gave you
protection and so on, what is wrong with the Police Force? What has
been wrong with it? What are the basic problems in the Police, for
example, the basic problems in the Police? Do you ~d ~ it is an
efficient, capable and so forth on Police Force. Has 1t ~n improved
upon?

KAKURU:

your Lordship, I have stated that I joined the Uganda Police Force in
1957 on 1st June and I have served 30 years.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Exactly. Are you happy?

KAKURU:

• ·
fficer on the field the discipline was ruined after the
As a trammfgthoC 1 ial Rule thd British, that is when we got the first
departure O e O on
'
• dead
h •
ctor General of Police, Erinayo Oryema, who is
-w o
Uganda Inspedb alt . g the law - I should call it - of the Uganda Police
was murdere Y enn
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. Ord Chapter 3 or Chapter 2 in the sections where it was
Standing r. er, urses· qualifications regcUumg
---l'
someone b efiore he is
amendcd 1or co
,
• • to qualify
• he
of an office to sit for exammation
rank
promoted ·tto ad put that "those who do not qualify
• under that category"
' ~
I
d
amen
. . dc b- an
aragraph 3 which I auotcd that "he should also be allowed to
JS
IS
SU
p
th
" From that then'l the standards of p o1·1cc dcc1·med, those
c promoted .
bwho
could not afford to talk English were promoted to gazetted ranks,
ecame Superintendents, Inspectors, they could not present a case
they b
• Police Commanders,
in court and they were being made o·1stnct
Regional Poli1.. Commanders and therefore nobody cared about the

standardof the Police.
CHAIRMAN:

Can you give us examples of such people?

KAK.URU:

Your Lordship, if you permit me that is to attack the character of
individuals - (Interjection) -

CHAIRMAN:

What you say here is privileged, nobody will sue you for slander or libel,
you have got complete protection unless you talk it outside then you can
be sued.

K.AKURU:

I beg your pardon? lfl mention?

CHAIRMAN:

What you may say here is privileged, you cannot be sued for slander, or
defamation, for what you have said here but if you repeat what you have
said here outside then you will be sued for slander or libel.

K.AKURU:

Your Lordship, is this subject not to be published in the newspapers?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, if they report it correctly it is privileged communication, it is
privileged but if they sue you will defend if necessary there is nothing to
fear.

KAKURU:

No, I am not fearing but what I am saying your Lordship - (Interjection)

DR. MAKUBUYA:

To be sued that is?

KAKURU:

No, I am getting to be cleared of what I am going to tell you that I was
quoting a section - (Interjection) -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

No, you see, what I ask is very simple that you give us examples of what
you have said. Now, if that is the truth, what you have said is uue
nobody will have to pursue you outside.

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, it entails some research on records to know the names of
those officers some have died in the range of from 1971 and some have
gone out so I cannot specifically say so and so is still alive in the Police
unless I go into the records I read the standards again.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Even if they have retired even if you have cited the former mspcctor
General the late Erunayo Orycma who died, you did not hesitate to
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mention his name?

KURU

He was the Head of
n:iention him on the c~~~=tnt,
S1de

Y_ou.rLo~ship, and I did not
mentioned him on the supenisory

CHAIRMAN:

.
deteriorated h th
) ou, you said the standard of Police
w en e Standin Ord
who do not have the pro
ua1g·fi _erwas amended permitting those
per q 1 Cationsto get promotions?

KAKURU:

Yes, correct.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

So we are asking you to give us suchexamples.

K.AKURU:

Your Lordship
•
.
, you are correct but my difficulty
here •1s to quote the
~es
~hich I do not think readily that they are on record I did not
register m my head so and so because they are numerous

CHAIRMAN:

I understand, if you need time we shall give you, you can later come and
check the records and then come with the names.

KAKURU

Your Lordship, I do not think it is within my limits, if the records are not
kept by me, are confidential, then unless I got the order directive from
here to be produced to the Headquarters.

CHAIRMAN:

You see, what you are telling us appears to be from your knowledge. If
you are saying you have forgotten I can go and check records, yes.

KAKURU:

But I have quoted it when I wrote to the Minister what in fact made the
deterioration of the standards and the falling of discipline which later led
to disregard of law and justice and I quoted these Police Standing Orders
which was amended to fit in those who are not qualified, but I did not
deliberately say I was giving it as a general view as you asked me, a
general view.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

KAKURU:

DR. LUYOMBYA:

It is very simple when we asked ,

No I think surely you are trying to evade what we are asking you.
Ha~ng amended the Police Standing Order to the effect that some
people were promoted although should not have been promoted, do you
have an example of someone who was promoted and to your knowledge
should not have been promoted to that particular rank if we are to
believe your statement?
I mentioned this not in the view that I based it on the
Lord ship ,
•
but not wt'th intention
•
•
Y our dural
·tten down in the procedures simply
proce . thatwn kept the records. This was pwposely put there and
I
of saying
definitely -(Interjection) •·
rocedures is one thing and carrying them is another
You know ~tmg P'tten down was it earned out to your knowledge?
although this was wn
that the purpose of amended that to fit the
This is almost specul_.ng
ft+i

KAKURU:
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. d" "d al" tl ~n ·t was carried out 1 said, 1 never held the records of the
in l\'t \) s u: 1
~
.
.
•
whole Police of the Headquarters tlns my difficulty you ~ askmg me to

. 1 do not haYcthe whole record of the Pohcc.

pro ducc names,
DR LUYO 1BYA:

Not tl1c whole list, one or two is enough.
1'.lo am telling you those I know might have died.
1

DR. LUYOMBYA:
KAK.URU:

MR KA\\'ANGA:

Yes. even if they arc dead.

y cs. what 1 am saying is that I do not hold the records of names of all
those up to now, it is a long time since 1960

Mr Ntandayarwo either you knov.:these people or you do not, we have
heard of officers who were able to tell us that Towelli was a bugler in
K.A.R but he was promoted, they gave us an instance. So what we are
asking you is to give us one instance or a general statement which you
make either you know or you do not know, if you do not know, you have
forgotten, tell us.

KAKURU.

CHAIRMAN:

KAKURU:

Thank you your Lordship, you have reminded me right now of the man
who was a Head Constable in Nsambya Barracks in 1969 where I was
staying, Ali Towelli, who spoke only English.
Only English?
And he was made to be the Director of Training at the Police
Headquarters.

CHAIRMAN:

ls that your example also?

KAKURU:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

ls it because the Commissioner had mentioned his name?

KAKURU:

I told you, your Lordship that I cannot merely say so and so.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Okay. Whose problem of promoting people who are unfit of whom you
know of only this example, are there other problems?

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, let me put it one of the Commissioners has put me on the
road. I could remember in 1979 - 1978/79 before Amin was kicked out, I
was selected to go for Law Development Course and in the circular
when I approached Okoth Ogola himself at the Police Headquarters I
had applied and got forms, completed them, I had the requirements of
my standards, Okoth Ogola told me he said, look, but Mr. Ntandayarwo
we are not sending any Christians we must send Moslems. I can testify
now that Mr. Bbuko who is Superintendent in the Finance Branch.
Police Headquarters, is alive. I was standing with him in the office of
Okoth Ogola by then he was Administrator Senior Assistant
Commissioner, Mr. Bbuko, then Mr. Okoth Ogola told me~he said, "Oh,
I forgot he was sending the list of the names to go and start the course"·
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l asked m •self but I np r d
Ok~tl~Ogola rc'plicd and ~~~ ,;·here is my name'? Do I not qualify?
onnss1on can you writ , ' am sorry Mr. Ntandayarwothis was an
coming to do records t: ;our n~c ?n the list now'?" I said, "Arn l
said, "Mr. Ntandayanvo d:m wntmg m your office'?" Then Mr. Bbuko
take a pen Mr. Bbuko" Uy: :ot kno~ ho~ to write?" I said, "Okay,
my names on the list .andpl ow we Joke it Mr Bbuko wrote down
important word here is th t h wcn_tand when I reached there the most
we went there ,..h
a e said they must send Moslems among us
..., en we were eight
•
.
was an Assistant s
•
or nme. They included Hassan who
.
upenntendent of pO1•
•
1fl remember well· he
t .th
ice stationed at the Headquarters
dictation from th , I wen wi us but the first lectures after two weeks
could not und eia::urers ~e ran away, he abandoned the course he
promoted from e~ tab~ythmg. I_ quote, Your Lordship, "He was
t kn
ons
e to an Assistant Superintendent" What made
th
;e ? .;w
at he could not understand when I asked him I said I met
~m ~n dandegeya I said why did you abandon the course? He said my
en , I 0 not understand what they are talking and I cannot write' you
know me I am a Swahili man.

DR. MA.KUBUYA:

Yes, were there other problems (Interjection) -

KAKURU:

That is another example, Your Lordship you had asked me to quote. I do
not know where this man is but I think he might have gone by the 1979.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Were there other problems in the Police apart from promotion without
qualifications?

KAKURU.

The beginning of that led to lowering of the standard. Up to 1971 when
Amin took over the control of the country and then started recruiting any
type, any human being in Uganda irrespective of the character when he
has been an ex-criminal they called them bayaaye (street lout). When
they entered in the Police in 1977 when I was lecturing in the Police
College one of the students I do not remember his name, when I came
out of the class he told me, Sir, I do not understand what you are talking
about. I asked myself, what is the problem? This was 1977, I said what
is your problem? He said, I do not have the qualifications, the standard.
I said what class did you finish? First of all I asked him where he comes
from. He said he came from Bomba near Bamunanika and he said he
was a moslem he completed P .3. Then I said I do not think I have got
the right to tell that go away but you could keep on just to con_venien~
Towclli who brought you. That is the example I can quote th1s was m
1977 when I was lecturing at Police College Naguru.

DR MAKUBUYA:
KAKURU

Yes, docs Police ...
ho did not understand English when they finished
le W
These type of peop
• a word of
'd · the Police Stations they could not wnte
they •went• outs1
•
h fi c m f statement neither could they follow •instructions
O
English m t c orm
a
they started
demanding money from pcoptc who came
D
I
C
under the · · • . . other words. That was thc• reason
•
wh~• I was
to report • corruptio~e:iquarters to come and hold refresher c~urses to
drawn from C.I.D. . h, C 1 0 when there was a tot of complaints.
teach these boys again t c • • •

4XJO

DR

1AKl IBUYA:

re you saying there has been n problem of com1ptiC'lnin the Police?

K \ L Rl

, cs, l run sa,;ng so but do not ask me to quote.

nR M A.1'.lRL'"'t,\:

Has it been widespread?

UK.l!Rl

Very much so

DR ~1A1'..CBUYA:

ls it only problem of Police Personnel who did not go beyond P.3?

KAKURU

No.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Does it affect those who have gone beyond P.3 also?

KAKURU:

Correct, your Lordship.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Does the police have sufficient facilities like transport?

KAKURU:

Housing for the police, your Lordship, from my own observation when I
started moving during the colonial time and then during the Obote time
when I went away, there was no progress as to accommodation. I will
quote an example, at Naguru College; we are having a problem with
these officers - the Police Cadets. Some of them are still living in the
dormitories. Although this Government since it took over two years ago
it has tried a little bit - trying to - look for ways of getting
accommodation; but it cannot be done within the shortest time; because
these buildings were built about 1950 when the police college was still
there.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How do you deal with the problem of corruption in the Police?

KAKURU:

As I said, your Lordship, all the time I have been, the 15 years I worked
in the C.I.D. - until I was withdrawn in 1977 and 78, I was called to go
back into uniform. Since then, ymrr Lordship, corruption was there like
any other citizen in Uganda.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

How do we abolish it from the Police?

KAKURU:

I have already suggested - I first took an initiation when the 1979 War
11
took everybody to their heels and we remained very slim - I mean slim"
not in the sense of slim of the disease but slim on the established staff
list. I suggested - I wrote my documents suggesting - the reconstruction
of the Police. I do not know whether Mr. Munyanganyizi - I took it to
him who gave evidence yesterday here. He was a P.R.O at the
Headquarters. I asked him to hand it over to whoever Minister \.-c.·as
there
by then first. And I suggested the standards of the police and what we
would do to recruit people of the standard of education in 1980 _1:1e
minimum education standard I said O Level, the height which the Bntish
said 7 and 5 and 7 inches I said. He disregarded that. That is the so~ of
quotation I could quote from that document but I do not have it. I Just
drafted it and I gave it to Munyanganizi. And now the efforts we are
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'

making
. d . • -.I run h appy that, when I
b
.
sa.i , m September 1 ,vas
d came ack agam after the exile as I
D
'
postc t O M • • •
.
,
cputy Commandant· th
asmrlt Pohcc Training School as a
. looked '. e standard of recruitment
•
•
sue Il th at it
mto
the police was
.
mto all the r •
pohccmnn who would b b'd•
cqu1rements of a good innocent
ea1mgb
th
'
'
That is the standard to b bl
Y e 1aw and a custodian of the law.
English. Then he m st ~ a e to understand the minimum standard of
gave to you this he ; st ~ recommended, as Mr Bitariho I think, he
his character
beha ':1 e r~commended right from the village as to
Vlouruntil whc h
•
moment, six (6) months. We
. n e comes to be trained for, at the
requirement of a
h
put six (6) months because there was the
that, oth
. th eras programme. But we could not make it less than
erw1se
ey could have gone m
• for nmemonths.
•
used to do.
That is what we

and

DR. MAKLBUY A:

:~u have ?ee~ a Police Pr~secu~r in many stations. Can you explain
y there is this long delay m pohce investigating criminal cases?

KAKURU

: our ~ordship, this has been from 1971, there was a slack and
meffi.ciency i~ the Police, simply because, when the Army took over the
Gove~ent,
if the Police attempted to arrest an army officer, he would
ha~e it. I can quote, at the accident of the Bishop - Janan Luwurn and
Ennayo Oryema and the Minister of Internal Affairs - Ofurnbi - I had
been in Mbarara in February, I think in seventy -

MEMBER:

Seven.

KAKURU:

I think we were called - District Officers - I was at the International
Conference Centre.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

KAKURU:

To this time, that was my last time when I saw Erunayo Oryema in his
uniform as a Lieutenant or whatever he was in the Army, entering the
back from the door of the Assembly. They had called the religious
leaders and that was the last time I saw them. The next day, when we
were driving back, we heard on the radio - we were between Lyantonde
and Mbarara, with my late Commandant also who was picked and he
was taken and murdered by some soldiers I •d1d not know - State
Research.

COUNSEL:

KAKURU:

Who was that Commandant?
He was called Oyat. Before I was with him in the police vehicle. going
back to Mbarara. But, after finishin~ the meeting here and E~ayo
, acci·dent I heard on the radio that there was a car accident ryemas
,
•
0
and he died. The next day, this man - Oyat - was cau~oned by an
·
t I ector "vho was a Muganda. I have forgotten his name and
. the Pohce
• Headquarters. He
A ssistan nsp . ed and I alwa'-'Ssec him m
he has b cen ret 1T , had heard
J
•
that there •1s a motion
that they want to
h
t
wamc d Oyat .th a· 1977
c
al
_ that they want to surround l the Acho1·1 and
surround
is · the Arrnv and finish them. It was on a Sun day. 1
. • - thpis 1·
Langi .m the o·
o 1cc,
•
· tmCommissioner
- the late John Babweteera - and the
was with the istnc
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Education Officer, when I saw this man being run and he was arrested.
went to his house. And the nex't day, Oyat was dead in Mbarara.
DR. MAKUBUYA:

But the question I asked you relates to the delays in the investigations by
the Police.

1'..A.KlRU

1 said it was due to the threats by the authont.Ics; that, for instance, you
arrested an Army chap involved in a criminal case, you would not finish
it yourself.

DR M AKCBUYA:

Yes, but I am not talking about the Army; that explains a very small
portion I am talking about regular crime and people spend so many
months on remand. They are not Army people and so on. Why is not
there a speedy investigation of cases against civilians, for example?

KAKURU:

One - there are several matters which rendered the police incapable; one
- was corruption. If a rich man was involved in a case - a serious case _
the Police would take money from the suspect and he would never go to
court. Secondly - the police had no sufficient communication and
facilities to make their operations efficiently. Third - the Head of the
Department was not such an effective that he would co-ordinate on the
boss and then the young ones effect the - the lower ones in ranks effect
the duty in the society. There were bad officers - bad soldiers but bad
officers.

DR MAKUBUY A:

What has been the effect of party politics on the Police Force in Uganda?

KAKURU:

I beg your pardon!

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Effect of party politics on the Police Force in Uganda.

KAKURU:

This started on tribal and education discrimination, on the recruitment
into the Police. I have already I think stated it as it is the amendment of
the Police Standing Orders. I remember if you allow me to quote, that
the document that I had in 1977 when I was at the Police College, certain
tribes were not brought into the Police - tribal composition. That is
number one. When it went to that, then the standards started dropping
and the discipline went off because the officers could not discipline their
sub-ordinates in accordance with the procedures; because they feared.
The junior man who would be disciplined would accuse that officer
disciplining him to the superior on top. Then the whole burden would
run on the shoulders of the officer. So they said, "Let sleeping dogs lie.''
I think, that is what happened.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

But that is tribalism. It has nothing to do with party politics - party
politics.

KAKURU:

The party politics, since I was not a politician, I did not go into the
minds of all the policemen~ but speculation is that, if an officer was
p~moted, by_then the Government was either when had p~es• • was
d
either belongmg to the religious in Uganda - the main religious, an_
these main religious caused problems within the countly because of tbetr
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origins. As you know it hist .
enemies oncaily, the French and the British were

COU 1SEL:
kA "URU:
DR. UYOMBY A:

1'..AKURU:

Sorry, Mr. Chainnan I d
is just more spcc l f.
~ n~t know whether this will really help us. It
u a ion. 0 11 cannot be useful to this Commission.
Yes.
Probablv I will ask ab t
ou one aspect. What do you have to say about the
abuse of office within the Police Force?
It em~atcd fr?m lack of maintaining discipline, which was the basis for
~ genwne pohce officer to maintain law and order and to respect the
nghts for Human Rights in Uganda. Lack of discipline.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Let me have you clarify one aspect which you were asked or which was
hinted onto you earlier on. And this is the procedure of arrests and
search of people's premises. Of course, the public may not be aware of
the procedure. You told us that your shamba boys were arrested that
they were guerillas and people searched your home and found uniforms the blue uniforms. You categorically mentioned that, that was wrong
because they did not have Search Warrants to search your home. And
then, at the same time, Commissioners asked you about -

KAKURU:

If you could permit me, your Lordship - I have not said they had no
powers to search my house because I was not present, whether they had
a search warrant or not, I do not know.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But you mentioned it in your submission- if you are not sure, maybe,
they can play back the tape for you at your leisure. You complained
about it. You touched it.

KAKURU.

The search warrant, I think, I can remember I mentioned whether Okurut
had a warrant of arrest in the D.C.'s office. That is when I mentioned a
warrant of arrest and he was hinting to me and the chairman, your
Lordship, that I acted arbitrary when I went to arrest them. That is when
he asked me whether I had a search warrant.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I remember that one.

KAKURU:

But I never said, the police had no search warrant. I have not quoted it.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

I remember that as well; but, maybe, I have forgotten.

KAKURU:

But you could ask those.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

h h the uniforms were found in your home; and yet
About th~se~c ~~s:~oner had asked you about the search of Gabee's
you also e ofi d baby cot in vour baby's cot. I wanted you to
home when he o_un.d a ts so that w; come out with a final idea from
marry those two mc1 en
you.
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\KllRll:

I Imd not •mt c'ndcd •

)'Our

Lordshi11
• • to marry these
. incidents if he had

a.lrcadvdirected a question to be that I had n~ nght to go to Gabwc's
home ~incc it was a part of my personal com~lamt. B~1tthe arrests, as far
1 know in the police. if an offence is comnuttcd or has been
:mmitted and to your conscious. you think. if you do not take
immediate action. it ma) entail the failure of that case by the destruction
of exhibits, I bore that and Ttook it to arrest Dan and I took him to court
And to Justify that action is that I never did anything to him. I took him
to court and the case is still there and the exhibits. But to the search
warrant of mv house first of all, I had no time to go for court and have a
search warrant and then, later on, the information would leak, then the
bodv would be destroyed. That is when I decided to take that course.
But.this one on searching of my house in my absence and my wife and
m) family and arresting my shamba boys, this one, I was not there; but
reading from the records of the Detective Superintendent Egesa, which, I
begged permission if you wanted me to submit it here, I read and it is the
one which alerted me that he had no search warrant to go into my house
in my absence and of my family to search on their own -and on top of
that, the unifornJ.: I was still a sen{ing officer and whether it was a
uniform it was collected from my house, not anybody's house.

CHAIRMAN:

That is all.

COUNSEL:

But that is the point the Commissioner is making.

CHAIRMAN:

If Egesa said that those who searched your house had no warrant or
ought to have had a warrant before they could do so, how could you
justify your own - how can you reconcile the two; that is to justify your
own action searching for a suspected baby cot in another man's house
and arresting him - a search which you did without a warrant. But the
principle is clear. The principle. How do you reconcile the two?

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, I do not think there is any law which says that, when a
criminal offence has been committed in front of a policeman, he should
not arrest there and then. I have no knowledge of that.

COUNSEL:

Mr. Kakuru-

CHAIRMAN:

But it had not been stolen before your eyes - m your very eyes:
presumably it had been committed some time back.
Yes, but, your Lordship, you will excuse me. I gave the reasons why I
had to opt doing it: One -I was in Kampala, far away.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, sorry, you do not have to repeat those. You have given us the
reasons; but the principle you are being asked. How do you reconcile
the two incidence - in one in spite of the search of the house -

KAKURU:

I think, I reconciled them. This is very simple. Those are in order, your
Lordship - to me.

CHAIRMAN:

In your case, you said it was justified.
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t...tRl

Yes.

In the other cru:e_

K KllRlJ:

It was also justified.

CHAIRM.A.1
'.

Searching your house?

KAKURU:

Yes.

CHAIR.MA

\Vithout a warrant?

KAKURU:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

KAKL'RU:
CHAIRMAN

Then why was it a subject of comment by Egesa?
Pardon!
If you think • sorry, let us have your final position. In both cases the
search was justified without a warrant. You do not complain about that.

KAKURU·

I do not complain, if there is an offence committed; but, if there is no
offence committed, there is nothing you can raise on the right. That is
the gist of it. If there is an offence committed . and committed . and you
think, by delaying, you would evade the justices, then you have got, as a
police officer, to act there and then; but not commit another offence.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

How would you decide that an offence is committed?

KAKURU:

The way you behave at the time of carrying out your duties, whether it is
within the law or it is outside of the law. Of course, the proof must be
there, that you are (not) doing a malicious intention or you had the right
intention within the law. That is what you are bound to do.

COUNSEL:

I think, my Lord, the Commissioners can give their view on this matter
because -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

This I had forgotten. Since this is a very senior police officer, w~ may as
well hear his view on this matter. Would you say that police ever
tortured people in police custody?
Yes there had been allegations of torture by police.

'

DR. MAKUBUYA:

KAKURU•

DR MAKUBUYA:

And were those justified? Do you know whether they are justified? Are
they false allegations or what?
. .
ould call it _ a general speculation because, if I do not, you
This IS - I w
. . which if I hear it in the same way as you
will ask me to quote agam,
'
.
.
hear it, without specificity, then I would Just be talkmg.
Right.
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I think. the complaints were justified.
DR. M \KUBUYA:

ls torture an acceptable method of investigating or interviewing a

suspect?

lv\1'..l Rl

I do not think it is pennissiblc.

DR M .\1'..UBlJ\A

Why has it been used in the past, then?

MKURU

I gave the reason why - the decline of the discipline, emanated _fromthe
amendment of Police Standing Orders, promoting people who do not
qualif) to understand the lectures, the ethi~s of a policeman Secondly,
those people who do not understand, having another alternative of the
environmental conditions they adopted one thing -corruption - other than
justice. That is what personally I would think that was the cause.

DR MAKUBUYA.

Yes, in your training of the police people, do you put emphasis on
protection of human rights and freedom from torture and things like
thi s.')

KAKURU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Hang on.

KAKURU:

Your Lordship, I have said yes we teach that and I have been teaching in
Masindi: they introduced a new subject called "Constitutional Law." and
I was teaching it on the ethics of the Police. Article 8 to about 23 - I
base myself on the Uganda Constitution, 1967: Fundamental Human
Rights and Freedoms of an Individual, plus the Protection of the Law
and the rest of it - Article of 15: and then the rest of the Articles in the
Constitution to try and to introduce them as to what the responsibilities
as a police officer - a genuine police officer - should be doing in the right
law. to maintain law and order. Yes, we teach them.

CHAIIU\fAN:

Mr. Kakuru.you have kept us - and we have also kept you - for a Yery
long time. Thank you for the evidence you have given us. Should it be
necessarytoo you may be recalled for any further clarification. But. in
the meantime. you are free: you can go and rescue your other duties.

KAKURU:

Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I was asking whetherthese documents I was
referringto - the reportsif -

CHAIRMAN:

Let the LearnedCounselshave a look -the Counselswill have a look - at
them and they will decide whetherthev should be admitted- the) are
relevant. Yo~ ·will be advised. The c·ommission is adjournedand we
resumenext Wednesdavthe 18th of March 1988 - sonv, it is the 16th.I
beg your pardon. We resume. maybe, in the same place. Secretary.are
we continuing here?
•

SECRETARY:

Yes
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CHAIRMAN:

It is within the same place - the Senior Police Officers' Mess

1'..\K.LRll

)· our Lordship, l had been summoned along with my wife but, since we
arc two here, our home has no superior parent

CHAIRMAN

The home m Rukungiri?

KAKORU

Yes, your Lordship and I have been summoned to come and give
evidence.

CHAIR.MAN

Your evidence has taken so long. We had hoped to hear you and your
wife also but as you will see we are getting tired now; it is going to
about twenty past - twenty to - four. As she made a statement to the -

COUNSEL:

Yes, your Lordship, she has made a statement, my Lord. But we shall
make arrangements to see if it is not possible for her to stay on up to
Wednesday again; maybe, we shall summon her some other time,
depending on how we shall -

CHAIRMAN:

Yes it is a long time to wait, just for. You can have it done on affidavit.

COUNSEL:

That is very well, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

At least, by Monday, she can go. Mr. Kakuru, your wife's evidence can
be - will be - admitted on affidavit so that she can go; she does not have
to wait until next Monday - Wednesday; or today it is possible, if
Learned Counsels can finish.

KAKURU:

If you prefer on the resumption - you think you are calling her, I will just
note this.

CHAIRMAN:

We are not going to call her. Her evidence will be taken on affidavit.

KAKURU:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsel, Ladies and Gen,tlemen, we are ready
to commence the hearing of evidence today the 16th of March, 1988, at
10.15 a.m. Mr. Counsel, who is the next witness, please?

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, the next witness is Mrs. Nyanzigye Ntandayarwo.

WITNESS NO.214:
l\1RS
NTANDAYARWO - SWORN IN

SOPHIA

NYANZIGYE

CHAIRMAN:

What numher will this witness be?

COUNSEL:

This will be number 214 Could you state your names, please?

NYANZIGYE

Mrs. Sophia Nyanzigye Ntandayarwo.
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COl "-"EL:

NYANZIGYE.
COl 1\SEL:

Yes. I am 45 years
A resident of Kirimbc Village in Kafonzc Parish, Rubabo Co~mty'l Is
that true?

l\lY·\ '\/IGYE:

Can you repeat, I can't hear you.

COL~SPL:

You arc a n:sidcnt of Kirimbc Village, Kafunzc Parish in Nyakishcnvi
Gomho/ola. Rubabo Count\ Is that right'!
-

NYANZIGYE·

Yes

COUNSEL:

You are married to Mr. Ntandayarwo?

NYANZIGYE

Yes

COUNSEL:

When did you get married?

NYANZIGYE.

I got married on 14th January, 1959.

COUNSEL:

Do you have children?

NYANZIGYE:

Yes, I have children.

COUNSEL:

How many children?

NYANZIGYE:

1have I 0 children.

COUNSEL:

Since your marriage, where have you been staying?

NYANZIGYE:

Kirimbe, Kafunzo, Nyakishenyi, in the county of Rubabo, Rukungiri
District.

COUNSEL:

I want to take you to a specific period of I 5th January, 1981. Do you
recal I that date?

NYANZIGYE:

I do recall that day.

COUNSEL:

Your husband came here and gave evidence to the effect that on that
date, your home was invaded by a group of policemen led by a UPC
youth called Ngabo. Did you witness this'!

NYANZIGYE:

Let me correct his name.
Charles Gaabo.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now you can recall that date. Can you'?

NYANZIGYE:

Yes, I recall that date.

COUNSEL:

Please, tell us how this occurred and what followed'!
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He is Charles Gaabo

They were led by

\

On that da, 1 had
t:s lll th Trad IUSl return d from th
hurc-.h_en toe. I heard gun
sh
•ng Centre" lu h 1. about on mile from our hom .. fler
b • n "~ 11 "hen l ,us -=tillat h me. l .:m pohcemm nchnn mg t. our
m • an th n Charle~ Gaabo led cm policcmnn nnd others remained
on th mam road n d1stan ' from our home

C'Ol ·sEL
'A TZJGYE

H " mnm poli m :n \\Cre the).,
I s:m ne polic-cmnn \\ho ,,n.s anued and hnrks Gn.'lbo. but oth rs
remained on the road. I "as ~, 1ng th :.m but I cpuld not kncm the
numb r

COl:1 'SEL.

\Vere these policemen "ho crum· to , our home annc-d?

NYA1 'ZIGYE:

One policeman\\

COL. ~sEL:

What about of Char:es Gaabo himsdf;

'\1 A~ZIGYE:

Charles G:iabo was not armed

COL "SEL:

So. when the,·. reached ,our home . what followed•)

}.11,• .\ "'\ZIGYE:

I was with my children. and when the~ were- appro.1ching our home, I
adnsed the children not to run a\\ a~ So I told them to \..eep around so
that we sec what 1s going to take place

COUNSEL:

Yes. did an~thing take place'?

}..'YA~ZIGYE

\\'hen the~ approached. the, asked me. where the guerillas were: and I
told them that I did not know and I did not ha, c guerillas other than m)
children who were at home "ho were young daughters 1l1en Charles
Gaabo instructed the policeman to beat me. then the policeman slapped
me on the left ear. and my car doesn't hear now.

'.\S :umcd

who carol· with Charks G.1.1bo.
\\l!-

he anned')

How man) slaps did the policeman give you')

~1-ANZIGYE:
COL'""'SEL:

I was slapped twice
\V-asthat the only injury you got on your car·>

NYANZIGYE

That

COlJNSEL:

Yesl

NYANZIGYE.

COGNSEL:
NYANZIGYE:

\\.·as

the first injury I got.

"'"bo entered the house because it was open. he pushl·d
Then eh arIes G""'
.
the door of the bed room of children, and he called the policeman to
follow him and they started searching for guns
Did they find any guns·>
,
fi d
thing other th;m taking our pair of scissors for a
They did not 11 an~
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. machine It is Charles Gaabo who took it
scwang

COUNSEL:
1\1''ANZIGYE·

Yes; what followed after they had made this search?
\\'hen they entered the house I ~new, they were g_oing to steal from
therein, because they had stolen things f~om the Trading Centre and they
had made the civilians to cany them; like boxes and mattresses. So l
also followed them inside the house. Then after Charles Gaabo had been
;0 the bed room of children and having taken away a pair of scissors he
came to enter my bed room and I stood by the door, the policeman was
standing in the sitting room, seeing ~e p~otograph~ of m~ ~usband and
certificates which my husband acquired m the Pohce Trammg Schools
abroad and here; and then Charles Gaabo was pressing to push me to my
bedroom, but then policeman having seen the certificates and
photographs ofmy husband who is a policeman, he asked Charles Gaabo
to get out. Then the policeman pulled Charles Gaabo backwards and
then the policeman started asking me whether my husband - what my
husband was - whether he was a liberator or a police officer I told him
that, if he had approached me first politely, I would have told him what
my husband does; but then since he had approached me wrongly and
beaten me, I advised him to go away with his companion Charles Gaabo
The policeman looked a bit sympathetic and started massaging me where
he had slapped me because my eye was red and swollen, but I pushed
him away and said, you have assaulted me, you go away. Then children
had run away because of being scared; now Charles Gaabo \.Viththe
police man got out of the house and started going away, but Charles
Gaabo said that they had only one bullet which they wanted to use, but
now that they had not used it, they were to use it on shooting Rwabukye
the father of Charles Gaabo.

COUNSEL:

So, what followed?
happened?

NYANZIGYE:

Then I answered Charles Gaabo that you can go and kill Rwabukye smce
he is your father. But then the policeman asked Gaabo what statementl
had made. I don't know what he answered him; I saw the policeman
advancing back pointing me on gun point.

COUNSEL:

Yes, continue.

NYANZIGYE:

He looked at me for some time and then withdrew and went with Charles
Gaabo to where they had left people with their loot and then they moved
away. I don't know where they went.

COUNSEL:

Were they the same people who fired gun shots near your home?

NYANZIGYE:

Yes, they were the same people.

COUNSEL:
NYANZIGYE:

Did they go away with your things or what

And who was this Charles Gaabo? Did you know him?
1 know Charles Gaabo he is a son of our neighbour and we are the people
who brought him up when his mother died and paid fees for him.
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COUNSEL:
fiuru
ttl ')

S I
tl~ n
~

he

NYANZIGYE:

I don't know the c
b
.
ause, ut I th ink it originatedfrom political parties

COUNSEL:

You mean you had di,ffi
..
erent political parties with Gaabo?

NYANZIGYE·

Charles Gaabo •
p
politics started :;_ a rotcstan~ and. I am a Catholic. But then when
, ey looked at 1t enviously becausethey were saying that
we have
• als and our children
.
th
h got property' anim
were going to school· so
ey ad an envy on us.
'

COUNSEL:

I see! But V:hen you say he is a protestant and you are a catholic, you
mean cathohcs and protestants have always not lived in peace in your
area?

NYANZIGYE:

The Catholics and protestants in our area are not in bad terms at all· even
th~ father of Charles Gaabo is our close neighbour and he will be ~iving
eVIdence which you will hear.

COUNSEL:

Then to your knowledge, what do you think really prompted beside the
fact that he was a protestant, what prompted Gaabo to come and search
your home and may be rob you?

NYANZIGYE:

What I think prompted that was that at one time we had a Muluka Chief
called Mbuduki who refused us water for our cows; so he asked my
husband to buy water which my husband was advised not to: because it
is inhuman to buy water for drinking. So he was in the league with
Charles Gaabo. I think maybe that is the cause whereby Charles Gaabo
came and invaded our home.

COUNSEL:

Now after this beating, the injury you got, did you go for treatment
maybe in a dispensary or a hospital?

NYANZIGYE:

On that evening my husband arrived to visit us as usual and he found me
still in the compound being massaged by children using hot water; but
he had been informed on the way that our home had been invaded~ and
then on the following morning he took me to Kisizi Hospital for

"3.S

and
)OJs
mv

md

lbo
md

did Charles Gaabo to
.
bnng these policeme to'
your knowledge if you know, why did he
n come and rob your th"mgs at your home?
~y

my
llm

hat
nd
)0.

·re
ed
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e
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l

treatment.

COUNSEL:
NYANZIGYE:

And do you still have the medical_forms for your treatment?
My medical forms were taken on another occasion when our home was
invaded.

COUNSEL:

.
t
rt this incident may be to authorities either to the
Did you go o repo
chief or to the police?

NYANZIGYE:

It was my husb and

who i:eported the incident in Kabale after we had
.
returned from Kisizi Hospital.
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COl NSl'L.

N)

.\1'.. 'IGYE:

• cnrnn came to investigate this case; may be did they
Did any poIic
?
approach you to get a statement from you

.
Policemen
came tlterc twice and wrote statements, they wrote statements
•
even that of the father of Charles Gaabo, but everything
0 f witnesses,
ended there, there was nothing, I have never been summoned to court or
anywhere.

COUNSEL:

Apart from that incident was your home ever invaded again by security
personnel?

NYANZIGYE:

yes, there is another time when they came and arrested our herdsman
and another porter from our home.

COUNSEL:

When was this?

NYANZIGYE:

I can't remember the date they came but my husband knows.

COUNSEL:

Was it in 1982?

NYANZIGYE:

Yes, it is in 1982.

COUNSEL:

Now what happened on that date when these people came?

NYANZIGYE:

On that day I had gone to see a patient near our church, and when I came
back I found they had arrested our porter who was going to graze the
goats.

COUNSEL:

Who was this porter; what was his name?

NYANZIGYE:

His name is Zozimu.

COUNSEL:

Who had arrested him?

NYANZIGYE:

On that occasion it was Charles Gaabo and Mbunduki who was the
Muluka Chief and another person called Kakuhikireho who arrested that
porter.

COUNSEL:

Did you know the reason why they had arrested him?

NYANZIGYE:

He was wearing my husband's old police uniform shirt -

COUNSEL:

Now is there any incident where security personnel apart from the ones
you have mentioned where they came to your home and found you too?

NYANZIGYE:

After Zozimu had been taken by Charles Gaabo and Mbuduki. he didn't
tum up, so the following morning I went to the Gombolola to report.
When I reached there I didn't find him, and the gombolola chief told me
that he didn't know where they had taken him. So as I was returning
horn~, at a distance I saw a Land Rover by passing, and I thought that it
was Just passing. So I continued and when I reached on the way, I met
somebody, our neighbour called Kasigazihe informed me that the
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policemen hnd .
and tit . h • invaded our hom ' h
c, nd come with
. c, ad arrested Joh
had beaten the
Zoz,ma, and th h
n Yowana Muhigirwa
didn't say any:intorturcd them, asking ~:m ~ searched the house, they
home I found beg and they had taken them ::~y thing~and these boys
tl1oroughlv se h ds had been upset do
ay. So when I reached
~
arc cd.
wn and the house had been

COU SEL.

"1)

ANZIGYE:

COUNSEL:

N).ANZIGYE:
COUNSEL:
NYANZIGYE'

\Vas this Muhigirwa who
gentleman who was arrestedw~ a;;csted. staying at your home? This
'
e staying at your home?
Yes, he was a
•
porter and he was sta}mg
.• at our home

I see. Now when
disorganised did youyfioudreachedhome and found things had been
tak en b Y these
, people? n out whether any Of your property had been
On that day there was nothing stolen.
Did you report this matter to the authorities?
I hadNnowhere
and
h to
. report·' because policemen used to live at Nyahishenyi
up e:a;us anJ~ and they were the same policemen who were beating
couid
e, movmg up and down and stealing people's property How
C
report to them? Except that I wrote a letter to the District Police
ommander, Kab~e, which he also sent to my husband in Kalisizo
where he was workmg.

t

COUNSEL:

Do you have a copy of this letter?

NYANZIGYE:

My husband has the copy.

COUNSEL:

Was anything done by the DPC, Kabale - was the matter investigated?

NYANZIGYE:

Well, he didn't do anything because we were under Rukungiri District
and were the same people who were committing these offenses. So I had
no alternative where to report and I reported to the DPC, Kabale.

COUNSEL:

NYANZIGYE:

I want to take you again to another specific date; I don't know whether
you may recall it. This is on 13th April, 1982. Do you recall that date'?
yes I remember that date, that is when they arrested those boy~ and took

'

them to Rukungiri.

COUNSEL:
NYANZIGYE:

I see. Were you at home on that date?
Yes, I was at home.
And late in the evening at around 5.00 p.m., did anything occur?

COUNSEL:
NYANZIGYE:
COUNSEL:

yes, there is something which happened.

What happened?
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·y NZIGYE:

I saw several soldiers, some dressed in camouflaged unifonn
camouflaged cornbat, and others dressed in green uniform, they we~
with one policeman when they approached my home.

CO-C 'SEL:

Yes: did they reach your home?

;,..•yA....~ZIGYE:

Yes. they reached our home and even they beat me.

COUNSEL:

,Vhen they reached did they tell you why they had come?
They came asking me "'·here my husband had gone?

COL'NSEL:

And did you answer them?
I told them that he had taken prisoners/detainees to Rukungiri.

COL"NSEL:

Yes; and what did they do?

1\iYANZIGYE:

They continued questioning me and I continued ansv-.·eringthem that my
husband had taken prisoners to Rukungiri. They continued pressing me
until one person who lives in Nyakishenyi and who works in Rulrungiri.
it is this man who came ivith them who told me that - who asked me
whether I knew what my husband had done; I said, I didnt know. And
then he narrated to me that they wanted to arrest my husband and that
my husband had resisted the arrest; and that he wished my husband
should have accepted to be arrested instead of resisting the arrest.

COUNSEL:

What was the name of this man?

NYANZIGYE:

He is called David Turyahikayo.

COUNSEL:

And was he one of those people in uniform?

1'.ryANZIGYE:

He was not in uniform, he was dressed in civilian clothes and he had
come with them.

COUNSEL:

Did you know what work he was doing, his employment? \\''hat was he:
was he also a soldier or a policeman?

NYANZIGYE:

I didn't know what he was doing in Rukungiri. but that is where he fo·ed

COUNSEL:

Now when you told these people that your husband had taken detainees
to Rukungiri, what did they do?

NYANZIGYE:

They started beating me up to tell them where mv husbafi.dhad gone:
and I told them, he had gone to Rukungiri: but they continued beating
me.

COUNSEL:

How many were they?

NYANZIGYE:

They were many; they were full of four Land Rovers which approached
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'

()Ur

home

And all the
Rovers'?
!'.C people cainc to ,
Your home? All of th
. the Land
em m
o·.
the'-·
had co
d ngmaIIy
•
J
n vcrs went and d
me on foot and ftc
rove the Land R'
a r talking to the d •
.
\V
overs up to our ho
nvers, theu
ere they about 30?
me.

°'"Al'\ZIGYE:

They were more than 30

COL'""'lSTIL:

About 50?

:1·.\NZIGYF

you will excuse me , because our
of people and I w
compound is too lar
•
exactl h
as under pressure b . b
ge, but it was full
.
y ow many they were.
emg eaten so I cannot know

COLTh.J'SEL:

Now when you say th
beating you, how did they beat and
w h at di d they use to 'beateyyostarted
?
u.

NYANZIGYE:

So~e were kicking me; some were boxin
.
knife on the forehead. and th ki
g me, and one hit me with a
painful.
'
ey eked at the back and my hips are

COUNSEL:

you mentioned that one had a knife
th
.
thing apart from these knives?
' were ey armed with any other

NYANZIGYE:

They were all armed with guns.

COUNSEL:

And did they used these guns?

NYANZIGYE:

They didn't use guns.

COUNSEL:

Now what eventually happened after they had beaten you?

NYANZIGYE:

After beating me they forced me into the house. I continued resisting to
enter the house and they continued beating me from outside. Then they
entered the house and removed everything, mattresses, bedding and
everything~ there was even a sewing machine which they took; they took
also three radios.

COUNSEL:

Any more property which were taken?

NYANZIGYE:

They took several things including hurricane lamps and basins. During
·
Id daughter who was studving at Makererehad come on
•
.
•
th at time our o
holidays, so they removed even the back chairs, curtains and several
other things which they took.

COUNSEL:

Amongst all these peop 1c
any of them?
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who numbered about 50, did you recognize

,

, \

h ...1'\ l

l t\'C'l"'gniz~dtwo.

\Vho \WI\.' tht.'SCtwo?
'\ .\ . IG'\

r

Amongst those l rccor,ni ccd "as D.n td Tur\ ahikayo of N\ ,1kishcuy1 and
the District Pohct.·Comm:mdcr of Rukungin known ,1S Okumt.

COl •SFL:

\\'as tlw DPC d~sscd in umfonn or he was also d~ssed m civilian?

N\ A.NZIGYE

He \\as dn:sscd in police unifonn.

C'Ol'NSEL:

\\'as he also anncd? Did he have a gun: did he have a knife?

NYANZIGYE

He was also anncd with a gun

COUNSEL:

And did the DPC talk to you?

NYANZIGYE:

He didn't talk to me.

COUNSEL:

Your husband was a police officer. even by then he was a police officer.
maybe had you met this Okurut before through your husband?

NYANZIGYE:

I had never met Okurut before.

COUNSEL:

Then how did you know him that he was Okurnt?

NYANZIGYE:

After that incident I was advised by one of the liberators to run away that
ifwe stayed there will be kiUed. So we ran away :md kept in hiding. So
one time I got a report that the muluka chief was stealing our food from
our home, so I decided to go to Rukungiri to report to the District Police
Commander; so when I reached Rukungiri. that is when 1 was taken to
the DPC's office and this is I knew him as the person who had pre, iousl~
been in our home with the anned soldiers.

COUNSEL:

l see.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Counsel, what docs the witness mean by ''one of the liberators')"

NYANZIGYE:

They were using that nan1c calling themselves "liberators".

CHAIRMAN:

Calling themselves?

NYANZIGYE:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Whom had they libcr.itcd'l 1 mcm1, how did they
themselves "liberators"? Did you know?

NYANZIGYE:

Cl)lllC

to call

I couldn't know the cause but they were calling thl·msdn.·s "lilK·ratMs''
hakomhozi

COUNSEL.

Were they soldiers in unifonn - these people who c.llkd themsch cs
"hakomhoz1"?
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ZIGYE

COU ' EL

'YA 'ZIGYE

COUNSEL
fYA 1ZIGYE:

COUNSEL:
'YANZIGYE:

The) \\ere soldiers dressed in "fi
"hbcrators or bankombozi"
uni onn - those were the people called

I see

'ow at your ho
h"l
,,horn you recognized 1:1ew I e you \\ere being beaten, did the DPC
1atcr' try to stop th csc um-fionncd men from
beating )ou?
A different soldier an
.
•
& b .
'
ann) man, is the one who was asking them to stop
orn eatmg me, but not the DPC.

I sec. Apart from you, was any member of your family also beaten?
1~ was my daughter who was assaulted with gun-butts because she was
sick and she was lying in the bed and she was being beaten to get out of
the house.

I sec. At the end of it what happened?
On that day when I went to report to the District Police Commander the
one I recognized who had to come with those people, with the soldie;, he
gave me a seat whereby I sat and he started narrating to me the origin of
the whole affair.

COUNSEL:

But maybe before you come to that I am still on that very day when she
was beaten with one of her daughters, did those uniformed men
eventually go away and if they went away did they go with any of your
property?

NYANZIGYE.

After looting the house they took the goats and they drove away and
went.

COUNSEL:

No, in all those times when your home was being invaded would you not
be able to make an alarm so that may be neighbours could come to your
assistance?

NYANZINGYE:

The neighbours were looking at us, what could they do when they were
not armed and those people were armed?

COUNSEL.

Do you have anything more apart from this incident to report may be to
this Commission apart from this incidence you have said'?

NYANZJGYE:

On that day when I went to report about the theft of my photo then the
UPC Chairman can1e in the office and then the DPC ~ttac~cd ~c UPC
Ch ·
for having been reporting that there was guenllas m thcu areas
andai::
they have refused to disclose the nanic and that they were the
cause of all these incidence and that she had come t~ know that the
th.
were reporting \\ere the fonncr mstructor, Mr.
gucn 11as
ey
••
b k
Ntandayarwo. 111en he wrote a letter authonsmg ~c to go ac • to my
· h h. ave a copv to the Saza Chief of Rubabwo, the
home o f wI11c c g.
•
. •
th
..
eh· f d the soldiers who \\CTC ,,1thm the area at I ,,as
(1ombolola
tc an
free to go back to my home.
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CIL\JR\t .\

"as this the DPC Oknrut?
Tiiis was the DPC Okurut "hogan~ me that letter while in his office ,u1d
that cop\ of the letter is here no"

COUNSEL.

Can we haYc a look at t11atone. I wish to tender m that letter as cx.htbtt
number 8Q

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, since the letter is a short one it should be read in record by the
interpreter.

COUNSEL:

V cry well my Lord.

CHAIRMAN.

Well, since the witness cannot read the letter, l presume she cannot read,
which is in English. Commander can you read it?

INTERPRETER
(COMMANDER):

In English?

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, in English read everything from the address, date the contents and
the signature.

INTERPRETER:

Ref: 173/57
District Police Headquarters,
Rukungiri District,
P. 0. Box 70,
Rukungiri.
9th August, 1982.
County Chief Rubabwo,
RE: DISTURBANCE OF MRS NTANDAY ARWO
It has been brought to my notice that some bad people arc disturbing the
wife of Mr. Tandayarwo of Kafunzwe Village in Nyakishenyi. These
people includes some local chiefs and special constables in the area
This bad habit must stop because law and order must be followed and
maintained by every person in this country.
By a copy of this letter the Sub-county Chief, Nyakishcnyi is nskcd to
ensure that nobody disturbs this lady and her family. Anybody doing so
must be arrested and forwarded to me in Rukungiri.
Sgd: N. M. Okurut
DISTRICT POLICE COMMANDER
RUKUNGIRI DISTRICT.
c.c. Sub-county Chief Nyakishcnyi.
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'o,,, '' hich chiefs

,

.

b
d"
, according to tl 1
ccn
isturbing
)'Ou
I
• vot
• , I1avc m lat
. f cttcr it says some chiefs had also
iomc, anny men invaded ,.,
I en toned thnt policemen invaded your
1·n 'd
Jour 1omc b t
Cl cncc where chiefs d'15turb d
u you have not yet mentioned an
mention?
c you at your home; could you please

y

ZIGYE:

COU1'SEL:
NYANZIGYE:
COUNSEL:
NYANZIGYE:
COUNSEL:

111c Chief who '''as •
,-. mvo1vcd was M I lea .
Charles Gaabo who was a T .
a u u chief called Bunduki, and
m1 ttia and then the Saza Chief.

Name who? Who was the Saza Chief?
And the Saza Chief called T"b
1
erondwa and the District Councillors
w1•th·m our area.
Do you know the names of these Councillors?
One Councillor was called Sekambumba another name I do not know.
No, with this letter were you able to settle at your home at Nyakishenyi
peacefully?

NYANZIGYE:

Well I was not disturbed by outsiders other than our village mates who
used to come and move around the house and I could hear their footsteps
at night just beneath the verandah and they could try to push the doors
and whenever I opened they could run away. So, they tried to threaten
me about four times until I wrote a letter to the Parish Priest requesting
him to ask people not to continue disturbing me.

COUNSEL:

Did he carry out your request?

NYANZIGYE:

Tue Parish Priest helped me and he informed people and also a Father ~n
a neighbouring Catholic Church made the same thing appeal to them m
the Church to stop disturbing me.

COUNSEL:

And did this stop?

NYANZIGYE:

d
the Gombolola Chief sumllloned all militia to the
yes, they stoppe even
h
I did not go there and read to them the
Gombolola Headquarters w ~re C
d had written and from then
letter which the District Pohce . o~man er
they ceased coming to trespass withm my area.

COUNSEL:

Are you peaceful now in your home?

NYANZIGYE:

yes presen tl Y I am very peaceful.

COUNSEL:

. th" Charles Gaabo is he still in your village?
Okay, now where is is

NYANZIGYE:

Charles Gaabo is at home.

COUNSEL:

What of David Tury ahI.kayo?
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1 do not know w hcth er Tul)
distancefrom our home.

·akikavo is there because he lives a long
J

To your knowledge is Okurut still the DPC of Rukungiri?
COUNSEL:

N)AN7IGYE

. cc he gave me that letter I have never gone back to
I do not know. Sm
•
Rukungiri, so I do not know whether he is there.
My Lord Chairman that is all from this witness for the time being.

COUNSEL:

CHAIRMAN

NYANZIGYE:

Commissioners are there any questions from us for this witnes~? . Well
Madamyou are one of the very few witnesses when the Comm1ss10ners
have not asked any questions for clanfication either it means that your
evidence have been very clear which I think is somehow true or that
there is nothing much more to elicit from you. So, we thank you for
having come and for the evidence you have given so you are free to go
back to your home Rukungiri now. I have been reminded to add that we
wish you a continuous peaceful stay in your home.
I am also grateful to the Commission of Inquiry to summon me to give
evidence what pains me most was that whenever they came and took my
statement several times I have never been summoned anywhere to any
court or to anywhere to give evidence but I am grateful to the
Commission also to summon me. If investigations had been properly
carried out the incidence of Rukungiri should not have even occurred.
So, for this I am grateful for the Commission of Inquiry to summon me.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay, thank you.

COUNSEL:

Now, my Lord Chairman, Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners, today
we shall continue with hearing evidence from Personnel from the Police
Force and today we have Mr. Mudde to give his account of the activities
within the Police Force.

WITNESS NO.215: l\1R. THOMAS MUDDE - SWORN IN

COUNSEL:

You are Thomas Mudde, Senior Superintendent of Police?

MUDDE:

lam

COUNSEL:

And 52 years old?

MUDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You are currently the Deputy Regional Police Commander, Western
Uganda stationed in Mbarara?

MUDDE:

Yes, please.
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U, 'SEL.

M DOE:

Ql ."EL:
MUDDE:

COl

SEL:

And You foincd the p .
St Henry's CoJJ
_ohccForce in 1957
.
ege I<1tovu?
' after reaching senior three at
Yes, rny lord.

you had traini
Yes, rny Lord.

·
ng in Nsarnbya and N
?
aguru.

Subsequently you had
Assistant Superintendent~~o;olttons to ~orporaI, Assistant Inspector,
0
•ce.Supenntendentof Police?
Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:
And the last promotion was in 197I?
MUDDE

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:
And you have worked in the Railway Police and Entebbe Mbale Gulu
Fort-Portal and Mbarara?
'
'
'
.MUDDE:

COUNSEL:
MUDDE:
MR. KAWANGA:

Yes, my Lord .
Now, in 1972 you were stationed in Mbararadistrict?
Yes, my Lord.
Just for clarification can I be told when he joined the Police?

COUNSEL:

He joined the Police in 1957.

CHAIRMAN:

After JS ID?

COUNSEL:

Senior III.

COUNSEL:

Or Secondary V as it was.

CHAIRMAN:

He was last promoted SSP in 1971?

COUNSEL:

Not SSP, my Lord, it is SP.

CHAIRMAN:

Oh! He is SP?

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

your present rank?

MUDDE:

Superintendent of Portee my Lord•

COUNSEL:

.
CID
• are you uniform or
d ty in the PoIice,
Generally what has been your u
or what?
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I have nil along been in general duty, that is unifom1

nmoE

1UDDE
COUNSEL

·,n all the four pro,inccs of Uganda, eastern,
And you I1avc "o rked
•
northern, western and Bugandn?
Yes, my Lord.
Jn 1972, where were you?

I "as stationed at Mbarara commanding the then Ankole District.
MUDDE·
COUNSEL:
~HJDDE:
COL'\SEL.
MUDDE.
COt; SEL·
.MUDDE:

When did you go to Mbarara?
I haYc gone to l\lbarara in July, 1971.

That was after your promotion or before your promotion?
After my promotion to the present rank.
Now, do you remember 16th August. 1972.

I remember on that day I had accompanied Mr Othieno the then
Commissioner of Police to Bushenyi and Ibanda Police posts on
inspection tour and when after I had seen him off then I called at the
station I \\'as informed by my men that Mr. Towili and -

MR KAWANGA:

I forgot, we did not get the name of the person you had accompanied.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, Counsel you went a bit fast we did not get the name of the officer
he had accompanied.

COUNSEL:

Now, would you be a bit slow and would you speak clearly the name of
the Commissioner you had accompanied?

CHAIRMAN:

Because of the echo in this room.

COUNSEL:

Yes

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, it is a bit difficult to follow unless his speech is very clear.

COUNSEL.

Yes. Now, where were you on 16th august, 1972?

MUDDE

I had accompanied the then Commissioner of Police, Mr. Oth1eno.

COUNSEL:

You had accompanied him to where?

MUDDE:

To Bushenyi and lbanda Police Posts on inspection tour.

COUNSEL:

You accompanied him as a district Police Commander?

MUDDE:

Yes, my Lord.
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UN~lil ..

MlJDDH

OU

L:

MUDDE:
OUNSEL:

llu hcnyi nnd lhandn were?
TI1eywere under Ankolc Di trict.
Did you ay yo

u saw

h"1
m off at lbanda or Bushcnyi?

No. that wns nt Mbarara at the Agip Motel.

Yes.

MUDDE:
~~when~
went back at the station I was told that Mr. Towili and men
c Public Safety Unit had come at the station in my absence,

COUNSEL:
MUDDE:

COUNSEL:
MUDDE:

Yes?
And that they _hadinstructed them to inform me to be present the next
day together with aJI officers under me.
Ali Towili wa~ who then?
He. was a senior Superintendent of Police Commanding Public Safety
Unit.

COUNSEL:

Now, next day what happened'?

MUDDE:

I had informed aJI officers under me and we waited for him in my office
from 8.00 a.m. up to about 10.00 a.m. when he came.

COUNSEL:

When he came how did he come?

MUDDE:

He came and he started barking at me particularly that I wu not working
hard as expected of me. I was not co-operating with the army.

COUNSEL:

Yes.'!

MUDDE:

And then he sat down and started addressing us telling us all sortl of
things what we should do. Like he was askingus about a Decreewhich
had been passed regarding robbers and thieves and that we were
supposed to abide by the decree that is killing robbcn and thieve, on
arrest. During the address I told him we arc not aware of such a docree,
which allowed the Police to kill at the moment they arresta suspect thief
or thieves and we went on making a lot of directive which ii to my
knowledge were contrary to normal procedure of Police and -

CHAIRMAN:

For example? Can you remember any?

MUDDE:

That i1 the killing of thieve• on arrest and robbcn.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MUDDE:

And then after his addrc11he told III to di,pene and he coadnuedhil
operation in town. Hit men were mcltina poople beatinathemup ad
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some were brought at my -station locked up I .could not do anything
nothmg I could do.
because I1c wa",. supcn·orto me ::mdthere wa.c1
COUNSEL:

MUDDE.

Yes'?

That went on up to the next day, that is 18th of August, 1972 and then
later in the afternoon he sent me a message that he wanted me and my
officers again in my office at 3.00 o'clock I informed the officers and

we waited for him. When he came he did not say much except saying
that he was arresting me and he was taking me to Makindye in a car

boot.
CHAIRMAN:

Did he say why he was arresting you? What wrong had you committed?

MUDDE:

He said he was arresting me because I was not co-operating with the
anny in their actions and that I had prevented my policemen to arrest
many defaulters and that it appeared I was not supporting the 2nd
Republic. He went on to say that it appeared I was a supporter of Obote.

CHAIRMAN:

Carry on.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Could the witness be most specific in which way was he accusing you of
not supporting the army, or co-operating?

MUDDE:

I think what he meant because I was against the killings which were
going on mostly done by the army, I was always against them I used to
call on army commanders in the then Simba Battalion to tell them not to
kill people that if they arrested people suspected of being robbers or
thieves should be handed over to us for proper investigations instead of
killing them instantly, I think, he meant that.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say in Mbarara army were killing people on arrest did
you have some instances to give?

MUDDE:

My Lord it is a long time now ab~ut over 16 years I cannot remember
exactly but there were a lot of killings going on during that time.

COUNSEL:

Yes, proceed.

MUDDE:

Then he told me to hand over to my next in rank.

COUNSEL:

No, when he says he is going to arrest you did he actually arrest you and
if he did how did he carry out this arrest?

MUDDE:

Well, after I had handed over the cash that was available in the station -

COUNSEL:

No, I am asking you when he said he is going to arrest you did he
actually arrest you?

MUDDE:

Yes, he called some of his men and they stripped me of my badges of
rank, they removed my sun brand belt which I was wearing at that time
and eventually put me in the boot of a 504 car which was locked.
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You rncan they lifted
tl1c boot'/
you and put you in the boot or you just walked in
"tl Dfll::

He ordered me. H

c ordered me to go in ilic car boot.

COl "'ISFL:
_MllDDF

coUNSTL.

So you put yourself·10 tJ
le boot on ilie orders ofTowili7
yes, I could not resist since the
preparing to kill me 1•r 1 resist.
.
Y were anned and I iliought they were
Yes.
Having stayed in tile b00 t c,1
.
.
or
some
minutes
1t
was opened and tiley told
me to come out and til
t t1l
. .
.
en a at matenal time tilere were two or four
suspects bemg escorted t til •
.
o e pnson which was nearby he called for tile
files regarding tilose people, those suspects and he pi;ked one whereby
that sus~ect was charged witil tileft and then he told me to go with that
suspect m tile yard of All Saints Church which was near the Police
Station. He ordered me to call for one of my men witil a 303 Rifle and
five ~ounds. I called for a certain constable called Oryema, who was on
duty m the barracks and he came with a 303 rifle with five rounds. That
suspect whose name I do not remember was told to lie down face
downwards and he ordered the constable to shoot him in the shoulder
blade, that was the demonstrate to me what action I should have been
taking as regards robbers and thieves. The constable was a bit hesitant
and he was also threatened that if you do not shoot we shall shoot you.
Then the constable of course shockingly aimed at the shoulder blade of
the man and released the bullet. At that moment I had closed my eyes
because it was very very shocking to me but when after the sound of the
gun I opened my eyes to see the man kicking and I was very much
scared too because I thought I could also be shot. After the man had died
I heard Towili say that the body should be taken to the mortuary. I was
then ordered to go back on the boot.

COUNSEL:

Again you locked by yourself?

MUDDE:

They opened and I was told to go in, it was again ~ocked. They drove
and they next opened the boot in the hom_e_of Ah Fadhul, there they
called his wife. One of his wives called SyhVIa who came and looked at
me. As she knew me -

DR MAKUBUYA:

One of his wives?

MUDDE:

yes, he had many wives.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Who?

MUDDE:

Ali Fadhul.

COUNSEL:

Fadhul, who was Fadhul then?
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He was the Commander of Simba Battalion at Mbarara.

MLDDE:
COUNSEL:

MUDDE:
COUNSEL:

DR MAK.UBUY
A:
COUNSEL:

MUDDE.

Please would you speak up?
The boot was again locked and I 'd fro
here the suspect had been killed the car was driven
No you sai
mw
. Ali Fadhul
to the Commanding Officer's home that lS
And his wife Sylivia came.
And his wife came what happened when Sylvia came?
When she looked at me, she exclaimed because she knew me, she was an
Ex. Police woman, she said, "Eh! Tom." Th.en the car boot was locked
again.

COUNSEL:

Yes, did you say anything?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Was Towili present in Fadhul's home when the boot was opened and
Sylvia exclaimed?

MUDDE:

He was not there.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

He was not?

MUDDE:

He remained at the station when I was being driven by his men.

CHAIRMAN:

The boot was closed?

MUDDE:

I beg your pardon my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Then the boot was closed?

MUDDE:

It was again closed and I was driven to Sirnba Battalion at the quarterguard.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, what happened there, tell us?

MUDDE:

There it was not opened, they started driving towards Kampala.

COUNSEL:

How did you know you were on Simba-quarter-guard?

MUDDE:

Well I was hearing the voices of soldiers and these men then I knew, I
could sense that I was in a particular place, though I was locked at. So, I
was driven up to Makindye we arrived there during the night when I was
told to come out of the boot. I was searched and told to be taken to
where my friends are. Where actually other Police Officers who had
been arrested in and around Kampala.

COUNSEL:

Yes?
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\Ve ,, ere locked up there me ,
CH \lRMAN·

~IUDDE:

CHAIRMAN:
MUDDE:

CHAIRMAN
MUDDE

'

personally I spent seven days.

lllow m:my did you find there?
t 1crc?

l low m:my other officers did you find

ll,cy were many about 50.

Of Senior ranks like you arc or mixed?
\Ve were mixed The O 1
•
•.
nc can remember is the late Ochungi who was a
0,
.
c~cctJRve
Supenntendcnt
JtnJa oad and Drive L and • then Mr. BabaJanda, now commanding
•• Sergeants.
r ugw1rc and so many Assistant Inspectors of
Pohcc,
Tell us what happened during your seven days, routine day.
Y cs du~ng the seven days we were being looked after, of course, we
were bemg fed properly and sometimes we were taken out for what the)'
called fatigue duties, that is carrying of rubbish or stones from one place
to another and during the seven days me personally I was assaulted once
b} an army Sergeant for no reason at all. So we were in fear all the time

CHAIRMAN·

Did you try to find out from your colleagues why they had also bee1
arrested?

MUDDE:

Some of them told me like Mr Babalanda he told me that he had bee
arrested because of failing a certain constable driver who was I think ,
Nubian.

COUNSEL:

You mean that is the reason they gave him for his arrest?

MUDDE:

That is what he told me and then the late Ochungi told me that he h,
been arrested because of having investigated the death of Brigadic
Okoya and then the rest had various accusations against them whic
were of course most of them were dubious accusations.

CHAIRMAN:

Were the others also assaulted?

MUDDE.

Not in my presence my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MUDDE:

Then one evening -

DR LUYOMBY A:

Can you descn·be to us in which way you were physically assaulted
the Sergeant?

MUDDE:

.
and he told our guard to open and then he picl
The Sergeant .1ustcame .
kicking me and he got a gun from
me up, he started slappmg meand threatened me with it and pricked
• h had a bayonet on
that
guar d w h ic
. h decided to go away but he left me
twice on my arm until e
.
would come back later to deal with me.
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COU '~EL.

No, did he want you to do anything'! By shooting you did he want you
to

do anything'l

MUDDE:

I do not kno\\ whv this man just opened and came just only for me
among the others I do not know

COUNSEL:

Yes?

MUDDE:

Then one evening that is the seventh day we had a group of unifonned
Police Officers in ceremonial uniform coming in being brought in we
thought they had come to our rescue whereas they had been also under
arrest and they were locked together with us that included Mr Othieno,
Mr. Majaliya, the late Omvia, and many others whose names I cannot
recall now instantly.

CHAIRMAN:

About how many?

MUDDE:

They were about over ten because they were Regional Commanders and
some District Police Commanders.

COUNSEL:

You mean the Othieno was the Commissioner of Police you had escorted
to lbanda?

MUDDE:

Yes, my Lord.

COUNSEL:

Yes, now did you talk to them? Did you talk to any of them?

MUDDE:

Yes, when they came in, they told us that they had been summoned in
Mbarara by the President and that there they were told how some of
them had been retired and some including me were dismissed. We
stayed together that night and the next day we were told to come out
except the late Ochungi. We were brought under heavy escort up to
Police Headquarters yard where each of us was given an anned escort to go and hand over properly. Personally, I was escorted under two
armed military Policemen up to M arara. When we arrived in Mbarara
they allowed me to stay in my house and the next day they came to
witness the handing over. I handed over to an Inspector called Kenga. I
stayed in my house for two days until I decided to go home. I managed
to get transport, gathered the few property I had - I had a car by then, and
I drove home where I stayed up to until after the Liberation War of 1979.

COMMISSIONER:

Home, where?

MUDDE:

In Masaka District.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what happened in 1979?

MUDDE:

We were called back.

COUNSEL:

By who?
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nonE

COU rsEL:

B, - I hearn an announce
Barlo,,. sa i
mcnt on the radio b .
dismissed s~ongldthat all Police Officers )·lthc
Inspector General, Mr.
u come d
,,. 10 had bee
•
remember the date b an report back to Police H ad n retired and
and I was told that' I ~I :;ne in July - it was in ~ul;~:::
I I do not
was posted to Entebbe as District
_enposted;
after
I
had
fill d •
p . C
e m somecame
forms,upI
1
o tee ommander
Yes, continue.
•

MUDDE.

1 stayed in Entcbbe
saw a "\VT' that · up to 1981 after the new President had
• I
1s a message from p r
come m.
from Entebbe to Old Kampal B o ice Headquarters, transferring me
another message instru ti
a. efore I moved to Old Kampala, I got
the Old Kampala. I rec o~e:: to go t~ Lugazi - cancelling, of course,
days. I had come to he~
o Lugaz1 and worked there for about 45
Mr. Okoth Ogola, the 1u~ers to do some work, when I was told by
directed to transfer me ;
ctJ.Lng~spector General, that he had been
om ugazi to Nabilatuk in Karamoja.

COUNSEL:

Did he tell you who had dir
d •
General to effect transfi ? ecte him; I thought it was the Inspector
ers.

fUDDE:

ThatM.
i~ th e normal procedure, but he told me that he had been directed by
a iruster, whose name he did not tell me.

COUNs,EL:

Did it swprise you that the Minister had directed your transfer?

MUDDE:

O~ ~urse, it swprised me because I was never known by any of the
Ministers, an~ I wondered as to how a Minister could direct my transfer
- a small Police Officer, because I was not a politician and I wondered
how a Minister could have directed my transfer! Then having
remembered the experience I had in 1972, I suspected that something
wrong was going on somewhere.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

MUDDE.

I told Mr. Okoth Ogola that I was not prepared to go to Nabilatuk,
moreover it was a very minor Police Post located somewhere - having
inquired that it should have been commanded by a,i -Inspector of Police
but not a Superintendent, so I suspected it was a way of either punishing
me so I told him that I was resigning; and he told me to put it in writing
which I did, and subsequently I went home, until after this second
Liberation War when I decided to come back.
)

CHAIRMAN:
MUDDE

Did you decide on your own, or were you called back again?
I decided on my own; and when I applied to be reinstatt>tlthey allowed
me because I had no fault at all.
)

COUNSEL:

de you have been commanding other jtlniors in your
d
M
ow,
r.
u
·
th th P 1· h
M
N ··
d'd
find that because there 1s an outcry at e o ice as
position; 1 you
,
.
.
•
••
· ·ts duty in protect.mg the hves and nghts of the citizens,
not been d omg 1
is it true, do you agree?
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It is true mr Lord. The Police arc not at the moment working as they are
supposed to do There must ~e a number of reasons, but I suspect that it
is the economic situation which has brought about a lot of corruption.
not onh· to the Police but to almost every Ugandan' And also there 1s a
general,feeling that the Police has been all along neglected, since after
independence.

MlJDDE:

coUNs

COUNSEL:

How neglected?

MUDDE

Well, I can say that they haYenot been properly housed. pay is no longer
valuable, and that I think has contributed to a lot of corruption: and it has
not been properly equipped -

CO:M1.flSSIONER.

co~n-.,us

MUDD

WithA lot of things, communication. transport - sometimes ~ e do not have
even papers, and yet our work requires a lot of writing! Like books -

COUNSEL:

Please, speak up.

MUDDE:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you witness any- kind of discrimination within Police Force of anvkind; political, religious, tribal?

MUDDE:

I do not remember, having been in and out: I cannot comment much on
that, but all I can say is that when I came back in 1979 I found all thmgs
having gone ~Tong in the Police Force: there was no discipline - of
course, corruption had started and was too much, and Policemen had lost
morale because in the previous regime of Amin people were being
promoted anyhow. badges of rank were not having any meaning any
more; and that is how I left. But when I cam back in 1979 I found that
things had again deteriorated very much, and even after the screening
which was carried on in 1986. I do not think that it helped the Police so
much to go back to the standard required.

==•

!1!!!!!111111!11111111111111111

COUNSEL:

I see. Now, what remedy do you suggest to improYe the cfficienc~ of
the Police and their condition of service?

MUDDE

Well, I think Policemen being lm\ enforcement agents, ought to be
satisfied! They ought to ha\'e good pa), good accommodation and be
properly equipped

COUNSEL:

Do you agree that there has been a suggestion that politiclans used to
interfere with the duties of the Police, is it true' 1

MUDDE:

Yes, I can remember that when l was in Entcbbe just after the l Q80
elections, politicians, to quote one UPC Chairman m Entcbbc
constituency called Kabira, used to come to me and ask me to go and
arrest DP supporters in and around Baitababiri, just because of belie, ing
that they were DP, and he was telling me to go and arrest them. he was
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M

C

L

making n J t
o of accusati
Procedures.
• ons which were contrary to the Police
Did you arrest them?
~HIDDE:

I refused, and probably that .
Entcbbe to somewhere eIse. nught have necessitated my transfer from

col

yes, since now you have menti
. .
has been given against Kah. ;ned Ka~ua m Entebbe; some evidence
and so forth or cau d
ira at he killed many people, he arrested
'
se so many people to go missing Did it happen?

'SEL:

~flJDDE·

COUNSEL:

MUDDE:

During my time as o· m· pO1·1
is et
cc Commander Entebbe I used to refuse
1 th
~ ~ss ere was a criminal offence; and as 1'have said it might have
initiated my ~sfer to somewhere else But I heard, even after I had
gone_to the ~lage, that Kabira did a lot of things like a lot of killings - I
was Just heanng rumours from there I was staying in my home.
I see; were you also being used by the Gombolola Chief Night
Kulabako?
'
By the time I was there, Night Kulabako had not been appointed a
Gombolola Chief, she was just a UPC supporter - of course, wearing
military uniform; I do not know whether she was a liberator or what!

COUNSEL:

That is all, my Lord, from this witness.

CHAIRMAN:

I am sure Commissioners on this side have some question for him.

MR. KAWANGA:

Mr. Mudde, besides the training that you got at the Police Training
School, did you get any other training to achieve the promotions that you
got?

MUDDE:

Yes, I attended in 1971 what we call Overseas Command Course in
Britain -a three months course. Then in 1980, I attended what we call
Intermediate Command Course at Exeter the first one I attended in
Bramshill.

CHAIRMAN:

In which country is that?

MUDDE:

Bramshill is a Police College in United Kingdom.

MR.KAWANGA:

Y es, and did you know Ali Towili before 1971?

MUDDE:

yes, I knew him.

MR. KAWANGA:

As what?

MUDDE:

•
•1•
serving in Kenya Police before
If I can remember_ A~19[::e1re w:as an exchange of Police Officers,
independence, and m
Ken ans in the Uganda Police Force. They
because there were som~ h d ~ o back to Kenya, and those Ugandans
were asked, those who w1s e o g
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•
to
1·n Kenya were asked to transfer their services
who were serving
.
Uganda; Towili Ali was one of them. But when he came here ~•th that
rank he was having an Assistant Inspector, ~e was not fittm~ 01:1r
standards, so the only work we could give hn~ was to put him ~n
Nsambya barracks to be in charge of accomm~dation. But ;'hen ~
came to power, that is in 1971, we were surpnsed to see this Assistant
Inspector,Ali Towili, who was illiterate be~ngpromoted, all_of a sudde~,
from the rank of A.I.P. to Senior Supenntendent of Pohce! That 1s
where together with things that happened in my presence that
contributed to the meaning of promotions -I mean, a person being
promoted from A.I.P. straight away to Senior Superintendent - it was not
normal in those days even now I hope.

MR. KA WANGA:

Okay, besides Ali Towili, do you know of any other person who got that
meteoric rise, besides Ali Towili?

MUDDE:

Yes, my Lord, as I was out of the Force, and when I came back most of
those who had been promoted likewise had ran away! So, I cannot at the
moment pinpoint of one.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes, but before you left Ali Towili had been promoted; do you know of
any other person who had been promoted in the manner that he was
promoted?

MUDDE:

I learnt that, that happened after I had gone.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see. So, apparently Towili's promotion was a special one.

MUDDE:

It appears, I mean, it is evident because to be promoted from Assistant
Inspector of Police to Senior Superintendent it was abnormal. Usually it
does not happen.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes; now you talked of this decree which Towili was expounding to you
about killing robbers and thieves on sight, and you said you did not
know about this Decree; what do you mean? It has been announced that
robbers had to be killed on sight, so why do you say you did not know
about it?

MUDDE:

I do not remember; usually when a Decree or a law is passed, we are
given pamphlets of the Decree so that we can amend our law books.
Yes, they did but for me I was not in for it because I was trying to
enforce law enacted by Parliament but not by individuals on radio and so
on.

MR. KAWANGA:

So, in other words you took exception to executing a law which had
been given verbally rather than in writing?

MUDDE:

Yes, my Lord.

MR. KAWANGA:

And when Towili came to expound it, perhaps that is why you objected
to it?
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Ml DI I

) s. m, Lord.
I it possible that pcrl1 .
fu tl k •
aps You the

r tat ·111dof insubordinate bchn :amcd greater hatred from Ali Towili
avtour?

I tltink it wa,;,

I sec, alright. No,\• th"
, is man you "d I
went around arresting people 0-d s: cft vou for a day, and then he
1
came with or he got as • tan •
c do this only with Policemen he
•
SIS
CC from th p l'
station'?
e O icemen that you had at the
MUDDE:

He ~":is
doing it ,-.,·ithhis O\\n men Of
.
.
pamc1patcd at that material ti
Public Safety Untt; my men never
me.

.MR KA\VAN GA:

\\I as he assisted by the Anny in Mbarara?

MCDOE

No.

MR KA\\'ANGA:

Besides the gen~em~ that he shot in front of you; do you know of any
other that were killed m the operation?

MUDDE.

Nobody else was killed in that operation.

MR. KAWANGA:

So, what did he do with the people he was arresting?

MUDDE·

He was - his men were bringing them and registering cases in our books
and taking them straight to court, especially the mini defaulters whom
they were arresting behind shops and so on.

MR KAWANGA:

Mini what?

MUDDE;

Mini Decree defaulters.

MR.KAWANGA:

I see; they were taking them straight to court?

MUDDE:

Now, after this killing, you said this man arrested an~ got you in a car
boot' is he the one who, actually, instructed you to get mto the car boot?
'

MUDDE:

Yes, my Lord.

MR.KAWANGA:

And is he the one who drove the vehicle when you were in the car boot?

MUDDE:

• h e was dnVI
• •ng a Mercedes. Benz
No, for him
. and this as said earlier on,
was a Peugeot 505 being driven by Pohce dnvers.

MR. KAWANGA:

And he was following your car?

MUDDE:

. the boot, I d"d
1 not know whether he was following or not.
I was m

MR. KAWANGA:

How did it feel like, being driven in a car boot from Mbarara to
I see.
Makindye?
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1 DDE.

It was very uncomfortable and if roads were in the condition they are in
now. I would have died on the way! But tl1crc was not a Jot o~ dust; so
wiili my small siz~ I fitted well in the boot, and God kept me ahvc up to
when it was opened!

CHAIRMAN

Sorry to interrupt the Commissioner; you look a bit tall though you say
you arc small, how did you fit in the boot of a Peugeot 505?

MUDDE:

My Lord, I have said it was not comfortable because I had to keep my
legs folded from Mbarara up to Makindye, and lying on one. It was a
very nasty experience, and people up to now still ask how I survived; but
God kept me safe!

COUNSEL:

Could we know your height please?

MUDDE·

I beg your pardon.

COUNSEL:

How tall are you?

MUDDE:

I am five feet, eight inches and a quarter.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, when you got to Makindye barracks you were kept in cells, what
kind of cells were these?

MUDDE:

It was what we referred to as a ward; it was a house containing three
rooms but provided with toilets and shower rooms.

MR. KAWANGA:

What kind of place was Makindye at this time?

MUDDE:

It was a Military Police barracks.

MR. KAWANGA:

So, besides the assaults you saw on yourself, you did not see any other
person being assaulted?

MUDDE:

I never did see him.

MRKAWANGA:

And you were well fed.

MUDDE:

We were fed properly, I do not have any complaint, at that material time.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now besides Ochungi whom you left in the cells, did anything happen to
any other Police Officers with whom you were detained in that place
later on?

MUDDE:

I heard that a number of officers whom I knew were arrested in
September, that is a month after I had been freed and dismissed, a
number had been arrested and taken and they were never seen alive
again! I understand they were killed.

CHAIRMAN:

Did Ochungi survive in Makindye7
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Hll)DE

o. 1 understand he was killed, and many others.
\\'hen ) ou left the Police Force in 1972, what did you do back home?
I stayed at home for some months until a friend of mine by name of Ben
Andrew Ssengooba, •h had
• d a farm, and having
. been my
? o
acqurre
classmate he called on me and employed me at his farm as a fann
manager: until the liberation war was over when I decided to come back
to the Force.

~1R KA\\'ANGA:

After your dismissal in 1982 - you can only guess as to why Mr Okoth
Ogola dismissed you, or he says he was directed to transfer you but you
decided to resign After that resignation of yours, what did you do in the
village?
My Lord, my home is near the lake - Lake Victoria - and I acquired
money and bought a canoe and some fishnets, and I used to do fishing;
that is how I have been earning my living until 1986 when I came back
to the Force.

MR. KAW ANGA:

Was it comfortable?

MUDDE:

Not very comfortable, not very profitable, and even at the moment I am
still doing it and I intend to rehabilitate it to be more profitable; and that
is how I am surviving, otherwise -

MR. KAWANGA:

I see; do you think this kind of treatment has affected your morale, or the
morale of other Police Officers?

MUDDE:

Me personally I regard myself as, I think, a failure in life because I
wasted a lot of youth in the Police, I had taken it as a career, I feel very
small now as I walk along to see those officers who were my juniors and
now are my superiors. Of course, it generally affected my life, because
if I had stayed on for all these 31 years, I think I would have been
promoted to a higher rank and I would have done a lot for my kids and
my future life. But it was all interrupted because of these sudden
dismissals and so on and so forth.

MR. KAWANGA:

Is it extremely disappointing for a career?

MUDDE:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Do you think your feeling is a feeling of quite a number of other Police
Officers?

MUDDE:

Yes, I think so.

MR. KAWANGA:

Why do you then come back to the Police Force?

MUDDE:

I came back of course, with a hope of getting my benefits~ because I
would have been 31 years now and having wasted a lot of my energy
during my - to go back without getting my benefits is really very painful.
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Okay

OR M.\.KUBUYA

Mr Muddc, I am wondering whether you were surprised that your last
promot:1011
,vas m l 972

l\fUDDE

Yes. m) Lord.

DRMAKUBUYA-

You were surprised?

MUDDE:

I am not surprised because if I had stayed on, I would have been
promoted But because I have been di~missed, I came back and the~
went out again, so I am not to be surpnsed to see ~at, all ~e same 1t
hurts me because if I had stayed on I would have attained a higher rank
already.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see; now, what is this saying 'Public Safety Unit'; what did you
understand this thing to be?

MUDDE:

You know, my Lord, we had a Special Force which had been established
during the colonial time; and when Amin came in he did away with it
and some men were transferred in the Army and others were transferred
in general duties. So -

CHAIRMAN:

And many were massacred in Mutukula.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Some were killed; did you ever hear of that?

MUDDE:

Yes, I heard of Mr. Hassan, Mr. Wawuyo, those were CID's, but of the
Special Force I can remember of Mr. Akoko and Mr. Apinyi - the rest I
do not know whether they are still alive or not. But during 1972 it is
when this man Towili having been promoted from Assistant Inspector of
Police to Senior superintendent, it is when he formed that Public Safety
Unit; and according to him he said the purpose was to discipline Police
Officers in the way the Military Police is doing to the Army.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

To instil military discipline in the Police?

MUDDE:

I mean, he told us on that he arrested me that the Public Safety Unit was
to discipline Police Officers in the way the Military Police are doing to
the Army.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

When they came to Mbarara they seem to have had a free hand without
referring to you, were they part of the Police?

MUDDE:

I beg your pardon, my Lord.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

The Public Safety Unit, was it part of the Police?

MUDDE:

Yes it was part of the Police, based at Naguru.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

When they came for an operation in your area, did they not have to clear
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with you and so on?
MUODE:

Well, that Wouldhave been th
was a Senior Superintend t e ~nnal procedure,but this is a man who
never even referred to me ~:r an ~e I was .a mere Superintendent,he
what and what_and th
b anytlung! He Just came, harassedpublic
·
en su sequentlyarrestingme.
'

DR MAKUBUYA:

you have been asked ab t thi b .
First where d.d thi
ou
s usmess of being put in the car boot.
was it alw h1 s procedure come from, putting people in car boots
ays ere or what?
'

1\-HJDDE:

1
No
•
Go• it started during Am'ms regime,
because when Amin took over the
b .vemm~nt I was in Mbale and that is where I started seeing people
emg put m the boot! Immediatelyafter the take over.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do you know whether it was approved by Police authoritiesgenerally?

MUDDE:

No, it could not have been approved; it is a very punitive way of
handling people!

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see; well, did you complain to anybody about this rough treatment you
received?

MUDDE:

I could not have done it - having been dismissed and told because when
we were dismissed we were told to watch out that they would follow us;
so, I could not complain to anybody! And after the liberation war, I
thought of suing the government, but just neglected the whole thing.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Why not sue the Government? Your rights were violated, you were
under disability because they said 11if you complain you will see" now
they are no longer there, why do you not sue?

MUDDE:

Well, probably I will see my lawyers if I can sue the Government (laughter).

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You are now time barred, but it is then what I w~ talking about. Now
you mentioned some chap, Constable Oryema, who was reluctant to
shoot one of these suspects; do you know what has happened to this
Constable Oryema?

MUDDE:

I do not know, my Lord, because - I remember meeting him briefly in
Police Headquarters in 1980, but I do not know where he is at the
moment.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I am also puzzled by something; when you were put in the car boot you
were driven to Ali Fadhul's house, not by Towili but by his men; they
opened the door of the boot, they call out Sylivia and she sees you and
says "Ah! Tom" and then they lock the boot! Did you understand what
was happening?

MUDDE:

I did not know.
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PR l\1.\1'.UBF\ \

~fUDDE.

you also said that when you were locked up in Makindye, one of the
officers you found there said that he had been locked up because he had
worked on Okoya's file; they had been investigating the death of
Brigadier Okoya; do you remember who this officer was?

MU

It was Mr Ochungi.

DR
DR MAKUBUYA-

Mr. Ochungi?
Ml

MUDDE·

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

And you have said he is dead now?

MUDDE:

That is what I heard; he has never been seen alive again!

DF

M
CHAIRMAN:

What rank was he in the Police?

MUDDE.

I remember he was a Detective Superimendent.

DJ

K
CHAIRMAN:

Based where?

MUDDE:

In CID Headquarters.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Then when did you first meet Okotn Ogola? Do you remember when
you first met Okoth Ogola?

I<
MUDDE:

During my service or?

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, during your service.

MUDDE:

Okoth Ogola, I worked with him in 1967 when I was in Police
Headquarters; he was the Personal Assistant to the then Inspector
General of Police, Mr. Oryema. He was an Assistant Superintendent of
Police then, and when I came back in 1979 I found him Senior Assistant
Commissioner; and then when Mr. Ofungi was sent on forced leave he
was appointed Acting Inspector General Police, and he is the one who
informed me that - it was at that time- when he informed me that he had
been directed by a Minister to transfer me from Lugazi to Nabilatuk.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, but has Mr. Okoth Ogola ever been your junior in the Police?

MUDDE:

As far as I can remember, he joined directly as an Assistant Inspector of
Police; but cannot remember when he was promoted, but it appears I was
senior to him in a way of service, and I do not remember when he was
promoted to gazetted rank but I think I was senior to him.

DR. MAKUB UYA:

You were a senior to him?

MUDDE:

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Was he embarrassed?
For example, do you think that he was
embarrassed in this 1981 when he has to deal with you, transferring you
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fnm1 Lugnzi to Nabilntuk and .so on'l

llll DE

I do not think he was , b·
d
.
,urnsse ' he is a man whom we used to call a
.J'• • lC \\'as C, 1.:m
•
•
supposed\o do - arrymg out orders w1t11out
first investigating, I was
'v,,s· r11an'· I

DR l\ 1 .\kl BUY.A:
l\tUDDF

He was a yes man'?
It appears to me he was a yes man; even when my many other colleagues
were lockc'd up 111
• Luzua,
• I understand he was not taking any serious
steps to sec that they were freed or taken to court.

DR l\lAKllBUYA:

Do vou think he gave effective leadershipto the Police Force?

MlDDE

No. he just made it worse even.

DR MAKusuy A:

I sec Thank you Sir.

KAK\VENZIRE:

I was not here but I have one or two questions to ask. You were in
Mbarara at the time of - were you there at the time of invasion from
Tanzania by Obote's supporters?

MUDDE:

No, I was not there; I was in the village having been dismissed a month
earlier.

KAKWENZIRE:

You were dismissed a month earlier?

MUDDE:

Yes, I was dismissed in August and the invasion was in September.

KAKWENZIRE:

I see. When you say that you were dismissed for not co-operating with
the Army; was there some kind of trouble beginning to show up,
especially, with the UPC - you know, pro-Obote forces in Mbarara. Was
there some kind of trouble you had detected?

MUDDE:

Yes, of course, we were picking up a lot of bodies apparently having
been killed by the Army; and that is one of the reasons why I went to the
Commanding Officers of Simba Battalion and I advised them to refrain
from killing people; but whether they were killing UPC supporters or
robbers - I cannot remember exactly.

KAKWENZIRE:

Yes, could you talk more about those people who were being "killed; can
you remember some of them - whom you picked?

MUDDE:

During my stay in Mbarara, most of the bodies we were picking some of
them were not identified; people could just come across bodies around
the barracks or somewhere in the ranches now, they report to the Police!
But some were bearing bullet wounds, others tied in the way usually
military tie people. So, I went to the Commanding Officers had talked to
them in a friendly way that if they were the people doing it they should
refrain from it because it was bad.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who was the Commanding Officer?
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MtJDDE:

He was Ali Fadhul and his 2nd in Command was, I think, Gowan at that
material time.

KAKWENZIRE:

And what was his response?

MUDDE·

Well, he was denying it and just laughing it off.

KAK.WENZIRE:

But could you feel you could investigate murders, as a Police in charge,
could you take interest and establish facts?

MUDDE:

Well, we could have investigated if anybody came and co· 1plained, but I
think at that material time people were just scared an1...they could not
come forward.

KAKWENZIRE:

So, you are saying that you could not get people, by the time you were
there, coming for Police assistance?

MUDDE:

As far as most of the deaths were concerned, people could not come
because - I do not know, probably they were scared or what! We were
just only picking up bodies and taking them to the mortuary and
subsequently bury them.

KAKWENZIRE·

Are you suggesting that you were a redundant Police Force, that you did
not have work to do, since you were supposed to be there to do that kind
of work?

MUDDE:

Yes, in order to have a successful investigation, you must have people to
come forward and give you information, otherwise a mere coming across
a body, not knowing how it came to be there does not help even if you
were a sophisticated kind of policeman but without anybody coming to
give you evidence there is not much you can do!

KAKWENZIRE:

When you were accused of not co-operating, what issues, specific issues
of non-cooperation were raised?

MUDDE:

I think what Towili meant was that I was not co-operating in what I can
call their criminal activities; for example, shooting or killing people
without trial that was not the way I am supposed to operate! If a thief
could be arrested he could be taken to court and then dealt with by the
courts of law, but not me to order for his execution! I think that is what
he meant by not co-operating.

KAKWENZIRE:

Had you been given specific assignments which you ignored'7

MUODE

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

Because when somebody accuses you of not co-operating, it means, may
be, he has asked you to do something and you have refused, may be you
arc supposed to do some investigations on people and you did not do it
I just want to know what arc the reasons behind your non co-operation
whif'h w:ic: "''lcgcd
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Hit DE:

Here
- actu all) ., up to now, apart from bemg
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f •his a man
. Towili
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"
~t his mouves were I do not know what he meant by not coopcra~tnR because me all along I have been known to be a good and
cffcctwc Police commander; but here is a man who comes all of a
sudden and says I am not cooperating, not hard working - up to now I do
not know what he meant!

k..\.k \\ 'ENZIRE.

I had thought you would probably know something about the people
who were murdered in the following months, the Tibeyungwas and
Bataringaya and Balyamujura but you said you had left.

MUDDE

I had left but I heard, because some of them were personal friends of
mine; I heard that they were killed and it is true that they were killed
because they are no where to be seen. I just heard that they were killed
by certain Army men or - I do not know.

KAKWENZIRE:

Counsel, would you be interested to hear what he heard or it is not
permissable?

CHAIRMAN:

That could be - there should be witnesses or somebody who should give
evidence on that. In fact, I was surprised when you went to Mbarara that
you never heard anything about such incidence, and these are some of
the querries being raised. Now I have a few questions for you. First of
all, when you were in Mbarara, was this the time when the two
Americans were killed -the journalists, were you there?

MUDDE:

No, I was posted there in July; but as far as I can remember I found them
having been killed already. You know I was posted there in -

CHAIRMAN:

In July.

MUDDE:

In July but, as far as I can remember, I found them having been killed
already.

CHAIRMAN:

I may not ask any more questions because some of the incidents we
wanted to ask you about occurred before the journalists went; they went
to investigate those incidents, when they themselves were killed. Now
you said you were in Mbale when the 1971 coup detat took place. How
much longer were you there afterwards?

MUDDE:

My Lord, the coup was on January;25th and, I think, four months or five
months it is when I was promoted and then I must -

CHAIRMAN:

Promoted to what?

MUDDE:

To Superintendent of Police -

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

MUDDE:

And then I was transferred from Mbale to Mbarara as the District Police
Commander.
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CHAIRMAN

When was this?

MUDDE.

I think, it was in 1971, either in May or April: I do not remember the
exact month And there is also eucalyptus forest as you approach Mbalc~
somewhere one day we were called and found there several bodies have
been shot there, they were picked and we took them to the mortuary. But

CHAIRMAN

Were they in unifonn or civilian clothes?

MUDDE.

Some were in unifonn, some were almost naked, only in pants and so on
from bullet wounds We thought it was the work of the army.

CHAIRMAN

You did not get information as to who those people were; no complaint
came to you at the Police Station'!

MUDDE:

No. And also I remember immediately after the coup, a number of army
men who had escaped from the barracks were brought up to our station
tied and we were told not to interfere with them.

CHAIRMAN:

How many were they? About how many?

MUDDE:

About twelve - badly beaten and tied and the army men told us not to
interfere with them. They locked them up and later on they picked them
and, I understand, took them and killed them near Soroti.

CHAIRMAN:

You never saw them again?

MUDDE:

No

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much, Mr Mudde, for your very - 1 think, \'Cl'\' good and
clear evidence which you have given before this C'ommissio~. 1 think,
you arc a great contrast to some of your colleagues whom we have had
!1creas witne~scs It is relieving to know that we still have some people
m the force with your standard which I considered very high.

MUDDE:

Thank you very much, Sir.
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CHAJRI\1 \N:

A~ this stage, at least, we shall have a break for about, may be twenty
mmutcs up to a quarter past one when we shall resume again.
Commissioners, Counsels Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ready now to
resume after the break. Could we have the next wi1ness, Learned
Counsel?

COVNSEL:

Mv Lord Chairman, the next wi1ness would have been doctor Dr.
Kakande - Police Surgeon but, as I see he has not arrived; I do not know
what has happened to him. Circumstances are that we adjourn the
hearing for today until tomorrow; by tomorrow possibly he would be
here to give his evidence, perhaps, in the morning.

CHAIRMAN·

We are being forced to adjourn early at half past one. Now about
tomorrow I was advised yesterday by the Secretary to the Commission
that this hall will be required, I think, by the Ministry of Commerce for
another meeting. I do not know whether they have found another place
for that meeting. What is the reply to that?

MEMBER:

(Not recorded).

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. That would be very fine. So the hearing is adjourned to resume
in another room but in the same premises -tomorrow, at 9.30 a.m.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsel, ladies and gentlemen, we are ready to
start the session on today the 17th March, it is rather unfortunate that we
are starting very late but this is because we have been waiting for the
next witness who was busy in his main other duties. Counsel, we are not
ready to start.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners, we are still
continuing to be probing into the activities of the Police Force, its
achievements and failures and today we have Professor Kakande who at
the same time acts as Police Surgeon to give this Commission his
testimony. Professor Kakande would you give us details of your
experience, qualification and so forth? Perhaps you start with your full
name please.

WITNESS NO.20: DR. MATAYO LUKAKABA KAKANDESWORNIN
(APPEARING A SECOND TIME - FROM VOL.1)

KAKANDE:

My full names: Dr. Matayo Lukakaba Kakande,I would preferMatayo
and I am 52 years old and Medical Doctor and I am an Assistant
Professor in Makerere University in the Institute of Public Health and I
qualified as a Medical Doctor in 1962.

MR. KAWANGA:

I think we already have your qualifications because you testified before
this Commission long before.
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COUNSEL

KAKANDE

Apart from being an Assistant Professor of Makcrcre University do you
do any other work?
I volunteer out of my own to do the work of the Police Pathologist
simply because there were no other Doctors who _wantedto do this job
So when I work a Police Pathologist I am not paid I am one of the few
Ugandans who can do a bad job without any pay.

COUNSEL:

When did you start doing this kind of work?

K.AKANDE:

First of all I was introduced to this kind of work in 1964 when Dr.
Kafero was around and I worked with him for sometime then I had to go
abroad for studies. I came back in 1969 and I was asked to help Dr.
Kafero who used to work alone in the mortuary. There was a lot of work
and I am sure the type of work for an individual to get team of Doctors.
Unfortunately this is an area where there is no qualified Medical Doctor
in the whole country to get medical legal work or medical visits
potential. Somehow the medical school and the Ministry of Health have
completely ignored this line of specialization they have pointed out that
the whole country does not have a qualified medical pathologist.

COUNSEL:

May be would you give details of what this work involves? What do
you mainly do?
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KAKANDE:

I carry out police postmortem, dead bodies have to be brought to the
mortuary and with the police order I carry out post mortem but
occasionally this practice is not followed and some bodies are brought
by people like army men and sometimes even the patrol cars they bring
bodies and throw them in the mortuary without any documentation
which I think should be discouraged very much.

COUNSEL:

Since 1964 what has been your obseivation at your place of work?

KAKANDE:

It is a long period I have too many recollections may be what I will give
here is a few things that can come easiiy now into my memory but there
are so many recollections. There are so many ugly things I have seen
and I come here to this Commission to the interpretation of misgivings
because I do not know what exception the government and other
individuals may take of my testimony. I will give you an example, in
1970s when Amin put up an inquiry into the people who had
disappeared I think that was seventy something 1976 or 1979.

CHAIRMAN:

It was in 1974.

C

KAKANDE:

In 1974 there was an inquiry into people who had been lost. I asked my
senior colleague Dr. Kafero to go to the courts and testify in front of this
Commission. Dr. Kafero was a wise old man and he told me that "if this
court is serious they should give me a summon and I will go and tell
them whatever other information they would like. So, nobody bothered
to call him not even where in this inquiry; so Kafero never went to
testify. But then subsequent events may be have proved him why he

K
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should not have done so because since that time a lot of people were
killed and one docs not know whether he v,muld be one of those people.
So. I come here to this Commissionreally to divert some information but
with some little observations as to the type of reception this may be
given by individuals or by the government.
CHAIR11AN:

Doctor if I may comment on that we regard your evidence as very
important in the work of this Commission and we would like to
encourage you to tell us as much as you know and as frankly as you can.
I hope that whatever you say here will not result into and to what
incident or insecurity on you personally. But if you feel that you cannot
say everything m public we are authorized in our mandate to take
evidence in camera where we consider necessary. What do you think?

KAKANDE:

Since I have volunteered to come I will consider to say whatever I want
here.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Did the Legal Counsel summon you? Have you been summoned or you
came on verbal invitation?

KAK.ANDE:

I came on my own invitation.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

COUNSEL:

So, please continue to tell us your observations.

KAK.ANDE:

There is a lot of happenings that have taken place in the mortuary and
the work has become very demanding may be because of the increased
population but also because of increased incident car accidents and of
course murders of various types and sometimes poisoning but my most
important contribution to this Commission are murders that have been
taking place especially organized by Government institutions. It is sort
of promoted by government and Obote and so forth. The first most
notorious people who have committed murders that.have come to my
notice are the military and the para-military institutions. Military to the
sense that many people have died in Makindye military camps and
Lubiri military camps. Kireka and so forth and some of them have been
thrown into the forests then recovered and brought to the mortuary and
so on and so forth and other para-military institutions include the Public
Safety Unit N~
the Nakasero, what do you call it?

CHAIRMAN:

State Research.

KAKANDE:

State Research and many other places where people have been brought
to prison by sometimes para-military people who are connected with
intelligence. I have done a lot of postmortem including people who have
been killed by Intelligence Officers who may not be part of the military
institution itself. So this question of military intelligence, I ~ have
been given - the title have been given to many people including civilians
whom we do not understand and they are connected with the army and

•
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the,· come as a military intelligence and people have been killed. And a
lot· of death I have seen have come from Nile Mansions, bodies arc
brought from there into the mortuary and then you have to carry out the
postmortem.
COU1'.SEL·

1'..AKANDE.

Now, when you say a lot of people have been killed in ~ilc M~sions
and brought how did you get to know that they are from Nile Mansions?
Sometimes the body is brought together with the Police request form and
m manv instances example from Makindye. the bodies were brought
either straight to the mortuary and poured into the mortuary or they were
brought through Katwc Police Station and of course Katwe Police was
providing me with Police Fonns. Of course they were putting down
unknown. Most of the time from Makindye and other military
institutions Then individuals the body is brought as unknown without
any name. So, sometimes I begin to wonder how so many people a.re
taken to the military barracks without proper documentation and I think
it is the violation of human rights to be put to prisons without proper
documentation and your name being put down, so when you die you die
like an insect you are brought unknown stripped naked and thrown in the
mortuary. So, that is one and in other instances some bodies a.re brought
to the mortuary from the prisons Luzira and of course we carry out some
postmortem and we document it.

CHAIRMAN·

Do those from prisons also come without identifications?

KAKANDE

No these come with names and proper papers and the fact is that when
the prisons bring bodies from prisons they a.reto pass through Jinja Road
Police so that the bodies a.re brought with Police Forms for postmortem
examination Now, probably many ofus doctors who examine the bodies
sometimes we do not know whether the government is serious in looking
at the report in fact they can may be correct whatever is behind the death
of the individual. We do not know since many bodies a.re not being
brought from prisons Luzira many of them a.re dying of tuberculosis,
anthrothysis and sometimes starvation and wasting we do not know
whether the government is serio\lS in trying to correct these conditions
there.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say they a.re being brought a.re you saying even
presently? Or the specific period of time?

KAKANDE.

Alright I am viewing the specific period before the government talce over
from Obote Some of these conditions are still operating even at this
present day and we doctors who perform postmortem and carry out this
dirty work would prefer since our remarks are talcen by whatever
institution to see that some of the conditions arc corrected and I have had
occasion Alright I think I can stop here.

COUNSEL:

Please continue.

KAKANDE.

I have had occasions to visit them in prisons to help in the capacity as a
doctor but you find that some prisoners are sitting on a carpet on the
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floor .tnd they are _o,•c1crowded and sometimes I am told they have one
meal n day. I dunk these are some of the conditions that should be
looked into by the government to make sure that our prisoners arc more
or less looked after in human manner.
COll SEL:

\Vhcn you performed the postmortem on these bodies what generally
was the cause of their death, the death of these people?

MKANDE·

Those from military institutions and other intelligence they were usually
caused by wounds and assaults and I have got quite a lot of recollection
and I have to point it to you the number of these people. They are so
man}, they are well documented. All I am advising the public and
journalists that the mortuary is an open place for everybody and I will
prefer some journalists coming in and out to do some investigations for
themselves. It is an open place, it is a public place there is nothing to
hide. In the past journalists could come to see for themselves what is
going on and it is a pity that we do not have people to investigate, of
capability to come and see some of these bodies. It is a public place an~
am sure it should be used more because it has got a lot of statistics and
information that I do not have at the moment but it should be kept there
in the government chemists and the reports are kept properly there.

COUNSEL:

Do you have some records which you can pass over to this Commission
in respect of the postmortems you have performed since you took over
the duty of a police surgeon.

KAKANDE:

They are so many, the reports I make go to the police and they are kept
in the government chemist department but what I am going to tell you is
a few that I am remembering, ugly things. One Thursday morning I
came to the mortuary and found a man alive in the fridge. Well the
fridge was not working properly but the man had been beaten up and put
in the fridge, dirty smelling fridge so when I came to do postmortem, my
policeman told me 11Oh, there are three dead bodies there but there is one
man alive in the fridge". So I only said, why do we not take this man to
hospital. He said, "Doctor do not touch that body the Public Safety Unit
told us that whoever touches this body will be also killed, this man will
be killed." So, I felt sad I drove away, I had a car at that time and on the
third evening the Public Safety Unit men came collected this man took
him back, beat him up, killed him and brought him back to the mortuary
and on Monday morning my policeman told me, "Doctor, that is the man
you wanted to help he was collected again and taken back and shot,
killed."

KAKWENZIRfr

When was that?

KAKANDE:

That was the l 970's, during the Public Safety Unit's time.

KAKWENZIRE:

But you did not establish who the man was?

KAKANDE:

The man was confused and being beaten badly, 1 talked to him but he
seemed to have come from Kyaggwe, he was talking coherently hl' could
ascertain whctJ1crwhat hi; was talking was sense I k "as ~'Cl)' much
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confused and beaten up. Some other instances_Peoplehad been brought
to the mortuary and shot there in the mortuary itself and when you go to
.+.,-..ru
the workers can point a bullet at the floor where people
the mo.~
......J,
•
·d th
had been brought there alive and shot there ms1 e e mortuary.
Sometimespeople had been brought still conscious and not dead yet and
my men at the mortuary were asked, you bring a brick and kill this man.
So the men said, "No, we do not come here to kill, you take him to
ho;pital" Then the men would look for a brick hit him on there and then
kill him there. At other time·
DR. MAKUBUYA:

The men which men?

COUNSEL:

Your men or?

KAKANDE:

I have got some workers, what we call postmortem attendants.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

KAKANDE:

They are usually there, they sleep there. They are the ones to off-load
cars bringing bodies and then put them in the mortuary and then help
there to load the vehicles. During the time of the 1980s, 1981/82 a lot of
people were dying in Makindye of starvation and well, some bodies
were brought almost dying. So, when bodies were brought to the
mortuary at times you would find one or two bodies still alive and
people still try to run away and these army men who have brought the
bodies shoot them there and then on the site. And there is a driver called
Abdul he is from the police, I think he is still within the police there.
When they were loading dead bodies in Makindye some two, three
people were still alive but almost on a point of death so they loaded them
on the vehicle also and on the say he bought some milk to try to feed
these people and we took two people to the hospital from among that
heap of dead bodies from Makindye but I am reported after two days
they died but usually in a very cannibal stage of starvation and it is very
difficult to receive them even with good intentions. But this driver
Abdul, I think he is driver Abdul Kasule or something on the way he
bought milk and with some menw and tried to feed them and take them
to hospital unfortunately they died afterwards. So, there are a number of
people who had been helpful but the situation was pathetic. The question
of putting people in the military camps and starving them to death is too,
a violation of human rights. And my second point is why should people
be taken to military institution without proper documentations, names
being written down and where they come from their relatives and so
forth and when they die they are stripped naked and thrown in the
mortuary just like insects. Somewhere somehow we will have to start to
make a new start respecting life and a sort of making institutions aware
of how a human being should be treated.

KAKWENZIRE:

Dr. Kakande, in the mortuary do you have entry book where you enter
the names of people.

KAKANDE:

There is a register to enter all the bodies and when a postmortern
performed frotn the police, we write a report which we extend to
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KA.K\V'ENZIRE:

So in the past regimes. there ·was no record of who would have brought
the bock?
., .

KAK.Ai'\TOE.

Tue records were not there ' but more easilv. we v.Tote do\\n what was
brought by Public Safety Unit or something like that or military
intelligence.

CHA.IR1f.A.1'-.1:

Doctor, do you not think it would help if there was a police unit or some
police section to obsen·e and record or try to take particulars of people
who bring bodies. To assist as part of the mortuary department or
section?
\Veil, I have a policeman., he is now an old man and he is sick but
sometimes he is not there, so, it is the mortuary attendants who are not
educated enough, who usually collect the bodies and put them there and
wait until the policeman comes or something like that. So, he is not
working properly but when the policeman is around and when the
mortuary attendant who can ·write is around he opened up document and
~:rites dov."'Il the vehicle and the officers who have brought the body
But this is just these days when I am trying to put things in order.

COL"'NSEL:

During the period you have been acting as Police Surgeon have you
attended any inquest? There is a proceeding k:nowa as inquest which
probes into the death of a person may be who have been found around
and circumstances are not kno\lt'Il, have been summoned to attend an
inquest?

KAKA,_"',1)£

This is the other part of my coming here. We do not think the
government is serious when they talk of human rights. Now, in the past,
I think, I was just called for what we call - (interjection) -

CHAIRMAN:

Coroner inquest.

KAKANDE

Here we were using Magistrate's courts.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.
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As Coroner, and it was early 1970s when I was ever called to attend the
coroner inquest but no,v a lot of people have died and the Judiciary does
not seem to put up this inquest these days either on prisoners or people
who die on the road and the street who are shot. I think this is a
breakdown of law. I strongly recommend that whoever dies violently or
some otherwise should observe some form of inquest to see what has
caused the death of these individuals

COUNSEL:

Now. to your knowledge have the police been following up or
mvestigating these cases they have been dumping into your mortuary?

KAKANDE.

This is the other question we have to produce and make reports some
other things starvation, shot to death. For example bodies from the
Makindye Military Barracks. One does not know whether the Police
Officer who received these reports from Katwe have any authority over
the army barracks there and in the past; one fears just getting into the
army barracks and this is the other part of my testimony whether we
should give authority to the police to investigate all loss of lives, but the
army seems to be above law and above investigation by the police. So,
my recommendation would be that we reinforce the police and we give
them the powers to investigate even army if something has gone wrong,
if an army man has driven badly and killed somebody or something, the
police should be in a position to investigate. But in this instance you
find police at Katwe cannot go into the army itself, into the barracks to
investigate. So, if we are thinking of human rights we should give the
powers to somebody who is qualified like the police to do all the
investigations.

COUNSEL:

You said that you volunteered to assist the police in this work, do you
feel frustrated?

DR LUYOMBYA:

Legal Counsel, I just wanted to follow on the comment about the police
and investigations within the barracks. Does the witness know that the
police itself has not been allowed to investigate into the barracks; has he
discussed this with someone or it is his own opinion?

KAKANDE:

I have also asked the police. Now these people are dying of starvation
are you taking any action on this barracks, and many of them do not
have any authority over there. I have been trying to go round them to
see if something can be done and during the times of 1981/82 when a lot
of people were dying of starvation in the barracks I went to the CID
Director, it was Mr. Kanywamusai and asked him, do you ever receive
my reports about starvation in Makindye. He said, 11 Of course no, I do
not know whether reports ever reach higher authority in the police." But
there I give him credit he took a lorry and took all of those people who
were starving in Makindye, he told me he took them to Luzira Prison. I
volunteered out of my own, I went to the Director of CID and told him, I
have been making reports about starved people in Makindye and he took
steps and he took a lorry and he took all the rest of the prisoners who
were starving there to Luzira Prison. I am a civil servant, I am not
allowed to write any paper, I have to work behind him to alert their
relatives about some of these atrocities.
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COL1 SEL:

UK.ANOE

yes. mv question was wheth
r
d . • 'ffi
er) ou ieel frustrated for having volunteered
an ) our c orts do not produce results?
tlright I am ev~r frustrated but as civil servant; I continue working
ecause I know If do not_ it is the people who are going to suffer.
people _son_ie
for therr bodies the} want names to be examined and taken
for bunal If I had not seemed to work then the co-relation would have
~uffered I am frustrated in a way that I am not given instrument. medical
m~e~ts
and I do not know which Ministry is supposed to give me
medical mstruments. The Ministry of Health seems to think that is not
their ~o~ary, it says it belongs to the City Council and the police. My
question 1s that I am a Medical Doctor I would feel I am a part of the
Ministry of Health and I would like to have medical instruments given to
me. I do not care whether they are paid for by City Council or the
Police, I would like medical instruments in the mortuary. ·I would like
this mortuary rehabilitated, I would like to be given transport to attend
courts. At the moment I am to use any public means my car was stolen
during the war and I do not have the millions to buy a new car. I am to
walk and go by public transport to attend the High Court and even as a
Police Surgeon I am given summons to go to Mpigi, to Nakawa. to
Makindye district courts and sometimes I have to go and attend courts in
Mbale and go by public transport. I have escaped death almost three
times going to Mbale one is when we were running into a trailer at
Lugogo and now I am trying to appeal to the government to give me a
form of vehicle because I seem to do work for the government and yet
nobody seems to appreciate it.

!

COUNSEL:

On average how many bodies do you receive in your mortuary in a
month say?

KAKANDE:

You may find four bodies in a day, sometimes ten bodies depending on
whether Luzira has off loaded and whether - (laughter) - and whether
accidents are fewer here in town and poisoning and so forth is not
constant changes.

MR.KAWANGA:

But perhaps now to get down to serious cases, have you ever had
incidents where you suspect the State has off loaded bodies into the
mortuary?

KAKANDE:

I consider Makindye military barracks as part of the State.
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Yes.

K K i:UE.

And I had come to the mortuary one dny and found about 15 young men
in very beautiful jeans and 1 had never seen this uniform before and
somebody told me they might haYe been young boys from Soroti Flying
school and I met them. the bodies in the mortuary -

CHAIRMAN·

\\'hen was this Doctor?

KAKANDE:

I forget the year but it was during Amin's regime.
Now. did you find the cause of death of these young men you found.

KAKA 'DE:
fR. KA\VANGA:

They were usually shot with gunshot wounds
Now. what happened to the bodies after you had examined them?

KAKANDE

I understand somebody came, a Land Rover was brought and they were
loaded on to the Land Rover and thrown either on Mityana Road and
somebody brought them from there again for burial and so forth, but
somebody was trying to hide the fact that may be they did not want us to
bury the bodies in City Council and something.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes, but how do you explain this attempt to bring these bodies to the
mortuary, they could have disposed of them elsewhere~ why did they
bring them into the mortuary?

K.AKANDE:

Yes, the interesting question that people had been asking me many times
and bodies were brought into the mortuary many as the main access for
burial. When people die they would like the bodies to be buried by City
Council not by the relatives so they throw them there unkno\\n and then
may be the City Council van comes in the next day or so and takes them
for burial. So, when those people who kill them do not have the time
they throw them in the mortuary. Sometimes they throw them in the
forest any amount and so forth. We have recovered many bodies from
there and it depends upon the mood of those people who killed where
they should take the bodies.

MR. KAWANGA:

You referred to some stabbed bodies which you found in the mortuary
can you give the highest number one time. One instance which you had
stabbed bodies at the mortuary and largest number you can remember
one at ago?

KAKANDE:

One day the Makindye off loaded 15 bodies and it was a sad thing I did
not come to work then on Sunday they brought 29, so when I came in the
morning the next day I found about 50 bodies all named, and ,,·ith forms
of Katwe Police, unknown, and I had about a heap of about 50 papers to
examine these naked 50 bodies and I did not know where to start So. I
just took a piece of paper gave it to these bodies and we went down
walking around. It was very very difficult work because parts of them
were not labelled, they have no names and they were there for
examination or burial.
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Did you happen to recognize any of them?
~nfortunately I did not and many were from in and around Kampala this
IS what perturbs me, they do not bother to go and look for their lost
people and people are arrested and taken to Makindye and may be they
do not want to know the truth. I have not seen many people come to the
mortuary to look at these bodies. I think somehow the public would like
to be kept aware that they have got to know what had happened to
persons who have disappeared. I think they would come regularly to the
mortuary to check but very few people do it. And last I think what I see
is the extreme end of human rights lost of life, this is my main
contribution. But I feel the public and country at large has not been
serious with human right and human life. I would like to quote one
incident and that was in 1985 before the fall of Lutwa's government, I
was bathing and the departmental vehicle UM going back to Katalemwa
and it was about 8.00, somewhere between Kyebando and Kanyanya
there is a swamp there I met a police vehicle parked on the road side. I
was going towards Gayaza, it had been parked on the side of the road
and it was getting late and I was driving home. Suddenly one man from
the car, the police vehicle, it was may be patrol car, jumped into the road
trying to stop me. Now, I drove seriously and I was looking on I saw the
policeman had already raised the gun on my head and I thought was
about too much. This is a question of life and you do not know who is
driving that car and he prepares to put his head even without knowing
the reason why he is driving home at this time. I thought this patrol car
was fooling with life. I had the right to suspect that may be these are
thieves and now I should speed on only to be shot on the head. They did
not know the directions I was sort of going through and they had already
prepared to shoot on the head. I think somehow the whole country has
to be educated on life. I could have made a mistake and sped away
thinking that these are thieves and I was to be shot at. I have seen a
friend of mine he is Mr. Kalenge; he had a petrol station on Kampala
Road he was shot at mile five, simply because when he left Katalemwa
he had run away from Najjanankumbi to Katalemwa and when he left
Katalemwa to work in Kampala he did not leave a road block on the
road. Now, he was driving Merdezes Benz with his wife and at about
3.30, he met one of these road blocks he passed it. They put down a sort
of stick or even a tyre to signify the road block. They do not take into
account that somebody may overlook this as a road block, so these
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p plc "ere hot nt. he and his ,, ifc. he dro, c his bcnz thn:>ughthe road
blo k and nt mile i he tried all at mght I looked after htm and in the
morning ,,c did not even dare to come aero s the road block so \\C had
to drh c from mile six Komamboga/and Kisasi and Bahai and bring these
t\\O indh iduals to hospital. fortunately the) surYived but I am putting
this a sort of example "here an innocent person is shot at simply because
our road blocks arc haphazard. They do not have police notice on the
road and that simplified the road block. So. if the country is serious on
human rights they should take all these burgers into account. A number
of innocent people have lost liYes on road blocks simply because they
are not properly put up
Lastly this question of the public or sort of participate in rights.
Somewhere around early l 970s I performed a postmortem on a body
from \fawokota who had been killed simply because he stole three
tomatoes Now, the public seem to think that every thief that is caught
must be beaten up and if possible killed. I think this notion was given to
the public by Amin who announced eve!}' kondo should be shot. So, the
public now take for granted that any thief should be beaten to death. I
think this is another problem we ha,e and have to educate the
community. May be you can beat this man up until you apprehend him
and give him to the police but people seem to take for granted that any
thief has to be beaten to death. Alright you might say a thief who go at
night to rob public with the intention of killing but there comes a time
may be you can apprehend some of these and take them to appear before
court of law. And a friend of mine Professor Mugerwa did a postmortem
on a rich man from Masak.awho is the brother of Ddungu.
DR MAKUBUYA:

Katongole?

KAKANDE:

Katongole, alright, it was found that he had stolen some Land Ro, ers
and so forth so he was brought to Makindye military barracks Nm,.
when we who are interested in human rights if somebody had been
caught red handed, why did you not give him to the police and may be
arrange a court to try this man quickly and then apprehend him but he
was taken to Makindye beaten up tied kando)a st)le and he died :ow.
many of us who are interested in human rights would ha'\e liked this
man to be brought to court and tried and stored away safel) into prison.
Yes in continuation with this when a thief is caught red handed that
while the police make the investigation, why is this in the militar.
barracks is it part of the military? Why should this not be the police to
make the investigation and may be take up the criminal part of the "ork'l
My recommendation is that the police should be ,,ell traim:d and should
be given powers to investigate all criminal cases and ci, ilians should
never be arrested and taken to military institutions because this has been
the main and source of death an10ng ciYilians being kept in military
institutions without documentations and I would like to recommend that
our Council, the Legislative Council should think oft~ ing to kgislate
that no civilians should be arrested and taken to militar\' institutions

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Let me inform the witness that there was a bill discussion in the National
Resistance Council and passed controlling the government institution
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nnd Sll ·our fears hnvc been catered for.
K K \ DE:

H IRMA

1

I am gratcfot this has been catered for but :

Commissioner, when was it? When was it passed?

DR LUY0~1BYA:

Yes, the security institutions that is the bill which was discussed and
passed.

1'..\KANDF

I have various capabilities I work as Police Surgeon and just recently I
think one week or two ago two women from near Lubiri were taken into
Lubiri barracks, there they were ashamed, they were beaten up and they
were in the process of taking some legal action but you may pass this
law in the Council but I do not know whether it will be practised by all
these military camps and the summit views and the Kireka and so forth.
I am hopeful that from now onwards, civilians, if they have done any
Cfll:llewill be properly handed to the police for proper investigation.

KAKWENZIRE.

Chairman, there is also confusion in the investigation. The military
carry out their investigations, police carry out their investigations and to
the public there is not clear cut who should investigate what. I think that
is what the witness is trying to put across.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

One other question I wanted to put to the witness, besides you as a
police surgeon you have seen quite a lot and when you talk of
government institutions we may include the police itself. Besides the
Public Safety Unit which was a Police institution have you come across
cases where human rights have been abused by the police for example,
people dying within police cells and being roughed by the police?

KAKANDE:

As regards people dying in police cells, we have some. Usually it is
claimed that those are criminals, either thieves who are apprehended and
beaten up by the public. When you are a thief, you are rounded up,
anybody who comes -comes - with a stick or a stone; he beats you. And,
when you are taken to the police, you may or you may not die there.
Fortunately, the police has now put up clinics in some of these police
cells, so that these people who are sick get some form of care. But my
complaint about the police in the past was that the cells were often
overcrowded without proper sanitation. And, to me, this was not a good
thing. And our police cells were built some time back, just like our
prisons; there is a tendency of overcrowding and people getting diseases
there without proper medical care. But I understand the police had tried
to remedy this by having clinics in these cells.

MR. MAKUBUYA:

But have you come across cases where say a civilian is arrested, he is
handed over to the police and he has been assaulted by the Police itself?

KAKANDE:

I have ~ot seen it my~elf,_the police assaulting these; but, when they die,
1
the pohce often say, Tius man was beaten up by the public on arrest before arrest." I cannot say whether he was beaten up by the police
bef?re _he ':as app_rehended. My other complaint, may be, about the
pohce 1s this question of the delay in the investigation of cases. I have
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He has been arrested on the nnplicat1on that there was akadogo (child
soldier) anny man who stopped by his shop; then l~ter on. at night, he
stole something from the village. TI1cy thought this man could know
this bo, But now this man has been staying in prison for almost a year.
He has just been released. I think. our police is too slow in investigating
cases. People are put away in Luzira for a long time before they go for
trial This is my main complaint. You will find that the Police will say,
"We do not have enough personnel. We do not have transport, to
investigate cases properly and quickly."
MR. KAWANGA.

As a Police Surgeon, would you recommend some amount of torture to
prisoners as an aspect of investigation?

KAKANDE:

I am not a policeman. I am not a criminal investigator. I would not like
to comment on this. Of course, sometimes the police has to use some
force - a little force, may be to make somebody to tell the truth But I
would not like to comment too much on this. I am not a policeman
myself

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Doctor, as a police surgeon, you could have come across. cases of
suicide. Would you like to comment on this if you have come across
any?

KAKANDE:

Over the years, there is a shift in the types of suicides we have been
seeing. When they started up in the sixties, most of the suicides. they
were mainly using a rope among the Africans; and there were, at that
time, the Indians we see, some have burnt themselves up - they light
themselves with petrol or something. Now, over the years. the
phenomenon t.as changed a bit. We now see a lot more of Diazine
Poisoning and a few death of hanging. So the commonest case - the
commonest fonn - of suicide - is by poisoning. You go down in the park
there, there are selling rat poison and so on and so forth. You buy
diazine and you kill yourself. This is the commonest cause of suicide

DR LUYOMBYA·

Is it on the increase? Is it on the decrease in your experience•) I know
the pattern could have changed.

KAKANDE:

I think poisoning is on the increase Of course. ) ou ha, e the usual
alcoholic poisoning; people just drink thcmsel\'es off In tcnns of
numbers diazine poisoning - suicide by poisoning is on the increase

COUNSEL

Have you tried to establish the cause of this'J

KAKANDE:

I think, this poisoning is due to tension in life economic. famil~
problems -these problems contribute to suicide

DR LUYOMBY A:

What about other t), pes of poisoning rather than suicidal origin'!
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Dr. K~ande, you said that this job ) ou arc doing is one of the filthy jobs
for "hich you get no pay. At the same time. I consider it is a job you
c:uu~ot do without fuclings - I take it you a.rea human being: and. \\ hen
bodies arc brought, you do not just dispose. of them as if they are not
~umau bodies l take it that you take interest. And you said that you do
it bc..::ausc
people expect service when they come for their bodies to bmy
them. At the same time. there is a small contradiction that vou said,
people fear to come and identify the bodies. So. when you sa)·. you arc
doing it for the pcopk and ) d people are not coming for the bodies.
1
didn t You find it not \\ orth it, for instance. you go to the length of
establishmg the cause of death. when nobody is coming for the bodies?

And there are two things I wanted to find out from you: One thing is
that these are human bodies Do you not get some kind of interest to
know whose body wh) they have died and whether they are Abaganda
or Abanyankole, or they have relatives? Did it not bother you over the
years?
KAKANDE:

When I can help, I always do. And the problem \vith the mortuary is
that, since the late seventies, I do not have a telephone. So, much as I
would like may be to put across to somebody: that: 'There is a dead bod~
here of so-and-so, please. come and collect it;' recently, there was a man
who died in Mbuya Prison and on his sheets he had put a relative, I think
his ,vife works for Uganda Commercial Bank. So I took it upon myself
to go to the Commercial Bank at Mulago and inform them. "There is a
body from Luzira and the next of kin is supposed to be a Commercial
Bank employee. Please, look her up .11 And they did. The nex1:day the
lady came and collected her husband1s body.
The problem with that mortuary is that it has no facilities at all. I don't
have a telephone and, when sometimes, I would like to report to the
Police say the C.P.S. or something - I cannot walk. I have suffered
enough. How much can I go on like that? Oays I have to walk to the
City Council to ask for soap, for gloves, for boots~ all these things
should be there. And, as a doctor, I would have come and just taken
go\"\ns and dressed up and started doing this. But they are not there.
You have to become a sort of an errand (boy) to go and get things from
the City Council and so on and so forth. I would prefer that other
persons do their work. I am a technician. I would like to do my work
and go on doing other things; not waste time doing this and that. So I
would like help but it is not forthcoming. We have had a fridge there
and it has not worked for so many years. And sometimes the electricity,
the electrical engineers are not here. The machines are not working
properly and so on and such things.

KAKWENZIRE:

-

KAKANDE:

Yes I very rnuch appreciate This question of being of use to the community - I would like to tell a
story. I had priests who were friends of mine: one of them died - I think,
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. He d'tcd One is Dr Y. Kiyiingi. He is now in Jinja.
he was K::unuIaIi
•
•
•
•
•
We were in Nsambya. 1l1ey said, "Dr. Kakandc, we know you have
been doing postmortcm. Now what is goin~ ~n there'!". They came to
the mortuary. So J told them "Youse~. Tots is a v~ry duty work. Now
here are bodies. They are naked. And then, after doing post-mortem, the
trailers come - sometimes without /11b11go
(bark cloth) or cloth; they are
lifted and put up on the vehicle. It is very difficult to be decent and bu1y
these people decently." So the priests said, "Yes You do not know
This man may be a temple of God." So I have learnt over hfe not to
judge too much. We try to be decent but we cannot. There were no
mbugos in the mortuary. What do we do? The tractor ~omes So the
men lift the bodies and throw them on the tractor for bunal - naked as
they are. What do we do? Either the City Council makes available these
types of facilities; so that people are buried somehow decently. It is very
difficult.

KAKWENZIRE.

There was just one thing bothering me. I would have wished in the
course of your testimony to name one or two people or relatives who
saw something so as to let our investigators to follow up because that is
why I was sort of probing you for taking personal interest. You have
mentioned people generally - many people who have died - but as a key
to our investigators, it would very much assist us to know one or two
people whose friends were dumped there and then.

KAKANDE.

Well, recently there was this case of Joseph Bataggwa, Katikamu,
Bulemezi. I knew him personally. And he was coming to the mortuary.

KAKWENZIRE:

Who?

KAKANDE:

He was Joseph Butaggwa from Kande, I think near Katikamu. I came to
the mortuary. This man had a beautiful brown suit and I knew him. So
he had a telephone - that time, I had a telephone in the mortuary - I rang
up his business telephone and I asked those relatives of his to come and
collect his body; and they came and took his body. And this case has
been concluded, I think, by Birikadde or something, he is in Luzira on
behalf of this case. So wherever I can help. But, when you have 50
bodies unknown, one does not know where to start.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Is it easy sometimes to recognize these bodies? I presume, for example,
those starved - have been starved - for quite a long time and they could
have changed or those who are brought fresh could have decomposed a
bit and you may not be able to recognize them.

KAKANDE·

The problem with bodies is that, after death, sometimes they swell up,
sometimes even all appearance is lost; even some relatives coming to
collect bodies sometimes mistaking their bodies for another person's
body, especially in that form where people have been staryed to death; it
is very difficult to recognize somebody

CHAIRMAN:

Professor K.akande, your evidence has been vel) good We are ycry
grateful that you have come and given us not onlv evidence but also
your views and what should be done We hope that even in the report
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COl '-SEL:

CHA~\ IA.1\J"

KAKANDE

My Lord it is th
I, •
,
. e on } witness I have for today. The other police
Officers are
expected t
.
•
omorrow, namely the Director Special Branch and
th e Dtrector
of C.f.D.
'
~ery well then. The hearing is adjourned and we will resume here at
•3o a.m. tomorrow. Professor you are free to go now. You may go and
resume your other duties.
Thanks.

WITNESS N0.216:
SWORN IN

DAVID CHEPTOPK P'SOMGEN -

COUNSEL:

Would you state your names please?

PSOMGEN:

David Cheptopk Psomgen.

COUNSEL:

Your work, please?

PSOMGEN:

I am Senior Commissioner of Police.

COUNSEL:

Duties?

PSOMGEN:

Currently I am the Director of Special Branch.

COUNSEL:

When did you join the Police?

PSOMGEN:

I joined the Uganda Police Force as a Cadet ASP- in July, 1962 and I
took my initial training at Police College \Yhich lasted about six months.
Thereafter, I went to Witfield in the United Kingdom to continue
training for another five months. I came back in 1963 and I was posted
to Mbarara District the, it was Ankole District at that time where I
became Second-in-Charge of the District. I did prosecution while I was
in Mbarara in the Resident Magistrate's Court and then in 1964 I was
transferred to Mubende where again I perfonned the duties of Second-inCharge of the District. After the Referendum in 1965. I am not Yery
clear, the then District Police Commander was transferred away and I
briefly remained behind as District Commander until about September.
1965 \\hen I ,vas transferred to Police College, Naguru where I became
one of the Instructors there. In 1977 I was mo\'ed to Special Branch
Headquarters and there, I started the duties of Desk Officer. In 1968 I
went to Brussels. the Police College in Britain, for an lntem1ediate
Command Course which took me six months. On my return I rejoined
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the special Brnncl1and later I became Senior Desk Officer. So by. 1974 I
had become Acting Head of the Branch although my rank could not
agree with my responsibilities since l was just a superintendent.
COl'NSEL:

You joined as a Cadet A.S.P. in 1962, in 1964 you had only gone up one
rank?

PSOl\fGEN:

That is true. So in I 974 a lot of things were happening in the country
the insecurity particularly people were being seized and made to
disappear. We tried under the circumstances to report these things, this
was during Amin's time. I remember one time the late Kalema was
seized I think some where in Kampala here and he disappeared. Later
we got information when we were investigating this then that his car
which was then a B.M.W had been seen crossing the border in Kisoro
into Zaire and the person who was driving it was one of the Presidential
Aide under the Presidential Escort Unit. We made a report

COUNSEL:

Who was this person?

PSOMGEN:

I do not quite remember but I think he was called Hassan. We made a
report which we submitted to the Minister of Internal Affairs who
happened then to be Colonel Obitre Gama who in tum sent the report to
Amin who was the President then. The President's reaction was a bit
shocking because he had to call a meeting of Senior Police Officers and
Ministry staff to International Conference Centre where we went and
found members of Military Police on balcony up. There Amin
castigated the whole Ministry of Internal Affairs, called them liars
mainly because of that report, threatened to have us arrested he
personally attacked the Minister, fortunately we were not arrested we
were told to go away. I think why sorrow attacked us was that the
Minister was sacked. So such incidents put us in a position where by we
could not operate normally we were operating under fear of being
arrested and possibly be killed, there were a number of Police Officers
who had been killed at Mutukula when we investigated Amin's case
involving the killing of was it Brigadier Okoya? Hassan was killed,
Wawuyo was killed, Aleta Ochungi those who were involved in that
case were killed. The Commissioner also I remember that one time
during those days Amin said that a Judicial Commission of Inquiry into
the disappearance of the two Americans, the Commission visited
Western Region trying to discover some system information and the size
of the vehicle later the Presiding Judge was forced to lea, e the countr:
and I think he submitted his report in Nairobi So that atmosphere I
think forced the Police to be careful least to prO\ oke the President as to
where was the Presiding Judge, I think this was Justice Jofrey Jones

CHAIRMAN:

We have had a report there was a copy which was circulated around
when this Commission was beginning to \\Ork, I do not know where it is
but we got a report really within 1974.

PSOMGEN:

But in 1974 I personally took a decision to lca,e the post because of
such situation I asked to go on leave and "hilc on lea, e I "rote to my
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C\)tnmissionrr asking to b- all
.
(lntc1jcction) to until tl
c ' m,cd to resign. My npplicntion wns .
tc 1ea, c cnd1.·d. 111cnnftcr a month -

arc Sa)ing YOU
1· •
,1
'
• r app IC,lhon was not accepted did you by any
I; lance keep copies of such correspondence'?
•

' 0 I

PSOMG ~1\

COl

SEL:

PSO\lGFN

1 have.
After the end of) our leave what happened?
1

overstayed b) one month and then they sent signals out looking for me
and was called to Masindi Police Station where I was informed I was
rcqmred to report to Police Headquarters I came and the Commissioner
then ,~·antedme ~r he wanted to know why 1 had not returned on duty'? I
told ~um I was still not willing I had some responsibilities in the family,

!

farnung and I told him why I refused to come back and even the
Government had earlier freely dismissed even innocent people why
should you stick on me? So I was told to go back and wait Later I think
after one month they wrote back accepting resignation
Then I
continued in Bunyoro where I was farming until after the Liberation War
in 1979. When I saw conditions conducive to normal working I
returned. So I decided to come back and I think I subsequently allowed
to come back in September, 1979. In about 1980 the President of the
country Godfrey Binaisa appointed me the Deputy Inspector General of
Police in charge of Administration. This was not followed by a written
appointment so the security situation at that time here we addressed was
not all that good, there were robberies of vehicles, occasionally people
were killed and we continued in that state.

I

COUNSEL:

Did you find out who was committing these robberies and killings of
people?

PSOMGEN:

An accusing finger was pointed at the Members of the Armed Forces the

Army. For example, within that same time we used to see some stolen
vehicles parked in the yard of the Nile Mansions and in one incident, a
car robbed from a bank official I think Barclays Bank something like
that it was a Fiat Car was seen being driven by {3azillio Okello ,,·hich
pointed the Inspector General who at that time ,vas the present Inspector
General Mr. Ofumbi. We wrote a report to the Government indicating
that this car had been seen being driven by Bazilio Okello.
CHAIRMAN:

Who was Bazilio Okello at the time?

PSOMGEN:

I think he was Central Brigadier Commander within Kampala here at
that particular time. So later, (Interjection) -

KAKWENZIRE.

Excuse me. When you saw a car being driven, did you personally take
part in the investigations to find out what was going on?

PSOMGEN:

I did not take part personally myself because always I have been in
administration but I am sure the C.I.D. could have investigated that
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particular incident and who in turn reported to the In_spectorGeneral so
that the Government could be infonncd and that 1s what happened.
"'hat happened to the car. was it recovered and returned? \Vas it never
recovered and nobody responded to I.G.P. later as far as I am aware? So
these things continued until one time when the J.G.P. was not there and
that time I think Tito was Acting President. I went to see him because of
these robberies and we discussed the matter I told him Police did not
have enough arms to control the situation. He said he was going to ask
the Brigade Commander who happened to be Bazilio Okello to avail us
some firearms. This was not done until - when was this? -There was a
time when three Presidents, the President of Tanzania, Kenya and
Zambia were visiting here. I happened to be Acting I G the LG. himself
was out. I was called to President's Office.

CHAIR1\1AN

Which President, Binaisa?

PSOMGEN.

No, by this time it was now Military Commission I think by this time.
No, no, I think I have gone a bit ahead. This happened actually after
elections, this must have been March, 1981. I was called to President's
Office where I found Kirunda and Tito Okello they wanted to kno\\
what arrangements we were making, security arrangements regarding the
visit of the three Presidents. I briefed them, they wanted the Aids-deCamp. I told them we did not have ceremonial dress but we were going
to find out whether there were any officers who still had them. So the
question of Arms came in when we discussed the security in Kampala. I
repeated what I had just said that we had failed to get the Arms from the
Army. So this prompted Tito to say, well, how do you expect Bazilio
Okello to give you Fire-arms when you have accused him of being one
of the people behind the rebels? I thought this was very unusual. So
eventually I was let to go, as I was going, I was called back to the
President's Office where I found the then President Obote at this desk
We came down. I knew he was studying a file he asked about the
situation, I told him what it was I told him there were robberies but
otherwise the situation was not very bad. Then he looked through the
file and said the news needed certain report regarding security systems
I said, yes. We ended to constitute a committee to advise the
Government then which was Military Commission Government as to
how a good security system should be set in Uganda and I was made
Chairman of that Committee.

CHAIRMAN:

Who were the others who were on this Committee?

PSOMGEN·

The late Bangirana who was at that time that director of Special Branch
was a member, the other one Major Adra of the UNLA and then the
Tanzania Officers who unfortunately never attended our meetings

CHAIRMAN.

You mean in that particular committee which was set up you made a
report?

PSOMGEN.

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Where is the report? Y cs, so this is the report you were referring to 'J
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y cs, m ' Lord. TI1c President .
h
.
report cspcciallv 1
f .
was not appy with some aspects of that
said 311
• • nc_nIOmngthe General Service Unit whereby we had
0th
tltat • ~~ngl
cr tbmgs th at it was affiliated with UPC he did not like
• ~ icu ar statement. He did not also want us to m~ntion that these
pc.op c operated in unsatisfactory manner or he wanted me to say why I
said so? I told him well, the General Service Unit was mainly the staff
~·ho were dra\\:n from UPC Youth Wingers and the way it was operating
it_had ensured 1tst1fdirectly with the main party then. He showed us his
displeasure; he said this was bad this was a public document we should
e~entually be misunderstood by anybody else coming after him. Having
discussed a number of things I was allowed to go. So soon after the visit
of the three Presidents - (Interjection) -

..

CHA~1AN:

Did he ask you about your performance in the Force, did he refer to
competency?

PSOMGEN:

I remember he mentioned one thing he said I was over promoted, he said
I was too young to be what I was at the time.

CHAIRMAN:

What was your rank then?

PSOMGEN:

I was then the deputy Inspector General of Police as I have said earlier
which was not a new rank.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, that was the rank, substantive rank?

PSOMGEN:

Substantive rank actually to inform you I was still SP when I joined the
Police in 1979. So from that I was made Deputy I.G. So after the visit
of the three Presidents - (Interjection)

COUNSEL:

My Lord, at this juncture I would like to tender in as exhibit of that
report.

CHAIRMAN:

This report will be admitted in evidence. Unfortunately however, it is
not dated. On what date was it issued?

PSOMGEN>:

I will try to find out and then possibly place a date on it, at the moment I
cannot tell you what date it was but I will go through the files.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, it should be Exhibit No.92.

PSOMGEN:

So later after this encounter with the President I got a letter of Minister
of Internal Affairs who was then Dr. Kirunda asking me to hand over to
Mr. Okoth Ogola and proceed on leave, this I think was in February.

CHAIRMAN:

Can we see the letter?

PSOMGEN:

Which letter my Lord?

CHAIRMAN:

When did you receive the letter and what does it say?
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111 letter "as ,, nt• t.en on th l• 10th Fcbrnary.~ >198. I. it ,, ns udd1csscd to
me this slw" ing Ocput lnspcctot Gcncml of l ohcc.

P~O 1 .iF

"Dear Sir.
to J"lrocccd on lcmc ,,1th effect from todav.
arc I1crcb,) d'ir·ct•·d
I.' "
:
-1·~
.., ...... ng,•i 11,, 11ts to hand over to l\lr. Okoth Ogoln \\ ho will
PIcase 111,U'\l:
-1-.
·nt•·nts
to - either to delegate. somcthmg
ltke that - your
nl,U'\C
a'mu
• 1g 1..:
"'
•
.
•
responsibilities to ~mother Senior Officer - (lntc1JCCt1011)
) r OU

UI,

LUl

..,

"'

•

CHAIRMAN

ls it a trnc cop) of the documcnt' 7

PSO\tGE~

It is a photo cop, of the trne document.

CHAIR.MAl\J

Of the original letter?

PSOMGEN

Of the original letter
penmss10n -

•

•

M, response to that letter is here and with your

Addressed to Dr Lu,,uliza Kirnnda Minister of Internal Affairs. dated
16th Febrnary 1981 Leave - I ha,c recei,ed \'our letter No.S.5830.
dated today 16th - that letter should be 16th not I 0th Februal)', 198 I in
v,hich you are directing me to proceed on leave. Whereas going on
leave is a normal routine. it ,, ould appear the leave you ,,.•ant me to ta.kc
is prompted by some unusual reasons. I believe the powers ~·ou possess
as Minister derive from the people on whose behalf you exercise them I
also believe the public expect you or any other person m the position of
responsibility to excise such powers fairly and in their interest It is
therefore my conviction that sending people on lca,e without
explanation that matter amounts to exercise your powers unfairly and not
rightly. I therefore, Mr. Minister, hope that you will be kind enough to
let me know it has become necessary for you to send me on leave "
1

And the Minister s reply again addressed to me was written on the same
date. 16th, the reply to that letter. The Minister said 11

I received reply to my directives to send vou on leave. I ha, e also noted
your attempt to instruct me as to how to use my powers as a Minister I
would like to inform you I am sending you on leave in the n:.u111:
of
public good and the organisation of the Police Force l11is is aga111to
repeat that you should proceed on leave immediately after handing o, er
to Mr. Okoth Ogola. Failure to abide bv this dirccti, e ,, ill mean
disciplinary action.
•
So on receipt of that letter I proceeded on lea, e
COUNSEL:

CHAIR~1AN·

My Lord, these arc t\\ o copies of these ktters and the DI P's, ma, bl! ,t is
not comcnient for him to tender his personal letters to this Comm1ss1011
but -(Interjection)
He read the contents of the letters on n:cord and it is neccssaf) for the
documents to be admJtted because It 1s n:all) a rcpctll 10n of \\ hat has
been recorded
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c Ol

~l I

So 'ou protcedcd on leave?
I proceeded on leave b t b fi
1 '' cnt on leave, I think this may be
ncccss!lru
t~ ' 1 waso
u c ore
~~ .....
, to nte 1110n
·•
11 o

\\ hen this Jett
:
• .
rnana s tour: the thl.!nDeputy Minister,
111
• _erca e I thrnk we were leavmg the following dav with
0 mana• to v1s1t
the East
R, ·
'"
tl , 1
- cm egion. When J received these letters I asked
n_s~cctorGeneral whether it was still necessary for me to go with
Olc
mana? ll1c Inspector G, . I 'd k
• this
• \\ould pre,·, t h'cncra
thmk
c. sat , •o ay, you accompany him I do not
1
•
c1 1m irom going. When we got to Kumi first it
was m the morning ,,,J1cn,,·c • d tl
1·
·
'
amvc
1c po icemen were looking for me
and I was taken aside and shown a signal which unfortunately I do not
have here requiring me to report to l(ampala within a specified time. I
consul~ed Omaria who was my boss and he said, ,veil, do not wony
about it. __ So from Kumi we went to Soroti where again the policemen
were wrutmg for me they told me that I should immediately come back
to Kampala. So I got a bit upset. I knc\v it was because I was required
to go on leave I sent a signal from Soroti informing the Minister that if
it is leave that means to you to call me back to Kampala, please be
informed that I am not in Eastern Region in my private capacity so there
was no need for me to come back to Kampala in order to start leave. So
later. anyway after the tour I came back handed over to Okoth Ogola
power and I went. Later they wrote to me, the copy of the letter is not
here saying that the appointing authority had in public interest
terminated my appointment. And that was the end of the whole matter.
COUNSEL:

That was 198 1?

PSOMGEN

That was 1981.

COUNSEL:

Now what did you do after that?

PSOMGEN:

I

After that I started looking for another job which later I got with
Madhvani in Kakira where I was offered the job of Chief Security
Officer for Madhvani Group and continued in that capacity until
December, 1985 when a friend called me in Kampala. I had actually
avoided coming to Kampala at all knowing what was happening. I saw l
was risking to appear before people who would not like my face So I
came to Kampala he told me the things seemed to be coming up
normally, why do you not come back to Police? So I accepted to come
back. So in December. 1985 I rejoined the Police and I continued doing
the duties of Deputy l.G. Administration until April 1986 when the
present Government posted me back to Special Branch where I am now
as director.

CHAIRMAN:

Y cs . but would .vou tell us what is in\'olved in Special Branch''

PSOMGEN·

As regards to duties?

CHAIRMAN:

Y cs. duties, functions of special branch'>
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oruanis.,tion
dealing, main.ly with
11\l' spl.'Cll\· I I'1t1U\C·It ,.," the security
•
o
. .
• · of· w I1,1
. 1 Wt . «.:,
--,II lntdli11c11co
that i~ thl· .mfurmahon reg,trdl\d
,l.'!1
Cllllcl'tt0n
v
.
,
.
.
,
·utl'1 kct'Jltn" tlw Oovcmnwnt tnfonnetl or f md out
In t l' II1gl nu, ,
"
.
I•
,)lg:mis.,tions ot' groups of mdivtcluals who may _wru1tto ,,c ucw t!1e1_r,
or sabotage. So in
may llll po 1·1·
t 1caI 0 11.•1,.,·t,·vc"
,~
., throuoh
c, t.·tthcr suhvcrs10n
.
that capacity Special 81.mch mvoh l~S ~11t1rclya sort of tl hns no
l':\l'Cutivcpowers it simply infonns ru1dof 1t can suggest or rccom1~c11~a
certain course of action, it is agam the Government to accept or d1sm1ss
on :my particular matter or object.
CHAIRM·\N:

Do you think this Special Br:mch as far as you know has carried out its
role fairly to the people?

PSOMGFN.

I t11iokit has done although under discouraging conditions as already
explained when Amin 1s time and even before that the organisation quite
free to operate nonnally it was disturbed all the sources, its manpower
was a bit looted and l think tl1is was mainly due to rivalry with these
othc; organisations which were fonned by the previous regimes. So it
suffered from neglect from some sort of resources which were denied to
it, but inspite of that they managed to the best of my knowledge to keep
within its role and therefore I can say it has done its work within the
circumstances existing satisfactorily.

CHAIRMAN.

Has it also been involved in granting or refusing people passports?

PSOMGEN

I beg your pardon?

CHAIRMAN

Special Branch has been also participating
people, individuals, passports?

PSOMGEN:

May be in its greater role but as far as 1 am concerned it is not supposed
to deny anybody passports but in the net role what actually happens is
that when a person applies for a passport it may be necessary for the
Ministry to want to know may be whether this is a good citizen who will
respect his responsibility under Uganda travelling document. In tl1at
case occasionally the Special Bram!h is asked to get the person It is a
nom1al thing like, for example, if someone supposed to be in Civil
S1:rvice, occasionally the standard of education plus and get into the
background of tl1c person whether he is a criminal wlu:thcr he is
someone who is not, because he may discredit the country outside So in
tJ1at.way l U1ink- (Interjection)

CHAIRMAN

So it is not all as tl1eir applications for passports tha, come to the-Sp1.•cial

10

granting and refusing

.

BrancJJJ
PSOMGEN

It is not>

CIIAIR!Wi\N:

What has been your assessment of the- Police Force as far as you
since you _joirll~dit up to now'!
•

PSOMGEN:

l think like any uthe1 org,u1hmt1011, P'-11icc-Forc1.· has h;1d its

k1w\\

l'" n
problems in tl,e past up to. l think about l llh" l think it could rightly b~·

said tht• fore. .
c "as very cffecti , ·
.
manpower also office~ ad \e, tt w~ efficient, it had well trained
research. But as time ~'e~t ;~s, s~ ~nttl then this work was beyond
which addressed to Ith' k .. , po ttical problems in the country arose
the then President and ;~ it ~-p~rt of these country's problem whereby
led to what happened a::~i IntS t er cam~ int~ direct confrontation and
were seen b\ go .
' '
s created a situation whereby some tribes
stated but it . ,tlemment as a ~otential danger first. Well, this was not
is 1cre and I think e
.
th
.
(citizen) who 'd "A
v~n one time ere 1s a wananchi
b
h sai_
good Muganda 1s a dead one." I think this should
e somew ere 1t was writt
h
·h·1 h
'
en somew ere. So suspicion was created
w ~ was based on tribes, the Northern tribes were sort of set to regard
particularly the Baganda as a threat to the leadership of the country.
And therefore, in the Police this affected promotions whereby some
people w~o h~ been efficient and effective were not promoted, they
stagnated m theu ranks. I remember a man like Senior Counsel Kayondo
was one of our Senior Police Officers I think one reason why he left was
that he had stagnated he was not leaving for no good reason. So when
this happened people were promoted, who were not necessarily the right
ones to be promoted because possibly they were more reliable than
others and by doing this, the Force began to lose its standards of
performance since some people who were not capable got promoted, the
command structure weakened, people lost interest in work. So this is my
experience and I think the situation was worsened when Amin came into
power because Amin himself had to trust in Police especially the Senior
Officers, he promoted his own people whom he could rely on, people
like Towili, Farajara, there were two Sebi's sons and the father and, of
course, and the fact that the officers were harassed, some were killed; the
accumulative effect to that is that the Police was reduced to a situation
whereby instead of doing its duties properly, it adopted a sort of
defensive sort of mentality whereby one had to think what would be the
repercussions, supposing I do this, what would be the repercussions to
me? So through this mismanagement, interference and things like that,
the standards of the force dropped; it lost its capable officers; some died.
some were forced into exile. So that is the experience I think.
COUNSEL:

Did you complain yourself about this kind of management of the police
force?

PSOMGEN:

I complained one time; this was mainly about promotions, because I was
one of the victims of this scene, as I was one of those \vho were left since
1962 up to the time I wrote this in 1968, I was still an ASP. the rank I
held when I joined the police.

COUNSEL:

How did you complain?

PSOMGEN:

I wrote to my Senior Assistant Commissioner in charge of Special
Branch on 19th March, 1968 and the topic was "promotion". I said, I
have read the Inspector General's letter No.P/64/125 dated 27th July,
1967, and I have understood its contents. Unfortunately I haven't
brought this letter.
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Can you trace it please later'>
PSO 1GE ~

I tl1ink it can be traced.

CO . 'SEL

Yes.

PSO 1GEN·

Then. though it is not my intention here to raise anything with regard to
the ruling made in the letter. l still find it unavoidable basing my case
on it. It will be remembered that in 1962 when we joined the police as
Cadet ASP, there were learner assistant Inspectors undergoing training
Most of these chaps who according to the order of ranks in the force
were two ranks below us. arc now ASPs with us. That is they have
earned promotion twice ,Yhilc we stagnated. I imagine how stagnation is
not of our creation. According to the ruling ma.de. their position is
favoured because despite the fact that they have overtaken us, they will
still have their seniority dated back to the days they were promoted on
trial. thus reducing the seniority gap that could have existed between
them and us by six months Besides this, fellow Ugandans ,vho joined
other departments. e.g .. Prisons and Army as Cadet in 1962 and even in
1963 are now all ASP's in one case ASSP and Majors Prison Officers
are not only civil servants but are also sharing the same Ministry with
us. You will perhaps agree with me that this fact suggested that there is
lack of uniformity in the way the promotions of the civil servants are
carried out. It is even suggestive of unfairness within the police The
whole thing as far as we are concerned, is demoralising and. I personally
feel that I am being unnecessarily subjected to frustration We have
been ma.de aware that promotion of officers in the Police as else where in
the civil service is based on seniority subject to merit.
Now an officer who for this personal interest transferred from Tanzania
Police to the Uganda Police was hastily promoted to Superintendent of
Police It would be hard to believe that his promotion was based on
these principles; because besides acting at Personal Assistant to the
Inspector General for about three months, this officer did not prove his
ability on the field in Uganda. His. promotion in effect means that those
who were not promoted and have been serving this country directly and
effectively for the last five years or less were being less desening
promotion than him. I am now therefore requesting that very urgent
consideration be given to our peculiar positions which have become an
anomaly within the security forces. Depending on the ruling of the
Police Headquarters, I intend to pursue this matter further within the
Public Service Regulations

COUNSEL:

I see. Who was this officer from Tanzania who was easily promoted?

PSOMGEN•

Unfortunately this officer died recently in accident on Bomba Road. he
was called Mr. Okot.
•

COUNSEL:

In 1980 you had joined the police and you were here in Kampala: there
was a lot of shootings, killings. robberies in Kampala and other
surrounding areas, did you as a Police officer find out the causes and
who were responsible for this'1 Especially during Binaisa's GoYemmcnt.
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Gcncmllv it wru k
. 1
J
. ••
• s no\\ n t iat people who were promoting insecurity in
t tc Ct~· "ere m~mbcrs of the llNLA. As I have earlier said, there were
robbcncs of vcluclcs, one of whtch was traced to Bazilio Okello. 1ltcsc

:°bbcncs al~ough I never investigated them directly myself since my
Job ,,as mamlv adminis~ve, were known within the police to be the
work of members of the anned forces. l remember there was one
incident for which I think two people were attacked somewhere around ~s it _Kamwokya- I don~ quite remember the place, Ageta was directly
implicated, he had been seen and it was him who shot at those people;
later one of the chaps - I have forgotten their names now - went to
Nairobi I think for treatment, he was smuggled out fearing that he might
be, if he remained in the country, they would finish him. I know that
gentleman he must be somewhere now if he is still alive. Ageta was
implicated in that. (Interjection) - He was, I think, a member of the
UNLA; by then he was a junior officer in the anny.
COUNSEL:

What were the causes of this anny getting involved in this kind of
activities?

PSOMGEN:

I think at that time there were a number of factors: One, I think it was
essentially criminal. These people were committing robberies and in the
process they were killing the victims. Another one, I attribute to sort of
personal vendetta; some of these people when they came back from
Tanzania, I think, had people whom they might have left behind whom
they felt had unfair advantage over them. So these were grudges,
criminal acts, at the same time, it seemed also the anny at that particular
time under Binaisa, under the late Prof. Lule, they did not believe, they
were the right leaders. So, I think there was an attempt to make security
in the country very difficult in order to create a situation whereby it
would be said that these other leaders had failed to rule the country and,
therefore, justified or hate them, sort of facilitate their downfall so as to
bring Obote back into power.

COUNSEL:

Could the police do anything to arrest the situation then?

PSOMGEN:

The Police as far as I am aware were not capable of the situation.
Because even if they tried, I think, it would have led to a confrontation
between police and the anny. And, secondly, the police had no capacity
at that particular time, they had no arms; those were armed robberies,
anned killings; the police were not armed, they had lost all their arms
during the war, so there was very little they could do.

COUNSEL:

Now, what are your suggestions as to improving the police so that it
becomes effective and does its work which it is supposed to do?

PSOMGEN:

I think the action is already being taken in the right direction. Oue, it is
to, of course, get more personnel into the police force, recruitment;
secondly, retrain the existing members of the police force, equip it so
that it has all the necessary equipments, like communication systems,
vehicles and other necessary equipments which facilitate their work. I
also feel that the role of police, it should be respected by the citizens and
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. l ''"<.)plcin authority ~u,d other organisations. TI1crc lt·lS
t'I.:
,
.,. ~ , •,\ the JJastfor anvbody to stand up and start blaming th
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.
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•
•
•
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•
•
TI11ssort o H g •
and such bl~unes from government and from the publ~c, I thmk, need to
·:unnot saving people should not pomt out the wrongs
be contro11ed . I •
·'
-·
.
.
. but this would not be - there, one pohcc man has done this
1
t
11.:
po
1cc.
.
Th·
• .
'
0f l
and therefore the ,,hole system 1s bad
1s ~ay be mdtvidual
witnesses But I am happ, that as at the moment I thmk that conditions
existing are conducive to the police recovenng.
.

parttCU 1lU 1V )

How far do you think the police would be involved in active Party
politics?
PSOMGE~

I feel police should not get involved at _allin this. We~l, as ~~tizensand
like anv other Ugandans, they have theu - may be, their political rights.
Okay, they can have that, but they should not come to whereby they
align themselves, especially, in a multi-party s~e to al~gn themselves
with one group, so that it is seen to be promoting the interest of that
particular party or whatever, it should be entirely neutral so that it has
the confidence of both the opposition groups and the government.

COUNSEL:

What has been the position in the past?

PSOMGEN·

Well, it takes me back again perhaps to the UPC Government. There
was no open demand that the police should show their party allegiance
either to the government or to any other group, but all the same,
conditions were created in such a way that one could feel that the
government would want to have police identify their interests with the
interest of the government. This was not quite open. So during Arnin's
time there was no party, but again Amin was just trying to create his own
police force. But it seems during the last Obote government, people
were being pressurised to indicate their allegiance to UPC. I am aware
of the fact that some officers - I was. told, I had left the~ but I am sure
this is true - some officers had started putting on this Obote's portrait I
understand even Okoth Ogola who was the Inspector General could pin
it on his uniform. So at that particular moment I think there was a
pressure from the government to make the police force be one of the
organs of the party.

COUNSEL:

Thank you. Madam Chairman, that is all from this side.

KAKWENZIRE:

~ank you very much Mr. Psomgen for the good evidence you ha\'e
given t_o~e Commission. There are some few questions from the few
Commissioners remaining here. So I give myself that first priority. You
entered as graduate, I take it that, Cadet, I take to mean. vou are a
graduate. Am I correct?
•

PSOMGEN:

No. I was not graduate.

CHAIRMAN:

You didn't give us vour
•
J
educat1onal
background by the way.
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1 did 111) O" level in 1%0 at Tcso College Aloct in Sorott District, l got
a first. class
• - · and l ,.,as subsequcnth accepted by the then Royal
~cchmcal C_ollcgcm Nairobi to do m; "A" level in the department of
Sun e, This one when it came to going, I didn't like the course And
smcc the) could not - actuaJI) it was, I think, due to ignorance on my
part because later the Headmaster of m) former school was telling me - I
should have accepted to do the course and finish my "A" level and then I
could change to another facult). But I had not thought of that. So
eYentuallysince the University College could not place me elsewhere, so
I was left to go. So I didn't stay in the University; I returned home, did a
bit of teaching in some schools; after that I applied to join the police.
So, that is how it started that eventually I became as a cadet. I think this
was mainly on the basis of my passing and having had admission to the
University; it was mainly on that.

i
CHAifil.1AN·

I see. So how many officer cadets were you when you joined at this
particular time?

PSOMGEN:

We were four.

CHAIRMAN:

You were four! Am I to take it that was the first educated police men we
had, the University level or equivalent?

PSOMGEN:

We were the second lot. I think two others had joined earlier before, one
of them is David Barlow who is not now in the country; he became later
the Inspector General of Police; there was Mr. Mukidi who was ahead of
us. So we came in as the second lot.

CHAIRMAN:

Was the trend continued while you were there - the recruitment of the
officer cadets?

PSOMGEN:

No; I think it stopped in 1963; the people who followed us were the last.

CHAIRMAN:

Actually you told the Commission that the graduates in the police force
were just a handful.

PSOMGEN:

That is true.

CHAIRMAN:

And in the manner you wrote these letters, you were complaining as to
the treatment you were receiving; did it have something to do with this
kind of academic status?

PSOMGEN:

I think there was an element of that in it. Because - it usually tends to
happen in forces. Those who were the career police men possibly who
started from low ranks and came through, tended to resent the
appearance of people who come at officer ranks. And, therefore, I think
some of our bosses then were those ones who started from the b_ottom.
So they tended to see things the same way the other group were seeing.
So there was that resentment and stagnation, that was there.

CHAIRMAN:

So you are suggesting, education, high education was a disadYantage in
the police force?
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P~O\IGI'\
CHAIR~ 1\ "\

'\ cs. to a certain c:-.tent.sure, it was.
• k ·t ,.,,s _ the practice of recruiting graduates in police
\Vhcn do , ou t I11n 1 ' ""'
• d'' 1s. I·t bc·cause
force stoppc
• people were. not keen to come and there was
no efforts to recruit graduates m the pohcc force?

PSO\1GE

1 think the) didn't want to recruit more I thin~ that was the reason. And
I feel this came about because people who JOtned at low ranks. they
•bl).' if ,. ou had too mam- graduates some. where
th ought pOSSI
. . in the
middle there. there will be less chances for these ones ,, ho Joined from
bclo" to gro\\ through the promotion ladder And I remember even at a
Police Law that
stage. original!\.
rt
ceam
. it was a must that one passes
.
"as one of the conditions to qualif) for promotion At a certain state
these Police laws were scrubbed. they were abandoned. Again thts
indicated the fact that they wanted these people who could not pass to
have a chance to be promoted

CHAIRMA~

I am asking this for us - looking at the responsibilities you are supposed
to handle at the Special Branch for what you told us your duties are
supposed to be to carry out intelligence. identified enemy: what sort of
calibre. sort of people would be qualified to do this kind of veT)
sensitive job?

PSOMGEN

It is my vie\\ that a man in Special Branch or in any other intelligence
organisation should have a reasonable background of education. he can
be graduate. he can be anybody

CHAIRMAN

Which is reasonable - what do vou have in mind'J

PSO~1GEN

Comparatively. looking at the population. he should be one of the
perhaps well educated person. then I think one's attitude towards soc1et)
also comes in; he should be well adjusted someone who should not
harbour any grudge may be against anybody or against a section of the
society. he should be a person of high integrity so that he is able to
separate or not involve in personal matters with official matters. for
example. it would be ,·ery dangerous for me. because of. rnav be. I don't
like someone. and therefore. since I am in Special Branch.· I ha,·e that
feeling that 1 should make the person suffer \\'hen vou ha, e that ~ pe of
a person. then the Special Branch becomes a dang~rous institution So
one must be a good citizen I would say; a person who is respectable in l
soctet)

CHAIRMAN:

PSOMGEN:
CHAIRMAN·

PSO\tGF\

C

p

When ~taffing Special Branch, what sort of people - do you recruit from
the pohce force or do you recruit from outside the police force?
We recruit from the police force.
Did you have problems to identify the right calibre from thi: poli.:e
force?
•
Not quite. Normally. before one is taken to Special Branch. I think there
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nrc somt' backgro
.
• ~ un d - I don ,t know even whv I wa<; sent to Special
Branch But I b c1·1cve someone did some background
•
work ,vithout my
k O\\kdgc. and cYcntuallv. they must have seen me suitable to go there
0
\
usually when we are~rec~iting. we arc very particular about the
~crs~n 's character And therefore we need to observe whether the person
IS

smtablc to be m Special Branch.

But you just also told us - admitted that there was a problem as far as
education for police men v,:asconcerned
PSO\IGE\

Yes.

CHAIR.MA~

And that is why I am saying, did you have problems in identifying the
people equipped with intelligence to do this sensitive work?

PSO\fGE~

Obviously, the problem which may be there is the problem associated
with the level of education; the people we have as far as education is
concerned. may not necessarily be the best; but in the circumstances, I
think, we tend to choose what we think in the given situation to be the
best available material.

CHAIRMAN:

You see, for just an observer, an ordinary citizen in observing, the
responsibility of making up of mind, who is a subversive and who is
carrying out undesirable things, it has been very much abused according
to the evidence we have heard. Had this been a result of the low level of
education; has it been a result of the wrong choice of people according to
tribe? What has been the basis of this fundamental abuse of office?

PSOMGEN:

This was due to a number of reasons, one you have mentioned of low
level of education; another one, the character of people, persons who
were selected to do such jobs; some of them I think were not well
adjusted members of society. For example, during Amin's time we had
the State Research Bureau; quite a number of these chaps were - some
were mandazi (bun) sellers, others were bicycle repairers, others were
guards in industries keeping gates; so they were recruited into this very
sensitive system. So that was the problem I can see. The other one
could have been related to training. As you havt) mentioned, to be able
to identify subversion, may be for normal criticism or to be able to
identify sabotage, requires a well trained person. So some of these
people were not receiving enough training; they were just dragged in and
set free. And another thing is that I think they didn't have a clear code of
conduct for example, with us we have some objectives specifically stated
saying that the role of Special Branch is this. So where you have a
situation, where these people don't have what we can call directives
guiding their day to day operations, they tend to get diverted to deal with
wrong things.
So I think these were the problems which were
contributing to that state of affairs.

CHAIRMAN:

You have just mentioned something that interests me that some people
had started to deal with their own things. What is the procedure for
recruitment of intelligence personnel, Special Branch·,
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PSOMGEN

CHAIRMAN·

PSOMGEN:

.
. . recruit from the police. One JOtnS as a police man or
.
. \\C.
re trained and passe d as a po 11cc offi1ccr, you start
a police officer, )Oll a
• •
1·
•
. . S 'al Branch then among the existing po 1cc men, gets
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•
h'
People they rcgar, ral giving the list
and say we want t 1s following
the Inspector Genc
d h
'
nspector General agrees an t ey arc posted to Special
I
the
all
an d norn1 V
• h
•
• , when they come we have to .retrain
them
Branch . Nov.
. .t em. to onentate
.
we
arc
doing
And
this
trammg
1s
contmuous
you
to the type Of WO rk
•
'
do it at different levels. So that is how we do thmgs.
Our rl!cru1tmcnt

It is still not dear, is it a responsibility of. a Director or there is a
committee within the Special Branch that recrmts?
We have a Training Officer, some one in charge of training. This
Training Officer and any other officer who may know good police men
who are suitable for our work can recommend the names when we meet;
we may ask our officers, okay, we want to rec~it so many. Now officers
who have been observing some of these pohce men should be able to
say, well, I have observed so and so and t?e_se fellows seem to be
suitable material. And then it is left to the Trammg Officer now to draw
the list which we send to the Headquarters asking for these people to be
transferred to us.

CHAIRMAN:

Even if there were a room for abusing this responsibility to choose,
given the sort of on-going belief that intelligence work is lucrative and
somebody will just do as handouts to his friend; it was, I think, in the
minds of people who were in - doing the intelligence work has been a
lucrative business for those who otherwise would not have made it. And
the calibre of the intelligence people we have seen has been
disappointing to their observers.

PSOMGEN:

My Lord, I think your observations may be correct. There is a society of
danger that someone unsuitable may find himself into the system. But in
our case I think if this has happened, it hasn't been a major problem, it
hasn't. And I think that is why possibly we have managed to survive up
to now. Because if you look back, when Obote fell, the General Service
Unit had to disband itself; because possibly they realised that what they
were doing was offensive to the opponents of the government. The same
Yvith the State Research, they also vanished the moment Amin was
removed. Recently, during the recent changes, we had NASA which
also vanished when the Okellos and later the NRM took over So I feeL
we have survived because perhaps we have done nothing to be labelled
to be dangerous to society. Jn that respect, I think, our recruitment hasnl
been all that bad. They might have been elements but we were also able
to object if you have joined the special Branch
later we find out that
you arc a wrong character in our midst we write back to the Inspector
General of Police to say, you withdraw this man from us.

and

CHAIRMAN·

Wou~d you know where such organisations, like NASA you have
mentioned ' those
, • people, where do they denve
• sueh
. men f secunty
power to terronsc the ordinary citizens''

°
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1 really don't know. It could be - of course, thev lacked training, and
th eir background was a poor one, so cducationaliv I think - well with
N ,\SA, l think they had recruited well educated p;oplc. So I think they
were left with the control b, the Commanders or bv the men leading
them were not effective, the~ add on, mav be lack ~f training; and on,
may be lack of coda of conduct So I think these didn't have - because of
that if the) arc not controlled obviously thev tend to do things as they
like.
•

\

CHAifil-fAN

For the officers, for instance, police officers who have come here have
told us that they went for training abroad. Do you find the training in
Britain or wherever, is vet)' associated to our situation? I mean you
kno,ving the kind of politics we have here, the local situation, may be
demand different types of skills to deal with; do you find the training
you get in six months course very useful when you come to deal with
actual hierarchy?

PSOMGEN:

I think it is useful. Because what matters actually I think what you have
acquired, you apply it according to the situation existing in your country.
So they are beneficent because when you go in these courses you meet
people from various countries, you exchange experience during the
courses, you learn how to handle certain situations in their countries;
you get that broad outlook of the whole situation which if you are
capable you should be able to interpret it and use it according to your
own environment according to the problems existing in your own
country.

CHAIRMAN:

I have not had a case, but as I know, we are trying to incorporate some of
the ideas you acquired from those training. We are trying to find out if
when you are trying to apply, what the logic would be, would it not
bring contradiction with the government?

PSOMGEN:

No, it won't. Because the existing situation now is unlike may be the
previous situations which existed; whereas during Amin's time and even
during the last UPC government, some of the misbehaviour was
condoned by the authorities. Now at this particular moment we have a
situation whereby we are free in the sense that we are free to perform our
duties as expected. So I have not had a sitµation whereby the
government under the NRM programme would want to divert us to or to
force us to do things which are not - shall I say, good or things which are
illegal or things like that. So I see no problem if I insist on what I have
said; I see no situation whereby two would find ourselves in conflict
with government; I don't foresee it.

CHAIRMAN:

At least I still see some problems; but can you try to envisage building a
security organ like this the Special Branch that will be durable, will
stand peaceful when government changes. Are you envisaging that
situation whereby you can build an acceptable security organ that ·,'.,11
stand peaceful in all governments?

PSOMGEN:

I do.
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DR. .M\1'l Bl 'A:

PSOMGT

DR MAKUBUYA:

• hed 7
• I Br.lllch cstabhs
Under what law is Specta
. Act When you read the objectives of th
Pohcc
•f law and order,. t here •1s d etect1on
. and
e
1 think. under thc .
~ •
a.mtcnance o
.
.
" ll .
Police. there 1s m
. one part which mentions co ections of
.
f • c· there is
.
d
prevention o cnm , '
1 think it is a different wor used - Which
intelligence - I don t k~cc;~ section, I think Special Branch was created
actually under that partl
d al with that particular aspect.
as a specialist organisation to e
answered some of these, you just say, you have.
Okay. If you haveh fi t established? Do you know?
When was the Branc rs

PSOMGEN

I have no 1'd ea,. i·twas there before Independence.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

It was there before Independence?

PSOMGEN

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

DR.
PSO
DR.

PSO
I see. N ow, I haven't yet figured out its role; is it an exclusively internal
• orgarus
• an·on·, or does it also have an external role or what, I
secunty
don't know?
DR

PSOMGEN:

Well, it does both. It does both under its structure, we have a desk
which deals with external matters.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Now of course you have been asked about recruitment; but who
decides the size of the branch?

PSOMGEN:

It should be the Inspector General on the request of the Director.

DR MAKUBUYA:

Ofthe Director?

PSOMGEN:

Yes.

DR MAKUBUYA.

And is the present size enough for -

PSOMGEN:

No; I think we were just - I think we were hardly 600 at the moment

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And the budget of the branch?

PSOMGEN:

This comes under the Police Budget.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. I notice that you take most of - here in fact, all of those people are
police officers initially. Do they remain on the same terms when they
come to the branch?

PSOMGEN:

Yes; and in fact we are transferable; back to uniform or to CID

DR. MAKUBUYA:
PSOMGEN:

Okay· Is this really good working condition for the kind of work you
do?
What is that?
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DR 1\1 KUBUYA

To
th keep them on the same tenns. Shouldn't they be given better terms
an °thcr sections of the Police?
Not necessarily.

DR 1AKUBUYA:

Not necessarily?

PSO fGEN·

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

! se:.

Now again about recruitment. I assume that I am a police officer
m Kabale Police Station, I have heard of this Special Branch and I would
actually like to join it. Can I present myself to the Director's office and
say, look, Sir. I have nothing against the Special Branch; here I am.

PSOMGEN

You don't need to come to the Director's office because at least
'
throughout the country, in our structure, we have Regional Special
Branch Officers, we have District Special Branch Officers, and then we
have the others So if you are interested in the Branch you can approach
the immediately available officer

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, I went to your man in Kabale and for some reasons he did not
recommend me. I feel really I shoulli pursue this; why can't I come to
your office of the Director?

PSOMGEN:

Well, you can.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do some people do such - do they come to Kampala for this?

PSOMGEN:

There are certain occasions when some people do that.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

When they come?

PSOMGEN·

Yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

And this doesn't prejudice them?

PSOMGEN:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Okay. Okay, okay, because I was wondering if my boss sitting on me or
something, I am keen on coming. Who decides what to gather intelligence on?

PSOMGEN:

What to gather intelligence on?

DR MAKUBUYA:

Yes; who decides?

PSOMGEN:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

Th.at actually takes me into operational matters.
yes. In fact I will come to that in a more specific way, but -
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individuals, organisations, which have been 1dcntified to be carrying out
as subversion. Now on that basis, we then reach _astage whereby we
have to find ways or understanding what they are domg.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Yes. Now you see, assuming - I am a subject or a target, do I have an
opportunity to explain, do you give me an opportunity to explain to you
what I am after? Because you see, obviously this is a converse matter as
far as I can gather and perhaps you obviously have your ways of
gathering intelligence about the target or the subject. Does it come to
the stage when you really have to say, no? Perhaps we don't understand
this and you may have to give this subject or the target hearing on the
matter?

PSOMGEN:

Depending on the circumstances, although it is not very usual. I think,
for example, if it happens that you may not be possibly understanding
the implications of what you are doing. This is actually on personal
judgement. Just treating the matter according to the circumstances
existing.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Yes, please.

PSOMGEN:

I see nothing bad if I called you; we have a discussion and possibly tell
you, well, may be "We have noticed this. I do not know whether you
were right or what."
•

DR MAKUBUY A:

What do you say?

PSOMGEN:

"What do you say?"

DR. MAKUBUY A:

To whom is this intelligence reported?

PSOMGEN

Under our present set up, we report to the Minister of Internal Affairs -

DR. MAKUBUYA:

The Minister of Internal Affairs?

PSOMGEN

Who. on his own, depend'mg on what he thmks
•
about what •1s rcported·,
th
he, m tum, en reports to the President if he thinks it is neccssarYto do
so.
'
•

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Do you have a feedback mechanism on your report?
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From the boss?

I R I 1':l BUY

Y cs, dcfinitclv - the who I . .
.
of research w~rk.
c '' ork is a sort of investigative work and a sort

DR 1AKUBUYA:

Yes, please.

PSO tGEN:

111cMinister mav
want t0 know more about what you have mentioned.
.;

OR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

PSO 1GEN:

So definiteh•.; , '-'ou
g c't d'tree
, t·1ves firom the top which
•
.;
are relayed
downwards.
Okay, assuming you have not heard from the Minister do you have a
follow-up mechanism?
'

DR M \Kl BUYA:

PSOMGEN

Wel~, if t~e situation still continues about that particular thing, then he
continues mfonning us more of what is revealed.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Do you say, "We reported this six months ago -

PS0\1GEN·

No, no, no.

DR. MAKUBUYA

You have done nothing?

PSOMGEN

No we do not do that.

DR. MAKUBUYA

Okay.

PSOMGEN.

In fact, if I may say something here.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Y cs, please.

PSOMGEN:

When we report these things, we are not reporting so that the
Government may be takes action against someone. No. Although
sometimes that may be the outcome.

DR MAKUBUYA:

You recommend some action though.

PSOMGEN:
DR. MAKUBUYA:

You explain the situation.

PSOMGEN:

We explain the situation.

DR. MAKUBUYA·

Yes.

PSOMGEN:

If we have any recommendation to make, we do it. It is entirely upon the
Government to decide what to do. We do not go back and say, "but why
did you not do this'!" It is not our responsibility.

DR MAKUBUYA:

you mentioned something about operational matters. Are there certain
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yes _ matters of identity. Do you know who I am and things like this
Yes.

PSOMGEN:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes.

PSOMGEN:

If possible, we are not supposed even to appear to be boasting - yes.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

That you are an intelligence officer?

PSOMGEN:

I am an intelligence officer, no that is unprofessional.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

You must be able to reckon on yourself. Now how do you pre\'cnt
certain branch personnel from using intelligence information for their
personal - for their own - purposes which have nothing to do with the
job?

PSOMGEN:

We do this through a programme course of disciplinary procedures if a
man is known to have either maliciously or he has been known to hav1,;
gone out boasting, threatening people, he should be able to charge him
under the disciplinary code.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes because you know it is a delicate matter. You have this infonnation
which is power on people and it can be very tempting.

PSOMGEN:

Well, it is tempting but you should not do it.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

I see. Now what is the relationship between Special Branch and C. 1 D .,

PSOMGEN:

C\D.'s work ~s entirely, I think, they investigate crimes. criminal
offcnses and bnng the culprits to justice. So our relationship is that. if
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Okay.

And the relationship between Special Branch and Military

Intelligence?

rSO\tGFN
DR MAKt:BF't

r

Well

A:

Is there any?

PS0\1GE1\

\Vell. I would Sa) we are almost parallel Although at the top level, I
should be able to inform whoever is in charge of Military Intelligence; if
I kno" this matter requires - that particular matter requires - to be
brought to his attention, I should be free to do that. But this is not
formalised. It is on personal understanding.

DR. MAKUBUYA.

OtheIWisethey are parallel organizations?

PSOI\IGEN·

They are parallel organizations.

DR. t1AKUBUY A:

Now, in the history of Uganda, we have heard things like General
Service, State Research Bureau, Public Safety Unit, anti-smuggling Unit,
Anti-corruption Unit, NASA and others and all these were claiming to
be intelligence organizations. Wherein lay their necessity in view of the
existence of the Special Branch throughout this time?

PSOMGEN:

Their existence, I think, perhaps, was necessitated by such regimes
possibly feeling that special Branch is not helping, may be, them
effectively according to their intentions.

DR MAKUBUY A:

Because, in fact, we have been told about the functional group breach of
some of those, when they are claiming to be gathering intelligence,
controlling a story and things like this; the kind of things the Special
Branch could gather information on?

PSOMGEN:

Well, someone may be feeling we are inadequate in number, like in the
past, for example -

DR MAKUBUYA:

You increase the number of Special Branch.

PSOMGEN·

Well, that is for \'vhoever does it. This is entirely a matter for whoever
forms such organizations.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

Did you have to set up a rival organization? Okay, you might not know
some of these but what, for example, was there a relationship between
the General Service and the Special Branch? Obote one.

PSOMGEN:

There was not much relationship, although towards the end the General
Service could have been assuming the responsibility of being overall
what - intelligence system. It was a sort of an overshadow of the Special
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PSOMGEN·

No, nobody has done it.

DR MAKUBUYA.

Okay Still I have two more points: One - what is this name 'Spec1aP
what is special about Special Branch?

PSOMGEN:

It is actually an anomaly. I do not know how it was given But that is
the name the branch, I :think, was created with pre-independence days It
has continued bearing it up to now. But I see nothing special.

DR MAKUBUYA:

You see nothing special?

PSOMGEN:

I see nothing special.

DR. MAKUBUY A.

Finally, do you consider that your rights have ever been violated?

PSOMGEN·

Ours?

DR MAKUBUY A:

Yourrights. You.

PSOMGEN·

Rights?

DR. MAKUBUY A.

~ es, your rights.

Do you consider that your rights haYe ever been
by some agency or by persons in authorin· or are you entirel~
happy? Forget the police for the time being •
•
v 10 lated

PSOMGEN:
DR MAKUBUYA:

PSOMGEN:

At the moment Outside the police. Yes. Do you consider that you have ever had your
rights violated?
th
O er th an in the past where, perhaps, I do not know whether this would
amount to violation of our rights when someone interfered with our
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Yes, but you as a person, you have not been beaten up.

PSOMGEN

I have not.

DR. MAKUBUYA·

;

By :inybody. You have not been imprisoned. You have not been
depnved of anything in circumstances under which you would be
controlling.

PSOMGEN:

Well, I have already said that I quote that letter of my sacking in eighty
one. I regard that one as a violation of my rights. I think, I have a right
to -depending on my capability and depending on the fact that I am a
law-abiding citizen. I think, I have a right to have a job.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Yes, please.

PSOMGEN:

So.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

And to be sacked only without a proper cause being shown and so on.
Yes, I agree. But is that all?

PSOMGEN:

That is all, my Lord.

DR. MAKUBUY A:

You have no other incident?

PSOMGEN:

No.

DR. MAKUBUYA:

Thank you, Sir,

KAKWENZIRE:

I will ask another question. Having been in the Special Branch in the
early seventies, I did not even get this, when did you - get appointed in
that position?

PSOMGEN:

To which post?

KAKWENZIRE:

Director of Special Branch.

PSOMGEN:

It would have been about in the seventy - I was the acting Director
actually; I was not substantively a director; it was about 1973 - between
1973 and 1974, within there, towards the end. What happened is that the
Director then was made a Commissioner of Police and I was directly
behind him. So I was left behind acting Director.

KAKWENZIRE:

But after your training in the U.K. for six months in 1968, you joined the
Special Branch.

PSOMGEN:

Yes I went back to Special Branch.

KAKWENZIRE:

I am interested in that period when there was what you would call
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KAKWENZIRE:

you see, this Commission is charged with responsibility to make
recommendations for the future for the smooth running and I personally
envisage a situation - a difficulty - in execution of your duties say when
it comes to talking to the President. Am I right?
PS

PSOMGEN

Yes, you are right but not always to talk to the President it becomes
difficult to talk to him, if, as I said, he does not want, you incur his
animosity or disfavour. But this ·depends on the personality of the
President.

KAKWENZIRE-

I agree with you. Take for instance, a particular case where you do your
work; you have identified a subversive element and that element or that
person is put at the clock tower and is shot in broad day light. What
would ~ou recommend here to prevent that kind of thing from
reoccumng or what measures would you suggest? What would you say
as a way of preventing that kind of thing?

PSOMGEN:

KAKWENZIRE:
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" were
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and ccrs \\ho were ~tiled m Mutukula, for example Hassan, Wawuyo
al 0thcrs. These included even Prison Officers - Ochungt who was
one of the senior Officers - and many others whom I may not be
a c to remember. But I am aware of such incidents having taken place.

:i°

UK\YE"I\ZIRE.

Lastly, you complained consistently about lack of promotions and there
are man) of the police o~ce~ who also have come here and complained
about the same Is the s1tuattonbeing rectified - promotions?

PSOMGEN

It is

KAK."WENZIRE

Promotions.

PSOMGEN

I think, it is being rectified right now.

KAKWENZIRE.

Reviewing

PSOMGEN

Yes, I think, it is being rectified. I am saying so because, whereas in the
past, it depended on who you were - right - to be promoted and how
someone feels about you, now, at least, I think, we look now at merit one's performance and compare him with others who are of the same
rank and then see whether he should be promoted. Then, I think, that is
a fair system.

KAKWENZIRE:

Is there an official review of peoples' past records?

PSOMGEN.

We have a body at Police Headquarters first just to ask for
recommendations from people like, for example, in the Special Branch,
they may say: "These posts have got to be filled. We want your
recommendations. 11 So these are submitted to Police Headquarters.
Now, then a body under the chairmanship of the htspector General sits
with some of us. We look through all these recommendations and judge
them according to merit, and then, if they are gazetted officers
recommendations to through the Ministry of Public Service Commission
and again review and make a final decision.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

PSOMGEN:

Just to follow on promotion. I can see from what you have said, it may
not quite solve the problem; for example, if there is a post to be filled or
a number of posts to be filled and someone is asked to short list and
there may be some individual bias as to how he makes that short list and
submits it to another body to examine that.
I think, that element is always there. I do not know how it can be
defeated; but I do not think it would be so much as to amount to general
unfairness.
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PR Lm OMBYA:

Arc there confidential reports written on officers say every year?

PSOMGEN·

Yes there are Annual Confidential Reports.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Have they really been kept because in some areas there are no records?

PSOMGEN:

As far as I am aware, I think, they are being kept.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

r do not

know whether this has been asked or you have already talked
about it! Is your branch meant to arrest?

PSOMGEN:

Under normal circumstances, we are not supposed to cl!fest. What
happens, if there is need to arrest and the matter originates from us, what
we normally do, if the matter is going to be a criminal case, we inform
the uniformed police or C.I.D. to effect the arrest.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

It is common knowledge that people have been arrested and kept in your
branch for interrogation some times for days. What do you have to say
about it?

PSOMGEN:

Whereas that might have happened - and, in fact, I do not have any
particular case I know of whereby people have been arrested in the
Special Branch and kept for interrogation - in the first place, we do not
have places where we detain people. If anybody is arrested, nonnally
they are taken to the C.P.S. Well, this could have happened but I am not
aware of one particular case.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Can't you keep them at the C.P.S. as your cases?

PSOMGEN:

But normally, by the time, I think, someone is arrested, a stage should
have been reached whereby it has been decided that this man should be
charged. So we do not recommend for people to be arrested unless that
has become necessary.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Are you aware that it has been done, contrary to what should be the
ideal?

PSOMGEN:

I am not aware but I am not saying it has never been done; but it could
have been done by individuals without me knowing, may be, when I was
out. But to the best of my knowledge I would be wrong to say that this
has been done.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Our people are ignorant of the law and should that be done, where
should they run to? What would you advise?

PSOMGEN:

People to advise about what?

DR. LUYOMBYA:

For example, people of your branch arrested somebody when normally
they are not meant to arrest?
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I would advise such people to complain to either any authority; Police,
Special Branch. They should be free to complain.
OR l l"'\ OMBYA:

"'hat about use of torture either moral or physical as a means of
eA"tractinginformation?

PSOMGEN

I think, we have not done that.

DR LUYOMBYA:

You are not aware of it?

MR. PSOMGEN:

I am not aware of it.

CHAIRMAN·

Well, I have been out - I had to go out - and I have just come back for
most of your evidence. I do not know what questions Commissioners
have asked. So I would not like to risk repetition, unless Counsel has
got any more questions. Well, Director, I would like to thank you for
having come and for the evidence you have given. You may go and
resume your other duties.

PSOMGEN:

Thank you my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

At this stage, we shall have a break of 10 minutes. We shall resume here
at twenty past one.

COUNSEL:

My Lords.

CHAIRMAN:

Sorry, I said something when I think you were still talking to the
Director. You can go ahead.

COUNSEL:

No I expected the Director of C.I.D. to appear but, I think, there are
certain technical problems. He has not appeared yet. Somebody has
gone to check on him and I do not know whether he is coming or not.
So may be, I would say, we adjourn for a few minutes - ten minutes - and
Mr. Ntambi will be back to tell us what is the position then you may
decide what to do after that.

CHAIRMAN:

We shall resume here at twenty past one.

COUNSEL:

Thank you.

J
WITNESS NO.210: MR. JOHN ODONGKARA
(CONTINUING WITH HIS EARLIER EVIDENCE)
CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Legal Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ready to
commence the session of hearing evidence today the 21st of March,
1988. Usually we do not sit on Mondays as we are doing today~ the
reason was that we wanted to finish certain witnesses before perhaps we
move to Luwero which is in the plan. This morning as a witness we are
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· so Mr Odongkara you will continue with
your evidence from
one time
.
where you left last time. Counsel can you rcmmd us of what number
Mr. Odongkara was as a witness?

COUNSEL:

M Lord Chairman I did not come with my record on Mr Odongkara's
evidence so I do not have the number right off here. Mr Odongkara you
will recall that last time when you were here before we adjourned, you
were giving evidence regarding ...

CHAIRMAN:

Sony Legal Counsel, I understand that Mr Odongkara's number, witness
No.210.

COUNSEL:

Very well, my Lord. Mr Odongkara could you continue from where
you were?

ODONGKARA

When I finished my evidence I think I was only waiting, whether there
was any questions to be asked on me.

MR KAWANGA:

I think when Mr. Odongkara finished last time we had gone through his
background and what had happened to him in Tanzania and the intention
then was to start on his own experience in the Uganda Police Force
thereafter.

COUNSEL:

Now, Mr. Odongkara, after Tanzania, when you came back to Uganda,
what job did you do.

ODONGKARA

In 1979 when I returned to Uganda I was posted to Gulu as a Regional
Police Commander, Northern Region. I was holding the rank of Senior
Assistant Commissioner of Police.

COUNSEL:

How long did you stay in Gulu?

ODONGKARA

I stayed in Gulu from 1979 to 1981 May when I was transferred to
Mbale as a Regional Police Commander, Eastern Region I stayed in
Mbale until July, 1986 when I was retired then I was appointed District
Administrator Gulu in July. I was in Gulu for a year and then I was
transferred to Foreign Affairs where I am now working.

COUNSEL:

While you were Regional Commander in the north, which areas did you
cover

QDONGKARA

The Regional Police Commander in the North covers these districts.
Apac, Lira, Kitgum and Gulu. During those days West Nile also came
under Northern Region but West Nile has been given its own region.

COUNSEL:

Since when did West Nile get its own region?

ODONGKARA.

I think since 1984 if I can remember when the regions - about eleven
regions were created in the Uganda Police.
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~garding the fonnation of what used to be known ns the Special Force
m_
th1Uganda. The Commission is still further interested in the activities of
s fo~. May be you would enlighten this Commission on the duties.
the existence and may be the subsequent activities of this force if ) ou
have any knowledge.

The Special Force started way back in 1940. It was called Police Service
Company and the Police Service Company during that time \Vereto deal
\\ith civil disturbances Y.ithinthe countrv and most of their time during
that time, they were mostly in Karamoj~ area where there were a lot of
cattle raids by people from Kenya or the Karamojong raiding the
neighbounng districts and, during that time. it was then changed to
Guard Company Tlus was done because they were looking after or they
were guarding the pnsoners of war. \Ve had Italians. Hungarians.
Maltese There were camps in Kyaggwe. another one in Soroti and
Entebbe. So the Guard Company were the people guarding these camps.
I was posted in Soroti Camp in 1942 if I can remember. we were there
for four months and the camp was then transferred to Entebbe because of
the condition of the area. they found that Soroti was too hot for these
people so we were transferred to Entebbe I was in Entebbe until 1943
when I was transferred to Police Training school as an instructor. After
some years at the Police Training School I was transferred out. I went to
Nsambya Barrack and I ,..-asworking at the counter at the Central Police
Station here in Kampala after which I was again transferred to Mubende
Police out post and I ,,.·as in charge there. From Mubende I was
transferred to Old Kampala as an in-charge. From Old Kampala back to
Nsambya and then I was transferred to Jinja in 1950. In 1951 I got my
promotion to Sub Inspector. I worked in Jinja for seven years. When I
got my rank to Inspector of Police I was transferred to Ku.mi Police
Station where I was O.C in Kumi. I was there for a year. In 1960 I was
transferred to Iganga and I took over ...

COUNSEL:

Was this still in the Special Force?

ODONGKARA:

No, this was general duty. I was transferred to Iganga as the O.C Police
in lganga District. I was there only for two months then I was
transferred to Mbale to head the Special Force Unit. There were two
units, one in Tororo and one in Mbale.

COUNSEL:

Now, you say you were transferred to head the Special Force. how had
this Force come into existence'? How had it changed from Guard
Company to Special Force.

ODONGKARA:

I think this name Special Force came in 1963 - between 1963 and 1964 by then I was in general service but as far as I can remember in 196"3the
name was changed to Special Force. I think this was the arrangement of
the officers or the Commissioner of Police by then but their duties was
just the same. The Special Force, their work was mainly, as I said, to
deal with civil disturbances in the count:I)•and mainly in Eastern Region
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where there was cattle raiding every now and then
COUNSEi,:

ODONGKARA
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DR LUYOMBYA:

Clarification pJcasc. In early 40s when it was a guard Company it seems
this unit did its job where those Italians and the rest were disbanded
there was no more camps to guard. ls that correct?

ODONGKARA:

That is quite correct. When the internment camp were done away with,
there were no more guarding but the special - the Guard Company
remained to guard some important points like the Quartermaster, Gaba
Water Works, and other installations in the town.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did the men in that unit have any special training for that particular job?

ODONGKARA:

I think it was called as a Guard Duty, a Police man during their training
they are all trained of various duties during their time of training.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

But was there some sort of specialization within the Force as far as the
unit was concerned?

ODONGKARA:

With Guard Company there wasn't. They were doing guard duty only
but when it was changed to special Force then there was a special
training for these men and in various activities during their training, the
guns they were using; the Uganda Police had 303 but the Special Force
were then given Semi Automatic .762 SLR and they had Sten Guns; they
had SMG. Those were the weapons they were using and they had Riots
Shields, they had batons; whenever they '":ere going where there was a
riot the button platoon goes ahead and then the rifle platoon remains
behind in case they are required for action.

COUNSEL:

Let us go back to the recruitment into these Special Force. How was the
recruitment made? As you have mentioned was it merely transferring
police officers from regular duties to Special Force?

ODONGKARA:

The recruitment used to be carried out with the instructions from the
Director of Training and the recruitment is carried out thoughtout the
country and when recruited first they will have to finish about three
months at the Police Training the initial training, the drill and after that
then they are taken to Special Force Unit where they will have further
training in different guns, different activities.

COUNSEL:

Were there any special requirements in order to be recruited into the
Special Force?
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No. there was not. The recruitment was all the same bccau<;e the
standard for recruitment in the Police is just the same. This was under
~e Inspector General of Police, so there was not any other instruction
different from the ordinary general duties recruitment. The recruitment
was the same, the standard the same.
COUNSEL:

Was this force balanced tribally?

ODONGKARA

It was of course.

COUNSEL:

What about in the officer cadres, was there wide representation in the top
cadres on tribal grounds?

ODONGKARA·

There were various officers from different tribes.

ODONGKARA:

Can you may be mention from top up to the senior officers who were in
the Special Force more so up to the time when it ceased.

ODONGKARA:

During my time when I was head of Special Force I had various officers,
people like Sengendo, we had another boy from Mbale, I cannot
remember the name now, and officer from Teso District, Western Region
and West Nile. They were all mixed officers.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

What or who was your 2nd in-charge.

ODONGKARA:

My 2nd in-charge first was Mr. Adroni and then Mr Adroni was
transferred to Police Headquarters then my 2nd in-charge became Mr.
Omvia, the late Omvia.

COUNSEL:

May be let us be more specific Mr. Odongkara. We have known in the
past that the Uganda Security Forces had been dominated sometimes by
certain sets, for example, you should be aware the UNLA had a
domination of certain tribe which is a matter of fact. Was this also true
with the Special Force?

ODONGKARA:

During my time as Head of Special Force, I think I had a cross section of
tribes. One time I even went down to the west and I recruited people
from Bwamba who could, because we had to work out - I was doing this
according to the area. You take somebody from Teso to go to Rwenzori.
climbing he mountain becomes difficult. So I recruited some men from
Rwenzori area, from Bugisu area, so that these people can easily do
anything possible if there was a problem in that area, especially during
that time ..

COUNSEL:

No, Mr. Odongkara, the question I think is not that there were a few here
and there. Was there a dominant tribe or tribes in the special Force?

ODONGKARA:

During my time, no.

COUNSEL:

Did it change? After your time what happened?

ODONGKARA:

After I left Special Force, immediately there was a take over - Amin took
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·ng Amin's time the Special Force was banned.
over the power and dun
COUNSEL:

ODONGKARA

Might you suggest why it was!
I would not know because I was not in the country by then why he
thought of banning the special Force. Perhaps he was scared of the
Special Force, I did not know.

COUNSEL:

Did he give reasons why he did?

ODONGKARA:

I was not in the country, I did not know.

COUNSEL:

When did he do it?

ODONGKARA:

In 1972 I was already out of the country.

MR.KAWANGA:

Well, perhaps, since Mr. Odongkara appears to have started with the
Special Force in the very beginning, will you please tell us about how it
developed? When you took over, which year which people had the
training and how it developed up to 1971?

ODONGKARA:

I took over the Special Force in 1965 and we expanded the Special Force
according to the regions. There was a unit known as Reserve at the
Police College. There were three units in Nsambya barracks, that was
for the Buganda Region. We had a unit in Mbarara and a unit in Fort
Portal. Two units in Arua, two units in Gul.u, one unit in Mbale and one
in Tororo. This was done so that when there was a problem in an area
then the units are there to cover up the area as they were required.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Were problems envisaged to arise in these areas?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, in Western we had the Rwenzururu problem; in the Eastern we had
a problem of cattle rustling; in West Nile we used to have a bit of
problems with the Congolese and also on the Sudan Border. That is why
a unit was put in Arua and a unit in Buganda were working within
Buganda Region and the Reserve at the Police College, whenever they
were required then they could be sent out but most of their time of
operation was in the Eastern Region, in Karamoja.

COUNSEL:

Was there any special reason why the Special Force was armed with the
same automatic weapons as the army because they were called one time
that they were para-military?

ODONGKARA

The training they were having this is a sort of military training and I
think that is why they were given that kind of weapons.

COUNSEL:

When you came back after Tanzania in 1981 you realised that the
Special Force was again reinstated. Do you know the circumstances
which necessitated the re-establishment of Special Force in Uganda?

ODONGKARA:

Well, I think the government at that time probably thought that the
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Special
. Force should come back because I remember there was
sta
e bhshment of border guards, which I think Mr. Lwanga headed, but I
doubt whether he took part
COUNSEL:

Did they recruit new people to join this Border Guard?

ODONGKARA.

I think there were some recruitment but first, when they put an officer
there,. there ~as not any body there at all in that office, only that officer
and his 2nd in-charge. I think he complained that he was doing nothing
and he could not head a section without any personnel and the Inspector
General should consider that question. Then when recruitment was
ordered, by then I was in Gulu, that was the work of the headquarters.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Before we leave this issue of initiation of this force, as you have
mentioned, it was a para-military unit. You as a senior officer at the
time and definitely you were in-charge of this unit, what do you know
that necessitated the set up of a para-military unit? Did these
disturbances like Rwenzururu and the cattle rustling warrant a para
military unit at the time?

ODONGKARA:

The name as given, we were under the British control during those time
and it was the British Officers who were here who came up with this
suggestion that we should have special me.n for special duties. It had
been all over East afri.ca, Kenya have got GSU, Tanzania also the same
kind of unit and here in Uganda we have a special force.

DR LUYOMBYA:

Do you mean we were just copying examples, emulating examples from
somewhere else or there was need. This is what I am after for that
military unit in Uganda at the time.

ODONGKARA:

I do not think that it was a matter of copying. In this we found it, the
Uganda Police name was even there and then we had several units within
the Uganda Police. Now the Special Force is one of the units. We take
CID, they are Uganda Police; Special Branch, they are Uganda Police.
So Special Force, as I said, started from a long time from General
Service and then Guard Company and then it came to Special Force but
they were all policemen, they were all Police Officers under one
Inspector General of Police.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Mr. Odongkara, I think you are dodging my question a bit, probably let
me reframe it. Those duties you are talking about, the Guard Companies
and the Police Service Company, those were manned by general duty
policemen but now there comes a time when we introduce a paramilitary police force. My interest is to know what warranted the
introduction of a para military police force at the time.

ODONGKARA:

Their duty was to deal with civil disturbances in the country.

COUNSEL:

Can you give us examples of civil disturbances say in Central Area
which the Special Force dealt with?
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OOO1'.GMRA

I remcmber when We had a problem in 1963 the Special. Force - there
was disturb~ce here in Buganda and men of the Special Force were
called upon to go and try to ...

COUNSEL:

Which was that disturbance?

ODONGKARA:

I remember when the roads were being broken, people were cutting
down bananas and mwanyi (coffee), when this kind of report came, this
a riot and then the Special Force were called upon, before the
was
first
.
general duties are called upon the Special Force
go m.

COUNSEL:

Are you suggesting that the ordinary police could not deal with this
disturbances?

ODONGKARA:

They could but that is why - because they have other duties - so the
special unit was formed to deal with civil disturbances.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

My question was this, did it warrant a para military force? You could
have general duty policemen set aside to qeal with disturbances and riots
without introducing or anning them with SMG's.

ODONGKARA:

I think you would be scared of the word 'para military' but this was the
line so that these people know exactly what they were supposed to do.

COUNSEL:

Now, you have talked about the weapons used because you have told us
that they were equipped differently from the ordinary police that is why
we are saying why?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, as the development goes, I think, the weapons - the use of weapons
also has to be introduced and they were given that kind of weapons so
that they can act quickly.

COUNSEL:

Maybe Mr. Odongkara to clear this, can you give us an incidence
whereby the use of any automatic weapons was necessary by the Special
Force may be in Central Region where the rioters were so dangerous or
the riot ,was so serious that it may be would have required the use of
these weapons.

ODONGKARA:

I did not witness one but in case of a break out of the mob that could not
be controlled, then the use of fireanns may be ordered.

COUNSEL:

I only envisage one civil problem here was that the Mengo one. Is it not
that the only one may be? Mengo, Lubiri.

ODONGKAR.A:

The one which I remember I think it was that one.

COUNSEL:

Did you do it together with the anny?

ODONGKARA:

The one in Mengo the Special Force never took part. That was purely
anny operations.
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C l'i 'SEL.

ow. let us come forward to the ·e
ll. 1 understand Mr. Odongkara ~ ~ what are usually tenncd as Obote
were in the north as th R .
at ~n 1979 up to 1981 as you said you
e eg1onal Pohcc Commander.
l

( DO 'GKARA:

Correct.

COl 'SEL:

And I think you said W t N'l
operation and so on? cs 1 c was part of your area of jurisdiction, of

ODONGURA:

y cs, by then West Nile was still under Northern Region.

COUNSEL:

Yes. 1?1erewere reports, for instance, I remember when a widow of the
late Ov1tc ?jok visited Nebbi area, she wept and when she came here she
made a senous statement about the state of affairs. What had happened.

ODONGKARA.

If she made a report probably that was after I had left Gulu because I left
Gu.lu in May, 1981 when I was transferred to Mbale

COUNSEL:

No, it might have happened in 1980 and it actually involved a sacking of
an editor of one of the government papers. Do you remember a report
given about Madi?

ODONGKARA:

No, I do not remember because in 1980 I went abroad for medical
treatment, I came back in January, 1981. If that happened I did not
know.

COUNSEL:

Is it true that immediately on the overthrow of Amin there was a
recruitment of militia in the whole area, that is north?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, if this was done this was not the police this was the Military.

COUNSEL:

No, I know, I am just asking you as person who was in-charge of
security, is it true that militias were formed up in the North mainly
composed of Acholi and Langi?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, the recruitment of militias I think it was there.

COUNSEL:

In which area? What was it supposed to do or what did it do?

ODONGKARA:

This is military arrangement, I took it that it was the government
arrangement and they did it.

COUNSEL:

ODONGKARA:

Was it used when the army moved towards West Nile? Did the militias
join the army and is it true that they harassed civilians and killed people
in Madi and West Nile2
If that was done it was not brought to my attention because I did not take
part in it.

COUNSEL:

While in command of the Northern Region did you visit Madi and West
Nile?
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OOONGJ...ARA:
COUNSEL:
ODONGKARA

Of course I did
What did you see?
None of such reports came to me during my visit to Arua.

COUNSEL:

Did you find people well settled?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, they were settled.

COUNSEL:

There were no desertion of homes by the people?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, during that time some areas were deserted, I quite agree.

COUNSEL:

Did you find out why?

ODONGKARA:

Because people were being harassed, the Army was so furious to them

COUNSEL:

As a Regional Police Commander what steps did you take to stop this?

ODONGKARA:

I had to report this to my Headquarters and the Headquarters had to take
it up with Army Headquarters.

COUNSEL:

Was any solution provided?

ODONGKARA:

I made my report and it was the Police Headquarters to look into this
with the Army Authority:

COUNSEL:

What kind of report do you remember you made about Madi and West
Nile?

ODONGKARA:

I made a report of what was going on in the area, that people were
running away, that there had been some killings, there were some
killings because everybody knew about this that people were being
killed.

COUNSEL:

Who was killing them?

ODONGKARA:

The Army in 1980, UNLA.

COUNSEL:

Plus Militia?

ODONGKARA:

If the militia were also there but everybody could take it that the Army
were killing people because the militia comes under the Am1y whether
the militia docs it then the Army have done it, they were in uniform, they
were armed so they were regarded as Army.

COUNSEL:

Did you suggest any solution to it?

ODONGKARA·

I reported it to my headquarters and it was up to my headquarters to go
ahead with this report to the Government
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\Vho was,._. b
'
J our
oss at that material time?

ODO 'GK RA.

The Inspector General who was Mr. Barlow.
For what period was Mr Barl . In
• ' ow spector General?

ODO,'GKARA:
COUNSEL:

ODONGKARA

Mr. Barlow was Inspector General I th"nk
fior a fiew months.
1
So who succeeded him?
The late Musoke was also there and he also stayed for some time and
th en Okoth-Ogola I think took over.

COUNSEL:

•
reallY mterested
because you report that there
were a lot of killings m Madi and West Nile and since you were incharge, you are the best person to tell us what happened. You say you
made a report to your boss, was it in writing or a verbal report?

ODONGKARA

These reports were in writing and during 1980 the police had very little
to do with the UNLA and it was difficult even for a Police Officer to go
and visit the scene only any Army Officers were supposed to go and
visit the scene and Army Officers who were with their men on that kind
of operation were the people to go, and may be in company with the
Army Officers, for instance if the commanders from the Headquarters go
to the North I have to be there.

COUNSEL:

Yes, but since you have said Mr. Odongokara that you made a report
during the period you were in the North that is 1979 to 1980, is it
possible for you to assist us and avail us this report?

ODONGKARA:

With all these changes my friend, I do not know ..wlt.etherit will be
possible. Some files are missing, papers are missing. I can give you a
very iood example, my own confidential file got lost from Police
Headquarters here and I do not think that can even be found.

COUNSEL:

So, Mr. Odongkara, let me bring you towards the period commonly
known as Obote II, that is after 1980. You have just mentioned that you
came back from abroad where you had gone for medical treatment in
January, 1981, when you came back where did you work?

ODONGKARA:

I was in Gulu up to May 1981 when I was transferred to Mbale as a
Regional Police Commander.

COUNSEL:

You continued to hold a similar post in Uganda Police up to recently?

ODONGKARA:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

And you will recall that when Obote came back the Special Force as I
had stated earlier was again formed. Do you to your knowledge know
the reasons why this force was formed again?

ODONGKARA:

The man who was heading the Special Force, Mr. Ogeny, was

Mr Odongkara,. we
.

~
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Officers appointed as Border Security and when ~ey found that there
these duties then the recnutment of people was
were no men Pe~onni·ng
m
called.
CO~SEL·

You mean they did not recruit the Special Force this time from the
Regular Force as it was originally?

ODONGKARA:

The recruitment was carried out by that officer and the Assistant
Commissioner in-charge Training at the Police Headquarters. Ogeny
was doing his own recruitment of these men.

COUNSEL:

We have received evidence before this Commission to the effect that the
recruitment into the Uganda Special Force that is aftei: 1980, was done
on sectarian grounds that means it was done mainly from some tribes
and some tribes were not recruited. To your knowledge, did you notice
this?

ODONGKARA.

I noticed that.

COUNSEL:

What did you notice?

ODONGKARA:

I noticed that most of the people recruited were mainly from Lira areas,
most of them.

COUNSEL:

Only Lira? May be by that order could go down or upwards. Mainly
from Lira which other districts if you know?

ODONGKARA:

There might have been some other districts also where they recruited but
there was an open criticism of the officer the way he was recruiting
because I remember one day I came to Kampala and I went to the police
stores and I found a group of people working at the Police Stores; I
questioned and I said, "who are there, are these porters here at the police
headquarters?" They said, "No, these are Special Force - the newly
recruited Special Force." I went and talked to them and I found one or
two could not understand me in Swahili or even in English. I said,
11
"From where are you? They said, "These people were recruited from
Lira, they were all Langi."

COUNSEL:

Now, may be because of your high position in the police force and the
government then, did you know what had prompted this occurrence of
recruiting people mainly from Lira?

ODONGKARA:

As for myself I failed to understand why this was being done because I
remember one time during our senior officers• meeting we wanted the
officer to explain or the Inspector General of Police to let us know
exactly why these men are being recruited from one area.

COUNSEL:

Did he explain?

ODONGKARA:

He did not give us any satisfactoiy explanation.

COUNSEL:

What did he say?
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He said that .
'

DR l l1' OMBYA:

\\as

govemment order.

Let us be specific Wh' h
.
·
,.
ic Particular ffi
mentioning recruiting ffi
o cer gave that explanation? You
of the two gave that unsati·ofactocer
and then the inspector general .which
s
ry explanation.?
'
During our meeting the e
.
Chainnan was the Inspect p Grson in-charge of that meeting as the
•
th e officers who were .or theneral of. p 0 1ice.
We were not happy or
.
m e meeting w
hap
.
1
exp anation because he said "th• .
ere ~ot
PY with the
used the word "Government 1n:s is ~ g~vemment instruction" but if he
we cannot argue anymore.
truCtion that means he was talking and
are

ODONGMRA.

COUNSEL:

ODONGK.ARA:

To your knowledge
.
.
qualificati
. ' were any qualification, I mean standard
F
1 ons or reqmrements needed in order for one to join tlie Special
Sor~, Fet us say, was somebody supposed to be educated may be up to
emor our or something of that sort?
Of course, e~ery recruitment that was the order that they should follow
that ?ut I think the way the recruitment was being done I do not think
that it was correct. Of course, there were a few boys from Senior Two
but the majority I think were oflower classes.

COUNSEL:

You said you were opposed to this recruitment which was done mainly
from ~e certain tribes, did this later on may be hamper the working of
the Police or that division, the Special Force, did it hamper its work in
any way to your knowledge?

ODONGKARA:

These Special Force were carrying out their duties but I think I would
say that the Inspector General of Police failed to do his duties or to carry
out his duties as Inspector General of Police during that time because the
in-charge of Special Force during that time, to me, as he was the one
heading the Police.

COUNSEL:

My question is that because of this sided recruitment, did this in any way
---affect the working of the Special
Force, was it-irlefficient,was it efficient
because of this sided recruitment?

ODONGKARA:

It would be difficult for me to say but I think the working system, as I
said, the Special Force during that time it was being nut by one person
who does not even listen to any other person's order so he was left alone.
Then Inspector General of Police was doing less. The directives of the
working of the Special Force was from the Head of State. So this Officer
could go straight to His Excellency, talking to him, give him his
instructions and come back and carry out his work.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say that, do you have an incidence in mind?

ODONGKARA:

I said it because we have as I said, during our meetings we tried to fi~
out, the Inspector General tell us that the Officer-in-Charge Special
Force is coming direct under the Head of State.
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DR LUYOl\1BYA..

What was the name of that Officer'?

Mr. Ogeny and the Inspector General of Police was Okoth Ogola.
ODONGURA:
COU CIL:
1

Mr Odonikara. we have also received ~vid~nce before this Commi_ssion
to the effect that the Special Force did violate peop~es h~man nghts.
Especialh here in the Central Region we ha~e rcce1v~d instances of
Namugongo where the) went on ramp~e D~ng that t1~e _youwere in
the 11,:iorth
and eventual!) in Mbale. did you witness while m Mbale or
Northern Uganda any incidence where the Special Force acted high
handedl) '?

ODONGKARA:

During my sta) in Mbale I do not remember that there was any incidence
where Special Force were called upon but in other areas yes, especially
in Buganda area where I think most of their activities were.

COUNSEL:

So while in Northern Uganda and Eastern, the Special Force were not
called upon for any special duty? Is that correct? During that time?

ODONGKARA:

During my time I do not remember only whenever the Head of State is
moving or going for his tour then the Special Force were there.

COUNSEL:

Apart from the areas which I have mentioned, in the rest of the country,
did you learn of any incidence where the Special Force may have carried
out activities that could be termed as high-handed?

ODONGKARA:

There had been talk there where talks during those days whatever the
Special Force have done outside in these areas, this I could even read in
the paper this was a thing that was known to everybody.

COUNSEL:

In your may be meetings since you were Regional Police Commander,

ODONGKARA:

No, I do not think that there was any kind of discussion, there could be a
discussion but the way how to treat it, say something that should be done
to bring the Special Force into line. I say this as I was officer in-charge.
Special Force from 1965 to 1970 I think the Special Force during those
days those Special Force were so disciplined and we used to go out to do
operations; they would not come back and some people come and
complain that the Special Force have mistreated them or harassed them.
but with this one there was no discipline at all.

MR. KAWANGA:

Mr. Odongkara, you said you were in-charge of the Special Force from
1965 to 1970, before then were you in the Special Force? Before 1965'1

ODONGKARA

In 1961 I was posted to Mbale as O/C Special Force for Eastern Region.

MRKAWANGA:

When did you come back?

did you discuss this, what you said you could read in newspapers the
activities of the Special Force?

I worked there only for six months and then I went abroad. when I came
back I was posted to Buganda as a staff Officer. Central Police Station.
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1R KA\V

1

'GA

December 1961
•
and Januarv 1962 I
'ow b ,.
.
~,
was transferred to Buganda.
: cmg m )3uganda .
Special Force? To b
)_ou must have known th
• •.
invoked in th~ Nak ~ bspec_1fic
you arc aware that th csact1:1ues of the
u a ye incident'?
e pecial Force was

ODO GK.AR...\:

I do not remember because I was
that "as m l %4 I think.
not m Kampala, I was in Jinja by then,

\1R KA" A~GA.:

Yes.

OOO!\GKARA

I was District Police Commander Busa
.
part, whether the Special F
,G
ga, so I did not know who took
orce or eneral Duties, I would not know.

\1R KAW ANGA:

You do not knov. but you heard of the Nakulabye incident?

ODONGKARA

I heard of it.

\tR. KAWANGA.

But you do not remember whether the Special Force was involved?

ODONGKARA

I do not_remember and _Ido not know whether the Special Force went
there, nught be the Special Force might be the General Duties.

MR. KAWANGA:

~en
you were in the Special Force itself do you remember some
delicate operations in which the Special Force was involved?

ODONGKARA:

When I was in-charge of the Special Force?

MR KAWANGA:

Yes

ODONGKARA:

Well, there were two sides of Operations we used to do, the Rwenzururu
Operations and then Karamoja Area Operation.

MR. KAWANGA:

Were the Special Force involved in the arrest of the Ministers in the
Cabinet?

ODONGKARA:

MR.KAWANGA
ODONGKARA:
MR. KAWANGA:
ODONGKARA:
MR. K.AWANGA:

ODONGKARA:

Yes, the arrest of Ministers, the Special Force and the General Duties. I
was in-charge of Special Force and Mr. Dusman who was the Regional
Police Commander, Buganda both ofus got involved.
In fact, you commanded the operation which arrested the Ministers?

I was there, yes.
Will you please disclose to us how this whole incident came up?
It was in the morning when I was telephoned in my house.
By whom'!
By the Inspector General of Police, the late Erunayo. that I should report
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COL 'SEL·

0D01\GI0\RA

()[

M

What arc their names?
Kirya, Dr Lumu, Ngobi, Ibingim and Magezi, those a.rethe people.

l\fR KA\\ANGA

Ho\\ did this come round, you went to Entebbe did anybody tell you that
you were going to arrest Ministers?

ODONGKARA:

We were briefed

MRKAWANGA:

By whom?

ODONGKARA:

I was briefed by the Inspector General of Police.

0

M

0

l\

(

MR. K.AWANGA:

I see!

ODONGK.ARA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

And when you went into the Cabinet meeting, who called you in the
Cabinet Meeting?

ODONGKARA:

It was the Inspector General of the Police because when we reached the
place we were waiting outside he talked to us and said, go ahead it is
time now to carry out your duties.

MR. KAWANGA:

Did anybody point out these Ministers or you knew them and you just
got them one by one?

ODONGKARA:

We were told of their names.

MR. KAWANGA:

When you arrested them, where did you take them?

ODONGKARA:

From Entebbe after arresting them we put them in a vehicle, I was not
happy with it myself because the way the constables were doing I stood
up in a vehicle and I said stop it, they were roughing up those Ministers
and I said do not do these things, do not beat them, let them sit because
we do not know why they have been arrested, this is the instruction you
should not do anything on them. So they sat in a vehicle we drm e from
Entebbe.

MR. KAWANGA.

Which kind of vehicle was this?

ODONGKARA:

It was a Land Rover.

MR. KAWANGA:

Did they sit on the first front seat, where did they sit?
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I O ' JKi\RA

Behind scat of the L d
instniction that
an rover. We drove from here, we were given
I
Rugoro Prison ~ s;ou~d
take these people up to Gulu. from Gulu to
the ncA"tm , . • e ro" c up to Gulu and we stayed a night in Gulu and
ommg we took them up to Rugoro Prison in Patiko.

\1R "-..\\VANGA:

So, they were driven trai h fr
night d th
.
s g t om Entebbe to GuJu where you spent a
an
en you took them to prison?

ODONGMRA:

Correct.

MR KA\VANGA:

Were you ever told the charges for which these people were being
arrested -these Ministers?

ODONGKARA.

They said they were suspected of overthrowing the government, that was
the statement given to us.

tvfR. KAWANGA:

I see! When you took them to prison in Gulu did you continue to be incharge of their detention there, the Special Force?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, when we reached Gulu I saw the O.C. Prison so that they could give
us a place to let them stay a night so we handed them over to the Prisons
Authority and they were taken into prison.

MR. KAWANGA:

You mean your responsibilities stopped there or your continued to be incharge of looking after them in detention during their stay in prison
there?

ODONGKARA:

The moment we handed them over to the Prison authority we withdrew
because we were waiting for the next day so that we take them over
again and transfer them to their destination.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see! So the following day you transferred them to their destination and
left them there?

ODONGKARA:

Correct and we left them there.

MR. KAWANGA:

Was the Special Force ever involved in their transportation again from
that prison to some other places later on?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, later on, I think the Special Force might have.• The Special Force
from Gulu did involve in their transportion again because I was
contacted from my headquarters and I had to go up to Kotido, they were
transferred to Kotido Prison by the men of Special Force from Gulu
Unit. I went and I met them there and I saw those Ministers and I talked
to them.

MR. KAWAN GA:

Later they were transferred from the North back to Kampala. was the
Special Force involved in this?

ODONGKARA:

When they were transferred back to Kampala.
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ODO <JKARA
f\ tR KA\V .\NGA:

No. I do not seem to know the Special Force were never involved.
You talked of the duties of the Special Force ~ being dc_alingwith civil
disturbance, did you think that this kind of_Job "".~ a JO~ that should
have been done by the special Force arrestmg Mm1sters m a Cabinet
Meeting'?

ODONGKARA:
MR. KAWANGA:

Yes, as a Police Officer I was carrying out Orders ofmy superior.
Yes, I agree with you but was that the kind ?f job th_atthe Special Force
had been set up to deal with? You have given us instances where the
Special Force was involved, was this also kind of job that the Special
Force was set up to deal with?

ODONGKARA:

This would have been done by Regular Police but I think for some
reasons known to themselves they wanted the Special Force to do it.

MR. KAWANGA:

Alright, besides this what other delicate jobs did the Special Force do
after this Ministers' incident that you can remember?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, I remember when there was - this was I think 1965/1966 when there
was disturbances within here, I had to call Units from outside, from
Gulu, from Arua to come to Kampala and the Units that were corning
from Gulu were cut off in Luwero. They sent a message, a radio
message to my Headquarters that they need reinforcement because the
road was blocked. So we had to go there, I had to send three Units from
the special Force Headquarters and they met them in Luwero then they
came together up to Kampala.

MR. KAWANGA:

But you will recall that during the 1966 disturbance, there were a lot of
operations in Buganda area you know, arresting people for detention and
so on, was the Special Force involved in this?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, in some areas the Special Force were involved because during these
disturbances and the special Force also at that time allowed in Buganda
they had their three Units and it was up to the Regional Police
Commander, where the Special Force are posted then they came direct
under the Regional Police Commander of the area, so that they can be
summoned to go and assist and I am only informed that three Units have
gone to such and such a place.

MR. KAWANGA:

Do you remember where the Special Force Units were used during the
1966 disturbances and thereafter? Were they used in Bamunanika. for
example, in Luwero area?

ODONGKARA:

I remember the incidence where we went to meet the Special Force who
were coming from Gulu.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see.
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DR. LUYOMBYA:

Did you instruct them to use anns?

ODO~GkARA:

No, I did not.

DR LUYO.MBYA:

Were arms used during the incident?

ODONGKARA

I do not think that anns were used because there was no death reported
to me during that time

MR KAWANGA:

But are you aware that after the 1966 incident, the Special Force was
involved in a lot of operations in and around Buganda area especially
during the State of Emergency which continued for about five years?

ODONGKARA·

Yes, as I said after the 1966 disturbances the Special Force were
deployed wherever they were required when a report comes that a certain
Police Station has been attacked, of course the Special Force are called
and they rush to the place.

MR KAWANGA:

Who was responsible for the deployment of the Special Force?

ODONGKARA:

In the Region those who were in Buganda Region they were directly
under the Regional Police Commander, Buganda and when they had to
be sent out with their officers in that area.

MR. KAWANGA.

What was your role in Buganda area?

ODONGKARA:

My role at that time?

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

ODONGKARA:

Well, my role as in-charge of the He~ of Special Force was. when they
needed reinforcement, then they could contact my Headquarters and I
gave them men.

MR KAWANGA:

I see, so you had no hand in deciding as to where special Force should be
deployed?

ODONGKARA:

No.

MR KAWANGA:

your duty was only to send men if the Regional Police Commander as
he said I want them here?
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When they ask for a unit they say we want three units, I despatch three
units to the Regional Police Commander, Buganda.
No. question as to why they need three units and ...

ODO~GKARA:

Jt would depend on how many units they want because always they
know that at the Headquarters I have three and at the Buganda Region
tJ1ev have three. they could say, can we have one unit more please or two
andthen I send them according to their requirements whatever they
request me.

\fR KA\\'ANGA:

Well ' to .vour knowledge, did the Special force cause deaths or violent
actions in their operations in the 1960's up to 1970?

ODONGKARA.

Yes, in some operations there could be loss of lives

MRKAWANGA

Can you recall some incidents where there was a loss of life or losses of
lives?

ODONGKARA

Amin knew very well the way the Special Force were trained It
happened at one time we had three places for training, we had one in
Butyaba, we had one in Namalu and we were making another one in
Western Region and one time Amin approached me that he would like
that we should take training together with the special Force, the Army
and the Special Force. I said that was not my instruction, that is not my
power if you want you have to see the Inspector General of Police and he
tried to see the Inspector General of Police about when I was called I
refused I said the Police will not take part in training \\-ith the Arm~.
This is a Police training and the Army have got their own ways of
training. Amin wanted that we should have a clash during our training
perhaps that was his own expectations. He ·witnessed one of our training
exercise in Butyaba that is why he came up to say how did they get all
this kind of training? He tried to find out and that is why immediately
Amin came into power he had to disband the Special Force.

MRKAWANGA:

Why?

ODONGKARA:

Because he knew they could tum against him.

MRKAWANGA:

Why did Amin feel unsafe with the special Force in particular'?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, the Special Force as I said during this time had as they were called
"Para Military" so Amin became scared of them that they might come in.
they might start to go against him. Irnmediateh: Amin took over I was
arrested four times. I was not in Special Force 1·was already the regional
Police Commander Eastern Region but Amin knew my background of as
military training so that was the reason for my being put in.
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take lum to the Minister of Internal Affairs. I said okay but I have not
gone through Ill) statement: I have not listened to my tape recording
also. The _mansaid, "Alright Mr Odongkara you arc going to have it;
you arc gomg to be given time to listen to that recording and have time
to. re~ that statement Wllilc I was reading the statement, he came and
said, Have you gone through" I said "Yes, thank you very much, here
you arc" He said, "Now you are wanted in Entebbe" We went to the
Minister of Internal Affairs Wllen we reached there the Minister of
Internal Affairs said that Mr. Odongkara I want a statement from you. I
said, "A statement from me?'' He said, "Yes" I told him that I have
given one already in the president's office. He said that one was recorded
and somebody was typing when you were talking. Now I want a
statement in your own hand-writing, this is the instruction from the
President. I got papers and I asked him how many copies.

CHAIRMAN

A statement about what?

ODONGKARA.

A statement about the coup that took place and where I was. I asked him
how many copies, he said three copies - one for him, one for the
President and one for myself. I sat down and I wrote exactly the same
things that were in the statements I had in the President's Office and as it
was recorded. From there I was released to go back to Mbale. The
second time I was called in a meeting at the army headquarters that you
are required in a meeting. I asked, "Where?" They said, "At the Army
headquarters." I went and found a lot of people there, I went with my
C.I.D. Officer. When I got there they said. "Do we have anything?" I
said what thing I should have done I was in uniform They stripped me
of my uniform, they sent somebody to my house to get me civilian
clothes, I changed into civilian clothes and I was thrm-..n in a Land
Rover. We started driving from Mbale. When we reached Tororo. the
man said "Would you like to have something to drink'l" I said. "No."
He went inside and had a drink. After that we drove but reaching Tororo
Cement J told him that I have somebody here at Tororo Cement Factor\
whom I want to see before we go to Jinja. He said. "Okay." I was t~·ing
to get some evidence that I was seen in such a place. \Ve drove to the
Tororo Cement Factory and when we reached the gate the watchmen
there knew me and he said" Wewe Bwanalmhwa munawe;:a pua"(you arc
an important person, you can go in) I said no. get us a book - the gate
book. He gave us a book, I asked this man to write down his number
and name. the number of the \Chicle and after that we went inside. I was
going to sec my wife. she was working there. I told my , -
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ODONGKARA:

Did you understand a bit of Nubian?
A bit of it. And then he said: "Eh, oh,afendi wuyo muntu mimi najuwa
sana. Ye nafanya wuko Arua, nafanya, nasaidiya wantu - nafanya nini.
Ata mwana muke yako nawanza club yawanawake wuko. Sasa wewe
nachukuwa ye ku wuwa sababu gani?" In Swahili now. He said: "That
is not your work. You keep quiet." I said,. "It is okay, if dying, okay - we
go and die." We drove up to his house in Jinja. He went to his house.
The driver came to me and he said: "Look, we are not going to
Kampala. This man said, I should take you to the barracks and he is
coming to take you to the barracks." I said: "All right. We go to the
barracks. It is not bad." He came out. I said: "Officer, am I a prisoner
or I am being required by .the President? If am being required by the
President, I have to go and stay in a hotel. You remain in your house. I
go and stay in the hotel. Tomorrow morning come and pick me, then we
go to Kampala." He said: "No, you are not allowed to go in a hotel and
I cannot travel at night with you because they are going to stop us at the
bridge, because there are guards there. There are road blocks." I said,
"But we are all officials. I am a Police Officer. You are an army chap. I
am being required by the Head of State. We can go." He said, "No."
This driver talked to me. He said: "Look. We are going to the barracks.
The moment we get at the gate quarter guard, I am not going to stop; if I
stop there, then they are going to drag you out - take you into the guard
room. But I will drive straight into' the orderly room." I said: "My
friend, that is up to you." He drove his vehicle nicely, up to the main
gate. The gate was opened. The officer escorting me was saluted He
asked them: "How are you there?" They said: "We are all right."
"Visitor?" "We have got them. They have got their tea;" "tea" meaning
beating. We drove straight into the quarter guard - I mean, to the orderly
room. When we got at the orderly room, I knew a certain lieutenant and
this Second Lieutenant told me. He said, "Mr. Odongkara you are in
good hands. Do not worry." He was a man from West Nile - Kakwa
boy. "Then I know you very well and do not you worry. I know what is
going on here." I said: "Okay. I would like to ring my wife. Is that
possible?" He said; "Oh, yes, contact your wife." I contacted my wife in
Mbale. I said; "I ask you to come to Kampala, please. Jam in Jinja now.
If you are coming, come straight to Jinja Barracks where you will see
m~. Bring my uniform because there will be a meeting. I think, I am
gomg to be released and I have to attend the President's meeting at the
Army Headquarters."
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third time. I was brought up to Kampala.

i

CHAIRMAN:

When was it? Can you give us dates roughly when it was? When was
the second one?

ODONGKARA:

The second one was in March.

CHAIRMAN:

The third was also in March.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

ODONGKARA:

Now, on the 29th of March, I think, it was on the 29th, we had five-days
(5) days holidays because the body of the late Kabaka was being brought
back to Uganda. So we were given five (5) days and to be on stand by.
We were on stand by. The instruction was that an officer cannot leave
his house for more than ten (10) minutes. He should not be away more
than ten (10) minutes from his house. Then I said; "Okay.11 I was in
Mbale. My children who were schooling here in Kampala all went home
and I said - to myself, "Now five (5) days we were all here; something
might happen." My wife said, "Why do you not go to Gulu')" I said:
"To do what in Gulu? It is all the same. You go to Gulu. if they want to
pick you will be picked. You remain in Mbale, you will be picked. You
go to Kampala, I said, you are in the middle there, you may be picked.
All right, let us remain here; if there is anything. we can see how \Vecan
manoeuvre it." We prepared vehicles. We had three (3) vehicles: my
wife has got hers and I have then plus the government one. I said. if
there is anything, the children are all here. We will jump in the vehicle,
across the border and we go.
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UF. 86 111is was being used by the ai:n1y cl~aps but 1t was Land and
Surveys , chicle J told my driver. I said.- this_was 999 from Mbale; I
told ~l) driver, 1 said, "To- night there 1s gomg to be a. problem in
Mbal you sec that vehicle there." So we drove up to Bus1a. We went
back;~ MbaJe. Locked my house. I took my driver back to the barracks.
He looked there. They had already arrived in -they were already in
Mbalc by one 0 1clock, they were in Mbale. Now_,as I was leaving my
house to take my driver back to the barracks, my little boy of two-and-ahalf years cried. He wanted a lift. He wanted a drive into the vehicle.
So as we started he fell down. So my wife said; "John Ugh, why cannot
you take this boy with you?" I said; "Okay." an~ I put the boy in the
vehicle. We drove up to the barracks. I left my dnver. As I was going
back to my house, I said, "Let us stop at the Police Station and see what
is going on." I stopped at the police station the army were also - the
Land rover was - coming in our way, stopping. A captain came out,
smartly saluted me: "Good evening, Sir. We have been to your house.
Your wife said you were still on duty." I said, "Yes." What happened?
What is it?" "Oh, you are wanted." "Wherer "Jinja. You have any
document?" "Yes." He pulled out a letter, a piece of paper like this. I
read it;
"The Regional Police Commander, Mbale.
You are required to come to Jinja immediately under escort in vehicle
UF 86. Do not resist.
Signed:

Chota, Second Lieutenant,
Intelligence Office."

I said, "Oh, but Captain we are in immediate stand by. I am not
supposed to leave my house for more than ten minutes - be away for
more than ten minutes from my house. Now you want to take me to
Jinja. What will happen? If anything happens and they will say, where
was he? Gentleman, this is a Government instruction. This is a letter."
He said, "All right. We go to Jinja. Do you know the last word here?
Do not resist? Do you understand it?" I said, "Yes, I do." Yes, the
moment I said I am not going to Jinja you are armed. He is resisting I
am killed for nothing. We are going to Jinja. Do not worry. I put that
letter in my pocket. I said, "What about my little boy there? Do you
want him also to go to Ji~ja?" He said, "No we are returning him home."
"Fair enough, Captain get in my car and let your boys follow us 11 We
went. As we were going into my house, 11Y es, Captain, I asked myself. I
said, look, I saw this vehicle while stopping in Mbalc and you are
coming to my house this time of the evening. It is already seven I am
telling you Captain, I am going with you to Jinja and I am not coming
back and this is or will be your last time to see me. You arc not seeing
11
me again! "Oh, no, Sir, there is nothing wrong." My son said, "Dad
what is he saying?" I said, "Do not you worry. There is nothing wrong."
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I ran. I went to town. I got a friend. He gave me a lift. I went to my
secre~.
I telephoned Police Headquarters. I wanted to talk to
Operations_ Offi~er. They said, "Oh, they are in a party." I rang where
they \~ere m their party - Police Officers'"Mess. I wanted to talk to Mr.
A~r~m. . I talked to him. Adroni said, "Look, Mr Odongkara, the
Mm1ster 1s also here. I said, "Okay, I will talk to him - Mr. Obitre
Gama. I said, "No". I said, "But the army are in my house right now.
Have you any idea whether I am wanted?" I said, "there is a letter here
written by somebody called a certain lieutenant, that I am required
immediately in Jinja. For what?" and said. "but where are you?" I said,
"I am in Mbale but I made it. 11 "And from where are you speaking? Can
you give me your telephone number?" I gave him my house telephone.
I gave him. I said, if you want, contact me, this the number." They
stayed in my house the whole night. I left Mbale about five o'clock. My
Staff Officer gave me a lift up to Soroti. Reaching Soroti, I went to a
friend, telephoned my house. When the telephone rang, the army. I said,
"What is the army doing in there? This is Mr. Odongkara's house. What
is the army doing in there?" "But who are you?" I said, "I am his friend.
Can I talk to him? 11 "From where are you calling?" I said, "I am calling
from Tororo." "What is your name?" I said, "Look, I want to talk to Mr.
Odongkara. I do not want you. I mean, what are you doing in that
house, very early in the morning?" "Right, if you do not want to tell us
your names, you are not going to speak to anybody " I said, "To hell
with the army 11, and placed the phone." My wife was listening from the
extension from the bed-room. Then again I told the lady who telephoned
again. I said, "You telephone and say you want to talk to Mr.
Odongkara", the lady did it. The same thing. I said, "Okay you leave it
11
now. They are still in the house.
Now the post office men rang back because they knew where we were from which telephone we were calling in Soroti and said, "Look, Mr..
Odongkara, do not bother to come back to Mbalc Your house is well
guarded.
These people have been communicating with their
Headquarters and they think that you are still here " I said, "Oh, okay."
1 took a plan from Lira - I mean from Soroti, the DP P. gave me a lift up
to Lira. I went to the D .P P. The D P .P Lira gave me a lift up to Oulu. I
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said "Police Commander - the Regional Police Commander, I need
, rt and escort." He gave me. I picked somebody from Gulu to
tran spo
h
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come and to accompany me up to Kampala. I got ere m e mommg.
We left very early from Gulu about five o'clock; we w~~ehere by nine
o'clock. I went straight to Entebbe to see Mr. OvonJt who was the
Minister of Public Service. Personally I said, "Mr. Minister, do you
want me?" He said, "No". I pulled out that letter. I said, "You read this
letter." He said: "No, Mr. Odongkara, these people are - they - looking
for money." I said, "Ah, ah, they are not looking for money; then they
are looking, I think, for life - somebody's life; even now they are in my
house. You can telephone my house.
The Minister telephoned the house and said, "Army, army, what are you
doing?" "Oh, we are guarding the house. Mr. Odongkara is not to be
seen". He said, "What about his wife?" "She is around." "All right.
Can I talk to her?" The Minister talked to my wife. After he finished
with my wife, I held the telephone. I said, "Do not worry. I am around."
And those people are very lucky. They would have had it. But I did not
want to do it; the family would have been finished. My wife got
shocked; "A man from Mbale; he would have crossed say to Kenya and
then running; Soroti, Gulu, Lira, Kampala. This man is stupid." I told
the Minister - I said, "Mr. Minister, I do not want to be picked from your
house". He rang Obitre Gama; "What about Mr. Odongkara's problem?"
Obitre Gama said, "Do not worry about him. His file has been closed.
He is no longer there". He said: "No he is here with me." I said, "My
friend, I am going to be picked from here for nothing." Oh you stay
there with me. I will find out from the Army Headquarters whether they
will need you."
After 30 minutes, Ovonji telephoned. He said, "I have not gone through
yet." One hour, another telephone. "I have not gone through yet,." One
and half hours, I said, "Mr. Ovonji, I am not going to wait here. Now
you ring and tell him that Mr. Odongkara has already left my house,
and, if there is no information, he tells me that he will ring me when he
is in Kampala. He rang Obitre. Obitre said, "I have not got any
infonnation." I said, "My Minister I have to go. I do not want to be
picked from your house; whether we will meet these people on the road,
I will just go and meet them there; but not to be picked from your
house." We left Entebbe up to Kampala here. We drove and went to
Kibedi's house I wanted to see him. I told his guard, I said, "If Kibedi
comes tell him that I wanted to see him." From there we were to Rutara's
place. Rutara was in the late Oryema's house. We went up. We found
guards there. It was late in the evening now, about eight o'clock. We
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I e~s."" Then Rutara said, "We want him
and be picked like a eh'
said, No, to be transferred to Kampala
do tliat. I have to go" I~oe: I~ my o~ce. I am sorry I am not going to
Mbale "M
•
e ev~nmg, the army went to my house in
Karn ~
rs. Odongk~ we got mformation tliat your husband is in
P a n,?w·. Do you still need security at this place?" My wife told
them_that, I did not invite you to come here. You want me to remain, I
remai~. You want me to go, I can go". They left the place. I contacted
my wife. Then she said, "Okay, we will meet, nine o'clock in such and
such a place - at l?.0? p.m.. Nine o'clock we shall meet. We got
transport from the D1stnct Pohce Commander with a driver. We told
them that he was going to Soroti because they had stayed without food
for ~ree (3) days. When the driver reached home, they started off,
reachmg the roundabout towards Tororo, he said, "Tum right, turn Left
we are going to -" The driver asked, "Are we going to Kampala?" He
said, "Yes, we are going Kampala." "Okay,to takwenda mana, apana
.fikili" (we are going there, don't worry). They drove. We had a boy
from the Sudan. He was staying with us. He was a refugee. He was
staying with us. He said, "Madam, I am not going to leave you alone. I
have to accompany you because these people will be talking the
language you do not understand. I am a Sudan. He had packed
everything of mine in a suit-case.

"C

I:r:~
i ·.

t,
We left - nine O'clock, we met. In the morning, we set off for Mbale.
The road block was still great. They were thinking that Mr. Odongkara
was coming to Kampala; but now I am going out of Kampala in a Police
Vehicle for us. I told the driver, "After Police College, put your light."
With the road block, they do not take that - silence. We did it. When he
signalled the light, the road block out. You just go, up-to Nile Bridge.
When we were approaching the Nile Bridge, there was a police constable
on the road block and the army also were there. This constable walked
away - went to a tent. I told the driver, "You stop." The driver stopped.
Then the army came and they said, "Hajambo"(how are you). The driver
replied, "I am taking bwana kubwa kwa kazi" (the big man to work)
"Okay, go ahead." Now this constable who walked away knew me. He
was under command. The moment - if he had been there, the moment he saw me, he would have saluted; then, perhaps, there would have been
a question, "Who is who?" But, from there, we drove up to !ororo. My
wife left me in Tororo. She went to Mbale, collected the children. She
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came in tlll' C\'Clllllg

1ll'')'

..

saw me off. I took Akmnba up_to Nairobi

.
• ·d · Mbalc I was in N.urobi for a Month. On the 7th _
Mv "1fr rcmauu: 111
•
r
•
t1
.
t nronnation
t11atpeople had been sent
1or me.
When
on tl1e 6 l - \\ e go I II
•
•
•
.
s
t' 1 nlcan m Nairobi. I had to go to Pohce Station. I saw
I was m ...oro 1 . .
•
· -cllarge and the Comm1ss1oncr of Pohce. I saw them I
thc Offi1ccr m •
. .
•

.said. "You know very well what is happening m_Ug~da. I am here for
two weeks. But 111 case I wanted. I am staymg m su~h-and-such a
" "Oka)'.11 On the Rth - on the - of May, 1971, my wife telephoned
p Iacc.
• " W
me from Mbale "Oh. my friend, people were commg.
e were using
the ''kili-kili" (code name). So we did not want to mention the name
because she said, "Kili-ldli is on the way" I said, "Okay, we got
mformatton about it and we had known where they were staying". So
from Nairobi I moved to Kabete that evening and then from Kabcte I
said, "Staying in Kabete might be dangerous because they know ilie
person '"ith whom I am staying, they will straightaway come to iliis
house " I had to go to Nairobi East and then I told my friend I said,
"Look. tomorrow morning on the 8th Gowen was visiting Kenya So we
should get out very early, the last should be six o'clock before the police
are on the road, then we can go without any problem. Two of us myself, Tom Lalobo and the driver was Dr. Obwangarnwoyi who was
working - he was teaching at the University. We drove up to Narnanga
There we were students. He is a professor we were going to Arusha for
our duty. We went through without any problems. Reaching Arusha, I
went straight to a police station. The Regional Police Commander there
said, "Oh, Mr Odongkara, you are here." I said, "Yes, Obwangamwoy1 ,
can go back. I am in good hands now." From there, I travelled to Dares-Salaam as I first gave in my statement.
COUNSEL-

I think, that is all.

ODONGKARA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chairman, that is all from this witness.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

Well.

CHAIRMAN·

Sorry, I did not get the last bit. You stayed in exile until?

ODONGKARA:

I stayed in exile until 1979 April.

DR. LUYOMBY A:

M_r.Odo~gkara, I want to clear one or two uncertainties for me about
this Special Force.

ODONGKARA:

Yes.

DR. LUYOMBY A

When you. were in-eh
. arge, d'd
1 you get reports when you despatch men to
go out - did they give you reports - of what they did?

ODONGKARA·

Y cs, the officer-in-charge of th at umt_
• w hene,·er he goes out the,· gt\'C
. a
report when they come back.
'
-
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C'otnparnth l' lo the Special Force )f
Force of Obotc o , 0 f
l
Obotc T\\o and Obotc one Special
nc. t'oursc. wns disciplined
'
Yes.

DR LUYOMBYA.

Although there \\ere incidents of indiscipline as well.
'\ CS.

DR LUYOMBYA

ODO~GURA

~or cxar~i~lcwhen the Ministers were arrested, constables tried to molest
t iosc· 1\1mistcrs and you stopped them; and then there ·was this incident
at Ka,unga where some deaths occurred. What did you do to institute or
to n.:mforce discipline within the Special Force when it was under your
control, least. the Unit in Buganda Region where you were operating?
It \\JS constant lectures to the officers and men: wherever I was out on
, isits of the units where they were. that was my work. To sec to it that I
always talk to them on the way how they could behave and their main
duty on their main work is to keep law and order and the civilians'
property and their lives. They were not there to destroy their property;
they were not there to do anything wrong with them but they were there
to take guard of their property and lives

DR LL'YOMBYA:

When they asked in this case - for example, at Kayunga - where some
lives were lost; you said you used to have reports Can you tell us a little
bit more of the reports you heard about Kayunga, where the lives were
lost under the hands of the Special Force?

ODONGKARA.

It is quite a long time now. It is difficult to remember. But the report - a
copy of the report - is at my office from the Regional Police
Commander. Because there was a report, whenever the Special Force
goes out, I have a copy of the report, through the Office of the Regional
Police Commander who would submit it. The report was submitted to
him and then a copy comes to me; because, at the same time. it is the
Regional Police Commander to report to the Inspector General of Police.

DR LUYOMBY A:

But these were men despatched by you br by your unit - special Force.

ODONGKARA:

They were not despatched by me, they were despatched by the Regional
Police Commander after - they had their own unit here in Buganda The
men were direct under him.

DR. LUYOMBYA

But, when there was any problem which needed the special Force. you
were asked to despatch those men.

ODONGKARA•

Ugh, Ugh.

CHAIRMAN·

Sorry, I think, he said that it is only when the Regional O~~er needed
his men in your units and they had them. ls that what you said?

ODONGKARA

Correct.
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DR Lll'\ 01\fB'\ .\,

And you ,vould provide with extra men to assist?

ODO~GI\.ARA.

Yes

DR Ll.J\ OMBY A:

Now, the men yOu despatched to assist crune back -used to come back to your unit?

ODONGKARA.

Of course

DR. LUYOMBY A.

When they crune back, did they report anything to you as regarding to
the operations they had carried out?

ODONGKARA:

If there is a request for more reinforcement, this reinforcement I despatch
them to report to the Regional Police Commander -

DR. LUYOMBYA:

Yes.

ODONGKARA:

Who then knows where to take them. When they finish their work, they
report back to the Police Commander who then sends them back to and
whatever report they have got, they have to submit it to the Regional
Police Commander who then reports to the Inspector General - a copy of
that report comes to my office for my information. I have not gone out,
at all. I have not given any instructions. My instruction; "Go and report.
to the Regional Police Commander, Buganda. 11

DR LUYOMBYA:

Now about this Kayunga Incident, lives were lost and you know about
the loss of those lives in one way or another. Isn't it?

ODONGKARA:

Yes, Sir.

DR LUYOMBYA:

My interest - what did you do when you knew about those losses?

CHAIRMAN:

Could you tell us the details - what happened, what are the incidents,
how were lives lost and then what you did about it?

ODONGKARA:

There was attack on the Police, according to the report I received in my
office, through the Regional Police Commander.

CHAIRMAN:

Attack by who?

ODONGKARA:

By civilians, attack by civilians.

CHAIRMAN:

During the 1966 Crisis.

ODONGKARA:

Correct. And then meanwhile despatched them Uganda Units - there
were three (3) units there; they were sent to the place. That was from my
Headquarters. They were just on stand by, if they needed more men then
we sent for more men; and whatever reports come they go direct to the
Regional Police Commander. The Regional Police Commander then
submits his report to Police Headquarters to the Inspector general of
Police - not me. I went there for a copy of that report.
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H.\IRMAN·

ODONGK-\RA

CllAIRMAN

Yes, from the copy ofth at report, d.d
1 you get a report that commander a copy of that commander?

I think, there was a report.
": es that is what we wanted to know - what happened and how were
lives lost- how many and the circwnstances.

ODONGKARA·

I would not recall how many.

CHAIRMAN·

Is it civilians' lives or police lives or both?

ODONGKARA:

Some of the police were killed at Kayunga - I cannot remember how
many were killed and some of the civilians were also killed.

COUNSEL:

I do not think, you can get any better answer than this on the aspect.

MR. KAWANGA:

Okay. During Obote Two you were Regional Police Commander,
Eastern Region. Are you aware of an incident where civilian people
were picked from Busia and taken to Rubongi Barracks, and some of
them were killed there?

ODONGKARA:

Yes I do recall that incident. Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

What happened?

ODONGKARA:

I did not know exactly what happened but they were picked by the army
somewhere and taken to Rubongi.

MR. KAWANGA:

And killed.

ODONGKARA:

They got disappeared from the barracks; so they were killed.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see. Did the police carry out any investigations in this regard?

ODONGKARA:

It was so difficult for the police to carry out any investigations in such
things where the army were involved. They could not even allow
anybody to get into the barracks. It was very difficult. Where the army
were involved, it was very, very difficult.

MR. KAWANGA:

The police would know but you would not be in a position to do
anything about it.

ODONGKARA:

It was impossible. We could not do anything. The report went to the
Government who said they were investigating and we did not get the
result of their investigations.

DR. LUYOMBYA:

While the Police Pathologist was testifying to this Commission he
mentioned something of a similar nature, that people were being
detained in army barracks and losing lives there; then they used the
police to take the bodies to the mortuary and almost using the police to
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rubber stamp \\hat they had done: and the polic.c was not investigating
this matter You said that it was difficult: nobody was allowed there.
You "ere high ranking in the police You have an occasion to discuss
this either within your meetings - within your staff meetings - or with
) our Minister or any other authority about the power and authority in
tl1esematters'>
ODO 'GKARA:

Now, \\ith this kind of behaviour, we could not keep quiet and see things
arc being done and we keep quiet. Things \\'ere being discussed in
meetings at Police Headquarters and the minutes were being taken; and,
I believe they reached even the .Ministry. If it reaches the Ministry, it
means that it goes as far as the high authority: but I could not sec any
improvement of any kind. \\'here the army arc involved, you may even
fail to get a statement from army officer. Today he is here Y ,u know
that so-and-so or a Captain So-and-so was in this unit Come back
tomorrow. you will not be able to see him". So this is the kind of ethic
they \Vere using. We all knew about this even the senior officers knew
about this I remember one time I was talking - this was my last
confrontation with His Excellency - the then Excellency - Obote when
he visited Eastern Region I was talking \.~ith him Obote wanted to see
me in Kampala His Secretary said "No. we shall see you in Mbale " No
that time Obote said, "Why didn't you report to my office?" I said, "It
was your men who told me that you were coming to the Eastern Region.
You will have time with me - so. Then he said "No I did not sa\ that to
anyll I said here I stand before you and then we went on talking and I
said, "look", "Mr. President, there are a fe~ things we do not
understand People commit offence, whether it is a big offence or it is
these ordinary offenses - say "beating", an army officer beats somebod1
I was - I gave him this example, I said, "I was", stopped on the road here
one night and they robbed my property They were soldiers. After a few
days, they were arrested and until today we do not know where the case
is and the men we did not see them. They are no longer in t\.fbale You
as Commander-in-Chief, what you do in this case? Why cannot vou do
something to put it right so that there we have the way of checking men
when they have committed an offence?" He laughed at me and he said,
"Mr. Odongkara, you are a senior police officer You should know that
better." He said, "With the policemen, it is quite simple to follow up:
that, if a constable commits an offence, they kno\\ his number, they
know his name; they know this unit and. if they came for him, they can
get him; but not with the army." So such things. I think, some circle
people tend to understand and they know better what is happening and
they just do not want to assist even in the big ones I do not know -

CHAIRMAN:

Go on You left a sentence unfinished

ODONGKARA:

Probably during my working as a police officer. espcciall~-from the tinll'
when I was Head of Special Force, because of mv frankness. some senior
Government officials did not like it If an~thing goes wrong. I tncd to
come. I tried to come out and said, "Look. This is wrong. It slwuld be
done in such-and-such a way I think. my frankness brought a lot of
hatred on me. I was once accused of wanting to o,·crthnm the
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Government TI •
•

11Smatter went up to

the court.

\\'hen was this'l
ODO TGKARA:
Fifty six or fifty seven - 1956 - 1957. I mean, this kind of hatred.
COl

SEL:
What do you mean? When you were with Bob Astles or what?

ODO""lGKARA:
COL SEL:

.Ibeg your pardon?
When you were connected with Bob Astles?

ODONGKARA:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

ODONGKARA:

No connection with him. He was the man to bring the case against me.
And all this - because the big ones know what was coming, know what
other person I was and it ended up in a very, very, very bad way on my
side. I thought I could not keep quiet. I had to take the case to court, to
clear myself. If my officers - senior officers - cannot even come and say,
"Look. Mr. President, this thing is not correct." So I had to do it.

COUNSEL:

Whom did you sue?

ODONGKARA

I sued the Inspector General of Police. I saw the Minister of Internal
Affairs and talked to him about this and I saw that there was no any
assistance. I said I am going to take the case up, to file my case; if I am
wrong all right, let the court judge me. Which I did.

CHAIRMAN:

Whom did you file the case against?

ODONGKARA:

Against Bob Astles.

CHAIRMAN:

You got judgement?

ODONGKARA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

In your favour?

ODONGKARA:

Correct.

CHAIRMAN:

You were awarded damages.

ODONGKARA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

.,
Would you remember the case number.

ODONGKARA:

Well.

CHAIRMAN:

It seems it has been reported.
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I do iwt rt'mcmhcr.thc right numb~r. I think, it was reported. ll1is case
ODO, 'GKARA

CHAIR~1\ '\
COUNSEL.
CHAIRM \,
COL~SEL·
CHAIR.MAJ\

is reported and it is even in law books.
't ~s - the East african La\\ Reports, I think.
•
· th b oks You will find it - Bob astlcs and others
Yes. It 1s e,·cn m c O •
Let us know the number, Counsel.

I will find it out, my Lord.
Thank vou Mr Odongkara - very well Thank Y?u very much for your
eviden~e _ very long evidence - which you have given You are such an
important witness that we could not miss your evidence. Thank you for
having come twice and for what you have told us.

ODONGKARA

Thank you, Mr Chairman

CHAIRMAN

No," Counsel is there any more witness today? What are the plans - we
have to adjourn for now, what are the plans - for Wednesday?

COUNSEL:

My Lord, the plans for Wednesday are not yet clear. We
supposed to be - in Luwero. I do not know whether
Luwero But, I think, we shall try to be in Luwero
depending on other arrangements which are expected
today.

CHAIRMAN

Well, we shall adjourn the inquiry which will resume in Luwero on
Wednesday the 23rd at nine thirty (9 .30) or ten and -

COUNSEL:

At ten - after ten - thirty - I mean half past ten.

CHAIRMAN

It is a bit late.

COUNSEL.

Pardon!

CHAIRMAN:

Half past ten is late.

COUNSEL:

Well, it will be in the morning in Luwero, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Try t~ make it as near ten o'clock as possible, on Wednesday 23rd in the
mommg.

COUNSEL:

I shall try, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

The County Chief of Katikamu County, the District Police Commander
of Luwero District, Commissioners, Learned Counsel, Ladies and
Gent!emen We arc opening today the sitting of the Commission of
Inqmry Into Violation of Human Rights at Katikamu Count\· Hall in
Wobulcnzi, today the 23rd of March, 1988. We should have been here
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. ~imissrnn started its work in Kampala in 1986 and it has
een outside m only one d1stnct so far. that is, rvlbararaDistrict. This is
th e only sec d ct· •
·
,
.on istnct outside Kampala the Commission has come to
work m. Now. those ~ the objectives and aims of the Commission.
The methods of work is that we have investigators who are high Police
Office~. who go with an NRA Officer and no\.\ Lieutenant: they go out
and_take state?1en~ from people who have got complaints. \Ve also
dev1se a questionnaire which should be used up. So in the course of our
stay _here. whi~h is projected to last about five weeks, the inquiry '"-ill
~ontinue: the mvestigators will continue to do their work and gather
information for the Commission.
b

row the Co

Ne:\..'l,I \\ill introduce to you the members of the Commission and our
very important officials who are here. There are three members of the
Commission who are here today. On my left, is Mr. John Kawanga. a
Senior Lawyer by profession and former Member of Parliament before
July, 1985: he is a son of Masaka; and some of you know him already.
Then to my right, is Mrs Joan Kakwenzire, who is a lecturer in the
department of History, Makerere University; she has the distinction of
being the only lady member of this Commission. Then there are three
other members who are not with us. There is Doctor Khiddu MakubuYa.
who is from Kalasa in Makulubita sub-county; he is your own son:
unfortunately he is not able to be with us today: but he has assured me
~at he will definitely be here tomorrow. The fifth member is Dr.
Luyombya, who is also not here, he is a member of NRC, a medical
doctor and a busy man in other government activities: unfortunately he
too cannot be with us today. Then the sixth and last member though not
least, is John Nagenda, who is from Namutamba in Mityana: currently
he is outside the country, but he '\-villbe coming back within the next
week or so and he will also join us here. I had forgotten to tell you about
Dr. Kiddu Makubuya; he is Associate Professor of Law at Makerere
University and he is an expert on matters of human rights: he is also a
lawyer. So those are members, then myself, Judge Oder. the Chairman
of the Commission. Although there are three lawyers as members, we
have to have a Legal Advisor; and our Legal Counsel is Mr. Edward
Ssekandi who is a very senior lawyer of more experience. practising in
Kampala. Mr. Sekandi, could you stand up please _sothat_they _seeyo~.
Then we have Assistant Legal Counsel, Mr. Chebonon Bahshak1. who 1s
the Senior State Attorney in the Ministry of Justice. Now as a leader of
our administrative set up, the Secretary to this Commission, Miss
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Kalanzi, could you also stand up please so that they see you. We have
also an Assistant Secretary, but he is not here at the moment, but because
thcv are yery busy elsewhere doing other ~o~ of the Commission. I
told you about the investigation te~; this 1s led by Mr. Ntambi,
Superintendent of Police. Mr. Ntamb1 has been here before; many of
you should have already known him. Then next to Mr. Ntambi, is an
Assistant Superintendent of Police, Mrs Mawa; could you stand up also.
So our ladies are doing very well. Then we have a personal secretary to
the Chainnan, Beatrice could you stand up please. Then we also come
with a team of journalists who have been able to be with us and report on
the proceedings and work of the Commission. Now there is Mr. Festo
Ebong, a reporter from New Vision; Mr. Kakande John, for the Star;
next is Mr. Tamale Mirundi, for Munno; then Miss Jane for Ngabo. Star
and Ngabo are sisters - sister news papers - but they are all here, to make
sure that there is one in Luganda and the other one is in English. We
have also our technical people, Mr. Patrick Kisule, from the Ministry of
Information and Broadcasting, in Television - he is a leader of
Television Crue; he is a very important person; he has always been with
us; he is very hard working; and I don't know whether you have a
television here, whether it shows here; but those who can see television
on Sunday, every Sunday there is a programme about this Commission,
after the 9 o'clock news. That is the product of the hard work of Mr.
Patrick Kisule. I am sorry, I forgot to announce part of our investigator,
is Lt. Dick, whom I told you early; Lieutenant, could you stand up
please. He is part of our investigation team; very hard working officer,
indeed. Then we have recording technicians, again another lady, Suzan;
she is very hard working, she is always on that machine; and her
colleague, Mr. Jajune; there is a third one who is not here today he will
come another time.
Well, with those few remarks, we are ready to commence our business in
this County Hall at Katikamu County Headquarters in Luwero. May be,
perhaps before we commence, I would like to request Commissioner,
John Kawanga, to briefly explain in vernacular which is clearer to others
who have not followed English properly. Briefly what the Commission
is doing, what it is supposed to do and why we are here in Luwero.
MR. KAWANGA:

Briefly spoke in vernacular.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Mr. Commissioner, John Kawanga. Learned Counsel, we
are now in your hands.

COUNSEL
MR. SSEKANDI:

My Lord Chairman, Lady and Gentlemen Commissioners one of the
things we are probing into is the murders committed that we are
supposed to inquire into, reads as follows:- causes and circumstances
surrounding the massive murders or acts of violations, that is, arbitrarY
deprivation of human rights committed in various parts of Uganda. Toe
first case which I want to introduce to you, from this area, was the
murder of 27 people at Bweyeyo village, Luwero District. And this
happened in 1982 and I have here some of the survivors to just give
testimony on what actually happened. My first witness, My Lord
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Chnmna.n is Dan •
'
uyano Scmpala.

WITNESS NO 2 17. l\1
•

•

R. DAMIYANO SEMPALA - SWORN IN

COUNSEL·

You are Dam1yano
•
Scmpala.,21 years old.

CHAIRMAN.

Sony, Counsel ' can )•ou teII us the number of this exhibit?

COl '"\SIL·

My Lord, it is exhibit No.15.

COLT'l\;SI
L:

) ou arc a Muhangaza from Tanzania?

SEl\tPALA:

Yes

COUNSEL:

How long have you been staying there?

SEMP.?\.LA:

Since 1968. It is a long period.

COUNSEL:

Were you living in this village on 22nd June, 1982?

SEMPALA:

Yes

COUNSEL:

Can you remember anything that happened on that day?

SEMPALA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What is it?

SEMPALA:

On that day our village was attacked by Obote's soldiers.

COUNSEL:

How did you know that?

CHAIRMAN:

Were they called UNLA soldiers?

SEMPALA:

No; they were Obote's soldiers.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

COUNSEL:
SEMPALA:
COUNSEL:
SEMPALA:

You mean they were government soldiers?
Yes, they were soldiers of the previous government of Obote.
Yes, when they came, what happened?
When they came they were with a man called Katumba; he was from
nearby village And when they came to our village, they rounded up
people.

COUNSEL:

Where were you yourself!
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COUNSEL:

an Katumba· was Katumba of your village or
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SEMPALA:

He was from nearby village·

COUNSEL:

. ?
Was he a chief or what was he doing at th at time.

SEMPALA:

I can't tell; but at that time he was very close to the soldiers.

COUNSEL:

When did you know Katumba? Was it on that day or before?

SEMPALA:

I had seen him before.

COUNSEL:

How did you come to know him?

SEMPALA:

During that time he used to come to ours. I knew him and he also knew
me.

COUNSEL:

Is Katumba still there?

SEMPALA:

He is not there; I do not know where he went.
(INAUDIBLE)

SEMPALA:

I could not go to any authority because these people had been labelled
rebels so I could not go to any Government officers because it was the
same Government, it was still Obote's Government, so I could not report.

COUNSEL:

Have you ever reported this incident to any authorities now?

SEMPALA:

No, except the statement which I made at the county headquarters, I have
never taken any steps to report.

COUNSEL:

One detail which I did not get from you, how about the houses in the
village when you reported there in 1985, were they there or in which
state were they.

SEMPALA:

Yes, they were untouched except the one where the people were killed.

COUNSEL:

How about the owner of that house, has he come back?
Matovu.

SEMPALA:

Yes, he came back and he is staying with us even when we were coming
we came with him, he is around.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, this is what I have from this witness in respect of this subject.

CHAIRMAN:

We have a few questions which we would like him to clarify. You see
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I was born on that village.

Your parents came r,rom Tanzama,
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SEMPALA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know when they can1e?

SEMPALA:

1 do not know.

CHAIR!\1AN:

These
other
you h ave refierred to, your brother and sister, were
they also
b relatives
. T'balorn m 1 yala?

SEMPALA:

Yes, all of us were born on that village.

CHAIRMAN.

Do yo~ know why your parents settled there, why they came from
Tanzania?

SEMPALA:

I heard that they came as labourers.

CHAIRMAN:

Both your parents?

SEMPALA:

Yes, they came together.

CHAIRMAN:

Do you know when they came?

SEMPALA:

I do not know because I was not yet born.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, you may have heard the same way you heard that they came to
work.

SEMPALA:

That I do not know.

CHAIRMAN:

On your village were there any other similar incidents or this is the only
one?

SEMPALA:
CHAIRMAN:

SEMPALA:

That was the only major incident which I witnessed.
Okay, how far was this Matovu's house from your home where you have
said they collected you?
It was very near. It was a difference of one house.

CHAIRMAN:

The same compound as your home?

SEMPALA:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

What does he mean a difference of one house.
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SF 1PALA:
CHAIR.MAN:

No.
This was the first time to see those soldiers?

EMPALA:

This was the first time.

1R KA\VANGA:

You said Katumba had been moving with soldiers before. What does
that mean, what was he doing with them.

SEMPALA:

I only saw him with the soldiers that very day.

MR. KA\\'ANGA:

But you said he had been close to soldiers I understood that to mean he
had been close to them before.

SEMPALA:

When I saw him leading them I thought that he was very close to them,
but he had earlier connections with the soldiers.

MR. KAWANGA:

How far is your village from Luwero Township?

SEMPALA:

Three miles.

MR. KAWANGA:

And was it inhabited largely by Bahangaza?

SEMPALA:

They were not very many.

MR. KAWANGA:

Why did the Katumba then lead soldiers to the village?

SEMPALA:

I did not know.

MR KAWANGA:

I see! It was just soldiers led, they shot people and that was the end of
the matter?

SEMPALA:

There was no other objective but they looted property.

MR. KAWANGA:

Did you sec them looting?

SEMPALA:

Even when they came to arrest us they had some looted property even at
ours they looted our house.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, you moved, you came, you saw these people killed and you went
away. How did you move away to reach Nakasongola?

SEMPALA:

I had hidden Shs.200 somewhere in the house so I went back, collected
my money and I went to Nakasongola by bus.

MR. KAWANGA:

You told us about your brothers and sisters who escaped. How did they
escape this death?
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SEMPALA:

I did not, there was nobody to pay for my school fees.

KAKWENZIRE:

And after the war have you tried again?

SEMPALA:

I did not.

KAKWENZIRE:

So what are you doing now?

SEMPALA:

I am a cultivator.

KAKWENZIRE:

You said you are the only ~urvivor in your family, am I right?

SEMPALA:

Except in the house of the incident I was the only survivor but for my
family there are other survivors.

KAKWENZIRE:

Do you have some elder brothers, surviving brothers?

SEMPALA:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

What is life like?

SEMPALA:

I am fifty-fifty.

KAKWENZIRE:

The other thing I wanted to know, you ~aid the soldiers who came ~
your village were Obote's soldiers, how did you know they were Obote s
soldiers.

SEMPALA:

KAK.WENZIRE:

, ovemment which was in power and myself I did not
It was Obot es g
.
ers
except
the
soldiers
of the government.
know any oth er soldi
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SEMPALA:

They were speaking Swahili and others speaking their language which I
did ~ot understand.

K_~'\VENZIRE:

None of them spoke a language~ ou understand?

SE~fPAL.\:

None except Katumba who was leading them.

KA1..,VENZIRE:

Did you know something about politics?

SE1fPAL.\:

\Vhat type of politics?

KA.k.'1\~ZIRE.

Yes. what party \Vereyour parents?

SE~fPALA:

I did not know. At that age I could not know what politics really meant.

KAK\VENZIRE:

Had your parents voted? Had you heard of something like voting in
1980?

SEMPALA:

I heard about voting and my parents went but I did not follo'\\ up the
results and what happened.

CHAIRMAN:

Just one or two more questions. You said you left education because the
area was disturbed. How was it disturbed.

SEMPALA:

It was a war situation and most of the people had run away and eYen
ourselves were preparing to go.

CHAIRMAN.

Had there been fighting or battle near your home or in your village?

SEMPALA:

I did not know but I used to see people running away but there was no
fighting near.

CHAIRMAN.

Running from where, from your village?

SEMPALA:

Yes, on our village people used to run away.

CHAIRMAN:

To which direction; did they run away on different directions or same
directions?

SEMPALA:

We could not know which directions these people used to take but I
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SEl\.1PALA:
COUNSEL:

Consensia Nalumansi
~n? also I want to find out whether at the material time that is when this
mc1dent took place they had what is known as a village chief

SEMPALA:

We had a village chief but I did not know him.

COUNSEL:

Okay, thank you.

CHAIRMAN

Damiano thank you for having given us evidence. It is a pity that you
have had to be reminded about the loss of both your parents and other
relatives and the incident, but it is good that you are able to come and
tell the Commission about it. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Next witness please.

COUNSEL:

My next witness is Alfred Baguma.
WITNESS N0.218: MR. ALFRED BAGUMA - SWORN IN

t

•
COUNSEL:

You are Alfred Baguma a cultivator?

BAGUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

45 years old?

BAGUMA:

Yes.

. B

COUNSEL:
BAGUMA:
COUNSEL:
BAGUMA:

.,

A Mukiga of Tebalyala village m weycyo.
Yes.
This is in Luwero District?
Yes.
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COUNSEL.
BAGUMA.

For ho\.\ long have you been to this village.
I came to this village on 7th July, 1957.

COUNSEL:

From where did you come from.

BAGUMA:

From Kebisooni sub-county in Kigezi District.

COUNSEL:

Were you on this village on 22nd June, 1982?

BAGUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What makes you remember this day?

BAGUMA:

On that very day in the morning I saw a group of soldiers coming from
my father's house - on the side of my father's house, they were dressed in
clothes similar to those of ex-service men. They were armed with spears
and guns.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what did they do, did you talk to them, did :hey talk to you?

BAGUMA:

When I saw them I managed to go back and there was a small bush
somewhere so I fell in it and I saw my father coming out of the house
with a hoe.

COUNSEL:

Who was your father?

BAGUMA:

He was Matayo Futemere.

COUNSEL:

Now, what happened?

BAGUMA:

I heard soldiers beating him with coffee stems which they had cut telling
aim to tell them where the rebels were hiding. He told them that he was
not keeping bandits in his house and they asked him to tell them where
his sons were and he told them that they had gone to the shamba
(gardens) and then the soldiers told him that they knew that his sons
were in the bush and he had to inform them where they were hiding.

COUNSEL:

How far were you from the point where your father was and where you
were; what was the distance?

BAGUMA:

It was about four metres because my house is very near my fathers
house but when I saw the soldiers I managed to go and hide in the bush
at a distance so it was about four metres.

COUNSEL:

Now, did you know any of the soldiers who came or the people who
crune to your homestead?

BAGUMA:

Yes, I knew.

COUNSEL:

Whom did you know?
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COUNSEL.

\Vas Katumba of yo ,·11
,
.
• ur' 1 age or a different village?

BAGUMA:

He was from tl1c same

COUNSEL.

\'\'hat was his village'J

BAGUl\1A:

The village was called Nsasi

COL~SEL:

Now. what happened']

BAGU~1A:

I heard Katumba telling the soldiers that they should not leave my father
because he had led some people who burnt his house

COUNSEL:

To your knowledge had Katumba's house been set on fire?

BAGU:l\1A:

Yes, it was true, but the people who burnt it were unknov.rn.

COVNSEL:

For how long had this happened?

BAGUMA:

About three weeks.

COUNSEL:

Did you have brothers, sisters or you were the only one in the home?

•hb
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ut we were under different sub-parishes

BAGU~1A:

My sisters were married. One of them h~ corn~ to help my mother in
harvesting millet that is the one who was killed with her.

COUNSEL:

What was her name?

BAGUMA:

Ruzalerwa Mbulaba.

COUNSEL:
BAGUMA:

COUNSEL:
BAGUMA:

COUNSEL:

Did you have a brother?
No. I am the only boy in the family.
Were you a rebel?
No. I had not joined them.
Now what happcncd
,
b .,
soldiers and Katum a·

after this exchange between your father and
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BAGUI\IA·

Toe} tied him and forced him to take them to Lugogo where they said
bandits were hiding and eventually were taken to Mohamad Matovu's
house. When they went, I managed to go and hide in the nearby forest
and at around mid-day I heard gun shots.

COUNSEL:

From where?

BAGUMA:

In the direction of Mohamad Matovu's house.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you say they took people to Mohamad's house whom did
they take from your home?

BAGUMA:

My sister Ruzalerwa, my father Matayo and my mother Fariziya.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do when you heard gun shots?

BAGUMA:

I continued hiding in the forest even going very far.

COUNSEL:

Now, later in the day did you go back to your house?

BAGUMA:

At around 4.30 p.m. when I was hiding I heard people who had run away
when the gun shots were heard going back to the village and I also
decided to go back.

COUNSEL:

What did you find out?

BAGUMA:

When I went back I found my house and all my property and from my
father's house had been looted. And there was blood all over the place
then I took a short cut to Mohamad's house and I found dead bodies in
the house.

COUNSEL:

In which house did you find dead bodies?

BAGUMA:

In Mohamad Matovu's house.

COUNSEL:

In which part of the house did you find dead bodies?

BAGUMA:

In the extended side of the house.

COUNSEL:

How many bodies did you find?

BAGUMA:

Because of the fear I counted nineteen bodies.

COUNSEL:

You mean you counted all the bodies and there were nineteen or counted
only nineteen bodies and left others.

BAGUMA:

I counted eighteen bodies in the house, the other one was in the house
but many of them were killed on the way towards Lugogo.

COUNSEL:

Did you find any other person who was not dead?

BAGUMA:

When I went - by the time I went people had removed the survivors and
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Did they come to assist you?
No, ~ey did not assi~ me because whoever I tried to contact was
prep~~g to leav~ the village and they advised me to get a letter from the
authonties allowmg me to remove the body.

COUNSEL:

What did you do?

BAGUMA:

I went back ~d closed the door to prevent dogs from eating the bodies
and I went with Rwabukumba and we stayed in the bush.

COUNSEL:

For how long did you stay in the bush?

BAGUMA:

We stayed there for two days.

COUNSEL:

After two days what happened?

BAGUMA:

On that second day I decided to go back and I spent the night digging the
grave with assistance of other villagers. I could not risk going to the
authorities because these people had been labelled bandits so it was done
by the government soldiers so I could not go to the government. We
spent the whole night digging graves and we did not go deep.

COUNSEL:

How many bodies did you bury?

BAGUMA:

On that day we buried four bodies.

COUNSEL:

Did you do another burial after that?

BAGUMA:

Toe other ones were buried after peace had returned to the area. In fact it
was the village chief who ordered us to bury the remains of the people.
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COUNSEL:

This was after how long?

BAGUMA:

In 1984.

COUNSEL:

Now, what did you do after the bwying of these four. Did you stay on
the village or you ran away.

BAGUMA:

I ran away and I joined my friends in the town where they were being
looked after and we used to be beaten.

CHAIRMAN:

Which town?

liAGUMA:

Luwero Town, at the District Headquarters.

COUNSEL:

Did you know Andereya Ndarusanze?

BAGUMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Is he of the same village?

BAGUMA:

Yes. From my house it is a distance of one plot.

COUNSEL:

Is he there?

BAGUMA:

He died.

COUNSEL:

When did he die?

BAGUMA:

That very day he was killed in the house.

COUNSEL:

Did he have a wife?

BAGUMA:

Yes, his wife, their daughter and then the son of their daughter also died
in the house.

COUNSEL:

Now, have you established how many people died in this incident?

BAGUMA:

Yes, we counted 27 people.

COUNSEL:

Now, after peace had come back to your village did you report this
matter to the authority, the police and so forth?

BAGUMA:

We could not report because whoever went to report to the police could
be arrested so we did not report anyway.

COUNSEL:

Why do you say this? Do you have any evidence about this happening?

BAGUMA:

Yes, I was in town and I used to see these things, they used to collect us
from our camp and take us to the police station to slash the compound
and we used to see the bodies.

COUNSEL:

Which camp were you?
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COUNSEL:

Which police station was this?

BAGUMA:

Luwero police station.

COUNSEL:

And when ~as ~is? Which period, which year, between which time
were you domg tlus kind of work.

BAGUMA:

1983.

COUNSEL:

You mentioned one Kagumba, is Katumba still in Nsasi village?

BAGUMA:

Since the take over Katumba disappeared. He has never been seen
anywhere.

COUNSEL:

When did you go back to your village.

BAGUMA:

I went back in 1984.

COUNSEL:

What did you find when you returned to your home?

BAGUMA:

I found an empty house, the whole thing was in bush~ it was only
clearing and planting.

COUNSEL:

While in Luwero how were you living, who supported you, did you get
any assistance?

BAGUMA:

They used to collect us from the camp, take us for instance for a cassava
plantation and tell us to help ourselves while the soldiers were guarding
with guns and then bring us back as prisoners. In that way that is how
we were to get food.

COUNSEL:

BAGUMA:

Before these soldiers came to your village, had there been some serious
incidents with the army in this village or this was the first one.
There was no other incident earlier.
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To your knowledge W ere people in this village assisting rebels who were
fighting governmenttroops?

BAGUMA:

On this point I cannot be authoritative because as they say the night can
help everybody may be some people used to take there food but myself I
did not. I used to hear that the rebels were in Kapeeka and we used to
wonder when these people will come and liberate us but I cannot rule out
the fact that may be some people used to assist them.

COUNSEL:

you see you are saying you were praying for the time when they will
come to liberate you. To liberate you from what?

BAGUMA:

Because in our village the soldiers were terrorising us but on the side
where the rebels were in control we used to hear that there was peace,
people were enjoying. For us we used only to see the soldiers carrying
out cows.

COUNSEL:

Well, that is all, my Lord, from this witness.

KAKWENZIRE:

Arising from your last statement where were the rebels or bandits
controlling where you say there was peace?

BAGUMA:

They were mostly centred in Kapeeka areas and we used to get this
infonnation from the traders who used to take there goods. Tuey could
come back and tell us that there the people were enjoying, that there
were no robberies.

KAKWENZIRE:

How far was Kapeeka from your village?

BAGUMA:

I do not know. Because I have never gone there by a taxi or a vehicle I
only went there on foot and when you are walking it is very difficult to
estimate the distance.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did some of your neighbours try to get them did you hear of anybody
who ran there?

BAGUMA:

Mostly the youth after this incident crossed over to K.apeeka but for us
who remained behind to look after those bodies were rounded up by
government soldiers and then taken to Luwero.

KAKWENZIRE:

When they were picking these people from village were they picking
everybody or they were looking for particular persons.

COUNSEL:

Excuse me, Commissioner, I do not know whether he will be competent
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\\'ITNESS NO •219: JOfill' BUKE ,
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COUNSEL:

Are you John Bukenya?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

54 years old?

Bl.JKEhlY
A:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

A Muganda of Bweyeyo village?

BUKENYA:

Bweyeyo Village, Yes.

COUNSEL:

Luwero Sub-county in Katikam11
County, Luwero District?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Up to 1981 you were a Parish Chief?

BUKENYA:

I was a Sub-Parish Chief.

COUNSEL:

Of what village?

BUK.ENYA:

Bbaale village - Bbaale Sub-Parish.

COUNSEL:

And you stopped being a Sub-Parish chief in 1981?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

On retirement or what?

BUKENYA:
COUNSEL:
BUK.ENYA:

I was not supporting the government of the time.

Why were you not supporting the government of the time?
Because the Government failed to get M.P's in the area opposed to other
areas where government candidates passed through unopposed.
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COl NSl'L:

BUKENYA:

So you were laid off in other words?
y cs, I was laid off.

COl'NSFL:

• VI'IIage Bweyeyo is it near another vil1age called Tebalyala
Now, this
village?

BUKEN\ A:

Yes, it is very near.

COUNSF.L:

Do you know the people of this Tebalyala village?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, do you remember 22nd June 1982?

BUKENYA.

Yes, I remember.

COUNSEL:

What do you remember about it?

BUKENYA:

On that date at around 8.30 a.m. I heard gun shots and a sound of a
bomb.

COUNSEL:

Yes, what did you do?

BUKENYA:

I ordered my wife and my children to run away.

COUNSEL:

Why or where did you decide to go?

BUKENYA:

We decided to go to Luwero town where there was the district
headquarters.

COUNSEL:

How far was your village from Luwero District headquarters?

BUKENYA:

Two miles.

COUNSEL:

Did you go to Luwero?

BUKENYA:

On the way we found a group of soldiers, they were very many.

COUNSEL:

Were they armed or they were not?

BUKENYA:

They were armed and they were carrying a lot of things including iron
sheets they had looted.

COUNSEL:

Were they coming from Luwero or they were heading towards Luwero?

BUKENYA:

They were coming from Tebalyala heading for Luwcro.

COUNSEL:

Did you know them, did you know any of them?

BUKENYA:

I did not know any of them.
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Yes.
BUKENYA:

They asked me where I
.
resident of Bombo and I :: coming from. I told them that I was a
my fiunily. They told m to gone to my house in the village to collect
Identity Card of a Sub.;aris~~d~ce my Identity Card. I producedthe
word which I did not understandC~t~f. One soldier spoke in English a
one is a chief let us go with h' • eard another soldier sayingthat this
1m.

COUNSEL:

BUKENYA:

Did you go with them?
Yes, and they ordered me to
r.:iim.n
-•Jang.

COUNSEL:

BUKENYA:
CHAIRMAN:
BUKENYA:

.

carry some of theu property they were

You a chief?
Yes, because at that time they had excessive powers.
Did you carry it on a bicycle or on your head?

I. was walking on foot so they ordered me to pull three goats and carry
six hens and the goats had young ones following behind and my wife
was ordered to carry a suitcase which I did not know what was contained
in but it was heavy. When we reached Luwero Trading Centre they told
us to leave the property in the trading centre and they told me that chief
go ahead and take your people to Bombo. On my way I met another
group again from that same group. In this group I noticed a person who
was not a soldier who was known to me.

COUNSEL:

Who was that?

BUKENYA:

His name was Katumba.

COUNSEL:

Was he of your village?

BUKENYA:

He was born on Kanyogoga village and that is where his father was
living.

COUNSEL:

How did you know him, who was he, was he a soldier?

BUKENYA:

I noticed Katumba not because he was .a soldier but he was a person
known tome.

COUNSEL:

What was he doing with these soldiers?

BUKENYA:

He wu walking with them and he was carrying some of the property.

COUNSEL:

What was he carrying?

BUKENYA:

He was callYing things in a luggage but I did not know.
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Yes. when ,0 u met Katurnba ,vhot happened?
BUKENYA"

Between three and four p.m. 1 met a person who told me that many
people had been killed in Mohamad's house and the house had been
shelled,

COUNSEL:
Blkf'NYA:

COL'l'.SEL:

Blk.Em·A:
COUNSEL:

Did you check on this infonnation?

I did not.
Why?
The place v.,asmsecure at that time, there was grief.

Well, on that day you did not check. Did you check later?

BUKENYA:

Later I was approached by some people who proposed that we should go
and bury our people

COUNSEL:

Did you agree to this proposal?

BUKENYA
COUNSEL:

Yes, but we went there still fearing the soldiers.
Did you reach the house and what did you see in the house?

BUKENYA:

We went to the house and we found the bodies littered all over the place
inside and they had been tied their hands from behind.

COUNSEL:

Did you identify them, that is, did you know some of them?

BUKENYA:

Yes, I knew some of them.

COUNSEL:

How many did you know?

BUKENYA:

I knew more than nineteen people.

COUNSEL:

How many bodies were there?

BUKENYA:

At that time I could not know the number of the bodies.

COUNSEL:

Were there more than nineteen?

BUKENYA:

Yes, they were more than nineteen.

COUNSEL:

So what did you do,

BUKENYA:

We prayed, we felt more concerned.

COUNSEL:

How many did you bury and who were they?

BUKENYA:

They were five.
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\Vho and ,, ho,
Mata'-·o
• Farazi , th .
J • and h'is \\1fc
nnd Ntonoona and his wir: b)a, cir daughter a woman called M .
,e ut we were fri ht
ummpa

co

, ~sEL:

g cncd, we were in fear.

Later ~vhen things cooled down did .
.
who died in this incident?
) ou establish the number of people
Yes.

COl~SEL:

How many people died?
They were twenty•sevcn.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember their names or you do not?

BUKENYA:

Some of the names I remember.

COUNS!a:

Now, can you give us the names you remember?

BUKENYA:

Yes, I can. Matayo, his wife Faraziya, their daughter Zabera, Ntonoona
~d his wife, Munimpa, Andereya and his wife, Zakariya, Lusambya, the
wife of Luutu and small children I could not know their names because
some of the children were killed on their mothers 1laps and that included
Bulasiyo Luwaga.

COUNSEL:

After the burial did people stay on the village or they ran away?

BUKENYA:

All of them ran away even at that time when we came for the burial we
were still in fear.

COUNSEL:

Did you go back to your village?

BUKENYA:

We went back to the trading centre where we were staying but nobody
could risk going back to our village.

COUNSEL:

When you came to town how were you feeding.

BUKENYA:
COUNSEL:

BUKENYA:

COUNSEL:

BUKENYA:

COUNSEL:

Soldiers used to accompany us to the villages where we used to get food.
Were you cultivating or you were only getting food?
we could get food from anywhere including
There was no b oun dary
plots of other people.
Were you asking these other people?
.
done in shifts. Today we could go to our village
No because th is was
·11
,
we could go to another Vl age.
and then tomorrow

. fi the food other than the food collected from your
Were you paymg or
plots?
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BUKENYA:

No.

COl'NSEL:

th. C mission why you think soldiers on the 22nd
·would you tthcl!Vt~:lag~•:nd
killed these people?
June went to 1s

BUKE1'11'
A:

ort made by the one who was leading these
It was as a resu1t o f a reP
b l
. to the effieet that in our area there were many re e s.
soldiers

COUNSEL:

Who was he?

BUKENYA:

Katurnba.

COUNSEL:

But who was this Katumba? Was he also a Sub- Parish Chief, a Parish
Chief, what was he?

BUKENYA:

Katumba was not a chief but many times he used to lead soldiers on such
missions.

COUNSEL:

Some people have suggested he was a youth winger. Is it true he was a
youth winger?

BUKENYA:

True.

COUNSEL:

Before this day had you seen him with other soldiers moving about?

BUKENYA:

Yes, I had earlier seen him.

COUNSEL:

Where did you see him?

BUKENYA:

I had seen him in our trading centre called Seeta.

COUNSEL:

What was he doing?

BUKENYA:

He was with the soldiers, he was doing nothing.

COUNSEL:

Is it true that before the visits of these soldiers to this village, Katumba's
house had been burnt?

BUKENYA:

Yes, his house had been burnt.

COUNSEL:

Do you know who had burnt it, and the reason why it had been.

BUKENYA:

I do not know the people who did it.

COUNSEL:

Was your area assisting rebels who were fighting government troops?

BUKENYA:

They were not assisting them.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you settled back to your village, when did you go back after
being in Luwero.
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\Ve got an order fmmthe o· .
because we had received s l~~ct Commissioner to go bac.kto o
and their
a iers from Bondo h
ur areas
commander was reasonable
w o \\cro \\ell disciplined
Wbo was their commander?
BUKfa n."A·

CO , ~sEL:

BUKE\'Y .\:

COUNSEL:
Bl.JKP\YA:
COL1NSEL:
a

1 did not know his name.
Did you know the C-Ommnnder
\\ ho
.
.
Bonda people came.
• was commanding soldiers before the
They had come from kanyonyi.
Did you know their commander at that material time?
I did not know him.
Aft_eryou had settled in the village on the orders of the D.C. and the
assistance of soldiers from Bonda, did you have tranquillity?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

I suppose up to now?

BUKENYA:

But eventually they brought the Anyanyas and we had to run away.

COUNSEL:

When was that?

BUKENYA:

It was 17th September 1985 when they brought these Anyanyas.

COUNSEL:

What happened when the Anyanyas caine?

BUKENYA:

We again sought refugee somewhere.

COUNSEL:

Why did you do that?

BUKENYA:

They had killed some people, looted. property and attacked Kasaala
Parish.

COUNSEL:

When did they attack Kasaala Parish?

BUKENYA:

That day, the 17th, when they anived.

COUNSEL:

What did they do?

BUKENYA:

They shelled the building, looted property and forced the priest to run
away.

COUNSEL:

How did you know this?

BUKENYA:

1 received this infonnation when I went to Kasaala to see for myself.
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COl~SEL:
BllKFNYA:

·when did you go'7
After returning.

I see. exactly you do not know what happened.
COUNSEL:

BUKENYA:

I did not see, myself.

COUNSEL:

. that hen the Banyanya came they displaced
Now are you suggesting
w
you from the area again?

BUKENYA:

They did, all of us.

COUNSEL:

BUKENYA:

Why? What did they do on your village or the next village that caused
you to run away.
in my village And forcibly took threewomen
They killed three peoPle
•
.
d
d .d
and forcibly married our daughters who were unmarned an we ec1 ed
to runaway.

COUNSEL:

Who are three people that were killed by Anyanya?

BUKENYA:

Namunungu; Kanaabi - they are four - Kafeero and Eriakimu Bwete.

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the day these people were killed?

BUKENYA:

I cannot remember.

COUNSEL:

Now, you mentioned they forcibly took women.
women?

BUKENYA:

They were properly married.

COUNSEL:

Whom did they take?

BUKENYA:

They took the wife of Laurensio Musigo my immediate neighbour. The
daughter of Kyeyune who was a young girl, my neighbour. They took
the daughter of Naloongo. The wife of Muwonge that one remained
there for two days but she eventually escaped.

COUNSEL:

Did you talk to her and did she tell you where she had been taken?

BUKENYA:

Her husband told us that she escaped from Luwero where the soldiers
had taken her, where they were residing.

COUNSEL:

Is she still in the village now?

BUKENYA:

Yes, and she is still married to her husband.

COUNSEL:

How about the other three you mentioned?
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Were they married

Musigo's \\ifo wns savedb th R

camp when she was almo tyd _c ed Cross people who took her from the
s ymg.
\Vhich camp?
Bl 1'.r ~YA:

I can't recall the camp.

COUNSEL:

ls she on the village?

BL1KENYA:

Yes, she is married.

COUNSEL:

How about Kyeyune's daughter and Naloongo?

BUKENYA:

Kyeyun:'s daught~r returned just recently and she came with a daughter
and she 1sthere with her child.

COUNSEL:

How about Naloongo?

BUK.ENYA:

That is the one.

COUNSEL:

How about Kyeyune.

BUKENYA:

Kyeyune's daughter is still there, Naloongo's daughter managed to come
back because her husband crossed to NRA and he is currently staying in
Lubiri.

COUNSEL:

Who is this Naloongo's daughter's husband or who is the soldier who
abducted her?

BUKENYA:

I do not know his name. But the daughter is there in our village.

COUNSEL:

She does not seem to be wanting to go back?

BUKENYA:

No I have not assessed.

COUNSEL:

Incidentally you are Chairman RC of your village?

BUKENYA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

So when did people come back after Anyanyas's assault on them, when
did they come back there?

BUKENYA:

They returned after the NRA had taken over the Government. We
started going back beginning with the 25th.

COUNSEL:

What did you find when you returned to your homes?

BUKENYA:

The area was bushy, there was nothing.

COUNSEL:

Thankyou.
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BUKE,:YA:

CHAIRM.\N

The only advantage we have is that the Government exempted us from
pa)ing Graduated Tax but if _itdid not do so we could n~t have managed
to get the money and it has given us beans, hoes and maize flour.
Are you happy about that_what the Government has done?
B

\\'e are very happy and we celebrated.
CHAirutfAN:

BUKENYA

That is good. Now, I want to take you back to your evidence. You
mentioned these people who were called Anyanya, do you know what
Anyanya meant?
I do not know its meaning but I only heard people saying it.

CHAIRMAN:

You did not know what it meant?

BUKENYA:

I did not know.

CHAIRMAN:

Were they in uniform?

BUKENYA:

Yes, they used to dress in proper military uniforms.

KAKWENZIRE:

What was life like in these camps where people were collected?

BUK.ENYA:

It was a miserable life, they were treating us like beasts of burden - like
cattle. If one spent three days without beating you could think it was a
year which has elapsed.

KAKWENZIRE:

What would cause that beating, was it just routine?

BUKENYA:

It was just routine and sometimes they were grabbing the property we
had remained with or delaying in preparing food, when one delays in
preparing food they used to beat us saying ''fanya fanya".

CHAIRMAN:

What did that mean, did you know?

BUKENYA:

Yes, I know what it meant.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes, tell us.

BUKENYA:

Hurry, hurry.

KAKWENZIRE:

Were you cooking in a mass, in a common pool or each family was
cooking its own food?

BUKENYA:

We used to cook in families, each family had its own saucepans.

KAKWENZIRE:

So what you are saying, there were many soldiers who would be from
house to house seeing what you are doing?

BUKENYA:

Soldiers used to reside in different areas and we used to reside on
another side.
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you delayed or were slow in calling they

Most
of the .beating was earned
• on while
. on the food mission in the
.
11
v1 ages that is when they used to force us to huny.
1-..AK.
\\'ENZIRE.

They used to escort you to look for food?

BC:KENYA:

Yes.

KAk'WENZIRE:

Nobody could go by himself to look for food?

BUKENYA:

It was impossible. Going alone was risky because on the way you could
find chiefs waiting on the way and they could take what you have
brought from your village so going with the soldiers was better.

KAKWENZIRE:

Forgive me to ask but I really want to know. You mean all this area
there were no people in the villages all people had gathered in centres, in
camps?

BUKENYA:

There were no people even the roads were impassable.

KAKWENZIRE:

How was this food growing when there were no planting.

BUKENYA:

People had planted a lot of food as if preparing for this disaster, there
was plenty of food. It was when we were completin~ what we had
planted that the Government came to our assistance.

KAKWENZIRE:

When did the Government start feeding you? After one year?

BUKENYA:

In March, 1986.

KAKWENZIRE:

From 1982 when did they get into these camps?

BUKENYA:

I first went to the camp on the 22nd June 1982.

KAKWENZIRE:

So for four years you were looking for your own food from the
abandoned fanns?

BUKENYA:

It was three years, because in 1984 we came back and again the
Anyanyas chased us and )Vewent back to the camps, so we were there
for complete three years.

KAKWENZIRE:

Didn't the Red Cross feed you in the camps?

BUKENYA:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

What about medical aid?

BUKENYA:

We were depending on nature, there was no medicine in our camp in
Luwero, there was no medicine.
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KAK.WENZIRE:

What made it possible for you to go back to your fanns in 1984; what

was special?
Bl.K.ENYA:

It was because of the Bondo soldiers who were disciplined and the D.C.
ordered us to go back.

CHAIRMAN

Counsel do you have any more questions for this witness?

COUNSEL:

No.

CHAIRMAN

Well, Mr Bukenya, that is all from you. We would like to thank you for
the evidence you have come and given before this Commission. We
would like to hear some more evidence from other witnesses may be
about the same or other incidence in your area. You may go now.
Counsel, next witness please. It is 4.00 O'clock now, do you not think
we can - these witnesses have been short. Can't we have another one
now?

COUNSEL:

Well, the next witnesses I had wanted to introduce in there, are two
survivors, may be these may be long, then the other one is the owner of
the house, Mr. Mohamad Matovu, but I think when he gives evidence it
would have been good, since the house is just near here, for the
Commission to see it to prove that actually what he said took place I do
not know whether this can be possible today to have his evidence and
then for him to take us two miles or three and show us the house or I
should call him to give evidence then later he can identify the house to
us if we need to see it.

CHAIRMAN:

It is 4.00 o'clock now, I do not know whether we can visit the house
today may be we should do that tomorrow. May we hear another
witness or call him if his evidence is short enough then tomorrow he can
show us the house?

COUNSEL:

Okay, my Lord.

WITNESS NO.220: MR. MOHAMAD MA TOVU - AFFIRMED

COUNSEL:

You are Mohamad Matovu, 67 years old, a cultivator?

MATOVU:

Yes, Sir.

COUNSEL:

Of Tebalyala village?

MATOVU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

You are born in Bukedi District and subsequently settled here. When
did you settle in Luwero?

MATOVU:

I settled there in 1952.
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COUNSEL
1

rovu.

You are a married man with children?
1 have wives and children.

COUNSEL·

Is it true that on 22nd June 1982 you were not on this village?

l\tATOVU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Where were you?

MATOVU.

1 had gone to Wabusaana to see my brothers.

COUNSEL:

Wabusaana is also in Luwero District?

l\tATOVU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How far is it from your village?

MATOVU:

It is approximately 22 miles.

COUNSEL:

Did you go with your family or you went alone?

MATOVU:

I went with my family

COUNSEL:

Why did you do this?

MATOVU:

Because I had received information that there were enemies at
Nakaseeta.

COUNSEL:

What do you mean enemies at Nakaseeta and where is Nakaseeta.

MATOVU:

Nakaseeta is three miles from my village and the enemies were the
Obote's soldiers.

COUNSEL:

So from this information you feared and ran away?

MATOVU:

Yes because I heard that these soldiers were slaughtering people that is
why I decided to move with my family.

COUNSEL:

Did you have a house?

MATOVU:

Yes my house was a very big house. I left it closed and it was thatched
with 84 iron sheets with eleven rooms, five doors had been installed and
6 had not yet been installed. I left in a cupboard ·with my cups, two
mattresses of cotton because they were heavy I could not move with
them. Three beds ofvono type. And twenty new iron sheets which were
for my sister

COUNSEL:

When did you exactly leave this village?

..J

MATOVU

I cannot recall the date but I remember it was February.

COUNSEL:

Did you come back to the village?

~-1ATOVU:

I went back after the first war.

CHAIRMAN·

\\"hen was the first war?

MATOVU:

The first war was between the Anyanyas and then they withdrew and then
came back.

COUNSEL:

When you came back did you find your house even your property left
there?

MATOVU:

When I was in hiding I received information that Katumba and Mulindwa
had taken soldiers in my house and a number of people were killed inside

COUNSEL:

On receiving this information did you check?

MATOVU·

I lost reasoning and I could not risk going to the area so I remained-where
I was but I confirmed that the house was mine because the names which
were mentioned were mine.

COUNSEL:

Later did you check on the house?

MATOVU:

When I went back I found my house completely destroyed and the only
thing I did was to organise the scraps and find where I was going to stay
but I am suffering a lot. The only happiness I have is that the enemies
were chased away and we have a new Government but I am suffering a
lot. I do not have anywhere to sleep and it is fortunate that the
Commission has come to give me a chance to forward my grievances.

COUNSEL:

Did you find out some people on your village who were dead?

MATOVU:

I did not find the bodies because the villagers organised and buried them
because most of them were from the same village.

COUNSEL:

So your main complaint is that your property, your house was shelled and
the property taken. Is that the complaint?

CHAIRMAN:

Tell him not to talk too long because we have to translate. If he makes a
long statement you cannot present accurately what he has said.

MATOVU:

Since I came I am suffering because the house was destroved
. , mv. brother
where I was hiding during the war was also killed, my children are there
and I am here suffering. It is because the tears of a man - I have nothing
and at one time I thought I would make an appeal for assistance but no\\
since you are here I think the Commission will get time to visit my house
and see what you should do for me.

COUNSEL:

I think that is all from this witness on this aspect and the loss he suffered.
My Lord, I intend when arrangements are made to go and see this place
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where 27 people were shelled to death and his loss,
CH IR 1A ~-

Mr. . Matovu• we arc
. sony th at you have broken down because you are
rcmmdcd ofth c sad· mc1·dent of the loss of your house and other property.
As the Lcarnep Counsel has said, at appropriate time tomorrow or some
other day we shall visit your house. Thank you for the time being, you
may go home now.

COUNSEL:

\Veil, my Lord, this is the last witness I have for today.

CHAIRMAN:

Counsel, ~ank you. We have had five witnesses today which is
remarkable by our usual speed. I wish we always do this we would have
made more progress than we have. Well, it is about a quarter past four
now and I think we shall adjourn and resume here tomorrow at 9.30 a.m.

CHAIRMAN:

Commissioners, Learned Counsels, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are ready
now to commence the Session of 23rd of March, 1988, at Katikarnu
County Hall.

COUNSEL:

My Lord, this morning, I will begin with the evidence of one of the
survivors of the murder of seven people at Bwewenge and this is Lazaro
Lubwarna Witness Number 221.

WITNESS NO.221: MR. LAZARO LUBWAMA- SWORN IN
COUNSEL:

You are Laz.aro Lubwarna. Aged 15 years.

LUBWAMA:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

You are a cultivator.

LUBWAMA:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

Tanzanian by nationality.

LUBWAMA:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

Resident of Tebayala village in Luwero District.

LUBWAMA:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

You are a son of Andereya Zalusanze.

LUBWAMA:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

When were you born?

LUBWAM_A:

Well.

COUNSEL:

Where were you born, if you do not remember when you werebom?
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LUB\\AMA:

At Tebalyala.

CO~SEL:

And that is where you stay.

LUBWAl\fA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now we have received evidence before the Commission to the effect that
several people were arrested at your home on the 22nd of June, 1982.
Were you at home on this day?

LUBWAMA:

I was there.

COUNSEL:

Did you witness this arrest?

LUBWAMA:

I did.

COUNSEL:

Just explain to the Commission at what time this happened and who did
it.

LUBWAMA:

It was very early in the morning and the men came and arrested us and
they tied us with a rope.

COUNSEL:

Whom were you with at that time?

LUBWAMA:

Myself, my mother, my father.

COUNSEL:

What is the name of you mother?

LUBWAMA:

Maliya Baseka.

COUNSEL:

Who else?

LUBWAMA:

My brother and his son.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

LUBWAMA:

And my brother Ssempala Damiyano.

COUNSEL:

Any more people who were with you at your home?

LUBWAMA:

And my young brother Stephen Makubuya.

COUNSEL:

How many were you at home in all?

LUBWAMA:

We were seven (7) people, including my elder sister.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

LUBWAMA:

And my sister-in-law.

COUNSEL:

Now you said that it was in the morning and the men came. Which men'7
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l llB\V

1A.

ou know that 1l1csewere Ob '
.
otc s soldiers when you saw them?
lt was because, w I1c.nthey arrested
.
where the rebels were hiding
us and tied us they told us to tell them

COU1'SEL:

So were the)' ann d
c and how were they dressed?

LUB\VAMA:

They were anned

co

.l

TSEL:

"th

w1

guns and dressed in military uniform.

And how many were they?

LUB\VAMA:

I did not detennine their number.

COl '°'SEL:

\Vere the\ about fiye ?
They were Yery many

COUNSEL:

Did you know anyone of them?

LUB\VAl\iA:

No I only knew Katumba.

COUNSEL:

Was Katumba also in uniform?

LUBWAMA:

Yes he was dressed in uniform.

COUNSEL:

Was he also armed with a gun?

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

How had you known Katumba because, by that time, you must have been
a young boy?

LUBWAMA:

I knew him because he was staying in a nearby village called Bukarna.

COUNSEL:

Now, when these Obote 1s soldiers came. with Katumba, what did they do
when they reached your home?

LUBWAMA:

They arrested us and tied us and told us to take them where the rebels
were hiding.

COUNSEL:

In what language were they speaking to you?

LUBWAMA:

Tue majority were speaking in Swahili, but there were some who were
speaking in Luganda.

COUNSEL:

So what did you do? Did you take them to where the rebels were?

LUBWAMA:

Katumba said, if we do not reveal where the rebels were hiding, we were
going to be killed; but he knew where the rebels were hiding at Bulawula.
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So he ordered us to ,take them to Bulawula.
COUNSEL:
LUBWAMA:

COUNSEL:

What did they do when you agreed to take them to Bulawula?

Now. when they were leading us towards that place, myself I was tied
with fibres. So, on the way, I managed to break away and ran away.
When you ran away, these soldiers did not see you?

C

L

They saw me but their minds were on the rem~ning people because they
were very many. So, when I ran away, they did not follow me; and later,
my young brother also came after me.

C

COUNSEL:

Where did you run to?

L

LUBWAMA:

Now we went and hid ourselves in the bush.

COUNSEL:

What followed?

LUBWAMA:

Then we stayed there. After one hour, we heard gun shots. Then, after
the gun shots, I decided to go back and I told my brother to remain where
he was - to remain in the bush. Then I went back to check - to see whether our parents had been released.

LUBWAMA:

C

1

C

1
COUNSEL:

What is the name of this brother of yours whom you left in the bush; and
how old was he?

C
LUBWAMA:

He was about five years.

COUNSEL:

And what was his name?

LUBWAMA:

He is Stephen Makubuya.

COUNSEL:

So, when you went to check about your parents, what did you find out?

LlIBWAMA:

When I reached the house, I found that it was deserted. There was
nobody. I checked inside, I found that all the property had been taken.
So I decided to go towards the main road, where I met a man running
towards where I was corning from.

l

C

l

C

L

COUNSEL:

Did you know this man; and, if so, what was his name?

LUBWAMA:

Mr. Musoke.

COUNSEL:

Had you known him before?

LUBWAMA:

Yes he was one of the villagers.

COUNSEL:

Did you talk to him, and, what did he say?

L

LUBWAMA:

On the first occasion when he signed to me stop, I did not recognize him
at once; then he continued, until I recognized him. He spoke to me and he

C

C
l

C
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told me that 'H
' ave You known •I h
told me that let us go to Muham\\ .1at ad happened'? I said: "No". He
they have done.
eds place and see what is there and wh.u
COUNSEL·

Did you go?

LlJB\VAMA:

::~i
't

\\'hen we reached Muhamed' h
pushed it. But, when I look:d
found the ~oor half wa~. We
recognized my father's bod ,
e, saw the bo~1esof the finng. I
and all the pe 1 'h0 h } and my mother, my sister and my brother
op e Y.
ad been arrested were dead.
COUI\~SEL:

Yes. So what did you do?

LUB\VAMA·
I ran ~way like a mad man. I went back where I had left my brother and I
told him; and we decided to go to Nakaseeta.

COUNSEL:
Did you know anybody at Nakaseeta where you were going?

LUBWAMA:
At Nakaseeta we stayed there for some time because we did not know
anybody there; but there were bandits.

COUNSEL:
LUBWAMA:
COUNSEL:
LUBWAMA:
COUNSEL:
LUBWAMA:

Did they help you?
Yes we stayed with them and they fed us and we eventually moved to
Nakaseke with them.
For how long then did you stay in Nakaseke? Did you eventually come
back to your home?
We remained at Nakaseke for two months and thereafter bandits told us to
move to Ssingo.
Now, during this time, you were a very young - you and your brother.
how were you able to live? How were you able to get food?
We were being cared for by the rebels. We used to collect food on our
own digging.

COUNSEL:

Eventually, did you come back to your home?

LUBWAMA:

Yes, after the war.

COUNSEL:

When was that? Was it in 1985 or 1986?

LUBWAMA:

Well.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you came back to your home, what did you find? Dic:ryou
find your home - the house - still there?

LUBWAMA:

Yes we found the house there.

COUNSEL:

And you started living with your young brother.
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LUBWAMA:

COUNSEL:

LUBWAMA:
COUNSEL:

.1
hrothcr Sscmpnln - "ho cscnpcd from
• out
•
I
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•
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• 1
••
• •
' • .
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h.'.ldbuncd the pcop 1c - our I •
·,
•
burial.

Now, before your parents

WL'TC ktlkd,

were you studying?

Yes.

And were you able to continue with your education wlu:n you c:unc back?

LUBWAMA

No

COUNSEL:

Why?

LUBWAMA.

I had a lot of problems. I had nothing as we remained very few.

COUNSEL.

That is all, my Lord, from this witness

CHAIRMAN:

I want a few questions. I want to know about your background. You say
you are a Tanzanian Both your parents arc Tanzanians'!

LUBWAMA:

I do not know.

CHAIRMAN:

What do you regard yourself? Arc you a Muganda or any other tribe'!

LUBWAMA:

I consider myself as a Muganda.

CHAIRMAN:

Muganda. I see. Do you know why you have a Kiganda name'/

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

Why?

LUBWAMA:

Because I was born in Buganda.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. All your brothers - I think, this one is a citizen, Mr. Makubuya. All
your brothers and sisters they also had Kiganda names?

LUBWAMA:

I think, they named us Kiganda names because they wt.:rc born m
Buganda.

CHAIRMAN:

My advice is that you have Kiganda Clans.

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

You regard yourselves as members of the Ffumbe Clan?

LUBWAMA:

Yes.
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cHAIRl\f .\J\t
MR kA,VANGA:

LUB\.\'AMA:
MR. KAWANGA:

TI1atis all I have for you.
you said that you ran away and went to Nakaseeta
from your home?
• How far is Nakaseeta
Well.
Or, perhaps, to be more practical, how many days did you take to reach
Nakaseeta?

LUBWAMA:

It is about four miles.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes - and it took you one day to get there.

LUBWAMA:

And it took us one day.

MR. KAWANGA:

It means you run from home at about 2.00 p.m., and some time in the
evening you arrived in Nakaseeta.

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now, did you know anybody in Nakaseeta?

b..UBWAMA:

We knew some people there and most of the people from our village had
gone to Nakaseeta.

MR. KAWANGA:

So you joined other people who were thronging to Nakaseeta.

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

MR KAWANGA:

Now, had you known that there were bandits or guerrillas at Nakaseeta?

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

So in the village this was known.

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

MR.-KAWANGA:

And, when this tragedy struck, you decided to ran where these people
were.

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

MR KAWANGA:

Now, when the soldiers asked you where the guerrillas were, wh
you tell them that they were at Nakaseeta?

LUBWAMA:

Ugh, ugh!

COUNSEL:

Why?

LUBWAMA:

They would have ordered us to take them there.
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c., ·d to mention it because the soldiers would hav':!told

1 see. So you ,can;

you to lead them there.
LUB\VAMA:
\fR U\\'A~GA:

LLB\VAMA:

) CS.

Oka)

Now. when you arrived at Nakaseeta, who received you?

It was the guerrillas.

l\fR KA\VANGA:

1 see. And you lived ,,·ith them from there. Then, from there, you said,
you went to - Naka -

LUB\VAMA:

Nakaseke.

MR KA\VANGA

Yes.

LUBWAMA:

And then you went with them to Ssingo.

LUBWAMO·

Yes.

MRKAWANGA:

All these years you lived together with these people.

LUBWAMA.

Yes along with other people.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see. And when did you decide to come back? How did you manage to
come back?

LUBWAMA:

I cannot recall the year when I came back.

MRKAWANGA:

Yes. But how did you come back?

LUBWAMA:

Still in these areas, because of the constant fighting and the exchange of
fire, one could just run like an animal and hooligans. So that is how I
managed to go back.

MRKAWANGA:

So you came with your young brother.

LUBWAMA:

Yes, we came back with other people.

MR. KAWANGA:

And other members of the village.

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

MRKAWANGA:

Did you walk back?

LUBWAMA:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Now you said you had gone to school. Which class had you reached?

LUBWAMA:

I stopped in Primary Five at Kanyogoga.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see. Okay.
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CH IRMA

1
:

LUB\VAMA:
CHAIRMAN:

These are all the questions we have for ·o - Lazaro
when vour name "Lazaro" all . Y u
Lubwama. You see
Person· It 1's a ~urn •
usu y 15 connected with some more elderly
•
--..,nsc you are 'Lazaro•h
person. I thank you for havin
w en _youare such a young
D • h ,
•
, &.come and the evidence you have given.
o ) ou a, e any question you want to ask us before you go7
No.
You have no questions. Okay -thank you.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chainnan, from yesterday's evidence of Witness Number 18 John Bukenya - it earlier revealed that a number or young school girls and
people's wives had been raped or married by force by soldiers. This
moming, we have the evidence of Christine Namuddu who was one of the
victims of that violation, covered under our Tenns of Reference Number
D Which is the subjection of any person to torture, cruel, inhuman and
degrading treatment.
CHAIRMAN.

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA.

Have we finished with this particular case or we shall -

COUNSEL:

No we shall just have to call this and go.

MR. KAWANGA:

We do not have any more wi1n.essto call.

COUNSEL:

Yeah.

MR. KAWANGA:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

This evidence comes out of yesterday's evidence, my Lord.

CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

WITNESS N0.222: MISS CHRISTINE NAMUDDU - SWORN
IN
COUNSEL:

So you are Christine Namuddu.

NAMUDDU:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

You are aged 19.

NAMUDDU:

Correct.

COUNSEL:

Unemployed.

NAMUDDU:

Correct.
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~AMUDDU:

Cl',rrcd

Jn "-.mkruuu Yiltng .
.\,n

nu:

COL SEL:

You arc the daughter of Lh ingstonc Sst.·kitokko.

• .\\1tnPU:

COl'"'\SEL:
1

\.\MtDDU:

And your mother is Jannet Nnalongo.
Correct.

COVNSEL:

All ofLuwcro District in Bwc~·eyo ,·illagc.

NAMUDDC

Yes - correct

COUNSEL:

Have vou ever gone to school']

NAMUDDU.

I did.

COUNSEL:

In which school did you go to?

NMfUDDU:

Kasaala

COUNSEL:

And in which class did you stop your education? In which class did you
stop?

NAMUDDU:

Primary six.

COUNSEL:

In which year was this?

NAMUDDU:

1985.

COUNSEL:

Why did you stop schooling? Was it because oflack of school fees or -

NAMUDDU:

It was because of the soldiers but the money was still available.

COUNSEL:

When you talk of soldiers, which soldiers are these?

NAMUDDU:

Obote's soldiers.

COUNSEL:

Are you talking ofU.N.L.A.?

NAMUDDU:

No.

COUNSEL:

Which soldiers are they?
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l

AMUDDU:

COUNSEL:

Obotc's soldiers. I do not know the difference
Now you said that you stopped school in 1985
month?
• Do you remember the

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Y cs and do you remember the date?

NAMUDDU:

I do not remember the date

COUNSEL:

Do you remember the day - was it a Monday, Saturday _ som..tl.;
.. ,. l"k
.....llll6
1 e
that ?

NAMUDDU:

It was a Friday.

COUNSEL:

What happened?

COMMISSIONER:

Month!

NAMUDDU:

September.

COUNSEL:

September.
education?

NAMUDDU:

On that day, we were informed that soldiers were coming to our '\illage
and we ran away.

COUNSEL:

Where did you run to?

NAMUDDU:

We did not go very far, but we remained in the area, hiding in cenain
places

COUNSEL.

Continue.

NAMUDDU.

We remained in the bush, until we were ordered to come out and remain
at our homes. Thereafter, they started selecting girls. \\1hcn I heard this, 1
again ran away.

COUNSEL:

Where did you run to this time?

NAMUDDU:

I ran to a place called Kanyogoga.

COUNSEL:

For how long? Did you eventually come back to your home?

NAMUDDU:

No.

COUNSEL:

You stayed there for how long?

NAMUDDU

I stayed there for two \\ eeks

COUNSEL:

With whom were you staying?

So what happened on this date when you ended }O\lr
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'A fUDDU.

COu:r-..'S
EL:
'AMUDDU:

I was staying with an elderly woman called Yudeesi.

Who was this Yudeesi? Was she your relative?
It was a minor relationship because we had married her daughter.

COUNSEL:

About how old was this lady?

NAMUDDU:

She was about 49, estimating.

COUNSEL:

Now did you stay there peacefully or did anything happen?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now, eventually did you stop staying with her - Yudeesi?

NAMUDDU:

Yes, I left Yudeesi's place after being taken by the soldiers.

COUNSEL:

Can you, please, explain to us how the soldiers took you?

NAMUDDU:

The soldiers were led to this - Yudeesi's - place by a certain girl who was
staying on the same village.

COUNSEL:

What was the name of this girl?

NAMUDDU:

She was called Nabulime.

COUNSEL:

So, on this particular day, she brought soldiers to Yudeesi's home.

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then what happened when they came?

NAMUDDU:

When they came, they found me at home. They asked me what I was
doing there. I did not respond to the question. Then they talked to the
woman and they told her to give me to them. Then the woman said that I
wasnt her daughter. So she couldnt.

COUNSEL:

How many were they?

NAMUDDU

They were two.

COUNSEL:

How were they dressed?

NAMUDDU:

One was in this plain green unifonn and another one was in this jungle
grey unifonn.

COUNSEL:

Were they anned?

NAMUDDU·

Yes.
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TAMUDDU:

COUNSEL:
1AMUDDU:
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\\'h~n one of the soldiers told
behmd myself. tocked his gun :d t~ s~d up and I refused, he went
stan~ up and go with the soldiers
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soldiers have taken you."
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\Vhat language were they talking?
ll1cy were speaking in Sl,·ahili.
Did you know Swahili?
I ~ lunf
Iderstand it, w~en somebody is speaking, I get the informationbut
m) se cannot speak 1t.

COUNSEL~

So what language were you replying to these soldiers?

NA1\1UDDU:

At that time, I was not saying anything. It was a conversation between
the soldiers and the woman.

COUNSEL:

What language was the woman talking to them?

NAMUDDU:

She was speaking Swahili.

COUNSEL:

I see. You said that one of them went behind you and started cocking a
gun. How did you know that a gun was being cocked by him behind
you?

NAMUDDU:

I heard the noise when he was handling it. So then I realized that he was
cocking the gun.

COUNSEL:

Have you ever seen a gun being cocked before this date?

NAMUDDU:

Yes I had seen them earlier.

COUNSEL:

I see. Now what followed when this soldier cocked a gun behind you?

NAMUDDU:

That is when the Mzee told me that, 'Stand up and go with the soldiers',
and she would inform my mother that they have taken me:

COUNSEL:

Did you go to your mother?

NAMUDDU:

Yes I went there.

COUNSEL:

How far was your home from this place where you went?

NAMUDDU:

It was about one mile.

COUNSEL:

And what was the time by this time?
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I

\.~ll DDV

COCNSFL:

It was 6 00 p.m.
So, when you reached there, did you find your mother?

NAMUDDV-

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Did you talk to her?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What did you tell her?

NAMUDDU:

I told her that, "Mummy, this is the girl who has brought the soldiers to
take me."

COUNSEL:

And what did you mother do?

NAMUDDU:

She started begging that - the soldiers that - I was the only daughter of
hers.

COUNSEL:

Yes and what followed?

NAMUDDU:

And they assured her that she should not worry. They would take care of
me and that they would return me the next day.

COUNSEL:

Yes - continue.

NAMUDDU:

Thereafter, they ordered me to follow them.

COUNSEL:

In what language did they order you?

NAMUDDU:

They were speaking Swahili.

COUNSEL:

What did they say exactly?

NAMUDDU:

That very word.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

NAMUDDU:

When we started moving, then my mother came after us. One soldier
looked behind and saw my mother and he told her that: Y ouNfzeeif you
continue following us, you will regret what you are looking for'.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NAMUDDU:

And then my mother went back and we proceeded to the trading centre.

COUNSEL:

Which trading centre - town.

NAMUDDU:

Luwero.

COUNSEL:

Now, when you reached Luwero Trading Centre, 1s that where you
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AMUDDU:
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After one rn th

on , we went to another pla cc.

You mean' '-'Ou
• Luwero &-.
J
stayed m
1orone month?

\\rell.

MR. KA\VANGA:

I think, this is somebody who can narrate a story.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

l\1R KA WANGA:

Why don't you just encou

COUNSEL:

So what followed while you were in Luwero?

CHAIR11AN:

You tell her that we are strangers. We want to know her story. She is the
one who knows what happened.

NAMUDDU:

Well.

CHAIRMAN:

Because of her age, she may be shy; but you try as much as possible to
tell us.

• ask her to say what followed?
rage h.er - Just

'NAMUDDU:

I am not shy.

COUNSEL:

Okay let her tell us.

NAMUDDU:

After staying in Luwero for two days, then my mother came looking for
me. She went to the police station. She did not find me; until when she
was directed by a certain soldier where I was. So, when she saw me, then
soldiers came in a group and she started begging that they should release
me and go back with her. She has nobody to assist her. Again one
soldier retorted that, "If you want your daughter, you should get a plane
to go to Britain; but, if you are to remain in Uganda, we shall look for her
in any place."

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NAMUDDU:

Then after the exchange of words my mother gave up. She had brought
my uniform and some money. So she gave me my uniform and money
and said that, if I get a chance, I should escape.

COUNSEL:

Yes.

NAMUDDU:

Then my mother went back and I forgot all about the issue. Then, after
one month, my husband was informed that a relative of his had died. So
he applied for leave and it was granted. We went. When we reached
Nakasongola, he was advised not to take the main road.

MR. KAWANGA:

But, perhaps, before you take this whole period of one month, we ~an~ to
know what happened in the course of your stay. How did you get roamed
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to him. for example?

• AMUDDU:

\Vhcn he took - when we left the village towards Luwero, he treated me
as his wife.

COUNSEL:

\Vere you sleeping v.-ithhim?

NAMUDDl

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And had you slept with any man before?

NAMLDDU

No

COUNSEL:

So, I am sure, by this time, you should have known h1s name. What was
his name?

NAMUDDU

Ojok Francis.

COUNSEL:

And where was he from?

NAMUDDU.

Kamdini.

COUNSEL:

So, during this one month, how was he treating you?

NAMUDDU:

He was not mistreating me.

COUNSEL:

You liked him.

NAMUDDU:

No.

COUNSEL:

So what happened?

NAMUDDU:

Well.

COUNSEL:

You slept with him for this one month and he was treating you well. So-

NAMUDDU:

yes we slept together and he was treating me well.

CHAIRMAN:

Did he treat you as his wife? Did he buy you clothes and the attention
you needed?

NAMUDDU:

After - yes, after - looting or robbing from people, he could bring
everything to me.

CHAIRMAN:

Did he give you second-hand clothes or some he would buy -?

NAMUDDU:

Yes old clothes.

COUNSEL:

What about shoes?

NAMUDDU:

No he never brought shoes.
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HAlRMA :
~

'AMUDDU:

CHAIRMAN:

~AMUDDU:

Did he give you money to buy food from market as a housewife?
Even food he used to rob from people.
He could not give you house-keeping money.
There was money but, at that time, the only ~ay they could get things
was from robbing.

CHAIRMAN:

I see.

}';AMUDDC

Stealing.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Okay. Carry on. I am sorry to interrupt. You may ask. Sony,
what happened after a month? He was called - told that his relative had
died. We shall ask her later.

NAMUPDU·

Well.

COUNSEL:

May be, before you went outside Luwero, did you find there other girls in
this place you were staying in?

NAMUDDU

Yes.

' COUNSEL:

And you would know them?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who were they?

NAMUDDU:

One was Grace Nnalunga.

COUNSEL:

Whose daughter?

NAMUDDU:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Was she studying?

NAMUDDU:

Yes she was studying.

COUNSEL:

In which school?

NAMUDDU:

Kasaala.

COUNSEL:

Which class, if you know?

NAMUDDU:

Primary six.

COUNSEL:

Who else?

NAMUDDU:

Annette Nayiga.
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COUNSEL:

\\Tas .she also studying'/

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COlNSEL·

Which class?

NAMLDDU:

Primal)' seven.

COUNSEL:

Any more?

NAMUDDU:

Those are the ones I knew.

COUNSEL:

And do you know who had married them?

NAMUDDU·

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Who had married Grace Nalunga?

NAMUDDU:

Otto Chono.

COUNSEL:

Any other name?

NAMUDDU:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

And who had married Annette Nayiga?

NAMUDDU:

Ochaya.

COUNSEL:

I see. Artd all these people were staying with you in Luwero Town.

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN:

What kind of accommodation were you staying in?

NAMUDDU:

Tue usual houses.

CHAIRMAN:

Like shops or -

NAMUDDU:

These houses which are near the coffee processing factory, near Luwero
Town.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. Okay. Carry on.

COUNSEL:

First of all, Rose Nnabulime, was she also in Luwero?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

What was she doing?

NAMUDDU:

She was picked from the village.

COUNSEL:

You mean the way you had been picked?
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NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And which soldier had married her?

NAMUDDU

I have forgotten the name.

COUNSEL:

I see • Now, dunng
• th'1s one month, your mother had come and had given
you money and unifonn, probably to make you escape as she had told
you Why didn't you escape?

NAMUDDU

At that time when my mother brought the money, Red Cross People used
to come and visit the camp; but then the soldiers resorted to means that,
whe? these people came to visit the camp, they make sure that we were
put m another place to hide us.

COUNSEL:

I see. So, after one month, this man got leave to take you home. What
followed?

NAMUDDU:

Then, from Nakasongola, we went to Kanyonyi Barracks.

CHAIRMAN:

You spent there two weeks.

COUNSEL:

Continue, please.

NAMUDDU:

Then we went to Lwampanga and we stayed there for three days.
Thereafter, we crossed the lake.

COUNSEL:

Yes!

NAMUDDU:

Then, after crossing the lake, we stayed there for one day; then we went
to Lira. We stayed for one day. Then went to Kamudiini.

COUNSEL:

For how long did you stay in Kamudiini?

NAMUDDU:

One and a half years.

COUNSEL:

Now, during this time, did you become pregnant while you were staying
with Ojok?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

And you still have that baby?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Then how did you come from Kamudiini. How did you come back?

NAMUDDU:

After the N. R.A. Take-over, this man knew that I would report him to the
N .R.A. soldiers who were there. So what he did was to cross to N RA
and he gave me the money to come back.
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COUNSEL~

So you mean, Ojok F(ancis is now in N.R A.?

NAMUDDU

Yes.

COUNS~L:

Do you know in which barracks he is?

NAMUDDU:

I do not know.

COUNSEL:

Does he send assistance to his baby?

NAMUDDU:

No.

COUNSEL:

Now how are you able to look after that child?

NAMUDDU:

It is my mother who is looking after her.

COUNSEL:

Are you married now?

NAMUDDU:

No.

MR. KAWANGA:

What is the name of the child?

NAMUDDU:

Emmanuel Otim.

MR. KAWANGA:

Was the name given by the father?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

Now what would you say about all this episode?
comment to make?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

MR. KAWANGA:

Say it.

NAMJJDDU:

The baby has no assistance because my mother has no job.

MRKAWANGA:

Yes.

NAMUDDU:

And this has created burdens on me whereas I would like to go back for
studies. That is all.

COUNSEL:

May be, one last question. By the time you were staying with Ojok in
Luwero, did he have any rank?

NAMUDDU:

He had no rank.

COUNSEL:

He was a private.

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

COUNSEL:

My Lord Chainnan, that is all from this witness.
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Do you have any

Ci-V\IRl 1! •

A IVDDU.

ea

IRNL N.

·A fUDDU.

TO\\ you stayed in his home area for a
or he left you and he crune a,.__ ,_ L -ear Wns he \\ith you all the time
UuCK to uwero?

\Ve stayed th re for all this period
\Ve \\ere S'tn)ing together.
From the time ,·ou crossed h d"d
~
• e 1 not come back to Luwero
He did not oome back

COl. TSEL:

1 see. He \\'a.S no longer a soldier.

NAMUDDU:

••fes.

cou

TSEL:

NMflJDDL
COUNSEL:
NMfl..'DDU:

How were you treated there at his place? How did he treat you?
He was not mistreating me except his parents.
\\liat did his parents do to you?
They used to force me to do certain - some work which I could not. for
example, grinding the millet. which was not used to me and canying
heavy saucepans So. when I used to refuse. they used to say that l was
indisciplined

CHAIR.1\1.Ai~:

I see. But they did not beat you or anything like that. Did they?

NMfUDDU

They did not beat me or abuse me because I did not understand the
language.

CHAIRMAN:

He was no longer able to loot things'} I suppose. Was he able to loot
things for you?

NAMUDDU

No.

CHAIRMAN:

Did he give you any more clothes or personal clothes or dresses or
anything \vhich a husband normally buys for his wife?

NAMUDDU:

No.

CHAIRMAN:

I see. When was the child born?

NAMUDDU:

On the 11th June, 1986.

CHAIRMAN:

Ugh. That is the child you are cart);ng now?

NAMUDDU:

She was born on the 25th ofNovember. 1986.

CHAIRMAN:

Is that the one you are carrying?

NAMUDDU:

Yes this is the one.
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CHAIRMAN:

1 heard you say;'sh~'- Is it a girl or a boy?

'\AMl1DDU:

He 1s a boy.

CHAI~fAN:

Okay. Thank you.

MR KA\\' ANGA:

Now I would want just to know your condition. When you were first
brought as a wife, were you frightened? Did you like it? What were your
feelings?

NAMUDDU:

I was frightened.

MR. KAWANGA:

And what did you do?

NAMUDDU:

I could not do anything except crymg because these people were
powerful.

MR. KAWANGA:

For how long did you cry?

NAMUDDU:

Three days and that last day - the second day the third one when my
mother came to see me.

MR. K.AWANGA:

And so you gave up.

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

MR. K.AWANGA:

N'oguma makazi, meaning that you kept a brave face, like a lady. Okay
now what kind of jobs were you doing for this man?

NAMUDDU:

Cooking.

MR. KAWANGA:

Cooking. Nothing else.

NAMUDDU:

Nothing.

MR. K.AWANGA:

What about washing his uniforms and what not?

NAMUDDU:

I used to do those things.

MR. KA WANGA:

Okay, now, when you fled, did you flee with the things he had looted for
himself - I mean when you went?

NAMUDDU:

We left them behind.

MR. KAWANGA:

So you went with nothing.

NAMUDDU:

We went with our clothes but we left behind the bicycles and other -

MR. KAWANGA:

Mattresses.

NAMUDDU:

And other important things he had looted.

f'
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MR k. .\\V NGA:
AMUDDU:

1

MR. KA \VANGA:
AMUDDU:
MR. KA \\'ANGA:

So you arrived b k
ac • home with noth"mg.
Yes.
And how did you get to know that F
. .
ranc1sOJokhad joined the NRA?
He infonned me.
1 see. And then he told you:

'You go home. I have now joined NRA.'

N.AiiUDDU·

Yes.

MR KAWANGA:

And you have never heard of him since.

NAMUDDU

Yes.

MRKAWANGA:

Would you want to find him again?

NAMUDDU:

No.

MR. KAWANGA:

Eh, what are you going to do with the child?

NAMUDDU:

I will stay with him.

MR. KAWANGA:

So you do not want to see Ojok again but you want to keep the child.

NAMUDDU:

That is what I would like but because in most cases the boys are very
difficult to look after. He can tell you that: 11I want to stay with my
father". I cannot object.

MR. KAWANGA:

I see. So you think one day you will have to surrender the child to the
father if the child insists.

NAMUDDU:

I do not want to.

MR. KAWANGA:

You do not want to.

NAMUDDU:

It is very difficult; if this boy does not tum out to be a thief - (laughter)- I
would like very much to remain with him.

MRKAWANGA:

I see. But how do you hope to look after him? You have no job. Your
mother has no job; Francis Ojok would be the best person to look after his
son.

NAMUDDU:

It is a matter of keeping him there.

KAKWENZIRE:

I would like to ask you on the conduct of these soldiers. What didj-'OU
think of them? How did they spend their days in Luwero?

NAMUDDU:

When they were drunk, they used to fire in the air and some could beat
their wives.
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Did they go out looking for bandits?
'\ ~\1UDDU.

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did the bandits - do you know any time when the bandits would attack
them here?

1'1AML'DDU:

No They attacked these places when I had left -already gone to Ojok's
home.

UK 'WEN7IRE:

You talked of vour husband bringing you loot. They used to go out
occasionally to steal people's things.

NAMUDDC

Yes, while looking for food, or pigs, that is when they could steal
people's property and bring them to their homes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now did you ever contemplate escaping from him?

NAMUDDU:

I used to plan to escape when the Red Cross people were still coming to
our place; but in the absence of these Red Cross people, it was risky;
because if you escaped then you met another soldier, and he took you, it
would be the same old story.

KAKWENZIRE:

Did you ever talk to him about your family like trying to say - my mother,
could I go and see her again? Or you would look for my relatives Did
you discuss family matters with him?

NAMUDDU:

I would not at that time. I had not known his language.

KAKWENZIRE:

You mean you were not communicating.

NAMUDDU:

No.

KAKWENZIRE:

He did not speak English.

NAMUDDU:

He did not speak English.

KAKWENZIRE:

Okay. Who was commanding these soldiers?

NAMUDDU:

He was called Acholi.

KAKWENZIRE:

Would you know him if you saw him?

NAMUDDU:

Yes.

KAKWENZIRE:

Now this is a case where a lot of atrocities were committed: where people
were being murdered in masses. Did these soldiers talk about what they
were doing in your hearing?

NAMUDDU:

May be, they used to talk about these things; but, because of the language
barrier, I could not know.
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K K\Vf11ZIRE

Can vou
~. remcmber some Ofth
that ttm
e outstand •
corn
e - the people who were
in~ soldiers here in Luwero at
manders? The outstanding names ~oc1ates of your husband, the
e famous ones

1 ~AMUDDU:

I know them.

KAKWENZIRE:

Could you tell us?

NAMUDDU:

One'is Ocaya.,another one is Otto Chono.

KA1..,VENZIRE:

Did they have rank?

NAMl.DDU:

Ochaya was a Captain and h , th •
stars.
e "as eir commanderbecause he had three

K.AK\VENZIRE:

And Otto Chono was what?

NAMUDDU:

Otto chono had no rank.

KAKWENZIRE·

Other names you can remember.

NAMUDDU:

Another one is Ojukwu.

KAKWENZIRE:

Any others?

NAMUDDU·

No.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much for the evidence you have given. We have also
heard about the problems of looking after the child, which is a burden to
you and to your mother. We cannot promise that we can give assistance
but there are certain organizations which might and to whom your
problems might be forwarded and who might see what they can do. But
we are not promising anything that we will assist you.

(MR. SSEKANDI)
COUNSEL:

NAMUDDU:
COUNSEL:

•

I do not know whether I should ask this question, but it appears the
welfare of this child - there could be some other measures taken. I do not
know what would be her reaction if there was a person interested in, say,
adopting or being a guardian of that child. I do not know whether -

When this person is taking - he is also taking -.me as a wife? (laughter).
No the question is you see it appears this Emmanuel Otim has no father
because, may be, his father is not there or you never find him. But,
suppose some other person want to adopt that child would come so that
he can give him education - this and the other. What would you think
about it - without taking you?

NAMUDDU:

I accept.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay tell her she can go now.
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